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THE HISTORY OF GREA.T BRITAIN. [Chap. I.

president of the council. These two noblemen enjoyed

a good share of the king's confidence, and Nottingham
was considerable as head of the church-pai-ty: but the

chief favourite was Bentinck, first commoner on the

list of privy-counsellors, as well as groom of the stole

and pri\y purse. D'Averquerque was made master of

the horse, Zuylestein of the robes, and Schomberg of the

ordnance: the treasury, adniii-altv, and chancciy were
put in commission ; twelve able judges were chosen;*

and the diocese of Salishurj* being vacated by the death

of Dr. Ward, the king of his own free motion fiUed it

with Burnet, who had been a zealous stickler for his

interest; and in a particular manner instnunental in

effecting the revolution. Sancroft, archbishop of Can-
terbury, refused to consecrate this ecclesiastic, though
the reasons of his refusal are not specified; but, being

afraid of incurring the penalties of a premunire, he

granted a commission to the bishop of London, and

three other suffragans, to pertorm that ceremony. Bur-

net was a prelate of some parts, and great industry;

moderate in his notions of church discipline, inquisitive,

meddling, vain, and credulous. In consequence of having

incurred the displeasme of the late king, he had retired

to the continent and fixed his residence in Holland,

where he was naturalized, and attached himself to the

interest of the prince of Orange, who consulted him
about the affairs of England. He assisted in drawing

up the pi-ince's manifesto, and wrote some other papers

and pamphlets in defence of his design. He was de-

manded of the States by the English ambassador as a

British fugitive, outlawed by king James, and excepted

in the act of indemnity. Nevertheless, he came over

with William in quality of his chaplain; and, by his in-

trigues, contributed in some measure to the success of

that expedition. The principal individuals that com-
posed this min istry have been characterized in the his-

tory of the preceding reigns. We have had occasion to

mention the fine talents, the vivacity, the flexibility of

Halifax; the plausibility, the enterprising genius, the

obstinacy ofDanby; the pompous eloquence, the warmth,
and ostentation of Nottingham; the probity and popu-

larity of Shrewsbury. Godolphin, now brought into the

treasiiiy, was modest, silent, sagacious, and upright.

Jlordaimt, appointed first commissioner of that board,

and afterwards created earl of Slonmouth, was open,

generous, and a republican in his principles. Delamere,

chancellor of the exchequer, promoted in the sequel to

the rank of earl of Warrington, was close and mercenary.

Obsequiousness, fideUty, and attachment to his master,

composed the character of Bentinck, whom the king
raised to the dignity of earl of Portland. The English

favom'ite, Sidney, was a man of -ndt and pleasure, pos-

sessed of the most engaging talents for conversation and
private friendship, but rendered unfit for public business

by indolence and inattention. He was ennobled, and
afterwards created earl of Eomney; a title which he

enjoyed with several successive posts of profit and im-

portance. The stream of honour and preferment ran

strong in favour of the whigs, and this appeai'ance of

partiality confirmed the suspicion and resentment of the

opposite party.

THE CONVENTION CONVERTED INTO A
PARLIASIENT.

The first resolution taken in the new cotmcil was to

convert the convention into a parliament, that the new
settlement might be strengthened by a legal sanction,

which was nowfupposed to be wanting, as the assembly

had not been convoked by the king's writ of summons.
The experiment of a new election was deemed too ha-

zardous; therefore the conncil determined that the king
should, by virtue of his own authority, change the con-

vention into a parliament, by going to the house of peers

* Sir John Holt Tras appointed lord cllicf justice of tlie Ising's

bench, and Sir Uenry PoUexfen of the aimmon pleas : the earl of

Devonshire was made lord steward of the household, and the carl of

Dorset lord chamberlain.

—

Ralph.

with the usual state of a sovereign, and pronouncing a

speech from the throne to both houses. Tliis expedient

was accordingly practised. \_See note B, at the end of this

Vol.] He assiued them he sliould never take any step

that would diminish the good opinion they had conceived

of his integrity. He told them that Holland was in

such a situation as required their immediate attention

and assistance; that the posture of affairs at home like-

wise demanded their serious consideration; that a good

settlement was necessary, not only for the establishment

.of domestic peace, but also for the support of the pro-

testant interest abroad: that the affairs of Ireland were

too critically situated to admit the least delay in their

deliberations; he therefore begged they would be speedy

and effectual in concerting such measures as should be

judged indispensably necessary for the welfiire of the

nation. The commons returning to their house, im-

mediately passed a vote of thanks to his majesty, and
made an order that his speech should be taken into

consideration. After the throne had been declared

vacant by a small majority of the peers, those who
opposed that measiu'e had gradually withdrawn them-
selves from the house, so that very few remained but

[
such as were devoted to the new monarch. These
therefore brought in a bUl for preventing all disputes

concerning the present parliament. In the meantime,

Mr. Hambden, in the lower house, put the question,

Whether a king elected by the lords spiritual and
temporal, and the commons assembled at Westminster,

coming to and consulting with the said lords and com-
mons, did not make as complete a parliament and legis

lative power and authority as if the said king should

cause new elections to be made by writ ? llany mem-
bers affirmed that the king's writ was as necessary as his

presence to the being of a legal parliament, and as the

convention was defective in this particular, it could not

be vested with a parliamentary authority by any man-
agement whatsoever. The whigs replied, That the

essence of a parliament consisted in the meeting and
co-operation of the king, lords, and commons; and that

it was not material whether they were convoked by
writ or by letter: they proved this assertion by ex-

amples deduced from the history of England: they

obser\'ed that a new election would be attended with

great trouble, expense, and loss of time; and that such

delay might prove fatal to the protestant interest in

Ireland, as well as to the allies on the continent. In

the midst of this debate the bill was brought down
from the lords, and being read, a committee was ap-

pointed to make some amendments. These were no
sooner made than the commons sent it back to the

upper house, and it immediately received the royal

assent. By this act the lords and commons assembled

at Westminster were declared the two houses of parlia-

ment to aD intents and purposes: it likewise ordained,

That the present act, and all other acts to which the

royal assent should be given before the next proroga-

tion, should be understood and adjudged in law to begin

on the thirteenth day of February: that the members,

instead of the old oaths of allegiance and supremacy,

should take the new oath incorporated in this act under

the ancient penalty; and that the present parliament

should be dissolved in the usual manner. Immediately

after this transaction a warm debate arose in the house

of commons about the revenue, which the courtiers

alleged had devolved with the crown upon William, at

least during the life of James, for which term th&

greater part of it had been granted. The members in

the opposition aflirraed that these grants were vacated

with the throne; and at length it was voted, That the

revenue had expired. Then a motion was made. That

a revenue should be settled on the king and queen; and

the house resolved it should be taken into consideration,

miile tliey deliberated on this affair they received a

message from his majesty, importing that the late king

had set sail from Brest with an armament to invade

Ireland. They forthwith resolved to assist his majesty

with their lives and fortunes: they voted a temporary
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aid of font hundred and twenty thousand pounds, to bo

levied bv monthly assessments, and both houses waited

on the king to signify this resolution. But this unani-

mity did not take place till seTeral lords spiritual as well

as temporal had, rather than take the oaths, absented

themselves from parliament. Tho nonjuring prelates

were S,incroft, archbishop of Canterbury ; Turner, bishop

of Ely; Lake, of Chichester; Ken, of Bath and Wells;

White, of Peterborough ; IJoyd, of Norwich ; Thomas, of

Worcester; and Frampton, of Gloucester. The temporal

peers who refused the oath were the duke of Newcastle;

the earls of Cl.arendon, Litchfield, Exeter, Yarmouth, and

Stafford ; tho lords Griffin and Stawel. Five of the bishops

withdrew themselves from the house at one time; but

before they retired one of the number moved for a bill

of toleration, and another of comprehension, by which

moderate dissenters might be reconciled to the church,

and admitted into ecclesiastical benefices. Such bills

were actually prepared and presented by the earl of

Nottingham, who received the thanks of the house for

the pains he had taken. From this period the party

averse to the government of Williiun were distinguished

by the appellation of Nonjurors. They rejected the

notion of a king de facto, as well as all other distinctions

and limitations; and declared for the absolute power
and divine hereditary indefeisible right of sovereigns.

MUTINY IN TUE AEMY.

This faction had already begun to practise against

the new government. The king having received some
intimation of their designs from intercepted letters,

ordered the earl of Arran, sir Robert Hamilton, and

some other gentlemen of the Scottish nation, to be

apprehended and sent prisoners to the Tower. Then
he informed the two houses of the step he had taken,

and even craved their advice with regard to his conduct

in such a delicate affair which had compelled him to

trespass upon the law of England. The lords thanked

him for the care he took of their liberties, and desired

he would secure all disturbers of the peace: but the

commons empowered him by a bill to dispense with the

habeas-corpus act tiU the seventeenth day of April next

ensuing. This was a stretch of confidence in the crown
which had not been made in favour of the late king,

even while Argyle and Monmouth were in open rebel-

lion. A spirit of discontent had by this time diffused

itself through the army, and become so formidable to

the court, that the king resolved to retain the Dutch
troops in England and send over to Holland in their

room such regiments as were most tinctured with dis-

affection. Of these the Scottish regiment of Dumbarton,

commanded by mareschal Schoraberg, mutinied on its

march to Ipswich, seized the military chest, disarmed

the officers who opposed their design, declared for king

James, and with four pieces of cannon began their

march for Scotland. William, being informed of this

revolt, ordered general Ginckel to pursue them with

three regiments of Dutch dragoons, and the mutineers

surrendered at discretion. As the delinquents were
natives of Scotband, which had not yet submitted in

form to the new government, the king did not think

proper to punish them as rebels, but ordered them to

proceed for Holland according to his first intention.

Though this attempt proved abortive, it made a strong

impression upon the ministry, who were divided among
themselves and wavered in their principles. However,
they used this opportunity to bring in a bill for punish-

ing mutiny and desertion, which in a little time passed

both houses and received the royal assent.

CORONATION—ABOLITION OF HEARTH-
MONEY.

The coronation oath [<Siee note C, at the end of this

Toi.] being altered and explained, that ceremony was
performed on the eleventh day of April, the bishop of

London officiating, at the king's desire, in the room of

tho metropolitan, who was a malcontent; and next day
the commons in a body waited on tho king and queen
at AVhitehall, with an address of congratulation.

William, with a view to conciliate the affections of his

new subjects, and check the progress of clamour and
discontent, signified in a solemn message to the houso
of commons, his readiness to acquiesce in any measure
they should think proper to take for a new regulation

or total suppression of the hearth-money, which ho
understood was a grievous imposition on his subjects;

and this tax was afterwards abolished. He was grati-

fied with an address of thanks, couched in the warmest
expressions of duty, gratitude, and affection, declaring

they would take such measures in support of his crown,

as would convince the world that he reigned in tho

hearts of his people.

THE COMMONS VOTE MONEY TO INDEMNIFY
THE DUTCH.

Ho had, in his .answer to their former address, assured

them of his constant regard to the rights .and prosperity

of the nation : he had explained the exhausted state of

the Dutch; expatiated upon the ze.al of that republic

for the interests of Britain, as well as the maintenance

of the profestant religion; and expressed his hope th.at

the Englisli psirliament would not only repay the sums
tlicy had expended in his expedition, but likewise fur-

ther support them to the utmost of their .ability against

the common enemies of their liberties and religion. Ho
had obseiTed that a considerable army and fleet would
be necessary for the reduction of Ireland and the pro-

tection of Britain, and he desired they would settle the

revenue in such a manner that it might be collected

without difficulty and dispute. The sum total of the

money expended by the states-general in 'VAilliam's

expedition amotinted to seven millions of guilders, and

the commons granted six hundred thousand pounds for

the discharge of this debt, incun-ed for the preservation

of their rights and religion. They voted funds for rais-

ing and m.aintaining an aiiny of two-and-twenty thou-

sand men, as well as for equipping a niunerous fleet:

but they provided for no more th.an half a year's sub-

sistence of the troops, hoping the reduction of Ireland

might be finished in that term; and this instance of

frugality the king considered as a mark of their diffi-

dence of his administration. The whigs were resolved

to supply him gradually, that he might be the more

dependent upon their ze.al and attachment; but he was

not at all pleased with their precaution.

WILLIAM'S EFFORTS IN FAVOUR OF
DISSENTERS.

William was naturally biassed to Calvinism, and

averse to persecution. Whatever promises he had

made, and whatever sentiments of respect he had en-

tertained for the church of Engl.and, he seemed now in

a great measure .alienated from it by the opposition he

had met with from its members, particularly from the

bishops who had thwarted his measures. By .absent-

ing themselves from parliament, and refusing the oath,

they had plainly disowned his title and renounced his

government. He therefore resolved to mortify the

church, and gratify his own friends at tho same time,

by removing the obstacles affixed to nonconformity,

that .all protestant dissenters should be rendered capable

of enjoying and exercising civil employments. AVhen

he gave his assent to the bill for suspending the hahcns-

ccrjms act, he recommended the establishment of a new
oath in lieu of those of allegiance and supremacy: he

expressed his hope that they would leave room for tho

admission of all his protestant subjects who should bo

found qu.alified for the service; he said, such a conjunc-

tion would unite them the more firmly .among them-

selves, and strengthen them against their common

adversaries. In consequence of this hint, a clause was

inserted in the bill for abrogating the old and appointing
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the new oaths, by which the sacramental test was
decliu-cd unnecessary in rendering any person capable

of enjoying any ofBoe or craploymeut. It was, how-
over, rejected by a great majority in the house of lords.

Another clause for the same purpose, though in different

terms, was proposed by the king's direction, and met
with the same fate, though in both cases several noble-
men entered a protest against the resolution of the
house. These fruitless efforts in favour of dissenters

augmented the prejudice of the churchmen against king
William, who would have willingly compromised the

difference by excusing the clergy from the oatlis, pro-

vided the dissenters might be exempted from the sacra-

mental test: but this was deemed the chief bulwark of

the church, and therefore the proposal was rejected.

The church party in the house of lords moved. That
instead of inserting a clause obliging the clergy to take
the oaths, the king should be empowered to tender them

;

and, in case of their refusal, they should incur the

penalty, because deprivation, or the apprehensions of

it, might make them desperate and excite them to form
designs against the government. This argimient had
no weight with the commons, who thought it was in-

dispensably necessary to exact the oaths of the clergy,

as their example influenced the kingdom in general,

and the youth of the nation were formed imder their

instructions. After a long and wann debate, all the

mitigation that coidd be obtained was a clause em-
powering the king to indulge any twelve clergymen,
deprived by virtue of this act, with a third part of their

benefices during pleasure. Thus the ancient oaths of

allegiance and supremacy were abrogated: the declara-

tion of non-resistance in the act of uniformity was re-

pealed: the new oath of allegiance was reduced to its

primitive simpUcity, and the coronation-oath rendered

more explicit. The clergy were enjoined to take the

new oaths before the first day of August, on pain of

being suspended from their office for six months, and
of entire deprivation, in case they should not take them
before the expiration of this term. They generally

complied, though with such reservations and distinc-

tions as were not much for the honour of their sincerity.

ACT FOR A TOLERATION.

The king, though baffled in his design against the

sacramental test, resolved to indulge the dissenters with
a toleration; and a bill for this purpose being prepared

by the earl of Nottingham, was, after some debate,

passed into a law, under the title of an act for exempt-
ing their m.ijesties' protestant subjects, dissenting from
the church of England, from the penalties of certain

laws. It enacted. That none of the penal laws should

be construed to extend to those dissenters who should

take the oaths to the present government, and subscribe

the declaration of the thirtieth year of the reign of

Charles II. provided th>at they should hold no private

assemblies or conventicles with the doors shut; that

nothing shocld be construed to exempt them from the

payment of tithes or other parochial duties: that, in

case of being chosen into the office of constable, chui-ch-

warden, overseer, &c. and of scrupling to take the oaths
annexed to such offices, they should be allowed to exe-

cute the employment by deputy: that the preachers
and teachers in congregations of dissenting protestants

wlio should take the oaths, subscribe the declaration,

together with all the articles of religion, except the

thirty-fourth and the two succeeding articles, and part

of the twentieth, should be exempted from the penalties

decreed against non-conformists, as well as from sen-
ing upon juries, or acting in parish offices: yet all

justices of the peace were empowered to require such

dissenters to subscribe the declaration and take the

oaths; and, in case of refusal, to commit them to prison

(vitliout bail or mainprize. The same indulgence was
extended to anabaptists, and even to quakers, on then-

solemn promise before God to be faithful to tlie king
and queen, and their .assenting by profession and asseve-

ration to those articles which the others ratified upon
oath : they were likewise required to profess their

belief in the Trinity and the Holy Scriptures. Even
the papists felt the benign influence of Willi.'un's mo-
deration in spiritual matters: he rejected the proposal

of some zealots, who exhorted him to enact severe laws
against popish recusants. Such a measure, he obseiwed,

would alienate all the papists of Europe from the in-

terests of England, and might produce a new Catholic

league which would render the war a religious quarrel;

besides, he would not pretend to screen the protestants

of Germany and Hungai-y, while he himself should

persecute the Catholics of England. He therefore

resolved to treat them with lenity; and though they

were not comprehended in the act, they enjoyed tho

benefit of the toleration.

VIOLENT DISPUTES ABOUT THE BILL FOR
A COMPREHENSION.

We have observed that, in consequence of the motion
made by the bishops when they withdrew from parlia-

ment, a bill was brought into the house of lords for

uniting then' majesties' protestant subjects. This was
e.xtremely agi'eeable to the king, who had the scheme
of comprehension very much at heart. In the progress

of the bill a w.arm debate arose about the postiu'e of

kneeling at the sacrament, which was given up in

favoiu- of the dissenters. Another no less violent en-

sued upon the subsequent question, " A^liether there

should be an addition of laity in the commission to be
given by the king to the bishops and others of the

clergy, for preparing such a reformation of ecclesiastical

afi'airs as might be the means of heaUng divisions, and
con'ecting whatever might be eiToneous or defective in

the constitution." A great number of the temporal
lords insisted warmly on this addition, and when it was
rejected four peers entered a formal protest. Bishop
Burnet was a warm stickler for the exclusion of the
laity; and, in all probability, manifested this warmth
in hopes of ingratiating himself with his brethren,

among whom his character was very far from being
popular. But the merit of this sacrifice was destroyed

by the arguments he had used for dispensing with the

posture of kneeling at the sacrament; and by his pro-

posing in another proviso of the biU, that the subscribers,

ijistead of expressing assent or consent, should only
submit with a promise of conformity.

THE COMMONS ADDRESS THE KING TO
SUMMON A CONWOCATION.

The bill was with difficulty passed in the house of

lords, but the commons treated it with neglect. By tliis

time a great number of malcontent members, who had
retii-ed from parliament, were returned with a view to

thwart the administration, though they covJd not pre-

vent the settlement. Instead of proceeding -with the

bill they presented an address to the king, thanking
him for his gracious declaration and repeated assurances

that he would maintain the church of England as by
law established; a chm'ch whose doctrine and practice

had evinced its loyalty beyond all contradiction. They
likewise humbly besought his majesty to issue mrits

for calling a convocation of the clerg}', to be consulted

in ecclesiastical matters according to the ancient usage
of parhaments; and they declared they would forthwith

take into consideration proper methods for giving case

to protestant dissenters. Though the king was dis-

pleased at this address, in which the lords also had con-

curred, he returned a civil answer by the mouth of the

earl of Nottinghimi, professing his regard for the chm'ch
of England, wliich should always be his peculiar care,

recommending the dissenters to their protection, and
promising to summon a convocation as soon as such a
measure should be convenient. This message produced
no effect in favour of the bill which lay neglected on
the table. Those who moved for it had no other yjew
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than tliat of displaying their moderation : nud now they

excited their friends to oppose it witli all their interest.

Others were afraid of espousing it lest they should be

stigmatized as enemies to the ehurch ; and a great

number of the most eminent piesliyterians were averse

to a scheme of comprehension, wliicli diminished their

strength and weakened the importance of the party.

Being therefore violently opposed on one hand, and

but faintly supported on the other, no wonder it mis-

carried. The king however was so bent upon the exe-

cution of his design, that it was next session roWvcd in

another form though with no better success.

SETTLEMENT OF THE EEVENUE.

The next object that engrossed the attention of the

parliament was the settlement of a revenue for the sup-

port of the government. Hitherto there had been no
distinction of what was allotted for the king's use, and

what was assigned for the service of the public; so that

the sovereign was cntirclj' master of the whole supply.

As the revenue in the late reigns had been often em-
bezzled and misapplied, it was now resolved that a

. certain snm should be set apart for the maintenance of

the king's household and the support of his dignity;

and that the rest of the public money should be em-
ployed under the inspection of parliament. Accordingly,

since this period, the commons have appropriated the

yearly supplies to certain specified services; and an
account of the application has been constantly submitted

to both houses at the next session. At this juncture

the prevailing party, or the whigs, determined that the

revenue should be granted from year to year, or at

least for a small term of ye.irs; that the king might
find himself dependent upon the parliament, and merit

the renewal of the grant by a just and popular admini-

stration. In pursuance of this maxim, when the reve-

nue fell tmder consideration, they, under pretence of

charges and anticipations which they had not time to

examine, granted it by a provisional act for one year
only. The civil list was settled at six hxmdred thou-

sand pounds, chargeable with the appointments of the

queen dowager, the piince and princess of Denmark,
the judges, and mareschal Schomberg, to whom the

parliament had already granted one hundred thousand

pounds, in consideration of his important services to the

nation. The commons also voted that a constant

revenue of twelve hundred thousand pounds should

be established for the support of the crown in time of

peace.

THE KIXCt TAKES UMBRAGE AT THE PRO-
CEEDINGS OF THE WHIG PARTY.

The king took umbrage at these restraints laid upon
the application of the public money, which were the

most salutary fruits of the revolution. He considered

them as marks of diffidence by which he was distin-

guished from his predecessors; and thought them an
ungrateful retiuni for the services he bad done the

nation. The tories perceived his disgust, and did not

<"ail to foment his jealousy against their adversaries,

which was confirmed by a fresh effort of the whigs in

relation to a militia. A bill w.as brought into the

house for regulating it in such a manner as would have

rendered it in a great measure independent both of the

king and the lords-lieutenants of counties. These
being generally peers, the bill was suffered to lie ne-

glected on the table, but the attempt confirmed the

suspicion of the king, who began to think himself in

danger of being enslaved by a republican party. The
tories had, by the channel of Nottingham, made proffers

of sei-vice to his majest)'; but com])lained at the same
time that as they were in danger of being prosecuted

for their lives and fortunes, they could not, without an
act of indemnity, exert themselves in favour of the

crown, lest they should incur a persecution from their

implacable enemies.

HEATS AND ANIMOSITIES ABOUT THE EILT.
OF INDEMNITY.

These remonstrauces made such an impression on
the king, that he sent a message to the house by Mr.
Ilambden, recommending a bill of indemnity as the
most efl'ectual means for putting an end to all contro-

versies, distinctions, and occ;isions of discord. Ho
desired it might he prepared with all convenient expe-
dition, and with such exceptions only ::s should seem
necessary for the vindication of ]>ublic justice, the
safety of him and his consort, and the settlement and
welfare of the nation. An address of thanks to his

m.ijesty was imanimously voted. Nevertheless, his

design was frustrated by the backwardness of the

whigs, who proceeded so slowly on the bill that it

could not bo brought to maturity before the end of the

session. They Wiintcd to keep the scourge over the

heads of their enemies until they should find a proper

opportunity for revenge; and, in the meantime, restrain

them from opposition by the tenor of impending ven-
geance. They affected to insinuate that the king's

design was to raise the prerogative as high as it had
been in the preceding reigns; and that he for this pur-

pose pressed an act of indemnity, by virtue of which he
might legally use the instruments of the late tyranny,
rho earls of Monmouth and Warrington industrously

infused these jealousies into the minds of their party:

on the other hand, the carl of Nottingham inflamed
William's distnist of his old friends: both sides suc-

ceeded in kindling an animosity, which had like to

have produced confusion, notwithstanding the endea-
vours used by the earls of Slirewsbury and Devonshire,

to allay those heats and remove the suspicions that

mutually prevailed.

BIRTH OF THE DUKE OF GLOUCESTER.

It was now judged expedient to pass an act for set-

tling the succession of the crown according to the for-

mer resolution of the convention. A bill for this pur-
pose was brought into the lower house, with a clause

disabling papists from succeeding to the throne : to

this the lords added, " Or such as should many papists,"

absolving the subject in that case from allegiance.

The bishop of Salisbury, by the king's direction, pro-

posed that the princess Sophia, duchess of Hanover,
anl her posterity, should be nominated in the act of

succession as the next protestant heirs, failing issue

of the king and Anne princess of Denmark. These
amendments gave rise to warm debates in the lower
house, where they were vigorously opposed, not only

by those who wished well in secret to the late king and
the lineal succession, but likewise by the republican

party, who hoped to see monarchy altogether extin-

guished in England by the death of the three persons

already named in the bill of succession. The lords

insisted upon their amendments, and several fruitless

conferences were held between tlie two houses. At
length the bill was dropt for the present in consequence
of an event which in a gi-eat measure dissipated the

fears of a popish successor. This was the delivery of

the princess Anne, who, on the twenty-seventh day of

July, brought forth a son, christened by the name of

William, and afterwards created duke of Gloucester.

AFFAIRS OF THE CONTINENT.

In the midst of these domestic disputes, AVilliam did

not neglect the affairs of the continent. He retained

all his former influence in Holland, as his countrymen
had reason to confide in his repeated assurances of in-

violable aflfection. The great scheme which he had
projected of a confederacy against France began at this

period to take effect. The princes of the empire assem-
bled in the diet, solemnly exhorted the emperor to de-

clare war against the French king, who had comniittod

numberless infractions of the treaties of Muntter, Osna-
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Lruck, Nimeguen, and the truce, invaded their country

without provocation, and evinced himself an inveterate

enemy of the holy Roman empire. They therefore

besought his imperial majesty to conclude a treaty of

peace with the Turks, who had offered advantageous

terms, and proceed to an open ruptui'e with Louis, in

which case they would consider it as a war of the em-
pire, and support their head in the most effectual man-
ner. The states-general published a declaration against

the common enemy, taxing him with manifold infrac-

tions of the treaty of commerce; with having involved

the subjects of the republic in the persecution which
he had raised against the protestants; with having
cajoled and insulted them with deceitful promises and
insolent threats; with having plundered and oppressed

the Dutch merchants and traders in France; and,

finally, with having declared war against the states

without any plausible reason assigned. The elector of

Brandenburg denounced war against France as a power
whose perfidy, cruelty, and ambition, it was tlie duty of

eveiy pi-ince to oppose. The marquis de Castanaga,

governor of the Spanish Netherlands, issued a counter

declaration to that of Louis, who had declared against

his master. He accused the French king of having

laid waste the empire, without any regard to the obli-

gations of religion and humanity, or even to the laws

of war; of having countenanced the most barbarous

acts of cruelty and oppression; and of having intrigued

with the enemies of Christ for the destruction of the

empire. The emperor negotiated an alliance offensive

and defensive with the states-general, binding the con-

tracting parties to co-operate with their whole power
against France and her allies. It was stipulated that

neither side should engage in a separate treaty on any
pretence whatsoever; that no peace should be admitted

until the treaties of Westphalia, Osnabruck, Munster,
and the Pyrenees, should have been vindicated; that,

in case of a negotuition for a peace or truce, the trans-

actions on both sides should be communicated honafidc;

and that Spain and England should be invited to accede

to the treaty. In a separate article, the contracting

powers agreed, that, in case of the Spanish king's dying
without issue, the states-general should assist the em-
peror with all their forces to take possession of that

monarchy: that they should use their friendly endea-

vours with the princes electors, their allies, towards
elevating his son Joseph to the dignity of king of the

Romans, and employ their utmost force against France
should she attempt to oppose his elevation.

WAR DECLARED AGAINST FRAKCE.

William, who was the soul of this confederacy, found

no difhculty in persuading the English to undertake a

war against their old enemies and rivals. On the six-

teenth day of April, Mr. Hambden made a motion for

taking into consideration the state of the kingdom with

respect to France, and foreign alliances; and the com-
mons unanimously resolved, that, in case his majesty

should think fit to engage in a war with France, they

would, in a parliamentary way, enable him to carry it

on with vigour. An address was immediately drawn
up and presented to the king, desiring that he would
seriously consider the destructive methods taken of late

years by the French king against the trade, quiet, and
interest of the nation, particularly his present invasion

of Ireland, and supporting the rebels in that kingdom.

They did not doubt but the alliances already made, and

those that might hereafter be concluded by liis majesty,

would be suflicient to reduce the French king to such a

condition, that it should not be in his power to violate

the peace of Christendom, nor prejudice the trade and

prosperity of England; in tlie mean time they assured

liis majesty he might depend upon the assistance of his

parliament, according to the vote which had passed in

the house of commons. This was a welcome address to

king William. lie assured them that no part of the

supplies which they might grant for the prosecution of

the war should be misapplied ; and, on the seventh day
of Jlay, he declared war against the French monarch.

On this occasion, Louis was charged with having am-
bitiously invaded the territories of the emperor, and de-

nounced war against the allies of England, in violation

of the treaties confirmed under the guarantee of the En-
glish crown ; with hainng encroached upon the fishery

of Newfoundland, invaded the Caiibbee Islands, taken

forcible possession of New-York and Hudson's-bay,

made depredations on the English at sea, prohibited the

importation of English manufactures, disputed the right

of the flag, persecuted many English subjects on account

of religion, contrary to express ti'eaties and the law of

nations, and sent an armament to Ireland, in support of

the rebels of that kingdom.

PROCEEDINGS IN THE CONVENTION.

Ha-^-ing thus described the progress of the revolution

in England, we shall now briefly explain the measures

that were prosecuted in Scotland, towards the establish-

ment of William on the throne of that kingdom. The
meeting of the Scottish convention was fixed for the

fourteenth day of March; and both parties employed all

their interest to influence the election of members. The
duke of Hamilton, and all the presbyterians, declared

for William. The duke of Gordon maintained the cas-

tle of Edinburgh for his old master; but, as he had ne-

glected to lay in a store of provisions, he depended en-

tirely upon the citizens for subsistence. The partisans

of James were headed by the earl of Balcarras, and
Graham viscount Dundee, who employed their endea-

vours to preserve union among the individuals of their

party; to confirm the duke of Gordon, who began to

waver in his attachment to their sovereign; and to man-
age their intrigues in such a manner as to derive some
advantage to their cause from the transactions of the

ensuing session. When the lords and commons assem-
bled at Edinburgh, the bishop of that diocese, who offi-

ciated as chaplain to the convention, prayed for the re-

storation of king James. The first dispute turned upon
the choice of a president. The friends of the late king
set up the marquis of Athol in opposition to the duke of

Hamilton; but this last was elected by a considerable

majority; and a good number of the other party, finding

their cause the weakest, deserted it from that moment.
The earls of Lothian and Twcedale were sent as depu-

ties, to require the duke of Gordon, in the name of the

estates, to quit the castle in four-and-twcnty hours, and
leave the charge of it to the protestant oilicer next in

command. The duke, though in himself irresolute, was
animated by Dundee to demand such conditions as the

convention would not grant. The negociation proving

ineffectual, the states ordered the heralds, in all their

formalities, to summon him to surrender the castle im-

mediately, on pain of incurring the penalties of high

treason; and he refusing to obey their mandate, was
proclaimed a traitor. All persons were forbid, under

the same penalties, to aid, succour, or correspond with

him; and the castle was blocked up with the troops of

the city.

LETTERS TO THE CONVENTION FROM KING
WILLIAM AND KING JAMES.

Next day an express arrived from London, with a
letter from king William to the estates; and, at the

same time, another from James was presented by one

Crane, an English domestic of the abdicated queen.

William observed that he had called a meeting of their

estates at the desire of the nobility and gentry of Scot-

land assembled at London, who requested that he would

take upon himself the adramistration of their affairs.

He exhorted them to concert measures for settling the

peace of the kingdom upon a sohd foundation; and to

lay aside animosities and factions, which scn'cd only to

impede that salutary settlement. He professed himself

sensible of the good effects that would arise from an
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nnion of the two kingiloms; and assured them ho would

use his best eudeavours to promote such a coalition. A
committee being appointed to draw up a respectful an-

swer to these assurances, a debate ensued about the let-

tor from the lato king James. Tliis they resolved to

favour with a reading, After the members shoiild have

subscribed an act, declaring that notwithstanding any
thing that might be contained in the letter for dissolv-

ing the convention, or impeding their procedure, they

were a free and lawful meeting of the states; and would
continue undissolved until they should have settled and

secured the protestant religion, the government, laws,

and liberties of the kingdom. Having taken this prc-

Ciiution, they proceeded to examine the letter of the late

sovereign, who conjured them to support his interest as

faithful subjects, and eternize their names by a loyalty

suitable to their former professions. He said he would
not fail to give them such a speedy and powerful assist-

ance as would enable them to defend themselves from

any foreign attempt ; and even to assert his right against

those enemies who had depressed it by the blackest

usurpations and unnatural attempts, which the Al-

mighty God would not allow to pass unpunished. He
offered pardon to all those who should return to their

duty before the last day of the month; and threatened

to punish rigorously such as should stand out in rebel-

lion against him and his authority.

THE CONVENTION RECOGNIZE THE AUTHO-
KITY OF KING WILLIAM.

This adch-ess produced very little effect in favour of

the unfortunate exile, whose friends were greatly out-

numbered in this assembly. His messenger was order-

ed into custody, and afterwards dismissed with a pass

instead of an answer. James, foreseeing this contempt,

h.od, by an instrument dated in Ireland, authorised tlie

archbishop of Glasgow, the earl of Balcan-as, and the

viscount Dundee, to call a convention of the estates at

Stirling. These three depended on the interest of the

marquis of Athol and the earl of Mar, who professed

the wannest affection for the lato king; and they hoped
a secession of their friends would embarrass the conven-

tion, so as to retard the settlement of king William.

Their expectations, however, were disappointed. Athol

deserted their cause ; and Mar suffered himself to bo
intercepted in his retreat. The rest of their party were,

by the vigilance of the duke of Hamilton, prevented

from leaving the convention, except the viscount Dun-
dee, who retreated to the mountains with about fifty

horse, and was pursued by order of the estates. This

design being frustrated, the convention approved and
recognized, by a solemn act, the conduct of the nobility

and gentlemen who bad entreated the king of England
to take upon him the administration. They acluiow-

ledged their obligation to the prince of Orange, who had
prevented the destruction of their laws, religion, and
fundamental constitution; they besought his higlmess

to assume the reins of government for that kingdom

;

they issued a proclamation requiring all persons, from

sixteen to sixty, to be in readiness to take arms when
cilled upon for that purpose; they conferred the com-
mand of their horse-militia upon sir Patrick Hume, who
was formerly attainted for having been concerned in

Argyle's insurrection; they levied eight hundred men
for a guard to the city of Edinburgh, and constituted

the earl of Leveu their commander; they put the militia

all over the kingdom into the hands of those on whom
they could rely ; they created the earl of M.ar governor

of Stirling-castle; they received a reinforcement of five

regiments from England under the command of Mac-
kay, whom they appointed their general; and they is-

sued orders for securing all disaffected persons. Tlien

they dispatched lord Ross with an answer to king Wil-

liam's letter, professing their gratitude to their deliver-

er, and congratulating him upon his success. They
thanked him for assuming the administration of their

affairs, and assembling a convention of their estates.

They declared they would take effectual and speedy
measures for securing the protestant religion, as well as
for establishing the government, laws, and liberties of
the kingdom. They assured him they would, as much
as lay in their power, avoid disputes and animosities;
and desired the continuance of his majesty's caro and
protection.

CROWN VOTED VACANT, AND AN ACT OF
SETTLEMENT PASSED.

After the departure of lord Ross, they appointed a
committee, consisting of eight lords, eiglit kuiglits, and
as many burgesses, to prepare the plan of a new settle-

ment: but this lesolution was not taken witliout a vi-

gorous opposition from some remaining adlierents of the
late king, headed by the arclibishop of Glasgow; all the
other prelates, except he of E(llnl)urgh, having already
deserted the convention. After warm debates, the com-
mittee agi-eed in the following vote :—" The estates of
the kingdom of Scotland find and declare. That king
James VII. being a profest papist, did assume the royal
power, and act as a king, without ever taking the oath
required by law; and had, by the advice of evil and
wielied counsellors, invaded the fundamental constitu-
tion of this kingdom, and altered it from a legal and
limited monarchy to an arbitrary despotic power, and
had governed the same to the subvoi-sion of the protes-
tant religion, and violation of tlic laws and liberties of
the nation, inverting all the ends of government ; where-
by he had forfaitlted the right of the crown, and the
throne was become vacant." When this vote was re-

ported, the bishop of Edinburgh argued strenuously
against it, as containing a charge of which the king
was innocent ; and he proposed that his majesty should
be invited to return to his Scottish dominions. All his
arguments were defeated or overruled, and the house
confirmed the vote, which was immediately enacted
into a law by a great majority. The lord president de-
clared the throne vacant, and proposed that it might be
filled with William and JIary, king and queen of Eng-
land. The committee was ordered to prepare an act
for settling tlie crown upon their majesties, together
•n-ith an instrument of government for securing the sub
jects from the grievances under which they laboured.

THE CROWN TENDERED TO WILLIAM.

On the eleventh day of April, this act, with the con-
ditions of inheritance, and the instrument, were repor-
ted, considered, unanimously approved, and solemnly
proclaimed at the market-cross of Eilinburgh, in pre-
sence of the lord president, assisted by tlie lord provost
and magistracy of the city, the duke of Queensbury,
the raarquisses of Athol and Douglas, together with a
great number of the nobility and gentry. At the same
time they published another proclamation, forbidding

all persons to acknowledge, obey, assist, or correspond
with the late king James; or by word, writing, or ser-

mon, to dispute cr disown the royal authority of king
William and queen Maiy; or to misconstrue the pro-
ceedings of the estates, or create jealousies or misap-
prehensions with regard to the transactions of the go-
vernment, on pain of incurring the most severe pen.al-

ties. Then, having settled the coronation oath, they
granted a commission to the earl of Argylo for the lords,

to sir James Montgomery for the knights, and to sir

John Dalrymple for the boroughs, empowering them to
repair to London, and invest tlieir majesties with the
goveniment. This affair being discussed, the conven-
tion appointed a committee to take care of tlio pnblio

peace, and adjourned to the twenty-first day of May.
On the eleventh day of that month, the Scottish com-
missioners being introduced to their m.tjesties at Wliite-

hall, presented first a preparatory letter from the estates,

tlien the instrument of government, witli a paper con-
taining n recital of the grievances of the nation ; and

I an address desiring his majesty to convert the conven-
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tion into a pprliament. The king having graciously

promiseil to concur with them in all just measures for the

interest of the kingdom, the coronation oath was tendered

to their majesties hy the earl of Argyle. As it contained

a clause, importing that they should root out heresy, the

king declared, that he did not mean by these words that

he should be under an obligation to act as a persecutor:

the commissioners replying that such was not the mean-

ing or import of the oath, he desired them, and others

present, to hear witness to the exception he had made.

THE CONVENTION STATE THEIR
GRIEVANCES.

In the meantime lord Dundee exerted himself with

ancommon activity in behalf of his master. He had

been summoned by a trumpet to return to the conven-

tion, refused to obey the citation on pretence that the

whigs had made an attempt upon his life; and that the

deliberations of the estates were influenced by the

neighbourhood of English troops, xmder the command
of Mackay. He was forthwith declai-ed a fugitive, out-

law, and rebel. He was rancorously hated by the pres-

bytcrians, on whom he had exercised some crnelties as

an officer under the former govemment: and for this

reason the states resolved to inflict upon him exemplary

punishment. Parties were detached in pursuit of him
and BalcaiTas. This last fell into their hands, and was
committed to a common prison; but Dundee fought his

way through the troops that suiToimded him, and escap-

ed to the Highlands, where he determined to take arms

in favour of James, though that prince had forbid him
to make any attempt of this nature imtil he should re-

ceive a reinforcement from Ireland. 'While this officer

was employed in assembling the clans of his party,

king ^MUiani appointed the duke of Hamilton commis-

sioner to the convention parliament. The post of scci'e-

taiy for Scotland was bestowed upon lord Melvil, a

weak and servile nobleman, who had taken refuge in

Holl.and from the violence of the late reigns : but the

king depended chiefly for advice upon Dalrymple lord

Stair, president of the college of justice, nn old crafty

fanatic, who for forty years had complied in all things

with all governments. Though these were rigid pres-

byterians, the king, to humoiu' the opposite party, ad-

mitted some inchviduals of the episcopal nobility to the

council-board; and this intermixture, instead of allaying

animosities, seiwed only to sow the seeds of discord and

confusion. The Scottish convention, in their detail of

grievances, enumerated the lords of the articles; the act

of parliament in the reign of Charles II. by which the

king's supremacy was raised so high that he could pre-

scribe any mode of religion according to his pleasure

;

and the superiority of anj' office in the church above

that of presbyters. The king in his instrnctions to tlie

lord commissioner, consented to the regulation of tiie

lords of the anicles, though he would not allow the in-

stitution to be abrogated; he was contented that the

act relating to the king's supremacy should be rescin-

ded, and that the church government should be esta-

blished in such a manner as would be njost agreeable

to the inclinations of the people.

PRELACY ABOLISHED IN SCOTLAND.

On the seventeenth day of June, duke Hamilton
opened the Scottish parliament, after the convention had
assumed this name, in consequence of an act passed bj'

his majesty's direction; but the members in general

were extremely chagrined when they found the com-

missioners so much restricted in the affair of the lords

of the articles, which they considered as their chief

grievance. [See note D, at the end of tJiis Vol.] The
king permitted that the estates should choose the lords

by their own suffrages, and that they should bo at

liberty to reconsider any subject which the said lords

might reject. He afterwards indulged the three estates

with the choice of eleven delegates each, for this com-

mittee, to bo elected monthly, or oftener if they should

think fit: but even these concessions proved luisatisfac-

tory while the institution itself remained. Their dis-

contents were not even appeased by the passing of an

act abolishing prelacy. Indeed their resentment was
inflamed by another consideration, namel}', that of the

king's having given seats in the council to some indivi-

duals attached to the hierarch}-. They manifested their

sentiments on this subject by bringing in a bill exclud-

ing from any public trust, place, or employment under

their majesties, all such as had been concerned in the

encroachments of the late reign, or h.ad discovered dis-

affection to the late happy change, or in any way re-

tarded or obstructed the designs of the convention. Tins

measure was prosecuted with great w,ii-mth; and the

bill passed thi'ough aU the forms of the house, but

proved ineffectual for want of the royal assent.

DISPUTES IN THE PARLIAMENT.

Nor were they less obstinate in the affair of the

judges whom the king had ventured to appoint by vir-

tue of his own prerogative. The malcontents brought

in a bill declaring the bench vacant, as it w-as at the

restoration; asserting their own right to examine and
approve those who should appointed to fill it; providing

that if in time to come any such total vacancy should

occur, the nomination should be in the king or queen,

or regent for the time being, and the parliament retain

the right of approbation ; and that all the clauses in the

several acts relating to the admission of the ordinary

lords of session, and then- qualifications for that office,

should be ratified and confirmed for perpetual observa-

tion. Such was the interest of this party, that the bill

was can'ied hy a great majority, notwithstanding the

opposition of the ministers, who resolved to maintain

the king's nomination even in defiance of a parliamen-

tary resolution. The m.ajority, exasperated at this open
violation of their privileges, forbade the judges whom
the king had appointed to open their commissions, or

hold a session imtil his majesty's further pleasure should

be known : on the other htmd they were compelled to

act by the menaces of the pri^y-council. The dispute

was carried on with great acrimony on both sides, and
produced such a ferment, that before the session opened,

the ministry thought proper to di-aw a great number of

forces into the neighbourhood of Edinburgh to support

the judges in the exercise of thch- functions.

SCOTCH PARLIAMENT ADJOURNED.

The lord commissioner, al.anned at this scene of tumuli

and confusion, adjourned the house till the eighth day
of October; a step which, added to the other un))opular

measures of the court, incensed the opposition to a vio-

lent degree. They drew up a remonstrance to the king,

complaining of this adjournment while the nation was
yet unsettled, recapitulating the several instances in

which they had expressed their zeal and affection for

his majesty; explaining their reasons for dissenting

from the ministry in some articles; beseeching him to

consider what they had represented, to give his royal

assent to the acts of parliament which they had prepar-

ed, and take mcasiu'es for redressing aU the other griev-

ances of the nation. This address was presented to the

king at Hampton-court, '^^'illiam was so touched with

tlie reproaches it implied, as if he had not fulfilled the

conditions on which he accepted the crown of Scotland,

that he, in his own vindication, published his instruc-

tions to the commissioner; and by these it appeared

that the duke might have proceeded to greater lengths

in obliging his coimtrymen. Before the adjournment,

however, the parliament had granted the revenue for

life; and raised money for maintaining a body of forces,

as well as for supporting the incidental expense of the

government for some months; yet part of the troops in

that kingdom were supplied and subsisted by the ad-

ministration of England. In consequence of these dis-
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putcs in the Scottish parliament, their churcli was left

witliont any settled form of povermneiit ; for, though
the hicrarcliy was abolished, the prosbyterian discii>liiio

was not yet established, and eeelesiastical ailairs were
occasionally regulated by the privy-council, deriving its

authority from that rcry act of supremacy, which,

according to the claim of rights, ought to have been
repealed.

THE CASTLE OF EDINBURGH BESIEGED.

The session was no sooner adjounicd than sir John
Lanier converted the blockade of Edinburgli castle into

a regular siege, which was prosecuted with such vigour

that in a little time the fortifications were ruined, and
'

' the works advanced at the foot of the walls, in which
']

I

the besiegers had made several large breaches. The
'

' duke of Gordon, finding his ammunition expended, his

defences destroyed, his intelligence entirely cut oif, and

I

despairing of relief from the ailliereuts of his master,

desired to capitulate, and obtained veiy favourable terms
for his garrison; but he would not stipulate .any condi-

tions for himself, declaring that he had so much respect

for all the princes descended from king Jiunes VI. that

he would not affront any of them so far .as to insist up-

on terms for his own particular: he therefore, on the

thirteenth day of Jime, suiTcudered the castle and him-
self at discretion. All the hopes of James and his

party were now concentred in the viscount Dimdec,
who had assembled a body of Highlanders, and resolved

to attack M.aek.iy, on an assur.ance be had received by
message, that the regiment of Scottish dragoons would
desert that ofticer, and join him ill the action. Mac-
kay having received intimation of this design, decamped
immediately, and by long marches retired before Dmi-
dee, until he was reinforced by Ramsey's dragoons, and
another regiment of English infantry: then he faced

about, .and Dundee in his turn retreated into Lochabcr.

Lord Murray, son of the marquis of Athol, assembled

his vassals, to the number of twelve hundred men, for

the service of the regency; but he was betrayed by one

of his own dependents, who seized the castle of Blair for

Dundee, and prevailed upon the Athol men to disperse,

rather than fight against James their lawful sovereign.

Kl.NG WILLIAM'S TROOPS DEFEATED.

The viscount was by this time reduced to gi'cat diffi-

culty and distress. His men had not for many weeks
tasted bread or s.ilt, or any di'iuk but water: instead of

five hundred infantry, three huncb'ed horse, with a sup-

ply of iinns, ammunition, and provision, which James
had promised to send from Ireland, ho received a rein-

forcement of three hundred naked recmits; but the

transports with the stores fell into the hands of the

English. Though this was a mortifj'ing disappoint-

ment, he bore it without repining; and, far from aban-

doning himself to despair, began his march to the cas-

tle of Blair, which was threatened with a seige by
general Mackay. A^Tien he reached this fortress, he
received intelligence that the enemy had entered the

pass of Killycriuikie, and he resolved to give them bat-

tle without delay. He accordingly advanced against

them, and a furious engagement ensued, though it was
not of long duration. The Highlanders having received

and returned the fire of the English, fell in among them
sword in hand with such impetuosity, that the foot

w^ere utterly broke in seven mintucs. The dragoons

fled at the first charge in the utmost consternation.

Dundee's horse, not exceeding one hundred, broke i

through Mackay "s own regiment ; the earl of Dumbar-
ton, at the head of a few volunteers, made liimself mas-
ter of the artillerj' : twelve hundred of Mackay 's forces

were killed on the spot, five hundred taken prisoners, '

and the rest fled with great precipitation for some hours,

nntil they were rallied by their general, who was an
officer of approved courage, conduct, and cxperienco.

Nothing could be more complete or decisive than the I

\"oi.. IT.

victory which the Highlanders obtained; yet it was
dearly purchased with the death of their beloved chief-

tain the viscount Dundee, who fell by a random shot in

the engagement, and his fate produced such confusion
in his army as prevented all pursuit. Ho possessed an
enterprising spirit, undaunted courage, inviolable fidel-

ity, and was peculiarly qualified to command the peo-
ple who t'ought under his lianncr. He was the life and
soul of that cause which he espoused, and after his
death it daily declined into ruin and disgrace. He was
succeeded in command by coloui 1 Cannon, who landed
the reinforcement from Ireland; but all his designs
miscan-ied; so that the clans, wearied with repeated
misfortunes, laid down their arms by degrees, and took
the benefit of a pardon which king William off'crcd to

those who should submit within the time specified in

his proclamation.

KING JAMES CORDIALLY RECEIVED
THE FKEXCU KING.

BY

After this sketch of Scottish afl'airs, it will bo neces-

sary to take a retrospective view of James, and relate

the particulars of his expedition to Ireland. That un-
fortunate prince and his queen were received with the

most cordial hospitality by the French mon.arch, who
assigned the castle of .St. Germain for the place of their

residence, supported their household with groat magni-
ficence, enrielied them with presents, and undertook to

re-establish them on the throne of England. James,
however, conducted bimscdf in such a manner as con-
veyed no favourable idea of bis spirit and understanding.
He seems to have been emasculated by religion: lie was
deserted by that courage and magnanimity for which
his youth had been distinguished. He did not discover

great sensibility at the loss of his kingdom. All his

faculties were swallowed up in bigotry. Instead of

contriving plans for retrieving bis crown, he held con-
ferences with the Jesuits on topics of religion. The
pity which his misfortunes excited in Louis was min-
gled with contempt. The pope supplied him with in-

dulgencics, while the Romans laughed at him in pas-

quinades: "There is a pious man, (said the archbishop
of Rheims ironically,) wlio has sacrificed three crowns
for a mass." In a word, he subjected himself to the

ridicule and raillery of the French nation.

TYECONNEL TEMPORIZES WITH WILLIAM.

All the hope of re-ascending the British throne de-

pended upon bis friends in Scotland and Ireland. Tyr-
connel, who commanded in this last kingdom, was con-

firmed in bis attachment to James by the persuasions

of Hamilton, who had undertaken for bis submission to

the prince of Orange. Nevertheless, be disguised his

sentiments, and temporized with 'William, until James
should be able to supply him with reinforcements from

France, which he eamesth- solicited by private messages.

In the meantime, with a view to cajole the protestants

of Ireland, and amuse king William with hope of his

submission, be persuaded the lord Mounljoy, in whom
the protestants chiefly confided, and baron Rice, to go
in person with a commission to James, representing the

necessity of yielding to the times, and of waiting a fitter

opportimity to make use of his Irish subjects. Mount-
joy, on bis arrival at Paris, instead of being favoured

with an .audience by James, to explain the reasons which
Tyi-connel had suggested touching the inability of Ire-

land to restore his in.ajesty, was committed prisoner to

the Bastile, on account of the zeal with which he had
espoused the protestant interest. Although Louis was
sincerely disposed to assist James effectually, his inten-

tions were obstructed by the disputes of his ministry.

Louvois possessed the chief credit in council; but Seig-

nelai enjoyed a greater share of personal favour, both

witb the king and madamc de Maintenon, the favourite

concubine. To this nobleman, as secretary for marine
affairs, James made his chief application ; and he had
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promised the command of the troops destined for his I supply his army with provisions; and prohibited the
service to Lausun, whom Louvois hated. For these

reasons this minister thwarted his measures, and re-

tarded the assistance which Louis had promised towards
his restoration.

JAMES ARRIVES IN IRELAND.

Yet notwithstanding all his opposition, the succours
were prepared and the fleet ready to put to sea by the
latter end of February. The French king is said to

have oflered an army of fifteen thousand natives of

France to seiTe in this expedition ; but James replied,

that he would succeed by the help of his own subjects,

or perish in the attempt. Accordingly, he contented
himself with about twelve hundred British subjects,

[See note E, at the end of this Vol.] and a good number
of French officers, who were embarked in the fleet at

Brest, consisting of fourteen ships of the line, seven
frigates, three fire-ships, with a good number of trans-

ports. The French king also supplied him witli a con-

siderable quantity of arms for the use of his adherents
in Ireland; accommodated him with a large sum of

money, superb equipages, store of plate, and necessaries

of all kinds for the camp and the household. At parting
he presented him with liis own cuirass, and embracing
him affectionately, " The best thing I can wish you
(said he) is, that 1 may never see you again." On the
seventh day of March, James embarked at Brest, to-

gether with the count D'Avaux, who accompanied him
in quality of ambassador, and his principal officers. He
was detained in the harbom- by contrary winds till the

seventeenth day of the month, when he set sail, and on
the twenty-second landed at Kinsale in Ireland. By
this time, king William perceiving himself amused by
Tyrconnel, had published a declaration, requiring the
Irish to lay down their arms and submit to the new
government. On the twenty-second day of February,
thirty ships of war had been put in commission, and the

command of them conferred upon admiral Herbert; but
the armament was retarded in such a manner by the

disputes of the council and the king's attention to the
affairs of the continent, that the admiral was not in a
condition to sail till the beginnmg of April, and then
with part of his fleet only. James was received with
open arms at IvJnsale, and the whole country seemed to

be at liis devotion; for although the protestants in the

North had declared for the new government, their

strength and number was deemed inconsiderable when
compared with the power of Tyrconnel. This minister

had disarmed all the other protestant subjects in one
day, and assembled an army of thirty thousand foot, and
eiglit thousand cavalry, for the sen'ice of his master.

ISSUES FIVE PROCLAMATIONS AT DUBLIN.

In the latter end of March, James made his public

entry into Dublin, amidst the acclamations of the inh.ah-

itants. He was met at the castle-gate by a procession

of popish bishops and priests in their pontificals, bearing
the host, which he publicly adored. He dismissed from
the council-board the lord Granard, judge Keating, and
other protestants, who had exhorted the lord lieutenant

to an accommodation with the new government. In
their room he admitted tlic French ambassador, the

bishop of Chester, colonel Darrington, and, by degrees,

the principal noblemen who accompanied him in the

expedition. On the second day after his arrival in

Dublin, he issued five proclamations: the first recalled

all tlie subjects of Ireland who had abandoned the king-

dom, by a certain time, on pain of outla^^Tv and confis-

cation, and requiring all persons to join him against the

priuce of Orange. The second contained expressions

of acknowledgement to his catholic subjects for their

vigilance and fidelity, and an injunction to such as were
not actually in his seiwice, to retain and lay up their

amis until it should be found necessaiy to use tliem for

his advantage. By the third he invited the subjects to

soldiers to take anything without payment. By the
fourth he raised the value of the current coin; and in

the fifth he summoned a parliament to meet on the

seventh day of May, at Dublin. Finally, he created

Tyrconnel a duke, in consideration of his eminent
services.

SIEGE OF LONDONDERRY.

The adherents of James in England pressed him to

settle the affairs of Ireland immediately, and bring over
his army either to the north of England, or the west of

Scotland, where it might be joined by his party, and
act without delay against the usurper; but his council

dissuaded him from complying with their sohcitations,

imtil Ireland should be totally reduced to obedience.

On the first alarm of an intended massacre, the protes-

tants of Londonderry had shut their gates against the
regiment commanded by the earl of Antrim, and resolved

to defend themselves against the lord lieutenant. They
transmitted this resolution to the government of Eng-
land, together with an accoiuit of the danger they
incuiTcd by such a vigorous measure, and implored
immediate assistance. They were accordingly supplied
with some arms and ammunition, but did not receive

any considerable reinforcement till the middle of April,

when two regiments arrived in Loughfoyl, under the
command of Cunningham and Richards. By this time
king James had taken Coleraine, invested Killmore, and
was almost in sight of Londonderry. George Walker,
rector of Donaghmore, who had raised a regiment for

the defence of the protestants, conveyed this intelligence

to Lundy the governor. This officer directed him to

join colonel Crafton, and take post at the Long-causey,
which he maintained a whole night against the advanced
guard of the enemy; until being overpowered by num-
bers, ho retreated to Londonden-y and exhorted the
governor to take the field, as the army of king Jameii
was not yet completely formed. Lundy assembling a
council of war, at which Cunningham and Richards
assisted; they agreed, that as the place was not tenable,

it would be impmdent to land the two regiments, and
that the principal officers should withdraw themselves
from Londonderry, the inhabitants of which would
obtain the more favourable capitulation in consequence
of their retreat. An officer was immediately dispatched

to king James with proposals of a negotiation; and
lieutenant-general Hamilton agreed that the army should
halt at the distance of four miles from the town. Not-
withstanding this preliminary, James advanced at the
head of his troops; but met with such a warm reception

from the besieged, that he was fain to retire to St.

John's Town in some disorder. The inhabitants and
soldiers in ganison at Londonderry were so incensed at

the members of the council of war, who had resolved to

abandon the place, that they threatened immediate
vengeance. Cunningham and Richards retired to their

ships, and Lundy locked himself in his chamber. In
vain did Walltcr and major Baker exhort him to main-
tain his government. Such was his cowardice or

treachery, that he absolutely refused to he concerned
in the defence of the place, and he was suff'ered to

escape in disguise with a load of match upon his back;

but he was afterwards apprehended in Scotland, from
whence he was sent to London to answer for his perfidy

or misconduct

COURAGEOUS DEFENCE.

After his retreat, the townsmen chose Mr. Walker
and major Baker for their governors, with join t authority;

but this office they would not undertake until it had
been oflercd to colonel C^mnlngliam, as the officer next
in command to Lundy. He rejected the proposal, and
with Richards returned to England, where they were
immediately cashiered. The two new governors, thus

abandoned to their fate, began to prepare for a vigorous
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defence; indeed their courage seems to have transcended

the bounds of discretion, for the place was very ill for-

tified; their cannon, which did not exceed twenty pieces,

were wretchedly mounted; they had not one engineer

to direct their operations; they had a very small number
of horse; the garrison consisted of people unacquainted

with military discipline; they were destitute of provi-

sions; they were besieged by a king in person, at the

head of a formidable army, directed by good officers, and
supplied with all the necessary implements for a siege

or battle. This town was invested on the twentieth

day of April; the batteries were soon opened, and several

attacks were made with great impetuosity; but the

besiegers were always repulsed with considerable loss.

The townsmen gained divers advantages in repeated

sallies, and would have held their enemies in the utmost

contempt, had they not been afflicted with a contagious

distemper, as well as reduced to extremity by want of

provisions. They were even tantalized in their distress;

for they had the mortification to see some ships which
had arrived with supplies from England, prevented from

sailing up the river by the batteries the enemy had
raised on both sides, and a boom with which they had
bliTcked up the channel. At length a reinforcement

arrived in the Lough, under the command of general

Klrke, who had deserted his master and been employed
in the service of king William. He foimd means to

convey intelligence to AValker, that he had troops and
provisions on board for their relief, but found it imprac-

ticable to sail up the river: he promised, however, that

he would land a body offerees at the Inch, and endeavour

to make a diversion in their favour, when joined by the

troops at Inniskilling, which amounted to five thousand

men, including two thousand cavalry. He said he ex-

pected six thousand men from England, where they

were embarked before he set sail. He exhorted them to

persevere in their courage and loyalty, and assured them
he would come to their relief at all hazards. These
assurances enabled them to bear their miseries a little

longer, though their numbers daily diminished. Major
Baker dying, his place was filled with colonel Slichel-

bum, who now acted as colleague to ilr. Walker.

CRUELTY OF ROSENE.

King James having returned to Dublin to be present

at the parliament, the command of his army devolved

to the French general Rosene, who was exasperated at

such an obstinate opposition by a handful of half-starved

militia. He threatened to raze the town to its founda-

tions, and destroy the inhabitants without distinction

of age or sex, unless they would immediately submit
themselves to their lawful sovereign. The governors
treated his menaces with contempt, and published an
order that no person, on pain of death, should talk of

surrendering. They had now consumed the last re-

mains of their provisions, and supported life by eating

the flesh of horses, dogs, cats, rats, mice, tallow, starch,

and salted hides, and even this loathsome food began
to fail. Rosene, finding him deaf to all his proposals,

threatened to wreak his vengeance on all the protestants

of that countrj', and drive them under the walls of

Londonderry, where they should be suffered to perish

by famine. The bishop of Meath being informed of

this design, complained to king James of the barbarous

intention, entreating his majesty to prevent its being

put in execution. That prince assured him that he
had already ordered Rosene to desist from such pro-

ceeding: nevertheless, the Frenchman executed his

threats with the utmost rigour. Parties of dragoons
were detached on this cruel service: after having
stripped all the protestants for thirty miles round, they
drove these unhappy people before them like cattle,

without even sparing the enfeebled old men, nurses
with infants at their breasts, tender children, women
iust delivered, and some even in the pangs of labour.

Above four thousand of these miserable objects were
driven under the walla of Londonderry. This expe-

dient, far from answering the purpose of Rosene, pro-

duced quite a contrary effect. The besieged were so

exasperated at this act of inhumanity, that tliuy resolved

to perish rather than submit to such a barbarian. They
erected a gibbet in sight of the enemy, and si;nt a mes-
sage to the French general, importing that they would
hang all the prisoners the}- had taken during the siege,

unless the protestants whom they had driven under the

walls should be immediately dismissed. This threat

produced a negotiation, in consequence of which the
protestants were released after they had been detained

three days without tasting food. Some hundreds died

of famine or fatigue; and those who lived to return to

their own habitations, found them plundered and sacked

by the papists, so that the greater number perished for

want, or were murdered by tho straggling parties of

the enemy; yet these very people had for the most part

obtained protections from king James, to which no re-

spect was paid by his general.

THE PLACE IS RELIEVED BY KIKKE.

The garrison of Londonderry was now reduced from
seven to five thousand seven hundred men, and these

were driven to such extremity of distress, that they

began to talk of killing the popish inhabitants and feed-

ing on their bodies. In this emergency Kirke, who had
hitherto lain inactive, ordered two ships laden with
provisions to sail up the river under convoy of the

Dartmouth frigate. One of them, called the Alountjoy,

broke the enemy's boom ; and all the three, after having
sustained a very hot fire from both sides of the river,

aiTived in safety at the town to the inexpressible joy

of the inhabitants. The army of James were so dis-

pirited by the snccess of this enterprise, that they aban-
doned the siege in the night and retired with precipita-

tion, after having lost about nine thousand men before

the place. Kirke no sooner took possession of the town,
than AValker was prevailed upon to embark for England
with an address of thanks from the inhabitants to their

majesties for the seasonable relief they had received.

THE INXISKILLINERS DEFEAT AND TAKE
GENERAL MACARTY.

The Inniskilliners were no less remarkable than the

people of Londonderry for the valour and perseverance

with which they opposed the papists. They raised

twelve companies, which they regimented under the

command of Gustavus Hamilton, whom they chose for

their governor. They proclaimed William and Mary
on the eleventh day of Slarch, and resolved in a general

council to maintain their title against all opposition.

The lord GQmoy invested the castle of Crom belonging

to the protestants in the neighbourhood of Inniskilling,

the inhabitants of which threw succours into the place,

and compelled Gilmoy to retire to Belturbet. A de-

tachment of the garrison, commanded by lieutenant-

colonel Lloyd, took and demolished the castle of Aughor,
and they gained the advantage in several skirmishes

with the enemy. On the day that preceded the relief

of Londonderry , they defeated six thousand Irish papists

at a place called Newton-Butler, and took their com-
mander Macarty, commonly called lord Moncashel.

MEETING OF THE IRISH PARLIAMENT.

The Irish parliament being assembled at Dublin, ac-

cording to the proclamationofking James,he,in a speech
from the throne, thanked them for the zeal, courage,

and loyalty they had manifested; extolled the genero-

sity of the French king, who had enabled him to visit

them in person; insisted upon executing his design of

establishing liberty of conscience as a step equally

agreeable to the dictates of humanity and discretion,

and promised to concur with them in enacting such
laws as would contribute to the peace, affluence, and
security of his subjects. Sir Richard Neagle, being
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diosen speaker of tlie commons, moved for an acTclress

of thanks to his mnjesty, and that the count D'Avaux
should he desired to make tlieir acknowledgments to

the most christian king for the generous assistance he
had given to their sovereign. These addresses heing
di-awn up with tlie concun-ence of both houses, a hiU

was brought in to recognize the king's title, to express

their ahhorence of the usurpation by the prince of

Orange, as well as of the defection of the English.

Next day James published a declaration, complaining
of the calumnies which his enemies had spread to his

prejudice; expatiating upon his own impartiality in

preferring his protestant subjects; his care in protecting

them from their enemies, in redressing their grievances,

and in granting liberty of conscience; promising that

he would take no step but with the approbation of

parliament; offering a free pardon to all persons who
should desert his enemies and join with him in four-

and-twenty days after his landing in Ireland, and
charging all the blood that might be shed upon those

who should continue in rebellion.

THE ACT OF SETTLEMENT REPEALED.

His conduct, however, very ill agreed with this de-

claration; nor can it be excused on any other supposi-

tion but that of his being governed, in some cases

against his own inclination, by the count D'Avaux and
the Irish catholics, on whom his whole dependence was
placed. As both houses were chiefly fiUed with members
of that persuasion, we ought not to wonder at their bring-

ing in a bill for repealing tlie act of settlement, by which
the protestants of the kingdom had been secitred in the

possession of their estates. These were by this law
divested of tlieir lands, which reverted to the heirs of

those catholics to whom they belonged before the re-

bellion. This iniquitous bill was framed in such a

manner, that no regard was paid to such protestant

owners as had purchased estates for valuable considera-

tions; no allowance was made for improvements, nor

any provision for protestant widows; the possessor and
tenants were not even allowed to remove their stock

and corn. WTien the bill was sent up to the lords, Dr.

Dopping, bishop of Jleath, opposed it with equal courage

and ability, and an address in behalf of the purchasers

under the act of settlement was presented to the king
by the earl of Grauard; but notwitlistanding these re-

monstrances, it received the royal assent, and the pro-

testants of Ireland were mostly ruined.

THEY PASS AN ACT OF ATTAINDER.

Yet in order to complete their destniction, an act of

attainder was passed against all protestants, whether
male or female, whether of high or low degree, who
were absent from the kingdom, as well as against all

those who retired into any part of the three kingdoms,
which did not own the authority of king James, or

corresponded with rebels, or were any ways aiding,

abetting, or assisting them, from the first day of

August in the preceding year. The number of protes-

tants attainted by name in this act amounted to about
three thousand, including two archbishops, one duke,
seventeen earls, seven countesses, as many bishops,

eighteen barons, three-and-thirty baronets, one-and-
fifty knights, eighty-three clergymen, who were de-

clared traitors, and adjudged to suffer the pains of death
and forfeiture. The individuals subjected to this dread-

ful proscription, were even cut off from all hope of par-

don and all benefit of appeal; for by a clause in the act,

the king's pardon was deemed null unless enrolled be-

fore the first day of December. A subsequent law was
enacted, declaring Ireland independent of the English
parliament. This assembly passed another act, grant-

ing twenty thousand pounds per annum out of the for-

feited estates to Tyrconnel, in acknowledgment of Iiig

signal services: they imposed a tax of twenty thousand
pounds per month for the sen-ice of the king: the royal

assent was given to an act for liberty of conscience;

they enacted that the tithes payable by papists should

be delivered to priests of that commmiion: the main-
tenance of the protestant clergy in cities and corpora-

tions was taken away; and all dissenters were exempted
from ecclesiastical jurisdictions. So that the establislxed

church was deprived of all power and prerogative, not-

withstanding tlie express promise of James, who had
declared, immediately after his landing, that he would
maintain the clergy in their rights and privileges.

JAMES COINS BASE MONEY.

Nor was the king less arbitrary in the executive part

of his government, if we suppose that he countenanced

the grievous acts of oppression that were daily com-

mitted upon the protestant subjects of Ireland; but the

tyranny of his pi'oceedings may be justly imputed to

the temper of his ministry, consisting of men abandoned
to all sense of justice and humanity, who acted from
the dictates of rapacity and revenge, inflamed with all

the acrimony of religious rancour. Soldiers were per-

mitted to live upon free quarter; the people were robl)ed

and plundered; licenses and protections were abused in

order to extort money from the trading part of the

nation. The king's old stores were ransacked; the

shops of tradesmen and the kitchens of hm-ghers were

pillaged, to supply tlie mint with a quantity of brass,

which was converted into current coin for his majesty's

occasions; an arbitrary value was set upon it, and all

persons were required and commanded to take it in

payment under the severest penalties, though the pro-

portion between its intrinsic worth and currency was
nearly as one to three hundred. A vast sum of this

counterfeit coin was issued in the course of one year,

and forced upon the protestants in payment of merchan-

dize, provision, and necessaries for the king's senicc.

James, not content with the supply granted by parlia-

ment, imposed, by his OAvn authority, a tax of twenty
thousand pounds per month on chattels, as the former

was laid upon lands. This seems to have been a tem-

porary expedient during the adjournment of the two
houses, as the term of the assessment was limited to

three months; it was however levied by virtue of a

commission under the seals, and seems to have been a

stretch of prerogative the less excusable, as ho miglit

have obtained the money in a parliamentary way.

Understanding tliat the protestants had laid out all

their brass money in purchasing gi-eat quantities of

hides, tallow, wool, and corn, he assumed the despotic

power of fixing the prices of these commodities, and

then bought them fur his own use. One may see his

ministers were bent upon the utter destruction of those

unhappy people.

PROTESTANT CHURCHES SEIZED BY THE
CATHOLICS.

All vacancies in public schools were supplied witli

popish teachers. The pension allow-ed from the exche-

quer to the university of Dublin was cut off; the vicc-

provost, fellows, and scholars, were expelled : their

furniture, plate, and public libraiy were seized without

the least shadow or pretence, and in direct violation of

a promise the king had made to preserve their privi-

leges and immunities. His officers converted the

college into a garrison, the chapel into a magazine, and

the apartments into prisons; a popish priest was ap-

pointed provost; one Maecaity, of the same persuasion,

was made library-keeper, andthe whole foundation was

changed into a catholic seminary. Vilwn bishoprics

and benefices in the gift of the crown became vacant,

the king ordered the profits to be lodged in the exche-

quer, and suftered tlie cures to be totally neglected.

The revenues were chiefly employed in the mainten-

ance of Romish bishops and priests, who grew so inso-

lent under this indulgence, that in several places they

forcibly seized the protestant churches. Wien com -
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plaint was made of this outrage, the king promised to

do justice to the injured, and in some places actually

ordered the churches to bo restored; hut tho popish

clergy refused to comply with this order, alleging, that

in spirituals they owed obedience to no eartlily power

but the holy see, and James found himself unable to

protect his protestant subjects against a powerful body

which ho durst not disoblige. Some ships appearing

in the bay of Dublin, a proclamation was issued for-

bidding the protcstauts to assemble in any place of

woi-ship, or elsewhere, on pain of death. By a second,

they were commanded to bring in their arms on pain

of being treated as rebels and traitors. Luttrel, go-

vernor of Dublin, published an ordinance by beat of

dnim, requiring the farmers to bring in their com for

his majesty's horses within a certain day, otherwise he

would order them to be hanged before their own doors.

Brigadier &»rsficld commanded all protestants of a cer-

tain district to retire to the distance of ten miles from

their habitations on pain of death; and in order to keep

up the credit of tho brass money, the same penalty was
denounced, in a proclamation, against any person who
should give more than one poiuid eighteen shillings for

a guinea.

ACTION WITH THE FRENCH FLEET.

All the revenues of Ireland, and all the schemes con-

trived to bolster up the credit of the base coin, would

have proved insufficient to support the expenses of the

war, had not James received occasional supplii;s from

the French monarch. jVfter the return of tlie fleet

which had conveyed him to Ireland, Louis sent another

strong squadron, commanded by Cliateau Renault, as a

convoy to some transports laden with arms, ammuni-
tion, and a large sum of money for the use of king

James. Before they sailed from Brest, king William,

being informed of their destination, detached admiral

Herbert from Spithead with twelve ships of the line,

one fii-e-ship, and four tenders, in order to intercept the

enemy. He was driven by stress of weather into Mil-

ford-haven, from whence he steered his course to Kin-

sale, on the supposition that the French fleet had sailed

from Brest, and that in all probability he should fall in

with thera on the coast of Ireland. On the first day of

May he discovered them at anchor in Bantr}--bay, and
stood in to engage them, though they were greatly

superior to him in number. They no sooner perceived

him at day-break, than they weighed, stood out to

windward, formed their line, bore down, and began the

action, which was maintained for two hours with equal

valour on both sides, though the English fleet sustained

considerable damage from the superior fire of the enemy.
Herbert tacked several times in hope of gaining the

weather-gage; hut the French admiral kept his wind
with uncommon skill and perseverance. At length the

English squadpon stood ofl' to sea, and maintained a

running fight till five in the afternoon, when Chateau
Renault tacked about and returned into the bay, con-

tent with the honour he had gained. The loss of men
was incffnsiderable on both sides; and where the odds

were so great, the victor could not reap much glory.

Herbert retired to the isles of Scilly, where he expected

» reinforcement; but being disappointed in this expec-

tation, ho returned to Portsmouth in very ill humour,
with which his officers and men were infected. The
common sailors still retained some attachment to James,
who had formerly been a favourite among them; and
the officers complained that they had been sent upun
this sen'ice with a force so much inferior to that of tlie

enemy. King William, in order to appease their dis-

content, made an excursion to Portsmouth, whore he
dined with the admiral on board the ship Elizabeth,

declared his intention of making him an carl in con-

sideration of his good conduct and services, conferred

the honour of knighthood on the captains Ashby and
Shovel, and bestowed a donation of ten shillings on
every private sailor.

DIVERS SENTENCES REVERSED.

The jiarliament of England thought it incumbent
upon tliem not only to raise supplies for the mainten-
ance of tlie war in which the nation was involved, but
also to do justice with respect to those who had been
injured by illegal or oppressive sentences in the late

reigns. Tlie attainders of lord Uussel, Algernon Sidney,

alderman Cornish, and lady Lisle, were now reversed.

A committee of privileges was appointed l)y tlic lords

to ex;unine the case of the earl of Devonshire, who in

the late reign had been fined thirty thousand pounds
for assaulting colonel Culpepper in the presence-cham-

ber. They reported that the court of king's bench, in

overruling the earl's plea of privilege of parliament, had
committed a manifest breach of privilege; that the fine

was excessive and exhorbitant, against the great char-

ter, the common right of the subject, and the law of tho

realm. The sentence pronounced upon Samuel John-

son, chaplain to lord Russcl, in consequence of which
he had been degraded, fined, scourged, and set in the

pillory, was now annulled, and the commons recom-

mended him to his majesty for some ecclesiastical pre-

ferment. He received one thousand pomids in money,
with a pension of three hundred pounds for his own life

and that of his son, who was moreover gratified with a
place of one hundred pounds a year; but the father

never ohtauied any ecclesiastioal benefice. Titus Oates
seized this opportunity of petitioning the house of lords

for a reversal of the judgments given against him on
his being convicted of perjuiy. The opinions of all the

judges and counsel at the bar were heard on this subject,

and a bill of reversal passed the commons; but the peers

having inserted some amendments and a proviso, a con-

ference was demanded, and violent heats ensued. Oates,

however, was released from confinement, and the lords,

with the consent of the commons, recommended him to

his majesty for a pardon, which he obtained, together

with a comfortable pension. The committee appointed

to inquire into the cases of the state-prisoners, found sir

Roljert Wright, late lord chief justice, to have been con-

cerned in the cruelties committed in the west after the

insurrection of Monmouth; as also one of the ecclesi-

astical commissioners, and guilty of manifold cnomiities.

Death had by this time delivered Jeft'erics from the re-

sentment of the nation. Graham and Burton had acted

as solicitors in the illegal prosecutions carried on against

those who opposed the court in the reign of Charles II.:

these were now reported guilty of haviug been instru-

mental ui taking away the lives and estates of those

who had suffered the loss of either under colour of law
for eight years last past; of having, by malicious in-

dictments, informations, and prosecutions of quo war-

ranto, endeavoured the subversion of the protestant re-

ligion, and the government of the reahn ; and of having
wasted many thousand pounds of the public revenue in

the course of their infamous practices.

INQUIRY INTO THE CAU.SE OF MISCARRI
ACJES IN IRELAND.

Nor did the misconduct of the present ministry escape

the animadversion of the parliament. The lords hav-
ing addressed the king to put the Isle of Wight, Jer-

sey, Guernsey, Scilly, Dover-castle, and the other for-

tresses of the kingdom, in a posture of defence, and to

disarm the papists, empowered a committee to inquire

into the miscarriages in Ireland, which were generally

imputed to the neglect of the marquisses of Csermar-

than and Halifax. Tliey presented an address to the

king, desiring the minute-book of the connnittce for

Irish affairs might be put into their hands; but his

majesty declined gratifymg them in this particular:

then the commons voted that those persons who had

I

advised the king to delay this satisfaction were enemies
to the kingdom. William, alarmed at tliis resolution,

I
allowed them to inspect the book, in which they found
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very little for their purpose. The house resolved, that
an address should be presented to his majesty, declar-

ing that the succour of Ireland had been retarded by
unnecessary delays ; that the transports prepared were
not sufficient to convey the forces to that kingdom; and
that several ships had been taken by the enemv, for

want of proper convoy. At the same time the question
was put, whether or not they should addi-ess the king
against the marquis of Halifax. But it was carried in

the negative by a small m.njority. Before this period,

Howe, vice-chamberlain to the queen, had moved for

an addi-ess against such counsellors as had been im-
peached in parliament, and betrayed the liberties of the
nation. This motion was levelled at Ciermarthen and
Halifax, the first of whom had been formerly impeached
of high treason, under the title of earl of Danby; and
the other was charged with all the misconduct of the
present administration. Warm debates ensued, and in

all probability the motion would have been carried in

the affirmative, had not those who spoke warmly in be-
half it suddenly cooled in the course of the dispute.

Some letters from king James to his pai-tisans being in-

tercepted, and containing some hints of an intended in-

vasion, Mr. Hambdeu, chairman of the committee of

the whole house, enlarged upon the innninent danger
to which the kingdom was exposed, and moved for a
further supply to his majesty. In this unexpected mo-
tion he was not seconded by one member. The house,

however, having taken the letters into consideration,

resolved to diaw up an address to the king, desiring

him to secure and disarm jill papists of note; and they
brought in a bill for attainting several persons in rebel-

lion against their majesties; but it was not finished

during this session.

BILLS PASSED IN THIS SESSION.

Another bill being prepared in the house of lords, en-
joining the subjects to wear the woollen manufacture
at certain seasons of the year, a petition was presented
against it by the silk-weavers of London and Canter-
bury, assembled in a tumultuous manner at Westmin-
ster. The lords refused their petition, because this was
an unusual manner of application. They were per-
suaded to return to their respective places of abode;
precautions were taken against a second riot; and the
bill was unanimously rejected in the upper house. This
parliament passed an act, vesting in the two universities

the presentations belonging to papists : those ofthe south-
em counties being given to Oxford; and those of the
northern to Cambridge, on certain specified conditions.

Courts of conscience were erected at Bristol, Glouces-
ter, and Newcastle; and that of the marches of AValcs
was abolished as an intolerable oppression. The pro-
testant clergymen, who had been forced to leave their

benefices in Ireland, were rendered capable of holding
any living in England, without forfeiting their title to

their former prefennent, with the proviso that they
should resign their English benefices when restored to

those they had been obliged to relinquish. The statute

of Henry IV. against multiplying gold and silver was
now repealed; the subjects were allowed to melt and
refiue metals and ores, and extract gold .and silver from
them, on condition that it should be brought to the
Jlint. and converted into money, the owners receiving

its full value in current coin. These, and several other
bills of smaller importance being passsed, the two
houses adjourned to the twentieth day of September,
and afterwards to the nineteenth day of October.

CHAPTER II.

Duke of Schouiberg lands with An Army in Ireland The Inmsklllinera obtain
a Victory over the Irish Schomberg censured for his Inactivity The
French worslod at Waloourt Success of the Confederates in Germany
The Turks dtfcaled at Pacochin. Nissa. and Widen Death of Pope Inno-
cent XI. King William becomes unpopular A pood Number of the
Clergy refuse to take the Oaths The King grants a Commission for re-
forming Church Discipline Meeting of the Convocation Their Session
disconlinued by repeated Prorogations Proceedirga in Parliament—
The Whigs obstruct the Bill of Indemnity The Commons resume the In-
quiry' into the Cause of the Miscarriages in Ireland King^YiUlam irritated
against the Whigs Plot against the Government by Sir James Wont-
gomerj" discovered by Bishop Bumct Warm Debates in Parliament abi:>ut

the Corporation Bills The King res^olves to finish the Iri.sh War in Per^n
—^General Ludlow arrives in England, but is obliged to withdraw——Efforts
of the Jacohites in Scotland The Court Interest triumphs over all Oppo-
sition in that Coiintrj- The Tory Interest prevails in the New Parlianaent
of England Bill for recog^li^ing their Majesties—Another violent Con-
test alK>ut the Bill of Abjuration King William lands in Ireland—^King
James marches to the Boyne Wilham resolves to give him battle- Bat-
tle of the Boyne Death and Character of Schomberg James embarks
for France William enters DuMin and publishes his Declaration The
French obtain a Victory over the English and Dutch Fleets otT Dcachy-hoad

Torrington committed Prisoner to the Tower Progrefa of William in
Ireland He Invests Limerick : but is obliged to raise the Siege, and re-
turns to England Cork and Rinsale reduced by the Earl of Marlborough

Lausun and ibe French Forces quit Ireland The Duke of Savoy joins
the Confederacy Prince WaKleck dcfifated at FIcurus The Archduke
Joseph elected King of the Romans Death of the Duke of Lorrain
Progress of the War against the Turks -Meeting of the Parliament
The Commons comply with all the King's Demands Petiiion of (he Tories
in the City of London Attempt against the Marqiiis of Ca;rmarthen
The Ring's Voyage to Holland He assists at a Congress Returns to
England*

SCHOMBERG LANDS WITH AN ARMY.

THOUGH the affaii-s of Ireland were extremely press-

ing, and the protestants of that country had made
repeated application for relief, the succours were retar-

ded either by disputes among the ministers, or the ne-

glect of those who had the management of the expedi-

tion, in such a manner that king James had been six

months in Ireland before the army was embarked for

that kingdom. At length eighteen regiments of infan-

try, and five of dragoons, being raised for that service,

a train of artillery provided, and transports prepared,

the duke of Schomberg, on whom king William had
conferred the chief command of this armament, set out

for Chester, after he had in person thanked the com-
mons for the uncommon regard tlicy had paid to his

services, and received assui"ances from the house, that

they would pay particiUar attention to bini and his

army. On the thirteenth day of August he landed in

the neighbourhood of Carrickfergus with about ten
thousand foot imd dragoons, and took possession of Bel-

fast, from whence the enemy retired at bis approach to

CaiTickfergus, where they resolved to make a stand.

The duke having refreshed his men, marched thither,

and invested the place; the siege was carried on till the
twenty-sixth daj' of the month, when the breaches be-

ing practicable, the besieged capitulated, on condition

of marching out with their arms, and as much baggage
as they could caiTy on their backs ; and of their being
conducted to the next Irish gamson, which was at

Newry. During this siege the duke was joined by the

rest of his army from England; but he had left orders

for conveying the greater p.art of the .artillery and stores

from Chester directly to Carlingford. He now began
his march through Lisburne and Hillsborough, and en-

camped at Drummore, where the protestants of the

north had been lately routed by Hamilton; thence he
proceeded to Loughbrillane, where he was joined by
the horse and di'agoons of Inniskilling. Then the

enemy abandoned Newry and Dundalk, in the neigh-

bourhood of which Schomberg encamped on a low damp
gi-ound, having the town and river on the south, and
surrounded on every other part by hUls, bogs, and
mountains.

THE INNISKILLINEES OBTAIN A VICTORY.

His army, consisting chiefly of new-raised men little

inured to hardship, began to flag under the fatigue of

marching, the inclemency of the weather, and scai'city

of pro^^sions. Here he was reinforced by the regiments
of Kirkc, Hanmer, and Stuart; and would have con-
tinued his march to Drogheda, where he understood

Eosene lay with about twenty thousand men, had he
not been obliged to wait for the artillery, which was
not yet anived at Carlingford. King .lames, having
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assembled all his forces, advanced towards Schonibcrg,

and appeared before his intrenchments in order of but-

tle; but the duke, knowing they were greatly superior

in number of horse, and that his own army was undis-

ciplined, and weakened by death and sickness, restrain-

ed his men within the lines, and in a little time the

enemy retreated. Immediately after their departure,

a conspiracy was discovered in the English camp,

hatched by some French papists, who had insinuated

themselves into the protestant regiments. One of these,

whoso name was Du I'lessis, had written a letter to tlio

ambassador D'Araux, promising to desert with all the

papists of the three French regiments in .Schomberg's

army. This letter being found, Du Plessis and five

accomplices were tried by a court-martial, and executed.

About two hundred and fifty papists being discovered

in the French regiments, they were sent over to Eng-
land, from thence to Holland. AVTiile Schomberg
remained in this situation, the Inniskilliners made
excursions in the neighbourhood, under the command of

colonel Lloyd ; and on the twenty-seventh day of Sep-

tember they obtained a complete victory over five times

their number of the Irish. They killed seven hundred
on the spot, and took OKelly their commander, with

about fifty officers, and a considerable booty of cattle.

The duke was so pleased with their behaviour on this

occasion, that they received a very honourable testi-

mony of his approbation.

SCHOJIBEEG CENSURED.

Meanwhile, the enemy took possession of James-
Town, and reduced Sligo, one of the forts of which was
gallantly defended by St. Sauver, a French captain, and

his company of grenadiers, until he was obliged to capi-

tulate for want of water and provisions. A contagious

distemper still continued to rage in Schomberg"s camp,

and swept oflF a great number of officers and soldiers;

so that in the beginning of next spring, not above half

the number of those who went over with the general

remained aUve. He was censured for his inactivity,

and the king, in repeated letters, desired hira to hazard

an engagement, provided any opportunity should occur;

but he did not think proper to run the risk of a battle,

against an enemy that was above thrice his number,
well disciplined, healthy, and conducted by able officers.

Nevertheless, he was certainly blameable for having

chosen such an unwholesome situation. At the ap-

proach of winter he retired into quarters, in hopes of

being reinforced with seven thousand Danes, who had
already arrived in Britain. These auxiliaries were
stipulated in a treaty which William had just concluded

w^ith the king of Denmark. The English were not

more successful at sea than they had proved in their

operations by land. Admiral Herbert, now created earl

of Torrington, having sailed to Ireland with the com-
bined squadrons of England and Holland, made a fruit-

less attempt upon Cork, and lost a great number of

seamen by sickness, which was imputed to bad provi-

sions. The Dartmouth ship of war fell into the hands
of the enemy, who infested the channel with such a
number of armed ships and privateers, that the trade of

England stistained incredible damage.

THE FRENCH WORSTED AT WALCOURT.

The affairs of France wore but a gloomy aspect on
the continent, where all the powers of Europe seemed
to have conspired her destruction. King AVUliam had
engaged in a new league with the states-general, in

which former treaties of peace and commerce were con-

firmed. It was stipulated, that in case the king of

Great Britain should be attacked, the Dutch should

a.ssist him with six thousand infantry, and twenty sliips

of the hne; and that, provided hostilities should be com-
mitted against the states-general, England should sup-

ply them with ten thou-sand infantry, and twenty ships

of war. This treaty was no sooner ratified, than king

William dispatched the lord Churchill, whom ho had by
this time created earl of Marlborough, to Holland, in

order to command the British au.\iliaries in that service

to the number of eleven thousand, the greater part of

which had been in the army of king James when the
prince of Orange landed in England. The carl forth-

with joined the Dutch army, under the commiuid oi

prince Waldeck, who had fi.xed his rendezvous in the
county of Liege, with a view to act against the French
army commanded by the mareschal D'llumieres; while
the prince of Vaudemont headed a little army of obser-

vation, consisting of Spaniards, Dutch, and Germans,
to watch the motions of Calvo in another part of the
Low-Countries. The city of Liege was compelled to

renounce the neutrality, and declare for the allies.

Mareschal D'llumieres attacked the foragers belonging

to the nnny of the states at Walcourt, in the month of

August ; an obstinate engagement ensued, and the

French were obhged to retreat in confusion, with the

loss of two thousand men, and some pieces of artillery.

The army of observation levelled part of the French
lines on the side of Courtray, and raised contributions

on the territories of the enemy.

SUCCESS OF THE CONFEDERATES IN
GERMANY.

The French were almost entire masters of the three
ecclesiastical electorates of Germany. They possessed

Mentz, Triers, Bonne, Keiserswaert, Philipsburgb, and
Landan. They had blown up the castle of Heildelberg,

in the Palatinate, and destroj'cd Manheim. They had
reduced Worms and Spiers to ashes ; and demolished
Frankendahl, together with several other fortresses.

These conquests, the fruits of sudden invasion, were
covered with a numerous army, commanded by the

mareschal de Duras; and all his inferior generals were
officers of distinguished courage and ability. Never-
theless, he found it difficult to maintain his ground
against the different princes of the empire. The duke
of Lorraine, who commanded the imperial troops, in-

vested Mentz, and took it by capitulation ; the elector

of Brandenburgh, having reduced Keiserswaert, under-

took the siege of Bonne, which the garrison surrendered

after having made a long and vigorous defence. No-
thing contributed more to the union of the German
piinces than their resentment of the shocking barbarity

with which the French had plundered, wasted, and de-

populated their country. Louis having, by his intrigues

in Poland and at Constantinople, prevented a pacifica-

tion between the emperor and the Ottoman Porte, the

campaign was opened in Croatia, where five thousand
Turks were defeated by a body of Creates between
Vihitz and No^-i. The prince of Baden, who commanded
the imperialists on that side, having thrown a bridge

over the Morava at Passarowitz, crossed that river, and
marched in quest of a Turkish army amounting to fifty

thousand men, headed by a seraskier. On the thirteenth

day of August he attacked the enemy in their intrench-

ments near Patochin, and forced their Imes, routed

them with great slaughter, and took possession of their

camp, baggage, and artillery. They returned to Nissa,

where the general finding them still more numerous than
the imperialists, resolved to make a stand, and en-

camped in a situation that was insftcessible in every
part except the rear, which he left open for the conve-
nience of a retreat. Through this avenue he was, on
the twenty-fotirth day of September, attacked by tlie

prince of Baden, who, after a desperate resistance, ob-

tained another complete victory, enriched his troops

with the spoil of the enemy, and entered Nissa without
opposition. There lie found above three thousand
horses and a vast quiintity of provisions. Having re-

posed his army for a few days in this place, he resumed
his march against the Turks, who had chosen an ad-

vantageous post at AViilcn, and seemed ambitious of

retrieving the honour they had lost in tlie two fonner

engagements. The Germans attacked their lines with-
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out liesitation ; and though the Musselmen fought with
incredible fury, they were a third time defeated with
great slaughter. This defeat was attended with the

loss of Widen, which being siuTendered to the victor,

he distributed his troops in winter quarters, and returned

to Vienna covered with laurels.

DEATH OF POPE INNOCENT XI.

The French were likewise baffled in their attempt
upon Catalonia, where the duke de NoaQles had taken
C'ampredon in the month of May. Leaving a garrison

in this place, he retreated to the frontiers of France,
while the duke de Villa Hermosa, at the head of a

Spanish army, blocked up the place and laid Itousillon

under contribution. He afterwards undertook the siege

in form, and XoaiUes marched to its relief; but he was
so hard pressed by the Spaniards that he withdrew the
garrison, dismantled the place, and retreated with great

precipitation. The French king hoped to derive some
considerable advantage from the death of Pope Innocent
XI. which happened ou the twelfth day of August. That
pontiff had been an inveterate enemy to Louis ever since

the affau* of the franchises, and the seizure of Avignon.
[See iwleY, at the end of this Vol.^ Cabals were immedi-
ately formed at Home by the French faction against the
Spanish .and Imperial interest. The French cardinals,

de Bouillon and Bonzi, accompanied h}' Furstemberg,
repaired to Eome with a large sum of money. Peter
Ottoboni, a Venetian, was elected pope, and assumed
the name of Alexander VIII. The duke de Oiaulnes,

ambassador from France, immediately signified in the

name of his master, that Avignon should be restored

to the patrimony of the church; and Louis renounced
the franchises in a letter written by his own hand to

the pontiff. Alexander received these marks of respect

with the warmest acknowledgments; but when the

ambassador and Furstemberg besought him to re-ex-

amine the election of the bishop of Cologne, which had
been the source of so much calamity to the empire, he
lent a deaf ear to their solicitations. He even confirmed

the dispensations granted by his predecessor to the

prince of Bavaria, who was thus empowered to take

possession of the electorate, though he had not yet at-

tained the ago required by the canons. Furstemberg
retired in disgust to Paris, where Louis immediately
gratified him with the abbey of St. Germains.

KING WILLIAM BECOMES UNPOPULAE.

King William found it an easier task to unite the

councils of Europe against the common enemy than to

conciliate and preserve the aflections of his own sub-

jects, among whom ho began visibly to decline in point

of popularity. Many were dissatisfied with his mea-
sures; and a great number even of those who exerted

tliemsclves for his elevation had conceived a disgust

from his personal deportment, which was very unsuit-

able to the manners and disposition of the English

people. Instead of mingling with his nobility in social

amusements >ind familiar conversation, he maintained

a disagreeable reseiwe which had all the air of sullen

pride; he seldom or never spoke to his coitrtiers or at-

tendants, he spent his time chiefly in the closet retired

from all communication ; or among his troops in a camp
he had foi-mcd at Hounslow; or in the exercise of hunt-

ing, to which he was immoderately addicted. This had
been prescribed to him by physicians as necessary to

improve his constitution, which was naturally weak,

and by practice had become so habitual that he could

not lay it aside. His ill health co-operating with his

natur.al aversion to society, produced a peevishness

wliich could not fail of being displeasing to those who
were near his person: this was increased by the dis-

putes in his cabinet, and the opposition of tliose who
wore professed enemies to his government, as well as

I)y the alienation of his former friends. As he could

not breathe without difficulty in the air of Loudon, he

resided chiefly at Hampton-court, and expended con-

siderable sums in beautifying and enlarging that palace;

he likewise purchased the house at Kensington of tho

earl of Nottingham ; and such profusion in the begin-

ning of an expensive war gave umbrage to the nation

in general. AMiether he was advised by his counsellors,

or his omi sagacity pointed out the expediency of con-

forming with the English humour, he now seemed to

change his disposition, and in some measure adopt the

manners of his predecessors. In imitation of Chailcs

II. he resorted to the races at Newmarket; he accepted

an invitation to visit Cambridge, where he behaved
himself with remarkable affability to the members of

the university ; he afterwards dined with the lord-

mayor of London, accepted the freedom of the city, and
condescended so far as to become sovereign-master of

the company of grocers.

A GOOD NUMBER OF THE CLERGY REFUSE
TO TAKE THE OATHS.

'\Yhile William thus endeavoured to remove the pre-

judices which had been conceived against his person,

the period arrived which the parliament had prescribed

for taking the oaths to the new government. Some
individuals of the clergy sacrificed their benefices to

their scruples of conscience, and absolutely refused to

take oaths that were contrary to those they had already

sworn in favour of their late sovereign. These were
distinguished by the epithet of nonjurors: but their

number bore a very small proportion to that of others,

who took them with such reservations and distinctions

as redounded very little to the honour of their integrity.

Many of those who had been the warmest advocates for

non-resistance and passive obedience, made no scruple

of renouncing then" allegiance to kmg James, and com-
plying with the present act, after having declared that

fbey took the oaths in no other sense than that of a
peaceable submission to the powers that were. They
even affirmed tliat the legislature itself had .allowed tho

distinction between a king dc facto and a king de jure,

as they had dropped the word "rightful" when the form
was under debate. They alleged that as prudence
obliged them to conform to the letter of the oath, so

conscience required them to give it their own interpre-

tation. Nothing could be more infamous and of worse
tendency than this practice of equivocating in the most
sacred of all obligations. It introduced a general dis-

regard of oaths, which hath been the source of universal

pcrjtuy and corruption. Though this set of temporizers

were bitterly upbraided both by the nonjurors and the

papists, they all concurred in representing William as

an enemy to the church ; as a prince educated in tho

doctrines of Calvin, which he plainly espoused, by
limiting his favour .and preferment to such as were
latitudinarians in religion, and by his abolishing epis-

copacy in Scotland. The preshyterians in that king-

dom now tyr.annized iu their turn. They were headed
by the earl of C^'awford, a nobleman of a violent temper
and strong prejudices. He was chosen president of the

parliament by the interest of Melvil, and oppressed the

episcopalians in such a manner that the greater p.art of

them from resentment became well-wishers to king
James. Every circumst.ance of the h.ardships they
underwent was reported in England; and the earl of

Clarendon, as well as the suspended bishops, circulated

these particulars with great assiduity. The oaths being
rejected by the archbishop of Canterhmy, tlie bishops

of Ely, Chichester, Bath and AVells, Pcterlmrougli and
Gloucester, they were suspended from their functions,

and threatened with deprivation. Lake of Chichester,

being seized with a dangerous distemper, signed a
solemn declaration, in which he professed his adher-

ence to the doctrine of non-resistance and passive

obedience, w'hich he believed to be the distinguish-

ing characteristic of the church of England. After
his death this paper was publislicd, industriously

circulated, and extolled by the party as an inspired
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Oracle pronounced by a martyr to religious truth and

Bincerity.

THE KING GRANTS A COMMISSION FOR
KEI-OEMIXG CUUUCH DISCIPLINE.

All the damour that was raised against the king

could not divert him from prosecuting the scheme of

comprehension, llo granted a commission under the

great seal to ten hishops and twenty dignitaries of the

church, authorizing them to meet from time to time in

the Jerusalem chamher, to prepare such alterations of

the liturgy and tlic canons, and such proposals for the

reformation of ecclesiastical courts as might most con-

duce to the good order, edification, and uniting of the

church, and tend to reconcile all religious differences

among the protestant subjects of the kingdom. A cry

was immediately raised against this commission, as an
ecclesiastical court illegal and dangerous. At their

first meetiug the authority of the commission was
questioned by Sprat, bishop of Rochester, who retired

in disgust, and was followed by Mew of Winchester,

and the doctors Jane .ind Aldrich. These were averse

to any alteration of the forms and constitution of the

church in favoiu- of an insolent and obstinate party,

which ought to have been satisfied with the toleration

tbcy enjoyed. They observed that .an attempt to make
such .ilteration would divide the clergy, and bring the

b'turgy into disesteem with the people, as it would be a

jdain acknowledgment that it wanted connection. They
thought they should violate the dignity of the church

by condescending to make offers which the dissenters

were at liberty to refuse; and they suspected some of

their colleagues of a design to give up episcopal ordina-

tion—a step inconsistent with their honour, duty, oaths,

and subscriptions.

MEETING OF THE CONVOCATION.

The commissioners, notwithstanding this secession,

proceeded to debate with moderation on the abuses of

which the dissenters had complained, and coiTccted

every article that seemed liable to any just objection;

but the opposite party employed aU their art and indus-

try to inflame the minds of the people. The two uni-

Yersities declared against all alterations, .and those who
promoted them. The king himself was branded as an
enemy to the hierarchy; and they bestirred themselves

so successfully in the election of members for the con-

vocation, that they procured a very considerable ma-
jority. At their first meeting the friends of the com-
prehension scheme proposed Dr. Tillotson, clerk of the

closet to his m.ajesty, as probicutor; but the other pai-ty

cirried it in favour of Dr. Jane, who was counted the

most violent churchman in the wliole Assembly. In a

Latin speech to the bishop of London as president, he, in

the name of the lower house, asserted that the liturgy of

England needed no amendment, and concluded with the

old declaration of the barons, " X'ohimus leges Aiit/lia;

mutari. We will not suffer the laws of England to be

changed." The bishop, in his reply, exhorted them to mo-
deration, charity, and indulgence towards their brethren

the dissenters, and to make such abatements in things

indifferent as might serve to open a door of salvation to

multitudes of straying christians. Ilis injunctions,

however, produced no favourable effect; the lower

house seemed to be animated by a spirit of opposition.

Next day the president prorogued them, on pretence

that the royal commission, by which they were to act,

was defective for want of being sealed, and that a pro-

rogation was necessary until that sanction should be
obtained. In this interval me.ans were used to mollify

their non-compliant tempers, but all endeavours proved

ineffectual. ^Vlien they met again, the earl of Notting-

ham delivered the king's commission to both houses,

with a speech of his owni, and a message from his ma-
jesty, importing that he had summoned them out of a
pious zeul to do evcrv tiling that might tend to the best

Vol. II.

establishment of the church of England, which should
always enjoy his favour and protection. He exhorted
them to lay aside all prejudice, and consider calmly and
imp.artially whatever should be proposed: he assured
them ho would oftVr nothing but what should be for

the honour, peace, and advantage of the protestant re-

ligion in general, and particularly of tho church of

England.

THEIR SESSION PROROGUED.

The bishops adjourning to the Jerusalem chamber,
prepared a zealous address of tlianks to his majesty,
which, being sent to the lower house for their concur-
rence, met with violent opposition. Amendments were
proposed; a conference ensued, and, after wanu debates,

they agreed upon a cold address, which was accordingly
presented. The m.ajority of the lower house, far from
taking any measures in favour of dissenters, converted
all their attention to the relief of their nonjuring bre-

thren. Zealous speeches were made in behalf of the

suspended bishops; and Dr. Jane proposed that some-
thing might be done to quahfy them to sit in the con-

vocation. This, however, was such a dangerous point

as tliey would not venture to tliscuss; yet, rather than
proceed upon the business for which they had been
assembled, tbcy began to take cognizance of some
pamphlets lately published, which they conceived to bo
of dangerous consequence to the christian religion. The
president and his party, perceiving the disposition of

the house, did not think proper to communicate any
proposal touching the intended reformation, and the

king suffered the session to bo discontinued by repeated

prorogations.

PROCEEDINGS IN PARLIAMENT.

Tho parliament meeting on the nineteenth day of

October, the king, in a speech of his own composing,
explained the necessity of a present supply to eaiTy on
the war. He desired that they might bo speedy in

their detenninations on this subject, for these would in

a gi-eat measure influence the deliberations of the princes

and states concerned in the war against France, as a

general meeting of them was appointed to be held next
month <at the Hague, to settle the operations of the en-

suing campaign. He concluded with recommending tho

dispatch of a bill of indemnify, that the minds of his

subjects might be quieted, and that they might unani-

mously concur in promoting the honour and welfare of

the kingdom. As sever.al inflammatory bills and dis-

putes, which had produced heats and animosities in the

last session, were still depending, the king, after hav-

ing consulted both houses, resolved to put an end to

those disputes by a prorogation. He accordingly went
to the house of lords and prorogued the parliament till

the twenty-first day of October, by the mouth of the

new speaker, sir Robert Atkins; the marquis of Halifax

having resigned that office. When they re-assembled,

the king referred them to his former speech : then the

commons un.inimously resolved to assist his m.ajesty in

reducing Ireland, and in joining with his allies abroad

for a vigorous prosecution of the war against France:

for these purposes they voted a supply of two millions.

THE AVHIGS OBSTRUCT THE INDEMNITY
BILL.

During this session the whigs eniplnycil all their In-

fluence and intrigues in obstructing the bill of indemnity,

which they knew would open a door for favour and
preferment to the opposite party, which began to gain

giound in the king's good graces. With this view they

revived the prosecution of the state prisoners. A com-

mittee was appointed to prepare a charge against Burton

and Graham. The commons resolved to impeach the

earls of reterborough, .Salisbury, and Cdstlemam, sir

Edward Hales, and Obadiah 'Wallicr, of high treason,

D
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for having been reconciled to tlie cburch of Kome, con-

trary to the laws of the realm. A bill was ordered to

be brought in to declare the estate of the late lord chan-
cellor Jefferies forfeited to the crown, and attaint his

blood; but it met with such opposition that the measure
was dropped: the house however agreed, that the pecu-
niary penalties incurred by those persons who had
exercised offices contrary to the laws against popish
recusants, should be speedily levied and applied to the
public scn'ice. The lord Griffin being detected in main-
taining a con-espondence nath king James and his

partizans, was committed to the Tower; but as no other

evidence appeared against him than written letters,

found in the false bottom of a pewter bottle, they could
not help consenting to his being released upon bail, as

they had lately resolved that jVlgemon Sidney was un-
justly condemned in the reign of Charles II. because
nothing but writings had been produced against him at

his trial. The two houses concurred in appointing a

committee to inquire who were the advisers and prose-

cutors in taking away the lives of lord Kussel, colonel

Sydney, sir Thomas Armstrong, alderman Comish, and
others ; and who were chiefly concerned in the arbitrary

practices touching the writs of cjiio warranto, and the

surrender of charters. This inquiry was levelled at the

marquis of Halifax, who had concuiTcd with the minis-

try of Charles iu all these severities. Though no proof

appearedupon which votes or addresses could be founded,

that nobleman saw it was necessary for him to withdraw
himself from the administration; he therefore resigned

the privy-seal, which was put in commission, and recon-
ciled himself to the tories, of whom he became the
patron and protector.

INQUIRY INTO THE CAUSE OF THE MIS-
CAEEIAGES IN IRELAND RESUMED.

The commons likewise resumed the examination of

the miscarriages in Ireland, and desired the king would
appoint commissioners to go over and inquire into the

condition of the army in that kingdom. Schomberg,
understanding that he had been blamed in the house
of commons for his inactivity, transmitted to the Ising

a satisfactory viuthcation of his own conduct; and it

appeared that the miscarriages in Ireland were wholly
owing to John Shales, purveyor-general to the army.
The commons immediately presented an address to his

majesty, praying that Shales might be taken into cus-

tody ; that all his papers, accounts, and stoi'cs, should be

secured; and that diike Schomberg might be empowered
to fill his place with a more able purveyor. The king
gave them to understand that he had already sent orders

to the general for that purpose. Nevertheless, they in

another petition requested his majesty to name those

who had recommended Shales to his service, as he had
exercised the same office under king James, and was
suspected of treasonable practices agamst the govern-

ment. William declined gratifying thcu- request ; but

he afterwards sent a message to the house, desu'ing them
to recommend a certain number of commissioners to

superintend such provisions and preparations as might
be nocessaiy for that service, as well as to nominate
certain persons to go over and examine the state of the

array in Ireland. The commons were so mollified by
this instance of his condescension, that they left the

whole ai^r to his own direction, and proceeded to

examine OTiier branches of misconduct. Instances of

mismanagement appeared so numerous and so flagrant,

that they resolved upon a subsequent address, to explain

the ill conduct and success of his army and navy; to

desire he would find out the author of these miscarriages,

and for the future intrust unsuspected persons with the

management of affairs. They ordered the victuallers

of the fleet to be talton into custody, on suspicion of their

havingfurnished the navy with unwholesome provisions,

and new commissioners were appointed. Bitter re-

proaches were thrown out against the ministry. Mr.
Hambden expressed his surprise that the administration

should consist of those very persons whom king James
had employed, when his affairs were desperate, to treat

with the prince of Orange, and moved that the king
should be petitioned in an address to remove such per-

sons from his presence and councils. This was a stroke

aimed at the earl of Nottingham, whose office of secre-

tary Hambden desired to possess; but his motion was
not seconded, the court-members observing that James
did not depute these lords to the prince of Orange
because they were attached to his own interest, but for

a very difierent reason, namely, that they were well

known to disapprove of his measures, and therefore

would be the more agreeable to his highness. The
house however voted an address to the king, desiring

that the authors of the miscarriages might be brought
to condign punishment.

WILLIAM IRRITATED AGAINST THE -WBIGS.

In the sequel, the question was proposed, 'Whether a

placeman ought to have a seat in the house? and a very
warm debate ensued: but it was carried in the affirma-

tive, on the supposition that by such exclusion the com-
monwealth would be deprived of some of the ablest

senators of the kingdom. But what chiefly irritated

William against the whigs was their backwardness in

promoting the public service, and their disregard of tho

earnest desire he expressed to see his revenue settled

for life. He said his title was no more than a pageant,

and the worst of all governments was that of a king
without treasure. Nevertheless, they would not grant
the civil list for a longer term than one year. They
began to think there was something arbitrary in his

disposition. His sullen behaviour in all probability

first infused this opinion, which was strengthened and
confirmed by the insinuations of his enemies. The Scots

who had come up to London to give an account of the

proceedings in their parliament, were infected with the

same notion. One Simpson, a presbyterian of that

country, whom the earl of Portland employed as a spy,

had insinuated himself into the confidence of Nevil
Payne, an active and intelligent partisan and agent of

king James; by which means he supplied the earl with
such intelligence as raised him to some degree of credit

with that minister. This he used in prepossessing the

earl against the king's best friends, and infusing jealous-

ies which were soon kindled into mutual distrust and
animosity.

PLOT AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT.

Sir James Montgomery, who had been a warm advo-
cate for the revolution, received advice that the court

suspected him and others of disaffection, and was em-
ployed in seeking evidence by which they might bo
prosecuted. They were equally alarmed and incensed

at this intimation, and Payne seized the opportunity of

seducing them into a correspondence with the exiled

king. They demanded the settlement of the presbytery
in Scotland, and actually engaged in a treaty for his

restoration. They reconciled themselves to the duke
of Queeusbury, and the other noblemen of the episcopal

party : they wi-ote to James for a supply of money, arms,

and ammunition, together with a reinforcement of three

thousand men from Dunkirk. Montgomeni'had acquired

great interest among the whigs of England, and this he-

employed in animating them against the king and tho

ministry. He represented them as a set of wicked men,
who employed infamous spies to insnare and ruin the

fast friends of the government, and found means to

alii-nate them so much from William, that they began
to think in earnest of recalling their banished prince

The duke of Bolton and the earl of Monmouth wero
almost persuaded into a conspiracy for this purpose;
they seemed to think James was now so well convinced
of his former errors, that they might trust him without
scniple. Montgomery and Payne were the chief man-
agers of the scheme, and they admitted Ferguson into
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their councils, as a veteran in tlie arts of treason. In

order to blast Svilliam's credit in the city, they circulated

a report that James would grant a full indemnity, sep-

arate himself entirely from the French interest, and bo

contented with a secret connivance in favour of the

Roman catholics. Montgomery's brother assured the

bishop of Salisburj- that a treaty with king James was

absolutely concluded, and an invitation subscribed by

the whole cabal, lie said this paper would be sent to

Ireland by the way of France, as the direct communica-

tion was difficult; and ho proposed a method for seizing

it before it should be conveyed out of the kingdom.

Williamson, the supposed bearer of it, had obtained a pass

for Flanders, and a messenger being sent in pursuit of

him, secured his clothes and portmanteau; but after a

very strict examination nothing appeared to justify the

intelligence. Williamson had previously delivered the

papers to t>impson, who hired a boat at Deal, and arrived

in safety at France. Ho returned with large assurances,

and twelve thousand pounds were remitted to the Scot-

tish undertakers. Montgomciy the informer seeing his

intelligence falsified, lost his credit with the bishop,

and dreading the resentment of the other party, retired

to the continent. The conspirators loudly complained

of the false imputations they had incurred. The pre-

tended discoveries were looked upon as fictions of the

ministry, and the king on this occasion sufiered greatly

in the opinion of his subjects.

DEBATES ABOUT THE CORPORATION BILLS.

The tories still continued to can-y on a secret nego-

tiation with the court. They took advantage of the

ill-humour subsisting between the king and the whigs;

and promised large supplies of money provided this

parliament should be dissolved and another immediately

convoked. The opposite party, being apprized of their

intention, brought a bill into the house of commons for

restoring corporations to their ancient rights and privi-

leges. They knew their own strength at elections

consisted in these corporations ; and they inserted two
additional severe clauses against those who were in any
shape concerned in surrendering charters. The whole
power of the tories was exerted against this clause ; and
now the whigs vied with them in making court to his

majesty, promising to manifest the most submissive

obedience shotild this bill be enacted into a law. The
strength of the tories was now become so formidable to

the house, that they out-voted the other party, and the

clauses were rejected; but the bill passed in its original

form. The lords debated upon the point. Whether a

corporation could be forfeited or sunendered? Lord
chief justice Holt and two other judges declared their

opinion in the affirmative: the rest thought otherwise,

as no precedents could be produced farther back than

the reign of Henry VIII. when the abbeys were surren-

dered; and this instance seemed too violent to authorize

such a measure in a regular course of administration.

The bill, however, passed by one voice only. Then both
parties quickened their applications to the king, who
fot'jid himself so perplexed and distracted between two
factions which he equally feared, that ho resolved to

leave the government in the queen's hands and retire

to Holland. He communicated this design to the mar-
quis of Carmarthen, the earl of Shrewsbury, and some
other noblemen, who pressed him to lay aside his resolu-

tion, and even mingled tears with their remonstrances.

THE KING RESOLVES TO FINISH THE IRISH
WAR IN PERSON.

He at length complied with their request, and deter-

mined to finish the Irish war in person. This design

was far from being agreeable to the parliament. His
friends dreaded the climate of that coiuitry, which might
prove fatal to his weak constitution. The well-wishers

of James were afraid of that prince's being hard pressed,

should William take the field against him in person.

Both houses, therefore, began to prepare an address
against this expedition. In order to prevent tliis remon-
strance, the king went to the parliament, and formally
signified his resolution. After his speech they were
prorogued to the second day of April. On the sixth day
of February they were dissolved by proclamation, and
a new parliament was summoned to meet on the twen-
tieth day of March. During this session, the commons,
in an address to the king, desired that a revenue of fifty

thousand pounds might be settled upon the prince and
princess of Denmark, out of the civil list; and his ma-
jesty gratified them in this particular: yet the warmth
and industry with which the friends of the princess
exerted themselves in promoting the settlement, produced
a coldness and misunderstanding between the two sis-

ters; and the subsequent disgrace of the earl of Marl-
borough was imputed to the part which his wife acted
on the occasion. Slio was lady of tlic bed-chamber,
and chief confidant to the princess, whom she strenu-

ously advised to insist upon the settlement rather than
depend upon the generosity of the king and queen.

LUDLOW ARRIVES IN ENGLAND, BUT IS

OBLIGED TO WITHDRAW.

About this period general Ludlow, who at the re-

storation had been excepted from the act of indemnity,
as one of those who sat in judgment upon Charles I.

arrived in England, and offered his senice in reducing
Ireland, where he had formerly commanded. Though
a rigid republican, he was reputed a conscientious man,
and a good officer. He had received some encourage-
ment to come over, and probably would have been em-
ployed had not the commons interposed. Sir Edward
Seymour, who enjoyed by grant an estate in Wiltshire
which had formerly belonged to Ludlow, began to be
in paiu for his possession. He observed in the house,
that the nation would be disgraced should one of the
paiTicides be suffered to live in the kingdom. An ad-

di'ess was immediately presented to the king, deshing
a proclamation might be issued promising a reward for

apprehending general Ludlow. This was accordingly

published; but not before he had landed in Holland,

from whence he returned to Vevay in Switzerland,

where he wrote the memoirs of his Ufe, and died after

an e-xile of thirty years.

EFFORTS OF THE JACOBITES IN SCOTLAND.

While king William fluctuated between two parties

in England, his iuterest in Scotland had well nigh given
way to a coalition between the original Jacobites and
Jlontgomei-y's party of discontented presbyterians.

Colonel Cannon, who succeeded the viscount Dundee
in command, after having made several unsuccessful

efforts in fiivour of the late king's interest, retired into

Ireland ; and the highlanders chose sir Hugh Cameron
for their leader. Under him they renewed their incur-

sions with the better prospect of success, as several

regiments of the regular troops had been sent to rein-

force the army of Schomberg. James assisted them
with clothes, arms, and ammunition, together with some
officers, amongst whom was colonel Bucan, appointed
to act as their chief commander. This oiBcer, at the
head of fifteen hundred men, advanced into the shire of

Murray, in hopes of being joined by other malcontents;

but he was surprised and routed by sir Thomas Living-
stone, while major Ferguson destroyed the places they
possessed in the Isle of Mull; so that the highlanders

were obliged to retire and conceal tliemselves among
their hills and fastnesses. The friends of James, de-

spairing of doing any thing effectual for his service in

the field, converted all their attention to the pitKced-

ings in parliament; where they imagined their interest

was much stronger than it appeared to be upon trial.

The^ took the oaths without hesitation, and hoped,

by the assistance of their new allies, to embroil the

government in such a manner that the majority of
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the people Tvould declare for a restoration. But the

views of these new cemented parties were altogether

incompatible, and their principles diametrically oppo-

site. Notwithstanding their concurrence in parliament,

the earl of Melvil procured a small majority. The
opposition was immediately discouraged: some indivi-

duals retracted, rather than fall with a sinking cause;

and mutual jealousies began to prev.ail. The leaders of

the coalition treated separately with king James ; made
inconsistent demajids; reciprocally concealed their ne-

gotiations; in a word, they distiusted and hated one

another with the most implacable resentment.

THE COURT INTEREST PREVAILS.

The earls of Argyle, Annandale, and Breadalbane,

withdi-ew from their councils and repaired to England.

Montgomoi-y, terrified at their defection, went privately

to London, after he had hinted something of the plot to

Melvil, and solicited a pass from the queen, which was
refused. Annandale, having received iuforraation that

Montgomery had disclosed all the particulars of the

negotiation, threw himself upon the queen's mercy,

and discovered all ho knew of the conspiracy. As he
had not treated with any of the malcontents in England,

they remained secure from his evidence ; but he infoim-

ed against Nevil Pa}Tie, who had been sent down as

their agent to Scotland, where he now resided. He
was immediately apprehended by the council of that

kingdom, in consequence of a letter from the earl of

Nottingham; and twice put to the torture, which he
resolutely bore, without discovering his employers.

Montgomery still absconded in London, soliciting a par-

don; but finding he could not obtain it, except on con-

dition of making a full discovery, he abandoned his

country, and chose to die in exile rather than betray

his confederates. This disunion of the conspirators,

and discovery of the plot, left the earl of Jlelvil in pos-

session of a greater majority; though even this he was
fain to secure by overstraining his instructions in the

articles of patronage, and the supremacy of the crown,
which he yielded up to the fury of the fanatic presby-

terians, contrary to the intention of king AVilliam. In
lieu of these, however, they indulged him with the tax

of chimney or hearth-money; as well as with a test to

be imposed upon all persons in office or parliament,

declaring William and Mary their lawful sovereigns,

and renouncing the pretended title of king James. All

the laws in favour of episcopacy were repealed. Three-
score of the presbyterian ministers, who had been ejected

at the restorarion, were still alive; and these the par-

liament declared the only sound part of the chui-ch.

The government of it was lodged in their hands; and
fhey were empowered to admit such as they should

think proper to their assistance. A few furious fanatics

being thus associated, proceeded with ungovernable
violence to persecute the episcopal party, exercising the

very same tyranny against which they themselves had
so loudly exclaimed.

THE TORY INTEREST PREVAILS IN THE
NEW PARLIAMENT.

While the presbyterian interest thus triumphed in

Scotland, the two parties that divided England employed
their whole influence and attention in managing the

elections for a new parliament; and the tories obtained

the victory. The king seemed gradually falling into

the arms of this partv'. They complained of their hav-

ing been totally excluded from the lieutenancy of Lon-
don at the king's accession to the crown; and now a

considerable number of the most violent tories in tlie

city were admitted into the commission by the interest

and address of the bishop of London, the marquis of

Csermarthen, and the carl of Nottingham. To gratify

that party, the earls of Monmouth and Warrington were
dismissed from their employments; nay, when the par-

liament met on the twentieth day of March, the com-

mons chose for their speaker sir John Trevor, a violent

partisan of that faction, who had been ci-eated master of

the rolls by the late king. He was a bold artful man,
and undertook to procure a m.ajority to be at the devo-
tion of the coui't, provided he should be supplied with
the necessary sums for the purposes of corruption.

William, finding there was no other way of maintaining
his administration in peace, thought proper to counte-

nance the practice of purchasing votes, and appointed

Trevor filst commissioner of the great seal. In his

speech to the new parliament, he gave them to under-

stand that he still persisted in his resolution of going
in person to Ireland. He desired they wovJd make a
settlement of the revenue, or establish it for the pre-

sent as a fund of credit, upon which the necessary

sums for the ser'>-ice of government might be immedi-
ately advanced; he signiiied his intention of sending to

them an act of grace, with a few exceptions, that lie

might manifest his readiness to extend his protection

to all his subjects, and leave no colour of excuse for

raising distm-hances in his absence, as he knew how busy
some Ul-afi'ected men were in their endeavours to alter

the established government ; he recommended an union
with Scotland, the parliament of which had appointed

commissioners for that purpose; he told them he should

leave the administration in the hands of the queen, and
desired they would prepare an act to confirm her autho-

rity; he exhorted them to dispatch the business for

which they were assembled, to avoid debates, and
expressed his hope that they should soon meet again

to finish what might be now left imperfect.

BILL FOR RECOGNISING THEIR MAJESTIES.

The commons, in compliance with his request, voted

a supply of twelve himdred thousand pounds, one mil-

lion of that sum to be raised by a clause of credit in the

revenue bills ; but he could not prev.ail upon them to

settle the revenue for life. They granted, however, the

hereditary excise for that term, but the customs for

four years only. They considered this short term as

the best security the kingdom could have for frequent

parliaments; though this precaution was not at alJ

agreeable to their sovereign. A poll-hill was likewise

passed, ether supplies were granted, and both parties

seemedto courthismajestybyadvancing money on those

funds of credit. The whigs, however, had another bat-

teiy in reserve. They produced, in the upper house, a

bin for recognising their majesties as the rightful and

lawful sovereign of these realms, and for declaring all

the acts of the last parliament to be good and valid.

The tories were now reduced to a very pei"plexed situa-

tion. They could not oppose the bill without hazarding

the interest they had so lately acquired, nor assent to it

without solemnly renouncing theirformer arguments and
distinctions. They made no gi-eat objections to the first

part, and even proposed to enact, That those should be

deemed good laws for the time to come ; but they refused

to declare them valid for that which was past. After a

long debate, the bill was committed; yet the whigs lost

their majority on the report; nevertheless, the bill was
recovered, and passed with some alteration in the words;

in consequence of a ner\'ous spirited protest, signed

Bolton, Slacclesfield, Stamford, Newport, Bedford, Her
bert, Suffolk, Monmouth, Delamere, and O.xford. The
whole interest of the court was thrown into the scale

with this bill, before it would preponderate against the

tories; the chiefs of whom, with the earl of Nottingham
at their head, protested in their turn. The same party

in the house of commons were determined upon a
vigorous opposition; and in the mean time some trifling

objections were made, that it might be committed for

amendment; but their design was prematurely dis-

covered by one of their faction, who chanced to ques-

tion the legality of the convention, as it was not

summoned by the king's writ. This insinuation was
answered by Soraers the solicitor general, who obseiwed,

that if it was not a legal parliament, they who were
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tlien met, and who had taken the oaths enacted by that

]>arliiimeiit, were gnilty of high treason; tlio laws re-

pealed by it were still in force: it was their duty there-

fore to return to king James; and kII concerned in

collecting and paying the money levied by the acts of

that parliament were highly criminal. The tories were
so struck witli these arguments that the bill passed

without further opposition, and immediately received

the royal assent. Thus the settlement was confirmed

by those very people who had so loudly exclaimed

against it as illegal; but the whigs, with .all their m;ni-

agement, would not have gained their point had not

the court been interested in the dispute.

ANOTHER VIOLENT CONTEST.

There was another violent contest bctwoeu the two
parties, on the import of a bill requiring all subjects in

office to abjure king James on paiu of imprisonment.

Though the clergy were at first exempted from this

test, the main body of the tories opposed it with great

vehemence; while the whigs, under countenance of the

ministry, supported it with equal vigour. It produced

long and violent debates; and the two factions seemed
pretty equally balanced. At length the tories repre-

sented to the king that a great deal of precious time

would bo lost in fruitless altercation; that those who
declared against the bill would grow sullen and intrac-

table, so as to oppose every other motion that might bo

made for the king's senice; that, in case of its being

carried, his majesty must fall again into the hands of

the whigs, who would renew their former practices

against the prerogative; and many individuals, who
were now either well affected to him, or at least neu-

tral, would become Jacobites from resentment. These
suggestions had such weight with king Willi.im, that

he sent an intimation to the commons, desiring they

would drop the debate and proceed to matters that were
more pressing. The whigs in general were disgusted

at this interposition; and the earl of Shrewsbury, who
had interested himself warmly in behalf of the bill, I

resented it so deeply that he insisted on resigning his

office of secretary of state. The king, who revered his
,

talents and integrity, employed Dr. Tillotson and others,

who were supposed to have credit with the earl, to dis-

suade him from quitting his employment; but he con-

tinued deaf to all their remonstrances, and would not

even comply with the request of his majesty, who
pressed him to keep the seals until he should return

from Ireland. Long debates were likewise managed in

the house of lords upon the bill of abjuration, or rather

an oath of special fidelity to William, in opposition to

James. The tories professed themselves willing to en-

ter into a negative engagement against the late king

and his adherents; but they opposed the oath of abjur-

ation with all their might : and the house was so equ.ally

divided that neither side was willing to hazard a deci-

sion, so that all the fruit of their debates was a pro-

longation of the session.

KING WILLIAM LANDS IN IRELAND.

An act was prepared for investing the queen with

the administration during the kings absence ; another

for reversing the judgment on a quo warranto against

the city of London, and restoring it to its ancient rights

and privileges; at length the bill of indemnity so cor-

dially recommended by the king passed both houses.

[See noie G, at tlie end of this Vol.] On the twenty-

first day of May, the king closed the session with a
'

short speech, in which he thanked them for the supplies

they had granted, and recommended to them a punctual

discharge of their duties in their respective counties, '

that the peace of the nation might not be interniptcd

in his absence. The houses were adjourned to the

seventh d.ay of July, when the parliament was pro-

1

rogued and adjourned successively. Asafurthersecurity
j

for the pence of the kingdom, the deputy-lieutenants
l

were authorized to raise the militia in case of necessity.
All papists were prohibited to stir above five miles from
their respective places of abode; a proclamation was
published for apprehending certain disaffected persons;
sir John Cochran and Ferguson were actually arrested
on suspicion of treasonable practices. On the fourth
day of June the king set out for Ireland, attended by
prince George of Denmark, the duke of Ormond, the
earls of O.xford, Scarborougli, Manchester, and many
other persons of distinctioji: on the fourteenth day of
the month he landed at Carrickfergus, from whence ho
immediately proceeded to Belfast, where he was met by
the duke of Schomberg, the prince of Wirtember",
major-general Iviike, anil other oflieers. By tliis time
colonel Wolscy, at the head of a thousand men, had
defeated a strong detachment of the enemy near Bcl-
turbat; sir John Limier had taken Bedloe castle; and
that of Clijirlemont, a strong post of great importance,
together with Balingary near Cavan, had been reduced.
King William having reposed himself for two or three
days at Belfast, visited the duke's head-quarters at Lis-
bume; then advancing to Hillsborough, published an
order against pressing horses, and committing violence
on the coimtry people. When some of his general
officers proposed cautious measures, he declared he did
not come to Irehmd to let the grass grow mider his
feet. He ordered the army to encamp and bo reviewed
at Loughbrilland, where he found it amount to six-and-
tliirty thousand effective men, well appointed. Then
he marched to Dundalk; and afterwards advanced to
Ardee, which the enemy had just abandoned.

JAME,S MARCHES TO THE BOTNE.

King James tnisted so much to the disputes in the
English parliament, that he did not believe his son-in-
law would be able to quit that kingdom; and William
had been six days in Ireland before he received intima-
tion of his an-ival. This was no sooner known than he
left Dublin under the guard of the militia commanded
by Luttrcl, and with a reinforcement of six thousand
infantry, which he had lately received from France,
joined the rest of his forces, which now almost equalled
William's army in number, exclusive of about fifteen

thousand men who remained in different gan-isons. He
occupied a very advantageous post on the bank of the
Boyne, and, contrary to the advice of his general officers,

resolved to staud battle. They proposed to strengthen
their gan-isons and retire to the Shannon to wait the effect

of the operations at sea. Louis had promised to equip a
powerftd armament against the English fleet, and send
over a great number of small frigates to destroy Wil-
liam's transports, as soon as their convoy should be re-

turned to England. The execution of this scheme was
not at all diftieult, and must have proved fatal to the
English anny ; for their stores and ammunition were still

on board; the ships sailed along the coast as the ti-oops

advanced in their march; and there was not one secure
harbour into which they could retire on any emergency.
James, however, was hent upon hazarding an engage-
ment; and expressed uncommon confidence and alac-

rity. Besides the river which was deep, his front was
secured by a morass and a rising ground, so that the
English army could not attack 1dm without manifest
disadvantage.

^VILLIAM RESOLVES TO GIVE HIM BATTLE

King 'William marched up to the opposite bank ot

the river, and, as he reconnoitred their situation, was
exposed to the fire of some field-pieces which the enemy
purposely planted against his person. They killed a
man and two horses close by him ; .nnd the second
bullet, rebounding from the earth, grazed upon his right

slioulder so as to carry oft' part of his clothes and skin,

and produce a considerable contusion. This accident,

which he bore without the least emotion, created soma
confusion among his attendants, which the enemy per-
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ceiving, concluded he was killed, and shouted aloud in

token of their joy. The whole camp resounded with

acclamation; and several squadi-ons of their horse were

drawn down towards the river as if they had intended

to pass it immediately and attack the English .ii-my.

The report was instantly commiinicated from place to

place until it reached Dublin ; from thence it was con-

veyed to Paris, where, contraiy to the custom of the

French court, the people were encouraged to celebrate

the event with bonfires and illuminations. William

rode along the line to show himself to the army after

this narrow escape. At night he called a council of

w,ar, and declared his resolution to attack the enemy in

the morning. .Schoraberg at first opposed his design;

but finiUng the king detennined, he advised that a

strong detachment of horse and foot should that night

pass the Boyne at Slane-bridge, and take post between

the enemy and the pass of Duleck, that the action might

be the more decisive. This council bemg rejected, the

king determined that early in the morning lieutenant-

general Douglas, with the right wing of infantry, and

young Schomberg, with the horse, should pass at .Slane-

bridge, while the main body of foot should force their

passage at Old-biidge, and the left at certain fords be-

tween the enemy's camp and Drogheda. The duke,

perceiving his advice was not relished by the Dutch
generals, retired to his tent, where the order of battle

being brought to him, he received it with an air of dis-

content, saying, It was tlie first that had ever been sent

him in that manner. The proper dispositions being

made, William rode quite through the army by torch-

light, and then retired to his tent, after having given

orders for the soldiers to distinguish themselves from

the enemy by wearing green boughs in their hats dur-

ing the actioiL

BATTLE OF THE BOYNE.

At six o'clock in the morning, general Douglas, wiA
young Schomberg, the earl of Portland, and Auver-

querque, marched towards Slane-bridge, and passed the

river with veiy little opposition. 'S\Ticn they reached

the farther bank, they perceived the enemy drawn up
in two lines, to a considerable number of horse and foot,

with a morass in their front, so that Douglas was obliged

to wait for a reinforcement. This being arrived, the in-

fantry was led on to the charge through the morass,

while count Schomberg rode round it with his cavalry

to attack the enemy in flank. The Irish, instead of

waiting the assault, faced about and retreated towards

Duleck with some precipitation; yet not so fast but
that Schomberg fell in among their rear and did con-

siderable execution. King James however soon rein-

forced his left wing from the centre; and the count

was in his turn obliged to send for assistance. At tliis

juncture, king William's main body, consisting of the

Dutch guards, the French regiments, and some battal-

ions of English, passed the river, which was waist

high, under a general discharge of artillery. King
James had imprudently removed his cannon from the

other side; but he had posted a strong body of musque-
teers along the bank, beliind hedges, houses, and some
works raised for the occasion. These poured in a close fire

upon the English troops before they reached the shore;

but it produced very little cftect: then the Irish g.ave

way ; and some battalions landed without further oppo-

sition. Yet, before they could form, they were charged
with great impetuosity by a squadron of the enemy's

horse; and a considerable body of their cavalry and
foot, commanded by general Hamilton, advanced from

behind some little hillocks to attack those that were
landed, as well as to prevent the rest from reaching the

shore. His infnntiy turned their b.ieks and fled im-

mediately; but the horse charged with incredible fury,

both upon the bank and in the river, so as to put the

unformed reguneuts in confusion. Then the duke of

Schomberg, passing the river in person, put himself at

the head of the French protestants, and pointing to the

enemy, "Gentlemen," said he, "those arc your perse-

cutors;" with these words he advanced to the attack,

where he himself sustained a violent onset from a party

of the Irish horse which had broke through one of the

regiments, and were now on their return. They were

mistaken for English, and allowed to gallop up to the

duke, who received two severe wounds in the head;

but tlie French regiments being now sensible of their

mistake, rashly thr^w in their fire upon the Irish while

they were engaged with the duke, and instead of saving,

shot him dead upon the spot. The fate of this general

had well nigh proved fatal to the English ai-my, which

was immediately involved in tumult and disorder;

while the infantry of king James rallied, and returned

to their posts with a face of resolution. They were

just ready to fall upon the centre, when king William

having passed with the left wing, composed of the

Danish, Dutch, and Inniskilling horse, advanced to

attack them on the right. They were stniek with such

a panic at his appearance that they made a sudden halt,

and then facing about, retreated to the village of Dunore.

There they made such a vigorous stand that the Dutch
and Danish horse, though headed by the king in person

recoiled; even the Inniskilliners gave way; and the

whole wing would have been routed, had not a detach-

ment of di'agoons, belonging to the regiment of Cun-
ningham and Livison, dismounted, and lined the hedges

on each side of the defile through which the fugitives

were driven. There they did such execution upon the

pursuers as soon checked their ardour. The horse,

which were broken, had now time to rally, and return-

ing to the charge, drove the enemy before them in their

turn. In this action general Hamilton, who had been

the life and soul of the Irish during the whole engage-

ment, was wounded and taken—an incident which dis-

couraged them to guch a degree, that they made no
further efforts to retrieve the advantage they had lost.

He was immediately brought to the king, who asked

him if he thought the Irish would make any furthet

resistance; and he replied, "Upon my honour, I believe

they wUl; for they have still a good body of horse

entire." William, eyeing him with a look of disdain,

repeated, "Your honour! your honour!" but took no

other notice of his having acted contrary to his engage-

ment, when he was permitted to go to Ireland on pro-

mise of persuading Tyrconnel to submit to the new
government. The Irish now abandoned the field with

precipitation ; but the French and Swiss troops, that

acted as their auxiliaries under Lausun, retreated in

good order, after having maintained the battle for some

time with intrepidity and perseverance.

DEATH OF SCHOMBERG.

As king William did not think proper to pursue the

enemy, the carnage was not great. The Irish lost

fifteen hundred men, and the English about one-third

of that number; though the victory was dearly piu--

ch.Tscd, considering the death of the gallant duke of

Schomberg, who fell in the eighty-second year of his

age, after having rivalled the best generals of the time

in military reputation. He was descended of a noble

f;miily in the Palatinate, and his mother was an English

woman, daughter of lord Dudley. Being obliged to

leave his country on account of the troubles by which

it was agitated, he commenced a soldier of fortune, and

seiwed successively in the armies of Holland, England,

France, Portugal, and Brandenbui-gh. He attained to

the dignities of mareschal in France, grandee in Portu-

gal, generalissimo in Prussia, and duke in England.

He professed the protestant religion; was courteous and

humble in his deportment; cool, penetrating, resolute,

and sagjicious; nor was his probity inferior to his

courage. This battle likewise proved fatal to the brave

Caillomote, who had followed the duke's fortunes, .and

commanded one of the protestant regiments. After

having received a mortal woimd, he was carried back

through the river by four soldiers, and though almost
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in the agonies of death, he with a cheerful countenance

encouraged those who were crossing to do their duty,

exclaiming, "A la goire, mes enfans; a la gloire. To
glory, my lads; to glory!" The tliird remarkable per-

son who lost his life on this occasion was Walker the

clergjTuan, who had so valiantly defended Londonderry
against the whole army of king James. He had been

very graciously received by king William, who grati-

fied liim with a reward of five thousand pounds, and a

promise of further favour; but his military genius still

predominating, ho attended his royal patron in this

battle, and being shot in the belly, died in a few minutes.

Tlie persons of distinction who fell on the other side

were the lords Dongan and Carlingford, sir Xeile O'Neilc,

and the marquis of Hocquincourt. James himself stood

aloof during the action on the hill of Dunmore, sur-

rounded with some squadrons of horse; and seeing

victory declare against him, retired to Dublin without

having made the least effort to re-a^semble his broken
forces. Had he possessed either spirit or conduct, his

army might have been rallied, and reinforced from his

garrisons, so as to be in a condition to keep the field,

and even act upon the offensive ; for his loss was incon-

siderable, and the victor did not attempt to molest his

troops in their retreat—an omission which has been
charged upon him as a flagrant instance of misconduct.

Indeed, through the whole of this engagement, William's

personal courage was much more conspicuous than his

military skill.

JAMES EMBARKS FOR FRANCE.

King James no sooner arrived at Dublin than he
.".ssembled the magistrates and council of the city, and

in a short speech resigned them to the fortune of tlie

victor. He complained of the cowardice of the Irish;

signified his resolution of leaving the kingdom imme-
diately; forbade them, on their allegiance, to bum or

plunder the city after his departure; and assured them,

that, though he was obliged to yield to force, he would
never cease to labour for their deliverance. Next day

he set out for Waterford, attended by the duke of Ber-

wick, Tyrconnel, and the marquis of Powis. lie or-

dered all the bridges to be broken down behind him,

and embarked in a vessel which had been prepared for

his reception. At sea he fell in with the French squa-

dron, commanded by the Sieur de Foran, who persuaded

him to go on board one of his frigates, which was a

prime sailer. In this he was safely conveyed to France,

and returned to the plate of his former residence at St.

Germain's. He had no sooner quitted Dublin than it

w,as also abandoned by all the papists. The protcstants

immediately took possession of the arms belonging to

the militia, under the conduct of the bishops of Meath
and Limerick. A committee was fonned to take charge
of the administration ; and an account of these trans-

actions was transmitted to king William, together with

a petition that he would honour the city with his pre-

sence.

WILLIAM ENTERS DUBLIN.

On the morning after the battle of the Boyne, Wil-
liam sent a detachment of horse and foot, under the

command of M. Mellionere, to Drogheda, tbe governor

of which surrendered the place without opposition.

The king at the head of the army began his march for

Dublin, and halted the first night at Bally-Breghan;
where, having received advice of the enemy's retreat

from the capital, he sent the duke of Ormond with a

body of horse to take possession. These were imme-
tUately followed by the Dutch guards, wlio secured the

castle. In a few days the king encamped at Finglas,

in the neiglibourhood of Dublin, where he was visited

by the bishops of Meath and Limerick, at the head of

the protestant clergy, whom he assured of his favour

and protection. Then he publislied a declaration of

pardon to all the common people who hod ser%'ed against

him, provided they should return to their dwellings
and surrender tlieir arms by tlie first day of August.
Those that rented lands of popish proprietors who had
been concerned in the rebellion, were required to retain
their rents in their own hands until they should have
notice from tlio commissioners of the revenue to whom
they should be paid. The desperate leaders of tb« re-

bellion, who had violated the laws of tlic kingdom,
called in the French, authorized tlie depredations which
had been committed upon protcstants, and rejected the
pardon offered to them on the king's first proclamation,

were left to the event of war, unless by evident demon-
strations of repentance they should deserve mercy,
which would never be refused to those wlio were truly

penitent. The next step taken by king AVilliam was
to issue a proclamation reducing the brass money to

nearly its intrinsic v.alue. In the meantime, the prin-

cipal ofticers in the army of J.ames, after having seen

him embark at Waterford, returned to their troops, de-

termined to prosecute the war as long as they could be
supplied with means to support their operations.

VICTORY GAINED BY THE FRENCH.

During these transactions, the queen, as regent, found
hcr.iielf surrounded with numberless cares and perplexi-

ties. Her council was pretty equally divided into wliigs

and tories, who did not always act with unaiiiiiiity.

She was distracted between her apprehensions for her
father's safety and her husband's life: she was threat-

ened with an invasion by the French from abroad, and
with an insuiTection by tbe Jacobites at home. Never-
theless she disguised her feai-s, and behaved with equal
prudence and fortitude. Advice being received that a
fleet was ready to sail from Brest, lord Ton-ington
hoisted his flag in the Downs, and sailed round to St.

Helen's, in order to assemble such a number of ships as

would enable him to give them battle. The enemy
being discovered off Plymouth on the twentieth day
of June, the English admiral, reinforced with a Dutch
squadron, stood out to sea with a view to intercept

them at the back of the Isle of Wight, should they
presume to sail up the channel, not that he thought
himself strong enough to cope with them in battle.

Their fleet consisted of seventy-eight ships of war, and
two-and-twenty fire-ships; whereas, the combined squa-

drons of England and Holland did not exceed six-and-

fifty; but he bad received orders to hazard an engage-
ment if he thought it might be done with any prospect

of success. After tbe hostile fleets had continued five

days in sight of each other, lord Torrington bore down
upon the enemy ofi" Beachy-head, on the thirtieth day
of June, at day-break. The Dutch squadron, which
composed the van, began the engagement about nine in

the morning; in about half an hour the blue division of

the English were close engaged with the rear of the

French; but the red, which formed the centre, under
the command of Ton-ington in person, did not fill the

line till ten o'clock, so that the Dutch were almost sur-

rounded by the enemy, and, though they fought with
great valour, sustained considerable damage. At length
the admiral's division drove between them and tbe

French, and in that situation the fleet anchored about
five in the aftei-noon, when the action was interrupted

by a calm. The Dutch had suffered so severely, that

Torrington thought it would be inipnident to renew the
battle; he therefore weighed anchor in the night, and
with the tide of flood retired to the eastward. The
next day the disabled ships were destroj'cd, that they
might not be retarded in their retreat. They were
pursued as far as Rye; an English ship of seventy guns
being stranded near Winchelsea, was set on fire and
deserted by the captain's command. A Dutch ship of

sixty-four guns met with the same accident, and some
French frigates attempted to bum her; but the captain

defended her so vigorously that they were obliged to

desist, and ho afterwards found means to carry her safe

to Holland. In this engagement the English lost two
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ships, two sea-captains, and about four hundi-cd men;
but the Dutch were more unfortunate: six of their

great ships were destroyed. Dick and Brackel, rear-

admirals, were slain, together with a great number of

inferior officers and seamen. Tonington retrested with-

out fm-ther interruption into the mouth of the Thames;
and, having taken precaution against any attempts of

the enemy in that quarter, returned to London, the
inhabitants of which were overwhelmed with conster-

nation.

torrixCtTox committed to the tower.

The govenmient was infected with the same panic.

The ministry pretended to believe that the French acted
in concert with the malcontents of the nation; that in-

suiTections in the different parts of the kingdom had
been projected by the Jacobites; and that there would
be a general revolt in Scotland. These insinuations

were circulated by the court agents in order to justify,

in the opinion of the public, the measures that were
deemed necessary at this juncture; and they produced
the desired effect. The apprehensions thus artfully

raised among the people inflamed their aversion to non-
jiu'ors and Jacobites. Addresses were presented to the
queen by the Cornish tinners, by the lieutenancy of

Middlesex, and by the mayor, aldermen, and lieuten-

ancy of London, iiUed with professions of loyalty and
promises of supporting their majesties as their lawful

sovereigns, against all opposition. The queen at this

crisis exhibited remarkable proofs of courage, activity,

and discretion. She issued out proper orders and direc-

tions for putting the nation in a posture of defence, as

well as for refitting and augmenting the fleet; she took
measures for arieasing the resentment of the states-

general, who exclaimed against the earl of Ton-ington
for his behaviour in the late action. He was deprived
of his command, and sent prisoner to the Tower; and
commissioners were appointed to examine the particular

circumstances of his conduct. A camp was formed in

the neighbourhood of Torbay, where the French seemed
to thi-eaten a descent. Their fleet, which lay at anchor
in the bay, cannonaded a small village called Teign-
mouth. About a thousand of their men landed nithout
opposition, set fire to the place, and burned a few coast-

ing vessels; then they re-embarked and returned to

Brest, so vain of this achievement that they printed a

pompous account of their invasion. Some of the whig
partlzans published pamphlets and diffused reports, im-
plying that the suspended bishops were concerned In

the conspiracy against the government; and these arts

proved so inflammatory among the common people,

that the prelates thought it necessary to print a paper,

in which they asserted their innocence in the most
solemn protestations. The court seems to have har-

boui-ed no suspicion against them, otherwise they would
not have escaped imprisonment. The queen issued a
proclamation for apprehending the earls of Litchfield,

Aylesbury, and Castlemain ; viscount Preston; the lords

Montgomery and Bellasis; sir Edward Hales, sir Robert
Tharold, sir Robert Hamilton, sir Theophilus Ogle-
thorpe, colonel Edward SackvUle, and some other ofli-

cers. These were accused of having conspired with
other disaffected persons to disturb and destroy the
government, and of a design to concur with her majes-
ty's enemies in the intended Invasion. The earl of

Torrington continued a prisoner in the Tower till next
session, when he was brought into the house of com-
mons and made a speech in his own defence. His case

produced long debates in the upper house, where the

form of his commitment was judged Illegal: at length

he was tried by a court-marti;il appointed by the com-
missioners of the admiralty, though not before an act

had passed, declaring the power of a lord high-admiral

vested in those commissioners. The president of the

court was sir Ralph Delaval, who had acted as vlce-

admlr.al of the blue in the engagement. The earl was
acquitted, but the king dismissed liim from the se^

vice; and the Dutch exclaimed against the partiality

of his judges.

PROGRESS OF WILLIAM IN IRELAND.

William is said to have intercepted all the papers of

his father-in-law and Tyreoimel, and to have learned

from them not ordy the design projected by the French
to bnm the English transports, but likewise the under-

taking of one Jones, who engaged to assassinate king
William. No such attempt however was made, and
in all probability the whole report was a fiction, cal-

ciJated to throw an odium on James' character. On
the ninth day of July, William detached general Dou-

\

glas with a considerable body of horse and foot towards

j

Athlone, while he himself, having left Trel.awny to

command at Dublin, advanced with the rest of his

army to Inchlquln in his way to Kilkenny. Colonel

Grace, the governor of Athlone for king James, being

summoned to surrender, fired a pistol at the trumpeter,

saying, " These are my terms.' Then Douglas re-

solved to \mdertake the siege of the place, which was
naturally very strong, and defended by a resolute gar-

rison. An inconsiderable breach was made, when Dou-
1
glas, receiving intelligence that Sarsfield was on his

march to the relief of the besieged, abandoned the enter-

prise after having lost above four hundred men in the

attempt. The king continued his march to the west-

ward; and, by dint of severe examples, estabUshed such
order and discipline in his army, that the peasants were
secure from the least violence. At Carlow he detached

the duke of Ormond to take possession of Kilkenny,
where that nobleman regaled him in his own castle,

which the enemy had left undamaged. WhUe the aimy
encamped at Carrick, major-general Kirke was sent to

Waterford, the gai-rison of which, consisting of two
regiments, capitulated upon condition of marching out

with their aims and baggage, and being conducted to

Mallow. The fort of Duncannon was sun-endered on
the s.ame teiius. Here the lord Dover and the lord

George Howard were admitted to the benefit of the

king's mercy and protection.

HE IN^'ESTS LIJIERICK; IS OBLIGED TO
RAISE THE SIEGE.

On the first day of August, William being at Ch.apel-

Izard, published a second declaration of mercy, con-

firming the fonner, and even extending it to persons of

superior rank and station, whether natives or foreigners,

provided they would, by the twenty-fifth day of the

month, lay down their arms and submit to certain con-

ditions. This ofter of indemnity produced very little

effect, for the Irish were generally governed by their

priests, and tlie news of the victory which the French
fleet had obtained over the English and Dutch, was
cii'culated with such exaggerations as elevated their

spirits, and effaced all thoughts of submission. The
king had retm-ned to Dublin with a view to embark for

England, but receiving notice that the designs of Ids

domestic enemies were discovered and frustrated, that

the fleet was repaired, and the French navy retired to

Brest, he postponed his voyage and resolved to reduce

Limerick; in which Monsieur Bolsseleau commanded
as governor, and the duke of Berwick and colonel Sars-

field acted as inferior oflicers. On the ninth day of Au-
gust, the king having called in his detachment and ad-

vanced into the neighbourhood of the place, summoned
the commander to deliver the tovm ; and Boisseleati an-

swered, that he imagined the best way to gam the good
opinion of the prince of Orange, would be a vigorous

defence of the town which his majesty had committed

to his charge. Before the place was fully invested,

colonel Sarsfield, with a body of horse and dragoons,

passed the Shannon in the night. Intercepted the king'.s

train of artillery on its way to the camp, routed the

troops that guarded it, disalded the cannon, destroyed

the carriages, waggons, and ammunition, and returned
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in safety to Limerick. Notwithstanding this disaster,

the trenches were opened on the seventeenth day of the

month, and a battery was raised with some cannon

brought from Waterford. The siege was carried on witli

rigour, and tlie place defended with great resolution.

At length the king ordered his troops to make a lodg-

ment in the covered way or counterscarp, which was
accordingly assaulted with great fury; but the assailants

met with such a warm reception from the besieged, that

they were repulsed with the loss of twelve hundred men
either killed on the spot or mortally wounded. This

disappointment, concurring with the badness of the

weather, which became rainy and unwholesome, induced

the king to renounce his undertaking. The heavy bag-

gage and cannon being sent away, the army decamped
and marched towards Clonmcl. William having con-

stituted the lord Sydney and Tliomas Coningsby lords

justices of Ireland, and left the command of the army
with count Solmes, embarked at Dunciuincm with prince

George of Denmark on the fifth of September, and next

day arrived in King road, near Bristol, from whence he

repaired to Windsor,

tX»KK AND KINSALE REDUCED.

About the latter end of this mouth tlie carl of Marl-

borough arrived in Ireland with five thousand English

troops, to attack Cork and Kinsalc in conjunction with

a detachment from the great army, according to a scheme
he had proposed to king William. Having landed his

soldiers without much opposition in the ueiglibourhood

of Cork, he was joined by five thousand men under the

prince of Wirtemberg, between whom and the earl a

dispute arose about the command; but tliis was compro-

mised by the interposition of La Jlcllionerc. The place

being invested, and the batteries raised, the besiegers

proceeded with such, rapidity that a breach was soon

effected. Colonel Mackillicut the governor demanded
a parley, and hostages were exchanged; but he rejected

the conditions that were offered, and hostilities recom-

menced with redoubled vigour. The duke of Grafton,

who served on this occasion as a volunteer, was mortally

wounded in one of the attacks, and died regretted as a

youth of promising talents. Preparations being made
for a general assault, the besieged thought proper to

capitulate, and sun-endered themselves prisoners of war.

Besides the governor and colonel Rieaut, the victor found

the carls ofClanearty and Tyrone among the individuals

of the garrison. Marlborough having taken possession

of Cork, detached brigadier Villiers with a body of horse

and dragoons to summon the town and forts of Kinsalc,

and next day advanced with the lest of the forces. The
old fort was immediately taken b}' assault; but sir Ed-
ward Scott, who commanded the other, sustained a reg-

ular siege until the breach was practicable, and then
obtained an honom-able capitulation. These maritime
places being reduced, all communication between France
and the enemy on this side of the island was cut off, and
the Irish were confined to Ulster, where they could not

subsist without great diflicult}'. The earlof Marlborougli

having finished this expedition in thirty days, returned

with his prisoners to England, where the fame of this

exploit added greatly to his reputation.

THE FRENCH FORCES QUIT IRELAND.

During these transactions count de Lausun, comman-
der of the French auxiliaries in Ireland, lay inactive in

the neighbourhood of Galway, and transmitted such a

lamentableaccountof his situation tothe court of France,

that transports were sent over to bring home the French
forces. In these he embarked with his troops, and the

command of the Irish forces devolved to the duke of

Berwick, though it was afterwards transferred to M.
St. Ruth. Lausan was disgraced at Versailles for hav-
ing deserted the cause before it was desperate: Tyrcon-
nel, who accompanied him in his voyage, solicited tlie

and ammunition for the Irish army, which he said would
continue firm to tlie interest of king James if thus sup-
ported. Meanwhile they formed themselves into sep-
arate bodies of freebooters, and plundered the countrv,
under the appellation of rapparees: while the troops iif

king William eitlier enjoyed their ease in quarters, or
imitated the rapine of the enemy; so that between both
the poor people were miserably harassed.

SAVOY JOINS THE CONFEDERACY.

The affairs of the continent had not yet undergone
any change of importance, except in the conduct of the
duke of Savoy, who renounced his neutrality, engaged
in an alliance with the emperor and king of Spain; and,
in a word, acceded to the grand confederacy. He had
no sooner declared himself, than Catuiat the French
general entered his territories at the head of eighteen
thousand men, and defeated him in a pitched battle

near Saluces, which immediately surrendered to the

conqueror. Then he reduced Savillana, Villa Franca,
with several other places, pursued the duke to Carignan,
sui-priscd Suza, and distributed his forces in winter
quarters, partly in Frovenco and partly in the duchy
of Savoy, which St. Ruth had lately reduced under the

dominion of France. Tlio duke finding himself disap-

pointed in the succours he expected from the emperor
and the king of Spain, demanded assistance of the
states-general and king William: to this last he sent
an ambassador, to congratulate him upon his accession
to the throne of England. The confederates in their

general congress at the Hague, had agreed that tho
ai-my of the states under prince Waldeck should oppose
the forces of France, commanded by the duke of Luxem-
bourg in Flanders; while the elector of Brandenburgh
should obseiTe the marquis de Boufflers on the Moselle:

but before the troops of Brandenburgh coiild be assem-
bled, Boufflers encamped between the Sambre and the

Mouse, and maintained a free communication with
Luxembom-g.

PRINCE WALDECK DEFEATED.

Prince Waldeck understanding that this general

intended to cross the Sambre between Naraur and
Charleroy, in order to lay the Spanish teiTitories under
contribution, decamped from the river Pieton, and de-

tached tlie count of Berlo with a great body of horse

to observe the motions of the enemj'. He was encoun-
tered by the French army near Fleunis, and slain: and
his troops, though supported by two other detachments,
were hardly able to rejoin the main body, which con-

tinued all night in order of battle. Next day they were
attacked b\' the French, who were greatly superior to

them in number: after a very obstinate engagement tho

allies gave way, leaving about five thousand men dead
upon the field of battle. The enemy took about four

thousand prisoners, and the greatest part of their artil-

lery; but the victory was dearly bought. The Dutcli

infantry fought with suqirising resolution and success.

The duke of Luxembourg owned with surprise, that they
had surpassed the Spanish foot at the battle of Rocroy.
" Prince Waldeck, said he, ought always to remember
the French horse; and I shall never forget the Dutch
infantry." The Dutch general exerted himself with
such activity, that the French derived very little advan-
tage from their victoiy. The prince being reinforced

with the five English regiments, nine tliousand Hano-
verians, ten thousand from the bishopric of Liege and
Holland, joined the elector of Brandenburgli ; so that the

confederate army amounted to fivc-and-fifty thousand

men, and they marched by the way of Geiiap to Bois-

Seigneur- Isaac. They were now superior to Lu.xem-

bourg, who thought proper to fortify his camp, that he
might not be obliged to fight except with considerable

advantage. Nevertheless, prince \\'aldeek would have

attacked him in his intrenehments, had he not been
French court for afurther supply of oflicers, arms, clothes, prohibited from hazarding another engagement by au

Vol. IL E
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express order ofthe states-general; andwhen this restric-

tion was removed, the elector would not venture a battle.

ARCHDUKE JOSEPH ELECTED KING.

By this time the emperor's son Joseph was hy the

electoral college chosen king of the Romans; but his in-

terest sustained a rude shock in the death of the gallant

duke of Lorraine, who was suddenly seized with a quin-

sey at a small village near Lintz, and expired, not with-

out suspicion of having fallen a sacrifice to the fears of

the French king, against whom he had fomierly declared

w.ar as a sovereign prince unjustly expelled from his

territories. He possessed great military talents, and had
threatened to enter Lorraine at the head of forty thou-

sand men, in the course of the ensuing summer. The
court of France, alarmed at this declaration, is said to

have had recourse to poison, for preventing the execu-
tion of the duke's design. At his death the command of

the imperial army was conferred upon the elector of Ba-
varia. This prince h,aving joined the elector of Saxony,
advanced against the Dauphin, who had passed the Rhine
at Fort-Louis with a considerable army, and intended to

penetrate into Wirteraberg; but the duke of Bavaria

checked his progress, and he acted on the defensive

duiing the remaining part of the campaign. The em-
peror was less fortunate in his efi"orts against the Turks,
who rejected the conditions of peace he had offered, and
took the field under a new vizier. In the month of Au-
gust, count Tekeli defeated a body of imperialists near
Cronstadt, in Transylvania; then convoking the states

of that province at Albajulia, he compelled them to elect

him their sovereign; but his reign was of short duration.

Prince Louis of Baden, having taken the command of

the Austrian army, detached four regiments into Bel-

grade, and advanced against Tekeli, who retired into

A'al.ichia at his approach. Meanwhile the grand vizier

invested Belgrade, and carried on his attacks with sur-

prising resolution. At length a bomb falling upon a

great tower in which the powder magazine of the be-

sieged was contained, the place blew up with a dreadful

explosion. Seventeen Inmdi-ed soldiers of the garrison

were destroyed; the wallsand ramparts were overthrown;
the ditch was filled up, and so large a breach was opened
that the Tnrks entered by squadrons and battalions,

cutting in pieces all that fell in their way. The fire

spread from magazine to magazine until eleven were
destroyed ; and in the confusion the remaining part of

the garrison escaped to Peterwaradin. By this time the

imperiivlists were in possession of Transylvania, and
cantoned at Cronstadt and Clausinburgh. 'Tekeli under-
took to attack the province on one side, while a body of
Turks should invade it on the other: these last were
totally dispersed by prince Louis of Baden ; but prince
Augustus of Hanover, whom he had detached against
the count, was slain in a nan'ow defile, and his troops

were obUged to retreat with precipitation. Tekeli how-
ever did not improve this .advantage : being apprized of

the fate of his allies, and afraid of seeing his retreat cut
oflf by the snow that frequently chokes up the passes
of the mountains, he retreated again to Talachia, and
prince Louis returned to Vienna.

MEETING OF THE PARLIAMENT.

King William having published a proclam.ition re-

quiring the attendance of the members on the second
day of October, both houses met accordingly, and he
opened the session with a speech to the usual purport.
He mentioned what he had done towards the reduction
of Ireland; commended the behaviour of the troops; told
them the supplies were not equal to the necessary ex-
pense; represented the danger to which the nation would
be exposed unless the war should be prosecuted with
vigour; conjured them to clear his revenue, which was
mortgaged for the payment of former debts, and enable
him to pay off the arrears of the army; assured them
that the success of the confederacy abroad would depend

upon the vigour and dispatch of their proceedings; ex-

pressed his resentment against those who had been
guilty of misconduct in the management of the fleet;

recommended tinanimity and expedition; and declai-ed,

that whoever should attempt to divert their attention

from those subjects of importancewhich he had proposed,

could neither be a friend to him nor a well-wisher to his

country. The late attempt of the French upon the

coast of England, the rumours of a conspiracy by the

Jacobites, the personal v.ilour which William had dis-

played in Ireland, and the pusillanimous behavour of

James, concun-ed in warming the resentment of the na-

tion ag.ainst the adherents of the late king, and in rais-

ing a tide of loyalty in favotir of the new government.
Both houses presented separate addresses of congratu-

lation to the king and queen, npon his courage and
conduct in the field, and her fortitude and sagacity at

the helm in times of danger and disquiet. The commons,
pursuant to an estimate laid before them of the next
year's expenses, voted a supply of four millions for the

mjiintenance of the army and navy, and settled the

funds for that ptu'pose.

COMMONS coMPLr wrra the KING'S DEMANDS.

They proposed to raise one million by the sale of for-

feited estates in Ireland: they resolved that a bill should

be brought in for confiscating those estates, with a

clause, empowering the king to bestow a third part of

them on those who had served in the wjir, as well as to

grant such articles and capitulations to those who were
in arms, as he should think proper. This clause was
rejected ; and a great number of petitions were offered

against the bill, by creditors and heirs who had contin-

ued faithful to the government. These were supposed
to have been suggested by the court, in order to retard

tlie progress of the bill ; for the estates had been already

promised to the king's favourites : nevertheless, the bill

passed the lower house, .and was sent up to the lords,

among whom it was purposely delayed by the influence

of the ministry. It was at this juncture that lord Tor-

rington was tried and acquitted, very much to the dis-

satisfaction of the king, who not only dismissed him
from the service, but even forbade him to .appear in his

presence. 'When WilHam came to the house of lords

to give the royal assent to a bill for doubling the excise,

he told the parliament that the posture of .lA'airs re-

quired his presence at the Hague ; that, therefore, they
ought to lose no time in perfecting such other supplies

as were still necessary for the maintenance of the array

and navy ; and he reminded them of making some pro-

vision for the expense of the civil government. "Two
bills were accordingly passed for granting to their

miijesties the duties of goods imported, for five years

;

and these, together with the mutiny-bill, received the
royal assent : upon which occasion the king observed,

that if some annual provision could be made for ang-
menting the navy, it would greatly conduce to the

honour and safety of the nation. In consequence of

this hint, they voted a considerable supply for building
additioniil ships of war,* and proceeded with such alac-

rity and expedition, as even seemed to anticipate the
king's desires. This liberality and dispatch were in a
great measm-e owing to the management of lord Godol-
phin, who was now placed at the head of the treasury,

and sir John Somers, the solicitor-general. The place

of secretary of state, which had remained vacant since

the resignation of the earl of Shrewsbury, was now
filled with lord Sidney ; and sir Cliarles Porter was ap-

pointed one of the justices of Ireland in the room of

this nobleman.

* This supply was raised by the additional duties upon beer, ale,

and other liquors. They also provided in the bill, that the imposi-
tions on Trines, vinegar, and tobacco, should be made a fund of cre-

dit : that the surplus of the grants tliey bad made, after the current
ser^'ice was provided for, should be applicable to the payment of the
debts contracted by the war : and, that it should be lawful for their
majesties to make use of five hundred thousand pounds out of th«
said grants, on condition of that Bom being repaid from tlie revenue.
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PETITION OF THE TOKIES.

Notwithstanding the act for reversing the proceedings

against the city charter, the whigs had made shift to

keep possession of the magistracy: Pilkington continued

mayor, and Kobinsou retained the office of chamberlain.

The tories of the city, presuming upon their late ser-

vices, presented a petition to the house of commims,

complaining, That the intent of the late act of parlia-

ment, for reversing the judgment on the quo warranto,

was frustrated by some doubtful expression; so that the

old aldermen elected by commission under the late king's

great seal still acted by virtue of that authority: that

sir Thomas Pilkington was not duly returned as mayor
by the common-hall : and, that he and the aldermen

had imposed Mr. Leonard Robinson upon them as

chamberlain, though another person was duly elected

into that office : that divers members of the common-
council were illegally excluded, and others, duly elected,

were refused admittance. They specified other griev-

ances, and petitioned for relief Pilkington and his

associates undertook to prove that those allegations

wore cither false or frivolous ; and presented the peti-

tion as a contrivance of the Jacobites to disturb the

peace of the city, that the supply might be retarded

and the government distressed. In the late panic which
overspread the nation, the whigs had ajipeared to be the

monied men, and subscribed largely for the security of

the settlement they had made, while the tories kept

aloof with a suspicious caution. For this reason the

court now interposed its influence in such a manner,

that little or no regard was paid to their remonstrance.

ATTEMPT AGAINST CARMARTHEN.

The marquis of Csermarthen, lord president, who was
at the head of the tory interest in the ministry, and had
acquired great credit with the king and queen, now fell

under the displeasure of the opposite faction : and they

resolved if possible to revive his old impeachment.
The earl of Shrewsbury, and thirteen other leading

men, had engaged in this design. A committee of lords

was appointed to examine precedents, and inquire

whether impeachments continued m statu quo from
parliament to parliament. Several such precedents

were reported; and violent debates ensued: but the

marquis eluded the vengeance of his enemies in conse-

quence of the following question: " Whether the carls

of Salisbury and Peterborough, who had been impeached
in the former parliament for being reconciled to the

church of Rome, shall be discharged from their bail?"

The house resolved in the affirmative, and several lords

entered a protest. The commons having finished a bill

for appointing commissioners to take and state the pub-
Uc accounts, and having chosen the commissioners from
among their own members, sent it up to the house of

lords. There the earl of Rochester moved. That they
should add some of their number to those of the com-
mons : they accordingly chose an equal number by bal-

lot; but Rochester himself being elected, refused to

act: the others followed his example, and the bill passed
without alteration. On the fifth day of January, the

king put an end to the session with a speech, in which
he thanked them for the repeated instances they had
"exhibited of their affection to his person and govern-

ment. He told them, it was high time for him to

embark for Holland: recommended unanimity; and
assured them of his particular favour and protection.

Then lord chief baron Atkins signified his majesty's

pleasure, that the two houses should adjourn themselves
to the thirty-first day of March.*

THE KING'S VOYAGE TO HOLLAND.

'William, having settled the aiTairs of the nation, set

• In this year the English planters repossessed themselves of
part of the inland of St. Chrisiopher, from nrhich they had been
driven by the French.

ont for Margate on the sixth day ofJanuary ; but the ship
in which he proposed to embark being detained by an
easterly wind and hard frost, ho returned to Kensington.
On the sixteenth, however, he embarked at Gravcsend
with a numerous retinue, and set sail for Holland under
convoy of twelve ships of war commanded by admiral

Rooke. Next day, being informed by a fisherman that

he was within a league and a half of Gorcc, he quitted the

yacht and went into an open boat, attended by the duke
of Ormond, tlie carlsof Devonshire, Dorset, Portland,

and Monmouth, with Auverqucrque and Zuylestein,

Instead of landing immediately, they lost sight of the

fleet, and, night coming on, wero exposed in very severe

weather to the danger of the enemy and the sea, which
ran very high for eighteen hours, during which the king
and all his attendants were drenched with sea-water.

When the sailors expressed their apprehensions of perish-

ing, the king asked if they were afraid to die in his com-
pany ? At day-break, he landed on the isle of Goree,

where he took some refreshment in a fisherman's hut

;

then he committed himself to the boat again, and was
conveyed to the shore in the neighbourhood of Mais-

landsluys. A deputation of the states received him
at Hounslardyke; about six in the evening he arrived

at the Hague, where he was immediately complimented
by the states-general, the states of Holland, the council

of state, the other colleges, and the foreign ministers.

He afterwards, at the request of the magistrates, made
his public entry \\-ith surprising magnificence; and the

Dutch celebrated his arrival with bonfires, illuminations,

and other marks of tumultuous joy. He assisted at

their different assemblies; informed them of his succes-

ses in England and Ireland; and assured them of his

constant zeal and afi'ection for his native country.

HE ASSISTS AT A CONGRESS.

At a solemn congress of the confederate princes, he
represented in a set speech the dangers to which they
were exposed from the power and ambition of France;

and the necessity of acting with vigour and dispatch.

He declared he wotdd spare neither his credit, forces,

nor person, in concurring with their measures; and that

in the spring he would come at the head of his troops

to fulfil his engagements. They forthwith resolved to

employ two hundred and twenty-two thousand men
against France in the ensuing campaign. The propor-

tions of the different princes and states were regulated;

and the king of England agreed to furnish twenty thou-

sand. He supplied the duke of Savoy so liberally, that

his affairs soon assumed a more promising aspect. The
plan of operations was settled, and they transacted their

affairs with such harmony that no dispute inteiTupted

their deliberations. In the beginning of March, im-

mediately after the congress broke up, the siege of

Mons was undertaken by the French king in person,

accompanied by the Daiiphin, the dukes of Orleans and
Chartres. The garrison consisted of .about si.x thousand

men, commanded by the prince of Bergue: but the

besiegers carried on their works with such rapidity as

they could not withstand. King William no sooner

understood that the place was invested, than he ordered

prince AValdeck to assemble the army, determined to

march against the enemy in person. Fifty thousand men
were soon collected at Halle, near Bmssils: but when
he went thither, he found the Spaniards had neglected

to provide carriages, and other necessaries for the expedi-

tion. Meanwhile, the burghers of Mons, seeing their

town in danger of being utterly destroyed by the bombs
and cannon of the enemy, pressed the governor to capi-

tulate, and even threatened to introduce the besiegers:

so that he was forced to comply, and obtained very
honourable conditions. William, being apprized of this

event, returned to the Hague, embarked for England,

and arrived at Whitehall on the thirteenth day of April.f

t A few days before his arrival, preat part of the palace of Whito-
hall was consumed by fire, tturuugh the uegligenca of a femoio
BCn-ant.
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CHAPTER III.

Consplrncv apaiost the Governiucnt by Lord Preston and others Tho King
fills up the vacant Bishoprics Affairs of Scotland Campaign in Flan-
inrx* Progress of tho French in Piedmont Election of a New Pope
The Emperor's Success against the Turks Affairs of Ireland General
Oiiickel reduces AtUlone Defeats the Irish at Ajhrim Undertakes Iho
Siege of Limerick The French and Irish obtain an honourable Capitula-
tion- Twelve Thousand Irish Catholics are transported to France——
Ueeting of the Enplish Parliament Discontent of the Nation Tr;ins-

actiuns in Parliament Disputes concerning the Rdl Tir re^rulating Triuls
in Cases of High Treason The English and Dutch Fleets bafile^ by the
French The King disobliges the Ptesbyterians of Scotland The Earl
of Brvodalbane undertakes for the Submission of the Highlanders^— Mas-
sacre of Ulencoe Preparations for a Descent upon England Decl.'^ra-

tiun of King James— Efforts of his Friends in England Precautions
taken by the Queen for the Defence of the Nation Admiral Riissel puts
to Sea He obtains a complete Victory over the French Fleet ofl' La Hogue
——Troops embarked at St. Helen's for a Descent upon France The De-
sign laid asiile The Troops landed at Ostend The French King takes
Kamur in Mglitof King William The Allies are defeat^ at Steenkirk
Extravag&nl rejoicings in France on Account of this Victory Conspiracy
against the Life of King WUliam. hatched by the French Ministry..^^Mis-
carriage of a Design upon Dunkirk The Campai^ is inactive on the
Rhine and in Hungary The Duke of Savoy invades Dauphlnd The
Duke of llanorer created an Elector of the Empire.

A COXSPIKACY.

A CONSPIRACY against the government had been

lately discoTered. In the latter end of December,

the master of a vessel who lived at Barking, in Essex,

informed the marquis of Csermarthen that his wife had

let out one of his boats to carry over some persons to

France, and that they would embark on the thirteenth

day of the mouth. This intelligence being communi-

cated to the king and council, an order was sent to

captain BiUop to watch the motion of the vessel and

secure the passengers. He accordingly boarded her at

Gravesend, and found in the hold lord Preston, Mr.

Ashtou, a sei-vant of the late queen, and one Elliot.

He likewise seized a bundle of papers, some of which

were scarce intelligible; among the rest, two letters

supposed to bo wiitten by Turner, bishop of Ely, to

king James and his queen, under fictitious names. The
whole .amounted to an invitation to the French king to

assist king James in re-ascending the throne upon ccr-

t.ain conditions, while William should be absent from

the kingdom; but the scheme was ill laid, and coun-

tenanced but by a very few persons of consideration,

among whom the chiefs were the earl of Clarendon, the

hishop of Ely, lord Preston, his brother Mr. Graham,

and I'cnn the famous quaker. Notwithst-anding the

outcries which had been made against the severities of

the late government, Preston and his accomplice Ash-
ton were tried at the Old Bailey for compassing the

death of their m.ijestics king William and queen Maiy

;

and their trials were hurried on without anj- regard to

their petitions for delay. Lord Preston alleged in his

defence that the treasons charged upon him were not

committed in the county of Middlesex, as laid in the

indictment; that none of the witnesses declared he had
any concern in hiring the vessel; that the papers were

not found upon him; that there ought to be two credible

witnesses to every foct, whereas the whole proof against

him rested on similitude of hands and mere supposition.

He was, nevertheless, found guilty. Ashton behaved

with great intrepidity and composure. He owned his

purpose of going to France in pursuance of a promise

he had made to general Worden, who, on his death-bed,

conjured him to go thither and finish some afi^urs of

consequence which he had left there depending, as well

as with a view to recover a considerable sum of money
due to himself. He denied that he was privy to the

contents of the papers found upon him; he complained

of his having been denied time to prepare for his trial;

and called severiil persons to prove him a protestant of

exemplary piety and in-eproaehahle morals. These
circumstances had no weight with the court. He was
brow-beaten by the bench, ani found guilty by the

jury, as ho had the papers in his custody; yet there

was no pririty proved; and the whig party themselves

ha 1 often expressly declared, that of all sorts of evidence

that of finding papers in a person's possession is the

weakest, because no man can secure himself from such

danger. Ashton suffered with eqxial courage and dc-

conim. In a paper which he delivered to the sheriff,

he owned his attachment to king James; he witnessed

to the birth of the prince of Wales ; denied his know-
ledge of the contents of the papers that were committed
to his charge; complained of the hard measure he had
met with from the judges and the jury, but forgave

them in the sight of heaven. This man was celebrated

by the nonjurors as a martyr to loyalty; and they

boldly affirmed, that his chief crime in the eyes of the

government was his having among his baggage an ac-

count of such evidence as would have been convincing

to aU the world concerning the birth of the prince of

Wales, which by a great nmnber of people was believed

supposititious.* Lord Preston obtained a pardon ; Elliot

was not tried, because no evidence appeared against

him ; the earl of Clarendon was sent to the Tower, where

he remained some months, and he was afterwards con-

fined to his own house in the coimtry—an indulgence

which he owed to his consanguinity with the queen,

who was his first cousin. The bishop of Ely, Graham,
and Penn, absconded; and a proclamation was issued

for apprehending them as traitors.

THE KING FILLS UP THE BISHOPRICS.

This prelate's being concerned in a conspiracy, fur-

nished the king with a plausible pretence for filling up
the vacant bishoprics. The deprived bishops had been
given to understand, that an act of parliament might
be obtained to excuse them from taking the oaths, pro-

vided they would perfonn their episcopal functions ; but

as they declined this expedient, the king resolved to

fill up their places at his retirm from Holland. Accord-

inglj% the archbishopric of Canterbury was conferred

upon Dr. TiIlotson,f one of the most learned, moderate,

and virtuous ecclesiastics of the age, who did not accept

of this promotion without great reluctance, because ho
foresaw that he should be exposed to the slander and
malevolence of that party which espoused the cause of

his predecessor. The other vacant Sees were given to

divines of unblemished character; and the public in

general seemed very well satisfied with this exertion of

the king's supremacy. The deprived bisliops at fii'st

afi't;cted all the meekness of resignation. They remem-
bered those shouts of popular approbation by which
they had been animated in the persecution they suffered

under the late government; and they hoped the same
cordial would support them in their present aftiictiou

;

but finding the nation cold in their concern, they deter-

mined to warm it by argument and declamation. The
press groaned with the efforts of their learning and re-

sentment, and every essay was answered by tlieir op-

ponents. The nonjurors aiBrmed that Christianity was
a doctrine of the cross; that no pretence whatever could

justify an insurrection against the sovereign ; that the

primitive christians thought it their indispensable duty
to be passive under every invasion of their rights ; and
that non-resistance was the doctrine of the English

church, confirmed by all the sanctions that could be

derived from the laws of (Jod and man. The other

party not only supported the natural rights of mankind,
and explained the use that might be made of the doc-

trine of non-resistance in exciting fresh commotions,

but they also argued that if passive obedience was right

in any instance, it was conclusively so with regard to

the present government; for the obedience required by
scripture was indiscriminate. " The powers that be

are ordained of God—let every soul be subject to the

• To one of the pamphlets puhlished on this occasion, is annexed
a petition to tlie present government in the name of king James's
adherents, importing, that some ^ave and learned person slionld be
autliorized to compile a treatise, shov.ing the groinids of William's
title ; and declaring, that in case the performance should earn- con-
viction along vrith it, they wonld submit to that title, as they hait

hitherto opposed it from a principle of &.mscience. The best answer
that could be made to this summons was Locke's book upon govern-
ment, which appeared at this period.

—

lialph.

t Beveridge was promoted to tlie See of Bath and Wells, Fowler
to that of Gloucester, Cumberland to Peterborough, Moor to Nor-
wich, Grore to Chicester, and Patrick to Ely,
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lugher powers." From tlieso texts they inforreil that the

new oaths ought to be taken without scruple, and that

those who refused them concenUd party iindor the cloak

of conscience. On the other hand, the fallacy and

treachery of this argument were demonstrated. They
si\id, it levelled all distinctions ofjustice and duty; that

those who taught such doctrines attached themselves

solely to possession, however unjustly acquired; that if

twenty ditferent usurpers should succeed one another,

they would recognize the last, notwithstanding the al-

legiance they had so solemnly sworn to his predecessor,

like the fawning spjuiiel that followed the thief who
inoouted his master's horse after having murdered the

right owner. They also denied the justice of a lay-de-

privation, and with respect to church government

started the same distinctions '^ De jure and ile facto,"

which they had formerly made in the civil administra-

tion. They hiul even recourse to all the bitterness of

invective against Tillotson and the new bishops, whom
they reviled as intruders and usurpers; their acrimony

was chiefly directed agamst Dr. Sherlock, who had been

one of the most violent sticklers against the revolution,

but thought proper to take the oaths upon the retreat

of king James from Ireland. They branded him as an

apostate who had betrayed liis cause, and published a

re>new of his whole conduct, which proved a severe

satire upon his character. Their attacks upon indivi-

duals were mingled Avith their vengeance against the

government ; and indeed the great aim of their divines,

as well as of their politicians, was to sap the foimdation

of the new settlement. In onler to alienate the minds

of the people from the interests of the reigning prince,

they ridiculed his character; inveighed against his

measures; they accused him of sacrificing the conceras

of England to the advantage of his native country; and
drew insidious comparisons between the wealth, the

trade, the t;ixes, of the last and of the present reign.

To frustrate these efforts of the malcontents, the court

employed their engines to answer and recriminate; all

sorts of informers were encouraged and caressed; in a

proclamation issued against papists and other disaffected

persons, all magistrates were enjoined to make search,

and apprehend those who should, by seditious discourses

and libels, presimie to defiime the government. Thus
the revolutioners commenced the professed enemies of

those very arts and practices which had enabled them
to bring their scheme to perfection.

AFFAIRS OF SCOTLAND.

The Presbyterians in Scotland acted with such folly,

violence, and tyranny, as rendered them equally odious

and contemptible. The transactions in their general

assembly were carried on with such peevishness, par-

tiality, and injustice, that the king dissolved it by an act

of state, and convoked another for the month of Novem-
ber in the following year. The episcopal party pro-

mised to enter he.irtUy into the interests of the new
government, to keep the hJghlanders quiet, and induce
the clergy to acknowledge and serve king William,
provided he would balance the power of Melvil and his

partisans in such a manner as would secure them from
violence and oppression; provided the episcopal minis-

ters should bo permitted to perform their fimctions

among those people by whom they were beloved; and
that sueh of them as were willing to mix with the pres-

byterians in their judicatories should be admitted with-
out any severe imposition in point of opinion. The
king, who was extremely disgusted at the presby terians,
relished the proposal, and young Dalrymple, son of lord

St;iir, was appomted joint secretary of state with Melvil.

He undertook to bring over the majority of the Jaco-

bites, and a great number of them took the oaths; but

at the same time they maintained a correspondence with
the court of St. Germains, by the connivance of which
they submitted to William that they might be in a

condition to serve James the more effectually. The
Scottish parliament was adjourned by proclamation to

the sixteenth day of September. Precautions were
taken to prevent any dangerous communication with
the continent ; a committee was appointed to put tho

kingdom in a posture of defence; to exercise the powers
of the regency in securing the enemies of the government;
and the earl of Home, with sir Peter Fraser and sir

Jineas Macpherson, were apprehended and imprisoned.

CAMPAIGN IN FLANDERS.

The king having settled the operations of tho ensu-

ing campaign in Ireland, where general Ginckcl exer-

cised the supreme command, manned his fleet by dint

of pressing sailors, to the incredible annoyance of com-
merce; then leaving the queen as before at the helm
of government in England, he returned to Holland ac-

companied by lord Sidney, secretary of state, the earls

of Marlborough and Portland, and began to make pre-

parations for taking the field in person. On the thir-

tieth day of May, the duke of Lu-vembourg having

passed the Schcld at the head of a large army, took

possession of Halle, and gave it up to plunder in sight

of the confederates, who were obliged to throw up in-

trenchments for their preservation. At the same time

the marquis de Boufllers, with a considerable body of

forces, intrenched hunself before Liege with a view to

bombard that city. In the beginning of June, king
William took upon himself the command of the allied

army, by this time reinforced in such a manner as to be
superior to the enemy. He forthwith detached the count
de Tilly with ten thousand men to the relief of Liege,

which was already reduced to ruins and desolation by
the bombs, bullets, and repeated attacks of Boufllers,

who now thought proper to retreat to Dinant. Tilly

having thus raised the siege, and thrown a body of

troops into Huy, rejoined the confederate army, which
had been augmented ever since his departiire with six

thousand men from Brandenburgh, and ten thousand

Hessians commanded by the landgrave in person. Such
was the vigilance of Luxembourg, that William could

not avail himself of his superiority. lu vain he ex-

hausted his invention in marches, coimter-marehes, and
stratagems, to bring on a general engagement ; tho

French marshal avoided it with sueh dexterity as

baffled all his endeavours. In the com-se of this cam-
paign the two armies twice confronted each other; but
they were situated in such a manner that neither could

begin the attack without a manifest disadvantage.

WhUc the king lay encamped at Court-sur-heure, a
soldier, corrupted by the enemy, set fire to the fusees

of several bombs, the explosion of which might have
blown up the whole magazine and produced infinite

confusion in the army, had not the mischief been pre-

vented by the courage of the men who guarded the

artiUeiy; even while the fusees were burning, they
disengaged the waggons from the line, and overtiUTied

them down the side of a hill, so that the communication
of the fire was intercepted. The person who made this

treacherous attempt being discovered, owned he had
been employed for this piu'pose by the duke of Luxem-
bourg. He was tried by a court-martial and suffered

the death of a traitor. Such perfidious practices not
only fix an indelible share of infamy on the Frencli

general, but prove how much the capacity of AAilliam

was dreaded by his enemies. King William, quitting

Court-sur-heure, encamped upon the plain of St. Giraid,

where he remained till the fourth day of September,
consuming the forage and exhausting the countiy.

Then ho passed the Sambre near Jemeppe, while the

French crossed it at La Busiere, and both armies
marched towards Enghien. The enemy, perceiving
tho confederates were at their heels, proceeded to Gra-
mont, passed the Dender, and took possession of a strong

camp between Aeth and Oudenarde; AVilliam followed

the same route, and encamped between Aeth and Leuse.

While he continued in his post, the Hessian forces and
those of Liege, amounting to about eighteen thousand
men, separated from the army and passed the Meuso at
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Namur; then the king returned to the Hague, leaving

the command to prince Waldeck, who forthwith re-

moTed to Leuse, and on the twentieth day of the month
began his march to Cambron. Luxembourg, who
watched his motions with a curious eye, found means
to attack liim iu his retreat so suddenly that his rear

was surprised and defeated, though the French were at

last obliged to retire. The prince continued his route
to Cambron, and in a little time both armies retired

into winter quarters. In the meantiu'e, the Duke de
NoaUles besieged and took Urgel in Catalonia, while a
French squadron, commanded by the count d'Etrfies,

bombarded Barcelona and Ahcant.
The confederates had proposed to act Tigorously in

Italy against the French; but the season was far ad-

vanced before they were in a condition to take the field.

The emperor and Spain had undertaken to furnish

troops to join the duke of Savoy; and the maritime
powers contributed their proportion in money. The
elector of Bavaria was nominated to the supreme com-
mand of the imperial forces in that countrj'; the mar-
quis de Leganez, governor of the Milanese, acted as

trustee for the Spanish monarch; duke Schomberg, son

of that great general who lost his life at the Boyne,

lately created duke of Leinster, managed the interest

of WiUiam, as king of England and stadtholder, and
commanded a body of the Vaudois paid by Great Britain.

Before the German auxiliaries arrived, the French had
made great progress in their conquests. Catinat be-

sieged and took Villa-Franca, Nice, and some other for-

tifications; then he reduced Villana and Carmagnola,
and detached the marquis de Feuquieres to invest Coni,

a strong fortress garrisoned by the Vaudois and French
refugees. The dulce of Savoy was now reduced to the

brink of ruin. He saw almost all his places of strength

in the possession of the enemy; Coni was besieged; and
La Hoguette, another French general, had forced the

passes of the valley of Aost e, so that he had free admission

into the VerceiUois, and the frontiers of the Milanese.

Turin was tlueatened with a bombardment; the people

were dispirited and clamorous, and their sovereign lay

with his little army encamped on the hUl of Montcallier,

from whence he beheld his towns taken, and his palace

of Rivoli destroyed. Duke Schomberg exhorted him to

act on the offensive, and give battle to Catinat while

that officer's army was weakened by detachments, and
prince Eugene* supported his remonstrance; but this

proposal was vehemently opposed by the marquis de

Leganez, who foresaw that if the duke should be de-

feated, the French would penetrate into the territories

of Milan. The relief of Coni, however, was undertaken

by prince Eugene, who began his march for that place

with a convoy guarded by two-and-twenty hundred
horse; at Magliano he was reinforced by five thousand

militia; Bulonde, whocommanded at the siege, no sooner

heard of his approach than he retired with the utmost
precipitation, leaving behind some pieces of caimon,

mortars, bombs, arms, ammunition, tents, provisions,

utensils, with all his sick and wounded. When he
joined Catinat he was immediately put tmder arrest, and
afterwards cashiered with disgrace. Hoguette aban-

dfnied the valley of Aoste; Feuquieres was sent with a

detachment to change the garrison of Casal ; and Catinat

retired nith his army towards Villa Nova d'Aste.

ELECTION OF A NEW POPE.

The miscarriage of the French before Coni affected

• Prince Eugene of Savoy, who in the sequel rivalled the fame
of the greatest warriors of antiqtiity, was descended on the fathers
Bide firom the house of Savoy, and on the mother's from the family

of Soissons, a hranch of the house of Bourbon. His father was
Eugene Maurice, of Savoy, count of Soissons, colonel of the Swit-

zers, and governor of Champagne and Brie ; his mother was the

celebrated Olimpia de Mancini, niece of Cardinal Mazarine. Eugene
finding himself neglected at the court of France, engaged as a sol-

dier of fortune in the service of the emperor, and soon distinguished
himself by his great military talents : he was, moreover, an accom-
plished gentleman, learned, liberal, mild, and courteous ; an un-
shaken friend; a generouB enemy; an invincible captain; a con-

summate politician.

Louvois, the minister of Louis, so deeply, that he could
not help shedding tears when he communicated the
event to his master, who told liim with great composure
that he was spoiled by good fortune. But the retreat

of the French from Piedmont had a still greater influ-

ence over the resolutions of the conclave at Eome, then
sitting for the election of a new pope in the room of
Alexander VIII., who died in the beginning of February.
Notwithstanding the power and intrigues of the French
faction headed by cardinsil d'Etrfies, the affairs of Pied-

mont had no sooner taken this turn than the Italians

joined the Spanish and Imperial interest, and cardinal

Pignatelli, a Neapolitan, was elected pontiff. He as-

sumed the name of Innocent, in honour of the last pope
known by that appellation, and adopted all his maxims
against the French monarch. When the German
auxiliaries arrived under the command of the elector of

Bavaria, the confederates resolved to give battle to

Catinat ; but he repassed the Po, and sent couriers to

Versailles to solicit a reinforcement. Then prince Eu-
gene invested Carmagnola, and carried on the siege with
such vigour that in eleven days the garrison capitulated.

Meanwhile the marquis de Hoquincourt undertook the
conquest of Montmelian, and reduced the town without
much resistance. The castle, however, made such a
vigorous defence that Catinat marched thither in per-

son ; and, notwithstanding aU his efforts, the place held
out till the second day of December, when it surren-

dered on honourable conditions.

THE EMPEROR'S SUCCESS AGAINST THE
TURKS.

This summer produced nothing of importance on tho
Rhine. The French endeavoured to surprise Mentz, by
maintaining a correspondence with one of the emperor's

commissioners ; but this being discovered, their design

was frustrated. The imperial army, under the elector

of Saxony, passed the Rhine in the neighbourhood of

Manheim; and the French, crossing the same river at

Philipsburgh, reduced the town of Portzheim in the
marquisate of Baden-Dourlach. The execution of the

scheme projected by the emperor for this campaign,
was prevented by the death of his general, the elector

of Saxony, which happened on the second day of Sep-

tember. His affairs wore a more favom"able aspect in

Hungary, where the Turks were totally defeated by
prince Louis of Baden on the banks of the Danube.
The imperialists afterwards undertook the siege ol

Great Waradin in Translyvania; but this was turned

into a blockade, and the place was not surrendered till

the following spring. The Turks were so dispirited by
the defeat, by which they had lost the grand vizier,

that the emperor might have made peace upon very
advantageous terms; but his pride and ambition over-

shot his success. He was weak, vain, and supersti-

tious; he imagined that now the war of Ireland was
almost extinguished, king WiUiam, with the rest of his

allies, would be able to humble the French power,

though he himself should not co-operate with hcreti js,

whom he abhorred; and that, in the meantime, he should

not only make an entire conquest of Transylvania,

but also carry his victorious arms to the gates of Con-

stantinople, according to some ridiculous prophecy by
which his vanity had been flattered. The Spanish

govenmient was become so feeble, that the ministry,

rather than be at the expense of defending the Nether-

lands, offered to deUver the whole coimtry to king Wil-

liam, either as monarch of England, or stadtholder of

the United Provinces. He declined this offer, because

he knew the people would never be reconciled to a pro-

testant goveniment; but he proposed that the Spaniards

should confer the administration of Flanders upon the

elector of Bavaria, who was ambitious of signahzing

his courage, and able to defend the country with his

own troops and treasure. This proposal was relished

by the court of Spain ; the emperor imparted it to the

elector, who acceiJted the office without hesitation; and
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he was immediately doclivred governor of the Low Coun-

tries by the council of state at Miiilrid. King William,

after his return from the army, continued some time at

tho Hague settling the operations of the ensuing cam-

paign. That affair being discussed, he embarked in

the Maese, and lauded in England on the nineteenth

day of October.

AFFAIRS OF IRELAND.

Before we explain tho proceedings in parliament, it

will be necessary to give a detail of the late transactions

in Ireland. In the beginning of tho season, the French

king had sent a large supply of provisions, clothes, and

ammunitition, for the use of tho Irish at Limerick,

under tho conduct of Monsieur St. Ruth, accompanied

by a great number of French officers furnished with

commissions from king James, though St. Ruth issued

all his orders in tho name of Louis. Tyrconnel had

arrived in January with three frigates and nine vessels,

laden with succours of the same nature; otherwise the

Irish could not have been so long kept together. Nor
indeed could these supplies prevent them from forming

separate and independent bonds of rapparees, who plun-

dered the country, and committed tho most shocking

barbarities. Tho lords justices, in conjunction with

general Ginckcl, had taken every step their pruilencc

could suggest to quiet the disturbances of the country,

and prevent such violence and rapine, of which the

soldiers in king William's army were not entirely inno-

cent. The justices had issued proclamations denoun-

cing severe penalties against those who should coun-

tenance or conceal such acts of cruelty and oppression:

Ihey promised to protect all papists who should live

quietly within a certain frontier line; and Ginckel gave

the catholic rebels to understand that he was authorized

to treat with them, if they were inclined to return to

their duty. Before the armies took the field, several

skirmishes had been fought between parties; and these

had always turned out so unfortunate to the enemy,
that their spirits were quite depressed, while the con-

fidence of the English rose in the same proportion.

St. Ruth and Tvrcounel were joined by the rapparees,

and general Ginckel was reinforced by Slackay, with

those troops which had reduced the highlanders in

Scotland. Thus strengthened, he, in the beginning of

June, marched from Jlullingar to Ballymore, which
was garrisoned by a thousand men imder colonel Bourke,

who, when summoned to surrender, returned an evasive

answer. But, when a breach was made in the place,

and the besiegers began to make preparations for a

general assault, his men laid down their arms and sub-

mitted at discretion. The fortifications of this place

being repaired and augmented, the general left a gar-

rison for its defence, and advanced to Athlone, situated

on the other side of the Shannon, and supported by the

Irish army encamped almost under its walls. The
English town on the hither side of the river was taken

sword in hand, and the enemy broke down an arch of

the bridge in their retreat. Batteries were raised

against the Irish town, and several unsuccessful at-

tempts were made to force the passage of the bridge,

which was defended with great vigour. At length it

was resolved, in a coxmcil of war, that a detachment
should pass at a ford a little to the left of the bridge,

though the river was deep and rapid, tho bottom foul

and stony, and tho pass guarded by a ravelin, erected

for that purpose. The forlorn hope consisted of sixty

grenadiers in armour, headed by captain Sandys and
two lieutenants. They were seconded by another de-

tachment, and this was supported by six battalions of

infantry. Never was a more desparatc service, nor

was ever exploit performed with more valour and intre-

pidity. They passed twenty a-breast in the face of

the enemy, through an incessant shower of balls, bullets,

and grenades. Those who followed them took posses-

sion of the bridge, and laid planks over the broken arch.

Pontoons were fixed at the same time, that the troops

might pass in different places. Tho Irish were amazed,
confounded, and abandoned the town in the utmost
consternation; so that in half an hour it was wholly
secured by tho English, who did not lose above fifty

men in this attack. Mackay, Tetteau, and I'tolemachc,

exhibited proofs of the most undaunted courage in pass-

ing the river; and general Ginckel, for his conduct,
intrepidity, and success on this occasion, was created
earl of Athlone. When St. Ruth was informed, by ex-
press, that tho English had entered the river, ho said,

it was impossible they should pretend to take a town
which he covered with his army, and that ho would
give a thousand pistoles if they would attempt to force

a passage. Sarsfield insisted upon tlie truth of the in-

telligence, and pressed him to send succours to tho

town; ho ridiculed this officer's fears, and some warm
expostulation passed between them. Being at length

convinced that tho English were in possession of the

place, ho ordered some detachments to drive them out

again; but the cannon of their own works being turned

against them, they found the task impracticable, and
that very night tlieir army decamped. St. Ruth, after

a march of ten miles, took post at Aghrim; and having,

by drafts from garrisons, augmented his army to five-

and-twcnty thousand men, resolved to hazai'd a decisive

engagement.
Ginckel, having put Athlone in a posture of defence,

passed the Sliannon and marched up to tlie enemy, de-

termined to give them battle, though his forces did not

exceed eighteen thousand, and the Irish were posted in

a very advantageous situation. St. Ruth had made an
admirable disposition, and taken every precaution that

military skill could suggest. His centre extended along

a rising ground, uneven in many places, intersected

with banks and ditches, joined by lines of communica-
tion, and fronted by a large bog almost impassable.

His right was fortified with intrenchments, and his left

seemed by the castle of Aghrim. He harangued his

army in the most pathetic strain, conjuring them to

exert their courage in defence of their holy rehgion, in

the extirpation of heresy, in recovering their ancient

honours and estates, and in restoring a pions king to

the throne, from whence he had been expelled by an
unnatural usurper. He employed the priests to enforce

his exhortations; to assure the men that they might
depend upon the prayers of the church; and that, in

case they should fall in battle, the saints and angels

would convey their' souls to heaven. They are said to

have sworn upon the sacrament that they would not

desert their colours, and to have received an order that

no quarter should be given to the French heretics in

the army of the prince of Orange. Ginckel had en-

camped on the Roscommon side of the river Sue, within

three miles of the enemy: after having reconnoitred

their posture, he resolved, with the advice of a council

of war, to attack them on Simday the twelfth day of

July. The necessary orders being given, the army
passed the river at two fords and a stone bridge, and,

advancing to the edge of the great bog, began about
twelve o'clock to force the two passages, in order to

possess the ground on the other side. The enemy fought

with surprising fury, and the horse were several times

repulsed; but at length the troops upon the right carried

their point by means of some field pieces. The day
was now so far advanced, that the general determined

to postpone the battle till next morning; but perceiving

some disorder among the enemy, and fearing they

would decamp in the night, he filtered his resolution

and ordered the attack to be renewed. At six o'clock

in the evening the left wing of the English advanced
to the right of the Irish, iiom whom they met with
such a warm and obstinate reception, that it was not

without the most surprising efforts of courage and per-

severance that they at length obliged them to give

ground; and even then tliey lost it by inches. St.

Ruth, seeing them in danger of being overpowered,

immediately detached succours to them from his centre

and left wing. Mackay no sooner perceived them
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weakened by these detacbmeuts, then he ordered three
battalions to skirt the bog and attack them on the left,

while the centre advanced through the middle of the
morass, the men -n-adiug up to the -n-aist in mud and
water. After they had reached the other side, thcv
found themselves obliged to ascend a rugged hiU fenced
with hedges and ditches; and these were lined with
musqeteers, supported at proper intervals with squa-
drons of cavalry. They made such a desperate resis-
tance, .and fought with such impetuosity, that the
assailants were repulsed into the middle of the bog with
great loss, and .St. Euth exclaimed—" Now v,ill I drive
the English to the gates of DubUn." In this critical

conjunctm-e Ptolemache came up with a fresh body to
sustain them, rallied the broken troops, and renewed
the charge with such vigour that the Irish gave ivay
in their turn, and the English recovered the ground
they had lost, though they found it impossible to im-
prove their advantage. Mackay brought a body of
horse and diagoons to the assistance of the left wing,
and first turned the tide of battle in favour of the
English. Major-general Kouvigny, who had behaved
•with great gallantry during the whole action, advanced
with five regiments of cavalry to support the centre

;

when St. Euth, percei-ving his design, resolved to fiill

upon him in a dangerous hollow way which he -was
obliged to pass. For this purpose he began to descend
Kircoimmodon-hill with his whole reserve of horse ; but
in his way was killed by a cannon-ball. His troops
immediately halted, and his guards retreated with his

body. His fate dispirited the troops, and produced such
confusion as Sarsfield could not remedy; for though he
was next in command, he had been at variance with
St. Euth since the affair at Atlilone, and was ignorant
of the plan he had concerted. Eouvigny having passed
the hollow way without opposition, charged the enemy
in flank, and bore down all before him with sui-prising

impetuosity; the centre redoubled their efforts and
pushed the Irish to the top of the hill, .and then the
whole line giving way at once from right to left threw
down theii- arms. The foot fled towards a bog in their

rear, and their horse took the route b_r the highway to

Loughneagh; both were pursued b}- the English cavalry,

who for four miles made a terrible slaughter. In the
battle, which lasted two hours, and in the pui-suit, above
four thousand of the enemy were slain and six hundred
taken, together with all their baggage, tents, provisions,

ammunition, and artillery, nine-and-twenty pair of

colours, twelve standards, and almost all the arms of

the infantry. In a word, the victory was decisive, and
not above eight hundred of the EngMsh were killed

upon the field of battle. The vanquished retreated in

great confusion to Limerick, where they resolved to

make a final stand in hope of receiving such succours
from France as would either enable them to retrieve

their afiairs, or obtain good terms from the court of

England. There Tyrconnel died of a broken heart,

after having surrived his authority and reputation.

He had inciu-red the contempt of the French, as well

as the hatred of the Irish, whom he had advised to sub-

mit to the new government rather than totally ruin

themselves and their families.

Immediately after the battle detachments were sent

to reduce Portumny, Bonnachar, and Jloorcastle, con-

siderable passes on the Shannon, which were accord-

ingly secured. Then Ginckel advanced to Galway,
which he summoned to surrender; but he received a

defiance from lord DiUon and genei-al D'Ussone who
commanded the garrison. The trenches were immedi-
ately opened; a fort which commanded the approaches

to the town was t.akcn by assault; six regiments of foot

and four squadrons of horse passed the river on pon-

toons, and the place being wholly invested, the governor

thought proper to capitiJate. The garrison marched
out with the honours of war, and was allowed s.afe con-

duct to Limerick. Ginckel directed his march to the

same town, which was the only post of consequence

that now held out for king James. Within four miles

of the place he halted until the heavy cannon could be
brought from Athlone. Hearing that Luttrel had been
seized by the French general D'Ussone, and sentenced

to be shot for hai-ing pi'oposed to surrender, he sent a
trumpet to tell the commander that if any person should

be put to death for such a proposal, he would make re-

taliation on the Irish prisoners. On the twenty-fifth

day of August the enemy were driven from all their

advanced posts: captain Cole, with a squadi-on of ships,

sailed up the Shannon, and his frigates anchored in

sight of the town. On the twenty-sixth day of the

month the batteries were opened, and a line of contra-

vaUation was fonned; the Irish army lay encamped on
the other side of the river, on the road to Killalow, and
the fords were guarded with four regiments of their

dragoons. On the fifth day of .September, after the town
had been almost laid in ruins by the bombs, and large

breaches made in the walls by the battering cannon,

the guns were dismounted, the out-forts evacuated,

and such other motions made as indicated a resolution

to abandon the siege. The enemy expressed their joy
in loud acclamations; but this was of short continuance.

In the night the besiegers began to throw a bridge of

pontoons over the river about a mile higher up than the

camp, and this work was finished before morning. A
considerable body of horse and foot had passed when
the alarm was given to the enemy, who were seized

with such constei'nation, that they threw do'wn their

arms and betook themselves to flight, leaving behind
them their tents, baggage, two pieces of cannon, and
one standard. The bridge was immediately removed
nearer the town and fortified; all the fords and passes

were secured, and the batteries continued firing inces-

santly till the twenty-second day of the month, when
Ginckel passed over with a division of the army and
fourteen pieces of cannon. About four in the afternoon

the grenadiers attacked the forts that commanded Tho-
moud-bridge, and carried them sword in hand after an
obstinate resistance. The garrison had made a sally

from the town to support them; and this detachment

was driven back with such precipitation, that the French
ofHcer on command in that quarter, fcarmg the English

would enter pell-mell with the fugitives, ordered the

bridge to be drawTi up, leaving his own men to the fury

of a victorious enemy. Six himdred were killed, two
hundred taken prisoners, including many oflicers, and

a great number were drowned in the Shannon.

THE FRENCH AND IRISH OBTAIN AN HON-
OURABLE CAPITULATION.

Then the English made a lodgement within ten paces

of the bridge-foot; and the Irish, seeing themselves

surrounded on all sides, determined to capitulate. Gen-
eral Sarsfield and colonel Wahop signified their resol-

ution to Scraveumore and Eouvigny ; hostages were
exchanged; a negotiation was immediately begun, and
hostilities ceased on both sides of the river. The lords

justices aiTived in the camp on the first day of October,

and on the foin-th the capitulation was executed, ex-

tending to all the places in the kingdom that were still

in the hands of the Irish. The Eoman catholics were
restored to the enjoyment of such liberty in the exercise

of religio'n as was consistent with the laws of Ireland,

and conformable with that which they possessed in the

reign of Charles II. AU persons whatever were en-

titled to the protection of these laws, and restored to

the possession of their estates, privileges, and immuni-
ties, upon their submitting to the present government,

and taking the oath of allegiance to their majesties king

William and queen Mary, excepting however certam

persons who were forfeited or exiled. This article even
extended to all merchants of Limerick, or any other

garrison possessed by the Irish, who happened to be
abroad, and had not borne arms since the declaration

in the first year of the present reign, provided they

should return within the terra of eight months. All

the persons comprised in this and the forgoing article
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•were mduIgeJ with a general pardon of all attainilcrs,

outliiivries, treasons, misprisons of treason, premunires,

felonies, trespasses, and other crimes and misdemean-

ors whatsoever, committed since the heginning of the

reign of James II.; and the lordsjustices promised to use

their best endeavours towards the reversal of such attain-

ders and outlawries as had passed against any of them in

parliament. In order to allay the violence of party and

extinguish private animosities, it was agreed that no

person should bo sued or impleaded on cither side for

any trespass, or made accountable for the rents, tene-

ments, lands, or houses he had received or enjoyed since

the beginning of the war. Ever)' nobleman and gentle-

man comprised in these articles was authorized to keep

a sword, a case of pistols, and a gun, for his defence or

amusement. The inhabitants of Limerick and other

garrisons were permitted to remove their goods and

chattels, without search, visitation, or payment of duty.

The lords justices promised to use their best endeavours

that all persons comprehended in this capitulation

should for eight months be protected from all arrests

and executions for debt or damage; they undertook

that their majesties should ratify these articles within

the space of eight months, and use their endeavours

that they might be ratified and confirmed in parliament.

The subsequent article was calculated to indemnify

colonel John Brown, whose estate and effects had been

seized for the use of the Irish army by Tyrconnel and

Sarsfield, which last had been created Lord Lucan by
king J;mies, and was now mentioned by that title.

All persons were indulged with free leave to remove
with their families and effects to any other country

except England and Scotland. All officers and soldiers

in the service of king James, comprehending even the

rapparces, willing to go beyond sea, were at liberty to

march in bodies to the places of embarkation, to be

conveyed to the continent with the French officers and
troops. They were furnished with passports, convoys,

and carriages by Land and water; and general Ginckel

engaged to provide seventy ships, if necessary, for their

tran^ortation, with two men of war for the accommo-
dation of their officers, .and to scitc as a convoy to the

fleet. It was stipuhited. That the provisions and forage

for their subsistence should be p;ud for on their arrival

in France ; that hostages should be given for this iu-

demnification, as well as for the return of the ships;

that all the garrisons should march out of their respec-

tive towns and fortresses with the honours of war; that

the Irish should have liberty to transport nine hundred
horses; that those who should choose to stay behind
might dispose of themselves according to their own
fancy, after having surrendered their arms to such
conmiissiouers as the general should appoint ; that all

prisoners of war should be set at liberty on both sides;

that the general should pro^-ide two vessels to carry

over two different persons to France with intimation of

this treaty ; and that none of those who were willing

to quit the kingdom should be detained on account of
|

debt, or any other pretence.—This was the substance
of the famous treaty of Limerick, which the Irish Ro-
m.an catholics considered as the great charter of their

civil and religious liberties. The town of Limerick
was surrendered to Ginckel; but both sides agreed that

the two armies should intrench themselves till the Irish

could embark, that no disorders might arise from a

communication.

TWELVE THOUSAND IRISH CATHOLICS ARE
TRANSPORTED TO FRANCE.

The protestant subjects of Ireland were extremely
disgusted at these concessions made in favour of van-
quished rebels, who had exercised such acts of cruelty

and rapine. They complained. That tliey themselves,
who had suffered for their loyalty to king William,
were neglected, and obliged to sit down with their

losses; while their enemies, who had slicd so much blood

ia opposing his government, were indemnified by the

VouIL

articles of the capitulation, and even favoured with par-
ticular indulgeneles. They wero dismissed with the
honours of war; they were transported at the govern-
ment's expense, to fight against the English in foreign

countries; an honourable provision was made for the
rapparces, who wero professed banditti; the Roman
catholic interest in Ireland obtained the sanction of
regal authority; attainders were overlooked, forfeitures

annulled, pardons extended, and laws set aside, in order
to effect a pacification. Ginckel had received orders to

put an end to the war at any rate, that William might
convert his whole influence and attention to the affairs

of the continent, ^\llen the articles of capitulatiun

were ratified, and hostages exchanged for their being
duly executed, about two thousand Irish foot, and three

hundred horse, began their march for Cork, where they
proposed to take shipping for France, under the conduct
of S;irsfield; but three regiments refusing to quit the

kingdom, delivered up their arms and dispersed to their

fonner habitations. Those who remained at Limerick
embarked on the seventh day of November, in French
transports; and sailed immediately to France, under the

convoy of a French squadron which had arrived in the

bay of Dangle immediately after the capitulation was
signed. Twelve thousand men chose to undergo exile

from their native country rather than submit to the

government of king William. AVTicn thiy anived in

France they were welcomed by a letter from James,
who thanked them for their loyalty, assured them they
should stiU serie under his commission and command,
and that the king of France had already given orders

for their being new clothed and put into quarters of

refreshment.

MEETING OF THE ENGLISH PARLIAMENT.

The reduction of Ireland being thus completed, baron
Ginckel returned to England, where he was solemnly
thanked by the house of commons for his great services,

after he had been created earl of Athlone by his majesty,

^^'hen the parliament met on the twenty-second day of

October, the king in his speech insisted upon the

necessity of sending a strong fleet to sea early in the

season, and of maintaining a considerable army to

annoy the enemy abroad, as well as to protect the king-

dom from insult and invasion ; for which purposes, he
said, sixty-five thousand men would be barely sufficient.

Each house presented an address of congratulation upon
his majesty's safe return to England, and on the reduc-

tion of Ireland : they promised to assist him to the

utmost of their power, in prosecuting the war with

France; and, at the same time, di-ew up addresses to

the queen, acknowledging her prudent administration

during his majesty's absence. Notwithstanding this

appearaiice of cordiality and complaisance, a spirit of

discontent had insinuated itself into both houses of

parliament, and even infected great part of the nation.

A great number of individuals who wished well to

their country, could not, without anxiety and resent-

ment, behold the interest of the nation sacrificed to

foreign connexions, and the king's favour so partially be-

stowed upon Dutchmen in prejudice to his English sub-

jects. They obsen'ed, that the number of forces he de-

manded was considerably greater than that of any army
which had ever been paid by the public, even when the

nation was in the most imminent danger; that instead of

contributing as allies to the maintenance of the war upon

the continent, they had embarked as principals and bore

the greatest part of the burden, though they had the

least share of the profit. They even insinuated that

such a standing army was more calculated to make the

king absolute at home, than to render him formidable

abroad; and the secret friends of the late king did not

fail to enforce these insinuations. They renewed their

animadversions upon the disagreeable part of his char-

acter; they dwelt upon his proud reserve, his sullen si-

lence, his imperious disposition, and his base ingratitude,

particularly to the carl of Marlborough, whom he had
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dismissed from all his employments immediately after

the signal exploits be had performed in Ireland. The

disgrace of this nobleman was partly ascribed to the

freedom with which he had complained of the king's un-

deiTaluing his services, and partly to the intrigues of

his wife, who had gained an ascendancy over the prin-

cess Anne of Denmark, and is said to have employed

her influence in fomenting a jealousy between the two

Bisters. The malcontents of the whiggish faction, en-

raged to find their credit declining at court, joined in

the cry which the Jacobites had raised against the go-

vernment. They scrupled not to say, that the arts of

corruption were shamefully practised to secure a ma-
jority in parliament; that the king was as tender of the

prerogative as any of his predecessors had ever been ; and

that be even ventured to admit Jacobites into his coun-

cil, because they were known tools of arbitrary power.

These reflections alluded to the carls of Rochester and

Eanelagh, who, with sir Edward Seymour, had been

lately created privy-counsellors. Rochester entertained

very high notions of regal authority ; he proposed sever-

ity as one of the best supports of government; was clear

in his understanding, violent in his temper, and incor-

rupt in his principles. Ranelagh was a man of parts .and

pleasure, who possessed the most plausible and winning

address; and was capable of transacting the most im-

portant and intricate affairs, in the midst of riot and de-

bauchery. He had managed the revenue of Ireland in

the reign of Charles II. ; he enjoyed the office of pay-

master in the army of King James, and now maintained

the same footing under the government of William and

Mary. Sir Edward Seymour was the proudest commoner
in England, and the boldest orator that ever filled the

speaker's chair. lie was intimately acquainted with

the business of the house, and knew every individual

member so exactly, that with one glance of his eye he

could prognosticate the fate of every motion. He had

opposed the court with great acrimony, questioned the

king's title, censured his conduct, and reflected upon

his character. Nevertheless, he now became a prose-

lyte, and was brought into the treasury.

TRANSACTIONS IN PARLIAMENT.

The commons voted three millions, four bundled and

eleven thousand, six himdred and seventy-five pounds,

for the use of the ensuing year; but the establishment

of funds for raising these supplies was retarded, partly

by the ill-humour of the opposition, and partly by inter-

vening affairs that diverted the attention of the com-

mons. .Several eminent merchants presented a petition

to the house against the East-India company, charging

them with manifold abuses ; at the same time, a coim-

terpetitiou was delivered by the company, and the affair

referred to the examination of a committee appointed

for that purpose. After a minute inquiry into the

natui'o of the complaints, the commons voted certain

regulations with respect to the stock and the traffic; and

resolved to petition his majesty, that, according to the

said regulations, the East-India company should be in-

corporated by charter. The committee was ordered to

brmg in a bill for this establishment; but divers peti-

tions being presented against it, and the company's

answers proving unsatisfactory, the house addi'essed

the king to dissolve it, and grant a charter to a new
company. He said it was an aft'air of gi-eat importance

to the trade of the kingdom; therefore, he would con-

sider the subject, and in a little time return a positive

answer. The parliament was likewise amused by a

pretended conspiracy of the papists in Lancashire, to

raise a rebellion and restore James to the throne.

Several persons were seized, and some witnesses exam-

ined: but nothing appeared to justify the information.

At length one Fuller, a prisoner in the king's bench,

offered his evidence, and was brought to the bar of the

house of commons, where he produced some papers.

He obtained a blank pass from the king for two persons,

who he said would come from the continent to give

evidence. He was afterwards examined at his own
lodgings, where he affirmed that colonel Thomas Dela-

val and James Hayes were the witnesses for whom ho

had procured the pass and the protection. Search was
made for them according to his direction, but no such per-

sons were found. Then the house declared Fuller a noto-

rious impostor, cheat, and false accuser. He was, at the

request of the commons, prosecuted by the attorney-

general, and sentenced to stand in the pUloryj a dis-

grace which he accordingly underwent.

A bill for regulating trials in cases of high treason

having been laid aside by the lords in the preceding

session, was now again brought upon the carpet, and

passed the lower house. The design of this biU was to

secure the subject from the rigours to which he had

been exposed in the late reigns: it provided. That the

prisoner should be furnished with a copy of his indict-

ment, as also of the panel, ten days before his trial;

and, that his witnesses should be examined upon oath

as well as those of the crown. The lords, in their own
behalf, added a clause enacting. That upon the trials

of any peer or peeress, for treason or misprison of trea-

son, all the peers who have a right to sit and vote in

parliament, should be duly summoned to assist at the

trial; that this notice should be given twenty days

before the trial ; and that every peer so summoned, and

appearing, should vote upon the occasion. The com-

mons rejected this amenihuent; and a free conference

ensued. The point was argued with great vivacity on

both sides, which sei-ved only to inflame the dispute,

and render each p.arty the more tenacious of their own
opinion. After three conferences tliat produced notlung

but animosity, the bill was dropped; for the commons
resolved to bear the hardships of which they complained,

rather than be relieved at the expense of purchasing a

new privilege to the lords; and without this advantage,

the peers would not contribute to their relief.

THE ENGLISH AND DUTCH FLEETS BAFFLED
BY THE FRENCH.

The next object that engrossed the attention of the

lower house, was the miscan'iage of the fleet during the

summer's expedition. Admiral Russel, who commanded
at sea, having been joined by a Dutch squadron, sailed

in quest of the enemy; but as the French king had

received undoubted intelligence that the combined

squadrons were superior to his navy in number of ships

and weight of metal, he ordered Tourville to avoid an

engagement. This officer acted with such vigilance,

caution, and dexterity, as baflled all the endeavours of

Russel, who was moreover perj)lexed with obscure and

contradictory orders. Nevertheless, he cruised all

simi-mer either in the channel or in soundings, for the

protection of the trade, and in particular secured the

homeward-bound Smyrna fleet, in which the English

and Dutch had a joint concern amounting to four mil-

lions sterling. Having scoured the channel, and sailed

along great part of the French coast, he returned to

Torbay in the beginning of August, and received fresh

orders to put to sea again, notwithstanding his repeated

remonstrances against exposing large ships to the stonns

that always blow about the time of the equinox. He
therefore sailed back to soundings, where he continued

cruising till the second day of September, when he was
overtaken by a violent tempest, which drove him into the

channel, and obliged him to make for the port of Ply-

mouth. The weather being hazy, he reached the Sound
with great difficulty : the Coronation, a second-rate,

foundered at anchor off the Ram-head; the Harwich, a

third-rate, bulged upon the rocks and perished; two
others ran ashore, but were got off with little damage;
but the whole fleet was scattered and distressed. The
nation murmured at the supposed misconduct of the ad-

miral, and the commons subjected him to an inquiry: but

wlien they examined his papers, orders, and instructions,

they perceived he had adhered to them with gi'cat punc-

tuality, and thought proper to drop the prosecution out
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of tenderness to the ministry. Then the houso took

into consideration some letters wliich had been inter-

cepted in a French ship taken by sir l\jdph Delaval.

Three of these are said to have been written by king

James, and the rest sealed with his seal. They related

to the plan of an insurrection in Scotland, and in the

northern parts of England: Legge, lord Dartmouth,

with one Crew, being mentioned in them as agents and

abettors in the design, warrants were immediately issued

against them; Crew absconded, but lord Dartmouth was

committed to the Tower. Lord Preston was examined

touching some ciphers which they could not explain,

and, pretending ignorance, was imprisoned in Newgate,

from whence however he soon obtained his release.

The funds for the supplies of the ensuing year being

established, and several acts* passed relating to domes- i

tic regulations, the king on the twenty-fourth day of

February closed the session with a short speech, th.ink-

ing the parliament for their demonstrations of affection

in the liberal supplies they had granted, and communica-

ting his intention of repairing speedily to the continent.

Then the two houses, at his desire, adjourned themselves

to the twelfth day of April, and the parliament was

afterwards prorogued to the twenty-ninth day of May,

by proclamation. [See rtote H, at the end of thU Vol.]

THE KING DISOBLIGES THE PKESBYTEEIANS
OF SCOTLAND.

The king had suflfered so much in his reputation by

his complaisimce to the presbyterians of Scotland, and

was so displeased with the conduct of that stubborn sect

of religionists, that he thought proper to admit some

prelatists into the administration. Johnston, who had

been sent envoy to the elector of Brandenburgh was

recalled, and with the master of Stair, made joint secre-

tary of Scotland ; Melvil, who had declined in his im-

portance, was made lord privy-seal of that kingdom;

Tweedale was constituted lord chancellor; Crawfurd

retained the office of president of the council; and

Lothian was appointed high commissioner to the general

assembly. The parliament was adjourned to the iifteenth

oay of April, because it was not yet compliant enough

to be assembled with safety; and the episcopal clergy

were admitted to a share of the church government.

These measures, instead of healing the divisions, served

only to inflame the animosity of the two parties. The
episcopalians triumphed in the kings favour, and began

to treat their antagonists with insolence and scorn: the

presbyterians were incensed to see their friends dis-

graced, and their enemies distinguished by the royal

indulgence. They insisted upon the authority of the

law, which happened to be upon their side: they became

more than ever sour, surly, and implacable ; they refused

to concur with the prelatists or abate in the least cir-

cumstances of discipline; and the assembly was dissolved

without any time or place assigned for the next meeting.

The presbyterians pretended an independent right of

assembling annmally, even without a call from his ma-
jesty; they therefore adjourned themselves, after having

protested against the dissolution. The king resented

this measure as an insolent invasion of the prerogative,

and conceived an aversion to the whole sect, who in

their turn began to lose all respect for his person and

government.

As the highlanders were not yet totally reduced, the

carl of Breadalbanc undertook to bring them over, by
distributing sums of money among their chiefs; and

fifteen thousand pounds were remitted from England for

this purpose. The clans being informed of this remit-

• The laws enacted in this session were these : an act for abro-

gating the oath ot supremacy in Ireland, and appointing other

oath»; an act for taking away clergj' from srime offenders, and
bringing other* to punishment; an act against deer-stealing; an act

for repairing the highways, and settling the rates of carriage of

giKids; an act for the relief of creditors against fraudulent devices;

an act for explaining and supplying the defects of tonner laws for

the sctllenient of the poor; an act for the encouragement of the

brec-ding and feeding of cattle; and an ajct for ascertaining the
tithea of hooip and Uox.

tance, suspected that the earl's design wag to appropriate
to himself the best j)art of the money, and when ho
began to treat with them made such extravagant ile-

mands that ho found his scheme impracticable. Ho
was therefore obliged to refund the sum he had received;
and he resolved to wreak his vengeance with the first

opportunity on those who had frustrated his intention.

He who chiefly thwarted his negotiati(m was Macdonald
of Olencoe, whose opposition rose from a private circura-
st.anco which ought to have had no eflect upon a treaty
that regarded the public weal. Macdonald had plun-
dered the lands of Breadalbane during the course of

hostilities; and this nobleman insisted upon being in-

demnified for his losses, from the other's share of the
money which he was employed to distribute. The
highlander not only refused to acquiesce in these terms,

but, by his influence among the clans, defeated the
whole scheme, and the earl in revenge devoted him to

destruction. Kmg William had by proclamation offered

an indemnity to all those who had been in arras against

him, provided they would submit and take the oaths

by a certain day; and this was prolonged to the close of

the present year, with a denunciation of military execu-
tion against those who should hold out after the end of

December. Macdonald, intimidated by this declaration,

repaired on the very last day of the month to Fort-Wil-
liam, and desired that the oaths might bo tendered to

him by colonel Hill, governor of that fortress. As this

officer was not vested with the power of a civil magis-
tr.ate, ho refused to administer them; and JIacdonald

set out immediately for Inverary, the county-town of

Argyle. Though the gi"ound was covered with snow,
and the weather intensely cold, he travelled with such
diligence, that the term prescribed by the proclamation
was but one day elapsed when he reached the place,

and addiessed himself to sir John Campbell, sheriff of

the county, who, in consideration of his disappointment

at Fort-William, was prevailed upon to administer the

oaths to him and his adherents. Then they returned

to their own habitations in the valley of Glencoe, in full

confidence of being protected by the government to

which they had so solemnly submitted.

MASSACRE OF GLENCOE.

Breadalbane had represented Macdonald at court as

an incorrigible rebel, as a niiiian inured to bloodshed

and rapine, who would never be obedient to the laws

of his country, nor live peaceably under any sovereign.

He obsen'ed, that he had paid no regard to the procla

mation, and proposed that the government should sacri

ficc him to the quiet of tlie kingdom, in e.\tirpatiug him
with his f;miily and dependents by military execution.

His advice was supported by the suggestions of the

other Scottish ministers; and the king, whose chief

virtue was not humanity, signed a warrant for the

destruction of those unhappy people, though it does not

appear that he knew of Macdonald's submission. An
order for this barbarous execution, signed and coimter-

signcd by his majesty's own hand, being transmitted to

the master of Stair, secretary for Scotland, this minister

sent particular directions to Livingstone, who com-
manded the troops in that kingdom, to put the inhabi-

tants of Glencoe to the sword, charging him to take no
prisoners, that the scene might be more terrible. In
the month of February, captain Campbell of Glcnlyon,

by virtue of an order from major Duncanson, marched
into the valley of Glencoe with a company of soldiers

belonging to Argyle's regiment, on pretence of levying

the arrears of the land-tax and hearth-money. AVhen
Macdonald demanded whether they came as friends or

enemies, he answered, as friends, and promised upon his

honour that neither he nor his people should sustain

the least injury. In consequence of this declaration,

he and his men were received with the most cordial

hospitality, and lived fifteen days with the men of the

valley tn all the appearance of the most unreserv'cd

friendship. At length the fatal perio<l approached.
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MacdonalJ and Campljell having passed tlie day to-

gether, parted about seven in the evening, -n-ith mutual

professions of the ivarniest aflection. The younger

Macdonald, perceiving the guards doubled, began to

suspect some treachery, and communicated his suspicion

to his brother; but neither he nor the father ivould har-

bour the least doubt of Campbell's sincerity: neverthe-

less the two young men went forth privately to make
further observations. They overheard the common sol-

diers say they liked not the work ; that though they

would have willingly fought the Slacdonalds of the

Glen fairly in the field, they held it base to miu'dcr them

in cool blood, but that their officers were answerable for

the treachery. A\Taen the youths hastened back to

apprize their father of the impending danger, they saw
the house already surrounded; they heard the discharge

of muskets, the shrieks of women and children; and,

being destitute of arms, secured their ovm lives by im-

mediate flight. The savage ministers of vengeance had

entered the old man's chamber, and shot him through

the head, lie fell down dead in the arras of his wife,

vho died next day distracted by the horror of her hus-

band's fate. The lakd of Auchintiinckcn, Macdonald's

guest, who had, three months before this period, sub-

mitted to the government, and at this veiy time had a

protection in his pocket, was put to death without ques-

tion. A boy of eight years, who fell at Campbell's feet

imploring mercy, and offering to serve him for life, was
stabbed to the heart by one Drummond a subaltern

officer. Eight-and-thirty persons suffered in this man-
ner, the greater part of whom were surprised in their

beds, and huiTied into eternity before they had time to

implore the divine mercy. The design was to butcher

all the males under seventy that lived in the vaUey, the

number of whom amounted to two hundred; but some

of the detachments did not arrive soon enough to secure

the passes; so that one hundi-ed and sixty escaped.

Campbell having perpetrated this cruel massacre, or-

dered all the houses to be burned, made a prey of all

the cattle and effects that were found in the valley, and

left the helpless women and chiUh-en, whose fathers and

husbands he had murdered, naked and forlorn, without

covering, food, or shelter, in the midst of the snow that

covered the whole face of the country, at the distance

of six long miles from any inhabited place. Distracted

with grief and horror, surroimded with the shades of

night, shivering v.ith cold, and appalled with the appre-

hension of immediate death from the swords of those

who had sacrificed their friends and kinsmen, they coiild

not endure such a complication of calamities, but gene-

rally perished in the waste, before they could receive

the least comfort or assistance. This barbarous mas-

sacre, performed under the sanction of king William's

authority, answered the immediate purpose of the court

by striking ten-or into the hearts of the Jacobite high-

landers; but at the same time excited the hon'or of all

those who had not renounced every sentiment of hu-

manity, and produced such an aversion to the govern-

ment, as all the arts of a ministry could never totally

surmount. A detail of the particulars was published

at Paris, with many exaggerations, and the Jacobites

did not fail to expatiate on every circumstance, in

domestic libels and private conversation. The king,

alarmed at the outcry which was raised upon this

occasion, ordered an inquirj' to be set on foot, and dis-

missed the master of Stair from his employment of

secretary: he likewise pretended that he had subscribed

the order amidst a heap of other papers, n'ithout knowing
the purport of it; but as he did not severely punish those

who had made his authority subservient to their own
cruel revenge, the imputation stuck fast to his character;

and the higlilanders, though terrified into silence and

submission, were inspired with the most implacable

resentment against his person and admin'istration.

PREPARATIONS for a DESCENT crox ENGL.4.ND.

A great number in both kingdoms waited impatiently

for an opportunity to declare in behalf of their exiled

monarch, who was punctually infomied of all these

transactions, and endeavoured to make his advantage of

the growing discontent. King William having settled

the domestic affairs of the nation, .and exerted imcom-
raon care and assiduity in eqtiipping a formidable fleet,

embarked for Holland on the fifth day of JIarch, and
was received by the states-general with expressions of

the most cordial regard. While he was here employed

in promoting the measures of the grand confederacy,

the French king resolved to invade England in his

absence, and seemed heartily engaged in the interest

of James, whose emissaries in Britain began to bestir

themselves with uncommon assiduity in preparing the

nation for his return. One Lant, who was imprisoned

on suspicion of distributing his commissions, had the

good fortune to be released, and the papists of Lancashh-o

dispatched him to the court of St. Germain's with an

assurance that they were in a condition to receive their

old sovereign. He returned with advice that king

James would certainly land in the spring; and that

colonel Parker and other ofHccrs should be sent over

with fuU instructions, touching their conduct at and

before the king's arrival. Parker accordingly repaired

to England, and made the Jacobites acquainted with the

whole scheme of a descent, which Louis had actually

concerted with the late king. He assured them that

their lawfiU sovereign would once more visit his British

dominions, at the head of thirty thousand efl'ective men,

to be embarked at La Hogue; tliat the transports were

already prepared, and a strong squadron equipped for

their convoy; he therefore exhorted them to be speedy

and secret in their preparation, that they might be in

readiness to take arms and co-operate in effecting his

restoration. This officer, and one Johnson a priest, are

said to have undertaken the assassination of king Wil-

liam; but before they could execute their design his

majesty set sail for Holland.

DECLARATION OF KING JAMES.

Jleanwhile James addressed a letter to several lords

who had been formerly members of his council, as well

as to divers ladies of quality and distinction, intimating

the pregnancy of his queen, and requiring them to

attend as witnesses at the labour. He took notice of

the injury his family and honour had sustained, from

the cruel aspersions of his enemies concerning the birth

of his son, and as Providence had now favoured him
with an opportimity of refuting the calumny of those

who affirmed that the queen was incapable of child-

bearing, he assured them in the name of his brother the

French king, as well as upon his own royal word, that

they should have free leave to visit his court and return

after the labour.* This invitation however no person

would venture to accept. He afterwards employed his

emissaries in circulating a printed declaration, importing

that the king of France had enabled him to make
another effort to retrieve his crown; and that althougli

he was furnished with a nunrbcr of troops sufficient to

untie the hands of his subjects, he did not intend to

deprive them of their share in the glury of restoring

their lawful king and their ancient government. He
exhorted the people to join his standard. He assured

them that the foreign auxiliaries should behave with

the most regular discipline, and be sent back immediately

after his re-establishment. He observed, that when
such a number of his subjects were so infatuated as to

concurwith the tumatural design of the prince of Orange,

he had chosen to rely upon the fidelity of his English

armv, and refused considerable succours that were

• Tlie letter was directed not only for privy counsellors, but also

tn the duchesses 01 Somerset and Beaufort, the marchioness of

Halifax, the countesses of Derby, Mulgrave, Itutland, linxiks, Not-

tin^haiu, Lumley, and Danby, the ladies Fitzharding and Fretch-

viile, those of sir John Trevor, speaker of the house of commons,
sir Kdward Seymour, sir Christopher Sluspravc, the wives of sir

Thomas Stamford, lord-mayor of London, sir William Ashhurst and
sir Kichard Levert, the sheriffs, and, lastly, to Dr. Chamlwrlain,
the famous prftctitiouer ia midwifery.
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ofTercil to him by his most christlau majesty; that when
he Wiis ready to oppose force with force, he iioverthL-Iess

offered to give all reasonable satisfaction to his subjects

who had been misled, and endeavoured to open their

eves with respect to the vain pretences of his adversary,

whoso aim w as not the reformation but the subversion

of the government; that when he saw himself deserted

hy his army, betrayed by his ministers, abandoned by

his favourites, and even his own chililrun, and at last

rudely driven from his own palace by a guard of insolent

foreigners, he had for his personal safety taken refuge

in Franco: that his retreat from the malice and cruel

designs of the usurper had been construed into an abdi-

cation, and the whole constitution of the monarchy
destroyed by a set of men illegally assemlJ.ed, who, in

fact, had no power to alter the pioperty oi the meanest

subject. He expressed his hope that by this time the

nation had fairly examined the account, and from the

losses and enormous expense of the three last years,

were convinced that the remedy was worse than the

disease; that the beginning, like the first years of Xero's

reign, would in all probability be found the mildest

part of the usurpation, and the instruments of the new
establishment live to sutler severelyby the tyranny they

had raised; that even though the usurpation should

continue during his life, an indisputable title would
survive in his issue, and expose the kingdom to all the

miseries of a civil war. He not only solicited b>it com-
manded his good subjects to join him, according to their

duty and the oaths they had taken. He forbade them
to pay taxes or any part of the revenue to the usui-per.

He promised pardon, and even rewards, to all those who
should return to their duty, and to procure in his first

parliament an act of indemnity, with an exception of

certain persons * whom he now enumerated. He de-

clared that all soldiers who should quit the service of the

usurper and enlist under his banners, might depend

upon receiving their p.irdon and arrears; and that the

foreign troops, upon laying down their arms, should

be paid and transported to their respective countries.

He solemnly protested that he would protect and main-

tain the church of England, as by law established, in

all her rights, privileges, and possessions: he signified

his resolution to use his influence with the parliament

for allowing liberty of conscience to all his subjects, as

an indulgence agreeable to the spirit of the christian

religion, and conducive to the wealth and prosperity of

the nation. He said his principal care should be to heal

the wounds of the late distractions; to restore trade by
observing the act of navigation, which had been lately

so much violated in favour of strangers; to put the na\'y

in a flourishing condition; and to take eveiy step that

might contribute to the greatness of the monarchy and
the happiness of the people. He concluded with pro-

fessions of resignation to the Divine Will, declaring that

all who should reject his offers of mercy, and appear in

arms against him, would be answerable to Abnighty
God for all the blood that should be spilt, and all the

miseries in which these kingdoms might be involved by
tlieir desperate and unreasonable opposition.

While this declaration operated variously on the minds
of the people, colonel Parker, with some other officers,

enlisted men privately for the service of James, in the

counties of York, Lancaster, and in the bishopric of

Durham: at the same time, Fotintainc and Holeman
were employed in raising two regiments of horse at

lyjndon, that they might join their master immediately
after his landing. His partisans sent captain Lloyd

• Those excepted were the duke of Ormond, the marquis of Win-
ciiesler, the carls ol Sunderland, Bath, Danbj*, and Nottingham ; the
lords Newport, Delamere, Wilijihire, Colchester, Combury, Dun-
blain, and Churchill; the bishops of London and St. Asaph; sir Ro-
bert lloward, sir John Wordcn, sir Samuel Grinistone, sir Stephen
Fox, sir George Treliy, sir Basil Dixwell, sir James Oxenden; Dr.
John Tillot-^on, Dr. (Jilbert Burnet; Francis Kussel, Richard Levi-
Bon, John Trenchanl, Cliarlcs Dniicomb, citizens of London; Ed-
wardA, Stmpleton, and Hunt, fishermen, and alt others who had
offered personal indi;m!tic3 to him at Feversham ; or had been con-
ci:med in the barbarous murder of John Ashton Cross, or any other
» ho h**! suffLTCd death fjf their loyalty; and all spies, or such as
had betrayed his cotmcil ddrinc his late absence from EngUnd.

with an express to lord SIclfoot, containing a detail of

these particulars, with an assurance that they liad

brought over rear-athniral Carter to the interest of his

majesty. They likewise transmitted a list of the ships

that composed the Engli.sh fleet, and exhorted James to

use his inrtuence with the I'ronch king, that the count
do Tourvillc might be ordered to attack them before

they should be joined by the Dutch squadron. It was
in consequence of this advice that Louis commanded
Tourville to fall upon the English fleet, even without
waiting for the Toulon squadron commanded by the

marquis D'Etrees. By this time James had repaired

to La Uoguo, and was ready to embark with his army,
consisting of a body of French troops, together w ith

some English and Scotch refugees, and the regiments

which had been transported from Ireland by virtue of

the capitulation of Limerick.

PRECAUTIOXS TAKEX BY THE QUEEN FOR
THE DEFENCE OF THE NATION.

The ministry of England was informed of all these

particulars,partlyby some agentsofJameswho betrayed

his cause, and paitly by admiral Carter, wlio gave the

queen to understand he had been tampered with ; and
was instructed to amuse theJacobites with a negotiation.

King William no sooner arrived in Holland than he
Iiastened the naval preparations of the Dutch, so that

their fleet was ready for sea sooner than was expected

;

and when he received the first intimation of the projec-

ted descent, he detached general Ptolemache with three

of the English regiments from Holland. These, rein-

forced with other troops remaining in England, were
ordered to encamp in the neighbourhood of Portsmotith.

The queen issued a proclamation, commanding all pa-

pists to depart from London and Westminster: tlie

members of both houses of parliament were required to

meet on the twenty -fourth day of Jlay, that she might
avail herself of their advice in such a perilous conjunc-

ture. Warrants were expedited for apprehending divers

disaffected persons ; and they withdrawing themselves

from their respective places of abode, a proclamation was
published for discovering and bringing them to justice.

The earls of ScarsdtUe, Litchfield, and Newburgh; the

lords Giiffin, Forbes, sir John Fenwiek, sir Theophiius

Oglethorpe, and others, found means to elude the search.

The earls of Huntingdon and Marlborough were sent to

the Tower; Edward Ridley, Knevitt, Hastings, and

Robert Ferguson, were imprisoned in Newgate. The
bishop of Rochester was confined to his own house; the

lords Brudenal and Fanshaw were secured ; the earls of

Dunmore, lliddleton, and sir Andrew FoiTester, were

discovered in a quaker's house, and committed to prison

with several other persons of distinction. Tlie train-

bands of London and Westminster were armed by the

queen's direction, and she reviewed them in person: ad-

miral Russell was ordered to put to sea with all possible

expedition; and Carter, with a sqtiadron of eighteen

sail, continued to cruise along the French coast to ob-

serve the motions of the enemy.

ADMIRAL KUSSEL PUTS TO SEA.

On the eleventh day of May, Russel sailed from Rye
to St. Helen's, where he was joined by the squadron un-

der Delaval and Carter. There he received a letter from

the earl of Nottinghiun, intimating that a report having

been spread of the queen's suspecting the fidelity of the

sea-officers, her majesty had ordered him to declare in

her name that she reposed the most entire confidence in

their attachment, and believed the report was raised by
the enemies of the government. The flag-officers and

captains forthwith drew up a vety loyal and dutiful ad-

dress, which was graciously received by the queen, and

published for the satisfaction of the nation. Kussel, be-

ing reinforced by the Dutch squadrons commanded by
Allemonde, Callemberg, and Vandergocs, set sail for tho

coast of France on the eighteenth day of May, with a
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fleet of ninety-nine ships of tlie line, besides frigates and

fire-sbips. Next day, about three o'clock in the morn-

ing, he discovered the enemy ujider the count de Tour-

ville, and threw out the signal for the line of battle,

which by eight o'clock was formed in good order, the

Dutch in the van, the blue division in the rear, and the

red in the centre. The French fleet did not exceed six-

ty-three ships of the line, and as they were to windward
"Tourville might luive avoided an engagement; but he

had received a positive order to fight, on the supposition

that the Dutch and English squadrons had not joined.

Louis indeed was apprised of their junction before they

were descried by his admiral, to whom he dispatched a

countermanding order by two several vessels; but one

of them was taken by the English, and the other did

not arrive till the day after the engagement.

HE OBTAINS A COMPLETE VICTORY OVEE
THE FRENCH.

Tourville therefore, in obedience to the first mandate,

bore down alongside of Russel's own ship, which he en-

gaged at a very small distance. He fought with great

fury till one o'clock, when his rigging and sails being

considerably damaged, his ship, the Kising-Sun, which
carried one hnndrcd and four cannon, was towed out of

the line in great disorder. Nevertheless the engage-

ment continued till three, when the fleets wei'C parted

by a thick fog: when this abated, the enemy were des-

cried flying to the northward, and Eussel made the sig-

nal for chasing. Part of the blue squadron came up
with the enemy about eight in the evening, and engaged
them half an hour, during which admiral Carter was
mortally wounded. Finding himself in extremity, he
exhorted his captain to fight as long as the ship could

swim, and expired with great composure. At length the

French bore away for Conquet road, having lost four

ships in this day's action. Next day, about eight in the

morning, they were discovered crowding away to the

westward, and the combined fleets chased with all the

sail they could carry, until Russel's foretopmast came
by the hoard. Though he was retarded by this acci-

dent, the fleet still continued the pursuit, and anchored
near Cape La Hogue. On the twenty-second of the

month, about seven in the morning, part of the French
fleet was perceived near the Race of Aldemey, some at

anchor, and some driving to the eastward with the tide

of flood. Russel and the ships nearest him immediately
slipped their cables and chased. The Rising Sun hav-

ing lost her masts, r.an ashore near Cherbourg, where she

was burned by sir Ralph Delaval, together with the Ad-
mirable, another first-rate, and the Conquerant of eighty

guns. Eighteen other ships of their fleet ran into La
Hogue, where they were attacked by sir George Rooke,

who destroyed them and a great number of transports

laden with ammunition, in the midst of a terrible fire

from the enemy, and in sight of the Irish camp. Sir

John Asliby, with his own squadron and some Dutch
ships, pursued the rest of the French fleet, which
escaped through the Race of Alderney by such a dan-
gerous passage as the English could not attempt with-

out exposing their ships to the most immment hazard.

This was a very mortifying defeat to the French king,

who had been so long flattered with an uninterrupted
series of victories; it reduced James to the lowest ebb
of despondence, as it frustrated the whole scheme of

his embarkation, and overwhelmed his friends in Eng-
land with grief and despair. Some historians allege

that Eussel did not improve his victory with all advan-
tages that might have been obtained before the enemy
recovered tlieir consternation. They say his affection

to the service was in a great measure cooled by the

disgrace of his friend the earl of Marlborougli ; that he
hated the earl of Nottingham, by whose channel he re-

ceived his orders; and that he adhered to the letter

rather than to the spirit of his iustruetiims. Hut this

is a malicious imputation, and a very ungrateful return

for his manifold services to the nation. He c>£ted in

this whole expedition with the genuine spirit of a British

admiral. He plied from the Nore to the Downs with a

very scanty vrind through the dangerous sands, contrary

to the advice of all bis pilots; and by this bold passage

eS'ected ajunction ofthe dift'erent squadrons, which other-

wise the French would have attacked singly and perhaps

defeated. He behaved with great gallantry during the

engagement, and destroyed about fifteen of the enemy's

capital ships; in a word, he obtained such a decisive vic-

tory , that during the remaining part of the war the French
would not hazard another battle by sea with the English.

Eussel having ordered Sir John Ashby and the Dutch
admiral Callemberg to steer towards Havi'e de Grace,

and endeavour to destroy the remainder of the French

fleet, sailed back to St. Helen's that tlie damaged ships

might be refitted, and the fleet furnished with fresh

supplies of provisions and ammunition; but his principal

motive was to take on board a number of troops pro-

vided for a descent upon France, which had been pro-

jected by England and Holland, with a view to alarm

and distract the enemy in their own dominions. The
queen was so pleased witli the victory that she ordered

thirty thousand pounds to he distributed among the

sailors. She caused medals to be struolt in honour of

the action; and the bodies of admiral Carter and captain

Hastings, who had been killed in the battle, to be in-

terred with great funeral pomp. In the latter end of

July seven thousand men, commanded by the duke of

Leinster, embarked on board transports to be landed at

St. Maloes, Brest, or Rochefort, and the nation con-

ceived the most sanguine hopes of this expedition. A
council of war, consisting of land and sea officers, being

held on board the Breda to deliberate upon the scheme
of the ministry, the members unanimously agreed that

the season was too far advanced to put it in execution.

Nevertheless, the admiral having detached sir John
Ashby with a squadron to intercept the remains of the

French fleet in their passage from St. Maloes to Brest,

set sail for La Hngue with the rest of the fleet and

transports; but in a few days the wind shifting, he

was obliged to return to St. Helen's.

The queen immediately dispatched the marquis of

Cajrmarthen, the earls of Devonshire, Dorset, Notting-

ham, and Rochester, together with the lords Sidney and

Cornwallis, to consult with the aihniral, who demon-

strated the impracticability of making an efl'ectual de-

scent upon the coast of France at that season of the

year. The design was therefore laid aside, and the

forces were transported to Flanders. The higher the

hopes of the nation had been raised by this armament,

the deeper they felt their disappointment. A loud

clamour was raised against the ministry as the authors

of this miscarriage. The people complained that they

were plundered and abused; that immense sums were

extorted from them by the most grievous impositions;

that, by the infamous expedient of borrowing upon

established funds, their taxes were perpetuated; that

their burdens would daily increase; that their treasure

was either squandered away in chimerical projects or

expended in foreign connexions, of which England was
naturally independent. They were the more excusable

for exclaiming in this manner, as their trade had suff'ered

grievously by the French privateers which swarmed in

the Channel. In vain the merchants had recourse to the

Admiralty, which could not spare particular convoys

while large fleets were required for the defence of the

nation. The French king having nothing further to

apprehend from the English armament, withdrew his

troops from the coast of Normandy; and James retumed

in despair to St. Germain's, where his queen had been

in his absence delivered of a daughter, who was born in

the presence of the archbishop of Paris, the keeper of

the seals, and other persons of (hstinction.

THE FEENCH TAKE NAMUR IN SIGHT OF
KING WILLIAM.

Louis had taken the field in the latter end of May
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On the twentietli ilay of tlmt nioiith he an-ivod at liis

cump in Fhuiilcrs with all the crt'cniiiiato pomp of an

Asiatic emperor, attended by his women and parasites,

his band of music, his dancers, his opera, and, in a word,

by all the ministers of luxury and sensual pleasure.

Having reviewed his army, which amounted to about

one hundred and twenty thousand men, he undertook

the siege of Namur, which he invested on both sides of

the Sambro with about one-half of Ills army, while tho

other covered the siege under the command of Luxem-
bourg. Namur is situated on the contlux of the Meuse
and the Sambre. The citadel was deemed one of the

strongest forts in Flanders, strengthened with a new
work contrived by the famous engineer Ccehom, who
now defended it in person. The prince do Darbason

commanded the garrison, consisting of nine thousiuiil

men. The place was well supplied, and tho governor

knew that king William would make strong efforts for

its relief, so that the besieged were animated with many
concurring considerations. Notwithstanding these ad-

vantages, the assailants carried on their attacks with

snch vigour that in seven days after tho trenches were

opened, the town capitulated and the garrison retired

into the citadel. King William, being joined by the

troops of Brandcnburgli and Liege, advanced to tho

Mehaigne at the head of one hundred thousand efiective

men, and encamped within cannon shot of Luxem-
bourg's army, which lay on the other side of the river.

That general however had taken such precautions,

that the king of England could not interrupt the siege

nor attack the French lines without great disadvantage.

The besiegers, encouraged by the presence of their

monarch, and assisted by the superior abilities of Yau-
ban their engineer, repeated their attacks with such

impetuosity that the fort of Coehorn was surrendered

after a very obstinate defence, in which he himself had
!

been dangerously wounded. The citadel being thus

left exposed to the approaches of the enemy, could not

long withstand the violence of their operations; the

two covered ways were taken by assault. On the twen -

tieth of May the governor capitulated, to the unspeak-

able mortification of king WiDlam, who saw himself

obliged to lie inactive at the head of a powerful army,

and be an eye-witness of the loss of the most important

fortress in the Netherlands. Louis having taken pos-

session of the place, returned in triumph to Versailles,

where he was flattered with all the arts of adulation;

while William's reputation suffered a little from his mis-

carriage, and the prince of Barbason incuTred the sus-

picion of treachery or misconduct.

THE ALLIES DEFEATED AT STEENKIRK.

Luxembourg having placed a strong garrison in Na-
mur, detached Boufflers with a body of troops to La
Bassicre, and with the rest of his army enciimped at

Solgnies. The king of England sent off detachments

towards Liege and Ghent; and on the sixth day of

July posted himself at Genap, resolved to seize the first

opportunity of retrieving his honour by attacking the

enemy. Having received intelligence that the French
general was in motion and intended to take post between
Steenkirk and Enghlen, he passed the river Senne in

order to anticipate his purpose; but in spite of all his

diligence Lnxembourg gained his point, and William

encamped at Lembecq, within six miles of the French

army. Here he resolved in a council of war to attack

the enemy, and eveiT disposition was made for that

purpose. The heavy baggage he ordered to be con-

veyed to the other side of the .Senne; and one Millevoix,

a detected spy, was compelled by menaces to mislead

Luxembourg with false intelligence, importing that he
need not be alarmed at the motions of the aliles, who
intended the next day to make a general forage. On the

twenty-fourth day of .July, the army began to move
from the left in two cnlunms, as the ground would not

admit of their marching in an extended front. The
prince of WiTtemberg began the attack on the right of

the cnomy at the head of ten battalions of English,

Danish, and Dutch infantry; he was supported by a
considerable body of British horse and foot, commanded
by lieutenant-general Mackay. Though the ground
was intersected by hedges, ditches, and narrow defiles,

the prince marched with such diligence that he was in

a condition to begin the battle about two in the after-

noon, when ho charged the French with such impetU'
osity that they were driven from their posts, and their

whole camp became a scene of tumult and confusion.

Luxembourg, tnisting to the inteUigence he had re-

ceived, allowed himself to be surprised, and it required

the full exertion of his superior talents to remedy the con-

sequences of his neglect. He forthwith forgot a severe

Indisposition under which ho then laboured; he rallied

his broken battalions; he drew up his forces in order of

battle, and led them to the charge in person. Tho
duke do Chartres, who was then In the fifteenth year of

his age, the dukes of Bourbon and Vendome, the prince

of ContI, and a great number of volunteers of the first

quality, put themselves at the head of the household

troops, and fell with great fury upon the English, who
were very ill supported by count Solnies, the officer who
commanded the centre of tho allies. The prince of

WIrtemherg had taken one of the enemies' batteries,

and .actually penetrated into their lines; but finding

himself in danger of being overpowered by numbers,

he sent an aidecamp twice to demand succours from

Solmes, who derided his distress, saying, " Let ub see

what sport these English bull-dogs will make." At
length, when the king sent an express order command-
ing him to sustain the left wing, he made a motion with

his horse, which could not act while his infantry kept

their ground, and the British troops, with a few Dutch
and Danes, bore the whole brunt of the engagement.

They fought with surprising courage and perseverance

against dreadful odds; and the event of the battle con-

tinued doubtful, until Boufflers joined the French army
with a great body of dragoons. The allies could not

sustain the additional weight of this reinforcement, be-

fore which they gave way, though the retreat was
made in tolerable order, and the enemy did not think

proper to prosecute the advantage they had gained.

In this action the confederates lost the earl of Angus,

general Mackay, sir John Lanier, sir Robert Douglas,

and many other gallant officers, together with about

three thousand men left dead on the spot, the same
number wounded or taken, a great many colours and

standards, and several pieces of cannon.

EXTRAVAGANT REJOICINGS IN FRANCE.

The French however reaped no solid advantage from

this victory, which cost them about three thousand

mcil, including the prince of Turenne, the marquis de

BeUefond, Tilladot, and Femacon, with many officers

of distinction : ,is for Millevoix the spy, he was h.anged

on a tree on the right wing of the .allied anny. King
William retired tmmolested to his own camp; and not-

withst,andlng all his overthrows, continued iv respectable

enemy, by dint of invincible fortitude and a genius

fruitful in resources. That he was formidable to the

French nation, even in the midst of his ill success,

appears from divers undeniable testimonies, and from
none more than from the extravagance of joy expressed

by the people of Fr.ance on the occasion of this unim-
portant victory. When the princes who ser^'ed in the

battle returned to Paris, the roads through which they

passed were almost blocked up with multitudes: and
the whole air resounded with acclamation. All tho

ornaments of the fashion peculiar to both sexes adopted

the name of Steenkirk; every individual who had been

personally engaged in the action was revered .as a being

of a superior species, and the transports of the women
rose almost to a degree of frenzy.

CONSPIRACY AGAINST TUE LIFE of WILLIAM.

The French ministry did not entirely depend upon
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tlie fortune of tlie iVai' for the execution of their revenge

against king William. They likewise employed assas-

sins to deprive him of life in the most treacherous

manner.
AMien LouTois died, his son the marquis de Barhe-

sieux, ivho succeeded him in his office of secretary,

found among his papers the draft of a scheme for this

pui'pose, and immediately revived the design by means
of the chevalier dc Grandv.al, a captain of dragoons in

the service. He and colonel Parker engaged one Du-
mont, who undertook to assassinate king 'William.

Madame de Maintenon, and Paparel, paymaster to tlie

French ai-niy, were privy to the scheme, which they

encom-aged: the conspirators are said to have obtained

an audience of king James, who approved of their un-
dertaking, and assured them of his protection; but that

unfortunate monarch was unjustly charged with the

guilt of countenancing the intended murder, as they
communicated nothing to him but an attempt to seize

the person of the prince of Orange. Dumont actually

enlisted in the confederate army, that he might have
the better opportunity to shoot the king of England
when he should ride out to visit the lines, while Grand-
val and Parker repaired to the French camp, with

orders to Luxembourg to furnish them with a part}' of

horse for the rescue of Dumont, after the blow should

be struck. A^Hiether this man's heart failed him, or he
coxUd not tind the opportunity he desired, after having
resided some weeks in the camp of the allies, he retired

to Hanover; but still coiTesponded with Grandval and
Barhesieux. Tliis last admitted one Leefdale, a Dutch
baron, into the secret, and likewise imparted it to mon-
sieur Chanlais, quarter-master general of the French
army, who .animated Grandval and Leefdale with the

promise of a considerable reward, and promised to co-

operate with Parker for bringing off Dumont, for this

assassin still persisted in his undertaking. Leefdale

had been sent from Holland on purpose to dive to the

bottom of this conspiracy, in consequence of advice

given by the British envoy at Hanover, where Dumont
had di'opped some hints that alarmed his suspicion.

The Dutcliman not only insinuated himself into the

confidence of the conspirators, but likewise inveigled

Grandval to Eyndhoveu, where he was apprehended.

Understanding that Dumont had already discovered the

design to the duke of Zell, and that he himself had been
betrayed by Leefdale, he freely confessed all the parti-

culars without enduring the torture; and, being found
guilty by a court-martial, was executed as a traitor.

About this period the duke of Leinster an-ived at Os-

tend, with the troops which had been embarked at St.

Helen's. He was furnished with cannon sent do^\ni the

Meuse from JLaestricht, and reinforced by a large

detachment from the king's camp at Gramont, under
the command of general Ptolemache. He took posses-

sion of Furnes, was joined by the earl of Portland and

M. d'Auverquerque, and a disposition was made for in-

vesting Dunkirk; but on further deliberation the en-

tei'prise was thought very dangerous, and therefore laid

aside. Fumes and Dixmuyde, lately reduced by briga-

dier Rams.ay, were strengthened with new works, and
secured by strong garrisons. The cannon were sent

back, and the troops returning to Ostend, re-embarked
for England. This fruitless expedition, added to the

inglorious issue of the campaign, increased the iU

humour of the British nation. They taxed William
with having lain inactive at Gramont with an army of

one hundred thousand men, while Luxembourg was
posted at Courtray with half that number. They said,

if he had found the French lines too strong to bo forced,

he might have passed the Scheld higher up, and not

only laid tlie enemy's conquests under cor.tribution, hut

even marched into the bowels of France; and they com-
plained that Fumes and Dixmuyde were not worth the

sums expended in maintaining their garrisons. On the

twenty-si.xth day of September king ^Villiam left the

anny under the command of the elector of Bavaria, and

repaired to hii house at Loo: in two days after bin

departure the camp at Gramont was broke up; tho
infantry marched to JIarienlcerke, and the horse to

Caure. On the sixteenth d;iy of October, the king
receiving intelligence that Boufflers had invested Charle-

ro}^, and Luxembourg taken post in the neighbourhood
of Cond6, ordered the troops to be instantly reassembled

between the village of Ixells and Halle, with design to

raise the siege, and repaired to Biiissels, where he held

a coimcil of war, in which the proper measures were
concerted. He then returned to Holland, leaving the

command with the elector of Bavaria, who forthwith

began his march for Charleroy. At his approach Bouf-

flers abandoned the siege, and moved towards Philip-

ville. The elector having reinforced the place, and
thrown supplies into Aeth, distributed his forces into

winter-quarters. Then Luxembourg, who had cantoned
his army between Conde, Leuzet, and Touraay, returned

to Paris, leaving Boufflers to command in his absence.

THE CAMPAIGN INACTIVE ON THE EHINE
AND IN HUNGARY.

The allies had been unsuccessful in Flanders, and
they were not fortunate in Gei-many. The landgrave
of Hesse Cassel undertook the siege of Eberemburgh,
which, however, he was obliged to abandon. The dulce

de Lorges, who commanded the French forces on the

Rhine, surprised, defeated, and took the duke of Wir-
temberg, who had posted himself with four thousand
horse near Eidelsheim, to check the progress of the

enemy. Count Tallard having invested Rhinefield, the

landgrave marched to its relief with such expedition

that the French were obliged to desist and retreat with"

considerable damage. The elector of Saxony had en-

gaged to bring an army into the field; but he complained
that the emperor left the burden of the war with France
upon the princes, and converted his chief power and
attention to the campaign in Hung.ary. A jealousy and
misunderstanding ensued: Schoening the Saxon general,

in his way to the hot baths at Dablitz in Bohemia, was
seized by the emperor's order on suspicion of having
maintained a private correspondence with the enemy,
and very warm expostulations on this subject passed

between the courts of Vienna and Dresden. Schoening

was detained two years in custody ; and at length re-

leased on condition that he should never be employed
again in the empire. The war in Hungary produced

no event of importance. The ministry of the Ottoman
Porte was distracted by factions, and the seraglio

threatened with tunmlts. The people were tired of

maintaining an unsuccessful war; the vizierwas deposed;

and in the midst of this confusion, the gan-ison of great

Waradin, which had been blocked up by the imperial-

ists during the whole winter, suiTendered on capitula-

tion. Lord Paget, the English ambassador at Vienna,

was sent to Constantinople with powers to mediate a
peace ; but the terms ofiorcd by the emperor were rejec-

ted at the Porte : the Turkish army lay upon the defen-

sive, and the season was spent in a fruitless negotiation.

THE DUKE INVADES DAUPHINE.

The prospect of affairs in Piedmont was favourable

for the alhcs; but the court of France had brought the

pope to an accommodation, .and beg.an to tamper with

the duke of Savoy. M. Cliaulais was sent to Turin

with advantageous proposals, which however the duke

would not accept, because he thought himself entitled

to better terms, considering that the allied army in

Pieilmont amounted to fifty thousand effective men,

while Catinat's forces were not sufHeient to defend his

conquests in that countrj'. In the month of July the

duke marched into Dauphing, where he plimdered a

number of villages, and reduced the fortress of Guil-

lestre; then passing the river Dar.ance, he invested

Ambrun, which, after a siege of nine days, sun'endered

on capitulation: he afterwards laid all the neighbouring

towns under contribution. Hero duke Schomberg, who
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commaniled tlio auxiliaries in tlio English pay, pub-

lished a declaration in the name of king William, invit-

iu<' the people to join his standard, assuring thorn that

his master had no other design in ordering his troops to

invade France, hut tliat of restoring the noblesse to

their ancient splendour, their parliaments to their former

authority, and the people to their just privileges. Ho
even oflforcd his protection to the clergy, and promised

to use his endeavours for reviving the edict of Nantes,

which bad been guaranteed by the liings of England.

These offers, however, proiluccd little cft'ect ; and the

Germans ravaged the whole country in revenge for the

cruelties which the French had committed in the Pala-

tinate. The allied army advanced from Amhrun to

Gap, on the frontiers of Provence, and this place sub-

mitted without opposition. The inhabitants of Gre-

noble, the c;>pital of Dauphine, and even of Lyons, were

overwhelmed with consternation; and a fairer oppor-

tunity of humbling France could never occur, as that

part of the kingdom had been left idmost quite defence-

less; but this was fatally neglected, either from the

spirit of dissension which began to prevail in the allied

array, or from the indisposition of the duke of S,noy,

who was seized with the small-po.-i in the midst of tliis

expedition; or, lastly, from his want of sincerity, which

was shrewdly suspected. He is said to have maintained

a constant correspondence with the court of A'ersailles,

in complaisance to which he retarded the operations of

the confederates. Cert;iiu it is, he evacuated all liis

conquests, and about the middle of September quitted

the French territories, after having pillaged and laid

w.aste the country through which he had penetrated.*

In Catalonia the French attempted nothing of impor-

tance during this campaign, and the Spaniards were

wholly inactive in that province.

THE DUKE OF HANOVER CREATED
ELECTOR OF THE EMPIRE.

AS

The protestant interest in Germany acquired an acces-

sion of strength by the creation of a ninth electorate in

favour of Ernest Augustus, duke of Hanover. He had by
this time renounced .all his connexions with France, and
engaged to enter heartily into the interest of the allies, in

consideration ofhisobtainingtheclectoral dignity. King
AVilliam exerted himself so vigorously in his behalf at

the court of Menna, that the emperor agreed to the pro-

posal, in case the consent of the other electors could be
procured. This assent, however, was extorted by the

importunities of the king of England, whom he durst not

disoblige. Leopold was blindly bigotted to the religion

of Rome, and consequently averse to a new creation

that would weaken the catholic interest in the electoral

college. He therefore employed his emissaries to thwart
the duke's measures. Some protestant princes opposed

him from motives ofjealousy, and the French king used
all his artifice and influence to prevent the elevation of

the house of Hanover. \Vhen the duke had surmounted
all this opposition, so far as to gain over a majority of

the electors, new objections were started. The emperor
suggested that another popish electorate should be
created to balance the advantage which the Lutherans
would reap from that of Hanover; and he proposed that

Austria should be raised to the same dignity; but ^no-

lent opposition was made to this expedient, which would
have vested the emperor with a double vote in the elec-

toral college. At length, after a tedious negotiation,

the duke of Hanover, on the nineteenth day of Decem-
ber, was honoured with the investiture as elector of

|

Bninswiek; created great marsh.al of the empire, and
did homage to the emperor: nevertheless, he was not yet
admitted into the college, because he had not been able

to procure the unanimous consent of all the electors.f

• At this period queen Mary, understanding that the protCiJtant
Vaudois werv destitute of ministtrrs to prt-acli or te.ich the gospel,
e^ilAblished a fund from her own privy purse to maint.iin ten preach-
ers, and a-s many schiiolmasters, in the valleys of I'iedmont.
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THE EARL OF MARLBOROUGH, BISHOP OF
ROCHESTER, &c., FALSELY ACCUSED.

"ITTHILE king William seemed wholly engrossed by
T V the afl'airs of the continent, Enghuid was dis-

tracted by domestic dissension, and overspread with
vice, cori-uption, and profaneness. Over and above the

Jacobites, there was a set of malcontents whose numlior

daily increased. They not only murmured at the gi'ie-

vances of the nation, but composed .and pubUshed ela-

borate dissertations upon the same subject. These
made such impressions upon the people, already irri-

tated by heavy burdens, distressed in their trade, and
disappointed in their sanguine expectations, that the

queen thought it necessary to check the progress of

those writers by issuing out a proclamation offering a
reward to such as would discover seditions libellers.

The earl of Marlborough h.id been committed to the

Tower on the information of one Robert Young, a pri-

soner in Newgate, who had forged that nobleman's

hand-writing, and contrived the scheme of an associa-

tion in favour of king James, to which he affixed the

names of the earls of Marlborough and Salisbury, Sprat,

bishop of Rochester, the lord Combury, and sir Basil

Firebrace. One of his emissaries had found means to

conceal this paper in a certain part of the bishop's house

at Bromley in Kent, where it was fotind by the king's

messengers, who seciu'ed the prelate in consequence of

Young's information. But he vindicated himself to the

satisfaction of the whole council; and the forgery of

the informer was detected by the confession of his ac-

complice. The bishop obtained his release immediately

and the earl of Marlboi-ough was admitted to bail in the

court of king's bench.

SOURCE.S OF NATIONAL DISCONTENT.

So many persons of character and distinction had been
imprisoned during this reign upon the slightest sus-

picion, that the discontented part of the nation had
some reason to insinuate they had only exchanged one

tyrant for another. They affirmed that the liabeas-

corpus act was either insufficient to protect the subject

from false imprisonment, or had been shamefully mis-

France, Germany, and the Netherlands. Violent o^itatirvns of tho
same kind liad happened alwut two months before in Sicily and
Malta; and tlic town of Port-Uoyal in Jamaica was olmCK^t totally

mined by tlie earthqual;e ; the place was so suddenly overflowed,

that about fifteen hundred persons perished.

a
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used. They expatiated upon the loss of ships, which
had latelj- fallen a prey to the enemy ; the consumption
of seamen; the neglect of the fisheries; the interruption

of commerce, in which the nation was supplanted by
her allies, as well as invaded by her enemies; the low
ebb of the kingdom's treasure, exhausted in hiring fo-

reign bottoms, and paying foreign troops to fight foreign

quarrels; and the slaughter of the best and bravest of

their countrymen, whose blood had been lavishly spilt

in support of connexions with which they ought to have
had no concern. They demonstrated the mischiefs that

necessarily arose from the misettled state of the nation.

They observed that the government could not be duly
established until a solemn declaration should confirm
the legality of that tenure by which their majesties
possessed the throne; that the structure of parliaments
was detieient in point of solidity, as they existed en-

tirely at the pleasure of the crown, which would use
them no longer than they should be found necessary in

raising supplies for the use of the government. They
exclaimed against the practice of quartering soldiers in

private houses contrary to the ancient laws of the land,

the petition of rights, and the subsequent act on that

subject passed in the reign of the second Charles.

They enumerated among their grievances the violation

of property, by pressing transport ships into the service

without settling any fund of payment for tlie owners;
the condition of the militia, which was equally burden-
some and useless; the flagrant partiality in favour of

allies, who carried on an open commerce with France,
and supplied the enemy with necessaries, while the

English laboured under the severest prohibitions, and
were in otfect the dupes of those very powers whom
they protected. They dwelt upon the ministry's want
of conduct, foresight, and inteUigence, and inveighed
against their ignorance, insolence, and neglect, which
were as pernicious to the nation as if they had formed
a design of reducing it to the lowest ebb of disgi-ace and
destruction. By this time, indeed, public virtue was
become the object of ridicule, and the whole kingdom
was overspread with immorality and corruption ; to-

wards the increase of which many concurring circum-
stances happened to contribute. The people were
divided into three parties, namely, the Williamites, the
Jacobites, and the discontented Revolutioners; these
factions took all opportunities to thwart, to expose, and
to ridicule the measures and principles of each other,

so that patriotism was laughed out of doors as an hy-
pocritical pretence. This contention established a ))e-

lief that every man consulted his own private interest

at the expense of the public, a belief that soon grew
into a maxim almost universally adopted. The practice
of bribing a majority in parliament had a pernicious
influence upon the morals of all ranks of people, from
the candidate to the lowest borough elector. Tlie ex-
pedient of establishing funds of credit for raising supplies

to defray the expenses of government, threw large pre-

miums and sums of money into the hands of low sordid
usurers, brokers, and jobbers, who distinguished them-
selves by the name of the monied mterest. Intoxicated

hy this flow of wealth, the)' affected to rival the luxury
and magnificence of their superiors; but being destitute

of sentiment and taste to conduct them in their new
career, they ran into the most absurd and illiberal ex-
travagancies. They laid aside all decorum; became
lewd, insolent, intemperate, and riotous. Their ex-
ample was caught by the vulgar. All principle, and
even decency, was gradually banished; talent lay im-
cultivated, and the land was deluged with a tide of
ignorance and profligacy.

DISSENSION BET'WEEN THE QUEEN AND
PRINCESS ANNE.

King William having ascertained the winter quarters

of th9 army, and concerted the operations of the ensu-
ing campaign with the states-general and the ministers

October; on the eighteenth landed .at Yarmouth, was
met by the queen at Newhall, and passed through tlie

city of London to Kensington amidst the acclamations

of the populace. He received a congratulatory address
from the lord-mayor and aldennen, with whcin he dined

in public by invitation. A day of thanksgiving was
appointed for the victory obtained at sea. The lus-

tring company was established by patent, and the par-

liament met on the fourth diiy of November. The house
of lords was deeply infected with discontent, which in

some measure proceeded from the dissension between
the queen and her sister, the princess of Denmark,
which last underwent every mortification which the

court could inflict. Her guards were taken awtij'; all

honours which had been paid to her rank by the magis-
trates of Bath, where she sometimes resided, and even
by the ministers of the church where she attended at

divine service, were discontinued by the express order

of his majesty. Her cause was naturally espoused by
those noblemen who had adhered to her in her former
contest with the king about an independent settlement;

and these were now reinforced by all the friends of the
earl of Marlborough, united for a double tie; for they
resented the disgrace and confinement of that lord, and
thought it their duty to support the princess Anne
under a persecution incurred by an attachment to his

countess. Tlie earl of Shrewsbury lived in friendship

with Marlborough, and thought he had been ungrate-
fully treated by the king; the marquis of Halifax be-

friended him from opposition to the ministry; the earl

of Mulgrave for an opportunity to display his talents,

and acquire that consideration which he thought due to

his merit. Devonshire, Montague, and Bradford, joined

in the same cause from principle; the same pretence
was used by the earls of Stamford, Monmouth, War-
rington, and other whigs, though in efl'ect they were
actuated by jealousy and resentment against those by
whom they had been supplanted. As for the Jacobites,

'

they gladly contributed their assistance to promote
any scheme that had a tendency to embroil the admini-
stration.

THE LORDS VINDICATE THEIR PRIVILEGES.

The king, in his speech to parliament, thanked them
for their last supplies, congratulated them upon the vic-

tory obtained at sea, condoled them on the bad success
of the campaign by land, magnified the power of France,
represented tlie necessity of maintaining a great force

to oppose it, .and demanded subsidies equal to the occa-

sion. He expressed his reluctance to load them with
additional burdens, which he said could not be avoided,

without exposing his kingdom to inevitable destruction.

He desired their advice towards lessening the incon-

veniences of exporting money for the payment of the

forces. He intimated a design of making a descent

upon France; declared he liad no aim biit to make his

subjects a happy people; and that he would again cheer-

fully expose his life for the welfare of the nation. The
lords, after an adjournment of three days, began with
great warmth to assert their privileges, which they con-
ceived had been violated in the cases of the earl of

Marlborough and the other noblemen who had been
apprehended, committed to prison, and afterwards .td-

mitted to bail by tlie court of king's-beneh. These
circumstances being fully discussed in a violent debate,

the house ordered lord Lucas, constable of the Tower,
to produce the warrants of commitment, and the clerk

of the king's-bench to deliver the affidavit of Aaron
Smith, the court solicitor, upon which the lords had
been remanded to prison. At the same time the whole
affair was referred to a committee, empowered to send
for persons, papers, and records. The judges were
ordered to attend: Aaron Smith was examined touching
the evidence against the committed lords. The com-
mittee reported their general resolution, which produced

a vehement dispute. The opinion of the judges was
of the aUies, set sail for England on the fifteenth day of

i
unsatisfactory to both parties; the debate was referred
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to a cflmmittco of tlio whole house, in which it was re-

solved and declared, as the sense of that assembly, th;it

in pursuance of the hahas-corpiis act, it was the duty

of the judj^cs and gaol-dilivcry to discharge the prisoner

on bail if committed for high treason, unless it be made

appear, upon oath, tliat there are two witnesses against

the said prisoner, who cannot be produced in that term,

session, or general gaol-delivery. They likewise rc-

solred it was the intention of the said statute, that in

case there should be more than one prisoner to be bailed

or remanded, there must bo oath made that there are

two witnesses against each prisoner, otherwise he can-

not be remanded to prison. Tlieso resolutions were

entered in the books as stiuiding directions to all future

judges, yet not without great opposition from the court

members. The next debate turned upon the manner

in which the imprisoned lords should be set at liberty.

The contest became so warm that the courtiers began

to be afraid, and proposed an expedient which was put

in practice. The house adjourned to the seventeenth

day of the month, and at its next meeting was given to

understand that the king had discharged the imprisoned

noblemen. After another warm debate, a formal entry

was matle in the journals, importing, Tliat the house

being informed of his m.ajesty's having given directions

for discharging the lords under bail in the kings-bench,

the debate about that matter ceased. The resentment

of the peers being thus allayed, tliey proceeded to take

his majesty's speech into consideration.

THE COMMONS PRESENT ADDRESSES TO
THE KING AND QUEEN.

The commons having voted an address of thanks,

and another, praying that his m.ijesty's foreign allitmces

should be laid before them, determined on a bill for reg-

ulating trials in cases of high treason. They passed

a vote of thanks to admiral Russel, his officers and sea-

men, for the victory they had obtained, and then pro-

ceeded to an inquiry, ^\^ly that victory had not been

pursued? why the descent had not been made? and

why the trade had not been better protected from the

enemy's cruisers ? The admiral having justified his

own conduct, they commanded the lords of the admi-

ralty to produce copies of all the letters and orders which
had been sent to the admiKil; they ordered Russel to

lay before them his answers; and the commissioners of

the transports, victuallers, and office of ordnance, to de-

liver in an account of their proceedings. They then

presented addresses to the king and queen, acknow-
ledging the favour of God in restoring him to his peo-

ple ; congratulating him upon his deliverance from the

snares of his open and secret enemies; and assuring

him they would, according to his majesty's desire in

his most gracious speech, be always ready to advise and

assist him in the support of his government. The
queen was thanked for her gracious and prudent ad-

ministration during his majesty's absence; they con-

gratulated her on their signal deliverance from a bold

and cruel design formed for their destruction, as well

as on the glorious victory which her.^eet had gained

;

and they assured her that the grateful sense they

had of their happiness under her government, should

always be manilested in constant returns of duty and
obedience.

After this formal compliment, the house, instead of

proceeding to the supplies, insisted upon perusing the

treaties, public accounts, and estimates, tliat they might
be in a condition to advise as well as to assist his ma-
jesty. Being indulged with those papers, they passed

a previous vote that a supply should bo given; then

they began to concert their articles of advice. Some of

the members loudly complained of partiahty to foreign

generals, and particularly reflected uj on the insolence

of count Solmes, and his misconduct at:Steenkirk. After

some warm altercation, the house resolved one article

of their advice should be, that his majesty would be

pleased to fill up the vacancies that should happen

among the general officers, with such only as were
natives of his dominions, and that the commander-in-
chief of the English should be an Englishman. Their
next resolution implied, that many of the great all'airs

of the governuKnt having been for some time past

unsuccessfully managed, the house should advise his

majesty to prevent such mischiefs for the future, by
employing men of knowledge, ability, and integrity.

Individual members inveighed bitterly against cjibinct

councils, as a novelty in the British system of govern-

ment by which the privy-council was jostled out of its

province. They complained that all the grievances of

the nation proceeded from the vicious principles of the

ministry: they observed, that he who opposed the estab-

lishment could not be expected to support it with zeal.

The earl of Nottingham was mentioned by name, and
the house resolved that his majesty should be advised

to employ in his councils such persons only whose prin-

ciples obliged them to support his rights against the

late king, and all other pretenders. Marlborough's in-

terest still predominated among the commons. His
friend Russel acquitted himself to the satisfaction of the

house, and shifted the blame of the miscarriage upon
his enemy the earl of Nottingham, by dccl.aring that

twenty days elap.sed between his first letter to that no-

bleman and his lordship's answer. The earl's friends,

ofwhom there was a great ntmiber in the house, espoused

his cause with great vigour, and even recriminated upon
Russel; so that a very violent debate ensued. Both
parties agreed that there had been mismanagement in

the scheme of a descent. It was moved, that one cause

of the miscaiTiage was the want of giving timely and
necessary orders, by those to whom the management of

the afiair was committed. The house divided, and it

was carried in the affirmative by one voice only. At
the next sitting of the committee, sir Richard Temple
proposed they should consider how to pay the forces

abroad, by means of English manufactures, without ex

porting money. They resolved that the house should

be moved to appoint a committee to take this expedient

into consideration. Sir Francis Winnington was im-

mediately called upon to leave the chair, and the speaker

resumed his place. All that had been done was now
void, as no report had been made; and the committee

was dissolved. The house however i-evived it, and

appointed a day for its sitting; but before it could re-

sume its deliberations, admiral Russel moved for its

being adjourned, and all its purposes were defeated.

The court agents had by this time interposed, and

secured a majority by the infamous arts of corruption.

The commons no longer insisted upon their points of

advice. Their whole attention was now centered in the

article of assistance. They granted about two millions

for the maintenance of three-and-thirty thousand sea-

men, the building of some additional ships of war, and

the finishing of Plymouth dock; and seven hundred

and fifty thousand pounds to supply the deficiency of

the quarterly poll. The estimates of the land-senice

were not discussed without tedious debates and warm
disputes. The ministry demanded fifty-four thousand

men, twenty thousand of whom should be kept at home
for the defence of the nation, while the rest should serve

abroad in the allied army. Many members declared

their aversion to a foreign war, in which the nation had
no immediate concern and so little prospect of success.

Others agreed that the aUies should he assisted on the

continent with a proportion of British forces ; but that

the nation should act as an auxiliary, not as a principal,

and pay no more than what the people would cheerfully

contribute to the general expense. These reflections,

however, produced no other effect than that of prolong-

ing the debate. Ministerial influence had surmounted
all opposition. The lionse voted the number of men
demanded. Such was their servile complais.ance, that

when they examined the treaties by which the English

and Dutch contracted equally with the Germ.in princes,

and found that, notwithstanding these treaties, Britain

bore two-thirds of the expense, they overlooked this
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flagrant instance of partiality, and enabled the king to

pay the proportion. Nay, their maxims wcr i so much
altered, that, instead of prosecuting their resentment
against foreign generals, they assented to a motion that

the prince of Wii-temberg, the major-generals Tetteau
and La Forest, who commanded the Danish troops in

the pay of the states-general, should be indulged with
such an addition to their appointments as would make
up the difference between the pay of England and that

of Holland. Finally, they TOted above two millions

for the subsistence of the land forces, and for defray-

ing extraordinary expenses attending the war upon
the continent, including subsidies to the electors of

Saxony and Hanover.

THE LORDS PRESENT AN ADDRESS OF
ADVICE TO THE KING.

The house of lords meanwhile was not free from
animosity and contention. The Marlborough faction

exerted themselves with great vivacity. They affirmed,

it was the province of their house to advise the sove-

reign: like the commons, they insisted upon the king's

having asked their advice because he had mentioned
that word in his speech, though he never di-eamed that

they would catch at it with such eagerness. They
moved, that the task of digesting the articles of advice

should be midertakeu by ajoint commitee of both houses;

but all the dependents of the court, including the whole
bench of bishops, except Watson of St. David's, were
marshalled to oppose this motion, which was rejected

by a majority of twelve; and this victory was followed

with a protest of the vanquished. Notwithstanding
this defeat, they prosecuted their scheme of giving

advice; and after much wrangling and declamation,

the house agreed in an address of remonstrance, advis-

ing and beseecliing his majesty. That the commanding
officer of the British forces should be an Englishman;
that English officei's might take rank of those in the

confederate armies, who did not belong to crowned
heads; that the twenty thousand men to be left for the

defence of the kingdom should be all Enghsh, and com-
manded by au English general; that the practice of

pressing men for the fleet should be remedied; that such
officers as were guilty of this practice should be cash-

iered and punished; and, lastly, that no foreigners should

sit at the board of ordnance. This address was presented

to the king, who received it coldly, and said he would
take it into consideration.

Then the lords resolved to inquire into the miscar-
riage of the purposed descent, and called for all the

papers relating to that affair; but the aim of the majority

was not so much to rectify the errors of the government,
as to screen Nottingham, and censure Eussel. That
nobleman produced his own book of entries, together
with the whole correspondence between him and the

admiral, whom he verbally charged with having contri-

buted to the miscarriage of the expedition. This affair

was referred to a committee. Sir John Ashby was ex-

amined. The house directed the earl to draw up the

substance of his charge; and these papers were after-

wards delivered to a committee of the commons, at a
conference by the lord-president, and the rest of the

committee above. They were offei-ed for the inspection

of the commons, as they concerned some members of

that house, by whom they might be informed more fully

of the particulars they contained. At another confer-

ence which tlie commons demanded, their committee
declared, in the name of the house, That they had read

and well considered the papers which their lordships

had sent them, and which they now returned: that

finding Mr. Russcl, one of their members, often men-
tioned in the said papers, they bad unanimously resolved,

that admiral Russel, in his command of the 6eets dur-

ing the last summer's expedition, had behaved v.ith

fidelity, courage, and conduct. The lords in-itated at

this declaration, and disappointed in their resentment

against Ku£se1, desired a free conference between the

committees of both houses. The earl of Rochester told

the commons, he was commanded by the house of lords

to inform them that their lordships looked upon the

late vote and proceeding of the lower house, in retmni-
j

ing their papers, to be irregular and unparliamentary, !

as they had not communicated to their lordships the

lights they had received, and the reason upon which
their vote was founded. A paper to the same purport

was delivered to colonel Granville, who promised to

present it to the commons, and make a faithful report

of what his lordship had said. Thus the conference

ended, and the inquiry was discontinued.

THE COMMONS ADDRESS THE KING.

The lower house seemed to be as much exasperated

against the earl of Nottingham as the lords were incensed

at Eussel. A motion was made that his m.ajesty should

be advised to appoint such commissionei's of the board
of admiralty as were of known experience in maritime
affairs. Although this was overruled, they voted an
address to the king, praying, that for the future, all

orders for the engagement ofthefleet might pass through
the hands of the said commissioners; a protest by im-

plication against the conduct of the secretary. The
consideration of ways and means was the next object

that engrossed the attention of the lower house. They
resolved that a rate of four shillings in the pound, for

one year, should be charged upon all lands according

to their yearly value ; as also upon all personal estates,

and upon all offices and employments of profit, other

than military offices in the army and navy. The act

founded on this resolution empowered the king to bor-

row money on the credit of it, at seven per cent. They
fm-ther enabled him to raise one million on the general

credit of the exchequer, by granting annuities. They
laid several new duties on a variety of imports. They
renewed the last quarterl)- poll, providing that in case

it should not produce three hundred thousand pounds,

the deficiencies might be made up by borrowing on the

general credit of the exchequer. They continued the

impositions on wine, vinegar, tobacco, and sugar, for

five years; and those on East-India goods for four years.

They laid a new imposition of eight per cent, on the

Ciipital stock of the East-India company, estimated at

seven hundred and forty-four thousand pounds; of one
per cent, on the African ; of five pounds on every share

of the stock belonging to the Hudson's Ba)' company:
and they empowered his majesty to borrow five hundred
thousand pounds on these funds, which were expressly

established for maintaining the wax with vigour.*

BURNET'S PASTORAL LETTER BURNED.

The money-bills were retarded in the upper house by
the arts of Halifax, JIulgrave, and other malcontents.

They grafted a clause on the land-tax bill, importing,

that the lords should tax themselves. It was adopted

by the majority, and the bill sent with this amendment
to the commons, by whom it was unanimously rejected

as a flagrant attempt upon their privileges. They de-

manded a conference, in which they declared that the

clause in question was a notorious encroachment upon
the right the commons possessed, of regulating all mat-
ters relating to supplies granted by parliament. flTien

this report was debated in the house of lords, the earl of

Mulgrave displayed uncommon powers of eloquence

and argument, in persuading the house, that, l)y yield-

ing to this claim of the commons, they would divest

themselves of their true greatness, and nothing would
remain but the name and shadow of a peer, which was
but a pageant. Notwithstanding all his oratory, the

lords relinquished their clause, declaring, at the same
time, that they had agreed to pass the bill without

• The French king hearing how liberally Williara was supplied,

eicla'.rno^l, with some emotion, ''My little cousin the prince o(

Orange is tixeJ in the saddle—but, no matter, the last Jjouia tVo?

miLSt cArry iL"
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alteration, merely in regmil to the present urgent state

of aJTairs, as being otberwisc of opinion that they had

a right to insist upon their elanse. A fomial eoniplaint

hciug made in the house of commons against the pam-
phlet entitled, "King William and Queen ilary Con-

querors," as containing assertions of dangerous conse-

quence to their majesties, to the liberty of the subject,

and the peace of the kingdom, the licenser and printer

were taken into custixly. The book being examined,

resolved that it should be burned by the hands of tlie

common hangman, and that the king sliouUl be moved
to dismiss the licenser from his employment. The
same sentence they pronounced upon a pastoral letter

of bishop Bumct, in vrhich this notion of conquest had

been at first asserted. The lords, in order to manifest

their sentiments on the same subject, resolved, That

such an assertion was highly injurious to their majes-

ties, inconsistent with the principles on which the

government was founded, and tending to the subver-

sion of the rights of the people. Bohuu the licenser

was brought to the bar of the house, and discharged

upon his own petition, after having been reprimanded

on his knees by the speaker.

Several members having complained that their ser-

vants had been kidnapped and sent to serve as soldiers

in Flanders, the house appointed a committee to in-

quire into the abuses committed by press-masters; and
a suitable remonstrance was presented to the king, who
expressed his indignation at this practice, and assured

the house that the delinquents should be brought to

exemplary punishment. Understanding however in

the sequel, that the methods taken by his majesty for

preventing this abuse had not proved effectual, they

resumed their inquiry, and proceeded with uncommon
vigour on the information they received. A great num-
ber of persons who had been pressed were discharged

by order of the house ; and captain Winter, the chief

undertaker for this method of recniiting the army, was
carried by the sergeant before the lord chief justice,

that he might be prosecuted according to law.

THE TWO HOUSES ADDRESS THE KIXG.

Before the heats occasioned by this unpopular expe-

dient were allayed, the discontent of the nation was
further inflamed by complaints from Ireland, where lord

Sidney was said to rule with despotic authority. These
complaints were exhibited by sir Francis Brewster, sir

William Gore, sir John ilacgill, lieutenant Stafford,

Mr. Stone, and Mr. Kerne. They were examined at the

bar of the house, and delivered an account of their

grievances in writing. Both houses concurred in this

inquiry; which, being finished, they severally presented

addresses to the king. The lords observed. That there

had been great abuses in disposing of the forfeited

estates; that protections had been granted to the Irish

not included in the articles of Limerick; so that pro-

testants were deprived of the benefit of the law against

them; that the quarters of the army had not been paid

according to the provision made by parliament; that a
mayor had been imposed upon the city of Dublin for two
years successively, contrary to the ancient privileges

and charter; that several persons accused of murder had
been exccntc/1 without proof; and one Sweetman, the

m^st guilty, discharged without prosecution. The com-
mjns spoke more freely in their address; they roundly

explained the abuses and mismanagement of that gov-

ernment, by exposing the protestant subjects to the

free quarter and violence of a licentious anny; by re-

cruiting the troops with Irish papists who had been in

open rebellion against his majesty; by granting protec-

tions to Irish Koman-catholics, whereby the course of

the law was stopped; by reversing outlawries for high
treason not comprehended in the articles of Limerick;

by letting the forfeited estates at undervalue, to

the prejudice of his majesty's revenue; by embezzling
the stores left in the towns and garrisons by the late

king James, as well as the effects belonging to the for-

feited estates, which might have been employed for tho
better preserA-atiou of the kingdom; and, finally, by
making additions to the articles of Limerick after tho
capitulation was signed and the place furrendcred.

They most humbly besought his majesty to redress

these abuses, which had greatly encouraged the papists,

and weakened the protestant interest in Ireland. Tho
king graciously received both addresses, and promised
to pay a particular regard to all remonstrances that
should come from either house of parliament; but no
material step was taken against the lords Sidney, Ath-
lonc, and C'oningsby, who appeared to have engrossed
great part of the forfeitures by gr.ints from the crown;
and even commissioner Culliford, who had been guilty

of the most grievous acts of oppression, escaped with
impunity.

ACCOUNT OF THE PLACE AND TRIENNIAL
PARLIAMENT BILLS.

Tho old whig principle was not yet wholly expelled

from the lower house. The undue influence of the court

was exerted in such an open scandalous manner, as

gave offence to the majority of the commons. In the

midst of all their condescension, sir Edward Ilusscy,

member for Lincoln, brought in a bill touching free and
impartial proceedings in parliament. It was intended

to disable all members ofparliament from enjoying places

of trust and profit, and particularly levelled against the

oflicers of the army and navy, who had insinuated them-
selves into the honse in such numbers, that this was
commonly called the officers' parliament. The bill

passed the house of commons, and was sent up to the

lords, by whom it was read a second time and commit-
ted; but the ministry employing their whole strength

against it, on the report it was thrown out by a majority

of two voices. The earl of Mulgrave again distinguished

himself by his elocution, in a speech that was held in

great veneration by the people; and, among those who
entered a protest in the journals of the house when the

majority rejected the bUl, was prince George of Den-
mark, duke of Cumberland. The court had not col-

lected themselves from the consternation produced by
such a vigorous opposition, when the earl of Shrewsbniy
produced another bill for triennial parliaments, providing

that there should be an annual session; that if, at the

expiration of three years, the crown should not order

tlie writs to be issued, the lord chancellor, or keeper, or

commissioner of the great seal, should issue them ex

officio, and by authority of this act, under severe penal-

ties. The immediate object of this bill was the dissolu-

tion of the present parliament, which had already sat

three sessions, and began to be formidable to the people

from its concessions to the ministry. The benefits that

would accrue to the constitution from the establishment

of triennial parliaments were very well understood, as

these points had been frequently discussed in foi-mer

reigns. The courtiers now objected, that frequent elec-

tions would render the free-holders proud and insolent,

encourage faction among the electors, and entail a con-

tinual expense xipon the member, as he would find him-
self obliged, during the whole time of the sitting, to

behave like a candidate, conscious how soon the time of

election would revolve. In spite of the ministerial in-

terest in the upper house, the bill passed, and contained

a proviso that the present parliament should not con-

tinue an)' longer than the month of January next ensu-

ing. The court renewed its efl'orts against it in the

house of commons, where nevertheless it was carried,

with some alterations which the lords approved. But
all these endeavours were frastrated by the prerogative

of the king, who, by refusing his assent, prevented its

being enacted into a law.

It was at the instigation of the ministry that tho

commons brought in a bill for continuing and explain-

ing certain temporary laws then expiring or expired.

Among these was an act for restraining the liberty of

the press, which owed its original to the reign of Charles
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II., and had teen revived in the first year of the suc-

ceeding reign. The bill passed the lower house without

difficulty, but met with warm opposition in the house of

lords; a good number cf whom protested against it, as

a law that subjected all learning and true information

to the arbitrary will of a mercenary, and perhaps igno-

rant licenser, destroyed the properties of authors, and
extended the e\Tl of monopolies. The bill for regulating

trials was dropped, and, in lieu of it, another produced
for the preservation of their majesties' sacred persons

and government; but this too was rejected by the ma-
jority in consequence of the ministry's secret manage-
ment. The East India company nan'owly escaped dis-

solution. Petitions and counter-petitions were delivered

into the house of commons; the pretensions on both

sides were carefully examined; a committee of the

whole house resolved, that there should be a new sub-

scription of a joint stock, not e.xceeding two millions

five hundred thousand pounds, to continue for one-and-

twenty years. The report was made and received, and
the public expected to see the affair brought to a speedy

issue ; but the company had recoui'se to the same ex-

pedients which had lately proved so successful in the

hands of the ministry. Those who had been the most
warm in detecting their .abuses suddenly cooled ; and
the prosecution of the affair began to languish. Not
but that the house presented an address to his majesty,

praying that he would dissolve the company upon three

years' warning, according to the condition of their char-

ter. He told them he would consider their address,

and they did not further urge their remonstrance. The
bill for ascertaining the commissions and salaries of the

judges, to which the king had refused the royal assent

in the last session, was revived, twice read, and rejec-

ted; and another for preventing the exportation and
melting of the coin, they suffered to lie neglected on

the table. On the fourteenth day of March the king

put an end to the session, after ha^ing thanked the

parliament for so great testimonies of their affection,

and promised the supplies should not be misapplied.

He observed that the posture of affairs called him
abroad, but that he would leave a sufficient number of

troops for the security of the kingdom; he assured

them he would expose his person upon all occasions for

the advantage of these kingdoms; and use his utmost

endeavours to make them a flourishing nation. [See

note I, at the end of this Vol.]

TRIAL OF LORD MOHUN—ALTERATIONS IN
THE MINISTRY.

During the course of this session, lord Mohun was
indicted and tried by the peers in Westminster-hall, as

an accomplice in the murder of one Montford a cele-

brated comedian, the marquis of Cferraarthen acting as

lord-steward upon this occasion. The judges having

l)een consulted, the peers proceeded to give their judg-

ments seriatim, and Mohun was acquitted by a gieat

majority. The king, who from his first accession to

the throne had endeavoured to trim the balance between
^

the whigs and tories, by mingling them together in his

ministry, made some alterations at this period that

savoured of the same policy. The great seal, with the

title of lord keeper, was bestowed upon sir John Somers,

who was well skilled in the law, and in many other

branches of polite and useful literature. He possessed

a remarkable talent for business, in which he exerted

great patience and assiduity; was gentle, candid, and

equitable; a whig in principles, yet moderate, pacific,

aud conciliating. Of the same temper was sir John
Trenehard, now appointed secretary of state. He had

been concerned with the duke ofMonmouth, and escaped

to the continent, where he lived some years; was calm,

sedate, well acquainted with foreign affairs, and con-

sidered as a leading man in his party. These two are

said to have been promoted at the recommendation of

the earl of Sunderland, who had by this time insinuated

himself into the king's favour and confidence; though

his success confirmed the opinion which many enter-

tained of his having betrayed his old master. Tha
leaders of the opposition were sir Edward Seymour,
again become a malcontent, and sir Christopher Mus-
grave, a gentleman of Cumberland, who though an ex-

travagant tory from principle, had refused to concur with

all the designs of the late king. He was a person of a

grave and regular deportment, who had rejected many
oft'ers of the ministry, which he opposed with great vio-

lence; yet on some critical occasions his patriotism gave

way to his avarice, and he yielded up some important

points in consideration of large sums which he received

from the court in secret. Others declared war against

the administration, because they thought their own
talents were not sufficiently considered. Of these the

chief were Paul Foley and Robert Harley. The firet

was a lawyer of good capacity, extensive learning, and
virtuous principles; but peevish, obstinate, and morose.

He entertained a very despicable opinion of the court

;

and this he propagated with equal assiduity and success.

Harley possessed a good fund of learning; was capable

of uncommon application, particularly turned to politics.

He knew the forms of parliament, had a peculiar dex-

terity at protracting and perplexing debates ; and cher-

ished the most aspiring ambition. Admiral Russel was
created treasurer of the household ; but the command of

the fleet was vested in the hands of Killigrew, Delaval,

and Shovel. Sir George Rooke was declared vice-admiral

of the red, and John lord Berkeley of the blue di^nsion

;

their rcar-admh-als were Matthew Aylmer and David
Mitchel.

THE KING ASSEMBLES THE CONFEDERATE
ARMY IN FLANDERS.

The king having visited the fleet and fortifications

at Portsmouth, given instnictions for annoying the

enemy by sea, and left the administration in the hands

of the queen, embarked on the last day of March, near

Gravesend, and arrived in Holland on the third of April.

The troops of the confederates were forthwith ordered

to assemble: but while he was employed in making
preparations for the campaign, the French king actually

took the field, attended by madame de Maintenon, and

all the court ladies. His design was supposed to be

upon some town in Brabant: his army amounted to one

hundred and twenty thousand men, completely aimed,

and abmidantly supplied with .all necessaries for every

sort of military operation. King William immediately

took possession of the strong camp at Parke near Lou-

vain, a situation which enabled him to cover the places

that were most exposed. Understanding that the

French emissaries had sown the seeds of dissension

between the bishop and chapter of Liege, he sent the

duke of Wirtemberg thither, to reconcile the different

parties, and concert measures for the further security

of the place. He reinforced the garrison with nine

battalions ; and the elector palatine lay with his troops

in readiness to march to its relief. William likewise

threw reinforcements into Maestricht, Huy, and Char-

leroy; and he himself resolved to remain on the defen-

sive, at the head of si.xty thousand men, with a numer-

ous train of artillery.

THE FRENCH REDUCE HUY.

Louis having reviewed his army at Gremhlours, and

seen his designs upon Brabant defeated by the diligence

of his antagonist, detached Boufilers with twenty thou-

sand men to the Upper Rhine to join the dauphin, who
commanded in that quarter; then leaving the conduct

of his forces in the Netherlands to the duke de Luxem-
bourg, he returned with his court to ^'ersailles. Im-

mediately after his departure, Luxembourg fixed his

head-quarters at Mildert; and king William stiength-

cned his camp on that side with ten b.att.alions and

eight-and-twenty pieces of cannon. The enemy's con-

voys were frequently surprised by detachments from
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the garrison of Charlcroy; and a large body of horse,

toot, and dragoons, being drafted out of Liege and

Macstricht, took post at Uny, under the comuiiind of

the count de Tilly, so as to straiten the French in their

quarters. These however were dislodged by Luxem-

bourg in person, who obliged the count to pass the Jjwr

with precipitation, leaving behind three squadrons .and

all his baggage, -which fcU into the hands of the enemy.

This check however was balanced by the success of the

duke of Wirtemberg, who, at the head of thirteen battal-

ions of infantry iind twenty squadrons of horse, forced tlio

French lines between the Scheldt and the Lys, and laid

the whole country .is far as Lisle under contrilnition.

On that very day, which was the eighteenth of July,

Luxemlj<iurg marched towards Huy, which was next

morning invested by M. de Villeroy. The other covered

the siege, and secured himself from the allies by lines

of contravallation. Before their batteries began to play,

the town capitulated. On the twenty-third day of the

month the garrison mutined, the castles were surren-

dered, the governor remained a prisoner, and his men
were conducted to Liege. The confederate army ad-

vanced in order to relieve the towni ; but the king being

apprised of its fate, detached ten battalions to reinforce

the garrison of Liege, and next day returned to Neer-

Hespen.

THE DUKE OF LUXEMBOURG RESOLVES TO
ATTACK THE ALLIES.

Luxembourg made a motion towards Liege as if he

had intended to besiege the place; and encamped at

HcUecheim, about seven leagues from the confederates.

Knowing how much they were weakened by the differ-

ent detachments which had been made from their army,

he resolved to attack them in their camp, or at least

fall upon their rear should they retreat at his approach.

On the twenty-eighth day of July he began his march

in four columns, and passed the Jaar near its source,

with an army superior to the allies by five-<ind-thirty

thousand men. The king of England at first looked

upon this motion as a feint to cover the design upon

Liege ; but receiving intelligence that their whole army
was in full march to attack him in his camp, he resolved

to keep his ground, and immediately drew up his forces

in order of battle. His general officers advised him to

repass the Geetc; but he chose to risk a battle, rather

than expose the rear of his army in repassing that river.

His right wing extended as far as Xeer-Winden, along

the Gecte, covered with hedges, hollow ways, and a

small rivulet; the left reached to Neer-Landen; and

these two villages were joined by a slight intrenchment

which the king ordered to be thrown up in the evening.

Brigadier Ramsay, with the regiments of O'Farrel,

Mackay, Lander, Leven and Jlonroe, were ordered to

the right of the whole iirmy, to line some hedges and

hollow ways on the farther side of the -v-illage of Lare.

Six battalions of Brandenburgh were posted to the left

of this village ; and gener.-U Dumont, with the Hano-

verian infantry, possessed the village of Neer-Windcn,

which covered part of the camp, between the main body

and the right wing of the cavalry. Neer-Landen, on

the left, was secured by six battalions of English, Danes,

and Dutch. The remaining infantry was drawn up in

one line behind the intrenchment. The dragoons upon

the left guarded the village of Dormal upon the brook

of Beck, and from thence the left wing of horse extended

to Neer-Landen, where it was covered by this rivulet.

The king having \-i.«ited all the posts on horseback,

and given the necessai-y orders, reposed himself about

two hours in liis coach; and early in the morning sent

for his chaplain, whom he joined in prayer with great

devotion. At sun-rising the enemy appeared drawn

up in order of battle; and the allies began to play their

cannon with good success. About eight in the morning

they att.icked the villages of Lare and Neer-Winden

with great furj-; and twice made themselves masters of

those posts, from whence they were as often repulsed.

The allies still kept their ground; and the duke of Ber-

wick was taken by his uncle brigadier Churchill. Then
the l'"renel> made an attack upon the left wing of the

confederates at Neer-Landen; and after a very obstinate

dispute, were obliged to give way, though they still

kept possession of the avenues. The prince of Conti,

however, renewed the charge with the flower of the

French infantry; and the confederates being over-

])Owered, retreated from the village, leaving the camp
in that part exposed. Villeroy marching this way witli

a body of horse, was encountered and repulsed by the

count D'Arco, general of the Bavarian cuirassiers; and
the duke de Chartres narrowly escaiied being taken.

Meanwhile Luxembourg, the prince of Conti, the count

de Marsin, and the marshal de Joyeuse, charged on the

riglit, and in different parts of the lino with such im-

petuosity as surmovmted all resistance. The camp of

the confederates was immediately filled with French

troops: the villages of Lare and Neer-Windcn were

taken after a long .and desperate dispute. The Hano-

verian and Dutch horse being broken, the king in person

brought the English cavalry to their assistance. They
fought with great gallantry; .and for some time retarded

the fate of the day. The infantry were rallied, and

stood firm imtll all their ammunition was expended.

In a word, they were scarce able to sustain the weiglit

of such a siiperiority in point of number, when the

marquis D'Uarcoiu-t joined the enemy from Huy, with

two-and-twenty fresh squadrons, wliicb immediately

turned the scale in their favour. The elector of Bavaria,

after hiiving made extraordinary efforts, retreated with

gieat difficulty over the bridge to the other side of the

river, where he rallied the troops in order to favour the

retreat of those who had not passed. The king seeing

the battle lost, and the whole army in confusion, retired

with the infantry to Dorraul on the brook of Beck,

where the dragoons of the left wing were posted, and

then ordered the regiments of Wj-ndham, Lumley, and
Galway, to cover his retreat over the bridge at Neer-

Hespen, which he effected with great difficulty. Now
all was tumult, rout, and consternation ; and a great

number of the fugitives threw themselves into the river,

where they were drowned. This had like to liave been

the fate of the brave earl of Athlone ; the duke of Omiond
was wounded in several places, and taken prisoner by
the enemy; and the count de Solmcs was mortally

wounded. Ptolemache brought off the greater part of

the English infantry with great gallantry and conduct

;

as for the baggage, it had been sent to Liege before the

engagement; but the confederates lost sixty pieces of

cannon, and nine mortars, a great number of standards

and colours,* with about seven thousand men killed and

wounded in the action. It must be owned that the allies

fonght witli great valour and perseverance; and that

king William made prodigious eflbrts of courage and
activity to retrieve the fortune of the day. He was
present in all parts of the battle; he charged in person

both on horseback and on foot, where the danger was
most imminent. His penike, the sleeve of his coat,

and the knot of his scarf, were penetrated by three dif-

ferent musket bitUets; and he s.aw a great number of

soldiers fall on every side of him. The enemy bore

witness to his extraordinary v.alour. The prince of

Conti, in a letter to his piincess which was intercepted,

declared that he saw the prince of Orange exposing

himself to the greatest dangers; and that such valour

richly deserv'ed the peaceable possession of the crown
he wore. Yet here, as in every other battle he fought,

his conduct and disposition were severely censured.

Luxembourg having observed the nature of his situation

immediately before the engagement, is said to have
exclaimed, "Now I believe Waldeck is really dead;"

alluding to that general's known sagacity in clioosing

ground for an encampment. Be that as it will, he

* The duke of Lnxerabonrg sent such a number of standards and
ensij^s t'» Pari* diiriuf? the course of this war, that the prince of

C'-'Uti called him the Upholsterer of Notre Dome, a church iu which
those trophies vere di.s[)layed.
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paid dear for his ^ ictory. His loss in officers and men
exceeded that of the allies; and he reaped no solid advan-

tage ffora the battle. He remained fifteen days inactive

at AYaren, whUe king AViUiam recalled the duke of

Wirtemberg, and drafting troops from Liege and other

garrisons, was in a few days able to hazard another
engagement.

CHAKLEROY TAKEN BY THE EXEMY.

Nothing remarkable happened during the remaining
part of the Campaign, until Luxembourg, being rejoined

by Boufflers with a strong reinforcement from the Rhine,

invested Charleroy. He had taken his measures with

such caution and dexterity, that the allies could not

frustrate his operations, without attacking his lines at

a great disadvantage. The king detached the elector

of Bavaria and the duke of AVirtcmberg, with thirty

battalions and forty squadrons, to make a diversion in

Flanders; but they returned in a few days without

having attempted any tiling of consequence. The gar-

rison of Charleroy defended the pUice with surprising

valour, from the tenth of September to the eleventh of

October, during which period they had repulsed the

assailants in several attacks; but at length dcsparing of

relief, the governor capitulated on the most honourable

conditions: the reduction of the place was celebrated

with a Te Deum, and other rejoicings at Paris. Louis

however, in the midst of all his glory, was extremely

mortified when he reflected what little advantage he
had reaped from all his late victories. The allies had
been defeated successively at Fleurus, Steenkirk, and
Landen; yet in a fortnight after each of those battles

AVilliam was always in a condition to risk another

engagement. Formerly Louis had conquered half of

Holland, Flanders, and Franche-Comte, without a battle;

whereas, now he could not with his utmost efforts, and
after the most signal victories, pass the frontiers of the

United Provinces. The conquest of Charleroy concluded

the campaign in the Netherlands, and both armies went
into winter- quarters.

CAMPAIGN ON THE RHINE.

The French army on the Rhine, under De Lorgcs,

passed that river in the month of Jlay at Philipsburgh,

and invested the city of Heidelberg, whidi they took,

plundered, and reduced to ashes. This general com-
mitted numberless barbarities in the Ptdatinate, which
he ravaged without even sparing the tombs of the dead.

The French soldiers on this occasion seem to have been

actuated by the most brutiJ inhumanity. They but-

chered the inhabitants, violated the women, phuidered

the houses, rifled the churches, and murdered the priests

at the altar. Tliey broke open the electoral vault, and
scattered the ashes of that illustrious family about the

streets. Tliey set fire to difierent quarters of the city

;

they stripped about fifteen thousand of the inhabitants,

without distinction of age or sex, and drove them naksd
into the castle, that the garrison might be the sooner

induced to capitulate. There they remained like cattle

in the open air, without food or covering, tortured

between the horrois of their fate and tlie terrors of a

bombardment. AYhou they v.-ere set at liberty, in con-

sequence of the fort's being surrendered, a great number
of them died along the banks of the Neckar, from cold,

hiuiger, anguish, and despair. These enormous cruel-

ties, which would have disgraced the arms of a Tartarian

freebooter, were acted by tlae express command of Louis

XIV. of France, who has been celebrated by so many
venal pens, not only as the greatest monarch, but also

as the most polished prince of Christendom. De Lorgcs

advanced towards the Neckar against the prince of

Baden, who lay encamped on the other side of the river;

but in attempting to pass, he was tvdca repulsed with

considerable damage. The dauphin joining the army,

which now amounted to seventy thousand men, crossed

without opposition; but found the Germans so advan-

tageously posted, that he would not hazard an attack

;

having therefore repassed the river, he secured Stutgard
with a garrison, sent detachments into Flanders and
Piedmont, and returned in August to A'ersaiUes. In
Piedmont the allies were still more unfortunate. The
duke of Savoy and his confederates seemed bent upon
driving the French from Casal and Piguerol. The first

of these places was blocked up, and the other actually

invested. The fort of St. Bridget that covered the place

was taken, and the town bombarded. MeanwhUe
Catinat being reinforced, descended into the plains. The
duke was so apprehensive of Turin that he abandoned
the siege of Pignerol, after haiing blown up the fort,

and marched in quest of the enemy to the plain of Mar-
ttaglia, in the neighbourhood of his capital. On the

fourth daj' of October, the French advanced upon them
from the hills between Orbasson and Prosasque, and a
desperate engagement ensued. The enemy charged
the left wing of the confederates sword in hand with
incredible fury ; though they were once repulsed, they
renewed the attack with such impetuosity that the

Neapolitan and Milanese horse were obliged to give

way, and disordered the German cavalry. These falling

upon the foot, threw the whole wing into confusion.

Meanwhile the main body and the other wing sustained

the charge mthout flinching, untU they were exposed
in flank by the defeat of the cavalry; then the whole
front gave way. In vain the second line was brought
up to sustain them; the horse turned their backs, and
the infantry was totally routed. In a word, the con-

federates were obliged to retire with precipitation,

leaving their cannon and about eight thousand men
killed or wounded on the field of battle. The duke of

Schomberg having l>een denied the post which was his

due, insisted upon fighting at the head of the troops

maintained by tlie king of Great Britain, who were
posted in the centre, and behaved with great gaUantn,-

under the eye of their commander. AVhen the left wing
was defeated, the count de los Torres desired he would
take upon him the command, and retreat with the in-

fantry and right wing; but he refused to act without
the order of his highness, and said things were come to

such a pass that they must either conquer or die. He
continued to animate his men with his voice and exam-
ple, until he received a shot in the thigh. His valet

seeing him fall, ran to his assistance, and called for

quarter, but was killed by the enemj' before he could be
understood. The duke being taken at the same instant,

was afterwards dismissed upon his parole, and in a few
days died at Tui-in,univfersally lamented on account of his

great and amiable quahties. The earl of AVarwick and
Holland, who accompanied him as a volunteer, shared his

fate in being woxmded and taken prisoner; but he sooi>

recovered his health and liberty. This victory was as

unsubstantial as that of Landen, and almost as dear in

the purchase ; for the confederates made an obstinate

defence, and yielded solely to superior number. The
duke of Savoy retreated to Moncalier, and threw a rein-

forcement into Coni, which Catinat would not venture

to besiege, so severelj- had he been handled in the battle.

He therefore contented himself with laying the country

imder contribution, reinforcing the garrisons of Casal,

Pignerol, and Suza, and making preparations for re-

passing the mountains. The news of this victory no
sooner reached Paris, than Louis dispatched M. de Chan-
lais to Turin, with proposals for detaching the duke of

Savoy from the interest of the allies; and the pope, who
was now become a partisan of France, supported (he

negotiation with his whole infiuence; but the French
king had not yet touched upon the right string. The
duke continued deaf to all his addi'csses.

TRANSACTIONS ix HUNGARY and CATALONIA.

France had been alike successful in her intiigucs at

the courts of Rome and Constantinople. The vizier at

the Porte had been converted into a pensionary and
crcatiu-e of Louis; but the war in which the Tmks had
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been so long and unsuccessfully engaged, rendered him
so odious to the peojile, that the grand seignor deposed

him in order to appease their clamours. The English

and Dutch ambassadors at Constantinople forthwith re-

newed their mediation for a peace with the emperor;

but the terms they proposed were still rejected with dis-

dain. In the mcimtimc general lleusler, who comman-
ded the im|)eriallsts at Transylvania, reduced the for-

tresses of Jeno and Villaguswar. In the beginning of

July the due de Croy assumed the chief command of the

German army, passed the Danube and the Siiave, and

invested Belgrade. The siege was eiirried on for some
time with great vigour, but at length abandoned at the

approach of the vizier, who obliged the imperialists to

repass the &uive, and sent out parties which made in-

cursions into Upper-Hungary. The power of France

had never been so conspicuous as at this juncture, when
she maintained a formidable navy at sea, and four great

armies in ditfercnt parts of Europe. Exclusive of the

operations in Flanders, Germany, and Piedmont, the

count dc Xoailles invested Roses in Catalonia, about the

Litter end of May, while at the same time it was blocked

up by the French fleet under the command of the count

D'Etrecs. In a few days the place was surrendered

by capitulation, and the castle of Ampurias met with

the same fate. The iSpanish power was reduced to

such a degree, that Xoailles might have proceeded in

his con<iuests without interruption, had be not been

obliged to detach part of his aimy to reinforce Catinat

in Piedmont.

NAVAL AFFAIRS.

Nothing could be more inglorious for the English

than their operations by sea in the course of this sum-
mer. The king had ordered the admirals to use all

possible despatch in equipping the fleets, that they

might block up the enemy in their own ports and pro-

tect the commerce, which bad suffered severely from

the French privateers. They were however so dila-

tory in their proceedings, that the squadrons of the ene-

my sailed from their harbours before the English fleet

could put to sea. About the middle of May it was as-

sembled at St. Helen's, and took on board five regiments

intended for a descent on Brest; but this enterprise was
never attempted. A\Tien the English and Dutch squa-

drons joined, so as to form a very numerous fleet, the

public expected thej' would undertake some expedition

of importance; but the admirals were divided in opinion,

nor did their orders warrant their executing .any scheme
of consequence. Killigrew and Delaval did not escape

the suspicion of being disafiected to the ser^'ice; and
France was said to have maintained a secret correspon-

dence with the malcontents in England. Louis had
made sui-prising eiforts to repair the damage which his

navy had sustained. He bad purchased several large

vessels and converted them into ships of war; he had
laid an embargo on all the shipping of bis kingdom until

his squadrons were manned; he had made a grand naval

promotion to encourage the officers and seamen; and
this expedient produced a wonderful spirit of activity

and emulation. In the month of May his fleet sailed

to the Mediterranean in three squadrons, consisting of

seventy-one capital ships, besides bomb-ketches, fire-

ships, and tenders.

In the beginning of June, the English and Dutch
fleets sailed down the channel. On the sixth, sir George
Rooke was detached to the Straits with a squadron of

three-and-twenty ships as convoy to the MediteiTan-

ean trade. The grand fleet returned to Torbay, while

he pursued his voyage, having taken under his protec-

tion about four himdred merchant ships belonging to

England, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, Hamburgh, and
Flanders. On the sixteenth his scouts discovered part

of the French fleet under Cape St. Vincent; next day
their whole navy appeared, to the amount of eighty sail.

Sixteen of these plied up to the English squadron, while

the vice-admiral of the white stood off to sea to intercept
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the ships under convoy. Sir George Rooke, by the ad-

vice of the Dutch vice-admiral \'andcrgoes, resolved if

possible to avoid an engagement, which could only tend

to their absolute ruin. Ho forthwith sent orders to

the small ships that were near the land to jmt into the

neighbouring ports of Faro, St. Luear, and Cadiz, while

he himself stood off with an easy sail for the proteetiun

of the rest. About six in tlic evening, ten sail of the

enemy came up with two Dutch shi] s of war comman-
ded by the cajjtains Scbrijver and \ander-Poel, who
seeing no possibility of escaping, tricked in shore, and,

thus drawing tlic French after tliem, helped to save the

rest of the fleet. AVlien attacked they made a most

desi)erate defence, but at 1 ist were overpowered by
numbers and taken. An English ship of war and a

rich pinnace were burned; nine-and-twenty merchant

vessels were taken, and about fifty destroyed by the

cotints do Tourville and D EtrCes. Seven of the largest

Smynia ships fell into the hands of M. de Coctlegon,

and four he sunk in the bay of Gibraltar. The value

of the loss sustained on this occasion amoimted to one

million sterling. Meanwhile Rooke stood off with a

fresh gale, and on the nineteenth sent home the Lark
ship of war with the news of his misfortune; then he

bore away for the Madeiras, where having taken in

wood and water, be set sail for Ireland, and on tlie (bird

day of August arrived at Cork with fifty sail, including

shij)s of war and trading vessels. He detached captain

Fairborne to ICinsale with all his squadron except si.x

ships of the line, with which, in pursuance of orders,

he joined the great fleet then cniising in the chops of

the channel. On the twenty-fifth day of August they

returned to St. Helen's, and the four regiments were

landed. On the nineteenth day of September, fifteen

Dutch ships of the line and two frigates set sail for

Holland; and twenty-six sail, with seven fire-ships,

were assigned as guard-ships during the winter.

EXPEDITION TO THE WEST INDIES.

The French admirals, instead of pursuing Rooke to

Madeira, made an unsuccessful attempt upon Cadiz, and

bombarded Gibraltar, where the merchants sunk their

ships that they might not fall into the hands of the

enemy. Then they sailed along the coast of Spain, de-

stroyed some English and Dutch vessels at Malaga,

Alicant, and other places, and returned in triumph to

Toulon. About this period sir Francis AVhecler re-

turned to England with his squadron from an unfortu-

nate expedition in the West Indies. In conjunction with

colonel Codi'ington, governor of the Leeward Islands, lie

made unsuccessful attempts upon the islands of Marti-

nique and Dominique. Then he sailed to Boston in

New England with a view to concert an expedition

against Quebec, which was judged impracticable. He
afterwards steered for Placentia in Newfoundland, which

he would have attacked without hesitation; but the de-

sign was rejected by a majority of voices in the council

of war. Thus disappointed, he set sail for England, and
arrived at Portsmouth in a very shattered condition, the

greater part of his men having died in the course of this

voyage.

BEXCOW BOMBARDS ST. MALOES.

In November another effort was made to annoy the

enemy. Commodore Benbow sailed with a squadron of

twelve capital ships, four bomb-ketches, and ten brigan-

tinos, to tlie coast of St. Maloes, and anchoring within

half a mile of the town, cannonaded and bombarded it

for three days successively. Then his men landed on

an island where they burned <a convent. On the nine-

teenth they took the advantage of a dark night, a fresli

gale, and a strong tide, to send in a fire-ship of a parti-

cular contrivance, styled the Infenial, in order to burn

the town; but she stnick upon a rock before she arrived

at the place, and the engineer was obliged to set her on

fire and retreat. She continued burning for some time,

H
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and at last blew up -with such an explosion as shook the

whole town like an cartliquake, unroofed three hundred
houses, and broke all the glass and earthenware for

three leagues around. A capstan that weighed two
hundred pounds was transported into the place, and
falling upon a house, levelled it to the ground; the

greatest part of the wall towards the sea tumbled down;
and the inhabitants were overwhelmed with consterna-

tion, so that a small number of troops might have taken
possession williout resistance, but there was not a soldier

on board. Nevertheless the sailors took and demolished

Quince-fort, and did considerable damage to the town of

St. Maloes, which had been a nest of privateers that in-

fested the English commerce. Though this attempt was
executed with great spirit and some success, the clamours
of the people became louder and louder. They scrupled

not to say that the councils of the nation were betrayed;

and their suspicions rose even to the secretary's office.

They observed, that the French werepreviously acquain-

ted with all the motions of the English, and took their

measures accordingly for their destruction. They col-

lected and compared a good number of particulars that

seemed to justify their suspicion of treachery. But the

misfortunes of the nation in all probability arose from a

motley ministry divided among themselves, who, instead

of acting in concert for the public good, employed all

their influence to' thwart the views and blacken the re-

putations of each other. The people in general exclaimed

against the mai-quis of C'jermarthen, the carls of Not-

tingham and Eochester, who had acquired great credit

with the queen, and, from their hatred to the whigs,

betrayed the interests of the nation.

THE FRENCH KING HAS EECOUESE TO THE
MEDIATION OF DENMii.RK.

But if the English were discontented, the French
were miserable in spite of all their victories. That
kingdom laboured under a dreadful famine, occasioned

partly from unfavoiu'able seasons, and partly from the

war, which had not left hands sufficient to cultivate the

ground. Notwithstanding all the diligence and provi-

dence of their ministiy in bringing supplies of coi-n from
Sweden and Denmark, their care in regulating the price

and furnishing the markets, their liberal contributions

for the relief of the indigent, multitudes perished of want,

and the whole kingdom was reduced to poverty and dis-

tress. Louis pined in the midst of his success. He saw
his subjects exhausted by a ruinous war, in which they
had been involved by his ambition. He tampered with
the allies apart, in hopes of dividing and detaching them
from the grand confederacy; he' solicited the northern

crowns to engage as mediators for a general peace. A
memorial was actually presented by the Danish minister

to king William, by which it appears that the French
king would have been contented to pm'chase a peace
with some considerable concessions ; but the terms were
rejected by the king of England, whose ambition and re-

venge were not yet gratified, and whose subjects, though
heavily laden, could still bear additional bm-dens.
The Jacobites had been very attentive to the progress

of dissatisfaction in England, which they fomented with
their usual assiduity. The late declaration of king
James had been couched in such imperious terms as

gave oft'ence even to some of those who favoured his

interest. The earl of Middleton therefore, in the be-

ginning of the year, repaired to St. Germain's and ob-

tained another, which contained the promise of a general

pardon without exception, and every other concession

that a British subject could demand of his sovereign.

About the latter end of May, two men named Canning
and Dormer were apprehended for dispersing copies of

this paper, tried at the Old Bailey, found guilty of not

only dispersing but also of composing a false and sedi-

tious libel, sentenced to pay five hundred marks a-piece,

to stand three times in the pillory, and find sureties for

their good behaviour. But no circumstance reflected

more disgrace on this reign than the fate of Anderton,

the supposed printer of some tracts against the govem-
racnt. He was brought to trial for high treason ; ho
made a vigorous defence in spite of the insults and dis-

couragement ho sustained from a partial bench. As
nothing but presumptions appeared against him, the

jui-y scrupled to bring in a verdict that would aifect his

life, until they were reviled and reprimanded by judge
Treby, then they found hun guilty. In v.ain recourse

was had to the queen's mercy ; he suffered death at Ty-
burn, and left a paper protesting solemnly against the

proceedings of the court, which he affirmed was ap-

pointed not to try but to convict him, and petitioning

heaven to forgive his penitent jury. The severity of

the government was likewise exemplified in the case of

some adventurers, who having equipped privateers to

cruise upon the English, under joint commissions from

the late king James and Louis XIV., happened to he

taken by the English ships of war. Dr. Oldys, the

king's advocate, being commanded to proceed against

them as guilty of treason and piracy, refused to com-
mence the prosecution ; and gave his opinion in writ-

ing that they were neither traitors nor pirates. He
supported his opinion by arguments before the council;

these were answered by Dr. Littleton, who succeeded
him in the office from which he was dismissed; and the

prisoners were executed as traitors. The Jacobites did

not faU to retort those arts upon the government which
their adversaries had so successfully practised in the

late reign. They inveighed agauist the vindictive spirit

of the administration, and taxed it with encouraging in-

formers and fidsc witnesses—a charge for which there

was too much foundation.

The friends of James in Scotland still continued to

concert designs in his favour; but their coiTespondence

was detected, and their aims defeated, by the vigilance

of the ministry in that kingdom. Secretary Johnston
not only kept a watchful eye over all their transactions,

but by a dexterous management of court liberality and

favour, appeased the discontents of the presbyterians

so efi'ectnallj', that the king ran no risk in assembling

the parliament. Some offices were bestowed upon tlie

leaders of the kirk party, and the duke of Hamilton,

being reconciled to the government, was appointed com-

missioner. On the eighteenth day of April the session

was opened, and the king's letter, replete with the most
cajoling expressions, being read, the parliament pro-

ceeded to exhibit undeniable siiecimens of then- good

humour. They drew up a very affectionate answer to

his majesty's letter; they voted an addition of six new
regiments to the standing forces of the kingdom; they

granted a supply of above one hundi'ed and fifty thou-

sand pounds sterling to his majesty; they enacted a

law for lev3-ing men to serve on board the royal navy;
they fined all absentees, whether lords or commons, and
vacated the seats of aU those commissioners who refused

to take the oath of assurance, which was equivalent to

an abjuration of king James; they set on foot an in-

quii-y about an intended invasion; they published some
intercepted letters supposed to be wi-itten to king James
by Nevil Payne, whom they committed to prison and
threatened with a trial for high treason ; but he eluded

the danger by threatening in his turn to impeach those

who had made their peace with the goveniment; they

passed an act for the comprehension of such of the epis-

copal clergy as should condescend to take the oaths by
the tenth day of July. All that the general assembly re-

quired of them was, an offer to subscribe the confession

of faith, and to acknowledge presbytery as the only

government of the Scottish church ; but they neither

submitted to these terms, nor took the oaths within the

limited time, so that they forfeited all legal right to

their benefices. Nevertheless they continued in pos-

session, and even received private assurances of the

king's protection. It was one of William's political

maxims to court his domestic enemies; but it was never

attended with any good effect. This indulgence gave
offence to the presbyterians, and former distractions be-

gan to revive.
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THE KING EETORNS TO ENGLAND.

TIio king ha\'iiig prevailed upon the states-general

to augment their land forces and nary for the service

of the ensuing campaign, embarkcil for England, and

arrived at Kensington on the thirtieth day of October.

Finding the people elamorous and discontented, the trade

of the nation decayed, the affairs of state mismanaged,

and the ministers recriminating upon one another, he

perceived the necessity of changing hiuids, and resolved

to take his measures accordingly. Sunderland, his chief

counsellor, represented that the tories were averse to

the continuance of a war which had been productive of

nothing but damage and disgrace; whereas, the whigs

wore much more tractable, and would bleed freely,

partly from the terror of invasion and popery, partly

from the ambition of being courted by the crown, and

p.\rtly from the prospect of advantage, in advancing

money to the government on the funds establislied by

parliament; for that sort of traflic which obtained the

appellation of the monied interest was altogether a whig-

gish institution. The king revolved these observations

in his own mind; and, in the meirntime, the parliament

met on the seventh day of November, pursuant to the

l:ist prorogation. In his speech, ho expressed his resent-

ment against those who were the authors of the miscar-

riages at sea; represented the necessity of increasing

the land forces and the navy; mid demanded a suitable

supply for these purposes. In order to pave the way
to their condescension, ho had already dismissed from

his council the earl of Nottingham, who, of all his minis-

ters, was the most odious to the people. His place

would have been immediately filled with the earl of

tfhrewsbury; but that nobleman suspecting this was a

change of men rather than of measures, stood aloof for

some time, until he received such assurances from the

king as quieted his scruples, and then he accepted the

office of secretary. The lieutenancy for the city of

London, and all other conmiissions over England, were

altered with a view to favour the whig interest; and

the individuals of that party were indulged with many
places of trust and profit; but the tories were too power-

ful in the house of commons to be exasperated, and there-

fore a good number of them were retiiined in office.

BOTH HOUSES INQUIRE INTO THE MISCAR-
RIAGES BY SEA.

On the sixth day of the session, the commons unani-

mously resolved to support their majesties and their

government; to inquire into miscarriages; and to con-

sider of means for preserving the trade of the nation.

The Turkey company was summoned to produce the

petitions they had delivered to the commissioners of the

Admiralty for convoy: lord Falkland, who sat at the

head of that board, gave in copies of all the orders and

directions sent to sir Greorgc Rooke concerning the

Str.aits fleet, together with a list of all the ships at that

time in commission. It appeared, in the course of this

inquiry, that the miscarriage of Rooke 's fleet was in a

great measure owing to the misconduct of the admirals,

and the neglect of the victualling-office; but they were
screened by a majority. Mr. Harley, one of the com-
missioners for taking and stating the public accounts,

delivered a report, which contained a charge of pecula-

tion against lord Falkland. Kainsford, receiver of the

riffhl? and perquisites of the na\'y, confessed that he

had received and paid more money than that which was
cliarged in the accounts; and, in particular, that he had

paid four thousand pounds' to lord Falkland by his

majesty's order. This lord had acknowledged before the

commissioners, that he had paid one hali° of the sum,

by the king's order, to a person who was not a member
of either house; and that the remainder was still in his

hands. Rjiinsford owned he had the original letter

which ho received from Falkland, demanding the money;
and this nobleman desiring to see it, detained the vouch-

er; a ciroiimstance that incensed the commons to such

a degree, that a motion was mado for committing liim
to the Tower, and debated with groat warmth, but was
at last over-ruled by the majority. Nevertheless, they
agreed to make liim sensible of their displeasure, and
he was reprimanded in his place. The house of lords
having also inquired into the causes of the miscarriages
at sea, very violent debates arose, and at length the
majority resolved, that the admirals had done well in

the execution of tho orders they had received. This
was a triumph over the whig lords, wlio had so eagerly
prosecuted the affair, and now i)rotested against the re-

solution not witlujut great appearance of reason. The
next step of the lords was to exculpate the earl of J^ot-

tingham, as tlie blamo seemed to lie with him on tho
supposition that the admirals were innocent. With a
view therefore to transfer this blame to Trenchard, the
whiggish secretary, the earl gave tho house to under-
stand that ho had received intelligence frodfrParis in tho
beginning of June, containing a list of the enemy's fleet

and the time of their sailing; that this was communi-
cated to a committee of the council, and particularly im-
parted to secretary Trenchard, whose province it was to

transmit instructions to the admirals. Two conferences
passed on this subject between the lords and commons.
Trenchard delivered in his defence in writing; and was
in his turn screened by the whole efforts of the ministry,
in which the whig influence now predominated. Thus
an inquiry of such national consequence, which took
its rise from the king's own expression of resentment
against the delinquents, was stifled by the arts of the
court, because it was likely to affect one of its creatures

;

for, though there was no premeditated treachery in the
case, the interest of the public was certiiinly sacrificed

to tho mutual animosity of the ministers. The charge
of lord Falkland being resumed in the house of commons,
he appeared to have begged and received of the king
the remaining two thousand pounds of money which had
been paid by Eainsford : he was therefore declared guilty
of a high misdemeanor and breach of trust, and commit-
ted to the Tower; from whence however he was in two
days discharged upon his petition.

VAST SUMS GRANTED FOR THE SERVICES
OF THE ENSUING YEAR.

Harley, Foley, and Harcourt, presented to the house
a state of the receipts and issues of the revenue, together
with two reports from the commissioners of accounts
concerning sums issued for secret sei-vices, and to mem-
bers of parliament. This was a discovery of the most
scandalous practices in the mysteiy ofcorruption, equally
exercised on the individuals of both parties, in occasional
boimties, grants, |)laces, pensions, equivalents, and ad-
ditional salaries. The malcontents therefore justly
observed, the house of commons was so managed that
the king could baffle any bill, quash all grievances, stifle

accounts, and rectify the articles of Limerick. When
the commons took into consideration the estimates and
supplies of the ensuing year, the king demanded forty

thousand men for the na-vy, and above one hundred
thousand for tho purposes of tho land service. Before
tho house considered these enormous demands, they
granted four hundi'ed thousand pounds by way of ad-
vance, to quiet the clamoui-s of the seamen, who were
become mutinous and desperate for want of pay, up-
wards of one million being due to them for wages. Then
the commons voted the number of men required for the
navy; but they were so ashamed of that for the army,
that they thouglit it necessary to act in such a manner
as should imply that they still retained some regard for

their country. Tliey called for all tho treaties subsist-
ing between the king and his allies; they examined the
different proportions of the troops furnished by tho re-

spective powers; they considered the intended augmen-
tations, and fixed the establislnncnt of the year at fimr-

Bcore and three thousand, one Imndred, and twenty-one
men, including officers. For tlie mamtenance of these

they allotted the sum of two millions, five hundred and
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thirty tlaonsaiid, five Imnclred and nine pounds. They
granted two millions for the nary, and about five hun-

dred thousand pounds, to make good the deficiencies of

the annuity and poll bills; so that the supplies for the

year amounted to about five millions and a half, raised

by a land-tax of four shillings in the pound, by two
more lives in the annuities, a further excise on beer, a
new duty on salt, and a lottery.

Though the malcontents in parliament could not with-

stand this torrent of profusion, they endeavoured to dis-

tress the court interest, by reviving the popular bills of

the preceding session; such as that for regulating trials

in cases of high treason, the other for the more frequent

calling and meeting of parliaments, .and that concerning
free and impartial proceedings in parliament. The first

was neglected in the house of lords; the second was
rejected; the third was passed by the commons, on the

supposition Wiat it would be defeated in the other house.

The lords returned it with certain amendments, to which
the commons would not agree: a conference ensued; the

peers receded from their corrections, and passed the bill,

to which the king however refused his assent. Nothing
covJd be more unpopular and dangerous than such a step

at this junature. The commons, in order to recover

some credit with the people, determined to disapprove

of his majesty's conduct. The house formed itself into

a committee, to t.ake the state of the kingdom into con-

sideration. They resolved, that whoever advised the

king to refuse the royal assent to that bill, was an enemy
to their majesties and the kingdom. They likewise pre-

sented an address, expressing their concern that he had
not given his consent to the bill; and beseeching his

majesty to hearken for the future to the advice of his

parliament, rather than to the counsels of particular

persons, who might have private interests of their own,
separate from those of his majesty and his people. The
king thanked them for their zeal, professed a warm re-

gard for their constitution, and assured them he would
look upon :>11 parties as enemies who should endeavour

to lessen the confidence subsisting between the sovereign

and the people. TIic members in the opposition were
not at all satisfied with this general reply. A day be-

ing appointed to take it into consideration, a warm de-

bate was maintained with equal eloquence and acrimony.

At length the question being put that an addi-ess should

be made for a more explicit answei", it passed in the

negative by a great majority.

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE BANK OF ENGL.4.ND.

Tlie city of London petitioned that a parliamentary

provision should be made for the orphans, whose fortunes

they had scandalously squandered away. Such an ap-

plication had been made in the preceding session, and
rejected with disdain, as an imposition on the public;

but now those scruples were removed, and the house

passed a bill for this purpose, consisting of many clauses,

extending to different charges on the city lands, aque-

ducts, and personal estates; imposing duties on binding

apprentices, constituting freemen, as also upon wines

and coals imported into London. On the twenty third

day of March these bills received the royal assent ; and
the king took that opportunity of recommending des-

patch, as the season of the year was far advanced, and
the enemy diligently employed in making preparations

for an early campaign. The scheme of a national bank,

like those of Amsterdam and Genoa, had been recom-
mended to the ministry as an excellent institution, as

well for the credit and security of the government, as

the increase of trade and circulation. One project was
invented by Dr. Hugh Cliaraberlain, proposing the cir-

culation of tickets on land security; but Wilham Pater-

son was author of that which was earned into execution,

by the interest of Michael Godfrey and other active

projectors. The scheme was fomided on the motion of

a transferable fund, and a circulation by bill on the cre-

dit of a large capital. Forty merchants subscribed to

the amount of five hundred thousand pounds, as a fund

of ready money, to circulate one million at eight per

cent, to be lent to the government ; and even this fund
of ready money bore the same interest, '\^^len it was
properly digested in the cabinet, and a majority in par-

liament secured for its reception, the undertakers for

the court introduced it into the house of commons, and
expatiated upon the national advantages that would
acci'ue from such a measure. They said it would rescue

the nation out of the hands of extortioners and usurers,

lower interest, raise the v.ilue of land, revive and esta-

blish public credit, extend circulation, consequently im-

prove commerce, facilitate the annual supplies, and con-

nect the people the more closely with the government.

The project was violently opposed by a strong party,

who aflirmed that it would become a monopoly, and en-

gross the whole money of the kingdom; that, as it must
infallibly be subservient to goverament views, it might
be employed to the worst purposes of arbitrary power;

that instead of assisting it would weaken commerce,
by tempting people to withdraw their money from trade

and employ it in stock-jobbing; that it would produce

a swann of brokers and jobbers to prey upon their fel-

low-creatures, encourage fraud and gaming, and further

coiTupt the morals of the nation. Notwithstanding

these objections, the bill made its way through the two
houses, establishing the funds for the security and ad-

vantage of the subscribers; empowering their majesties

to incorporate them by the name of the governor and
company of the bank of England, under a proviso, that

at any time after the first day of August, in the year

one thousand seven hundred and five, upon a year's

notice, and the repayment of the twelve bundi'ed thou-

sand pounds, the said corporation should cease and deter-

mine. The bill likewise contained clauses of appropria-

tion for the services of the public. The whole subscription

was filled in ten d.ays after its being opened ; and the

court of directors completed the payment before the ex-

piration of the time prescribed by the act, .although they

did not call in more than seven hundred and twenty
thousand pounds of the money subscribed. All these

funds proving inadequate to the estimates, the commons
brought in a bill to impose stamp duties upon all vellum,

parchment, and paper, used in almost eveiy kind of in-

tercourse between man and man; and they crowned the

oppression of the year with another ginevous tax upon
carriages, under the name of a bill for licensing and
regulating hackney and stage coaches.

EAST INDIA COMPANY'S CHAETER.

The commons, in a clause of the bill for taxing several

joint-stocks, provided, that in case of a default in the

payment of that tax, within the time limited by the act,

the charter of the company so failing should be deemed

void and forfeited. The East India company actually

neglected their payment, and the public imagined the

ministiy would seize this opportunity of dissolving a

monopoly against which so many complaints had been

made; but the directors understood their own strength;

and, instead of bemg broken, obtained the promise of a

new charter. This was no sooner known, than the con-

troversy between them and their advers-iries was revived

with such animosity, that the council thought proper

to indulge both patties with a hearing. As this pro-

duced no resolution, the merch.ants who opposed the

company petitioned, that, in the meanwhile, the new
charter might be suspended. Addresses of the same

kind were presented by a great number of clothiers,

linen-drapei-s, and other dealers. To these a written

answer was published by the company; the merchants

printed a reply, in which they undertook to prove that

the company had been guilty of unjust and unwan-ant-

able actions, tending to the scandal of religion, the dis-

honour of the nation, the reproach of our laws, the

oppression of the people, and the ruin of trade. They
observed, that two private ships had exported in one

year three times as many cloths as the company had

exported in three years. They ofl'ered to send more
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cloth and English merchandise to the Indies in one year

than the company had exported in five; to furnish the

government with five hundred tons of saltpetre for less

tlian one half of the usual price ; and they represented,

that the company could neither load the ships they
petitioned for in England, nor reload them in the East
Indies. In spite of all these remonstrances, the new
charter passed the great seal; though the grants con-

tiiined in it wore limited in such a manner that they
(lid not amount to an exclusive privilege, and subjected

the company to such alterations, restrictions, and quali-

lications, as the king should direct before the twenty-
ninth day of ^ptember. This indulgence, and other

favours granted to the company, were privately pur-

chased of the ministry, and became productive of a loud

outcry against the government. The merchants pub-
lished a jouni.al of the whole transaction, and petitioned

the house ofcommons that their liberty of trading to the

Eiist Indies might be confirmed by parliament. Another
petition was presented by the company, praying that

their charter might receive a parliamcntar)- sanction.

Both p.\rties employed all their address in making pri-

vate application to the members. The house having
examined the different charters, the book of their new
snbscriptions, and every particular relating to the com-
pany, resolved that all the subjects of England had an
equal right to trade to the East Indies unless prohibited

by act of parliament.

GENERAL NATURALIZATION BILL.

But nothing engrossed the attention of the public

more than a bill which was brought into the house for

a general natnralization of all foreign protestants. The
advocates for this measure alleged. That great part of

the lands of Engl.ind lay uncultivated; that the strength

of a nation consisted in the number of inhabitants; that

the people were thinned by the war and foreign voyages,

and required an extraordinary supply; that a great num-
ber of protestants, persecuted in France and other coun-

tries, would gladly remove to a land of freedom, and
bring along with them their wealth and manufactures;

that the community had been largely repaid for the

protection granted to those refugees who had already

settled in the kingdom. They had introduced several

new branches of manufacture, promoted industry, and
lowered the price of labour; a circumstance of the ut-

most importance to trade, oppressed as it was with taxes,

and exposed to uncommon hazard from the enemy.
The opponents of the bill urged with great vehemence.
That it would cheapen the birthright of Englishmen ; that

the want of culture was owing to the oppression of the

times; that foreigners being admitted into the privileges

of the British trade, wotdd grow wealthy at the expense
of their benefactors, and transfer the fortunes they had
gained into their native country ; that the reduction in

the price of labour would be a national grievance, while

so many thousands of English manufacturers were star-

ving for want of employment, and the price of provisions

continued so high that even those who were employed
could scarce supply their families with bread; that the

real design of the bill was to make such an accession to

the dissenters as would render them an equal match in

the body politic for those of the church of England; to

create a greater dependence on the crown, and, in a word,

to supply a foreign head with foreign members. Sir

John Knight, a member of the house, in a speech upon
this subject, exaggerated the bad consequences that

would attend such a bill, with all the wit and virolence

3f satire: it was printed and dispersed through the king-

dom, and raised such a flame among the people as had
not appeared since the revolution. They exclaimed,

that all offices would be conferred upon Dutchmen, who
would become lord-danes, and prescribe the modes of

religion and government ; and they extolled sir John
Knight as the saviour of the nation. The courtiers, in-

censed at the progress of this cLimour, complained in

the horse of the speech which had been printed; and sir

John was threatened with expulsion and imprisonment.
He therefore thought proper to disown the paper, which
was burned by the hands of the common hangman.
This sacrifice served only to increase the popular dis-

turbance, which rose to sucli a height of violence, that
the court party began to tremble; and the bill was
dropped for the present.

Lord Coningsby and Mr. Torter had committed the
most flagrant acts of oppression in Ireland. Tliese had
been explained during the last sussiun by the gentle-
men who appealed against the administration of lord
t'idncy, but they were screened by the ministry; and
therefore the e;irl of Bellamont now impeached them in

the house of commons, of which he and they were mem-
bers. After an examination of the articles exhibited

against them, the commons, who were by this time at

the devotion of the court, declared, that, considering

the state of affairs iu Ireland, they did not think them
fit grounds for an impeachment.— In the course of this

session, the nation sustained another misfortune in the

fate of sir Francis Wheeler, wlio had been appointed

commander-in-chiefof the Mediterranean squadron. Ho
received instructions to take under his convoy the mer-
chant ships bound to Turkey, Spain, ami Italy ; to cniise

thirty days in a certain latitude for the protection of

tlie .Spanish plate fleet homeward bound; to leave part

of his squadron at Cadiz as convoy to the trade for Eng-
land; to proceed with the rest to the Mediterranean; to

join the .Spanish fleet in his retuni ; and to act in concert

with them, until he should be joined by the fleet from
Turkey and the Straits, and accompany them back to

England. About the latter end of October he set sail

from Saint Helen's, and in January arrived at Cadiz

with the ships under his convoy. There leaving rear-

admiral Hopson, he proceeded for the Mediterranean.

In the bay of Gibraltar he was overtaken by a dreadful

tempest, under a lee-shore, which he could not possibly

weather, and where the ground was so foul that no

anchor would hold. This expedient however was tried.

A great number of ships were driven ashore, and many
perished. The admiral's ship foimdered at sea, and he

and all his crew were buried in the deep, except two
Moors who were miraculously preserved. Two other

ships of the line, three ketches, and six merchant ships

were lost. The remains of the fleet were so much
shattered, that, instead of prosecuting their voyage, they

returned to Cadiz in order to be refitted, and sheltered

from the attempts of the French squadrons, which were

still at sea under the command of Chateau-Eenaud and

Gabaret. On the twenty -fifth day of April, the king

closed the session with a speech in the usu.al stylo, and

the parliament was prorogued to the eighteenth day of

September. [See note K, at the end of this Vol.J

THE ENGLISH ATTEMPT TO MAKE A DE.SC'ENT
IN CAMARET-BAY.

Louis of France being tired of the war, which had im-

poverished his country, continued to tamper with the

duke of Savoy, and, by the canal of the pope, made some

offers to the king of Spain, which were rejected. Mean-

while he resolved to stand upon the defensive during

the ensuing campaign, in every part but Catalonia, where

his whole naval force might co-operate with the count

de Noailles, who commanded the land army. King Wil-

liam having received intelligence of the design upon

Barcelona, endeavoured to prevent the junction of tho

Brest and Toulon squadrons, by sending Kussel to sea

as early as the fleet could be in a condition to sail ; but

before he arrived at Portsmouth, the Brest squadron had

quitted that harbour. On the third day of May tlic

admiral sailed from St. Helen's with the combined squa-

drons of England and Holland, amotmting to ninety

ships of the line, besides frigates, fire-ships, and tenders.

He detached captain Pritchard of the Monmouth with

two fire-sliips, to destroy a fieet of French merchant

ships near Conquct-hay; and this service being per-

formed, he returned to St. Helen's, wlierc ho liad loft
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sir Cloudesley Shovel with a squadron, to take on board

a body of land forces intended for a descent upon the

coast of France. These being embarked under the

command of general Ptolemache, the whole fleet sailed

again on the twenty-ninth of May. The land and sea

officers, in a council of war, agreed that part of the fleet

designed for this expedition should separate from the

rest and proceed to Camaret-bay, where the forces should

be landed. On the fifth day of June, lord Berkeley,

who commanded this squadi'on, parted with the grand

fleet, itad on the seventh anchored between the bays of

Camaret and Bertamne. Next day the marquis of Ca;r-

marthen, afterwai-ds duke of Leeds, who served under

Berkeley as rear-admiral of the blue, entered Camaret-

bay with two large ships and six frigates, to cover the

troops in landing. The French had received intelli-

gence of the design, and taken such precautions, under
the conduct of the celebrated engineer Vauban, that the

English were exposed to a ten'ible fire from new erected

batteries, as well as from a strong body of ti'oops, and

though the ships cannonaded them with great vigour,

the soldiers could not maintain any regularity in land-

ing. A good number were killed in the open boats be-

fore they reached the shore; and those who landed

were soon repulsed, in spite of all the endeavom-s of

general Ptolemache, who received a wound in the thigh,

which proved mortal. Seven hundred soldiers are said

to have been lost on this occasion, besides those who
were kUlcd on board of the ships. The Monk ship

of wai' was towed off with great difficulty; but a

Dutch frigate of thirty guns fell into the hands of the

enemy.
After this unfortunate attempt, lord Berkeley, with

the advice of a council of war, sailed back for England,

and at St. Helen's received orders from the queen to call

a comicil, and deliberate in what manner the ships and
forces might be best employed. They agreed to make
some attempt upon the coast of Normandy. With this

view they set sail on the fifth day of July. They bom-
barded Dieppe, and reduced the greatest part of the

town to ashes. Thence they steered to Havre-de-Grace,

which met with the same fate. They harassed the

French troops who marched after them along shore.

They alarmed the whole coast, and filled every town
with such consternation that they would have been
abandoned by the inhabitants had not they been detained

by militaiy force. On the twenty-sixth of July, lord

Berkeley returned to St. Helen's, where he quitted the

fleet, and the command devolved upon sir Cloudesley

Shovel. This officer having received instructions to

make an attempt upon Dunkirk, sailed round to the

Downs, where he was joined by M. Meesters, with six-

and-twenty Dutch pilots. On the twelfth of September
he appeared before Dunkirk; and next day sent in the

Charles gaUey, with two bomb-ketches, and as many of

the machines called iufemals. These were set on fire

without eflect, and the design miscarried; then Shovel

steered to Calais, which having bombarded with little

success, he returned to the coast of England; and the

bomb-ketches and machines were sent into the river

Thames.

ADMIRAL KUSSEL EELIEVES BAECELONA.

During these transactions, admiral Eussel with the

grand fleet sailed for the Mediten-anean; and being

joined by rear-admiral Neville from Cadiz, together with

Callemberg and Evertzen, he steered towards Barce-

lona, which was besieged by the French fleet and army.

At his approach, Tourvillc retired with precipitation

into the harbour of Toulon; and Noailles abandoned his

enterprise. The Spanish aflPairs were in such a deplo-

rable condition, that without this timely assistance the

kingdom must have been undone. '\\Tiile he continued

in the Mediterranean, the French admiral durst not ven-

ture to appear at sea, and all his projects were discon-

certed. After having asserted the honour of the British

flag in those seas during the whole summer, he sailed

in the beginning of November to Cadiz, where, by an

express order of the king, he passed the winter, during

which he took such precautions for preventing Tour\'ille

from passing the Straits, that he did not think proper to

risk the passage.

CAMPAIGN IN FLANDERS.

It will now be necessary to describe the operations on

the contment. In the middle of May king William

arrived in Holland, where he consulted with the states-

general. On the tbii-d day of Juno he repaired to Beth-

Icm-abbey near Louvain, the place appointed for the

rendezvous of the army ; and there he was met by the

electors of Bavaria and Cologn. In a few days a nume-
rous army was assembled, and every thing seemed to

promise an active campaign. On the third day of June

the dauphin assumed the command of the French forces,

with which Luxembourg had taken post between Mons
and Maubeuge; and passing the Sambre, encamped at

Fleui-us, but on the eighteenth he removed from thence,

and took up his quarters between St. Tron and Wan-
heim; while the confederates lay at Eoosbeck. On the

eleventh of July, the dauphin marched in four columns

to Oerle upon the Jaar, where he pitched his camp.

On the twenty-second the confederates marched to

Bomale; then the dauphin took the route to Vignamont,

where he secured his araiy by entrenchments, as his

forces were inferior in number to those of the allies ; and
as he had been directed by his father to avoid an en-

gagement. In this situation both araiies remained till

the fifteenth day of August, when king William sent

the heavy baggage to Louvain; and on the eighteenth

made a motion to Sombref. This was no sooner known
to the enemy than they decamped; and having marched
all night, posted themselves between Temploux and
Masy, within a league and a half of the confederates.

The king of England resolved to pass the Scheld, and
with this view marched by the way of NivcUe and
Soignes to Chievres; from thenee he detached the duke
of Wirtemberg, with a strong body of horse and foot,

to pass the river at Oudenarde, while the elector o£

Bavaria advanced- with another detachment to pass it at

Pont de Espieres. Notwithstanding all the expedition

they covdd make, their purpose was anticipated by
Luxembourg, who being apprised of theu' route had
detached four thousand horse, with each a foot soldier

behind the trooper, to reinforce M. de Valette who com-
manded that part of the French line. These were sus-

tained by a choice body of men, who travelled with great

expedition without obsei-ving the formalities of a march.

Mareschal de Villero)' followed the same route with all

the cavalry of the right wing, the household troops, and
twenty field-pieces ; and the rest of the ai'my was brought

up by the dauphin in person. They marched with such

incredible diligence, that the elector of Bavaria could

scarce believe his own eyes when he arrived in sight

of the Scheld and saw them intrenching themselves on
the other side of the river. King William having re-

connoitred their disposition, thought it impracticable to

pass at that place; and therefore marched down the

river to Oudenarde, where a passage had been already

efl^ected by the duke of Wirtemberg. Here the confed-

erates passed the Scheld on the twenty-seventh day of

the month; and the king fixed his head-quarters at

Wanneghem. His intention was to have taken posses-

sion of Courtray, and established winter-quarters for a

considerable part of his army in that district ; but Lux-
embourg having posted himself between that place and
Menin, extended his lines in such a manner that the

confederates could not attempt to force them, nor even
hinder him from subsisting his army at the enginse of

the castellany of Courtray, during the remainder of the

campaign. This sui-prising march was of such impor-

tance to the French king, that he wrote with his own
hand a letter of thanks to his army; and ordered that

it should be read to every particular squadron and
battalion.
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THE ALLIES REDUCE HUY.

The king of England, though disappointed in his

scheme upon Courtray, found means to make some ad-

vantage of Uis superiority in number. He drafted troops

from the garrison of Liege and Maestrieht; and on tlic

third day of September reinforced his body with ii largo

detachment from his own camp, conferring the com-

mand upon the duke of Holstein-Plcen, with orders to

luidertjike the siege of Huy. Next day the whole con-

federate forces passed the Lys, and encamped at Wou-
tcrghem. From thence the king with a part of the

army marched to Roselser; this diversion obliged the

dauphin to make considerable detachments for the secu-

rity cf Ypres and Slenin on the one side, and to cover

Fumes lUid Dunkirk on the other. At this juncture,

a Frenchman, being seized in the very act of setting fire

to one of the ammunition waggons in the allied army,

confessed he had been employed for this purpose by
some of the French generals, and suffered death as a

traitor. On the sixteenth day of the month the duke
of Holstein-Plcen invested Huy, and carried on the siege

with such vigour that in ten days the garrison capitu-

lated. The king ordered Dixmuyde, Deynse, Ninove,

and Tirelcmont, to bo secured for winter quarters to

part of the .army; the dauphin returned to Versailles;

William quitted the cunp on the last day of September;

and both armies broke up about the middle of October.

The operations on the Rhine were preconcerted be-

tween king Williiun and the prince of Uaden, who had
visited London in the winter. The dispute between
the emperor and the elector of Saxony was compro-

mised; and this young prince dying during the nego-

tiation, the treaty was perfected by bis brother and
successor, who engaged to furnish twelve thousand men
yearly, in consideration of a subsidy from the court of

Vienna. In the beginning of June, mareschal de Lor-

ges passed the Rhine at Philipsbm-gh, in order to give

battlt to the imperialists encamped at Halibron. The
prince of Baden, who was not yet joined by the Saxons,

Hessians, nor by the troops of Munster and Padcrborn,

dispatched couriers to quicken the march of these aux-
iliaries, and advanced to Eppingen, where he proposed

to wait till they should come up; but on the fifteenth,

receiving undoubted intelligence that the enemy were
in motion towards him, he advanced to meet them iu

order of battle. De Lorges concluded that this was a

desperate effort, and immediately halted to make the

necessary preparations for an engagement. This pause
enabled prince Louis to take possession of a strong pass

near Sintzheim, from which he could not easily be dis-

lo<lgcd. Then the mareschal proceeded to Viseloch,

and ravaged the adjacent country, in hopes of drawing
the imperialists from their intienchments. The prince

being joined by the Hessians, resolved to beat up the

quarters of the enemy ; and the French general being
apprised of his design, retreated at midnight with the

utmost precipitation. Having posted himself at Ruth,

he sent his heavy baggage to PhUipsburgb ; then he
moved to Gonshergh in the neighbourhood of Manheim,
repassed the Rhine, and encamped between Spires and
Worms. The prince of Baden being joined by the allies,

passed the river by a bridge of boats near Hagenbach,
in the middle of September; and laid the country of

Alsace under contribution. Considering the advanced
season of the year this was a rash undertaking; and the

French general resolved to profit by his enemy's temer-

ity. He forthwith advanced against the imperialists,

foreseeing that should they be worsted in battle, their

whole army would be ruined. Prince Louis, informed
of his intention, immediately passed the Rhine; and this

retreat was no sooner effected than the river swelled to

such a degree that the island in the middle, and a great

part of the camp he had occupied, was overflowed. .Soon

after this incident both armies retired into winter-quar-

ters. The campaign in Hungary produced no event of

importance. It was opened by the new vizier, who
arrived at Belgrade in the middle of August; and about

the same time Capriua assembled the imperial army in

the neighbourhood of Peterwaraden. The Turks jiasscd

the Saave in order to attack their camp, and carried on
their approaches with five hundred pieces of cannon;
but made very little progress. The imperialists re-

ceived reinforcements; the season wasted away; a feud

arose between the vizier and the cham of the Tartars;

and the Danube being swelled by heavy rains, so as

to internipt the operations of the Turks, their general

decamped in the night of the first of (Jctober. They
afterwards made an imsuccessful attempt upon Titul,

while the imperial general made himself master of Giula.

In the course of this summer the A'enetians, who were
also at war with the Turks, reduced C'yclut, a place of

impoi-tance on the river Naranta, and made a conquest

of the island of Scio in the Archipelago.

PROGRESS OF THE FRENCH.

We have already observed that the French king had

determined to act vigorously in Catalonia. In the be-

ginning of May, the duke do Noailles advanced at the

head of eight and twenty thousand men to the river Ter,

on the opposite bank of which the viceroy of C'atalonia

was encamped with sixteen thousand Spaniards. The
French general passed the river in the face of this army,

and attacked their intrenchments with such impetuosity,

that in less than an hour they were totally defeated.

Then be marched to Palamos, and midertook the siege

of that place, while at the same time it was blocked up
by the combined squadrons of Brest and Toulon. Though
the besieged made an obstinate defence, the town was
taken by storm, the houses were pillaged, and the peo-

ple put to the sword, without distinction of age, sex, or

condition. Then he invested Gironne, which in a few
days capitulated. Ostalric met mth the same fate, and
Noailles was created viceroy of Catalonia by the French
king. In the beginning of August he distributed his

forces into quarters of refreshment along the river Ter-

dorc, resolving to undertake the siege of Barcelona,

which was saved by the arrival of admiral Russel. The
war languished m Piedmont, on account of a secret

negotiation between the king of Franco and the duke
of Savoy; notwithstanding the remonstrances of Kou-

vigny earl of Galway, who had succeeded the duke of

Scbombcrg ill the command of the British forces in that

country. Casal was closely blocked up by the reduction

of Fort St. George, and the Vaudois gained the advan-

tage in some skinnishes in the valley of Ragelas; hut

no design of importance was executed.*

England had continued very quiet under the queen's

administration, if we except some little commotions

occasioned by the practices, or pretended practices, of

the Jacobites. Prosecutions were revived against cer-

tain gentlemen of Lancashire and Cheshire, for having

been concerned in the conspiracy formed in favour of

the late king's projected invasion from Noi-mandy.

These steps were owning to the suggestions of infamous

informers, whom the ministry countenanced. Colonel

Parker and one Cioshy were imprisoned, and bills of

treasou found against them; hut Parker made his escape

from the Tower, and was never retaken, though a re-

ward of four bundled pounds was set upon bis head.

The king having settled the affairs of the confederacy

at the Hague, embarked for England on the eighth of

November, and next day landed at Margate. On the

twelfth he opened the session of parliament with a
speech, in which he observed that the posture of affairs

was improved both by sea and land since they last parted;

in particular, that a stop was put to the progress of the

French anns. He desired they would continue the act

of tonnage and poundage, which would expire at Christ-

mas; be reminded them of the debt for the transport

ships employed in the reduction of Ireland ; and exhorted

In the course ot this year, M. du Cftssc, povemor of St. Do-
mingo, made an unsuccessful attempt upon the Island of Jamaica;
and M. St. Clair, with four men of war, formed a design a^inst St.

John's, Newfoundland ; but be was repulsed with loss by the valout

of tlio Inltsbitants
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tLem to prepare some good till for the encouragement
of seamen. A mnjority in both houses was already

secured; and in all probability he bargained for their

condescension by agreeing to the bill for triennial par-

liaments. This Jlr. Harley brought in by order of the

lower house immediately after their first adjounimeut;
and it kept pace with the consideration of the supplies.

The commons havhig examined the estimates and ac-

counts, voted four millions, seven hundred sixty-four

thousand, seven hundred and twelve pounds, for the ser-

vice of the army and navy. In order to raise this sum
they continued the land tax; they renewed the subsidy

of tonnage and poundage for five years, and imposed
new duties on different commodities.* The triennial

bill enacted, that a parliament should be held once

within three years at least; that within three years at

farthest after the dissolution of the parliament then

subsisting, and so from time to time for over after, legal

writs under the gre.it seal should he issued by the di-

rection of the crown for calling, assembling, and holding

another new parliament; that no parliament should con-

tinue longer th.an three years at farthest, to be accounted

from the first day of the first session ; and that the par-

liament then subsisting should cease and determine on

the first day of November next following, unless their

majesties should think fit to dissolve it sooner. The
duke of Devonshire, the marquis of Halifax, the e.arls

of Weymouth and Aylesbury, protested ag.ainst this

bill, because it tended to the continuance of the present

parliament longer than, as they apprehended, was
agreeable to the constitution of England.

DEATH OF ARCHBISHOP TILLOTSON AND
OF QUEEN MARY

AATiile this bill was depending. Dr. John Tillotson,

archbishop of Canterbury, was seized with a fit of the

dead palsy in the chapel of 'WTiitehall, and died on the

twenty-second day of November, deeply regretted by
the king and queen, who shed tears of sorrow at his

decease; and sincerely lamented by the public, as a pat-

tern of elegance, ingenuity, meekness, charity, and
moderation. Those qualities he must be allowed to

have possessed, notwithstanding the invectives of his

enemies, who accused him of puritanism, flattery, and
ambition; and charged him with having conduced to a

dangerous schism in the church, by accepting the arch-

bishopric during the life of the deprived Sancroft. He
was succeeded in the metropolitan See by Dr. Tenni-

son, bishop of Lincoln, recommended by the whig-party

which now predominated in the cabinet. The queen
did not long survive her favourite prelate. In about

a month after his decease she was taken ill of the small-

pox, and the symptoms proving dangerous, she pre-

pared herself for death with great composure. She

spent some time in exercises of devotion and private

conversation with the new archbishop; she received the

sacrament with all the bishops who were in attendance

;

and expired on the twenty-eighth day of December, in

the thirty-third year of her age, and in the sixth of her

reign, to the inexpressible grief of the king, who for

some weeks after her death could neither see company
nor attend to the business of state. Mary was in her

person tall and well-proportioned, with an oval visage,

lively eyes, agreeable features, a mild aspect, and an air

of dignity. Uer apprehension was clear, her memory
tenacious, and her judgment solid. She was a zealous

protestant, sci'upulously exact in all the duties of devo-

tion, of ail even temper, and of a calm and mild conver-

sation. She was ruffled by no passion, and seems to

have been a stranger to the emotions of natural aft'ec-

tion; for she ascended without compunction the throne

from which her father had been deposed, and treated

her sister as an alien to her blood. In a word, Mary

* They imposed certain rates and duties npon marriages, birtlis,

and liurials, baclielors, and widows. Tliey passed an act for laying
ndditionjvl duties upon cofTee, tea, and chocolate, towards paying the

debt due f'U" the ti'ansport Kliips: and another, imposing duties on
glass ware, stone, and earthen bottles, coal, aud wilaj.

seems to have imbibed the cold disposition and apathy

of her husband; and to have centered all her ambition

in deser\-ing the epithet of an humble and obedient

wife, [iicc note L, at ilic end of this VolS\

RECONCILIATION BETWEEN THE KING
AND THE PRINCESS OF DENMARK.

The princess Anne being informed of the queen's dan-

gerous indisposition, sent a lady of her bed-ch,amher to

desire ^le might be admitted to her majesty; but this

request was not granted. She was thanked for her ex-

pression of concern; and given to understand, that the

physicians had directed that the queen should be kept

as quiet as possible. Before her death, however, she

sent a forgiving message to her sister; and after her .

decease, the earl of Sunderland effected a reconciliation

between the king and the princess, who visited him at

Kensington, where she was received with uncommon
civility. He appointed the palace of St. James for her

residence, and presented her with the greater part of

the queen's jewels. But a mutual jealousy and disgust

subsisted under these exteriors of friendship and esteem.

The two houses of parliament waited on the king at

Kensington, with consolatory addi'esses on the death oi

his consort ; their example was followed by the regency

of Scotland, the city and clergy of London, the dis-

senting ministers, and almost all the gi'eat corporations

in England.f

CHAPTER V.

WILLIAM.
Account of the IJWlCftsnire Plot The Commons inquire into the Abuses wh!eh

hftd crept into the Army They expel and prosecute some of ttieir own
Members for Corruption ni the AtTair of the Eaft India Company Exaroi-
n.iiion of Coolie, Acton, and othura The Commons impeach the Duke of
Leeds The Parliament is pmropued Session of the Scottish Parlia

ment They inquire into the Ikln.«sacre of Glencoe They pas's an Act fof

erecting a Trading Company to Africa and the Indies Proceedings in the
Parliament of Ireland. Disposition of the Armies in Flanders——King
IVilUam undtiflakes the Siepe of \amur Famous Retreat of Prince Vau-
demont Brussels is bombarded by Villeroy Progress of the Siege of

Namur Villoroy attempts to relieve it The Besiegers make a desperate
Assault The Place capitulatea Boufflers is arrested by order of King
William Campaign on the Rhine and in Hungary The Duke of Savoy
takes CasaU—Transactions in Catalonia—^The English Fleet bombards
St. Maloes and other places on the Coast of France WUmot's expeilitioi.

to the West Indies A new Parliament They pass the Bill for regulat-

ing Trials in Cases of High Treason Resolutions with respect to the new
Coinage The Commons address the King to recall a Grant he had made
to the harl of Portland Anothfr against the new Scottish Company
Intrigues of the Jacobites Conspiracy against the life of William De-
sign of an Invasion defeated The two Houses engage in an Association

for the Defence of his Majesty Establishment of a Land Dank Trial

of the Conspirators The Allies burn (he Mnpasine at G'.vet Louis the

Fourteenth makes Advances towards a Peace with Holland He detaches
the Duke of Savoy from the Confederacy Naval Transactions Pro-
ceedings iu the Parliaments of Scotland and Ireland Zeal of the English
Commons in their Atlection to the King Resolutions touching the Coin,

and the support of Public Credit Enormous Impositions Sir John Fen-
wick is apprehended A Bill of Attainder being brought into the House
against him produces violent Debates His Defence The Bill passes

Sir John Fenwick is l>eheaded The Earl of Monmouth sent to the

Tower Inquiry into Miscarriages by Sea Ne^otialions at Ryswick
The French take Barcelona Fruitlea.s Expedition of Admiral Neville to

the West Indies. The Elector of Saxony is chosen King of Poland
Peter the Ciar of Muscovy travels in Di-guiac with his own Ambassadors
.. Proceedings in the Concr»sj< at Ryswick The Ambassadors of Eng-
land, Spain, and Holland, si^ii the Treaty A general Pacification.

ACCOUNT OF THE LANCASHIRE PLOT.

THE kingdom now resounded with the complaints of

the papists and malcontents, who taxed the ministry

with subornation of perjury in the case of the Lancashire

gentlemen who had been persecuted for the conspiracy.

One Ltmt, an Irishman, had informed sir John Trench-

ard, secretary of state, that he had been sent from Ire-

land with commissions from king James to divers gen-

tlemen in Laucashire and Cheshire; that he had assisted

in buying arms and enlisting men to seri-e that king in

his projected invasion of England; that he had been

twice dcsp.atched by those gentlemen to the court of

St. Germain's, assisted many Jacobites iu repairing to

France, helped to conceal others that came from that

kingdom ; and that all those persons told him thej' were

t The carls of Kochester anil Nottingham are said to have started

a doubt, i\lie1!ier the jiarlianient was nrtt dissolved by the fiueen's

death ; but this dangerous motion met with no couuteuauee.
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furuiilioJ with money by sir John Friend, to ilcfciy tUo

expense of their exi'Cilitions. Llis testimony was con-

firmed by other infamous emissaiics, who received but

too much countenance from tl\o government. Blank

warrants were issued, and filled up occasionally with

such names as the informers suggested. These wero

delivered to Aaron t<mith, solicitor to the treasury, who
with messengers accompanied Lunt and his associates

to L.incashiro, under the [iiotectiou of a party of Dutch

horse-guards commanded by one captain Baker. They
wero empowered to break open bouses, seize papers,

and apprehend persons, according to their pleasure; and

they committed many acts of violence and oppression.

The persons against whom these mcasmes wero taken,

Vicing apprized of the impending danger, generally re-

tired from their own habitations. Some, however, wore

taken and imprisoned; a few arms were secured; and

in the house of Sir. Standish, at Standish-liall, they

found the draft of a declaration to be published by king

Jumcs at his landing. As this prosecution seemed cal-

culated to revive the honour of a stale conspiracy, and

the evidences wore persons of abandoned characters, the

friends of those who were persecuted found no great

ditlieulty in rcnderiug the scheme odious to the nation.

They even employed the pen of Ferguson, who had
been concerned iu every plot that was hatched since

tho Kye-house conspiracy. This veteran, though ap-

pointed housekeeper to the excisc-oflice, thought him-
self poorly recompensed for the part he had acted iu the

revolution, bcciuue dissatisfied, and npon this occasion

published a letter to sir John Trenchard on tho abuse

of power. It was replete with the most bitter invectives

against the ministry, and contained a great number of

flagrant instances in which the court had countenanced

the vilest corniption, perfidy, and oppression. This

production was in everj- body's hand, and had such an

effect upon tho people, that when the prisoners were

brought to trial at ilanchester, the populace would have

put the witnesses to death had they not been prevented

by the interposition of those who were friends of the

accused persons, and had already taken effectual mea-
smes for their safety. Lunt's chief associate in the

mystery of information was one Taaffc, a wretch of the

most profligate principles, who, finding himself disap-

pointed in his hope of reward from the ministry, was
privately gained over by the agents for the prisoners.

Lunt, when desired in covu"t to point out the persons

whom ho had accused, committed such a mistake as

greatly invalidated his testimony ; and Taaffc declared

before the bench, that the pretended plot was no other

than a contrivmico between himself and Lunt in order

to procure money from the goTcmment. The prisoners

were immediately acquitted, and the muiistry incurred

n heavy load of popular odium, as the authors or abet-

tors of knavish contrivances to insnare the mnoccnt.
The goveniment, with a view to evince their abhorrence

of such practices, ordered the witnesses to be prosecu-

ted for a conspiracy against the lives and estates of the

gentlemen who had been accused; and at last the affair

wa.s brought into the house of commons. The Jacobites

triumphed in their victory. They even turned the

battcrj' of corruption upon the evidence for the crown,

not witliout making a considerable impression. But
the cause was now debated before judges who were not

at all propitious to their ^^ews. Tlic commons having
set on foot an inrjuiry, and examined all the papers and
circumstances relating to tho pretended plot, resolved

that there was sufiicient ground for the prosecution and
trials of the gentlemen at Manchester; and that there

was a dangerous conspiracy against the king and go-

vernment. They issued an order for taking Mr. Stan-

dish into custody ; and tlic messenger reporting that he
was not to bo foiuid, they presented an address to tho
king, desiring a proclamation might be published offi.T-

ing a reward for apprehending his person. The peers

concurred with the commons in their sentiments of this

affair; for complaints having been laid before their

huusc also by the persons who thought thcnitclvcs ag-
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grieved, tho question was put whether the government
had cause to prosecute tliem, and carried in the affirnm-

tivc, though a protest was entered against this vote by
the earls of Rochester and Nottingham. Notwithstand-

ing these decisi(ms, the accused gentlemen prosecuted

Lunt and two of his accomplices for perjury at the Lan-
caster assizes, and all thice were found guilty. They
were immediately indicted by the crown for a conspi-

racy against the lives and liberties of the persons they

had accused. The intention of the ministry in laying

this indictment was to seize the opportunity of punish-

ing some of the witnesses for tho gentlemen who had

prevaricated in giving their testimony; but their design

being discovered, tho Lanaishiro men refused to pro-

duce their evidence against the infoiincis; the prosecu-

tion dropped of consequence, and the prisoners wero

discharged.

INQUIRY INTO THE ABUSES IN THE ARMY.

When the commons were employed in examining tho

state of the revenue, and taking measures for raising

the necessary supplies, tho inhabitants of Royston pre-

sented a petition, complaining that the ofiiccrs and sol-

diers of tho regiment belonging to colonel Hastings,

which was quartered npon them, exacted subsistence-

money, even on pain of military execution. The house

was immediately Ivindlcd into a flame by this informa-

tion. Tho ofticers and I'auncefort, agent for the regi-

ment, were examined: then it was unanimously resolved

that such a practice was arbitrary, illegal, and a violation

of the rights and liberties of the subject. Upon further

inquiry, Pauncefort and some other agents were com-

mitted to tho custody of the sergeant, for having ne-

glected to pay the subsistence money they had received

for tlie officers and soldiers. lie was afterwards sent

to the Tower, together with Henry Guy, a member of

the house and secretary to the treasury, tho one for

giving and the other for receiving a bril.'o to obtain tho

king's bounty. Pauncefort's brother was likewise com-
mitted for being concerned in tho same commerce.

Guy had been employed, together with Trevor tlio

speaker, as the court-agent for securing a majority in

the house of commons; for that reason be was oljuoxi-

ous to the members in the opposition, who took this

opportunity to brand him, and the courtiers could not

with any decency screen him from their vengeance.

The house having proceeded in this inquiry, di'cw up
an address to the king, enumerating the abuses which

had crept into the army, and demanding immediate re-

dress. He promised to consider the remonstrance and

redress the grievances of which they complained. Ac-

cordingly, bo cashiered colonel Hastings; appointed a

council of officers to sit weekly and examine all com-
plaints against any officer and soldier; and publisliod a

declaration for the maintenance of strict discipline, aud

the due paj-ment of quarters. Notwithstanding these

concessions, the commons prosecuted their examina-

tions: they committed Mr. James Craggs, one of the

contractors for clothing the army, because he refused to

answer upon oath to such questions as might be put to

liim by the commissioners of accounts. They brought
in a bill for obliging him and Mr. Richard Haniagc, tho

other contractor, together with the two I'aunccforts, to

discover how they had disposed of the sums paid into

their hands on account of the army, and for punishing

them in case they should persist in their refusal. At
this period they received a petition against the commis-
sioners for licensing hackney-coaches. Three of tliem,

by means of an address to the king, were removed with

disgrace for having acted arbitrarily, comiptly, and con-

trary to the trust reposed in them by act of parliament.

Those who encouraged this spirit of reformation, in-

troduced another inquiry about the orphans' bill, which
was said to have passed into an act by virtue of uuduo
influence. A conunittee being appointed to inspect tho

chamberlain's books, discovered that bribes had been

given to sir Johu Trevor, .speaker of the house, and Mr.
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Himgcrford, cliairman of the grand committee. The
first being votcil guilty of a high crime and misdemea-
nor, abdicated the ehair, and Tanl Foley was appointed

speaker in liis room. Then sir John and Hungcrford
were expelled the house : one Nois, a solicitor for the

hill, was taken into custody hecause he had scandalized

the commons, in pretending he was engaged to give

groat smns to several members, and denying this cir-

cumstance on his examination. The reformers in the

house naturally concluded that the same arts had been
practised in obtaining the new charter of the East India

company, which had Iicen granted so much against the

sense of the nation. Their books were subjected to the

same committee that carried on the former inquiry, and
a sui-jjrising scene of venality and corruption was soon

disclosed. It appeared that the company, in the course

of the preceding year, had paid near ninety thousand
rounds in secret services, and that sir Thomas Cooke,

»ne of the directors, and a member of the house, had
been the chief managers of this infamous commerce.
Cooke, refusing to answer, was committed to the Tower,
and a bill of pains and penalties brought in obliging

him to discover how the sum mentioned in the report

of the committee had been distributed. The bill was
violently opposed in the upper house by the duke of

Ijceds, as being contrary to law and equitj^, and furnish-

ing a precedent of a dangei'ous nature. Cooke, agree-

ably to his own petition, being brought to the bar of the
house of lords, declared that he was ready and willing

to make a fnll discovery, in case he might be favoured
witli an indemnifying vote to secure him against all

actions and suits, except those of the East India con^-

pany which he had never injured. The lords complied

with his request and passed a bill for this purpose, to

which the commons added a penal clause, and the former

was laid aside.

EXAMINATION OF COOKE, ACTON, AND
OTHERS.

AVlien the king went to the house to give the royal

assent to the money-bills, he endeavoured to discourage

this inquiry by telling the parliament that the season

of the year was far advanced, and the circumstances of

aflairs extremely pressing, he therefore desired they
would despatch such business as they should think of

most importance to the public, as he should put an end
to the session in a few days. Notwithstanding this

shameful interposition, both houses appointed a joint

committee to lay open the complicated scheme of fraud

and iniquity. Cooke, on his first examination, confessed

that he had delivered tallies for ten thousand pounds to

Francis Tyssen, deputy-governor, for the special sei'vice

of the company; an equal sum to Richard Acton, for

employing his interest in preventing a new settlement,

and endeavouring to establish the old company; besides

two thousand pomids by way of interest and as a further

gratuity; a thousand guineas to colonel Fitzpatrick,

five hundred to Charles Bates, and three hundred and
ten to Mr. Molineux, a merchant, for the same purpose;

and he owned that sir Basil Firebrace had received forty

thousand pounds on various pretences. He said he be-

lieved the ten thousand pounds paid to Tyssen had been
delivered to the king by sir Josiali Cliild, as a customary
present which former kings had received, and that the

sums paid to Acton were distributed among some mem-
bers of parliament. Firebrace being examined, .affirmed

that he had received the whole forty thousand pounds
for his own use and benefit; but that Bates had received

sums of money, which he understood were offered to

some persons of the first quality. Acton declared that

ten thousand pounds of the sum which he had received

was distributed among persons who had interest with

members of parliament, and that great part of the money
passed through the hands of Ci'aggs, who was acquain-

ted with some colonels in the house and northern mem-
bers. Bates owned lie had received the money in con-

sideration of using his interest with the duke of Leeds

in favour of the company; that this nobleman knew of

the gratuity; and that the sum was reckoned by his

grace's domestic, one Robart, a foreigner, who kept it in

his possession until this inquiry was talked of, and then
it was returned. In a word, it appeared by this man's
testimony, as well as by that of Firebrace on his second
examination, that the duke of Leeds was not free from
corruption, and that sir John Trevor was a hireling

prostitute.

THE DUKE OF LEEDS IMPEACHED.

The I'cport of the committee produced violent alter-

cations, and the most severe strictures upon the conduct
of the lord president. At length the house resolved

that there was sniHcient matter to impeach Thomas,
duke of Leeds, of high crimes and misdemeanors, and
that he should be impeached thereupon. Then it was
ordered that Mr. comptroller '\\'harton should impeach
him before the lords in the name of the house and of all

the commons in England. The duke was actually in

the middle of a speech for his own justification, in which
he assured the house, upon his honour, that he was not
guilty of the corruptions laid to his charge, when one
of his friends gave him intimation of the votes which
had passed in the commons. He concluded his speech
abruptly, and repairing to the lower house, desired ho
might be indulged with a hearing. He was accordingly

admitted, with tlie compliment of a chair, and leave to

be covered. After having sat a few minutes, he took

oft' his hat and addressed himself to the commons in

very extraordinary terms. Having thanked them for

the favour of indulging him with a hearing, he said

that house would not have been then sitting but for

him. He protested his own innocence with respect to

the crime laid to his charge. He complained that this

was the efl'ect of a design which had been long formed
against him. He expressed a deep sense of his being
under the displeasure of the parliament and nation, and
demanded speedy justice. They forthwith drew up the

articles of impeachment, which being exhibited at the

bar of the upper house, he pleaded not guilty, and the

commons promised to make good their charge; but by
this time such arts had been used as all at once cheeked
tlie violence of the prosecution. Such a number of con-

siderable jjcrsons were involved in this mystery of cor-

ruption, that a full discoveiy was dreaded by both

parties. The duke sent his domestic Robart out of the

Itingdom, and his absence furnished a pretence for post-

poning the trial. In a word, the inquiry was dropped;

but the scandal stuck fast to the duke's character.

In the midst of these deliberations, the king went to

the house on the third day of May, when he thanked
the parliament for the supjilies they had granted; sig-

nified his intention of going abroad; assured them he
would place the administration of affairs in persons of

known care and fidelity; and desired that the members
of both houses would be more than ordinarily vigilant

in preserving the public peace. The parliament was
then prorogued to the eighteenth of June. [Se; note

M, at the end of this Vol.] The king immediately ap-

pointed a regency to govern the kingdom in his absence;

but neither the princess of Denmark nor her husband
were intrusted with any share in the administration

—

a circumstance that evinced the king's jealousy, and
giive offence to a great part of the nation. [See note

N, at the end of this Vol.]

THE SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT.

A session of parliament was deemed necessary in

Scotland, to provide new subsidies for the maintenance

of the troops of that kingdom, which had been so ser-

vieealde in the prosecution of the war. But as a great

outcry had been raised against the government on ac-

count of the massacre of Glencoe, and the Scots wcro
tired of contributing towards the expense of a war frotu

which they could derive no advantage, the ministiy
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tliougbt proper to cajole tliem with tbc promiso of some

natioiial iiuhilgcnci;. In the mcaiitimo, n commission

passed the great seal for taking a precognition of tlie

massacre, as a previous step to tho trial of the persons

concerned in that perfidious transaction. On tho nintli

day of May, the session was opened by the manjuis of

Tweedale, appointed commissioner, who, after the king's

letter had been read, expatiated on his majesty's caro

and concern for their s;ifety and welfare; and his firm

purpose to maintain the prcsbyterian discipline in tlie

church of Scotland. Then he promised, in the king's

niunc, that if they would pass an act for establishing ;i

colony in Africa, America, or any otlier part of tlie world

where a colony might be lawfully planted, his majesty

would indulge them with such rights .and privileges as

he h.ad granted in like cases to the subjects of his other

dominions. Finally, he exhorted them to consider ways
and means to raise the necessary supplies for maintain-

ing their land forces, and for providing a competent

number of ships of war to protect their commerce. The
parliament immediately voted an address of condolence

to his m.ijesty on the death of tho queen; and they

grunted one hundred and twenty thousand pounds ster-

ling for the service of the ensuing yeiu-, to bo raised by

a general poll-tax, a land-tax, and an additional excise.

TUEY INQUIRE INTO THE MiVSSACEE OF
GLENCOE,

Their next step was to desire the commissioner would

transmit their humble thanks to the king for his care

to vindicate the honour of tho government tind the jus-

tice of the nation, in ordering a precognition to be taken

with respect to the slaughter of Glencoe. A motion

was afterwards m.idc that the commissioners should ex-

hibit an account of their proceedings in this affair;

accordingly a report, consisting of the king's instruc-

tions, Dalrymple's letters, the depositions of mtnesscs,

nd the opinion of the committee, was laid before tho

parliament. The motion is said to have been privately

influenced by secretary Johnston, for the disgrace of

Dalrymple, who was his rival in power and interest.

The written opinion of tho commissioners, who were

creatures of the court, imported, That JIacdonald of

Glencoe had been perfidiously murdered; that the king's

instructions contained nothing to wan-ant the massacre;

and that secretary Dalrymple h.id exceeded his orders.

The parliament concurred with this report. They re-

solved, That Livingston was not to blame for having

given the orders contained in his letters to lieutenant-

colonel Hamilton; that this last was liable to prosecu-

tion; that the king should be .addressed to give orders,

either for examining major Duncanson in Flanders,

touching his concern in this affair, or for sending him
home to be tried in Gotland; as ;Jso, that Campbell of

Glenlyon, captain Drummond, lieutenant Lindsey, en-

sign Lundy, and sergeant Barber, should be scut to

Scotland, and prosecuted according to law, for the parts

thoy had acted in that execution. In consequence of

these resolutions, the parliament drew up an address to

the king, in which they laid tho whole blame of the

massacre upon the excess in the m-oster of Stair's letters

concerning that transaction. They begged that his

majesty would give such orders about him, as he should

tliink fit for the vindication of his government; that

the actors in that barbarous slaughter might be prose-

cuted by the kind's advocate according to law; and that

some reparation miglit be made to the men of Glencoe

who escaped the ni.ass.acre, for the losses they had sus-

tained in their effects upon that occasion, as their habi-

tations had been plundered and burned, their lands

w.;sted, and their cattle driven away; so that they were

reduced to extreme poverty. Notwithstanding tliis ad-

dress of the Scottish parliament, by which the king was
so solemnly exculpated, his memory is still lo.aded with

the suspicion of having concerted, countenanced, and
enforced this barbarous execution, c'spccially as tlic

master of Stair escaped with impunity, and the other

actors of the tragedy, far from being punished, were pre-

ferred in tho service. While the conniiissioners wero
employed in tho inquiry, they made such discoveries

concerning tho conduct of the earl of Brcadalbane, as

amounted to a chiirge of high treason; and he was com-
mitted prisoner to the castle of Edinburgh; but it seems
ho had dissembled with the highlanders by the king's

permission, and now sheltered himself under tho shadow
of a royal pardon.

TIIEY PASS AN ACT FOR ERECTING A
TRADING COMPANY.

The committee of trade, in puisuance of tho powers
granted by the king to his commissioner, prepared an
act for establishing a company trading to Africa and tho

Indies, empowering them to ]ilant colonies, hold cities,

towns, or forts, in places uninliabited, or in others with

the consent of tlic natives; vesting them with an exclu-

sive right, and an exemption for onc-and-twenty years

from all duties and impositions. Tliis act was likewise

confirmed by letters patent under the great se.al, directed

by the parliament, without any furtlicr warrant from

the crown. Paterson, the projector, had contrived the

scheme of a settlement upon tlie istlimus of Darion, in

such a manner as to cany on a trade in the South Sea
as well as in the Atlantic; nay, even to extend it as far

as the East Indies: a great number of London mer-
chants, .allured by the prospect of gain, were eager to

engage in such a, company, exempted from all manner
of imposition and restriction. Tlic Scottish parliament

likewise passed an act in favour of the episcopal clergy,

decreeing, That those who should enter into such en-

gagements to tlie king as were by law required, might
continue in their benefices under his majesty's protec-

tion, without being subject to the power of presbytery.

Seventy of the most noted ministers of that persuasion

took the benefit of this indulgence. Another law was
enacted, for raising nine thousand men yearly to recruit

the Scottish regiments abroad; and an act for erecting

a pxiblic bank; then the parliament w;is adjourned to

the seventh day of November.

PROCEEDINGS IN THE IRISH PARLIAMENT.

Ireland began to be infected with the same factions

which had broke out in England since the revolution

:

lord Capel, lord-deputy, governed in a very pai-tial man-
ner, oppressing tlie Irish papists without any regard to

equity or decorum. He undertook to model a parlia-

ment in such a manner that they should comply with

all the demands of the iniuisby; and he succeeded in

his endeavours by making such arbitr.aiy changes in

ofllces as best suited his purpose. These precautions

being taken, he convoked a parliament for the twenty-

seventh day ofAugust, when he opened the session with

a speech, expatiating upon their obligations to king
William, and exhorting them to make suitable returns

to such a gracious sovereign. He obsen'ed, that the

revenue had fallen short of the establishment; so that

both the civil and military lists were greatly in debt

;

that his majesty had sent over a bill for an addition;il

excise, and expected they would find waj's and means
to answer the demands of the service. They forthwith

voted an address of th.inks, and resolved to assist his

majesty to the utmost of their power, against all his

enemies, foreign and domestic. They passed the bill

for an additional excise, together with an act for taking
away the writ " De hcrclico comhurcmJo;" another an-

nulling all attainders and acts passed in the late pre-

tended piirliament of king James; a third to prevent

foreign education; a fourth for di.s.anning papists; and
a fifth for settling the estates of intestates. Then they
resolved. That a sum not exceeding one hundred and
sixty-three thousand three hundred and twenty-five

pounds, should be gi'anted to Iiis majesty; to be raised

by a poll-bill, additional customs, and a continuation of

the additional excise. Sir Charles I'ortcr, the chancellor,
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finding his imporfanco dimiuishecl, if not entirely do- I

Etroyecl, tj the assumingTlisposition and power of the i

lord-deputy, began to court popularity by espousing

the cause of the Irish against the severity of the ad-

ministration, and actually formed a kind of tory interest

which thwarted lord Capcl in all his measures. A mo-
tion was made in parliament to impeach the chancellor

for sowing discord and division among liis majesty's sub-

jects; but being indulged with a hearing by the house
of commons, he justified himself so much to their satis-

faction, that he was voted clear of all imputation by a

great majority. Nevertheless, they, at the end of the ses-

sion, sent over an address, in which they bore testimony

to the mild and just administration of their lord-deputy.

DISPOSITION OF THE ARMIES.

ICing"\Villiam having taken such Etejjs aswere deemed
necessary for preserving the peace of England in his r.b-

sence, crossed the sea to Holland in the middle of May,
fully determined to make some great effort in the Ne-
therlands that might aggrandize his military character,

and humble the power of France which was already on
the decline. Tliat kingdom was actually exhausted in

such a manner that the hauglity Louis found himself

obliged to stand upon the defensive against enemies
over whom he had been used to triumph with uninter-

rupted success. He heard the clamours of his people

which he could not quiet; he saw his advances to per.cc

rejected; and to crown his misfortunes, he sustained an
irreparable loss in the death of Francis do Montmorency,
duke of Luxembourg, to whose military talents he owed
the greatest part of his glory and success. That gi'eat

officer died in .January at Versailles, in the sixty-seventh

year of his ago; and Louis lamented his death the more
deeply, as he had not another general left in whose un-

derstanding ho could confide. The conduct of the army
in Flanders was iatrusted to marcsclial Yilleroy, and
Boufflers commanded a separate army though subject

to the otlier's orders. As the French king took it for

granted that the confederates would have a superiority

of numbers in the field, and was well acquainted with
the enterprising genius of their chief, he ordered a new
line to be drawn between Lys and the Scheld; he caused

a disposition to be made for covering Dunkirk, Ypres,

Touniay, and Namur; and laid injunctions on his gen-
eral to act solely on the defensive. Meanwhile, the

confederates formed two armies in the Netherlands.

The first consisted of seventy battalions of infantry, and
eighty-two squadrons of horse and dragoons, cliiefly

English and Scots, encamped at jErseele, Canegheni,

and Wouterghcm, between Thield and Deynse, to be
commanded by the king in person, assisted by the old

prince of Vaudemont. The other army, composed of

sixteen battalions of foot and one hundred and thu-ty

squadrons of horse, encamped at Zellich and Hamme,
on the road from Brussels to Dendermonde, nnder the

command of the elector of Bavaria, seconded by the

duke of Holsteln-Ploen. Major-general EUembcrg was
posted near Dixmuydc with twenty battalions and ten

squadrons ; and another body of Brandenburg and Dutch
troops, with a reinforcement from Liege, lay encamped
on tile Mchaigne, under the conduct of the baron de

Hoyden, Lieutenant-general of Brandenburgh, and the

count de Berlo, general of the Liege cavalry. King
William arrived in the camp on the fifth day of July,

and remained eight days at jErscele. 'J'hen he marched
to Bekelar, while Yilleroy retired behind his lines be-

tween Meuin and Ypres, after having detached ten

thousand men to reinforce Boufflers, who had advanced
to Font d'Espleres; but he too retreating witiiin his

lines, the elector of Bavaria passed the Scheld and took

post at Kirkhoven ; at the same time the body under

Hcydcn advanced towards Namur.

WILLIAM UNDERTAKES the SIEGE op NAMUR.

The king of England having by his motions drawn

the forces of the enemy on the side of Flanders, directed

the baron de Heyden and the earl of Athlone, who com-
manded forty squadrons from the camp of the elector of

Bavaria, to invest Namur, and this service was per-

formed on the third day of July; but as the place was
not entirely suiTOunded, mareschal Boufflers threw him-
self into it with such a, reinforcement of dragoons as

augmented the garrison to the number of fifteen thou-

sand chosen men. King William and the elector brought

up the rest of the forces, which encamped on both sides

of the Sambre and the Mffisc, and the lines of circum-

vallation were begun on the sixth day of July under the

direction of 'he celebrated engineer, general Ccehoni.

The place was formerly very strong, both by situation

and art; hut the French, since its last reduction, had
made such additional works that both the town and
citadel seemed imprcgiiable. Considering the number
of the garrison and the quality of the troops, commanded
by a mareschal of France distinguished by his valour

and conduct, the enterprise was deemed an undeniable

proof of Y\'illlam's temerity. On the eleventh the

trenches were opened, and next day the batteries be-

gan to play with incredible fury. 'I'he king receiving

intelligence of a motion made by a body of French
troops with a view to intercept the convoys, detached

twenty squadrons of horse and dragoons to observe the

enemy.

FAMOUS RETREAT OF PRINCE VAUDEMONT.

Prince Vaudemont, who was left at Roselcer with
fifty battalions, and the like number of squadrons, im-

derstanding that Yilleroy had passed the Lys in order

to attack him, took post with his left near Grammen,
his right by iErseele and Caneghem, and began to

fortify bis camp vnth a view to expect the enemy.
Their vanguard appearing on the evening of the thir-

teenth at Dentrcghcm, he changed the disposition of his

camp, and intrenched himself on both sides. Next day,

however, perceiving Villcroy's design was to sun'ound

him by means of another body of troops commanded
by M. JJontal, who had already passed the Scheld for

that purpose, he resolved to avoid an engagement, and
cfiected a retreat to Ghent, which is celebrated as one
of the most capital eflbrts of military conduct. He
forthwith detached twelve battalions and twelve pieces

of cannon to secure Newport, which 'S'illeroy had in-

tended to invest; but that general now changed his

resolution, and undertook the siege of Dixmuyde, gar-

risoned by eight battalions of foot and a regiment of

dragoons, commanded by major-general EUcmherg, who
in six-and-thirty hours after the trenches were opened,

surrendered himself and his soldiers prisoners of war.

This scandalous example was followed by colonel O'Far-

rel, who yielded up Deynse on the same shameful condi-

tions, even before a batteiy was opened b}' the besiegers.

In the sequel, they were both tried for then' misbehav-
iour; Ellemberg suflcred death, and O'Farrel was broke

witii infamy. The prince of Vaudemont sent a mes-
sage to the French general, demanding the garrisons of

those two places, according to a cartel which had been

settled between the powers at war; but no regard was
paid to this remonstrance. Yilleroy, after several

marches and countermarches, appeared before Brussels

on the thirteenth day of August, and sent a letter to

the prince of Bcrghem, governor of that city, importing

that the king his master had ordered him to bombard
the town, by way of making reprisals for the damage
done by the English fleet to the maritime towns of

France; he likewise desired to know in what part the

elcetress of Bavaria resided, that he might not fire into

that quarter. After this declaration, which was no
more than an unmeaning compliment, he began to bom-
bard and cannonade the place viith red-hot bullets, which
produced conflagrations in many dllferent parts of the

city, and fiightened the ekctress into a miscarriage.

On the fifteenth, the French discontinued their firing,

and retired to Enghein.
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During tlicse transactions, tlie siege of Xnmur was

prosccutoJ witli great anlonr under tlic eye of tbo king

of EnjlanJ; wliilii the garrison dcfendeLl the ii!:\co with

equal spirit and perseverance. On the eighteenth day

of July, major-general Kanisay and lord Cutts, at the

head of five battillons, English, Scots, and Dutch, at-

tacked the enemy's advanced works on the riglit of the

counterscarp. They were sustained by six English

battalions commanded by brigadicr-gencval Fitzpatrick;

while eight foreign regiments, with nine thousand ]>io-

nccrs, advanced on the left under major-gencr.il Salish.

The assault was desperate and bloody, the enemy main-

taining their ground for two hours with undaunted

courage; but at last they were obliged to give way, and

were pursued to the very gates of the town, though not

before they had killed or wounded twelve hundred men
of the confederate army. The king was so well pleased

with the behaviour of the ISritish troops, that during the

action he laid his hand upon the shoulder of the elector

of Bavaria, and exclaimed with emotion, " .'^eo, my bravo

English." On the twenty-seventh the English and Scots,

Imder Ramsay and Hamilton, ass.aulted the counter-

scarp, where they met with prodigious opposition from

the (ire of the besieged. Nevertheless, being sustained

by the Dutch, they made a lodgement on the foremost

covered-w.ay before the gate of St. Nicholas, as also

upon part of the counterscai-p. The valour of the

assailauts on this occasionwas altogether unprecedented,

and ahuost incredible; while on the other hand the

courage of the besieged was woi-thy of praise and admir-

ation. Several pereons were killed in the trenches at

the side of the king, and among these Mr. Godfrey,

deputy-governor of the bank of England, who had come

to the camp to confer with his majesty about remitting

money for the payment of the army. On the thirtieth

day of July the elector of Bavaria attacked Vanban's

line that surrounded the works of the castle. General

Cceliom was present in this action, which was performed

with equal valour .and success. They not only broke

the line, but even took po3^cssion of Coehom"s fort, in

which however they found it impossible to effect a

lodgement. On the second day of August, lord Cutts,

with four hundred English and Dutch gi'enadiers, at-

tacked the salient angle of a demi-bastion, and lodged

himself on the second counterscarp. The breaches being

now practicable, and preparations made for a general

assault, count Guiscard the governor capitulated for the

town on the fourth of August; and the French retired

into the citadel, against v.hich twelve batteries played

upon the thirteenth. The trenches meanwhile were
carried on with great expedition, notwithstanding all

the efforts of the besieged, who fired without ceasing,

and exerted amazing diligence and intrepidity in defend-

ing and repairing the damage they sustained. At length

the aimoy.ancc became so dreadful from the unintermit-

ting showers of bombs and red-hot bullets, that Boufilers,

after having made divers furious sallies, foiTncd a scheme
for breaking through the confederate camp with his

cavalry. This however was prevented by the extreme
vigilance of king "William.

After the bombardment of Brussels, Villeroy, being

reinforced with all the troops that could bo drafted from
garrisons, advanced towards Nanuir with an army of

ninety thousand men; and prince Vaudemont, being
joined by the prince of Hesse with a strong body of

forces from the Khine, took possession of the strong

camp at Xfasy, within five English miles of the besieging

army. The king understjmding that the enemy had
reached Fleurus, where they discharged ninety pieces

of cannon as a signal to inform the gairison of their

approach, left the conduct of the siege to the elector of

Bavaria, and took upon himself the command of the

covering .army, in order to oppose Villeroy, who being

further reinforced by a detachment from Gcnnany,
declared that he would hazard a battle for the relief of

Namiu". But when he viewed the posture of the allies

near Masj', he changed his resolution and retired in the

night without noise. On the thirtieth day of August,

the besieged were summoned to surrender, by count

Horn, who in a parley with the count do Lament, gen-

eral of the French infantry, gave him to understand that

mareschal Villeroy had retired towards the Mehaigne;

so that the garrison could not expect to be relieved.

No immediate answer being returned to this message,

the parley was broke off, and the king resolved to pro-

ceed without delay to a general assault, which ho had
already planned with the elector and his other generals.

Between one and two in the afternoon, lord Cutts, who
desired the command though it was not his turn of duty,

rushed out of the trenches of the second line, at the head

of three hundred grenadiers, to make a lodgement in the

breach of Terra-nova, supported by the regiments of

Coulthorp, Buchan, Hamilton, and Mackay; while colo-

nel Marselly with a body of Dutch, the Bavarians, and

Brandenbui-ghers, attacked at two other places. The
assailants met with such a wann reception, that the

English grenadiers were repulsed, even after they had
mounted the breach, lord Cutts being for some time

disabled by a shot in the head. Marselly was defeated,

taken, and afterwards killed by a cannon ball from the

batteries of the besiegers. The Biivarians by mistaking

their way were exposed to a temble fire, by which their

general count Rivera, and a gi'eat number of their

officers, were slain: nevertheless, they fixed themselves

on the outward intrenehmcnt on the point of the Cce-

hom next to the Sambrc, and maintained their ground
with amazing fortitude. Lord Cutts, when his wound
was dressed, returned to the scene of action, and ordered

two hundred chosen men of Mackay 's regiment, com-
manded by lieutenant Cockle, to attack the face of the

salient angle next to the breach sword in h.and, while the

ensigns of the same regiment should advance and plant

their colours on the pallisadoes. Coekle and his dct.ach-

ment executed the command he had received with admir-

able intrcpcdity. They broke through the pallisadoes,

drove the French from the covered way, martc a lodge-

ment in one of the batteries, and tm-ned the cannon

against the enemy. The Bavariansbeing thus sustained,

made their post good. The major-generals La Cave and
Scliwerin lodged themselves at the same time on the

covei'edway; and though the general assault did not

succeed in its full extent, the confederates remained

masters of a very considerable lodgement, nearly an
English mile in length. Yet this was dearly purchased

with the lives of two thousand men, including many
officers of great r.ank and reputation. During the action

the elector of Bavaria signalised his courage in a vciy
remarkable manner, riding from place to place through

the hottest of the fire, giving his directions with notable

presence of mind, according to the cmergcncj- of circum-

stances, animating the officers with praise and promise of

preferment, and distributing handiuls of gold among
the private soldiers.

On the first day of Si.-ptembor, the besieged having
obtained a cessation of arms that their dead might be
buried, the count dc Guiscard appearing on the breach,

desired to speak with the elector of Bavaria. His high-

ness immediately mounting the breach, the French gov-

ernor offered to surrender the fort of Ccehorn; but was
given to understand, that if he intended to capitulate,

he must treat for the whole. This reply being com.
municated to Boufilers, he agreed to the proposal: the

cessation was prolonged, and that very evening the

capitulation was finished. A'illeroy, who lay encamped
at Gcmblours, was no sooner apprised of this event by
a triple discharge of all the artillery, and a running fire

along the lines of the confederate army, than he passed

the Sambre near Charlcroy with great precipitation;

and having reinforced the garrison of Dinant, reti'cated

towards the lines in the neighbourhood of Mons. On the

fifth day of September the French gan-ison, which was
now reduced from fifteen to five thousand five hundred
men, evacuated the citadel of Namur. Boufilers, in

marching out, was arrested in name of his Britannic

majesty, by way of reprisal for the garrisons of Di.x-

muydc and Deynse, which the French king had detained
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contrary to the cartel subsisting between the two na-

tions. The niarcschal was not a little iliscomposcd at

this unexpected incident, and expostulated warmly with
llr. Dyckvclt, who assured him that the king of Great
Britain entertained a profound respect for his person and
character. William even offered to set him at liberty,

provided he would pass his word that the garrisons of

Dixmuyde and Deynse should be sent back, or that he
himself would return in a fortnight. He said that he
could not enter into any such engagement, as he did

not know his master's reasons for detaining the garrisons

in question. He was therefore reconveyed to Naniur;
from thence removed to Maestricht, and treated with
great reverence and respect, till the return of an officer

whom he had despatched to Versailles with an account
of his captivity. Then he engaged his word, that the

garrisons of Dixmuyde and Deynse should be sent back
to the allied army. He was immediately released and
conducted in safety to Dinant. When he repaired to

Versailles, Louis received him with very extraordinary

marks of esteem and aftection. He embraced him in

public with the warmest expressions of regard; declared

liiniself perfectly well satisfied with his conduct; created

him a dulce and peer of France; and presented him with a

very large sum, in acknowledgmentofhis signal services.

CAMPAIGN ON THE RHINE.

After the reduction of Namur, which greatly enhanced

tlie military character of king William, he retired to liis

house at Loo, which was his favourite place of residence,

leaving the command to the elector of Bavaria; and

about the latter end of September both armies began to

separate. The Frencli forces retu'ed within their lines.

A good number of tlie allied troops were distributed in

difl'erent garrisons; and a strong detachment marched
towards Newport, under the command of the prince of

Wirtembcrg, for the security of that place. Thus ended

tlic campaign in the Netherlands. On the Rhine nothing

of moment was attempted by either army. The mares-

clial de Lorges, in the beginning of June, passed the

Rhine at Philipsburgh ; and posting himself at Brucksal,

sent out parties to ravage the country. On the eleventh

of the same month the pruice of Baden joined the Ger-

man army at Steppach, and on the eighth day of July

•was reinforced by the troops of the other German confed-

erates, in the neighbourhood of Wisclock. On tlio

nineteenth the French retired without noise, in the

night, towards Manheim, where they repassed the river

without any interruption from the imperial general;

tlion he sent off a large detachment to Flanders. Tlie

same step was taken by the prince of Baden; and each

army lay inactive in their quarters for the remaining

part of the campaign. The command of the Gennans
in Hungary was conferred upon the elector of Saxony;

but the court of Vienna was so dilatory in their prepar-

ations, that he was not in a condition to act till the

middle of August. Lord Paget had been sent ambas-

sador from England to the Ottoman Porte, with instruc-

tions relating to a pacification; but before he could

obtain an audience the sultan died, and was succeeded

by his nephew Mustapha, who resolved to prosecute

the war in person. The warlike genius of this new
emperor afforded but an uncomfortable prospect to his

people, considering that Peter, the czar of Muscovy, had

taken the opportunity of the war in Hungary, to invade

the Crimea .and besiege Azoph; so tb.at the Tartars were

too much employed at home to sp.are the succours whicli

the sultan demanded. Nevertheless, Mustaplia and his

vizier took the field before the imperialists could com-

mence the operations of the campaign, passed the Dan-

ube, took Lippa and Titul by assault, stormed the camp

of general Veterani, who was posted at Lugos with seven

thousand men, and who lost his life in the action. Tlie

infantry were cut to pieces, after having made a des-

per.ate defence; but the horse retreated to Carousebcs,

under the conduct of general Trusches. The Turks

after this cxjjloit retired to Orsowa. Their navy mean-

while suiin-ised the Venetian fleet at Scio, where several

ships of the republic were destroyed, and they recovered

that island, which the Venetians thought proper to

.abandon ; but in order to balance this misfortune, these

last obtained a complete victory over the pacha of

Negropont in the Morea.

THE DUKE OF SAVOY TAKES CASAL.

The French king still maintained a secret negotiation

with the duke of Savoy, whose conduct had been for

some tune mysterious and equivocal. Contrary to the

opinion of his allies, he undertook the siege of Cas.al,

which was counted one of the strongest fortifications in

Em-ope, defended by a numerous garrison, abundantly

supplied with ammunition and provisions. The siege

was begun about the middle of May; and the place was
surrendered by capitulation in about fourteen days, to

the astonishment of the confederates, who did not know
that this was a sacrifice by which the French court

obtained the duke's forbearance during the remaining
part of the campaign. The capitulation imported, that

the place should be restored to the duke of Mantua, wlio

was the rightful proprietor; that the fortifications should

be demolished at the expense of the allies; that the gar-

rison should remain in the fort till that work should be
completed; and hostages were exchanged for the per-

formance of these conditions. The duke understood the

art of procrastination so well, that September was far

advanced before the place was wholly dismantled; and
then he was seized with an ague, which obliged him to

quit the army.

TRANSACTIONS IN CATALONIA.

In Catalonia the French could hardly maintain the

footing they had gained. Admiral Russel, who wintered

at Cadiz, was created admiral, chief-commander, and
captain general of all his majesty's ships employed, or

to be employed, in the narrow-seas and in the Mediter-

ranean. He was reinforced by four thousand five hun-

dred soldiers, under the command of brigadier-general

Stewart; and seven thousand men. Imperialists as well

as S])imiards, were drafted from Italy for the defence of

Catiilonia. These forces were transported to Barcelona

under the convoy of admir.al Ncvil, detached by Russel

for that purpose. The affairs of Catalonia had already

changed their aspect. Several French parties had been

defeated. The Spani.ards had blocked up Ostalric and
Castel-Follit; Noailles had been recalled, and the com-

mand devolved to the duke de A'cndomc, who no sooner

understood that the forces from Italy were landed, than

he dismantled Ostalric and Castel-P'oUit, and retired to

Palamos. The viceroy of Catalonia and the English

admiral having resolved to give battle to the enemy
and reduce Palamos, the English troops were landed on

the ninth day of August, and the allied army advanced

to Palamos. The French appeared in order of battle;

but the viceroy declined an engagement. Far from

attacking the enemy he withdrew his forces, and the

town was bombarded by the admiral. The miscarriage

of this expedition was in a great measure owing to a,

misunderstanding between Russel and the court of

Spain. The admiral complained that his catholic ma-
jesty had made no preparations for the campaign; that

he had neglected to fulfil his engagements with respect

to the Spanish squadron which ought to have joined the

fleets of England and Holland; that he had taken no

care to provide tents and provisions for the British forces.

On the twenty-seventh day of August ho sailed for the

coast of Provence, where the fleet was endangered by
a terrible tempest; then lie steered down the Straits,

and toward the latter end of Septemljer arrived in the

bay of Cadiz. There he left a number of ships under

tlie command of sir David Jlitchel, until be should bo

joined by sir George Rooke who was expected from

England, and returned home with the rest of tlie com-
bined squadrous.
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THE ENGLISH FLEET BOJIDARDS
ST. MALOES, &c.

Wliilc ndmiral Russcl asserted the Hritish dominion

in tlio Mciliterranoiin, the Erencb co«sts were again

insulted in tlio channel by a. separate fleet under tlio

command of lord Hcrkcley of iftratton, assisted by the

Dutch admiral AUemonde. On the fourth day of July

they anchored before St. Malocs, which they bombarded

tirom nine ketches covered by some fricrates, which sus-

tained more damage than was done to the enemy. On
the sixth, Granville underwent the same fate, and then

the fleet returned to rortsmoutb. The bomb vessels

being refitted, the fleet sailed round to the Downs,

where four hundred soldiers wci'e embarked for an at-

tempt upon Dunkirk, under the direction of Mcestcrs

the famous Dutch engineer, who had prepared his infer-

nals and other machines for the service. On the first

day of August the experiment was tried without suc-

cess. The bombs did some execution; but two .smoke

ships miscarried. The Trench had secured the Kis-

bank and wooden forts with piles, bombs, chains, and

floating batteries, in such a m.inner that the niachine-

Tcsscls could not approach near enough to prmlucc any
cflect. Besides, the councils of the assailants were dis-

tracted by violent animosities. The English officers

hatod Jleestcrs, because ho was a Dutchman, and had

acquired some credit with the king; he on the other

hand treated them with disrespect. Ho retired with

his machines in tho night, and refused to co-operate

with lord Berkeley in his design upon Calais, which

w.as now put in execution. On the si.xteenth he brought

his batteries to bear upon this place, and set fire to it in

different quarters; but the enemy had taken such pre-

cautions as rendered his scheme abortive.

EXPEDITION TO THE WEST INDIES.

A squadron had been sent to the West Indies under
the joint-command of captAin Robert Wilmot and colonel

Lilingston, with twelve hundred land forces. They
had instructions to co-operate with the Spaniards in

Hispaniola, against the French settlements on that

island, and to destroy their fisheries on the banks of

Newfoundland in their return. They were accordingly

joined by seventeen hundred Spaniards raised by the

president of St. Domingo; but instead of proceeding

against Petit-Guavas, according to the directions they

had received, Wilmot took possession of Port Francois,

and plundered the countrj' for his own private advan-

tage, notwithstanding the remonstrances of Lilingston,

who protested against his conduct. lu a word, the sea

and land officers lived in a st.ate of perpetual dissension;

and both became extremely disagreeable to the Span-
iards, who soon renounced all connexion with them and
their designs. In the beginning of September the com-
modore set sail for England, and lost one of his ships in

the gnlph of Florida. He himself died in his passage;

and tho greater part of the men being swept off by an
opidomical distemper, the squadron returned to Britain

in a mist miserable condition. Notwithstanding tho

great cfl"orts the nation had made to maintain such a

number of different squadrons for the protection of com-
merce, as well as to annoy the enemy, the trade suffered

severely from the French privateers, which swarmed
in both channels and made prize of many rich vessels.

Tho marquis of C'a;rmarthen, being stationed with a

squadron off the Scilly islands, mistook a fleet of mer-
chant ships for the Brest fleet, and retired with preci-

pitation to ililford-Haven. In consequence of this

retreat, the privateers took a good number of ships

from Barbadocs, and five from the East-Indies, valued

at a million sterling. The merchants renewed their

clamour against tho commissioners of the Admiralty,

who produced their orders and instructions in their own
defence. The marquis of C'a>rmarthen had been guiltv

of flagrant misconduct on this occasion; but the chief

(onrce ofthose nationalcalamitieswas tho circumstantial

intelligence transmitted to Franco from time to time by
tho malcontents of England; for tboy were actuated by
n sci\ndalous principle which they still retain, namely,

that of rejoicing in tho distress of their country.

A NEW PARLIAMENT.

King William, after having conferred with the states

of Holland and tho elector of Brandenburgb who met
him at tho Hague, embarked for England on the nine-

teenth day of October, and arrived in safety at Margate,
from whence ho proceeded to London, where ho wag
received as a conqueror, amidst tlio rejoicings and accla-

mations of the people. On the samo day he summoned
a council at Kensington, in which it was determined to

convoke a new parliament. AVliilc the nation was in

good humour, it was supposed that they would return

such members only as were well affected to the govern-

ment; whereas the present parliament might proceed in

its inquiries into corruption and other grievances, and

bo the less influenced by tho crown, as their dependence

was of such short duration. The parliament was there-

fore dissolved by procl.amation, and a new one summoned
to meet at AVestminstcr on the twenty-second day of

November. While the whole nation was occupied in

the elections, William, by tho advice of his chief con-

fidants, laid his own disposition luider restraint in

another effort to acquire popularity. Ho honoured the

diversions of Newmnrkut with his presence, and thcro

received a compliment of congratulation from the uni-

versity of Cambridge. Then he visited the earls of Sun-

derland, Northampton, and Montague, at their different

houses in thccoimtrj-; and jiroceeded with a splendid

retinue to Lincoln, from whence he repaired to Welbeck,

a seat belonging to the duke of Newcastle in Notting-

hamshire, where ho was attended by Dr. Sharp, arch-

bishop of York, and his clergy. He lodged one night

with lord Brooke at Warwick castle, dined with the

duke of Shrewsbury at Eyefort, and iiy the way of Wood-
stock, made a solemn entry into Oxford, having been

met at some distance from the city by the duke of Or-

mond, as chancellor of the university, the vice-chancel-

lor, the doctors in tbeir habits, and the magistrates in

their formalities. He proceeded directly to the theatre,

where he was welcomed in an elegant L.itin speech; he

received from the chancellor on his knees the usual pre •

sents of a large English Bible, and book of Common-
Prayer, the cuts of the university, and a pair of gold-

fringed gloves. The conduits ran with wine, and a

magnificent banquet was prepared; but an anonymous
letter being found in the street, im]>orting that there

was a design to poison his m.njcsty, AVilliam refused to

cat or drink in Oxford, and retired immediately to Wind-

sor. Notwithstanding this abrupt departure, which did

not s.avour much of magnanimity, the university chose

sir AViUiam Trumball, secretary of state, as one of their

representatives in parliament.

BILL FOE REGULATING TRIALS IN CASES
OF HIGH-TREASON.

The whig interest generally prevailed in the elections,

though many even of that party were malcontents; and

wlien the parliament met, Foley was again chosen

speaker of the commons. The king in his first speech

extolled the valour of the English forces; expressed his

concern at being obliged to demand such large supplies

from his people; observed that the funds had proved

very deficient, and the civil list was in a precarious con

dition; recommended to their comp.assion the miserjiblo

situation of the French protestants; took notice of tho

bad state of the coin; desired they would form a good

bill for the encouragement and increase of seamen; and

contrive laws for the advancement of commerce. Ho
mentioned the great preparations which the French

were making for taking the field early; intreatcd them

to use despatch; expressed his satisfaction at the choico

which his people had made of tbeir representatives in
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the liouso of commons; and exliortcrl tliem to procccil

^vith temper anil unanimity. Though the two houses

presented addresses of congratulation to the king upon
his late success, and promised to assist him in prosecu-

ting the war with vigour, the nation loudly exclaimed

against the intolerable burdens and losses to wliich they

were subjected by a foreign scheme of politics, which,

like .an unfathomable abyss, swallowed up the wealth

and blood of the kingdom. AU the king's endeavours to

cover the disgusting side of his character had jiroved

iuefl'cetu.al; he was still dry, reserved, and forbiilding;

and the malcontents inveighed bitterly against his be-

haviour to the princess Anne of Denmark. Wlien the

news of Namur's being reduced arrived in England,

this lady congratulated him upon his success in a duti-

ful letter, to which he would not deign to send a reply,

either by writing or message, nor had she or her hus-

band been favom-ed with the slightest mark of regard

since his return to Enghand. The members in the lower

house, who h.ad adopted opposing maxims either from

principle or resentment, resolved tliat the crown should

purchase the supplies with some concession in favour of

the people. They therefore brought in the so long con-

tested hill for regulating tiials in cases of high treason,

and misprison of treason ; and considering the critical

juncture of affairs, the courtiers were afraid of obstruct-

ing such a popular measure. The lords inserted a clause,

enacting, that a peer should be tried by the whole peer-

age; and the commons .at once assented to this amend-
ment. The bill provided, that persons indicted for high

treason, or misprison of treason, should be furnished

with a copy of the indictment five days before the trial;

and indulged with council to plead in their defence; that

no person should be indicted but upon the oaths of two

lawful witnesses swe.iring to overt-acts ; that in two or

more distinct treasons of divers kinds, alleged in one bill

of indictment, one witness to one, and another witness

to another, should not be deemed two witnesses; that

no person should be prosecuted for any such crime, un-

less the indictment he found within three years after the

offence committed, except in case of a design or attempt

to assassinate or poison the king, where this limitation

should not take place ; that persons indicted for treason,

or misprison of treason, should be supplied with copies

of the panel of the jurors, two days at least helbre the

trial, and h.ave process to compel their witnesses to

appear; that no evidence should be admitted of any
overt-act not expressly laid in the indictment; that this

act should not extend to any impeachment, or other pro-

ceeding in parliament; nor to any indictment for coim-

terfeituig his majesty's coin, his great seal, privy se.al,

sign manual, or signet.

RESOLUTIONS WITH RESPECT TO A NEVv'
COINAGE.

Tliis important affair being discussed, the commons
proceeded to examine the aceomits .and estimates, and

voted above five millions for the service of the ensuing

year. The state of the coin was by this time become
.such a national grievance as could not escape the atten-

tion of parliament. The lords prepared an address to

the throne, for a proclamation to put a stop to the cur-

rency of diminished coin; and to this they desired the

concui'rence of the commons. The lower house, how-
ever, determmed to take this affair under their own
inspection. They appointed a committee of the whole

liouse to deliberate on the state of the nation witli re-

spect to the currency. Great opposition was made to a

recoinage, whicli was a measure strenuously recom-

mended and supported by Mr. Montague, who acted on

this occasion hy the advice of the great mathematician

sir IsaacNewton. The enemies of this expedient argued,

that should the silver coin be called in, it would be im-

possible to maintain the war abroad, or prosecute foreign

trade, inasmuch as the merchant could not pay his

bills of exchange, nor the soldier receive his subsistence;

thilt a stop would he put to all mutual payment; and

this would produce universal confusion .and despair.

Such a reformation could not be effected without some
danger and difficulty; but it was become .absolutely

necessary, as the evil daily increased, and in a little time

must have terminated in national anarchy. After long

and vehement debates, the majority resolved to proceed

with all possible expedition to a new coinage. Another
question arose, Wliether the new coin, in its different

denominations, should retain the original weight and
purity of the old; or the established standard be raised

in value ? The famous Locke engaged in this dispute

against Mr. Lowndes, who proposed that the standard

should be raised; the arguments of Mr. Locke were so

convincing, tliat the committee resolved the establisbisd

standard should be preserved with respect to weight
and fineness. They likewise resolved, that the loss

accruing to the revenue from clipped money, shoiild he
borne by the public. In order to prevent a tot.al stag-

nation, they further resolved, th.at after an appointed
day no clipped money should pass in p.ayment, except
to the collectors of the revenue and taxes, or upon loans

or payments into the exchequer; that after another day
to be appointed, no clipped money of any sort should

pass in any p.ayment whatsoever; and that a third day
should be fixed for all persons to bring in their clipped

money to be recoined, after which they should have no
allowance upon what they might ofler. They addressed

the king to issue a prochamation agreeably to these resol-

utions; and on the nineteenth day of December it was
published accordingly. Such were the fe.ars of the peo-

ple, augmented and inflamed by the enemies of the gov-

ernment, that all p.ayment immediately ceased, and a

face of distraction appeared through the whole commu-
nity. The adversaries of the bill seized this opportunity

to aggr.avate the apprehensions of the public. They
inveighed against the ministry as the authors of this

nation.al griev.ance; they levelled their satire particu

larly at Montague; and it required uncommon fortitude

and address to avert the most dangerous consequences
of popular discontent. The house of commons agreed

to the following resolutions: that twelve hundred thou-

sand pounds shoidd be raised by a duty on glass win-
dows, to make up the loss on the clipped money; that

the recompence for supplying the deficiency of clipped

money should extend to all silver coin, thougli of a

coarser .alloy than the standard; that the collectors and
receivers of his ra.ijesty's aids and revenues should be
enjoined to receive all such monies; that a reward of

five per cent, should he given to all such persons as

shoidd bring in cither milled or broad undipped money,
to be applied in exchange of the clipped money through-

out the kingdom ; that a reward of threepence per ounce
should he given to all persons who should bring wrought
plate to the mint to be coined ; that persons might p.ay in

their whole next year's land-tax in clipped money, at one

convenient time to be appointed for that purpose; that

commissioners should he appointed in every county to

payand distribute the milled and broad undipped mono)',

and the new coined money in lieu of that which was duni-

nished. A bill being prepared agreeably to these deter-

minations, was sent up to the house of lords, who made
some amendments which the commons rejected; hut in

order to avoid cavils and conferences, they dropped the

bill .and brought in another vrithout the clauses which
the lords had inserted. They were again proposed in the

upper house and over-ruled by the m.ajority ; and on the

twenty-first d.ay of January the bill received the royal

assent, as did another bill enlarging the time for pur-

chasing .annuities and continuing the duties on low
wines. At the same time the king passed the bill of

trials for high treason, and an act to prevent mercenary
elections. Divers merchants .and traders petitioned the

house of commons that the losses in their trade and pay-

ments, occasioned by the rise of guineas, might he taken

into consideration. A bill was immediately brought in

for taking off the obligation and encouragement for

coining guineas for a cert.ain time; and then the com-
mons proceeded to lower the value of this coin, a t-ask
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in which they met with great opposition from some

members, who allcgcil that it would foment the popuh'.r

disturbances. At length, however, the majority agreeil

that a guinea should be lowered from thirty to eight-

and-twenty shillings, .ind afterwards to six-and-twenty.

At leugtli a clause was inserted in the bill for encourag-

ing people to bring plate to the mint, settling the price

of a guinea at two-aud-twenty shillings, and it naturally

sunk to its original value of twenty shillings and six-

pence. Many persons, however, supposing that the

price of goM would be raised the next session, hoarded

up their guiue.is; and upon the same supposition, en-

couraged by tho malcontents, the new coined silver

money was rcscr\-cd, to the groat detriment of com-

merce. Tho king ordered mints to he erected in York,

Bristol, Exeter, and Chester, for the purpose of the re-

coinage, which was executed with micxpected success,

80 that in less than a year the currency of England,

which had been tho worst, became the hest coin in

Europe.

At this period the attention of tlie commons was di-

verted to an object of a more private nature. The earl

of Portland, who enjoyed the greatest share of the kings
favour, had obtained a grant of some lordships in Derby-

shire. AVliile the warrant was depending, the gentle-

men of that county resolved to oppose it with all their

power. In consequence of a petition, they were in-

dulged with a hearing by the lords of the treasury. Sir

AVilliam AVilliams, in the name of the lest, lUlcged that

the lordships in question were the ancient demesnes of

tho prince of Wales, absolutely un;dienable; that the

revenues of those lordships supported the goverjiment

of WaLs in paying the judges and other salaries; that

the grant was of too large an extent for any foreign

subject; and that the people of the county were too

great to be subject to any foreigner. Sundry other sub-

stantial reasons were used against the grant, which, not-

irithstanding all their remonstrances, would have passed

through the offices, had not the JA'elsh gentlemen ad-

dressed themselves by petition to the house of commons.
Upon this occasion, Mr. Price, a member of the house,

harangued with great severity against the Dutch in

general, and did not even abstain from sai"casms upon the

king's person, title, and government. The objections

started by the petitioners being duly considered, were
found so reasonable that the commons presented an ad-

dress to the king, representing that those manors had
been usually annexed to the priBcipality of Wales, and
settled on the princes of Wales for their support ; that

many persons in those parts held their estates by royal

tenure under great and valuable compositions, rents,

royal payments, and services to the crown and princes

of AValcs; and enjoyed great privileges and advantages
under such tenure. They therefore besought his ma-
jesty to re&ill the grant which was in diminution of

the honour and interest of the crown; and prayed that

the said manors and lands might not be alienated with-

out the consent of parliainent. This address met with
a cold reception from the king, who promised to recall

the grant which had given such offence to the commons,
and said he would find some other way of showing his

favour to the earl of Portland.

The people in general entertained a national aversion

to this nobleman: the malcontents inculcated a notion

that he had made use of his interest and inteUigencc to

injure the trade of England, that the commerce of his

own country might flourish without competition. To
his suggestions they imputed the act and patent in fa-

vour of the Scottish company, which was supposed to

have been thrown in as a hone of contention between
the two kingdoms. The subject was first started in

the house of lords, who invited the commons to a con-

ference; a committee was appointed to examine into

the particulars of the act for erecting the .Scottish com-
pany ; and the two houses presented a joint address

against it, as a scheme that would prejudice all the sub-

jects concerned in tho wealth and trade of the English
nation. They represented, that in couseiuence of the
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exemption from taxes and other advantages granted to

the Scottish company, that kingdom would become a
free port for all East and AV'est India commodities; that
tho Scots would bo enabled to supply all Eurojio at a

cheaper rate than the English could all'ord to sell their

merchandise for, therefore England would lose the beiie-

lit of its foreign trade; besides, they observed that the
.Scots would smuggle their commodities into England,
to the great detriment of bis majesty and his customs.
To this remonstrance the king replied that he had been
ill served in Scotland; but that he hoped some remedies
would be found to prevent tho inconveniencies of wliieb

they were ap]irelicnsive. In all probability he had been
imposed upon by the ministry of that kingdom; for in

a little time he discarded the marquis of Tweedale, and

dismissed both the Scottish secretaries of state, in lieu

of whom he appointed lord Murray, son to the marquis

of Athol. Notwithstanding the king's answer, the com-
mittee proceeded on the inquiry, and, in consequence

of their report confirming a petition from the East India

company, the house resolved that the directors of the

Scottish company were guilty of a high crime and mis-

demeanor in administering and taking an oath dc fuldi

in this kingdom, and that they should be impeached for

the same. Slcanwhile, Roderick JIaekenzie, from whom
they had received their chief information, began to re-

tract his evidence, and was ordered into custody; hut
be m.ade his escape and could not be retaken, although
tho king at their request issued a proclamation for that

purpose. The Scots were extremely incensed against

the king when they understood he had disowned their

cv>nipany, from which the)' had promised themselves

such wealth and advantage. The settlement of Darien

was already planned and afterwards put in execution,

though it miscarried in the sequel, and had like to have
produced abundance of mischief.

INTRIGUES OF THE JACOBITES.

The complaints of tho English merchants who had
suflered by the war were so loud at this juncture, that

the commons resolved to take their case into considera-

tion. The house resolved itself into a committee to con-

sider the state of the nation with regard to commerce,

and having duly weighed all circumstances, agreed to

the following resolutions; that a council of trade should

be established by act of parliament, with powers to take

measures for the more effectual preservation of com-
merce; that the commissioners should be nominated by
parliament, but none of them have seats in the house

;

that they should take an oath acknowledging the title

of king William as rightful and lawful; and abjuring

the pretensions of James, or any other person. The
king considered these resolutions as an open attack upon

his prerogative, and signified his displeasure to the earl

of Sunderland, who patronised this measiuv; but it was
so popular in the house, that in all probability it would

have been put in execution, had not the attention of the

commons been diverted from it at this period by the

detection of a new conspiracy. The friends of king

James had, upon the death of queen Jlaiy, renewed

their practices for effecting a restoration of that monarch,

on the supposition that the interest of William was con-

siderably weakened by the decease of bis consort. Cer-

tain individuals, whose zeal for James overshot their

discretion, formed a design to seize the person of king

William, and convey him to France, or put him to death

in case of resistance. They had sent emissaries to tho

court of St. Germain's to demand a commission for thin

purpose, which was refused. The earl of Aylesbury,

lord Montgomery, son to the marquis of Powis, sir John
Fenwick, sir John Friend, captain Chanioek, captain

Porter, and one Mr. Goodman, were the first contrivers

of this project. Cliamock was detached with a jjroposal

to James, that he should procure a body of horse and
foot from France to make a descent in England, and
they would engage not only to join him at his binding,

but even to replace him on the throne of England.

K
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These offers being declined by James, on pretence that

the French king could not spare such a number of troops

at that juncture, the earl of Aylesbury went over in

person, and was admitted to a conference with Louis,

in which the scheme of an invasion was actually con-

certed. In the beginning of February the duke of Ber-

wick repaired privately to England, where he conferred

with the conspirators, assured them that king James

was i-eady to make a descent with a considerable num-

ber of French forces, distributed commissions, and gave

directions for providing men, arms, and horses, to join

him at his arrival. AVTien he returned to France, he

found every thing prepared for the expedition. The
troops were drawn down to the sea- side ; a great num-

ber of transports were assembled at Dunkirk; monsieur

Gabaret had advanced as far as Calais with a squadron

of ships, which, when joined by that of Du Bart at

Dunkirk, was judged a sufficient convoy; and James

had come as far as Calais In his way to embark. Mean-

while the Jacobites in England were assiduously em-

ployed in making preparations for a revolt. Sir John

Friend had very near completed a regiment of horse

;

considerable progress was made in levying another by

sir William Perkins; sir John Fenwick had enlisted

four troops; colonel Tempest had undertaken for one

regiment of dragoons; colonel Parker was preferred to

the command of another; Mr. Curzon was commissioned

for a third; and the malcontents intended to raise a

fourth in Suffolk, where their interest chiefly prevailed.

CONSPIRACY AGAINST the LIFE op WILLIAM.

AVbile one part of the Jacobites proceeded against

William in the usual way of exciting an insurrection,

another, consisting of the most desperate conspirators,

had formed a scheme of assassination. Sir George Bar-

clay, a native of Scotland, who had ser\-ed as an officer

in the array of James, a man of undaunted courage, a

furious bigot in the religion of Kome, yet close, circiun-

spect, and determined, was landed with other officers in

Komncymarsh, by one captain GUI, about the beginning

of Januaiy, and is said to have undertaken the task of

seizing or assassinating king William. He imparted

his design to Han-ison, alias Johnston, a priest, Char-

nock, Porter, and sir WiUiam Perkins, by whom it was

approved; and he pretended to have a particular com-

mission for this ser-iice. After various consultations,

they resolved to .attack the king on his return from

Eichmond, where he commonly hunted on Satui-days;

and the scene of their intended ambuscade was a lane

between Brentford and Tumham-Green. As it would

be necessary to charge and disperse the guards that at-

tended the coach, they agreed that their number should

be increased to forty horsemen, and each conspirator

began to engage proper persons for the cnterpnse.

When their complement was fuU, they determined to

execute their purpose on the fifteenth day of February.

They concerted the manner in which they should meet

in small parties without suspicion, and waited with im-

patience for the hour of action. In this interval some

of the underling actors, seized with horror at the reflec-

but declared that he did not thinlc any religion could

justify such a treacherous pui-pose. At the same time

he observed, that as he lay under obligations to some
of the conspirators, his honour and gratitude would not

permit him to accuse them by name; and that he would
upon no consideration appear as an evidence. The king

had been so much used to fictitious plots and false dis-

coveries, that he paid little regard to the informations

imtil they were confirmed by the testimony of another

conspirator called La Rue, a Frenchman, who commimi-
cated the same particulars to brigadier Levison, without

knowing the least circumstance of the other discoveries.

Then the king believed there was something real in the

conspiracy; and Pendergrass and La Rue were severally

examined in his presence. He thanked Pendergrass in

particular for this instance of his probity; but observed

that it must prove ineffectual unless he would discover

the names of the conspiratoi-s; for, without knowing
who they were, he should not be able to secure his life

against their attempts. At length Pendergi-ass was
prevailed upon to give a list of those he knew, yet not

before the king had solemnly promised that he should

not be used as an evidence against them, except with
his own consent. As the king did not go to Richmond
on the day appointed, the conspirators postponed the

execution of their design till the Siiturday following.

They accordingly met at different houses on the Friday,

when every man received bis instructions. There they

agreed, that after the perpetration of the parricide, they

should ride in a body as far as Hammersmith, and then

dispersing, enter London by different avenues. But on

the morning, when they understood that the guards

were returned to their quarters, and the king's coaches

sent back to the Mews, they were seized with a sudden

damp, on the suspicion that their plot was discovered.

Sir George Barclay withdrew hinjself, and every one

began to think of providing for his own safety. Next

night, however, a great number of them were appre-

hended, and then the- whole discovery was conununi-

cated to the privj* council. A proclamation was issued

against those that absconded; and gi'eat diligence was
used to find sir George Barclay, who was supposed to

have a particular commission from James for assassina-

ting the prince of Orange ; but he made good his retreat,

and it was never proved that any such commission had
been granted.

DESIGN OF AN INVASION DEFEATED.

This design and the projected invasion proved equally

abortive. James had scarce reach Calais when the

duke of Wirtemberg despatched his aidecamp from

Flanders to king William, with an account of the pur-

posed descent. Expresses with the same tidings arrived

from the elector of Bavaria and the prince de Vaude-

mont. Two considerable squadrons being ready for sea,

admiral Russel embarked at Spithead and stood over to

the French coast with .about fifty sail of the line. The
enemy were confounded at his appearance, and hauled

in their vessels under the shore, iu such shallow water

that he could not follow and destroy them ; but he abso-

tion of what they bad undertaken, or captivated with lutcly ruined their design, by cooping them up iu their

the prospect of reward, resolved to prevent the execu-

tion of the design by a timely discovery. On the eleventh

day of February, one Fisher informed the earl of Port-

land of the scheme, and named some of the conspirators;

but his account was imperfect. On the thirteenth how-

ever he retui-ned with a circumstantial detail of all the

particulars. Next day the earl was accosted by one

Pendergrass, an Irish officer, who told his lordship ho

had just come from Hampshire at the request of a par-

ticular friend, and understood that he had been called

up to to^vn with a view of engaging him in a design to

assassinate king William. He said, ho had promised

to embark in the undertaking, though he detested it in

his own mind, and took this first opportunity of reveal-

ing the secret, which was of such consequence to his

majesty's life. He owned himself a Roman catholic,

harbours. King James, .after having tarried some weeks
at Calais, returned to St. Germain's. Tlie forces were

sent back to the gamsons from which they had been

drafted; the people of France exclaimed, that the malig-

nant star which ruled the destiny of James had blasted

this and every other project formed for his restoration.

By means of the reward offered in the proclamation, the

greater part of the conspirators were betrayed or taken.

George Harris, who had been sent from France Avith

orders to obey sir George Barclay, surrendered himself

to sir William Trumball, and confessed the scheme of

assassination in which he had been engaged. Porter

and Pendergrass were apprehended together. This last

insisted upon the king's promise that he should not be

compelled to give evidence; but when Porter owned
himself guilty, the other observed he was no longer
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bound to be silent, as his friend bad made a confcssioj

;

and they were both admitted as evidences for the crown.

THE TWO HOUSES FORM AN ASSOCIATION
FOK THE DEFENCE OF HIS MAJESTY.

After their examination, the king, in a speech to both

houses, coniinuuicated the nature of the conspiracy

against his life, as well as the advices he had received

touching the invasion; ho explained the steps he had
taken to defeat the double design, and professed his con-

fidence in their readiness and zeal to concur with him
in every thing that should appear necessary for their

common safety. That same evening the two houses

waited upon liim at Kensington in a body, with an
affectionate address, by which they expressed their ab-

horrence of the villanous and barbarous design which
had been fonned against his sjicred person, of which
they besought him to take more than ordinary care.

They assured him they would to their utmost defend

his life, and support his government against the late

king James and all other enemies; and declared, that

in case his majesty should come to a violeut death, they
would revenge it upon bis adversaries and their adhe-

rents. He was extremely well pleased with this warm
address, and assiued them in bis turn he would take all

opportunities of recommending himself to the continu-

ance of their loyalty and affection. The commons forth-

with empowered him by bill to secure all persons sus-

pected of conspiring against his person and government.

They brought in another, pro\nding, that in case of bis

majesty's deitb, the parliament then being should con-

tinue until dissolved by the next heir in succession to

the crown, established by act of parliament; that if bis

majesty should chance to die between two parliaments,

that which had been last dissolved should immediately
re-assemble, and sit for the despatch of national affairs.

They voted an address to desire that bis majesty would
banish by proclamation all papists to the distance of ten
miles from the cities of London and Westminster; and
give instmctions to the judges going on the circuits to

put the laws in execution against Roman catholics and
nonjurors. They drew up an association, binding them-
selves to assist each other in support of the king and his

government, and to revenge any violence that should
be committed on his person. This was signed by all

the members then present; but as some bad absented
themselves on frivolous pretences, the bouse ordered,

that in sixteen days the absentees should eithersubscribe

or declare their refusal. Several members neglecting
to comply with this injunction within the limited time,

the speaker was ordered to write to those who were in

the country, and demand a peremptory answer; and the
clerk of the house attended such as pretended to be ill

in town. The absentees finding themselves pressed in

this manner, thought proper to sail with the stream,

and sign the association, which was presented to the
king by the commons in a body, iWth a request that it

might be lo<lged among the records in the Tower, as a
perpetual memorial of their loyalty and affection. The
king received them with uncommon complacency; de-

clared that he heartily entered into the same associa-

tion; that he should be always ready to venture his life

with his good subjects against all who should endeavour
to subvert the religion, laws, and liberties of England;
and he promised that this and all other associations

should be lodged among the records of the Tower of

London. Next day the commons resolved, that who-
ever should affirm an association was iUegal, should be
deemed a promoter of the designs of the late king James,
and an enemy to the laws and liberties of the kingdom.
The lords followed the example of the lower house in

drawing up an as.sociation ; but the earl of Nottingham,
sir Edward .Seymour, and Mr. Finch, objected to the
words rightful and lawful as applied to his m.ajesty.

They said as the crown and its prerogatives were vested

in him, they would yield obedience, though they could
not acknowledge him as their rightful and lawful king.

Nothing could bo more absurd than this distinction,

started by men who had actually constituted part of the
administration; unless they supposed that the right of
king William expired with queen Mary. The earl of
Rochester proposed an expedient in favour of such ten-

der consciences, by altering the words that gave offence;

and this was adopted accordingly. Fifteen of the peers,

and ninety-two commoners, signed the association with
reluctance. It was, however, subscribed by all sorts of
people in different parts of the kingdom; and the bishops
drew up a form for the clergy, which was signed by a
great majority. The coiiimons brought in a bill, de-

claring all men incapable of public trust, or of sitting in

parliament, who wonld not engage in this association.

\t the same time tlie council issued an order for renew-
ing all the commissions in England, that those who had
not signed it voluntarily should bo dismissed from the

service as disaffected persons.

ESTABLISHMENT OF A LAND-BANK.

After these warm demonstrations of loyalty, the com-
mons proceeded upon ways and means for raising the

supplies. A new bank was constituted as a fund, upon
which the sum of two millions five hundred and sixty-

four thousand pounds should be raised ; and it was called

the land-bank, because establislied on land securities.

This scheme, said to have been projected by the famous
Dr. Chamberlain, was patronised by the earl of Sunder-
land, and managed by Foley and Harley; so that it

seemed to be a tory plan which Sunderland supported,

in order to reconcile himself to that partj'. [See vole O,
at the end of this Vol.] The bank of England petitioned

against this bill, and were heard by their counsel; but
their representations produced no effect, and the bill

having passed through both bouses, received the royal

assent. On the twenty-seventh day of April the king
closed the session with a short but gracious speech;

and the parliament was prorogued to the sixteenth day
of Jime.

Before this period some of the conspirators had been
brought to trial. The first who suffered was Robert
Chamock, one of the two fellows of Magdalen-college,

who, in the reign of James, had renounced the protes-

tant religion; the next were lieutenant King and Thomas
lCe3's, which last had been formerly a trumpeter, but of

late servant to captain Porter. They were found guilty

of high ti-eason, and executed at Tyburn. They deli-

vered papers to the sheriff, in which they solemnly
declared, that they had never seen or beard of any com-
mission from king James for assassinating the prince

of Orange; Chamock in particular obsen'cd, that he had
received frequent assurances of the king's having rejec-

ted such proposals when they had been offered; and that

there was no other commission but that for levying war
in the usual form. Sir John Friend and sir A\'illi,-uu

Perkins were tried in April. The first, from mean be-

ginnings, had acquired great wealth and credit, .and

always firmly adhered to the interests of king James.
The other was likewise a man of fortune, violently at-

tached to the same principles, though he had taken the

oaths to the present government as one of the six clerks

in chancery. Porter and Blair, another evidence, de-

posed, that sir John Friend had been concerned in levy-

ing men under a commission from king James, and thjit

be knew of the assassination plot, though not engaged
in it as a personal actor. He endeavoured to invalidate

the testimony of Blair, by proving him guilty of the
most shocking ingratitude. He observed that both the

evidences were reputed papists. The curate of Hack-
ney, who officiated as chaplain in the prisoner's house,

declared upon oath, that after the revolution he used to

pray for king William, and that he bad often beard sir

John Friend say that though be could not comply with
the present government, he would live peaceably under
it, and never engage in any conspiracy. Mr. Hoadley,

father of the present bishop of Winchester, added, that

the prisoner was a good protcstant, and frequently ex-
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pressed his detestation ofking-killing principles. Friend

himself owned lie had been with some of the conspira-

tors at a meeting in Leadenhall-street, hut heard nothing

of raising men, or any design against the goverament.

He likewise affirmed that a consultation to levy war
was not treason ; and that his being at a treasonable

consult could amount to no more than a misprison of

treason. Lord chiefjustice Uolt declared, that although

a bare conspiracy, or design to levy war, was not trea-

son within the statute of Edward ill., yet if the design

or conspiracy be to kill, or depose, or imprison the king,

by the means of levying war,4hen the consultation and

conspiracy to lev)' war becomes high treason though no

war be actually levied. The same inference might have

been drawn against the authors and instruments of the

revolution. The judge's explanation influenced the jury,

who, after some deliberation, found the prisoner guilty.

Next day sir William Terkins was brought to the bar,

and upon the testimony of Porter, Ewcbank, his own
groom, and Haywood, a notorious informer, was con-

victed of having been concerned not only in the invasion,

hut also in the design against the king's life. The evi-

dence was scanty, and the prisoner having been bred to

the law, made an artful and vigorous defence: but the

judge acted as counsel for the crown; and the jury

decided by the hints they received from the bench.

He and sir John Friend imderwent the sentence of death,

and suffered at Tybum on the third day of April. Friend

protested before God that he knew of no immediate

descent purposed by king James, and therefore had made
no preparations; that he was utterly ignorant of the

assassination scheme; that he died in the coramimion of

the church of England, and laid down his life cheerfully

in the cause for which he suffered. Perkins declared,

upon the word of a dying man, that the tonour of the

king's commission which he saw was general, directed

to all his loving subjects, to raise and levy war agninst

the prince of Orange and his adherents, and to seize all

forts, castles, &c., but that he neither saw nor heard of

any commission particularly levelled against the person

of the prince of Orange. He owned, however, that he
was privy to the design; but believed it was known to

few or none but the immediate undertakers. These
two criminals were in their last moments attended by
Collier, Snatt, and Cook, three nonjuring clergymen,
who absolved them in the view of the populace, with an
imposition of hands; a pubhc insult on the government
which did not pass unnoticed. Those three clergj'man

were presented by the grand jury for having comite-

nanced the treason by absolving the traitors, and thereby
encouraged other persons to disturb the peace of the

kingdom. An indictment being preferred against them,
Cook and Snatt were committed to Newgate; but Col-

lier absconded, and published a vindication of their con-
duct, in which he affirmed that the imposition of hands
was the general practice of the primitive church. On
the other hand, the two metropolitans and twelve other
bishops subscriljed a declaration, condemning the ad-
ministration of absolution without a previous confession
made, and abhon-enee expressed, by the prisoners of the
heinous crimes for which they suffered.

In the course of the same month, Eookwood, Cran-
bomc, and Lowick, were tried as conspirators by a spe-
cial commission in the king's-bench, and convicted on
the joint testimony of Porter, Harris, La Rue, Bertram,
Fisher, and Pendergrass. .Some favourable circum-
stances appeared in the case of Lowick. The proof of
his having been concerned in the design against the
king's life was very defective; many persons of reputa-
tion declared he was an honest, good natured, inoffen-

sive man; and he himself concluded his defence with
the most solemn protestation of his own innocence.
Gre.-vt intercession was made for his pardon by some
noblemen; but all their interest proved ineffectual.

Cianbome died in a transport of indignation, leaving a
paper which the government thought proper to suppress.
Lowick and Kockwood likewise delivered declarations
to the sheriff, the contents of which as being less in-

flammatory were allowed to be published. Both solemnly

denied any knowledge of a commission from king James

to assassinate the prince of Orange; the one affirming

that he was incapable of granting such an order; and

the other asserting that he, the best of kings, had often

rejected proposals of that nature. Lowick owned that

he would have joined the king at his landing; but de-

clared he had never been concerned in any bloody affair

during the whole course of his life. On the contrarj',

he said he had endeavoured to prevent bloodshed as

much as lay in his power; and that he would not kill

the most miserable creature in the world, even though
such an act would save his life, restore his sovereign,

and make him one of the greatest men in England.
Eookwood alleged he was engaged by his immediate
commander, whom he thought it was his duty to obey,

though the service was much against his judgment and
inclination. He professed his abhorrence of treachery

even to an enemy. He forgave all manldnd, even tlie

prince of Orange, who as a soldier, he said, ought to

have considered his case before he signed his death war-

rant ; he prayed God would open his eyes, and render

him sensible of the blood that was from all parts crying

against him, so as he might avert a heavier execution

than that which he now ordered to be inflicted. The
next person brought to trial was Jlr. Cooke, son of sir

Miles Cooke, one of the six clerks in chancery. Porter

and Goodman deposed that he had been present at two
meetings at the King's-head tavern in Leadenhall-street,

with the lords Aylesbury and Montgomery, sir WiUiam
Perldns, sir John Fcnwick, sir John Friend, Chaniock,

and Porter. The cWdence of Goodman was invalidated

by the testimony of the landlord and two di'awers be-

longing to the tavern, who swore that Goodman was not

there while the noblemen were present. The prisoner

himself solemnly protested, that he was ever averse to

the introduction of foreign forces; that he did not so

much as hear of the intended invasion until it became
the common topic of conversation ; and that he had never

seen Goodman at the King's-head. He declared his in-

tention of receiving the blessed sacrament, and wished

he might perish in the instant if he now spoke untruth.

No respect was paid to these asseverations. The solici-

tor-general Hawles, and lord chief-justice Treby, treated

him with great severity in the prosecution and charge

to the jurj', by whom he was capitally convicted. After

his condemnation, the court-agents tampered with him
to make further discoveries; and after his fate had been

protracted by divers short reprieves, he was sent into

banishment. From the whole tenom- of these discoveries

and proceedings, it appears that James had actually

meditated an invasion; that his partisans in England
had made preparations for joining him on his arrival;

that a few desperadoes of that faction had concerted a

scheme against the life of king ^^'illiam; that in prose-

cuting the conspirators, the court had countenanced in-

formers; that the judges had strained the law, wrested

circumstances, and even deviated from the fimction of

their office, to convict the prisoners; in a word, that the

administration had used the same arbitrary and unfair

practices against those unhappy people, which they

themselves had in the late reigns numbered among the

grievances of the kingdom.

THE ALLIES BURN THE MAGAZINE AT
GIVET.

The warmth, however, manifested on this occasion

may have been owing to national resentment of the

purposed invasion. Certain it is, the two houses of

parliament and the people in general wore animated
with extraordinary indignation against France at this

juncture. The lords besought his majesty in a solemn
address to appoint a day of thanksgiving to Almighty
God for having defeated the barbarous purpose of his

euemics; and this was observed with uncommon zeal

and devotion. Admiral Russel, leaving a squadron for

obsevvation on the French coast, returned to the Downs;
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but sir Cloudcslcy Pliovel, being properly prepared for

the expedition, subjected Calais to another bombard-

ment, by which the town was set on fire in diflcrent

parts, and the inhabitants were overwhelmed with con-

sternation. The generals of the allied army in Fhmders
resolved to make some immediate retaliation upon tliC

French for their unmanly design upon the life of king
AVUliam, as they took it for granted that Louis was
accessiiry to the scheme of assassination. That mon-
arch, on the supposition that a powerful diversion would
bo made by the descent on Enuland, had established a

vast m:igazine at Givet, designing, when the allies

should be enfeebled by the absence of the British troops,

to strike some stroke of importance early in the cam-
paign. On this tbe confederates now determined to

wreak their vengeance. In the beginning of March
tbe carl of Athlone and monsieur de Coehom, with the

concurrence of the duke of Ilolstein-Ploen, who com-
m.inded tbe allies, sent a strong detachment of horse,

drafted from Brussels and the neighbouring garrisons,

to amuse the enemy on the side of Charleroy, while

they assembled forty squadrons, thirty battalions, with

fifteen pieces of cannon, and six mortars, in the tcrritorj-

of Xamur. Athlone with a part of this body invested

Diuiint, while C'a;horn with the remainder advanced to

Ciivet. He forthwith began to batter and bombard the

place, which in three hours was on fire, and by four in

the afternoon wholly destroyed, with the great maga-
zine it contained. Then the two generals joining their

forces returned to Xamur without interruption. Hither-

to tho republic of Venice had deferred acknowledging
king William; but now they sent an extraordinary em-
bassy for that purpose, consisting of signiora Soranzo

and Venier, who .nrrived in London, and on the first day
of May had a public audience. The king on this occa-

sion knighted Soranzo as the senior ambassador, and
presented hira with the sword according to custom.

On that day, too, William declared in council that he
had appointed the same regency which had governed
the kingdom during his last absence, and embarking
en the seventh at Margate, arrived at Orange-Polder
in the evening, under convoy of vice-admiral Ayhner.
This ofiiccr had been ordered to attend with a squacb-on,

as the famous Du Bart still continued at Dunkirk, and
some attempt of importance was apprehended from his

enterprising genius.*

LOUIS MAKES ADTAXCES TOWARDS A PEACE
WITH IIOLLAXD.

The French had taken the field before the allied army
could be assembled; but no transaction of consequence
distinguished this camp.aign either upon the Khinc or

in Flanders. The scheme of Louis was still defensive
f>n the side of tho Xetherlands, while tbe active plans
of king William were defeated by want of money. AH
the funds for this year proved defective : the land-bank
failed, and the national bank sustained a rude shock in

its credit. The loss of the narion upon the recoinage,

amounted to two millions two bimdred thousand pounds

;

and though the different mints were employed without
interruption, they could not for some months supply the

circulation, especially as great part of the new money
was kept up by those who received it in payment, or

disposed of it at an unreasonable advantage. The
French king having exhausted the wealth and patience

of his subjects, and greatly diminished their number
in the course of this war, began to be diffident of his

arms, and employed all the arts of private negotiation.

AMiile his minister D'Avaux pressed the king of Swe-
den to offer his mediation, he sent Callieres to Holland
with proposals for settling the preliminaries of a treaty.

• Some promotions ircro made before the king left Engliind.
<i' ; .'e Hamilton, third son of tlie dnke of tliat name, was for his
i:;ilit.tr>' services in Ireland and Flanilers created earl of ( irkney.
>-r .Jrlin L^jwther was ennobled by the title of baron Lowtlier and
\ i^/'onnt Ix-n^Iate ; sir John Thompson made baron of Ilaversliam

;

ftn.l tlic celebrated .lohn Locke appointed 03« of the commijisioners
of trade and pUotatioo.

He took it for gi-antcd that as tho Dutch were n trading
people, whoso commerce had greatly suffered in the war,

they could not be averse to a pacification; and he in-

structed his emissaries to tiiinper with the malcontents
of the republic, especially witli the remains of the Lou-
vestein faction, which had always oi)]iosed the schemes
of the stadtbolder. Callieres met with a favourable re-

ception from tho states, which began to treat with him
about the preliminaries, though not without the consent
anil concurrence of king William and the rest of the
allies. Louis, with a view to quicken the effect of this

nigotiation, pursued offensive measures in Cafalonia,

where his general the duke de A'endome attacked and
worsted the Spaniards in their camp near Ostalrick,

though the action was not decisive; for that general

was obliged to retreat after having m.adc vigorous efforts

against their intrenchments. On the twentieth day of

June, mareschal de Lorges passed the Khine at Philips

-

burg and encamped within a lengne of Eppingen, where
the Imperial troops were obliged to intrench tliemselves,

under the command of the prince of Baden, as they were
not yet joined by the auxiliary forces. The French
general after having faced him about a month, thought
proper to repass the river. Then he detached a body
of horse to Flanders, and cintoned the rest of his troops

at Spires, Franckendahl, Worms, and Ostofen. On the

last day of August the prince of Baden retaliated the

insult, by passing the Khine at Mentz and Cocsheim.

On the tenth he was joined by general Thungen, who
commanded a separate body, together with the militia

of Suabia and Franconia, and advanced to the camp of

the enemy, who had reassembled; but they were posted

in such a manner that be would not hazard an attack.

Having therefore cannonaded them for some days,

scoured the adjacent country by detached parties, and
taken the little castle of Wiezcngen, he repassed the

river at Worms on the seventh day of October: the

French likewise crossed at PhilipFburgh in hopes of

surprising general Thungen, wlio had taken post in the

neighbourhood of Strasbourg; but he retired to Eppin-
gen before their anival, and in a little time both armies

were distributed in winter quarters. Peter, the czar of

Muscovy, carried on the siege ofAzopb with such vigour,

that the ganison was obliged to capitulate after the

Russians had defeated a gieat convoy sent to its relief.

The court of Vienna forthwith engn gcd in an alliance

wifli the JIuscovite emperor; but they did not exert

themselves in taking advantage of the disaster which
tlic Turks had undergone. The Imperial army, com-
manded by the elector of Saxony, continued inactive on
the river Marosch till the nineteenth day of July, then

they made a feint of attacking Temiswaer ; but they

marched towards Betzkerch, in their route to Belgrade,

on receiving advice that the grand seignor intended to

besiege Tititl. On the twenty-first day of August, the

two armies were in sight of er.eh other. The Turkish

horse attacked the Imperialists in a plain near the river

Begue, but were repulsed. The Germans next day made
a show of retreating, in hopes ofdrawing the enemy from
their intrenchments. The stratagem succeeded. On
the twenty-sixth the Turkish army was in motion. A
detachment of the Imperialists attacked them in flank

as they marched through a wood. A very desperate

action ensued, in which the generals Heusler and Po-
land, with many other gallant officers, lost their lives.

At length the Ottoman horse were routed ; but the

Germans were so roughly handled, that on the second
day after the engagement they retreated at midnight,

and the Turks remained quiet in their intrenchments.

In Piedmont the face of affairs underwent a strange

alteration. The duke of Savoy, who had for some time

been engaged in a secret negotiation with France, at

length embraced the offers of that crown, and privately

signed a separate treaty of peace at Lorctto, to whicb
place he repaired on a pretended pilgrimage. The
French king engaged to present him witli four millions

of livres by way of reparation for (he damage he had
Bustaiued, to assist him with a certain number of atix-
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fllaries against all his enemies, and to eflect a maniage
between the duke of Burgundy and the princess of

Piedmont, as soon as the parties should he marriage-

able. The treaty was guaranteed by the pope and the

Venetians, who were extremely desirous of seeing the

Germans driven out of Italy. King William being ap-

prized of this negotiation, communicated the intelligence

to the earl of Galway, his ambassador at Turin, who
expostulated with the duke upon this defection; but he

persisted in denying any such correspondence, until the

advance of the French army enabled him to avow it

withopt fearing the resentment of the allies whom he

had abandoned. Catinat marched into the plains of

Tm-in at the head of fifty thousand men, an army greatly

superior to that of the confederates. Then the duke

imparted to the ministers of the allies the proposals

which France liad made; represented the superior

strength of her army; the danger to which he was ex-

posed; and, finally, his inclination to embrace her ofler.s.

On the twelftli of July a truce was concluded for a month,

and afterwards prolonged till the fifteenth of September.

He wrote to all the powers engaged in the confederacy,

except King William, expatiating on the same topics,

and soliciting their consent. Though each in particular

refused to concur, he on the twenty-third day of August

signed the treaty in public which he had before con-

cluded in private. The emperor was no sooner informed

of his design, than he took eveiy step which he thought

could divert him from his purpose. He sent the count

Mansfeldt to Turin with proposals for a match between

the kiug of the Romans and the princess of Savoy, as

well as with offers to augment his forces and his subsidy;

but the duke had already settled liis terms with France,

from which he would not recede. Prince Eugene,

thougli his kinsman, expressed great indignation at his

conduct. The young prince de Commercy was so pro-

voked at his defection that he challenged him to single

combat, and the duke accepted of his challenge; but

the quarrel was compromised by the intervention of

friends, and they parted in an amicable manner. He
had concealed the treaty until he should receive the re-

maining part of the subsidies due to him from the con-

federates. A considerable sum had been remitted from
England to Genoa for his use; but lord Galway no
sooner received intimation of his new engagement, than
he put a stop to the payment of this money, which he
employed in the Milanese for the subsistence of those

troops that were in the British service. King William
was encamped at Gemblours when the duke's envoy
notified the separate peace wliich his master had cou-

cluded with the king of France. Though he was ex-

tremely chagrined at the information, he dissembled

his anger and listened to the minister without the least

emotion. One of the conditions of this treaty was, that

within a limited time the allies should evacuate the

duke's dominions, otherwise they should be expelled by
tlie joint forces of France and Savoy. A neutrality was
offered to the confederates; and this being rejected, the

contracting powers resolved to attack the Milanese.
Accordingly when the truce expired, the duke, as gen-
eralissimo of the French king, entered that duchy and
undertook the siege of Valentia; so that in one cam-
paign he commanded two contending armies. The
garrison of \'alentia, consisting of seven thousand men,
Germans, Spaniards, and French protestants, made an
obstinate defence; and the duke of Savoy prosecuted
the siege with uncommon impetuosity. But after the
trenches had been open for thirteen days, a courier ar-

rived from Madrid with an account of his catholic ma-
jesty's having agreed to the neutrality for Italy. This
agreement imported that there should be a suspension
of arms until a general peace could be eflected; and that
the Imperial and French troops should return to their

respective countries. Cliristendom had well nigh been
embroiled anew by the death of John Sobicski, king of

Poland, wlio died at tlic age of seventy in the course of

this summer, after having siutived his faculties and
reputation. As the crown was elective, a competition

arose for the succession. The kingdom was divided by
factions; and the different powers of Europe interested

themselves wai'mly in the contention.

NAVAL TRANSACTIONS.

Nothing of consequence had been lately achieved by
the naval force of England. When the conspiracy was
first discovered, sir George Eooke had received orders

to return from Cadiz, and he arrived in the latter end of

April. While he took his place at the board of admi-

ralty, lord Berkeley succeeded to the command of tho

fleet, and in the month of June set sail towards Ushant
in order to insult the coast of France. He pillaged and
burned the villages on the islands Grouais, Houat, and
Heydio; madeprizeof about twenty vessels; bombarded
St. Martin's on the isle of Rhe, and the to-wn of Olonne,

which was set on fire in fifteen different places with the

shells and carcasses. Though these appear to have
been enterprises of small import, they certainly kept
the whole coast of France in perpetual alarm. The
ministry of that kingdom were so much afraid of inva-

sion, that between Brest and Goulet they ordered above
one hundred batteries to be erected, and above sixty

thousand men were continually in arms for tlie defence

of the maritime places. In the month of May rear-ad-

miral Benbow sailed with a small squadron in order to

block up Du Bart in the harbour of Dunkirk; but that

famous adventurer found means to escape in a fog, and
steering to the eastward attacked the Dutch fleet in tlie

Baltic under a convoy of five frigates. These last he
took, together with half the number of the trading ships;

but falling in with the outward bound fleet convoyed
by thirteen ships of the line, he was obliged to bum four

of the frigates, turn the fifth adrift, and part witli all

his prizes except fifteen, which he carried into Dunkirk.

PROCEEDINGS IN THE PAELIAAIENTS OF
SCOTLAND AND IRELAND.

The parliament of Scotland met on the eighth day of

September, and lord Mun-ay, secretary of state, now
earl of TuUibardinc, presided as king's commissioner.

Though tliat kingdom was exhausted by the war and

two successive bad haiTests, which had driven a great

number of the inhabitants into Ireland, there was no
opposition to the court measures. The members of

parliament signed an association like that of England.

They granted a supply of one hundred and twenty
thousand pounds for maintaining their forces by sea

and land. They passed an act for securing their re-

ligion, lives, and properties, in case his majesty should

come to an untimely death. By another they obliged

.all persons in public trust to sign the association, and

then the parliament was adjourned to the eighth day of

December. The disturbances of Ireland seemed now
to be entirely appeased. Lord Capel dying in May,
the council, by virtue of an act passed in the reign of

Henr)^ VIIL, elected the chancellor, sir Charles Porter,

to be lord justice and chief governor of that kingdom,

until his majesty's pleasui'e should be known. The
parliament met in June: the commons expelled Mr.

Sanderson, the only member of that house who had re-

fused to sign the association, and adjourned to the fourth

day of August. By that time sir Charles Porter and

the earls of Montratli and Drogheda were appointed

lords justices, and signified tlie king's pleasure that

they should adjourn. In the beginning of Decembci
the chancellor died of an apoplexy.

ZEAL OF THE ENGLISH COMMONS IN THEIR
AFFECTION TO THE KING.

King 'W'illiam being tii'ed of an inactive campaign,

left the army under the command of the elector of Ba-
varia, and about the latter end of August repaired to

his palace at Loo, where he enjoj-ed his favourite exer-

cise of stag hunting. He visited the court of Brandon-
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bnr"h at Clevcs; confencci with tlic states of Holland

at the Hague; and, embarking; for England, landed at

Margate on the sixth day of October. The domestic

economy of the nation was extremely perplexed at this

juncture from the sinking of public credit, and the stag-

nation that necessarily attended a recoiuage. Theso

grievances were with ditllculty removed by the clear

apprehension, the enterprising genius, the unshaken

fortitude of Xlr. Montague, chancellor of the cxcliequer,

operating upon a nation:il spirit of adventure, wliich the

monied interest had produced. The king opened the

session of parliament on the twentieth day of October,

with a speech importing that overtures had been made

for a negotiation, but that the best way of treating with

France would be sword in hand. He therefore desired

they would be expeditious in raising the supplies for

the ser\'iee of the ensuing year, as well as for making

good the funds already granted. He declared that the

civil list could not be supported without their assistance.

Ho recommended the miserable condition of the French

protestants to their compassion. He desired they would

contrive the best expedients for the recovery of the na-

tional credit. He observed that unanimity and despatch

were now more than ever necessary, for the honour,

safety, and advantage of England. The commons hav-

ing taken this speech into consideration, resolved that

they would support his majesty and his government,

and assist him in the prosecution of the war; that the

standard of gold and silver should not be altered; and

that they would make gootl all parliamentary funds.

Then they presented an address in a very spirited strain,

declaring, that notwithstanding the blood and treasure

of which tho nation had been drained, the commons of

England would not be diverted from their firm resolu-

tions of obtaining by war a safe and honourable peace.

They therefore renewed their assurances that they

would support his majesty against all his enemies at

home and abroad. The house of lords delivered another

to the same purpose, declaring that they would never

be wanting or backward on their parts in what might

be necessary to his majesty's honour, the good of his

kingdoms, and the quiet of Christendom. The commons,

in the first transports of their zeal, ordered two seditious

pamphlets to be burned by the hands of the common
hangman. They deliberated upon the estimates, and
granted above six millions for the service of the ensuing

year. They resolved that a supply should be granted

lor making good the deficiency of parliamentary fimds,

and appropriated several duties for this purpose.

RESGLXrriGNS TOUCHIXG THE COIN, &c.

With respect to the coin they brought in a bill re-

pealing an act for taking off the obligation and encour-

agement of coining guineas for a certain time, and for

importing and coining guineas and half guineas, as the

extravagant price of those coins which occasioned this

act W.1S now fallen. They passed a second bill for

remedying the ill state of the coin ; and a third, ex-

plaining an act in the preceding session for laying duties

on low wines and spirits of the first extraction. In
order to raise the supplies of the year, they resolved to

tax all persons according to the true value of their real

and personal estates, their stock upon land and in trade,

their income by oftices, pensions, and professions. A
duty of one penny per week for one year was laid upon
all persons not receiving alms. A further imposition

of one farthing in the pound per week was fixed upon
all servants receiving four pounds per annum as wages,

and upwards to eight pounds a-year inclusive. Those
who received from eight to sixteen pounds were taxed

at one halfpenny per pound. An aid of tlirce shillings

in the pound for one year was laid upon all lands, tene-

ments, and hereditaments, according to their true value.

Without specifying the particulars of those impositions,

we shall only obscr\'e that, in the general charge, the

commons did not exempt one member of the common-
wealth that could be supposed able to bear any part of

tho burden. Provision was made that hammered money
should be received in jjayinent of these duties at llic

rate of five shillings and eightpence per ounce. All tlio

deficiencies on annuities and monies borrowed on tho

credit of tho exchequer, were transferred to this aid.

Tho treasury was enabled to borrow a million and a

half at eight per cent, and to circulate exchequer bills

to the anjount of as much more. To cancel these debts

the surplus of all the supplies, except the three-shilling-

aid, was appropriated. The commons voted one hun-

dred and twenty-five thousand pounds for making good

the deficiency in rccoining tho hammered money, and

the recompence for bringing in plate to the mint. This

sum was raised by a tax or duty upon wrought plate,

paper, pasteboard, vellum, and ])archment, made or im-

ported. Taking into consideration the services and the

present Languishing state of the bank, whose notes were

at twenty per cent, discount, they resolved that it

should be enlarged by new subscriptions, made by four-

fifths in tallies struck on parliamentary funds, and one-

fifth in bank-bills or notes; that etlcctual provision

should be made by parliament for paying the principal

of all such tallies as should be subscribed into the bank,

out of the funds agreed to be continued; that an in-

terest of eight per cent, should be allowed on all such

tallies; and that the continuance of the bank .should be

prolonged to the first day of August, in tlie year one

thousand seven hundred and ten. That all assignments

of orders or tallies subscribed into tho bank should bo

registered in the exchequer; that before the day should

be fixed for the beginning of the new subscriptions, the

old should be made one hundred per cent., and what
might exceed that value should be divided among the

old members ; that all the interest due on those tallies

which might be subscribed into the bank-stock, at that

time appointed for subscriptions, to the end of the last

preceding quarter on each tally, should be allowed as

principal; that liberty should he given by parliament

to enlarge the number of bank-bills to the value of the

sum that should be so subscribed over and above the

twelve hundred thousand pounds, provided they should

be obliged to answer such bills on demand, and in de-

fault thereof be answered by the exchequer out of the

first money due to them; that no other bank should be

erected or allowed by act of parliament during the con-

tinuance of the bank of England; that this should bo

exempted from all tax or imposition; that no act of the

corporation should forfeit the particular interest of any

person concemed therein; that provision should be

made to prevent the officers of the exchequer, and all

other officers and receivers of the revenue, from divert-

ing, delaying, or obstructing the course of payments to

the bank; that care should be taken to prevent the

altering, counterfeiting, or forging any bank bills or

notes; that the estates and interest of each member in

the stock of the corporation should be made a personal

estate; that no contract made for any bank stock to be

bought or sold, should be valid in law or equity unless

actually registered in the bank books within seven days,

and actually transfened within fourteen days after the

contract should be made. A bill upon these resolutions

was brought in under the direction of the chancellor of

the exchequer: it related to the continuation of tonnage

and poundage upon wine, vinegar, and tobacco, and

comprehended a clause for laying an additional duty

upon salt for two years and three quarters. All the se-

veral branches constituted a general fund, since known
by the name of the general mortgage, without prejudice

to their former appropriations. The bill also provided

that the tallies should bear eight per cent, interest ; that

from the tenth of June for five years they should bear

no more than six per cent, interest; and that no pre-

mium or discount upon them should be taken. In case

of the general funds proving insuflicient to pay tho

whole interest, it was provided that every proprietor

should receive his proportion of the product, and the defi-

ciency be made good from the next aid; but should tho

fundprodnce more than tho interest, the surplus was
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destined to operate as a sinking fund for the discharge

of the principal. In order to make up a deficiency of

above eight lumdred thousand pounds occasioned by the

failure of the land-bank, additional duties were laid

upon leather; the time was enlarged for persons to come

in and purchase the annuities payable by several for-

mer acts, and to obtain more certain interest in such

annuities.

Never were more vigorous measures taken to support

the credit of the government; and never was the go-

vernment served by such a set of enterprising nndcr-

takers. The commons having received a message from

the king touching the condition of the civil list, resolved

that a sum not exceeding five hundred and fifteen thou-

sand pounds should be granted for the support of the

civil list for the ensuing year, to be raised by a malt

tax and additional duties upon mum sweets, cyder, and

perry. They likewise resolved that an additional aid

of one shilling iu the pound should be laid upon land,

as an equivalent for the duty of ten per cent, upon

mixed goods. Trovision was made for raising one mil-

lion four hundi-ed thousand pounds by a lottery. The

treasury was empowered to issue an additional number

of exchequer bills to the amount of twelve hundred

thousand pounds, every hundred pounds bearing in-

terest at the rate of fivepence a day, and teu per cent,

for circulation; finally, in order to liquidate the trans-

port-debt, which the "funds established for that purpose

had not been sufficient to defray, a money-bill was

brought in to oblige pedlars and hawkers to take out

licenses, and pay for them at certain stated prices.

One cannot without astonishment reflect upon the pro-

digious efforts that were made upon this occasion, or

consider without indignation the enormous fortunes that

were raised up by usurers and extortioners from the dis-

tresses of their country. The nation did not seem to

know its own strength, until it was put to this extra-

ordinary trial; and the experiment of mortgaging funds

succeeded so well, that later ministers have proceeded

in the same system, imposing burden upon burden, as if

they thought the sinews of the nation could never be
overstrained.

SIR JOHN FENWICK IS APPREHENDED, CON-
DEMNED, AND BEHEADED.

The public credit being thus bolstered up by the sin-

gular address of Mr. Montague, and the bills passed for

the supplies of the ensuing year, the attention of the

commons was transferred to the case of sir John Fen-
wick, who had been apprehended in the month of June
at New Romney, in his way to France. He had when
taken written a letter to his lady by one ^\'ebber, who
accompanied him; but this man being seized, the letter

was found, containing such a confession a"- plainly

evinced hira guilt_v. He then entered into a treaty v,ith

the court for turning evidence, and delivered a long in-

formation in writing, which was sent abroad to his

majesty. Ho made no discoveries that could injure any
of the Jacobites, who, by his account, and other concur-
ring testimonies, appeared to be divided into two par-
ties, known by the names of compounders and nou-com-
pounders. The first, headed by the earl of Middleton,
insisted upon receiving security from king James that
the religion and liberties of England should be preser-
ved; whereas the other party, at the head of which was
the earl of Meltbrt, resolved to bring him in without
conditions, relying upon his own honour and generosity.
King William having sent over an order for bringing
Fenwick to trial, unless he should m.ake more material
discoveries, the prisoner, with a view to amuse the
ministry until he could take other measures for bis own
safety, accused the earls of Shrewsbury, Marlborough,
and 15ath, the lord Godol[ihin, and admiral Russel, of

having made their peace with king James, and engaged
to act for his interest. ^leanwhile his lady and rela-

tions tampered with the two witnesses, Porter and Good-
man. The first of these discovered those practices to

the government; and one Clancey, who acted as agent

for lad)- Fenwick, was tried, con^^cted of subornation,

fined, and set in the pillory; but they had succeeded

better in their attempts upon Goodman, who disappeared;

so that one witness only remained, and Fenwick began

to think his life was out of danger. Admiral Russel

acquainted the house of commons that he and several

persons of quality had been reflected upon in some in-

formations of sir John Fenwick; he therefore desired

that he might have an opportunity to justify his own
character. Mr. secretary Trumball produced the papers,

v.hich having been read, the commons ordered that sir

John Fenwick should be brought to the bar of the house.

There he was exhorted by the speaker to make an am-
ple discovery; which, however, he declined, except with
the proviso that he should first receive some secTjritv

that what he might say should not prejudice himself.

He was ordered to withdraw tmtil they should have
deliberated on his request. Then he was called in again,

and the speaker told him that he might deser\-e the

favour of the house by making a full discovery. He
desired he might bo indulged with a little time to recol-

lect himself, and promised to obey the command of the

house. This favour being denied, he again insisted

upon having securitv; which they refusing to grant, he
chose to be silent, and was dismissed from the bar. The
house voted that his informations reflecting upon the

fidelity of several noblemen, members of the house, and
others, upon hearsay, were false and scandalous, con-

trived to tmdermine the government, and create jeal-

ousies between the king and his subjects in order to

stifle the conspiracy.

A motion being made for leave to bring in a bill to

attaint him of high treason, a wami debate ensued, and
the question being put, was carried in the nffinnativo

by a great majority. He was fiu-nished with a copy of

the bill, and allowed the use of pen, ink, paper, and
counsel. AMien he presented a petition praying that

his counsel might bo heard against passing the bill, they
made an order that his counsel should be allowed to

make his defence at the bar of the house; so that he was
surprised into an irregular trial, instead of being indul-

ged with an opportunity of ofl'oring objections to their

passing the bill of attainder. He was accordingly

brought to the bar of the house; and the bill being read

in his hearing, the speaker called upon the king's coun-

sel to open the evidence. The prisoner's counsel ob-

jected to their proceeding to trial, alleging that their

client had not received the least notice of their purpose,

and therefore could not be prepared for his defence; but

that they came to offer their reasons against the bill.

The house, after a long debate, resolved, that he should

be allowed further time to produce witnesses in his de-

fence; that the counsel for the king should likewise be
allowed to produce evidence to prove the treasons of

which he stood indicted; and an order was made for his

being brotight to the bar again in three days. In pur-

su-mce of this order he appeared, when the indictment

which had been found against him by the grand jury
was produced; and Porter was examined as an evidence.

Then the record of Clancey's conviction was read; and
one Roe testified that Deiglrton, the prisoner's solicitor,

had offered him an annuity of one htnidred pounds to

discredit the testimony of Goodman. The king's coun-

sel moved, that Goodman's examination, as taken by
Mr. Vernon, clerk of the council, might be read. Sir

J. Powis and sir Bartholomew Shower, the prisoner's

counsel, warmly opposed this proposal; they affirmed

that a deposition taken when the party affected by it

was not present to cross-examine the deposer, could not
be admitted in a case of five shillings v.alue; that though
the house was not bound by the rules of inferior courts,

it was nevertheless bound by the eternal and unalter-

able rules of justice; that no evidence, according to the
rules of law, could be admitted in such a case but that
of living witnesses; and that the examination of a per-
son who is .absent was never read to supply his testi-

mony. The dispute between the lawyers on this subject
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gave rise to a very violent ilcb.-.te nmoiici; tlio members
of the house. Sir Eilw.ird f'eyinour, sir l!icli;ir<l Tem-
ple, Sir. Harloy, Mr. llarcourt, Mr. Manly, sir Christo-

pher Musgravo, and all the loailers of the tory party,

argued against the hardship and injustice of admitting

this information as an evidence. They demonstrated

that it would be a step contrary to the practice of .ill

courts of judicature, repugnant to the common notions

of justice and humanity, diametrically opposite to the

last act for regulating trials in cases of high treason,

ind of dangerous consequences to the lives and liberties

of the people. On the other hand, lord Cutts, sir Thomas
Lyttleton, Mr. Montague, Jlr. Smith of the trcasurj-,

and Trevor the attorney-general, afllrmed that the house

was not bound by any form of law whatsoever; that this

was ,an extraordinary case in which the safety of the

government was deeply concerned; that though the

common law might require two evidences in cases of

treason, the house had a power of de\ iating from those

rules in extraordinary cases; that there was no reason

to doubt of sir John Fenwiek's being concerned in the

conspiracy; that he or his friends had tampered with

Porter; and that there were strong presumptions to be-

lieve the same practices had induced Goodman to ab-

scond. In a word, the tories, either from party or

patriotism, strenuously asserted the cause of liberty and

humanity by those very arguments which had been

used against them in the former reigns; while the whigs,

with equal violence and more success, espoused the

dictates of arbitrary power and oppression, in the face

of their former principles, with v.hich they were now
upbraided. At length the question was put, whetlior

or not the information of Goodman should be read ? and

was carried in the afBrmativc by a majority' of seventy-

three voices. Then two of the grand jury who had
found the indictment, recited the evidence which had
been given to them by Porter and Goodman; lastly, the

king's counsel insisted upon producing the record of

Cooke's conviction, as he had been tried for the same
conspiracy. The prisoner's counsel objected, that if

such evidence was admitted, the tri;U of one person in

the same comp.any would be the trial of ,111; and it could

not be expected that they who came to defend sir John
Fcnwick only, should be prepared to answer the charge

against Cooke. This article produced another vehement
debate among the members; and the whigs obtained a

second victory. The reef rd was read, and the king's

counsel proceeded to call some of the jury who served

on Cooke's trial to affirm that he had been convicted on
Goodman's evidence. Sir Bartholomew Shower said he
would submit it to the consideration of the house, whe-
ther it was just that the evidence against one person

should conclude against another standing at a difTerent

bar, in defence of his life? The parties were again

ordered to withdraw ; and from this point arose a third

debate, which ended as the two former to the disadvan-

tage of the prisoner. The jury being examined, Mr.
Sergeant Gould moved, that Mr.Yemon might be desired

to produce the intercepted letter from sir John Fenwiek
to his lady. The prisoner's counsel warmly opposed

this motion, insisting upon their proving it to be his

hand writing before it could be used against him; and
no farther stress was laid on this evidence. When they
were called upon to enter on his defence, they pleaded

incapacity to deliver matters of such importance after

they had been fatigued with twelve hours' attendance.

The house resolved to hear such evidence as the pri-

soner had to produce that night. His counsel declared

that they had nothing then to produce but the copy of

a record; and the second resolution was, that he should

be brought up again next day at noon. Ho accordingly

appeared at the bar, .and sir J. Powis proceeded on his

defence. He observed that the bill under consideration

affected the lives of the subjects; and such precedents

were dangerous; that sir John Fenwiek was forthcom-

ing in order to be tried by the ordinary methods of jus-

tice; that he was actually nnder process, had pleaded,

and was ready to stand trial ; that if there was sufficient
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clear evidence against him, as the king's sergeant had
declared, there was no reason for his being deprived of

the benefit of such a trial as was the birthright of every
British subject; and if tliero was a deficiency of legal

evidence, he thought this was ii vcrj' odd reason for the

bill. lie took notice that even the regicides had tho

benefit of such a trial; that the last act for regulating
trials in cases of treason proved the great tenderness of

the laws which affected the life of the subject; and he
expressed his surprise that the very parliament which
had passed that law should enact another for putting a

person to death without any trial at all. He admitted

that there had been many bills of attainder, but they

were generally levelled at outlaws and fugitives; and
some of theni had been reversed in the sequel as arbi-

trary and unjust. He urged that this bill of attainder

did not allege or say that sir John Fcnwick was guilty

of the treason for which he had been indicted; a circum-

stance which prevented him from producing witnesses

to that and scver.al matters upon which the king's coun-

sel had expatiated. He said they h.ad introduced evi-

dence to prove circumstances not alleged in the bill, and
defective evidence of those that were; that Porter was
not examined upon oath; that nothing could be more
severe than to pass sentence of death upon a man, cor-

rupt his blood, and confiscate his estate, upon parole

evidence; especially of such a wretch who, by his own
confession, h.ad been engaged in a crime of the blackest

nature, not a convert to the dictates of conscience, but
a coward, shrinking from the danger by which he had
been environed, and even now drudging for a pardon.

He invalidiitcd the evidence of Goodman's examin.ation.

He observed that the indictment mentioned a conspiracy

to call in a foreign power; but as this conspiracy had
not been put in practice, such an agreement was not

a Fufiicient overt-act of treason, according to the opinion

of Hawles the solicitor-general, concerned in this very

prosecution. So saying, he produced a book of remarks

which that lawyer had published on the cases of lord

Eusscl, colonel Sidney, and others, who had suffered

death in the reign of Charles II. This author, said he,

takes notice, that a conspiracy or agreement to le^y

war is not treason without actually levj-ing war; a sen-

timent in which he concurred with lord Coke, and lord

chief-justice Hales. He concluded with saying, " Wo
know at present on what ground we stand; by the

statute of Edward III. we know what treason is; by the

two statutes of Edward TI. and the late act, we know
wh It is proof; by the ilagna Charta we know we are

to be tried per legem terra el per judicium parium, by the

law of the land and the judgment of our peers; but if

bills of attainder come into fashion, we shiill neither

know what is treason, what is evidence, nor how nor

where we are to be tried." He was seconded by sir

Bartholomew Shower, who spoke with equal energy and

elocution; and their arguments were answered by the

king's counsel. The arguments in iiivour of the bill im-

ported that the parliament would not interpose except in

extraordinary cases; that here the evidence necessaiy

in infei-ior courts being defective, the parliament, which
was not tied down by legal evidence, had a right to

exert their extraordinary power in punishing an offen-

der, who would otherwise escape with impunity; that

as the law stood, he was but a sorry politician that could

not niin the govemment, and yet elude the statute of

treason; that if a plot, after being discovered, should

not be thoroughly prosecuted, it would strengthen and
gi'Ow upon the administration, .and probably at lengtli

subvert the govemment; that it was notorious that

parties were forming for king James; persons were

plotting in every part of the kingdom, and an open in-

vasion was threatened; therefore this was a proper time

for the parliament to c.xcrt their extraordinary power;

that the English difl'ered from all other nations in bring-

ing the witnesses and the prisoner face to face, and re-

quiring two witnesses in cases of treason; nor did the

English law itself require the same proof in some cases

as in others, for one witness was sufiicient in felony, as
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well as for the treason of coming; that Fenwick was
notoriously guilty, and deserred to feel the resentment

of the nation; that he would hare been brought to exem-
plary punishment in the ordinary course of justice, had
he not eluded it by corrupting evidence and withdraw-

ing a witness. If this reasoning be just, the house of

commons has a right to act in diametrical opposition to

the laws in being; and is vested with a despotic power
over the lives and fortunes of their constituents, for

wliose protection they ai-e constituted. Let us there-

fore reflect upon the possibility of a parliament de-

bauched by the arts of corruption into servile compliance

with the designs of an arbitraiy prince, and tremble for

the consequence. The debate being finished, the pri-

soner was, at the desire of admiral Eussel, questioned

with regard to the imputations he had fixed upon that

gentleman and others from hearsay; but he desired to

be excused on account of the risk he ran while tinder a

double prosecution, if any thing which should escape

him might be turned to his prejudice.

After he was removed from the bar, llr. Vernon, at

the desire of the house, recapitulated the arts and prac-

tices of sir John Fenwick and his friends to procrastinate

the trial. The bill was read a second time; and the

speaker asking, If the question should be put for its be-

ing committed? the house was immediately kindled

into a new flame of contention. Hawles, the solicitor-

general, afSrmed that the house in the present case

should act both as judge and jury. Mr. Harcourt said

he knew of no trial for treason but what was confirmed

by Magna C'haria, by a jury, the birthright and darling

privilege of an Englishman, or per legem terra, which
includes impeachments in parliament; that it was a

strange trial where the person accused had a chance to

be hanged, but none to be saved; that he never her.rd

of a juryman who was not on his oath, nor of a judge
who had not power to examine witnesses upon oath, and
who was not empowered to save the innocent as well

as to condemn the guilty. Sir Thomas Lyttleton was
of opinion that the parliament ought not to stand upon
little niceties and forms of other courts when the govern-
ment was at stake. Mr. Howe asserted that to do a
thing of this nature, because the parliament had power
to do it, was a strange way of reasoning; that what was
justice and equity at Westminster-hall, was jxistice and
equity every where; that one bad precedent in parlia-

ment was of worse consequence than an hundred in

Westminster-hall, because personal or private injuries

did not foreclose the claims of original right; wheieas
the parliament could ruin the nation beyond redemp-
tion, because it could establish tyranny by law. Sir

Richard Temple, in arguing against the bill, observed
that the power of parliament is to make any law, but
the jurisdiction of parliament is to govern itself by the
law; to make a law, therefore, against all the laws in
England was the vltimum remedmm et pessimum, never
to be used but in case of absolute necessity. He afllrmed
that by this precedent the house overthrew all the laws
of England; first, m condemning a man upon one wit-
ness; secondly, in passing an act without any trial.

The commons never did nor can assume a jurisdiction
of trying any person: they may for their own informa-
tion hear what can be oifered; but it is not a trial where
witnesses are not upon oath. All bills of attainder have
passed against persons that were dead or fled, or with-
out the compass of the law: some have been brought
in after trials in Westminster-haU; but none of those
have been called trials, and they were generally re-
versed. He denied that the parliament had povrer to
declare anything treason which was not treason before.
When inferior courts were dubious, the case might be
brought before parliament to judge whether it be trea-
son or felony; but then they must judge by the laws
in Ijeing, and this judgment was not in the parliament
by bill but only in the house of lords. Lord Digby,
Mr. Harley, and colonel Granville, spoke to the same
purpose. But their arguments and remonstrances had
no eflcct upon the majority, by whom the prisoner was

devoted to destruction. The bill was committed, passed,

and sent up to the house of lords, where it produced the

longest and warmest debates which had been known
since the Restoration. Bishop Burnet signalized his

zeal for the government by a long speech in favour of

the bill, contradicting some of the fundamental maxims
which he had formerly avowed in behalf of the liberties

of the people. At length it was carried by a majoritv

of seven voices; and one-and-forty lords, including eight

prelates, entered a protest couched in the strongest terms
against the decision.

A\Tien the bill received the royal assent, another act

of the like nature passed against Barclay, Holmes, and
nine other conspirators who had fled from justice, in

case they should not surrender themselves on or before

the twenty-fifth day of March next ensuing. Sir John
Fenwick solicited the mediation of the lords in his be-
half, while his friends implored the royal mercy. The
peers gave him to understand that the success of hia

suit would depend upon the fulness of his discoveries.

He would have previously stipulated for a pardon, and
they insisted upon his depending on their favour. He
hesitated some time between the fears of infamy and
the terrors of death, which last he at length chose to

undergo rather than incur the disgraceful character of

an informer. He was complimented with the axe in

consideration of his rank and alliance witli the house of

Howard, and sufiered on Tower-hiU with great com-
posure. In the paper wh'ch he delivered to the sheriff^,

he took God to witness that he knew not of the intended
invasion until it was the common subject of discourse,

nor was he engaged in any shape for the ser^ace of king
James. He thanked those noble and worthy persons
who had opposed his attainder in parliament; protested

before God that the information he gave to the ministry

he had received in letters and messages from France;
and observed that he might have expected mercy from
the prince of Orange, as he had been instrumental in

saving his life by preventing the execution of a design

which had been formed against it—a circumstance
which in all probability induced the late conspirators

to conceal their purpose of assassination from his know-
ledge. He professed his loyalty to king James, and
prayed heaven for his speedy restoration.

EARL OF MONMOUTH SENT TO THE TOWER.

AVhile Fenwick's affair was in agitation, the earl of

Monmouth had set on foot some practices against the

duke of Shrewsbury. One Matthew Smith, nephew to

sir AVilliam Perkins, had been entertained as a spy by
this nobleman, who finding his intelligence of very little

use or importance, dismissed him as a troublesome de-

pendent. Then he had recourse to the earl of Mon-
mouth, into whom he infused unfavourable sentiments

of the duke, insinuating that he had made great dis-

coveries which from sinister motives were suppressed.

Monmouth communicated those impressions to the earl

of Portland, who enlisted Smith as one of his intelligen-

cers. Copies of the letters he had sent to the duke of

Shrewsbury were delivered to secretary Trumball sealed

up for the perusal of his m.ajesty at his return from

FLmders. AThen Fenwick mentioned the duke of

Shrewsbury in his discoveries, the earl of Monmouth
resolved to seize the opportunity of ruining that noble-

man. He, by the channel of the duchess of Norfolk,

exhorted lady Fenwick to prevail upon her husband to

persist in his accusation, and even dictated a paper of

directions. Fenwick rejected the proposal with disdain,

as a scandalous contrivance; and Monmouth was so

incensed at his refusal that when the bill of attainder

appeared in the house of lords, he spoke in favour of it

with peculiar vehemence. Lady Fenwick, provoked
at this cruel outrage, prevailed upon her nephew the

earl of Carlisle to move the house that sir John might
be examined touching any advices that had been sent

to him with relation to his discoveries. Fenwiclv being

interro/»ated accordingly, gave an account of all the par-
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tieulars of Monmouth's sclieme, wliicli T^-as calculated

to ruin the duku of t-brensbury by brinjring t>uiith's

letters on the carpet. The duchess of Norfolk and a

COnfid:uit were examined and confirmed the detection.

Tlio house called for Smith's letters, which were pro-

duced by sir William TrumbJl. The earl of >ion-

mouth was committed to the Tower aiiS dismissed from

all his employments. He was released however at

the end of the session, and the court made up all his

losses in private lest he should be tempted to join the

opposition.

INQUIRY INTO MISCARRIAGES BY SEA.

The whigs, before they were glutted with the sacri-

fice of Fenwick, had determined to let loose their ven-

geance apon sir George Rookc, who was a leader in the

opposite interest. Sir Cloudosley Shovel had been sent

witli a squadron to loiik into Brest, where, according to

the intelliscnce which the government had received,

the Frcncli were employed in preparing for a descent

upon England; but this information was false. They
were busy in equipping an armament for the West
Indies, under the command of M. I'ointis, who actually

sailed to the coast of New Spain and took the city of

Carthagena. Rooke had been ordered to intercept the

Toulon squadron in its way to Brest; but his ende.ivours

miscarried. The commons in a committee of the whole

house resolved to inquire why this fleet was not inter-

cepted; Rooke underwent a long examination, and was

obliged to produce his journal, orders, and letters.

Shovel and Jlitchel were likewise e.vamined; hut no-

thing appearing to the prejudice of the admiral, the

house thought proper to desist from their prosecution.

After they had determined on the fate of Fenwick, they

proceeded to enact several laws for regulating the do-

mestic economy of the nation ; among others they passed

an act for the more efifectual relief of creditors in cases

of escape, and for preventing abuses in prisons and pre-

tended privileged places. Ever since the reformation

certain places in and about the city of London, which
had been sanctuaries during the prevalence of the popish

religion, .afforded asylum to debtors, and were become
receptacles of desperate persons who presumed to set

the Uiw at defiance. One of these places called White-

friars was filled with a crew of ruffians, who every day
committed .acts of violence and outrage; but this law
was so vigorously put in execution that they were
obliged to abandon the district, which was soon fiUed

with more creditable inhabitants. On the sixteenth

day of April the king closed the session with a short

speech, thanking the parliament for the great supplies

they had so cheerfully granted, and expressed his satis-

faction at the measures they had taken for retrieving

the public credit. Before he quitted the kingdom he
ventured to produce upon the scene the earl of Sunder-

land, who h.ad hitherto promoted his councils behind
the curtain. That politician was now sworn of the

privy council, and gratified with the office of lord-cham-

berlain, which had been resigned by the earl of Dorset,

a nobleman of elegant talents and invincible indolence,

severe and poignant in his writings and remarks upon
mankind in general, but humane, good-natured, and
generous to excess, in his commerce with individuals.

NEGOTIATIONS AT RYSWICK.

William having made some promotions* and appoin-

ted a regency, embarked on the twenty-sixth day of

April for Holland, that he might be at hand to manage
the negotiation for a general peace. By this time the

preliminaries were settled between Callieres the French
miuister,and ilr. IJykvelt in behalfof the states-general,

• SomcTS wfts created a baron, nnrl appointed lonl-chancellor ot
T!nf;Und ; admiral RilsscI wa-t di^ificd witii tlie title of earl of Oi^
ford. In Feoniary tlie earl of Aylt-sttiiry, win. lijul been committed
on account of tlie conspiracy, wa^ released upon bail; but tliis pri-
vilege was denied to lord Montgomery, wlio had been imprisoned in
Newgate on the s.ame account.

who resolved, in consequence of the concessions made by
France, that, in concert with their allies, the mediation
of t>wcden might bo accepted. The emperor and the

court of Spain, however, were not satisfied with those

concessions; yet his imperi.al majesty declared he would
embrace the proffered mediation, provided »lic treaty o(

\\'estphalia should l)e re-established; and provided the

king of Sweden would engage to join his troops with
tliose of the allies, in case France should break through
the stipulation. This proposal being delivered, the

ministers of England and llolland at Vienna presented

a joint memorial, pressing his imperial m.ijesty to accept

the mediation without reserve, and name a place at

wliich the congress might bo opened. The emperor

complied with reluctance. On the fourteenth day of

February all the ministers of the allies, except the am-
bassador of Spain, agreed to the proposal; and next day

signified their assent in form to M. Lillienroot, the Swe-

dish plenipotentiary. Spain demanded, as a prcliminar)-,

that France should agree to restore all the places men-
tioned in a long list which the minister of that crown
presented to the assembly. The emperor proposed that

the congress should be held at Aix-la-Chapelle, or

Franckfort, or some other town in (icrmany. The other

allies wore more disposed to negotiate in Holland. At
length the French king suggested, that no place would
be more proper than a palace belonging to king William
called Newbourg-house, situated between the Hague
and Delft, close by the village of Ryswick; and to this

proposition the ministers agreed. Those of England
were the earl of Pembroke, a virtuotis, learned, and
popular nobleman, the lord Villiers, and sir Joseph Wil-

liamson : France sent Harlay and Crecy to the assistance

of Callieres. Louis was not only tired of the war, on
account of the misery in which it had involved his king-

dom; but in desiring a peace he was actuated by ano-

ther motive. The king of Spain had been for some time

in a very ill state of health, and the French monarch
had an eye to the succession: this aim could not be

accomplished while the confederacy subsisted; there-

fore he eagerly sought a peace, that he might at once

turn his whole power against Spain as soon as Charles

should expire. The emperor harboured the same design

upon the Spanish crown, and for that reason interested

himself in the continuance of the grand alliance. Be-

sides, he foresaw he should in a little time be able to act

against France with an augmented force. The czar of

Muscovy had engaged to find employment for the Turks
and Tartars. He intended to raise the elector of Saxony

to the throne of Poland; and he had made some progress

in a negotiation with the circles of the Rhine for a con-

siderable body of auxiliary troops. The Dutch had no
other view but that of securing a ban-ier in the Nether-

lands. King William insisted upon the French king's

acknowledging his title; and the English nation wished

for nothing so much as the end of .a ruinous war. On
the tenth day of February, Callieres, in the name of his

master, agreed to the fallowing preliminaries : That the

treaties of Westphalia and Nimeguen should be the basis

of this negotiation ; that Strasbourg should be restored

to the empire, and Lu-xembourg to the Spaniards, toge-

ther with Mons, Charleroy, and all places taken by the

French in CatJilonia since the treaty of Nimeguen ; that

Dinant should be ceded to the bisliop of Liege, and all

reunion since the treaty of Nimeguen be made void; that

the French king sliould make restitution of Lorraine,

and, upon conclusion of the peace, acknowledge the

prince of Orange as k'jig of Great Britain, without con-

dition or reserve. The conferences were interrupted by
the death of Charles XL king of Sweden, who was suc-

ceeded by his son Charles, then a minor: but the queen
and five senators, whom the late king had by will ap-

pointed administrators of the government, resolved to

pursue the mediation, and sent a new commission to

Lillienroot for that purpose. The ceremonials being

regulated with the consent of all parties, the plenipoten-

tiaries of the emperor delivered their master's demands
to the mediator on the twenty-second day of May, and
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several German ministers gave in tlie pretensions of

the respective princes Trhom they represented.

THE FRENCH TAKE BARCELONA.

Meanwhile the French liing, in the hope of procuring

more favourable terms, resolved to make his last effort

against the Spaniards in Catalonia and in the Nether-

lands, and to elevate the prince of Conti to the throne of

Poland; an eventwhich would have greatly improved the

interest of France in Europe. Louis had got the start

of the confederates in Flanders, and sent thither a very

numerous army comm.anded hy Catinat, Villeroy, and

Boufllers. The campaign was opened with the siege

of Aeth, which was no sooner invested than king Wil-

liam, having recovered of an indisposition, took the field,

and had an interview with the duke of Bavaria, who

commanded a separate body. He did not think proper

to interrupt the enemy in their operations before Aeth,

which sun-endered in a few days after the trenches were

opened; but contented himself with taking possession

of an advantageous camp, where he covered Brussels,

which Villeroy and Boutflers had determined to besiege.

In Catalonia the duke of Vendome invested Barcelona,

in which there was a garrison of ten thousand regular

soldiers, besides five thousand burghers who had volun-

r;irily taken arras on this occasion. The governor of

the place was the prince of Hesse d'Ai-mstadt, who had

sei-vcd in Ireland; .and been vested with the command
of the Imperial troops which were sent into Spain. The

French general being reinforced from Provence and Lan-

guedoc, carried on his approaches with surprising im-

petuosity; and was repiUsed in several attacks hy the

valour of the defendants. At length the enemy sur-

prised and routed the viceroy of Catalonia; .and flushed

with this victory, stormed the outworks, which had

been long battered with their cannon. The dispute was

very bloody and obstinate; but the French, by dint

of numbers, made themselves masters of the covered-

way and two bastions. There they erected batteries of

cannon and mortars, and fired furiously on the town,

which however the prince of Hesse resolved to defend

to the last extremity. The court of JIadrid, however,

unwilling to see the place entirely ruined, as in .all pro-

b.ability it would be restored at the peace, despatched an

order to the prince to capitulate; and he obtained veiy

honourable terms, after havmg made a glorious defence

for nine weeks ; in consideration of which he was ap-

pointed viceroy of the province. France was no sooner

in possession of this importimt place, than the Spaniards

became as eager for peace as they had been before

averse to a negotiation.

EXPEDITION OF ADillRAL NEYIL TO THE
WEST INDIES.

Their impatience was not a little inflamed by the suc-

cess of Pointis in America, where he took Carthagena,
in which he found a booty amounting to eight miUions
of crowns. Having ruined the fortifications of the place,

and received advice that an English squadron under
admir.al Nevil had arrived in the West Indies, with a
design to attack him in his return, he bore away for the
straits of B.ahama. On the twenty-second day of May
he fell in with the English fleet, and one of his fly-boats

was taken ; but such was his dexterity, or good fortune,

that he escaped after having been pursued five days,
during which the English and Dutch rear-admirals
sprang their fore-top-masts and received other damaj
so that they could not proceed. Then Nevil steered to

Carthagena, which he found quite abandoned by the
inhabitants, who after the departure of Pointis had been
rifled a second time by the buccaneers, on pretence that
they had been defrauded of their share of the plunder.

This was really the case; they had in a great measure
contributed to the success of Pointis, and were verj- ill

rewarded. In a few days the English admiral dis-

covered eight sail of their ships, two of which were

forced on the shore and destroyed, two taken and the

rest escaped. Then he directed his course to Jamaica,

and by the advice of the governor, sir William Beeston,

detached rear-admirr.l Mceze with some ships and forces

to attack Petit-Guavas, which he accordingly surprised,

bui-ned, and reduced to ashes. After this small expe-

dition, Nevil proceeded to the Hav.annah on pui-pose to

t.ake the galleons under his convoy for Europe, accord-

ing to the instructions he had received from the king;

but the governor of the place, and the general of the

plate-fleet, suspecting such an offer, would neither suf-

fer him to enter the harbour, nor put the galleons under

his protection. He now sailed through the gulf of

Folrida to Virginia, where he died of chagrin, and the

command of the fleet devolved on captain Dilkcs, who
arrived in England on the twenty-fourth day of October,

with a shattered squadron half manned, to the unspeak-

able mortification of the people, who flattered them-

selves with the hopes of wealth and gloiy from this

expedition. Pointis steering to the banks of Newfound-
land, entered the bay of Conceptione, at a time when
a stout English squadron, commanded by commodore
Norris, lay at anchor in the bay of St. John. This ofHeer

being informed of the anival of a French fleet, at first

concluded that it was the squadi'on of M. Nesmond
come to attack him, .".nd exerted his utmost endeavours

to put the place in a posture of defence; but afterwards

understanding that it was Pointis returning with the

spoil of Carthagena, he called a council of war, and pro-

posed to go immediately in quest of the enemy. He
was however over-ruled by a majority, who g.ave it as

their opinion that they should remain where they were

without running unnecessary hazard. Bj' virtue of this

scandalous determination, Pointis was pennitted to pro-

ceed on his voyage to Europe; hut he had not 3"et es-

caped every danger. On the fourteenth day of August

he fell in with a squadron \mder the comm.and of cap-

tain Harlow, by whom he was boldly engaged till night

parted the combatants. He was pursued next day;

but his ships sailing better than those of Harlow, he

accomplished his escape, aiid on the morrow entered the

harbour of Brest. That his ships, which were foul,

should out-sail the English squadron, which had just

put to sea, was a mysteiy which the people of England

could not explain. They complained of having been

betrayed through the whole course of the M'est Indian

expedition. The king owned he did not underst.and

marine affairs, the entire conduct ofwhichheab-andoned

to Piussel, who became proud, arbitrary, and unpopular,

and was supposed to be betraj-ed by his dependents.

Certain h is, the service was greatly obstracted by

faction among the officers, which with respect to the

nation had all the effects of treacherj- and misconduct.

THE ELECTOR OF SAXONY IS CHOSEN KING
OF POLAND.

The success of the French in Catalona, Flanders, and

the West Indies, was balanced by their disappointment

in Poland. Louis encouraged by the remonstrance of

the abbe de Polignac, who managed the affairs of France

in that kingdom, resolved to support the prince of Conti

as a candidate for the crown, and remitted great sums

of money which were distributed among the Polish

nobility. The emperor had at first declared for the son

of the late king; but finding the French party too strong

for his competitor, he entered into a negotiation with

the elector of Saxonj', who agreed to change his religion,

to distribute eight millions of florins among the Pole.s,

to confirm their privileges, and advance with his troops

to the frontiers of that kingdom. Having performed

tlicse articles, he declared himself a candidate, and was
publicly espoused by the Imperi<ilists. Tlie duke of

Lon-aine, the prince of Baden, and don Livio Odeschal-

chi, nephew to pope Innocent, were likewise competi-

tors; but finding their interest insufficient, they united

their influence with that of the elector, who was pro-

claimed king of Poland. He forthwith took the oath
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required, procured an attestation from the Impfriul

court of his biiving clianged his religion, and marched

n-ith his anny to Cracow, where ho was crowned with

the usual solemnity. Louis pci-sisted in maintaiu-

iu:: the pretensions of the prince of Conti, and equippeil

a fleet at Dunkirk for his convoy to Dantziek iu liis

way to Toland. Hut the magistrates of that city, who
had declared for the new king, would not sufler his

men to land, though they offered to admit himself with

a small retinue. He therefore went on sliore at Marien-

burgh, where he was met by some chiefs of his own

part}'; hut the new king Augustus acted with such

\-igiiance, that he found it impracticable to form an

army; besides ho suspected the fidelity of his own Pol-

ish partizans; ho therefore refused to part with the

treasure he had brought, and in the beginning of winter

returned to Dunkirk.

THE CZAR OF jrUSCOVY TRAVELS IN
DISGUISE.

The establishment of Augustus on the throne of Po-

land wasinBomemcasure owing to the conduct of Peter

the czar of Muscovy, who h.aving formed great designs

agjunst the Ottoman Porte, was very unwilling to see

the crown of Poland possessed by a partizan of France,

whieh w;is in alliance with the grand seignor. He there-

fore interested himself warmly in the dispute, and or-

dered his general to assemble an anny on the frontiers

of Lithuania, which by over-awing tlu Poles that were

in the interest of the prince of Conti, considerably in-

fluenced the election. This extraordinary legislator,

who was a strange compound of heroism and barbarity,

conscious of the defects in his education, and of the

gross ignorance that overspread his dominions, resolved

to exteiid his ideas, and improve his judgment by travel-

ling; and that he might bo the less restricted by forms,

or interrupted by ofiicious curiosity, he determined to

travel in disguise. He was extremely ambitious of

becoming a maritime power, and in particular of main-

taining a fleet in the Black-sea; and his immediate aim

was to learn the principles of sliip-buililing. Ho ap-

pointed .an embassy for Holland, to regulate some points

of commerce with the states-general. Having intrusted

the care of his dominions to persons in whom he could

confide, be now disguised himself, and travelled as one

of their retinue. He first disclosed himself to the elec-

tor of Brandenburgh in Prussia, and afterwards to king
William, with whom he confcncdin private at Utrecht.

He engaged himself as a common labourer with a ship-

carpenter in Holland, whom he served for some months
with wonderful patience and assiduity. He afterwards

visited England, where he amused himself chiefly with
the same kind of occupation. From thence he set out

for Vienna, where receiving advices from his dominions,

that his sister was concerned in managing intrigues

against his government, he returned suddenly to ilos-

cow, and found the machinations of the conspirators

were already bnflled by the vigilance and fidelity of the

foreigners to whom he had left the care of the adminis-

tration. His savage nature, however, broke out upon
this occasion; he ordered some hundreds to be hanged
all round his capital; and a good number were be-

headed, he himself with his own hands performing the

ofiice of executioner.

CONGRESS AT RYSWICK.

The negotiations at Ryswick proceeded very slowly

for some time. The Imperial minister demanded, that

France should make restitution of all the places and
dominions she had wrested from the empire since the

peace of ilunster, whether by force of arms or pretence

of right. The Spaniards claimed all they could demand
by virtue of the peace of Nimeguen and the treaty of

the Pyrenees. The French affirmed, that if the pre-

liminaries oflercd by Callieres were accepted, these pro-

positions could not be taken into consideration. The

Imperialists persisted in demanding a circumstantial

answer, article by article. The Spaniards insisted upon
the same manner of proceeding, and CiUled upon the

mediator and Dutch niinistere to support their preten-

sions. The plenipotentiaries of Frauee declared, they
would not admit any demand or proposition contrary to

tlie preliminary articles; but were willing to deliver in

a project of peace in order to shorten the negotiations,

and the Spanish ambassadors consented to this expe-

dient. During these transactions the e.arl of Portland

held a conference with maresehal Boudlers near Halle,

in sight of the two opposite armies, which was contin-

ued in five successive meetings. On the second day of

-Vugust they retired together to a house in the suburbs

of Halle, and mutually signed a paper, iu which the

principal articles of the peace between France and Eng-

land were adjusted. Next day king William quitted

the camp, and retired to his house at Loo, confident of

having taken such measures for a pacification as could

not be disappointed. The subject of this field negotia-

tion is said to have turned upon the interest of king

James, whieh the French monarch piomised to aban-

don; others however suppose that the first foundation

of the partition treaty was laid in this conference. But

in all probability, A\'illiam's sole aim was to put an end

to an expensive and unsuccessful war, whieli had ren-

dered him very unpopular in his own dominions, and to

obtain from the court of France an acknowledgment of

his title, whieh had since the queen's death become the

subject of dispute. He perceived the emperor's back

wardness towards a pacification, and foresaw number-

less difficulties in discussing such a complication of in-

terests by the common method of treating; he therefore

chose such a step as he thought would alarm the jeal-

ousy of the allies, and quicken the negotiation at Rys-

wick. Before the congress was opened, king James
had published two manifestoes, addi'essed to the catholic

and protestant princes of the confederacy, representing

his wrongs, and craving redress; but his remonstrances

being altogether disregarded, he aftcnvards issued a

third declaration, solemnly protesting against all that

might or should be negotiated, regulated, or stipulated

with the usurper of his realms, as being void of all

rightful .and lawful authority. On the twentieth day

of July the French ambassadors produced their project

of a general peace, declaring at the same time that

should it not be accepted before the last day of August,

France would not hold herself bound for the conditions

she now ofl'ered; but Caunitz, the emperor's plenipoten-

tiary, protested lie would pay no regard to this limita-

tion. On the thirtieth of August, however, he delivered

to the mediators an ultimatum, importing that he adhered

to the treaties of Westphalia and Nimeguen, and ac-

cepted of Strasbourg with its appurtenances; that he

insisted upon the restitution of Lon-aine to the prince

of that name; and demanded that the church and chap-

ter of Liege should be re-established in the possession

of their incontestable rights. Next day the French

plenipotentiaries declared that the month of August

being now expired, all their ofi'ers were viicated ; that

therefore the king of France would rescn-o Strasbourg,

and unite it with its dependencies to his crown for ever;

that in other respects he would adlicre to the project,

and restore Barcelona to the crown of Spain; but that

these terms must be accepted in twenty days, otherwise

he should think himself at liberty to recede. The
ministers of the electors and princes of the empire joined

in a written remonstrance to the Spanish plenipoten-

tiaries, representing the inconveniencies and dangers

that would accrue to the Germanic body from France

being in possession of Luxembourg, and exhorting them

in the strongest terms to reject all ofi'ers of an equiva-

lent for that province. They likewise presented another

to the states-general, requiring them to continue the

war according to their engagements, until France

should have complied with the preliminaries. No re-

gard however was paid to either of these addresses.

Then the Imperial ambassadors demanded the good
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offices of the mediator on certain articles; but all that
j
aged to persevere in his ohstiiiacy h3'the success of his

he could obtain of Frauce was, that the term for aojust-

ing the peace betwceu Lcr and the emperor should be

prolonged till the first day of November, and in the

meantime an armistice be punctually observed. Yet
even these concessions were made on condition that

the treaty with England, Spain, and Holland, should

be signed on that day, even though the emperor and

empire should not concur.

THE AMBASSADORS SIGN THE TREATY.

Accordingly on the twentieth day of September, the

articles were subscribed by the Dutch, English, Spanish,

and French ambassadors, while the Imperial ministers

protested against the transaction, obsen'ing this was

the second time that a separate peace had been con-

cluded with France ; and that the states of the empire,

who had been imposed upon through their own credu-

lity, would not for the future be so easily persuaded to

engage in confedeiacies. In certain preparatory articles

settled between England and France, king AVilliam

promised to pay a yearly pension to queen Mary D'Estfi,

of fifty thousand pounds, or such sum as should he estab-

lished for that piu-pose by act of parliament. The
treaty itself consisted of seventeen articles. The French

king engaged, that he would not disturb or disquiet the

king of Great Britain in the possession of his realms or

government; nor assist his enemies, nor favour con-

spiracies against his person. This obligation was recip-

rocal. A free commerce was restored. Commissaries

were appointed to meet at London and settle the pre-

tensions of each crown to Hudson's bay, taken by tlie

French during the late peace, and retaken by the Eng-
lish in the course of the war; and to regulate the limits

of the places to be restored, as well as the exchanges to

be made. It was likewise stipulated, that, in case of a

rupture, six months should be allowed to the subjects

of each power for removing their effects; that the sepa-

rate articles of the treaty of Nimeguen, relating to the

principality of Orange, should be entirely executed; and
that the ratifications should he exchanged in three weeks
from the day of signing. The treaty between France
and Holland imported a general armistice, a perpetual

amity, a mutual restitution, a I'cciprocal renunciation

of all pretensions upon each other, a confirmation of the

peace of Savoy, a re-establishment of the treaty con-

cluded between France and Brandcnburgh in the year
one thousand six hundi-ed and seventy-nine, a compre-

arms in Hungary, where his general, prince Eugene of

Savoy, obtained a complete victory at Zenta over the

forces of the grand seiguor, who commanded his army in

person. In this battle, which was fought on the eleventh

day of September, the grand vizier, the aga of the janis-

saries, seven-and-twenty pachas, and about thii-ty thou-

sand men, were killed or drowned in the river Theysse;

sis thousand were wounded or taken, together with all

their artiUery, tents, baggage, provisions, and ammuni-

tion, the grand seignor himself escaping with difficulty

;

a victory the more glorious and acceptable, as the Turks
had a great supcrionty in point of number, and as the

Imperialists did not lose a thousand men doling the

whole action. The emperor perceiving that the event

of this battle had no effect in retarding the treaty,

thought proper to make use of the armistice, and con-

tinue the negotiation after the forementioned treaties

had been signed. This was likewise the case with the

princes of the empire ; though those of the protestant

persuasion complained that their interest was neglected.

In one of the articles of the treaty, it was stipulated

that in the places to be restored by France, the Roman
catholic religion should continue as it had been re-estab-

lished. The ambassadors of the protestant princes joined

in a remonstrance, demanding that the Lutheran reli-

gion should be restored in those places where it had for-

merly prevailed; but this demand was rejected, as being

equally disagreeable to France and the emperor. Then
they refused to sign the treaty, which was now con-

cluded between France, the emperor, and the catholic

princes of the empire. By this pacification, Triers, the

Palatinate, and Lorraine, were restored to their respec-

tive owners. The countries of Spanheim and Yaldentz,

together with the duchy of Deux Fonts, were ceded

to the king of Sweden. Francis Louis Palatine was
confirmed in the electorate of Cologn; and cardinal

Furstemberg restored to all his rights and benefices.

The claims of the duchess of Orleans upon the Palati-

nate were referred to the arbitration of France and the

emperor; and in the meantime the elector Palatine

agreed to supply her highness with an annuity of one

hundi'cd thousand floiins. The ministers of the pro-

testant princes published a formal declaration against

the clause relating to religion, and afterwards solemnly

protested against the manner in which the negotiation

had been conducted. Such was the issue of a long and

bloody war, which had drained England of her wealth

and people, almost entirely ruined her commerce, de-

hension of Sweden, and all those powers that should be bauched her morals, by encouraging venalit}' and cor-

named before the ratification, or in six mouths after the

conclusion of the treaty. Besides, the Dutch ministers

concluded a treaty of commerce with France, which
was immediately put in execution. Spain had great

reason to be satisfied with the pacification, by which
she recovered Gironne, Roses, Barcelona, Luxembourg,
Charle.roy, SIous, Courtray, and all the toT\-ns, fortres-

ses, and territories taken by the French in the province
of Luxembourg, N.amur, Brabant, Flanders, and Hain-
ault, except eighty-two towns and villages claimed by
the French; this dispute was left to the decision of

commissaries; or in case they should i\ot agree, to the
determmation of the states-general. A remonstrance
in favour of the French protestant refugees iu England,

mption, and entailed upon her the curse of foreign con-

nexions, as well as a national debt which was gradually

increased to an intolerable burden. After all the blood

and treasure which had been expended, Wilham's am-
bition and revenge remained unsatisfied. Nevertheless,

he reaped the solid advantage of seeing himself fu-mly

established on the English throne; and the confederacy,

though not successfiJ in ev«ry instance, accomphshed

their great aim of putting a stop to the encroachments

of the French monarch. They mortified his vanity,

they humbled his pride and aiTOgance, and compelled

him to disgorge the acquisitions which, like a robber,

he had made in violation of public faith, justice, and

humanity Had the allies been true to one another;

Holland, and Germany, was delivered by the Oiirl of : had they acted from genuine zeal for the common inter-

Pembroke to the mediators, in the name of the protes- ests of mankind ; and prosecuted with vigour the plan

tant sillies, on the day that preceded the conclusion of which was originally concerted, Louis would in a few
the treaty; but the French plenipotentiaiies declared campaigns have been reduced to the most abject state

in the name of their master, that as he did not pretend
to prescribe rules to king William .about the English
subjects, he expected the same liberty with respect to

his own. No other effort was made in behalf of those

conscientious exiles; the treaties were ratified, and the
peace proclaimed at Paris and London.

A GENERAL PACIFICATION.

The emperor still held out, and perhaps was encour-

of disgrace, despondence, and submission ; for he was
destitute of true courage and magnanimity. King
William haraig finished this important transaction,

rettirned to England about the middle of November,
and was received in London amidst the acclamations of

the people, who now again hailed him as their deliverer

from a war, by the continuance of which they must
have been infallibly beggared.
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TTTHEX the king opened the session of p!>rliament

I V on the third day of December, he tolj them the

war was brought to the end they all proposed, namely,

an honourable peace. He gave them to understand there

was a considerable debt on account of the fleet and army

;

that the revenues of the crown had been anticipated.

He expressed his hope that they would provide for him
during his life, in such a manner as would conduce to

his own honour and that of the government. He recom-

mended the maintenance of a considerable na-i-y ; and
gave it as his opinion, that for the prese.nt England could

not be safe without a st.anding army. He promised to

rectify such corruptions and abuses as might have crept

into any p.irt of the administration during the war; .and

effectually to discourage profaneness and immorality.

Finally, he assured them that as he had rescued their

religion, laws, and liberties, when they were in the ex-

tremest danger, so he should place the glory of his reign

in preserving and lea^-ing them entire to latest posterity.

To this speech the commons replied in an address, by a

compliment of congratulation upon the peace, and an
assurance, that they would be ever ready to assist and
support his majesty, who had confirmed them in the

quiet possession of their rights and liberties, and by
patting an end to the war fully completed the work of

their Jeliver.uice. Notwithstanding these appearances

of gixHi humour, the m.njority of the house, and indeed

the whole nation, were equally alarmed and exasperated

at a project for maintaining a standing army, which was
countenanced at court, and even recommended by the

king in his speech to the parliament. William's genius

was altogether military. He could not bear the thought

of being a king without power. He could not without

reluctance dismiss those officers who h.ad given so many
proofs of their courage and fidelity. He did not think

himself safe upon the naked throne, in a kingdom that

swarmed with malcontents who had so often conspired

against his person and government. He dreaded the

ambition anil known perfidy of the French king, who
Btill retained a powerful army. He foresaw that a re-

duction of the forces would lessen his importance both

at home and abroad; diminish the dependence upon his

government; and disperse those foreigners in whose

attachment ho chiefly confided. He communicated his

sentiments on this subject to his confitlaiit, the carl of

Sunderland, who knew by experience the aversion of tho

]icoplo to a standing army; nevertheless he encouraged

him with hope of success, on tho supposition that tho

commons would see the difterence between an army
raised by the king's private authority, and a body of

veteran troops maintained by consent of parliament for

the security of the kingdom. This was a distinction

to which the people paid no regard. All the jealousy

of former parliaments seemed to be roused by the bare

proposal; and this was inflamed by a national prejudice

against the refugees, in whose favour the king had be-

trayed repeated marks of partiiil indulgence. They were

submissive, tractable, and wholly dependent upon his

will .and generosity. Tlie Jacobites failed not to cherish

the seeds of dissatisfaction, and reproach the wliigs who
counten.anced this measure. They branded that party

with apostacy from their former principles. They ob-

served that the very persons who in the late reigns

endeavoured to abridge the prerogative, and deprive tho

king of that share ofpower which was .absolutely neces-

sary to actuate the machine of government, were now
become advocates for maintaining a st.anding army in

time of peace; nay, and impudently avowed, that their

complaisance to the court in this particular was owing
to their desire of excluding from all share in the admin-

istration a faction disatfectcd to his majesty, which
might mislead him into more pernicious me;isurcs. The
majority of those who really entertained revolution

principles, opposed the court from apprehension that a
standing army, once established, would take root and

grow into an habitual maxim ofgovernment ; that should

the people be disarmed and the sword left in the hands of

mercenaries, the liberties of the nation must be entirely

at the mercy of him by whom these mercenaries should

be comm.anded. They might overawe elections, dictate

to parliaments, and establish a tyranny, before the peo-

ple could tiike any measures for their own protection.

They could not help thinking it was possible to fonn a
mUitia, that, with the concurrence of a fleet, might
effectually protect the kingdom from the dangers of an
invasion. They fiimly believed that a militia might be

regularly tr.ained to arms, so as to acquii'e the dexterity

of professed soldiers ; and they did not doubt they would
surpass those hirelings in coui'age, considering that

they would be animated by every concurring motive of

interest, sentiment, and affection. Nay, they argued,

that Britain, surrounded as it was by a boisterous sea,

seemed by floating bulwarks, abounfiing with stout and
hardy inhabitants, did not deserve to be free if her sons

could not protect their liberties without the assistance

of mercenaries, who were indeed the only slaves of

the kingdom. Yet among the genuine friends of their

countrj-, some individuals espoused the opposite maxims.
They obser\-ed that the militarj' system of every gov-

ernment in Europe was now altered, that war was
become a trade, and discipline a science not to be learned

but by those who made it their sole profession; that

therefore, while Fr.ance kept up a large standing army
of veterans ready to embark on the opposite coast, it

would bo absolutely necessary for the safety of the

nation to maintain a small standing force, which should

be voted in parliament from year to ye.ar. They might
have suggested another expedient which in a few years

would have produced a miliiia of disciplined men. Had
the soldiersof this small standingarmy been enlisted fora

terra ofyears, at the expiration of which they might have
claimed their discharge, volunteers would have offered

themselves from all parts of the kingdom, even from the

desire of learning the use and exercise of arms, the

ambition of being concerned in scenes of actual service,

and the chagrin of little disappointments or temporary
disgusts, which yet would not have impelled them to

enlist as soldiers on the common terms of perpetual

slaverj-. In consequence of such a succession, the whole

kingdom would soon have been stocked with members
of a disciplined militia, equal if not superior to any
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army of professed soldiers. But this scheme would haro

defeated the purpose of the government, vrhich was more

affraid of domestic foes than of foreign enemies; and

industriously avoided every plan of this nature, which

could contribute to render the malcontents of the nation

more formidable.

CHAEACTEES OF THE MINISTEES.

Before we proceed to the transactions of parliament

in this session, it may not be amiss to sketch the out-

lines of the ministry as it stood at this juncture. The

king's affection for the carl of Portland had begun to

abate in proportion as his esteem for Sunderland in-

creased, together with his consideration for Mrs. Villiers,

who had been distinguished by some particular marks

of his majesty's favour. These two favourites are said

to have supplanted Portland, whose place in the king's

bosom was now filled by Van Keppcl, a gentleman of

Guelderland who had first sei-ved his majesty as a page,

and afterwards acted as private secretary. The earl of

Portland giowing troublesome, from his jealousy of this

rival, the king resolved to send him into honourable

exile, in quahty of an ambassador-extraordinary to the

court of France; and Trumball,his friend and creature,

was dismissed from the office ofsecretary, which the king

conferred upon Vernon, a plodding man of business who

had acted as under-secretaiy to the duke of Shrewsbury.

This nobleman rivalled the earl of Sunderland in his

credit at the council-hoard, and was supported by Somers,

lord chancellor of England, by Eussel now earl of Orford,

first lord of the admiralty, and Montague, chancellor of

the exchequer. Somers was an upright judge, a plausi-

ble statesman, a consummate courtier, affable, mild, and

insinuating. Orford appears to have been rough, turbu-

lent, factious, and shallow. Montague had distinguished

himself early by his poetical genius; but he soon con-

verted his attention to the cultivation of more solid

talents. He rendered himself remarkable for his elo-

quence, decemment, and knowledge of the English

constitution. To a delicate taste he united an eager

appetite for political studies. The first catered for the

enjoyments of fancy; the other was subservient to his

ambition. He at the same time was the distuiguished

cncoui-ager of the liberal arts, and the professed patron

of projectors. In his private deportment he was liberal,

easy, and entertaining; as a statesman, bold, dogmatical,

and aspiring.

THE NOMBEE OF STANDING FOECES
EEDUCED TO TEN THOUSAND.

The terrors of a standing army had produced such an

universal ferment in the nation, that the dependents of

the court in the house of commons durst not openly

oppose the reduction of the forces; but they shifted the

battery, and employed all their address in persuading

the house to agree that a very small number should be

retained. 'VMien the commons voted. That all the forces

raised since the year one thousand sis hundred and
eighty should be disbanded, the courtiers desired the vote

might be re-committed, on pretence that it restrained

the king to the old tory regiments, on whose fidelity he
could not rely. This motion however was overruled by
a considerable majority. Then they proposed an amend-
ment, which was rejected, and afterwards moved. That
the sum of five hundied thousand pounds per annum
should be gi'anted for the maintenance of guards and
garrisons. This provision would have maintained a
very considerable number; but they were again disap-

pointed, and fain to embrace a composition with the

other party, by which three hundred and fifty thousand
pounds were allotted for the maintenance of ten thou-

sand men; and they afterwards obtained an addition of

three thousand marines. The king was extremely mor-
titicd at these resolutions of the commons; and even
declared to his particular friends, that he would never
Uave iutcmieddlod with the affairs of the nation had he

foreseen they would make such retunis of ingratitude

and distrust. His displeasure was aggravated by the

resentment against Sunderland, who was supposed to

have advised the tmpopular measure of retaining a stand-

ing army. This nobleman dreading the vengeance of the

commons, resolved to avert the fury of the impending

stoi-m, by resigning his ofiice and retiring from court,

contrary to the entreaties of his friends, and the earnest

desire of his majesty.

CIVIL LIST ESTABLISHED, &c.

The house of commons, in order to sweeten the un-

palatable cup they had presented to the king, voted the

sum of seven hundred thousand pounds per annum for

the support of the civil list, distinct from all other ser-

vices. Then they passed an act prohibiting the currency

of silver hammered coin, including a clause for making
out new exchequer-bUls, in lieu of those which were or

might be filled up vrith endorsements; they framed
another to open the correspondence with France, under

a variety of provisos; a third for continuing the impris-

onment of certain persons who had been concerned in

the late conspiracy; a fourth, granting further time

for administering oaths with respect to tallies and orders

in the exchequer and bank of England. These bUls

having received the royal assent, they resolved to grant

a sxipply, which, together with the funds already settled

for that purpose, should be sufiicient to answer and can-

cel all exchequer-bills, to the amount of two millions

seven hundred thousand pounds. Another supply was
voted for the payment and reduction of the army, in-

cluding half-pay to such commission oflicers as were

natural bom subjects of England. They granted one

million four hundred thousand pounds, to make good

deficiencies. They resolved. That the stun of two mil-

lions three hundied and forty-eight thousand one hun-

di'ed and two pounds, was necessary to pay off arrears,

subsistence, contingencies, general-officers, guards, and
garrisons; of which sum eight hundred and fifty-five

thousand five hundred and two pounds, remained in the

hands of the paj'-master. Then the)' took into consid-

eration the subsidies due to foreign powers, and the sums
owing to contractors for bread and forage. Examining
further the debts of the nation, they found the general

debt of the navy amounted to one million three hundred

and ninety-two thousand seven hundred and forty-two

poitnds. That of the ordnance was equal to two hundred

and four thousand one himdi-ed and fifty-seven pounds.

The transport debt contracted for the reduction of Ire-

land and other services, did not fall short of four hundred

and sixty-six thousand four hiuidi'cd and ninety-thi-ee

pounds; and they owed nine-and-forty thousand nine

hundred and twenty-nuie pounds, for quartering and

clothing the army which had been raised by one act of

parliament in the year 1677, and disbanded by anotlicr

in the year 1679. As this enormons load of debt corjd

not be discharged at once, the commons passed a number
of votes for raising sums of money, by which it was

considerably lightened; and settled the funds for those

purposes by the continuation of the land tax, and other

impositions. With respect to the civil list, it was raised

by anew subsidy of tonnage and poundage, the heredi-

tary and temporary excise, a weekly portion from the

revenue of the post-office, the first-fruits and tenths of

the clergy, the fines in the alienation office, and post-

fines, the revenue of the wine-license, money arising by
sheriffs, proffers, and compositions in the exchequer;

and seizures, the income of the duchy of Coniwall, the

rents of all other crown lands in England or Wales,

and the duty of four and a half per cent, upon specie

from Barhadoes and the Leeward-islands. The bill

imported. That the overplus arising from these funds

should he accounted for to parliament. Six hundred

thousand pounds of this money was allotted for the pur-

poses of the civil list: the rest was granted for the join-

ture of fifty thousand pounds per annum, to he paid to

Queen Mai-j- d'Estfi, according to the stipulation at
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Eysnick; and to in.iint:un a court for the duke of

Gloucester, son of tho princess Anne of Deiinuuk, now
in the ninth year of his age; but tlie jointure was never

piiid; nor would the king allow above fifteen thousand

pounds per annum for the use of the dul;c of Gloucester,

to whom liumct, bishop of Si'lisbury, was appointed

preceptor.

COGNMZAXCE TAKEN OF FKAUDULKNT EX-
DOKSEMEXTS OF EXCUEQUEU BILLS.

The commons having discussed the ways and means

for raising the supplies of the ensuing ycjir, which rose

almost to five millions, took cognizance of some fraudu-

lent endorsements ofexchequer bills, a species of forgery

which had been practised by a confederacy, consisting

of Charles Duncomb, receiver-general of tho excise,

Bariholomcw Burton, who possessed a place in that

branch of tho revenue, John Kuight, treasurer of the

customs, and Reginald Maj-riot, a deputy-teller of the

exchequer. This last became evidence, and the proof

turning out very strong and full, the house resolved to

Mi:ikc examples of the delinquents. Duncomb and

Ivnight, both members of parliament, were expelled and

committed to the Tower; Burton was sent to Xewgate;
and bQls of pains Hud penalties were ordered to be

brought in against them. The first, levelled at Dun-
comb, passed the lower house, though not without great

opposition, but was rejected iu the house of lords by the

majority of one voice. Duucomb, who was extremely

rich, is 3i>id to have paid dear for his escape. The other

two bills met with the same fate. The peers discharged

Duncomb from liis confinement; but he was recommitted

liy the commons, and remained iu custody till the end
of the session. WTiile the commons were employed on
ways and means, some of the members in the opposition

proposed, that one fourth part of the money arising from

improper grants of the cro^vn, should be appropriated to

the service of the public ; but this was a very impalatable

I'xpedient, as it afiectcd not only the whigs of king
Williams reign, but also the tories who had been grati-

fied by Charles 11. and his brother. A great number of

petitions were presented against this measure, and so

many difficulties raised, that both parties agreed to lay

it aside. In the course of this inquiry, they discovered

that one KaUton held a grant in trust for Mr. Montague,
chancellor of the exchequer. A motion was immediately

made, that he should withdraw; but passed in the neg-
ative by a great majority. Far from prosecuting this

minister, the house voted it was their opinion. That Mr.
Montague, for his good services to the government, did

deserve his majesty's favour.

A XEW EAST IXDIA COilPAXY COXSTITCTED
BY ACT OF PARLIAMENT.

This extraordinary vote was a sure presage of success
in the execution of a scheme which Montague had con-

certed against the East India company. They had been
K junded about advancing a sum of money for the public

service, by way of loan, in consideration of a parlia-

mentary settlement; and they offered to raise seven
hundred thousand pounds on that condition : but before

they formed this resolution, another body of merchants,
under the auspices of Jlr. Montague, oflered to lend two
millions at eight per cent, provided they might be grati-

fied with an exclusive privilege of trading to the East
I ndies. This proposal was very well received by the
majority in the house of commons. A bill for this pur-
[Kjsc was brought in, with additional clauses of regula-

tion. A petition was presented by the old company,
representing their rights and claims under so many
royal charters; the regard due to the property of above a
thousand families interested in the stock; as also to the
company's property in India, amouuting to forty-four

thousand pounds of yearly revenue. They alleged they
h-ad expended a million in fortifications; that during the
war they had lost twelve great ships, worth fifteen

Vol. II.

hundred thons.and pounds; that since tho last subscrip-

tion they had contributed two hundred and ninety-fivo

thousand pounds to the customs, with above eighty-five

thousand pounds in taxes; that they had furuished six

thousand barrels of gunpowder on a very pressing occa-

sion: and eighty thousand pounds for the circulation of

exchequer bills, at a very oritical juncture, by desire

of the lords of the treasurj-; who owned that their com-
pliance was a very important service to the govenjment.
Xo regard being paid to their remonstrances, they under-

took to raise the loan of two millions, and immediately

subscribed two hundred thousand pounds as the first

payment. The two proposals being compared and con-

sidered by the house, the majority declared for the bill,

which was passed, and sent up to the house of lords.

There the old company delivered another petition, and
was heard by counsel; nevertheless the bill made its

way, though not without opposition, and a formal pro-

testation by onc-and-twenty lords, who thought it was
a hardship upon the pi-cscnt company; and doubted

whether the sepiu:ate trade allowed in the bill, concur-

rent with a joint stock, might not prove such an incon-

sistency as would discourage the subscription. This

act, by which the old company was dissolved, in a great

measure blasted the reputation of the whigs, which had

for some time been on the decline with the people. They
had stood up as advocates for a standing army; they

now unjustly superseded the East India company; they

were accused of having robbed the public by embezzling

the national treasui'e, and amassing wealth by usurious

contracts, at the expense of their fellow subjects groan-

ing under the most oppi"essive burdens. Certain it is,

they were at this period the most mercenary and corrupt

undertakers that had ever been employed by any king

or administration since the firet establishment of the

English monarchy.
The commons now transferred their attention to

certain objects in which the people of Ireland were
interested. Colonel Michelburn, who had been joint

governor of Londonderry with Dr. AA'alker during the

siege of that place, petitioned the house in behalf of

himself, his officers, and soldiers, to whom a considerable

sum of money was due for subsistence ; and the city

itself implored the mediation of the commons with his

majesty, that its services and sufl'erings might be taken

into consideration. The house having examined the

allegations contained in both petitions, presented an
address to the king, recommending the citizens of Lon-

donderry to his majesty's favour; that they might no
longer remain a ruinous spectacle to all, a scorn to their

enemies, and a discoiu'ageraent to well affected subjects:

they likewise declared that the governor and garrison

did deserve some special marks of royal favour, for a

lasting monument to posterity. To this address the

king replied, that he would consider them according to

the desire of the commons. William Molineux, a gen-

tleman of Dublin, having published a book to prove that

the kingdom of Ireland was independent of the parlia-

ment of England, the house appointed a committee to

inquire into the cause and nature of this performance.

An address was voted to the king, desiring he would
give directions for the discovery and punishment of the

author. Upon the report of the committee, the commons
in a body presented an address to his majesty, repre-

senting the dangerous attempts which had been lately

made by some of his subjects in Ireland, to shake off

their subjection and dependence upon England; attempts

which appeared not only from the bold and pernicious

assertions contained in a book lately published, but more
fully and authentically by some votes and proceedings

of the commons in Ireland. These had, (lining their

last session, transmitted an act for the better security of

his majesty's person and government, whereby an
English act of parliament was pretended to be re-enacted

with alterations obligatory on the courts of justice and
the great seal of England. The English commons,

therefore, besought his majesty to give effectual orders

for preventing any such cncroachmeuts for the future,

M
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and the pernicious consequences of what was past, by
punishing those who had been guilty thereof: that he

would take care to see the laws which direct and restrain

the parliament of Ireland punctually observed, and dis-

courage everything which might have a tendency to

lessen the dependence of Ireland upon England. This

remonstrance was graciously received, and the king

promised to comply with their request.

The jealousy which the commons entertained of the

government in Ireland, animated them to take other

measiures that ascertained the subjection of that king-

dom. Understanding that the Irish had established

divers woollen manufactui-es, they in another addiess

entreated his majesty to take measures for discouraging

the woollen manufactures in Ireland, as they interfered

with those of England, and promote the linen manufac-

ture, which would be profitable to both nations. At the

same time, receiving information the French had seduced

some English manufacturers, and set up a great work

for cloth-making in Picardy, they brought in a biU for

exolainiug and better executing fonner acts for prevent-

ing the exportation of wool, fullers earth, and scouiing

clay; and this was immediately passed into a law. A
petition being presented to the house by the lustring

company, against certain merchants who had smuggled

alamodes and lustrings from France, even dui-ing the

war; the committee of trade was directed to inquire into

the allegations, and all the secrets of this traffic were

detected. Upon the report the house resolved, That the

manufacture of alamodes and lustrings set up in England
had been beneficial to the kingdom; that there had been

a destructive and illegal trade earned on during the war,

for importing these commodities, by which the king had

been defrauded of his customs, and the English manu-
factm-es greatly discouraged; that, by the smuggling

vessels employed in this trade, intelligence had been

carried into France during the war, and the enemies of

the government conveyed from justice. Stephen Seig-

noret Ehene, Baudoin, John Goodet, Nicholas Santiui,

Peter de Hearse, John Pierce, John Dumaitre, and
David Barreau, were impeached at the bar of the house
of lords; and, pleading guilty, the lords imposed fines

upon them according to their respective circumstances.

They were in the meantime committed to Newgate
until those fines should be paid; and the commons ad-

dressed the king, that the money might be appropriated

to the maintenance of Greenwich hospital. The house
having taken cognizance of this aflair, and made some
new regulations in the prosecution of the African trade,

presented a solemn addi'ess to the king, representing

the general degeneracy and corruption of the age, and
beseeching his majesty to command all his judges, jus-

tices, and magistrates, to put the laws in execution

against profaneness and immorality. The king professed

himself extremely well pleased with this remonstrance,
promised to give immediate directions for a reformation,

and expressed his desire that some more effectual provi-

sion might be made for suppressing impious books, con-
taining doctrines against the Trinity; doctrines which
abounded at this period, and took their origin from the
licentiousness and profligacy of the times.

SOCIETY FOR THE REFORMATION OF
MANNERS.

In the midst of such immorality, Dr. Thomas Bray,
an active divine, formed a plan for propagating the
gospel in foreign countries. Missionaries, catechisms,
liturgies, and other books for the instruction of ignorant
people, were sent to the English colonies in America.
This laudable design was supported by voluntarj' con-
tribution; and the bill having been brought into the
house of commons for the better discovery of estates
given to superstitious uses, Dr. Bray presented a peti-

tion, praying that some part of these estates might be
set apart for the propagation of the reformed religion in

Maryland, Airginia, and the Leeward islands. About
this period, a society for the reformation of manners

was formed under the king's countensince and encour-

agement. Considerable collections were made for main-

taining clergj-men to read prayers at certain hours in

places of public worship, and administer the sacrament

every Sunday. The members of this society resolved

to inform tlie magistrates of all vice and inunorality

that should fall under their cognizance; and with that

part of the fines allowed by law to the informer, consti-

tute a fund of charity. The business of the session

being terminated, the king on the third day of July

prorogued the parliament, after having thanked them
in a short speech for the many testimonies of their

affection he had received; and in two days after the

prorogation it was dissolved.*

THE EARL OF PORTLAND RESIGNS.

In the month of Januaiy the earl of Portland had set

out on his embassy to France, where he was received

with veiy particular marks of distinction. He made a
public entry into Paris with such magnificence as is

said to have astonished the French nation. He inter-

ceded for the protestants in that kingdom, against whom
the persecution had been renewed with redoubled vio

lence : he proposed that king James should be removed
to Avignon, in which case his master would supply him
with an houoiirable pension ; but his remonstrances on

both subjects proved ineflectual. Louis, however, in a

private conference with him at Marli, is supposed to

have communicated his project of the partition-treaty.

The earl of Portland, at his return to England, finding

himself totally eclipsed in the king's favour by Keppel,

now created earl of Albemarle, resigned his employ-

ments in disgust; nor could the king's solicitations

prevail upon him to resume any office in the household,

though he promised to ser\-e his majesty in any other

shape, and was soon employed to negotiate the treaty

of partition. If this nobleman miscarried in the pur-

poses of his last embassy at the court of Versailles, the

agents of France were equally unsuccessful in their

endeavours to retrieve their commerce with England
which the war had interrupted. Their commissary,

sent over to London with powers to regulate the ti-ade

between the two nations, met with insuperable diffi-

culties. The parliament had burdened the French
commodities with heavy duties which were already

appropriated to different uses ; and the channel of trade

was in many respects entu'ely altered. The English

merchants supplied the nation with wines from Italy,

Spain, and Portugal; with linen from Holland and

Silesia; and manufactures of paper, hats, stuffs, and
silks, had been set up and sucessfuUy carried on in

England by the French refugees.

THE KING DISO'VVNS THE SCOTTISH TRAD-
ING COMPANY.

By this time a ferment had been raised in Scotland

by the opposition and discom'agements their new com-

pany had sustained. They had employed agents in

England, Holland, and Hamburgh, to receive subscrip-

tions. The adventurers in England were intimidated

by the measures which had been taken in parliament

against the Scottish company. The Dutch East India

company took the alarm, and exerted all their interest

to prevent their countrymen from subscribing; and the

king permitted his resident at Hamburgh to present a

memorial against the Scottish company to the senate

of that city. The parliament of Scotland being as-

sembled by the earl of Marchmont as king's commis-
sioner, the comp;my presented it with a remonstrance

containing a detail of their grievances, arising from the

conduct of the English house of commons, as well as

from the memorial presented by the king's minister at

• On tlie fifth day of J.-inuar>-, ft fire breaking out at Whiteliall
through the carelessness ofa laundress, the whole body of the palace,

tojjytlier with the new gallery, councilK;haml>cr, and several a4Join-
ing ni)artment3 wei-e entii-eiy consumed; but the banqueting-hoL'.^o
was not nil'ectetl.
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Hamburgh, in which ho actually disowued the act of

parliament and letters patent which had passed in their

favour, and threatened the inhabitants of that city with

liis majesty's resentment in case they should join the

Scots in their undertaking. They represented that such

instances of interposition had put a stop to the sub-

bcriptiona in England and Ilamburgh, hurt the credit

of the company, discouraged the adventurers, and threa-

tened the entire ruin of « design in which all the most

considerable families of the nation were deeply engaged.

The parliament having taken their case into considera-

tion, sent an address to his majesty representing the

hardships to which the company had been exposed, ex-

plaining how far the nation in general was concerned

in the design, and entreating that ho would take such

measures as might eU'ectually vindicate the undoubted

rights and privileges of the company. This address

was seconded by a petition from the company itself,

praying that his majesty would give some intimation

to the senate of Hamburgh, permitting the inhabitants

of that city to renew the subscriptions they had with-

drawn ; that, as a gracious mark of his royal favour to the

company, he would bestow upon them two small frigates

I

then lying useless in the harbour of Burnt Island; and

I
that, in consideration of the obstructions they had en-

' countered, he would continue their privileges and im-

munities tor snch longer time as should seem reasonable

to his majesty. Though the commissioner was wholly

devoted to the king, who had actually resolved to ruin

this company, he could not appease the resentment of

the nation; and the heats of parliament became so vio-

lent that he was obliged to adjourn it to the fifth day
of NoTcaiber. In this interval the directors of the

company, understanding from their agent at Hamburgh
that the address of the parliament and their own peti-

tion had produced no efiect in their favour, wrote a
letter of complaint to the lord Seafield, secretary of

state, observing that they had received repeated assur-

ances of the king's ha\nng given orders to his resident

at Hamburgh touching their memorial, and entreating

the interposition of his lordship that justice might be

done to the company. The secretary in his answer
promised to take the first convenient opportunity of

representing the affair to his majesty; but he said this

could not be immediately expected, as the king was
much engaged in the afl'airs of the English parliament.

This declaration the directors considered, as it really

was, a mere evasion, which helped to alienate the minds
of that people from the king's person and government.

HE EMBAKKS FOR HOLLAND.

King William at this time revolved in his own mind
a project of far greater consequence to the interest of

Europe—namely, that of settling the succession to the

throne of Spain, which in a little time would be vacated
by the death of Charles II., whose constitution was al-

ready exhausted. He had been lately reduced to extre-

mity, and his situation was no sooner known in France
than Louis detached a squadron towards Cadiz, with
orders to intercept the plate fleet, in case the king of

Spain should die before its arrival. William sent another
fleet to protect the galleons; but it arrived too late for

that service, and the nation Idudly exclaimed against

the tardiness of the equipment. His catholic majesty
recovered from his disorder, contrary to the expectation

of his people; but continued in such an enfeebled and
precarious state of health, that a relapse was every mo-
ment apprehended. In the latter end of July king
William embarked for Holland, on pretence of enjoying
a recess from business which was necessary to his con-
stitution. He was glad of an opportunity to withdraw
himself for some time from a kingdom in which he had
been exposed to such opposition and chagrin. But the
real motive of his voyage was a design of treating with
the French king remote from the observation of those
who might have penetrated into the nature of his ne-
gotiation. He had appointed a regency to govern the

kingdom in his absence ; and, as one of the number, no-

minated the earl of Marlborough, who had regained his

favour and been constituted governor of the duke of

Gloucester. At his majesty's departure, scaled orders
were left with the ministry directing that sixteen thou-

sand men should be retained in the service, notwith-
standing the vote of the commons by which the stand-

ing army was limited to ten thousand. He alleged that

the apprehension of troubles which might arise at the
death of king Charles induced him to transgress this

limitation; and he honed that the new parliament would
be more favourable. His enemies, however, made a
fresh handle of this step to depreciate his character in

the eyes of the people.

FIRST TREATY OF PARTITION.

Having assisted at the assembly of the states-general,

and given audience to divers ambassadors at the Hague,
he repaired to his house at Loo, attended by the earls of

Essex, Portland, and Selkirk. There he was visited by
count Tallard the French minister, who had instructions

to negotiate the treaty concerning the Spanish succes-

sion. The earl of Portland, by bis majesty's order, had
communicated to Secretary Vernon the principal con-

ditions which the French king proposed; he himself

wrote a letter to lord chancellor Somers, desiring his

advice with regard to the propositions, and full powers
under the great seal, with blanks to be filled up occa-

sionally, that he might immediately begin the treaty

with count Tallard. At the same time he strictly en-

joined secrecy. The purport of Portland's letter was
imparted to the duke of Shrewsbury and Wr. Montague,
who consulted with the chancellor and Vernon upon
the subject, and the chancellor wrote an answer to the

king as the issue of their joint deliberation ; but before

it reached his majesty, the first treaty of partition was
signed by the earl of Portland and sir Joseph William-
son. The contracting powers agreed, that in case the

king of Spain should die without issue, the kingdom of

Naples and Sicily, with the places depending on the

Spanish monarchy, and situated on the coast of Tuscany
or the adjacent islands; the marquisate of Final, the

province of Guipuscoa, all places on the French side of

the Pyrenees, or the other moimtains of Xav.arre, Alva,

or Biscay, on the other side of the province of Guipus-

coa, with all the ships, vessels, and stores,—shotdd de-

volve upon the dauphin in consideration of his right to

the crown of Spain, which, with all its other depen-

dencies, should descend to the electoral prince of Bava-

ria, under the guardianship of his father; that the duchy
of Milan should he settled on the emperor's second son,

the archduke Charles ; that this treaty should be com-
municated to the emperor and the elector of Bavaria, by
the king of England and the states-genenJ; that if

either should refuse to agree to this partition, his pro-

portion should remain in sequestration imtil the dispute

should be accommodated; that in case the electoral

prince of Bavaria should die before his father, then the

elector and his other heirs should succeed him in those

dominions; and should the archduke reject the duchy
of Milan, they agreed that it should be sequestered and
governed by the prince of Vaudemont. It may be ne-

cessary to observe that Philip IV., father to the present

king of Spain, had settled his crown by will on the

emperor's children ; that the dauphin was son to Maria-

Theresa, daughter of the same monarch, whose right

to the succession Louis had renounced in the most so-

lemn manner; as for the electoral prince of Bavaria, he
was grandson to a daughter of Spain. This treaty of

partition was one of the most impudent schemes of en-

croachment that tyranny and injustice ever plaimed.

Louis, who had made a practice of sacrificing all ties of

honour and good faith to the interest of his pride, vanity,

and ambition, foresaw that he should never be able to

accomplish his designs upon the crown of Sp.ain while

William was left at liberty to form another confederacy

against them. He therefore resolved to amuse him
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uith a treaty, in which he would seem to act as iimpii-o

in the concerns of Europe. He knew that William was
too mucli of a politician to be restricted by notions of

private justice; and that he would make no scruple to

infringe the laws of particular countries, or even the

rights of a single nation, when the balance of power

was at stake. He judged right in this particular. The
king of England lent a willing ear to his proposals, and

engaged in a plan for dismembering a kingdom in de-

spite of the natives, and in violation of every law hu-

man or divine.

INTRIGUES OF FEANCE AT THE COURT OF
MADRID.

Wiilo the French king cajoled '^'illiam with this

negotiation, the marquis d'Harco-urt, his ambassador to

Spain, was engaged in a game of a diiferent nature at

Madrid. The queen of Spain, suspecting the designs

of France, exerted aU her interest in behalf of the king

of the Romans, to whom she was nearly related. She

new-modelled the council, bestowed the government of

Milan on prince Vaudemont, and established the prince

of Hesse d'Annstadt as viceroy of Catalonia. Notwith-

standing all her efforts, she could not prevent the French

minister from acquiring some influence in the Spanish

coimcils. He was instructed to procure the succession

of the crown for one of the dauphin's sons, or at least

to hinder it from devolving upon the emperor's children.

AVith a view to give weight to his negotiations, the

French king ordered an army of sixty thousand men to

advance towards the frontiers of Catalonia and Navarre,

while a great niunber of ships and galleys cruised along

the coast, and entered the harbours of Spain. Harcourt

immediately began to form his party; he represented

that Philip IV. Iiad no power to dispose of his crown

against the laws of nature and the constitution of the

realm; that, by the order of succession, the crown ought

to desceud to the childi'en of his daughter in preference

to more distant relations; that if the Spaniards would

declare in favour of the dauphin's second son, the duke
of Anjou, they might train hi;n up in the manners and
customs of their country. AVhcn he found them averse

to this proposal, he assured them that his master would
approve of the electoral prince of Bavaria rather than

consent to the succession's devolving upon a son of the

emperor. Nay, he hinted that if the}' would choose a

sovereign among themselves, they might depend upon
the protection of his most christian majesty, who had
no other view than that of preventing the house of

Austria from becoming too formidable to the liberties

of Europe. The queen of Spain, having discovered the

intrigues of this minister, conveyed the king to Toledo,

on pretence that the air of Madrid was prejudicial to

his health. Harcourt immediately took the alarm. He
supposed her intention was to prevail upon her husband
in his solitude to confirm the last wiU of his father; but
his doubts were all removed when he understood that

the count de Harrach, the Imperial ambassador, had
privately repaired to Toledo. He forthwith took the

same road, pretending to have received a memorial from
his master with a positive order to deliver it into the

king's own hand. He was given to understand that

the management of foreign affairs had been left to the

care of canUnal Corduba at Madrid, and that the king's

health would not pennit him to attend to business.

The purport of the memorial was, an offer of French
forces to assist in raising the siege of Ceuta in Barbary,
which the Moors had lately undertaken; but this offer

was civilly declined. Harcourt, not yet discouraged,
redoubled his efforts at Slaekid, and found means to en-

gage cardinal Portocarrero in the interests of his master.

In the meantime Louis concluded an alliance with Swe-
den, imdcr the pretext of preserving and securing the

common peace by such means as should be adjudged
most proper and convenient. Draiug these transactions

king William was not wanting in his endeavours to ter-

minate the war in Hungary, wliich had raged fifteen

years without intemiission. About the middle of Au-
gust, lord Paget and Mr. Colliers, ambassadors from

England and Holland, arrived in the Turkish camp
near Belgrade, and a conference being opened under

their mediation, the peace of Carlowitz was signed on

the twenty-sixth day of Januaiy By this treaty, the

emperor remained in possession of all liis conquests;

Caminieck was restored to the Poles; all the Morea,

with several fortresses in Dalmatia, were ceded to the

Venetians; and the czar of Muscovy retained Azoph
during a truce of two years: so that the Turks by this

))acification lost great part of their European dominions.

The cardinal primate of Poland, who had strenuously

adhered to the prince of Couti, was prevailed upon to

acknowledge Augustus; and the commotions in Lithu-

ania being appeased, peace was established through all

Christendom.

In the beginning of December the king arrived in

England, where a new parliament had been chosen and
prorogued on account of his majesty's absence, which
was prolonged by contrary winds and tempestuous wea-
ther. His ministry had been at very little pains to in-

fluence the elections, which generally fell upon men of

revolution-principles, though they do not seem to have
been much devoted to the person of their sovercfign;

yet their choice of sir Thomas Lyttleton for speaker,

seemed to presage a session favourable to the ministry.

The two houses being convened on the sixth day of

December, the king in his speech observed that the

safety, honour, and happiness of the kingdom would in

a great measure depend upon the strength which they

should think proper to maintain by sea and land. He
desired they would make some further progress in dis-

charging the national debt; contrive effectual expedients

for employing the poor; pass good bills for the advance-

ment of trade, and the discouragement of profaneness;

and act with unanimity and despatch. The commons
of this new parUament were so irritated at the king's

presuming to maintain a greater number of troops than

their predecessors had voted, that they resolved he

should feel the weight of their displeasure. They
omitted the common compliment of an address; they

resolved that all the forces of England, in English pay,

exceeding seven thousand men, should be forthwith dis-

banded; as also those in Ireland exC'.'cJing twelve thou-

sand; and that those retained should be his majesty's

natural bom subjects. A bill was brought in on these

resolutions and prosecuted with peculiar eagerness, to

the unspeakable mortification of king William, who was
not only extremely sensible of the affront, but also par-

ticularly chagrined to see himself disabled from main-

taining his Dutch guards and the regiments of French

refugees, to which he was uncommonly attached. Be-

fore the meeting of the parliament, the ministry gave

him to understand that they should be able to j)rocure

a vote for ten or twelve thousand, but thoy would not

undertake for a greater nimiber. He professed himself

dissatisfied with the proposal, observing that they might

as well disband the whole as leave so few. The minis-

ters would not ruu the risk of losing all their credit by
proposing a greater number; and, having i-eceived no

directions on this subject, sat silent when it was deba-

ted iu the house of commons.
Such was the indignation of AVilliam, kindled by this

conduct of his ministry and his parhament, that he

threatened to abandon tlie government, and had actu-

ally penned a speech to he pronounced to both houses on

that occasion ; but he was diverted from tliis purpose by
his ministry and confidants, and resolved to pass the bill

by which he had been so much oft'ended. Accordingl)',

when it was ready for the royal assent, he went to the

house of peers, where having sent for the commons, he

told them that although he might think himself un-

kindly used in being deprived of his guards, which had

constantly attended him iu all liis actions; j-et, as he

believed nothing could be more fatal to the nation than

any distrust or jealousy between him and his parliament,

ho was come to pass the bill according to their desire.
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At the same time, for liis own justification, and in dis-

charge of the trust reposed in liini, he declared that in

his own judgment the nation was left too much exposed;

and that it was incumbent upon them to provide such a

strength as might be necessary for the safety of tlie

kingdom. They thanked him in an address for this

undeniable proof of his readiness to comply with the

desires of his parliament. They assured him ho should

never have reason to thinic the commons were unduti-

ful or unkind; for they would on all occasions stand by

and assist liiiu in the preservation of his sacred person,

and in the support of his government, agaiust all his

enemies whatsoever. Tho lords presented an address

to tho same elVeet; and tho king assured both houses

ho entertained no doubts of their loyalty and alVection.

lie forthwith issued orders for reducing the army to tlie

number of seven thous:md men, to be maintained in

England under the name of guards and garrisons ; and

hoping the hearts of tho commons were now mollified,

he made another effort in favour of his Dutch guards,

whom he could not dismiss without the most sensible

regret. Lord Riinelagh was sent with a written mes-

sage to the commons, giving them to understand that

tho necessary preparations were made for transporting

the guards who came with him into England, and that

they should embark immediately, unless out of consi

deration to him, the house should be dispo.=cd to find a

way for continuing them longer in the service; a favour

which his majesty would take very kindly. The com-

mons, instead of complying with his inclination, presen-

ted an address, in which they professed unspcikable

giief that he should propose anything to which tliey

could not consent with due regard to tho constitution

which he had come over to restore, and so often haz-

arded his roy.'tl person to preserve. They reminded

him of the declaration, in which he had promised that

all the foreign forces should be sent out of the kingdom.

They observed, that nothing conduced more to the hap-

piness and welfare of the nation than an entire confi-

dence between the king and people, which could no way
be so firmly established as bj- intrusting his sacred per-

son with his own subjects, who had so eminently sig-

nalized themselves during the late long and expensive

war. They received a soothing answer to this address,

but remained firm to their purpose, in which the king

was fain to acquiesce ; and the Dutch guards were
transported to Holhuid. At a time when they declared

themselves so well pleased with their deliverer, such an
opposition in an atfair of very little consequence sa-

voured more of clownish obstinacy than of patriotism.

In tho midst of all their professions of regard, they en-

tertained a national prejudice against himself and all

the foreigners in his service. Even in the house of

commons, his person was treated with great disrespect

in virulent insinuations. They suggested that he nei-

ther loved nor trusted the English nation; that he

treated the natives with the most disagreeable reserve,

and chose his confidants from the number of strangers

that surrounded him; that after every session of par-

liament, he retired from the kingdom to enjoy an indo-

lent and inglorious privacy with a, few favourites.

These suggestions were certainly true. He was ex-

tremely disgusted with the English, whom he consi-

dered r.s malicious, ignorant, and ungrateful, and he

took no pains to disguise his sentiments.

THE COMMOXS ADDRESS THE KING.

Tlie commons having eflFected a dissolution of the

army, voted fifteen thousand seamen, and a proportion-

able fleet, for the security of the kingdom; they granted

one million four hundred and eighty-four thousand and

fifteen pounds for the ser\ices of the year, to be raised by
a tax of three shillings in the pound upon lands, per-

sonal estates, pensions, and oflices. A gieat number of

priests and Roman catholics, who had been frighted

away by the revolution, were now encouraged by tho

treaty of Ryswick to return, and appeared in all public

places of London and Westminster with remarkabla

efl'rontery. Tho enemies of tho government whispered

about that the treaty contained a secret article in favour

of those who professed that religion; and some did not

even scruple to insinuate that \\illiam was a papist in

his heart. Tho commons, alanned at tho inimber and
insolence of those religionists, desire 1 the king, in an
address, to remove by proclamation all papists and non-

jurors from tho city of London and parts adjacent, and
put the laws in execution against thcni, that the wicked
designs they were always hatching might be effectually

disappointed. The king gratified them in their request

of a proclamation, which was not much regarded; but a

remarkable law was enacted against papists in the course

of the ensuing session. The old East India company,

about this period, petitioned the lower house to make
some provision that their coi-poratiou might subsist for

the residue of the term of twenty-one years granted by

his majesty's charter; that the payment of the five

pounds per cent, by the late act for settling tho trade to

tho East Indies, might be settled and adjusted in such

a m.anner as not to remain a burden on the petitioners;

and that such further considerations might be had for

their relief, and for the preservation of the I'^ast India

ti-ade, as shoiJd be thought reasonable. A bill was
brought in upon the subject of this petition, hut rrjcc'ed

at the second reading. Discontents had risen to such

a height, that some members began to assert they were
not bound to maintain the votes and credit of the for-

mer parliament; and, upon this maxim, would have
contributed their interest towards a repeal of the act

made in favour of the new company: but such a schen-.e

was of too dangerous consequence to the public credit

to ho canied into execution.

That spirit of peevishness which could not be grati-

fied with this sacrifice, produced an inquiry into the

management of naval afl'airs, which was aimed at tho

earl of Orford, a nobleman whose power gave umbrage,

and whose wealth excited envy. He ofticiated both as

treasurer of the navy and lord commissioner of the ad-

miralty, and seemed to have forgot the sphere from

which he had risen to title and oflice. The commons
drew up an address complaining of some unimportant

articles of mismanagement in the conduct nf the navy;

and the earl was wise enough to avoid further prosecu-

tion by resigning his employments. On the fourth day

of May the king closed the session w-ith a short speech,

hinting dissatisfaction at their having neglected to con-

sider some points which he had recommended to their

attention; and the parliament was prorogued to the first

of June.* In a little time after this prorogation, his

majesty appointed a regency; and on tho second day of

June embarked for Holland.

THE SCOTTI.t^H COJIPANY MAKE A SETTLE-
MENT ON THE LSTHMU.S OF DAKIEN.

In Irel.and nothing of moment was transacted. The
parliament of that kingdom passed an act for raising

one hundred and twenty thousand pounds on lands,

i tenements, and hereditaments, to defray the expense of

maintaining twelve thousand men, who had been voted

by the commons of England; then the assembly was
prorogued. ,V new commission afterwards amvcd at

Dublin, constituting the duke of Bolton, the earls of

Berkeley and Galway, lords-justices of Ireland. Tho_
ob'.iuour in Scotland increased against the ministry, who
had disowned their company, and in a great measure
defeated tlic design from which they had promised

themselves such heaps of treasure. Notwithstanding

the discouragements to wliich their company had been

exposed, they fitted out two of four large ships which
hiid been built at Hamburgh for their service. These
were laden with a cargo for traffic, with some artillery

• .Mwut the latter fmt of March, the carl of "Warwick and lord
'lohnn wcro tried hv tlieir peers in Westniinster-hall, f*.r the mur-
i!er of capt.iin I!icl:'aril C""to, wlio hart been killed In a tr.i:ln!gbl

cmittftt of three on eaeli si»lc. "Warwick was fonnd fc'iilty of man.
slaughter, and Mohitn aa^uitted.
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and military stores; and the adTenturers embarking to

the numljer of twelve hundred, they sailed from the

Frith of Edinburgh, with some tenders, on the seven-

teenth day of July in the preceding year. At Sladeira

they took in a supply of wine, and then steered to Ci-ab-

island in the neighbourhood of St. Thomas, lying be-

tween Santa-CiTiz and Porto Eico. Their design vras

to take possession of this little island; but when they

entered the road, they saw a large tent pitched upon the

strand, and the Danish colours flying. Finding them-

selves anticipated in this quarter, they directed their

course to the coast of Darien, where they treated vnth

the natives for the establishment of their colony, and

taking possession of the ground, to which they gave the

name of Caledonia, began to execute their plan of erec-

ting a town under the appellation of New Edinburgh,

by the direction of their council, consisting of Patterson

the projector, and six other directors. They had no

sooner completed their settlement, than they wrote a

letter to the king containing a detail of their proceed-

ings. They pretended they had received undoubted

intelligence that the French intended to make a settle-

ment on that coast; and that their colony would be the

means of preventing the evil consequences which might

arise to his majesty's kingdom and dominions from the

execution of such a scheme. They acknowledged his

goodness in granting those privileges by which their

company was established; they implored the continu-

ance of his royal favour and protection, as they had
punctually adhered to the conditions of the act of par-

liament, and the patent they had obtained.

By this time, however, the king was resolved to crash

them effectually. He understood that the greater part

of their provisions had been consumed before they set

sail from Scotland, and foresaw that they must be re-

duced to a starving condition if not supplied from the

English colonies. That they might be debarred of aU
such assistance, he sent orders to the governors of

Jamaica and the other English settlements in America,
to issue proclamations prohibiting, under the severest

penalties, all his majesty's subjects from holding any
correspondence with the Scottish colony, or assisting it

in any shape with aims, ammunition, or provisions; on
pretence that they had not communicated their design

to his majesty, but had peopled Darien in violation of

the peace subsisting between him and his allies. Their
colony was doubtless a very dangerous encroachment
upon the Spaniards, as it would have commanded the
passage between Porto-Bello and Panama, and divided

the Spanish empire in America. The French king com-
plained of the invasion, and offered to supply the court
of Madrid with a fleet to dislodge the interlopers. Co-
lonna, marquis de Canales, the Spanish ambassador at

the court of London, presented a memorial to king Wil-
liam, remonstrating against the settlement of this colony
as a mark of disregard, and a breach of the alliance be-
tween the two crowns; and declaring that his master
woxild take proper measures against such hostilities.

The Scots affirmed that the natives of Darien were a
free people, who the Spaniards had in vain attempted to

subdue; that therefore they had an original and incon-
trovertible right to dispose of their own lands, part of
which the company had purchased for a valuable con-
sideration. But there was another cause more power-
ful than the remonstrances of the Spanish court to

which this colony feU a sacrifice; and that was the
jealousy of the English traders and planters. Darien
was said to be a country abounding with gold, which
would m a little time enrich the adventurers. The Scots
were known to be an enterprising and pertinacious peo-
ple; and their harbour near Golden Island was already
declared a free port. The English apprehended that
their planters would be allured into this new colony by
the double prospect of finding gold and plundering the

Spaniards; that the buccaneers in particular would
choose it as their chief residence; that the plantations

of England would be deserted; that Darien would be-

come another Algiers; and that the settlement would

produce a rupture with Spain, in consequence of which
the English effects in that kingdom would be confis-

cated. The Dutch too are said to have been jealous of

a company which in time might have proved their com-
petitors in the illicit commerce to the Spanish main;
and to have hardened the king's heart against the new
settlers, whom he abandoned to their fate, notwithstand-
ing the repeated petitions and remonstrances of their

constituents. Famine compelled the first adventurers
to quit the coast: a second recruit of men and provisions

I

was sent thither from Scotland; but one of their ships,

laden with provisions, being bui'nt by accident, they
likewise deserted the place. Another reinforcement ar-

rived, and being better provided than the two former,

might have maintained their footing; but they were
soon di^vided into factions that rendered all their schemes
abortive. The Spaniards advanced .^gainst them; when
finding themselves incapable ofwithstanding the enemy,
they solicited a capitulation, by virtue of which they
were pennitted to retire. Thus vanished all the golden
dreams of the Scottish nation, which had engaged in this

design with incredible eagerness, and even embarked a
greater sum of money than ever they had advanced
upon any other occasion. They were now not only dis-

appointed in their expectarions of wealth and affliiencc,

but a great number of families were absolutely ruined

by the miscarriage of the design, which they imputed
solely to the conduct of king "William. The whole king-
dom of .Scotland seemed to join in the clamour that was
raised against their sovereign, taxed him with double

dealing, inhumanity, and base ingratitude, to a people

who had lavished their treasm-e and best blood in support

of his government, and in the gratification of his ambi-
tion ; and had their power been equal to their animosity,

in all probability a rebellion would have ensued.

EEMOXSTEANCES OF TUE SPAXISH COURT.

WiUiam meanwhile enjoyed himself at Loo, where
he was visited by the duke of Zell, with whom he had
long cultivated an intimacy of friendship. Dming his

residence in this place, the earl of Portland and the

grand pensionary of Holland frequently conversed with
the French ambassador, count Tallard, upon the subject

of the Spanish succession. The first plan of the parti-

tion being defeated by the death of the young prince of

Bavaria, they found it necessarj' to concert another, and
began a private negotiation for that purpose. The court

of Spain, apprized of their intention, sent a written re-

monstrance to Mr. Stanhope, the English minister at

Madrid, expressing their resentment at this unprece-

dented method of proceeding, and desiring that a stop

might be put to those intrigues, seeing that the king of

Spain would of himself take the necessary steps for pre-

serving the public tranquUlity in case he should die

without heirs of his body. A representation of the same
kind was made to the ministers of France and Holland

;

the marquis de Canales, the Spanish ambassador at Lon-
don, delivered a memorial to the lords-justices couched

in the most virulent terms against this transaction, and
even appealing from the king to the parliament. This

Spaniard was pleased with an opportunity to insult

king "William, who hated his person, and had forbid him
the court, on account of his appearing covered in his

majesty's presence. The regency had no sooner com-
municated this paper to the king, than he ordered the

ambassador to quit the kingdom in eighteen days, and
to remain within his own house till the time of his de-

parture. He was like^wise given to understand that no
writing would be received from him or any of his

domestics. Mr. Stanhope was directed to complain at

Madrid of the affront offered to his master, which he
styled an insolent and saucy attempt to stir up sedition

in the kingdom, by appealing to the people and parlia-

ment of England against his majesty. The court of

Spain justified what their minister had done, and in

their turn ordei'ed Mr. Stanhope to leave their dominions.
Don Bernardo de Quiros, the Spanish ambassador in
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Holland, prepared a memorial on the same subject to

tho states-general; whieh however they refused to ac-

cept. These remonstrances did not interrupt tho nego-

tiation, in which Louis was so eager that he complained

of William as if ho had not employed his whole influ-

ence in prevailing upon the Dutch to signify their

accession to the articles agreed upon by Franco and

England; but his Britannic majesty found means to

remove this jealousy.

THE COMMOXS PERSIST IN THEIR
RESOLUTIONS.

About the middle of October, William returned to

England, and conferred upon the duke of Shrewsbury

tho office of chamberlain, vacant since the resignation

of Sunderland.* Mr. Xlontaguc at the same period re-

signed his seat at the treasun,--board, together with the

chancellorship of the exchequer; either forcseemg un-

common diflSculty in managing a bouse of commons

after thcv had been dismissed in ill humour, or dread-

ing the interest of his enemies, who might procure a

vote that his two places were inconsistent. The king

opened the session of parliament on the si.Ktecnth day of

November, with a long speech, advising a farther pro-

vision for tho safety of the kingdom by sea and land,

as well as the repairs of ships and fortifications; exhort-

ing tho commons to make good the deficiencies of the

fnnds, discharge the debts of the nation, and provide

the necessary supplies. He recommended some good

bill for the more cHectual preventing and punishing

unlawful and clandestine trading ; and expressed a de-

sire that some method should be taken for eniplojnng

the poor, which were become a burden to the king-

dom. He assured them his resolutions were to counte-

nance \'irtue and discourage vice; and that he would

decline no difficulties and dangers where the welfare

and prosperity of the nation was concerned. He con-

cluded with these words: " Since then our .aims are only

for tho general good, let us act with confidence in one

another; which will not fail, with God's blessing, to

make me a happy king, and you a great and flourishing

people." The commons were now become wanton in

their disgust. Though they had received no real pro-

vocation, they resolved to mortify him with their pro-

ceedings. They affected to put odious interpretations

on the very harmless expression of " Let us act with

confidence in one another." Instead of an address of

thanks, according to the usual custom, they presented

a sullen remonstrance, complaining that a jealousy and

distrust had been raised of their duty and affection ; and

desiring he would show marks of his high displeasure

towards all persons who had presumed to misrepresent

their proceedings to his majesty. He declared, in his

answer, that no person had ever dared to misrepresent

their proceedings, and that if any shotild presume to

impose upon him by such calumnies, he would treat

them as his worst enemies.

INQUIRY INTO THE EXPEDITION OF
CAPTAIN KIDD.

The house was not in a humour to be appeased with

soothing promises and protestations; they determined

to distress him by prosecuting his ministers. During
the war the colonies of North America had grown rich

by piracy. One Kidd, the master of a sloop, undertook

to suppress the pirates, provided the government would

furnish him with a ship of thirty guns well manned.

The board of admiralty declaring that such a number of

seamen could not be spared from the public service,

Kidd was equipped by the private subscription of the

lord Chancellor, tho duke of Shrewsbury, the earls of

• Vfllers, carl of Jersey, who had been sent ambassador to France,
was appointed Kecretary of state in the room of the dnke of Shrews-
btirr. This nobleman' wai prcated lord chamberlain; the carl of
Manchester was sent ambassadur extraordinary to France; the earl
of Pembroke wa-; declared lord-president of the conncil; and lord
Tiaeonnt lyjnsdale keeper of the priTy-seal.

Romney, Orford, and Bellaraont, sir Edward Harrison,

and colonel Livingstone of New York. The kmg pro

mised to contribute one-half of the expense, and reserscd

to himself one-tenth of the profits; but he never ad
vanccd the money. Kidd being thus equipped, and
provided with a commission to act against the French,

as well as to make war on certain pirates therein men-
tioned by name, set sail from Plymouth; but instead of

cruising on the coast of America, he directed his course

to the East Indies, where he himself turned pirate, and
took a rich ship belonging to the Moors. Having divi-

ded his booty with his crew, ninety of whom left him in

order to join other adventurers, he burned his own ship

and sailed with his prize to tho West Indies. There

he purchased a sloop in which he steered for North
America, leaving part of his men in the prize, to remain

in one of the Leeward Islands until they should receive

further instructions. Arriving on the coast of New
York, he sent one Emmet to make his peace with tho

carl of Bellamont, the governor of that province, who
inveigled him into a negotiation, in the course of which

he was apprehended. Then his lordship sent an account

of his proceedings to the secretary of state, desiring that

he would send for the prisoners to England, as thero

was no law in that colony for punishing piracy with

death, and the majority of the people favoured that

practice. The admiralty, by order of the lords-justices,

despatched the ship Rochester to bring home the pri-

soners and their effects ; but, after having been tossed

for some time with tempestuous weather, this vessel

was obliged to return to Plymouth in a shattered con-

dition. This incident furnished the malcontents with

a colour to paint the ministry as the authors and abet-

tors of a piratical expedition, which they wanted to

screen from the cognizance of the public. The old East

India company had complaine*l to the regency of the

capture made by Kidd in the East Indies, apprehending,

as the vessel belonged to the Moors, they should be ex-

posed to the resentments of the Mogul. In the begin-

ning of December, this subject being brought abruptly

into the house of commons, a motion was made. That
the letters patent granted to the earl of Bellamont and
others, of pirates' goods, were dishonotu'able to the king,

against the laws of nations, contrary to the laws and
statutes of the land, invasive of propcrtj-, and destruc-

tive of trade and commerce. A warm dispute ensued,

in the cotirse of which some members declaimed with

great bitterness against the chancellor and the duke of

Shrewsbury, as partners in a piratical scheme ; but these

imputations were refuted, and the motion was rejected

by a great majority. Not but they might have justly

stigmatized the expedition as a little mean adventm-e,

in which those noblemen had embarked with a view to

their own private advantage.

WTiile this affair was in agitation among the com-

mons, the attention of the upper house was employed

upon the case of Dr. Watson, bishop of St. David's.

This prelate was supposed to have paid a valuable con-

sideration for his bishopric; and, after his elevation, had
sold the preferments in his gift with a view of being

reimbursed. He was accused of simony; and, after a
solemn hearing before the archbishop of Canterbury

and six suffragans, convicted and deprived. Then ho

pleaded his privilege: so that the affair was brought

into the house of lords, who refused to own him as a

peer after he had ceased to be a bishop. Thus disap-

pointed, he had recourse to the court of delegates, by
whom the archbishop's sentence was confirmed. Tho
next effort that the commons made, with a view of mor-

tifying king William, was to raise a clamour against

Dr. Burnet, bishop of Saram. He was represented in

the house as a veiy unfit preceptor for the duke of

Gloucester, both as a Scottish man, and author of that

pastoral letter which had been burned by order of the

parliament, for asserting that William had a right to

the crown from conquest. A motion was made for

addressing his majesty that this prelate might be dis-

missed from his employment, but rejected by a great
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majority. Burnet liad acted with uncommon integrity

in accepting tlie trust. He had declined the oflice,

•n-liich he w.is in a manner forced to accept. He had

offered to resign his hishopric, tliinking the employ-

ment of a tutor would interfere with the duty of a pastor.

He insisted upon the duke's residence all the summer

at ^\ indsor, which is in the diocese of Sarum, and added

to his private charities the whole income of his new

office.

INQUIRY INTO THE IRISH FORFEITURES.

The circumstance on which the anti-courtiers huilt

their chief hope of distressing or disgracing the govern-

ment, w.is the inquiry into the Irish forfeitures, which

the king had distributed among his own dependents.

The commissioners appointed by parliament to examine

these particulars, were Annesley, Trenchard, Hamilton,

Langford, the earl of Drogheda, sir Francis Brewster,

and sir Richard Leving. The first four were actuated

by all the virulence of fiiction; the other three were

secretly guided by ministerial influence. They began

their inquiry in Ireland, and proceeded with such se-

verity as seemed to flow rather from resentment to tlie

court, than from a love of justice and abhorrence of cor-

ruption. They in particular scnitinized a grant of an

estate which the king had made to Mrs. Villiers, now
countess of Orkney, so as to expose the king's partiality

for that favourite, and subject him to an additional load

of popular odium. In the course of their examination

the earl of Drogheda, Leving, and Brewster, opposed tlie

rest of the commissioners in divers articles of the report,

which they refused to sign, and sent over a memorial

to the house of commons explaining their reasons for

dissenting from their colleagues. By this time, how-
ever, they were considered as hirelings of the court,

and no regard was paid to their representations. The
others delivered their report, declaring that a million

and a half of money might be raised from the sale of the

confiscated estates; and a bill was brought in for apply-

ing them to the use of the public. A motion being made
to reserve a third part for the king's disposal, it was
oveiTuIed: then the commons passed an extraordinary
vote, importing that they would not receive any petition

from any person whatsoever conceniing the grants, and
that they would consider the great services performed
by the commissioners appointed to inquire into the foi--

feited estates. They resolved. That the four commis-
sioners who had signed the report had acquitted them-
selves with understanding, courage, and integrity; and.
That sir Richard Leving, as author of groundless and
scandalous aspersions cast upon his four colleagues,
should be conmiitted prisoner to the Tower. Tlicy
afterwards came to the following resolution, which was
presented to tlic king in form of an address,—That the
procuring and passing those grants had occasioned great
debts upon the nation, and heavy taxes upon the people,
and highly reflected upon the king's honour; and, Tliat
the officers and instruments concerned in the same had
highly failed in the performance of their trust and duty.
The king answered. That ho was not only led by incli-
nation, but thought himself obliged in jusdce to reward
those who had served well in the reduction of Ireland,
out of the estates forfeited to him by the rebellion in
that kingdom. He observed, that as the long war had
left the nation much in debt, their taking just and
effectual ways for lessening that debt and supporting
pviblic credit was what, in his opinion, would best con"
tribute to the honour, interest, and safety of the king-
dom. This answer kindled a flame of indignation in
the house. They forthwith resolved. That the adviser
of it had used his utmost endeavours to create a mis-
understanding and jealousy between the king and his
people.

THE COMMONS PASS A BILL OF RESUMPTION.

They prepared, finished, and passed a bill of resump-

tion. They ordered the report of the commissioners,

to"-ether with the king's promise and speeches, and the

former resolutions of the house touching the forfeited

estates in Ireland, to be printed and published for their

justification; and they resolved. That the procuring or

passing exorbitant grants by any member now of the

privy council, or by any other that had been a privy

councillor in this or any former reign, to his use or

benefit, was a high crime or misdemeanor. That jus-

tice might be done to purchasers and creditors in the

act of resumption, thirteen trustees were authorized and

empowered to hear and determine all claims relating to

those estates, to sell them to the best purchasers; and

the money arising from the sale was appropriated to

pay the arrears of the army. It passed under the title

of a hill for granting an aid to his majesty by the sale

of forfeited and other estates and interests in Ireland;

and that it might undergo no alteration in the house of

lords, it was consolidated with the money-bill for the

sci-vice of the year. In the house of lords it produced

warm debates ; and some alterations were made which
the commons unanimously rejected. They seemed to

be now more tlian ever exasperated against the ministiy,

and ordered a list of the privy council to be laid before

the house. The lords demanded conferences, which
sen'cd only to exasperate the two houses against each
other; for the peers insisted upon their amendments,
and the commons were so provoked at their interfering

in a money-bill, that they determined to give a loose to

their resentment. They ordered all the donr-s of their

house to be shut that no members should go forth.

Then they took into consideration the report of the Irish

forfeitures, with the list of the privy councillors; and a

question was moved. That an address shoxild be made
to his majesty to remove John lord Somers, chancellor

of England, from bis presence and councils for ever.

This however was carried in the negative by a great

majority. The king was extremely chagrined at the

bill, which he considered as an inva* ion of his preroga-

tive, an insult on his person, and an injury to his friends

and servants; and he at first resolved to h:izard all the

consequences of refusing to pass it into a law; but he
was diverted from his purpose by the remonstrances of

those in whom he chiefly confided.* He could not,

however, dissemble his resentment. lie became sullen,

peevish, and morose; and his enemies did not fail to

make use of this additional ill humour as a proof of his

aversion to the English people. Though the motion
against the chancellor had miscarried, the commons
resolved to address his majesty that no person who was
not a native of his dominions, except his royal highncps
prince George of Denmark, should be admitted into his

majesty's councils in England or Ireland. This resol-

ution was levelled against the earls of Portland, Albe-
marle, and Galway; but before the address could be
presented, the king went to the house of peers, and
having passed the bill which had produced such a fer-

ment, with some others, commanded the earl of Bridge-
water, speaker of the house in the absence of the chan-
cellor, who was indi.sposed, to prorogue the parliament
to the twenty -third day of May.

A SEVERE BILL PASSED AGAINST THE
PAPISTS.

In the course of this session the commons having pro-
secuted their inquii-y into the conduct of Kidd, brought
in a bill for the more eS"ectual suppressing of piracy,
which passed into a law; understanding afterwards that
Kidd was brought over to England, they presented an
address to the king desiring that he migiit not be tried,

discharged, or pardoned, till the next session of parlia-
ment; and his majesty complied with their request.
Boiling still with indignation against the lord chancellor,

* Consisting of the lorcUhnncolIor, tlie lord-president, the lord
pnvy-scnl, the lord-stov.aid of iho lioiiseliold, the cnrl of Bridge-
water, first cumraissioner of tlie .adaiirallv, the earl of Marlhorouglv
tlic eail of Jersey, and Mr. Montague.
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wlio linil tumcil many disivffocted persons ont nf tlio

commission of the peace, the house ordered a bill to bo

prepared for qualifying justices of the peace, and ap-

pointed a comuiittee to inspect the commission. This

reporting that many dissenters and men of small for-

tunes depending on the court were put into those places,

the commons declared in an address that it would mucb
conduce to the service of his majesty and the good of

this kingdom, that gentlemen of quality and good estates

should be restored and put into the commissions of the

peace and lieutenancy ; and th,tt men of small estates

be neither continued nor put into the said commissions.

The king assui-ed them he was of the same opinion, and

that he would give directions accordingly. They wci-c

60 mollified by this instance of his condescension, that

they thanked him in a body for his gracious answer.

They passed a bill to exculpate such as bad neglected

to sign the association either thiough mistake or wmt
of opportunity. Having received a petition from the

Lancashire clergj" complaining of the insolence and at-

tempts of popish priests, they appointed a committee to

inquire how far the laws against popish refugees had

been pat in execution; and upon the report, a bill was
brought in complying with the prayer of the petition.

It decreed a further reward to such persons as should

discover and convict popish priests and Jesuits, and per-

petual imprisoumont for those convicted on the oath of

one or more witnesses. It enacted, That no pereon bora

after the twenty-fifth day of March next ensuing, being

a papist, sliould be capable of inheriting any title of

honour or estate within the kingdom of England, do-

minion of Wales, or town of Berwick-upon-Tweed; and

that no papist should be capable of purchasing any

lands, tenements, or hereditaments, either in bis own
name or in the name of any other person in trust for

him. Several alterations were made in this first draft

before it w.is finished and sent up to the lords, some of

whom proposed amendments; these, however, were not

adopted, and the bill obtained the royal assent, contrary

to the expectation of those who prosecuted the measure,

on the supposition that the king was a favourer of the

papists. After all, the bill was deficient in necessary

clauses to enforce execution ; so that the law was very

little regarded in the sequel.

OLD EAST INDIA COMPANY RE-ESTAB-
LIs>HED.

DANGEROUS FERMENT IN SCOTLAND.

The people of Scotland still continued in a violent

agitation. They published a pamphlet containing a de-

tail of their grievances, which they in a great measure

ascribed to his majesty. A complaint being preferred

to the house of commons against this performance, it

was voted a false, scandalous, and traitorous libel, and

ordered to be burned by the hands of the common hang-

man. The commons addressed bis majesty to issue his

royal proclamation for apprehending the author, printer,

and publisher of the said libel; and he complied with

their request. The Scottish company had sent up an

address to the king in behalf of some adventurers who
were wrongfully detained prisoners in Carthagena; but

lord liasil Hamilton, who undertook the charge of this

petition, was refused admittance to his majesty on pre-

tence of his being suspected of disiffcction to the go-

vernment. The king, however, wrote to liis council

for Scotland, that he would demand the enlargement of

the prisoners, and countenance any laudable measure

that could advance the trade of that kingdom. The
directors of the company, not content with this declara-

tion, importuned the lord cliancellor, who was in London,

to procure access for lord Basil Hamilton; and the min-

istry took shelter from their solicitations behind a par-

liamentary inquiry. The subject of the Scottish colony

being introduced into the house of lords, where the min-

isterial influence preponderated, a vehement debate

arose, not from any regard to the interest of Scotland,

but from mere opposition to the court; whicli, however,

triumphed in the issue. A motion w.is made, that the

settlement of the Scotch colony at Darien was inconsis-

tent with the good of the plantation trade of Engl.and,

and passed iu the afiinnative by a small majority. Then
tliey presented an adckcss, declaring their sympathy
with the losses of their fellow-subjects, and their opinion

that a prosecution of the design must end, not only in

far gi-eater disappointments to themselves, but also

prove very inconvenient to the trade and quiet of the

kingdom. They reminded him of the address of both

houses touching that settlement; and they expressed

their approbation of the orders he had sent to the go-

vernors of the plantations on this subject. The king in

his answer to the address, in which the commons refused

to concur, took the opportunity of exhorting them to

consider of an union between the two kingdoms, as a

measure than which nothing could more contribute to

their mutual security and advantage. The lords, inThe court sustained another insult from the old East

India company, who petitioned the house that they I pursuance of this advice, prepared a bill, appointing

might be continued by parliamentary authority durin:

the remaining part of the time prescribed in their charter.

They at the same time published a state of their case,

in which they expatiated upon the equity of their claims,

and magnified the injuries they had undergone. The
new company drew up an answer to this remonstrance,

exposing the coiTupt practices of their adversaries. But
the influence of their great patron, Jlr. Montague, was
now vanished, the supply was not yet discussed, and

the ministry would not venture to provoke the com-
mons, who seemed propitious to the old company, and

actually passed a bill in their favour. This meeting

with no opposition in the upper house, was enacted into

a law renewing their establishment; so that now there

were two rival companies of merchants trading to the

E^t Indies. The commons, not yet satisfied with the

vexations to which they had exposed their sovereign,

passed a bill to appoint commissioners for taking and

examining the public accounts. Another law was made
to prohibit the use of India silks and stufi's, whicli in-

terfered with the English manufactures; a third, to take

off the duties on the exportation of woollen manufiic-

tures, com, grain, meal, bread, and biscuit; and a fourth,

in which provision was made for punishing governors

or commanders-in-chief of plantations .ind colonies, in

cage they should commit .my crimes or acts of injus-

tice and oppression in the exercise of their adminis-

tration.

Vol. IL

certain comraissionei-S of the realm of England to treat

with commissioners of Scotland for the weal of both

kingdoms; but it was ohstnicted in the house of com-

mons, who were determined to thwart every step that

might tend to lessen the disgitst or appease the animo-

sity of the Scottish nation. The malcontents insinuated

that the king's opposition to the Scottish company flowed

neither from his regard to the interest of England, nor

from his punctual observance of treaties with Spain,

but solely from his attachment to the Dutch, who main-

tained an advantageous trade from the island of C'ura<,-oa

to the Spanish plantations in America, and v.-ere appre-

hensive that the Scottish company would deprive them

of this commerce. This interpretation served as fuel

to the flame already kindled in Scotland, and industri-

ously blown up by the calumnies of the Jacobites. Their

parliament adopted the company as a national concern,

by voting, That the colony of Caledonia in Darien was

a legal and rightful settlement, which the parliament

would maintain and support. On account of this resol-

ution the session was for some time discontinued; but

when the Scots understood their new settlement was
totally ab.andoned, their capital lost, and all their hopo

entirely vanished, the whole n.ation was seized with a

transport of fury. They loudly exclaimed that they

had been sacrificed and basely betrayed in that quarter

where they were entitled to protection. They concerted

an address to the king couched in a very high strain,

N
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representing the necessity of an immediate parliament.

It was circulated about the kingdom for subscriptions,

signed by a great number of those who sat in parliament,

and presented to the king by lord Ross, who with some

others was deputed for that purpose. The king told them

they should know his intention in Scotland; and in the

meantime adjourned their parliament by proclamation.

The people exasperated at this new provocation, began

to form the draft of a second national address, to be

signed by the shires and boroughs of the kingdom; but

before this could be finished, the king wrote a letter to

the duke of Queensberry and the privy council of that

nation, which was published for the satisfaction of the

people. lie professed himself grieved at the nation's

loss, and mUing to grant what might be needful for the

relief and case of the kingdom. He assured them he

had their interest at heart; and that his good subjects

should have convincing proofs of his sincere inclination

to advance the wealth and prosperity of that his ancient

kiugdom. He said he hoped this declaration would be

satisfactory to all good men; that they would not suffer

themselves to he misled; nor give advantage to enemies

and ill-designing persons, ready to seize every oppor-

tunity of embroiling the government. He gave them

to understand that his necessary absence had occasioned

the late adjournment; but as soon as God should bring

him back, their parliament should be assembled. Even
this explanation, seconded by all the credit and address

of his ministers, failed in allaying the national ferment,

which rose to the veiy verge of rebellion.

LORD SOMEES DISMISSED.

The king, who from his first accession to the throne

had veered occasionally from one party to another, ac-

cording to the circumstances of his affairs and the op-

position he encountered, was at this period so incensed

and embarrassed by the caprice and insolence of the com-
mons, that he willingly lent an ear to the leaders of the

tories, who undertook to manage the parliament accor-

ding to his pleasure, provided he would part with some
of his ministers who were peculiarly odious to the com-
mons. The person against whom their anger was chiefly

directed was the lord chancellor Somers, the most active

leader of the whig party. They demanded his dismis-

sion, and the king exhorted him to resign his oflice; but
he refusing to take any step that might indicate a fear

of his enemies or a consciousness of guilt, the king sent

a peremptory order for the seals by the lord Jersey, to

whom Somei-s delivered them without hesitation. They
were successively offered to lord chief justice Holt, and
Trevor the attorney-general, wlo declined accepting
such a precarious office. Meanwhile the king granted
a temporary commission to three judges to sit in the
court of chancery; and at length bestowed the seals,

with the title of lord keeper, on Nathan Wright, one of

the sergeants at law, a man but indifferently qualified

for the office to which he was now prefeiTcd. Though
AVilliam seemed altogether attached to the tories and
inclined to a new parliament, no person appeared to
tfike the lead in the affairs of government; and, indeed,
for some time the administration seemed to be under no
particular direction.

SECOND TREATY OF PARTITION.

During the transactions of the last session, the nego-
tiation for a second partition treaty had been carried on
in London by tlie French minister Tallard, in conjunc-
tion with the earls of Portland and Jersey, and was soon
brought to perfection. On the twenty-first day of Feb-
ruary the treaty was signed in London; and on the
twenty-fifth of the next month it was subscribed at the
Hague by Briord, the French envoy, and the plenipoten-
tiaries of the states-general. • By this convention the
treaty of Ryswick was confirmed. The contracting par-
ties agreed, that, m case of his catholic majesty's dying
without issue, the dauphin should possess, for himself

and his heirs, the kingdoms of Naples and Sicily, the

islands of St. Stephano, Porto Hercole, Orbitello, Tela-

mone, Porto Longone, Piombino, the eity and marquisate

of Final, the province of Guipuscoa, the duchies of Lor-

raine and Bar; in exchange for which last, the duke of

Lorraine should enjoy the duchy of Jlilan; but that the

county of Biche should remain in sovereignty to the

prince of Vaudemont; that the archduke Charles should

inherit the kingdom of Spain and all its dependencies in

and out of Europe ; but in case of his dying without issue,

it should devolve to some other child of the emperor, ex-

cepting him who might succeed as emperor or king of

the Romans : that this monarchy should never descend

to a king of France or dauphin; and that three months
should be allowed to the emperor, to consider whether

or not he would accede to this treaty. Whether the

French king was reaUy sincere in his professions at this

juncture, or proposed this treaty with a yjew to niake

a clandestine use of it at the court of Spain for more
interested pui-poses, it is not easy to determine; at fii-st

however it was concealed from the notice of the public,

as if the parties had resolved to take no step in conse-

quence of it during the life of his catholic majesty.

In the beginning of July the king embarked for Hol-

land, after having appointed a regency to govern the

kingdom in his absence. On the twenty-ninth day of

the same month the young duke of Gloucester, the only

remaining child of seventeen which the princess Anne
had borne, died of a malignant fever, in the eleventh

year of his age. His death was much lamented by the

greater part of the English nation, not only on account

of his promising talents and gentle behaviour, but also,

as it left the succession undetenniued, and might create

disputes of fatal consequence to the nation. The Jacob-

ites openly exulted in an event which they imagined

would remove the chief bar to the interest of the prince

of Wales; but the protestants generally turned their

eyes upon the princess Sophia, electress dowager of Han-
over, and grand-daughter of James I. It was with a

view to concert the establishment of her succession, that

the court of Brunswick now returned the visit of king

WUliara. The present state of affairs in England, how-

ever, afforded a very uncomfortable prospect. The
people were generally alienated from the person and gov-

ernment of the reigning king, upon whom they seem to

have surfeited. The vigour of their minds was destroyed

by luxury and sloth; the severity of their morals was
relaxed by a long habit of venality and corruption. The
king's health began to decline, and even his faculties

decayed apace. No person was appointed to ascend the

throne when it should become vacant. The Jacobite fac-

tion alone was eager, vigilant, enterprising and elate.

They despatched Mr. Graham, brother of lord Preston, to

the com-t of St. Germain's, immediately after the death of

the duke of Gloucester ; they began to bestir themselves

all over the kingdom. A report was spread that the

princess Anne had privately sent a message to her father,

and that Britain was once more thi-eatened with eivU

war, confusion, anarchy, and ruin.

A FLEET SENT INTO THE BALTIC.

In the meantime King William was not inactive.

The kings of Denmark and Poland, with the elector of

Brandenburgh, had formed a league to crash the young
king of Sweden, by invading his dominions on different

sides. The Poles actually entered Livonia, and under-

took the siege of Riga; the king of Denmark, having

demolished some forts in Holstein, the duke of which
was connected with Sweden, invested Tonninghen. The
Swedish minister in England demanded that assistance

of William which had been stipulated in a late renewal

of the ancient treaty between England and Sweden. The
states of Holland were solicited to the same pui-pose.

Accordingly, a fleet of thirty sail, English and Dutch,

was sent to the Baltic under the command of sir George
Rooke, whojoined the Swedish squadron, and bombarded
Copenhagen, to which the Danish fleet had retired. At
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the snme time the Aakf of Luncnhourjr, with the Swed-

ish forces which happened to be at Bremen, passed the

Elbe, and marched to the assistance of the duke of Hol-

gtein. The Panes immediately abandoned the siege of

Tonninghen, and a body of Saxons, who had made an

irmption into the teiTitories of the duke of Brunswick,

were obliged to retreat in disorder. By the mediation of

\Villiam, a negotiation was begun for a treaty between

Sweden and Denmark, which in order to quicken, Charles

the voung king of Sweden made a descent upon the isle

of 5^aland. This was executed with great enccess.

Charles was the first man who landed; and hero he ex-

hibited such marks of courage and conduct, far above his

Tears, as equally astonished and intimidated his adver-

saries. Then he determined to besiege Copenhagen; a

resolution that stnick such tcn-or into the Danes, that

they proceeded with redoubled diligence in the treaty,

which was brought to a conclusion, between Denmark,

8weden,and Holstein, about the middle of August. Then
the Swedes retired to Schonen, and the squadrons of the

maritime powers returned from the Baltic^

SECOND TREATY OF PARTITION.

AVhen the new partition treaty was communicated

by the ministers of the contracting parties to the other

powers of Europe, it generally met with a very unfa-

Tourable construction. Saxony and the northern crowns

were still embroiled with their own quarrels, conse-

quently could not give much attention to such a remote

toinsaction. The princes of Germany appeared cautious

and dilatory in their answers, unwilling to be concerned

in any plan that might excite the resentment ofthe house

of Austria. The elector of Brandenburgh in particular

had set his heart upon the regal dignity, which he hoped
to obtain from the favour and authoritj- of the emperor.

The Italian states were averse to the partition treaty,

from their apprehension of seeing France in possession of

Naples and other districts of their country. The duke of

Savoy affected a mysterious neutrality, in hopes of being

able to barter his consent for some considerable advan-

tage. The Swiss cantons declined acceding as guaran-

tees. The emperor expressed his astonishment that any
disposition should be made of the Spanish monarchy
without the consent of the present possessor, and the

states of the kingdom. He observed, that neitherjustice

nor deccnim could warrant the contracting powei-s to

compel him, who was the rightful heir, to accept a part

of his inheritance within three months, vmder penalty

of forfeiting even that sh.ire to a third person not yet

named ; and he declared that he could take no final re-

solution until he should know tlie sentiments of his

catholic majesty, on an affair in which their mutual
interest was so nearly concerned. Leopold was actually

engaged in a negotiation with the king of Spain, who
signed a will in favour of his second son Charles; yet

he took no meastrres to support the disposition, either

by sending the archduke with a sufficient force to Spain,

or by detaching troops into Italy.

TEE FRENCH INTEREST PREVAILS AT THE
COURT OF SPAIN.

The people of Sp.iin were exasperated at the insolence

of the three foreign powers who pretended to parcel out
their dominions. Their pride took the alarm at the

prospect of their monarchy's being dismembered; and
their grandees repined at the thoughts of losing so many
lucrative governments which they now enjoyed. The
king's life became every day more and more precarious,

from frequent returns of his disorder. The ministry was
weak and divided, the nobility factious, and the people

discontented. The hearts of the nation had been alien-

ated from the house of Austria, by the insolent carriage

and rapacious disposition of the queen JIariana. The
French had gained over to their interests the cardinal

Portocarrero, the marquis de Monterey, with many
other noblemen and persons of distinction. These per-

ceiving the sentiments of the people, employed their

emissaries to raise a gener.il cry that France alone could

maintain the succession entire; that the house cf Aus-
tria was feeble and exhausted, and any prince of that

lino must owe his chief support to detestable heretics.

Portocarrero tampered with the weakness of his sove-

reign. He repeated .and exaggerated all these digestions;

he advised him to consult Pope Innocent XII. on this

momentous point of regulating the succession. That
pontiff, who was a creature of France, having taken the

adricc of a college of cardinals, detennined that the re-

nunciation of Maria Theresa was invalid and null, as

being founded upon compulsion, and contrary to the

fundamental laws of the Spanish monarchy. He there-

fore exhorted king Cliarles to contribute to the propaga-

tion of the faith, and the repose of Christendom, by
making a new will in favour of a grandson ofthe French

monarch. This admonition was seconded by the remon-

strance of Portocarrero; and the weak prince complied

with the proposal. In the meantime the king of France

seemed to act heai-tily as a principal in the treaty of

partition. His ministers at foreign courts co-operated

with those of the maritime powers in soliciting the ac-

cession of the different potentates in Europe, ^^^len

count Zinzendorf, the impcritJ ambassador at Paris, pre-

sented a memorial, desiring to know what part Franco

would act should the king of Spain voluntarily place a

grandson of Louis upon the throne, the marquis du Torcy
answei-ed in writing, that his most christian majesty

would by no means listen to such a proposal; nay, when
the emperor's minister gave them to understand that his

master was ready to begin a separate negotiation with

the court of Versailles, touching the Spanish succession,

Louis declared he could not treat on that subject with-

out the concurrence of his allies. n^

The nature of the partition-treaty was no soonerknown
in England, than condemned by the most intelligent

part of the nation. They fii-st of all complained, that

such an important affair should be concluded without the

advice of pai-liament. They observed that the scheme
vras nnjust, and the execition of it hazardous; that in

concerting the terms, the maritime powers seemed to

have acted aspartizans of France; for the possession of

Naples and the Tuscan ports would subject Italy to her

dominion, .and interfere with the English trade to the

Levant and Mediterranean; while Guipuscoa, on any
future rupture, would afford another inlet into the heart

of the Spanish dominions ; they, for these reasons, pro-

nounced the treaty destructive of the balance of power,

and prejudicial to the interest of England. All these

arguments were tnimpeted by the malcontents, so that

the whole kingdom echoed with the clamour of disaf-

fection. Sir Christopher Musgrave, and others of the

tory faction, began to think in earnest of establishing

the snccession of the English crown upon the person of

the prince of Wales. They are said to have sent over

Mr. Graham to St. Germain's with overtures to this pur-

pose, and an assurance that a motion would be made in

the house of commons, to pass a vote that the crown
should not be supported in the execution of the partition

treaty. King AVilliam was not ignorant of the censure

he had undergone, and not a little alarmed to find him
self so unpopular among his own subjects. That he
might be the more able to bestow his attention effectually

upon the affairs of England, he resolved to take some
measures for the satisfaction of the Scottish nation. He
permitted the parliament of that kingdom to meet on
the twenty-eighth day of October, and wrote a letter

to them from his house at Loo, containing an assurance

that he would concur in every thing that could be rea-

sonably proposed for maintaining and advancing the

peace and welfare of their kingdom. He promised to

give his royal assent to such acts as they should frame
for the better establishment of the prcsbyterian discip-

line; for preventing the growth of popeiy, suppressing

vice and immorality, encouraging piety and virtue, pre-

serving and securing personal liberty, regulating and
advancing trade, retrieving the losses, and promotiiig the
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interest of tlicir AfiicTn and Iiulian companies. He
expressed his concern tliat lie cuuld not assert the com-

pany's right of establishing a colony at Daricn, without

disturbing the peace of Christendom, and entailing a

ruinous wai- on tliat his ancient kingdom. He recom

mended unanimity and despatch in raising competent

taxes for their own defence; and told them he had

thought fit to continue the duke of Quccusherry in the

oiBce of high commissioner. Notwithstanding this

soothing address, the national resentment continued to

rage, and the parliament seemed altogether intract.ablc.

By this time the company had received certain tidings

of the entire surrender of their settlement ; and on the

first day of the session, they represented to parliament,

that, for want of due protection abroad, some persons

had been encouraged to break in upon their privileges

even at home. Tliis remonstrance was succeeded by

another nation.il address to the king, who told them he

could not take any further notice of that aftair, since

the parliament wa"s now assembled ; and he had already

made a declaration, with which he hoped all his faithful

subjects would be satisfied. Nevertheless he foiuid it

absolutely necessary to practise other expedients for

allaying the ferment of that nation. His ministers and

their agents bestirred themselves so successfully, that

the heats in parliament were entirely cooled, and the

outci-y of the people subsided into unavailing murmurs.

The parli.ament resolved, that in consideration of their

great deliveiance by his majesty, and as next, under God,

their safety and happiness wholly depended on his pre-

seixation and that of his govenimcnt, they would sup-

port both to the utmost of their power, and maintain

such forces as should be requisite for those ends. They
passed an act for keeping on foot three thousand men
lor two years, to be maintained by a land-tax. Then
me commissioner produced the king's letter, desiiing to

have eleven hundred men on his own account to the

first day of June following; they forthwith complied

with this request, and were prorogued to the sixth of

May. The supernumerary troops were sent over to the

states-general ; and the earl of Argyle was honoured

with the title of duke, as a rccompencc for having con-

cuned with the commissioners in managing this session

of parliament.

DEATH OF THE KING OF SPAIN.

King William had returned to England on the eigh-

teenth day of October, not a little chagrined at the per-

plexities in which he found himself involved; and in

the beginning of the next month, he received advice

that the king of Spain was actually dead. He could

not be surprised at this event, which had been so' long

expected; but it was attended with a circumstance
\

which he had not foreseen. Charles, by his last will, had '

declared the duke of .\njou, second son of the dauphin,
|

the sole heir of the Spanish monarchy. In case this '

prince should die without issue, or inherit the crown of

Fi'ance, lie willed thnt Spain should devolve to the duko
of Berrj': in default of him, and children, to the arch-

duke Charles and his heirs; failing of whom, to the duke
of Savoy and his posterity. He likev,-ise recommended
a match between the duke of Anjou and one of the

archduchesses. When this testament was first notified

to the French court, Louis seemed to hesitate between
his inclination and engagements to William and the

states-general. Madame de Maintenon is said to have
joined her inliucnce to that of the d.iuphin, in persuading

the king to accept of the will; and I'ontchartrain was
engaged to support the same measni'c. A cabinet-coun-

cil was called in her apartment. The rest of tlie miiiis-

trydcclaredforthetreaty of partition; theking affected

a kind of neutrality. The dauphin spoke for his son

with an air of resolution he had never assumed before;

Pontchartain seconded his argument ; madame de Main-
tenon asked, what the duke of Anjou had done to pro-

voke the king, that he should be barred of his right to

that succession? Then the rest of the members espoused

the dauphin's opinion; and the king owned himself

convinced by their reasons. In all probability the deci-

sion of thiscouncU was previously settled in private.

After the will was accepted, Louis closeted the duke of

Anjou, to whom he said in presence of the marquis des

Rois, " Sir, the king of Spain has made you a king.

The grandees demand you; the people wish for you, aud

I "ive my consent. Kemember only, you are a prince

of France. I recommend to you to lore your people, to

n-ain their affection by the lenity ofyour government, and

to render yourself worthy of the throne you are going to

ascend." The new monarch was congratulated on his ele-

vation by all the princes of the blcoil; nevertheless, the

duke of Orleans and his son protested against the will,

because the archduke was placed next in succession to

the duke of Berry, in bar of their right as descendants of

Anne of Austria, whose renunciation could be of no more
force than that of ilaria-Theresa. On the fourth day of

December the new king set oat for Spain, to the frontiers

of which he was accompanied by his two brothers.

SMien the will was accepted, the French minister de

Torcy endeavoured to justify his master's conduct to

the earl of Manchester, who resided at Pai-is in the

character of ambassador from the court of London. He
observed, that the treaty of p.irtition was not likely to

answer the end for which it bad been concerted; that

the emperor had refused to accede; that it was relished

by none of the princes to whom it had been conmiuni-

cated; that the people of England and Holland had
expressed their discontent at the prospect of France

being in possession of Naples and Sicily ; that if Louis

had rejected the will, the archduke would have had a

double title derived from the former will, and that of

the late king; that the Spaniards were so averse to the

division of their monarchy, there would be a necessity

for conquering the whole kingdom before the treaty

could be executed; that the ships to be furnished by
Great Britain and Holland would not be sufficient for

the purposes of such a war, and it was doubtful whether

England and the states-generalwould engage themselves

in a greater expense. He concluded with saying, That
the treaty would have been more advantageous toFrance

than the will, which the king accepted purely from a

desire of preserving the peace of Europe. His master

hoped theiefore that a good undei-standing would sub-

sist between him .and the king of Great Britain. The
same reasons were communicated by Briod, the French

ambassador at the Hague, to the states-general. Not-

withstanding this address, they ordered thoir envoy at

Paris to deliver a memorial to the French king, expres-

sing their surprise at his having accepted the will; iind

tlieir hope, that as the time specified for the emperor's

acceding to the treaty was not expired, his most chris-

tian majesty would take the afl'air again into his consid-

eration, and adhere to his engagements in every article.

Louis in his answer to this memorial, which he des-

patched to all the courts of Europe, declared that what
he chiefly considered was the principal design of the

contracting parties, namely, the maintenance of peace

in Europe; and that, trae to his principle, he only de-

parted from the words that he might the better adhere

to the spirit of the treaty.

PHILIP ACKNOWLEDGED KING OF SPAIN.

With this answer he sent a letter to the states, giving

them to understand that the peace of Europe was so

firmly established by the will of the king of Spain, in

favour of his grandson, that he did not doubt their appro-

bation of his succession to the Spanish crown. The
states observed, that they could not declare themselves

upon an aft'air of such consequence, without consulting

their respective provinces. Louis admitted the excuse,

and assured them of his readiness to concur with what-
ever they should desire for the security of the Spanish

Netherlands. The Spanish ambassador at the Hague
presented them with a letter from his new master, who
likewise notified his accession U) iUl the powers of Eu-
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rop.^, except the kinf,' of England. The emperor lomlly

cxclainicil against the will, as being more iniquitous

than the treaty of partition; and threatened to do him-

selfjustice by force ofarm?. The Spaniards, apprelaiul-

i!i'.r that a league would be formed between his imperial

majesty and the maritime pen-el's for setting aside the

succession of the duke of Anjou, and conscious of their

own inability to defend their dominions, resigned them-

Bulves entirely to the protection of the French monarch.

The towns in the Pp.mish Netherlands and the chichy

of Milan admitted French garrisons: a French squadron

anchored in the port of Cadiz ; and another was detached

to the Spanish settlements in the West Indies. Part

of the Dutch army that was quartered at Luxembourg,

Jlon, and Xamur, were made prisoners of war, because

they would not own the king of Spain, whom their

masters had not yet acknowledged. The states were

overwhelmed with consternation by this event, especially

when they considered their own naked situ.>tion, and

reflected that the Spanish garrisons might fall upon them

before they could assemble a body of troops for their de-

fence. The danger was so imminent, that they resolved

to acknowledge the king of Spain without further hesi-

tation, and wrote a letter to the French king for that

purpose ; this was no sooner received, than orders were

issued for sendiug back their battalions.

A NEW MINISTRY, AND A NEW PARLIAMENT.

How warmly soever king William resented the con-

duct of the French king, in accepting the will so diame-

trically opposite to his engagements, he dissembled his

chagrin; and behaved with such reserve and apparent

indifference, that some people naturally believed he had

been privy to the transaction. Others imagined that

he was discouraged from engaging in a new war by his

bodily infirmities, which daily increased, as well as by

the opposition in parliament to which he should be

inevitably exposed.- But his real aim was to conceal his

sentiments until he should have sounded the opinions

of other powers in Europe, and seen how far he could

depend upon his new ministry. He now seemed to

repose his chief confidence in the earl of Rochester, who
had undertaken for the tories, and was declared lord-

lieutenant of Ireland. Lord Godolphin was appointed

first commissioner of the treasury, lord Tankerville suc-

ceeded lord Lonsdalcs lately deceased, as keeper of the

privy-seal, and sir Charles Hedges was declared secre-

tary of state, in the room of the earl of Jersey; but the

management ofthe commons was intrusted to Mr. Robert

Harley, who had hitherto opposed the measures of the

court with equal virulence and ability. These new
nndcrtakers, well knowing they should find it very dif-

ficult, if not impossible, to secure a majority in the pre-

sent parliament, prevailed on the king to dissolve it by
proclamation; then the sheriffs were changed according

to their nomination, and writs issued for a new parlia-

ment to meet on the sixth day of February. During
this interval, count AVratislaw arrived in England, as

ambassador from the emperor, to explain Leopold's title

to the Spanish monarchy, supported by repeated entails

and renunciations, confinned in the most solemn treaties.

This minister met with a very cold reception from those

who stood at the helm of affairs. They sought to avoid

all connexions, that might engage their country as a

principal in another war upon th^' Continent; smarting

as they were from the losses and incumbrances which
the last had entailed upon them and their posterity.

They seemed to think that Louis, rather than involve

himself in fresh troubles, would give all the security

that could be desired for maintaining the peace of Eu-
rope ; or even should this be refused, they saw no reason

for BriUain exhausting her wciUth and strength to sup-

port a chimerical balance, in which her interest was but

remotely concerned. It was their opinion, that by keep-

ing aloof she might render herself more respectable.

Her reserve would overawe contending powers; they

would in their turn sue for her assistance, and implore

her good offices; and, instead ofdeclaring herself a party,

slie would have the honour to decide as arbitrcss of their

disputes. Perhaps they extended this idea too far; and,

in all probability, their notions were inflamed by a spirit

of faction. They hated the whigs as their political

adversaries, and detested the war, because it had been
countenanced and supported by the interest of that party.

The king believed that a conjunction of the two mon-
archies of France and Spain would prove fatal to the

liberties of Europe; and that this could not be prevented

by any other method than a general union of the other

European powers. He certainly was an enthusiast in

his sentiments of this equilibrium; and fully convinced

that he himself, of all the potentates in Christendom,

was the only prince capable of adjusting the balance.

The imperial ambassador could not therefore Ic long

ignorant of his real purpose, as be conversed with the

Dutch favourites, who knew and approved of their mas-

ter's design, though he avoided a declaration until he

should have rendered his ministers more propitious to

his aim. The true secret, however, of that reserve with

which count AVratislaw was treated at his fii-st arrival,

was a private negotiation which the king had set on

foot with the regency of Spain, touching a barrier in the

Netherlands. lie proposed that certain towns should be

garrisoned with English and Dutch troops, by way of

security against the ambitious designs of France; but

the regency were so devoted to the French interest,

that they refused to listen to any proposal of this nature.

A\Tiile this aflsiir was in agitation, William resolved to

maintain a wary dist.ince from the emperor; but when
his efforts miscaixied, the ambassador found him much
more open and accessible.*

The parliameut meeting on the sixth, was prorogued to

the tenth day of Febraary , when Mr. Harley was chosen

speaker by a great majority, in opposition to sir Richard

Onslow. The king had previously told sir Thomas
Lvttleton, it would be for his service that he should

yield his pretensions to Harley at this juncture; and

that gentleman agreed to absent himself from the house

on the day of election. The king observed in his speech,

that the nation's loss in the death of the duke of Glou-

cester, had rendered it absolutely necessary for them to

make further provision for the succession of the crown

in the protestant line; that the death of the king of

Spain had made such an alteration in the afi'airs of the

Continent, as required their mature deliberation. The
rest of his harangue turned upon the usual topics of

demanding supplies for the ensuing year, reminding

them of the deficiencies and public debts, recommending

to their inquiry the state of the navy and fortifications;

exhorting them to encourage commerce, employ the

poor, and proceed with vigour and unanimity in all

their deliberations. Though the eluctions had been

generally carried in favour of the tory interest, the min-

istry had secured but one part of that faction. Some
of the most popular leaders, such as the duke of Leeds,

the marquis of Normanby, the eails of Nottingham, Sey-

mour, JIusgiave, Howe, Finch, and Showers, had been

either neglected or found refractory, and resolved to

oppose the court measures with .all their influence.

Besides, the French king, knowing that the peace of

Europe would in a great measure depend on the resolu-

tions of the English parliament, is said to have distri-

buted great sums of money in England, by means of his

minister Tallard, in order to strengthen the opposition of

• This ye.ir was distinguished by a glorious victory which the

young king of Sweden olitiiined in the nineteenth year of his ago.

Itiga continued invested by the king of Poland, wliilc Peter the czar

of Muscovy made his approaches to Narva, at the head of a prodi-

gious army, purposing, in violation of all faith and justice, to sharo

the spoils of the yomliful monarch. Cliavles lauded at Kevcl, com-
IH;lled the Saxons to abandon the siege of iliga, and having supplied

the plac*;, mareliL-d with a handful of trxxtps against the Muscovites,

who had nndenakcn the siege of Narva. Tlie czar quitted his army
with some precipitation, a-s if he had been afraid of hazarding his

person, while Ciiarles advanced through ways that were thought

imitracticable, and surprised the enemy. lie broke into their camp
before they had the least intimation of his approach, and totally

njuted them after a short resistance. Ho took a great number of

prisoners, ivitli all their btii'gagc, tents, and oitillery, and entered

Kurva in triumph.
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the house ofcommons. Certain it is, the nation abounded

at this period with the French coins called louis dors

and pistoles; but whether this redundancy was owing

to a balance of trade in favour of England, or to the lar-

gesses of Louis, we shall not pretend to determine. We
may likewise observe, that the infamous practice of

bribing electors had never been so flagrant as in the

choice of representatives for this parliament. This

scandalous traffic bad been chiefly carried on by the

whig party, and therefore their antagonists resolved to

spare no pains in detecting their corruption. Sir Edward

Seymour distinguished himself by bis zeal and activit}'

;

he brought some of these practices to light, and, in par-

ticular, stigmatized the new Kast-India company for

having been deeply concenied in this species of venality.

An inquiry being set on foot in the house of commons,

several elections were declared void; and divers persons

who had been illegally returned, were first expelled the

house, and afterwards detained iu prison. Yet these

prosecutions were carried on with such partiality, as

plaiuly indicated that they flowed rather from party zeal

than from patriotism.

A great body of the commons had resolved to present

an address to his majesty, desiring he would acknow-

ledge the king of Spain ; and the motion iu all probabil-

ity would have been carried by a considerable majority,

had not one bold and lucky expression given such a

turn to the debate, as induced the anti-courtiers to desist.

One Mr. Monckton, in the beat of his declamation against

this measure, said he expected the next vote would be

for owning the pretended prince of Wales. Though there

was little or no connexion between these two subjects, a

great many members were startled at the information,

and deserted the measure, which was dropped accord-

ingly. The king's speech being taken into consideration,

the house resolved to support his majesty and his gov-

ernment; to take such effectual measures as might best

conduce to the interest and safety of England, and the

preservation of the protestant religion. This resolution

was presented in an addi'ess to the king, who received

it favourably. At the same time, he laid before them a

memorial he had received from the states-general, and
desired their advice and assistance in the points that con-

stituted the substance of the remonstrance. The states

gave him to understand, that they had acknowledged
the duke of Anjou as king of Spain ; that France bad
agreed to a negotiation, in which they might stipulate

the necessary conditions for securing the peace of Eu-
rope ; and that they were firmly resolved to do nothing
without the concurrence of his majesty and their other

allies. They therefore begged he would send a minister

to the Hague, with necessary powers and instructions

to co-operate with them in this negotiation; they told

him that in case it should prove inefiectual, or Holland
be suddenly invaded by the troops which Louis had
ordered to advance towards their frontiers, they relied

on the assistance of England, and hoped bis majesty
would prepare the succours stipulated by treaty, to be
used should occasion require. The memorial was like-

wise communicated to the house of lords. Meanwhile
the commons desired that the treaties between England
and the states-general should be laid before the house.
These being pei'used, they resolved upon an address, to

desire his majesty would enter into such negotiations
with the states-general, and other potentates, as might
most eflectually conduce to the mutual safety of Great
Britain and the united pro-\Tuces, as well as to the pre-

servation of the peace of Europe, and to assure him of

their support and assistance in performance of the treaty
subsisting between England and the states-general.

This resolution however was not carried with /ut great

opposition from those who were averse to the nation
involving itself in another war upon the continent. The
king professed himself extremely well pleased with this

address, and told them he would immediately order his

ministers abroad to act in concert with the states-gen-

eral and other powers, for the attainment of those ends
they proposed.

AN INTEECEPTED LETTER.

He communicated to the commons a letter, wi-itten

by the earl of Melfort to his brother the earl of Perth,

governor to the pretended prince of Wales. It bad been

mislaid by accident, and came to London in the French
mail. It contained a scheme for another invasion of

England, together with some reflections on the character

of the earl of Middleton, who had supplanted bun at the

court of St. Germain's. Melfort was a mere projector,

and seems to have bad no other view than that of recom-
mending himself to king James, and bringing his rival

into disgrace. The house of lords, to wliom the letter

was also imparted, ordered it to be printed. Next day
they presented an address, thanking his majesty for his

care of the protestant religion ; desiring all the treaties

made since the last war might be laid before them ; re-

questing him to engage iu such alliances as he should
think proper for preserving the balance of power in

Europe ; assuring him of their concm'rence ; expressing
their acknowledgment for his having communicated
Melfort's letter; desiring he would give orders for seiz-

ing the horses and arms of disaffected persons; for re-

moving papists from London ; and for searching after

those arms and proi-isions ofwar mentioned in the letter

;

finally, they requested him to equip speedily a sufficient

fleet for the defence of himself and the kingdom. They
received a gracious answer to this address, which was
a further encouragement to the king to put his own
private designs in execution; towards the same end tks

letter contributed not a little, by inflaming the fears and
resentment of the nation against France, which in vain
disclaimed the earl of Melfort as a fantastical schemer,
to whom no regard was paid at the court of Versailles.

The French miuistiy complained of the publication oi

this letter, as an attempt to sow jealousy between the
two crowns; and as a convincing proof of their sincerity,

banished the earl of Melfort to Angers.

SUCCESSION OF THE CEOWN SETTLED.

The credit of exchequer bills was so lowered by the

change of the ministry, and the lapse of the time allotted

for their ch'culation, that they fell nearly twenty per

cent, to the prejudice of the revenue, and the discredit

of the government in foreign coimtries. The commons
having taken this affair into consideration, voted. That
provision should be made from time to time for making
good the principal and interest due on all parliamentary

funds; and afterwards passed a bill for renewing tho

bills of credit, commonly called exchequer bills. This
was sent up to the lords on the sixth day of March, and
on the thirteenth received the royal assent. The next
object that engrossed the attention of the commons,
was the settlement of the succession to the throne, which
the king bad recommended to their consideration iu the

beginning of the session. Having deliberated on this

subject, they resolved. That for the preservation of the

peace and happiness of the kingdom, and the security

of the protestant religion, it was absolutely necessary

that a further declaration should be made of the limita-

tion and succession of the crovm in the protestant line,

after bis majesty and the princess, and the heirs of their

bodies respectively ; and that further provision should

be first made for the security of the rights and liberties

of the people. Mr. Harley moved. That some conditions

of government might be settled as preliminaries, before

they should proceed to the nomination of the person,

that their security might be complete. Accordingly,
they deliberated on this subject, and agreed to the fol-

lowing resolutions; That whoever shall hereafter come
10 the possession of this crown, shall join in communion
with tlie church of England as by law established; that

in case the crown and imperial dignity of this realm
shall hereafter come to any person, not being a native
of this kingdom of England, this nation be not obliged
to engage in any war for tlie defence of any dominions
or territories which do not belong to the crown of Eng-
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land, without the consent of parliament ; that no person

who shall hereafter come to the possession of the crown,

shall go out of the dominions of England, Scotland, or

Ireland, without consent of parliament; that, from and

after the time that the further limitation by this act

shall take effect, all matters and things relating to the

well-governing of this kingdom, which are properly cog-

nizable in the privy-council, by the laws and customs of

the realm, shiill bo tnmsacted there, and all resolutions

taken thereupon shall be signed by such of the privy-

council as shall advise and consent to the same; that,

after the limitation shall take effect, no person born out

of the kingdom of Eughmd, Scotbuid, or Ireland, or the

dominions thereunto belonging, although he be natural-

ized, and made a denizen (except such as are born of

English parents), shall be capable to be of the privy-

council, or a member of cither house of parliament, or

to enjoy any office or place of trust, cither civil or mili-

tary, or to have any grant of lands, tenements, or heredi-

taments from the cro-rni to himself, or to any others in

trust for him; that no person who has an office or place

of profit under the king, or receives a pension from the

cro^vn, shall bo c;ipablo of serving as a member of the

bouse of commons; that, after the limitation shall take

effect, judges' commissions be made quamdia se bene

gcuerint, and their salaries ascerKiined and established

;

but upon the address of both houses of parliament, it

may be lawful to remove them; but no pardon under
the great sciil of England be pleadable to an impeach-

ment by the commons in parliament. Having settled

these preliminaries, they resolved, that the princess

Sophia, duchess dowager of Hanover, be declared the

ucxt in succession to the crown of England, in the pro-

tcstant line, after his majesty, and the princess, and the

heirs of their bodies respectively ; and, that the further

limitation of the crown be to the said princess Sophia and
the heirs of her body, being protcstants. A bill being

formed on these resolutions, was sent up to the house of

lords, where it met with some opposition from the mar-
quis ofXonnanby ; a protest was likewise entered against

it by the earls of Huntingdon and Pl3Tnoutb, and the

lords C uilford and Jeffries. Nevertheless it passed with-

out amendments, and on the twelfth day ofJune received

the royal assent : the king was extremely mortified at

the preliminary limitations, which he considered as an
open insult on his own conduct and administration; not

but that they were necessary precautions, naturally

suggested by the experience of those evils to which the

nation had been already exposed, in consequence of

raising a foreign prince to the throne of England. As
the tories lay under the imputation of favouring the late

king's interest, they exerted themselves zealously on
this occasion to wipe off the aspersion, and insinuate

themselves into the confidence of the people; hoping
that in the sequel they should be able to restrain the

nation from engaging too deep in the affairs of the con-

tijient, without incurring the charge of disaffection to

the present king and government. The act of settle-

ment being passed, the earl of Macclesfield was sent to

notify the transaction to the electress Sophia, who like-

wise received from his hands the order of the garter.

The act of succession gave umbrage to all the popish

princes, who were more nearly related to the crown than
this lady, whom the parliament had preferred to all

others. The duchess of Savoy, grand-daughter to king
Charles I. by her mother, ordered her ambassador, count
Maffei, to make a protestation to the parliament of Eng-
land, in her name, against all resolutions and decisions

contrary to her title, as sole daughter to the princess

Henrietta, next in succession to the crown of England,
after king \ViUiam and the princess Anne of Denmark.
Two copies of this protest, Maffei sent in letters to the

loi-d keeper and the speaker of the lower house, by two
of his gentlemen, and a public notary to attest the de-

livery; but no notice was taken of the declaration. The
duke of .S;ivoy, while his minister was thus employed
in Eugland, engageil in an iilliance with the crowns of

France and Spain,on condition, That his catholic majesty

should espouse his youngest daughter without a dowry;
that he himself should command the allied army in

Italy, and furnish eight thousand infantry, with fivo-

and-twuHty hundred horse, in consideration of a monthly
subsidy of fifty thousand crowns.

INEFFECTUAL NEGOTIATION with FRANCE.

During these transactions, Mr. Stanhope, envoy ex-
traordinary to the states-general, was empowered to
treat with the ministers of France and Spain, according
to the addresses of both houses ofparliament. He repre-

sented, that though his most christian majesty had
thought fit to deviate from the partition-treaty, it was
not reasonable that the king of England should lose the
eflect of that convention; he therefore expected some
security for the peace of Europe; and for that purpose
insisted upon certain articlcs,importing. That the French
king should immediately withdraw his troops fiora the

Spanish Netherlands; that for the security of England,
the cities of Ostend and Nieuport should be delivered

into the hands of his Britannic majesty; that no king-

dom, provinces, cities, lands, or places, belonging to the

crown of Spain, should ever be yielded or transferred to

the crown of France, on any pretence whatever; that

the subjects of his Britannic majesty should retain all

the privileges, rights, and immmiities, with regard to

their navigation and commerce in the dominions of

Spain, which they enjoyed at the death of his late ca-

tholic majesty; .and also all such immunities, rights, and
franchises, as the subjects of France, or any other power,
either possess for the present, or may enjoy for the fu-

ture; that all treaties of peace and conventions between
England and Spain should be renewed; and that atreaty
formed on these demands should be guaiantecd by such
powers as one or other of the contractors should solicit

and prevail upon to accede. Such likewise were the pro-

posals made by the states-general, with this difference,

that they demanded as cautionary towns, all the strong-

est places in the Netherlands. Count D'Avaux, the

French minister, was so surprised at these exorbitant

demands, that he could not help saying, They could not
have been higher, if his master had lost four successive

battles. He assured them that his most christian majesty
would withdraw his troops from the Spanish Netherlands
as soon as the king of Spain should have forces of his

own sufficient to guard the country ; with respect to

the other articles, he could give no other answer, but
that he would immediately transmit them to '\'ersailles.

Louis was filled with indignation at the insolent strain
'

of those proposals, which he considered as a sure mark
of William's hostile intentions. He refused to give any
other secmity for the peace of Europe, than a renewal
of the treaty of Eyswick; and he is said to have tam-
pered, by means of his agents and emissaries, with the
members of the English parliament, that they might
oppose all steps tending to a new war on the continent.

SEVERE ADDRESSES FROM BOTH HOUSES.

King William certainly had no expectation that

France would close with such proposals ; but he was not
without hope that her refusal would warm the English
nation into a concurrence with his designs. He com-
municated to the house of commons the demands which
had been made by him and the states-general; and gave
them to understand, that he would from time to time
make them acquainted with the progress of the negotia-

tion. The commons suspecting that his intention was
to make them parties in a congress which he might con-

duct to a different end from that which they proposed,

resolved to signify their sentiments in the answer to this

message. They called for the treaty of partition, which
being read, they voted an address of thanks to his ma-
jesty, for his most gracious declaration that he would
make them acquainted with the progress of the negotia-

tion; but they signified their disapprobation of tlio

p.artition treaty, signed with the great seal of England,
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without the advice of the parliament which was then sit-

ting, and productive of ill consequences to the kingdom, as

weU as to the peace of Europe, as it assigned over to the

French king such a large portion of the Spanish domin-

ion. Nothing could be more mortifjnng to the king than

this open attack upon his own conduct, yet he suppressed

his resentment, and without taking the least notice of

their sentiments with respect to the partition treaty,

assured them that he should be always ready to receive

their advice on the negotiation which he had set on foot

according to their desire. The debates in the house of

commons upon the subject of the partition treaty rose to

Buch violence, that divers members, in dcelainiingag.ainst

it, transgressed the bounds of decency. Sir Edward Sey-

mour compared the division which had been made of the

Spanish territories, to a robbery on the highway; and

Mr. Howe did not scruple to say it was a felonious treaty:

an expression which the king resented to such a degree,

that he declared he would have demanded personal satis-

faction with his sword, had he not been restrained by the

disparity of condition between himself and the person

who had offered such an outrageous insult to his honour.

WTietlier the tones intended to alienate the minds of the

nation from all foreign connexions, or to wreak their

vengeance on the late ministers, whom they hated as

the chiefs of the whig party, certaiji it is, the)' now raised

an universal outcry against the partition treat}-, which

was not only condemned in public pamphlets and private

conversation, but even brought into the house of lords

as an object of parliamentary censure. In the month
of March a warm debate on this subject was begun by
Sheffield marquis of Normanby, and earned on with

great vehemence by other noblemen of the same faction.

They exclaimed against the article b}' which so many
territories were added to the croiiTi of France; they com-
plained, tliat the emperor had been forsaken ; that the

treaty was not communicated to the privy-council or

ministry, but clandestinely transacted by the earls of

Portland and Jersey; that the sanction of the great seal

had been unjustly and iiTegularly applied, first to blank
powers, and afterwards to the treaty itself. The cour-

tiers replied, that the king had engaged in a treaty of

partition at the desire of the emperor, who had agreed to

every article except that relating to the duchy of Milan,

and afterwards desired, that his majesty would procure
for him the best terms he could obtain; above all things

recommending seci'ecy, that he might not forfeit his

interest in Spain, by seeming to consent to the treaty;

that foreign negotiations bemg intrasted to the care of

the crown, the king lay under no legal obligation to

communicate such secrets of state to his council; far

less was he obliged to follow their advice; and that the
keeper of the great seal had no authority for refusing to

apply it to any powers or treaty which the king should
gi'ant or conclude, unless they were contrary to law,
which had made no provision for such an emergency."-
Tlie earl of Portland, apprehending that this tempest
would burst upon his head, declared on the second day
of the debate, that he had, by the king's order, commun-
icjitcd the treaty, before it was concluded, to the earls

of Pembroke and Marlborough, the lords Lonsdale,
Somers, Halifax, and secretary Vernon. These noblemen
owned, that they had been made acquainted with the
substance of it: that when they excepted to some partic-
ulars, they were told his majesty had carried the matter
as far as it could be advanced, and that he could obtain
no bettor terms: thus assured that every article was
already settled, they said they no longer insisted upon
particulars, but gave their advice that his majesty should
not engage himself in any measure that would produce
a new war, seeing the nation had been so uneasy under

• In the course of tliis dctatc, llie carl of Koclicster reprehended
69inc lords for spoAkia^ disrespectfully of the Fix'iiL-h kin;?, obseiving
that it was peculiarly incumbent on peers to treat moiiarchs \nti\
i" jcontm and respect, as they derived their dignity from the cro\m.
Another affirming that the French king was not only to he respected,
hut likewise to be feared; a certivin lonl replied, '* lie hoped no n>an
in r.ngland need to be afraid of the French king; much less the peer
v.-]io siH>ke last, who was too much a friend to that mouarck to fear
anything from his resentment."

the last. After long debates, and great variety as well

as virulence of altercation, the house agi-eed to an ad-

dress m which they disapproved of the partition treaty,

as a scheme inconsistent with the peace and safety of

Europe, as -well as prejudicial to the interest of Great

Britain. Thev complained, that neither the instructions

o-iven to his plenipotentiaries, nor the draft of the treaty

itself, had been laid before his majesty's council. They
humbly besought him, that for the future he would, in

all matters of importance, require and admit the advice

of his natural bom subjects of knov.-n probity and for-

time; and that he would constitute a council of such

persons, to whom he might impart all affairs which

should anv way concern him and his dominions. They
observed, that interest and natural affection to their coun-

try would incline them to every measure that might tend

to its welfare and prosperity; whereas strangers could

not be so much influenced by these considerations; that

their knowledge of the country would render them more
capable than foreigners could be of advising his majesty

touching the true interests of his kingdom ; that they

had exhibited such repeated demonstrations of their duty

and affection, as must convince his majesty of their zeal

in his service; nor could he want the knowledge of per-

sons fit to be employed in all his secret and arduous

affairs; finally, as the French king appeared to have
violated the treaty of partition, they advised his majesty,

in future negotiations with that prince, to proceed with

such caution as might imply a real security.

WILLIAil IS OBLIGED TO ACKNOWLEDGE
THE KING OF SPAIN.

The king received this severe remonstrance with his

usual phlegm ; saying, it contained matter of very great

moment; and he would take care that all treaties he

made should he for the honour and safety of England.

Though he deeply felt this affront, he would not alter

liis conduct towards the new ministers; but he plainly

perceived their intention was to thwart him in his fa-

vourite measure, and humble him into a dependence

upon their iuterest in pai'liament. On the last day of

llarch, he imparted to the commons the French kings
declaration, that he would grant no other security than

a renewal of the treat)' of Kyswick; so that the nego-

tiation seemed to he at an end. He likewise commmii-
cated two resolutions of the states-general, with a

memorial from their envoy in England, relating to the

ships they had equipped with a view to join the English

fleet, and the succours stipulated in the treaty concluded

in the year 1677, which they desired might be sent

over with all convenient expedition. The house havmg
considered this message, unanimously resolved to desire

his majesty would carry on the negotiations in concert

with the states-general, and take such measures therein

as might most conduce to their safety; they assured

him they would effectually enable him to support the

treaty of 1677, by which England was boimd to assist

them with ten thousand men, and twenty ships of wah,

in case they should be attacked. Though the king was
nettled at that part of this addi'ess, which, by confining

him to one treaty, implied their disapprobation of a new
confederacj', he discovered no signs of emotion; but

thanked them for the assurance they had given, and

told them he had sent orders to his envoy at the llagtte,

to continue the conferences with the courts of Franca

and Spain. On the nineteenth day of April, the mar-

quis de Torcy delivered to the earl of Manchester, at

Paris, a letter frosn the new king of Spain to his I'ri-

tanuic majesty, notifWng his accession to that throne,

and expressing a desire of cultivating a mutual friend-

ship with the king and crown of England. How .averse

soever William might have been to any correspondence

of this sort, the earl of Rochester and the new ministers

importuned him in such a manner to acknowledgo
Philip, that he at length complied with their entreaties,

and wrote a civil answer to his most catholic majesty.

This was a very alarming incident to the emDcror, who
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was lient upon a war with the two crowns, and had deter-

mined to send prince Enjcono with an army into Italy,

to tako possession of the duchy of Milan as a fief of

the empire. The new pope C'leiueut XI., who had suc-

ceeded to the papacy in the preceding year, was attached

to tho French interest; the Venetians favoured the

emperor; but they refused to declare themselves at this

juncture.

Tho French king consented to a renewal of the nccro-

tialions at the Hague; but in the meantime tampered

with the Dutch deputies, to engage them in a scjjaratc

treaty. Finding them determined to act in concert with

tho king of EngliUid, he protiv.ctcd tho conferences in

order to g.iin time, while he erected fortifications and

drew lines on the frontiers of Holland, divided the

princes of tho empire by his intrigues, and endeiivoured

to gain over the states of Italy. Tho Dutch meanwhile

exerted themselves in providing for their own security.

They reinforced their garrisons, purchased supplies, and

solicited succours from foreign potentates. The states

wrote a letter to king AViUiam, explaining the danger of

their situation, professing the most inviolable attach-

ment to the interest of England, and desiring that the

stipulated number of troops should be sent immediately

to their assistance. The three Scottish regiments whicli

he had retained in his own p.ay, were immediately trans-

jKirted from Scotland. The letter of the states-general

he commmiicated to the house of commons, who having

tiken it into consideration, resolved to assist his majesty

to support his allies in maintaining the liberty of Europe

;

and to provide immediate succours for the states-gene-

r.U, according to the treaty of 1677. The house of

l)ecrs, to whom the letter was also communicated, car-

ried their zeal still farther. They presented an address,

in which they desired his majesty would not only per-

form the articles of any former treaty with the states-

general, but .also engage with them in a strict league

offensive and defensive, for their common preservation;

And invite into it all the princes and states that were
conceme<l in the present risible danger arising from the

anion of France and Spain. They exhorted him to en-

ter into such alli.auces with the emperor as his majesty

should think necessary, pursuant to the ends of the treaty

concluded in the year 1 G89. They assured him of their

hearty and sincere assistance, not doubting that .41-

mighty God would protect his sacred person in so righte-

ous a c;msc ; and that the vmauimity, wealth, and
courage of his subjects would carry him with honour

and success through all the difficulties of a just war.

Lastly, they took leave humbly to represent, that the

dangers to which his kingdom and allies had been ex-

posed, were chiefly owing to the fatal counsels that

prevented his majesty's sooner meeting his people in

parliament.

These proceedings of both houses could not but be

very agreeable to the king, who expressed his satisfac-

tion in his ai>swcr to each apart. They were the more
remarkable, as at this very time considerable progress

w.as made in a design to impeach the old ministry.

This deviation therefore from the tenour of their for-

mer conduct, could be owing to no other motive than a
sense of their own danger, and res-utment against

France, which, even during the negotiation, had been

secretly employed in m.aking prep-arations to surprise

.and distress the states-general. The commons having

expressed their sentiments on this subject, resumed the

consideration of the partition treaty. They had .".ppoin-

teJ a committee to examine the journals of the house of

lords, and to report their proceedings in relation to the

treaty of partition. When the report was made by sir

Edward Seymour, the house resolved itself into a com-

mittee to consider the state of the nation; after warm
debates they resolved. That William carl of Portland,

by negotiating and concluding the treaty of partition,

was guilty of a high crime and misdemeanor. They
ordered sir John Lcvcson Gower to impeach him at the

bir of the house of lords; .and named a committee to

prepare the articles of his impeachment. Then, in a i

Vol. II.

conference with tho lords, they desired to know tho

particulars of what h.ad passed between the earl of Tort-

land and secretary Vernon, in relation to tho partition

treaty, as also what other information they had obtained

concerning negotiations or treaties of partition of tho

Spanish monarchy. The lords demurring to this de-

mand, tho lower liouso resolved to address the king
That copies of both treaties of partition, together with
all the powers and instructions for negotiating thoso

treaties, should be laid before tlicm. The copies wero
accordingly produced, and the lords sent domi to tho

commons two papers containing the powers granted to

the e-arls of Portland .and Jersey for signing both treaties

of partition. The house afterwards ordei-ed, That Mr.

secretary Vernon should lay before them all the letters

which had passed between the earl of Portland and
him, in relation to those treaties; and he thought pro-

per to obey their command. Nothing could be more

scandalously piirtial than the conduct of the commons
on this occasion. They resolved to screen the earl of

Jersey, sir Joseph Williamson, and Mr. A'emon, who
had been as deeply concerned as any others in that

transaction; and pointed all their vengeance against

the earls of Portland and Orford, and the lords Somers

and Halifax. Some of the members even tampered with

Kidd, who was now a prisoner in Newgate, to accuse

lord Somers as having encouraged him in his piracy.

He was brought to the bar of the house and examined;

but he declared that he had never spoke to lord Somers;

and that he had no order from those concerned in the

ship, but that of pursuing his voyage I'lrainst the pirates

in Madagascar. Finding him unfit for their purpose,

they left him to tho course of law; and he was hanged
with some of his accomplices.

EAFvL OF OrvFOED, &c., IMPEACHED.

Lord Somers, understanding that he was .accused in

the house of commons of having consented to the parti-

tion treaty, desired that he might be admitted .and heard
in his own defence. His request being granted, he
told tho house that when he received the king's letter

concerning the partition treaty, with an order to send
over the uecessaiy powers in the most secret manner,
he thought it would have been taking too much upon
him to put a stop to a treaty of such consequence when
the life of the king of Sp.iin was so precarious; for, had
the king died before the treaty was finished, .<\nd he
been blamed for delaying the necessary jjowers, he could

not have justified his own conduct, since the king's

letter was reallj- a wan-ant ; th.at, nevertheless, he had
written a letter to his majesty objecting to several p;ir-

ticulars in the treaty, and proposing other articles which
he thought were for the interest of his country ; that

he thought himself bound to put the great seal to tho

treaty when it was concluded; that, as a privy coun-

sellor, he had offered his best advice, and as chancellor,

executed his office according to his duty. After he had
withdrawn, his justification g.ave rise to a long debate

which ended in a resolution, carried by a majority of

seven voices, That John lord Somers, by advising his

majesty to conclude the treaty of partition, whereby
large temtoiies of the Spanish monarchy were to be
delivered up to France, was guilty of a high crime and
misdemeanor. Votes to the same effect were passed

against Edward carl of Orford, and Charles lord Hali-

{ixx; .and all three were impeached at the bar of tlio

upper house. I'ut the comaious knowing that those

impeachments would produce nothing iu tlic house of

lords, where the opposite interest predominated, they
resolved to proceed against the accused noblemen in a
more expeditious and effectual way of branding their

reputation. They voted and presented an address to

the king, desiring he would remove them from his coun-

cils and presence for ever, as advisers of a treaty so per-

uicious to the trade and welfare of England. They
concluded by repeating their assurance that they woidd
tilwavs stand by and support his majesty to the utmost

()
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of tlieir power, against all his enemies both at homo and

ahi-oad. Tlio king, in his answer, artfully overlooked

the first part of the remonstrance. He thanked them

for their repeated assurances; and told them he would

employ none in his service but such as should be thought

most likely to improve that mutuiil trust and confidence

between him and his peojile, which was so necessary at

that conjuncture, both for their own security and the

preservation of their allies.

DISPUTES BETWEEN THE TWO HOUSES.

The lords, incensed at this step of the commons,

which they considered as an insult upon their triljimal,

and a violation of common justice, drew up and delivered

a counter-address, humbly beseeching his majesty that

he would not pass any censure upon the accused lords

\uitil they should be tried on the impeachments, and

judgments be given accorduig to the usage of parlia-

ment. The king was so pei-plexed by these opposite

representations, that he knew not well what course to

follow. He made no reply to the counter-address ; but

allowed the names of the impeached lords to remain in

the council-books. The commons having carried their

point, which was to stigmatize those noblemen and pre-

vent their being employed for the future, suffered the

inipcachmeuts to be neglected until they themselves

moved for trial. On the fifth day of May the house of

lords sent a message to the commons, importing, That

no articles had as yet been exhibited against the noble-

men whom they had impeached. The charge was im-

mediately drawn up against the earl of Orford: him

they accused of having received exorbitant grants from

the crown; of having been concerned with Kidd the

pirate; of having committed abuses in managing and

victualling the fleet when it lay on the coast of Spain;

and lastly, of having advised the partition treaty. The
earl, in his own defence, declared that he had received

no grant from the king except a very distant reversion,

and a present of ten thousand pounds after he had de-

feated the French at La Hogue; that in Kidd's affair

he had acted legally, and with a good intention towards

the public, though to his own loss ; that his accounts

with regard to the fleet which he commanded had been

examined and passed; yet he was ready to waive the

advantage, and justify himself in every particular; and
he absolutely denied that he had given any advice con-

cerning the treaty of partition. Lord Somers was ac-

cused of having set the seals to the powers, and after-

wards to the treaties ; of having accepted some grants

;

of having been an accomplice with ICidd; and of having
some guilt of partial and dilatory proceedings in chan-

ceiy. He answered every article in the charge; but
no replication was made by the commons either to him
or the earl of Orford. AVhen the commons were stimu-

lated by another message from the peers, relating to the

impeachments of the earl of Portland and lord Halifax,

they declined exhibiting aiticles against the former on
pretence of respect for his majesty; but on the four-

teenth of June, the charge ag.iinst Halifax was sent up
to the lords. He was taxed with possessing a grant in

Ireland, without paying the produce of it according to

the law lately enacted conceniing those grants; with
enjoying another grant out of the forest of Deane, to the
v.'astc of the timber and the prejudice of the navy; with
h.-vving held places that were ineompatilde, by being at
the same time commissioner of the treasury and chan-
cellor of the exchequer; and with having advised the
two treaties of partition. He answered, that his grant
in Ireland was of debts and sums of money, and within
the act concemiug confiscated estates; that all he had
ever received from it did not exceed four hundred
pounds, which, if he was bound to repay, a common
action would lie ag.ainst him; but every man was not
to be impeached who did not discharge his delits at the
very day of payment. He observed, that as his grant
in the forest of Deane extended to weedings only, it

could occasion no waste of timber nor pryudico to the

navy; that the auditor's place was held by another per-

son, unta he obtained the king's leave to withdi-aw from

tlie treasury; tli.at he never saw the first treaty of par-

tition, nor was his advice asked upon the subject; that

he had never heard of the second but once before it was
concluded; and then he spoke his sentiments freely on

the subject. This answer, like the others, would have

been neglected by the commons, whose aim was now
to evade the trials, had not the lords pressed them by
messages to expedite the articles. They even appointed

a day for Orford's trial, and signified their resolution to

the commons. These desired that a committee of both

houses should be named for settling preliminaries, one

of which was, That the lord to bo tried shovild not sit

as a peer; and the other imported, That those lords im-

peached for the same matter should not vote in the trial

of each other. They likewise desired that lord Somers

should be first tried. The lord.s made no objection to

this last demand; but they rejected the proposal of a
committee consisting of both bouses, alleging that the

commons were parties, and had no title to sit in equality

with the judges, or to settle matters relating to the trial;

that this was a demand contrary to the principles of law
and rules of justice, and never practised in any court or

nation. The lords, indeed, had yielded to this expedient

in the popish plot, because it was a case of treason, in

which the king's life and safety of the kingdom were

conceraed, while the people were jealous of the court,

and the whole nation was in a ferment; but at present

the times were quiet, and the charge amounted to no-

thing more than misdemeanors; therefore the lords could

not assent to such a proposal as was derogatory from

their jurisdiction. Neither would they agree to the

preliminaries; but on the twelfth day of June resolved,

That no peer impeached for high crimes and misde-

meanors should, upon his trial, be without the bar ; and

that no peer impeached could be precluded from voting

on any occasion except in his own trial. Divers mes-

sages passed between the two houses,—the commons
still insisting upon a committee to settle preliminaries;

at length the dispute was brought to a free conference.

THE IMPEACHED LORDS ACQUITTED.

Meanwhile the king, going to the house of peers, gave

the royal assent to the bill of succession. In his speech

he expressed his warm acknowledgments for their re-

peated assurances of supporting him in such alliances

as should be most proper for the preservation of the

liberty of Europe, and for the security of England and

the states-general. He obsei-ved that the season of the

year was advanced ; that the posture of aftairs abso

lately required his presence abroad; and he recommen-

ded despatch of the pubhc business, especially of those

matters which were of the greatest importance. The
commons thanked him in an address for having approved

of their proceedings: they declared they would siipport

him in such alliances as he should think fit to make in

conjunction with the emperor and the states-general, for

the peace of Europe, and reducing the exorbitant power

of France. Tliey then resumed their dispute with the

upper house. In the free conference, lord Haversham
happened to tax the commons with jjartiality, in im-

peaching some lords and screening otiicrs who wore

equally guilty of the same misdemeanors. Sir Clu'isto-

pher Musgrave and the managers for the commons im-

mediately withdrew; this unguarded sally being repor-

ted to the house, they immediately resolved. That John

lord Haversham had uttered most scandalous reproaches

and false expressions, highly reflecting upon the honour

and justice of the house of commons, tending to a breach

in the good coiTespondence between the two houses, and

to the interruption of the public justice of the nation;

tliat the said lord Hiivcrsham should bo charged before

the lords for the said words; that the lords .should bo

desired to proceed in justice against him, and to inflict

upcm him such punishment as so higli an offence against

the commons did deser\-e. The commons had now found
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a pretence to justify their delay; and declared tliey

would not renew the conference until they should have

received satisfaction. Lord llavershani oflered to sub-

mit to a trial; but in.sistcd on their first proving the

words which ho was said to liave spoken. When this

declaration was imparted to the commons, tliey said the

lords ought to have censured him in a summary way,

and still refused to renew the conference. The lords,

on the other hand, camo to a resolution, Tliat there

should not bo a committee of both houses concerning

the trial of the impeached lords. Tlien tliey resolved.

That lord Somers should be tried at Westminster-hall

on Tuesday the seventeenth day of June, and signified

this resolution to the lower house; reminding them, at

the same time, of the articles against the earl of Port-

land. The commons refused to appear, alleging they

were the only judges, and that the evidence was not

yet prepared. They sent up the reasofls of their non-

appearance to the house of lords, where they were sup-

ported by the new ministry and all the malcontents,

and produced very warm debates. The majority carried

their point piecemeal by dint of diflerent votes, against

which very severe protests were entered. On the day

appointed for the trial, they sent a message to the com-

mons that they were going to Westminster-hall. The
other impeached lorils asked leave, and were permitted

to withdraw. The articles of impeachment against lord

Somers, and his answers, being read in \\'estminster-hall,

and the commons not appearing to prosecute, the lords

adjourned to their own house, where they debated cou-

ceniiiig the (jucstion that was to be put. This being

settled, they returned to Westminster-hall; and the

question being put, " That John lord Somers be acquit-

ted of the articles of impeachment against him, exhibi-

ted by the house of commons, and all things therein con-

tained; and. That the impeachment be dismissed," it

was Cixrried by a majority of thirty-five. The com-
mons, exasperated at these proceedings, resolved, That
the lords had refused justice to the commons ; that they

had endeavoured to overturn the right of impeachment
lodged in the commons by the ancient constitution of

the kingdom ; that all the ill consequences which might
atlcnd the delay of the supplies given for the preserva-

tion of the public peace, and the maintenance of the

balance of Europe, would be owing to those who, to

procure an indemnity for their own crimes, had used
their utmost endeavours to make a breach between the

two houses. The lords sent a message to the commons,
giving them to understand that they had acquitted lord

Isomers and dismissed the impeachment, as nobody had
appeared to support the articles ; and that they had ap-

pointed next Monday for the trial of the earl of Orford.

They resolved. That unless the charge against lord

Uaversham should be prosecuted by the commons be-

fore the end of the session, the lords would adjudge liim

innocent ; that the resolutions of the commons on their

late votes, contained most unjust reflections on the hon-
our and justice of the peers; that they were coutrived

to cover their adected and unreasonable delays in pro-

secuting the impeached lords ; that they manifestly

tended to the destruction of the judicature of the lords;

to the rendering trials on impeachments impi-acticablc

fi.r the future, and to the subverting the constitution of

tlio English government; that therefore, whatever ill

consequence might arise from the so long deferring the

supplies for this year's ser\'ice, were to be attributed to

the fatal counsel of the putting off the meeting of a par-

liament so long, and to the unnecessaiy delays of the

house of commous. On the twenty-third day of June,
the articles of impeachment against Edward earl of Or-
ford were read in Westminster-hall ; but the house of

commons having previously ordered that none of the

members should appear at this pretended trial, those
articles were not supported, so that his lordship was
acquitted and the impeachment dismissed. Next day
the impeachments against the duke of Leeds, which had
lain seven years neglected, together with those against
the earl of Portland and lord Ualifaxj as well as the

charge against lord Uaversham, were dismissed for want
of prosecution. Each house ordered a nanative of these

proceedings to be published; and their umtual animosity
had proceeded to such a degree of rancour as seemed to

preclude all possibility of reconciliation. The commons,
in the whole course of this transaction, had certainly

acted from motives of faction and revenge; for nothing
could bo more luijust, frivolous, and partial, than the
charge exhibited in the articles of impeixchment, their

anticipating address to the king, and their affected de-

lay in the prosecution. Their conduct on this occasion

was so flagrant as to attract tlie notice of the common
people, and inspire the generality of the nation with
disgust. This the wliigs did not fail to augment by tho

arts of calumny, and, in particul.ar, by insinuating that

the court of Versailles had found means to engage tho

majority of the commons in its interest.

PETITION OF KENT.

This faction had, since the beginning of this session,

employed their emissaries in exciting a popular aversion

to the tory ministers and members, and succeeded so

well in their endeavours, that they formed a scheme of

obtaining petitions from different counties and Cfirpora-

tions that should induce the commons to alter their con-

duct, on the supposition that it was contrary to the sense
of the nation. In execution of this scheme, a petition

signed by the deputy-lieutenants, above twenty justices

of the peace, the grand jury and freeholders of tho
county of Kent, had been presented to the house of

commons on the eighteenth of May, by five gentlemen
of fortune and distinction. The purpoi't of this remon-
strance was to reconnueud union among themselves,

and confidence in his majesty, whose great actions for

the nation could never be forgotten without the blackest

ingratitude ; to beg they would have regard to the voice

of the people; that their religion and .safety might be
effectually provided for; that their loj-al addresses might
be turned into bQls of supply; and that his most sacred
m.ajesty might be enabled powerfully to assist his allies

hel'ore it should be too late. The house was so incensed
at the petulance of the petition, that they voted it scan-

dalous, insolent, and seditious; and ordered the gentle-

men who had presented it to be taken into custody.

They were afterwards committed to the Gate-house,
where they remained till the prorogation of parliament;

but they had no reason to repine at their imprisonment,
which recommended them to the notice and esteem of

the public. They were visited and caressed by the

chiefs of the whig interest, and considered as martyrs
to the liberties of the people. Their confinement gave
rise to a very extraordinary paper, entitled, " A memo-
rial from the gentlemen, freeholders, and inhabitants of

tlie counties of , in behalf of themselves and many
thousands of the good people of England." It was
signed Ler/ion, and sent to the speaker in a letter, com-
manding him, in the name of two hundred thousand
Englishmen, to deliver it to the house of commons. In
this strange expostulation, the house was charged with
illegal and miwarrantable practices in fifteen particu-

lars; a new claim of right was ranged under seven
heads ; and the commons were admonished to act accor-

ding to their duty, as specified in this memorial, on pain
of incurring the resentment of an injured nation. It

was concluded in these words—" For Englishmen are

no more to be slaves to parliaments than to kings—our
name is Legion, and we are many." The commons
were equally provoked and intimidated by this libel,

which was the production of one Daniel dc Foe, a scur-

rilous party-writer in very little estimation. They
would not, however, deign to take notice of it in tho

house; but a complaint being made of endeavours to

raise timiults and seditions, a committee was appointed
to draw up an address to his majesty, informing him of

those seditious endeavours, and beseeching him to pro-

vide for the public peace and security.

Tho house, however, perceiving plainly that they had
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incurred the odium of the nation, -n-hich began to cla-

mour for a war with France, and dreading the popular

resentment, tliought fit to change their measures with

respect to this object, and present the address we have

already mentioned, in which they promised to support

him in tlie alliances he should contract with the em-
peror and other states in order to bridle the cxorbit;int

power of France. They likewise proceeded in earnest

upon the supply, and voted funds for raising about two
millions seven hundred thousand pounds to defray the

expense of the ensuing year. They voted tliirty thou-

sand seamen, and resolved that ten thousand troops

should be transported from Ireland to Holland, as the

auxiliaries stipulated in the treaty of 1 677 with the

states-general. The funds were constituted of a land-

tax, certain duties on merchandise, and a weekly de-

duction from the excise, so as to bring down the civil

list to six hundred thousand pounds, as the duke of

Gloucester was dead, and James' queen refused her

allowance. They passed a biU for taking away all pri-

vileges of parliament in legal prosecutions during the

intermediate prorogations; their last struggle with the

lords was concerning a bill for appointing commissioners

to examine and state the pubUo accounts. The persons

nominated for this purpose were extremely obnoxious

to the majority of the peers, as violent partizans of the

tory faction; when the bill, therefore, was sent up to

the lords, they made some amendments which the com-
mons rejected. The former animosity between the two
houses began to revive, when the king intcmipted their

disputes by putting an end to the session on the twenty-

fourth day of June, after having thanked the parBament
for their zeal in the public sen'ice, and exhorted them
to a discl'.arge of their duties in their several counties.

He was, no doubt, extremely pleased with such an issue

of a session that had began with a very inauspicious

aspect. His health daily declined; but he concealed the

decay of his constitution, that his allies might not be
discom-aged from engaging in a confederacy of which he
was deemed the head and chief support. He conferred

the command of the ten thousand troops destined for

Holland upon the earl of Marlborough, and appointed

him at the same time his plenipotentiary to the states-

general, a choice that evinced his discernment and dis-

cretion; for that nobleman sru^assed all his contempo-
raries both as a general and a politician. He was cool,

penetrating, intrepid, and persevermg, plausible, insin-

uating, artful, and dissembling.

PROGRESS OF PRINCE EUGENE.

A regency being established, the king embarked for

Holland in the beginning of July. On his arrival at

the Hague he assisted at an assembly of the states-

general, whom he harangued in very aflectionate terms,
and was answered with great cordiality; then he made
a progress round the frontiers to examine the state of

the garrisons, and gave such orders and directions as
he judged necessary for the defence of the country.
Jlcanwhde, the French minister D'Avaux, being re-

called from the Hague, delivered a letter to the states
from the French king, who complained that they had
often interrupted the conferences, from which no good
fruits were to be expected; but he assured them it

wholly depended upon themselves whether they should
continue to receive marks of his ancient friendship for
their republic. The letter was accompanied by an in-
solent memorial, to which the states-general returned
a very spirited answer. As they expected nothing now
but hostilities from France, they redoubled their dili-

gence in making preparations for their own defence.
They repaired tlieir fortifications, augmented their army,
and hired auxiliaries. King William and they had al-

ready engaged in an alliance with the king of Denmark,
who undertook to funiish a certain number of troops in
consideration of a subsidy; and they endeavoured to
mediate a peace between Sweden and Poland; but this

they could not effect. France had likewise o/Tered her

mediation between those powers in hopes of bringing

over Sweden to her interest; and the court of Vienna
had tampered with the king of Poland; but he persisted

in his resolution to prosecute the war. The Spaniards

began to be very uneas)' under the dominion of their

new master. They were shocked at the insolence of

his French ministers and attendants, and much more at

the manners and fashions which they introduced. The
grandees found themselves very little considered by their

sovereign, and resented his economy; for he had endea-

voured to retrench the expense of the court, which had
used to support their magnificence. Prince Eugene, at

the head of the Imperial army, had entered Ital)' by
Vicenza, and passed the Adige near Cai-pi, where he
defeated a body of five thousand French forces. The
enemy were commanded by the duke of Savoy, assisted

by marcschal Catinat and the prince of A'audcmont,
who did not think proper to hazard an engagement;
but marcschal Yillcroy arriving in the latter end of

August with orders to attack the Imperialists, Catinat

retired in disgust. The new general marched immedi-
ately towards Chiari, where prince Eugene was in-

trenched, and attacked his camp ; but met with such a
reception that he was obliged to retire with the loss of

five thousand men. Towards the end of the campaign
the prince took possession of all the JIantuan territories,

except Mantua itself, and Goito, the blockade of which
he fomied. He reduced all the places on the Oglio,

and continued in the field duiing the whole winter, ex-

hibiting repeated marks of the most invincible courage,

indefatigable vigilance, and extensive capacity in the

art of war. In January he had well nigh surprised

Cremona, by introducing a body of men through an old

aqueduct. They forced one of the gates, by which tlio

prince and his followers entered; "\"illeroy, being awak-
ened by the noise, ran into the street where he wa«
taken; and the town must have been infalHbly reduced,

had prince Eugene been joined by another body of troops

which he had ordered to march from the Parmesan and
secm-e the bridge. These not arriving at the time ap-

pointed, an Irish regiment in the French service took

possession of the bridge, and the prince was obliged to

retire with his prisoner,

SITUATION OF AFFAIRS IN EUROPE.

The French king, alarmed at the activity and military

genius of the Imperial general, sent a reinforcement to

his army in Italy, and the duke of Vendome to command
his forces in that countrj'; he likewise importuned tl;e

duke of Savoy to assist him effectually; but that princo

having obtained all he could expect from France, he-

came cold and backward. His second daughter was
by this time married to the new king of Spain, who met
her at Barcelona, where he found himself involved in

disputes with the states of Catalonia, who refused to

pa}' a tax ho had imposed until their privileges should

beconfinned; and he was obliged to gratify them in

this particular. The war continued to rage in the north.

The yoimg king of Sweden routed the Saxons upon the

river Danu: thence he inarched into Courland and to(k

possession of ilittau without opposition; while the king
of Poland retired into Lithuania. In Hungary the

French emissaries endeavoured to sow the seeds of a

new revolt. They exerted themselves with indefati-

gable uidustry in almost every court of Christendom.

They had already gained over the elector of Bavaiia,

and his brother tlie elector of Cologn, together with the

dukes of M'olfenbnttle and Saxe-Gotha, who professed

neutrality, while they levied troops and made such pre-

parations for war as plainly indicated that they had re-

ceived subsidies from France. Louis had also extorted

a treaty of alliance from the king of Portugal, who was
personally attached to the Austrian interest; but this

weak prince was a slave to his ministers, whom the

French king had corrupted. During this summer, the

French coasts were over-awed by the combined fleets

of England and Holland under the command of sii
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George Kcokc, wlio BailoJ do-rrn the clianml in tlio

lattc-r cud of August, aud detached vice-aduiiral Den-

bow with .1 strong squadron to the West Indies. In

order to deceive the French king with regard to the

destination of this fleet, king William demanded the

free use of the Spanish harbours, as if his design had
j

been to send a squadron to the Mediterranean ; but he
[

met with a rojculse, while the French ships were freely i

admitted. About this period the king revoked his let-
[

ters-patent to the commissioners of the admiralty, and

constituted the earl of Pembroke lord liigh-admiral of

England, in order to avoid the factions, the disputes,

and divided counsels of a board. The earl was no

siwnor promoted to this otiico than he sent ciptain

Lo.'ules with three frigates to Cadiz, to bring home the

sea-stores and ellects belonging to the English in that

pl.^co before the war should commence; and this piece

of service was successfully performed. The French

king, in order to enjoy all the advantages that could be

derived from his union with Spain, established a com-
pany to open a trade with >Iexico and Pera; and c<m-

cludcd a new Assicnto treaty for supplying the Spanish

plantations with negroes. At the same time he sent a

strong squadron to the port of Cadiz. The French dress

was introduced into the court of Spain; and by a formal

edict, the grandees of that kingdom and the peers of

France wcro put on a level in each nation. There was
no vigour left in the councils of Spain; her i]n.inces

were exhausted; and her former spirit seemed to be

quite extinguished; the nobility were beggars, aud the

common people overwhelmed witli indigence and dis-

tress. The condition of Friince was not much more
prosperous. She had been harassed by a long war,

and now saw herself on the eve of another, which in all

probability would render her completely miserable.

TREATY OF ALLIAXCE BETWEEN THE EM-
PEROR AND THE MAJRITIME POWERS.

These circumstances were well known to the cm«
peror and the maritime powere, and served to animate

their negotiations for another grand alliance. Confer

cnces were opened at tlse Hague ; and on the seventh

day of Septemljcr a treaty was concluded between his

Imperial majesty, England, and the states-general. The
objects proposed were to procure satisfaction to the em-
peror in the Spanish succession, and suiEcient security

for the dominions and commerce of the allies. They
engaged to use their endeavours for recovering the
Spanish Netherlands as a barrier between Holland and
France, and for putting the emperor in possession of the

duchy of Milan, Naples, and Sicily, with the lauds and
islands upon the coast of Tuscany belonging to the

Spanish dominions. They agieed thut the king of

England and the states-general should keep and possess

whatever lands and cities they should conquer from the

Spaniards in the Indies ; that the confederates should
f.iithfuUy communicate their designs to one another;

that no party should treat of peace or truce but jointly

with the rest; that they should concur in preventing
the union of France and Spain under the same govern-

ment, and hinder the French from possessing the Span-
ish Indies; that in concluding a peace, the confederates

should provide for the maintenance of the commerce
carried on by the maritime powers to the dominions
taken from the Spaniards, and secure the states by a
barrier; that they should at the same time settle the

exercise of religion in the new conquests; that they
sboald assist one another with all their forces in case

of being invaded by the French king, or any other po-

tentate, on account of this alliance; that a defensive

alliance should remain between them even after the

peace; that all king^, priuces, and states should l>e at

liberty to engage i-i this alliance. They determined to

employ two months to obtain by amicable means the

satisfaction and security which they demanded; and
stipulated that within six weeks the treaty should be
ratified.

DEATH OF KING JAMES.

On the sixteenth day of Se|itember king James ex-
pired at St. Germain's, after having laboured under a
tedious indisposition. This unfortunate monarcli, since
the miscarriage of his last attempt for recovering his
tlironc, had laid aside nU thoughts of worldly grandeur,
and devoted his whole attention to the concerns of his
soul. Though ho could not prevent the busy genius of
his queen from planning new schemes of restoration, ho
was always best pleased when wholly detached from
such chimerical projects. Hunting was his chief di
vereion; but religion was his constant care. Nothing
could be more harmless tlian the life he led; .",nd in the
coiu'se of it he subjected himself to uncommon penar.eo

and mortification. He frequently visited the poor nonk<;
of la Trappe, who were much edified by his humble an 1

pious deportment. His pride and arhitrary temper seem
to have vanished with his greatness. He became aflable,

kind, and easy to all his dependents; and his religion

cei-tainly opened and improved the virtues of his Iicart,

though it seemed to impair the faculties of his soul.

In his last illness he conjured his son to prefer his re-

ligion to every worhUy advantage, and even to renounce
all thoughts of a crown if he could not enjoy it without
oflering violence to bis faith. He recommended to him
the practice of justice .nnd christian forgiveness ; he
himself declaring that he heartily forgave the prince of
Orange, the emperor, and all his enemies. Ho died
with great marks of devotion, and was interred, at his
own request, in the church of the English Benedictines
in Paris without any funeral solemnity.

LOUIS OWNS THE PRETENDED PRIKCE OF
AVALE3 AS KING OF ENGLAND.

Before his death he was visited by the French king,
who seemed touched writh his condition, and declared
that, in case of his death, he wotdd own his son as king
of England. This promise James' queen had .•.Iready

extorted from him by the interest of madame do Jlain-
tenon and the dauphin. Accordingly, when James died,

the pretended prince of Wales was proclaimed king of
England at St. Germain's, and treated as such at the
court of Versailles. His title was likewise recognised
by the king of Spain, the duke of Savoy, and the pope.
^ViUiam was no sooner informed of this transaction, than
he despatched a courier to the king of Sweden, as
guarantee of the treaty of R)-swick, to complain of this

manifest violation. At the same time he recalled the
earl of Manchester from Paris, and ordered liim to re-

turn without taking an audience of leave. That noble-
man immediately withih-ew, after having intimated to

the marquis de Torcy the order he had received. Louis,
in vindication of his own conduct, dispersed through
all the courts of Europe a manifesto, in which ho af-

firmed, that in owning the prince of Wales as king of

England, he had not infringed any article of the treaty
of Rysv.ick. He confessed that in the fourth article he
had promised that he Avould not disturb the king of
Great Britain in the peaceable possession of his domin-
ions: and he declared his intention was to observe that
promise punctually. He observed that his generosity
would not allow him to abandon the prince of AVales or
his family; that he could not refuse him a title which
was due to him by birth; that he had more reason to

complain of the king of Great Britiiin and the states-

general, whose declarations and preparations in favour
of the emperor might be regarded as real contraventions
to treaties; finally, he quoted some instances from his-

tory in which the children enjoyed the titles of king-
doms which tlieir fathers had' lost. These reason^
however, would har(Uy have induced tlic French king
to take such a step, had not he perceived that a war
with England was inevitable; and that he slionld be
.able to reap some advantages in the coui-se of it from
espousing the cause of the pretender.

The substance of the French manifesto was published
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iu Lor.don, Tjy Poussin the secretary of Tallaril, -who

had been left in Englaud as agent for the court of Ver-

sailles, lie was now ordered to leave kingdom, which

•was filled with indignation at Louis for having pre-

tended lo declare who ought to be their sovereign. The

city of London presented an address to the lords-jus-

tices, expressing the deepest resentment of the French

king's presumption; assuring his majesty that they

would at all times exert the utmost of their abilities for

the preservation of his person, and the defence of his

just rights, in opposition to all invaders of his crown

and dignity. Addresses of the same nature were sent

up from all parts of the kingdom, and could not but be

agreeable to William. He had now concerted measures

for acting with vigour against France; and he resolved

to revisit his kingdom after having made a considerable

progress in a treaty of perpetual alliance between Eng-

land and the states-general, which was afterwards

brought to perfection by bis plenipotentiary, the earl of

Martborough. Tlie king's return, however, was delay-

ed a whole month by a severe indisposition, during

which the Spanish minister de Quiros hired certain

physicians to consult together upon the state and nature

of iiis distemper. The)' declared that he could not live

many weeks; and this opinion was transmitted to Ma-
drid. William however baffled the prognostic, though

his constitution had sustained such a rude shock that

he himself perceived his end was near. He told the

earl of Portland he found himself so weak that he could

not expect to live another summer; but charged him

to conceal this circumstance until he should be dead.

Notwithstanding this near approach to dissolution, he

exerted himself with surprising diligence and spirit in

establishing the confederacy, and settling the plan of

operations. A subsidiary treaty was concluded with

the king of Prussia, who engaged to furnish a certain

number of troops. The emperor agreed to maintain

ninety thousand men in the field against France; the

proportion of the states was limited to one hundred and

two thousand; and that of England did not exceed forty

thousand, to act in conjunction with the alhes.

On the fourth day of November the king arrived in

England, which be found in a strange ferment, pro-

duced from the mutual animosity of the two factions.

They reviled each other in words and wi-iting with all

the falsehood of calumny, and all the bitterness of ran-

cour; so that truth, candour, and temperance, seemed
to be banished by consent of both parties. The king
had found himself deceived in his new ministers, who
had opposed his measures with all their influence. He
was particularly disgusted with the deportment of the
earl of Rochester, who proved altogether imperious and
intractable; and, instead of moderating, inflamed the
violence of his party. The king declared the year in

which that nobleman directed his councils was the un-
easiest of his whole life. He could not help expressing
his displeasure in such a coldness of reserve, that Ro-
chester told him he would serve his majesty no longer
since he did not enjoy his confidence. William made
no answer to this expostulation, but resolved he should
see him no more. The earl, however, at the desire of
Mr. Harley, became more pliant and submissive; and,
after the king's departure for Holland, repaired to his
government of Ireland, in which he now remained
exerting all his endeavours to acquire popularity. Wil-
liam foreseeing nothing but opposition from the present
spirit of the house of commons, closeted some of their
leaders witli a view to bespeak their compliance ; but
finding them determined to pursue their former princi-
ples, and to insist upon their impeachments, be resolved,
with tlio advice of his friends, to dissolve the parlia-

ment. Tliis step he was the more easily induced to

take, as the commons were become extremely odious
to the nation in general, which breathed nothing but
war and defiance against the French monarch. Tlie
parliament was accordingly dissolved by proclamation,
and another summoned to meet on the thirtieth day of

December.

THE KING'S LAST SPEECH TO BOTH HOUSES.

Never did the two parties proceed with such heat and

violence against each other, as in their endeavours to

influence the new elections. The whigs, however, ob-

tained the victory, as they included the monied-interest,

which will always prevaQ among the borough electors.

Corruption was now reduced into an open and avowed
commerce; and, had not the people been so universally

venal and profligate that no sense of shame remained,

the victors must have blushed for their success. Though
the majority thus obtained was staunch to the measures
of the court, the choice of speaker fell upon Mr. Har-
ley, contrary to the inclination of the king, who favour-

ed sir Thomas Lyttleton; but his majesty's speech was
received with universal applause. It was so much ad-

mired by the well-wishers to the revolution, that they
printed it with decorations in the English, Dutch, and
French languages. It appeared as a piece of furniture

in all their houses, and as the king's last legacy to his

own and all protestant people. In this celebrated har-

angue, he expatiated upon the indignity oft'ercd to the
nation by the French king's acknowledging the pre
tended prince of Wales; he explained the dangers to

which it was exposed by his placing his grandson on
the throne of Spain; he gave them to understand ho
had concluded several alliances according to the encour-

agement given him by both houses of parliament, which
alliances should be laid before them, together with other

treaties still depending. He observed, that the eyes of

all Europe were upon this parliament; and all matters
at a stand until their resolution should be known : there-

fore no time ought to be lost. He told them they had
yet an opportunity to secure for themselves and their

posterity the quiet enjoyment of their religion and
liberties, if they were not wanting to themselves, but
would exert the ancient vigour of the English nation

;

but he declared his opinion was that should they neglect

this occasion, they had no reason to hope for another.

He said it would he necessary to maintain a great

strength at sea, and a force on land proportionable to

that of their allies. He pressed the commons to support

the public credit, which could not be preseiTcd without

keeping sacred that maxim. That they shall never be
losers who trust to the parliamentary security. Hp
declared that he never asked aids from his people with-

out regi"et; that what he desired was for their own
safety and honour at such a critical time; and that the

whole shoiild be appropriated to the purposes for which
it was intended. He expressed his willingness that the

accounts should be yearly submitted to the inspection

of parliament. He again recommended despatch, to-

gether with good bills for employing the poor, encour-

aging trade, and suppressing vice. He expressed his

hope that they were come together determined to avoid

disputes and differences, and to act with a hearty con-

currence for promoting the common cause. He said he
should think it as great a blessing as could befal Eng-
land, if they were as much inclined to lay aside those

unhappy fatal animosities which divided and weakened
them, as he was disposed to make all his subjects safe

and easy, even as to the highest offences committed
against his person. He conjured them to disappoint

the hopes of their enemies by their unanimity. As
he had always shown, and always would show, how
desirous he was to be the common father of all his peo-

ple, he desired they would lay aside parties and divi-

sions, so as that no distinction should be heard of

amongst them, but of those wlio were friends to the

protestant religion and present establishment, and of

those who w'ished for a popish prince and a French go-

vernment. Ho concluded by affirming, that if they in

good earnest desired to see England Iiold the balance ot

Europe, and be indeed at the bead of the protestant in-

terest, it would appear by their improving the present

opportunity. The lords immediately drew up a warm
and afl'ectionate address, in which they expressed their

resentment of the proceedings of the French king in
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owiiiug tho pretended prince of Wales for king of Eng-

land. They assured his majesty they would assist

him to the utmost of their power against all his enemies;

and when it should please God to deprive them of his

mftjcsv's protection, they would vigorously assist aiid

defend against the pretended prince of Wales, and all

other pretendere whatsoever, every person and persons

who had right to succeed to tho ci'owii of Kngland by

virtue of the acts of parliament for establisliing and

limiting tho succession. On the fifth day of January,

an address to the same elTect was presented by the com-

mons, and both met with a very gracious reception from

his majesty. The lords, as a further proof of their zeal,

having t;iken into consideration the dangers that threat-

ened Europe, from the accession of the duke of Anjou

to the crown of l^pain, drew up another address explain-

ing their sense of that danger; stigmatizing the French

king as a violator of treaties; declaring their opinion

that his majesty, his subjects, and allies, could never

ho safe and secure until the house of Austria should be

restored to their rights, and the invader of the .'Spanish

monarchy brought to reason; and assuring his majesty

that no time should be lost, nor any thing wanting on

their parts, which might answer the reasonable expec-

tations of their friends abi-oad; not doubting but to sup-

port the reputation of the English name, when engaged

under so great a prince, in the glorious cause of main-

taining the liberty of Europe.

The king, in order to acquire the confidence of the

commons, ordered Mr. secretary Vernon to lay before

them copies of the treaties and conventions he had lately

concluded, which were so well approved that the house

unanimously voted tho supply. By another vote they
authorized the exchequer to borrow six hundred thou-

sand pounds at six per cent, for the sei-vice of the fleet,

and fifty thousand pounds for the subsistence of gtiards

and garrisons. They deliberated upon the state of the

navy, with the debt due upon it, and examined an esti-

mate of what would be necessaiy for extraordinarj'

repairs. They called for .an account of that part of the

national debt for which no provision had been made.
The ordered the speaker to write to the tnistees for the

forfeited estates in Ireland, to attend the house with a

full detail of their proceedings in the execution of that

act of parliament. On the ninth day of January, they
unanimously resolved, That leave be given to bring in

a bill for securing his majesty's person, and the succes-

sion of the crown in the protestant line, for extinguish-

ing the hopes of the pretended prince of ^^'alcs, and all

other pretenders, and their open and secret abettors.

They resolved to address his majesty that he woiild in-

sert an article in aU his treaties of alliance, importing.

That no peace should be made with Franco until his

majesty and the nation have reparation for the great

indignity offered by the French king, in owning and
declaring the pretended prince of Wales king of Eng-
land, Scotland, and Ireland. They agreed to maintain
forty thousand men for the sea service, and a like num-
ber by land, to act in conjunction with the forces of the

allies, according to the proportions settled by the con-

tracting powers. Tlie supplies were raised by an im-

position of four shillings in the pound upon lands,

annuities, pensions, and stipends, and on tho profits

arising from the different professions; by a tax of two
and one-half per cent, on .all stock in trade and money
nt interest; of five shillings in the pound on all salaries,

fees, .and perquisites; a capitation tax of four shillings;

an imposition of one per cent, on all shares in the capi-

tal stock of any corporation or company which should

l)C Ijought, sold, or bargained for; a duty of sixpence

per bushel on malt, and a further duty on mum, cyder,

and perry.

THE BILL OF ABJURATION PASSED.

The commons seemed to vie with the lords in their

zeal for the government. They brought in a bill (or

attainting the pretended prinoe of Wales, which bcinj^

sent np to tho other honse, passed with nn additional

clause of attainder against tho queen, who acted as

regent for the pretender. This however was not carried

without great opposition in tho house of lords. When
the bill was sent back to the commons, they exeei)ted

to the amendment as irregular. They observed that

attainders by bill constituted the most rigorous part of

tlic law; and that tho stretching of it ought to be
avoided. They proposed that tho queen should be at-

tainted by a separate bill. Tho lords assented to tho

proposal ; and the bill against the pretended prince of

Wales passed. The lords passed another for attainting

the queen; however it was neglected in the house of

commons. But tho longest and warmest debates of

this session were produced by a bill, which tho lords

brought in, for .abjuring the pretended prince of W.ales,

and swearing to tho king by the title of rightful

and lawful king, and his heirs, according to the act of

settlement. It was proposed that this oath should be

voluntary, tendered to all persons, and their subscription

or refusal recorded without any other penalty. This

article was violently opposed by the earl of Notting-

ham, and the other lords of the tory interest. They
observed, that the government was first settled with an-

other oath, which was like an original contract; so that

there was no occasion for a new imposition; that oaths

relating to men's opinions had been always considci-ed

as severe impositions; and that a voluntary oath was
in its own nature unlawful. During these disputes,

another bill of abjuration was brought into the house

of commons by sir Charles Hedges, that should he obli-

gatory on all persons who enjoyed employments in

church or state; it likewise included an obligation to

maintain the government in king, lords, and commons,
and to maintain the church of England, together with

the toleration for dissenters. Warm debates arose upon
the question, Whether the oath should be imposed or

voluntary; and at length it was carried for imposition

by the majority of one voice. They agreed to insert an
additional clause, declaring it equally penal to compass
or imagine the death of her royal highness the princess

Anne of Denmark, as it was to compass or imagine the

death of the king's eldest son and heir. In the house

of peers this bill was strenuously opposed by the tories;

and when, after long debates, it passed on the twenty-

fourth day of Febniary, ten lords entered a protest

against it, as an unnecessary and severe imposition.

The whole nation now seemed to join in the cry for a

war with France. Party heats began to .abate; tho

factions in the city of London were in a great measure
moderated by the union cf the two companies trading

to the East Indies, which found their mutual interest

required a coalition. The tories in the house of com-

mons having concurred so heartily witli the inclinations

of the people, resolved, as far it lay in their power, to

justify the conduct of their party in the preceding par-

liament. They complained of some petitions and addres-

ses which had reflected upon the proceedings of the last

house of commons, and particul.arly of the Kentish peti-

tion. The m.ajority, however, determined that it was
the undoubted right of the people of England to petition

or address the king for the calling, sitting, or dissolving

of parliaments, and for the redressing of grievances;

and that every subject under any accusation, cither by
impeachment or otherwise, had a right to be brought to

a speedy trial. A complaint being likewise made that

the lords had denied the commons justice in the matter

of the late impeachments, a furious debate ensued; and
it was carried by a very small majority that justice had
not been denied. In some points, however, they suc-

ceeded : in the case of a controverted election at Maid-

stone, between Thomas Blisse and Thomas Culpepper,

the house resolved. That the latter had been not only

guilty of corrupt, scandalous, and indirect practices, in

endeavouring to procure himself to be elected a burgess,

but likewise being one of the instruments in promoting

and presenting tho scandalous, insolent, and seditious

petition, commonly called the Kentish petition, to the
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last liouse of comnioliR, was guilty of promoting a scan-

dalous, viUaincus, and groundless reflection upon that

house, by aspersing the members with receiving French

money, or being in the interest of France; for which

offence he was ordered to be committed to Newgate, and

to be prosecuted by his majesty's attorney-general.

They also resolved, That to assert that the house of

commons is not the only representative of the commons

of England, tends to the subversion of the rights and

privileges of the house of commons, and the fmidamen-

tal constitution of the government of this kingdom;

that to assert that the house of commons have no power

of commitment, but of their own members, tends to the

Bubversion of the constitution of the house of commons;

that to print or publish any books or libels reflecting

upon the proceedings of the house of commons, or any

member thereof, for or relating to his service therein, is

a high violation of the rights and privileges of the house

of commons. Notwithstandiag these trimsactions, they

did not neglect the vigorous prosecution of the war.

They addressed his majesty to interpose with his allies

that they might increase their quotas of land forces, to

be put on board the fleet in proportion to the numbers

his majesty should embark. When they had settled

the sums appropriated to the several uses of the war,

they presented a second address desiiing he would pro-

vide for the half-pay officers in the first place, in the

recruits and levies to be made. The king assured them

it was always his intention to provide for those officers.

He went to the house of peers and gave the royal assent

to an act appointing commissioners to take, examine, and

determine the debts due to the army, navy, and the

transport service; and also to take an account of prizes

taken during the war.

AFFAIRS OF IRELAND.

The affairs of Ii-eland were not a little embarrassed

by the conduct of the trustees appointed to take cogni-

zance of the forfeited estates. Their office was extremely

odious to the people as well as to the court, and their

deportment was arbitrary and imperious. Several in-

dividuals of tluat kingdom, provoked by the insolence

of the trustees on one hand, and encouraged by the coun-

tenance of the courtiers on the other, endeavoured by a
circular letter to spirit up the grand jury of Ireland

against the act of resumption : petitions were presented

to the king, couched in very strong terms, affirming

that it was injurious to the protestant interest, and had
been obtained by gross misinformations. The king
having communicated these addresses to the house, they
were immediately voted scandalous, false, and ground-

less; and the commons resolved, That notwithstanding

the complaints and clamours against the trustees, it did

not appear to the house but those complaints were
groundless; nevertheless they afterwards received seve-

r.al petitions imploring relief against the said act; and
they ordered that the petitioners should be relieved ac-

cordingly. Proposals were delivered in for incoi-pora-

ting such as should purchase the said forfeitures, on
certain tenns therein specified, according to the rent-

roll, when verified and made good to the purchasers;
but whereas in this rent-roU the value of the estates
had been estimated at something more than seven hun-
dred and sixteen thousand pounds, those whoimdertook
to make the purchase affinned they were not worth five

hundred thousand poimds; and thus the affair remained
in suspense.

TUE KING RECOMMENDS AN UNION.

With respect to Scotland, the clamours of th.at king-
dom had not yet subsided. When the bill of abjuration
passed in the house of peers, the earl of Nottingham
had declared that although he differed in opinion from
the majority in many particulars relating to that bill,

yet he was a friend to the design of it; and in order to
secure n protestant succession, he thought an union of

the whole island was absolutely necessary. He there-

fore moved for an address to the king that he would

dissolve the parliament of Scotland now sitting, as the

legality of it might be called in question, on account of

its having been originally a convention ; and that a new
parliament should be summoned that they might treat

about an union of the two kingdoms. The king had
this aflair so much to heart, that even when he was dis-

abled from going to the parliament in person, he sent a
letter to the commons expressing an eager desire that

a treaty for this purpose might be set on foot, and ear-

nestly recommending this affiiir to the consideration of

the house ; but as a new parliament in Scothand could

not be called without a great risk, while the nation was
in such a ferment, the project was postponed to a more
favouriible opportunity.

HE FALLS FROM HIS HORSE.

Before the king's return from Holland, he had con-

certed with his allies the operations of the ensuing cam-
paign. He had engaged in a negotiation with the prince

of Hesse D'Armstadt, who assured him that if he would
besiege and take Cadiz, the admiral of Castile, and divers

other grandees of Spain, would declare for the house of

Austria. The allies had also detennined upon the siege

of Keyserswaert, which the elector of C'ologn had deliv-

ered into the hands of the French; the elector of Han-
over had resolved to disarm the princes of Wolfenbuttle;

the king of the Romans, and prince Louis of Baden,
undertook to invest Landau ; and the emperor promised
to send a powerful reinforcement to prince Eugene in

Italy; but William did not live to see these schemes
put in execution. His constitution was by this time

almost exhausted, though he endeavoured to conceal

the effects of his malady, and to repair his health by
exercise. On the twenty-first day of February', in

riding to Hampton-court from Kensington, his horse

fell under him, and he himself was thrown upon the

ground with such violence as produced a fracture in his

collar-bone. His attendants conveyed him to the palace

of Hampton-court, where the fracture was reduced by
Ronjat, his sergeant-surgeon. In the evening he re-

turned to Kensington in his coach, and the two ends of

the fractured bone having been disunited by the jolting

of the carriage, were replaced under the inspection of

Bidloo, his physician. He seemed to be in a fair way
of recoveiing till the first day of March, when his knee
appeared to be inflamed, with great pain and weakness.

Next day he granted a commission under the great seal

to several peers, for passing the bills to which both

houses of parliament had agreed; namely, the act of

attainder against the pretended prince of Wales, and
another in favour of the quakers, enacting. That their

solemn affirmation and declaration should be accepted

instead of an oath in the usual form,

HIS DEATH AND CHARACTER.

On the fourth day of JIarch the king was so well

recovered of his lameness that he took several turns in

the gallery at Kensington; but sitting down on a couch

where he fell asleep, he was seized with a shivering,

which terminated in a fever and diarrhoea. He was
attended by sir Thomas Milliugton, sii' Richard Black-

more, sir Theodore Colledon, Dr. Bidloo, and other

eminent physicians; hut their prescriptions proved in-

effectual. On the sixth he gi-anted another commission

for passing the bill for the malt tax, and the act of ab
juration; and being so weak that he could not write his

name, he, in presence of the lord-keeper and the clerks

of parliament, applied a stamp prepared for the purpose.

The earl of Albemarle aniving from Holland. confeiTed

with him in private on the posture of affairs abroad;

but he received his informations with gieat coldness,

and said, "Jetirc vers mafin— I approach the end of my
life." In the evening he thanked Dr. Bidloo for his

care and tenderness, saying, " I know that you and (he
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other leanicil physicians have done all that your art

can do for my relief; but, finding all means incUectual,

I submit." He reeoivod spiritual consolation from arch-

bishop Tennison. and Bumct bishop of Salisbury; on

Sunday morning the sacrament was adniiuistcrcd to

him. The lor.l.^ of the privy-council and divers noble-

men attended iu the adjoining apartments, and to son;c

of them who were admitted he spolvo a little, llo

thanked lord Anverquerque for his long and faithful

services; ho delivered to lord Albemarle the keys of his

closet and scrutoire, telling him he knew what to do

with them. He inquired for the carl of Tortland ; but

being speechless before that nobleman arrived, he giasp-

ed his hand and laid it to his heart, with marks of the

most tender aftVction. On the eighth day of March he

expired, in the fifty-second year of his age, after having

reigned thirteen years. The lords Lexington and Scar-

borough, who were in waiting, no sooner perceived that

the king w.<ls dead, than they ordered Konjat to untie

from his left arm a black ribbon, to which was affixed

a ring containing some hair of the late queen Mary.

The body being opened and embalmed, lay in state for

some time at Kensington; and on the twelfth day of

April w.is deposited in a v.ault of Henry's chapel in

Westminster-abbey. In the beginning of May, a will

which he had intrusted with Monsieur Schuylemberg

was opened at the Hague. In this he had declared his

coasin prince Frison of Nassau, stadtholder of Friesland,

his sole and univcrs.-il heir, and appointed the states-

general his executors. By a codieU annexed, he liad

bequeathed the lordship of Breevert, and a legacy of two

hundred thous;ind guilders, to the carl of Albemarle.

William 111. was in his person of the middle stature,

a thin body, a delicate constitution, subject to an asthma

and continu;il cough from his infancy. He had an aqui-

line nose, sparkling eyes, a large forehead, and a grave

solemn aspect. He was very sparing of speech; his

conversation was dry, and his manner disgusting, except

in battle, when his deportment was free, spirited, and

animating. In courage, fortitude, and equanimity, he

rivalled the most eminent warriors of antiquity; and

his natural sagacity made .amends for the defects in his

edncarion, which had not been properly superintended.

He was religious, temperate, generally just and sincere,

a stranger to violent transports of passion, and might
have passed for one of the best princes of the age iu

which he lived, had he never ascended the throne of

Great Britain. But the distinguishing criterion of his

character was ambition. To this he sacrificed the punc-

tilios of honour and decorum, in deposing his own father-

in-law and uncle; and this he gratified at the expense

of the nation that raised him to sovereign authority.

He aspired to the honour of acting as umpire in all the

contests of Europe; and the second object of his atten-

tion was the prosperity of that country to which he owed
his birth and extraction. Whether he really thought

the interests of the continent and Great Britain were
inseparable, or sought only to drag England into the

confederacy as a convenient ally, certain it is he invol-

ved these kingdoms in foreign connexions which in all

prcbability will be productive of their ruin. In order

to establish this favourite point, he scniplcd not to em-
ploy all the engines of corruption by which the morals

of the nation were totally debauched. He procured a

parliamentary sanction for a st.anding army, which now
seems to be interwoven in the constitution. He intro-

duced the pernicious practice of borrowing upon remote
funds ; an expedient that necessarily hatched a brood
of usurers, brokers, contractors, and stock-jobbers, to

prey upon the vitals of their country. He entailed up-
on the nation a growing debt, and a system of politics

big with miserj', despair, and destruction. To sum up
his character in a few words—William was a fatalist in

religion, indefatigable in war, enterprising in politics,

dead to all the warm and generous emotions of the

human heart, a cold relation, an indiflerent husband, a

disagreeable man, an ungracious prince, and au impcri-
oua sovereign.
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ANNE SUCCEEDS TO THE THRONE.

WILLIAM was succeeded as sovereign of England

by Anne princess of Denmark, who ascended the

throne in the thirty-eighth year of her age, to the

general satisfaction of all parties. Even the Jacobites

seemed pleased with hcv elevation, on the supposition

iliat as in all probability she would leave no heiis of

her own body, the dictates of natural affection would

induce her to alter the succession in favour of her own
brother. She had been taught to cherish warm senti-

ments of the tories, whom she considered as the friends

of monarchy, and the true sons of the church ; and they

had always professed an inviolable attachment to her

person and interest; but her conduct was wholly influ-

enced by the countess of Marlborough, a woman of an

imperious temper and intiiguing genius, who had been

intimate with the princess from her tender years, and

gained a surprising ascendancy over her. Anne had

undergone some strange vicissitudes of fortune in con-

sequence of her father's expulsion, and sustained a

variety of mortifications in the late reign, during which

she conducted herself with such discretion as left little

or no pretence for censuie or resentment. Such conduct

indeed was iu a great measure owing to a natural tem-

perance of disposition not easih' niiBed or inflamed.

She was zealously devoted to the church of England,

from which her father had used some endeavours to

detach her before the Revolution ; and she lived in great

hanuony with her husband, to whom she bore six cliil-

dien, all of whom she had already survived. William
had no sooner j-iclded up his breath, than the privy-

council in a body waited on the new queen, who, in a

short but sensible speech, assured them that no pains

nor diligence should be wanting on her part to preserve

and support the religion, laws, and liberties of her

country, to maintain the succession in the protcstant

line, and the government in chmch and state, as by law
established. She declared her resolution to carrj' on

the preparations for opposing the exorbitant power of

France, and to assure the allies that she would pursue

the tnie interest of England, together with theirs, for

the support of the common cause. The members of the

pri\'y-council having taken the oaths, she ordered a
proclamation to be published, signifying her pleasure

that all persons in office of authority or government at

the decease of the late king, should so continue till

further directions. By virtue of an act passed in the

late reign, the parliament continued sitting even after

the king's death. Both houses met immediately, and

unanimously voted an address of condolence and con-

gratulation; and in the afternoon the queen was pro-
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claimed. Next day the lords and commons severally

attended lier with an address, congratulating her majes-

ty's accession to the throne; and assuring her of their

Srm resolution to support her against aU her enemies

whatsoever. The lords acknowledged that their great

loss was no otherwise to he repaired but by a vigorous

adherence to her majesty and her allies, in the prosecu-

tion of those measures already concerted to reduce the

exorbitant power of France. The commons declared

they would maintain the succession of the crown in the

protestant line, and effectually provide for the public

credit of the nation. These addresses were graciously

received by the queen, who, on the eleventh day of

March, went to the house of peers with the usual

solemnity, where, in a speech to both houses, she ex-

pressed her satisfaction at their unanimous concurrence

with her opinion, that too much could not be done for

the encouragement of their allies in humbling the power

of France; and desired they would consider of proper

methods towards obtaining an union between England

and Scotland. She observed to the commons that the

revenue for defraying the expenses of civil government

was expired; and that she relied entirely on their affec-

tion for its being supplied in such a manner as should be

most snitablc to the honour and dignity of the crown.

She declared it should be her constant endeavour to

m.ike them the best return for their duty and affection,

by a careful and diligent administration for the good of

all her subjects. " And as I know my own heart to be

entirely English (continued she) 1 can very sincerely

assure you, there is not any thing you can expect or

desire from me which I shall not be ready to do for the

happiness and prosperity of England; and you shall

always find me a strict and religious observer of my
word." These assuiances were extremely agreeable to

the parliament; and she received the thanks of both

houses. Addresses of congratulation were presented

by the bishop and clergy of London ; by the dissenters

in and about that city; and by all the counties, cities,

towns, and corjwrations of England. She declared her
attachment to the church; she promised her protection

to the dissenters; and received the compliments of all her
subjects with such affability as ensured their affection.

THE EXCxAGEMEXTS OF HER PREDECESSOR
WITH HIS ALLIES FULFILLED.

William's death was no sooner known at the Hague,
than all Holland was filled with consternation. The
states inunediately assembled, and for some time gazed
at each other in silent fear and astonishment. They
Bighed, wept, and interchanged embraces and vows that
they would act with unanimity, and expend their

dearest blood in defence of their country. Then they
despatched letters to the cities and provinces, informing
them of this unfortunate event, and exhorting them to

union and perseverance. The express from England
having brought the queen's speech to her privy-council,
it was translated and published to revive the drooping
spirits of the people. Next day pensionary Fagel im-
parted to the states of Holland a letter which he had
received from the earl of Marlborough, containing assur-
ances, in the queen's name, of union and assistance. In
a few days, the queen wrote a letter in the French lan-
guage to the States, confirming these assurances; it

was delivered by Mr. Stanhope, whom .she had furnished
with fresh credentials as envoy from England. Thus
animated, the states resolved to prosecute vigorous mea-
sures; their resolutions were still more inspirited by
the arrival of the earl of Marlborough, whom the queen
honoured with the order of the garter, and invested with
the character of ambassador-extraordinary and plenipo-
tentiary to the states-general; he was likewise declared
captain general of her forces both at home and .abroad.

He assured the states that her Britannic majesty would
maintain the alli.inces which had been concluded by the
late king, and do every thing that the common concerns
of Europe required. "The speech waa answered by Dick-

velt, president of the week, who, in the name of the

states, expressed their hearty thanks to her majesty,

and their resolutions of concuning with her in a vigor-

ous prosecution of the common interest.

A FRENCH MEMORIAL PRESENTED TO THE
STATES-GENERAL.

The importance of William's life was evinced by the
joy that diffused itseK through the kingdom of France
at the news of his decease. The person who first

brought the tidings to Calais, was imprisoned by the
governor until his information was confirmed. The
court of Versailles could hardly restrain their transports

so as to preserve common decorum; the people of Paris
opeiJy rejoiced at the event; all decency was laid aside

at Rome, where this incident produced such indecent
captures, that cardinal Grimani, the imperial minister,

complained of them to the pope, as an insult on his
master the emperor, who was William's friend, con-
federate, and ally. The French king despatched cre-
dentials to Barre, whom the count DAvaux had left at
the Hague to manage the affairs of France, together
with instructions to renew the negotiation with the
states, in hope of detaching them from the alliance.

This minister presented a memorial implving severe
reflections on king William, and the past conduct of the
Dutch ; and insinuating that now they had recovered
their liberty, the court of France hoped they would
consult their true interest. The coimt de Goes, envoy
from the emperor, animadverted on these expressions in

another memorial, which was likewise published; the
states produced in public an answer to the same remon-
strance, expressing their resentment at the insolence of

such insinuations, and their veneration for the memory
of their late stadtholder. The earl of Marlborough suc-

ceeded in every part of his negotiation. He animated
the Dutch to a full exertion of their vigour; he concerted
the operations of the campaign; he agreed with the
states-general and the imperial minister, that war should
be declared against France on the same day at Vienna,
London, and the Hague ; and on the third of April em-
barked for England, after having acquired the entire

confidence of those who governed the United Provinces.

QUEEN'S INCLINATION TO THE TORIEa

By this time the house of commons in England had
settled the civil list upon the queen for her life. 'When
the bill received the royal assent, she assured them that

one hundred thousand pounds of this revenue should be
applied to the public service of the current year; at the

same time she passed another bill for receiving and
examining the public accounts. A commission for this

purpose was granted in the preceding reign, but had
been for some years discontinued; and indeed always
proved ineffectual to detect and punish those individuals

who shamefully pillaged their coimtry. The villany

was so complicated, the vice so general, and the delin-

quents so powerfully screened by artifice and interest,

as to elude all inquiry. On the twenty-fourth day of

March the oath of abjuration was taken by the speaker
and members, according to an act for the further secu-

rity of her majesty's person, and the succession of the
crown in the protestant line, and for extinguishing the
hopes of the pretended prince of Wales. The queen 'g

inclination to the tories plainly appeared in her choice

of ministers. Doctor John Sharp, archbishop of York,
became her ghostly director and counsellor in all eccles-

iastical affairs; the earl of Rochester was continued
lord-lieutenant of Ireland, and enjoyed a great sliare of

her majesty's confidence; the privy-seal was intrusted to

the marquis of Normanhy ; the earl of Nottingham and
sir Cliarles Hedges were appointed secretaries of state;

the earl of Abingdon, viscount Weymouth, lord Dart-
mouth, sir Christopher Musgr.ave, Grenville, Howe,
Gowcr, and Harcourt, were admitted as members of tho
privy-coimcil, together with sir Edward Seymour, cow
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dccl.ired comptroller of the lioiiscliold. The lord Godol-

pliin declined ac;epting the office of lord high-treasurer,

until he was over-niled by the persuasions of Marl-

borough, to whose eldest daughter his son was married.

This nobleman refused to command the forces abroad,

unless the trsasury should be put into the hands of

Godolphin, on whose punctuality in point of remittances

ho knew he could depend. George, prince of Deuriiark,

was invested with the title of generalissimo of all the

queen's forces by sea and land; and afterwards created

lord high admiral, the carl of Pembroke having been

dismissed from this office with the offer of a large pen-

sion, which ho generously refused. Prince George, as

admiral, was assisted by a council, consisting of sir

George Rooke, sir David ilitchel, George Churchill,

and Richard Hill. Though the legality of this board

was doubted, the parliament had such respect and ven-

eration for the queen, that it was guttered to act with-

out question.

WAR DECLARED AGAINST FRANCE.

A riv.ilship for the queen's favour .already appeared

between the carls of Rochester and Marlborough. The
former, as first cousin to the queen, and chief of the

tory faction, maintained considerable influence in the

council; but even there the interest of his rival pre-

dominated. Marlborough was not only the better cour-

tier, but by the canal of his countess, actually directed

the queen in all her resolutions. Rochester projosed

in council, that the English should avoid a declaration

of war with France, and act as auxiliaries only. He
W.1S seconded by some other members; but the opinion

of Marlborough preponderated. He observed, that the

honour of the nation was concerned to fulfil the late

king's engagements; and affirmed that France could

never be reduced within due bounds, unless the English

would enter as principals in the quarrel. This allega-

tion was supported by the dukes of Somerset and Devon-
shire, the earl of Pembroke, and the m.ajority of the

council. The queen being resolved to declare war,

communicated her intention to the house of commons,
by whom it was approved; and on the fourth day of

May the declaration was solemnly proclaimed. The
king of France was, in this proclamation, taxed with
having taken possession of gieat part of the Spanisli

dominions; with designing to invade the liberties of

Europe; and obstruct the freedom of navigation and
commerce; with having offered an unpardonable insult

to the queen and her throne, by taking upon him to

declare the pretended prince of Wales king of England,
ircotland, and Ireland. The three declarations of the

emperor, England, and the states-general, which were
published in one day, did not fail to disconcert, as well

as to provoke the French monarch. ^Tien his minis-

ter De Torey recited them in his hearing, he spoke of

tlie queen with some acrimony; but with respect to the

states-general, he declared with great emotion, that
" Messieurs the Dutch merchants should one day repent

of their insolence and presumption, in declaring war
against so powerful a monarch;" he did not, however,

produce his declaration till the third day of July.

THE PARLIAMENT PROROGUED,

The house ofcommon9,in compliance with the queen's

desire, brought in a bill empowering her majesty to name
commissioners to treat with the Scots for an union of

the two kingdoms. It met with warm opposition from

sir Edward Seymour and other torj- members, who dis-

charged abundimce of satire .and ridicule upon the Scot-

tish nation; but the measure seemed so necessary at

that juncture, to secure the protestant succession against

the practices of France and the claims of the pretender,

that the majority espoused the bill,which passed through
both houses, and on the sixth day of May received the

royaJ .lasont, together with some bills of less importance.

The enemies of the late king continued to revile his

memory. [See noV V, nlthe end of thit Fb(.] lliey

even charged him with having formed a design of ex-

cluding the princess Anne from the throne, and of in-

troducing the elector of Hanover as his own immediato
successor. This report had been so industriously cir-

culated, that it began to gain credit all over the king-

dom. Several peers interested themselves in William's

character, and a motion was made in the upper bcmso
that the truth of this rejiort should be inquired into.

The house immediately desired that those lords who
had visited the late king's papers, would intimate whe-
ther or not they had found any among them relating to

the queen's succession, or to the succession of the house

of Hanover. They forthwith declared that nothingof that

sort appeared. Then the house resolved. That the report

was groundless, false, rillanons, and scandalous, to the

dishonour of the late king's memory, and highly tend-

ing to the disservice of her present majesty, whom they

besought to give orders that the authors or publishers of

such scandalous reports should bo prosecuted by the

attomey-goneral. The same censure was passed upon

some libels and pamphlets tending to inflame the fac-

ticms of the kingdom, and to propagate a spirit of in'c-

ligion. [See note Q, at the end of litis Vol.] On the

twenty-first day of May, the commons in an address

advised her majesty to engage the emperor, the states-

general, and her other allies, to join with her in pro-

hibiting all intercourse with France and Spain; and to

concert such methods with the states-general as might
most cfTectually secure the trade of her subjects and

allies. The lords presented another address, desiring

the queen would encourage her subjects to equip priva-

teers, as the preparations of the enemy seemed to be

made for a piratical war, to the interruption of com-
merce; they likewise exhorted her majesty to grant

commissions or charters to all persons who should make
such acquisitions in the Indies, as she in her great wis-

dom should judge most expedient for the good of her

kingdoms. On the twenty-fifth day of May the queen
having passed several public and private bills, [See note

R, at the end of tJds Vol.] dismissed the parlitiment by
prorogation, after h.aving in a short speech thanked

them for their zeal, recommended unanimity, and de-

clared she would carefully preserve and maintain the

act of toleration.

WARM OPPOSITION TO THE MINISTRY IN
THE SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT.

In Scotland a warm contest arose between the revo-

lutioners and those in the opposition, concerning the

existence of the present parliament. The queen had
signified her accession to the throne in a letter to her

privy-council for Scotland, desiring they would continue

to act in that office until she should send a new commis-
sion. Meanwhile she .authorized them to publish a
proclamation ordaining all officers of state, counsellors,

and magistrates, to act in all things conformably to the

commissions and instructions of his late ni.ajesty until

new commissions should be prepared. She likewise

assured them of her firm resolution to protect them in

their religion, laws, and liberties, and in the established

government of the church. She had already, in pre-

sence of twelve Scottish counsellors, taken the corona-

tion-oath for that kingdom; but those who wanted to

embroil the affairs of their country, affirmed that this

was ,an irregular way of proceeding, and that the oath
ought to have been tendered by persons deputed for

tliat purpose either by the parliament or the privy coun-
cil of the kingdom. The present ministry, consisting

of the duke of Queensbcrry, the carls of Marchmont,
Melvil, Seafield, Ilyndford, and Selkirk, were devoted
to revolution principles, and desirous that the parliament

should continue, in pursuance of a late .act for continu-

ing the parliament that should bo then in being, six

months after the death of the king, and that it should

assemble in twenty days after that event. The queen
had, by several adjournments, deferred the meeting al-
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most three months after the king's decease; and there-

fore the anti-revolutioners affirmed that it was dissolved.

The duke of Hamilton was at tlie head of this party

which clamotired loudly for a new parliament. This

nohleman, together with the marquis of Tweedale, the

earls Marshal and Rothes, and many other nohlemcn,

repaired to London in order to make the queen acquain-

ted with their ohjcctions to the continuance of the pre-

sent parliament. !?he admitted them to her presence and

calmly heard their allegations; but she was determined

by the advice of her privy-councU for that kingdom,

who were of opinion that the nation was in too great a

ferment to hazard the convocation of a new parliament.

According to the queen's last adjounuuent, the parlia-

ment met at Edinburgh on the ninth day of June, the

duke of (Juccnsberry having been appointed high com-

missioner. Before the queen's conmii.ssion was read,

the duke of Hamilton for himself and his adherents, de-

clared their satisfaction at her majesty's accession to

the throne, not only on account of her undoubted right

by descent, but likewise because of her many personal

virtues and royal qualities. He said they were resolved

to sacrifice their lives and fortunes in defence of her

majesty's right against all her enemies whatever; but,

at the same time, they thought themselves boimd in

duty to give their opinion that they were not warranted

by law to sit and act as a parliament. He then read a

paper to the following efl'ect:—That forasmuch as, by

the fundamental laws and constitution of this kingdom,

all parliaments do dissolve on the death of their sove-

reign, except in so far as innovated by an act in the

preceding reign, that the parliament in being at his

majesty's decease should meet and act what might be

needful for the defence of the true protestant religion

as by law established, and for the maintenance of the

succession to the crown as settled by the claim of right,

and for the preservation and security of the public

peace; and seeing these ends arc fully answered by her

majesty's succession to the throne, we conceive our-

selves not now wan'anted by law to meet, sit, or act

;

and therefore do dissent from anything that shall be

done or acted. The duke having recited this paper, and
formally protested against the proceedings of the par-

liament, withdrew with seventy-nine members amidst

the acclamations of the people.

THEY RECOGNISE HER MAJESTY'S
AUTHORITY.

Notwithstanding their secession, the commissioner,
who retained a much greater number, produced the

queen's letter signifying her resolution to maintain and
protect her subjects in the full possession of their re-

ligion, laws, liberties, and the prcsbyterian discipline.

She iriformed them of her having declared war against
France; she exhorted them to provide competent sup-
plies for maintaining such a number of forces as might
be necessary for disappointing the enemy's designs, and
preserving the present happy settlement ; and she ear-

nestly recommended to their consideration an union of
the two kingdoms. The duke of Queensberry and the
earl of Marehmont having enforced the different articles

of this letter, committees were appointed for the security
of the kingdom, for controverted elections, for di-awing
up an answer to her majesty's letter, and for revising
the minutes. Meanwhile the duke of Hamilton and
his adliercnts sent the lord Blantyre to London with iin

address to the queen, who refused to receive it, but
wrote another letter to the parliament expressin"- her
resolution to maintain their dignity and authori ty against
nil opposers. They, in answer to the former, had assui-cd

her that the groundless secession of some members
should increase and strengthen their care and zeal for

her majesty's service. They expelled sir Alexander
Bi-uce for having given vent to some reflections against
presbytery. The lord advocate prosecuted the faculty
of advocates before the parliament for having passed a
vote among themselvM iu favour of the protestation

and address of the dissenting members. The faculty

was severely reprimauded; but the whole nation seemed

to resent the prosecution. The parliament passed au

act for recognising her majesty's royal authority; ano-

ther for adjourning the court of judicature called the

session; a third declaring this meeting of parliament

legal, and forbidding any person to disown, quarrel

with, or impugn the dignity and authority thereof, un-

der the penalty of high treason; a fourth for securing

the true protestant religion and presbj-terian church
government ; a fifth for a land tax ; and a sixth, enabling

her majesty to appoint commissioners for an union be-

tween the two kingdoms.

THE QUEEN APPOINTS COMMISSIONERS TO
TREAT OF AN UNION.

The earl of Marehmont, of his own accord, and even
contrary to the advice of the high commissioner, brought
in a bill for abjuring the pretended prince of Wales; but
this was not supported by the court party, as the com-
missioner had no instractions how to act on the occa-

sion. Perhaps the queen and her English ministry re-

solved to keep the succession open in Scothmd as a check
upon the whigs and house of Hanover. On the thirtieth

day of June the commissioner adjourned the par-liament,

after having thanked them for their cheei'fulness and
unanimity in their proceedings; and the chiefs of the

opposite parties hastened to London to make their dif-

ferent representations to the queen and her ministiy.

In the meantime she appointed commissioners for treat-

ing about the union, and they met at the Cockjiit on the

twenty-second day of October. On the twentieth day
of the next month they adjusted preliminaries, import-

ing. That nothing agreed on among themselves .should

be binding except ratified by her majesty and the re-

spective parliaments of both nations; and that unless

all the heads proposed for the treaty were agreed to, no
particular thing agreed on should be biudiug. The
queen visited them in Decembei', in order to quicken
their mutual endeavours. They agreed that the two
kingdoms should be inseparably united into one mo-
narchy, under her majesty, her heirs, and successors,

and under the same limitations according to the Acts of

Settlement; hut when the Scottish commissioners pro-

posed that the rights and privileges of their company
trading to Africa and the Indies should be preserved and
maintained, such a dilHculty arose as could not he sur-

mounted, and no further progress was made iu this

commission. The tranquillity of Ireland was not inter-

rupted by any new commotion. That kingdom was
ruled by justices whom the carl of Rochester had ap-

pointed; and the tnistees for the forfeited estates main-
tained their authority.

STATE OF AFFAIRS ON THE CONTINENT.

While Britain was engaged in these civil transactions,

her allies were not idle, on the continent. The old duke
of Zell, and his nephew, the elector of Brunswick, sur-

prised the dukes of Wolfenhuttle and Saxe-Gotha. whom
they compelled to renounce their attachments to France,

and concur in the common councils of the empire. Thus
the north of Germany was reunited to the interest of

the confederates; and the princes would have been iu

a condition to assist them effectually, had not the neigh-

bourhood of the war in Poland deterred them from part-

ing with their forces. England and the states-general

endeavoured in vain to mediate a peace between the

kings of Sweden and Poland. Charles was become en-

amoured of war and ambitious of conquest. He threat-

ened to invade Saxony through the dominions of Prussia.

Augustus I'etired to Cracow, while Charles penetrated
to \Varsaw, and even ordered the cardinal-primate to

summon a diet for choosing a new king. The situation

of affairs at this juncture was far from being favourably
to the allies. The court of Vienna had tampered in

vain with the elector of Bavaria, who made use of this
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ncgoti.itioii to raise his terms with Louis. Ilis brother,

the elector of Cologu, admiltcil Trench garrisons into

Liego and all his places ou the Rhine. The elector of

Saxony was too har<l pre.=sc(l by the king of Sweden to

sp.irc his full proportion of troiips to the allies; the king

of l'ru?sia was overawed by the vicinity of the Swedish

conqueror; the duke of Savoy had joined his forces to

those of France, and ovemm the whole state of Milan
;

and the pope, tLmigh he professed a neutrality, evinced

himself strongly biassed to the French interests.

KEISERSWAEKT AND LANDAU TAKEN.

The war was begnn in the name of the elector-pala-

tine with the siege of Kciserswacrt, which was invested

in the month of April by the prince of Xassau-Saarburgh,

in.arcschal-du-camp to the emperor: under this officer

the Dutch troops served as auxiliaries, because war had

not yet been declared by the states-general. The
French g.arrison made a desperate defence. They wor-

sted the besiegers in divers SiiUies, and maintained the

place until it was reduced to a heap of ashes. At length

the allies made a general attack upon the counterscarp

and ravelin, which they cnrried after a vorj' obstinate

engagement, with the loss of two thousand men. Then
the garrison capitulated on honourable temis, and the

fortifications were razed. During this siege, which

l.istejl frv>m the eighteenth day of April to the middle of

June, count Tallard posted himself on the opposite side

of the Khine, from whence he supplied the town with

£rcsh troops and ammunition, and annoyed the besiegers

with his artillery; but finding it impossible to save the

place, ho joined the grand army commanded by the

duke of Burgundy in the Netherlands. The siege of

Kciserswacrt was covered by a body of Dutch troops

under tlie earl of Athlone, who lay encamped in the

duchy of Cleve. Meanwhile general Ccehom, at the

head of another detachment, entered Flanders, demol-

ished the French Unes between the forts of Donat and

Isabella, and laid the chatellaine of Bruges under con-

tribution ; but a considerable body of French troops ad-

vancing under the marquis de Bedmar, and the count

do la Motte, he overflowed the country, and retired un-

der the walls of Sluys. The duke of Burgundy, wlio

had taken the command of the French army under

BoulHers, enc<!mped at Zanten near Cleve, and laid a

scheme for surprising Nimeguen; in which, however,

he was baffled by the vigilance and activity of Athlone,

who, guessing his design, marched thither and en-

camped under the cannon of the town. In the begin-

ning of June, Landau was invested by prince Louis of

Baden: in July, the king of the Romans arrived in the

camp of the besiegers with such pomp and magnificence

as exhausted his father's treasury. On the ninth day

of September the citadel was taken by assatilt, and then

the town surrendered,

PROGEESS OF THE EAEL OF MARLBOROUGH.

When the carl of Marlborough arrived in Holland,

the earl of Athlone, in quality of veldt-mareschal, in-

sisted upon an equal command with the Enghsh general

;

but the states obliged him to yield this point in favour

of Marllxr^ugh, whom they declared gcneralis,simo of

all their forces. In the beginning of July he repaired

to the camp at Nimeguen, where he soon assembled an

army of si.xty thousand men, well prtjvided witli all ne-

cessaries ; then he convoked a council of the general

officers to concert the operations of the campaign. On
the sixteenth day of the month he passed the Maese,

and encamped at Ovcr-asselt, within two leagues and a

half of the enemy, who had entrenched themselves be-

tween Goch and Gedap. He afterwards repassed the

river below the Grave, and removed to Gravenbroeck,

where he was joined by the British train of artillery

from Holland. On the second day of August, ho ad-

vanced to Petit Brugel, and the French retired before

him, leaving Spanish Guelderland to his discretion. He

had resolved to hazard an engagement, and issued or-

ders accordingly; but lie was restrained by the Dutch
deputies, who were afraid of their own interest in case

the battle should have proved unfortunate. The duko
of Burgundy, finding himself obliged to retreat before

the allied army, rather than expose himself longer to

such a mortifying indignity, returned to Versailles,

le;-.v:ng the command to Boufilers, who lost the confi-

dence of Louis by the ill success of this campaign. The
deputies of the states-general having represented to the

carl of Marlborough the advantages that would accrue

to Holland, from liis dispossessing the enemy of the

places they maintained in the Spanish Guelderland, by
which the navigation of the Maese was obstructed, and
the important town of Maestricht in a manner blocked

np, he resolved to deliver them from such a trnublesomo

neiglihourhood. He detached general Sehultz with a
body cf troops to reduce the town and castle of '\\'erk,

which were surrendered after a sliglit resistance. In

the beginning of Sejiteniber he undertook the siege of

Venlo, which capitulated on the twenty-fifth day of the

month, after fort St. Michael had been stomied and taken

by lord Cutts and the English volunteers, among whom
the young earl of Huntingdon distinguished himself by
very extraordinary acts of valour. Tlien the general

invested Ruremonde, which he reduced after a very ob-

stinate defence, together with the fort of Stevensnaert,

situated on the same river. Boufilers, confounded at

the rapidity of Marlborough's success, retired towards

Liege in order to cover that city; but, at the approach

of the confederates, he retired with precipitation to

Tongeren, from whence he directed his route towards

Brabant, with a view to defend such places as the allies

bad no design to attack. When the earl of Marlborough
arrived at Liege, he found the suburbs of St. AValbnrgh

had been set ou fire by the French garrison, who had
retired into the citadel and the Chartreux. The allies

took immediate possession of the city; and in a few
days opened the trenches against the citadel, which
was taken by assault. On this occasion, the hereditaiy

prince of Hesse-C'assel charged at the head of the gren-

adiers, and was the first person who mounted the breach.

Yiolani the governor, and the duke of Charost, were

made prisoners. Three hundred thousand florins in

gold and silver were found in the citadel, besides notes

for above one million drawn upon substantial merchants

in Liege, who paid the money. Immediately after this

exploit, the gan'ison of the Chartreux capitulated on

honourable terms, and were conducted to Antwerp. By
the success of this campaign the carl of Marlborough

raised his military character above all censure, and con-

firmed himself in the entire confidence of the states-

general, who, in the beginning of the season, had trem-

bled for Nimeguen, mid now saw the enemy driven back

into their own domains.

HE NARROWLY ESCAPES BEING TAKEN BY
A FRENCH P.A.RTISAN.

AVhen the army broke up in November, the general

repaired to JIaestricht, from whence he proposed to re-

turn to the Hague by water. Accordingly he embarked
in a large boat, with five-and-twenty soldiers under the

command of a lieutenant. Next morning he was joined

at Ruremonde by Coehom in a larger vessel, with sixty

men, and they were moreover escorted by fifty troopers,

who rode along llie bank of the river. The large boat

outsailed the other, and the horsemen mistook their

way in the dark. A French jjartisan, with fivc-and-

thirty men from Gueldres, who lurked among the rushes

in wait for prey, seized the rope by which the boat was
drawn, hauled it ashore, discluarged their small arms
and hand-grenades, then rushing i:ito it, secured the

soldiers before tiiey could put themselves in a posture

of defence. The earl of Marlborough was accompanied
by general Opdam, and mynheer Gueldemialsen, one of

the deputies, wl-.o were provided with passpoits. The
earl had neglected this precaution; but recollecting he
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hail nn old passport for bis brother general Cburchill,

ho procluet-cl it ivithout any emotion, and the partisan

was in such confusion that he never examined tlie date.

Nevertheless, ho ritlcd their baggage, carried off the

guard as prisoners, and allowed the boat to proceed.

The governor of ^'enlo receiving infonnation that the

earl was surprised by a party and conveyed to Gueldrcs,

immediately marched out with his whole garrison to

invest that place. The same imperfect account being

transmitted to Holland, filled the whole province with

consternation. The states forthwith assembling, re-

solved that all their forces should march immediately

to Gueldrcs, and threaten the garrison of the place with

the utmost extremities unless they would immediately

deliver the general. But, before these orders could be

despatched, the earl arrived at the Hague, to the inex-

pressible joy of the people, who already looked upon

him as their saviour and protector.

THE IMPERIALISTS ARE WORSTED AT
FRIDLINGUEN.

Tlie French arms were not quite so unfortunate on

the Rhine as in Flanders. The elector of Bavaria sur-

prised the city of Ulm in Suabia by a stratagem, and

then declared for France, which had by this time com-

plied with all his demands. The diet of the empire

assembled at Ratisbon were so incensed at his conduct

in seizing the city of Ulm by perfidy, that they pre-

sented a memorial to his Imperial majesty, requesting

he would proceed against the elector according to the

constitutions of the empire. They resolved, by a plu-

rality of voices, to declare war in the name of the em-

pire against the French king and the duke of Anjou,

for having invaded several fiefs of the empire in Italy,

the archbishopric of Cologn, and the diocese of Liege

;

and they forbade the ministers of Bavaria and Cologn

to appear in the general diet. In vain did these powers

protest against their proceedings. The empire's de-

claration of war was published and notified, in the name
of the diet, to the cardinal of Limberg, the emperor's

commissioner. Meanwhile the French made themselves

masters of Neuburgh, in the circle of Suabia, while Louis

prince of Baden, being weakened by sending oft" detach-

ments, was obliged to lie inactive in his camp near
Fridlinguen. The French army was divided into two
bodies, commanded by the marquis de Villars and the

count de Guiscar(l; and the prince thinking himself in

danger of being enclosed by the enemy, resolved to de-

camp. Villars immediately passed the Rhine to fall

upon him in his retreat, and an obstinate engagement
ensuing, the Imperialists were overpowered by num-
bers. The prince having lost two thousand men, aban-
doned tlie field of battle to the enemy, together with
bis baggage, artillery, and ammunition, and retired to-

wards Stauifen without being pursued. The French
army, even after they had gained the battle, were un-
accountably seized with such a panic, that if the Im-
perial general had faced them with two regiments bo
would liave snatched the victoi-y from Villars, who was
upon this occasion saluted marcschal of France by the
soldiers ; and next day the town of Fridlinguen suiTcn-
dered. The prince being joined by some troops under
general Thungon and other reinforcements, resolved to
give battle to the enemy ; but Villars declined an en-
gagement, and repassed the Rhine. Towards the latter

end of October, count Tallard and the marquis do Lo-
marie, with a body of eighteen thousand men, reduced
Triers and Traerbaeh; on the other hand, the prince of
Ilesse-Cassel, with a detachment from the alHed army
at Liege, retook from the French the towns of Zinch,
Lintz, Brisac, and Anderuach.

BATTLE OF LUZZARA, IN ITALY.

In Italy prince Eugene laboured imder a total ne-
glect of the Imperial court, where his enemies, on jn-e-

tunco of supporting t'lc king of the Romans in his first

campaign, weaned the emperor's attention entirely from

bis affairs on the other side of the Alps, so that he left

his best army to moulder away for want of recruits and

reinforcements. The prince thus abandoned could not

prevent the duke de Vendome from relieving Mantua,

and was obliged to relinquish some other places he had

taken. Philip, king of Spain, being inspired with the

ambition of putting an end to the war in this country,

sailed in person for Naples, where he was visited by the

cardinal-legate with a compliment from the pope; yet

he could not obtain the investiture of the kingdom from

his holiness, The emperor, however, was so disgusted

at the embassy which the pope had sent to Philip, that

ho ordered his ambassador at Rome to withdraw. Philip

proceeded from Naples to Final under convoy of the

French fleet which had brought him to Italy ; here ho

had an interview with the duke of Savoy, who began

to be alarmed at the prospect of the French king's be-

ing master of the Milanese; and, in a letter to the duke
de Vendome, he forbade him to engage prince Eugene
until he himself should arrive in the camp. Prince

Eugene, understanding that the French army intended

to attack Luzzara and Guastalla, passed the Po with

an array of about half the number of the enemy, and
posted himself behind the dike of Zero in such a manner
that the French were ignorant of his situation. Ho
concluded that on their arrival at the ground they had
chosen, the horse would march out to forage, while the

rest of the army would be employed in pitching tents

and providing for their refreshment. His design was
to seize that opportunity of attacking them, not doubting

that he should obtain a complete victory; but he was
disappointed by mere accident. An adjutant with an
advanced guard had the curiosity to ascend the dike in

order to view the country, when be discovered the Im-
perial infantry lying on their faces, and their horse in

the rear, ranged in order of battle. The French camp
was immediately alarmed, and as the intermediate

ground was covered with hedges which obliged the as-

sailants to defile, the enemy were in a posture of de-

fence before the Imperialists could advance to action

;

nevertheless, the prince attacked them with great viva-

city in hopes of disordering their line, which gave way
in several jjlaces ; but night interposing, he was obliged

to desist, and in a few days the French reduced Luz-
zara and Guastalla. The prince, however, maintained

his post, and Philip rctunied to Spain without having

obtained any considerable advantage.

THE KING OF SWEDEN DEFEATS AUGUSTUS
AT LISSOU.

The French king employed all his artifice and in-

trigues in raising up new enemies against the confede-

rates. He is said to have bribed count Mansfield, pre-

sident of the council of war at Vienna, to withhold tbo

supplies from prince Eugene in Italy. At the Ottoniiin

Porte he hail actually gained over the vizier, who en-

gaged to renew the war with the emperor. But the

mufti and all the other great officers were averse to the

design, and the vizier fell a sacrifice to their resentment.

Louis continued to broil the kingdom of Poland by
means of the cardinal-primate. The young king of

Sweden advanced to Lissou, where he defeated Augus-
tus. Then be took possession of Cracow, and raised con-

tributions; nor could he be persuaded to retreat, although

the Muscovites and Lithuanians had ravaged Livonia,

and even made an irruption into Sweden.

FRUITLESS EXPEDITION TO CADIZ.

The operations of the combined squadrons at sea did

not fully answer the expectation of the public. On the

twelfth day of May, sir John Munden sailed with twelve
ships to intercept a French squadron appointed as a

co)ivoy to a new viceroy of Mexico, from Corunna to the

\Vcst Indies. On the twenty-eiglith day of the month,
he chased fourteen sail of French ships into Coninna.
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Then ho called a conncil of war, in which it was agreed

that as the place was strongly fortified, and hy the in-

telligence they had received, it appeared that seventeen

of the enemy's ships of war rode at anchor in the har-

bour, it would ho expedient for them to follow the latter

part of their instructions, by wliich they were directed

to cruise in soundings for the protection of the trade.

They returned accordingly, and being distressed by want

of provisions, came into port to the general discontent of

the nation. For the satisfaction of the people, sir John

Munden was tried by a court martial and acquitted;

but as this miscarriage had rendered him very unpopu-

lar, prince George dismissed him from the service. Wc
have already hinted that king William had projected a

scheme to reduce Cadiz, with intention to act afterwards

Against the Spanish settlements in the West Indies.

This design queen Anne resolved to put in execution.

Sir George Rooko commanded the fleet, and the duko

of Ormond was appointed general of the land forces des-

tined for this expedition. The combined squadrons

amounted to fifty ships of the line, exclusive of frigates,

fire-ships, and smaller vessels; and the number of sol-

diers embarked was not far short of fourteen thousand.

In the latter end of Juno the fleet sailed from St.

Helen's; on the twelfth of August they anchored at

the distance of two leagues from Cadiz. Next day the

duko of Ormond summoned the duke de Brancaccio,

who was governor, to submit to the house of Anstria

;

but that officer answered ho would acquit himself hon-

ourably of the trust reposed in him by the king. On
the fifteenth the duke of Ormond landed with his forces

in the bay of Bulls, under cover of a smart fire from

some frigates, and repulsed a body of Spanish cavalry;

then he summoned the governor of Fort St. Catharines

to surrender, and received an answer, importing, that

the garrison was prepared for his reception. A declar-

ation was published in the Spanish language, intima-

ting, that the allies did not come as enemies to Spain,

but only to free them from the yoke of France, and

assist them in establishing themselves under the go-

vernment of the house of Austria. These professions

produced very little effect among the Spaniards, who
were cither cooled in their attachment to that family,

or provoked by the excesses of the English troops.

These having taken possession of Fort St. Catharine

and Port St. ilai-y's, instead of protecting, plundered

the natives, notwithstanding the strict orders issued by
the duke of Ormond to prevent this scandalous practice;

even some general officers were concerned in the pillage.

A battery was raised against Montagorda fort opposite

to the Puntal; but the attempt miscarried, and the

troops were re-embarked.

SPANISH GALLEONS TAKEN akd DESTROYED.

Captain Hardy having been sent to water in Lagos
bay, received intelligence that the galleons from the

West Indies had put into Vigo under convoy of a French
.-qnadron. He sailed immediately in quest of sir George
liooke. who was now on his voyage back to England,

and falling in with him on the sixth day of October,

communictitcd the substance of what he had learned.

Itotjke immediately called a conncil of war, in which it

was determined to alter their course and attack the

enemy at Vigo. He forthwith detached some small

vessels for intelligence, and received a confirmation that

the galleons and the squadron commanded by Chateau
Kenault, were actually in the harbour. They sailed

thither, and appeared before the place on the eleventh

day of October. The passage into the harbour was
narrow, secured by batteries, forts, and breast-works

on each side; by a strong boom, consistingof iron chains,

top-masts, and cables, moored at each end of a seventy-

gun ship, and fortified within by five ships of the same
strength lying athwart the channel with their broad-

sides to the offing. As the first and second rates of the

combined fleets were too large to enter, the admirals

Btiifted their flags into smaller ships; and a division of

five-and-twenty English and Dutch ships of the lino,

with their frigates, iire-ships, and ketches, was destined

for the service. In order to facilitate the attack, the

duko of Ormond landed with five-and-twenty hundred
men, at the distance of six miles from Vigo, and took

by assault a fort and platform of forty pieces of cannon
at the entrance of the harbour. The British ensign

was no sooner seen flying at tho top of this fort than

the ships advanced to the attack. 'Vice-admiral Hop-
son, in tlie Torbay, crowding all bis sail, ran directly

against the boom, whicli was broken by the first shock;

then the wliole squadron entered the harbour through

a prodigious fire from the enemy's ships and batteries.

These last, however, were soon stormed and taken by
tho grenadiers who had been landed. Tlie great ships

lay against the forts at each side of the harljour, which

in a little time they silenced, though vice-admiral Hop-

son narrowly escaped from a fire-ship by wliich he was

boarded. After a very vigorous engagement, the French,

finding themselves unable to cope with such an adver-

sary, resolved to destroy their ships and galleons, that

they might not fall into the hands of the victors. They
accordingly burned and ran ashore eight sliips and as

many advice-boats; but ten ships of war were taken,

together with eleven gaUeons. Though they had se-

cured the best part of their plate and merchandize be-

fore the English fleet arrived, tho value of fourteen

millions of pieces of eight, in plate and rich commodi-
ties, was destroyed in six galleons that perished; and

about half that value was brought off by the conquerors;

so that this was a dreadful blow to the enemy, and a

noble acquisition to the allies. Immediately after this

exploit, sir George Kooke was joined by sir Cloudcsley

Shovel, who had been sent out with a squadron to inter-

cept the galleons. This officer was left to bring home
the prizes and dismantle the fortifications, while Kooke
returned in triumph to England.

BENBOW'S ENGAGEMENT W^ITH DU CASSE.

The glory which the English acquired in this expe-

dition was in some measure tarnished by the conduct

of some officers in the West Indies. Thither admiral

Beuljow had been detached with a squadron of ten sail

in the course of the preceding year. At Jamaica he

received intelligence that monsieur Du Casse was in the

neighbourhood of Hispaniola, and resolved to beat up to

that island. At Leogane be fell in with a French ship

of fifty guns, which her captain ran ashore and blew

up. He took several other vessels, and having alarmed

Pctit-Guavas, bore away for Donna Maria bay, where

he understood that Du Casse had sailed for the coast of

Carthagcna. Benbow resolved to follow the same coui'se;

and on the nineteenth of August discovered the enemy's

squadron near Saint Martha, consisting often sail, steer-

ing along shore. He formed the line, and an engage-

ment ensued, in which he was very ill seconded by somo

of his captains. Nevertheless, the battle continued till

night, and he determined to renew it next morning,

when he perceived all his ships at the distance of three

or four miles astern, except the Ruby, commanded by
captain George Walton, who joined him in plying tho

enemy with chase guns. On the twenty-first tliese two
ships engaged the French squadron ; and the Ruby was
so disabled that the admiral was obliged to send her back

to Jamaica. Next day the Greenwich, commanded by
Wade, was five leagues astern ; and tho wind changing,

the enemy had the advantage of the weather- gage. On
the twenty-third the admiral renewed the battle with

his single ship unsustained by the rest of the squadron.

On the twenty-fourth his leg was shattered by a chain-

shot; notwithstanding which accident, he remained on

the quarter-deck in a cradle and continued the engage-

ment. One of the largest ships of tho enemy lying

like a wreck upon the water, four sail of the English

squadron poured their broadsides into her, and then ran

to leeward without paying any regard to the signal for

battle. Then the French bearing do\vn upon the admiral
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with tlicir whole force, shot away his main-top-sail-

yarJ, and damaged his rigging in such a manner tliat

he was oMiged to lie hy and refit, wliile tliey tooli tlieir

disahled sliip in tow. During this interval he called

a council of his captains, and expostulated with tlicra

on their behaviour. They observed, that the Freneli

were very strong, and advised him to desist. Ho phiinly

jierccived that he was betrayed; and with the utmost

reluctance returned to Jamaica, having not only lost a

leg, but also received a large wound in his face, and

another in his arm, wliile lie in person attempted to

board the French admiral. E.xasperated at the treach-

ery of his captains, he granted a commission to rear-

admiral Whetstone and other oflicers, to hold a court-

martial and try them for cowardice. Hudson, of the

Tendennis, died before his trial: Kirby and AVade were

convicted, and sentenced to he shot: Constable, of the

AVindsor, was cashiered and imprisoned: Vincent, of

the Falmouth, and Fogg, the admiral's own cnptain of

the Creda, were convicted of having signed a paper that

tliey would not figlit under Benbow's command; but as

they behaved gallantly in the action, the court inflicted

upon tliem no other punishment than tliat of a provis-

ional suspension. Captain AValton had likewise joined

in the conspiracy while he was lieated with the fumes

of intoxication, hut he afterwards renounced the engage-

ment, and fought with admirable courage until his ship

was disabled. The boisterous manner of Benbow had

produced this Ijase confederacy. He was a rough sea-

men ; but remarkably brave, honest, and experienced.

[See note S, at the end of tht3 Vol.] He took tliis mis-

carriage so much to heart, that he became melancholy,

and his grief co-operating with the fever occasioned by
Ids wounds, put a period to his life. Wade and Kirby

were sent home in the Bristol; and, on their arrival at

Plymouth, sliot on board of the ship, by virtue of a

dead warrant for their immediate execution, which had
lain there for some time. The same precaution had

been talvcn in all the western ports, in order to prevent

applications in their favour.

A NEW PAELIAMENT.

During these transactions the queen seemed to be
happy in the aficction of her subjects. Thougli the con-

tinuance of the parliament was limited to si.x months
after the king's decease, she dissolved it by proclama-

tion before the term was expired; and issued writs for

electing another, in wliich the tory interest predomina-
ted. In the summer the queen gave audience to the

count de Platens, envoy-extraordinary from tlie elector

of Hanover; then slie made a progress with her husband
to (_).Kfoi-d, Bath, and Bristol, wliere she v/as received

with all tlie marks of the most genuine affection. TIic

now parliament meeting on the twentieth day of Octo-
ber, Sir. Harley was chosen speaker. The queen in her
speech, declared that she had summoned them to assist

lier in carrying on the just and necessary war in v,-hich

tlie nation was engaged. She desired the commons
would inspect the accounts of the public receipts and
payments, that if any abuses had crept into the man-
agement of the finances, they might be detected and
the offenders punished. She told them that the funds
assigned in tlic list parliament had not produced tlie

sums granted; and that the deficiency was not supplied
oven by the one hundred thousand pounds which slie

had paid from her own revenue for tlie public service.

the expressed lier concern for the disappointment at

Cadiz, as well as for the abuses committed at I'ort St.

Mary's, which had obliged her to give directions for tlie

strictest examination of tlie particulars. She hoped they
would find time to consider of some better and more
efl'ectual method to prevent the exportation of wool, and
improve tliat manufacture, which she was determined
to encourage. .She professed a firm persuasion, that tlic

affection of lier subjects w^s tlic surest pledge of their

duty and obedience. She promised to defend and main-
tain tlie church as by law cstublishcd; and to protect

her subjects in the full enjoyment of all their rights and
liberties. She protested, th.it she relied on their care of

lier: she said her interest and theirs were iusepar.ahle

;

and that her endeavours should never he wanting to

make them all safe and happy. She vras presented with

a very aflcctionate address from either house, congratu-

lating her upon the glorious success of her arms, and
those of her allies, under the command of the carl of

JIarlborough: but that of the commons was distiii-

guised by an implicated reproach on the late reign, im-

porting, that the wonderful progress of her majesty's

arms under the earl of Marlborougli had signally " re-

trieved " the ancient honour and glory of the English
nation. This expression had excited a warm debate in

the house, in the course of which many severe reflections

were made on the memory of king William. At length

the question was put, whetlicr the word "retrieved"
should remain ? and carried in the afiirmativo by a ma-
jority of one hundred.

DISPUTES BETWEEN THE TWO HOUSES.

The strength of the torics appeared in nothing more
conspicuous than in their inquiry concerning contro-

verted elections. The borough of Ilindon, near Salis-

bury, was convicted of bribery, and a bill brought in for

disfranchising the town; j-et no vote passed against the

person who exercised this corruption, because he hap-

pened to be a tory. Mr. Howe was declared duly elected

for Gloucestershire, though the majority of the electoi'S

had voted for the other candidate. Sir John Packington
exhibited a complaint against the bishop of Worcester
and his son, for having endeavoured to prevent his elec-

tion: the commons having taken it into consideration,

resolved, tliat the proceedings of William lord bishop of

Worcester, and his son, had been malicious, unchristian,

and arbitrary, in high violation of tlie liberties and privi-

leges of the commons of England. They voted an ad-

dress to the queen, desiring her to remove the father

from the ofiice of lord-almoner; and they ordered the

attorney-general to prosecute the son, after his privilege

as member of the convocation should be expired. A
counter address was immediately voted, and presented

by the lords, beseeching her majesty would not remove
the bishop of Worcester from the place of lord-almoner,

until he should be found guilty of some crime by due

course of law; as it was the undoubted right of every

lord of parliiunent, and of every subject of England, to

have an opportunity to make his defence before he suf-

fers any sort of punishment. Tlie queen said .she had
not as yet received any complaint against the bishop of

Worcester; but she looked upon it as her undoubted

rigiit to continue or displace any servant attending upon
her ov.'ii person, when she should think proper. The
peers haviugreceived this answer, unanimously resolved,

That no lord of their house ought to suffer any sort of

punishment by any proceedings of the house of com-

mons, otherwise than according to the known and an-

cient rules and methods of parliament. When the com-

mons attended the queen with their address against the

bishop, she said she was sorry there was occasion for

such a remonstrance, and that the bishop of 'Worcester

should no longer continue to supply the place of her

almoner. This regard to their address was a flagrant

proof of her partiality to the torics, who seemed to justify

her attachment hy their compliance and liberality.

THE LORDS INQUIRE INTO THE CONDUCT
OF SIR GEORGE ROOKE.

In deliberating on the supplies, they agreed to all the

demands of the ministry. They voted forty thousand

seamen, and the like number of land forces, to act in

conjunction with those of the allies. For the mainte-

nance of these last, they granted eight hundred and
thirty-three thousand eight hundred and twenty-six

pounds; besides three hundred and fifty thousand pounds
forguards and garrisons; seventy thousand nine hunihed
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and scvcnty-lliiotf pounds for ordntmce; and fifty-ono

thousand ciglit hundicd and foity-threc pounds for sub-

eidics to tlio allies. Lord Slnmnon arriving wiih the

news of the success at Vigo, the queen appointed a day

of thanksgiving for the 5ign;U success of her arms under

the earl of Marlborougli, the duke of Orniond, and sir

George Kooke; and on that day, which was the twelftli

of November, sho went in state to St. Paul's church,

attended by both houses of parliament. Next day the

peers voted tho thanks of their house to the duko of

Ormond for his scr\icc3 at Vigo-, and, at the same time,

drew up an address to the queiMi, desiring she would

order the duko of Ormond and sir George Kooko to

lay before them an account of their proceedings: a

Kqncst with which her majesty complied. These two

officers were likewise thanked by the house ofcommons:
Ticc-.idniiral Ilopson was kniglited, and gratified with

a considerable pension. Tho duke of Ormond, at his

return from the expedition, complained openly of Kooke's

conduct, and seemed determined to subject him to a

public accusation; but that officer was sucli a favourite

among the commons, that the court was afraid to dis-

oblige them by an impeachment, and took great pains

to mitigate the duke's resentment. This nobleman was
appointed lonl-lieutcnant of Ireland, and Kooko was
admitted into the privy-council. A motion liowever

being made in the house of lords, that the admiral's in-

structions and journals relating to the last expedition

might bo examined, a committee was appointed for that

purpose, and prepared an unfavourable report ; but it was

rejected by a majority of the house; and they voted.

That sir George Kooke had done his duty, pursuant to

the councils of war, like a brave officer, to tho honour

of the British nation.

THE PAKLIAMENT MAKE A SETTLEMENT
ON I'KIXCE GEOKGE OF DENMARK.

On the twenty-first day of Novcmhcr, the qneen sent

• message to the house of commons by Mr. Secretary

Hedges, recommending further provision for tlie prince

her husband, in case he should survive her. Tlois mes-
sage being considered, Mr. Howe moved, that the yearly

sum of one hundred thousand pounds sliould be settled

on the prince, in case he should survive her m.ijcsfy.

No opposition was made to the proposal ; but warm de-

bates were excited by a clause in the bill, exempting
the prince from that part of the act of succession by
which strangers, though naturahzed, were rendered in-

capable of holding employments. This clause related

nly to thoio v.ho should bo naturalized in a future reign

;

p.nd indeed was calculated as a restriction upon the house
of Hanover. JIany members argued against the clause

of exemption, because it seemed to imply, that persons

already naturalized would he excluded from employ-
ments in tho next reign, though already possessed of

the right of natural-bom subjects, a consequence plainly

contradictory to the meaning of the act. Others opposed
it, because the lords had already resolved by a vote,

that they would never pass any bill sent up from the

commons, to which a clause foreign to tho bill should

be tack;d; and this clause they affirmed to bo a tack,

as an incapacity to hold employments was a circum-

stance altogether distinct from a settlement in money.
The queen expressed uncommon eagerness in behalf of

this bill; and the court influence was managed so suc-

ce^-sfully that it passed through both houses, though not
without .in obstinate opposition, and a formal protest by
feven-and-twenty peers.

E.U5L OF iL\RLBOEOUGH CREATED A DUKE.

The carl of Marlborough arriving in England about
the latter end of November, received the thanks of tho
commons for liis great and signal services, which were
60 acceptable to tlio queen, that she created him a dulcc,

gratified him wich a pension of five thousand pounds
upon the revenue of the post office (luring his natural

Vou 11.

life; and in a message to tho commons, expressed a de-

sire tliat they would find some method to settle it on tlio

heirs male of his body. Tliis intimation was productive

ofwann debates, during which sir t'liristophcr Musgrave
observed, tliat ho would not derogate from tho duke's

eminent services; but he affirmed his grace had been
very well paid for them by tho profitable employments
which he and his duchess enjoyed. Tho duke, under-
standing that the commons were heated by tho subject,

begged her majesty would rather forego her gracious

message in his behalf, than create any uneasiness on his

account, which might embarrass her affairs, and bo of

ill consequence to the public. Then she sent another

message to the house, signifying that the duko of Marl-

borough had declined her interposition. Notwithstand-

ing this declaration, the commons in a body presented

an address, acknowledging tho eminent services of the

duko of Marlborough, yet expressing their apprehension

of making a precedent to alienate the revenue of tho

crown, which had been so much reduced by tho exorbi-

tant grants of the late reign, and so lately settled and

secured by her majesty's unparalleled grace and good-

ness. Tho queen was satisfied with their apology; but

their refusal in all probability helped to alienate the

duko from the torics, with whom he had been hitherto

connected.

COMMERCE PROHIBITED BETWEEN
HOLLAND, FRANCE, AND SPAIN.

In the beginning of January, the queen g.avc the

house of commons to understand, that tho states-general

had pressed her to augment her forces, as the only means
to render ineffectual the great and early preparations of

the enemy. Tho commons immediately resolved, that

ten thousand men should be hired, as an augmentation

of tho forces to act in conjunction with the allies; but

on condition that an immediate stop should be put to all

commerce and correspondence with France and Spain on

the part of the states-general. The lords presented an
address to the queen on the same subject, and to tho

same ctTect; and she owned that the condition was ab-

solutely necessary for the good of tho whole alliance.

The Dutch, oven after the declaration of war, had car-

ried on a traffic with the French; and at this very junc-

ture Louis found it impossible to make remittances of

money to the elector of Bavaria in Germany, and to his

forces in Italy, except through the channel of English,

Dutch, and Geneva merchants. The states-general,

though shocked at the imperious manner in which the

parliament of England prescribed their conduct, com-
plied with tho demand without hesitation, and published

a prohibition of all commerce with the subjects of Franco

and Spain.

BILL FOR PREVENTING OCCASIONAL
CONFORMITY.

The commons of this parliament had nothing more at

heart than a bill against occasional conformity. Tlio

tories affected to distinguish themselves as the only true

friends to the church and monarchy; and tliey hated the

dissenters with a mixture of spiritual and political dis-

gust. They looked upon these last as an intruding sect,

which constituted groat part of the wliig faction that

extorted such immense sums of money from tlie nation

in the late reign, and involved it in pernicious engage-
ments, from whence it had no prospect of deliverance.

They considered tlioni as encroaciiing schismatics that

disgraced and endangered the hierarchy; and tlioso of

their own communion, who recommended moderation,

they branded with the epithets of lukewarm christians,

betrayers, and apostates. They now resolved to ap-

prove themselves zealous sons of the church, by seiz-

mg the first opportunity tliat was in their power to dis-

tress tlio dissenters. In order to pave tho way to tliis

persecution, sermons were preached, and pamphlets

Avcre printed, to blacken the character of tho sect, ami
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mflarae the popular resentment against tliem. On the

fourth day of November, Mr. Bromley, Mr. St. John,

and Mr. Anncsley, were ordered by the house of com-

mons to bring in a bill for preventing occasional confor-

mity. In the preamble, all persecution for conscience

sake was condemned: nevertheless it enacted, that all

those who had taken the sacrament and test for offices

of trust, or the magistracy of corporations, and after-

wards frequented any meeting of dissenters, should be

disabled from holding their cmploiTnents, pay a fine of

one hundred pounds, and five pounds for every day

in which they continued to act in their employment

after having been at any such meeting: they were also

rendered incapable of holding any other employment,

till after one whole year's conformity; and, upon a re-

lapse, the penalties and time of incapacity were doubled.

The promoters of the bill alleged, that an established re-

ligion and nation^ chui-ch were absolutely necessaiy,

when so many impious men pretended to inspiration,

and deluded such numbers of people: that the most ef-

fectual way to preserve this national church, would be

the maintenance of the civil power in the hands of those

who expressed their regard to the church in their princi-

ples and practice: that the parliament, by the corpor-

ation and test acts, thought they had raised a sufiicient

barrier to the hierarchy, never imagining that a set of

men would rise up, whose consciences would be too ten-

der to obey the laws, but hardened enough to break

them: that, as the last reign began with an act in fa-

vour of dissenters, so the commons were desirous that

in the beginning of her majesty's auspicious goveniment

an act should pass in favour of the church of England:

that this bill did not intrench on the act of toleration, or

deprive the dissenters of any privileges they enjoyed by

law, or add any thing to the legal rights of the cliurch of

England: that occasional conformity was an evasion of

the law, by which the dissenters might insinuate them-

selves into the management of all corporations: that a

separation from the church, to which a man's conscience

will allow him occasionally to conform, is a mere schism,

which in itself was sinful, without the superaddition of

a temporal law to make it an offence : that the toleration

was intended only for the ease of tender consciences, and

not to give a license for occasional conformity: that

conforming and non-conformiug were contradictions ; for

nothing but a firm persuasion that the terms of com-
munion required are sinful andunlawful, couldjustify the

one; and this plainly condemns the other. The mem-
bers who opposed the biU argued, that the dissenters

were generally well aftected to the present constitu-

tion: that to bring any real hardship upon them, or give

rise to jealousies and fears at such a juncture, might bo

attended with dangerous consequences ; that the toler-

ation had greatly contributed to the security and repu-

tation of the church, and plainly proved that liberty of

conscience and gentle measures were the most efl'ectual

means for increasing the votaries of the church, and di-

minishing the number of dissenters: that the dissenters

could not be termed schismatics without bringing a
heavy charge upon the church of England, which had
uot only tolei'ated such schism, but even allowed com-
munion with the reformed churches abroad: that the
penalties of this bill were more severe than those which
the laws imposed on papists, for assisting at the most
solemn act of their religion: in a word, that toleration

and tenderness had been always productive of peace and
union, wliereas persecution had never failed to excite
disorder and extend superstition. Many alterations and
mitigations were proposed, without eft'ect. In the
course of the debate, the dissenters were mentioned and
reviled with great acrimony; and the bill passed the
lower house by virtue of a considerable majority.

The lords, apprehensive that the commons would
tack it to some money-bill, voted, that the annexing
any clause to a money-bill was contrary to the consti-

tution of the English government, and the usage of
parliament. The bill met with a very warm opposition

in the upper house, where a considerable portion of the

whi" intei-est still remained. These members believed

that the intention of the bill was to model corporations,

so as to eject all those who would not vote in elections
,

for the tories. Some imagined this was a preparatory

step towards a repeal of the toleration ; and others con-

cluded that the promoters of the bill designed to raise

such disturbances at home as would discourage the allies

abroad, and render the prosecution of the war imprac-

ticable. The majority of the bishops, and among these

Burnet of Sarum, objected against it on the principles

of moderation, and from motives of conscience. Never-

theless, as the court supported this measure with its

whole power and influence, the bill made its way through

the house, though not without alterations and amend-
ments, which were rejected by the commons. The
lower house pretended, tliat the lords had no right to

alter any fines and penalties tluat the commons should

fix in bills scut up for their concuiTenco, on the sujiposi-

tion that those were matters concerning money, the

peculiar province of the lower house ; the lords ordered

a minute inquiry to be made into all the rolls of parlia-

ment since the reign of Henry the Seventh ; and a great

number of instances were found, in which the lords had
begun the clauses imposing fines and penalties, altered

the penalties which had been fixed by the commons,
and even changed the uses to which they were applied.

The precedents were entered in the books; but the com-
mons resolved to maintain their point without engaging

in any dispute upon the subject. After warm debates,

and a free conference between the two houses, the lords

adhered to their amendments, though this resolution

was carried by a majority of one vote only; the com-
mons persisted in rejecting them; the bill miscarried,

and both houses published their proceedings, by way
of appeal to the nation. [See note T, at the end of this

Vol.] A bill was now brought into the lower house,

granting another year's consideration to those who had
not taken the oath abjuring the pretended prince of

Wales. The lords added three clauses, importing, that

those persons who should take the oath within the lim-

ited time might return to their benefices and employ-

ments, unless they should be already legally filled; that

any person endeavouring to defeat the succession to the

crown, as now limited by law, should be deemed guilty

of high treason; and that the oath of abjuration should

be imposed upon the subjects in Ireland. The commons
made some opposition to the first clause; but at length

the question being put. Whether they should agree

to the amendments, it was carried in the aiSrmative

by one voice.

INQUIRY INTO THE PUBLIC ACCOUNTS.

No object cngi'ossed more time, or produced more

violent debates, than did the inquiry into the public

accounts. The commissioners appointed for this pur-

pose pretended to have made great discoveries. They
charged the earl of Eanelagh, paymaster-general of the

army, with flagrant mismanagement. He acquitted

himself in such a manner as screened him from all se-

verity of punishment; nevertheless, they expelled him
from the house for a high crime and misdemeanor, in

misapplying several sums of the public money; and

he thought proper to resign his employment. A long

address was prepared and presented to the queen, attri-

buting the n.ational debt to mismanagement of the funds;

complaining that the old methods of the exchequer had

been neglected; and that iniquitous frauds had been

committed by the commissioners of the prizes. Pre-

vious to this remonstrance, the house, iu consequence

of the report of the committee, had passed several severe

resolutions, particularly against Charles lord Halifax,

auditor of the receipt of the exchequer, as having ne-

glected his duty, and been guilty of a breach of trust.

For these reasons they actually besought the queen, in

an address, that she would give directions to the attor-

ney-general to prosecute him for the said ofl'ences; and

she promised to comply with their request. On the
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other band, the lords appointed a committee to examine

all the obserrations which the commissioners of accounts

had offered to both house?. They ascribed the national

debt todeficiencics in the funds: they acquitted lord Hali-

fax, the lords of the treasury, and their officers, whom
the commons had accused; and represented these cir-

cumstances in an address to tlio queer., nhich was after-

wards printed with the vouchers to every particular.

This difference blew up a fierce flame of discord between

the two houses, which manifested their mutu.al animos-

ity in speeches, votes, resolutions, and conferences. The
commons affirmed, that no co^iizanco the lords could

take of the public accounts would enable them to sup-

ply any deficiency, or appropriate any surplusage of

the public money; that they could neither acquit nor

condemn any person whatsoever, upon any inquiry aiis-

Ing originally in their own house; and that their attempt

to acqHit Charles lord Halifax was unparliamentary.

The lords insisted upon their right to take cognizance

originally of .ill public accounts; they affirmed, that in

their resolutions, with respect to lord U.ilifax, they had
proceeded according to the rules of justice. Tliey owned
however that their resolutions did not amount to any
judgment or acquittal; but that finding a vote of the

commons reflected upon a member of their house, they

thought fit to give their opinion in their legislative ca-

pacity. The queen interposed by a message to the lords,

desiring they would despatch the business in which
they were engaged. The di.spute continued even after

this intimation; one conference was held after another,

at Icngtli botli sides despaired of an accommodation. The
lords ordered their proceedings to be printed, and the

commons followed their example. On the twenty-
seventh day of Febniary, the queen, having passed all

the bills that were ready for the royal assent, ordered

the lord-keeper to prorogue the parli.iment, after having
pronounced a speech in the usual style. .She thanked
them for their zeal, affection, and despatch; declared,

she would encourage and maintain the church as by law
established; desired they would consider some further

laws for restraining the great license assumed for pub-
lishing scand.alous pamphlets and libels; and assured

them, that all her share of the prizes which might be

taken in the war, should be a.npliedto the public senice.

By this time the earl of Kochester was entirely removed
from the queen's councils. Finding himself outweighed
by the interest of the duke of Marlborough and lord

Godolphin, he had become sullen and intractable; and,

rather than repair to his government of Ireland, chose
to resign the office, which, as we have already observed,

was conferred upon the duke of Ormond, an accom-
plished nobleman, who had acquired great popularity

by the success of the expedition to Vigo. The parties

in the house of lords were so nearly matched, that
' the queen, in order to ascertain an undoubted major-

in the next session, created four new peers, [See

V , at tJie end ofthh Vol.] who had signalized them-
es by the violence of their speeches in the house
•mmons.

PUTES BETWEEN THE TWO HOUSES OF
CONA^OCATION.

The two houses of convocation, which were summoned
'i the parliament, bore a strong affinity witli tliis as-

ibly, by the different interests that prevailed in the

cr and lower. The last, in imitation of the com-
as, was desirous of branding the preceding reign; and

. it was with great difficulty that they concurred with the

prelates in an address of congratulation to her majesty,

n their former contest was revived. The lower

-e desired, in an application to the archbishop of

t mterbury and his suffragans, that the matters in dis-

pute concerning the manner of synodical proceedings,

and the right of the lower house to hold intermediate

assemblies, might be taken into consideration and speed-

ily determined. The bisliops proposed, that in the in-

tervals of c*e«ion3, the lower house miffht appoint com-

mittees to prepare matters ; and when business should

be brought regularly before them, the archbishop would
regulate the prorogations in such a manner, that they
should have sufficient time to sit and deliberate on tho
subject. This offer did not satisfy the lower house,

which was emboldened to persist in its demand by a
vote of tho commons. These, in consequence of an
adilrcss of thanks from tho clergy, touching Mr. Lloyd,

son to tho bishop of Worcester, whom they ordered to

be prosecuted after his privilege as member of tho con-

vocation should bo expired, had resolved, that they
would on all occasions assert the just rights and privi-

leges of tho lower house of convocation. The prelates

refused to depart from the archbishop's right of prorogu-

ing the whole convocation with consent of his suffragans.

Tho lower house proposed to refer the controversy to

the queen's decision. The bishops declined this expe-

dient, as inconsistent with the episcopal authority, and
the presidency of the archbishop. The lower house

having incurred the imputation of favouring presbytery,

by this opposition to tho bishops, entered in their books

;
a declaration, acknowledging the order of bishops as

I

superior to presbyters, and to be a divine apostolical

institution. Then they desired the bishops in an address

to concur in settling the doctrine of the divine apostoli-

cal right of episcopacy, that it might be a standing rule

of the church. 'They likewise presented a petition to

the queen, complaining, thjit in the convocation cjilled

in the year 1700, after an inten-uption of ten years,

several questions having arisen concerning the rights

and liberties of the lower house, the bishops had refused

a verbal conference ; and afterwards declined a proposal

to submit the dispute to her majesty's determination;

they therefore fled for protection to her majesty, beg-

ging she would call the question into her own royal

audience. The queen promised to consider their peti-

tion, which was supported by the earl of Nottingham;
and ordered tlieir council to examine the affair, how it

consisted with law and custom. Whether their report

was unfavourable to the lower house, or the queen was
unwilling to encourage the division, no other answer
was made to their address. The archbishop replied to

their request presented to the upper bouse, concerning
the divine right of presbytery, that the preface to the

fonn of ordination contained a declaration of three orders

of ministers from the times of tho apostles; namely,

bishops, priests, and deacons, to which they had sub-

scribed; but he and his brethren conceived, that with-

out a royal license, they had not authority to attempt,

enact, promulge, or execute any canon, wliich should

concern either doctrine or discipline. The lower house

answered this declaration in very petulant terms; and
the dispute subsisted when the parliament was pro-

rogued. But these contests produced divisions through

the whole body of the clergy, who ranged themselves

in different factions, distinguished by the names of high-

church and low-ehurch. The first consisted of ecclesi-

astical tories ; the other included those who professed

revolution p'/inciples, and recommended moderation to-

wards the dissenters. The high-church party reproached

the other as time-servers, and presbyterians in disguise;

and were in their turn stigmatized as the friends and
abettors of tyrjinny and persecution. At present, how-
ever, the tories both in church and state triumphed in

the favour of their sovereign. T)ie right of parliaments,

the memory of the late king, and even the act limiting

the succession of the house of Hanover, became the

subjects of ridicule. The queen was flattered as pos-

sessor of the prerogatives of the ancient monarchy; tho

history written by her grandfather, the earl of Claren-

don, was now for the first time published, to inculcate

the principles of obedience, and inspire the people with

an abhorrence ofopposition to an anointed soverign. Her
majesty's hereditary right was deduced from Edward
the Confessor, and as heir of his pretended sanctity and

virtue, she was persuaded to touch persons afflicted with

the king's evil, according to the office inserted in the

Liturgy for this ot-xiasion.
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ACCOUNT OF PARTIES IN SCOTLAND.

The change of the ministry in Scothuid seemed fa-

vourahle to the episcopalians and anti-revolutioneis of

that Uingdom. The earls of Marchmont, Mclvil, Sel-

kirk, Leven, and Hyndford, were laid aside; the earl of

ScaficUl was appointed chancellor; the duke of Quec-ns-

bcrry and the lord viscount Tarhat, were declared secre-

taries of state; the marquis of Annandale was made

president of the council, and the earl of Tullibardin, lord

privy-seal. A new parliament having been summoned,

the carl of Seafield employed his influence so success-

fully, that a great number of anti-revolutioners were

rctm-ncd as members. The duke of H.-unilton had ob-

tained from the queen a letter to the pri-i-j'-council m
Scotland, in which she expressed her desire that the

presbytcrian clergy should live in brotherly love and

communion with such dissenting ministers of the re-

formed religion as were in possession of benefices, .nnd

lived with decencv, and submission to the law. The

episcopal clergy, "encouraged by these expressions in

their favour, drew up an address to the queen, imploring

her protection; and humbly beseeching her to allow

those parishes in which there was a majority of episco-

pal freeholders, to bestow the benefice on ministers of

their principles. This petition was presented by Dr.

Skeen and Dr. Scot, who were introduced by the duke

of Queensberry to her majesty. She assured them of

her protection and endeavours to supply their necessi- i

ties ; and exhorted them to live in peace and christian

love with the clergy, who were by law invested with the

churcli-govcrnmeut in her ancient kingdom of Scotland.

A proclamation of indemnity having been published in

March, a great number ofJacobites returned from France

and other countries, pretended to have changed their

sentiments, and took the oaths, that they might be quali-

fied to sit in parliament. They formed an accession to

tlie strength of the anti-revolutioners and episcopjilians,

who now hoped to out-number the presbyterians, and

outweigh their interest. But this confederacy was
composed of dissonant parts, from which no harmony
could be expected. The presbyterians and rcvolutioners

were headed by the duke of Argyle. The country party

of malcontents, which took its rise from the disappoint-

ments of the Darien settlement, acted under the auspices

of the duke of Hamilton and marquis of Tweedale; and

the earl of Hume appeared as chief of the anti-revolu-

tioners. The different parties who now united, pursued

the most opposite ends. The majority of the country

party were friends to the revolution, and sought only

redress of the grievances which the nation had sustained

in the late reign. The anti-revolutioners considered

the accession and government of king William as an
extraordinary event, which they were willing to forget,

behoving that all parties were safe under the shelter of

her majesty's general indemuity. The Jacobites sub-

mitted to the queen, as tutrix or regent for the piince of

Wales, wbom they firmly believed she intended to estab-

lish on the throne. The whigs under Ai-gyle, alarmed
at the eo.alition of all their enemies, resolved to procure

a parliamentary sanction for the revolution.

DANGEROUS HEATS IN THE PARLIAMENT.

The parliament being opened on the sixth day of
May at Edinburgh, by the duke of Queensben-y as com-
missioner, the queen's letter was read, in which she
demanded a supply for the maintenance of the forces,

advised them to encourage trade, and exhorted them to

proceed with wisdom, prudence, and un.animity. The
duke of Hamilton immediately offered the draft of a bill

for recognising her majesty's undoubted right and title

to the imperial crown of Scotland, according to the de-
claration of the estates of the kingdom, containing the
claim of right. It was immcdi.ately received ; and at

the second reading, the queen's advocate offered an addi-

tional clause, denouncing the penalties oftreason against
any person who ehould question her majesty's right and

title to the crown, or her exercise of the govemment,

from her actual entry to the same. This, after a long

and warm debate, was carried by the concurrence of the

anti-revolutioners. Then the earl of Hume produced

the draft of a bill for the supply ; immediately after it

was read, the marquis of Tweedale made an overtuie,

that, before all other business, the parliament would

proceed to make such conditions of govemment, and

rculations in the constitution of the kuigdora, to take

place after the decease of her majesty and the heirs ot

her body, as should be necessary for the preservation ol

their religion and liberty. This overture and the bill

were ordered to lie upon the table; and in the mean-

time the commissioner found himself involved in great

perplexity. The duke of Argyle, the marquis of Annan-
dale, and the earl of Marchmont, gave him to understand

in private, that they were resolved to move for an act

ratifying the revolution; and for another confirming the

presbytcrian govemment; that they would insist upon
their being discussed before the bill of supply, and that

they were certain of carrjnng the points at which they

aimed. The commissioner now found himself reduced

to a very disagreeable alternative. There was a neces-

sity for relinquishing all hope of a supply, or abandon-

ing the anti-revolutioners, to whom he was connected

by promises of concurrence. The whigs were deter-

mined to oppose all schemes of supply that should come
from the cavaliers; and these last resolved to exert

their whole power in preventing the confirmation of the

revolution and the presbytcrian discipline. He foresaw

that on this occasion the whigs would be joined by the

duke of Hamilton and his party, so as to prepimderate

against the cavaliers. He endeavoured to cajole both

parties; but found the task impracticable. He desired

in parBament, that the act for the supply might be read,

promising that they should have full time afterwards to

deliberate on other subjects. The mjirquis of Tweedale

insisted upon his overture; and after warm debates, the

house resolved to proceed with such acts as might be

necessary for securing the religion, liberty, and trade of

the nation, before any bill for supply' or other business

should be discussed. The marquis of Athol offered an

act for the security of the kingdom, in case of her ma-
jest3''s decease; but before it was read, the duke of

Argyle presented his draft of a bill for ratifying the

revolution, and all the acts following thereupon. Au
act for limiting the succession after the death of her

majesty, and the heirs of her body, was produced by
Mr. Fletcher of Saltoun. The earl of Rothes recom-

mended another, importing, that after her majesty's

death, and failing heirs of her body, no person coming

to the crown of Scotland, being at the same time kmg
or queen pf England, should as king or queen of Scot-

land, have power to make peace or war witliout the con-

sent of parliament. The earl of Marchmont recited the

draft of an act for securing the true protestant religion

and presbytcrian government; one was also suggested

by sir Patrick Johnston, allowing the importation of

wines, and other foreign liquors. AU these bills were

ordered to lie upon the table. Then the earl of Strath-

more produced an act for toleration to all protestants in

the exercise of religious worship. But against this

the general assembly presented a most violent remon-

strance; and the promoters of the bill, foreseeing that it

would meet with great opposition, allowed it to drop for

the present. On the third day of June, the parliament

passed the act for preserving the true reformed protes-

tant religion, and confirming presbytcrian chiu'ch gov-

ernment, as agreeable to the word of God, and the only

govemment of Christ's church within the kingdom.

The same party enjoyed a further triumph in the suc-

cess of Argyle 's act, fur ratifying and perpetuating the

first act of king A\'illiam's parliament; for declaring it

high treason to disown the authority of that parliament,

or to alter or renovate the claim of right or any article

thereof. This last clause was strenuously opposed; but

at last the biU passed with the concurrence of all the

ministry, except the marquis of Athol and the viscount
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Taib.it, who bcgnn at this pcrioi to coiTcspond with

the opposite party.

THE COMMISSIONER IS ABANDONED BY
TUE CAVALIEKS.

Tho cavaliers thinking themselves bctrayeil by the

duke of Quecnsbenv, who liaj assented to these acts,

first expostulated with liira on his breach of promise,

and then renounced his iuterest, resolving to separate

themselves from the court, and jointly pui"sue such mea-
sures as might be for the interest of their party. But
of all the bills that were produced in the course of this

remarkable session, that which produced the most vio-

lent altercation was the act of security, calculated to

abridge the prerogative of the crown, limit the succes-

sor, and throw a vast additional power into the hands
of the parliament. It was considered piragraph by
paragraph; many additions and alterations were pro-

posed, and some adopted; inflammatory speeches were
uttered; bitter sarcasms retorted from party to party;

anddiffercnt votes passed on different clauses. At length,

in spite of the most obstinate opposition from the min-
istry and the cavaliers, it was passed by a majority of

fifty-nine voices. The commissioner w.is importuned
to give it the royal assent ; but declined answering their

entreaties till the tenth day of September. Then he
made a speech in parliament, giving them to understand
that he had received the queen's pleasure, and was cm-
powered to give the royal assent to all tho acts voted
in this session, except the act for the security of the

kingdom. A motion was made to solicit the royal assent

in an address to her majesty; but the qviestion being
put, it was carried in the negative by a small majority.

On the sixth day of the same month, the carl of Marcli-

niont had produced a bill to settle the succession on the

house of Hanover. At first the import of it was not

known; but when the clerk in reading it mentioned the

princess Sophia, the whole house was kindled into a
flame. Some proposed that the overture should be
burned; others moved that the esirl might be sent pri-

soner to the castle; and a general dissatisfaction .ap-

peared in the whole assembly. Not that the majority
in parliament were averse to the succession in the house
of Hanover; but they resolved to avoid a nomination
without stipulating conditions; and they had already
provided, in the act of security, that it should be high
trea.son to own any person as king or queen after her
majesty's decease, until he or she should take the coro-

nation oath, and accept the terms of the claim of right,

and such conditions as should be settled in this or any
ensuing parliament.

HE IS IX DANGER OF HIS LIFE.

Andrew Fletcher of Saltoun, a man of tindaunted
conrage and inflexible integrity, who professed i-epub-

lican principles, .and seemed designed by nature as a
member of some Grecian commonwealth, after having
observed that the nation would be enslaved should it

Eobmit, either willingly or by commission, to the suc-
cessor of England, without such conditions of govern-
ment as should secure them against the influence of an
English ministry, offered the draft of an act, importing,
that after the decease of her majesty, without heirs of
her body, no person being successor to the English
throne should succeed to the crown of Scotland but un-
der the following limitations, which, togetlier with the
coronation oath and claim of right, they should swear
to observe: namely, that all offices and pLaces, civil and
military, as well as pensions, should for the future be
conferred by a parliament to be chosen at every Michael-
mag head-court, to sit on the first day of November, and
adjourn themselves from time to time till the ensuing
Michaelmas; that they should choose their own presi-
dent; that a committee of six-and-thirty members,
chosen out of the whole p.arlianient, without distinction
of estates, should, during the intervals of parliament.

be vostcl, under the king, with the administration of

tho government, act as his council, bo accountable to

parliament, and call it togetlier on cxtraordinarj' occa-

sions. He proposed that the successor should be nom-
inated by the majority; declaring for himself that ho
would rather concur iu nominating the most rigid papist

with those conditions, th.in the truest piotestant without
them. The motion was seconded by many members;
and though postponed for tho present, in favour of an
net of trade under the consideration of the house, it was
afterwards resumed with great warmth. In vain tho

lord-treasurer ivprcsented that no funds were as yet

provided for the army, and moved for a leading of tho

act presented for tliat purpose; a certain member ob-

sen'cd, that this was a very unseasonable juncture to

propose a supply, when tho house had so much to do

for the security of the nation; ho said they had very

little encouragement to grant supplies when they found

themselves frustrated of all their labour and expense for

these sever.al months; and when the whole kingdom

saw tliat supplies served for no other use but to gratify

the avarice of some insatiable ministers. Mr. Fletcher

expatiated upon the good consequences that would arise

from the act which lie had proposed. The chancellor

answered, that such an act was laying a scheme for a

commonwealth, and tending to innovate the constitu-

tion of a monarchy. The ministry proposed a state of

a vote, whether they sliould first give a reading to Flet-

cher's act or to the act of subsidy. Tho oountrj- party

moved that the question might be, " Overtures for sub-

sidies, or overtmcs for liberty.'' Fletcher withdrew his

act, rather than people should pervert the meaning of

laudable designs. The house resounded with the cry

of " Liberty or Subsidy." Bitter invectives were uttered

against the ministry. One member said it was now
plain the nation was to expect no other return for their

expense and toil than that of being loaded with a sub-

sidy, and being obliged to bend their necks under the

yoke of slavery, which was prepared for them from that

throne ; another obsen'cd, that as their liberties wero
suppressed, so the privileges of parliament were like to

be torn from them; but that he would venture bis life

in defence of his birthright, and rather die a free man
than live a slave, '\^'hen the vote was demanded, and
declined by the commissioner, the earl of Roxburgh de-

clared, that if there was no other way of obtaining so

natural and undeniable a privilege of parliament, tbey
would -demand it with their swords iu their hands.

The commissioner, foreseeing this spirit of freedom and
contradiction, ordered the foot-guard to be in readiness,

and placed a sh-ong guard upon the eastern gate of the

city. Notwithstanding these precautions, he ran the

risk of being torn to pieces; and, in this apprehension,

ordered the chancellor to inform the house that the par-

liament should proceed upon overtures for liberty at

their next sitting. This promise allayed the ferment

which had begun to rise. Next day the members pre-

pared an overiture, implying, that the elective members
should be chosen for every seat at the Michaelmas head
courts; that a p.arliamcnt should be held once in two
years at least; that the short adjournments </« A'e I'a

tlicm should be made by the parliaments themselves as

in England; and that no officer in the army, customs,

or excise, nor any gratuitous pensioner, should sit as an
elective member. The commissioner being apprised of

their proceedings, called for such acts as he was em-
powered to pass, and having given the royal assent to

them, prorogued the parliament to the twelfth day of

October. [aSVc note X, at the end of this Vol.^ Such was
the issue of this remarkable session of tho Scottish par-

liament, in which the duke of Queensbcrry was aban-

doned by the greatest part of the ministry; and such a

spirit of ferocity and opposition prevailed, as threatened

the whole kingdom with civil war and confusion. Tho
queen conferred titles upon those who appeared to have

influence in the nation [See Jio'c Y, at the end of this

Vol.] and attachment to her govcmment, and revised

the order of tho thistle, which the late king had dropped.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE lEISH PAELTAIIENT.

Ireland was fiUed with discontent by the behaviour

and conduct of the trastees for the forfeited estates. The

earl of Rochester had contributed to foment the troubles

of the kingdom by encouraging the factions which had

been imported from England. The duke of Ormond was

received with open arms as heir to the virtues of his

ancestors, who had been the bulwarks of the protestant

interest in Ireland. He opened the parliament on the

twenty-first day of September, with a speech to both

houses in which he told them that his inclination, his

interest, and the examples of progenitors, were indis-

pensable obligations upon him to improve every oppor-

tunity to the advantage and prosperity of his native

country. The commons having chosen Allen Broderick

to be their speaker, proceeded to draw up very affection-

ate addresses to the queen and the lord lieutenant. In

that to the queen they complained that their enemies

had misrepresented them, as desirous of being indepen-

dent of the crown of England; they, therefore, to vin-

dicate themselves from such false aspersions, declared

and acknowledged that the kingdom of Ireland was

anne.ted and imited to the imperial crown of England.

In order to express their hatred of the trustees, they

resolved, that all the protestant freeholders of that king-

dom had been falsely and maliciously misrepresented,

traduced, and abused, in a book entitled, " The Report

of the Commissioners appointed to inquire into the Irish

Forfeitures;" and it appearing that Francis Annesley,

member of the house, John Trenchard, Henry Langford,

and James Hamilton, were authors of that book, they

further resolved, that these persons bad scandalously

and maliciously misrepresented and traduced the pro-

testant freeholders of that kingdom, and endeavoured to

create a misunderstanding and jealousy between the

people of England and the protestants of Ireland. An-
nesley was expelled the house, Hamilton was dead, and

Trenchard had returned to England. They had finished

the inquiry before the meeting of this parliament; and
Bold at an undervalue the best of the forfeited estates to

the sword-blade company of England. This, in a peti-

tion to the Irish parliament, prayed that heads of a bill

be brought in for enabling them to take conveyance of

lands in Ireland; but the parliament was very little dis-

posed to confirm the bargains of the trustees, and the

petition l.iy neglected on the table. The house expelled

John Asgil, who, as agent to the sword-blade company,
had offered to lend money to the public in Ireland, on
condition that the parliament would pass an act to con-

firm the company's purchase of the forfeited estates.

His constituents disowned his proposal; and when be
was summoned to appear before the bouse, and answer
for his prevarication, he pleaded his privilege as mem-
ber of the English parliament. The commons, in a
representation of the state and grievances of the nation,

gave her majesty to understand that the constitution of
Ireland had been of late greatly shaken ; and their lives,

liberties, and estates, called in question, and tried in a
manner unknown to their ancestors; that the expense to

which they had been unnecessarily exposed by the late

trustees for the forfeited estates, in defending their just
rights and titles, had exceeded in value the current cash
of the kingdom; that their trade was decayed, their
money exhausted; and that they were hindered from
maintaining their own manufactures; that many pro-
testant families had been constrained to quit the king-
dom in order to cam a livelihood in foreign countries;
that the want of frequent parliaments in Ireland had
encouraged evil-minded men to oppress the subject;
that many civil officers had acquired great fortunes in
that impoveriehed country, by the exercise of corniption
and oppression; that others, in considerable employ-
ments, resided in another kingdom, neglecting pei-sonal
attendance on their duty, while their offices were ill

executed, to the detriment of the public, and the failure
ofjustice. They declared, that it was from her majesty's
gracious interposition alone they proposed to themselves

relief from those their manifold grievances and misfor-

tunes. The commons afterwards voted the necessary

supplies, and granted one hundred and fifty thousand

pounds to make good the deficiencies of the necessary

branches of the establishment

A SEVERE ACT PASSED AGAINST PAPISTS.

They appointed a committee to inspect the public ac-

counts, by which they discovered that above one hun-

dred thousand pounds had been falsely charged as a

debt upon the nation. The committee was thanked by
the house for having saved this sum, and ordered to

examine what persons were concerned in such a misre-

presentation, which was generally imputed to those who
acted under the duke of Ormond. He himself was a

nobleman of honour and generosity, addicted to pleasure,

and fond of popular applause ; but he was surrounded by
people of more sordid principles, who had ingratiated

themselves into his confidence by the arts of adulation.

The commons voted a provision for the half-pay officers;

and abolished pensions to the amount of seventeen thou-

sand pounds a-year, as unnecessary branches of the

establishment. They passed an act settling the suc-

cession of the crown after the pattern set them by Eng-
land; but the most important transaction of this session

was a severe bill to prevent the growth of popery. It

bore a strong affinity to that which had passed three

years before in England; but contained more effectual

clauses. Among others it enacted, that all estates of

papists should be equally divided among the children,

notwithstanding any settlement to the contran.-, unless

the person to whom they might be settled should qualify

themselves by taking the oaths, and communicating
with the church of England. The bill was not at all

agreeable to the ministry in England, who expected large

presents from the papists, by whom a considerable sum
had been actually raised for this purpose. But as they

did not think proper to reject such a bill while the Eng-
lish parliament was sitting, they added a clause which
they hoped the parliament of Ireland would refuse:

namely, that no persons in that kingdom should be

capable of any employment, or of being in the magis-

tracy of any city, who did not qualify themselves by
receiving the sacrament according to the test act passed

in England. Though this was certainly a great hard-

ship on the dissenters, the parliament of Ireland sacri-

ficed this consideration to their common security against

the Roman catholics, and accepted the amendment with-

out hesitation. This affiiir being discussed, the com-
mons of Ireland passed a vote against a book entitled,

" Jleraoirs of the late king James II." as a seditious

libel. They ordered it to be burned by the hands of

the common hangman; and the bookseller and printer

to be prosecuted. AMieri this motion was made, a mem-
ber informed the house that in the county of Limerick

the Irish papists had begun to form themselves into

bodies, to plunder the protestants of their arms and
money; and to maintain a correspondence with the dis-

affected in England. The house immediately resolved,

that the papists of the kingdom still retained hopes of

the accession of the person known b}- the name of the

Prince of Wales in the life-time of the late king James,
and now by the name of James III. In the midst of

this zeal against popery and the pretender, they were
suddenly adjourned by the command of the lord-lieu-

tenant, and broke up in great animosity against that

nobleman. [See note Z, at the end of this Vol.]

THE ELECTOR TAKES POSSESSION OF
KATISBON.

.

The attention of the English ministry had been for

some time chiefly engrossed by the affairs of the conti-

nent. The emperor agreed with the allies that his son

the archduke Charles should assume the title of king
of Spain, demand the infanta of Portugal in marriage,

and midertake something of importance, with the assi»-
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tance of the maritime powers. Mr. Mctliucii, the Eng-

lish minister at Lisbon, had already made some progress

in a treaty with his Portuguese majesty; and the court

of Vienna promised to s^nd such an army into tho field

HS would in a little time drive tho elector of Bavaria from

his dominions. But they were so dilatory in their pre-

perations, that the French king broke all their measures

bv sending powerful reinforcements to the elector, in

whose ability and attachment Louis reposed great con-

fidence. Mareschal Villars, who commanded au army
of thirty thousand men at Strasburgh, passed the Rhine

and reduced fort Kehl, the garrison of which was con-

ducted to Philipsburgh. The emperor, alarmed at this

event, ordered count Schlick to enter Bavaria on the

side of SiJtsburgh, with a considerable body of forces

;

and sent another, under count Stirum, to invade the same
electorate by the way of Xewmark, which was suiTcn-

dercJ to him after he h.id routed a party of Bavarians;

the city of Amberg met with the same fate. Meanwhile

connt Schlick defeated a body of militia that defended

the lines of Saltsburgh, and made himself master of

Riedt, and sevcr.-U other places. The elector assembling

his forces near Brenau, dilTuscd a report that he intended

to besiege Passau, to cover which place Schlick advan-

ced with the greatest part of his infantr)', leaving be-

hind his cavalry and cannon. The elector having by
this feint divided the Imperialists, passed the bridge of

Scardingen with twelve thousand men, and, after an

obstinate engagement, compelled the Imperialists to

abandon the field of battle; then he marched against

the Saxon troops which guarded the artillery, and at-

tacked them with such impetuosity that they were
entirely defeated. In a few days after these actions,

he took Xewburgh on the Inn by capitulation. He ob-

tained another advantage over an advanced post of the

Imperialists near Burgenfeldt, commanded by the young
prince of Brandenburgh Anspach, who was mortally

wounded in the engagement. He advanced to Ratisbon,

where the diet of tho empire was assembled, and de-

manded that he should be immediately pnt in possession

of the bridge and gate of the city. The burghers im-
mediately took to their arms, and planted cannon on
the ramparts; but when they s.aw a batteiy erected

against them, and the elector determined to bombard
the place, they thought proper to capitulate, and com-
ply with his demands. He took possession of the town
on the eighth day of -ipril, and signed an instrument
obliging himself to withdraw his troops as soon as the

emperor should ratify the diet's resolution for the neu-
trality of Ratisbon. Mareschal Villars having received

orders to join the elector at all events, and being rein-

forced by a body of troops under count Tallard, resolved

to break through the lines which the prince of Baden
had made at StolhofTen. This general had been luckily

joined by eight Dutch battalions, and received the

French army, though double his number, with such
obstinate resolution, that Villars was obliged to retreat

with great loss, and directed his route towards OfBngen.
Nevertheless he penetrated through the Black Forest,

and effected a junction with the elect*. Count Stirum
endeavoured to join prince Louis of Baden; but being
attacked near Schwemmingen, retired ondcr the cannon
of Nortlingen.

THE ALLIES REDUCE BONNE.

The confederates were more successfnl on the Lower
Rhine and in the Netherlands. The duke of Marl-
borough crossed the sea in the beginning of April, and
assembling the allied army, resolved that the campaign
should be begun with the siege of Bonne, which was
accordingly invested on the twenty-fourth day of April.

Three different attacks were carried on against this

place: one by the hereditary prince of Ilesse-Cassel;

another by the celebrated Coehom; and a third by lieu-

tenant-general Fagcl. Tlie garrison defended them-
selves vigorously till the fourteenth day of May, when
the fort having been taken by assault, and the breaches

rendered practicable, the marqnis d'Alegro, tho gover-
nor, ordered a parley to bo beat; hostages were imme-
diately exchanged; on the si.xteenth tho capitulation
was signed; and in three days tho garrison evacuated
the place in order to be conducted to Luxembourg.
During the siege of Bonne, tho maroschals Boufflers and
Villeroy advanced with an army of forty thousand men
towards Tongercn, and the confederate army, comman-
ded by M. d'Auverqucrque, was obliged at their approach
to retreat under the cannon of Macstricht. The enemy
having taken possession of Tongeren, made a motion
against the confederate army, which they found already
drawn up in order of battle, and so advantageously
posted, that, notwithstanding their great superiority in

point of number, they would not hazard an attack, but
retired to tho ground from whence they had advanced.
Immediately after the reduction of Bonne, the duke of

Marlborough, who had been present at the siege, re-

turned to tho confederate army in the Netherlands, now
amounting to one hundred and thirty squadrons, and
fifty-nine battalions. On the twenty-fifth day of Slay,

the duke h.aving passed tho river Jecker in order to

give battle to the enemy, they marched with precipita-

tion to Bcekwren, and abandoned Tongeren, after having
blown up the walls of the place with gunpowder. The
duke continued to follow them to Thys, where he en-
camped, while they retreated to Hannyc, retiring as he
advanced. Then he resolved to force their lines: this

service was effectually performed by Coehom, at the
point of Callo, and by baron Spaar, in the county of
Waes, near Stoken. The duke had formed the design
of reducing Antwerp, which was gan-isoned by Spanish
troops under the command of the marquis do Bedmar.
He intended with the grand army to attack the enemy's
lines on the side of Louvaine and Mechlin: he detached
Ccehom with his flying camp on the right of the Scheldt

towards Dutch Flanders, to amuse the marquis de Bed-
mar on that side; and he ordered the baron Opdam,
with twelve thousand men, to take post between Eck-
eren and Capelle, near Antwerp, that he might act

against that part of the lines which was guarded by the
Spanish forces.

BATTLE OF ECKEREN.

The French generals, in order to frustrate the scheme
of Marlborough, resolved to cut off the retreat ofOpdam.
Boufflers, with a detachment of twenty thousand men
from Villeroy s army, surprised him at Eckeren, where
the Dutch were put in disorder; and Opdam, believing

all was lost, fled to Breda. Nevertheless, the troops ral-

lying under general Schlangenburg, maintained their

giound with the most obstinate valour till night, when
the enemy wis obliged to retire, and left the communi-
cation free with fort Lillo, to which place the confeder-

ates marched without further molestation, having lost

about fifteen hundred men in the engagement. The
damage sustained by the French was more considerable.

They were frustrated in their design, and had actually

abandoned the field of battle
;
yet Louis ordered Te

JJeuni to be sung for the victor}'; nevertheless Boufflers

was censured for his conduct on this occasion, and in a
little time totally disgraced. Opdam presented a justi-

fication of his conduct to the states-general; but by this

oversight he forfeited the fruits of a long service, dur-

ing which he had exhibited repeated proofs of courage,

zeal, and capacity. The states honoured Schlangenburg
with a letter of thanks for the valour and skill he had
manifested in this engagement; but in a little time
they dismissed him from his employment on account of

his having given umbrage to the duke of Marlborough,
by censuring his grace for exposing such a small num-
ber of men to this disaster. After this action, Villeroy,

who lay encamped near Saint Job, declared he waited
for the duke of Marlborough, who fortliwith advanced to

Hoogstraat, with a view to give him battle ; but at his

approach the French general, setting fire to his camp,
retired within bis lines with great precipitation. Then
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the duke invested Hay, the garrison of which, after a

vigorous defence, surrendered themselves prisoners of

•war on the twenty-seventh day of August. At a coun-

cil of war held in the camp of the confederates, the duke

proposed to attack the enemies' lines between the Me-

haigne and Leuwe, and was seconded by the Danish,

Hanoverian, and Hessian generals; but the scheme was

opposed bv the Dutch officers, and the deputies of the

states, wlio alleged that the success was dubious, and

the consequences of forcing the lines would be incon-

siderable; they therefore recommended the siege of

Limburgh, by the reduction of whieli they would ac-

quire a whole province, and cover their own country,

as well as Juliers and Gueldres, from the designs of the

enemy. Tlie siege of Limburgh was accordingly under-

taken. Tlie trenches were opened on the five-and-

twentieth day of September, and in two days the place

was surrende'red; the garrison remaining prisoners of

war. By this conquest the allies secured the eountrp- of

Liege, and the electorate of Cologn, from the incursions

of the enemy; before the end of the year they remained

masters of the wliole Spanish Guclderiand, by the re-

duction of Gueldres, wliich surrendered on the seven-

teenth day of September, after having been long block-

aded, bombarded, and reduced to a heap of ashes, by the

Prussian general Lottum. Such was the campaign in

the Netherlands, which in all probability would have

produced events of greater importance, had not the

duke of Marlborough been restricted by the deputies of

the states-general, who began to be influenced by the

intrigues of the Louvestein faction, ever averse to a

single dictator.

PRINCE OF HESSE DEFEATED BY THE
FRENCH.

The French king redoubled his efforts in Germany.

The duke de Vendome was ordered to march from the

Milanese to Tyrol, and there join the elector of Bavaria,

who had already made himself master of Inspruck. But

the boors rising in arms, drove him out of the country

before he could be joined by the French general, who
was therefore obliged to return to the Milanese. The
Imperialists in Italy were so ill supplied by the court of

Vienna, that they could not pretend to act otFensivcly.

The French invested Ostiglia, which, however, they

could not reduce; hut the fortress of Barsillo, in the

duchy of Keggio, capitulating after a long blockade,

they took possession of the duke of Modena's country.

The elector of Bavaria rejoining Yillars, resolved to at-

tack count Stinim, whom prince Louis of Baden had
^detached from his army. With this ^-iew they passed

the Danube at Donawcrt, and discharged six guns as a

signal for the marquis D'Usson, whom they had left in

the camp at Lavingen, to fall upon the rear of the im-

perialists, while they should charge them in front.

Stirura no sooner perceived the signal than he guessed
the intention of the enemy, and instantly resolved to

attack D'Usson before the elector and the mareschal
should advance. He accordingly charged him at the

head of some select squadrons with such impetuosity,
that the French cavalry were totally defeated; and all

his infantry would have been killed and taken, had not
the elector and AMUars come up in time to turn the fate

of the day. The action continued from six in the morn-
ing till four in the afternoon, when Stirum, being over-
powered by nnnibers, was obliged to retreat to Norlin-
gen, with the loss of twelve thousand men, and all his
baggage and artillery. In the meantime the duke of
Burgundy, assisted by Tallard, undertook the siege of
Old Brisac, with a prodigious train of artillery. The
ph-ice was very strongly fortified, though tlie gaiTison
was small and ill provided witli necessaries. In four-

teen days the governor surrendered the place, and was
condemned to lose his head for having made such a
Blender defence. The duke of Burgundy returned in
triumph to ^ersailles, and Tallard was ordered to invest
Landau. The prince of Hesse-Cassel being detached
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from the Netherlands for the relief of the place, joined

the count of Nassau-'S^'eilbourg, general of the Palatine

forces, near Spires, where they resolved to attack the

French in their lines. But by this time Mons. Pracon-

tal, with ten thousand men, had joined Tallard. and

enabled him to strike a stroke which proved decisive.

He suddenly quitted his lines, and surprised the prince

at Spirebach, where the French obtained a completo

victory after a very obstinate and bloody engagement,

in which the prince of Hesse distinguished himself by

uncommon marks of courage and presence of mind.

Three horses were successively killed under him, and

he slew a French officer with his own hand. After in-

credible efforts, he was fain to retreat with the loss of

some thousands. The French paid dear for their vic-

tory, Pracontal having been slain in the action. Never-

theless they resumed the siege, and the place was sur-

rendered by capitulation. The campaign in Germany
was finished bj- the reduction of Augsburg by the elec-

tor of Bavaria, who took it in the month of December,

and agreed to its being secured by a French garrison.

TREATY BETWEEN THE EMPEROR AND
THE DUKE OF SAVOY.

The emperor's affah'S at this juncture wore a very

unpromising aspect. The Hungarians were fleeced and

barbarously oppressed by those to whom he intrusted

the government of their country. They derived cour-

age from despair. They seized this opportunity, when
the emperor's forces were divided, and his councils dis-

tracted, to exert themselves in defence of their liberties.

They ran to arms imder the auspices of prince Ragotzki.

They demanded that their grievances should he redres-

sed, and their privileges restored. Their resentment

was kept up by the emissaries of France and Bavaria,

who likewise encouraged them to persevere in their

revolt, by repeated promises of protection and assistance.

The emperor's prospect, however, was soon mended by
two incidents of very great consequence to his interest.

The duke of Savoy foreseeing how much he should bo

exposed to the mercy of the French king, should that

monarch become master of the Milanese, engaged in a

secret negotiation with the emperor, which, notwith-

standing all his caution, was discovered by tlie court of

Versailles. Louis immediately ordered the duke of Ven-
dome to disarm the troops of Savoy that were in his

army, to the number of two-and-twenty thousand men;
to insist upon the duke's putting him in possession of

four considerable fortresses; and demand that the num-
ber of his troops should be reduced to the establishment

stipulated in the treaty of 1C96. The duke, exasper-

ated at these insults, ordered the French ambassador,

and several officers of the same nation, to be an-ested.

Louis endeavoured to intimidate him by a menacing
letter, in which he gave him to understand that since

neither religion, honour, interest, nor alliances, had
been able to influence his conduct, the duke de Vendome
should make known the intentions of the French mon-
arch, and allow him four-and-tweuty hours to deliberate

on the measiu'es he should pursue. This letter was
answered by a manifesto: in the meantime the duke
concluded a treaty with the court of Vienna; acknow-
ledged the archduke Charles as king of Spain; and sent

envoj-s to England and Holland. Queen Anne, know-
ing his importance as well as his selfish disposition,

assured him of her friendship and assistance; and both
she and the states sent ambassadors to Turin. He was
immediately joined by a body of imperial horse under
Visconti, and afterwards by count Staremberg, at the

head of fifteen thousand men, with whom that general

marched from the Modenese in the worst season of the

year, through an enemy's country, and roads that were
deemed impassable. In vain the French forces harassed
liim in his march, and even surrounded him in many
dltTercnt places on the route: he surmounted all these

difficulties with incredible courage and perseverance,
and joined the duke of Sixvoy at CancUi, so as to secure
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the countrv of ricdniont. Tho other ineident which
proved so favourable to the imperial interest, vas a

treaty by which the king of Portugal acceded to the

^rand alliance. His ministry perceived that should

;:?pain be once united to the cro^vii of Trance, their mas-

ter would sit very insecure upon his t'.ironc. They
were intimidated by the united fleets of the ninritinic

powers, which maintained the empire of tho sea; and

they were allured by the splendour of .1 match between

their infanta and the archduke Charles, to whom tho

emperor and the king of the Romans promised to trans-

fer all their pretensions to the Spanish crown. By this

treaty, concluded at Lisbon between the emperor, the

queen of Great Britain, the king of Portugal, and the

states-gener.al, it was stipulated that kingCharlcs should

be conveyed to Portugal by a powerful lleet, having on

board twelve thousand soldiers, with a great supply of

money, arms, and ammunition; and that he should be

joined immediately upon his landing by an army of

eight-and-twcnty thousand Portuguese.

SIK CLOUDESLEY SHOVEL SAllfl WITH A
FLEET.

The confederates reaped very little advantage from

the naval operations of this summer. Sir George Rookc
cruised in the channel, in order to alarm the coast of

France, and protect tho trade of England. On the first

day of July, sir Cloudesley Shovel sailed from St.

Helen's with the combined squadrons of England and
Holland: ho directed his course to the Mediterranean,

and being reduced to gi-eat difficulty by want of water,

steered to Altea, on the coast of Valentia, where briga-

dier Seymour landed, and encamped with live-and-

twenty hundred marines. The admiral published a

short manifesto, signifying that he was not come to dis-

turb but to protect the good subjects of Spain, who
should swear allegiance to their lawful monarch the

archduke Charles, and endeavour to shake off the yoke
of France. This declaration produced little or no effect;

and the fleet being watered, sir Cloudesley sailed to

Leghorn. One design of this armament was to assist

the Cevennois, who had in the course of the preceding

year been persecuted into a revolt on account of reli-

gion, and implored the assistance of England and the

states-general. The admiral detached two ships into

the gulf of Xarbonne, with some refugees and French
pilots, who had concerted signals with the Cevennois;

but the marcschal do Montrevil having received intima-

tion of their design, took such meisures as prevented

all conmiunication; and the English captains having
repeated their signals to no purpose, rejoined sir Cloudes-

ley at Leghorn. This admiral, having renewed the

peace with the piratical states of Barbary, returned to

England without having taken one cflectual step for

annoying the enemy, or attempted any thing that looked

like the result of a concerted scheme for that purpose.

The nation naturally murmui'cd at the fruitless expedi-

tion, by which it had incurred such a considerable ex-

pense. The merchants complained that they were ill

supplied with convoys. The ships of war were vic-

taailed with damaged provisions; .and every article of

the marine being mismanaged, the blame fell upon those

who acted as council to the lord high-admiral.

ADMIRAL OR.XYDOXS BOOTLESS
EXPEDITION.

Nor were the arms of England by sea much more
Encccssful in the West Indies. .Sir George Rooke, in the

preceding year, had detached from the Mediterranean

captain Hovendeu Walker, with six ships of the line and
transports, having on board four regiments of soldiers, for

the Leeward islands. Being joined at Antigua by some
troops under colonel Codrington, they made a descent

upon the island of Guadaloupe, where they razed the

fort, burned the town, ravaged the country, and reim-

barkcd with precipitation, in consequence of a report

Vol. II.

that the French had landed nine hundred men on the

back of the island. They retired to Nevis, where they
must have perished by famine, had they not been pro-

videntially relieved by vice-admiral Graydon, in his way
to Jamaica. This oilieer had been sent out with three

ships to succeed Benbow, and was convoyed about one
hundred and fifty leagues by two other ships of the line,

lie had not sailed many days when be fell in with part

of the French squadron, comnianiled by Du Cassc, on
their return from tho AVest Indies, very full and richly

laden. C.iptain Cleland, of the Montagu, engaged the

stenimost; but he was called off by a signal from tho

admiral, who proceeded on his voyage without taking

further notice of the enemy. When he arrived nt Jamai-

ca, he quarrelled with the principal planters of the island

;

and his ships beginning to be crazy, he resolved to return

to England. lie accordingly sailed through the gulf of

Florida, with a view to attack the French at Plaeentia

in Newfoundl.ind; but his shipn were dispersed in a fog

that lasted thirty days ; and afterwards the council of

war which he convoked were of opinion that he could

not attack the settlement with any prospect of success.

At his retura to England, the house of lords, then sitting,

set on foot an inquiry into his conduct. They presented

an address to the queen, desiring she would remove him
from his employments; and he was accordingly dismis-

sed. The only exploit that tended to distress the enemy
was performed by rear-admiral Dilkes, who in the month
of July sailed to the coast of France with a small squa-

dron; and, in the neiglibourhood of Gr.anville, took or

destroyed about forty ships and their convoy. Yet this

damage was inconsiderable, when compared to that

which the English na^'y sustained from the dreadful

tempest that began to blow on the twenty-seventh day
of \ovember, accompanied with such flashes of light-

ning, and peals of thunder, as overwhelmed the whole
kingdom with consternation. The houses in London
shook from their foundations, and some of them falling

buried the inhabitants in their ruins. The water over-

flowed several streets, and rose to a considerable height

in AVestminster-hall. London bridge was almost choked
with the wrecks of vessels that perished in the river.

The loss sustained by the capital was computed at a

million sterling; and the city of Bristol suffered to a

prodigious amount; but the chief national damage fell

upon the navy. Thirteen ships of war were lost, to-

gether with fifteen hundred seamen, including rear-ad-

miral Beaumont, who had been employed in observing

the Dunkirk squadron, and was then at anchor in tho

Downs, where his ship foundered. This great loss, how-
ever, was repaired with incredible diligence, to the

astonishment of all Europe. The queen imniediatelwg^

issued orders for building a greater number of ships than^
that which had been destroyed; and she exercised her

bounty for the relief of the shipwrecked seamen, and the

widows of those who were drowned, in such a manner
as endeared her to all her subjects.

CHARLES KING OF SPAIN ARRIVES IN
ENGLAND.

The emperor having dechared his second son, Cliarles,

king of Spain, that young prince set out from A'icnna to

HoUand, and at Dusseldorp was visited by the duke of

Marlborough, who, in the name of his mistress, con-

gratulated him upon his accession to the crown of Spain.

Charles received him with the most obliging courtesy.

In the course of their conversation, taking off his sword
he presented it to the English general, with a very gra-

cious aspect, saying, in the French language, " I am not

ashamed to own myself a poor prince. I possess nothing

but my cloak and sword; the latter maj- be of use to

your grace; and I hope you will not think it the worse

for my wearing it one day."— "C)n the contrary," replied

the duke, "it will .always put me in mind of your m.i-

jcsty's just right .and title, and of the obligations I lie

nnder to hazard my life in making you the greatest

prince in Christendom." This nobleman returned to

K
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Englaml in Octotcr; anfl king Charles embarking for

tlic Rinio kingiioin, under convoy of an English and

Dutch squadron, arrived at Spithcad on the twenty-sixtli

day of Peceniber. Tlierc he was received by the duiccs

of Somerset and Marlborough, who conducted liim to

Windsor; and on the road he was met by prince George

of Denmark. The queen's deportment towards him was

equally noble and obliging; and he expressed the most

profound respect .and veneration for this illustrious prin-

cess. He spoke but little; yet what he said was jndi-

cious; and he behaved with such politeness and aft'abil-

ity, as conciliated the affection of the Knglish nobility.

After having been magnificently entertained for three

days, he returned to Portsmonth, from whence on the

fourth of January he sailed for Portugal, with a great

fleet conimanded'bv sir George Kooke, h.aving on board

a body of land forces under the duke of Schomberg.

When the admiral had almost reached Cape Finistcrre,

he was driven back by a storm to Ppithead, where ho

w.as obliged to remain till the middle of February. Then

being favoured with a fair wind, he happily performed

the voyage to Lisbon, where king Charles was received

with great splendour, though the court of Portugal w.is

overspread with sorrow excited by the death of the in-

fanta, whom the king of Spain intended to espotisc. In

Poland all hope of peace seemed to vanish. The car-

dinal-primate, by the instigation of the Swedish king,

whose army lay encamped in the neighbourhood of

Dantzick, assembled a diet at Warsaw, which solemnly

deposed Augustus, and declared the throne vac»ant.

Their intention was to elect young Sobicski, son of their

Late monarch, who resided at Breslau in Silesia: but

their scheme was anticipated by Augustus, who retired

hastily into his Saxon dominions, and seizing Sobieski,

with iiis brother, secured them as prisoners at Dresden.
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a p;iss for him to go to Holland from tlie earl of Xotting-

ham, tliough it was expedited under a boiTone.l name.

The duke had communicated his discovery to the queen

without disclosing his name, which he desired might bo

concealed: her majesty believed the particulars, which

were confirmed by her sjiies at Paris, as well as by the

evidence of sir John Xlaeleau, who had lately been con-

voyed from Franco to England in an open boat, and ap-

prehended at Folkstone. This gentleman pretended at

first that his intention was to go through England to

his own country, in order to take the benefit of the

queen's pardon; and this in all probability was his real

design; but being given to understand that he would bo

treated in England as a traitor, unless ho should merit

forgivcuess by making important discoveries, he related

all he knew of the projwsed insurrection. From his in-

formations the ministry gave directions for apprehending

one Keith, whoso uncle had accompanied Eraser from

France, and knew all the intrigues of the court of St.

Germain's. He declared that there was no other design

on foot, except that of paving the way for the pretender's

ascending the throne after the queen's decease. Fergu-

son, that veteran conspirator, atHrmed that Eraser had

been employed by the duko of Queensberry to decoy

some persons whom he hated into a conspiracy, that he

might have an opportunity to ctTect their ruin; and by

the discovery establish his own credit, which began to

totter. Perhaps there was too much reason for this im-

pntation. Among those who were seized at this time

was a gentleman of the name of Lindsay, who had been

nndcr-secrctarj' to the earl of Middleton. lie had re-

turned from France to Scotland in order to take the

benefit of the queen's pardon, under the shelter of which

he came to England, thinking himself secure from pro-

secution. He protested he knew of no designs against

the queen or her government; and that he did not be-

lieve she would ever receive the least injury or moles-

tation from the court of St. Germain's. The house of

lords having received intimation of this conspiracy, re-

solved, that a conunittee should he appointed to examine

into the particulars; and ordered that sir John Maclean

should be next day brought to their house. The queen,

who was fiir from being pleased with this instance of

their oflicious interposition, gave them to understand by
message, that she thought it would be inconvenient to

change the method of ex.imination already begim; and

that she would in a short time inform the house of the

whole affair. On the seventeenth day of December the

qncen went to the house of peers, and having passed the

bill for the land-tax, made a speech to both houses, in

which she declared that she had unquestionable infor-

mation of ill practices and designs carried on by the

emissaries of France in Scotland. The lords persisting

in their resolution to bring the inqniry into their own
house, chose their select committee by ballot; and, in an

address, thanked her majesty for the information she had
been pleased to communicate.

A KEXIOXSTRAX'CE PRESENTED TO THE
QUEEN.

The commons, taking it for granted that the queen

was disobliged at these proceedings of the upper house

—which indeed implied an insult upon her ministrv-, if

not upon herself—presented an address, declaring them-

Belvcs surprised to find that when persons suspected of

trca.sonablc practices were taken into custody by her

majesty's messengers in order to be examined, the lords,

in violation to the known laws of the land, bad wrested

them out of her hancLs, and arrogated the examination

solely to themselves; so that a due inquiry into the evil

practices and designs against her majesty's person and

government, might in a great measure he obstructed.

They earnestly desired that she would suffer no diini-

nntion of the prerogative; and they assured her they

would, to the utmost of (heir power, support her in the

exercise of it at home, as well as in asserting it against

all invasions whatsoever. The queen thanked them for

their concoru and assurances; and was not ill jdeased at

the nature of the address, though the charge against the

peers was not strictly true; for there were many in-

stances of their h.aving assumed such a right of inquiry.

The upper house deeply resented the accusation. They
declared, that by the known laws and ciistoms of par-

liament, they had an undoubted right to take examina-

tions of persons charged with criminal matters, whether
those persons were or were not in custody. They re-

solved. That the address of tho commons was unparlia-

mentary, groundless, without precedent, highly injuri-

ous to tho house of peers, tending to interrupt the giwd

correspondence between the two houses, to create an ill

opinion in her majesty of tho house of peers, of danger-

ous consequence to the liberties of tho people, tho con-

stitution of the kingdom, and privileges of parliament.

They presented a long remonstrance to the queen, jus-

tifying their own conduct, explaining the steps they had

taken, recriminating upon the commons, and expressing

tho most fervent zeal, duty, and affection to her majesty.

In her answer to this representation, which was drawn

up with elegance, propriety, and precision, she professed

her sorrow for the misunderstanding which had happened

between the two houses of parliament, and thanked them

for tho concern they had expressed for tho rights of the

crown and the prerogative; which she should never

exert so willingly as for the good of her subjects, and
the protection of their liberties.

Among other persons seized on the coast of Sussex on
their landing from France, was one Boucher, who had

been aideomip to the duko of Berwick. This man,
when examined, denied all knowledge of any conspiracy:

he said, that being weary of living so long abroad, and
having made some unsuccessful attempts to obtain a

pass, ho had chosen rather to cast himself on the queen's

mercy than to remain longer in exile from his native

country. He was tried and condemned for high treason,

yet continued to declare himself ignorant of the plot.

He proved that in the war of Ireland, as well as in Flan-

ders, he had treated the English prisoners with great

humanity. The lords desisted from the prosecution;

be obtained a reprieve, and died in Newgate. On the

twenty-ninth day of January, the carl of Nottingham
told the house that the queen had commanded him to lay

before them the papers containing all the particulars

hitherto discovered of the conspiracy in Scotland; but

that there was one circumstance which could not yet be

properly communicated without running the risk of pre-

venting a discovery of greater importance. They forth-

with drew up and presented an address, desiring that

all the papers might be immediately submitted to their

inspection. The queen said she did not expect to be
pressed in this manner immediately after the declaration

she had made; but in a few days the earl of Nottingham
delivered the papers, sealed, to the house, and all the

lords were summoned to attend on the eighth day of

February, that they might bo opened and pcrased. Not-

tingham was suspected of a design to stifle the conspir-

acy. Complaint was made in the house of commons
that he had discharged an officer belonging to the lato

king James, who had been seized by the governor of

Berwick. A warm debate ensued, and at length ended

in a resolve. That the earl of Nottingham, one of her

majesty's principal secretaries of state, for his great

ability and diligence in the execution of his office, for

his unquestionable fidelity to the queen and her govern-

ment, and for his steady adherence to the church of

England as by law established, highly merited the trust

her majesty had reposed in him. They ordered the

speaker to present this resolution to the queen, who saiil,

she was glad to find them so well satisfied with the earl

of Nottingham, v(f\o was trusted by her in so consider-

able an ofiice. They perused tho examinations of tlio

witnesses which were laid before them, without passing

judgment or offering advico on tho subject; but they

thanked her majesty for having communicated those

particulars, as well as for her wisdom and caro of tho

nation. When the lords proceeded with uncommon
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eagerness in tlieir inqnin', tlie lower house, in another

address, renewed their comphiints against the conduct

of tlic peers, wliich tliey still aflirmcd was without a

precedent. But this was the language of irritated fac-

tion, hv which indeed hoth sides were equally actuated.

The" select committee of the lords prosecuted the in-

quiry, and founded their report chiefly on the confession

of sir John Maclean, who owned that the court of t^t.

Germain's had listened to Lovafs proposal; that several

councils had hcen held at the pretender's court on the

suhject of an invasion; and that persons were sent over

to sound some of the nohility in f^rtland. But the na-

ture of their private correspondence and negotiation

could not be discovered. Keith had tampered witli liis

uncle to disclose the whole secret; and this was the eir-

cumstance wliicli the queen declined imparting to the

lords until she should know the success of his endea-

vours, wliich proved meffectual. The uncle stood aloof;

and the ministry did not heartily engage in the inquiry.

The house of lords having finisiied these examinations,

and being warmed with violent debates, voted that there

had been dangerous plots between some persons in Scot-

land and the courts of France and St. Germain's; and

that the encouragement for this plotting arose from the

not settling tlie succession to the crown of Scotland in

the house of Hanover. These votes were signified to

the queen in an address; and they promised, that when

the succession should be thus settled, they would en-

deavour to promote the union of the two kingdoms upon

just and reasonable terms. Then they composed another

representation in answer to the second address of the

commons touching their proceedings. They charged

the lower house with want of zeal in the whole progress

of this inquiry. They produced a great number of pre-

cedents to prove that their conduct had been regular and

parliamentary; and they, in their tui-n, accused the com-

mons of partiality and injustice in vacating legal elec-

tions. The queen, in answer to this remonstrance, said,

she looked upon any misunderstanding Iietween tlie two

houses as a very great misfortune to the kingdom; and

that she should never omit anything in her power to pre-

vent all occasions of them for the futm'e.

DISPUTES BETWEEN THE TWO HOUSES.

The lords and commons, animated by such opposite

principles, seized every opportunity of thwarting each

other. An action having been brought by one Wattliew

Ashby against AVilliam '\\^lite and the other constables

of Aylesbury, for having denied him the privilege of

voting in the last election, the cause was tried at the

assizes, and the constables were cast with damages.
But an order was given in the queen's bench to quash all

the proceedings, since no action had ever been brought
on that account. The cause being moved by writ of

error into the house of lords, was argued with great

warmth; at length it was carried by a great majority,

that the order of the queen's bench should be set aside,

andjudgment pronounced according to the verdict given
at the assizes. The commons considered these proceed-
ings as encroaching on their privileges. They passed
five difTerent resolutions, importing, That the commons
of England, in parliament asseml>led,had the sole right to

examine and determine all matters relating to the right
of election of tlieir ov,-n members; that the practice of
determining the qualifications of electors in any court
of law would expose all mayors, bailiffs, and returning
officers, to a multiplicity of vexatious suits and insup-
portable expenses, and subject them to different and
independent jurisdictions, as well as to inconsistent de-
terminations in the same case, without relief; that
Matthew Ashby was guilty of a breach of privilege, as
were all attorneys, solicitors, counsellors, and sergeants-
at-law, soliciting, prosecuting, or pleading, in any case of
tho same nature. These resolutions, signed by the clerk,

were fixed upon the gate of AVestminster-hall. On the
Other hand, the lords appointed a committee to draw up
U state of the case; and, upon their report, resolved,

That every person being wilfully hindered to csercife

his ri"-ht of voting, might m.iintain an action in the

queen's courts against the officer by whom his vote

should be refused, to assert his right, and recover dam-

age for the injuiy; that an assertion to the contrary was

destructive of the property of the subjects, against th.e

freedom of elections, and manifestly tended to the

encouragement of partiality and corruption; that the

declaring of Matthew Ashby guilty of a breach of privi-

lege of the house of commons, was an unprecedented

attempt upon the judicature of parliament, and an at-

tempt to subject the law of England to the votes of the

house of commons. Copies of the case, and these reso-

lutions, were sent by the lord-keeper to all the sheriffs

of England, to be circulated through all the boroughs of

their respective counties.

THE QUEEN'S BOUNTY to the POOR CLERGY.

On the seventh day of February, the queen ordered

secretary Hedges to tell the house of commons that .she

had remitted the arrears of the tenths to the poor clergy

;

that she would grant her whole revenue arising out of

the first fruits and tenths, as far as it should become free

from ineumljrance, as an augmentation of their main-
tenance; that if the house of commons could find any
method bj' which her intentions to the poor clergy might
be made more effectn.al, it wotild be an advantage to the

public, and acceptable to her majesty. The commons
immediately brought in a bill enaljling her to alienate

this branch of the revenue, and create a corporation by
charter, to direct the application of it to the uses pro-

posed; they likewise repealed the statute of mortmain,

so far as to allow all men to bequeath by will, or grant

by deed, any sum they should think fit to give towards

the augmentation of benefices. Addresses of thanks and
acknowledgment from all the clergy of England were
presented to the queen for her gracious bounty ; but very
little regard was paid to Burnet, bishop of Saruni. .al-

though the queen declared that prelate author of the

project. He was generally hated, either as a Scot, a

low-churchman, or a meddling partisan.

INQUIRY INTO NAVAL AFFAIRS.

In March, an inquiry into the condition of the navy
was begun in the house of lords. They desired the queen

in an address to give speedy and effectual orders that a

number of ships, sufficient for the home service, should

bo equipped and manned with all possible expedition.

They resolved, that admiral Graydon's not attacking the

four French ships in the channel, had been a prejudice

to the queen's service, and a disgrace to tho nation; that

his pressing men in Jamaica, and his severity towards

masters of merchant vessels and transports, had been a

great discouragement to the inhabitants of that island,

as well as prejudicial to her m.ijcsty's service; and they

presented an address against him, in consequence of

which he was dismissed. They examined the accounts

of the earl of Oxford, against which great clamour had

been raised; and takhig cognizance of the remarks made
by the commissioners of the public accounts, found them
false in fact, ill-gi'ounded, and of no importance. The
commons besought the queen to order a prosecution on

account of ill practices in the earl of Ranelagh's ofhce

;

and they sent up to the lords a bill for continuing the

commission on the public accounts. Some alterations

were made in the upper house, especially in the noniin.a-

tion of conmiissioners; but these were rejected by the

commons. The peers adliering to their amendments,
the bill dropped, and the commission expired. No other

bill of any consequence passed in this session, except an
act for raising recruits, which empowered justices of tho

peace to impress idle persons for soldiers and marines.

Ou the third day of April the queen went to the house
of peers, and having made a short speech on the usual

topics of acknowledgment, unity, and moderation, pro-

rogued the parliament to the fourth day of July. The
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divisiuu still contiiiucil between the two houses of con-

vocation; so that nothing of moment was transacted in

that assembly, except their address to the queen upon

her granting the iii-st fruits and tenths for the auf;men-

tation of small beuefices. At the same time, the lower

house sent their prolocutor with a deputation to wait

upon the speaker of the house of commons, to return

their thanks to that honourable house for having espou-

sed the interest of the clergy; and to assure them that

the convocation would pursue such methods as miglit

best conduce to the support, honour, interest, and secu-

rity of tho church as now by law established. They

sent up to the archbishop and prelates divers represen-

tations, containing complaints, and proposing canons and

articles of reformation; but vcrv little regard was paid

to their remonstrances.

TRIAL OF LINDSAY.

About this period the earl of Nottingham, after hav-

ing inetlectually pressed the queen to discard the dukes

of Somerset and Devonshire, resigned the seals. The

carl of Jersey and sir Edward Seymour were dismissed;

the earl of Kent w.-is appointed chamberlain, Harley

secretary of state, and Henry St. John secretary of war.

Tho discovery of the Scottish conspiracy was no sooner

known in France, than Louis ordered Fraser to be im-

prisoned in tho Bastile. In England, Lindsay being

sentenced to die for having concsponded with France,

W.1S given to understand that he had no mercy to expect,

unless ho would discover the conspiracy He persisted

in denying all knowledge of any such conspiracy; and

scorned to save his life by giving false information. In

order to intimidate him into a confession, the ministry

ordered him to be conveyed to Tybum, where he still

rejected life upon the tei-ms proposed; then he was car-

ried back to Newgate, where he remained some yenrs;

at length he was banished, and died of hunger in Hol-

land. The ministers had been so lulcewarm and languid

in the investigation of the Scottish conspiracy, that the

whigs loudly exclaimed against them as disguised Jaco-

bites, and even whispered insinuations, implying, that

the queen herself had a secret bias of sisterly affection

for the court of St. Germain's. What seemed to con-

firm this allegation was tho disgrace of the duke of

Queensberry, who had exerted himself with remarkable

zeal in the detection ; hut the decline of his interest in

Scotland was the real cause of his being laid aside at this

juncture.

THE SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT. 1704.

The design of the court was to procme in the Scottish

parliament the nomination of a successor to the crown,

and a supply for the forces, which could not be obtained

in the preceding session. Secretary Johnston, in concert

with the marquis of Twecdale, undertook to carry these

points in return for certain limitations on the successor,

to which her majesty agreed. The marquis was ap-

pointed commissioner. The office of lord-register was
bestowed upon Johnston; and the parliament met on

the sixth day of July. The queen, in her letter, ex-

pressed her concern that these divisions should have
risen to such a height, as to encourage the enemies of

the nation to employ their emissaries for debauching her

good subjects from their allegiance. She declared her

resolution to grant whatever could in reason he deman-
ded for quieting the minds of the people. She told them
she had empowered the marquis of Twecdale to give un-

questionable proofs of her determination to maintain the

government in church and state, as by law established

in that kingdom ; to consent to such laws as should he
found wanting for the further security of both, and for

preventing all encroachments for the future. She ear-

nestly exhorted them to settle the succession in the pro-

tcstant line, as a step absolutely necessary for their own
peace and happiness, the quiet and security of all her
dominions, the repaU-ition of her aflTairs abroad, and the

improvement of the protestant interest through all

Europe. She declared that she had authorized the com-
missioners to give the royal assent to whatever could bo

reasonably demanded, and was in her power to grant,

for securing the sovereignty and liberties of that her

ancient kingdom. Tho remaining part of the letter

turned upon tlio necessity of their granting a supply,

tlio discouragement of vice, the encouragement of com-
merce, and thu usual rcoommondatiou of moderation and
unanimity.

VIOLENT OPPOSITION TO THE MINISTRY.

Tho duke of Hamilton presented a resolve, that tho

parliament would not name a successor to tho crown,

until the Scots should have concluded a previous treaty

with England in relation to commerce and other con-

cerns. Tliis motion produced a warm debate, in the

course of which Fletcher of Saltoun expatiated upon tho

hardships and miseries which the Scots liad sustained

since the union of the two crowns under one sovereign,

and the impossibility of bettering their condition, unless

they .should take care to anticipate any design that

tended to a continuation of tho same calamities. Ano-

ther resolve was produced by tlie earl of Kothes, im-

porting, that the parliament should proceed to make
sueh limitations and conditions of the government as

might be judged proper for rectifying the constitution

—

for vindicating and securing tho sovereignty and indc-

jiendeney of the nation ; and that then parliament would

take into consideration tho other resolve offered by tho

duke of Hamilton, for a treaty previous to the nomina-

tion of a successor. This proposal was seconded by the

court party, and violent heats ensued. At length sir

James Falconer of Phesdo offered an expedient, which

neither party could refuse with any show of moderation.

He suggested a resolve, that the parliament would not

jiroceed to the nomination of a successor until the pre-

vious treaty with England should be discussed; and tliat

it would make the necessary limitations and conditions

of government before the successor should be nominated.

Tliis joint resolve being put to the vote, was carried by
a great majorit}'. The treaty with England was ne-

glected, and the affair of the succession consequently

postponed. The duke of Athol moved, that her majesty

should be desired to send down the witnesses and all the

papers relating to the conspiracy, that, after due exam-
ination, those who were unjustly accused might be vin-

dicated, and the guilty punished according to their de-

merits. The commissioner declared, that he had already

written, and would write again to the queen on that

subject. The intention of the cavaliers was to convict

the duke of Queensberry of malice and calumny in the

prosecution of that affair, that they might wreak their

vengeance upon him for that instance of his animosity, as

well as for his having deserted them in the former session.

He found means however to persuade the queen, that

such an inquiry would not only protract the session, but

also divert them from the settlement of the succession,

and raise such a ferment as might be productive of tragi-

cal consequences. Alarmed at these suggestions, she

resolved to prevent the examination, and gave no answer
to the repeated applications made by her parliament and

ministers. Meanwhile the duke of Queensberry ap-

peased his enemies in.Scotland, by directing all his friends

to join in the opposition.

THEY PASS THE ACT OF SECURITY.

The dulic of Hamilton again moved, that the parlia-

ment should proceed to the limitations, and name com-

missioners to treat with England previous to all other

business, except an act for a land tax of two months
necessary for the immediate subsistence of tlie forces.

The earl of Marchmont proposed an act to exclude all

popish successors; hut this was warmly opposed, as un-

seasouable, by Hamilton and his party. A bill of supply

being offered by tho lord justice Clerk, the cavaliers
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tacked to it great part of the act of security, to which

the loyal assent had been refused in the former session.

Violent debates arose; so that the house was filled with

rago and tumult. The national spirit of independence

had been wrought up to a dangerous pitch of enthusi-

asm. The streets were crowded with people of all ranks,

exclaiming against English influence, and threatening

to sacrifice as traitors to their country all who sliould

embrace measures that seemed to favour a foreign in-

terest. The commissioner and his friends were con-

founded and appalled. Finding it impossible to stem

the torrent, he, with the concurrence of the other min-

isters, wrote a letter to the queen, representing the un-

comfortable situation of affairs, and advising her majesty

to pass the hill encumbered as it was with the act of

security. Lord Godolphin, on whose council she chiefly

relied, found himself involved in great perplexity. Tlie

tories had devoted him to destruction. He foresaw that

tho queen's concession to the Scots in an affair of such

coDsequcuce, would furnish his enemies with a plausible

pretence to arraign tho conduct of her minister; but he

chose to run that risli ratlier than see the army disban-

ded for want of a supply, and the liingdom left exposed

to an invasion. He tlierefore seconded the advice of the

Scottish ministers; and the queen authorized the com-

missioner to pass the bill that was depending. The act

provided, that in case of the queen's dying without issue

a parliament should immediately meet and declare the

successor to the crown, different from the person pos-

sessing the throne of England, unless before that period

a settlement should be made in parliament of the rights

and liberties of the nation, independent of English coun-

cils; by another clause they were empowered to arm
and train the subjects, so as to put them in a posture of

defence. The Scottish parliament having, by a laudable

exertion of spirit, obtained this act of security, granted

the supply without further hesitation; but not yet sat-

isfied with this sacrifice, they engaged in debates about

the conspiracy, and the proceedings of the house of lords

in England, which they termed an oflicious intermed-

dling in their concerns, and an encroachment upon the

sovereignty and independency of the nation. They drew
up an address to the queen, desiring that the evidence

and papers relating to the plot might be subjected to

their examination in the next session. Meanwhile, the

commissioner, dreading the further progress of such an
ungovernable ferocity, prorogued the parliament to the
seventh day of October. The act of security being trans-

mitted to England, copies of it were circulated by the
enemies of Godolphin, who represented it as a measure
of that minister; and the kingdom was filled with mur-
murs and discontent. People openly declared, that the
two kingdoms were now separated by law so as never to

be rejoined. Reports were spread that great quantities

of arms had been conveyed to Scotland, and that the
natives were employed in preparations to invade Eng-
land. All the blame of these transactions was imputed
to lord Godolphin, whom the tories determined to attack,
while the other party resolved to exert their whole in-
fluence for his preservation; yet, in all probability, be
owed his immediate support to the success of his friend
the duke of Marlborough.

SITUATION OF THE EMPEROR'S AFFAIRS.

Nothing could be more deplorable than the situation
to which the emperor was reduced in tho beginning of
the season. The malcontents in Hungary had rcndeiud
themselves formidable by their success; the elector of
Bavaria possessed all the places on the Danube as far as
Passau. aud even threatened the city of Vienna, which
must have been infallibly lost, had the Hungarians and
Bavarians acted in concert. By the advice of prince
Eugene, the emperor implored the assistance of her Bri-
tannic majesty; and the duke of Marlborough explained
to her the necessity of midertaking his relief. This
nobleman in the month of January had crossed the sea
to Holland, and concerted a scheme with the deputies of

the states-general for the operations of the ensuing cam-

paign. They agreed that general Averqucrquo should

lie upon the defensive with a small body of troops in the

Netherlands, while the main army of the allies should

act upon the Rhine, under the command of the duke of

JIarlborough. Such was the pretext under wbicii this

consummate general concealed another plan, wliich was
communicated to a few only in whose discretion he could

confide. It was approved by the pensionary and some
leading men, who secured its favourable reception with

the states-general when it became necessary to impart

the secret to that numerous assembly. In the meantime,

the preparations were m.ade on pretence of carrying the

war to the banks of the Moselle.

MARLBOROUGH MARCHES WITH THE AL-
LIED ARMY INTO GERMANY.

In the mouth of April, the duke, accompanied by his

brother general Churchill, lieutentaut-general Lumlcy,
the earl of Orkney, and other officers of distinction,

embarked for Holland, where he had a long conference
with a deputation of the states eoueerning a proposal of

sending a large army towards the Moselle. The deputies
of Zealand opposed this measure of sending their troops

to such a distance so strenuously, that the duke was
obliged to tell them in plain terms he had received

orders to march thither with the British forces. He
accordingly assembled his army at Maestricbt, and on
the eight day of May began his march into Germany.
The French imagined his intention was to begin the
campaign with the siege of Traerbach, and penetrate

into France along the Moselle. In this persuasion they
sent a detachment to that river, and gave out that they
intended to invest Huy, a pretence to which the duke
paid no regard. He continued his route by Bedburgh,
Kerpenord, Kalsecken; he visited the fortifications of

Bonne, where he received certain advice that the recniits

and reinforcements for the French anny in Bavaria had
joined the elector at Villigen. He redoubled his dili-

gence, passed the Neckar on the third of June, and
halted at Ladenburgh; from thence he wrote a letter to

the states-general, giving them to understand that he
had the queen's orders to march to the relief of tho

empire, and expressing his hope that they would approve
the design, and allow their troops to share the honour
of the expedition By the return of a courier he received

their approbation, and full power to command their

forces He then proceeded to Jlildenheim, where he was
visited by prince Eugene; and these two great men,
whose talents were congenial, immediately contracted

an intimacy of friendship. Next day prinee Louis of

Baden arrived in the camp at Great Hippach. He told

the duke, his grace was come to save tlic empire, and to

give him an opportunity of vindicating his honour,

which be knew was at the last stake in the opinion of

some people. The duke replied he was come to learn

of him how to serve the empire: that they must bo
ignorant indeed who did not know that the prince of

Baden, when his health permitted him, had preserved

the empire and extended its conquests.

Those three celebrated generals agreed that the two
armies should join, that the command should be alter-

nately vested in the duke and prince Louis from day to

day, and that prince Eugene should command a separate

army on the Rhine. Prince Louis returned to his army
on the Danube, prince Eugene set out for Philipsburgli

;

the duke of Marlborough being joined by the imperial

army under prince Louis of Baden at AA''astertellen, pro-

secuted his march by Elchingcn, Gingcn, and Land-
thaussen. On the first day of July be was in sight of

the enemy's entrenchments at Dillingen, and encamped
with his right at Amcrdighem, and his left at Onderin-
gen. Understanding that the elector of Bavaria bad
detached the best part of bis infantry to reinforce tho

count D'Arco, who was posted behind strong lines at

SehcUenberg near Donawert, he resolved to attack their

entrenchments v/ithout delay On the second day of
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July ho ndvnnccd towards the enemy, and passed the

river Weiniitz; about five o'clock in Ibo aftenioon the

attack was boffun by the English and Dutch inl'antry,

Bupporlcd by llio horse and dragoons. They were very

severely handled, and even obliged to give "ay, when

prince Louis of Uaden marching up at the head of the

imperialists to another part of the line, made a diversion

in their favour. After an obstinate resistance they forced

tho entrenchments, and the horse entering with the

infantry, fell so furiously upon the enemy, already dis-

ordered, that they were routed with great slaughter.

They fled with the utmost trepidation to Donawert and

the Danube, leaving si.t thousand men dead on the field

of b,>ttlo The confederates took sixteen pieces of can-

non, thirteen paii-s of colours, with all the tents and

baggage. Yet the victory was dearly purchased; some

thousands of the allies were slain in the attack, including

many gallant officers, among whom were tho generals

Goor and Beinhcim, and count Stiium was mortally

vromided. Next day the Bavarian garrison abandoned

Donawcrt, of which the confederates took immediate

possession, while the elector passed the Danube in his

march to the river Lcche, lest tho victors should cut off

his retreat to his own coimtry. The confederates hav-

ing crossed the Danube on several bridges of pontoons,

a detachment was sent to pass the Leche, and take post

in the country of the elector, who had retired under tho

cannon of .\ugsburgh. The garrison of Neuburgh retir-

ing to Ingoldstadt, the place was secured by the con-

federates, and the count de Frize was detached with

nine battalions and fifteen squadrons to invest the town

of Rain. Advice arriWng from prince Eugene th.it the

niareschals Villeroy and Tallard had passed tho Khine

at Fort Kehl, with an army of five-and-forty thousand

men, to succour the elector of Bavaria, the generals of

the allies immediately detached prince Ma.vimilian of

Hanover with thirty squadrons of horse as a reinforce-

ment to the prince. In a few days Kain surrendered,

and Aicha was taken by assault. The emperor no sooner

received a confirmation of the ^-ictory of Sehellcuhcrg,

than he wrote a letter of acknowledgment to the duke
of Marlborough, and ordered count AVratislau to intimate

his intention of investing him with the title of prince of

the empire, which the duke declined accepting until the

queen interposed her authority at the desire of Leopold.

FRUITLESS NEGOTIATION WITH THE
ELECTOR.

The allies advanced within a league of Augsburgh,
and though they found the elector of Bavaria too securely

posted under the cannon of that city to be dislodged or

attacked with any prospect of success, they encamped
w^ith Friedburgh in the centre, so as to cut off all com-
munication between him and his dominions. The duke
of Marlborough having reduced him to this situation,

proposed very advantageous tenns of peace, provided he
would abandon the French interest, and join the im-
perialists in Italy. His subjects seeing themselves at

the mercy of the allies, pressed him to comply with
these offers rather than expose his country to ruin and
desolation. A negotiation was begun, and he seemed
ready to sign the articles, when hearing that mareschal
Tallard had passed the Black Forest to join him with a

(Treat body of forces, he declared that since the king of

France had m.ide such powerful efforts to support him,

he thought himself obliged in honour to continue firm

in his alliance. The generals of the allies were so

exasperated at this disajipointment, that they sent out

detachments to ravage the country of Bavaria as far as

Munich: upwards of three hundred towns, villages, and
castles were inhumanly destroyed, to the indelible dis-

grace of those who countenanced and conducted such
barbarljous practices. Tho elector, shocked at these

brutal proceedings, desired, in a letter to the duke of

Marlborough, that a stop might be put to acts of violence

fo opposite to true glory. The answer he received

implied, that it waa in his own power to put an end to

them by a spi'edy accommodation. Incensed ot thin

reply, he declared that since they had obliged him to

draw tho sword, ho would throw away the scabbard.

The duke nml prince Louis finding it impracticable to

attack tho elector in his strong camp, resolved to umler-

tako tho siege of Ingoldst.idt, and for that purpo.so

passed tho I'acr near tho town of t~ehrobbenhauBen,

where they encamped, with their left at Closterburgh.

On tho filth day of August the elector of Bavaria

marched to Biberach, where he was joined by Tallard.

Ho resolved to pass the Danube at Lawingcn to attack

prince Eugene, who had followed the French army from

the lines of Bielii, and lay encamped at llocbstadt.

Next day, however, lie made a motion that disappointed

tho enemy. Nevertheless, they persisted in their design

of passing the Danube and encamping at Blenheim.

The allies resolved that prince Louis should undertake

tho siege of Ingoldstadt, whilst prince Eugene and tho

duke should obser^-e the elector of Bavaria. Advice

being received that he had actually crossed the Danube

at Lawingcn, the duke of Marlborough joined the forces

of prince Eugene at the camp of Munstcr on tho eleventh

day of August, prince Louis having by this time marched

off towards the place ho intended to besiege. Next day

the duke of Marlborough and prince Eugene observed

the posture of tho enemy, who were advantageously

posted on a hill near Hochstadt, their right being covered

by tho Danube and the village of Blenheim, their left

by the village of Lutzengen, and their front by a rivulet,

the banks of which were steep, and the bottom marshy.

THE CONFEDERATES OBTAIN A COMPLETE
VICTOFvY AT HOCHSTADT,

Notwithstanding these difiiiculties, the generals resolv-

ed to attack them immediately, rather than lie inactive

until their forage and provisions should be consumed.

They were moreover stimulated to this hazardous enter-

prise by an intercepted letter to the elector of Bavaria,

from mareschal Villeroy, gi'STng him to understand that

he had received orders to ravage the country ofWirtem-

berg, and intercept all communication between the Rhine

and the allied army. The dispositions being made for

the attack, and the orders communicated to the general

officers, the forces advanced into the plain on the thir-

teenth day of August, and were ranged in order of battle.

The cannonading began about nine in the morning, and

continued on both sides till one in the afternoon. Tho
French and Bavarians amounted to about sixty thou-

sand men, Mareschal Tallard commanded on tlie right,

and posted twenty-seven battalions, with twelve squa-

drons, in the village of Blenheim, supposing that there

the allies would make their chief effort: their left was
conducted by the elector of Bavaria, assisted by Marsiu,

a French general of experience and capacity. The num-
ber of the confederates did not exceed fifty-five thousand:

their right was under the direction of prince Eugene,

and their left commanded by the duke of Marlborough.

At noon the battle was begun by a body of English and

Hessians under major-general AVilkes, who having pas-

sed the rivulet with difficulty, and filed off to the left in

the face of the enemy, attacked the village of Blenheim

with great vigour; but were repulsed after three suc-

cessive attempts. Meanwhile the troops in the centre,

and part of the right wing, passed the rivulet on jilanks

in different places, and fonned on the other side without

any molestation from the enemy. At length, however,

they were charged by the French horse with such im-

petuosity, and so ten-ibly galled in flank by the troops

posted at Blenheim, that they fell in disorder, and part

of them repassed the rivulet; but a reinforcement of

dragoons coming up, the French cavalry were broke in

their turn, and driven to the very hedges of tho village

of Blenheim. Tho left wing of the confederates being

now completely formed, ascended tho hill in a firm com-

pacted body, ciiargcd the enemy's horse, which could no

longer stand their ground, but rallied several times as

they gave way. Tallard, in order to make a vigorous
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effort, ordered ten battalions to fill up the intervals of his

cavalry. The duke, perceiving his design, sent tliree

battalions of the troops of Zell to sustain his horse.

Nevertheless, the line was a little disordered by the

prodigious fire from the French infantry, and even ob-

liged to recoil about sixty paces: but the confederates

advancing to the charge with redoubled ardour, routed

the French horse; and their battalions being thus abau-

doned, were cut in pieces. Tallard, having rallied his

broken cavalry behind some tents that were still stand-

ing, resolved to draw off the troops he had posted in the

village of Blenheim, and sent an aidecarap to Marsdin,

who was with the elector of Bavaria on the left, to desire

he would face the confederates with some ti-oops to the

right of the village of Obcrklau, so as to keep them in

play, and fnvour the retreat of the forces from Blenheim.

That officer assured him he was so far from being in a

condition to spare troops, that he could hardly maintain

his ground. The fate of the day was now more than

half decided. The French cavalry being vigorously at-

tacked in flank, were totally defeated. Part of them

endeavoured to gain the bridge which they had thrown

over the Danube between Hoehstadt and Blenheim, but

they were so closely pursued, that those who escaped the

slaughter tlu-cw themselves into the river, where they

perished. Talhird, being surrounded, was taken near a

mill behind the village of Sonderen, together with the

marquis do Montperouz, general of horse, the major-

generals dc Seppoville, de SiUy, de la Valiere, and many
other officei's of distinction. \\Tiile these occurrences

passed on the left wing, Slarsin's quarters at the village

of Oberklau, in the centre, wei'e attacked by ten battal-

ions under the prince of Holstcinbeck, who passed the

rivulet with undaunted resolution; but before he could

form his men on the other side, he was overpowered by
numbers, mortally wounded, and taken prisoner. His

battalions being supported by some Danish and Hano-
verian cavalry, renewed the charge, and were again re-

pulsed: at length the duke of Marlborough in person

brought np some fresh squadi-ons from the body of re-

serve, and compelled the enemy to retire. By this time

prince Eugene had obliged the left wing of the enemy
to give ground, after having sunnounted a great num-
ber of difficulties, sustained a very obstinate opposition,

and seen his cavalry, in which his chief sti-ength seemed
to lie, three times repulsed. The duke of Marlborough
had no sooner defeated the right wing, than he made a

disposition to reinforce the prince, when he understood

from an aidecamp that his highness had no occasion for

assistance; and that the elector, with monsiem"de Mar-
sin, had abandoned Oberklau and Luteingen. They
were pursued as fiir as the villages of Morselingen and
Tcissenhovcn, from whence they retreated to Dillingen

and Lawingen. The confederates being now masters of
tlie field of battle, surrounded the village of Blenheim,
in which, as we have already observed, twenty-seven
battalions and twelve squadrons were posted. These
troops seeing themselves cut oS from all commxmication
with the rest of their army, and despairing of being able
to force their way through the allies, capitulated about
eight in the evening, laid down their arms, delivered
their colours and standards, and surrendered themselves
prisoners of war, on condition that the officers should
not be rifled. This was one of the most glorious and
complete victories that ever was obtained. Ten thou-
sand French and Bavarians were left dead on the field

of battle: the greater part of thirty squadrons of horse
and dragoons perished in the river Danube: thirteen
thousand were made prisoners : one hundred pieces of
cannon were tiiken, with twenty-four mortars, one hun-
dred and twenty-nine colours, one hundred and seventy-
one standards, seventeen pair of kettle-diiuns, three
thousand six hundred tents, thirty-four coaches, three
hundred laden mules, two bridges of boats, fifteen pon-
toons, fifteen barrels and eight casks filK>d with silver.

Of the allies, about four tliousand five lumdred men were
killed, and about eight thousand wounded or taken. The
loss of the battle nas imputed to two capital errors com-

mitted by Tallard; namely, his weakening the centre

by detaching such a number of troops to the village of

Blenheim, and his suiFering the confederates to pass the

rivulet, and form unmolested. Certain it is, these cir-

cumstances contributed to the success of the duke of

Marlborough, who rode through the hottest of the fire

with the calmest intrepidity, giving his orders with that

presence ofmind and deliberation which were so peculiai

to his character. VThen he next day visited Tallard, ho

told that general he was sorry such a misfortune should

happen personally to one for whom he had a profound

esteem. The mareschal congratulated him on having

vanquished the best troops in the world; a compliment to

which the duke replied, that he thought his own the best

troops in the world, seeing they hadconqueredthose upon
whom the mareschal had bestowed such an encomium.

SIEGE OF LANDAU.

The victorious generals havingby this decisive stroke

saved the house of Austria from entire ruin, and entirely

changed the face of affairs in the empire, signified their

opinion to prince Louis of Baden, that it would be for the

advantage of the common cause to join all their forces

and drive the French out of Germany, rather than lose

time at the siege of lugoldstadt, which would suiTendei

of com'se. This opinion was confirmed by the conduct

of the French garrison at Augsburg, who quitted that

place on the sixteenth day of August. The magistrates

sent a deputation, craving the protection of the duke of

Marlborough, who forthmth ordered a detachment to

take possession of that important city. The duke hav-

ing sent mareschal de Tallard under a guard of dragoons

to Frankfort, and disposed of the other prisoners of dis-

tinction in the adjacent places, encamped at Sefillingen,

within half a league of Ulm. Here he held a conference

with the princes Eugene and Louis of Baden, in which
they agreed that, as the enemy retreated towards the

Ehiue, the confederate army should take the same rout,

excepting three-and-twenty battalions and some squa-

drons to be left for the siege of Ubn, imder general

Thungen. They began their march on the twenty-sixth

day of August, by different routes, to the general ren-

dezvous at Bi"uschal near Philipsburgh. Then they re-

solved that prince Louis of Baden should undertake the

siege of Landau, in order to secure the circle of Suabia

from the incursions of that garrison. Considering the

consternation that prevailed all over France, nothing

could he more impolitic than this measure, which gave

the enemy time for recollection, and recruiting their

forces. It was a proposal on which the prince of Baden
insisted with uncommon obstinacy. He was even sus-

pected of corruption : he was jealous of the glory which

the duke of Marlborough had acquired, and such a bi-

gotted papist, that he repined at the success of an her-

etical general. On the twelfth day of September he

marched towards Landau with the troops destined for

the siege ; and the duke of Marlborough, with prince

Eugene, encamped at Croon 'Weissenburgh to cover the

enterprise. By this time Ulm had surrendered to Thun-
gen , even before the trenches were opened. Villeroy

advanced with his army towards Landau, as if he had
intended to attack the confederates ; but retired with-

out having made any attempt for the relief of the place,

which was defended with the most obstinate valour till

the twenty-third day of Xovember, when the besiegers

having lodged themselves on the counterscarp, the

breaches being practicable, and the dispositions made
for a general assault, the gamson capitulated upon hon-

ourable conditions. The king of the Romans had aiTi-

ved in the camp, that he might have the credit of taking

the place, the command of which he bestowed on the

count de Frize, who had before defended it with equal

courage and ability.

MARLBOROUGH RETURNS TO ENGLANT).

The next enterprise which the confederates undertook
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was the sicjro of Traerbach. The hcreJitary prince of

ricsse-Casscl, bciu^ intrusted with tlie direction of the

attacks, invested the castle in the beginning of Novem-

ber. Though it was strongly fortified and well defended,

he carried on his operations with such spirit and assidu-

ity, that in about si.K weeks tho garrison suneudered

the place on houoiir.ablo terms. In the meantime tho

duke of Marlborough repaired to Berlin, where he ne-

gotiated for a reinforcement of eight thousand Prussians,

to servo under prince Eugene in Italy during the next

campaign. Thence he proceeded to the court of Ilano-

Tcr, where, as in all other places, he w.is i-eceivcd with

p.-irticular marks of distinction. AVhcn he arrived at the

Hague, he was congratulated by the states-general on

his victories at Schellenbcrg and Blenheim, and as much
considered in llolland .<is if he h.ad been actually stadt-

holder. He had received a second letter from the em-

peror couched in the warmest terms of acknowledgment,

and W.IS declared prince of the empire. In December

he embarked for England, where he found the people in

a tr.uisport ofjoy, and was welcomed as a hero who had

rotrieved the glory of tho nation.

STATE OF THE WAK IN EDKOPE.

In Flanders nothing ofmoment was executed, except

tho bombardment of Bmgcs and Xaniur by baron Spaar,

with nine thous.and Dutch troops; and two attempts up-

on the Frtneh lines, which were actually penetrated bj-

Auverquerque, though he was not able to maintain the

footing he had gained. The elector of Bavaria, who had

retired to Brussels after his defeat, formed a scheme for

surprising the Dutch general at the end of the Mmpaign,
and assembled all his troops at Tirlemont: but the French

court, apprehensive of bis temerity, sent Villeroy to

watch hb conduct, and prevent his hazarding an en-

gagement, except with a fair prospect of advantage.

The mareschal finding him determined to give battle at

all events, represented the improbability of succeeding

against an enemy so advantageously posted; and the ill

consequences of a repulse: but finding the elector deaf

to all his remonstrances, he flatly refused to march, and

produced the king's order to avoid an engagement. In

Italy the French met with no opposition. The duke
of Savoy, being unable to face the enemy in the field,

was obliged to lie inactive. He saw the duke de Yen-
dome reduce ^'creelli and Ivren, and undertake the siege

of Verac ; while he posted his little army on the other

side of the Po, at Crescentino, v,-herc ho had a bridge of

communication by which he supplied the place occas-

ionally with fresh troops and provisions. The place held

out five months against all the efforts of the French

general: at length, the communication being cut off,

the duke of Savoy retired to Cliivas. He bore his mis-

fortunes with great equanimity, and told the English

minister that though he was abandoned by the allies,

he would never abandon himself. The emperor had ne-

glected Italy that he might act with more vigour against

IJagotzki and the Hungarian malcontents, over whom
he obtained several advant.ages; notwithstanding which
they continued formidable, from their number, bravery,

and resolution. The ministers of the allies pressed Leo-

pold to enter into a negotiation for a peace with those

rebels, and conferences were opened ; but he was not

sincerely disposed to an accommodation, and Kagotzki
aimed at tho principality of Transylvania, which the

court of Vienna would not easily relinquish. The em-
peror was not a little alarmed by a revolution at the

Ottoman porte, until the new sultan despatched a chi.aus

to Vienna, with an assurance that he would give no as-

sistance to the malcontents of Hungary. In Poland, tho

diet being assembled by the cardinal-primate, Stanislaus

Lczinski, pal.-.tine of Posnania, was elected and pro-

claimed king, and recognised by Charles of Sweden, who
still maintained his army by contributions in that coun-
try, more intent upon the ruin of Augustus than upon
Ihc preservation of his own dominions; for he paid no

I
regard to the progr>;ss of the Muscovites, who had rav-
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aged Livonia, reduced Narva, and made incarslons into

Sweden. Augustus retreated into his Saxon dominions,

wliieh he impoverished in order to raise a great army
with which ho might return to Poland; the pope es-

poused the interest of tliis new convert, so far as to cito

the cardinal-primate to appear at Kome, and give an ac-

count of the share he had in the Polish troubles. Tho
protestants of the C'evennuis, deriving courage from
despair, became so troublesome to the govenimcnt of

France, that Louis was obliged to treat them with lenity;

he sent mareschal A'illars against them with a fresh re-

inforcement, but at the same time furnished him with

instructions to treat for an accommodation. This oflicer

immediately commenced a negotiation with Cavalier,

the chief of the rcvolters; and a formal treaty was con-

cluded, by which they were indulged with liberty of

conscience: but these articles were very ill obsciTcd

by tho French ministry.

CAMPAIGN IN PORTUGAL.

In Portugal, the interest of king Cliarles wore a very

melancholy aspect. When he arrived at Lisbon, ho

found no preparations made for opening the campaign.

The Portuguese ministry favoured the French in secret;

the people were averse to heretics; the duke of Schom-
berg was on ill terms with Fagel, the Dutch general;

the Portuguese forces consisted of raw undisciplined

peasants; and the French ambas.sador had bought up
the best horses in the kingdom; so that the troopers

could not be properly mounted. The king of Portugal

had promised to enter Spain with Charles by the middle

of May; but he was not ready till the beginning ofJune,

when they reached Santaran. By this time they liad

published their respective manifestoes ; Charles display-

ing his title to the crown of Spain, and promising pardon

to all his subjects who would in three months join his

army ; and the king of Portugal declaring, that his sole

aim in t;\kiug up arms was to restore liberty to the

Spanish nation, oppressed by the power of Franco, as

well as to assert the right of Charles to that monarchy.

The present possessor, whom they mentioned by the

name of the duke of Anjou, bad already anticipated

their invasion. His general, the duke of Berwick, en-

tering Portugal, took the town of Segura by stratagem.

The governor of Salvaterra surrendered at discretion;

Cebreros was reduced without much opposition ; Zode-

bre was abandoned by the inhabitants; and the town of

Lbana la Viella was taken by nssault. Portugal was
at the same time invaded in different parts by the mar-

quis de JeofFreville, prince Tscrclas de Tilly, and the

marquis de Yilladarias. Two Dutch battalions were at-

tacked and taken by the duke of Berwick at Sodrcira

Formosa. Then he passed the Tagus. and joined prince

Tserclas. ICing Philip arriving in the army, invested

Portalegre; and the garrison, iocluding an English regi-

ment of foot commanded by colonel Stanhope, were made
prisoners of war. The next place ho besieged was Cns-

tel Davide, which met with the same fate. On tho

other hand, the marquis Das Minas, in order to make
a diversion, entered Spain with fifteen thousand men,
took Feuenta Grimaldo in Castile, by assault, defeated

a body of French .and Spaniards commanded by Don
Konquillo, and made himself master of Slauscinto. Tho
weather growing excessively hot, Philip sent his tronj g

into quarters of refreshment; and the allies followed his

example. Duke Schomberg finding his advice very
little regarded by the Portuguese ministry, and seeing

\CTy little prospect of success, desired leave to resign

his command, which the queen bestowed upon the carl

of Galway, who, with a reinforcement of English and
Dutch troops, arrived at Lisbon on the thirtieth day of

July. About the latter end of September, the two kings
rep.aircd to the camp near Almeida, resolving to invade

Castile ; but they found the river Aguada so well guarded

by the duke of Bem-ick, that they would not attempt a

passage. They therefore letired into the territories of

Portugal, and the army was put into winter quarters.

.S
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TIio Spaniards were now so weakened by detachments

sent with tlie marquis de Villadarias towards Gibraltar,

that the duke of Berwick could not execute any scheme

ofimportanceduring the remalninr part ofthe campaign.

SIR GEORGE ROOKE TAKES GIBRALTAR.

The arms of England were not less fortunate hy sea

than they had been upon the Danube. Sir George Kooke

having landed king Charles at Lisbon, sent a squadron

to cruise off" Cape Spartell, under the command of rear

admiral Dilkes, who on the twelfth of JIarch, engaged

and took three Spanish ships of war, hound from St.

Sebastian's to Cadiz. Kooke received orders from the

queen to sail to the relief of Nice and Villa Franca, which

were threatened with a siege hy the duke de Yendorac;

at the same time he was pressed by king Charles to ex-

ccute a scheme upon Barcelona, projected by the prince

of Hesse d'Armstadt, who declared his opinion, that the

C'atalonians would declare for the house of Austria, as

soon as they should be assured ofproper support and pro-

tection. The ministry of England understanding that

the French were employed in equipping a strong squa-

dron at Brest, and judging it was destined to act in the

Mediterranean, sent out sir Cloudesley Shovel with a

considerable fleet, to watch the motions of the Brest

squadron; and he was provided with instructions how
to act, in case it should be sailed to the Jlediterranean.

Meanwhile, sir George Kooke, in compliance with the

entreaties of King Charles, sailed with the transports

under his convoy to Barcelona, and on the eiglitcenth

of May appeared before the city. Next day the troops

were landed by the prince of Hesse, to the number of

two thousand, and tlie Dutch ketches bombarded the

place; but by this time tlie governor had secured the

(jhiefs of the Austrian party; and the people exhibiting

no marks of attachment to king Cliai-les, the prince re-

embarked his soldiers, from an apprehension of their

being attacked and overpowered by superior numbers.

On the sixteenth day of June, sir George Kooke, being

joined by sir Cloudesley Shovel, resolved to proceed up
the Mediterranean in quest of the French fleet, which
had sailed thither from Brest, and which Kooke had
actually discovered, in the preceding month, on their

voyage to Toulon. On the seventeenth day of July the

adniiral called a council of war in the road of Tetuan,

when they resolved to make an attempt upon Gibraltar,

which was but slenderly provided with a garrrison.

Thither they sailed, and on the twenty-first day of the

month the prince of Hesse landed on the isthmus with

eighteen hundred marines; then he summoned the gov-

ernor to surrender, and was answered, that the place

would he defended to the last extremity. Next day the

admiral gave orders for cannonading the town; perceiv-

ing that the enemy were driven from their fortifications

at the south mole-head, he commanded captain Wlii-

takcr to arm all the boatS^ and assaidt that quarter. The
captains Hicks and Jumper, who happened to be near-

est the mole, immediately manned their pinnaces, and
entered the fortifications sword in hand. The Spaniards

sprung a mine, by which two lieutenants, and about a
hundred men were killed or wounded. Nevertheless,

the two captains took possession of a platform, and kept
their ground until they were sustained by captain Whi-
taker, and the rest of the seamen, who took by storm a
redoubt between the mole and the town. Then the
governor capitulated; and the prince of Hesse entered
the place, amazed at the success of this attempt, con-
sidering the strength of the fortifications, whicli might
have been defended hy fifty men against a numerous
army.

A sufficient gaiTison being left with his highness, the
admiral returned to Tetuan to take in wood and water;
end when he sailed, on the ninth day of August, he des-

cried the French fleet, to wliich he gave chase with all

the sail he could spread. On the thirteenth he came
up with it, as it lay in a line off' Malaga ready to receive

Uiui, to the number of two-anJ-fifty great ships, and

four-and-twenty galleys, under the command of the

count de Tholouse, high-admiral of France, with the

inferior flags of the white and blue divisions. The Eng-
lish fleet consisted of three-and-fifty ships of the line,

exclusive of frigates, but they were inferior to the French

in number of guns and men, as well as in weight of me-

tal, and altogether unprovided with galleys, from which

the enemy reaped great advantage during the engage-

ment. A little after ten in the morning the battle began,

with equal fury on both sides, and continued to rage

with doubtful success till two in the afternoon, when
the van of the French gave way; nevertheless, the fight

was maintained till night, when the enemy bore away
to leeward. The wind shiftiug before morning, the

French gained the weather-gage ; but they made no use

of this advantage; for two successive days the English
admiral endeavoured to reuew the engagement, which
the count de Tholouse declined, and at last he disap-

peared. The loss was pretty equal on both sides, though
not a single ship was taken or destroyed by either; but
the honour of the day certainly remained with the Eng-
lish. Over and above the disadvantages we have enu-
merated, the bottoms of the British fleet were foul, and
several large ships had expended all their shot long

before the battle ceased; yet the enemy were so roughly
handled, that they did not venture another engagement
during the whole war. Tlie French king, in order to

raise the drooping spirits of his people, claimed the vic-

tory, and published an account of the action, which, at

this distance of time, plainly proves that he was reduced

to the mean shift of imposing upou his subjects, hy false

and partial representations. Among other exaggera-

tions in this detail, we find mention made of mischief

done to French ships by English bombs; though nothing

is more certain than that there was not one bomb vessel

in the combined fleet. The French academy, actuated

hy a servile spirit of adiUation, caused a medal to be
struck on the occasion, which, instead of perpetuating

the glory of their prince, served only to transmit their

own shame to posterity. After the battle, sir George
Kooke sailed to Gibraltar to refit, and leaving a squadrou

with sir John Leake, set sail for England on the twenty-

fourtli day of August. He an-ived in September, and
was received by the ministry, and the people in general,

with those marks of esteem and veneration which were
due to his long services and signal success ; but he was
still persecuted with a spirit of envy and detraction.

I'hilip king of Spain, alarmed at the reduction of Gib-

raltar, sent the marquis de 'N'illadarias with au army to

retake it. The siege lasted four months, during which
the prince of Hesse exhibited many sliining proofs of

courage and ability. The place was supplied with men
and provisions by convoys from Lisbon, tmtil monsieur

de Pointis put a stop to that communication, by enter-

ing the hay with a strong squadron ; but he was obliged

to retire at the approach of sir John Leake and admiral

Vanderdussen ; and the marquis do Villadarias, having

made little or no progress ou land, thought proper to

.abandon the enterprise.

SESSION OF PARLIAMENT IN ENGLAND.

The parliament of England meeting on the twenty-

ninth day of October, the queen in her speech, observed,

that the great and remarkable success with which God
had blessed her arms, produced uniinimous joy and satis-

faction through all parts of the kingdom; and that a

timely improvement of the present advantages would
enable her to procure a lasting foundation of security

for England, as well as a firm support for the liberty of

Europe. She declared her intention was to be kind and
indulgent to all her subjects. She expressed her hope
that they would do nothing to endanger tlie loss of this

opportunity; .and that there would be no conteution

aniiiug them, but an emulation to promote the public

welfare. Congratulatory addresses were voted and pre-

sented by both houses. They were equal in their pro-

I
fcssious of duty and aff'cction to the queen; but the ad-
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dresses imbibed a veiy different colour from tho diffi-rent

snnctions by nhicli the two houses were influenced. The
lords congr.itulatcd heron the gre.it and glorious suciass

of her anns under the command of the duke of Marl-

borough, without deigning to mention sir Cieorge IJooke,

who hod defeated the French navy at sea, and added the

inipiirtant fortress of tiibraltar to the British conquests.

On the other h.ind, tho commons nfTccted to mention

the battle of IMenhuim, and Kooke's naval victory, as

events of equal glory and importance. However they

might be warped by prejudice against individuals, they

did not sutfer the war to languish for want of supplies.

Having taken into consideration the services of the

army and navy, they voted that the queen should be

desired to bestow her bounty on the seamen and l.ind

forces who had behaved themselves so gallantly. Then
they deliberated n|Min the diftetent .articles of nation.d

expense, and granted four millions six hundred and

seventy thousand nine hundred and thiity-ono ponnds,

for the occasioiTS of the ensuing year, to be raised by a

land tax, by the sale of annuities, and other expedients.

These measures were taken with such expedition, that

the land ta.x received the royal assent on the ninth day

of December; when the queen, in a short speech, thanked

the commons for their despatch, which she considered a

sure pledge of their affection.

AN' ACT OF ALIENATION PASSED.

The high church party took this occasion to promote

the bill against occasional confonnity, which was revived

and brought into the house in a new model by Mr.

William Uromley. wlio moved that it might be tacked

to the land-tax bill, and sent up to tho lords for their

concurrence. The court no longer espoused this measure,

and the violent party was weakened by defection. After

a warm and tedious debate, the tack was rejected by a

great majority. The bill, however, passed the house

of commons, and wa.s sent up to the lords on the four-

teenth day of December, when it would hardly have

excited a debate h,ad not the queen been present, and

desirous of hearing what could be said on both sides of

the question. For the information and satisfaction of

her majesty the subject was ag;un discussed, and all the

arguments being repeated, tha bill was rejected by a

majority of one-and-twenty voices. The next subject

on which the house of lords emploved their attention, was
the late conduct of the Scottish parliament. The lord

Havershani, in a set speech, observed, that the settle-

ment of the succession in Scotland had been postponed,

partly because the ministry for that kingdom were weak
and divided; partly from a received opinion that the

succession was never sincerely and cordially intended

by those who managed the affairs of Scotland in the

cabinet-council. He expatiated on the bad consequences

that might attend the .act of security, which he styled a

bill of exclusion, and particularly mentioned that clause

by which the heritors and boroughs were ordained to

exercise their fencible men every month. He said the

nobility and gentry of Scotland were as leamoil and
bravo .IS any nation in Europe, and generally discon-

tented: that the common people were very numerous,

very stout, and very poor; and he asked who was the

man that could tell what such a multitude, so armed,

and so disciplined, might do under such leaders could

opportuniti.a suit their intention. He recommended
these circumstances to the consideration of the house,

and concluded with these words of Ijord Bacon, " Let
men beware how they neglect or suffer matter of troubles

to be prepared, for no man can forbid the sparks that

may set all on fire." The lords resolved to consider

these subjects on the twenty-ninth day of November,
when the queen repaired to the house of peers to hear

the debates, and by her presence moderate the heat of

l*ith parties. The earl of Nottingham reflected so

severely on the memory of king William, that he would
liave been sent to the Tower, had not the lords declined

any «uch motion out of respect to her majesty. After

much declamation on the Scottish act of security, tho
grand committee of the pcci-s, by tho advice of lord

Wharton, restdvcd that the queen should be enabled by
act of parliament on the part of Kngland, to name com-
missioners to treat about an union with Scotland, pro-

vided that the parliament of Scotland shouM lirst appoint
commissioners on their part for the same purpose; that
no Scotsmen should enjoy the privileges of Knglislimcn,

except sneh as were settled in England, Ireland, an 1

the plantations, and such as were or might 1 e in the se-a

or land service, until an union conld be effected, or tho

succession settled as in Englmd: that the traflic by
cattle from Scotland to England should be prevented:

that the lord admiral should issue orders for taking

such vessels as should be found trading from Scotland

to France, or to the ports of any of her m.ijesty's enemies:

and that care should be taken to prevent the exportation

of English wool into Scotland. On these resolutions a

bill was formed for an entire union, anil passed the honsn

on the twentieth day of DecemlK^r. The lords presented

an address to the queen, representing that they had
duly weighed the dangerous and pernicious effects that

were likely to be produced by divers acts of parliament

lately passed in Scotland: that they were of opinion the

safety of tho kingdom required that speedy and effectual

orders should be given to put Newcastle in a posture of

defence, to secure the port of Tynemouth, and repair the

fortifications of Hull and Carlisle. They likewise advised

her ni.ajesty to give directions for disciplining the militia

of the four northern counties; for providing them with
arms and ammunition; for maintaining a competent

number of regular troops on the northern borders of

England, as well .as in the north of Ireland; and for

putting the laws in execution against papists. The
queen promised that a suiTcy should be made of the

places they had mentioned, and laid before parliament,

and that she would give the necessary directions upon
the other articles of the address. The commons seemed
to conctir with the lords in their sentiments of the

Scottish act of security. They resolved that a. bill

should be brought in for the effectual securing the king-

dom of England from the apparent dangers that might
arise from sevcr.al acts lately passed in the parliament

of !*cotIand, and this was formed on nearly the same
resolutions which had been taken in the upper house.

The bill sent down by the lords was thrice read, and
ordered to lie on the table, but they passed their own, to

take effect at Christmas, provided before that time the

Scots should not settle the succession. When it was
offered to tlie lords they passed it without any amend-
ment, contrary to the expectation and even to the hope

of some members who were no friends to the house of

Hanover, and firmly believed the lords would have

treated this bill with the same contempt which had been

manifested for that which they bad sent down to the

commons.
The duke of Marlborough, at his first dppearance in

the house after his return to England, was honoured
with a very extiaordinary eulogium, pronounced by the

lord-keeper, in the name of the peers of England ; and a

compliment of the same nature was presented to him by
a committee of the house of commons. Doctor Delaune,

vice-chancellor of Oxford, accompanied by the principal

members of the University, attended the queen with an
address of congratulation upon the success of her arms
in Germany, under the admirable conduct and invincible

courage of the duke of Marlborough ; and at sea, under
the most brave and faithful admiral sir George Rooke.

He received a civil answer from her majesty, though
now she took umbrage at Rooke's being raised upon a

level with the duke of Marlborough, whose great vic-

tories had captivated her administration, and whose wife

had alienated her affection from the torics. The com-

mons perceiving how high he stood in her majesty's

esteem, and having been properly tutored for the pur-

pose, took into consideration the great services of the

duke; and, in an address, besought her m.ajesty to con-

siiler some proper means to perpetu.ate the memory of
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sucli noUo actions. In a few days she gave tliem to

undcrstiincl, by a messao e t'l-'^t she was inclined to grant

the interest of the cro^Ti in the honour and manor of

Woodstock and hundred of Wooton, to the duke of Marl-

borough and his heirs; and that as the lieutenancy and

rangersliip of the parks, with the rents and profits of the

manors and hundreds, were granted for two lives, she

wished that incumbrance could be removed. A bill was

immediately brought in, enabling the queen to bestow

these honours and manors on the duke of Marlborough

and his heirs, and tlie queen was desired to advance the

money for clearing the incumbrances. She not only

complied with tliis address, but likewise ordered the

comptroller of her works to build in 'Woodstock-park a

magnificent palace for the duke, upon a plan much more

solid than beautiful. By this time sir George Kooke was

laid aside, and the conmiaud of the fleet bestowed upon

sir Cloudesley Sliovel, now declared rear-admiral of

England. Ma'reschal do Tallard, with the other French

gener.als taken at Ilochstadt, arrived on the sixteenth of

December in the river Thames, and were immediately

conveyed to Nottingham and Lichfield, attended by a de-

tachment of the royal regiment of horse guards. They

were treated witli great respect, and allowed the privilege

of rifjiitf' ten miles around theplaces of their confinement.

DISAGEEEMENT ON THE SUBJECT OF THE
AYLESBURY CONSTABLES.

\VliiIe the house of commons, in two successive ad-

dresses, thanked tlie queen for the treaty wliieh the

duke of Marlborough had concluded witli Prussia con-

coming the troops to be sent to tlie duke of Savoy, and

desired she vvculd use her interest witli the allies that

they might next j'ear furnish their complete proportions

of men by sea and land; the lords examined into all tlie

proceedings at sea and all the instructions of the admi-

ralty, and presented an address to the queen, explaining

all the different articles of mismanagement. She pro-

mised to consider them particularly, and give such

directions upon them as might be most for the advantage

of the public service. The remaining part of the session

was consumed in disputes and altercations between the

two houses on the subject of the Aylesbury constaljles,

who were sued by five other inhabitants for having
denied them the right of voting at tlie election. These
five persons were committed to Newgate by order of the

house of commons. They moved for a Jialeas-corjyu-s in

the King's Bench, but the court would take no cog-

nizance of the affair. Two of the prisoners petitioned

the queen that their case might be brought before her

majesty in parliament. The commons, in an address,

besought the queen to refuse granting a writ of error in

this case, which would tend to the overthrowing the

undoubted rights and privileges of tlie commons of Eng-
land. She assured them she would not do any thing to

give them just cause of complaint, but this matter
relating to the course of judicial proceedings being of

the highest importance, she thought it necessary to

weigh and consider very carefully what might be proper
for her to do in a thing of so great concern. They voted
all the lawyers, who had pleaded on the return of the
Jmhcaa-corpiis in behalf of the prisoners, guilty of a
breach of privilege, and ordered them to be taken into

custody. They likewise ordered the prisoners to be
removed from Newgate into the custody of their serjeant-

at-arms, lest they should have been discharged by the
queen's granting writs of error. The prisoners, finding
themselves at the mercy of the exasperated commons,
petitioned the lords for relief. The upper house passed
six different resolutions against the conduct of the com-
mons, as being an obstruction to justice, and contrary
to JIagna Charta. The lower house demanded a con-
ference, in wliioh they insisted upon the sole right of
determining elections: they afiirmed that they only
could judge who had a riglit of voting, and tliat they
were judges of tlieir own privileges, in which the lords

Could not intermeddle.

1 THE PARLIAMENT DISSOLVED.

' The upper house demanded a free conference, which

proved ineffectual. New resolutions were taken by the

commons, diametrically opposite to those of the peers;

who, on the other hand, attended the queen with a long

representation of all the particulars relating to this

affair. They afilrmcd that the proceedings of the house

of commons against the Aylesbury men, were wholly

new and unprecedented: that it was the birthright of

every Englishman, who apprehended himself injured, to

seek for redress in her majesty's courts of justice: that

if any power could control this right, and prescrilje

when he should, and when he should not, bo allowed the

benefit of the laws, he ceased to be a freeman, and his

liberty and property were precarious. The}- requested,

therefore, that no consideration whatever should pre-

vail with her majesty to sufl'er an obstruction to the

known course of justice, but that she would be pleased

to give efl'ectual orders for the immediate issuing of the

writs of error. The queen assured them that she would
have complied with their request, but finding an absolute
necessity for putting an immediate end to the session,

she knew there could be no furtlier proceedings on that
matter. On the very day, which was the fourteentli o(

JIarch, she went to the house of lords and passed the

bills tliat were ready for the royal assent. Then she
thanked the parliament for having despatched the public
business: she warned them to avoid tlie fatal effects of

animosity and dissension: and ordered the lord keeper
to pro.'ogue them to Thursday the first of May; but on
the fifth of April th.ey were dissolved by proclamation,

and another was published for calling a new parliaineul:.

The queen, accompanied by the prince of Demnail;,
made an excursion to Newmarket, and afterwards dined

by invitation with the university of Cambridge, where
she conferred the honour of knighthood upon Dr. Ellis

the vice-chancellor, upon James Montague, counsel for

the University, and upon the celebrated Isaac Newton,
mathematical professor. The two houses of convoca-
tion still continued at variance. The lower house penned
petulant representations, and the archbishop answered
them by verbal reprehension and admonition. Tlie tory

interest was now in the wane. The duke of Bucking-
hamshire was deprived of the privy-seal, and tliat ofiieo

conferred on the duke of Newcastle, a nobleman of

powerful influence with the whig party. The carl of

Montague was created marquis of Muunthermer and
duke of Montague; the earl of Peterborough and lord

Chohnondeley were chosen of the privy-council; and
lord Cutts was sent to command the troops in Ireland

under the duke of Ormond.

PROCEEDINGS IN THE SCOTTISH PAR-
LIAMENT.

The ministry of Scotland was now entirely changed.

The marquis of Tweedale and Johnston having been

found unequal to the undertaking, were dismissed. The
duke of Queensberry resumed the management of affairs

in that kingdom under the title of lord privy-seal, iind

the office of commissioner was conferred upon the J'oung

duke of Argyle, who succeeded to his father's influence

among the presbyterians. He was a nobleman pos-

sessed of good natural talents, which had not been
neglected; candid, open, and sincere; brave, passionate,

and aspiring; had he been endued with a greater share

of lilicrality, his character would have been truly heroic.

At this juncture he was instracted to procure an act of

the Scottish parliament, settling the protestant succes-

sion, or to set on foot a treaty for the union of tlie two
kingdoms. At the opening of the session in June, the

members were divided into three parties, namely, the

cavaliers or Jacobites, the rcvolutioners, the squadrone
volante, or flying squadron, headed by the marquis of

Tweedale, who disclaimed the other two factions, and
pretended to act from the dictates of conscience alone.

The parliament waa adjourned to the third day of July,
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when her majesty's letter was read, earnestly recom-

mending the settlement of the succession in the pro-

tcstant lino, and an act for a commission to treat of nn

nuion between the two kingdoms. Tlie marquis of

Aunandalc proposed that the parliament sliould proceed

on the limitations and conditions of government: that a

connnittee should be appointed to consider the condition

of the coin and the eommerec of tlio nation. The carl

of Mar moved that the liouse would, preferable to all

other business, consider tlio means for engaging in a

treaty with England. After a long debate they resolved

to proceed on the coin and the commerce. Schemes for

supplying the nation with money by a paper credit were

presented by Dr. Hugh Chamberlain and Jiihn Law,

but rejected. The house resolved that any kind of

paper credit, by the circulation of bills, was an improper

expedient, and appointed a council to put the laws relat-

ing to trade in execution. The duke of Hamilton pro-

posed that the parliament should not proceed to the

nomination of a successor until the treaty with England

should lie discussed, and the limitations settled. This

proposal KMUg approved, a draft of an answer to her ma-

jesty's letter was presented by the marquis of Tweedale.

Two ditferent fonns of an act for a treaty with England

were offered by the e.irl of ilar and tho marquis of

Lothian: others were produced concerning the elections

of oflScers of state, and the regulation of commerce.

ACT PASSED FOR A TREATY OF UNION. 1 705.

Tho chief aim of the cavaliers was to obstnict tlie

settlement of the succession, and with that view they

pressed the project of limitations, to which they knew
the court would never assent. A motion being made to

grant the first reading to an act of commission for a

treaty with England, the duke of Hamilton insisted on

the limitations, and a vote being stated in these terms,
" Proceed to consider the act for a treaty of limitation,"

the latter was carried in favour of the cavaliers. On the

twenty-second day of August an act for this purpose

was approved; and next day an act for a triennial par-

liament, which the courtiers were enabled to defeat.

They likewise p.isscd an act, ordaining, that the Scottish

ambassadors representing Scotland should bo present

when tho sovereign might have occasion to treat with

foreign princes and states, and be accountable to the par-

liament of Scotland. Fletcher of Saltoun, presented a

scheme of limitations that savoured strongly of repub-

lican principles. He afterwards enlarged upon every

article, endeavouring to prove that they were absolutely

necessary to prevent the consequences of English in-

fluence; to enable the nation to defend its rights and
liberties; to deter ministers of state from giving bad
advice to their sovereign; to preserv'e tho courts of judi-

cature from corraption, .ind screen the people from

tyranny and oppression. The earl of Stair having argued
against these limitations, Fletcher replied, " It is no
wonder he opposed the scheme; for, had such an act

sabsistcd, his lordship would have been hanged for the

bad counsel he had given to king James; for the con-

cern he had in the massacre of Glencoe; and for his con-

duct since the revolution." The next subject on which
the parliament deliberated was the conspiracy. A motion

being made that the house might know what answer
the queen had returned to their address in the last ses-

sion, the chancellor delivered to the clerk register the

papers relating to the plot, that they might be perused

by the members: but these being copies, and the evi-

dences remaining at London, no further progi-ess was
made in the affiir. Vet the duke of Athol, in a distinct

narrative of the pretended conspiracy, boldly accused

the duke of Qucensberry of having endeavoured to mis-

lead tlie queen by false accusations against her good
subjects. When the act for a treaty of union fell under
consideration, a draft for that purpose, presented by tho

earl of Mar, was compared with the English act, import-

ing, that the queen should name and appoint not only
the commissioners for England, but likewise for Scot-

land. Fletcher did not fail to inveigh against the im-

perious conduct of the English parliament in this affair.

Ho exhorted the house to resent such treatment, and
offered the draft of an address to her majesty on Iho

subject, but tliis the house rejected. Duke Hamilloii

proposed that a clause might be added to tho act, im-

porting, that the union sliould nowise derogate from any
fundaiuentnl laws, ancient privileges, ofliees, rights,

liberties, and dignities of the Scottish nation. This

occasioned a long debate; and a question being put, was
carried in the negative. Another clause was proposed,

that the Scottish commissioners should not begin to treat

until tlie English parliament should have rescinded their

clause en.icting that the subjects of Scotland should lio

adjudged and taken as aliens after the twenty-fifth day

of December. The courtiers, considering the temper of

the hcnise, would not venture to oppose this motion

directly, but proposed tliat the clause should be formed

into a seiiarate act, and the expedient was approved.

Tliough tlie Duke of Atliol entered a vigorous protest,

to which the greater part of the cavaliers and all the squa-

dronc adhered, comprehending four-and-twenty peers,

scven-and-thirty barons, and eighteen boroughs, the act

for tho treaty of union was, after much altercation,

finished, empowering commissioners to meet and treat

of an union; but restraining them from treating of any

alterations of tlie church govcrnuK-nt as by law estali-

lishcd. Whilst this ijiiportant subject was under con-

sideration, the duke of Hamilton, to the amazement of

his whole party, moved that the nomiuation of the com-

missioners should bo left to the queen. Fourteen or

fifteen of the cavaliers ran out of the house in a trans-

port of indignation, exclaiming that they were deserted

and basuly betr.ayed by the duke of Hamilton. A very

hot debate ensued, in the course of which tho duke was
severely handled by those whom he had hitherto con-

ducted: but at length the question being put whether

the nomination should be left to the queen or to the par-

liament, the duke's motion was approved by a very

small majority. He afterwards excused himself for liis

defection, by saying he saw it was in vain to contend,

and that since the court had acquired a great majority,

he thought he might be allowed to pay that compliment

to his sovereign. He was desirous of being in the com-

mission, and the duke of Argylc promised he should bo

nominated. The queen refusing to honour him with

that mark of distinction, Argyle would not suffer him-

self to be named, and threatened to oppose the union,

but means were found to appease bis resentment. Two
drafts of an address being presented by the carl of

Sutherland and Fletcher of Saltoun, beseeching her ma-
jesty to uso her endeavours with the parliament of

England to rescind that part of their act which declared

the subjects of Scotland aliens; and an overture of a bill

being offered, ordaining that the Scottish commissioners

should not enter upon the treaty of union until that

clause should bo repealed; the courtiers moved that tho

parliament should proceed by way of order to their com-
missioners, and by address to her majesty. .Vfter some
debate, the house assenting to this lu-oposal, the order

and address was drawn up and approved. The great

and weighty affair of the treaty being at longtli iKqjpily

transacted, though uot without a protest by .\tliol and
his adherents, tho parliament granted a supply of fifty

thousand pounds, and the house was adjourned to the

twentieth day of December; then the queen decl.aring

the carl of Mar secretary of state in the room of tlio

marquis of Annandale, who was appointed lord president

of the council.

DIFFERENX'E BETWEEN THE r.\rj,IAMENT
AND CONVOCATION IN lUKLAND.

In Ireland tho parliament met at Dublin on the fifth

day of March, and voted one hundred and fifty thousand

pounds for the support of the necessary branches of tho

establishment. A dispute arose between the commons
and the lower house of convocation, relating to the tilUea
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3f hemp and flax, a?certaiiied in a clause of a bill for the

better improvement of the hempen and flaxen manufac-

tures of the kingdom. The lower house of convocation

presented a memorial against this clause as prejudical

to the rights and properties of the clergy- Tlie com-

mons voted the person who brought it in guilty of a

breach of privilege, and ordered him to be taken into

custody. Then tliey resolved that the convocation were

guilty of a contempt and breach of tlie privilege of that

house. The convocation presuming to justify tlieir

memorials, the commons voted that all matters relating

to it should be razed out of the jounials and boolcs of

convocation. The duke of Ormond, dreading the con-

sequences of such heats, adjourned the parliament to tlie

first day of Slay, when the houses meeting again, came

to some resolutions that reflected obliquely on the con-

vocation as enemies to her majesty's goverament and

the protestant succession. The clergy, in order to ac-

quit themselves of all suspicion, resolved in their turn

that the church and nation had been happily delivered

from popery and tyranny by king William at the revo-

lution: that the continuance of these blessings were due,

imder God, to the auspicious reign and happy goveni-

nient of her ni.ijesty queen Anne: that tlie future secu-

rity and preservation of the church and nation depended

wholly, under God, on the succession of the crown as
|

settled by law in the protestant line: that if any clergy-

man should by word or writiug declare anything in

opposition to these resolutions, they should look upon

him as a sower of divisions among the protestants, and

an enemy to the constitution. They levelled another

resolution against the presbyterians, importing, that to

teacli or to prcich against the doctrine, government,

rites, or ceremonies of the church, or to maintain schools

or seminaries for the education of youth, in pi-inciples

contrary to those of the established church, was a con-

tempt of the ecclesiastical laws of the kingdom ; of per-

nicious consequence; and sers'ed only to continue and
widen the unhappy schisms and divisions in the nation.

In June the parliament was prorogued to the same
month of the following year: tlien the duke of Ormond
embarked for England, leaving the administration in tlie

hands of sir Richard Cox, lord chancellor, and lord Cutts,

the commander-in-chief of the queen's forces, who were
appointed lords-justices during the duke's absence.

CAMPAIGN ON THE MOSELLE.

During these transactions in Great Britain and Ire-

land, the allies had not been remiss in their preparations
for tlie ensuing campaign. The duke of Marlljorough
had fixed upon the Moselle for the scene of action; and
magazines of all sorts were formed at Triers. On the

thirteenth day of Jlarch the duke embarked for Holland,
where he prevailed upon the states-general to contri-

bute their troops for the execution of his project. Hav-
ing concerted with the deputies of the states and the
Dutch generals the necessary measures for opening the
campaign, he set out for Macstrieht in order to assem-
ble his army. On the fifth day of May the emperor
Leopold died at Vienna, and was succeeded on the im-
perial throne by liis eldest son Joseph, king of the
Romans, a prince who resembled his father in meekness
of disposition, narrowness of intellect, and bigotrv to
the Romish religion. On the fifteenth of June the
Englisli troops passed the >Iaese, and continued their
march towards the Moselle, under the command of gen-
eral Churchill; and the duke set out for Cnietzn.ach, to
confer with prince Louis of Baden, who excused himself
on pretence of being much indisposed. Marlborough
visited him at Castadt, where in a conference they re-

Bolvd that a sufficient number of German troops should
be left for the security of the lines of Lanterburg and
Stolhofi"fn, under the con'.mand of general Thungen, and
that prince Ix)uis of Baden should n>arch with a large
detachment towards the Saar, to act in concert with the
duke of Marlborough. The confederate army passed
the Moselle and the Saar in the beginning of June, and

encamped at Elft in sight of the enemy, who retired

with great precipitation, and intrenched themselves in

the neighbourhood of Coningsmarcheren. The dnke's

design was to besiege Saar-Louis; but prince Louis

failed in the performance of his engagement : he feigned

himself sick, and repaired to the bath at Schlangenbade,

leaving the small number of imperial troops he conduc-

ted as (iiT as CiTietznacb, nnder the command of the count

de Frize. He was suspected of treachery; but probably

acted from envy of the duke's military reputation.*

THE DUKE OF MARLBOROUGH FORCES THE
FRENCH LINES IN BRABANT.

Wiile this nobleman sustained such a mortifying dis-

appointment on the Moselle, the French did not fail to

take advantage of their superiority in the Netherlands,

where general d'Auverquerque was obliged to stand on
the defensive. They invested Huy, and carried on their

operations so vigorously, that in a few days the garrison

were obliged to surrender themselves prisoners of war;

then Villeroy undertook the reduction of Liege, and
actually began his works before the citadel. Jlarl-

borough was no sooner informed of the enemy's progress

than he marched to Triers, where, in a coxmcil, it was
resolved that the army should return to the Netherlands.

The troops were in motion on the nineteenth of June,

and marched with such expedition that they passed the

Maese on the first day of July. "\'illeroy having re-

ceived advice of the duke's approach, abandoned his

enterprise, and retired to Tonegi-en, from whence he
retreated within his lines, that reached from Marche
aux Dames on the Meuse, along tlie Mehaigne as far

as Lennive. Marlborough having joined d'Auverquer-

que, sent general .Seholten with a detachment to invest

Huy, and in a few days the garrison surrendered at dis-

cretion. The English general, resolving to strike some
stroke of importance that should atone for his dis.appoint-

ment on the Moselle, sent general Hompesch to the

states, with a proposal for attacking the French lines;

and obtained their permission to do whatever be should

think proper for the good of the common cause. Then
he explained the scheme in two successive councils of

war, by which at length it was approved and resolved

upon, though some Dutch generals declared themselves

against the undertaking. The enemy were posted along

the lines, amounting to one hundred battalions, and one

hundred and forty-six squadrons. The allied army did

not much exceed that number. In order to divide thorn,

d'Auverquerque made a false motion, and passed the

Mehaigne as if he had intended to attack the lines

about Messelin. The stratagem succeeded. The French
weakened the other parts by strengthening that wliich

was on the side of the Gerbise towards Namur. The
duke of Marlborough having made the disposition, the

army began to march in the night between the seven-

teenth and eighteenth of July, in order to force a pas-

sage of the French lines at Heylesem, the castle of

Wauge, and the villages of Wauge, Neerhcspen, and
Oostmalen. These posts were taken with very little

difficulty; but before the infantr)' could come up, the

enemy advanced with fifty squadrons and twenty bat-

talions, and began to fire from eight pieces of cannon
with triple barrels, which did considerable execution.

The duke perceiving that they were continually rein-

forced from the otiier parts of the lines, ordered the

horse to charge their cavalry-, which were soon broken
and routed; but rallying behind their infantry, inter-

lined with foot, and joined by fresh squadrons, they
advanced again towards the allies, who were now sus-

tained by their infantry, and moved forward to renew
the charge. After a warm though short engagement,
the enemy's horse were defeated with great slaughter.

The infantry, seeing themselves abandoned in the plain,

• The dukp of Marlborough finding himself ohligt'd to retreat,

sent a note with a trumpeter to Villars, containing an apohig^' for

decanipinL: :—" Do rae the justice, said he, to believe that my retreat
Is entirely owing to the failure of the prince of Badea; but that my
esteem for you ia still greater than my resentment of his conduct.
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T«trc;itcil in great ilisorJcr, between tlio villages of

Ileyleseni and Golsteven, where they were joineil by

the rest of their army, and formed a^.iin in order of bat-

tle. Meanwhile the duke of Marlborough onlered all

his troops to enter the lines; and extended his right

towarvls the great Geeto before Tirlemout, where tho

enemy had left the battalion of Montluc, which surren-

dered at discretion. In this action the confederates

took the raaniuis d'Alogi-o and the count do Home,
lieutenant-generals, ono major-general, two brigadier-

generals, with many other ollicers, and a great number

of common soldiers; a large heap of standards, four

colours, ono pair of kettle-drums, and ten pieces of ciin-

non. In the action, as the duke of JIarlborough advan-

ced to the charge at the head of several squadrons, a

Bavarian officer rode up to attack him sword in liand;

but in raising liimself on his stirrups to strike with the

greater adv.antagc, he fell from his horse and was im-

mediately slain.

Tho body of troops commanded by monsieur d'Alcgre

being thus defeated with little or no loss to the confe-

derates, tho elector of Bavjiria and the mareschal de

A'illeroy passed the great Gecte and tho Deule, with

great expedition, and took possession of tho strong

camp at Piirck, their left extending to Koselffir, and

their right to WiuseUn against the height of Louvain.

Next day the duke of Marlborough, marching through

the plain of Parck, took twelve hundred prisoners, who
could not keep pace with the rest of the enemy's forces;

and in the evening he cnc;impcd with the right at tho

abbey of \'liersbeck, and the left before I$ierbcck, under

the cannon of Louvain. lie detached lieutenant-gen-

earl llcnkelum, the duke of Wirtemberg, and count

Oxicnsiiern, with a considerable body of forces, to at-

tack some posts on the Deule which were slenderly

guarded. Their advanced guai-d accordingly passed

the river and repulsed the enemy; but for want of

timely support, they were obliged to pass it and retire.

On the third of August baron Spaar, with a body of

Dutch troops, marched to liaboth on the canal of Bruges,

forced the French lines at Lovendegcn, and took four

forts by which they were defended; but receiving ad-

vice that tlie enemy were on their march towards him,

he retired to Jfildegcm, and Ciirried with him several

hostages as security for the payment of the contribu-

tions he had raised. On the fifteenth the duke moved
from ilildert to Corbais; next day he continued his

march to Genap, from whence he advanced to Fischer-

mont. On tho seventeenth general d'Auverquerque
took tho post of ^\'aterlo; and next day the confederate

army was drawn up in order of battle before the enemy,
who extended from Overysche, near the wood of Soig-

nics, to Necrysche, with the little river Ysche in their

front, so as to cover Brussels and Louvain. The duke
of Marlborough proposed to attack them immediately,

before they should recollect themselves from their con-

sternation; and d'Auverquerque approved of the design;

hut it was opposed by general Schlangciiburg and otlicr

Dutch officers, who represented it in such a light to tho

deputies of the states, that they refused to concur in

the execution. The duke being obliged to relinquish

the scheme, wrote an cxpostulatorj- letter to the status-

general, complaining of their having withdrawn that

confidence which they had reposed in him while he

acted Germany. Tliis letter being published at the

Hague, excited murmurs among the people, and the

English nation were incensed at the presumption of the

deputies, who wrote several letters in their own justifi-

cation to the states-general; but these had no effect

upon the populace, by whom the duke was respected

even to a degree of adoration. The states being appri-

sed of tho resentment that prevailed over all England,
and that the earl of Pembroke, lord-president of tho

council, was appointed as envoy-extraordinary to Hol-
land, with instructions to demand satisfaction, thought
proper to anticipate his journey by making submissions

to the duke, and removing Schlangcnburg from his

command. Tho confederate army returned to Corbais,

fron> wlience it marched to Perwitz, whore it encamped.

The little town of jxiut-Leeuwe, situated in the miildlo

of a morass, and constituting the chief defence of tho

enemy's lines, being taken by a detachment under tho

Command of lieutenant-general Dedem, the duke order-

ed the lines from this place to Wasscigno to be levelled,

and tlie town of Tirleinont to be dismantled; then pass-

ing tho Demer, ho encirmped on tho nineteenth day of

tH^ptembcr at Aerscliot. About tlio latter end of the

month he marched to Hcventhals; from hence the duke
repaired to tho Hague, where ho had several cnnfer-

encos w ith the pensionary. In a few days he returned

to the army, wliich decamping from lleveulhals, marched

to C'lampthout. On the twenty-fourth day of October,

the count do Noyelles invested Santvliet, which sur-

rendered before tho end of tho month.

HE VISITS THE COURT OF VIENNA.

At this period the duke, in consequence of pressing

letters from the emperor, set out for \ienna in order to

concert the operations for tho ensuing campaign, and

other measures of importance, in which tlie concerns of

the allies were interested. In his way he was magni-
ficently entertained by the elector Palatine, and him of

Triers, and complimented by the magistracy of Frank-
fort, wliere he conftrred witli prince Louis of Baden.

On the twelfth of November he arrived at Vienna, where
he was treated witli the highest marks of distinction

and cordial friendship by their ini]>erial majesties. His
son-in-law, the earl of Sunderland, had been sent thither

as envoy-extraordinary; and now they conferred toge-

ther with the emperor and his ministers. They resolved

to maintain the war witli redoubled vigour. Tho trea-

ties were renewed, and provision made for the security

of the duke of Savoy. The emperor, in consideration

of the duke's signal service to the house of Austria,

presented him with a grant of the lordship of Mindel-

hciui in vSuabia, which was now erected into a princi-

pality of the Koman empire. In his return with tho

earl of Sunderland he visited the courts of Berlin and
Hanover, where he was received with that extraordin-

ary respect which was due to his character; and arrived

at the Hague on the fourteenth day of December.

There he settled the operations of the next campaign
with the states-general, who consented to join England
in maintaining an additional body of ten thousand men
as a reinforcement to the army of prince Eugene in

Italy. While the allies were engaged in the siege of

Santvliet, the elector of Bavaria sent a detachment, un-

der the command of don JIarcello de Grimaldi, to invest

Diest, the garrison of which were made prisoners of war.

STATE OF THE WAR ON THE UPPER RHINE,
IN HUNOAFvY, &c.

On the Upper Rhine, mareschal Villars besieged and
took Homburgh, and passed the Rhine at Strasburgh on
the sixth day of August. Prince Louis of Baden arriv-

ing in the camp of the Imperialists at Stolhoffen, not

only obliged hiui to retire, but having passed the river,

forced the French lines at Ilagenau; then he reduced

Drusenheim and Hagenau, but attempted no enteqiriso

equ:J to the number of his army, although the emperor
had expostulated with him severely on his conduct, and
he had now a fair opportunity of emulating the glory of

JIarlborough, upon whom ho looked with the eyes of an
envious rival. In Italy a battle was fought at Casano,

between prince Eugene and the duke do Vendome, with
dubious success. The duke de Fcuillade reduced Chivas,

and invested Nice, which, after an obstinate defence, sur-

rendered in December. All the considerable places be-

longing to tho duke of Savoy were now taken, except

Coni and Turin ; and his lit tie army was reduced to twelve

thousand men, whom he could hardly support. His
duchess, his clergy, and his subjects in general, pressed

him tO submit to the neces.sity of his affairs; but he ad-

hered to tho alliance with surprising fortitude. Ho
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Tvithstood tLe importunities of his duchess, excluded all

the bishops and clergy from his councils; and when he

had occasion for a confessor, he chose a priest occasion-

ally cither from tlio Dominicans or Franciscans. The
campaign in Portugal began ivitli a very promising as-

pect. The allies invaded .Spain by the diiferent frontiers

of ISeyra and Alcntejo. Their army, under tho command
of the CoriJe das Galvcas, undertook the siege of A'alen-

cia D'AIcautara in May, and took it by assault; Albu-

querque surrendered upon articles, and then the troops

were sent into quarters of refreshment. The marquis

de las Jlinas, who commanded the Portuguese in tlie

province of Ucyra, reduced the town of Salva-tcrra,

plundered and burned Sarca, but was obliged to retire

to I'anamacos at the approach of the enemy. Towards
the end of September the confederates, being reassem-

bled, invested Badnjox, by tho advice of the earl of G.-d-

way, who lost his right hand by a cannon ball, and was
obliged to be carried off; so that the conduct of tho siege

was left to General Fagcl. He had made considerable

progress towards the reduction of the place, when the

maniuis de Thessc found means to throw in a powerful

reinforcement, and then the confederates abandoned the

enterprise. The war continued to rage in Hungary with

various success. Kagotzki, though frequently worsted,

appeared still in arms, and ravaged the country, which
became a scene of misery and desolation. In Poland the

old cardinal-primate owned Stanislaus, but died before

the coronation, wliich was performed by the bishop of

Cujavia. In the beginning of winter king Augustus
had passed through Poland in disguise to the Muscovite

army, which was put under his command in Lithuania;

and the campaign was protracted through the whole
winter season, notwithstanding the severity of the wea-
ther in that northern climate. In the spring the Swe-
dish general, lleinchild, obtained a complete victory over

the Saxon army, which was either cut in pieces or taken,

with their camp, baggage, and artillery; yet the war
was not extinguished. The king of Sweden continued

obstinately deaf to all proposals of peace, and was be-

come as savage in his manners, as brutal in his revenge.

THE Fr.ENCH FLEET DESTROYED, &c.

At sea the arms of the allies were generally prosper-

ous. Philip of Spain, being obstinately bent upon re-

taking Gibraltar, sent mareschal de Thesse to renew
tho siege, while de Pontis was ordered to block up tho
place by sea witli his squadron. These French officers

carried on the siege with such activity, that the prince
of Hesse despatched an express to Lisbon with a letter,

desiring sir John Leake to sail immediately to his assis-

tance. Tliis admiral having been reinforced from Eng-
land by sir Thomas Dilkes, with five sail of the line

and a body of troops, set sail immediately; and on the
tenth day of March descried five ships of war hauling
out of tlie bay of Gibraltar. These were commanded
by de Pontis in person, to whom the English admiral
gave chase. One of them struck, after having made a
very slight resistance; and the rest ran ashore to the
westward of Marbella, where they were destroyed.
The remaining part of the French "squadron had been
blown from their anchors, and taken shelter in the bay of
Malaga; but now they slipped their cables and made the
best of their way to Toulon. The mareschal de Thesse,
inconsequence of this disaster, turned the siege of Gibral-
tar into a blockade, and withdrew the greater part of his
forces. Wliilc sir John Leake was employed in tliis ex-
pedit ion

,
sir George Pyng, who had been ordered to cruise

in soundings for theprotection of trade, tookashipof forty
guns from the enemy, together with twelve privateers,
and seven vessels richly laden from the West Indies.

BARCELONA REDUCED BY .'(IR C. SHOVEL
AND LORD PETERBOROUGH.

But the most eminent achievement of this summer
was the reduction of Barcelona, by the celebrated carl

of Peterborough and sir Cloudesley Shovel, who sailed

from St. Helen's in the latter end of May with tho Eng-

lish fleet, having on board a body of five tliousand land

forces; and on tho twentieth day of June arrived at

Lisbon; where they were joined by sir John Leake and

the Dutch admiral Allemonde. In a council of war,

they determined to put to sea with eight-and-forty ships

of the line, which should be stationed betweeu cape

Spartel and the bay of Cadiz, in order to prevent tho

junction of the Toulon and Brest squadrons. The prince

of IIcsse-d'Aimstadt arriving from Gibraltar, assured

king Charles that the province of Catalonia and the

kingdom of Valencia were attached to his interest; and

his majesty, being weaiy of Portugal, resolved to accom-

pany the earl of Peterborough to Barcelona. He accor-

dingly embarked with liim on boai'd of the Ranelagh;

and the fleet sailed on the twenty-eighth day of July,

the earl of Gahvay having rcinforeed them with tv/o

regiments of English dragoons. At Gibraltar they took

on board the English guards, and three old regiments,

in lieu of which they left two new raised battalions.

On the eleventh day of August the}' anchored in the

bay of Altea, where the carl of Peterborough published

a manifesto in the Spanish language, which had such

an effect tliat all the inhabitants of the place, the neigh-

bouring villages, and adjacent mountains, acknowledged

king Charles as their lawful sovereign. They seized

the town of Dcnia for bis service; and he sent thither

a garrision of four hundred men under the command of

major-general Ramos. On tlio twenty-second they ar-

rived in the bay of Barcelona: the troops were disem-

barked to the eastward of the city, where they encamped
in a strong situation, and were well received by the

country people. King Charles lauded amidst the accla-

mations of an infinite multitude from the neighbouring

towns and villages, who threw themselves at his feet,

exclaiming, "Long live the king!" and exhibiting all

the marks of the most extravagant joy. The inhabitants

of Barcelona were well affected to the house of ^Srtistria,

but overawed by a garrison of five thousand men under

the duke de Popoli, ^'elasco, and other ofiicers devoted

to the interest of king Philip. Considering the strength

of such a garrison, and the small nuudjcr of Dutch and
English troops, nothing could appear more desperate

and dangerous than the design of besieging the place;

yet this was proposed by the prince of Hessc-d'Armstadt,

who served in the expedition as a volunteer, strongly

urged by king Charles, and approved by the earl of

Peterborough and sir Cloudesley Shovel. The city was
accordingly invested on one side; but, as a previous step

to the reduction of it, tliey resolved to attack the fort

of Montjuic, strongly situated on a hill that commanded
the city. The out-works were taken by storm, with

the loss of the gallant prince of Hesse, who was shot

through tho body, and expired in a few hours: then the

earl of Peterborough began to bombard the body of the

foi-t ; and a shell chancing to fall into the magazine of

powder, blew it up, together with the governor and some
of the best olliccrs: an accident wliich struck such a

terror into tho garrison, that they surrendered without

further resistance.

THE EARL'S PROGRESS IN SPAIN.

This great point being gained, the English general

erected his batteries against the town, with the help of

the iliquelets and seamen; tlie bomb ketches began to

fire with such execution, that in a few days the gover-

nor capitulated, and on the fourth day of October king
Charles entered in triumiA. [Sec note K, at the end of

tick Vol.] All the other places in Catalonia declared for

him, except Roses; so that the largest and richest pro-

vince of Spain was conquered witli an army scarce double

the number of the gan'ison of Barcelona. King Charles

wrote a letter with his own baud to tho queen of Eng-
land, cont.aining a circumstantial detail of his aflfairs,

the warmest expressions of acknowledgment, and the

highest encomiums on her subjects, particularly the earl
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of Pctcrborougli. In a council of war it was Jctcrniined

that the kiGg anj the earl should coutimic in Catalonia

with the land forces; that sir Cloudesloy Shovel should

return to England; that five-and-twenty English and

fifteen Dutch ships cf war should winter at Lisbon

under the comuiand of sir John Leake and the Dutch

re;ir-admiral Wassenacr; and that four English and two

Dutch frigates should remain at Barcelona. Don Fran-

cisco du Velasco was transported to Malaga with about

a thousand men of his garrison; the rest voluntarily

engaged in the service of king Charles, and six other

regiments were raised by the states of Catalonia. The
count do Cifuentas, at the head of the Miiiuclets aud

Catalans attached to the house of Austria, secured Tar-

ragonia, Tortosa, Lorida, San-iL'.ttheo, Gironne, and

ihcr places. Don llaphael Xcvat. revolting from Philip

u iih his whole regiment of horse, joined general Itamos

at Dcnia, and made themselves masters of several places

of importance in the kingdom of Valencia. Flushed

with such unexpected success, they penetrated to the

capital of the same name, which they surprised, together

^^ ith the marquis de Villa-Gracia, the viceroy, and the

. ichbishop. These advantages liowever were not pro-

(>erly improved. The court of Cli.'.rlos was divided into

factions, and so much time lost in disputes, that the

enemy sent a body of si.x thousand men into the king-

! im of Valencia, under the command of the condede las

Torres, who forthwith mvested San-Mattheo, guarded
' V colonel Jones at the head of five hundred Miquelef s.

i'his being a place of grcat consequence on account of

its situation, the earl of Peterborough marched thither

v.-ith one thousand infantry, and two hundred dragoons;

nd by me.-ms of feigned intelligence artfuUy conveyed

the conJe, induced that gener:d to abandon the siege

. iih precipitation, in the apprehension ofbeing suddenly

.tacked by a considerable army. Peterborough after-

irds took possession of Xules, and purchasing horses

t Castillon de la Plana, began to form a body of cavalry

v.hich did good service in the sequel. Having assem-

bled a little army, consisting of ten squadrons of horse

and dragoons, and four battalions of regular troops, with

about three thousand militia, he marched to Molviedio,

which was surrendered to him by the governor, briga-

dier Mahoni. Between this ofljcer and the duke d'Arcos,

the .Spanish general, he excited such jealousies by dint

of artifices, not altogether justifiable even in war, that

the duke was more intent upon avoiding the supposed
treachery of Mahoni than upon interrupting the earl's

march to Valencia, where the inhabitants expressed

uncommon marks of joy at his arriviil. About this

period a very obstinate action happened at St. Istevan

de Litera, where the chevalier d'Asfeldt, with nine

Eqaadrons of horse and dragoons, and as many battal-

ions of French infantry, attacked colonel Wills at the

head of a small detachment ; but this last being sup-
ported by lieutenant-general Cunningham, who was
mortally wounded in the engagement, repulsed the
enemy, though three times his number, with the loss

of four hundred men killed upon the spot. The troops

on both sides fought with the most desperate valour,

keeping up their fire until the muzzles of their pieces

met, and charging each other at the point of the bay-
onet. The only misfortune that attended the English
arms in the course of this year, was the capture of the
Baltic fleet homeward-bound, with their convoy of three
ships of war, which were taken by the Dunkirk squa-
dron under the command of the count de St. Paul, though
be himself was killed in the engagement. \Vheu an
account of this advantage was communicated to the
French king, he replied with a sigh, " Very well, 1

wish the ships were safe again in any English port,

provided the count de St. Paul could be restored to life."

After the death of the famous du Bart, this officer was
I 'junted the best seaman in France,

NEW PARLIAMENT IN ENGLAND.

The kingdom of England was cow wholly engrossed i

Vol. II.

by the election of members for the new i)arliament. Tho
toriis exerted themselves with great industry, and pro-

pagated the cry of the chuieh's being in danger; aery
in which tho Jacobites joined with great fervour; but,

notwithstanding all their eflbrts in words and writing,

a majority of whigs was returned; and now tho lord

Godolphiu, who had hitherto maintained a neutrality,

thought proper openly to countenance that faction, liy

his interest, co-operating with the iuHuence of the duch-

ess of Marlborough, sir Natlian Wright was deprived of

the great seal, which was committed to Mr. William

Cowper, with tho title of lord-keeper. This was a law-

yer of good extraction, superior talents, engaging man-
ners, and eminence in his profession. He was staunch to

whig principles, and for many ycais had been considered

as one of their best speakers in the house of commons.

The new parliament meeting on the twenty-fifth day of

October, a violent contest arose about the choice of a
speaker. Jlr. Bromley was supported by tlic tories, and

the whigs proposed Mr. John Smith, who was elected

by a majority of forty-three voices. The queen in her

speech represented tlie necessity of acting vigorously

against France, as a common eucmy to tlie liberties of

Europe; she commended the fortitude of the duke of

Savoy, which she said was without example; she told

them her intention was to expedite commissions for

treating of an union with Scotland; she earnestly recom-

mended an union of minds and atfections among her

people; she obsei-ved, that some persons had endea-

voured to foment animosit ies, and even suggested in print

that the established church was in danger; she afiirmed

that such people were enemies to her and the kingdom,

and meant only to cover designs which they durst not

publicly own, by endeavoiu-ing to distract the nation

with unreasonable and groundless distrusts and jeal-

ousies; she declared she would always aflcctionately

support and countenance the church of England, as by
law established; that slic would inviolably maintain tha

toleration; that she would promote religion and virtue,

encourage trade, and every thing else that might mako
them a happy and flourishing people.

BILL FOR A EEGENCT,

The majority in both houses now professed the same
principles, and were well disposed to support the queen
in all her designs. They fii'st presented the usual ad-

dresses in the warmest terms of duty and afiection. Then
the commons drew up a second, assuring her they would,

to the utmost of their power, assist her in bringing the

treaty of union to a happy conclusion. They desired

that the proceedings of the last session of parliament,

relating to the union and succession, might be laid be-

fore the house. The lords had solicited the same satis-

faction; and her majesty promised to comply with their

request. The lower house having heard and decided in

some cases of controverted elections, proceeded to take
into consideration the estimates for the service of the
ensuing year, and granted the supplies without hesita-

tion. In the house of lords, while the queen was pre-

sent, lord Haversham, at the end of a long speech, in

which ho reflected upon the conduct of the duke of Marl-
borough, both on the Jloselle aud in Brabant, moved
for an address to desire her majesty would invite the
presumptive heir to the crown of England to come and
reside in the kingdom. This motion was earnestly sup-
ported by the duke of Buckingham, the earls of Roches-
ter, Nottingham, and Anglesea. They said there was
no method so efi"ectu.al to seciue the succession as that
of the successor's being upon the spot, ready to assume
and maintain his or her right against any pretender;
and they observed, that in former times, when the throne
of England was vacant, the first coiner had always suc-

ceeded in Ids pretensions. The proposal was vehemently
opposed by the whigs, w ho knew it was disagi-ecable to
the queen, whom they would not venture to disoblige.

They argued, that a rivalry between the two courts

miglit produce distractions, aud be attended with vprv

X
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"high charch," and "low chnrch." The Jake of Leeds

asserted, that the churcli couKl not be suifc without nn

act against occasional conformity. Lord Somcrs reca-

pitulated all the arguments wliich had been used on both

rides of the question: he decl^ired his own opinion was,

that Iho n.ition was happy under a wise and just adniin-

i>trntion; that for men to raise groundless jonlonsies at

that juncture, couM mean uoless than an intention toem-

bnjil the people at home, and defeat the glorious designs

of the allies abroad The debate being finished, the ques-

tion was put. Whether the church of Enghnid was in

danger? and carried in the negatire by a great majority

:

tlien the house resolved, that the church of Kngland, as

by 1 iw established, which was rescued from the extrcm-

est d.mger by king William \U. of glorious memory,

is now, by God's blessings under the happy reign of her

majesty, in a most safe and flourishing condition; and

that whoever goes about to suggest or insinuate that

the church is in danger, under her majesty's adminis-

tration, is an enemy to the queen, the church, and the

kin-^om. Next day the commons concurred in this

determination, and joined the lords in an address to the

queer., communicating this resolution, beseeching her

to t^ike ctToctual mea-iires for making it pubh'c, .ind also

for punishing the authors and spreaders of the seditious

and scandalous reports of the church's being in danger.

She accordingly issued a proclamation containing the

resolution of the two houses, and offering a rcw.ird for

discovering the author of the memorial of the church of

England, and for apprehending David Edwards, a pro-

fessed papist, charged upon oath to be the printer and

publisher of that libel.

THE PARLT.\MEXT PROROGUED.

After a short adjonmment, a committee of the lower

house presented the thanks of the commons to the duke

of Marlborough, for his great services performed to her

majesty and the nation in the last campaign, and for

his prudent negotiations with her allies. This noble-

man was in such credit with the pef'ple, that when he

pmposcd a lo.in of five hundred thousand pounds to the

emperor, upon a branch of his revenue in Silesia, the

money was advanced immediately by the merchants of

Ivondon. The kingdom was blessed with plenty ; the

queen w.-.s universally beloved ; the people in general

were zealous for the prosecution of the war; the forces

were well paid; the treasury was punctual ; and, though

a great quantity of coin was exported for the mainten-

ance of the war, the paper currency supplied the defi-

ciency so well, that no murmurs were heard, and the

jmblic credit flourished both at home and abroad. All

the funds being established, one in particular for two

millions and a-lialf by way of annuities for ninety-nine

years, at six and a-half jier cent., and all the bills hav-

ing received the royal assent, the queen went to the

house of peers on the nineteenth day of ^larch, where,

having thanked both houses for the repeated instances

of their affection which she had received, she prorogued

the parliament to the twenty-first day of May follow-

ing. * The new convocation, instead of imitating the

nnion and harmony of the parliament, revived the divi-

sions by which the former had been distracted, and the

•wo hous<.>3 seemed to act with more determined rancour

against each other. Tlie upper house having drawn up

a warm address of thanks to the queen for her affec-

tionate care of the church, the lower house refused to

concur, nor would they give any reason for their dissent.

They prepared another in a different strain, which was
rejected Ijy the archbishop. Then they agreed to di-

vers resolutions, asserting their right of having what
they offered to the upper house received by his grace

and their lordships. In consequence of this dissension

the address was dropped, and a stop pnt to .iU further

commonication between the two houses. The dean of

* Among other bilb fMised daring this s«s<iIon, wa? sa act for

m^iHdifing ud refonniog 5ome proceedings io the oomm^n law and
in tIsaiiMfj.

Peterborough protested against the irregularities of the

lower house. The queen, in a letter to the archbishop,

signified her resolution to maintain lier supremacy, and

the duo subordination of presbyters to bishops. f?he

expressed her hope that he and his suffragans would act

conformably to her resolution, in which case they might

be assured of the continuance of her favour and pro-

tection: she required him to impart this declaration to

the bishops and clergy, and to prorogue the convocation

to such timo as should appear most convenient. When
he communicated this letter to the lower house, the

niemberB were not a little confounded: nevertheless,

they would not comply with the prorogation, but con-

tinued to sit in defiance of her majesty's plea.sure.

CONFERENCES OPENED FOR A TREATY OF
UNION TrVITH SCOTLAND.

The eves of Oreat Britain were now turned upon o

transaeti.in of the utmost consequence to the whole

island; namely, the treaty for an union of the two king-

doms of England and Scotland. The queen having ap-

pointed the commissioners [&e note 2 A, at the endofthU

Co/.] on both sides, they met on the sixteenth day of

April, in the council chamber of the Cockpit near White-

hall, which was the place appointed for the conferences.

Their commissions being opened and read by the respec-

tive secretaries, and introductorj- speeches being pro-

nounced by the lord-keeper of England, and the lord

ch!incellorofScotland,they agreed to certain preliminar)'

articles, importing, that all the proposals should he made
in writing; and every point, when agreed, reduced to

writing; that no points should he obligatory, till all mat-

ters should he adjusted in such a manner as would be

proper to be laid before the queen and the two parlia-

ments for their approbation; th.it a committee should he

appointed from each commission, to revise the minutes

of what might pass, before they should be inserted in

the books by the respecrive secretaries; and that all the

proceedings during the treaty should be kept secret.

The .Scots were inclined to a federal union, like that of

the United Provinces; but the English were bent upon

an incorporation, so that no Scottish parliament should

ever have power to repeal the articles of the treaty. The
lord-keeper proposed that the two kingdoms of England

and Scotland should be for ever united into one realm,

by the name of Great Britain: that it should be repre-

sented by one and the same pailinment; and that the

succession of this monarchy, failing of heirs of her ma-

jesty's body, should be according to the limitations

mentioned in the act of parliament passed in the reign

of king William, intituled, an act for the further limita-

tion of the crown, and the better securing the rights and

liberties of the subject. The Scottish commissioners,

in order to comply in some measure with the popular

clamour of their nation, presented a proposal implying

that the succession to the crown of Scotland should be

established ujion the same persons mentioned in the act

of king Wilham's reign; that the subjects of Scotland

should for ever enjoy all the rights and privileges of the

natives in England, and the dominions thereunto be-

longing ; and that the subjects of England should enjoy

the like rights and privileges in Scotland; that there

should be a free communication and intercourse of trade

and navigation between the two kingdoms, and planta-

tions thereunto belonging; and that all laws and statutes

in either kingdom, contrary to the terms of this union,

should be repealed. The English conmiissioners de-

clined entering into any considerations upon these pro-

posals, declaring themselves fully convinced that nothing

but an entire nnion could settle a perfect and lasting

friendship between the two kingdoms. The Scots ar

quiesced in this reply, and both sides proceeded in the

treaty without any other intervening dispute. They

were twice visited by the queen, who exhorted them to

accelerate the articles of a treaty that would prove so

advantageous to hot h kingdoms. At length they were

finished, arranged, and mutually signed, on the twenty-
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Bccond of July, and next day presented to her majestj',

at the palace 'of St. James's, by the lord-keeper, in the

name of the Unglish commissioners; at the same time a

scaled copy of the instrument Tvas likewise delivered by

the lord chancellor of Scotland; and each made a short

oration on the subject, to which the queen returned a

very gracious reply. That same day she dictated an

order of council, that whoever should be concerned in

nnv discourse or libel, or in laying wagers relating to

the union, should be prosecuted with the utmost rigour

of the law.

SUBSTANCE OF THE TREATY.

In this famous treaty it wi'S stipulated, that the suc-

cession to the united kingdom of Great Britain should

be vested in the princess Sophia, and her heirs, according

to the acts already passed in the parliament of England:

that the united kingdoms should be represented by one

and the same parliament: that aU the subjects of Great

Britain should enjoy a communication of privileges and

advantages: tliat they should have the same allowances,

encouragements, and drawbacks; and be under the same

prohibitions, restrictions, and regulations, with respect

to commerce and customs: that Scotland should not be

charged with the temporary duties on some certain com-

modities: that the sum of tliree hundred and ninety-eight

thousand and eighty-five pounds ten shillings, should be

granted to the Scots, as an equivalent for such parts of

the customs and excise charged upon that kingdom in

consequence of the union, as would be applicable to the

payment of the debts of England, according to the pro-

portion which the customs and excise of Scotland bore

to those of England: that, cs the revenues of Scotland

might increase, a further equivalent should be allowed

for such proportion of the said increase as shoidd be ap-

plicable to the payment of the debts of England: that

the sum to he paid at present, as well as the monies aiis-

ing from the future equivalents, should be employed in

reducing the coin of Scotland to the standard and value

of the English coin; in paying off the capital stock and

interest due to the proprietors of the African company,

which should be immediately dis: jlved; in discharging

all the public debts of the kingdom of Scotland; in

promoting and encouraging manufactures and fisheries,

under the direction of commissioners to be appointed by

her majesty, and accountable to the parliament of Great

Britain: that the laws concerning public right, policy,

and civil government, should be the same throughout

the whole united kingdom; but that no alteration should

be made in laws which concerned private right, except

for evident utility of the subjects within Scotland: that

the court of session and all other courts of judicatux'O

in Scotland, should remain as then constituted by the

laws of that kingdom, with the same authority and pri-

vileges as before the union; subject, nevertheless, to

such regulations as should be made by the parliament

of Great Britain : that all heritable offices, superiorities,

heritable jurisdictions, ofiices for life, and jurisdictions

for life, should be reserved to the owners, as rights and
property, in the same manner as then enjoyed by the

laws of Scotland: that the rights and privileges of the
'

royal boroughs in Scotland should remain entire after

the union: that Scotland should be represented in the
parliament of Great Britain by sixteen peers and forty-

five commoners, to be elected in such a manner as should

be Bettled by the present parliament of Scotland: that

all peers of Scotland, and the successors to their honours
and digjiities, should, from and after the union, be peers

of Great Britain, and should have rank and precedency
next and immediately after the English peers of the like

orders and degrees, at the time of the union; and before

all peers of Great Britain of the Uke orders and degrees,

who might be created after the union: that they should
be tried as peers of Great Britain, and enjoy all privi-

leges of peers, as fully as enjoyed by the peers of Eng-
land, except the right and privilege of sitting in the
house of lords, and the privileges depending thereon,

and particularly the right o( sitring upon the trials of

peers: that the crown, sceptre, and sword of state, the re-

cords of parliament, and all other records, roUs, and regis-

ters whatsoever, should still remain as they were, within

that part of the united kingdom called Scotland: that

all laws and statutes in either kingdom, fo far as they

niifht be inconsistent with the terms of these articles,

shmild cease and be declared void by the respective

parliaments of the two Idngdoms.-—Such is the sub-

stance of that treaty of union which was so eagerly

courted by the English ministry, and proved so unpa-

latable to "the generality of the Scottish nation.

CHAPTER IS,

BatUeof RsniUli-^s. In which the Frcnrh are defeated TlieSIefeof Barcelona
raii«d by the Enelish Fleet Prince F.ugene ut>ta!nR a rompU'ce Victory
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iaraent Prow-edings in the Enghsh Parli.iraent The Commons ap-
prove of the Arii^l^s iif the Union The Lords pass a Bill for th^ Security
of th^ Church of Engrlaod Arguments used against the Articles of the
Union, which, however, are confirmed by Act of Parliament The Parlia-
ment revived by Proclamation The Queen gives audience to a Musco%ite
Ambassador Proceedings in Convocation France tbreatcnedwitb total

Ruin The Allies are defeated at Alinanta Unsuccessful Attempt upon
Tuulon Sir CloudesUy Shovel wrecked on the Rocks of Scilly Weak-
ness of the Emperor on the Upper Rhine Interview between the King of
Sweden and the Duke of Marlborongh InaiUve Campaign in the Xethcr-
land? Harley begins to form a Party against the Duke of Marlborough
. The Nation discootentM with the IVhig Ministrj-— Meelini: of the firs:

British Parhament Inquu-y into the Stale of the War in Spain Gregg.
a Clerk in the Secretary's OfHc>;. delected in a Correspondence wjih lUo
French Ministry Karley resigns bis Frnployments The Pretender
embarks at Dunkirk for Scotland Ilis de'ign is defeated State of ibe
Nation at that Period Parliament disspl»-ed The French surpriy; Oheui
and Urui^es They are routed at Oudenarde The Allies invest Li'-le

Tht'y defeat a large Body of French Forces at Wynendale The Elector
of Bavaria att.TCks Brussels LiMe surrendered Ghent taken, and Bru-
ges abandoned Conquest of Minorca by General Stanhope Rupture
bfctween the Pope and the Emperor Death of Prince Gt^rge of Denmark
. The i-,ew Parliament assembled Xaluralitalion Bill Actof Gr;ice

Difputes about the Muscorite Ambassador cotoprcmlsed.

THE FEENCH DEFEATED AT THE BATTLE
OF RAMILLIES.

TT7HILE this treaty was on the carpet at home, the
* I allied arms prospered surprisingly in the Nether-

lands, in Spain, and in Piedmont. The French king had
resolved to make veiy considerable efforts in these coun-

tries; and, indeed, at the beginning of the campaign his

armies were very formidable. He hoped that, by the

reduction of Turin and Barcelona, the war would be
extinguished in Italy and Catalonia. He knew that he
could out-number any body of forces that prince Louis

cf Baden should assemble on the Ehine; and lie resolved

to reinforce his army in Flanders, so as to be in a condi-

tion to act offensively against the duke of SLarlborough.

This nobleman repaired to Holland in the latter end oi

April, and conferred with the states-general. Then he

assembled the army between Borschloen and Groes
Waren, and found it amounted to seventy-four battalions

of foot, and one hundred and twenty-three squadrons of

hoi-se and dragoons, well furnished with artillery and
pontoons. The court of France having received intclh-

gence that the Danish and Prussian troops had not yet

joined the confederates, ordered the elector of Bavaria

and the mareschal Villeroy to attack them before the

junction could be effected. In pursuance of this order

they passed the Deule on the nineteenth day of Jlay,

and posted themselves at Tirlemont, being superior in

number to the allied army. There they were joined by
the horse of the army, commanded by mareschal Slarsin,

and encamped between Tirlemont and Judoigne. On
^Vhitsunday, early in the morning, the duke of Marl-
borough advanced with his army in eight columns to-

wards the village of Ramillies, being by this time joined

by the Danes; and he learned that the enemy were in

march to give him battle. Next day the French gen-
erals perceiving the confederates so near them, took
possession of a strong camp, the right extending to tho

tomb of Hautemont, on the side of the Mehaigne; their

left to Anderkirk; and the village of KamUlies being
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near their centre. The confederate anny was drawn

np in order of battle, with the right wing near Foltz on

t'l'j brook of Yausc, and the left by the village of Fran-

iXiicuies, which the enemy had occupied. The duke

ordered lieutcnmit-gcncral Schnltz, with twelve h.ittal-

ions and twenty pieces of cannon, to begin the action by

attacking Ramillies, which was strongly fortified with

artillery. At the same time volt-uiaicschal d'Auvor-

quertiuo on the left commanded colonel Wertuuiller, with

four battalions and two pieces of cannon, to dislodge the

enemy's infantry posted among the hedges of Franque-

nies. ' Both these orders were successfully executed.

The Dutch and Danish hoi-se of the left wing charged

with grcat vigour and intrepidity, but were so roughly

handled by the troops of the French kings household,

that they began to give way. when the duke of Marl-

borough sustained them with the body of reser\c, and

twenty squadrons drawn from the right, where a morass

prevented them from acting. In the meantime, he in

person i-nllicJ some of the broken squadrons, in order to

renew the ch.\rgc, when his own horse falling, he was

surrounded by the enemy, and must have been cither

kilWd or taken prisoner, had not a body of infantry come

fi'.-.?ouably to his relief. When he remounted his horse,

the head of colmel Bricnfield, his gentleman of the horse,

was carried ofTby a cannon ball while he held the duke's

Mirmp. Before the reinforcement arrived, the best part

of the French niousquetaires were cut in pieces. All the

troops posted in Eamillies were either killed or taken.

The rest of the enemy's infantry begin to retreat in

tolerable order, under cover of the cavalry on their left

wing, which formed themselves in three lines between

Ossuz and Anderkirk; but the English horse having

found means to pass the rivulet which divided them from

the enemv, fell upon them with such impetuosity, that

they abandoned their foot, and were terribly slaughtered

in the village of Anderkirk. They now gave way on

all sides. The horse fled three different ways, but were

eo cl isely pursued that very few escaped. The elector

of Bavaria and the mareschal de Villeroy saved them-

selves with the utmost difficulty. SevenJ waggons of

the enemy's van-guard breaking down in a narrow pass,

obstructed the w.ay in such a manner that the baggage

and artillery could not proceed; nor could their troops

defile in order. The victorious horse being informed

of this accident, pressed on them so vigorously that

great numbers threw down their arms and submitted.

The pursuit was followed through Judoigne till two

o'clock in the morning, five leagues from the field of

battle, and within two of Lonvaine. In a word, the

confederates obtained a complete victory. They took

the enemy's baggage and artillery, about one hundred
and twenty colours or standards, si.K hundred officers,

six thousand private soldiers, and about eight thousand

were killed or wounded.* Prince Maximilian and prince

Mmbason lost their lives; the major-general Palavicini

and Miziercs were taken, together with the marquisses

i!c Bar, de Xonant, and de la Beaume, (this last the son

of the mareschal de Tallard,) monsieur de Montmorency,
ni'phew to the duke of Luxembourg, and many other

persons of distinction. The loss of the allies did not

exceed three thousand men, including prince Louis of

Hesse, and Mr. Bentinck, who were slain in the engage-

ment. Tlie French generals rerired with precipitation

to Brussels, while the allies took possession of Louvaine,

and next day encamped at Bethlem. The battle of

liamillies was attended with the immediate conquest of

all Brabant. The cities of Louvaine, Mechlin. Brussels,

Antwerp, Ghent, and Bruges, submitted without resis-

tance, and acknowledged king Charles. Ostend, though
secured by a strong garrison, was surrendered after a

siege of ten days. Menin, esteemed the most finished

fortification in the Netherlands, and guarded by six thou-

* TIic French impute the loss of this 1>attle to the mi£conduct of
V.U'-rjy, mho. it must t.'e owned, maile a most wretched disposiliou.
Wiion he r^tiuoed to Versailles, where lie expected to meet with no-
tii in;; else bat reprc&ches. Louis received him without the least mark
'f<li- pleasure, saj'uig, "Mr. Uarescbal, you und I are too old to be
f rlunata."

sand men, met with the same fate. Tlie garrison of

Dcndemiondo surrendered themselves prisoners of war;
and Aeth submitted ou the same conditions. The French
troops were dispirited. The city of Paris was over-

whelmed with consternation. Louis affected to bear

his misfortunes with calmness and composure; but the

constraint had such an effect upon his constitution, that

his physicians thought it necessary to prescribe frequent

bleeding, which he accordingly miJerwcnt. At his court

no mention was nuule of military transactions: all was
solemn, silent, and reserved.

THE SIEGE OF BAECELONA RAISED.

Had the issue of the campaign in Catalonia been such

as the beginning seemed to prognosticate, th-; French

king might have in some measure consoled himself for

his disgraces in the Netherlands. On the sixth day of

April king Philip, at the head of a numerous army,

undertook the siege of Barcelona, while the count do

Thoulousa blocked it up with a powerful squadron.

The inhabitants, animated by the presence of king

Charles, made a vigorous defence; and the garrison was
reinforced with some troops from Gironne and other

places. But, after the fort of ilontjuic was taken, the

place was so hard pressed, that Charles ran the utmost

risk of falling into the hands of the enemy ; for the earl

of Peterborough, who had marched from Valencia with

two thousand men, found it impracticable to enter tlio

city. Nevertheless, he maintained his post upon the

hills; and, with surprising courage and activity, kept
the besiegers in continual alann. At length, sir John
Leake sailed from Lisljon with thirty ships of the line;

and on the eighth day of May arrived in sight of Bar-

celona. The French admh-al no sooner received intel-

ligence of his approach, than he set sail for Toulon. In

three days after his departure, king Philip abandoned

the siege and retired in great disorder, leaving behind

his tents, with the sick and wounded. On the side of

Portugal, the duUeof Berwick was luft with such an in-

considerable force as proved insutiicicnt to defend the

frontiers. The earl of Galway, with an anny of twenty

thousand men, undertook the siege of Alcantra; and in

throe days the garrison, consisting of four thousand men,

were made prisoners of wai'. Then he marched to Pla-

centia, and advanced as far as the bridge of Ahnaris

;

but the Portuguese would penetrate no farther until

they should know the fate of Barcelona. When they

understood the siege was raised, they consented to pro-

ceed to Madrid. Philip guessed their intention, posted

to that capital, and sent his queen with all his valuable

effects to Burgos, whither he followed her in person,

after having destroyed everything that he could not

carry away. About the latter end of June, the earl of

Galway entered the city without resistance; but the

Spaniards were extremely mortified to see an army of

Portuguese, headed by an heretic, in possession of their

capital. King Charles loitered away his time in Barce-

lona, until his competitor recovered his spirits, and re-

ceived such reinforcements as enabled him to retmn to

Madrid with an army equal to that commanded by the

earl of Galway. This general m.".de a motion towards

An-agon, in order to facilitate his conjunction with

Cliarles, who had sot out by the way of Saragossa, where
he was acknowledged as sovereign of Anagon and \a-

lencia. In the beginning of August this prince arrived

at the I'ortngucse camp with a small reinforcement;

and in a few days was followed by the earl of Peter-

borough, at the head of five hundred dragoons. The
two armies were now pretty equal in point of number;
but as each expected farther reinforcements, neither

chose to hazard an engagement. The earl of Peter-

borough, who aspired to the chief command, and hated

the prince of Lichtenstein, who enjoyed the confidence of

king Charles, retired in disgust; and embarking on board

an English ship of war, set sail for Genoa. The English

fleet continued all the summer in the Mediterranean;

they secured Carthagena, which had declared for Charles:
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they took tlio town of ^Uicant hy assault, and the castle

by capitulation. Then sailing out of the Straits, one

squadron nas detached to the West Indies, another to

lie at Lisbon, and the rest were sent home to England.

PRINCE EUGENE OBTAINS A COMPLETE VIC-

TORY OVER THE FRENCH.

Fortune was not more propitious to the French in

Italy than in Flanders. The duke de Vondome having

hccii recalled to assume the command in Flanders after

the battle of Eamillies, the duke of Orleans was placed

at the head of the army in Piedmont, under the tutor-

age and direction of the ninreschal de Marsin. They

were ordered to besiege Turin, which was accordingly

invested in the month of May, and the operations carried

on till the beginning of September. Great preparations

had been made for this siege. It was not undertaken

until the duke of Savoy had rejected all the otfers of tlie

French monarch, which were sufficient to have shaken

a prince of less courage and fortitude. The duke de la

Fcuillade having finished the lines of circumvallation

and contravallation, sent his quarter-master-gencral

with a tnimpet to oifer passports and a guard for the

removal of the duchess and her childien. The duke of

Savoy replied, that he did not intend to remove liis

family, and that the mareschal might begin to execute

his master's orders whenever he should think fit; but,

when the siege began with uncommon fury, and the

French fired red-hot balls into the place, the two duch-

esses, with the young prince and princesses, quitted

Turin, and retired to Quierasco, from whence they were

conducted through many dangers into the teri-itories of

Genoa. The duke himself forsook his capital in order

to put himself at the head of his cavalry; and was pur-

sued from place to place by five and forty squadrons,

nuder the command of the count d'AubeteiTC. Not-

withstanding the very noble defence which was made
by the garrison of Turin, which destroyed fourteen

thousand of the enemy during the course of the siege,

the defences were almost ruined, their ammunition be-

gan to fail, and they had no prospect of relief but from

piTuce Eugene, who had numberless difficulties to en-

counter before he could march to their assistance. Tlie

duke de Veudome, before he left Italy, had secured all

the fords of the Adige, the Jiincio, and the Oglio, and
formed such lines and intrenchments as he imagined
would effectually hinder the Imperial general from ar-

riving in time to relieve tlie city of Turin. But the prince

surmounted all opposition; passed four great rivers in

despite of the enemy, and reached the neighbourhood of

Turin on the thirteenth day of August. There, being
joined by the duke of Savoy, ho passed the Po between
Montealier and Cavignan. On the fifth day of Septem-
ber they took a convoy of eight hundred loaded mules:
next day they passed the Dona, and encamped with the

right on the bank of that river before Pianessa, and the

left on the Stura before the A^neria. The enemy were
intrenched, having the Stura on their right, the Doria
on their left, and tlie convent of Capuchins, called Notre
Dame de la Campagne, in their centre. When prince
Eugene approached Turin, the duke of Orleans proposed
to march out of the intrenchments and give him battle;

and this proposo; •'V "Mjconded by all the general ofiicers,

e.xccpt Marsin, who, JiJiding the duke determined, pro-
duced an order from the French king commandiu" the
duke to follow the mareschal's advice. The court of Ver-
sailles was now become afraid of hazarding an engage-
ment against those who had so often defeated their ar-

mies; and this officer had private instructions to keep
within the trenches. On the seventh day of September
the confederates marched up to the entrenchments of the
French in eight columns, through a terrible fire from
forty pieces of artillery, and were formed in oi-der of
battle within half cannon-shot of the enemy. Then they
advanced to the attack with surprising resolution, and
met with such a warm reception as seemed to stop their

jirogress. Prince Eugene perceiving this check, drew

his sword, and putting himself at the head of the bat-

talions on the left, forced the entrenchments at the first

charge. The duke of Savoy met with the same success

in the centre, and on the right near Lucengo. The
horfe advanced through the intervals of the foot, left for

that purpose; and breaking in with vast impetuosity,

Ci-.jpleted the confusion of the enemy, who were de-

feated on all hands, and retired with precipitation to the

other side of the Po, while the duke of Savoy entered his

capital in trumph. The duke of Orleans exhibited re-

peated proofs of the most intrepid courage, and received

several wounds in the engagement. Mareschal de Marsin

fell into the hands of the victors, his thigh being shat-

tered with a ball, and died in a few hours after the am-
putation. Of the French army about five thousand men
were slain on the field of battle; a great number of officers,

and upwards of seven thousand men were taken, toge-

ther with two hundi-ed and fifty-five pieces ofcannon, one

hundred and eighty mortars, an incredible quantity of

ammunition, all the tents and baggage, five thousand
beasts of burden, ten thousand horses belonging to thii-

teen regiments of dragoons, and the mules of the com-
missary-general, so richly laden that this part of the

booty alone was valued at three millions of livres. The
loss of the confederates did not exceed three thousand
men kUled or disabled in the action, besides about the

same number at the garrison of Turin, which had fallen

since the beginning of the siege. This w;-.s such a fatal

stroke to the interest of Louis, thf t madame de Main-
tenon would not venture to make him fully acquainted

n-ith the state of his aifairs. He was told that the duke of

Orleans had raised the siege of Turin at the approach
of prince Eugene, but he knew not that his own army
was defeated and ruined. The spirits of the French
were a little comforted in consequence of an advantage

gained about this time by tlie count de Medavi-grancey,

who commanded a body of troops left in the Mantuan
territories. He surprised the prince of Hesse in the neigh-

bourhood of Castiglione, and obliged liim to rerire to the

Adige with the loss of two thons;md men; but this vic-

tory was attended with no consequence in their favour.

The duke of Orleans retreated into Dauphin^, while

the French ganisons were driven out of every place

they occupied in Piedmont and Italy, except Cremona,
Valenza, and the castle of MUan, which were blocked

up by the confederates.

SIR C. SHO"\"EL SAILS 'WITH A REINFORCE-
MENT TO CHARLES.

Over and above these disasters which the French sus-

tained in the course of this campaign, they were miser-

ably alarmed by the project of an invasion from Britain,

formed by the marquis de Guiscard, who, actuated by
a family disgust, had abandoned his country and become
a partisan of the confederates. He was declared a lieu-

tenant-general in the emperor's army, and came over to

London, after having settled a correspondence with the

malcontents in the southern parts of France. He insin-

uated himself into the friendship of Henry St. John,

secretary of war, and other persons of distinction. His

scheme of invading France was .approved by the British

ministry, and he was promoted to the command of a

regiment of diagoons destined for that service. About
eleven thousand men were embarked under the conduct
of Earl Rivers, with a large train of artillery; and the

combined squadrons, commanded by sir Cloudesley Sho-

vel, set saU from Plymouth on the thirteenth day of

August. Next day they were forced into Torbay by
contrary winds, and there they held a council of war to

concert their operations, when they discovered that

Guiscard's plan was altogether chimerical, or at least

founded upon such slight assurances and conjectures as

could not justify their proceeding to execution. An ex-

press w.as immediately despatched to the admiralty Avith

the result of this council; and, in the meantime, letters

arrived at court from the eail of Galway, after his re-

treat from Madrid to Valencia, soliciting succours with
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the most earnest entreaties. The expedition to Franco

was immediately postpuucil, and sir C'loudesley Sliovcl

was ordered to make the bi st of his way to Lisbon, tlicrc

to take sucli measures as the state of the war in Sjiain

should render necessary. Guiscard and his ofiiccrs be-

ing set on shore, the tleet sailed with the fn-st fair wind,

and towards the luttcr end of October arrived at Lisbon.

On the twenty-eighth day of the next month the king

of Portugal died, and his "eldest son and successor being

\mt eighteen years of age, was even more than his fa-

ther influenced by a ministry which had private connex-

ions with the court of Versailles. Nevertheless, sir

tioudesley Shovel and Earl Kivers, being pressed by

letters from king Charles and the earl of Galway, sailed

to their assistance in the beginning of January; and on

the twenty-eighth arrived at Alic-uit, from whence the

cirl of Kivers proceeded by land to Valencia, in order to

assist at a general council of war. The operations of the

ensuing Ciimp:»ign being concerted, and the army joined

by the rciuforceinent from England, carl Kivers, dislik-

ing the country, returned with the admiral to Lisbon.

THE KING OF SWEDEN MARCHES INTO
SAXONY.

Poland was at length delivered from the presence of

the king of Sweden, who in the beginning of September

suddenly marched through Lusatia into Saxony; and in

a little time laid that whole electorate under contribu-

tion. Augustus being thus cut off from all resource,

resolved to obtain peace on the Swede's own terms, and

.^M^-.icred in a secret treaty for this purpose. In the

1:: ::tiuio tho Poles and JIuscovites attacked the Swe-

dl?!i forces at Kalish in Great Poland, and by dint of

numbers routed them with great slaughter. Notwith-

standing this event, Augustus ratified the treaty, by

which he acknowledged Stanislaus as true and rightful

king of Poland, reserving to himself no more than tlic

empty title of sovereign. The confederates were not a

little alarmed to find Charles in the heart of Germany,

and the French court did not fail to court his alliance;

but he continued on the reserve against all their solici-

tations. Then they implored his mediation for a peace;

.tud he answered, that he would interpose his good offices

.IS soon as he should know they would be agreeable to

tlie powers engaged in the grand alliance.

THE FRENCH KING DEMANDS CONFERENCES
FOR A PEACE.

The pride of Louis was now humbled to such a degree

as might have excited the compassion of his enemies.

He employed the elector of Davaria to write letters in

his name to the duke of Marlborough and the deputies

of the states-general, containing proposals for opening a

congress. He had already tampered with the Dutch,

in a memorial presented by the marquis d'Alcgre. He
likewise besought the jwpe to interpose in his behalf.

He offered to cede cither Spain and the West Indies, or

Milan, Naples, and Sicily, to king Charles; to give up
a barrier for the Dutch in the Netherlands; and to in-

demnify the duke of Savoy for the ravages that had been

committetl in his dominions. Though his real aim w:is

peace, yet he did not despair of being able to excite such
jealousies among the confederates as might shake the

basis of their union. His hope was not altogether dis-

appointed. The court of Vienna was so much alarmed
at the offers he had made, and the reports circulated by
bis emissaries, that the emperor resolved to make him-
self master of Naples l>efore the allies should have it in

their power to close with the proposals of France. This

was the tnie motive of his concluding a treaty with

Ixiuis in the succeeding winter, by which the Milanese

was entirely evacuated, and the French king at liberty

to employ those troops in making strong efibrts against

the confederates in Spain and the Netilicrlands. The
Dutch were intoxicated with success, and their pension-

ary, llcinsias, entirely influenced by the duko of Marl-

borough, who foond his account in the continuance of

tho war, which at once gratified his avarice and ambi-

tion; for all his great (inalitics were ob-cured by tho

fordid passion of accumuhiting wealth. During tho

whole war the allies never had such an opportunity aa

they now enjoyed to bridle the power of France effectu-

ally, and secure the liberties of the empire; and indeed,

if their real desigit was to establish an equal balance

between the houses of Austria and Pourbon, it coubl not

have been better effected than by dividing the Spanish

monarchy between these two potentates. The accession

of Spain, with all its appendages, to either, would havo

destroyed the equilibrium which the .lUies proposed to

establish. But other motives contributed to a continu-

ation of the war. Tho powers of the confederacy wero

fired with the ambition of making conquests; .and Eng-

land in particular thought herself intitled to an imdem-

nitieation for the immense sums she had expended. Ani-

mated by these concurring considerations, qneen Anno

and the states-general rejected the offers of France; and

declared that they woiJd not enter into any negotiation

for peace, except in concert with their allies.

MEETING OF THE SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT.

The tories of England began to meditate schemes of

opposition against the duke of Marlborough. They
looked upon him as a selfish nobleman, who sacrificed

the interest of the nation, in protracting a ruinous war

I'or his own private advantage. They saw their country

oppressed with an increasing load of taxes, which tluy

,Tl)prehended would in a little time become an intolerable

burden ; and they did not doubt but at this period such

terms mightbe obtained as would fully answerthe great

pin-pose of the confederacy. This indeed was the prc-

vr.iling opinion among all the sensible people of the na-

tion who were not particularly interested in the proFC-

cution of the war, either by being connected with tho

general, or in some shape employed in the management
of the fiuiinces. The tories were likewise instigated

by a party spirit against Marlborough, who, by means

of his wife, was in full possession of the queen's confi-

dence, and openly patronized the whig faction. But the

attention of people in general was now turned upon tho

Scottish parliament, which took into consideration the

treaty of union lately concluded between the commis-

sioners of both kingdoms. On the third day of October

the duke of Queensberry, as high commissioner, pro-

duced the queen's letter, in which she expressed her

hope that the terms of the treaty would he acceptable

to her parliament of Scotland. She said, an entire and

perfect union would be the solid foundation of a lasting

peace: it would secure their religion, liberty, and pro-

perty; remove the animosities that prevailed among
themselves, and the jealousies that subsisted between

the two nations: it would increase their strength, riches,

and commerce: the whole island would be joined in af-

fection, and free from aU apprehensions of different in-

terests : it would be enabled to resist all its enemies,

support the protestant interest everywhere, and main-

tain the liberties of Europe. She renewed her assurance

of maintaining the government of their church ; and
told them, that now they had an opportunity of taking

such steps as might be necessary for its security after

the union. She demanded the necessary supplies. She
observed, that the great success with which Almightv
God had blessed her arras, afforded the nearer prospect

of a happy peace, with which they would enjoy the full

advantages of this union : that they had no reason to

doubt but the parliament of England would do all that

should be necessary on their part to confirm the union:

finidly, she recommended calmness and unanimity in

deliberating on this great and weighty affair, of such

consequence to the whole island of Great Britain.

VIOLENT OPPOSITION TO THE UNION.

Hitherto the articles of the union had been indastri-
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ously concealed from the knowledge of tlie people: Ijut

the treaty beinj: recited in parliament, and the particu-

lars divulged, such a flame was kindled thi-oiigh the

nhole nation as Iiad not appeared since the restoration.

The cavaliers or Jacobites had always foreseen that this

union would extinguish all their hopes of a revolution

in farour of the pretender. The nobility found themselves

degraded in point of dignity and influence, by being ex-

cluded from their seats in parliament. The trading part

of the nation beheld their commerce saddled ^vith heavy

duties and restrictions, and considered the privilege of

trading to the English plantations as a precarious and

uncertain prospect of advantage. The barons, or gentle-

men, were exasperated at a coalition by which their par-

liament was annihilated, and their credit destroyed.

The people in general exclaimed, that the dignity of

their crown was betrayed; that the independency of

their nation had fallen a sacrifice to treachery and cor-

ruption; that whatever conditions might be speciously

offered, they could not expect they would be obsen'ed

by a parliament in which the English had such a majo-

rity. They exaggerated the dangers to which the con-

stitution of their church would be exposed from a bench
of bishops, and a parliament of episcopalians. This
consideration alarmed the presbvterian ministers to such

a degree, that they employed all their power and credit

in waking the resentment of their hearers against the

treaty, -which produced an iiniversal ferment among all

ranks of people. Even the most rigid puritans joined

the cavaliers in expressing their detestation of the union;

and laying aside their mutual animosities, promised to

co-operate in opposing a measure so ignominous and pre-

judicial to their country. In parliament, the opposi-

tion was headed by the dukes of Hamilton and Athol,

and the marquis of Annandale. The first of these noble-

men had wavered so much in his conduct, that it is

dif&cult to ascertain his real political principles. Ho
was generally supposed to favour the claim of the pre-

tender; but he was afraid of embarking too far in his

cause, and avoided violent measures in the discussion of
j

the treaty, lest he should incur the resentment of the
English parliament, and forfeit the estate he possessed
in that kingdom. Athol was more forward in his pro-
fessions of attachment to the coui-t of St. Germain's; but
he had less ability, and his zeal was supposed to be in-
flamed by resentment against the ministry. The debates
upon the different articles of the treaty were carried on
with gi-eat heat and vivacity, and many shrewd argu-
ments were used against this scheme of incorporating
the union. One member affirmed, that it would furnish a
handle to any aspiring prince to overthrow the liberties
of all Britain; for if the parliament of ScotUind could
.^lter, or r.ither subvert its constitution, this circumstance
might be a precedent for the parliament of Great Britain
to assume the same power: that the representatives for
Scotland would, from their poverty, depend upon those
who possessed the means of corruption; and having ex-
pressed so little concern for the support of their own con-
stitution, would pay very little regard to that ofanvother.
" What !" said the duke of Haniilton, " shall we" in half
an hour give up what our forefathers maintained with
their lives and fortunes for many ages ? Are here none
of the descendants of those worthy patriots who defended
the liberty of their country against all invaders; who
assisted the great king Robert Bruce to restore the con-
etitution, and revenge the falsehood of England and the
usurpation of Baliol ? Where are the Douglasses and
Campbells ? Where are the peers, where are the barons,
once the bulwark of the nation ? Shall we yield up the
sovereignty and independency of our country, when we
are connnanded by those we represent to preserve the
same, and assured of their assistance to support us ?"
The duke of Athol protested against an incorporating
imion, as contrary to the honour, interest, fundamental
laws, and constitution of the kingdom of Scotland, the
birthright of the peers, the rights and privileges of the
baions and boroughs, and to the claim of right, property,
and liberty of the subjects. To this protest nineteen

peers and forty-six commoners adhered. The earl-mar-

shal entered a protest, importing, that no person being

successor to the crown of England should inherit that of

Scotland, without such previous limitations as might
secure the honour and sovereignty of the Scottish crown
and kingdom, the frequency and power of parliament,

the religion, liberty, and trade of the nation, from Eng-
lish or any foreign influence. He was seconded by six-

and-forty members. With regard to the third article of

the union, stipulating, that both kingdoms should be re-

presented by one and the same parliament, the country

party observed that, by assenting to this expedient, they

did in eflfect sink their own constitution, while that of

England underwent no alteration* that in all nations

there are fundamentals which no power whatever can

alter: that the rights and privileges of parliament being

one of those fundamentals among the Scots, no parlia-

ment, or any other power, could ever legally prohibit the

meeting of parliaments, or deprive any of the three

estates of its right of sitting or voting in parliament, or

give up the rights and privileges ofparliament : but that

by this treaty the parliament ofScotland was entirely ab-

rogated, its rights and privileges sacrificed, and those of

the English parliament substituted in their place. They
argued that though the legislative power in parliament

was regulated and determined by a majority of voices;

yet the giving up the constitution, with the rights and
privileges of the nation, was not subject to suffrage, being
founded on dominion and property, and therefore could

not be legally surrendered without the consent of every
person who had a right to elect and be represented in

parliament. They affirmed, that the obligation laid on
the Scottish members to reside so long in London in

attendance on the British parliament, would drain Scot-

land of all its moncj', impoverish the members, and sub-

ject them to the temptation of being corrupted. Ano-
ther protest was entered by the marquis of Annandale
against an incorporating union, as being odious to the

people, subversive of the constitution, sovereignty, and
claim of right, and threatening ruin to the church as by
law established. Fil'ty-two members joined in this

protestation. Almost every article produced the most
inflammatory disputes. The lord Belhaven enumerated
the mischiefs which would attend the union in a pathetic

speech, that drew tears from the audience, and is at this

day looked upon as a prophecy by great part of the Scot-

tish nation. Addresses against the treaty were presented

to parliament by the convention of boroughs, the com.

missioners of the general assembh', the company tradin g
to Africa and the Indies, as well as from several shires,

stewartries, boroughs, towns, and parishes, in all the

diftcrent parts of the kingdom, without distinction of

whig or tory, episcopalian or presbyteriau. The earl of

Buehan for the peers, Lockhart of Caruwarth for the

barons, sir William Stuart in behalf of the peers, barons,

boroughs, the earls of EiTol and JIarischal for themselves,

as high-constable and earl-marshal of the kingdom, pro-

tested severally against the treaty of union.

'While this opposition raged within doors, the resent-

ment of the people rose to transports of fury and re-

venge. The more rigid presbyterians, known by the

name of Cameronians, chose officers, formed themselves
into regiments, provided horses, arms, and ammunition,
and marching to Dumfries, burned the articles of union
at the Market-cross, justifying their conduct in a public

declaration. They made a tender of their attachment
to duke Hamilton, from whom they received encourage-
ment in secret. They reconciled themselves to the

episcopalians and the cavaliers: they resolved to take
the route to Edinburgh, and dissolve the parliament;
while the duke of Athol undertook to secure the pass of

Stirling with his liighlanders, so as to open the communi-
cation between the western and northern parts of the

kingdom. Seven or eight thousand men were actually
ready to appear in arms at the town of Hamilton, and
march directly to Edinburgh, under the duke's com-
mand, when that nobleman altered his opinion, and des-

patched private couriers through the whole country,
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requiring the people to defer tlieir meeting till furtlier

directions. Tlio more ^^asifruino cavaliers ncensecl liis

grace of treachery, but in all liUeliliood he wasaetuatccl

by prudential motives. lie alleged, in his own excuse,

that the nation was not in a condition to carry on such

an enterprise, especially as tho English had already

detached troops to tho border, and might in a few days

have wafted over a considerable reinforcement from

Holland. During this commotion among tho {.'amero-

nians, tho cities of Edinburgh and Glasgow were filled

with tumults. .Sir Patrick Johnston, jirovost of Edin-

burgh, who had been one of the commissioners for the

union, was besieged in bis own bouse by tho populace,

and would have been torn in pieces had not the guards

dispersed tho multitude. Tlie privy-council issued a

proclamation against riots, commandiug all persons to

retire from the streets whenever tho drum should beat;

ordering the guards to fire upon those who should dis-

obey this command, and indi ranifying them from nil

prosecution for maiming or slaying the lieges. These

guards were placed all round the house in which the

peers and commons were assembled, and tho conncil

received the thanks of tho parliament for having thus

provided for their safety. Notwithstanding these pre-

cautions of the government, tho commissioner was con-

stantly saluted with the curses and imprecations of the

people as he pas.;ed along: his guards were pelted, and

some of his attendants wounded with stones as they sat

by him in the coach, so that he was obliged to pass

thivagh tho streets on full gallop.

Against .ill this national fury the dukes of Queens-

berry and Argyle, the earls of Jlontrose, Seafield, and

Stair, and tho other noblemen attached to the union,

acted witli equal prudence and resolution. They argued

strenuously against the objections that were started in

the house. They magnified the advantages that would

accrue to the kingdom from the privileges of trading to

the English plantations, and being protected in their

commerce by a powerful navy; as well as from the ex-

clusion of a popish pretender, who they knew was odious

to the nation in general. Ihcy found means, partly by
their promises, and partly by corruption, to bring over

the enrls of IJoxburgh and Marchmont, with the wliole

squadron who had hitherto been unpropitious to the

court. They disarmed tho resentment of the clergy, by
promoting an act to be inserted in the uuion, declaring

the presbytcrian discipline to be the only government
in the church of Scotland, unalterable in all succeeding

times, and a fundamental article of the treatv. They
.soothed the African company witli the prospect of being

indemnified for the lo.sses they had sustained. They
amused individuals with the hope of shaiing the rest of

the equivalent. They employed emissaries to allay the

ferment among the Canieronians, and disunite them
from the cavaliers, by canting, praying, and demonstrat-

ing the absurdity, sinfulness, andd.angerof such a coali-

tion. These remonstrances were reinforced by the sum
of twenty thous;md pounds, which the queen privately

lent to the Scottish treasur)-, and which was now dis-

tributed by the ministry in such a manner as might
best conduce to the success of tho treaty. By these

practices they diminished, though they could not silence,

the clamour of the people, and obtained a considerable

m.ajority in parliament, which ont-voted all op]H>sition.

Not but that the duke of Queensberry at one time des-

paired of succeeding, and being in coutinual apprehen-
sion for his life, expressed a desire of adjourning the par-

liament, until by time and good management he should

be able to remove those diflicultics that then seemed to

be insurmountable. But the lord-treasurer Godolphin,

who foresaw that the measure would be entirely lost by
delay, and was no judge of the difficulties, insisted upon
his proceeding. It was at this period that he remitted
the money, and gave directions for having forces ready
at a call, both in England and Ireland. At length the

Scottish parliament approved and ratified all the articles

of tho union with some small variation. Then they
prepared an act for regulating th3 election of the sixtcea

V<,i.. M.

peers and forty-five commonei'S to represent Scotland ia

the British parliament. This being touched with tho

sceptre, the three estates proceeded to elect their repre-

sentatives. The remaining part of the sessiim was em-
ployed iu making regulaticns concerning the coin, in

examining the accounts of their African company, and
providing for the due application of tho equivalent,
which was scandalously misai>idied. On the twenty-
filth day of March the commissioner adjourned the par-

liament, after having, in a short speech, taken notice of

the honour they had actiuired in concluding an affair of

such importance to their country. Having thus accom-
plislied tho great purpose of tlio court, he set out for

London, iu the neighbourhood of which he was met by
above forty noblemen iu their coaches, and about four

huiulri'd gentlemen ou horseback. Xext day he waited

upon the queen at Kensington, from whom he met with

a very gracious reception. Perhaps there is not another

instance upon record of a ministry's having carried a

point of this importance against such a violent torrent

of opposition, and contrary to the general sense and in-

clination of a whole exasperated people. The Scots were

persuaded that their trade would be destroyed, their

uation oppressed, and their country ruined, in conse-

quence of tho uuion with England, and indeed their

opinion was supported by very plausible argunieuts.

The m.ijority of both nations believed that the treaty

would produce violent convulsions, or at best jirove in-

ellectual. But we now see it has been attended with
uone of the cal.amities that were pi'ognosticated; that it

quietly took cflect, and fully answered all the purposes

for which it was intended. Hence we may learn that

many great difficulties are surmounted, because they

are not seen by those who direct the execution of any
great project ; and that many schemes, which theory

deems impracticabh;, will j-et succeed in the experiment.

PROCEEDINGS in tue ENGLISH PARLIAMENT.

The English parliament assembling on the third day
of December, the queen, in her speech to both houses,

congratulated them on the glorious successes of her

arms. She desired the commons would grant such sup-

plies as might enable her to improve the advantages of

this successful campaign. She told them that the treaty

of uuion, as concluded by the commissioners of both

j

kingdoms, was at that time under the consideration of

! the Scottish parliament; and she recommended despatch

I

in the public aflairs, that both friends and enemies might

j

be convinced of the firmness and vigour of their pro-

I

ceedings. The parliament was perfectly well disposed

I to comply with all her majesty's requests. Warm dc-

I

bates were presented by both houses. Then they pro-

! ceeded to the consideration of the supply, and having
' examined the estimates in less than a week, voted near

six millions for the service of the ensuing year. Never-

theless, in examining the accounts some olijections arose.

They found that the extraordinary supplies for the sup-

port of king Charles of Spain, amounted to eight hundred
thousand poimds more than the sums pro\idcd by par-

liament. Some members argued that very ill conse-

quences might ensue, if a ministry could thus run the

nation in debt, and expect the parliament should pay
the money. The courtiers answered, that if anything

had been raised without necessity, or ill applied, it was
reasonable that those who were in fault should be pun
ished; but as this expense was incurred to improvo
advantages, at a time when the occasion could not bo

communicated to parliament, tlic ministry was rather

to be applauded for their zeal, than condemned for their

liberality. The question being put, the majority voted

I

that those sums had been expended for the preservation

of the duke of Savoy, for the interest of king Charles

! against the common enemy, and for the safety and lion

I

our of the nation. AVheu tho speaker presented the

I

money-bills, he told her, that as the glorious victory

I

obtained by the dulie of Marlborough at Kaniillies. was
' fought before it could be supposed the armies were in

U
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the field, so it w.is no less surprising that the commons

had granted supplies to her majesty, before the enemy

coald well know that the parliament was sitting. The
general was again honoured with the thanks of both

houses. The lords in an address besought the queen

to settle his honours on his posterity. An act was pa??eJ

for this purpose; and, in pursuance of another address

from the commons, a pension of five thousand pounds

out of the post-office was settled upon him and his dc-

Bcendants. The lords and commons having adjourned

themselves to the last day of December, the queen closed

the year with triumphal processions. As the standards

and colours taken at Blenheim had been placed in AVest-

minster-hall, so now those that had been brought from

the field of RamiUies were put up in Guildhall, as trophies

of that victory. About this time the e.arls of Kent,

Lindsev, .and Kingston, were raised to the rank of mar-

quisscs. The lords Wharton, Paulet, Godolphin, and

Cholmondeley, were created earls. Lord Walden, son

and heir-apparent to the earl of Suffolk, obtained the

title of carl of Bindon. The lord-keeper Cowper, and

sir Thomas Pelham, were ennobled as barons.

THE COMMONS APPROVE OF THE ARTICLES
OF THE UXIOX.

The parliament being assembled after their short re-

cess, the earl of Nottingham moved for an address to the

queen, desiring her majesty would order the proceedings

of the commissioners for the union, as well as those of

the Scottish parliament on the said subject, to he laid be-

fore them. He was seconded by the duke of Buckingham
and the earl of Rochester; and answered by the earl of

Godolphin, who told them they needed not doubt but

that her m.ijesty would communicate those proceedings,

as soon as the Scottish parliament should have discussed

the subject of the union. The lords Wharton, Somers,

and Halifax observed, that it was for the honour of the

nation that the treaty of union should first come ratified

from the parliament of Scotland ; and that then and not

before, it would be a proper time for the lords to take it

into consideration. On the twenty-eighth day of Jan-
nary, the queen in person told both houses that the

treaty of union, with some additions and alterations,

was ratified by an act of the Scottish parliament: that

she had ordered it to be laid before them ; and hoped it

would meet with their concurrence and approbation. She
desired the commons would provide for the payment of

the equivalent, in case the treaty should be approved.
She observed to both houses, that now they had an op-

portunity of putting the last hand to a happy union of

the two kingdoms; and that she should look upon it as a
particular happiness if this great work, which had been
so often attempted without success, could be brousht to

perfection in her reign. 'When the commons formed
themselves into a committee of the whole house, to de-
liberate on the articles of the union, and the Scottish act
of ratification, the tory party, which was very weak in

that assembly, began to start some objections. Sir John
Packington disapproved of this incorporating union,
which he likened to a marriage with a woman against
her consent. He said it was a union carried on bv cor-
ruption and bribery within doors, by force and violence
without; that the promoters of it had basely betrayed
their trust, in giWng up then: independent constitution,
and he would leave it to the judgment of the house, to
consider whether or not men of such prmciples were fit

to be admitted into their house of representatives. He
observed that her m.ajesty, by the coronation o.ith, was
obliged to maintain tlie church of England as by law
established; and likewise bound by the same oath to
defend the presbj-terian kirk of Scotland in one and the
same kingdom. Now, said he, after this union is in
force, v.-ho shall administer this oath to her majesty? It
is not the business of the Scots, who are incipable of it,

and no well-wishers to the church of England. It is

then only the part of the bishops to do it, r.nd can it be
supposed that those reverend persons will, or can act a

thing so contrary to their own order and institution, as

thus to promote the establishment of the presbyterian

church government in the united kingdom? He added,

tliat the church ofEngland being establishedjure didiio,

and the Scots preteuding that the kirk was .also jure di-

vino, he could not tell how two nations that clashed in

so essential an article could unite; he therefore thought

it proper to con.sult the convocation about this critical

point. A motion was made, that the first article of the

treaty, which implies a peremptory agreement to an
incorporating union, should be postponed; and that the

house should proceed to the consideration of the terms
of the intended union, contained in the other articles.

This proposal being rejected, some tory members quit-

ted the house; and all the articles were ex.amined and
approved without further opposition. The whigs were
so eager in the prosecution of this point, that they pro-

ceeded in a verj' superiicial manner, and with such pre-

cipitation as furnished their enemies with a plausible

pretence to affirm, that they had not considered the
treaty with the coolness and deliberation which an affair

of this importance required.

Before the lords began to investigate the articles of

the union, they, at the instance of the archbishop of

Canterbuiy, brought in a bill for the security of the

church of England, to be inserted as a fundamental and
essential part of that treaty. It passed through both
houses without opposition, and received the royal assent.

On the fifteenth day of February, the debates concerning
the union began in the house of lords, the queen being
present, and the bishop of Sarum chairman of the com-
mittee. The earls of Rochester, Anglesea, and Notting-
ham, argued against the union; as did the bishop of

Bath and Wells. Lord Haversham, in a premeditated
harangue, said the question was, whether two nations

independent in their sovereignties, that had their distinct

laws and interests, their different forms of worship,

church-government, and order, shotild be united into

one kingdom ? He supposed it a union made up of so

many mismatched pieces, of such jarring incongruous

ingredients, that should it ever take effect, it would
c;uTy the necessary consequences of a standing power
and force to keep them from falling asunder and break-

ing in pieces eveiy moment. He repeated what had been
said by lord Bacon, that an tmity pieced up by direct

admission of contrarieties in the fundamental points of

it, is like the toes of Nebuchadnezzar's image, which
were made of iron and clay—they may cleave together,

but would never incorporate. He dissented from the

union for the sake of the good old English constitution,

in which he dreaded some alteration from the additional

weight of sixty-one Scottish members, and these too

returned by a Scottish privy-council. He took notice,

that above one hundred Scottish peers, and as many com-
moners, were excluded from sitting .-ind voting in parlia-

ment, though they had as much right of inheritance to

sit there as any English peer had of silting in the parlia-

ment of England. He expressed his apprehension of this

precedent; and asked what security any peer of England
had for this right and privilege of peerage, which those

lords had not. He said, If the bishops would weaken
their owti cause, so far as to give up the two great points

of episcopal ordination and confirmation; if they would
approve and ratify the act for securing the presbyterian

church-government in Scotland, as the true protestant

religion and purity of worship; they must give up that

which had been contended for between them and the

Presbyterians for thiity years, and been defended by
the greatest and most learned men in the church of

England. He objected to the exempting articles, by
which heritable ofHccs and superiorities were reser\-ed.

He affirmed that the union was contrary to the sense of

the Scottish nation ; that the murmurs of the people had
been so loud as to fill the whole kingdom; and so bold
as to reach even to the doors of the parliament ; that the

parliament itself had suspended their beloved clause

in the act of security for aiming the people; that the
government had issued a proclamation pardoning all
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slaughter, bloodshed, and maiming committed apon

those who should bo found in tumults. From those

circumstances ho concluded, that the Scottish nation

was averse to an incorporating union, wliicli he looked

upon as one of the most danscrous experiments to buth

nations. Lonl North and Grey complained of the small

and unequal proportion of the land-tax imposed upon

Scotland. The earl of Nottinsli.ira said it was highly

unreasonable that the Scots, who wore by the treaty let

into all the branches of the Kn^lish trade, and paid so

littlo towards the expense of the government, should

moreover have such a round sum by way of equivalent.

The same topics were insisted on by the lords North and

Grey, Guernsey, Granville, Stawel, and Abingdon. The

earl of Nottingham, after having opposed every article

6ep.irately, concluded with words to this effect; "As sir

John Maynard siid to the lato king at the revolution,

that bavin; buried .all his contemporaries in Westmin-

ster-hall, ho was afraid, if his majesty had not come in

that very juncture of time, he might have likewise out-

lived the very laws; so, if this union do p.ass, as I b.ave

no reason to doubt but it will, I may justly aflirm 1 have

outlived all the laws, and the very constitution of Kng-
land: I, therefore, pray to God to avert the dire effects

which may prob.ibly ensue from such an incorporating

union."

These argtiments and objections were answered by
the lord-trcisurer Go,lolphiu, the carls of Sunderland

and Wharton, tho lords Towushend, Halifiix, and iso-

mers, the bishops of Cxford, Norwich, and Sarum.

They observed that such an important measure could

not be effected without some inconveniences; but that

the.se ought to be home in consideration of the greatness

of the advantage: that the chief dangers to which tlie

church was exposed aiose from Trance and popery; and
this union would elTectually secure it against these evils

:

that Scotland lay on the weakest side of Kngland, which
could not be defended but by an expensive army, bhould

a war break out between the two nations, and Scotland

be conquered, yet even in that case it would be neces-

sary to keep it under with a standing army, which any
enterprising prince might model for bis ambitious i>ur-

poses, and joining with the Scots, enslave his Engli.<h

dominion; that any union after a conquest would bo
compulsive, consequently of short duration; whereas
now it was voluntary, it would be lasting; that with

regard to ecclesiastical affairs, all heats and animosities

might be allayed by soft and gentle management. The
cantons of Switzerland, though they professed different

religions, were yet united in one general body; and the

diet of Germany was composed of piinccs and states,

among whom three different persuasions prevailed; so

that two sorts of discipline might very well subsist un-
der one legislature. If there was any danger on either

side, it threatened the Scots much more than the Eng-
lish, as five hundred and thirteen members could cer-

tainly be too hard for forty-five; and in the house of

lords, six-and-twenty bishops would always preponder-

ate against sixteen peers from Scotland. Notwithstand-
ing all the opposition made by the lords of the tory

interest, every article was approved by a gi'eat majority,

though not without a good number of protestations; and
a bill of ratification was prepared in the lower house by
sir Simon liarcourt, the solicitor-general, in such an .".rt-

ful manner as to prevent all debates. All the articles,

as they p.issed in Scotland, were recited by way of pre-

amble, together with the acts made in both parliaments
for the security of the several churches; and, in conclu-

sion, there was one clause by which the whole was rati-

fied and cn.acted into a law. By this contrivance, those

whoweredesirousofstarting new difficulties found them-
selves disabled from pursuing their design. They could
not object to the recital, which was barely matter of

fact; and they had not strength sufficient to oppose the
general enacting clause. On the other band, the whigs
promoted it with such zeal that it paE.-ed by a majority
of one hundred and fourteen, before the others had re-

collected themselves from the surprise which the struc-

ture of the bill had occasioned. It made its way through

the house of lords with equal despatch; and, when i',

received the royal sanction, the queen expressed the ut-

most satisfaction. She said she did not doubt but it

would be remembered and spoke of hereafter to the hon-

our of tbo.se who had been iiistrumental in bringing it

to such a happy conclusion. She desired that her sub-

jects ofboth kingdoms should fram henceforward behavo

with nil possible respect and kindness towards one an-

other, that so it might appear to all tho world they had
hearts disposed to become one people.

PARLIAMENT REVIVED BY PROCLAMATION.
1707.

As the act of union did not take place till the first of

May, a great number of traders in both kingdoms re-

solved to make advantage of this interval. The English

proposed to export into Scotland sucli commodities as

entitled them to a drawback, witli a view to bring them
back after the first of May. The Scots, on the other

hand, as their duties were much lower than those in

Er.glaud, intended to import great quantities of nine,

brandy, and other merchandise, which they could sell at

a greater advantage in England after the union, when
there would be a free intercourse between the two na-

tions. Some of the ministers had embarked in this

fraudulent design, which alai-med the merchants of Eng-
land to such a degree, that they presented a remon-

strance to the commons. Resolutions were immediately

taken in the house against these practices, and a bill

was prepared; but the lords apprehending that it in

some meiifure infringed the articles of the union, and
that it might give umbrage to the Scottish nation, it

was dropped. The frauds had been in a good measure
prevented by the previous resolutions of the house; and
the first day of May was now at hand; so that the bill

was thought unnecessary. On the twcnty-fourtli day
of April the queen prorogued the parliament, after hav-

ing given them to understand that she would continue

by pioclamation the lords and commons already assem-

bled, as members in the first British parliament on the

part of England, pursuant to the powers vested in her

by the acts of parliament of both kingdoms, ratifying

the treaty of union. The parliament was accordingly

revived by proclamation, and another issued to convoke

the first parliament of Great Britain for the twenty-

third day of October. The Scots repaired to London,

where they were well received by the queen, who be-

stowed the title of duke on the earls of Roxburgh and
Montrose. She likewise granted a commission for a

now privy-council in that kingdom, to be in force till

the next session of parliament, that the nation might

not be disgusted by too sudden an alteration of outward

appearances. The first of May was ajipoiuted as a day
of public thanksgiving; and congratulatory addresses

were sent up from all parts of England; but the univer-

sity of Oxford prepared no compliment; and the Scots

were wholly silent on this occasion.

THE QUEEN GIVES AUDIENCE TO A MUS-
COVITE AMBASSADOR.

In the course of this session the commons, in an ad-

dress to the queen, desired she would resettle the islands

of St. Christopher's and Nevis in tho \\'est Indies, which
had been ravaged by the enemy. Thej' likewise resol-

ved, that an humble address should be presented to her

majesty, praying she would concert measures for sup-

pressing a body of pirates who had made a settlement

on the island of Madagascar, as also for recovering and
preserving the ancient possessions, trade, and fishery in

Newfoundland. The French refugees likewise delivered

a remonstrance to the queen, recapitulating the benefits

which the persecuted protcstants in France had reaped

from the assistance of her royal progenitors, acknow-
ledging their ovra happiness in living under her gentle

r;ovemment, among a people by whom they had been
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so kindly cntei-lained when driven from their native

country; and imploring her majesty's interposition and

good offices in favour of their distressed and persecuted

brethren ahroad. She graciously received this address,

declaring she Iiad always great compassion for the un-

happy circumstances of the protestauts in France; tliat

sho would communicate her thoughts on this subject to

her allies; and she expressed her hope that such mea-

sures might he talcen as should effectually answer the

intent of their petition. In the month of Jlay she

granted an audience to an ambassador-extraordinary

from the czar of Muscovy, who delivered a letter from

his master, containing complaints of king Augustus,

who had maltreated the Russian troops sent to his assis-

tance, concluded a dishonourable peace with Charles

king of Sweden, without the knowledge of his allies,

and surrendered count Pat'.tul, the Muscovite minister,

ns a deserter, to the Swedish monarch, contrary to the

law of nations, and even to the practice of barbarians.

He therefore desired her Britannic m.ajesty would use

her good offices for the enlargement of the count, and

the other Russian prisoners detained at Stockholm; and

that she would take into her protection the remains of

the Russian auxiliaries upon the Rhine, that they might

either enter into the service of the allies, or ba at liberty

to return in safety to their own country. The queen

actually interposed in behalf of Patkul ; but her inter-

cession proved ineffectual, and that unhappy minister

was put to death with all the circumstances of wanton

barbarity. As many severe and sarcastic writings had

lately appeared in which the whigs and ministry were

reviled, and reflections hinted to the prejudice of the

queen's person, the government resolved to make exam-

ples of the authors and publishers of these licentious

productions. Dr. Joseph Browne was twice pilloried

for a copy of verses, intituled " The Country Parson's

Advice to the Lord-Keeper," and a letter which he after-

wards wrote to Mr. Secretary llarley. 'William Stevens,

rector of Sutton in Surrey, luidcrwent the same sen-

tence, as author of a pamphlet called " A Letter to the

Author of the Memorial of the Clnirch of England."

Edwai'd Ward was fined and set in the pillory, for hav-

ing written a burlesque poem on the times, under the

title of "Iludibras Redivivus;" and the same punish-

ment was inflicted upon William Pittes, author of a

performance, intituled " The Case of the Church of

England's Slemorial fairly stated."

PROCEEDINGS IN CONVOCATION.

The lower house of convocation still continued to

wrangle with their superiors; and though they joined

the upper house in a congratulatory address to the queen
on the success of her arms, they resolved to make ap-

plication to the commons against the union. The queen
being apprised of their design, desired the archbishop to

prorogue them for three weeks, before the expiration of

svhieh the act of union had passed in parliament. The
lower house delivered a representation to the bishops,

in which they affirmed no such prorogation had ever
been ordered during the session of parliament. The
bishops found in their records seven or eigiit precedents
of such prorogations, and above thirty instances of the
convocation having sat sometimes before, and sometimes
after, a session of parliament; nay, sometimes even when
the parliament was dissolved. The queen, informed of
these proceedings, wrote a letter to the archbishop, in-

timating that she looked upon the lower house as guilty
of an invasion of her royal supremacy; and that if any
thing of the same nature should be attempted for the
future, she would use such means for punishing offen-

ders as the law warranted. The prolocutor absenting
himself from the convocation, the archbishop pronoun-
cod sentence of contumacy against him. The lower
house, in a protestation, declared this sentence unlawful
and altogether null. Nevertheless the prolocutor made
a full submission, with which the archbisliop was satis-

fied, and the sentence was repealed. About this period

the carl of Sunderland was appointed one of the secre-

taries of state, in tlie room of sir Charles Hedges. This

cliange was not effected without great opposition from

Harley, who was in his heart an enemy to the duke of

Marlborough and all his adhei-ents; and had already,

by his secret intrigues, made considerable progress in a

scheme for superseding the influence of the duchess.

FRANCE THREATENED WITH TOTAL RUIN.

The Fi'cnch king at this juncture seemed to be en-

tirely abandoned by his former good fortune. He had
sustained such a number of successive defeats as had
drained his kingdom of people, and his treasury was
almost exhausted. He endeavoured to support the cre-

dit of his government by issuing mint-bills, in imitation

of the bank-notes of England; but, notwithstanding all

his precautions, they passed at a discount of three-and-

fifty per cent. The lands lay uncultivated; the manu-
factures could be no longer carried on; and the subjects

perished with famine. The allies, on tlie other hand,

seemed to prosper in every quarter. They had become
masters of the greatest part of the Netherlands, in con-

sequence of the victory at Ramillies; the army of king
Charles was considerably reinforced; a scheme was
formed for the conquest of Toulon, by the troops of

the emperor and the duke of Savoy, supplied with a

large sum of money by queen Anne, and assisted by the

combined fleets of England and Holland, under the com-
nuind of sir Cloudeslcy Shovel. In a word, Fi'ance

seemed to be reduced to the verge of destruction, from
which nothing in all probability could have saved her
but the jealousy and misconduct of the confederates.

Louis, by virtue of his capitulation with the emperor
in Italy, was enabled to send such reinforcements into

S)win as turned the fortune of the war in tliat country;

while the distractions in the council of king Charles

prevented that unanimity and concurrence without
which no success can he expected. The earl of Peter-

borough declared against an offensive war, on account

of the difficulty of finding subsistence in Castile; and
advised Charles to trust to the expedition against Tou-
lon. This opinion he sent from Italy, to which he had
withdrawn.

THE ALLIES ARE DEFEATED AT ALMANZA.

Charles, however, was persuaded to penetrate once

more to Madrid, and give battle to the enemy wherever

they should appear. On the thirteenth day of March
the army was assembled at Caudcla, to the number of

sixteen thousand men ; tinder tlie auspices of the mar-

quis das Minas, to whom the earl of Galway was second

in command. They marched towards Yccla, and un-

dertook the siege of Mlena ; but having received in-

telligence that the duke of Berwick was in the neigh-

bourhood, they advanced on the fourteenth day of

April in four columns towards the town of Almanza,

wliero the enemy were drawn up in order of battle,

their number being considerably superior to that of the

confederates. The battle began about two in the after-

noon, and the whole front of each army was fully en-

gaged. The English and Dutch squadrons on the left,

sustained by the Portuguese horse of the second line,'

were overpowered after a gallant resistance. The cen-

tre, consisting chiefly of battalions from Great Britain

and Holland, obliged the enemy to give way, and drove

their first upon their second line ; but the Portuguese

cavalry on the right being broken at tlie first charge,

the foot betook themselves to flight; so that the English

and Dutch troops being left naked on the flanks, were

surrounded and attacked on every side. In this dread-

ful emergency they formed themselves into a square,

and retired from the field of battle. By tliis time the

men were quite spent with fatigue, and all their am-
munition exhausted: they were ignoiantof the country,

aliandoned by their horso, destitute of prov isions, and cut

off from an hope of supply. Moved by these dismal con-
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sidorotions, tlicy cnpUulAtciland surrendered tlicmsclvcs

prisoners of war, to the amount of thirteen battalions.

The rortiijruose, ond part of the English horse, with the

infantry that guarded the baggage, retreated to Alcira,

where they were joined by the earl of Galway, with

about five an<l twenty hundred dragoons which he had

brought fron\ the field of battle. About three thousand

men of the allied army were killed upon the spot, and

among that number brigadier Killegrew, with many
otiiccrs of distinction. 'J"he earl of Galway, who charged

in person at the head of Guiscard's dragoons, received

two deep cuts in the face. The marquis das Jliiias was

run through the arm, and saw his concubine, who
fought in the habit of an Amazon, killed by bis side:

the lords 'I'yrawley, Mark Ker, and colonel Clayton,

were wounded: all their artillery, together with an

hundred and twenty colours and standards, and about

ten thousand men, were taken ; so that no victory

could be more complete; yet it was not purchased with-

out the loss of two thousand men slain in the action,

including some officers of eminence. The duke of I?er

wick, who commanded the troops of king riiilip, ac-

quired a great addition of fame by his conduct and

behavioar before and during the engagement ; but his

authority was superseded by the duke of Orleans, who
arrived in the army immediately after the battle. This

prince seemed to entertain some private views of bis

own ; for he took no clfectual step to improve the vic-

tory, lie began a private negotiation with the earl of

Galway, during which the two armies lay inactive on

the banks of the f'iuca; and he concluded the campaign

with the siege of Lerida, which was surrendered by

capitulation on the second day of November : then the

troops on both sides went into winter quartei-s. The earl

of Galway and the Marquis das Minas embarked at Bar-

celona for Lisbon, and general Carpenter remained ooin-

mander of the English forces quartered in Catalonia,

which was now the only part of Spain that remained to

king Charles.

UNSUCCESSFUL ATTEMPT UPON TOULON.

Tlie attempt upon Toulon by the duke of Savoy and
prince Eugene might have succeeded, if the emperor,

notwithstanding the repeated rem.onstrances of the mar-

itime powers, had not divided his army in Italy, by
detaching a considerable body through the ecclesiastical

state towards Naples, of which he took possession with-

out any difficulty. Uesides, ten thousand recruits des-

tined for the Imperial forces in Italy were detained in

Germany, from an apprehension of the king of Sweden,
who remained in Saxony, and seemed to be upon very

indifferent terms with the emperor. AVith the assist-

ance of the English and Dutch fleets, the duke of Savoy
and prince Eugene passed the Var [See note 2 B, at the

I

end of thin }'ol.] on the eleventh day of July, at the

il head of an army of thirty thousand men, and marched
directly towards Toulon, whither the artillery and am-
munition were conveyed on board of the combined
squadrons. The French king was extremely alarmed

II
at this .ittempt, as five thousand pieces of cannon, vast

I m-ig-izines, and the best part of his fleet, were in the

harbour of Toulon, and ran the greatest risk of being

entirely t;iken or destroyed. The whole kingdom of

Franco was filled with consternation when they found

their enemies were in the bosom of their countiy. The
monarch resolved to leave no stone unturned for the

relief of the place, and his subjects exerted themselves
in a verj' extraordimiry manner for its preservation.

The nobility of the adjacent provinces armed their ser-

vants and tenants, at the head of whom they marched
into the city: they coined their plate, and pawned their

jewels for money to pay the workmen employed ujion

the fortifications ; and such industry was used, that in

a few days the town and harbour, which had been
p-catly neglected, were put in a good posture of defence.

'J'he allies took possession of the eminences that com-
manded the city, and the ordnance being landed, erected

batteries. From these they began to cannonade and
bombard the city, while the fleet attacked and reduced
two forts at the entrance of the Mole, and co-operated

in the siege with their great guns and bomb-kctchcs.
The garrison was numerous, and defended the place

with great vigour. They sunk ships in the entrance to

the Mole: they kept up a prodigious fire from the ram-
parts : they made ilespcrate sallies, and even drove tlio

besiegers from one of their posts with great slaughter.

Tlie French king, alarmed at this design of his cnemiea,
ordered troops to march towards Toulon from all parts

of bis dominions. He couiitcnnanded the forces that

were on their route to improve the victory of Alniaii/.a:

a great part of the army under \'illais on the Uhine
was detached to Provence, and the court of Versailles

declared, that the duke of Burgundy should uiarch at

the head of a strong army to the relief of Toulon. The
duke of Savoy being apprized of these preparations,

seeing no hope of reducing the place, and being appre-

hensive that his p.assage would be intercepted, resolved

to abandon bis enterprise. The artillery being re-

embarked, with the sick and wounded, he decamped in

the night, under favour of a terrible bombardment and
cannonading from the English fleet, and retreated to

his own country without molestation.* Then he un-
dertook the reduction of Susa, the garrison of which
surrendered at discretion. By this conquest he not only

secured the key to his own dominions, but al.^o opened
to himself a free passage into Dauphine.

SIE CLOUDESLEY SHOVEL WRECKED.

Sir Cloudeslcy Shovel having left a squadron with sir

Thomas Dilkes for the MeiUtcrranean service, set sail

for England with the rest of the fleet, and was in sound-

ings on the twenty-second day of October. About eight

o'clock at night his oivn ship, the Association, struck

upon the rocks of Seilly, and perished with every person

on board. This was likewise the fate of the Eagle and
tlie Romney : the Firebrand was dashed in pieces on the

rocks ; but the captain and four-and-twenty men saved

themselves in the boat: the Phoonix was driven on shore:

the Koyal Anne was saved by the presence of mind and

uncommon dexterity of sir George Byng and his offi-

cers : the St. George, commanded by lord Dursley, struck

upon the rocks, but a wave set her afloat again. The
admiral's body being cast ashore, was stripped and buried

in the sand; but afterwards discovered and liroiiglit into

Plymouth, from whence it was conveyed to London, and
interred in Westminster-abbev'. Sir Cloudeslcy Shovel

was born of mean parentage in the county of Suff"olk

;

but raised himself to the chief command at sea, by his

industry, valour, skill, and integrity. On the upper
Ilhine tlie allies were unprosperous. [See note ^ C, at the

end of this Vol.] The prince of Baden was dead, and the

CJerman army so inconsiderable, that it could not defend

the lines of Buhl against the maresclial dc A'illars, who
broke through this work, esteemed the rampart of Ger-

many, reduced Rastadt, defeated a body of horse, laid

the duchy of Wirtemberg under contribution, took

Stutgard and Schonidorf; and routed three thousand
Germans intrenched at Lorch, under the command of

general Janus, who was made prisoner. In all proba-

bility, this .active ofiiccr would have made great pro-

gress towards the restoration of the elector of Bavaria,

had not he been obliged to stop in the middle of his

career, in consequence of his army's being diminished

by sending ofl" detachments to Provence. The Imperial

army retired towards Ilailbion, and the command of it

was, at the request of the emperor and allies, assumed
by the elector of Hanover, who restored inilitaiy disci-

pline, and acted with uncommon prudence and circum-

spection ; but he had not force sufficient to undertake

any enterprise of importance.

• Ilftd the (take of .Savny inarchccl with expedition from the Var,
he Mijnld liavc fui:nd Toulon defenceless; but he liiiKered iii such ft

manner as gives reason to believe he was not hearty in the enters
pinse ; and Iti.s operations wen; retarded liy a ditTercncc between bim
And his kinsman prince Eui:.'.ud.
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INTERVIEW BETWEEN THE KING OF SWE-
DEN AND THE DUKE OF MARLBOROUGH.

In the month of April, the duke of Marlborough set

ont from the Hague for Leipsic, with a letter from the

queen to Charles XII. of Sweden, Tvhose designs were

still so mysterious, that the confederates could not help

being alarmed at his being in the heart of Germany.

The duke was pitched upon as the most proper ambas-

sador, to soothe his vanity and penetrate into his ix-al

intention.* He found this onginal character not sim-

ple, but sordid in his appearance and economy, savage

in his deportment, ferocious, illiterate, stubborn, impla-

cable, and reserved. The English general assailed him

on the side of his vanity, the only part by which he was

accessible. "Sire," said he, " I present to your majesty

a letter, not from the chancery, but from the heart of

the queen my mistress, and written with her own band.

Had not her sex prevented her from taking so long a

journey, she would have crossed the sea to see a prince

admired by the whole universe. I esteem myself happy

in having the honour of assuring your majesty of ray

regard ; and I should think it a great happiness, if my
affiiirs would allow me, to learn under so great a gene-

ral as your majesty, what I want to know in tlie art of

war." Charles was pleased with this overstrained com-

pliment, which seems to have been calculated for a raw

unintelligent barbarian, unacquainted with the charac-

ters of mankind. He professed particular veneration for

queen Anne, as well as for the person of her ambassador,

and declared he would take no steps to the prejudice of

the grand alliance. Nevertheless, the sincerity of this

declaration has been questioned. The French court is

said to have gained over his minister, count Piper, to

their interest. Certain it is, he industriously sought

occasion to quarrel with the emperor, and ti'eated him
with great insolence, until he submitted to all his de-

mands. The treaty being concluded upon the terms he

thought proper to impose, he bad no longer the least

shadow of pretence to continue bis disputes with the

court of Vienna ; and tlierefore began bis march for

Poland, which was by tliis time overrun by the czar of

Muscovy.

INACTIVE CAMPAIGN in the NETHERLANDS.

The dnke of Marlborough returning from Saxony,

assembled the allied army at Anderlacli near Brussels,

about the middle of May; and, understanding that the

elector of Bavaria and the duke de Vendome, who com-
manded the French forces, had quitted their Hues, ho
advanced to .Soignies witli a design to engage tliem in

the plain of Fleurus. But receiving certain intelligence

that the enemy were greatly superior to the allies in

number, by the help of drafts from all the garrisons, he

retreated towards Brussels, and took post at Mildert;

while the French advanced to Gemblours. Both armies

lay inactive until the enemy sent off a large detachment
towards Provence. Then the duke of Marlborough and
general D'Auverquerque resolved to attack them in

their fortified camp at Gemblours. But they retreated

with such celerity from one post to another, that the
confederates could not come up with them until they
were safely encamped with their right at Pont-a-Tresiii,

and their left under the cannon of Lisle, covered with
the river Scbeldc, and secured by intreneliments. The
allies chose their camp at Helcliin, and foraged under
the cannon of Toumay, within a league of the enemy;
but nothing could induce them to hazard an engage-
ment; and both armies went into winter quarters in tlie

latter end of October. The duke of Marlborough set

out for Franckfort, where he conferred with the electors

• When tlip diiko nrrivod In Ks cnacli at the quarters of count
Piper, of M*b'nn lie had tlcmanued ftn audience, he was piven to un-
derstand that tlie count Avas busy, and uNli^od to wait half an liour
before the Swedish minister came down to receive him. "When he
appeared at Last, the duke alighted from his cuach, put on his hat,
passed the count without saluting him, and went aside to the wall,
where having staid some time, he returned and accosted him with
the moBt polite address.

of Mentz, Hanover, and Palatine, about the operations

of the next campaign : then he returaed to the Hague,

and having concerted the necessary measures with the

deputies of the states-general, embarked for England ui

the beginning of November.

A PARTY FORMED AGAINST MARLBOROUGH.

The queen's private favour was now shifted to a new
ol)jeet. The duchess of Marlborough was supplanted

by Mrs. Masham, her own kinswoman, whom s!ie had

rescued from indigence and obscurity. This favourite

succeeded to that ascendancy over the mind of her sove-

reign wliich the duchess had formerly possessed. She

was more humble, pliable, and obliging than her first

patroness, who bad played the tyrant, and thw.irted the

queen in some of her most respected ma.xims. Her ma-
jesty's prepossession in favour of the tories and high-

churchmen was no longer insolently condemned and vio-

lently opposed. The new confidant conformed to all her

prejudices, and encouraged all her designs with assent

and approbation. In political intrigues she acted as asso-

ciate, or rather auxiliaiy, to Jlr. Secretary Harley, wlm
had insinuated himself into tlie queen's good graces,

and determined to sap the credit of the duke of Marl-

borough and the earl of Godolpbin. His aim was to

unite the tory interest under his own auspices, and ex-

pel the whigs from the advantages they possessed under
tlie government. His chief coadjutor in this scheme was
Henry St. John, afterwards lord Bolingbroke, a man of

warm imagination and elegant taste, penetrating, elo-

quent, ambitious, and enterprising, whose talents were
rather specious than solid, and whose principles were
loose and fluctuating. He was at first contented to act

in an inferior capacity, subsenieut to the designs of the

secretary; but, when he understood the full extent of

bis own parts and influence, be was fired with the am-
bition of eclipsing his principal, and from the sphere of

his minister raised himself to the character of his rival.

These politicians, with the assistance of sir Simon Har-
court, a colleague of uncommon ability and credit,

exerted their endeavours to rally and reconcile the dis-

united tories, who were given to understand that the

queen could no longer bear the tyranny of the wbigs:

that she had been always a friend in her heart to the

tory and high-church party ; and that she would now
exhibit manifest proof of her inclination. She accord-

ingly bestowed the bishoprics of Chester and Exeter

upon sir "William Dawes and Dr. P.lackall, who though
otherwise of unblemished characters, had openly con-

demned the revolution.

The people in general began to bo sick of the whig
ministry, whom they had formerly caressed. To them
they imputed the burdens under wliich they groaned

;

burdens which they had hitherto been animated to bear

by the pomp of triumph and uninterrupted success. At
present they were discouraged by the biitileof Almanzn,
the miscarriage of the expedition against Toulon, the

less of sir Cloudesley Shovel, and the fate of four ships of

the line, destroyed or taken by a squadron under the

command of messieurs Forbin and Du Gnai Trouin, two
of the most enterprising sea-ofHcers in the French ser-

vice. No new advantage had been obtained in the

Netherlands: France, instead of sinking under the

weight of the confederac}', seemed to rise with fresh

vigour from every overthrov,-; the English traders had

lately sustained repeated losses for want of proper con-

voys; the coin of the nation was visibly diminished, and

the public credit began to decline. The tories did not

fail to inculcate and exaggerate these causes of discon-

tent, and the ministry were too remiss in taking proper

steps for the satisfaction of the nation. Instead of sooth-

ing, by gentle measures and equal administration, the

Scots, who had expressed such aversion to the miion,

they treated them in such a manner as served to exas-

perate the spirits of that people. A slop was put to

their whole commerce for two months before it was di-

1 verted into the new channel. Three months elapsed
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before tlio equivalent was remitted to that kingdom,

and it was afterwards applied with the most shameful

partiality. Seizures of wines and other merchandise im-

ported from tliencc into England, were made in all the

northern parts with an affectation of severity and dis-

dain: 60 that the generality of the Scottish nation loudly

exclaimed against the union and the government. The

Jacobites were again in commotion. They held confer-

ences: they maintained a correspondence with the court

of St. Germains: a great number of the most rigid whigs

entered so far into their measures as to think a revolu-

tion was absolutely necessary to preserve the liberties,

independence, and commerce of their country: the pre-

tender's birth-day was publicly celebrated in many
different parts of the kingdom, and everything seemed

to portend an universal revolt. Ireland continued quiet

under the administration of the earl of Pembroke, whom
the queen had appointed lord-lieutenant of that king-

dom. A parliament having met at Dublin in the month

of July, presented addresses of congratulation to her

majesty on the late union of the two kingdoms. The
commons having inspected the public accounts, resolved,

that the kingdom had been put to excessive charge, by
means of great arrears of rent returned by the late trus-

tees, as due out of the forfeited estates, which returns

were false and unjust ; and that an humble representa-

tion should be laid before her majesty on this subject.

They passed another laudable resolution in favour of

their own manufactures. They granted the necessary

supplies, and having finished several bills for the royal

assent, were prorogued on the twenty-ninth day of

October.

MEETING OF THE FIEST ' BRITISH PAR-
LIAMENT.

It was on the twenty-third of the same month that

the first parliament of Great Britain assembled at \\'est-

minster, when the queen in her speech to both houses

palliated the miscarriages in Provence and in Spain: re-

presented the necessity of making further efforts against

the common enemy; and exhorted them to be upon their

guard against those who endeavoured to sow jealousies
j

in the commonweaJth. The commons in their address
,

expressed the continuance of their former zeal and de-
j

Totion to her majesty's government; but, in the house
1

of lords, the earl of Wharton expatiated upon the scarcity

of money, the decay of trade, and the mismanagement
of the navy. He was seconded by lord Somers and the

leaders of the tory party, who proposed that, previous

to every measure, they should consider the state of the

nation. The design of \Miarton and Somers was to raise

the earl of Orford once more to the head of the admi-
ralty; and the torics, who did not perceive their drift,

hoped, in the course of the inquiry, to fix the blame of all

mismanagement upon the whig ministers. A day being
fixed for this examination, the house received a petition

from the sheriffs and merchants of London, complaining
of great losses by sea for want of cruisers and convoys,
and the complaints were proved by witnesses. The re-

port was sent to the lord-admiral, who answered all the

articles separately : then the torics moved for an address,

in which the bhuuc of the miscarriages might he laid

upon the ministry and cabinet-council; but the motion
was overruled: the queen was presented with a bare
representation of the facts, and desired that she would
take the proper measures for preventing such evils for

the future. The conmions made some progress in an in-

quiry of the same nature, and brought in a bill for the

better securing the trade of the kingdom. They cheer-

fully granted the supplies for the service of the ensuing
year. They prepared another bill for repealing the Scot-

ti.sh act of security, and that about peace and war, which
had excited such jealousy in the English nation. They
resolved that there should be but one privy-council in

the kingdom of Great Britain: that the mihtia of Scot-

land should be put on tlie satne footing with that of Eng-
land: that the powers of the justices of the peace should

be the same through the whole island: that the lords of

justiciary in Scotland should go circuits twice in the

year; that the writs for electing Scottish members to

serve in the house of commons should bo directed, and
returns made, in the same manner as practised in Eng-
land. An act being formed on these lesolutions, they
brought in a bill for preserving the trade with Portugal:
then they considered tho state of the war in Spain.

INQUIRY INTO THE STATE OF THE WAR
IN SPAIN.

MiTien the queen passed these bills, she recommended
an augmentation in tho aids and auxiliaries granted to

the king of Spain and the duke of Savoy. This intima-

tion produced a debate in the house of lords on the affairs

of Spain. Tho services of the earl of Peterborough

were extolled by the earl of Rochester and lord Haver-
sham, who levelled some oblicjuc reflections on the carl

of Galway. Several lords enlarged upon the necessity

of carrying on the war until king Charles should be fully

established upon the throne of Spain. The earl of

Peterborough said they ought to contribute nine shil-

lings in the pound rather than make peace on any other

terms: he declared himself ready to return to Spain, and
serve even under the carl of Galway. The earl of

Rochester repeated a maxim of the old duke of Schom-
berg, that attacking France in the Netherlands was like

taking a bull by the horns. He therefore proposed that

the allies should stand on the defensive in Flanders, and
detach from thence fifteen or twenty thousand men into

Catalonia. He was seconded by the earl of Nottingliam;

but wannly opposed by the duke of JInrlborough, who
urged that the great towns in Brabant which he had
conquered could not be preserved without a considerable

number of men; and that if the French should gain any
advantage in Flanders from their superiority in point of

number, the discontented party in Holland, which was
very numerous, and bore with impatience the burden of

the war, would not fail crying aloud for peace. Being
ch.allenged by Rochester to show how troops could be
procured for the service of Italy and Spain, he assured

the house that measures had been already concerted

with the emperor for forming an army of forty thousand

men under the duke of Savoy, for sending powerful

succours to king Charles. This declaration finished the

debate, which issued in an affectionate address to her

majesty. The lords resolved, that no peace could be
safe and honoui-able for her majesty and her allies, if

Spain and the Spanish West Indies were suffered to con-

tinue in the power of the house of Bourbon. Tliey pre-

sented an address, in which they desired she would press

the emperor to send powerful succours to Spain under
the command of prince Eugene, witli all possiljle expe-

dition, to make good his contract with the duke of Sa-

voy, and strengthen the army on the Rhine, which was
now happily put under the conduct of tliat wise and
valiant prince, the elector of Hanover. The commons
concurred in this remonstrance, in consequence of which
the queen desired the emperor to bestow the command
in Spain upon prince Eugene. The court of Vienna,
however, did not comply with this request, but sent
thither count Staremberg, who, of all the German gen-
erals, was next to the prince in militaiy reputation.

The commons now proceeded to consider of wtiysand"
means, and actually established funds for raising the
supply, which amounted to the enormous sum of six

millions.

At this period Mr. Harley's character incurred suspi-

cion, from the treacheiy of William Gregg, an inferior

clerk in his office, who was detected in a coiTCspondence
with monsieur Chamillard, tho French king's minister.

^\ hen his jiractices were detected he made an ample
confession, and pleading guilty to his indictment at tlio

Old Bailey, was condemned to deatli for high-treason.

At the same time, John I'ara and Alexander Valiere

were committed to Newgate for coiTcsponding with tho

enemy; and Claude Baud, secretary to the duke of Sn-
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voy's minister, was, at tbc request of his master, appre-

hended for traitorous practices against her majesty and

her government. A committee of seven lords being

appointed to examine these delinquents, made a report

to the house, which was communicated to the queen, in

an address, importing, that Gregg had discovered secrets

of state to the French minister: that Alexander Valiere

and Jolm Bara had managed a correspondence r.ith tlic

governors and commissaries of Calais and Boulogn

;

and, in all probability, discovered to the enemy the

stations of tlie British cruisers, the strength of their con-

TOys, and the times at which the merchant ships pro-

ceeded on their voyages; that all the papers in tlie

oflicc of Mr. Secretary Harlcy had been for a consider-

able time exposed to the view of the meanest clerks, and

that the perusal of all the letters to and from the French

prisoners had been chiefly trusted to Gregg, a person of

a very suspicious character, and known to be extremely

indigent. Tho queen granted a reprieve to this man,

in hope of his making some important discovery, but he

really knew nothing of consequence to the nation. He
was an indigent Scot, who had been employed as a spy

in his own country, and now offered his services to

Chamillard, with a view of being rewarded for his

treacheiy; but he was discovered before he had reaped

any fraits from his correspondence. As he had no
secrets of importance to impart, he was executed at

Tyburn, where he delivered a paper to the sheriff, in

which he declared Mr Harley entirely ignorant of all his

treasonable connexions, notwithstanding some endea-

vours that were made to engage him iu an accusation of

that minister.

Tlie queen had refused to admit the earl of Peter-

borough into her presence until he should have vindi-

cated his conduct, of which king Charles had compdained
in divers letters. He was eagerly desirous of a parlia-

mentary inquiry. His military proceedings, his nego-
tiations, his disposal of the remittances, were taken into

consideration by both houses ; but he produced such a
number of witnesses and original papers to justify eveiy
transaction, that his character triumphed in the inquiry,

which was dropped before it produced any resolution in

parliament. Then they took cognizance of the state of
affairs in Spain, and found there had been a great defi-

ciency in the English troops at the battle of Almanza.
This, however, was explained so much to their satisfiic-

tion, that they voted an address to the queen, thanking
her for having taken measures to restore the affairs in

Spain, and pro\-ide foreign troops for that service. The
bill for rendering the union more complete, met with a
vigorous opposition in the house of lords from the court-
party, on account of the clause enacting, that, after the
first of Miiy, there sliould be but one privy-council in

the kingdoru of Great Britain. The ministry, finding
it was strenuously supported by all the tories and a
considerable number of the other faction, would have
compromised the difference, by proposing that the
privy-council of Scotland should continue to the first

day of October. They hinted this expedient, in hope of
being able to influence the ensuing elections; but their
design being palpable, the motion was overruled, and
the bill received tlie royal assent : a court of exchequer,
however, was erected in Scotland upon the model of
that in England. The execution of Gregg, and the ex-
amination of Valiere and Bara, who had acted as smu"-
glei-s to the coast of France, under t'' protection of
Harley, to whom they engaged for intelligence, affected
the credit of that minister, who was reviled and traduced
by the emissaries of the whig party. The duke of
Marlborough and the earl of Godolphin, being apprised
of his secret practices with Mrs. Masham, wrote to the
queen that tliey could sei-re her no longer, should Mr.
Harley continue in the post of secretary. Being sum
moned to the cabinet-council, they waited on her in
person, and expostulated on the same subject. She
endeavoured to appease their resentment with soft per-
suasion, which had no effect; and when they retired
from court, to the astonishment of all the spectators, she

repaired in person to the cotiKcil. There Mr. Secretary

Harley began to explain the cause of their meeting,

which was some circumstance relating to foreign affairs.

The duke of Somerset said, he did not see how they

could deliberate on such matters while the general and

treasurer were absent: the other members observed a

sullen silence; so that the council broke up, and the

queen found herself in danger of being abandoned by

her ministers. Next day her majesty sent for the duke

of JIailborough, and told him that Harley should im-

mediately resign his ofEce, which was conferred upon

Mr. Henry Boyle, chancellor of the exchequer; but she

deeply resented the deportment of the duke and the carl

of Godolphin, from whom she entirely withdrew her

confidence. Sir Simon Harcourt, attorney-general, sir

Thomas Slansel, comptroller of the household, and Mr.

St. John, relinquished their several posts upon the dis-

grace of Harley.

THE PRETENDER EMBARKS AT DUNKIRK
FOR SCOTLAND.

The kingdom was at this period alarmed with a

threatened invasion from France. The court of St. Ger-

main's had sent over one colonel Hook with credentials

to Scotland, to learn the situation, number, and ability

of the pretender's friends in that country. This minis-

ter, by bis misconduct, produced a division among the

Scottish Jacobites. Being a creature of the duke of

Perth, he attached himself wholly to the duke of Athol,

aud those other zealous partisans who were bent upon
receiving the pretender without conditions; and he ne-

glected the duke of Hamilton, the eail-raarshal, aud

other adherents of that house, v.ho adopted the more
moderate principles avowed by the earl of Middleton.

At his return to France, he made such a favourable re-

port of the disposition and power of the Scottish nation,

that Louis resolved to equip an armament, and send

over the pretender to that kingdom. His pretence was
to establish that prince on the throne of his ancestors;

but his real aim was to make a diversion from the Nether-

lands, and excite a revolt in Great Britain, which should

hinder queen Anne from exerting herself against France

on the continent. He began to make preparations for

this expedition at Dunkirk, where a squadron was as-

sembled under the command of the chevalier de Fourbin

;

and a body of land forces were embarked with monsieur

de Gace, afterwards known by the appellition of the

mareschal de Matignon. The pretender, who had as-

sumed the name of the chevalier de St. George, was
furnished with services of gold and silver plate, sump-
tuous tents, rich clothes for his life-guards, splendid

liveries, and all sorts of necessaries even to profusion.

Louis at parting presented him with a sword studded

with valuable diamonds, and repeated what he had for-

merly said to this adventurer's father: " He hoped he
should never see him again." The pope contributed to

the expense of this expedition, and accommodated him
with divers religious inscriptions, which were wrought
upon his colours and standards. Queen Anne being in-

formed of these preparations, and the design of the

French monarch, communicated to the commons the

advices which she had received from Holland and the

Netherlands, touching the destination of the Dunkirk
ai-mament ; both houses concun-ed in an address, assur-

ing her they would assist her majesty with their lives

.and fortunes against the pretended prince of Wales, and
fdl her other enemies. Then they passed a bill, enact-

ing, that the oath of abjuration should be tendered to

all persons, and such as refused to take it should be in

the condition of convicted recusants. By another, they
suspended the kahcxis-corpus act till October, with rela-

tion to persons apprehended by the goveniment on sus-

picion of treasonable practices. The pretender and his

adherents were proclaimed traitors and rebels; and a bill

was passed, discharging the clans of Scotland from all

vassalage to those chiefs who should take up arms
against her majesty. Ti-ansports were hired to bring
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over ten British battiillons from Ostond; a largi; fleet bo-

inp equipped with iiicreJiblu diligence, sailed from Dcil

towards Dunkirk, under the conduct of eir John Leake,

sir George Uyng, and lord Dui-sley. The French ima-

gined that Leake had sailed to Lisbon, and that Britain

was unprovided of ships of war; so that they were

amazed and confounded when this fleet appeared off

JIardvkc: a stop was immediately put to the embarka-

tion of their troops; frequent expresses were despatched

to Paris; the count de Fourbin represented to the French

king tho little probability of succeeding in this enter-

prise, and tho danger that would attend the attonipt;

but ho received positive orders to embark the forces,

and set sail with the first favourable wind.

The British fleet being forced from their station by

severe weather on tho fourteenth day of March, the

French squ.adron sailed on the seventeenth from the

road of Dunkirk; but the wind shifting, it anchored in

Newport-pits till the nineteenth in the evening, when
they set s;»il again with a fair breeze, steeriug their

course to Scotland. Sir George Byng having received

advice of their departure, from an Ostcnd vessel sent

out for that purixjse by major-general Cadogan, gave

chose to the enemy, after having detached a squadron,

nnder admir;il Baker, to convoy the troops that were

emb.irked at Ostcnd for England. On the tenth day of

March the queen went to the house of peers, whc.e, in

a speech to both houses, she told them that the French

fleet had sailed; that sir George Byng was in pursuit

of them; and that ten battalions of her troops were ex-

pected every day in England. This intimation was
followed by two very warm addresses from the lords

and commons, in which they repeated their assurances

of standing by her against all her enemies. They ex-

horted her to persevere in supporting the common cause,

notwithstanding this petty attempt to disturb her do-

minions; and levelled some severe insinuations against

those who endeavoured to foment jc.ilousics between
her m.ajesty and her most faithful ser\"ants. Addresses

on the same occasion were sent up from diflcrcnt parts

of the kingdom; so that the queen seemed to look with

contempt upon the designs of the enemy. Several re-

giments of foot, with some squadrons of cavalry, began
their march for Scotland; the earl of Leven, commander-
in-chief of the forces in that country, and governor of]

the castle of Edinburgh, hastened tliither to put that
]

fortress in a posture of defence, and to make the proper

dispositions to oppose the protend.r at his landing. But
the vigilance of sir George Byng rendered all these pre-

cautions unnecessary. He sailed directly to the Frith

of Edinburgh, where he arrived almost as soon as the

enemy, who immediately took the advantage of a land
btcczc, and bore away with all the sail they could carry.

The Engl'sh admiral gave chase; and the Salisbury,

one of their ships, was bo.arded and taken. At night

monsieur de Fourbin altered his course, so that next
day they were out of reach of the English squadron.
The pretender desired they would proceed to the north-

ward, and kind him at Inverness, and Fourbin seemed
willing to gratify his request; but the wind changing,
and bbwing in their teeth with great violence, he re-

presented the danger of attempting to prosecute the

voyage; and, with the consent of the chevalier de St.

George and his general, returned to Dunkirk, after hav-
ing been tossed about a whole month in very tempestu-
ous weather. In the meantime sir George Byng sailed

np to Lcith road, where he received the freedom of the

city of Edinburgh in a golden box, as a testimony of

gratitude for his having delivered them from the dread-

ful apprehensions tuider which they laboured.

STATE OF THE NATION AT IIIAT PERIOD.

Certain it is, the pretender could not have chosen a

more favourable opportunity for making a descent upon
Scotland. The people in general were disafiected to the

government on account of the union ; the regular troops

under Levcn did not exceed five-and-twenty hundred
Vol. IL

men, and even great part of these would in all proba-

bility have joined the invader; the castle of Edinburgh
was destitute of ammunition, and would in all ajipear-

ance have surrendered at the first summons; in which
case the j.acobites must have been masters of tho equi-

valent money lodged in that fortress: a good number of

Dutch ships, loaded with cannon, small arms, ammuni-
tion, and a largo sum of money, had been driven on
shore in the sliire of Angus, where they would havo
been seized by the friends of tho pretender, had tho

French troops been landed; and all the adherents of that

house were ready to appear in arms. In England, such

a demand was made upon the bank, by those who fav-

oured the invasion, and those who dreaded a revolution,

that the public credit seemed to be in danger. The com-
mons resolved, that whoever designedly endeavoured

to destroy or lessen the public credit, especially at a
time when tho kingdom was threatened with an inva-

sion, was guilty of a high crime and misdemeanor, and
an enemy to her majesty .and the kingdom. The lord

treasurer signified to the directors of the bank, that her

majesty would allow for six months an interest cf six

per cent, upon their bills, which was double the usual

rate; and considerable sums of money were offered to

them by this nobleman, as well as by the dukes of Marl-

borongh, Newcastle, and Somerset. The French, Dutch,

and Jewish merchants, whose interest was in a peculiar

m.anner connected with the s.afcty of the bank, exerted

themselves for its support; and the directors having
called in twenty per cent, upon their capital stock, were
enabled to answer all the demands of the timorous and
disafiected. All tho noblemen and persons of distinc-

tion in Scotland, suspected of an attachment to the court

of St. Germain's, were apprehended, and either impii-

soned in the castle of Edinburgh, or brought up to Lon-
don to be confined in the Tower or in Newgate. Among
these was the duke of Hamilton, who found means to

make his peace with the whig ministers; and, in a little

time, the other prisoners were admitted to bail. iSce

note *D, at the end of this Vol.^

PAELIA5IENT DISSOLVED.

On the first day of April the parliament was pro-

rogued, and afterwards dissolved byproclamation. Writs

were issued out for new elections, together with a pro-

clamation commanding all the peers of North Britain to

assemble at Holyrood-house in Edinburgh, on the seven-

teenth day of June, to elect sixteen peers to represent

them in the ensuing British parliament, pursuant to the

twenty-second article of the treaty of union. After tho

dissolution of the parliament, the lords Grifiiu and Cler-

mont, two sons of the earl of Jliddleton, and several

Scottish and Irish ofHcers who had been taken on board

the Salisbury, were brought to London and imprisoned

in the Tower or in Newgate. Lord Griffin being attain-

ted by outlawry, for high treason committed in the reign

of king William, was brought to the bar of the court of

king's bench, and a rule made for his execution; but
he was reprieved from month to month, until lie died a

natural death in prison. The privy-council of Scotland

was dissolved; tlie duke of Queensbeny was created a
British peer, by the title of baron of Kipon, marquis of

Beverley, and duke of Dover; and the office of secretary

at war, vacant by the resignation of Henry St. John,
was bestowed upon Robert Walpole, a gentleman who
had rendered himself considerable in the house of com-
mons, and whose conduct we shall have occasion to

mention more at large in the sequel. Aboitt the same
time a proclamation was issued for distributing prizes,

in certain proportions, to the different officers and sea-

men of the royal navy; a regulation that still prevails.

THE FRENCH SURPRISE
BRUGES.

GHENT AND

The French king, not at all discouraged by the mis-

carriage of bis projected invasion, rcsohcd to improrf
X
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the advantages he had gained on the continent during

the last campaign, and indeed he made efforts that were

altogether incredible, considering the consumptive state

of his finances. [See note 2 E, at the end of this Vol.]

He assembled a prodigious army in the Netherlands,

nnder the command of the duke of Burgundy, assisted

hy Vendome, and accompanied by the duke of Berry

and the chevalier de St. George. The elector of Bavaria

was destined to the command of the troops on the Rhine,

where he was seconded hy the duke of Berwick ; and

the mare.^chal de 'Villcroy was sent to conduct the forces

in Dauphine. .\bout the latter end of Mtirch, the

duke of Marlborough repaired to the Hague, where he

was met by prince Eugene: these two celebrated gen-

erals conferred with the pensionary Heinsius, and the

deputies of the states-general. Then they made an ex-

cursion to Hanover, where they prevailed upon the

elector to be satisfied with acting upon the defensive in

his command on the Khine, and fpare part of his forces,

that the confederates might be enabled to make vigor-

ous efforts in the Netherlands. The prince proceeded

to Vienna, and the duke immediately returned to Flan-

ders, where he assembled the army towards the latter

end of JIay. On the twenty-fifth day of that month,

the duke de Vendome marched to Soignies, and posted

himself within three leagues of the confedei-ates, who
were encamped at Billinghen and Halle. The duke of

Marlborough havingreceived intelligence that theeuemy

were on their mar-ch hy Bois-Seigneur-Isaac to Braine-

la-Leuwe, concluded their intention was to take post

on the banks of the Deule, to hinder the allies from

passing that river, .'.nd to occupy Louvaiue. He, there-

fore, commanded the army to march all night, and on

the third day of June encamped at Terbank, general

d'Auverquerque fixing his quarters in the suburbs of

Louvaine, wliile the French advanced no farther than

Genap and Braine-hi-Leuwe. As they were more num-
erous than the confederates, and headed by a prince of

the blood, the generals of the allies at first expected

that they would hazard a battle; but their scheme was
to retrieve by stratagem the places they lost in Flan-

ders. The elector of Bavaria had rendered himself ex-

treuK-ly popular in the great towns; the count de Ber-

gcyck, who had considerable interest among them, was
devoted to tlie house of Bourbon; the inhabitants of the

great cities were naturally inconstant and mutinous,

and particularly dissatisfied with the Dutcli govern-

ment. The Frencli generals resolved to profit by these

circumstances. A detachment of their troops, under
the brigadiers la Faile and Pasteur, surprised the city

of Ghent, in whicli there was no garrison; at the same
time the count dc la Jlotte, with a strong body of

forces, appeared before Bruges, which was surrendered

to him without opposition; tlien he made a fruitless

attempt upon Damme, and marched to the little fort of

Plassendhal, which he took by assault. The duke of

Marlborough was no sooner apprised of the enemy's
liaving sent a strong detachment towards Tabize, than
he marched from Terbank, passed the canal, and en-

camped at Anderlach. The French crossed the .'^enuc

at Halle and Tabize, and the allies resolved to attack
them next morning; hut the enemy passed the Dender
in the night with gi-eat expedition; and the duke of

Marlborough next day encamped at Asche, where he
was joined by jirince Eugene, v. ho had marched with a
considerable reinforcement ofGermans from the Moselle.
The enemy understanding that this general was on his

march, determined to reduce Oudcnarde, the only pass
on the Schelde possessed by the confederates; and in-

vested it on the ninth day of July, hoping to subdue it

before the allies could be reinforced. The duke of M.irl-

borough was immediately in motion, and made a sur-
prising march from Asche, as far as Ilerselingen, where
he wa.s joined by the reinforcement. Then he took
possession of the strong camp at Lessines, which the
French had intended to occupy in order to cover the
siege of Oudenarde.

ThuB disappointed, the French generals altered their

resolution, abandoned Oudenarde, and began to pass the

Schelde at Gavre. The two generals of the confederates

were bent upon bringing them to an iflgagement. Ca-

dcan was sent with sixteen battalions and eight squa-

drons to repair the roads, and throw bridges over the

Schelde below Oudenarde. The army was in motion

about eiglit o'clock, and marched with such expedition,

that by two in the afternoon the horses bad reached the

bridges over which Cadogan and his detachment were

passing. The enemy had posted seven battalions in the

village of Heyneni, situated on the banks of the Schelde,

and the French household troops were drawn up in order

of battle on the adjacent plain, opposite to a body of

troops under major-general Rantzaw, who were posted

behind a rivulet that ran into the river. The duke de

Vendome intended to attack the confederates when one

half of their army should have passed the Schelde; but
he was thwarted by the duke of Burgundy, who seemed
to be pei"plexed and irresolute. This prince had ordered

the troops to halt in their march to Gavre, as if he had
not yet formed any resolution; and now he recalled the

squadrons from the plain, determined to avoid a battle.

Vendome remonstrated against this conduct, and the

dispute continued till three in the aftenioon, when the

greater part of the allied army had passed the Schelde

without opposition. Then the duke of Burgundy de-

clared for an engagement, and Vendome submitted to

his opinion with great reluctance, as the opportunity

was now lost, and the arm}' unformed. Major-general

Grimaldi was ordered to attack Rantzaw with the horse

of the king's household, who, finding the rivulet marshy,

refused to charge, and retired to the right. Meanwhile
Cadogan attacked the village of Heraem, which he
took, with three of the seven battalions by which it was
guarded. Rantzaw, passing the rivulet, advanced into

the plain and drove before him several squadrons of the

enemy. In this attack the electoral prince of Hanover,
his late majesty George II., charged at the head of

Bulau's dragoons with great intrepidity. His horse was
shot under him, and colonel Laschky killed by his side

Divers French regiments were entirely broken, and a

good number of oiHcers and standards fell into the hands
of the Hanoverians. The confederates continued still

passing the river, but few or none of the infantry were
come up till five in the afternoon, when the duke of

Argyle arrived with twenty battalions, which immedi-
ately sustained a vigorous assault from the enemy. By
this time the French were drawn up in order of battle;

and the allies being formed as they passed the river,

both armies were engaged through the whole extent of

their lines about seven in the evening. Europe had not

for many years produced two such noble armies; above

one hundred general officers appeai-ed in the field, and
two hundred and fifty colonels fought at the head of

their respective regiments. The number of the French
exceeded that of the allies by twelve thousand; but their

generals were divided, their forces ill-disposed; and the

men dispirited by the unintemipted success of their ad-

versaries. They seemed from the beginning averse to

an engagement, and acted in hurry and trepidation.

Nevertheless, the action was maintained until general

d'Auverquerque and count Tilly, who commanded on
the left of the allies, obliged the right of the enemy to

give ground; and the prince of Orange, with count

Oxienstcni, attacked them in fl.ink with the Dutch in-

fantry. Then they began to give way, and retired in

great confusion. "The duke de Vendome, alighting fi'om

his horse, rallied the broken battalions, called the ofEcers

by name, conjured tliem to maintain the honour of their

country, and animated the men with his voice and ex-

ample. But notwithstanding all bis endeavoui-s, they
were foiced hack among the enclosures in great confu-

sion. Some regiments were cut in pieces; others de-

sired to capitulate; and if the darkness had not inter-

posed, their whole army would have been ruined. The
night Cuming on, so that it became impossible to distin-

guish friends from enemies, the two generals ordered

the troops to cease firing, and the enemy took this op-
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portunity of csc.iping by the road which leads from

Oudenardo to Glient. the duke do Vendome seeing

the French forecs flying in the utmost terror and pre-

cipit;>tion. formed a rear-guard of about five-and-twenty

squadrons, and as many battalions, with which he se-

cured the retreat. To this precaution the safety of their

army was entirely owing; for at day-bvcnk the duke of

Marlb<irough sent a large detachment of horse and foot,

nnder the lieutenant-generals Bulau and Luniley, to

pursue the fugitives; hut the hedges and ditches that

skirted the road were lined with the French grenadiers

in such a manner, that the cavalry could not foiTU, and

they were obliged to desist. The French reached Ghent

about eight in the morning, and marching through the

citv, encamped at Lovendegen on the canal. There

they thought proper to cast up intrcnchments, upon

which they phinted their artillery, which they had left

nt Gavi-e with their heavy bagg.ige. Alvout three thou-

liand wcro slain on the'ficid of battle; two thousand

deserted; and about seven thousand were taken, includ-

ing a great number of officers, together with ten pieces

of cannon, above an hundred standards and colours, and

four thousimd horses. The loss of the allies did no!

amount to two thousand men; nor was one officer of

distinction killed on their side during the whole engage-

ment.* After the confederates had rested two days on

the field of battle, a detachment was ordered to level the

Frvuch lines between Vpres and the Lys; another w;!s

sent to raise contributions as far as Arras; they ravaged

the country, and struck terror even into the city of Paris.

While the allies plundered the province of Picardy, a

detachment from the French army, under the chevalier

de Kozen, made an imiption into Dutch-Flauders, broke

through the lines of Bervilet, ivhich had been left un-

guarded, and made a descent upon the island of Cad-

sandl, which they laid under contribution.

THE ALLIES INVEST LISLE.

The generals of the allies now undertook an enter-

prise, which, in the opinion of the French generals, sa-

voured of rashness and inconsiderate self-sufficiency.

This was the siege of Lisle, the strongest town iu Flan-

ders, provided with all necessaries, stores of ammunition,

and a garrison reinforced with one and twenty battalions

of the best troops in France, commanded by marcschal

dc Boulllers in person. But these were not the princi-

pal difficulties which the allies encountered. The enemy
had cut off the communication between them and their

magazines at Antwerp and Sas-Fan-Ghent ; so that

they were obliged to bring their convoys from Ostend

along a narrow causeway, exposed to the attack of an

army more numerous than that with which they sat

down before Lisle. On the thirteenth of August it was
invested on one side by prince Eugene, and on the other

by the prince of Orangc-Xassau, stadtholder of FrieF-

land; while the duke of Marlborough encamped at Hel-

chin, to cover the siege. The trenches were opened on

the twenty-second day of August, and carried on with

that vigour and alacrity which is always inspired by
rictory aud success. The dukes of Burgundy and Vcn-

dnmo being now joined by the duke of Berwick, ro-

Bolve^l, if possible, to relieve the place; and made several

marches and counter-marches for this purpose. Marl-

borough being apprized of their intention, marched out

of his lines to give them battle, being reinforced by a

considerable body of troops from the siege, including

Augustus king of Poland, and the landgrave of Hesse,

as volunteers; but the enemy declined .an engagement,

and the allies returned to their camp, which they forti-

fied with an intrenchmcnt. On the seventh day of

September, the besiegers took by assault the counter-

scarp of Lisle, after an obstinate action, in which they

lost a thousand men. The French generals continued

to hover about the camp of the confederates, which

• Xmrtnst the r,ffic.^r5 who were engaged in this battle, old general

d'Auvenjtienjtie an-1 the duke of Ar^le distinguished tlicmselrea

hy the most extimordinary Taloor and activity.

they actually cannonaded; and the duko of Marlborough

again formed his army in order of battle, but their de-

sign was only to harass the allies with continual alarms,

and interrupt the operations of the sriege. They endea-

vcmred tosuri rise tlio townof Aeth.by means of a secret

correspondence with tlie inhabitants; but the conspiracy

was discovered before it took effect. Then they cut off all

communication between the besiegers and the Scheldo,

the banks of which tliey fortified with strong intrcnch-

ments, and a prodigious number of cannon; so that now
all the stores and necessaries were sent to the camp of

tho confederates from Ostend. On the twenty-first day

of September, prince Eugene, who was in the trenches,

seeing the troops driven by the enemy from a lodgement

thev had made on the counterscarp of the tenaille, r.al-

lied and led them back to the charge; but being wounded

over the left eye with a muskct-shot, he was obliged to

retire, and for some days the duke of Mailborough sus-

tained the whole command, both in the siege and of the

covering army. On the twenty-third the tenaille was

stormed, and a lodgement made along the covered way.

Marcschal Bouffiers having found means to inform tho

duke de Veiulome that his ammunition was almost ex-

pended, this general det.achcd the chev.alicr de Luxem-

bourg, with a body of horse and dragoons, to supply the

place with gunpowder, every man carrying a bag of

forty pouni'.s upon the crupper. They were discovered

in passing through the camp of the allies, and pursued

to the barrier of the tov,ii, into whieli about three hun-

dred were admitted; but a gieat number were killed by

tlie confederates, or miserably destroyed by the explosion

of the powder which they canned.

The next attempt of the French generals was to in-

tercept a convoy from Ostend. The count de la Motte

marched from Ghent, with about two and twenty thou-

smd men, to attack this convoy, which was guarded by

six thousand of the allies, commanded by major-general

Webb. This oflicer made such .",n admirable disposition

by the wood of Wynendale. and received the enemy with

such a close fire, that, after a very warm action that

lasted two hours, they retired in the utmost confusion,

notwithstanding their great superiority in number, leav-

ing six thousand men killed upon the field of battle; the

loss of the allies not exceeding nine hundred aud twelve

officers and soldiers. This was the most honourable

exploit performed during the whole war, and of such

consequence to the confederates, that if the convoy had

been taken, the siege must have been raised. The duke

de ^endome ordered the dikes between Bruges and New-
port to be cut, so as to lay the whole country under

water, in hopes of destroying the communication be-

tween Ostend and the camp of the confederates; and,

after a regular siege, he took colonel Caulfield, and a

body of British troops posted in the village of Leffinghen,

by whose means the convoys had been forwarded to the

duke of Marlborough. On the twenty-second of Octo-

ber, marcschal Boufflers desired to capitulate for the

town of Lisle : next day the articles were signed : on

the twenty-fifth the allies took possession of the place,

and the marcschal retired into the citadel with the re-

mains of his g.airison, which, from twelve tliousand, was
reduced to less than the half of that number. A nego-

j
tiation was begun for the sun-ender of the citadel; but

Boufflers made such extravagant dem.ands as were re-

jjectedwith disdain. Hostilities were renewed on the

,
twenty-ninth day of the month ; and the earl of Stair

was detached to provide corn for the army ia the dis-

tricts of Fumes and Dixmuyde. During these transac-

tions, veldt-maieschal D'Auverqucrque died at Kosela;r,

in the sixty-seventh ye.ar of his age, after having, in

above thirty campaigns, exhibited innumerable proofs

of uncommon courage, ability, and moderation. Tho
duke de Vendome did not despair of obliging the con-

federates to abandon their enterprise : the French min-
' islers at Rome and Venice publicly declared the allied

army was cooped up in suclj a manner, that it must

cither raise the siege or be famished. The elector of

1 Bavaria, with .i detachment of ten thousand men,
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m-irclicd to Brussels, and attacked tlio counterscarp with

incredible fury; but was repulsed by the garrison, under

the command' of gcjicral I'asclial, and retired with ])rc-

cipitation, when lie undei'stood that the duke of Marl-

boroujrh was in motion to relieve the place. This noble-

man and jirlnce Eugene no sooner understood the danger

to which lirussels was exposed, than they marched with

the covering army to the Sclielde, which they passed

in pontoons without opposition, notwithstanding the

formidable works which the French had raised. They

now abandoned them witli precipitation, to the surprise

of the confederates, who had laid their account with the

loss of .1 tlionsand men in the attack. Having passed

the river between Eskcnall'e and Hauterive, as well as

at otlier places, they marched to Oudenarde, where they

received intelligence that the elector had retreated.

Then prince Eugene returned to Lisle, and the duke of

Marlborough proceeded to Brussels, where he was re-

ceived witii joy and acclamation. He afterwards took

post at Oudenarde, so as to maintain a communication

with prince Eugeno.

LISLE SUKREXDERED, GITEXT TAKEN, AND
BRUGES ABANDOXED.

The besiegers h.aving made lodgements and raised

batteries on the second counterscarp of the citadel, sent

a message to Bouftlers, intim.ating, that if he would sur-

render before the opening of the b.attcries, he should

have an honourable capitulation ; otherwise he and his

garrison nuist be made prisoners of war. He chose to

avoid the last part of the alternative: hostages were ex-

changed on the eightli day of December, and the arti-

cles signed ou the tenth ; when the mareschal and his

gaiTison marched out with the honours of war, and were

conducted to Douay. In this great enterprise, spirit and

persever.ance made amends for want of foresight and

skill, which was flagrant on the side of the confederates;

yet their success was owing in a great measure to the

iuiprovidence and misconduct of the besieged. The
French generals never dreamed that the allies would
attempt any thing of consequence after the reduction of

Lisle, considering the advanced season of the year, and
therefore they returned to Paris, after having distributed

their army into winter quarters. But their indefatigable

antagonists were determined to strike another stroke of

importance before their forces should separate. On the

twentieth day of December they invested the city of

Ghent on all sides; and on the thirtieth, when the bat-

teries were ready to open, the count de la Motte, who
commanded the garrison, desired to capitulate. On the

third day of January, 1708, he marched out with thirty

battalions and sixteen squadrons, which were conducted
to Tournay; while the duke of Argyle, with six British

battalions, took possession of the town and citadel. Then
the enemy abandoned Bruges, Plasscndahl, and Leflen-

gon ; and the gener.als of the allies, having settled the

plan of winter quarters, repaired to Holland, leaving
their forces under the command of count Tilly. The
French king was confounded and dismayed at these
conquests in the Netherlands. Nor was he easy on the
side of Dauphinfj : in spite of all the vigil.ance and acti-

vity of Villars, the duke of Savoy made himself master
of the important fortresses of Exilles, La Perouse, the
v.allcy of St. Martin, and Fenestrells ; so that by the end
of the camp:dgn he had secured a barrier to his own
frontiers, and opened a way into the French provinces,
after having made a diversion in favour of king Charles,
by obliging the enemy to send a strong detachment
from Rousillon to the assistance of Villars.

CONQUEST OP MINORCA,

The campaign in Cat.alonia was productive of a great
event. Count Guido de Staremberg arrived at Barcelona
on the last d.iy of April; but tlie Imperial troops brought
from Italy by admiral Leake did not la.id in time torc-
lieve Tortosa, which the duke of Oileans besieged and

took, together with Denia, the garrison of which were

made prisoners of war, contrary to the articles of capitu-

lation. These losses, however, were abimdantly made

up to the allies by the conquest of Sardinia and Minorca.

Sir John Leake, having taken on board a handful of

troops, under the conduct of the marquis d'Aleonzel, set

sail for Cagli.ari, and summoned the viceroy to submit to

kin" Charles. As he did not send .an immediate answer,

the admiral began to bombard the city, and the inhab-

itants compelled him to surrender at discretion. The
freater part of the garrison enlisted themselves in the

service of Charles. Tlie deputies of the states being as-

sembled by the marquis d'Aleonzel, acknowledged that

prince as their sovereign, and agreed to fuiTiish his army
with thirt}' thousand sacks of corn, which were accord-

in glv transported to Catalonia, where there was a great

scarcity of provisions. M.ajor-general Stanhope having

jilanned the conquest of Minorca, and concerted with

the admiral the measures necessary to put it in execution,

obt.ained from count Staremberg a few battalions ofSpan-

iards, Italians, and Portuguese; at the head of these he

embarked at Barcelona with a fine train of British artil-

leiy, accompanied by brigadier Wade and colonel Petit,

an engineer of great reputation. They Landed on the

island about ten miles from St. Philip's fort, on the 2Gth
of August, with about eight hundred marines, which
augmented their number to about three thousand. Ne.xt

day they erected batteries ; and general Stanhope ordered

a number of arrows to be shot into a jdace, to which
papers were affixed, written in the Spanish and French
languages, containing threats, that all the garrison

should be sent to the mines if they would not surrender

before the batteries were finished. The g.irrison con-

sisted of a thousand Spaniards, and six hundred French
marines, commanded by colonel la Jonquire, who ima-

gined that the number of the besiegers amounted to at

least ten thousand, so artfully had they been drawn up
in sight of the enemy. The batteries began to play,

and in a little time demolished four towers that served

as out-ivorks to tite fort; then they made a breach in

the outward wall, through which brigadier Wade, at the

head of the grenadiers, stormed a redoubt, with such

cxtraordin.ary valour as struck the besieged with con-

sternation. On the second or third day they thought

proper to beat a parley, and capitulate, on condition that

they should march out with the honours of war: tliat

the Spaniards should be transported to Murcia, and the

French to Toulon. These last, however, were detained,

by way of reprisal for the garrison of Denia. Tlie Span-

ish governor was so mortified when he learned the real

number of besiegers, that on his arrival at Murcia, he
threw himself out of a window in despair, and was killed

upon the spot. La Jonquire was confined for life, and

all the French officers incurred their master's displea-

sure. Fort St. Philip being thus reduced, to the amaze-
ment of all Europe, and the garrison of Fort Fomelles

having surrendered themselves prisoners to the admirals

Leake and Whitaker, the inhabitants gladly submitted

to the English government, forking Philip had oppressed

and deprived them of their privileges: general Stanhope

appointed colonel Petit governor of Fort St. Philip, and
deputy-governor of the whole island. After this im-

portant conquest he returned to the army in Spain,

where an unsuccessful attempt to surprise Tortosa, fin-

ished the operations of the campaign.

RUPTURE BETWEEN THE POPE AND THE
EMPEROR.

The British fleet not only contributed to the reduction

of Minorca, but likewise overawed the pope, who had
endeavoured to form a league of the princes in Italy

against the emperor. This pontiff had manifested his

partiality to the house of Bourbon in such a palpable

nianner, that his Imperial majesty ordered monsieur de

lionneval to maich with the troops that were in Italy,

reinforced by those belonging to the duke of Modcna,
and invade the duchy of Ferrar.i. Uo accordingly took
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possession of Comacliio and somo other places, pretend-

1

ill"- llicy were allodial estates belongiii;: to the duko of

MlJcnn, and liefs of tlie emperor, to which the ludy sec

had no lawful claim. The viceroy of Naples was forbid

to remit any money to Rome ; mid tho council of the

kingdom drew up a long memorial, containing the pre-

tensions of his catholic majesty, which struck at the very

foundation of tho pope's temporal power. His holiness

wrote a loug remonstrance to the cmpci-or on the injus-

tice of those proceedings, and declared that ho would

assert his cause thougli he should lose his life in tho

contest. He forthwith began to raise an army, and re-

vived a plan of forming a league among the princes and

states of Italy for their mutual defence. Sir John I-cakc

had received orders to bombard Civita-Vecchia, in rc-

Bcntmeut for the pope's having countenanced the pre-

tender's expedition to Great Britain; but as the emperor

and duke of Savoy hoped to elTect an accommodation

with the court of Kome, they prevailed upon tho English

admiral to suspend hostilities until they should have

tried the method of negotiation. The marquis do rrie,

a Piedmonteso nobleman, was sent as ambassador to

Kome ; but the pope would not receive him in that

quality. Elated with the promises of France, he set the

emperor at defiance ; and his troops having surprised a

body of Imperi.ilists, were so barbarous as to cut them

aU in pieces. Tho duke of Savoy having ended the

campaign, the troops of the emperor, which had served

under that prince, were ordered to march into the papal

territories, and drove the forces of his holiness before

them, without any regard to number. Bologna capitu-

Lited ; and Rome began to tremble with the apprehen-

sion of being once more sacked by a German army.

Then the pope's courage failed ; he was glad to admit

tho marquis do Pric as envoy from the emperor. He
consented to disband his new levies; to accommodate
tho Imperial troops with winter quarters in the papal

territories; to grant the investiture of Naples to king

Charles; and to allow at all times a passage to the Im-

perial troops through his dominions. On the Upper
Rhine the electors of Bavaria and Hanover were so

weak, that they could not undertake any thing of con-

sequence against each other. In Hungary the disputes

still continued between the emperor and the malcon-

tents. Poland was at length delivered from the oppres-

sion exercised by the king of Sweden, who marched
into the Ukraine against the czar of Muscovy, notwith-

standing the submission with which that monarch
endeavoured to appease his indignation. During the

course of this year the English merchants sustained no
considerable los.^jes by sea: the cruisers were judiciously

stationed, and the trade was regularly supplied with
convoys. In the West Indies, commodore Wager de-

stroyed the admiral of the galleons, and took the rear-

admiral on the coast of Carthagena. Had the ofhccrs of

his squadron done their duty, the greatest part of the

fleet would have fallen into his hands. At his return to

Jamaica, two of his captains were tried by a court-mar-

tial and dismissed from the aert'ice.

DEATH OF PRINCE GEORGE OF DENMARK.

The court of England was about this time not a little

disquietedby the consequences of an outrage committed
on the person of the count de Matueof, the Muscovite
ambassador. He was publicly arrested at tlie suit of a

laceman, and nialtreated by the baililTs, who dragged
him to prison, where he continued until he was bailed

by the earl of Feversham. Incensed at this insult, he
demanded redress of the government, and was seconded

in his rerjonstranccs by the ministers of the emperor,

the kingof Prussia, and several other foreign potentates.

The queen expressed uncommon indignation against tho

authors of this violence, who were immediately appre-

hended, and orders were given to prosecute them with
the utmost .severity of the law. Matueof repeated hia

complaints with great acrimony; and Mr. Secretary
Boyle assured him, in the queen's name, that he should

have ample satisfaction. Notwithstanding this assur-

ance, he demanded a pass for himself and family ; refused

the ordinary presents at his departure; and retired to

Holland. From thence he transmitted a memorial, with

a letter from the czar to the queen, insisting upon her

punishing with death all the persons concerned in vio-

lating the law of nations upon tho person of his ambas-
sador. Such punishment being altogether inconsistent

with the laws of England, the queen and her ministry

were extremely perplexed, and held several councils to

deliberate upon the measures proper to be taken on such

an occasion. On tho twenty-eighth day of October,

prince George of Denmark died of an asthma and dropsy,

with which he had been long afllicted. He was a priuco

of an amiable rather than a shining character, bravo,

good-natured, modest, and humane, but devoid of great

talents and ambition. lie had always lived in harmony
with the queen, who, during the whole term of their

union, and especially in his last illness, approved herself

a pattern of conjugal truth and tenderness. At his

death the earl of Pembroke was created lord-higli-ad-

miial, the carl of Wharton promoted to the government

of Ireland, and lord Soiners appointed president of tho

council. Notwithstanding these promotions of tho whig
noblemen, the duke of Marlborough declined apace in

his credit with the queen, who privately consulted and
reposed her chief confidence in Mr. Ilarley, though he

had no visible concern in the administration.

THE NEW PARLIAMENT ASSEMBLED.

The new parliament, in which the whig interest still

preponderated, was asscmljled on the sixteenth day of

November, when they were given to understand by a
commission under the great seal, that the archbishop of

Canterbury, the chancellor, the lord-treasurer, the lord

steward, and the master of the horse, were appointed to

represent the person of her majesty, whom decency

would not permit to appear in the house so soon after tho

death of her consort. Sir Eichanl Onslow being chosen

speaker of the lower house with the queen's approbation,

the chancellor, in a speech to both houses, recommended
the vigorous prosecution of the war, telling them her

majesty hoped they would enable her to make a consid-

erable augmentation for jireserving and improving the

advantages which the allies had gained in the Nether-

lands; that she desired they would prepare such bills as

might confirm and render the union eft'cetual; and that

if they would propose means for the advancement of

trade and manufacture, she would take pleasure in en-

acting such provisions. Both houses having presented

addresses of condolence and congratulation, on the death

of prince George, and the success of her majesty's arms
during the last campaign, the commons took cognizance

of controverted elections, which were decided with

shameful partiality for the whig faction. Then they

proceeded to consider the difl'ereiit branches of the sup-

ply; they approved of an augmentation often thousand

men, which was judged necessary for the more vigorous

prosecution of tho war; and they voted above seven
millions for the service of the ensuing year. The bank
agreed to circulate two millions five hundred thousand

pounds in exchequer bills for the government, on con-

dition that the term of their continuance should be pro-

longed for one-and-twenty years; and that their stock

of two millions, two hundred and one thousand, one hun-
dred and seventy-one pounds, should be doubled by a new
subscription. The two-thirds subsidy was ajipropriated

for the interest of the money raised by this expedient.

NATURALIZATION BILL.

Great debates having arifen about Scottish elections,

the house considered the petitions and representations

that were delivered, touching the incapacity of the eldest

sons of Scottish peers, exclulcd from sitting in the par-

liament of Great Britain. Counsel being heard upon tho

subject, that incapacity was confirmed; and new writs
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were issueJ, that new members might he elected lor the

shires of Aberdeen and Linhthgow, in the room of Wil-

liam lord lladdo, and James lord Johnston. Petitions

were likewise presented to the house of lords by sonic

Scottish peers, concerning their right of voting and

signing proxies. After warm debates, the house, upon

a division, determined that a Scottish lord created a peer

of Great Urilain should no longer retain his vote in Soot-

land; and that the noblemen who were in the castle of

Edinburgh had a right to sign proxies, after having

taken the oaths to the government. The Scottish peers

and commoners that sat in the British parliament were

divided into two factions. The duke of Qucensbeiry was

iu great credit with the Queen and the lord-treasurer,

by whose interest he was appointed secretary of state

for Scotland. His influence in elections was so great,

that all ofnees in that kingdom were bestowed according

to his recommendation. He was opposed by the dukes

of Hamilton, Montrose, and Koxhurgh, who were sup-

ported by the earl of Sunderland and lord Somers; so that

the whoie interest in that country was engrossed by one

or other member of the ministry. A bill for a general

naturalization of all protestants was brought into the

house, and notwithstanding violent opposition from the

tories, both among the lords and commons, was enacted

into i> law. The wliigs argued for this bill, as a measure

that would encourage industry, improve trade and man-
uiiicture, and repair the waste of men which the war
had occasioned; but one of their chief motives was to

throw an addition of foreigners into the balance against

the landed interest. The tories pleaded that a conflnx

of aliens might prove dangerous to the constitution ; that

they would retain a fondness for their native countries,

and, in times of war, act as spies and enemies; that they

would insinuate themselves into places of trust and profit;

become members of parliiiment; and by frequent inter-

marri.iges contribute to the extinction of the English

race: that they would add to tiie number of the poor,

already so expensive; and share the bread of the labour-

ers and tradesmen of England.

ACT OF GKACE.

An inquiry being set on foot in both houses concerning
the late iutejided invasion in Scotland, lord Haversham
and the other tory members endeavoured to demonstrate,
that proper precautions had not been taken for the se-

curity of that kingdom, even after the ministiy had re-

ceived undoubted intelligence of the pretender's design;

that since the attempt had miscarried, many persons of
quality had been apprehended and severely used by the
government, on pretended suspicion of high treason;
though in all probability the aim of the ministry, in

confining those persons, was to remove all possibility of
their opposing the court at the ensuing elections for

members of parliament. These assertions were sup-
ported by many incontested facts and shrewd arguments,
notwithstanding which, the majority were so little dis-

posed to find fault, that the inquiry issued in a joint
address to the queen, containing resolutions, that timely
and effectual care had been taken to disappoint the de-
signs of her majesty's enemies, both at home and abroad.
A bill, liowcver, was brought into the house of lords,
under the title of " An act for improving the union of
the two kingdoms." It related to trials for treason iu
Scotland, which by this law were regulated accordmg to
the manner of proceeding in England, with some small
variation. The Scottish members opposed it as an en-
croachment upon the form of their laws; and they were
joined by those who li.ad laid it down as a maxim to op-
pose all the coui; me:',sure3; nevertheless, the bill passed

through both houses, and received the lOyal assent.

Yet, in order to sweeten this unpalatable medicine, the

queen consented to an act of grace, by which all treasons

were pardoned, except those committed on the high seap;

an exception levelled at those who had embarked with

the pretender. Major-general Webb, who had been de-

frauded of his due honour, in a partial representation of

the battle of Wynendale, transmitted by Cardonnel,

secretary to the duke of Marlborough, was now thanked

by the house of commons for the great and eminent

services which he had performed in that engagement.

This motion was made by the tories; and the wliigs did

not fail to procure a compliment of the same nature to

the duke of Marlborough, even before he returned to

England. When the news of Ghent's being taken ar-

rived, the lords and commons congratulated the queen
on this last efl'ort of a glorious campaign; and the duke
at his arrival was thanked, in the name of the peers,

by the lord chancellor. As he was supposed to have
brought over proposals of peace, the two houses, in an
address, desired the queen would insist on the demolition

of Dunkirk, which was a nest of pirates that infested

the ocean, and did infinite prejudice to the commerce of

England. The queen promised to comply with their

request. But she was not a little surprised at the next
address they presented, humbly entreating, that she

would have such indulgence to the hearty desires of her

subjects, as to entertain thouglits of a second marriage.

She told them, that the provision she had made for the

protestant succession would always be a proof how much
slie had at heart the future happiness of the kingdom ; but
the subject of this address was of such a nature, that she

was per^uided they did not expect a particular answer.

DISPUTES ABOUT THE MUSCOVITE AMB.^S-
SADOE COMPROMISED. 1709.

The laws having been found insufiieient to punish

capitally the authors of the insult ofiered to the Musco-
vite ambassador, a hill was brought into the house of

commons for preserving the privfleges of ambassadors

and other foreign ministers; and passed through both

Iiouses, as did another, to prevent the laying of wagers
relating to the public, a practice which had been carried

to a degree of infatuation; and by which many unwaiy
persons fell a sacrifice to crafty adventurers. On the

fourteenth daj' of March, the commons voted the sum of

one hundred and three thousand, two hundred and three

pounds, for the relief of the inhabitants of Nevis and St.

Christopher's, who had suffered by the late invasion;

and on the twenty-first day of April, the parliament was
prorogued. The Muscovite ambassador continued to

write expostulatory letters to Mr. Secretary Eoyle, who
at last owned that the laws of the kingdom did not ad-

mit of such punishment as he demanded. An informa-

tion was tried in the court of king's bench for her ma-
jesty against Thomas Morton, laceman, and thirteen

other persons concerned in the insult, of which they
were found guilty; and the special matter of the privi-

leges of ambassadors was to be argued next term before

the judges. Meanwhile, the queen, by way of satisfac-

tion to the czar, condescended to make solemn excuses

by her ambassador; to repair Matueofs honour by 'a

letter, and indemnify him for all his costs and damages:
concessions with which the czar and his ambassador
declared themselves well satisfied. The convpcatiou

had been summoned, chosen, and returned with a new
parliament; but as the old spirit was supposed to pre-

vail in the lower house, the queen, by writ to the arch-

bishop, ordered him to prorogue it from time to time,

until tlie s<rssiou of parliamont was fini.shed.
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the rl-ice was so stronj;, botU by art and nature, and

lieutenant dc Surville, the governor, possessed such ad-

mirable talents, that the siepc was protracted contrarj-

to the expectation of the allies, and cost them a gieat

nun\ber of men, notwithstanding all the precautious

that could be taken for the safety of the troops. As the

bcsiegei-s proceeded by the metliod of sap, their miners

frequently met with those of the enemy under ground,

and fought with bayonet and pistol. The volunteers

on both sides presented themselves to these subterran-

eous combats, ill the midst of mines and countermines

ready primed for explosion. Sometimes they were kin-

dled by accident, and sometimes sprung by design; so

that great numbers of those brave men were stifled be-

low, and wliole battalions blown into the air, or buried

in the nibbish. On the twenty -eighth day of July, the

besiegers having elTected a practicable breach, and made

the necessary dispositions for a general assault, the

enemy offered to capitulate: the town was surrendered

upon conditions, and the garrison retired to the citadel.

Surville likewise entered into a treaty about giving up

the citadel: the articles being sent to the court of Ver-

sailles, Louis would not ratify them, except upon con-

dition that there should be a general cessation in the

Netherlands till the fifth day of September. Hostilities

were renewed on the eighth day of August, and prose-

cuted with uncommon ardour and animosity. On the

thirtieth, Surville desired to capitulate on certain arti-

cles, which were rejected by the duke of Marlborough,

who gave him to understand that he had no terms to

expect, but must surrender at discretion. At length,

his provisions being quite exhausted, he was obliged (o

sm-render himself and his garrison prisoners of war,

though they were permitted to retuni to France, on

giving their parole that they would not act in the field

until a like number of the allies should be released.

THE FRENCH AKE DEFEATED.

The next object that attracted the eyes of the confe-

derates was the city of Mons, which tbey resolved to

besiege with all possible expedition. They passed the

ScheUle on the third day of September, and detached the

prince of Hesse to attack the French lines from the

Ilaisne to the Sombre, which were abandoned at his ap-

proach. On the seventh day of September, marescbal

de Boufflcrs anived in the French camp at Quicvrain,

content to act in an inferior capacity to Villars, although

his superior in point of seniority. The duke of Marl-

borough having received advice that the French were

on their march to attack the advanced body under the

prince of Hesse, decamped from Havre in order to sup-

port that detachment. On the ninth the allies made a

motion to the left, by which the two armies were brought

so near each other that a mutual cannonading ensued.

The French army, amoiuiting to one hundred and twenty
thousand men, were posted behind the woods of La Jlcrte

and Tanieres, in the neighbourhood of Malplaquet. The
confederates, nearly of the same number, encamped with

the right near Sar* and lileron, and the left on the edge

of the wood of Lanicre; the head quarters being at Ela-

regnies. The enemy, instead of attacking the allies,

began to fortify their camp, which was naturally strong,

with triple intrcneliments. In a word, they were so

covered with lines, hedges, intrenchmcnts, cannon and
trees laid across, that they seemed to bo quite inacces-

sible. Had the confederates attacked them on the ninth,

the battle would not have been so bloody, and the vic-

tor}' would have proved more decisive; for they had not
then begun to secure the camp; but Marlborough post-

poned the engagement until tliey sliould be reinforced

by eighteen battalions which had been employed in the
siege of Toumay; and in the meantime, the French
fortified themselves with incredible diligence and de-

spatch. On the eleventh day of September, early in

the morning, tlie confederates, favoured by a thick fog,

erected batteries on each wing and in the centre; ancl

(ibout eight o'clock, the weather clearing up, the att^ick

bcfan. Eighty-six battalions on the right, commman-
ded by general Schuylemburgh, the duke of Argyle, and

other generals, and supported by two-and-twenty bat-

talions under count Lottum, attacked the left of the

enemy w'ith such vigour, that, notwithstanding their

lines and barricadoes, they were in less than an hour

driven from their intrcneliments into the woods of Sart

and Tanieres. The prince of Orange and baron Fagel,

with six-and-tbirty Dutch battalions, advanced against

the right of the enemy, posted in the wood of La Mertc,

and covered with three intrenchmcnts. Here the battle

was maintained with the most desperate courage on both

sides. The Dutch obliged the French to quit the first

intrenchment; but were repulsed from the second with

great slaughter. The prince of Orange persisted in his

efforts with incredible perseverance and intrepidity, even

after two horses had been killed under him, and the

greater part of bis ofllcers either slain or disabled. The
French fought with an obstinacy of courage that bor-

dered on despair, till seeing their lines forced, their left

wing and centre giving way, and their general, A'illars,

dangerously wounded, they made an excellent retreat

towards Bavay, under the conduct of Boufflers, and took

post between Quesnoy and Valenciennes. The field of

battle they abandoned to the confederates, with about

forty colours and standards, sixteen pieces of artillery,

and a good number of prisoners; but this was the dear-

est victory the allies bad ever purchased. About twenty
thousand of their best troops were killed in the engage-
ment; whereas the enemy did not lose half that number,
and retired at leisure, perfectly recovered of that appre-

hension with which they had been for some years in-

spired and overawed by the successes of their adver-

saries. On the side of the allies, count Lottum, general

Tettau, count Oxienstern, and the marquis of Tullibar-

dinc, were killed, with many other oflieers of distinction.

Prince Eugene was slightly wounded in the head; lieu-

tenant-general 'Webb received a shot in the groin. The
duke of Argyle, who distinguished himself by extraor-

dinary feats of valour, escaped unhurt; but several

musket-balls penetrated through his clothes, his hat,

and periwig. In the French army, the chevalier de

St. George charged twelve times with the household

troops, and in the last was wounded with a sword in the

arm. The mareschal de Villars confidently asserted,

that if ho himself had not been disabled, the confeder-

ates would certainly have been defeated.

MONS SUREENDEKED.

Considering the situation of the French, tlie number
of their troops, and the manner in which they were for-

tified, notJiing could be more rash and imprudent than

the attack, which cost the lives of so many gallant men,

and was attended with so little advantage to the con-

querors. Perliaps the duke of Marlboiough thought a

victory was absolutely necessary to support his sinking

interest at the court of Great Britain. His intention was
to have given battle before the enemy had intrenched

themselves; but prince Eugene insisted upon delaying

the action until the reinforcement should arrive from

Tournay. The extraordinary carnage is imputed to the

impetuosity of the prince of Orange, whose aim through

this whole w;ir was to raise himself into considera-

tion with the states-general by signal acts of military

prowess. The French having retired to Valenciennes,

the allies were left at liberty to besiege Mons, which
capitulated about the end of October; and both armies

were distributed in winter quarters. The campaign on

the Rhine produced nothing but one sharp action, be-

tween a detachment of the French army commanded
Ijy the count de Borgh, and a body of troops under count

Merei, who had passed the Rhine in order to penetrate

into Franche-compte. The Imperial officer was worsted

in this encounter, with the loss of two thousand men;
obliged to repass the river, and retire to Fril)ourg. In

Piedmont, velt-mareschal Thaun commanded the con-

fei'erates in the room of the duke of Savoy, T/ho refused
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to take the ficW until sonic ililTorcnccs, -nliich hnd arisen

between the emperor and biui, should bo ndjiistcd.

Thaun's design was to besiege Ui-ian(^on; but the dul.c

of Berwick bad taken such precautions as frustrated bis

intention, though part of tlio troops under tbo rrench

general were employed in suppressing an insurrection

of the Camisars, and other malcontents in tho Vivaraz.

These were entirely defeated in a pitched battle; and Ab-

raham, one of their leaders, being taken, was broke alive

npon the wheel; thrce-and-tweuty were hanged, and the

other prisoners sent to the galleys. The popo delayed

acknowledging king Charles under various pretences, in

hopes that the campaign would prove favourable to the

house of Bourbon: till at length the emperor giving bin;

to understand that his army should take up their winter

<iuarters in the ccelesiasticil state, his holiness solemnly

owned Charles as king of Spain, Naples, and Sicily.

CAMPAIGN IN SPAIN.

Tho military operations in Spain and Portugal were

unfavourable to the allies. On the seventh of May, the

Portngacsc and English were defeated at Caya by the

.Spaniards, under the command of tho mareschal dc Bay.

Tho castle of Alicant, guarded by two English regi-

ments, had been besieged, and held out during a whole

winter. At length the clicvalier d'Asfeldt ordered the

rock to be undermined, and having lodged two hundred

barrels of gunpowder, gave Syburg the governor to un-

derstand, that two of his oflicers might come out and

see the condition of the works. This offer being accep-

ted, Asfcldt in person accompanied them to the mine:

lie told them he could not bear the thoughts of seeing

so many brave men perish in the ruins of a place they

had so gall:uitly defended, and allowed them four-and-

twenty hours to consider on tho resolution they should

take. Syburg continued deaf to his remonstrances; and,

with an obstinacy that savoured more of stupidity than

of valour, determined to stand the explosion. A^'hen tho

sentinels that were posted on the side of the hill gave

notice, by a preconcerted signal, that fire was set to the

mine, the governor ordered the gnard to retire, and

•walked out to the parade accompanied by several officers.

The mine being sprung, the rock opened under their feet,

and they falling into the chasm, it instantly closed, and
crushed them to death. Notwithstanding this dreadful

incident, colonel d'Albon, who succeeded to the com-
mand, resolved to defend the place to the last extremity.

Sir Edward Wliit;iker sailed from Barcelona to the relief

of the place; but the enemy bad erected such works rs

effectually hindered the troops from landing. Tlien gen-

eral Stanhope, who commanded them, capitulated with

the .Spanish general for the garrison, which niarehud out

with all the honours of war, and was transported to Min-
orca, where the men were put into quarters of refresh-

ment. On the frontiers of Catalonia, gener.al Starera-

borg maintained his ground, and even annoyed the
enemy. He passed the Segra, and reduced Balaguer;
having left a strong garrison in the place, he repassed
the river, and sent his forces into winter quarters. The
most rcm.-.rkablc event of this summer was the battle of

Poultowa, in which the king of Sweden was entirely

defeated by the czar of Muscovy, and obliged to take
refuge at Bender, a town of Moldavia, in the Turkish
dominions. Augustus immediately marched into I'o-

1 ind against Stanislr.ns, and renounced his own resigna-

tion, as if it had licen the effect of compulsion. Ho
formed a project with the kings of Denmark and Prussia
to attack the Swedish territories in three different places;

but the emperor and maritime powers prevented the exe-
cution of this scheme, by entering into a gnar.antee for

preserving the pe.ace of the empire. Nevertheless, the
king of Denmark declared war against Sweden, and
transported an army over the .Sound of Schonen; but
they were attacked and defeated by the Swedes, and
fibligcd to re-cnibark with the utmost precipitation. Tho
war still continued to rage in Hungary, where, however,
tho revolters were routed in many petty engagements.

Vol. II.

FEENCH KINGS PROPOSALS OP TREATING
REJECTED BY THE STATES-GENERAL.

Though the events of tho summer had been less un-
favourable to France than Louis had reason to expect,

he saw that peace was as necessary as ever to his king-
dom; but ho thought ho might now treat with some
freedom and dignity. His minister, Torcy, maintained
a correspondence with Mr. I'etkuin, resident of the duko
of Holstcin at tho Hague: he proposed to this minister,

that the negotiation should hj rciiewid; and demanded
passes, by virtue of which tho I'lench plenipotentiaries

might repair in safety to Holland. In the meantime,

tho French king withdrew his troops from Spain, on ])re-

tence of demonstrating his readiness to oblige the allitg

in that particular; though this measure was the effect

of necessity, which obliged him to recall those troops for

the defence of his own dominions. The states-general

refused to grant passes to tho French ministers; but

they .allowed I'ctkum to make a jounicy to Versailles.

In the interim king Philip published a manifesto, pro-

testing against all that should be transacted at tho

Hague to his prejudice. Far from yielding Spain and

the indies to his competitor, ho declared his intention

of driving Charles from those places that were now in

his possession. He named the duke of jVlba and count

Bergheyck for his plenipotentiaries, and ordered them
to notify their credentials to the maritime powers; but
no regard was paid to their intimation. Philip tampered
likewise with the duke of Marlborough; and tho mar-
quis do Torcy renewed his attempts upon that general;

Init all his application and address proved ineffectual.

Petkuin brought back from Versailles a kind of memo-
rial, importing, that those motives which influenced the

French before the campaign was opened, no longer sub-

sisted; that the winter season naturally produced a ces-

sation of arms, during which he would treat of a general

and reasonable peace, without restricting himself to tho

form of the preliminaries which the allies had pretended

to impose; that, nevertheless, he would still treat on the

foundation of those conditions to which he had consented,

and send plenipotentiaries to begin tho conference with

those of the allies on the first d.ay of January. The
states-general inveighed against this memorial, as a
proof of the French king's insincerity; though he cer-

tainly had a right to retract those offers they had for-

merly rejected. They came to a resolution, that it was
absolutely necessary to prosecute the war with rigour;

and they wrote pressing letters on the subject to all

their allies.

ACCOUNT OF DK. SACHEVEREL.

The parliament of Great Britain being assembled on
the fifteenth day of November, the queen in her speech

told both houses that the enemy had endeavoured, by
false appearances and deceitful insinuations of a desire

after pe.acc, to create jealousies among the allies: that

God Almighty had liecn pleased to bless the arms of tho

confederates with a most remarkable victory and other

successes, which had laid France open to the impression

of the allied arms, .-xud consequently rendered peace
' more necessary to that kingdom than it was at the be-

ginning of the campaign. She insisted upon the expe-

diency of prosecuting the advantages she had gained,

by reducing that exorbitant and oppressive power which
' had so long threatened the liberties of Europe. The par-

' liamcnt were as eager and compliant as ever. They
presented congratulatory addresses: they thanked tho

I
duke of Marlborough for his signal services ; while great

part of the nation reproached him with having wantonly

sacrificed so many thousand lives to his own private

j

interest and reputation. In less than a month the com-

mons granted upwards of six millions for the service of

the ensuing year, and established a lottery, with other

j

funds, to answer this enormous sujiply. On the thir-

teenth day of December, Mr. Dolben, son to the lato

' archbishop of York, complained to the house of two ser

Y
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Dions preachefl nnd puUislied by Dr. Henry Sacheverel,

rector of St. Saviour's in Southwark, as containing posi-

tions contrary to revolution principles, to the present

government, and the protestant succession. Sacheverel

was a clergyman of narrow intellects, and an overheated

imagination. He had acquired some popularity among

tliose who h.ad distinguished themselves by the name of

high-churchmen, and took all occasions to vent his ani-

mosity against the dissenters. At the summer assizes

at Derby, he had held forth in that strain before the

judges; on the fifth day of November, in Saint I'aul's

church, he, in a violent declamation, defended the doc-

trine of non-resistance; inveighed against the toleration

and dissenters; declared the church was dangerously

attacked by her enemies, .and slightly defended by her

false friends: he sounded the trumpet for the church,

and exhorted the people to put on the whole armour of

God. Sir Samuel Garr.ard, the lord mayor, countenanced

this harangue, which was published under his protec-

tion, extolled by the torics, and circulated all over the

nation. The complaint of Mr. Dolhen against Sache-

verel, w<is seconded in the house ofcommons by sir Peter

King and other members. The most violent paragraphs

were read: the sermons were voted scandalous and se-

ditious libels. Sacheverel, being brought to the bar of

the house, acknowledged himself the author of both,

and mentioned the encouragement he had received from

the lord mayor to print that which was entitled, " The
Perils of False Brethren." Sir Samuel, who was a mem-
ber, denied he had ever given him such encouragement.

The doctor being ordered to withdraw, the house re-

solved he should be impeached of high crimes .and mis-

demeanors; and Mr. Dolben was ordered to impeach

him at the bar of the house of lords, in the name of all

tha commons of England. A committee was appointed

to draw up articles, and Sacheverel was taken into cus-

tody. At the same time, in order to demonstrate their

own principles, they resolved that the reverend Mr. Ben-

jamin Hoadly, rector of St. Peter-le-Poor, for having
often justified the principles on which her majesty .and

the nation proceeded in the late happy revolution, had
justly merited the favour and recommendation of the

house; and they presented an address to the queen, be-

seeching her to bestow some dignity in the church on

Mr. Hoadly, for his eminent service both to the church
and state. The queen returned a civil answer, though
she paid no regard to their recommendation. Hoadly
was a clergyman of sound understanding, unblemished
character, and uncommon moderation, who, in a sermon
preached before the lord mayor of London, had demon-
strated the lawfulness of resisting wicked and cruel

governors, and vindicated the late revolution. By avow-
ing such doctrines, he incurred the resentment of the

high churchmen, who accused him of having preached
up rebellion. Many books were written against the
maxims he professed. These he answered; and, in the
course of the controversy, acquitted himself with supe-
rior temper, judgment, and solidity of .argument. He as
well as Bishop 15urnet and sever.al other prelates, had
been treated with great virulence in Sacheverel's ser-

mon, and the-lord treasurer was scurrilously abused
under the name of Volpone.
The doctor being impeached at the bar of the upper

house, petitioned that he might be admitted to bail; but
this indulgence was refused, and the commons seemed
bent upon prosecuting him with such severity as gave
disgust to men of moderate principles. Meanwhile the
tories were not idle. They boldly affirmed that tlie

whigs had formed a design to pull down the church, and
that this prosecution was intended to try their strength
before they could proceed openly to the execution of
their project. These assertions were supported, and
even credited by great part of the clergy, who did not
fail to alarm and inflame their hearers; while emissaries
were employed to raise a ferment among the populace,
already prepared with discontent, arising from a scarcity
which prevailed in almost every country of Europe.
Tlio ministers niiigiiified the dangers to which the

church was exposed, from dissenters, whigs, and luke-

warm prelates. These they represented as the authors

of a loiinous war, which in a little time would produce

universal famine; and as the immediate encouragers of

those Palatine refugL-es who had been brought over, to

the number of six thousand, and maintained by volun-

tary contributions, until they could be conveniently

transported into Ireland and the plantations of America.

The charity bestowed upon those unhappy strangers

exasperated the poor of England, who felt severely the

effects of the dearth, and helped to fill up the measure

of popul.ar discontent. The articles against Dr. Sache-

verel being exhibited, his person was committed to the

deputy-usher of the black rod, but afterwards the lords

admitted him to bail. Then he drew up an answer to the

charge, in which he denied some articles, .and others he

endeavoured to justify or extenuate. The commons hav-

ing sent up a replication, declaring they were ready to

prove the charge, the lords appointed the twenty-seventh

day of February for the trial in AVestminster-haU.

HIS TRIAL.

The eyes of the whole kingdom were turned upon
this extraordinary trial. It Lasted three weeks, during
which all other business was suspended; and the queen
herself was every day present, though in quality of a

private spectator. The managers for the commons were
sir Joseph Jekyl, Mr. Eyre, solicitor-general, sir Peter

King, recorder of the city of London, lieutenaut-gener.al

St.anhope, sir Thomas Parker, and Mr. Robert Walpole,

treasurer of the navy. The doctor was defended by sir

Simon Harcourt and Mr. Phipps, and assisted by Dr.

Atterbury, Dr. SmalLidge, and Dr. Friend. A vast mul-
titude attended him every day to and from Westminster-
hall, striving to kiss his hand, and praying for his

deliverance, as if he had been a m.artyr and confessor.

The queen's sedan was beset by the populace, exclaim-

ing, " God bless your majesty and the church. We hope
your majesty is for Dr. Sacheverel." They compelled

all persons to lift their hats to the doctor as he passed

in his coach to the temple, where he lodged; and among
these some members of parliament, who were abused

and insulted. They destroyed several meeting houses;

plundered the dwelling houses of eminent dissenters;

and threatened to pull down those of the lord chancellor,

the earl of Wharton, and the bishop of Sarum. They
even proposed to attack the bank, so that the directors

were obliged to send to Whiteh.all for assistance. The
horse and foot guards were immediately sent to disperse

the rioters, who fled at their approach. Next day the

gu.ards were doubled at WhitehiJl, and the train bands
of Westminster continued in arms during the whole
trial. The commons entreated the queen, in an address,

to take effectual measures for suppressing the present

tumults, set on foot and fomented by papists, nonjurors,

and other enemies to her title and goveniment. She
expressed a deep sense of their care and concern, as well

as a just resentment at these tumultuous and violent

proceedings. She published a proclamation for suppress-

ing the tumults; and several persons being apprehended,

were afterwards tried for high-treason. Two of them
were convicted and sentenced to die, but neither suffered.

The commons presented .another address of thanks to

her majesty for her gracious answer to their first remon-
strance. They took this occasion to declare, that the

prosecution of the commons against Dr. Henry Sach-

everel proceeded only from the indispensable obligation

they lay under to vindicate the late happy revolution,

the glory of their royal deliverer, her own title and ad-

ministration, the present established and protestant suc-

cession, together with the toleration and the quiet of

the government. When the doctor's counsel h.ad finished

his defence, ho himself recited a speech, wherein ho
solemnly justified his intentions towards the queen and
her government, and spoke in the most respectful terms
of the revolution and the protestant succession. He
maintained the doctrine of non-resistance in all cases
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whatsoever, as a maxim of the church in whicli lio was
adiicated, and by many pathetical expressions endea-

voured to excite tlic compassion of tlie audience. Ho
was surrounded hy the queen's chaplains, who 'en-

couraged and extolled him as the champion of the church

;

and ho was privately favoured by the queen herself,

who could not but relisli a doctrine so well calculated

for the support of regal authority.

DEBATES UrON IT IN THE LOEDS.

On the tenth day of March, the lords being adjourned

to their own house, the earl of Nottinglu-im proposed the

following question:—'• Whether, in prosecutions by
impeachments for high crimes and misdemeanors, by
writing or speaking, the p.irtieular words supposed to be

criminal are necessary to be expressly specified in such

impeachments?" The judges being consulted, were

unanimously of opinion, that, according to law, the

grounds of an indictment or impeachment ought to bo

expressly mentioned in both. One of the lords having

suggested that the judges had delivered their opinions

according to the rules of Westminster-hall, and not ac-

cording to the usage of parliament, the house resolved,

that in im[H'achments they should proceed accoiding to

the laws of the land, and tho law and usage of parlia-

ment. On tho sixteenth day of the month, tho queen
being in the house incognita, they proceeded to consider

whether or not tho commons had made good the articles

exhibited against Dr. Sacheverel. The carl of Wharton
obserN'ed, that tho doctor's speech was a full confutation

and condemnation of his sermon: that all he had ad-

vanced about non-resistance and unlimited obedience

was false and ridiculous: that the doctrine of passive

obedience, as urged by the doctor, was not reconcileable

to the practice of churchmen : that if the revolution was
not lawful, many in that house, and vast numbers with-

out, were guilty of blood, murder, rapine, and injustice;

and that the queen herself was no lawful sovereign,

since the best title she had to the crown was her par-

liamentary title, founded upon the revolution, lie was
answered by the lord Il.aversham in a long speech.

Lord Ferrers said, if the doctor was guilty of some
foolish unguarded expressions, he ought to have been
tried at common law. The earl of Scarborough observed,

the revolution was a nice point, and above tho law; he
moved that they should adjourn the debate, and take
time to consider before they gave judgment. Dr. Hooper,
bishop of Bath and Wells, allowed the necessity and le-

gality of resistance in some extraordinary cases; but
was of opinion, that this maxim ought to be concealed
from the knowledge of tho people, who are naturally

too apt to resist; that tho revolution was not to be
bo.isted of, or made a precedent ; but that a mantle ought
to be thrown over it, and it should be called a vacancy or

abdication. He said the original compact were danger-
ous words, not to be mentioned without great caution

;

that those who examined the revolution too nicely were
no friends to it; and that there seemed to be a necessity
for preaching up non-resistance and passive obedience
at that time, when resistance was justified. The duke
of Argyle affirmed, that the clergy in all ages had de-

livered up the rights and privileges of the people, preach-
ing up the king's power, in order to govern him the more
easily; and therefore they ought not to be suffered to

meddle with politics. The earl of Anglesca owned the
doctor bad preached nonsense; but said, that was no
crime. The duke of Leeds distinguished between re-

sistance and revolution; for had not the last succeeded,

it would have certainly been rebellion, since ho knew of
no other but hereditary right. The bishop of Salisbury
justified resistance from the book of Maccabees; he
mentioned the conduct of queen Elizabeth, who assisted

the Scots, the French, and the states-general, in resist-

ing their different sovereigns, and was supported in this

j)ractice both by her parliaments and her convocations.
He obsenied that king Charles I. had assisted the citi-

zens of Rcchelle in their rebellion; that Manwayring

incurred a severe censure from tho parliament, for hav
ing broached the doctrine of tho divine right of kings;
and that though this became a favourite maxim after

the restoration, yet its warmest asserters were the first

who pleaded for resistance when they thought them-
selves oppressed. The archbishop of York, the duke of

liuckingham, and other leaders of the tory interest, de-
clared that they never read such a piece of madness and
nonsense as Sachcvercl's sermon; but they did not think
him guilty of a misdemeanor. Next day. Dr. Wake,
bishop of Lincoln, accused Sacheverel of having made a
strange and false representation of tho design for a com-
prehension, which had been set on foot by archbishop

Siuicrol't, and promoted by the most eminent divines of

the church of ICngland. He was of opinion that some
step should bo taken for putting a stop to such preach-

ing, as, if not timely coiTccted, it might kindle heats and
animosities that would endanger both cliurch and state.

Dr. Trimnel, bishop of Norwich, expatiated on the in-

solence of Sacheverel, who luid arraigned archbishop

Grindal, one of the eminent reformers, as a pci-fidious

prelate, for having favoured and tolerated tho discipline

of Geneva. He enlarged upon the good ciTccfs of tho

toleration. He took notice of Saeheverel's presumption

in publishing inflammatory prayers, declaring himself

under persecution, wliile he was prosecuted for offend-

ing against tho law, by those who in common justice

ought to be thought the fairest accusers, and before

their lordships, who were justly acknowledged to be tlie

most impartial judges. In discussing the fourth article,

the bishop of Salisbury spoke with great vehemence
against Sacheverel, who, by inveighing against the re-

volution, toleration, and union, seemed to an'aign and
attack the queen herself; since her majesty had so great

a share in the first, had often declared she would main-
tain the second, and that she looked upou the third as

the most glorious event of her reign. He aflirmed that

nothing could be more plain than the doctor's reflecting

upou her majesty's ministers; and that he had so well

marked out a noble peer there present, by an ugly and
scurrilous epithet which he would not repeat, that it

was not possible to mistake his meaning. Some of the

younger peers could not help laughing at this undesigned
sarcasm upon the lord-treasurer, whom Sacheverel had
reviled under tho name of Volpone; they exclaimed,

"Name him, name him;" and in all probability the

zealous bishop, who was remarkable for absence of mind
and unguarded expressions, would have gratified their

request, had not the chancellor, interposing, declared

that no peer was obliged to say more than he should
think proper.

After obstinate disputes, and much vii-ulcnt alterca-

tion, Sacheverel was found guilty by a majority of

seventeen voices ; and four-and-thirty peers entered a
protest against this decision. He was prohibited from
preaching for the tenn of three j'ears: his two sermons
were ordered to he burnt by the hands of the common
hangman, in presence of the lord mayor and the two
sheriffs of London and Middlesex. The lords likewise

voted that the executioner should commit to the same
fire the famous decree passed in the convocation of tho
iBiivcrsity of O.xford, asserting the absolute authority

and indefeasible right of princes. A like sentence was
denounced by the commons upou a book intituled, " Col-

lections of Passages referred to by Dr. Sacheverel, in

his Answer to the .\rticles of Impeachment." These he
had selected from impious books lately published, and
they were read by his counsel, as proofs that the church
was in danger. The lenity of the sentence passed upon
Sacheverel, which was in a great measure owing to tho
dread of popular resentment, his friends considered as a
victory obtained over a whig faction, and they cele-

brated their triumph with bonfires and illuminations.

—

1710. On the fifth day of April, the queen ordered tho
parliament to bo prorogued, after having, in her speech
to both houses, e.\pressed her concern for the necessary
occasion which had taken up great part of their time to-

wards the latter end of the session. She declared that
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no prince could have a more true aiiJ tender concern for

the welfare and prosperity of the church than she had,

nud should always have; and she said it was very in-

jurious to take a pretence from wicked and malicious

lihels, to insinuate that the church was in danger hy

Iier administration.

CONFERENCES AT GEETEUYDENBURGn.

The French king, seeing the misery of his people daily

increase, and all his resources fail, humliled himself aKain

before the allies, and by the means of Pctkum, who still

correspondeil with his ministers, implored the states-

general that the negotiation might be resumed. In

order to facilitate their consent, he despatched a new

project of pacification, in which he promised to renoxmce

his grandson, and to comply with all their other de-

mands, provided the electors of Cologn and liavaria

Bhould be re-established in their estates and dignities.

These overtures being rejcefed, another planwas offered,

and communicated to the plenipotentiaries of the em-

peror and queen of Great Britain. Then Pctkum wrote

a letter to the marquis do Torey, intimating, that the

allies required his most christian majesty should de-

clare, in plain and expressive terms, that he consented

to all the preliminaries, except the thirty-seventh arti-

cle, which stipulated a cessation of arms, in case the

Spanish monarchy should ho delivered to king Cliarles

in the space of two months. He said the allies would

send passports to the French ministers, to treat of an

equivalent for that article. Louis was even forced to

swallow tiiis bitter draught, lie signified his consent,

and appointed the mareschal D'Uxelles and the abbe

Polignac his plenipotentiaries. They were not suffered,

Iiowever, to enter Holland, but were met by the dc-

jnities Buys and Vanderdussen, at Gertriiydcnhurgh.

Meanwhile, the states desired the queen of England to

send over the duke of JIarlborough to assist them with

his advice in these conferences. The two houses of par-

liament seconded their request in a joint address to her

majesty, who told them she had already given directions

for his departure ; and said she was glad to find they

concurred with her in a just sense of the duke's eminent

services. Both the letter and the addresses were pro-

cured by the interest of Marlborough, to let the queen

sec how much that nobleman was considered both at

home and abroad. But she was already wholly alienated

from him in her heart, and these expedients served only

to increase her disgust.

PRIDE AND OBSTINACY OF THE DUTCH.

The rrcneh ministers were subjected to every species

of mortification. They were in a jnanner confined to a

sm.all fortified town, and all their conduct narrowly

watched. Their accommodation was mean: their letters

were opened; and they were daily insulted by injurious

libels. Tlic Dutch deputies would bear of no relaxation,

and no expedient for removing the difiieulties that re-

tarded the negotiation. In vain the plenipotentiaries

declared, that the French king could not with decency,
or the least regard to his honour, wage war against his

own grandson: the deputies insisted upon his efieeting

the cession of Spain and the Indies to the bouse of Aus-
tria; and submitting to every other article specified in

the preliminaries. Nay, they even reserved to them
selves a power of making ulterior demands after the pre-

liminaries should be adjusted. Louis proposed that some
small provision should be made for the duke of Anjou,
which might induce him to relinquish Spain the :nore

easily. He mentioned the kingdom of Arragon; and
this bint being disagreeable to the allies, he demanded
Naples and .Sicily. When they urged that Naples was
nlrcudy in possession of the house of Austria, he re-

stricted the provision to Sicily and Sardinia. He oft'orcd

to deliver up four cautionary towns in Flanders, as a secu-

rity for I'liilip's evacuating Spain; and even promised to

supply the confederates with a monthly sum of money,

to defray the expense of expelling that prince from his

dominions, should ho refuse to resign tlicni with a good

"race. The substance of all the conferences was com-

municated to lord Townshcnd, and count Kinzendorf,

the Imperial plenipotentiary; but the conduct of the

deputies was regulated by the pensionary Heinsius, who
was firmly attached to prince Eugene and the duke of

Marlborough, moi-e averse than ever to a pacification.

The negotiation lasted from the nineteenth day of March

to the twenty-fifth of July, during n'hich term the con-

ferences were several times interrapted, and a great

many despatches and new proposals arrived from Ver-

sailles. At length the plenipotentiaries returned to

France, after having sent a letter to the pensionary, in

which they declared that the proposals made by the

deputies were unjust and impracticable; and complained

of the unworthy treatment to which they had been ex-

posed. Louis resolved to hazard another campaign, not

without hope that there might be some lucky incident

in the events of 'n'ar, and that the approaching revolution

in the English ministry, of which he was well apprized,

would be productive of a more reasonable pacification.

The states-general resolved, that the enemy had de-

parted from the foundation on nhieh the negotiation

had begun, and studied pretences to evade the execu-

tion of the capital points, the restitution of Spain and

the Indies: and, in short, that France had no other view

than to sow and create jealousy and disunion among the

allies. Lord Townsheud, in a memorial, assured them
that the queen entirely approved their resoUition, and

all the steps they had taken in the course of the nego-

tiation ; and that she was firmly resolved to prosecute

the war with all possible vigour, until the enemy should

accept such terms of peace as might secure the tran-

quillity of the christian worli.

DOUAY, BETHUNE, AIRE, &c. TAKEN BY THE
CONFEDERATES.

The conferences did not retard the operation of the

campaign. Prince Eugene and the duke of Marlborough

set out from the Hague on the fifteenth day of ilarcli

for Toumav, in order to assemble the forces which "were

quartered on the JIaese, in Flanders, and Brabant. On
the twentieth of April, they suddenly advanced to Pont-

a-Vendin, in order to attack the lines upon which the

French had been at work all the n-inter, hoping by these

to cover Douay and other frontier towns, -which weie

threatened by the confederates. The troops loft for the

defence of the lines retired without opposition. The
allies having laid bridges over the scarp, the duke of

Marlborough with his division passed the river and en-

camped at Vitri. Prince Eugene remained on the other

side and invested Douny, the enemy retiring towards

Cambray. Mareschal A'illars still commanded the French

army, n'hich was extremely numerous and well ap-

pointed, considering the distress of that kingdom. In-

deed, the number was augmented by that distress ; for

many thousands saved themselves from dying of hun-

ger, by caiTying ai'ms in the service. The mareschal

liaving assembled all his forces, passed the Schelde, and

encamped at Boucham, declaring that he would give

battle to the confederates : an alteration was imme-
diately made in the disposition of the allies, and proper

precautions taken for his reception. He advanced in

order of battle ; but having viewed the situation of the

confederates, he marched back to the heights of St.

Lawrence, where he fixed his camp. His aim was, by
continual alarms, to internipt the siege of Douay, which
was vigorously defended by a numerous garrison, under
the command of monsieur Albergotti, who made a num-
ber of successful sallies, in which the besiegers lost a
great number of men. They were likewise repulsed in

several assaults ; hut still proceeded with unremiitcd
vigour until the besieged, being reduced to the last ex-

tremity, were obliged to capitulate on the twenty-sixth

of June, fifty days after the trenches had been opened.

The generals finding it impracticable to attack the
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uneray, wlio were posted within sti-ong lines from Arms
towards Xliramonf, rcsolvcJ to besicpre Hetliune, wliicli

was invested on the fil"tccnth day of July, and surren-

dered on the twenty-ninth of Aucjnst. Villars marched

out of his intrenchnicnts with a view to raise the siege
;

but ho did not think proper to hazard an cngn2;cment:

some warm skirmishes, however, happened between the

foragers of the two armies. After tile reduction of Be-

thune, tlie allies besieged at one time the towns of Aire

and St. A'enaut, wliieh were taken without much diffi-

culty. Then the armies broke up, and m.irched into

winter quartere.

KING CHARLE.?, OBTAIXIXG A VICTORY AT
SARAGOSSA, ENTERS MADRID.

The campaign on the Rhine was productive of no

milit-iry event ; nor was anything of consequence trans-

acted in Piedmont. The duke of Savoy being indisposed

and out of humour, the command of the forces still con-

tinued vested in count Thaun, who endeavoured to pa?s

the Alps, and penetrated into Dauphinij; but the duke

of Berwick had cast up intrenchments in the mountains,

and t.aken such precautions to guard them, as baflled nil

the attempts of the Imperial general. Spain was much
more frxiitful of military incidents. The horse and dra-

goons in the army of king Charles, headed by general

Stinhope, attacked the whole cavalry of the enemy at

Almennara. Stanhope ch.arged in person, and with his

own hand slew general Amessaga, who commanded the

guards of Philip. The Spanish horse wei'o entirely

routed, together with nine battalions that escaped by

favour of the darkness; and the main body of the army
retired with precipitation to Lcrida. General Starem-

berg pursued them to Saragossa, where he foimd them
drawn up in order of battle; and an engagement ensu-

ing on the ninth day of .Vugust, the enemy were totally

defeated: five thousand of their men were killed, seven

thousand taken, together with all their artillery, and a

great number of colours and standards. King Charles

entered Saragossa in triumph, while Philip with the

wreck of his army retreated to Sladrid. Having sent

his queen and son to Yittoria, he retired to Yalladolid,

in order to collect his scattered forces so as to form an-

other army. The good fortune of Charles was of short

duration. Stanhope proposed that he should immedi-

ately secure Parapeluua, the only pass by which the

French king could send troops to Spain; but this salu-

tary scheme was rejected. King Charles proceeded to

Madrid, which was deserted by all the grandees; and

ho had the moi-tifieation to see that the Castiliaua were

nnivcrsally attached to his competitor.

BATTLE OF VILLAYICI03A.

Wliile his forces continued cantoned in the neigh-

1>ourhood of Tolcda, the king of France, at the request

f Philip, sent the duke de ^'endome to take the cora-

.land of the Spanish army, which was at the same time

reinforced by detachments of French troops. Yendome's
reputation was .so high, and his person so beloved by the

^ Idiery, that his presence was almost equivalent to an

rray. A great number of volunteers immediately as-

Bcmbled to signalize themselvcB under the eye of this

renowned general. The C'astilians were inspired with

fresh courage, and made surprising cfl'orts in favour of

their sovereign; so that in less than three months after

his defeat at Saragossa, he was in a condition to go in

quest of his rival. Charles, on the other hand, was to-

tolly neglected by the courts of Yienna and Great P-ri-

tain, which took no steps to supply his wants, or enable

him to prosecute the advantages he had gained. In the

beginning of November his army marched back to Sara-

gossa, and was cantoned in the neighbourhood of Cifu-

entcs, where Staremherg established his head-quarters.

General Stanhope, with the British forces, was quartered

in the little town of Brihucga. where, 0:1 the twenty-

seventh day of the month, he found himself suddenly

surrounded by the whole Spanish army. As the place

was not tenable, and ho had very little ammunition, hi;

was obliged, after a short but vigorous resistance, to

capitulate and surrender himself ."uid all his forces pri-

soners of war, to tho amount of two thousand men, in-

eluding three lieutenant-generals, one major-general,

one brigadier, with all the colonels and oflieers of the

respective regiments. lie was greatly censured for

having allowed himself to be surprised; for if he had

placed a guard upon tho neighbouring hills, according

to tho advice of general Carpenter, he might have re-

ceived notice of tho enemy's approach in time enough to

retire to Cifucntes. Thither he had detached his aide-

camp with nn account of his situation on tho appearance

of the Spanish army; and Starcmberg immediately as-

>emblcd his forces. About eleven in the forenoon, they

began to march towards Brihucga; but the roads were

so had that night overtook them before they reached the

heights in the neighbourhood of that place. Starcmberg

is said to have loitered away his time unnecessarily, from

motives of envy to the English general, who had surren-

dered before his arrival. The troops lay all night on

their arms near Yillaviciosa, and on the twenty-ninth

were attacked by the enemy, who doubled their number.

Staremberg's left wing was utterly defeated, all the in-

fantry that composed it having been either cut in pieces

or taken; but the victors instead of following up tho

blow began to plunder the baggage; and Starcmberg

with his right wing fought their left with surprising

valour and pcrsevcr.ince till night. Then they retired

in disorder, leaving him master of the field of battle and
of all their artilleiy. Six thousand of (ho enemy were

killed on the spot; but the allies bad suffered so severely

tliat the general could not maintain his ground. Ho
ordered the cannon to be nailed up, and marched to Sara-

gossa, from whence he retired to Catalonia. Thither

he was pursued by the duke do Yendome, who reduced

Belaguer, in which he had left a garrison, and compelled

him to take shelter under the walls of Barcelona. At
this period the duke de Noaillcs invested Gironnc, which
he reduced notwithstanding the severity of tho weather;

so that Philip, from a fugitive, became in three months
absolute master of the whole Spanish monarchy, except

the province of Catalonia, and even that lay open to his

incursions. Nothing of consequence was achieved on

tho side of Portugal, from whence tho earl of Galway
retunicd to England by the queen's peiTiiission. Tlie

operations of the British fleet, during this summer, were
so inconsiderable as scarce to deserve notice. Sir John
Nonis commanded in the ilcditerranean, and with a

view to support the Camisars, who were in arms in the

Cevennois, sailed to Port Cette, within a league of Jlar-

scilles, and at the distance of fifteen from the insurgents.

Tho place surrendered, without ojjposition, to about

seven hundred men that landed under the command of

major-gener.al Suissan, a native of Languedoc. lie

likewise made himself master of the town and castle of

Eyde; but the duke de Noaillcs advancing with a body
offerees to join the duke de Roquelairc, who commanded
in those parts, the English abandoned their conquests,

and re-embarked with precipitation. After the battle

of Poultowa the czar of Sluscovy reduced all Livonia;

but ho and king Augustus agreed to a neutrality for

Pomcrania. The king of Sweden continued at Bender,

and tho grand seignor interested himself so much in fa-

vour of that prince, as to declare war against the em-
peror of Russia. Hostilities were earned on between
the Swedish and Danish fleets with various success.

The malcontents in Hungary sustained repeated losses

during the summer; but they were encouraged to main-
tain the war by the rupture between the Ottoman Porto

and Russia. They were flattered with hopes of auxil-

iaries from the Turks; and expected engineers and
money from tho French monarch.

THE VnilG MINISTRY DISGRACED.

In Enghand, the effects of those intrigues which had
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been formed .igainst the whig ministers began to appear.

The trial of Sacheverel bad excited a popular spirit of

aversion to those who favoured the dissenters. From

all parts of the kingdom addresses were presented to the

queen, censuring all resistance as a rebellious doctrine,

founded upon anti-monarcbial and republican princi-

ples. At the same time counter-addresses were pro-

cured by the whigs, extolling the revolution and mag-

nifying the conduct of the present parliament. The

queen began to express her attachment to the tories, by

mortifying the duke of Marlborough. Upon the death

of the earl of Essex, she wrote to the general desiring

that the regiment which had been commanded by that

nobleman should be given to Mi-. Hill, brother to Mrs.

Masham, who had supplanted the duchess of Marl-

borough in the queen's friendship, and was, in effect,

the source of this political revolution. The duke re-

presented to her majesty in person, the prejudice that

would redound to the service from the promotion of such

a young oflScer over the heads of a great many brave men,

who had exhibited repeated proofs of valour and capa-

city. He expostulated with his sovereign on this ex-

traordinary mark of partial regard to the brother of Mrs.

Masham, which he could not help considering as a de-

claration against himself and his family, who had so

much cause to complain of that lady's malice and ingra-

titude. To this remonstrance the queen made no other

reply, but that he would do well to consult his friends.

The earl of Godolphin enforced his friend's arguments,

though without effect; and the duke retired in disgust

to AVindsor. The queen appeared at council without

taking the least notice of his absence, which did not fail

to alarm the whole whig faction. Several noblemen

ventured to speak to her majesty on the subject, and

explain the bad consequences of disobliging a man who
had done such eminent services to the nation. She told

them his services were still fresh in her memory; and

that she retained all her former kindness for his person.

Hearing, however, that a popular clamour was raised,

and that the house of commons intended to pass some
votes that would be disagreeable to her and her new
counsellors, she ordered the earl of Godolphin to write

to the duke to dispose of the regiment as he should think

proper, and return to town immediately. Before he re-

ceived this intimation, he had sent a letter to the queen
desiring she would permit him to retire from business.

In answer to this petition, she assured him his suspicions

were groundless, and insisted upon his coming to council.

The duchess demanded an audience of her majesty, on
pretence of vindicating her own character from some
aspersions. She hoped to work upon the queen's ten-

derness, and retrieve the influence she had lost. She
protested, argued, wept, and supplicated; but the queen
was too well pleased with her own deliverance from the

tyranny of the other's friendship, to incur such slavery

for the future. All the humiliation of the duchess served
only to render herself the more contemptible. The queen
heard her without exhibiting the least sign of emotion,
and all she would vouchsafe, was a repetition of these

words—" You desired no answer, and you shall have
none;" alluding to an expression in a letter she had re-

ceived from the duchess. As an additional mortification

to the ministry, the office of lord chamberlain ivas trans-
ferred from the duke of Kent to the duke of Shrewsbury,
who had lately voted with the tories, and maintained an
intimacy of correspondence with Sir. Harley. The in-

terest of the duke of Marlborough was not even suffi-

cient to prevent the dismissal of his own son-in-law, the
carl of Sunderland, from the post of secretary of state,

in which he was succeeded by lord Dartmouth.
The queen was generally applauded for thus assert-

ing her just prerogative, and setting herself free from
an arbitrary cabal, by which she had been so long kept
in dependence. The duke of Beaufort went to court on
this occasion, and told her majesty he was extremely
glad that he could now salute her queen in reality. The
whole whig party were justly alarmed at these altera-

tions. The directors of the bank represented to her

majesty the prejudice that woiJd undoubtedly accrue

to public credit from a change of the ministiy. The em-

peror and the states-general interposed in this domestic

revolution. Their ministers at London presented memo-

rials, explaining in what manner foreign affairs would

be influenced by an alteration in the British ministry.

The queen assured them, that, whatever changes might

be made, the duke of Marlborough should be continued

in his employments. In the month of August the carl

of Godolphin was divested of his office, and the treasury

put in commission, subjected to the direction of Harley,

appointed chancellor of the exchequer and under-trea-

surer. The earl of Koehester was declared president of

the councU in the room of lord Somers; the staff of lord

steward being taken from the duke of Devonshire, was
given to the duke of Buckingham; and Mr. Boyle was
removed from the secretary's office to make waj- for Mr.

Henry St. John. The lord chancellor having resigned

the great seal, it was first put in commission, and after-

wards given to sir Simon Harcourt. The earl of Whar-
ton surrendered his commission of lord-lieutenant of Ire-

land, which the queen conferred on the duke of Ormond.
The earl of Orford withdrew himself from the board of

admiralty; and Sir. George Gran^nDe was appointed

secretary of war in the room of Mr. Robert AValpole.

The command of the forces in Portugal was bestowed

upon the earl of Portmore; the duke of Hamilton was
appointed lord-lieutenant of the county palatine of Lan-
caster. In a word, there was not one whig left in any
office of state, except the duke of Marlborough, who
would have renounced his command, had not he been
earnestly dissuaded by his particular friends from tak-

ing such a step as might have been prejudicial to the

interests of the nation. That the triumph of the tories

might be complete, the queen dissolved the whig par-

liament, after such precautions were taken as could not

fail to influence the new election in favour of the other

party.

To this end nothing so effectually contributed as did

the trial of Sacheverel, who was used as an instniment

and tool to wind and turn the passions of the vulgar.

Having been presented to a benefice in North Wales, he
went in procession to that country with all the pomp
and magnificence of a sovereign prince. He was sump-
tuously entertained by the university of Oxford, and
different noblemen, who, while they worshipped him as

the idol of their faction, could not help despising the

object of their adoration. He was received in several

towns by the magistrates of the corporation in theit for-

malities, and often attended by a body of a thousand

horse. At Bridgenorth he was met by Mr. Creswell, at

the head of four thousand horse, and the like number of

persons on foot, wearing white knots edged with gold,

and three leaves of gilt laurel in their hats. The hedges
were for two' miles dressed with garlands of flowers, and
lined with people; and the Pteeples covered with stream-

ers, flags, and colours. Nothing was beard but the cry

of " The church and Dr. Sacheverel." The clergy were
actuated by a spirit of enthusiasm, which seemed to

spread like a contagion thi-ough all ranks and degrees

of people, and had such an effect upon the elections for

the new parliament, that very few were returned as

members but such as had distinguished themselves by
their zeal against the whig administration. Now the

queen had the pleasure to see all the offices of state, the

lieutenancy of London, the management of corporations,

and the direction of both houses of parliament, in the

hands of the tories. ANTien these met on the twenty-
fifth day of November, Mr. Bromley was chosen speaker

without opposition. The queen, in her speech, recom-
mended the prosecution of the war with vigour, especi-

ally in Spain. She declared herself resolved to support

the church of England; to preserve the British consti-

tution according to the union; to maintain the indul-

gence by law allowed to scrupulous consciences; and
to employ none but such as were heartily attached to

the protestant succession in the house of Hanover. The
lords, in their address, promised to concur in all reason-
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able measnres towjrds procuring an liononrable peace. I

The commons were more warm and hearty in their as-

surances, exhorting her majesty to discountenance all

such princijilea and measures as had lately threatened

her niyal crown and dignity—measures wliieh, -nhcn-

evcr thev might prevail, would prove fat;il to the whole

constitution, both in church and state. After this de-

claration they proceeded to consider the estimates, and

cheerfully granted the supplies for the ensuing year,

part of which was raised by two lotteries. In the house

of peers, the earl of !?carborough moved that the thanks

of the house should bo returned to the duke of Marl-

borough; but the duke of .\rgyle made some objections

to the motion, and the general's friends, dreading the

consequence of putting the question, postponed the con-

sideration of this proposal until the duke should return

from the continent. The earl of Peterborough was ap-

pointed ambassador-extraordinary to the Imperial court

;

the carl of Kivers was sent in the same quality to Han-

over; Mr. Richard Hill was nominated envoy-extraor-

dinary to the I'nited Provinces, as well as to the council

of state appointed for the government of the Spanish

Netherlands, in the room of lieutenant-general Cadogau.

Meredith, Macartney, and Honeywood, were deprived of

their regiments, because in their cups they had drank

confusion to the enemies of the duke of Marlborough.

DUKE OF MAKLBOEOUGH INSULTED.

This nobleman arrived in England towards the latter

end of December. lie conferred about half an hour in

private with the queen, and next morning assisted at a

committee of the privy-council. Her majesty give him

to tmderstand that he needed not expect the thanks of

the parliament as formerly ; and told him she hoped he

would live well with her ministers. He expressed no

resentment at the alterations which had been made;

but resolved to acquiesce in the queen's pleasure, and

retain the command of the army on her own terms. On
the second day of January, the queen sent a message to

both houses, intimating that there had been an action

in Spain to the disadvantage of king Charles; that the

damage having fallen particularly on the English forces,

she bad given directions for sending and procuring

troops to repair their loss, and hoped the parliament

would approve her conduct. Both houses seized this

opportunity of venting their spleen against the old min-

istry. The history of England is disgraced by the vio-

lent conduct of two turbulent factions, which, in their

turn, engrossed the administration and legislative power.

The parliamentary strain was quite altered. One can

hardly conceive how resolutions so widely different could

be taken on the same subject, with any shadow of rea-

son and decorum. Marlborough, who but a few months
before had been so highly extolled and caressed by the

representatives of the people, was now become the ob-

ject of parliamentary hatred and censure, though no
sensible alteration had happened in his conduct or suc-

CCS.S. That hero, who had retrieved the glory of the

British arms, won so many battles, subdued such a

number of towns and districts, humbled the pride and
checked the ambition of France, secured the liberty of

Europe, and, a.s it were, chained victor}- to his chariot

wheels, was in a few weeks dwindled into an object of

contempt and derision. He was ridiculed in public

libels, and reviled in private conversation. Instances

were every where repeated of his fraud, avarice, and
extortion; his insolence, cruelty, ambition, and miscon-

duct; even his courage was called in question; and this

consummate general was represented as the lowest of

mankind. So unstable is the popularity of every charac-

ter that fluctuates between two opposite tides of faction.

INQUIRY INTO THE CONDUCT OF THE 'VVAR
IN SPAIN.

The lords, in their answer to the queen's message,
declared, that as the misfortune in Spain might have

been occasioned by some preceding mismanagement
they would use their utmost endeavours to discover it,

so as to prevent the like for the future. They set on

foot an inquiry concerning the affairs of Spain; and tho

earl of Peterborough being examined before the com-

mittee, imputed all tho miscarriages in tho course of

that war to the earl of Galway and general Stanhope.

Notwithstimding tho defence of Galway, which was
clear and convincing, tho house resolved, that tho earl

of Peterborough had given a faithful and honourable

account of tho councils of war in Valencia: that the

curl of Galway, lord Tyrawley, and general Stanhope,

in advising an offensive war, had been tho unhappy

occasion of tho battle of Alnianza, the source of our mis-

fortunes in Spain, and one great cause of the disappoint-

ment of the expedition to Toulon, concerted with her

majesty. They voted that the prosecution of an offen-

sive war in Spain was approved and directed by tho

ministers, who were therefore justly blameable, as hav-

ing contributed to all our misfortunes in Spain, and to

the disappointment of the expedition against Toulon

;

that the earl of Peterborough, during his command in

Spain, had performed many gieat and eminent services;

and if his opinion had been followed, it might have pre-

vented the misfortunes that ensued. Then the duke of

Buckingham moved, that the thanks of the house should

bo given to the earl for his remarkable and eminent

services; and these he actually received from the mouth
of the lord-keeper Harcourt, who took this opportunity

to drop some oblique reflections upon the mercenary dis-

position of the duke of Marlborough. The house, pro-

ceeding in the inquiry, passed another vote, importing,

that the late ministry had been negligent in managing
the Spanish war, to the great prejudice of the nation.

Finding that the Portuguese troops were posted on tho

right of the English at the battle of Almanza, they re

solved, that the earl of Galway, in yiohling this point,

had acted contrary to the honour of the imperial crown

of Great Britain. These resolutions they included in

an address to the queen, who had been present during

the debates, which were extremely violent; and to every

separate vote was attached a severe protest. These

were not the proceedings of candour and national jus-

tice, but the ebullitions of party zeal and rancorous

animosity.

While the lords were employed in this inquiry, the

commons examined certain abuses which had crept into

the management of the navy; and some censures were

passed upon certain persons concerned in contracts for

victualling the seamen. The inhabitants of St. Olave's

and other parishes presented a petition, complaining

that a great number of Palatines, inhabiting one house,

might produce among them a contagious distemper; and

in time become a charge to the public, as thev were

destitute of all visible means of subsistence. This peti-

tion had been procured by the tones, that the house of

commons might have another handle for attacking the

late ministry. A committee was appointed to inquire

upon what invitation or encouragement those Palatines

had come to England. The papers relating to this aflfair

being laid before them by the queen's order, and perused,

the house resolved, that the inviting and bringing over

tho poor Palatines of all religions, at the public expense,

was an extravagant and unreasonable charge to the

kingdom, and a scandalous misapplication of the public

money, tending to the increase and oppression of the

poor, and of dangerous consequence to the constitution

in church and state; and that whoever advised their

being brought over was an enemy to the queen and
kingdom. Animated by the heat of this inquiry, they

passed the bill to repeal the act for a general naturaliza-

tion of all protestants; but this was rejected in tho

house of lords. Another biU was enacted into a law,

importing, that no person should be deemed qualified

for representing a county in parliament, unless he pos-

sessed an estate of si.x hundred pounds a-year; and
restricting the qualification of burgess to half that stim.

The design of tliis bill was to exclude trading people
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iVom the house of commons, and to lodge tlio legislative

power witli the land-holders. A third act passed, per-

mitting the importation of French wine in neutral bot-

toms: a bill against whicli the whigs loudly exclaimed,

as a national evil, and a scandalous compliment to the

enemy.

II.VKLEY STABBED AT THE COUNCIL BOAKD.

A violent party in the house of commons began to

look upon Harley as a hihcwarm toiy, because he would

not enter precipitately into all their fiictions measures;

they even began to suspect his principles, when his

credit was re-established by a very singular accident.

Guiscard, the French partisan, of whom mention hath

already been made, thought himself very ill rewarded

for his services, with a precarious pension of four hun-

dred pounds, which lie enjoyed from tlie queens bounty.

Uc had been renounced by St. John, the foi-mer com-

panion of his pleasures; he had in vain endeavoured

to obtain an audience of the queen, with a view to

demand more considerable appointments. Harley was

his enemy, and all access to her m.ijesty was denied.

Enraged at these disappointments, he attempted to

make his peace with the court of France, and offered

his sen-ices, in a letter to one Morciu, a banker in

Paris. Tliis packet, which he endeavoured to transmit

by the way of Portugal, was intercepted, and a warrant

issued out to apprehend him for high-treason. 'When

the messenger disarmed him in St. Jamess Park, he

exhibited marks of guilty confusion and despair, and

begged that lie would kill him directly. Being conveyed

to the cockpit, in a sort of frenzy, he perceived a pen-

knife lying upon a table, and took it up without being

perceived by tlie attendants. A committee of council

was immediately summoned, and Guiscard brought be-

fore them to be examined. Finding that his correspon-

dence witli iloreau was discovered, he desired to speak

in private with secretary St. John, whom in all proba-

bility he had resolved to assassin.ate. His request

being refused, he said, "That's hard! not one word!"

St. John being out of his reach, he stepped up to Jlr.

Harley, and exclaiming, " Have at thee, then!" stabbed

liim in the breast with the penknife which he had con-

cealed. The instrument broke upon the bone, without

penetrating into the cavity; nevertheless he repeated

the blow with such force that the chancellor of the ex-

chequer fell to the ground. Secretary St. John, seeing

him fall, ci'ied out, " The villain has killed Mr. Harley!"
and drew his sword. Several other members followed

his example, and wounded Guiscard in several places.

Yet he made a desperate defence, until he was over-

powered by the messengers and servants, and conveyed
from the council-chamber, which he had filled with ter-

ror, tumult, and confusion. His wounds, though dan-

gerous, were not mortal; but he died of a gangrene
occasioned by the bruises he had sustained. This attempt
upon the life of Harley, by a person who wanted to

establish a traitorous coiTespondence with France, ex-
tinguished the suspicions of those who began to doubt
that minister's integrity. The two houses of parliament,
in an address to the queen, declared their belief that
Mr. Harlcys fidelity to her majesty, and zeal for her
service, had drawn upon him the hatred of all the abet-
tors of popery and faction. Tlicy besought her majesty
to take all possible care of her sacred person; and, for

tliat purpose, to give directions for causing papists to
he removed from the cities of London and Westminster.
A proclamation was published, ordering the laws to be
strictly put iu execution against papists. When Harley
appeared in the house of commons after his recovery,
he was congratulated upon it by the speaker, in a florid

and fulsome premeditated speech. An act was passed,
decreeing, that an attempt upon the life of a privy-coun-
sellor should be felony without benefit of clergy. The
carl of liochester dying, Harley became sole minister,
was created baron of Wigmorc, and raised to the rank
of carl by the noble and ancient title of Oxford and

Mortimer: to crown his prosperity, he was appointed

lord-treasurer, and vested with the supreme administra-

tion of aflairs.

DEATH OF THE EMPEROR JOSEPH. 1711

The commons empowered cci"tain persons to examino

all the grants made by king William, and report t!ie

value of them, as well as the considerations upon which

they were made. Upon their report a bill was formed

and passed that house; but the lords rejected it at tlie

first reading. Their next step was to examine the public

accounts, with a view to fix an imputation on the earl

of Godolphin. They voted that above five-.nnd-thirty

millions of the money granted by parliament remained

unaccounted for. This sum, however, included some

accounts in the reigns of king Charles and king Wil-

liam. One half of the whole was charged to Jlr. Bridges,

the pay-master, who had actually accounted for all the

money he had received, except about three millions,

though these accounts had not passed through the audi-

tor's office. The commons afterwards proceeded to in-

quire into the debts of the navy, that exceeded five

millions, which, with many other debts, were thrown
into one stock, amounting to nine millions four hundred
and seventy-one thousand three hundred and twenty-

five pounds. A fund was formed forpa3-ing an interest

or annuity of six per cent, until the principal should be

discharged; and with this was granted a monopoly of a
projected trade in the South Sea, vested in the proprie-

tors of navy-bills, debentures, and other public securi

ties, which were incorporated for this pui-pose. Such
was the origin of the South Sea Company, founded upon
a chimerical supposition that the English would be
permitted to trade upon the coast of Peru in the West
Indies. Perhaps the new ministry hoped to obtain this

permission, as an equivalent for their abandoning the

interest of king Charles, with respect to his pretensions

upon Spain. B3' this time the emperor Joseph had
died of the small-pox without male issue; so that his

brother's immediate aim was to succeed him on the Im-
perial throne. This event was, on the twentieth day of

April, communicated by a message from the queen to

both houses. She told them that the states-general had
concurred with her in a resolution to support the house
of Austria; and that they had already taken such mea-
sures as would secure the election of Charles as head of

the empire.

The house of commons, in order to demonstrate their

attachment to the church, in consequence of an address

from the lower house of convocation, and a quickening

message from the queen, passed a bill for building fifty

new churches in the suburbs of London and AVcstmin-

ster, and appropriated for this purpose the duty upon
coals, which had been granted for the building of St.

Paul's, now finished. This imposition was continued

until it should raise the sum of three hundred and fifty

thousand pounds. At the close of the session, the com-
mons presented a remonstrance or representation to the

queen, in which they told her that they had not only

raised the necessary supplies, but also discharged the

heavy debts of which the nation had so long and justly

complained. They said that, in tracing the causes of

this debt, they had discovered fraud, embezzlement,
and misapplication of the public money; that they who
of late years had the management of the treasury, were
guilty of a notorious breach of trust and injustice to the

nation, in allowing .above thirt)' millions to remain un-
accounted for; a purposed omission that looked like a
design to conceal embezzlements. They begged her
m.ajesty would give immediate directions for compelling
the several imprest accountants speedily to pass their

aecouuts. They expressed their hope that such of the

accountants as had neglected their duty in prosecuting
their accounts, ought no longer to be intrusted with the

public money. They affirmed, that from all these evil

practices and worse designs of some persons, who had,

by false professions of love to their country, insinuated
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tliemsclvcs info lior rov.il (jivonr, irropnraMo miscliicf

trould have accnicJ to tlio public, had not her niajostr,

in her great wisdom, sc.Tsonably discovered the fatal

tendency of such nua? urcs, and removed from the ad-

ministriitiou those who had so ill answered her majesty's

favourahlo opinion, and in so many instances grossly

abused the trust reposed in them. They obsen-ed, that

her people could with greater patience have suffered the

manifold injuries done to themselves, by the frauds and

depredations of such evil ministers, bad not the same

men proceeded to treat her sacred person with unduti-

fulness and disreg.ml. This representation being cir-

culated through the kingdom, produced the desired

cflect of iutlaming the minds of the people against tlic

Lilc ministry. Snch expedients were become necessary

for the execution of Oxford's project, which was to put

a si>eedv end to a war that had already subjected the

pco[ile to grievous oppression, and even accumulated

heavy burdens to be transmitted to their posterity. The
nation was inspired by extravagant ideas of glory and

conquest, even to a rage of war-m.aking; so that the new
ministers, in order to dispel those dangerous chimeras,

were obliged to tjike measures for exciting their indig-

nation ami contempt against those persons whom they

had formerly idolized as their heroes and patriots. On
the twelfth' day of June, the queen, having given the

mval assent to several public and private bills, mside an

aliectiouatc speech to both houses. She th.inked the

commons, in *hc wannest expressions, for having com-

plied with all her desires; for having bafiled the expec-

tations of her enemies in finding supplies for the service

of the ensuing year; in having granted greater sums
th.in were ever given to any prince in one session; .and

in having settled funds for the paj-mcnt of the public

debts, so that the credit of the nation was restored.

She expressed her earnest concern for the succession of

the house of Ilanover; and her fixed resolution to sup-

port and encourage the church of England as by law

cstablished. Then the parliament was prorogued.

rr.OCEEDIXGS IX THE CONTOCATION.

Of the convocation which was assembled with the

new parliament, the lower house chose Dr. Atterbury

their prolocutor. He was an enterprising ecclesiastic,

of extensive learning, acute talents, violently attached

to tory principles, and intimately connected with the

prime minister Oxford; so that he directed all the pro-

loedings in the lower house of convocation in concert

with that minister. The queen, in a letter to the arch-

bishop, signified her hope that the consultations of the

clergy might be of use to repress the attempts of loose

and profane persons. She sent a license under the broad

seal, empowering them to sit and do business in as .".ni-

ple a manner as ever had been granted since tlie refor-

mation. They were ordered to lay before the queen an
.-.ccount of the excessive growth of infidelity and heresy,

:is well as of other abuses, that necessaiy measures

might be taV:en for a reformation. The bishops were
purposely slightcJ and overlooked, because they had
lived in hannony with the late ministers. A committee
being appointed to draw up a representation of the pre-

sent state of the church and religion, Atterbury under-

to<)k the task, and compofod a remonstrance that con-

tained the most keen and severe strictures upon the

administration, as it had been exercised shicc the time

of the revolution. Another was penned by the bishops

in more moderate terms; and several regulations were
made, but in none of these did the two houses agree.

They concurred, however, in censuring some tenets

favouring Arianism, broached and supported by Mr.
'WTiLston, mathematical professor in Cambridge. lie

had been expelled the university, and wrote a vindica-

tion of himself, dedicated to the convocation. The arch-

bishop doubted whether this assembly could proceed
against a man for heresy: the judges were consulted,

and the majority of them gave in their opinion that the

convocation had a jurisdiction. Four of them professed

Vol. II.

tlio contr.iry sentiment, which they maintained f/om

the statutes' made at the reformation. The queen, in a

letter to the bishops, said, that as there was now no

doubt of their jurisdiction, she expected that they would

proceed in the matter before them. I'reah scniples

arising, they determined to examine the book, without

proceeding against the author, and this was censured

accordingly. An extract of the sentence was sent to the

queen ; but she did not signify her pleasure on this

subject, and the affair remained in suspense. AVhiston

published a work in four volumes, justifying his doc-

trine, and maintaining that the apostolical constitutions

were not only canonical, but also prcfcr.able in point of

authority to tho epistles and the gospels.

THE DUKE OF jrAin.KOnOUC.il CONTINUES
TO COMMAND THE ALLIED AUMY.

The new ministry had not yet determined to supersede

the duke of Marlborough in the command of the army.

This was a step wlilch could not be taken without giv-

ing umbrage to the Dutch and other .allies. He there-

fore set out for IIoll;-nd in the month of February, .ifter

the queen had assui-ed him that he might depend upon

the punctual payment of the forces. Having conferred

with tho deputies of the states about the operations of

the campaign, he, .about the middle of April, assembled

the army at Orcliies, between Lisle and Douay; while

mareschal do Yillars drew together the French troops in

tho ncighbourliood of Cambray and Arr.'is. Louis had

by this time depopulated as well as impoverished his

kingdom; yet his subjects still flocked to his st.andard

with surprising spirit and attachment. Under the pres-

sure of extreme misery they uttered not one cor.ijdaint

of their sovereign; but imputed all their calamities to

the pride and obstinacy of the allies. Exclusive of all

the other impositions that were laid upon that people,

they consented to pay the tenth penny of their wliole

substance; but all their efforts of loyalty and affection

to their prince would have been ineffectual, had not tho

merchants of the kingdom, by the permission of I'hilip,

undertaken repeated voyages to the South Sea, from

whence they brought home immense treasures; while

the allies took no steps for intercepting tliese supplies,

though nothing could hare been more easy for the Eng-
lish than to deprive the enemy of this great resource,

and convert it to their own adv.antage. Had a squadron

of sliips been annually employed for this purpose, the

subjects of Fi'nnce and Spain must have been literally

starved, and Louis obliged to submit to such terms as

tho confederates might have tliought proper to impose.

Villars had found means to assemble, a very numerous
army, with v.hich he encamped behind the river Siinset,

in such an advantageous post as could not be attacked

witli any prospect of success. Meanwhile the duke of

Marlborough passed the Scarpe, and formed his camp
between Douay and Kouchain, where lie was joined by
prince Eugene on the twenty-third day of JIay. This

general, however, did not long remain in tho Netb.cr-

lands. Understanding that detachments had been raado

from the army of Villars to the Rhine, and that the

elector of Bavaria intended to act in the empire, the

prince, by order from the court of Vienna, marched to

wards the upper Rhine with the Imperial and Palatine

troops, to secure Germany. The Duke of Marlborough

repassing the Scarpe, encamped in the plains of Lens,

from whence he advanced towards Aire, as if he had

intended to att.ack the French lines in that quarter.

Tliese lines beginning at Bouchain on the Schclde, were
continued along the Sansct and the Scarpe to Ai-ras, and

thence along the Upper Scarpe to Canche. They were

defended by redoubts and other works in svich .1 ra.in-

ner, that Villars judged they were impregnable, and
called them the Neplus ultra of Marlborough.

This nobleman advancing within two leagues of tho

French lines, ordered a great number of fascines to bo

made, declaring he would attack them the next morn-

ing; so that Villars drew all his forces on that side, iu
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full expectations of an engagement. The duUc, on tlic

supposition that the passage of the Sansct by Arleux

would be left unguarded, had ordered the generals Cado-

can and Hoinpcsch to assemble twenty battalions and

seventeen squadrons from Douay and the neighbouring

garrisons, to march to Arleux, wliere they should en-

deavour to pass the Sanset. Brigadier Sutton was de-

tached with tlio artillery and pontoons, to lay bridges

over the canal near Goulezen and over the Scarpe at

Vitry, while the duke with the whole confederate army

began his march for the same place about nine in tlic

evening. lie proceeded with such expedition, that by

five in the morning ho passed the river at A'itry. There

ho received intelligence that Hompesch had taken pos-

sesion of the passes on the Sauset and Sehelde without

opposition, the enemy having withdrawn their detach-

ments from that side "just as ho had imagined, lie him-

self, with his vanguard of fifty squadrons, hastened his

miueh towards Arleux, and before eight of the clock

arrived at Baci-Bachucl, where in two hours he was

joined by the heads of the columns into which he had

divided liis infantry. Villars being certified of his in-

tention, about two in the morning decamped with his

whole army, and putting himself at the head of the

king's household troops, marched all night with such

expedition, that about eleven in the forenoon he was in

sight of the duke of Marlborough, who had by this time

joined count Ilompcsch. The French general imme-

diately retreated to the main body of his ai'my, which

had advanced to the high road between Arras and Cam-

bray, while the allies encamped upon tlie Schekle, be-

tween Oisy and Estnin, after a march of ten leagues

without halting, scarce to be paralleled in history. By
this plan, so happily executed, the duke of Marlborough

fairly outwitted Villars, and, without the loss of one

man, entered the lines which he had pronounced impreg-

nable. This stroke of the English general was extolled

OS a masterpiece of military skill, while Villars was ex-

posed to the ridicule even of his own officers. The field-

deputies of the states-general proposed that he should

give battle to the enemy, who passed tlie Sehelde at

Crevecoeur in order to cover Bouchain ; but the duke
would not hazard an engagement, considering how much
the army was fatigued by the long march; and that any
misfortune, while they continued within the Frencli

lines, might bo fatal. His intention was to besiege

Bouchain; an enterprise that was deemed impracticable,

inasmuch as the place was situated in a morass, strongly

fortified, and defended by a numerous garrison, in the

neighbourhood of an army superior in number to that of

the allies. Notwithstanding these disadvantages, and
the dissuasions of his own friends, he resolved to under-
take the siege; and, in the meantime, despatched briga-

dier Sutton to England with an account of his having
passed the French lines; which was not at all agreeable
to his enemies. They had prognosticated tliat nothing
would be done during this campaign, and began to insin-

uate that the duke could strike no stroke of importance
without the assistance of prince Eugene. They now
cndcavoured to lessen the glory of his success; and even
taxed him with having removed his camp from a con-
venient situation to a place where the troops were in
danger of starving. Nothing could be more provoking
tlian this scandalous malevolence to a great man who
hiul done so much honour to his country, and was then
actually exposing his life in her service.

EOUCIIAIX REDUCED.

On the tenth day of August Bouch.ain was invested,
and the duke of Marlborough exerted himself to the
utmost extent of his vigilance and capacity, well know-
ing the difficulties of the undertaking, and how much
his reputation would depend upon his success. Villars
had tJiken every precaution that his skill and experience
could suggest, to baflle the endeavours of the English
general, lie hail reinforced the garrison to the number
of six thousand chosen men, commanded by officers of

[CllAf. X.

known courage and ability. He made some efforts to

raise the siege; but they were rendered ineffectual by

the consummate prudence and activity of the duke of

Marlborough. Then ho laid a scheme for surprising

Douav, which likewise miscarried. If we consider that

the English general, in tlie execution of his plan, was

obliged to form lines, erect regular forts, raise batteries,

throw bridges over a river, make a causeway through a

deep morass, provide for the security of convoys against

a numerous army on the one side, and the gai-risons of

Conde and Valenciennes on the other, wo must allow

this was the boldest enterprise of the whole war; that

it required all the fortitude, skill, and resolution of a

great general, and all the valour and intrepidity of the

confederate troops, who had scarce ever exhibited such

amazing proofs of courage upon any other occasion as

they now displayed at the siege of Bouchain. In twenty

days after the trenches were opened, the gan-ison were

obliged to sun-ender themselves prisoners of war; and

this conquest was the last military exploit performed by

the duke of Marlborough : the breaches of Bouchain were

no sooner repaired than the opposite armies began to

separate, and the allied forces were quartered in the

frontier towns, that they might be at hand to take the

field early in the spring. They were now In possession

of the Macse, almost as far as the Sambre; of the Sehelde

from Tournay ; and of the Lys as far as it is navigable.

They had reduced Spanish Guelderland, Limburg, Bra-

bant, Flanders, and the greatest part of Hainault; they

were masters of the Scarpe; and by the conquest of

Bouchain, they had opened to themselves a way into

the very bowels of France. AU these acquisitions were

owing to the valour and conduct of the duke of Marl-

borough, who now returned to the Hague, and arrived

in England about the middle of November.

DUKE OF ARGYLE COMMANDS THE BRITISH
TROOPS IN SPAIN.

The queen had conferred the command of her forces

in Spain upon the duke of Argyle, who was recalled

from the service in Flanders for that purpose. He had

long been at variance with the duke of Marlborough; a

circumstance which recommended him the more strongly

to the ministiy. He landed at Barcelona on the twenty-

ninth of May, and found the British troops in the utmost

distress for want of subsistence. The treasurer had

promised to supply him liberally; the commons had

granted one million five Inuulred thousand pounds for

that service. All their hopes of success were fi.xed on

the campaign in that kingdom; and indeed the army
commanded by the duke de Vendome was in such a

wretched condition, that if Starcmbcrg had been pro-

perly supported by the allies, he might have obtained

signal advantages. The duke of Argyle, having waited

in vain for the promised remittances, was obliged to

borrow money on his own credit, before the British

troops could take the field. At length Staremberg ad-

vanced towards the enemy, who attacked him at the

pass of Prato del Rey, where they were repulsed with

considerable damage. After this action the duke of

Argyle was seized with a violent fever, and conveyed

back to Barcelona. Vendome invested tlie castle of

Cardona, which was rigorously defended till the end of

December, when a detachment being sent to the relief

of the place, defeated the besiegers, killed two thousand

on the spot, and took all their artillery, ammunition,

and baggage. Staremberg was unable to follow the

blow; the duke of Argyle wrote pressing letters to the

ministry, and loudly complained tliat he was altogether

unsujiported; but all his remonstrances were ineffectual:

no remittances arrived; and he returned to England
without having been able to attempt any thing of im-

portance. In September, king Charles, leaving his

queen at Barcelona, set sail for Italy, and at Milan had

an interview with the duke of Savoy, where all disputes

were compromised. That prince had forced his way
into Savoy and penetrated as far as the Rhiuu; but he
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nddenly halted in the middle of his career, and after a

thort campaign repassed the mountains. Prince Engenc,

at the head of the German forces, protected the electors

at Franklbrt from the designs of the enemy, and Charles

was unanimously chosen emperor; the electors of Co-

logn .and Havana having hcen excluded from voting,

b^usc they lay under the ban of the empire. The

war between the Ottoman I'orte and the Muscovites

was of short duration. The czar advanced so far into

Molda^-ia, th.-\t he was cnt off from all supplies, and al-

together in the power of his enemy. In this emergency,

he found means to corrupt the grand vizier in private,

while in public ho proposed articles of peace that were

accepted. The king of Sweden, who was in tho Turkish

army, charged the vizier with treachery, and that

minister was actually disgraced. The grand scignor

threatened to renew the war; but he was appeased by

the czar"9 surrendering Azoph.

EXPEDITION TO CANADA.

Tlie English ministrj- had Conceived great expecta-

tions from an expedition against Quebec and Placentia,

in North America, planned by colonel Nicholson, who
had taken possession of Nova Scotia, and garrisoned

I'orte Koyal, to which ho gave the name of Anapolis.

lie had brought four Indian chiefs to England, and re-

presented the advantages that would redound to the

nation in point of commerce, should the French be ex-

pelled from North America. The ministers relished the

proposal. A lx>dy of five thousand men was embarked
in transports, under the command of brigadier Hill,

brother to Mrs. M:isham ; and they sailed from Plymouth
in the beginning of May, with a strong squadron of ships

commanded by sir Ilovenden AValker. At Boston in

New England, they were joined by two regiments of

provincials; and about four thousand men, consisting

of American pl.anters. Palatines, and Indians, rendez-

Toused at Albany, in order to march by land into Canada,

while the fleet sailed up the river of that name. On
the twenty-first day of August they were exposed to a

violent storm, and driven among rocks, where eight

transports perished, with about eight hundred men.
The admiral immediately sailed back to Spanish-river

bay, where it was determined, in a council of war, that

as tho fleet and forces were %ictnalled for ten weeks
only, and they could not depend upon a supply of pro-

risions from New England, they should return home
without making any further attempt. Such was the

issue of this paltry expedition, intrusted to the direction

of an officer without talents and experience.

In the Irish parliament held during the summer, the
iluke of Ormond and the majority of the peers supported
the tory interest, while the commons expressed the
warmest attachment to revolution principles. The two
houses made strenuous represent.ations, and passed
-evere resolutions against each other. After the ses-

-ion, sirConstantine I'hipps, the chancellor, and gener.al

1 iigoldsby, were appointed justices in the absence of the

Uuke of Ormond, who returned to England in the month
of Novemljcr. In Scotland the Jacobites made no scru-

ple of professing their principles and attachments to

tlie pretender. The duchess of Gordon presented the
f.iculty of advocates with a silver medal, representing
the chevalier de St. George; and on the reverse the
liritish islands, with the motto " Seddiite." After some
! -bate, it was voted, by a majority of sixty-three voices

ri.Minst twelve, that the duchess should be thanked for

this token of her regard. Tliis task was performed by
Dnndas of Arcistoun, who thanked her grace for having
presented them with a medal of their sovereign lord the
icing; hoping, and lx;ing confident, that her grace would
very soon have an opportunity to compliment the faculty

with a second medal, struck upon the restoration of the

king and royal family, upon the finishing rebellion,

usurping tyranny, and whiggery. An account of this

transaction being laid before the queen, the lord-advo-

cate was ordered to inquire into the particulars. Then

tho faculty were so intimidated that they disowned

Dundan, and Homo his accomplice. They pretended

that the affair of the medal had been transacted by a

party at an occasional meeting, and not by general con-

sent; and, by a solemn act, they declared their attach-

ment to the queen and the protestant succession. Tho
court was satisfied with this atonement; but the resi-

dent from Hanover having presented a memorial to tho

queen, desiring that Dundas and bis associates might

be prosecuted, the government removed sir David Dal-

rymplo from his oflicc of lord-advocate, on pretence of

his having been too remiss in prosecuting those delin-

quents; and no further inquiry was made into the affair

NEGOTIATION BETWEEN THE COURTS OF
FRANCE AND ENGLAND.

For Eomo time the negotiation for peace had been

carried on between the court of France and the new

ministers, who had a double aim in this measure; namely,

to mortify the whigs and the Dutch, whom they detested,

and to free their country from a rainous war, which had

all the appearance of becoming habitual to the constitu-

tion. They foresaw the risk they would run by enter-

ing into such measures, should ever the opposite faction

rcg.iin the ascendency; they knew the whigs would

employ all their .art and influence, which was very

powerful, in obstructing the peace, and in raising »

popular clamour against the treaty. But their motives

for treating were such as prompted them to undervalue

all those difliculties and dangers. They hoped to obtain

such advantages in point of commerce for the subjects

of Great Britain, as would silence all detraction. They

did not doubt of being able to maintain the superiority

which they had acquired in parli.iment; and perhaps

some of them cherished views in favour of the preten-

der, whose succession to the crown would h.ave effectu-

ally established their dominion over the opposite party.

The earl of Jersey, who acted in concert with Oxford,

sent a private message to the court of France, import-

ing the queen's desire of peace, representing the impos-

sibility of a private negotiation, as the ministry was

obliged to act with the utmost circumspection, and

desiring that Louis would propose to the Dutch a re-

newal of the conferences, in which case the English

pleniiiotentiaries should have such instructions that it

would be impossible for the states-general to prevent

the conclusion of the treaty. This Intimation was deli-

vered by one Gualticr, an obscure priest, who acted as

chaplain to count Gallas the Imperial ambassador, and

had been employed as a spy by the French ministry,

since the commencement of hostilities. His connexion

with lord Jersey was by means of that nobleman's lady,

who professed the Roman catholic religion. His mes-

sage was extremely agreeable to the court of Versailleg.

He returned to London with a letter of compliment

from the marquis de Torcy to the earl of Jersey, iu

which that minister assured him of his master's sincere

inclination for peace, though he was averse to a renewal

of the conferences with the states-general. Gualticr

wrote a letter to A'ers.iillcs, desiring, in the name of the

English ministry, that his most christain majesty would

communicate to them his proposals for a general peace,

which they would communicate to the states-general,

that they might negoti.ite in concert with their allies.

A general answer being made to this intimation, Gunl

tier made a second journey to Versailles, and brought

over a memorial, which was immediately transmitted to

Holland. In the meantime, the pensionary endeavoured

to renew the conferences in Holland. Petkum wrote

to the French ministry, that if his majesty would re-

sume the negotiation, in concert with the queen of

Great Britain, he should certainly have reason to be

satisfied with the conduct of the Dutch deputies. This

propos.al Louis declined, at the desiie of the English

ministers.

The stati;s-gencral having perused the memorial, as-

sured queen Anne that they were ready to join with
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her in contributing to the conclusion of a durable peace;

but they exprcssccl a desire that the French king -woiikl

communicate a more particular plan for securing the

interest of the allied powers, and for settling the repose

of Europe. Gualticr was once more sent to Versailles,

accompanied by Mr. Prior, who had resided in France

as secretary to the embassies of the carls of Portland

and Jersey. This gentleman had nenuired some repu-

tation by his poetical talents; was a man of uncommon
ability, and insinuating address, and perfectly devoted

to the tory interest. He was empowered to communi-

cate the preliminary demands of the English; to receive

the answer of the French king; and demand whether

or not king I'hilip had transmitted a power of treating

to his grandfather. lie arrived incognito at Fontain-

blcau, and presented the queen's memori:U, in which she

demanded a barrier for the Dutch in the Netherlands,

and another on the Rhine for the empire; a security for

the Dutch commerce, and a general satisfaction to all

lier allies. She required that the strong places taken

from the duke of Savoy should be restored; and that he

should possess such towns and districts in Italy as liad

been ceded to him in treaties between him and liis

allies: tliat Louis should acknowledge queen Anne and

the protestant succession; demolish the fortifications of

Dunkirk; and agree to a new treaty of commerce; that

Gibraltar and Port JIahon sliould be yielded to the

crown of England; that the negro trade in America, at

that time carried on by the French, should be ceded to

the English, together with some towns on that conti-

nent, where the slaves might be refreshed. She expec-

ted security that her subjects trading to Spain should

enjoy all advantages granted by that crown to the most
favoured nation; that she should be put in possession

of Newfoundland and Hudson's Bay, either by way of

restitution or cession ; and that both nations should

continue to enjoj' whatever territories they might be

possessed of in North America at the ratification of the

treaties. She likewise insisted upon a security that the

crownis of France and Spain .should never be iniited on
the same bead. Her majesty no longer insisted npon
Philip's being expelled from the tlirone of Spain by the

arms of his own grandfather. She now perceived that

the exorbitant power of the house of Austria would be
as dangerous to the liberty of Europe as ever that of

the family of Uourbon had been, in the zenith of its

gloiy. She might have remembered the excessive

power, the insolence, the ambition of Cliarles V. and
I'hili)! II. who liad enslaved so many countries, and
embroiled all Europe. She was sincerely desirous of

peace, from motives of humanity and compassion to her
subjects and fellow-creatures; she was eagerly bent
upon procuring such advantages to her people as would
enable them to discharge the heavy load of debt under
which they laljoured, and recompense them in some
measure for the l)lr)od and treasure they had so lavishly
expended in the prosecution of the war. These were
the sentiments of a christian princess; of an amiable
and pious sovereign, who bore a share in the grievances
of her subjects, and looked upon them with the eyes of
matenial affection. She thought she had the better
title to in.sist upon those advantages, as they had been
already granted to her subjects in a private treaty with
king Charles.

MENAGEU ARRIVES PRIVATELY ix ENGLAND.

As Prior's powers were limited in sucli a manner that
he could not negotiate, Mr. Menager, deiiuty fruni the
city of Rouen to the board of trade, accompanied the
English minister to London, with full powers to settle

tho preliminaries of tlie treaty. On his arrival in Lon-
don, the queen inmiediately commissioned the duke cif

Shrewsbury, ilic earls of Jersey, Dartmouth, Oxford,
and Mr. St. John, to treat with him; and the confer-
ences were immediately begun. After long and various
disputes, tliey agreed npon certain preliminary articles,

which, on the eighth day of October, were tijjned by

the French minister, and b}* the two secretaries of state,

in consequence of a written order from her majesty

Then Menager was privately introduced to the queen

at Windsor. She told him she was averse to war; that

she would exert all her power to conclude a speedy

peace; that she should be glad to live npon good terms

with the king of France, to whom she was so nearly

allied in blood; she expressed her hope that there would

be a closer union after tho peace betviccn them, and be-

tween their subjects, cemented by a perfect correspon-

dence and friendship. The carl of Strafford, who had
been lately recalled from the Hague where lie resided

as ambassador, was now sent back to Holland, with
orders to communicate to the pensionary the proposals

of peace which France had made; to signify the queen's

approbation of them, and propose a place where the
plenipotentiaries should assemble. The English minis-

ters now engaged in an intimate correspondence with
the court of Versailles; and maresclial Tallard being
released from his confinement at Nottingham, was al-

lowed to return to his own country on his parole. After
the departure of Menager, the pi'eliminaries were com-
municated to count Gallas the emperor's minister, who,
in order to inflame the minds of the people, caused them
to be translated, and inserted in one of the daily papers.

This step was so much resented by the queen, that
she sent a message desiring he would come no more to

court; but that he might leave tho kingdom as soon as

he should think proper. He took the hint, and retii-ed

accordinglv; but the queen gave the emperor to under-
stand, that any other minister he should appoint would
be admitted by her without hesitation.

THE FRENCH KING'S PROPOSALS DISAGREE-
ABLE TO THE ALLIES.

The states of Holland, alarmed at the preliminaries,

sent over Buys, as envoy-extraordinary, to intercede

with the queen that she would alter her resolutions:

but she continued steady to her purpose; and the carl

of Strall'ord demanded the immediate concurrence of the

states, declaring, in the queen's name, that she would
look upon any dclaj% on their part, as a refusal to coui-

ply with her propositions. Intimidated by this declara-

tion, they agreed to open the general conferences at

Utrecht on the first day of Januarj-. They granted

passports to the French ministers; wliile the queen ap-

pointed Robinson, bishop of Bristol, and the earl of

Strafl'ord, her plenipotentiaries at the congress. Charles,

the new emperor, being at Milan, when he received a

copy of the preliminaries, wrote circular letters to the

electors and the princes of the empire, exhorting them
to persist in their engagements to the grand alliance.

He likewise desired the states-general to join councils

with him in persuading the queen of England to reject

the proposals of France, and prosecute the war; or at

least to negotiate on the foundation of the first j'relim-

inaries, which had been signed by the marquis de Torey.

He wrote a letter to the same purpose to the queen of

Great Britain, who received it with the most mortifying

indifl'erence. No wonder that he should zealously con-

tend for the continuance of a war, the expense of which
she and the Dutch had hitherto almost wholly defrayed.

The new preliminaries were severely attacked by the

whigs, who ridiculed and reviled the ministry in word
and writing. Pamphlets, libels, and lampoons, were to-

day published by one faction, and to-morrow answered
by the other. They contained all the insinuations of

malice and contempt, all the bitterness of reproach, and
all the rancour of recrimination. In the midst of this

contention, the queen despatelicd the earl of Rivers to

Hanover, with an assurance to the elector that his suc-

cession to the crown should be effectually ascertained

in the treaty. The carl brought back an answer in

writing; but, at the same time, his electoral highness
ordered baron de Bothmar, his envoj- in England, to

present a memorial to the cjueen, representing the per-

iiicitius consequences of Philip's remaining in possession
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of Spain unci tlio Afcst Indies. Tliis remonstrance the
j

b.iron published, hv way of nppciil to the people, anil

Iho whigs extolled it with the highest encomiums; but

,

the queen and her ministers resented this step as an

olUeiuus and inflammatory interposition.
|

The proposals of peace made by the French king were

disagreeable even to some individuals of the tory party;

and certain peers, who had hitherto adhered to that in-

terest, agreed with the whigs to make a remonstrance

against the preliminary articles. The court being ap-

jiriscd of their intention, prorogued the parliament till

the seventh day of December, in expectation of the

Scottish peers, who would cast the balance in favour of

the ministry. In her speech, at the opening of the ees-

.sion, she told them that notwithstanding the .irts of

those who delighted in war, the place and time were

appointed for a congress; and that the states-general

had expressed their entire confidence in her conduct.

She dcchured her chief concern should be to secure the

succession of the crown iu the house of Hanover; to

procure all the advantages to the nation which a tender

and affectionate sovere-igit could procure for a dutiful

and loyal [icople; and to obtain satisfaction for all her

allies. She observed, that the most effectual way to

procure an advantageous peace, would be to make prc-

Ikirations for carrying on war with vigour. .She rccom-

uieudcd unanimity, and prayed tiod would direct tlieir

consultations. In the house of lords, the carl of Xot-

tinghani, who had now associated himself with the

whigs, inveighed against the preliminaries as captious

and insullieient, and offered a clause to be inserted in

the address of thanks, representing to her majesty that,

iu the opinion of the house, no peace could be safe or

honourable to Great Britain or Europe, if t>pain and the

West Indies should be allotted to any branch of the

l:juse of Uourbon. A violent debate ensued, in the

course of which the earl of Anglesea represented the

necessity of casing the nation of the burdens incuncd

by an expensive war. He affirmed that a good peace

might have been procured immediately after the battle

of Raraillies, if it had not been prevented by some per-

sons who prolonged the war for their own private inter-

est. This insinuation was levelled at the duke of Slarl-

borough, who made a long speech in his own vindication.

He bowed to the place where the queen sat incognito;

r-ud appealed to her, whether, while he had the honour
to serve her m.njesty as a general and plenipotentiary,

he had not constantly informed her and her council of

all the proposals of peace which had been made; and

had not desired instructions for his conduct on that

Bubjcct. Uc declared, upon his conscience, and in pre-

sence of the Supreme Being, before whom ho expected

soon to appear, that he was ever desirous of a safe,

honourable, and l.'isting peace; and that he was always
very far from entertaining any design of prolonging the

war for his own private advantage, as his enemies had
most falsely insinuated. .\t last the question being
put, whether the carl of Nottingham's advice should be

p.irt of the address; it was earned in the aftirmativc by
a snnJI majority. The address was accordingly pre-

sented, and the queen, in her answer, said she should

be very forry any one could think she would not do her
utmost to recover .Spain and the West Indies from the

house of Bourbon. Against this advice, however, seve-

ral peers protested, because there was no precedent for

inserting a clause of advice in an address of thanks; and
IxjcaUEc they looked upon it as an invasion of the royal

prerogative. In tlie address of the commons there was
no such article; and, therefore, the answer they received

was warm and cordial.

The duke of Hamilton claiming a scat in the honse of

peers, as duke of Brandon, a title he hail lately received,

was opposed by the anti-courtiers, who pretended to

foresee great danger to the con.stitntion from admitting
into the house a greater number of .Scottish peers than
the act of union allowed. Counsel was licard upon the
validity of his patent. They obser^•cd that no objection

could be made to the queen's pi'crogvitive ui conferring

honours; and that all the subjects of the united king-

dom were equally capable of ri'ceiving honour. The
house of lords had already decided the matter, in admit-

ting the duke of Quceusberry upon his being created

duke of Dover. The debate was managed with great

ability on both sides; the Scottish peers united in de-

fence of the duke's claim; and the court exerted its

whole stiength to support the iiatent. Nevertheless,

the ([uestion being put, whether Scottish peers, created

peers of (ireat Britain since the union, had a right to

sit in that house; it was carried in the negative by a

majority of fivo voices; though not without a protest

signed by the lords in the opposition. The .Scottish

peers were so incensed at this decision, that they drew

up a representation to the queen, complaining of it as .an

infringement of the union, and a mark of disgrace put

upon the whole peerage of Scotland. The bill against

occasional conformity was revived by the carl of Not-

tingham, in more moderate terms than those that had

been formerly rejected; and it passed both houses by

the connivance of the whigs, upon the carl's promise,

that if they would consent to this measure, he would

bring over many friends to join them in matters of

greater consequence. On the twenty-second day of

December, the queen, being indisposed, granted a com-

mission to the lord-keeper and some other peers to give

tlic royal assent to this liill, and another for the land-tax.

Tlie duke of Devonshire obtained leave to bring in a bill

for giving precedence over all peers to the electoral prince

of Hanover, as the duke of Cambridge. An address was

presented to the queen, desiring she would give instruc-

tions to her plenipotentiaries to consult with the minis-

ters of the allies in Holland before the opening of the

congress, that they might concert the necessary mea-

sures for proceeding with unanimity, the better to ob-

tain the great ends proposed by her majesty.

DUKE OF MAKLBOROUGH DISMIS.SED FIIO.M

ALL HIS EMPLOYMENT.?.

The commissioners for examining the public accounts

having discovered that the duke of Marlborough had re-

ceived an annual present of five or six thousand pounds

from the contractors of bread to the army, the queen

declared in council that she thought fit to disn.iss him
from all his employments, that tlie matter might be

imi:artially examiucd. Tliis declaration was imparted

to him in a letter under her ov,n hand, in which she

took occasion to complain of the treatment si'.e had re-

ceived. .She probably alluded to the insolence of his

duchess; the subjection in which slic had been kept by
the late ministry; and the pains lately taken by tho

whigs to depreciate her conduct, .-.nd thwart her mea-

sures with respect to the peace. The duke wrote an

answer to her majesty, vindicating himself from the

charge which had been brought against his character;

and his two daughters, the countess of Sunderland and

the lady Bailton, resigned their places of ladies in tho

bed-chamber. The ministry, in order to ascertain n

majority in the house of lords, persuaded the queen to

take a measure which nothing but necessity could jus-

tify. She created twelve peers at once, [See note 2 F,

at the end of tliM VoJ.~\ and on the second of January they

were introduced into the upper honse without opposition.

The lord-keeper delivered to the house a message from

the queen, desiring they would adjourn to the fourteenth

day of the month. The anti-courtiers alleged, that the

queen could not send a message to any one honse to ad-

journ, but ought to have directed it to both houses. This

objection produced a debate, which was terminated in fa-

vour of the court by tho weight of tlie twelve new peers.

PRINCE EUGENE ARRIVES IN ENGLAND.

At this period prince Eugene arrived in England with

a letter to the queen from tho emperor, and instructions

to propose a new scheme for prosecuting the war. His

errand was far from being agreeable to tho ministry;
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and they suspected that his ie;U aim was to manage in-

trigues among the discontented party who opposed the

peace. Nevertheless, he was treated with that respect

which was due to his quality and eminent talents. The
ministers, the nohility, and oilicers of distinction, visited

him at his arrival. He was admitted to an audience of

the queen, who received him with great complacency.

Having perused the letter which he delivered, she ex-

pressed her concern that her health did not permit her

to speak with his highness as often as she could wish;

but that she had ordered the treasurer and secretary St.

John to receive his proposals, and confer with him as

frequently as he should think proper. He expressed

extraordinary respect for the duke of Marlborough, not-

withstanding his disgrace. The lord-treasurer, while

ho entertained him at dinner, declared that he looked

upon that day as the happiest in the whole course of

his life, since he had the honour to see in his house the

greatest captain of the age. The prince is said to have

replied, " If I am, it is owing to your lordship." Allud-

ing to the disgrace of Slarlborough, whom the earl's in-

trigues had deprived of all militaiy command. When
bishop Buniet conversed with him about the scandalous

libels that were every day published against the duke,

and iu particular mentioned one paragraph, in which tlie

author .allowed hefliad been once fortunate, the prince

observed, it was the greatest commendation that could

be bestowed upon him, as it implied that aU his other

successes were owing to his courage and conduct. ^Vhile

the nobility of both parties vied with each other in de-

monstrations of respect for this noble stranger ; while

he was adored by the whigs, and admired by the people,

who gazed at him in crowds when he appeared in public;

even in the midst of all these caresses, party riots were

excited to insult his person, and some scandalous reflec-

tions upon his mother were inserted in one of the public

papers. The queen treated him with distinguished marks
of regai-d; and, on her birth-day, presented him with a

sword wortli five thousand pounds. Nevertheless, she

looked upon him as a patron and friend of that turbulent

faction to which she owed so much disquiet. She knew
he had been pressed to come over by the whig noblemen,

who hoped his presence would inflame the people to some
desperate attempt upon the new ministry; she was not

ignorant that ho held private conferences with the duke
of Marlborough, the earl of Sunderland, the lord Somers,

Halifax, and all the chiefs of that party; and that he en-

tered into a close connexion with the baron de Bothmar,
the Hanoverian envoy, who had been very active iu fo-

menting the disturbances of the people.

WALPOLE EXPELLED.

Her majesty, who had been for some time afflicted

with the gout, sent a message to both houses on the
seventeenth day of January, signifying that the pleni-

potentiaries were arrived at Utrecht; and that she was
employed in making preparations for an early campaign

;

she hoped, tlierclbre, that the commons would proceed
in giving the necessary despatch to the supplies. The
lord-treasurer, in order to demonstrate his attachment
to the protestant succession, brought in a biU which had
been proposed by the duke of Devonshire, giving prece-
dence to the whole electoral family, as children and ne-
phews of the crown; and, when it was passed into an
act, he sent it over to Hanover by Mr. Tliomas Harlcy.
The sixteen peers for Scotland were prevailed upon, by
promise of satisfaction, to resume their seats in the upper
house, from which they had absented themselves since
the decision against the patent of the duke of Hamilton;
but whatever pecuniary rccompencc they might have
obtained from the court, on wliich they were meanly
dependent, they received no satisfaction from the par-
liament. The connnons, finding Sir. AValpole \cry
troublesome in their house, by his talents, activity, and
zealous attachment to the whig interest, found means
to discover some clandestine practices in which he was
concerned as secretary at war, with regard to the forage-

contract in Scotland. The contractors, rather than ad-

mit into their partnership a person whom he had recom-

mended for that pm-pose, chose to present his friend with

five hundred pounds. Their bill was addressed to Mr.

Walpolc, who endorsed it, and his friend touched the

money. [Seenoteid.attheendofthU Vol.] Tliis trans-

action was interpreted into a bribe. Mr. Walpole was
voted guilty of corruption, imprisoned in the Tower, and

expelled the liouse. Being afterwards re-chosen by the

same borough of Lynn-Regis, which he had before re-

presented, a petition was lodged against him, and the

commons voted him incapable of being elected a mem-
ber to serve in the present parliament. '

Their next attack was upon the duke of Marlborough,

who was found to have received a yearly sum from sir

Solomon Medina, a Jew, concerned iu the contract for

furnishing the army with bread; to have been gratified

by the queen with ten thousand pounds a-year to defiay

the expenses of intelligence; and to have pocketed a
deduction of two and a half per cent, from the pay of the

foreign troops maintained by England. It was alleged,

in his justification, that the present from the Jew was
a customary perquisite, which had always been enjoyed

by the general of the Dutch army; that the deduction

of two and a half per cent, was granted to him by an
express wan'ant from her majesty; that all the articles

of the charge joined together did not exceed thirty thou-

sand pounds, a sum much inferior to that which had been
allowed to king ^V'iDiam for contingencies; that the

money was expended in procuring intelligence, which
was so exact that the duke was never surprised ; that

none of his parties were ever intercepted or cut oflT; and
all the designs were by these means so wcU concerted,

that he never once miscarried. Notwithstanding these

representations, the majority voted that his practices had
been unwarrantable and illegal; and that the deduction

was to be accounted for as public money. These resol-

utions were communicated to the queen, who ordered

the attorney-general to prosecute the duke for the

money he had deducted by virtue of her own warrant.

Such practices were certainly mean and merceuaiy, and

greatly tarnished the glory which the duke had acquired

by his military talents, and other shining qualities.

RESOLUTIONS AGAINST THE BARRIER-
TREATY AND THE DUTCH.

The commons now directed the stream of their resent-

ment against the Dutch, who had certainly exerted all

their endeavours to overwhelm the new ministry, and
retard the negotiations for peace. Tliey maintained an
intimate correspondence with the whigs of England.

They diffused the most invidious reports against O.xford

and secretar}' St. John. Buys, their envoy at London,

acted the part of an incendiary, in suggesting violent

measures to the malcontents, and caballing against the

government. The ministers, by way of reprisal, influ-

enced the house of commons to pass some acrimonious

resolutions against the states-general. They alleged

that the states had been deficient in their proportion of

troops, bofli in Spain and in the Netherlands, during the

whole course of the war; and that the queen bad paid

above three millions of crowns in subsidies, above what
she was*bliged to advance by her engagements. They
attacked the barrier-treaty, which had been concluded

with the states by lord Townshend after the conferences

at Gertruydenbuigb. By this agreement, England gua-

ranteed a barrier in the Netherlands to the Dutch; and
the states bound themselves to maintain, with their

wliole force, the queen's title and the protestant suc-

cession. The tories affirmed that England was disgraced

by engaging any other state to defend a succession which
the nation might see cause to alter; that, by this treaty,

the states were authorized to interpose in British coun-

cils; that, being possessed of all those strong towns,

they might exclude the English from trading to them,

and interfere with the manufactures of Great Britain.

The house of commons voted, that in the banier-treaty
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Ihcro were gcvcral articles destnictivo to the trade and

interest of Great Uritaiii, and therefore highly dishon-

ourablo to her majesty; that tlio lord viscount Town-

ghcud wiis not authorized to conclude several articles in

that treaty; that ho and all those Avho had advised its

being ratified were enemies to the queeu and kinfrdoni.

All their votes ivero digested into a long representation

presented to tlio queen, in which they averred that

England, during the war, had been overcharged nine-

teen millions; a circumstance that implied mismanage-

ment or fraud in the old ministrj'. The states, alarmed

at these nsoUitions, wrote a respectful letter to the

qaccn, representing the necessity of a barrier for the

mutual security of England and the United Provinces.

They afterwards diew up a largo memorial in vindica-

tion of their proceedings during the war; and it was

published in one of tho English papers. The commons
immediately voted it a false, scandalous, and malicious

libel, reflecting upon the resolutions of the house; and

tho printer and publisher were taken into custody, as

guilty of a breach of privilege.

ACTS UNFAVOUR^VBLE TO THE PRESBYTE-
RIAN DISCIPLINE IN SCOTLAND.

They now repealed the naturalization act. They
passed a bill granting a toleration to the episcopal clergy

in Scotland, without paying the least regard to a repre-

sentation from the general assembly to the queen, de-

claring that the act for securing the presbytcrian go-

vernment was an essential and fundamental condition

of the treaty of union. The house, notwithstanding

this remonstrance, proceeded with the bill, and inserted

a claaso prohibiting civil magistrates from executing

the sentences of the kirk-judicatories. The cpiscop;U,

as well as the presbytcrian clergy, were required fo take

the oaths of abjuration, that tliey might be upon an equal

footing in case of disobedience; for the commons well

knew that this condition would be rejected by both from
very diil'erent motives. In order to exasperate the prcs-

byterians with furtlicr provocations, another act was
passed for discontinuing the courts of juillcatnre during
the Christmas holidays, wliich had never been kept by
persons of that persuasion. AVhen tliis bill was read for

tho third time, sir David Dalryniple said, *' Since tho
house is resolved to make no toleiation on the body of

this bill, I acquiesce; and only desire it may bo inti-

tuled, A bill for establisliing jacobitism and immorality."

The chagrin of tho Scottish presbyterians was completed

by a third bill, restoring the riglit of patronage, which

had been taken away when the discipline of tho kirk

was last established. Prince Eugene having presented

a memorial to tho queen touching the conduct of tho

emperor during the war, and containing a proposal with

relation to the affairs of Spain, the queen communicated

the scheme to tho house of commons, who treated it

with the most contemptuous neglect. The prince, find-

ing all his efforts ineffectual, retired to the continent, as

much displeased with tlie ministry, as he Ind reason to

be satisfied with the people of England. The conmions

having settled the funds for the supplies of the year,

amounting to six millions, the treasurer formed tlie plan

of a bill appointing commissioners to examine the value

and consideration of all the grants made since the re-

volution. His design was to make a genci-al resump-

tion; but, as the interest of so many noblemen was con-

cerned, the bill met with a very warm opposition; not-

withstanding which it would have certaiuly,passed, had
not the duke of Buckingham and the earl of Strafford

absented themselves from the house during the debate.
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CONFERENCES OPENED AT UTRECHT. 1712.

IN the month of January the conferences for peace
began at Utrecht. The earl of Jersey would have

been appointed the plenipotentiary for England, but he
dying after the correspondence with the court of France
was established, the queen conferred that charge upon
Robinson, bishop of Bristol, lord privy-seal, and the earl

of Strafford. The chief of the Dutch deputies named for

the congress, were Buys and Vanderdussen; the French
king granted his powers to the marcschal D'Uxelles, the
abbot (afterwards cardinal) dc Polignac, and Menager,
who had been in England. The ministers of the emperor
and Savoy likewise assisted at the conferences, to which

the empire and the other allies likewise sent their pleni-

potentiaries, though not without reluctance. As all

these powers, exce])t France, entertained sentiments

very different from those of her Britannic majesty, the

conferences seemed calculated rather to retard than ac-

celerate a pacification. The queen of England had fore-

seen and provided against these diiHculties. Her great

end was to free her suhjects from the miseries attending

an unprofitable war, and to restore peace to Europe; and
this aim she was resolved to accomplish in spite of all

opposition. She had also determined to procure reason-

able terms of accommodation for her allies, without,

however, continuing to lavish the blood and treasure of

her people in supporting their extravagant demands.
'I'lic emperor obstinately insisted upon liis claim to the

wliole Spanish monarchy, refusing to give up the least

tittle of his pretensions; and the Dutch adhered to the

old preliminaries which Louis had formerly rejected.

The queen saw that the liberties of Europe would bo
exposed to much greater danger from an actual union

of the Imperial and Spanish crowns in one head of tho

house of Austria, than from a bare possibility of Spain's

being united witli France in one branch of the house of

Bourbon. She knew by experience the diflieulty of de-

throning Philip, rooted as he was in the alleetions of a
brave and loyal people; and that a prosecution of this

design would seiTC no purpose but to protract the war,

and augment tlie grievances of the British nation. She
was well acquainted with the distresses of the French,

which she considered as pledges of their monarch's sin-

cerity. She sought not the total i-uin of thiit people,

aheady reduced to the brink of despair. Tlie dictates

of true policy dissuaded her from contributing to her

further conquest in that kingdom, wliich would have
proved the source of contention among the allies, de-

pressed the house of Bourbon below tho standai-d of

importance wliich tlie balance of Europe required it

should maintain, and aggrandize the states-general at
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tlie expense of Great Britain. As slie had bomo the

chief burden of the war, she bail a right to take tlie

lead, and dictate a pbin of pacification; at least, she had

a right to consult tlie welfare of her own kingdom, in

delivering, by a separate peace, her subjects from tho; e

enormous loads which they could no longer sustain; and

she was well enough aware of her own consequence, to

think she could not obtain advantageous conditions.

THE QUEEN'S MEASURES OBSTKUCTICD.

Such were the scntimentsof the queen; and her minis-

ters seem to have acted on the same principles, though

perhaps party motives may have helped to influence

their conduct. The allies concuned in opposing with

nil their might any treaty which could not gratify their

different views of avarice, interest, and ambition. They

practised a thousand little artifices to intimidate tlie

queen, to excite a jealousy of Louis, to blacken the

characters of her ministers, to raise and keep up a dan-

gerous ferment among the people, by which her life and

government were endangered. She could not fail to

resent these efforts, which greatly perplexed her mea-

sures, and obstructed her design. Her ministers were

sensible of the dangerous predicament in which they

stood. The queen's health was much impaired; and the

successor countenanced the opposite faction. In case of

their sovereign's death, they had nothing to expect but

prosecution and ruin for obeying her commands; they

they saw no hope of safety, except in renouncing their

principles, and submitting to their adversaries; or else

in taking such measures as would hasten the pacifica-

tion, that the troubles of the kingdom might be appeased,

and the people be satisfied with their conduct, before

death should deprive them of their sovereign's protec-

tion. AVith this view they advised her to set on foot a

private negotiation with Louis, to stipulate certain ad-

vantages for her own subjects in a concerted )dan of

peace; to enter into such mutual confidence with that

monarch, as would anticipate all clandestine transac-

tions to her prejudice, and in some measure enable her

to prescribe terms for her allies. The plan was judici-

ously formed; but executed with too much precipitation.

The stipulated advantages were not such as she bad a

right to demand and insist upon; .and without all doubt

better might have been obtained, had not the obstinacy

of the allies abroad, and the violent conduct of the whig
faction at home, obliged the ministers to relax in some
material points, and hasten the conclusion of the treaty.

DEATH OF THE DAUPHIN AND HIS SON.

The articles being privately regulated between the

two courts of London and Versailles, the English pleni-

potentiaries at Utrecht were furnished with general

powers .and instructions, being ignorant of the agreement
which the queen had made with tho French mon.nrch

touching the kingdom of Spain, which was indeed the

basis of the treaty. This secret pl.an of negotiation,

however, had well nigh been destroyed by some unfore-

seen events that were doubly afllicting to Louis. The
dauphin died of the small-pox in the course of the pre-

ceding year, and liis title had been conferred upon his

son the duke of Burgundy, who now expired on the last

day of February, six days after the death of his wife,

Mary Adelaide of 8iivoy. The parents were soon fol-

lowed to the grave by their eldest offspring the duke of

Bretagne, in the sixth year of his age; so that of the
duke of Burgundy's chil<lren, none remained alive but
the duke of Anjou, the late French king, who was at

that time a sickly infant. t?uch a scries of calamities

could not fail of being extremely shocking to Louis
in his old age; but they were still more alarming to

tho queen of England, who saw that notliing but the

precarious life of an unhealthy chiUl divided tlie two
monarchies of France and Spain, the union of whieli she
resolved by all possible means to prevent. She there-

fore BP.nt the abbe Gualtier to I'aris, with a memorial

representing the danger to which the liberty of Europe

would be exposed, should Philip ascend the throne of

France; .and demanding that his title sliould be trans-

ferred to his brother the duke of Berry, in consequence

of his pure, simple, and voluntary renunciation.

THE QUEEX DEMANDS PHILIP'S RENUNCIA-
TION OF THE CKOWN.

>

Meanwhile the French plenipotentiaries at Utrecht

were prevailed upon to deliver their proposals in writing,

under tlie name of specific offers, which the allies re-

ceived with indignation. They were treated in England

with universal scorn. Lord Halifax, in the bouse of

peers, termed them trifling, aiTogant, and injurious to

her mtijesty and her allies. An address was presented

to the queen, in which they expressed their resentment

against the insolence of France, and promised to assist

her with nil their power in prosecuting the war until a
safe and honourable peace should be obtained. The
plenipotentiaries of the allies were not less extravagant

in their specific demands, than the French had been arro-

gant in their offers. In a word, the ministers seemed
to have been assembled at Utrecht r.ithcr to start new
difficulties, and widen the breach, than to he.al animos-

ities and concert a plan of pacification. They amused
one another with fruitless conferences, while the queen
of Great Britain endeavoured to engage the states-gene-

ral in her measiires, that tliey might treat with France

upon moderate terms, and give law to the rest of tho

.allies. She departed from some of her own pretensions,

in order to gratify them with the possession of some
towns in Flanders She consented to their being ad-

mitted into a participation of some advantages in com-
merce; and ordered the English ministers at the con-

gress to tcU them, that she would take her measures
according to the retui-n they should make on this occa-

sion. Finding them still obstinately attached to their

first chimerical preliminaries, she gave them to under-

stand that all her offers for adjusting the differences

were founded upon the express condition, that they

should come into her measures, and co-operate with her

openly and sincerely; but they had made such bad re-

turns to all her condescension towards them, that she

looked upon herself as released from all engagements.

The ministers of the allies had insisted upon a written

answer to their specific demands; and this the French
plenipotentiaries declined, until they should receive fresh

instructions from their master. Such was tlie pretence

for suspending the conferences; hut the real bar to a final

agreement between England .and France, was tho delay

of Philip's renunciation, which at length however ar-

rived, and produced a cessation of arms.

THE DUKE OF ORJIOND TAKES THE COM"
MAND OF THE BRlTl!>H FORCES.

In the meantime the duke of Ormond, who w.is now
invested with the supreme commandof the British forces,

received a particular order that he should not hazard

an engagement. Louis bad already undertaken lor the

compliance of his grandson. Reflecting on his own
great age, he was shocked at the prospect of leaving his

kingdom involved in a pernicious war during a minority;

and determined to procure a peace at ail events. The
queen, knowing bis motives, could not help believing

his protestations, and resolved to avoid a battle, the issue

of which might have considerably altered the situation

of aflairs, and consequently retarded the conclusion of

the treaty. Preparations liad been made for .an early

campaign. In the beginning of JIarch the earl of Albe-

marle, having assembled a body of thirty-six battalions,

marched towards Arras, which he reduced to a heap of

ashes by a most tenible ciiunonading and bombardment.
In May the duke of Ormond conferred with the deputies

of tho states-general at the Hague, and assured them
that he had orders to act vigorously in the prosecution

of the war. He joined prince Eugene at Toumay;
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anil on tho twenty-sixth day of Xfay, the nlliud nriiiy

passing the StlieUIo, encamped iit llaspro and Silcnines.

Tho Imperial gencril proposed that tliey should attack

tho French army under ^iUars; but by this time the

duko was restrained from hazarding a siege or battle; a

circumstance well known to the Frcncli commander,

who therefore abated of his usual vigilance. It could

not be long concealed from prince Kugcno and the dep-

uties, who forthwith despatched an express to their prin-

cipals on this subject, and afterwards presented n long

nicmori;J to the duke, representing the injury wliich

the grand alliance would sustain from his obedience of

such an o«ler. Ho seemed to be extremely uneasy at

his situation; and in a letter to secretai^ St. Jolin, ex-

pressed a desire that the quccu would permit him to re-

turn to England.

Prince Eugene, notwithstanding tho queen's order,

which Ormond had not yet formally declared, invested

the town of Qucsnoy, and the duke furnished towards

this enterprise seven battalions and nine squadrons of

the foreign troops maintained by Great Britain. The
Dutch deputies at Utrecht expostulating with the bishop

of Bristol upon the duke's refusing to act against the

enemy, that prelate told thcni that ho had lately re-

ceived an express, with a letter from her majesty, in

which she complained, that, as tho states-gener.al had

not pro|>crly answered her adv.ances, they ought not to

be surprised if she thouglit herself at liberty to enter

into separate measures in order to obtain a peace for her

own convenicncy. When they remonstrated against

such conduct as contradictory to all the alliances sub-

sisting between the queen and tho states-general, the

bishop declared his instructions further imported, that

considering the conduct of the states towards her ma-
jesty, she thought hei'self disengaged from all alliances

and engagements with their high mightinesses. The
states and the ministers of the allies were instantly iu

commotion. Private measures were concerted with the

elector of Ilanovcr, the landgrave of Ilesse-Casscl, and
some other princes of the empire, conccming the troops

iK'lunging to those powers in the pay of Great Britain.

The states-general wrote a long letter to the queen, and
ordered their envoy at London to deliver it into her own
band. Count Zinzendorf, the emperor's plenipotentiaiy,

despatched expresses to his master, to prince Eugene,
and to the ImperiiJ ambassador at London. The queen
held a council at Kensington upon the subject of the

letter; and a fresh order was sent to the duke of Or-
ninnd, directing him to concur with the general of the

allies in a siege.

On the twenty-eighth day of May, lord Halifax, in

the house of peers, descanted upon the ill consequences
of the duke's refusing to 03-operate with prince Eugene,
and moved for an address, desiring her majesty would
order the general to act offensively in concert with her
allies. The treasurer obscr\ed, it was pnident to avoid
a battle on the eve of a peace, especially considering
they had to do with an enemy so apt to break his word.
The carl of Whartou replied, this was a strong reason
f"r keeping no measures with such an enemy. AVhen
Oxford declared that the duke of Onnond had received
orders to join the allies in a siege, the duke of Xlarl-

Iwrough aftinned it was impossible to carry on a siege
without citlier h.-U!an;ing a battle, in case the enemy
should attempt to relieve the place, or shamefully aban-
doning the enterprise. Tl e duke of Argyle having
declared his opinion, that since the time of Julius Osar
there had not been a greater captain than prince Eugene
of Siivoy, ob.ser\ed, that, considering the diirercnt in-
terests of the house of Austria and of Great Britain, it

might not consist with prudence to trust him with the
m.anagemcnt of the war, because a battle won or lost

might entirely break off a negociation of peace, which
in all probability was near being concluded. He added,
that two years before, the confederates might have taken
Arras and C'arabray, instead of amusing themselves
with the insignificant conquests of .\ire, Bethune, and
bt. Venant. The duke of Devonshire said he was, bv
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proximity of blood, more concerned than r.iiy other in

the reputation of the duke of (Jrmond; and thcreforo

could not help expressing his surprise, that any one
would dare to make a nobleman of tho first rank, and
so distinguished a character, the instrument of such
proceedings. Earl Paulet answered, that nobody could
doubt the duke of Ormond's courage; but ho was not
like a certain giiieral, who li-d truups to the slaughter

to cause a great niunberof oflicers to be knocked on tho

head, that he might fill his pockets by disposing of their

commissions. The duke of Marll)orough was so deeply

affected by this reflection, that though ho suppressed

his resentment in the house, bo took the first oppor-

tunity to send lord Moliun to the earl with a message,

importing, that he should be glad to come to an explan-

ation with his lordship about some expressions lie had

used in that day's debate; and desiring his company to

take the air in the country. Tho earl understood his

meaning; but could not conceal his emotion from the

observation of his lady, by whose means the affair was
communicated to the e.arl of Dartmouth, secretary of

state. Two sentinels were immediately placed at his

lordship's gate: the queen, by the canal of lord Dart-

mouth, desired tho duke of JIarlborough would proceed

no farther in the quarrel ; and he assured her he would
punctually obey her majesty's commands. The earl of

Oxford assured the house, that a separate peace was
never intended; that such a peace would be so base, so

knavish, and so vilhuious, that every one who served

the queen knew they must answer it with their lieads

to the nation ; but that it would appear to be a safe and
glorious peace, much more to the honour and interest of

the nation, than the first preliminaries insisted upon
by the allies. The question being put for adjourning,

was, after a long debate, carried in the affirmative; but

twenty lords entered a protest. The earl of Strafford, who
had returned from Holland, proposed that they should

examine the negotiations of the Hague and Gertruydeu-

burgh, before they considered that of Utrecht. He ob-

scr\-ed, that in the former negotiations the French
ministers had conferred only with the pensionary, who
communicated no more of it to the ministers of the rllies

tlian what was judged proper to let them know; so that

the Dutch were absolute masters of the secret. He
asserted that the states-general had consented to givo

Naples and Sicily to king Philip; a circurast.aucc which
proved that the recovery of the whole Spanish monarchy
was looked upon as impracticable. He concluded with

a motion for an address to her majesty, desiring that

the papers relating to the negotiations of the Hague and
Gertruydenburgh should be laid before the house. This

was carried without a division.

In the house of commons Mr. Pultency moved for an
address, acquainting her majesty that her faithful com-
mons were justly alarmed at the intelligence received

from abroad, that her general in Flanders had declined

acting offensively against France in concurrence with

her allies; and beseeching her majesty that he might
receive speedy instructions to prosecute the war with
the utmost vigour. This motion was rejected by a
great m.ajority. A certain member having insinuated

that the present negotiation had been carried on in a
clandestine and treacherous manner, Mr. secrctar}' .St.

John said, he hoped it would not be accounted treachery

to act for the good and advantage of Great Britain;

that he gloried in the small share he had in the trans-

action; and whatever censure he might undergo for it,

the bare satisfaction of acting in that view would be a
sufhcicnt recompence and comfort to him during tho
whole course of his life. The house resolved, that tho

commons h,nd an entire confidence in her majesty's pro-

mise, to communicate to her parliament tho terms of

the peace before it should be concluded; and that they
would support her against all such persons, either at

home or abroad, as should endeavour to obstruct tho
pacification. The queen thanked them heartily for this

resolution, as being dutiful to her, honest to their coun-
try, and very seasonable at a time when so many arti-

2A
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ficcs were used to obstruct a good peace, or to force one

disadavntageous to Britain. They likewise presented

an address, desiring they might have an account of the

negotiations and transactions at the Hague and Gcr-

truydeuburgh, and know who were then employed as her

majesty's plenipotentiaries.

PHILIP PKOMISES TO RENOUNCE TUK
CKOWN OF FRANCE.

The ministry, foreseeing that Philip would not will-

ingly resign liis hopes of succeeding to the crown of

France, proposed an alternative, that, in case of his

preferring his expectation of the crown of France to tlie

present possession of Spain, this kingdom, with the In-

dies, sliould bo forthwith ceded to the duke of Savoy;

that Philip, in the meantime, should possess the duke's

hereditary dominions, and the kingdom of Sicily, toge-

ther with Montserrat and Mantua; all which territories

should bo annexed to France at Pliilip's succession to

that crown, except Sicily, which should revert to tlie

house of Austria. Louis seemed to relish this expedi-

ent, whieli, however, was rejected by Philip, who chose

to make the renunciation rather than quit the throne

upon which he was established. The queen demanded

that tlie renunciation should be ratified in the most

solemn manner by the states of France; but she after-

wards waived this demand, in consideration of its being

registered in the different parliaments. Such foi-ms are

but slender securities against the power, ambition, and

interest of princes. The marquis de Torcy frankly

owned, that Philip's renunciation was of itself void, as

being contrary to the fundamental laws and constitu-

tion of the French monarchy; but it was found neces-

sary for the satisfaction of the English people. Every

material article being now adjusted between the two

courts, particularly those relating to the king of Spain,

the commerce of Great Britain, and the delivery of

Dunkirk, a suspension of arms prevailed in the Nether-

lands, and the duke of Ormond acted in concert with

mareschal de Villars.

THE QUEEN COMMUNICATES THE PLAN OF
THE PEACE TO PARLIAMENT.

On the sixth day of June, the queen going to the house

of peers communicated the plan of peace to her parlia-

ment, according to the promise she had made. After

having premised that the making peace and war was
the undoubted prerogative of the crown, and hinted at

the difficulties which had arisen both from the nature

of the affair, and numberless obstructions contrived by
the enemies of peace, she proceeded to enumerate the

chief articles to whicli both crowns had agreed, with-

out, however, concluding the treaty. She told them
she liad secured the protestant succession, which France

had acknowledged in the strongest terms ; and tliat the

pretender would be removed from the French dominions;

that the duke of Anjou should renounce for himself and
his descendants all claim to the crown of France; so

that tlio two monarchies would be for ever divided.

She observed, that the nature of this proposal was sueli

as would execute itself; that it would be tlie interest of

Spain to support the renunciation; and in France, the

persons entitled to the succession of that crown upon
the death of the dauphin, were powerful enough to vin-

dicate their own right. She gave tliem to understand
that a treaty of commerce between England and France
had been begun, though not yet adjusted; but provision

was made, that England should enjoy the same privi-

leges that France granted to the most favoured nation;

that the French king had agreed to make an alisolute

cession of the island of St. Christopher's, whicli had
hillierto been divided between the two nations, that ho
had also consented to restore the whole b.ay and straits

of Hudson; to deliver the island of Newfoundland, witli

Placentia; to cede Annapolis, with the rest of Arcadia
or Nova Scotia; to demolish the fortifications of Duu-
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kirk; to leave England in possession of Gibraltar, Port-

Mahon, and the whole island of Minorca; to let the

trade of Spain in the West Indies be settled as it was

in the reign of his late catholic majesty; she signified

that she had obtained for her subjects the assiento, or

contract, for furnishing the Spanish West Indies with

negroes for the term of tliirty years, in the same man-

ner as it had been enjoyed by tlie French. AVith respect

to tlic allies, they declared, that France oflTered to make
the Rhine the barrier of the empire; to yield Brisac,

Fort Kehl, and Landau, and raze all the fortresses both

on the other side of the Rhine, and in the islands of that

river; that the protestant interest in Germany would be

re-settled on the footing of the treaty of AVestphalia;

that the Spanish Netherlands, the kingdoms of Naples

and Sardinia, the duchy of Milan, and the places belong-

ing to Spain on the coast of Tuscany, might be yielded

to his Imperial majesty; but the disposition of Sicily

was not yet determined; that the demands of the states-

general with relation to commerce, and the barrier in

the Low Coimtries, would be granted with a few excep-

tions, which might be compensated by other expedients;

tliat no great progress had yet been made upon the pre-

tensions of Portugal; but that those of Prussia would

be admitted by France without much difficulty; that

the difference between the barrier demanded by the

duke of Savoy in the year one tliousand seven hundred

and nine, and that which France now oft'ered, was very

inconsiderable; that the elector palatine should maintain

his present rank among the electors; and tliat France

would acknowledge the electoral dignity in the house

of Hanover. Such were the conditions wliieli tlie queen

hoped would make some amends to her sulijects, for the

great andunequal burden theyhad borne during the whole

course of the war. She concluded with saying, she made
no doubt but they were fully persuaded that nothing

would be neglected on her part, in the progress of this

negotiation, to bring the peace to a happy and speedy

issue; and she expressed her dependence upon the entire

confidence and cheerful concurrence of her parliament.

An address of thanks and approbation was immedi-

ately voted, drawn up, and presented to the queen by
the commons in a body. When the house of lords took

the speech into consideration, the duke of Marlborough

asserted, that the measures pursued for a year past were

directly contrary to her majesty's engagements with the

allies; that they sullied the triumphs and glories of her

reign, and would render the English name odious to all

nations. The earl of Strafford said, that some of the allies

would not have shown such backwardness to a peace,

had they not been persuaded and encouraged to carry on

the war by a member of that illustrious assembly, who
maintained a secret correspondence with them, and fed

them with hopes that they would be supported by a

strong party in England. In answer to this insinuation

against Marlborough, lord Cowper obsei*ved, that it

could never be suggested as a crime in the meanest sub-

ject, much less in any member of that august assembly,

to hold correspondence with the allies of the nation;

such allies especially whose interest her majesty had de-

clared to be inseparable from her own, in her speech at

the opening of the session; whereas it would be a hard

matter to justify and reconcile either with our laws, or

with laws of honour and justice, the conduct of some

persons in treating clandestinely with the comniou en-

emy without the participation of the allies. This was
a frivolous argument. A correspondence with any per-

sons whatsoever becomes criminal, when it tends to fo-

ment the divisions of one's country, and arm the people

against their sovereign. If England had it not in her

power, without infringing the laws of justice and lion-

our, to withdraw herself from a confederacy which she

could no longer support, and treat for peace on her own
liottom, then was she not an associate but a sla\'e to the

alliance. The earl of Godolphin afErmcd, that the trade

to Spain was sucu a trifle as deserved no consideration;

and that it would continually diminish until it should

be entirely engrossed by the French merchants. Not-
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withstanding these remonstrances against the plan of

pence, the majority agreed to an address, in which tlicy

thanked the queen for her cxtr;\orvlii\ary condescension

ill communicating those conditions to lier parliament

;

and expressed an entire satisfaction with her conduct.

A motion was made for a clause in the address, desiring

her majesty would take such measures in concert witli

her allies, as might induce them to join with her in a

mutual guarantee. A debate ensued: the question was

put, and the clause rejected. Several noblemen entered

a protest, which was expunged from the journals of the

house by the decision of the majority.

In the house of commons, a complaint was exhibited

against bishop Fleetwood, who, in a preface to four ser-

mons which ho had published, took occasion to extol

the last ministry at the expense of the present admini-

stration. This piece was voted malicious and factious,

tending to create discord and sedition amongst her ma-

jesty's subjects, and condemned to bo burned by the

hinds of tho common haiigm;in. They presented an

address to the queen, assuring her of the just sense they

had of the indignity offered to her, by printing and pub-

lishing a letter from the states-general to her majesty;

and desiring she would so far resent such insults, as to

give no answer for the future to any letters or memorials

that should be thus ushered into the world, as inflamma-

tory appeals to the public. Mr. Hampden moved for an

address to her majesty, that she would give particular

instructions to her plenipotentiaries, that in the conclu-

sion of the treaty of peace, the several powers in alliance

with her majesty might be guarantees for the protcstant

succession in the illustrious house of Ilanover. The
question being put, was carried in the negative. Then
the house resolved, that they had such confidence in the

repeated declarations her majesty had made of her con-

cern for assuring to these kingdoms the protestant suc-

cession, as by law established, that they could never

doubt of her taking the proper measures for the security

thereof; that the house would support her against fac-

tion at home and her enemies abroad; and did humbly
beseech her, that she would be pleased to disconntenancc

all those who should endeavour to raise jealousies be-

tween her majesty and her subjects, especially by mis-

representing her good intentions for the welfare of her

people. The queen was extremely pleased with this

resolution. When it was presented, she told them that

they had shown themselves honest asserters of the mon-
archy, ze;Uous defenders of the constitution, and real

friends to the protestant succession. She thought she

had very little reason to countenance a compliment of

supererogation to a prince who had caballed with the

enemies of her administration. On the twenty-first day
of June the queen closed the session with a speech, ex-

pressing her satisfaction at the addresses and supplies

she had received; she observed, that should the treaty

be broke off, their burdens would be at least continued,
if not increased; that Britain would lose the present
opportunity of improving her own commerce, and estab-
lishing a real balance of power in Europe; and that
though some of the allies might be gainers by a contin-

uance of the war, the rest would suffer in the common
calamity. Notwithstanding the ferment of the people,

which was now risen to a very dangerous pitch, addres-
ses approving the queen's conduct, were presented by
the city of London and all the corporations in the king-
dom that espoused the tory interest. At this juncture
the nation was so wholly possessed by the spirit of party,
that no appoarance of neutrality or moderation remained.

During these transactions the trenches were opened
before Qnesnoy, and the siege carried on with uncom-
moQ vigour under cover of the forces commanded by the
dnke of Ormond. This nobleman, however, having re-

ceived a copy of the articles signed by the marquis de
Torcy, and fresh instructions from tho queen, signified
to the prince Eugene and the Dutch deputies, that tlie

French king had agreed to several articles demanded
by the queen, as the foundation of an armistice; and
among others to put the English troops in immediate

possession of Dunkirk ; that ho could therefore no longer
cover the siege of Qucsnoy, as ho was obliged by his

instructions to march with the Hritish ti-oops, and those

in the queen's pay, and declare a suspension of arms as

soon as ho should l>e possessed of Dunkirk. Ho ex-
pressed his hope that they would readily acquiesce in

these instnictions, seeing thuir concurrence would act

as the most powerful motive to induce the queen to tako
nil possible care of their interests at tho congress; and
he endeavoured to demonstrato that Dunkirk, as a cau-

tionary town, was a place of greater consequence to tho

allies than Qucsnoy. Tho deputies desired ho would
delay his march for five days, that they might have
time to consult their principals, and he granted three

days without hesitation. Prince Eugene observed, that

his marching off with the British troops, and tho fo-

reigners in the queen's pay, would leave the allies at tho

mercy of tho enemy; but ho hoped these last would not

obey tho duke's order. He and the deputies had already

tampered with their commanding officers, who .absolutely

refused to obey the duke of Ormond, alleging, that they

could not separate from tho confederacy without express

directions from their masters, to whom they had de-

spatched couriers. An extraordinary asscuibly of states

was immediately summoned to meet at the Hague. Tho
ministers of the allies were invited to the conferences.

At length tlic princes, whose troops were in tho pay of

Britain, assured them that they would maintain tliem

under the command of Prince Eugene for one month at

tlieir own expense, and afterwards sustain half the

charge, provided the other half should be defrayed by
tlie emperor and states-general.

IRKUPTION INTO FRANCE BY GENERAL
GROVESTEIN.

The bishop of Bristol imparted to the other plenipo-

tentiaries at Utrecht tho concessions which France
would make to the .lilies; and proposed a suspension of

arms for two months, that they might treat in a friendly

manner, and adjust the demands of all the confederates.

To this proposal they made no other answer but that

they had no instructions on the subject. Count Zinzen-
dorf, the first Imperial plenipotentiary, presented a me-
morial to the states-general, explaining the danger that

would result to the common cause from a cessation of

arms; and exhorting them to persevere in their gener-
ous and vigorous resolutions. He proposed a renewal
of the alliance for recovering the Spanish monarchy to

the house of Austria, and a certain plan for prosecuting

tho war with redoubled ardour. Prince Eugene, in

order to dazzle the confederates with some bold enter-

prise, detached major-general Grovestein with fifteen

hundred cavalry to penetrate into the heart of France.
Tliis officer, about the middle of June, advanced into

Ouimpaigne, passed the Noire, the Maese, the Moselle,

and the Saar, and retired to Traerbach with a rich booty
and a great number of hostages, after having extorted

contributions as far as tho gates of Metz, ravaged the
countr}', and reduced a gi-eat number of villages and
towns to ashes. The consternation produced by this

irruption reached the city of Paris; the king of France
did not think himself safe at Versailles with his ordinary
guards; all tho troops in the neighbourhood of the cap-
it.-U were assembled about the palace. Aillars sent a
detachment after Grovestein, as soon as he understood
his destination ; but the other had gained a day's march
of the French troops, which had tlie mortification to

follow him so close, that they found the flames still

burning in the villages he had destroyed. By way of

retaliation, m.ajor-general Pasteur, a French partisan,

m,ade an excursion beyond Bergen-op-zooni, and ravaged
the island of Tortola belonging to Zealand.

FOREIGN TROOPS IN BRITISH PAY REFUSE
TO MARCH "WITH ORMOND.

The earl of Strafford having returned to Holland,
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proposed a cessation of arms to the states-general, by

whom it was rcjectecl. Tlicu he proceeded to the aniiy

of the duke of Ormond, where he arrived in a few days

after the reduction of Quesnoy, the garrison of which

were made prisoners of war on the fourth day of July.

The oflicers of the foreign troops had a second time re-

fused to obey a written order of the duke; .-md such a

spirit of animosity began to prevail between tlie English

and allies, that it was absolutely necessary to effect a

speedy separation. Prince Eugene resolved to undcr-

fcike the siege of Landresy: a design is said to Iiavc

been formed by the German generals, to confine the duke

on pretence of the arrears that were due to them, and

to disarm the British troops lest they shoiJd join the

French army. In the meantime, a literary correspon-

dence was maintained between the English general and

the mareschal de Villars. France having consented to

deliver up Dunkirk, a body of troops was transported

from England under the command of brigadier Hill,

who took possession of the place on the seventh day of

July; the French garrison retired to Winoxberg. On

the sixteenth of the s;rme mouth prince Eugene marched

from his camp at Hasprc, and was followed by all the

auxiliaries in the British pay, except a few battalions

of the troops of Holstein-Gottoi-p, and AValef's regiment

of dragoons, belonging to the state of Liege.

Landresy was immediately invested; while the duke

of Ormond, with the English forces, removed from C'ba-

teau-Cambrcsis, and encamped at Avensne-le-Secq, pro-

claimed by sound of trumpet a cessation of .arms for two

months. On the same day the like armistice was de-

clared in the French army. The Dutch were so exas-

perated at the secession of the English troops, that the

governors would not allow the carl of .Straft'ord to enter

Bouchain, nor the British army to pass through Douay,

though in that town they had left a great quantity of

stores, together with their gener.al hospital. Prince

Eugene and the Dutch deputies, uuderst.anding that the

duke of Ormond had begun his march towards Ghent,

began to be in pain for that city, and sent count Nassau

Woodcnburgh to him with a written apology, condemn-

ing and disjivowing the conduct and commandants of

Bouchain and Douay; but, notwithstanding these ex-

cuses, the English troops afterwards met with the same
treatment at Toumay, Oudenarde, and Lisle: insults

which were resented by the whole British nation. The
duke, however, pursued his march, and took possession

of Ghent and Bruges for the queen of Engl.and; then he
reinforced the garrison of Dunkirk, which he likewise

supplied with artillery and ammimition. His conduct

was no less agreeable to his soversign, than mortifying

to the Dutch, who never dreamed of leaving Ghent and
Bruges in the hands of the English, and were now fairly

outwitted and anticipated by the motions and expedition

of the British general.

THE ALLIES DEFEATED AT DENAIN.

The loss of the British forces was soon severely felt

in the allied army. Villars attacked a separate body of

their troops, encamped at Denain, under the command
of the carl of Albemarle. Their intrenchments were
forced, and seventeen battalions either killed or taken.

The earl himself and all the sui-viving officers were made
prisoners. Five hmidred waggons loaded with bread,

twelve pieces of brass cannon, a large quantity of am-
munition and provisions, a great number of horses, and
considerable booty fell into the hands of the enemy.
This advantage they gained in sight of prince Eugene,
who advanced on the other side of the Schelde to sustain

Albemarle; but the bridge over that river was broke
down by accident, so that lie was prevented from lend-

ing the least assistance. Villars immediately invested

Marchienncs, where the principal stores of the allies

were lodged. The place was surrendered on the last

day of July; and the garrison, consisting of five thou-
sand men, were conducted prisoners to ^'alenciennc5.

He afterwards undertook the siege of Douay; an enter-

prise, in consequence of which prince Eugene abandoned

Iiis desion on Landiesy, and marched towards the French

in order to hazard an engagement. The states, however,

would not run the risk; and the prince had the mortifi-

cation to see Douay reduced by the enemy. He could

not even prevent their retaking Quesnoy and Bouchain,

of which places they were in possession before the tenth

dav of October. The allies enjoyed no other compen-

sation for their great losses, but the conquest of Fort

Knocque, which was surprised by one of their partisans.

rr.OGKESS OF THE CONFERENCES AT
UTKECHT.

The British ministers at the congress continued to

press the Dutch and other allies to join in the armistice;

but they were deaf to the proposal, and concerted mea-
sures for a vigorous prosecution of the war. Then the

eai-1 of Strafford insisted upon their admitting to the

congress the plenipotentiaries of king Philip; but he
found them equally averse to this expedient. In the

beginning of August, secretary St. John, now created

lord viscount Bolingbroke, was sent to the court of A'cr-

sailles incognito, to remove all obstructions to the treaty

between England and France. He was accompanied

by Mr. Prior and the Abbe Gualtier, treated with the

most distinguished marks of respect, caressed by the

French king and the marquis de Torcy, with whom he
adjusted the principal interests of the duke of Savoy and
the elector of Bavaria. He settled the time and manner
of the renunciation, and agreed to a suspension of arms
by sea and land for four months between the crowns of

Fr.ance and England; this was accordingly proclaimed

at Paris and London. The negotiation being finished

in a few days, Bolingbroke retnnicd to England, and
Prior remained as resident at the court of France. The
states-general breathed nothing but war; the pensionaiy

Heinsius pronounced an oration in their assembly, re-

presenting the impossibility of concluding a peace with-

out losing the fruits of all the blood and treasure they

had expended. The conferences at Utrecht were inter-

rupted by a quarrel between the domestics of Menager
and those of the count de Eechteren, one of the Dutch
plenipotentiaries. The populace insulted the carl of

Strafford and the marquis del Borgo, minister of Savoy,

whose master was reported to have agreed to the ar-

mistice. These obstructions being removed, the confer-

ences were renewed, and the British plenipotentiaries

exerted all their rhetoric, both in public and private, to

engage the allies in the queen's measures. At length

the duke of Savoy was prevailed upon to acquiesce in

the offers of France. Mr. Thomas Harley had been sent

ambassador to Hanover, with a view to persuade the

elector that it would be for his interest to co-operate with

her majesty; but that prince's resolution was already

taken. " Whenever it shall please God," said he, " to

call me to the throne of Britain, I hope to act as becomes

me for the advantage of my people; in the meantime,

speak to me as to a German prince, and a prince of the

empire." Nor was she more successful in her endeavours

to bring over the king of Prussia to her sentiments. In

the meantime, lord Lexington was appointed ambassador

to Madrid, where king Philip solemnly swore to observe

the renunciation, which was approved and confirmed by
the Cortez. The like renunciation to the crown of Spain

was afterwards made by the princes of France; and

Philip was declared incapable of succeeding to the crown
of that realm. The court of Portugal held out against

the remonstrances of England, until the Marquis de Bay
invaded that kingdom at the head of twenty thousand
men, and undertook the siege of Canipo-M-ijor, and they

found they had no longer any hope of being assisted by
her Britannic majesty. The I'ortuguese minister at

Utrecht signed the suspension of arms on the seventh

day of November, and excused this step to the allies as

the pure efiFect of necessity. The Englisli troops in Spain

were ordered to separate from the army of count Starcm-

berg, and march to the neighbourhood of Barcelona,
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where they wore embarked on board an English squa-

dron comniandL'J by sir John Jennings, and transpor-

leJ to Minorca.

THE DUKE OF n.\MILTON AXD LORD
MOIIUN ARE KILLED IN A DUEL.

The campaign bting at an end in the Netherlands,

tlio duke of Ormond returned to England, where the

party disputes were become more violent than ever. The

whigs aflected to eelebratc the anniversary of the late

king's birth-day, in London, with extraordinary rejoic-

ings. Mobs Wire hired by both factions; and the whole

city was filled with riot and uproar. A ridiculous scheme

was contrived to frighten the lord-treasurer with some

squibs in a Ijanl-box, which the ministers magnified

into a conspiracy. The duke of Hamilton having been

appointed ambassiidor-extraordinary to the court of

Fniuce, the whigs were alarmed on the supposition that

this iioblesoan favoured the pretender. !>ome dispute

arising between the duke and lord Mohnn, on the sub-

ject of a lawsuit, furnished a pretence for a quarrel.

Mohun, who had been twice tried for murder, and was

counted a mean tool, as well as the hector of the whig

[uirtv. sent a message by general SLicartuey to the duke,

challenging him to single combat. The principals met

by appointment in Hyde Park, attended by Macartney

and colonel Hamilton. They fought with such fury,

that Mohun was killed upon the spot, and the duke ex-

pired before he could be conveyed to his own house.

Macartney disappeared, and escaped in disguise to the

continent. Colonel Hamilton declared upon oath before

the privy-council, that when the principals engaged, he

and iLic.artney followed their example; that Macartney

w^is immediately disarmed; but the colonel seeing the

duke fall upon his antagonist, threw away the swords,

and ran to lift him np; that while he was employed in

raising the duke, Macartney, having taken up one of

the swords, stabbed bis grace over Hamilton's shoulder

and retired immediately. A proclamation was issued,

promising a reward of five hundred pounds to those who
should apprehend or discover Macartney, and the duch-

ess of Hamilton oflfcred three hundred pounds for the

same purpose. The tories exclaimed against this event

as a party-dacl; they treated Macartney as a cowardly

assassin; and affirmed that the whigs had posted others

of the same stamp all round Hyde Park, to murder the

duke of Hamilton, in case he had triumphed over his

antagonist, and escaped the treachery of Macartney.

The whigs, on the other hand, affirmed that it was al-

together a private quarrel; that Macartney was entirely

innocent of the perfidy laid to bis charge; that he after-

wards submitted to a fair trial, at which colonel Hamil-
ton prevaricated in giving his evidence, and was contra-

dicted by the testimony of divers persons who saw the

combat at a distance. The duke of Marlborough, hear-

ing himself accused as the author of those party mis-

chiefs, and seeing his enemies grow every day more and
more implacable, thought proper to retire to the conti-

nent, where he was followed by his duchess. His friend

Uodolphin had died in September, with the general char-

acter of an able, cool, dispassionate minister, who had
rendered himself neccssar)- to four snccessivc sovereigns,

and managed the finances with equal skill and integrity.

The duke of Shrewsbury was nominated ambassador to

France in the room of the duke of Hamilton; the duke
d'Anmont arrived at lyondon in the same quality from

. the court of Versailles; and about the same time the

queen granted an audience to the marquis dc Monte-
leone, whom Philip had appointed one of his plenipoten-

tiaries at the congress.

THE STATE.S-GEXERAL .'^IGN THE DARRIER-
TKEATY.

Tn vain had the Briti.sh ministers in Holland endea-

voured to overcome the obstinacy of the states-general,

\>j oltcmato threats, promises, and arguments. In vain

did they represent that the confederacy against France
could bo no longer supported with any prospect of sue •

coss; that the queen's aim had been to procure reason-

able terms for her allies; but that their opposition to

her measures prevented her from obtaining such con-

ditions as she would have a right to demand in their

favour, were they unanimous in their consultations. In

November, the earl of .Strafford presented a new plan of

peace, in which the queen promised to insist upon
France's ceding to the states the city of Totimay, and

some other places which they could not expect to pos-

sess should she conclude a separate treaty. They now
began to waiver in their councils. The first transports

of their resentment having subsided, they plainly per-

ceived that the continuation of the war would entail

upon them a burden which they could not bear, especi-

ally since the duke of Savoy and the king of I'ortugal

had deserted the alliance; besides, they were staggered

by the afl;>ir of the new b.nrrier, so much more advan-

tageous than that which France had proposed in the

beginning of the conferences. They were influenced

by another motive, namely, the apprehension of new
mischiefs to the empire from the king of Sweden, whose

afi'airs seemed to take a favourable turn at the Ottoman

Porte, through the intercession of the French monarch.

The czar and king Augustus had penetrated into Po-

merania; the king of Denmark had taken Staden, re-

duced Bremen, and laid Hamburgh under contribution;

but count Steenbock, the Swedish general, defeated the

Danisli army in Mecklenburg, ravaged Holstein with

groat barbarity, and reduced the town of Altena to ashes.

The grand seignor thieatened to declare war against the

czar, on pretence that he had not performed some essen-

tial articles of the late peace ; but his real motive was an
inclination to support the king of Sweden. This dis-

position, however, was defeated by a powerful party at

the Porte, who were averse to war. Charles, who still

remained at Bender, was desired to return to his ovm
kingdom, and given to tinderstand that the sultan would

procure him a safe passage. He treated the person

who brought this intimation with the most outrageous

in^^olence, rejected the proposal, fortified his house, and
resolved to defend himself to tlic last extremity. Being

attacked by a considerable body of Turkish forces, bo

and his attendants fought witli the most frantic valour.

They slew some hundreds of the assailants; but at last

the Turks set fire to the house, so that he w.as obliged

to surrender himself and his followers, who were gener-

ally sold for slaves. He himself was conveyed under .a

strong guard to Adrianople. Meanwhile the czar landed

with an army in Finland, which he totally reduced.

Steenbock maintained himself in Tonningen until all

his supplies were cut oti'; and then he was obliged to

deliver himself and his troops prisoners of war. But
this reverse was not foreseen when the Dutch dreaded

a rupture between the Porte and the Muscovites, and
were given to understand that the Turks would revive

the troubles in Hungary. In that case, they knew tho

emperor would recall great part of his troops from the

Netherlands, where the burden of the war nmst lie upon
their shoulders. After various consultations in their

difTerent assemblies, they came into the queen's mea-
sures, and signed the barrier-treaty.

Tlien the plenipotentiaries of the four associated

circles presented a remonstrance to the British minis-

ters at Utrecht, imploring the queen's interposition in

their favour, that they might not be left in the miser

able condition to which thoy had been reduced by far-

mer treaties. They wore given to understand, that if

they shoulil not obtain what they desired, they tbeni-

solves would bo justly blamed as the authors of their

own disappointment; that they had been deficient in

funiishing their proportion of troops and other nceos-

saries, and left the whole burden of the war to fall uiioii

the queen and the states in the Netherlands; that when
a cessation w.as judged necessary, they had deserted her

majesty to follow the chimerical projects of prince Eu-
gene; that while she prosecuted the war with the utmost
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vigour, they hnil acted with coldness and indifference;

but when she inclined to peace they began to exert them-

selves in prosecuting hostilities with uncommon eager-

ness; that, nevertheless, she would not abandon their

interests, but endeavour to procure for them as good

conditions as their preposterous conduct would allow

ber to demand. Even the emperor's plenipotentiaries

began to talk in more moderate terms. Zinzendorf de-

clared that his master was very well disposed to promote

a general peace, and no longer insisted on a cession of

the Spanish monarchy to the house of Austria. I'hilip'.'i

ministers, together with those of Bavaria and Cologn,

wore admitted to the congress; and now the plenipo-

tentiaries of Uritam acted as mediators for the rest of

the allies.

PEACE WITH FRANCE. 1713.

The pacification between France and England was

retarded, however, by some unforeseen difficulties tliat

arose in adjusting the commerce and the limits of the

countries possessed by both nations in North America.

A long dispute ensued; and the duke of Shrewsbury

and Prior held many conferences with the French min-

istry; at length it was compromised, though not much
to the advantage of Great Britain; and the English

plenipotentiaries received an order to sign a separate

treaty. They declared to the ministers of the other

powers, that they and some other plenipotentiaries were

ready to sign their respective treaties on the eleventh

day of April. Count Zinzendorf endeavoured to post-

pone this transaction until he should be furnished with

fresh instructions from Vienna; and even threatened

that if the states should sign the peace contrary to Iiis

desire, the emperor would immediately withdraw bis

troops from the Netherlands. The ministers of Great

Britain agreed with those of France, that his Imperial

majesty should have time to consider whither he would
or would not accept the proposals ; but this time was
extended no farther than the first day of June; nor

would they agree to a cessation of arms during that in-

terval. Meanwhile the peace with France was signed

in different treaties by the plenipotentiaries of Great
Britain, Savoy, Prassia, Portugal, and the states-gen-

eral. On the foin'teenth day of the month, the British

plenipotentiaries delivered to count Zinzendorf, in writ-

ing, " Offers and demands of the French king for mak-
ing peace with the house of Austria and the empire."

The count and the ministers of the German princes ex-

claimed against the insolence of France, which had not

even bestowed the title of emperor on Joseph; but wan-
tod to impose terms upon them with relation to the

electors of Cologn and Bavaria.

The treaties of peace and commerce between England
and France being ratified by the queen of England, the
parliament was assembled on the ninth day of April.

The queen told them the treaty was signed, and tliat

in a few days the ratifications would be exchanged.
She said, what she had done for the protestant succes-
sion, and the perfect friendship subsisting between her
and the house of Hanover, would convince those who
wished well to both, and desired the quiet and safety of
their country, how vain all attempts were to divide
them. She left it entirely to the house of commons to
determine what force might be necessary for the secu-
rity of trade by sea, and for guards and garrisons.
" Make yourselves safe," said she, " and I shall be satis-

fied. Next to the protection of the Divine Providence,
I depend upon the loyalty and afiection of my people.
I want no other guarantee." She recommended to their
protection those brave men who had exposed their lives

in the service of their country, and could not bo em-
ployed in time of peace. She desired they would con-
cert proper measures for easing the foreign trade of the
kingdom, for improving and encouraging manufactm-cs
and tho fishery, and for employing the hands of idle

people. She expressed her displeasure at tho scandalous
and seditious libels which bad been lately published.

She exhorted them to consider of new laws to prevent

this licentiousness, as well as for putting a stop to tho

impious practice of duelling. She conjured them to

use their utmost endeavours to calm the minds of men

at home, that the arts of peace might be cultivated;

and that groundless jealousies, contrived by a faction,

and fomented by party rage, might not effect that which

their foreign enemies could not accomplish. This was

the language of a pious, candid, and benevolent sove-

reign, who loved her subjects with a truly parental

affection. The parliament considered her in that light.

Each bouse presented her with a warm address of thanks

and congratulation, expressing, in particular, their in-

violable attachment to the protestant succession in the

illustrious house of Hanover. The ratifications of the

treaty beuig exchanged, the peace was proclaimed on

the fifth of May, with the usual ceremonies, to the in-

expressible joy of the nation in general. It was about

this period that the chevalier de St. George conveyed

a printed remonstrance to the ministers at Utrecht,

solemnly protesting against all that might be stipulated

to his prejudice. The commons, in a second address,

had besought her majesty to communicate to the house

in due time the treaties of peace and commerce with

France; and now they were produced by Mr. Benson,

chancellOT of the exchequer.

THE TREATY WITH FRANCE.

By the treaty of peace the French king obliged him-

self to abandon the pretender, and acknowledge the

queen's title and the protestant succession; to raze tho

fortifications of Dunkirk within a limited time, on con-

dition of receiving an equivalent; to cede Newfoundland,

Hudson's Bay, and St. Christopher's to England; but

the French were left in possession of Cape Breton, and

at liberty to dry their fish in Newfoundland. By tho

treaty of commerce a free trade was established, accor-

ding to the tarift" of the year one thousand six hundred

and si.xty-four, except in some commodities that were

subjected to new regulations in the year sixteen biuidred

and ninety-nine. It was agreed that no other duties

should be imposed on the productions of France imported

into England than those that were laid on the same

commodities from other countries; and that commis-

saries should meet at London to adjust all matters re-

lating to commerce; as for the tariff with Spain, it was
not yet finished. It was stipulated, that the emperor

should possess the kingdom of Naples, the duchy of

Milan, and the Spanish Netherlands; that tho duke of

Savoy should enjoy Sicil}', with the title of king; that

the same title, with the island of Sai-dinia, should be

allotted to the elector of Bavaria, as an indemnification

for his losses; that the states-general should restore Lisle

and its dependencies; that Namur, Charleroy, Luxem-
bourg, Ypres, and Newport, should be added to the

other places tbey already possessed in Flanders; and

that the king of Prussia should have Upper Gueldre, in

lieu of Orange and the other states belonging to that

family in Franche Compte. The king of I'ortugal was

satisfied; and the first day of June was fixed as the

period of time granted to the emperor for con.sideration.

A day being appointed by the commons to deliberate

upon the treaty of commerce, very just and weighty

objections were made to the eighth and ninth articles,

importing, that Great Britain and France should mutu-

ally enjoy all the privileges in trading with each other

that either granted to the most favoured nation; and

that no higher customs should be exacted from the com-

modities of France, than those that were drawn from tho

same productions of any other people. The balance of

trade having long inclined to the side of France, severe

duties bad been laid on all the productions and manu-
factures of that kingdom, so as almost to amount to a

total prohibition. Some menJjers oljserved, that by
the treaty between England and Portugal, the duties

charged upon the wines of that conntr)' were lower than

those laid upon the wines of France; that should they
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now bo rcJuced to an equality, the difforenco of freight

was so great, that the French wines would bo found

much cheaper tlian those of Portugal; and, as they were

more agrt'cablo to the taste of the nation in general,

there would be no market for the Portuguese wines in

England; that should this be the case, the English

would lose their traile with Portugal, the most advan-

tageous of any tratlic which tlioy now canned on; for it

consumed a great quantity of their manufactures, and

rctunied a yearly sum of six hundred thousand pounds

in gold. Mr. Nathaniel Gouhl, formerly governor of

the bank, affirmed, that as France had since tlie revo-

lution encouraged woollen manufactures, and prepared

at home several commodities which formerly they drew

from England; so the English had learned to make

silk stuffs, paper, and all manner of toys, formerly im-

ported from France ; by which means an infinite nnni-

bcr of artificers were employed, and a vast sum annually

saved to the nation; but these people would now be re-

duced to beggary, and that money lost again to the

kingdom, should French commodities of the same kind

bo imported under ordinary duties, because labour was

much cheaper in France than in England, consequently

the l!ritish manufactures would be undersold and mined.

Ho urged, that the ruin of the silk manufacture would

be attended with another disadvantage. Great quan-

tities of woollen cloths were vended in Italy and Turkey,

in consequence of the raw silk which the English mer-

chants bought uj) in those countries; and, should the

silk manufacture at home be lost, those markets for

British comm(xlities would fail of course. Others al-

leged, that if the articles of commerce had been settled

before the English troops separated from those of thc-

confederatcs, the French king would not have presumed

to insist upon such terms, but have been glad to comply
with more moderate conditions. Sir William Wyndhani
reflected on the late ministry, for having neglected to

make an advantageous peace when it was in their power.

He said that Portugal would always have occasion for

the woollen manufactures and the corn of England, and

bo obliged to buy them at all events. After a violent

debate, the house resolved, by a great m.ijority, that a

bill should be brought in to make good the eighth and

ninth articles of the treaty of commerce with France.

Against these articles, however, the Portuguese minis-

ter presented a memorial, declaring, that should the

duties on French wines be lowered to the same level

with those that were laid on the wines of Portugal, his

master would renew the prohibition of the woollen man-
ufactures and other products of Great Britain. Indeed,

all the trading part of the nation exclaimed against the

treaty of commerce, which seems to have been concluded

in a burn,-, before the ministers fully understood the

nature of the subject. This precipitation was owing to

the fears that their endeavours after peace would mis-

carrj-, from the intrigues of the whig faction, and the

olffitinatu opposition of the confederates.

THE SCOTTIfSn LORDS MOVE FOR A BILL
TO DISSOLVE THE UNION.

The commons having granted an aid of two shillings

in the pound, proceeded to renew the duty on malt for

another year, and extended this tax to the whole isknd,
notwithstanding the warm remonstrances of the Scot-

tish meml>ers, who represented it as a burden whicli

their country could not bear. They insisted upon an ex-
press article of the union, stipuliiting, that no duty should
be laid on the malt in Scotland during the war which
they affirmed wa.s not yet finished, inasmuch as the
peace with Spain had not been proclaimed. During the
adjournment of the parliament, on account of the Whit-
sun-holidays, the Scots of both houses, laying aside all

party distinctions, met and deliberated on this suhject.

They deputed the duke of Argyle, the earl of Mar, Mr.
Ixickhart, and Mr. Cockbum, to lay their grievances
before the queen. They represented that their countrj'-

men bore with great impatience the violation of some

articles of the union; and that the imposition of such an

insupportable burden as the malt-tax would in all pro-

bability prompt them to declare the union dissolved.

The queen, alarmed at this remonstrance, answered,

that she wished they might not have cause to repent of

such a precipitate resolution ; but sho would endeavour

to make all things easy. On the first day of .lunc, tho

carl of Findlatcr, in tho house of peers, represented that

tho Scottish n.ation was aggrieved in many instances

:

that they were deprived of a privy-couueil, and sub-

jected to the English laws in cases of treason: that their

nobles were rendered incapable of being createil British

peers; and that now they were oppressed with the insup-

portable burden of a malt-tax, when they had reason to

expect they should reap tho benefit of peace: he there-

fore moved, that leave might be given to bring in a bill

for dissolving the union, and securing tho protestant

succession to the house of Hanover. Lord North and

Grey aflirmed, that the complaints of the Scots were

groundless; that the dissolution of the union was im-

practicable; and he made some sarcastic reflections on

the poverty of that nation. He was answered by the

earl of Eglinton, who admitted the Scots were poor, and

therefore unable to pay the malt-tax. The carl of Hay,

among other pertinent remarks ujion the union, ob-

served, that when the treaty was made, the Scots took

it for granted that the parliament of Great Britain would

never load them with any imposition that they had

reason to believe grievous. The earl of Peterborough

compared the union to a marriage. He said that though

England, who must be supposed the husband, might in

some instances prove unkind to the lady, she ought not

immediately to sue for a divorce, the rather because she

had very much mended her fortune by the match. Hay
replied, that marriage was an ordinance of God, and tho

union no more than a political expedient. The other

aflirmed, that the contract could not have been more

solemn, unless, like the ten commandments, it had come

from heaven: he inveighed against the Scots, as a people

that would never be satisfied; tliat would have all the

advantages resulting from the union, but would pay

nothing by their good will, although they had received

more money from England than the amount of all their

estates. To these animadversions the duke of Argyle

made a very warm reply. " I have been reflected on by

some people," said he, " as if I was disgusted, and had

changed sides; but I despise their persons, as much as

I undei-value their judgment." He urged, that the malt-

tax in Scotland was like taxing land by the acre through-

out England, because land was worth five pounds an

acre in tho neighbourhood of London, and would not

fetch so many sliillings in the remote countries. In like

manner, the English malt was valued at four times tho

price of that which was made in Scotland; therefore,

the tax in this country must be levied by a regiment of

dragoons. He owned he had a great share in making

the union, with a view to secure the protestant succes-

sion; but he was now satisfied this end might be an-

swered as effectually if the union was dissolved; and, if

this step should not be taken, he did not expect long to

have either property left in Scotland, or liberty in Eng-

land. All the whig members voted for the dissolution

of that treaty which they had so eagerly promoted;

while the tories strenuously supported the measure

against which they had once argued with such vehe-

mence. In tlie course of the debate, the lord-treasurer

observed, that although the malt-tax were imjjosed, it

might be afterwards remitted by the crown. The carl

of .Sunderland expressed surprise at hearing that noblu

lord broach a doctrine which tended to estalilish a des-

potic dispensing power and arbitrary government. Ox
ford replied, his family had never been famous, as soma

others had been, for promoting and advising arbitrary

measures. Sunderland, considering this expression as a

sarcasm Icvelleil at the memory of his father, took occa-

sion to vindicate his conduct, adding, that in those days

the other lord's family was hardly known. Much vio-

lent altercation was discharged At length tho motion
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for the bill was rejected by a small mnjority, and the

malt-bill afterwards passed with great difficulty.

Another bill being brought into the house of com-

mons for rendering the treaty of commerce effectual,

such a number of jietitions were delivered against it, and

so many solid arguments advanced by the merchants

who were examined on the subject, that even a great

number of tory members were convinced of the bad cou-

Ecqucnces it would produce to trade, and voted against

the ministry on this occasion; so that the bill was re-

jected by a majority of nine voices. At the same time,

however, the house agreed to an address thanking her

majesty for the great care she had taken of the security

and honour of her kingdoms in the treaty of peace; as

also for having laid so good a foundation for the interest

of her people in trade. They likewise besought her to

appoint commissioners to treat with those of France, for

adjusting such matters as should bo necessary to be

settled on the subject of commerce, that the treaty

might be explained and perfected for the good and wel-

fare of her people. The queen interpreted this address

into a full approbation of the treaties of peace and com-

merce, .and thanked them .accordingly in the warmest

terms of satisfaction and acknowledgment. The com-

mons .afterwards desired to know what equiviJent should

be given for the demolition of Dunkirk ; .and she gave

them to understand that this was already in the hands

of his most ehristiiin majesty: then they besought her

that she would not evacuate the towns of Flanders that

were in her possession, until those who were entitled to

the sovereignty of the Spanish Netherlands should agree

to such articles for regulating trade as might place the

subjects of Great Britain upon an equal footing with

those of .any other nation. The queen made a favonr-

able answer to .all their remonstrances. Such were the

steps t.Tlvcn bj' the parliament during this session with

relation to the famous treaty of Utrecht, against which
the whigs exclaimed so violently, that many well-mean-

ing people believed it would be attended with the imme-
diate ruin of the kingdom

;
yet under the shsidow of this

very treaty. Great Britain enjoj-ed a long term of peace

and tranquillity. Bishop Burnet was heated with an
enthusiastic terror of the house of Bourbon. He declared

to the queen in private, that .any trcatj- by which Spain
and the West Indies were left in the hands of king
Philip, must in a little time deliver all Europe into the
Lands of France: that, if any such peace was made, the

queen was betrayed, and the people ruined: that in less

than three years she would be murdered, and the fires

would blaze ag.ain in Smithfield. This prelate lived to

sec his prognostic disappointed; therefore he might have
suppressed this anecdote of his own conduct.

VIOLENCE OF FAETIES IN ENGLAND.

On the twenty-fifth day of June the queen signified,

in a message to the house of commons, that her civil

list was burdened with some debts incurred by several
articles of extraordmary expense; and that she hoped
they would empower her to raise such a sum of money
upon the funds for that provision as would be sufficient

to discharge the iucumbr.ances, which .-unounted to five

hundred thousand pounds. A bill was innnediiitely pre-
pared for i-aising this sum on the civil list revenue, and
passed through both houses with some difficulty. Both
loris and eonnnons addressed the queen concerning the
chevalier de St. George, who had repaired to Lorraine.
They desired she would press the duke of that name,
and all the princes .and states in .amity with her, to ex-
clude from their dominions the pretender to the imperial
crown of Great Britain. A public thanksgiving for the
peace w.as apirointed and celebrated with great solem-
nity; and on the si.<teenth d.ay of July the queen closed
the session with a speech which was not at all agree-
able to the violent whigs, because it did not contain one
word about the pretender and the protestant succession.
From these omissions, they concluded that the dictates
of natuiiU affection luid biassed her in favour of the

chev.alier de St. George. Whatever sentiments of ten-

derness and compassion she might feel for that imfortu-

nate exile, the acknowledged son of her own father, it

does not appear that she ever entertained a thought of

altering the succession as by law established. The tei-m

of Sacheverel's suspension being expired, extraordinary

rejoicings were made upon the occasion. He was desired

to preach before the house of commons, who thanked

him for his sermon; .and the queen promoted him to the

rich benefice of St. Andrew's, Holborn. On the other

hand the duke d'Aumont, ambassador from France, was
insulted by the populace. Sciu'rilous ballads were pub-

lished ag.ainst him both in the English and French
languages. He received divers anonymous letters, con-

taining threats of setting fire to his house, which was
accordingly burned to the ground, though whether by
accident or design he could not well determine. The
magistracy of Dunkirk, having sent a deputation with
an address to the queen, humbly imploring her majesty

to spare the port and h.arbour of that town, and repre

senting that they might be useful to her own subjects,

the mcmori.al was printed and dispersed, and the argu-

ments it contained were answered .and refuted by Addi-
son, Steele, and JIaynwaring. Commissioners were
sent to see the fortifications of Dunkirk demolished.

They were accordingly razed to the ground; the harbour
was filled up; and the duke d'Aumont returned to Paris

in the month of November. The queen, by her remon-
strances to the court of Versailles, had pi»cured the

enlargement of one hundi'ed and thirty-six protestants

from the gfiUeys: understanding afterwards that asmany
more were detained on the same account, she made such
application to the French ministry that the\' too were
released. Then she appointed general Koss her envoy-
extraordinaiy to the king of France.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE IRISH PARLIAMENT.

The dnke of Shrewsbury being nominated lord-lieu-

tenant of Irchmd, assembled the p.arliaraent of that king-

dom on the twenty-fifth day of November, .and found

the two bouses still at variance, on the opposite prin-

ciples of whig and tory. Allan Broderick being chosen

speaker of the commons, they ordered a bill to be brought

in to attaint the pretender .and all his adherents. They
prosecuted Edward Lloyd for publishing a book entitled,

" Memoirs of the chev.alier de St. George;" and they

agreed upon an address to the queen, to remove from the

chancellorship sir Constantino Phipps, who had coun-

tenanced the tories of that kingdom. The lords, how-
ever, resolved that chancellor Phipps had, in his several

stations, acquitted himself with honour and integrity.

The two houses of convocation presented an adib'ess to

the same pui-pose. They likewise complained of Mr.

Moleswortb for having insulted them, by saying, when
they appeared in the castle of Dublin, " They that have

turned the world upside down are come hither also:"

and he was removed from the privy-couneil. The duke of

Shrewsbury received orders to prorogue this parliament,

which was divided against itself, and portended nothing

but domestic broils. Then be obtained leave to return

to England, leaving chancellor Phipps, with the arch-

bishop of Armagh and Tuam, justices of the kingdom.

NEW PARLIAMENT IN ENGLAND.

The parliament of England had been dissolved; and
the elections were managed in such .a manner as to re-

tain the legislative power in the hands of the tories; but
the meeting of the new parliament was delayed by re-

peated prorogations to the tenth day of December; a
delay partly owing to the queen's indisposition; and
partly to the contests among her ministers. Oxford
and Bolingbroke were competitors for power, and rivals

in reputation for ability. The treasurer's parts were
deemed the more solid; the secretary's more shining;

but both ministers were aspiring and ambitious. The
first was bent upon maintaining the first rank in the
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ailmiiiistratioii, nhicli l;e li.id pn5fcssc<l since tbc rcvol- istcrs scpanitcd, witlioiit seeming to liavc come to any
ution in the ministry; the other disdained to act as a conclusion; Imt all the articles being settled between
<ubaltcm to the nuin whom he tliougbt he excelled in the two courts of Vieima and W'rsailles, they met again

genius, and equalled in importance. They began to
|

in tbc latter end of the month: the treaty was signed

form separate cabals, and adopt difl'erent principles. I on the third day of March, and orders were sent to tho

Bolingbroke insinuated himself into the confidence of

ladv Masham, to whom Oxford had given some cause

of disgust. By this communication he gained ground

in the goo<l opinion of his sovereign, while the treasurer

lost it in the same proportion. Thus she who had been

tho author of his elevation, was now used as tho instru-

ment of his disgrace. The queen was sensibly afleeted

with these dis.sensions, which she interposed her advice

and authority, by turns, to appease; but their mutual

animosity contiimed to rankle under .in exterior accom-

modation. The interest of Bolingbroke was powerfully

Bup|Kirted by sir Simon ITarcourt, tho chancellor, sir

William Wyndham, and Mr. Secretary Bromley. Ox-

ford perceived his own influence was on the wane, and

began to think of retirement. Meanwhile the earl of

Peterborongh was appointed ambassador to the king of

Sicily, and set out for Turin. The queen retired to

Windsor, where she was seized with a very dangerous

inflammatory fever. The hopes of the Jacobites •\-isibly

rose; the public funds immediately fell; a great run was
m-idc upon the bank, the directors of which were over-

whelmed with consternation, which w.-is not a little in-

creased by the reports of an armament equipped in the

ports of France. They sent one of their members to

represent to the treasurer the danger that threatened the

pnblic credit. The qnecn being made acquainted with

these occurences, signed a letter to sir Samuel Stancer,

lord-mayor of London, declaring, that now she was ic-

covered of her late indisposition, she would return to the

place of her usual residence, and open the parliament on

the sixteenth day of February. This intimation she

sent to her loving subjects of the city of Loudon, to the

intent that all of them, in their several stations, might

discountenance those malicious rumours, spread by evil-

minded persons, to the prejudice of credit, and the emi-

nent hazard of the public peace and tranquillity. The
queen's recovery, together with certain intelligence that

the armament was a phantom, and the pretender still in

Lorraine, helped to assuage the ferment of the nation,

which had been industriously raised by party-writings.

Mr. Richard Steele published a performance, intituled,

" The Crisis," in defence of the revolution and the pro

governors and commanders on bntli sides to dosist from
all hostilities. By this treaty, the French king yielded
to the emperor old Brisac, with all its dependencies,
Fribourg, the forts in the Brisgau and Black Forest, to-

gether with Fort Kliel. He engaged to demolish tho
fortifications opposite to Iluningen, the fort of Sellingen,

and all between that and Fort Louis. The town and
fortress of Land:ni were ceded to the king of France, who
acknowledged the elector of Hanover. The electors of

Bavaria and Cologn were restored to all tlicir dignities

and dominions. The emperor was put in immediato

possession of tho Spanish Netherlands; and the king of

Prussia was permitted to retain the high quarters of

Guclders. Finally, the contracting parties agreed that

a congress should ho opened on the first of May, at Ba-

den in Switzerland, for terminating all difierences; and

prince Eugene and mareschal de Yillars were appointed

their first plenipotentiaries.

The ratifications of the treaty between Great Britain

and Spain being exchanged, the peace was proclaimed

on tho first day of March, in London; and the articles

were not disagree.ablc to the English nation. The king-

doms of France and Spain were separated for ever. Philip

acknowledged the protestant succession, and renounced

the pretender. lie agreed to a renewal of the treaty of

navigation and commerce concluded in the year one

thousand si.x hundred and sixty seven. He granted an
exclusive privilege to the English for furnishing tho

Spanish West Indies with negroes, according to the as-

siento contract.* He ceded Gibraltar to England, as

well as the island of Minorca, on condition that the

Spanish inhabitants should enjoy their estates and re-

ligion. He obliged himself to grant a full pardon to

the Catalans, with the possession of all their estates,

hononrs, and privileges, and to yield the kingdom of

Sicily to the duke of Savoy. The new parliament was
opened by commission in Februarv', and sii- Thomas
Hanmer was chosen speaker of the house of commons.
On the second day of March, the queen being can-icd in

a sedan to the house of lords, signified to both houses

that she had obtained an honourable and advantageous

peace for her own people, and for the greatest part of

tcstant establishment, and enlarging upon the danger of I her allies; and she hoped her interposition might prove

a popish successor. On the other hand, the hcreditaty

right to the crown of England was asserted in a large

volume, supposed to be written with a view to pave the

way for the pretender's accession. One Bedford was
apprehended, tried, convicted, and severely punished,

as the publisher of this treatise.

TREATY OF EASTADT BETWEEN THE
EMPEROR AND FRANCE.

effectual to complete the settlement of Europe. She
observed, that some persons had been so malicious as to

insinuate that the protestant succession, in the house of

Hanover, was in danger under her goverament; but

that those who endeavoured to distract the minds of

men with imaginary dangers, could only mean to disturb

the public tranquillity. She said, that after all she had
done to secure the religion and liberties of her people,

she could not mention such proceedings without some
degree of warmth; and she hoped her parliament would

While England was harrasscd by these intestine com- agree with her, that attempts to weaken her authoritj-,

motions, the emperor, rejecting the terms of peace pro- or to render the possession of the crown uneasy to her,

posed by France, resolved to maintain the war at his own
expense, with the assistance of the empire. His forces

on the Rhine commanded by prince Eugene, wore so

could never be proper means to strengthen the protes-

tant succession. Affectionate addresses were presented

by the lords, the commons, and the convocation; but the

much out-numbered by the French under Villars, that ill-humour of party still subsisted, and was daily in-

they could not prevent the enemy from reducing the two flamed by new pamphlets and papers. Steele, supported
important fortresses of Landau and Fribourg. Ilis im
pcrial majesty hoped that the death of Queen Anne, or

that of Louis XIV. would produce an alteration in Eu-
rope that might bo favourable to his interest; and he
depended on the conduct and fortune of prince Eugene
for some lucky event in war. But finding himself dis-

appointed in all these expectations, and absolutely un-
able to support the expense of another campaign, ho
hearkened to overtures of peace that were made by the

electors of Cologn and Palatine; and conferences were
opened at the castle of Al-Rastadt, between prince Eu-
gene and mareschal de Villars, on the twenty-sixth day
of November. In the beginning of February these min-

VoL. II.

by Addison and Halifax, appeared in the front of those

who drew their pens in defence of whig principles; and
Swift was the champion of tho ministry.

THE LORDS TAKE COGNIZANCE OF A
LIBEL AGAINST THE SCOTS.

Tlie earl of Wharton complained in the house of lords

• The .o.^'sicnto contract stipulated that from the first day of May,
I7I3, to the fii-st of May, 1743, the company slioiild transport i]ila

the West Indies one hundred forty-four tlion>iaud nejrrc*s, at tlie

rate of four thousaiul ei^'Iit iiundred negroes a year; and pay for

c.ich negro «Jiirty-thi-cc pieces of eight and one thin), iu full for all

royal dutica.

2B
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of a libel, intitiikHl, " The public spirit of the wliigs set

forth in their generous encouragement of the author of

the Crisis." It was a sarcastic performance, imputed to

lord Bolingbroke and Swift, interspersed with severe

roflections upon the union, the Scottish nation, and the

duke of Argyle in particular. The lord-ti-easurer dis-

claimed all linowledge of the author, and readily con-

curred in an order for taking into custody John Mor-

phew the publislier, as well as John Barber, printer of

the gazette, from whose house the copies were brought

to Morphew. The earl of A\'harton said it highly con-

cerned the honour of that august assembly, to find out

the villain who was author of that false and scandalous

libel, that justice might be done to the Scottish nation.

He moved, that Barber and his seri-ants might be ex-

amined; but next day the earl of Mar, one of the secre-

taries of state, declared, that, in pursuance to her ma-

jesty's command, he had directed John Barber to be

prosecuted. Notwithstanding this interposition, which

was calculated to screen the offenders, the lords pre-

sented an address, beseeching her majesty to issue out

her royal proclamation, promising a reward to any per-

son who should discover the author of the libel, which

they conceived to be false, malicious, and factious, highly

di.s;honourable and scandalous to her majesty's subjects

of Scotland, most injurious to her majesty, and tending

to the ruin of the constitution. In compliance with their

request, a reward of three hundred poundj was offered;

but the offender remained safe from all detection.

MR. STEELE EXPELLED THE HOUSE.

The commons having granted the supplies, ordered a

bill to be brought in for securing the freedom of parlia-

ments, by limiting the number of officers in the house of

commons, and it passed through both houses with little

difficulty. In llarch, a complaint was made of several

scandalous papers, lately published under the name of

Kichard Steele, esquire, a member of the house. Sir

\Yilliam "U'yndham observed, that some of that author's

writings contained insolent injurious reflections on the

queen herself, and were dictated by the spirit of rebellion.

Steele was ordered to attend in his place; some para-

graphs of his works were read; and he answered them
with an affected air of self-confidence and unconcern. A
day being appointed for his trial, he acknowledged the

writings, and entered into a more circumstantial defence.

He was assisted by Mr. Addison, general Stanhope, and
Mr. \Valpole; and attacked by sir WiUiam Wyudham,
Mr. Foley, and the attorney-general. AVhatever could

be urged in his favour was but little regarded by the

majority, which voted, that two pamphlets, entitled,
" The Englishman, and the Crisis," written by Richard

Steele, esquire, were scandalous and seditious libels; and
that he should be expelled the house of commons.

'WHIGS' PRECAUTION FOR SECURING THE
PROTESTANT SUCCESSION.

Tlic lords taking into consideration the state of the

nation, resolved upon addresses to the queen, desiring

they might know what steps had been taken for remov-
ing the pretender from the dominions of the duke of

Lorraine ; that she would impart to thcra a detail of the
negotiations for peace, a recital of the instances which
had been made in favour of the Catalans, and an account
of the monies granted by parliament since the year one
thousand seven hundred aud ten, to carry on the war in

Spain and Portugal. They afterwards agreed to other
addresses, beseeching her majesty to lay before them the
debts and state of the navy, the particular writs of Noli
Prosequi gianted since her accession to the throne, and
a list of eueh persons as, notwithstanding sentence of

outlawry or attainder, had obtained licenses to return
into Great Britain, or other of her majesty's dominions,
eince the revolution. HaWng voted an application to

the queen in Irehalf of the distressed Catalans, the house
adjourned itself to the last day of March. As fhe minds

of men had been artfully irritated by false reports of a

design undertaken by France in behalf of the pretender,

the ambassador of that crown at the Hague disowned

it in a public paper, by command of his most christian

majesty. The suspicions of many people, however, had

been too deeply planted, by the arts and insinuations of

the whig leaders, to be eradicated by this or any other

declaration; and what served to rivet their apprehen-

sions, was a total removal of the whigs from all the em-
ployments, civil and military, which they had hitherto

retained. These were now bestowed upon professed

tones, some of whom were attached at bottom to the sup-

posed heir of blood. At a time when the queen's views

were maliciously misrepresented; when the wheels of

her government were actually impeded, and her seiTants

threatened with proscription by a powerful, turbulent,

and implacable faction; no wonder that she discharged

the partisans of that faction from her service, and filled

their places with those who were distinguished by a

warm affection to the house of Stuart, and by a submis-

sive respect for the regal authority. Those were steps

which her own sagacity must have suggested; and
which her ministers would naturally advise, as neces-

sary for their own preseiTation. The whigs were all in

commotion, either apprehending or affecting to appre-

hend that a design was formed to secure the pretender's

succession to the throne of Great Britain.—1714. Their
chiefs held secret consultations with baron Schutz, the

resident from Hanover. They communicated their ob-

servations to the elector; they received bis instructions;

they maintained a con"espondence with the duke of

Marlborough; and they concerted measures for oppos-

ing all efforts that might be made against the protestant

succession upon the death of the queen, whose health

was by this time so much impaired, that eveiy week
was believed to be the last of her life. This conduct of

the whigs was resolute, active, and would have been
laudable, had their zeal been confined within the bounds
of ti-uth and moderation: but they, moreover, employed
all their arts to excite and encourage the fears and jea-

lousies of the people.

The house of peers resounded with debates upon the

Catalans, the pretender, and the danger that threatened

the protestant succession. With respect to the Cata-

lans, they represented, that Great Britain had prevailed

upon them to declare for the house of Austria, with pro-

mise of support ; and that these engagements ought to

have been made good. Lord Bolingbi'oke declared that

the queen had used all her endeavours in their behalf;

and that the engagements with them subsisted no longer

than king Charles resided in Spain. They agreed, how-
ever, to an address, acknowledging her majesty's endea-

vours in favour of the Catalans, and requesting she

would continue her intei-position in their behalf. With
respect to the pretender, the whig lords expressed such

a spirit of persecution and rancorous hate, as would have
disgraced the members of any, even the lowest assem-

bly of christians. Not contented with hunting him from

one country to another, they seemed eagerly bent upon
extirpating him from the face of the earth, as if they

had thought it was a crime in him to be bom. The carl

of Sunderland declared, from the information of the

minister of Lorraine, that, notwithstanding the applica-

tion of both houses to her majesty during the last ses-

sion, concerning the pretender's being removed from

Lorraine, no instances had yet been made to the duke
for that purpose. Lord Bolingbroke affirmed that he
himself had made those instances, in the queen's name,
to that very minister before his departure from England.
The earl of A\Tiarton proposed a question: "'Whether
the protestant succession was in danger under the pre-

sent administration?" A warm debate ensued, in which
the archbishop of York and the earl of Anglesea joined

in the opposition to the ministry. The carl pretended to

be convinced and converted by the arguments used in

the course of the debate. He owned he had given his

assent to the cessation of arms, for which he took shame
to himself, asking pardon of God, his country, and his
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conscienci;. He nffirmcil, tbi.t tbc honour of his sovc-

rcijjn, and the good of his countrj-, were the rules of Iiis

actions; but ihat, without respect of persons, should he

find himself imposed upon, he durst pursue an evil min-

ister from the queen's closet to the Tower, and from the

Tower to the scaffold. This conversion, however, was

much more owing to a full persuasion that a ministry

divided against itself could not long subsist, and that the

protestant succession was firmly secured. He therefore

resolved to make a merit of withdrawing himself from

the interests of a tottering administration, in whose

ruin he might be involved. The duke of Argyle charged

the ministers with mal-administration, both within those

walls and without: he offered to provo that the lord-

treasurer h.sd yearly remitted a sum of money to the

Highland clans of l^cotl.ind, who were known to be en-

tirely devoted to the pretender. He .iffirmed that the

new-mo<lelling of the army, the practice of disbanding

Borne regiments out of their turn, and removing a great

number of otKcers, on account of their affection to the

hoii.se of Hanover, were clear indications of the minis-

try's designs: that it was a disgrace to the nation to see

men, who had never looked an enemy in the face, ad-

vanced to the posts of several brave officers, who, after

they had often exposed their lives for their country, were

now starving in prison for debt, on account of their pay

being detained. The treasurer, laying his hand upon

his breast, said he h.ad on so m.-my occasions given such

signal pnxifs of affection to the protestant succession,

that be was sure no member of that august assembly

did cjill it in question. He owned he had remitted, for

two or three years past, between three and four thousand

pounds to the Highland elans; and he hoped the house

would give him an opportunity to clear his conduct in

that particular: with respect to the reformed officers, he

declared he had given orders for their being immedi-

ately paid. The protestant succession was voted out of

danger by a sm.ill majority.

Lord Halifax proposed an address to the queen, that

she would renew her instances for the speedy remo^-ing

the pretender out of Lorraine; and that she would, in

conjunction with the states-general, enter into a gua-

rantee of the protestant succession in the house of Han-
over. The carl of Wi.irton moved, that in the address

her majesty should be desired to issue a proclamation,

promising a reward to .tny person who should apprehend

the pretender dead or alive. He was seconded by the

duke of liolton, and the house agreed that an address

should 1)C presented. When it was reported by the com-
mittee, lord North and Grey expatiated upon the bar-

barity of setting a price on any one's head: he proved it

T'as an encouragement to murder and assassination;

contrary to the precepts of Christianity: repugnant to

the law of nature and nations; inconsistent with the
dignity of such an august assembly, and with the hon-
our of a nation famed for lenity and mercy. He was sup-

pfjrted by lord Trevor, who moved that the reward
should be promised for apprehending and bringing the I

pretender to justice, in case he should land or attempt
to land in Great Britain or Ireland. The cruelty of the

first clause was zealously supported and vindicated by
the lords Cowper and Halifax; but by this time the earl

of Anglesca and some others, who had abandoned the
ministry, were brought back to their former principles

by promise of profitable employments, and the mitiga-

tion was adopted by a majority of ten voices. To this

address, which was delivered by the chancellor and the
whig lords only, the queen replied in these words: " My
lords, it would be a real strengthening to the sncces.sion

in the house of Hanover, as well as a support to my
government, that an end were put to those groundless
fears and jealousies which have been so industriously

promoted. I do not at this time sec any occasion for

mch a proclamation. \\'henever I judge it to be ncccs-
!

sary, I shall give my orrlcrs for having it is.sned. As
to the other particulars of this address, I will give pro- ,

per directions therein." f^he was likewise imimrtuned,
by another address, to issue out a proclamation against

I

' all Jesuits, popish priests, and bishops, as well as against

all sueh as were outlawed for adhering to the late kmg
James and the pretender. The house resolved that no
person, not incbuled in the articles of Limerick, and wbo
had borne arms in France ami Spain, should be capalile

of any employment, civil or military: and thav ^0 per-

son, a natural bom subject of her majesty, should ue

capable of sustaining the character of a public minister
from any foreign potentate. These resolutions wore
aimed at sir Patrick Lawless, an Irish papist, who Imd
come to England with a credential letter from king;

Philip, but now thought proper to quit the kingdom.

A WRIT DEMANDED FOR THE ELECTORAL
PRINCE OF HANOVER.

Then the lords in the opposition made an attack upon

the treasurer, concerning the money he h.id remitted to

the Highlanders; but Oxford sileuccd his opposers, by
asserting, that in so doing he had followed the example
of king William, who, after he had reduced that people,

thought fit to allow yearly pensions to the heads of

clans, in order to keep them quiet. H is conduct wa;;

approved hy the house ; and lord North and Grey moved
that a day might be appointed for considering tbc state

of the nation, with regard to the treaties of peace and

commerce. The motion was seconded by the earl of

Clarendon, and the thirteenth d.ay of April fixed for this

purpose. In the meantime, baron Schutz demanded of

the cliancellor a writ for the electoral prince of H.anover,

to sit in the house of peers as duke of Cambridge, inti-

mating that his design was to reside in England. The
writ was granted with reluctance; but the prince's d«-

sign of coming to England was so disagreeable to th'i

queen, that she signified her disapprobation of such a

step in a letter to the princess Sophia. She observed,

that such a method of proceeding would be dangerous

to the succession itself, which was not secure any other

w.ay, th;m as the prince who was in actual possession of

the throne m.iintained her authority and prerogative:

she said a great many people in England were sedi-

tiously disposed; so she left her highness to judge what
tumults they might be able to raise, should they have a

pretext to begin a commotion; she, therefore, persuaded

herself that her aunt would not consent to any thing-

which might disturb the repose of her and her subjects.

At the same time she wrote a letter to the electoral

prince, complaining that he had formed such a resolu-

tion without first knowing her sentiments on the sub-

ject; and telling him plainly that nothing could be more
dangerous to the tranquillity of her dominions, to the

right of succession in the Hanoverian line, or more dis-

agreeable to her, than such conduct at this juncture.

A third letter was written to the elector, his father;

and the treasurer took this opportunity to assure that

prince of his inviolable attachment to the family of

Hanover.

The whig lords were dissatisfied with the queen's
answer to their address concerning the pretender, and
they moved for another address on the same subject,

which was resolved upon, but never presented. They
took into consideration the treaties of peace and com-
merce, to which many exceptions were taken ; and much
sarcasm was expended on both sides of the dispute; but
at length the majority carried the question in favour of

an address, acknowledging her majesty's goodness in

delivering them, by a safe, honourable, and advantage-
ous peace with France, from the burden of a consuming
land war, unequally carried on, and become at last im-
practicable. The house of commons concurred in this

address, after having voted that the protest.int succes-
sion was out of danger; but these resolutions were not
tjiken without violent opposition, in which general Stau-
ho])e, Mr. Lechmerc, and Mr. Walpole, chiefly distin-

guished themselves. The letters which the queen had
written to the electoral house of Hanover were printed

and publislied in England, with a view to inform the

friends of that family of the reasons which prevented the
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aul;e of Caniliiiilgc from executing his ilesipn of residing

in Great liritiiin. The queen considered this step as a

personal insult, as well as an attempt to prejudice her

in the opinion of her subjects: she therefore ordered the

puhlishcr to be tnkcn into custody. At this period the

princess Sophia died, in the eighty-fourth year of her

age; and her death -was intimated to the queen by baron

Bothmar, who arrived in England with the character of

envoy-extraordinary from the elector of ILuiover. This

princess was the fourth and youngest daughter of Fi'e-

deriek, elector Palatine, king of Bohemia, and Elizabeth

daughter of king James I. of England. She enjoyed

from nature an excellent capacity, which was finely cul-

tivated; and was in all respects one of the most accom-

plished princesses of the age in which she lived. At her

death the court of England appeared in mourning; and

the elector of Brunswick was prayed for by name in the

liturgy of the chin-ch of England. On the twelftli day

of May, sir AVilliam ^^'yndllam made a motion for a l)ill

to prevent the growth of schism, and for the further

security of the church of England as by law established.

The design of it was to prohibit dissenters from teach-

ing in schools and academies. It was accordingly pre-

pared, and eagerly opposed in each house as a species of

persecution. Nevertheless, it made its way through

both, and received the royal assent; but the queen

dying before it took place, this law was rendered inef-

fectual.

Her majesty's constitution was now quite broken;

one fit of sickness succeeded another; what completed

the rain of her health was the anxiety of her mind,

occasioned partly by the discontents which had been

raised and fomented by the enemies of her government

;

and partly by the dissensions among her ministers, which

were now become intolerable. The council chamber

was turned into a scene of obstinate dispute and bitter

altercation. Even in the queen's presence the treasiu'er

and secretary did not restrain from mutual obliquy and

reproach. Oxford advised moderate measures, and is

B.iid to have made advances towards a reconciliation

with the leadei-s of the whig party. As he foresaw it

would soon be their turn to domineer, such precautions

were necessary for his own safety. Bolingbrokc ali'ectcd

to set the wliigs at defiance; he professed a warm zeal

for the churcli; he soothed the queen's inclinations with

the most assiduous attention. He and his coadjutris

insinuated, that the treasurer was biassed in favour of

the dissenters, and even that he acted as a spy for the

house of Hanover. In the midst of these disputes and
commotions the Jacobites were not idle. They flattered

themselves that the queen in secret f.avoured the preten-

sions of her brother; and they depended upon Boliug-

broke's attachment to the same interest. They believed

the same sentiments were cherished by the nation in

general. They held private assemblies both in Great

Britain and in Irol.and. They concerted measures for

tiirning the dissensions of the kingdom to the advantage
of their cause. They even proceeded so far as to enlist

men for the service of the pretender. Some of tlu'so

practices were discovered by the earl of Wharton, vrho

did not fail to sound the alarm. A proclamation was
immediately published, promising a reward of five iTiou-

sand pounds for .apprehending the pretender, Tvlienpver

he .should land or attempt to land in Great Britain. The
commons voted an address of thanks for the proclam.a-

tion; and assured her m.ajesty, that they -would cheer-
fully aid and assist her, by granting the sum of a hun-
dred thousand pounjls, as a further reward to any who
should perform so great a service to her m.ajesty .and her
kingdom. The lords likewise presented an address on
the same subject. Lord Bolingbrokc proposed a bill,

decreeing the penalties of high treason against those
who should list or be enlisted in the pretender's ser-

vice. The motion was approved, and the penalty ex-

tended to all those who should list or be enlisted in the
service of any foreign prince or state, without a license

under the sign manual of her majesty, her heirs, or suc-
cessors.

THE PAKLIAMENT TKOKOGUED.

On the second day of July, the lords took into consi'

deration the treaty of commerce with Spain; and a great

number of merchants being examined at the bar of the

house, declared that unless the explanation of the third,

fifth, and eighth articles, as made at Madrid after tlio

treatv was signed, were rescinded, they could not ean-y

on their commerce without losing five and twenty per

cent. After a long debate, the house resolved to address

the queen for all the papers relating to the negotiation

of the treaty of commerce with Spain, with the names
of the persons who advised her m.ajesty to that treaty.

To this address she replied, that understanding the three

explanatory articles of the treaty were not detrimental

to the trade of her subjects, she had consented to their

being ratified with the treaty. The earl of AVhiirton

represented, that if so little regard was shown to the

addresses of that august assembly to the sovereign, they
had no business in that house. He moved for a remon-
strance, to lay before her majesty the insuperable diffi-

culties that attended the Spanish trade on the footing of

the late treaty; and the house agreed to his motion.

Another member moved, that the house should insist on
her majesty's naming the person who advised her to

ratify the thi'ee explanatory articles. This was a blow
aimed at Arthur Jloorc, a member of the lower house,

whom lord Bolingbrokc had consulted on the subject of

the treaty. He was screened by the m.njority in parlia-

ment; but a general court of the South Sea company
resolved, upon a complaint exhibited by captain John-
son, that Arthur Moore, while a director, was privy to

and encouraged the design of carrying on a clandestine

trade, to the prejudice of the corporation, contrary to

his oath, and in breach of the trust reposed iu him; that,

therefore, he should be declared incapable of being a

director of, or having any employment in, this company.
The queen had reserved to herself the quarter-part of

the assiento contract, which she now gave up to the

company, and received the thanks of the upper house;

but she -n'ould not discover the names of those who ad-

vised her to ratify the explauatorj' articles. On the

ninth day of Jul_v, she thought proper to put an end to

the session with a speech on the usual subjects. After

having assured them that her chief concern was to pre-

serve the protest.ant religion, the liberty of her subjects,

and to secure the tranquillity of her kingdom, she con-

cluded in these words— " But I must tell you plainly,

that these desirable ends can never be obtained, unless

you bring the same dispositions on your p.arts; unless

all groundless jealousies, which create and foment divi-

sions among you, be laid aside; and, unless you show
the same regard for my just prerogative, and for the

honour of my government, as I have always expressed

for the rights of my people."

After the peace had thus received the sanction of tlie

parliament, the ministers, being no longer restrained by

the tie of common danger, gave a loose to their mutual
animosity. O.xford wrote a letter to the queen contain-

ing a detail of the public transactions; in the course of

which he endeavoured to justify his own conduct, and
expose the turbulent and ambitious spirit of his rival.

On the other hand, Bolingbrokc charged the treasurer

with having invited the duke of Marlborough to return

from his voluntary exile, and maintained a private cor-

respondence with the bouse of Hanover. The duke of

Shrewsburj- likewise complained of his having presumed
to send orders to him in Ireland, witliout the privity of

her majesty and the council. In all probability his

greatest crime was his having given umbrage to the fa-

vourite, lady Masham. Certain it is, on the twenty-
seventh day of .I>ily, a very acrimonious dialogue passed

between that lady, the chancellor, and Oxford, in the

queen's presence. The treasurer afiirmed he had been

wronged and abused by lies and misrepresentations, but

lie threatened vengeance, declaring that he would leave

some people as low as he had found them when they first

attracted his notice. In the mcantirac ho was removed
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frum his eini>loymcnt; and riilingbroko scemoJ to tri-

umph in the victory he had ohtaincil. He Iftid liis ac-

count with beinj; admitted as chief minister into tlio

HdministnUion ol" aflairs; and is said to have formed n

design of a coalition with the duke of Marlborough, who

at this very time embarked at Ostend lor Enghuul. Pro-

bably. Oxford had tried to (day the same game, but met

with a repulse from the duke, on account of the iniphic-

nblo rtsentmcnt which the duchess had conceived ag.iinst

that minister.

PBECAUTIONS TAKEN FOR SECURING THE
PEACE OF TUE KINGDOM.

Whatever schemes might have been formed, the fall

of the treasurer was so sudden, that no plan was estab-

lished for supplying the vacancy occasioned by his dis-

grace. The confusion that incessantly ensued at court,

and the fatigue of attending a long eabiiiet-council on

this event, had such an effect upon the queen's spirits

and constitution, that she declared she should not out-

live it, and was immediately seized with a lethargic dis-

order. Notwithstanding all the medicines which the

physicians could prescribe, the distemper gained ground

so fast, that next day, whicli was the thirtieth of July,

they despaired of her life. Then the committee of the

council assembled at the Cockpit adjourned to Kensing-

ton. The dukes of Somerset and Argyle, informed of

llie desperate situation in which she lay, repaired to the

palace; and, without being summoned, entered the coun-

cil-chamber. The members were suiprised at their ap-

pearance; but the duke of Shrewsbury thanked them

for their readiness to give their assistance at such a

critical juncture, and desired they would take their

places. The physicians having declared that the queen

was still sensible, the council unanimously agreed to

recommend the duke of Shrewsbury as the fittest per-

son to fill the place of lord-treasurer. AMien this opinion

\v;is intimated to the queen, she said they could not h.ive

recommended a person she liked better than the duke of

Shrewsbury. She delivered to him the white staff, bid-

ding him use it for the good of her people, lie would

have returned the lord-chamberlaln's staff, but she de-

sired he would keep them both; so that he was at one

time possessed of the three greatest posts in the king-

dom, under the titles of lord-treasurer, lord-chaniberlain,

and lord-lieutenant of Ireland. No nobleman in England

better deserved sueh distinguishing marks of his sove-

reign's favour. He was modest, liberal, disinterested,

and a warm friend to his country. Bolingbroke's am-

bition was defeated by the vigour which the dukes of

Somerset and Argyle exerted on this occasion. They
proposed that all privy-coiiusellors in or about London
dhoqld be invited to attend, without distinction of party.

The motion was approved; and lord Somers, with many
other whig members, repaired to Kensington. The
council being thus reinforced, began to provide for the

security of the kingdom. Orders were immediately de-

spatched to four regiments of horse and dragoons quar-

tered in remote counties, to march up to the neighbour-

hooil of London and Westminster. Seven of the ten

liritish battalions in the Netherlands were diiectcd to

embark at Ostend for England with all possible expedi-

tion; an embargo was laid upon all shipping; and di-

rections given for equipping all the ships of war that

could be soonest in a condition for ser\'ice. They sent

a letter to the elector of Bnmswick, signifying that the

physici.ans had despaired of the queen's life; informing

liim of the measures they had taken; and desiring he

iCT»uhl, with all convenient speed, repair to Holland,

where he should bo attended by a British squadron to

convey him to England, in case of her majesty's decease.

At the same time they despatched instructions to the

carl of .Strafford, to desire the states -general would be

ready to perform the guarantee of the protcstant succes-

sion. The hcralds-at-arms were kept in waiting with a

troop of horse guards, to proclaim the new king as soon

as the throne should become vacant. Precautions wore

taken to secure the sea-ports; to overawe the Jacobites

in Scotland; and the command of the fleet was bestowed

upon the carl of Berkeley.

DEATH AND CHARACTER OF ANNE.

The queen continued to doze in n lethargic insensi-

bility, with very short intervals, till the first day of Au-

gust in the morning, wlicn she expired in the fiftieth

ye.ir of her age, and in the thirteenth of her reign. Anno
Stuart, queen of Great Britain, was in her person of tho

middle size, well proportioned. Her hair was of the dark

brown colour, her complexion ruddy; her features were

regular, her countenance was rather round than oval,

and her aspect more comely than majestic. Her voice

was clear and melo<Uous, and her presence engaging.

Her capacity was naturally good, but not much culti-

vated by Icaniiug; nor did she exhibit any marks of

extra wdinary genius or personal ambition. She was

certainly deficient in that vigour of mind by which a

prince ought to preserve his independence, and avoid

the snares and letters of sycophants and favourites; but

whatever her weakness in this particular might have

been, the virtues of her heart were never called in ques-

tion. She was a pattern of conjugal affection and fidelity,

a tender mother, a wann friend, an indulgent mistress,

a munificent patron, a mild and merciful princess, dur-

ing whoso reign no subject's blood was shed for treason.

Slie was zealously attached to the church of England

from conviction rather than from prepossession, unaffec-

tedly pious, just, charitable, and compassionate. Shu

felt a mother's fondness for her people, by whom she was

universally beloved with a wanuth of affection which

even tho prejudice of party could not abate. In a word,

if she was not the greatest, she was certainly one of tho

best and most unblemished sovereigns that ever sat upon

the throne of England, and well deserved the expressive,

though simple epithet, of "The good queen Anne."
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STATE OF PARTIES. 1714.

IT may be necessary to remind the reader of tlie state

of parties at this important juncture. The Jacobites

had been fed with hopes of seeing the succession altered

by the earl of Oxford. These hopes lie had conveyed to

them in a dkitant, undctcrminate, and mysterious man-

ner^ without any other view than that of preventing

them from taking violent measures to embarrass his ad-

ministration. At least, if he actually entertained at one

time any other design, he had, long before his disgrace,

laid it wholly aside, probably from an apprehension of

the danger with which it m\\st have been attended, and
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seemed bent upon making a merit of his zeal for the

house of Uanover; hut his conduct was so equivocal

and unsteady, tliat he ruined liiuiscif in the opinion of

one party without acquiring the confidence of the other.

The friends of the pretender derived fresh hopes from

the ministry of Bolinghrolie. Though he had never

cxphiined himself on this subject, he was supposed to

favour the heir of blood, and known to be an implacable

enemy to the whigs, who were (he most zealous advo-

cates for the protestaut succession. The Jacobites pro-

raised themselves much from his ail'ection, but more

from his reseutmcnt; and they believed the majority of

the tones would join them on the same maxims. All

Bolingbroke's schemes of power were defeated by the

promotion of the duke of Shrewsbmy to the office of trea-

Bm-er; and all his hopes blasted by the death of the

queen, on whoso personal favour he depended. The

resolute behaviour of tlie dukes of Somerset and Argyle,

together with tlie diligence and activity of a comicil in

which the whig interest had gained the ascendancy,

completed the confusion of the tories, who found them-

selves without a head, divided, distracted, and irresolute.

Upon recollection, they saw nothing so eligible as silence

and submission to those measures which they could not

oppose with any prospect of success. They had no other

objection to the succession ill the house of Ilanover but

the fear of seeing the whig faction once more predomi-

nant; yet they were uot without hope that their new
sovereign, who was reputed a prince of sagacity and

experience, would cultivate and conciliate the affection

of the tories, who were the landholders and proprietors

of the kingdom, rather tlian declare himself the head of

a faction which leaned for support on those who were

enemies to the church and monarchy, on the bank and

the nionied interest, raised upon usury and maintained

by corruptiou. In a word, tlie whigs were elated and
overbearing; the tories abashed and humble; the Jaco-

bites eager, impatient, and alarmed at a junctm"e which,

wiili respect to them, was truly critical.

KING GEORGE PROCLAIMED.

The queen had no sooner resigned her last breath than
the privy-council met, and the archbishop of Canterbury,

the lord-chancellor, and the Hanoverian resident, Krey-
enburgli, producud the three instruments in which the

elector of Brunswick had nominated the persons* to be

added as lords-justices to the seven great officers of the

realm. Orders were immediately issued for proclaiming

king George in England, Scotland, and Ireland. .The
regency appointed the earl of Dorset to carry to Han-
over the intimation of his majesty's accession, and at-

tend him in his journey to England. They sent the
general officers in whom they could confide to their re-

spective posts; they reinforced the garrison of Ports-
mouth; they appointed Mr. Addison their secretary;

while Bolingbroke was obliged to stand at the door of
the councU-chaniber with his bag and papers, and un-
derwent every species of mortification. On the whole,
king George ascended the throne of Great Britain in the
fifty-fifth year of his age, without the least opposition,
tumult, or sign of popular discontent; and the unpreju-
diced part of the nation was now fully persuaded that
no design had ever been concerted by Queen Anne and
her ministry in favour of the pretender. The mayor of
Oxford received a letter, requiring him to proclaim the
pretender. This beuig communicated to the vice-chan-
cellor, a copy of it was immediately transmitted to Mr.
secretary Bromley, member of Pariianicnt for the uni-
versity; and the vice-chancellor offered a rew.ardof one
hundred pounds to any person who should discover the
author. It was either the production of some lunatic,
or a weak contrivance to fix an odium on that vener-
able body.

• Tliojo were the diikcs of ShvOMstniry, Somerset, Bolton, Devon-
Bllire, Kent, Argj'le, Mnnli-ose, and Koxburgll; the earls of Pomfrct,
AnKlcsea, Carlisle, NottinKhain, Abingdon, Scarborough, and Or-
ford; lord viscount Townslicnd, nnd lords Halifax ana Cowper.

THE CIVIL LIST GRANTED TO THE KING.

The parliament having assembled pursuant to the

act which regulated the succession, the lord chancellor,

on the fifth day of August, made a speech to both bouses

in the name of the regency. He told them that the privy-

coiuicil appointed by the elector of Brunswick had pro-

claimed that priuce under the name of king George, as

the lawful and rightful sovereign of these kingdoms;

and that they had taken the necessaiy care to maintain

the public peace. He observed, that the several branches

of the public revenue were expired by the demise of her

late majesty; and recommended to the commons the

making such provision, in that respect, as might be re-

quisite to support the honour and dignity of the crown.

He lilcewise expressed his hope that they would not be
wanting in anything that might conduce to the estab-

lishing and advancing of the public credit. Both houses

immediately agreed to addresses, containing the warm-
est expressions of duty and affection to their new sove-

reign, who did not fail to return such answers as were
very agreeable to the parliament of Great Britain. In

the meantime the lower house prepared and passed a

bill, granting to his majesty the same civU list which
the queen had enjoyed, with additional clauses for the

payment of arrears due to the troops of Hanover which
had been in the service of Great Britain; and for a re-

ward of one hundred thousand pounds, to be paid by the

treasury to any person who should apprehend the pre-

tender in landing, or attempting to laud, in any part of

the British dominions. Mr. Craggs, who had been de-

spatched to Hanover before the queen died, returning

on the thirteenth day of August with letters from the

king to the regency, they went to the house of peers;

then the chancellor, in another speech to both houses,

intimated his majesty's groat satisfaction in the loyalty

and affection which his people had universally expressed

at his accession. Other addresses were voted on this

occasion. The commons finished the bill for the civil

list, and one for making some alterations in an act for a

state-lottery, which received the royal assent from the

lords-justices. Then the parliament was prorogued.

THE ELECTORAL PRINCE CREATED PRINCE
OF WALES.

Mr. Prior having notified the queen's death to the

court of Versailles, Louis declared that he would inviol-

ably maintain the treaty of peace concluded at Utrecht,

particularly with relation to the settlement of the British

crown in the house of Hanover. The carl of Strafford

having signified the same event to the states of Holland,

and the resident of Hanover having presented them with

a letter, in which his master claimed the performance of

their guarantee, they resolved to perform their engage-

ments, and congratulated his electoral highness on his

succession to the throne of Great Britain. They invited

him to pass through their dominions, and assured him
that his interests were as dear to them as their own.
The chevalier de St. George no sooner received the news
of the queen's death, than he posted to Versailles, where
he was given to understand that the king of Franco
expected he should quit his territories immediately; and
he was accordingly obliged to return to Lorraine. By
this time Mr. Muri-ay had arrived in England from
Hanover, with notice that the king had deferred his

departure for some days. He brought orders to the re-

gency to prepare a patent for creating the prince-royal

prince of Wales; and for removing lord Bolingbroke
from his post of secretary. The seals were taken from
this minister by the dukes of Shrewsbury and Somerset,

and lord Cowper, who at the same time sealed up all

the doors of his office.

THE KING ARRIVES IN ENGLAND.

King George having vested the goveniment of his

German dominions in a council, headed by his brother
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princo Ernest, set ont with the electoral prince from

Hercnhauscn on the thirty-first day vl' August; and in

five days arrived at the Hague, where hu coulerrcd with

tho states-general. On the sixteenth day of l?eptcnihcr

he embarked at Orange Polder, under convoy of an Eng-

lish and Dutch squadron, commanded by the earl of

Berkeley, aud next day arrived at tlie llope. In tho

afternoon tho yacht sailed up the river; and his majesty,

with the prince, were lande<l from a barge at Greenwich

about six in the evening. There he was received by the

duke of Northumberland, captain of the life-guards, and

the lonls of tho regency. From the landing place be

walked to his house in the park, accompanied by a great

number of the nobility and other persons of distinction,

who had the honour to kiss his hand as they approached.

WTicn ho retired to bis bed-chamljer, he sent for those

of the nobility who had distinguished tliemselves by
their zeal for his succession; but the duke of Ormond,

tho lord-chancellor, and lord Trevor, were not of the

number. Next morning tho carl of Oxford presented

himself with an air of confidence, as if he had expected

to receive some particular mark of his majesty's favour;

but he had the mortification to remain a considerable

time undistinguished among the crowd, and then was
permitted to kiss the king's hand without being hon-

oured with any other notice. On the other band, his

majesty expressed uncommon regard for the duke of

Marlborough, who had lately arrived in Engl.ind, as

well as for all the leaders of tho whig party.

THE TORIES TOTALLY EXCLUDED FKOM
THE KOYAL FAVOUR.

It was the misfortune of this prince, as well as a very

great prejudice to the nation, that he had been misled

into strong prepossessions against the tories, who con

Btituted such a considerable part of his subjects. They
were now excluded from all share of the royal favour.

which was wholly engrossed by their enemies; these

early marks of aversion, which he was at no pains to

conceal, alienated the minds of mony from his pei'son

and government, who would otherwise have served him
with fidelity and affection. An instantaneous and total

change was effected in .all offices of honour and advan-

tage. The duke of Ormond was dismissed from his

command, which the king restored to the duke of Marl-

borough, whom he likewise appointed colonel of the first

regiment of foot guards, and master of the ordnance.

Tho great seal was given to lord Cowper; the privy

seal to the carl of ANTiarton; the government of Ireland

to the carl of Sunderland. Tho duke of Devonshire was
made steward of the household; lord Townshend and
Mr. Stanhope were appointed secretaries of state; the

post of secretary for .Scotland was bestowed upon the

duke of Montrose. The duke of Somerset was consti-

tuted master of the horse ; the duke of St. Alban's cap-
tain of tho band of pensioners; and the duke of Argyle
commander-in-chief of the forces in Scothmd. Mr. Pul-

timo tho prince-royal was declared princo of Wales,
and took his place in council. Tho king was congmt-
ulated on his accession in addresses from the two uui-

vereitics, and from all the cities and coqiorations in tho

kingdom. He expressed particular satisfaction at these
expressions of loyalty and affection. He declared in

council his firm purpose to sujuiort and maintain tho
churches of England and Scotland as they were by law
established; an aim which be imagined might be effec-

tually accomplished, without impairing the toleration

allowed by law to protestant dissenters, and so neces-

sary to the trade and riches of the kingdom; he, more-

over, assui i them be would earnestly endeavour to

render property secure; the good effects of which were

no where so clearly seen as in this happy nation. Uo-

foro the coronation he created some new peers, and

others were promoted to higher titles.* On the twen-

tieth day of October he was crowned in Westminster

with the usual solemnity, at which the earl of O.xford

and lord Bolingbroke assisted.! On that very day tho

university of Oxford, in full convocjition, unanimously

conferred tho degree of doctor of civil law on sir Con-

stantino I'hipps, with particular marks of honour and

esteem. As the French king was s.iid to protract tho

demolition of Dunkirk, Mr. Prior received orders to pre-

sent a memorial to hasten this work, and to prevent tho

canal of Mardyke from being finished. Tlie answer
which he received being deemed equivocal, this minis-

ter was recalled, aud the earl of Stair appointed ambas-

sador to tho court of France, where he prosecuted this

affair with uncommon vigour. About tho same time

general Cadogau was sent as plenipotentiary to An-
twerp, to assist at the barrier-treaty, negotiated there

between the emperor and tho states-general.

PRETENDER'S MANIFESTO.

Meanwhile the number of malcontents in England
was considerably increased by the king's attachment to

the whig faction. The clamour of the church's being

in danger was revived; jealousies were excited; sedi-

tious libels aispersed; and dangerous tumults raised in

different parts of the kingdom. Binningliam, Bristol,

Chippenham, Norwich, and Reading, were filleil with

licentious riot. The party cry was, " Down with the

whigs! Sacheverel for ever!" Many gentlemen of the

whig faction were abused; magistrates in towns, and
justices in the country, were reviled and insulted by tho

populace in the execution of their office. The pretender

took this opportunity to transmit, by the French mail,

copies of a printed manifesto to the dukes of Shrews-

bury, Marlborough, Argyle, and other noblemen of the

fust distinction. In this declaration he mentioned the

good intentions of his sister towards him, which were

prevented by her deplorable death. He observed that

bis people, instead of doing him and themselves justice,

had proclaimed for their king a foreign prince, contrary

to the fundament.".! and incontestable laws of hereditary
teney became secretary at war; and Mr. Walpole, who right, which their pretended acts of settlement could
had already undertaken to manage the house of com- never abrogate. These papers being delivered to the
mons, was gratified with the double place of paymaster
to the army and to Chelsea-hospital. A new privy-

council was appointed, and tho earl of Nottingham
declared president; but all affairs of consequence were
concerted by a cabinet-council, or junto, composed of

the duke of Marlborough, the carls of Nottingham and
Sunderland, the lords Halifax, Townshend, and Somers,
and general Stimhope. The regency had already i-c-

moved sir Constantino Phipps and the archbishop of
Armagh from the office of lords-justices in Ireland,

and filled their places in the regency of that kingdom
with the archbishop of Dublin .and the earl of Kildarc.
Alhaii Broderick was appointed chancellor; another
privy-council was formed, and the duke of Ormond was
named as one of the members. The treasury and ad-
miralty were put into commission; all the goveniments
were changed; and, in a word, the whole nation was
dcli-^ered into the hands of tho whigs. At the samo

secretaries of state, the king refused an audience to the

marquis do Lambcrti, minister from the duke of Lor-

raine, on the supposition that this manifesto could not

have been prepared or transmitted without the know-
ledge and countenance of his master. The marquis hav-
ing communicated this circumstance to the duke, that

prince absolutely denied his having been privy to tho

transaction, and declared that the chevalier de St. Gcorgo

• Jamea lord Chandos, was created earl of Cieman'on; Lewis
lord Kockingbam, earl of that name; Charles lord Ossnlton, eArl of
Taiikerville; Charles lord Halifax, earl of Halifax; Ileneape lonl
Guernsey, oarl of Aylesford; John lord Hervey, enrl of Bristol;
Thomas lord Pelham, earl of Clare ; Henry carl of Tliommond, in
Ireland, viscount Tadcaster; .Jantes viscount Castleton, in Ireland,
baron Sanderson; Berinet lord Slierrard, in Ireland, baron of liar-
borough; Gervasc lord Pierrepont, in Ireland, baron i'icrrepont in
the county of Bocks; Henr>' Boyle, baron of Carleton in the county
of Yof'k; sirKich&rd Temple, baron of Cobhani; lieury lord Taget,
carl of Uxbridge.

t In the month ofOctober tho princess ofWales arrived in Knf;1and
with her two eldest dbugbters, the princessea Aunc and Amelia.
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cnmc into Lorraiuc by the directions of the French king,

whom the duke could not disoblige without exposing

his territories to invasion. Notwithstanding this apol-

ogy, the marquis was given to understand that he could

not be admitted to an audience until the pretender

should be removed from the dominions of his master

;

he therefore quitted the kingdom without further hesi-

tation. Keligion was still mingled in all political dis-

putes. The high churchmen complained that impiety

and heresy daily gained ground from the connivance, or

at least the supine negligence, of the whig prelates. The

lower house of convocation had, before the queen's death,

declared that a book published by Dr. Samuel Clarke,

under the title of " The Scripture Doctrine of the Trin-

ity," contained assertions contrary to the catliolic faith.

They sent up extracts from this performance to the

bishops, and the doctor wrote an answer to their objec-

tions. He was prevailed upon to write an apology,

which he presented to the upper house; but apprehend-

ing it might be published separately, and misunderstood,

he afterwards delivered an explanation to tlie bishop of

London. This was satisfactory to the bishops; but the

lower house resolved that it was no recantation of his

heretical assertions. The disputes about the Trinity in-

creasing, the archbishops and bishops received direc-

tions, which were published, for preserving unity in the

church, tlie purity of the christian faith concerning the

holy Trinity, and for maintaining the peace and quiet of

the state. 15y these every preacher was restricted from

delivering any other doctrine than what is contained in

the holy scriptures with respect to the Trinity, and from

intermeddling in any affixirs of state or government.

Tlie like prohibition was extended to those who should

write, harangue, or dispute on the same subjects.

NEW PARLIAMENT.

The parliament being dissolved, another was called

by a very extraordinary proclamation, in which the king

complained of the evil designs of men disaffected to his

succession; and of their having misrepresented his con-

duct .and principles. He mentioned the perplexity of

public aflairs, the interruption of commerce, and the

heavy debts of the nation. He expressed his hope that

his loving subjects would send up to parliament the

fittest persons to redress the present disorders ; and that

in the elections, they would have a particular regard to

such as had expressed a firm attachment to the protcs-

tant succession when it was in danger. It does not

appear that the protestant succession was ever in dan-

ger. IIow then was this declaration to be interpreted?

People in general construed it into a design to maintain

party distinctions, and encourage the wliigs to the full

exertion of their influence in the elections ; into a renun-
ciation of the tories; and as the first flash of that ven-
geance wliicli afterwards was seen to bui-st upon the
heads of the late ministry. AVhen the earl of Strafford

returned from Holland, all his papers were seized by an
order from the secretary's office. Mr. Prior was recalled

from France, and promised to discover all he knew re-

lating to the conduct of Oxford's administration. Un-
common vigourwas exerted on both sides in the elections;

but, by dint of the monied interest, which prevailed in

most of tlio corporations through the kingdom, and the
countenance of the ministry, which will always have
weight with needy and venal electors, a great majority
of whigs was returned both in England and Scotland.

THE KING'S FIEST SPEECH.

'Wlien this new parliament assembled on the seven-
teenth day of March, at Westminster, Mr. Spencer
Conipton was chosen speaker of tlie commons. On tlie

twenty-first day of the month, tlie king appeared in the
house of lords and delivered to the chancellor a written
speech, wliich was read in presence of both houses.
His majesty tlianked his faitliful and loving subjects for

that zeal and firmness they liad shown in defence of the

protestant succession, against all the open and secret

practices which had been used to defeat it. He told

them that some conditions of the peace, essential to the

security and trade of Great Britain, were not yet duly

executed; and that the performance of the whole might

be looked upon as precarious, until defensive alliances

should be formed to guarantee the present treaties. IIo

observed, that the pretender boasted of the assistance

he expected in England, to repair his former disappoint-

ment; that great part of the national trade was rendered

impracticable; and that the public debts were surpris-

ine;ly increased ever since the fatal cessation of anns.

He gave the commons to understand that the branches

of the revenue, formerly granted for the support of the

civil government, were so far encumbered and alienated,

that the produce of the funds which remained, and had

been granted to him, would fall short of what was at

first designed for maintaining the honour and dignity

of the crown; that as it was his and their happiness to

see a prince of AVales who might in due time succeed

him on the throne, and to see him blessed with many
children, these circirnistances would naturally occasion

an expense to which the nation had not been for many
years accustomed; and, therefore, he did not doubt but

they would think of it with that affection which he had

reason to hope from his commons. He desired that no

unhappy divisions of parties might divert them from

pursuing the common interests of their country. He
declared that the established constitution in church and

state should be the rule of his government; and that

the happiness, case, and prosperity of his people should

be the chief care of his life. He concluded witli ex-

pressing his confidence, that with their assistance he

sliould disappoint tlie designs of those who wanted to

deprive him of that blessing which ho most valued

—

the affection of his people.

Speeches suggested by a vindictive ministry better

became the leader of an incensed party, than tlie father

and sovereign of a divided people. This declaration

portended measures which it was the interest of the

crown to avoid, and suited the temper of the majority

in both houses, which breathed nothing but destruction

to their political adversaries. The lords, m their address

of thanks, professed their hope that his majesty, assisted

by the parliament, would be able to recover the reputa-

tion of the kingdom in foreign parts, the loss of which
they hoped to convince the world by their actions was
by no means to be imputed to the nation in general.

Tlie tories said this was an invidious reflection, calcu-

lated to mislead and inflame the people, for the reputa-

tion of the kingdom had never been so high as at this

very juncture. The commons pretended astonishment

to find that any conditions of the late peace should not

yet be duly executed; and that care was not taken to

form such alliances as might have rendered the peace

not precarious. They declared their resolution to in-

quire into these fatal miscarriages; to trace out those

mc.isures whereon the pretender placed his liojies, and

bring the authors of t'nem to condign punishment.

These addresses were not voted without oppositicm. In

the house of lords, the dukes of Buckingham and Shrewg •

bury, the earl of Anglcsea, the archbishop of York, and

other peers both secular and ecclesiastical, obsei-ved,

that their address was injurious to the late queen's

memory, and would serve only to bicrease those unhappy
divisions that distracted the kingdom. In the lower

bouse, sir William Wyndhain, Mr. Bromlc}', Mr. Ship-

pen, general IIoss, sir AA'iUiam Whitclock, and other

menibers,took exceptions to passages of tlic same nature

in the address which the commons had prepared. They
were answered by Mr. Walpole, Mr. Pultcney, and Mr.

secretary Stanhope. These gentlemen took occasion to

declare, that notwithstanding the endeavours which had

been used to prevent a discovery of the late mismanage-
ments, by conveying away several papers from the

secretary's office, yet the government had sufficient evi-

dence left to prove the late ministry the most comipt
that ever sat at the helm; that those matters would
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soon be laid before the house, when it would appear that

a certain Knglish general had acted in concert with, if

not received orders from, niarcseluJ du \ iUars. Loi-d

Bolingbi-olic, wlio had hitherto appeared in public, as

usual, with remarkable serenity, and spoke in tlie house

of lords witli gre;it freedom aud coufidenee, tliought it

was now hi;;h time to consult his personal safety. He
accordingly withdrew to the continent, leaving a letter

which was afterwards printed in his justification. In

this paper, he declared he had received certain and re-

peated information?, tliat a resolution was taken to pur-

sue him to the scaflold; that if lliero had been the least

reason to hope for a fair and open trial, after having

been already prejudged, unheard, by the two houses of

parliament, he should not have declined the strictest

examination, lie challenged the most inveterate of his

enemies to produce any one instance of criminal corrc-

«pondeucc, or the least corruption in any part of the

administration in which he was concerned. lie said, if

his ze:U for the honour and dignity of his royal mistress,

and the true interest of his country, had any where

Sransported him to let slip a warm and unguarded ex-

pression, he hoped the most favourable interpretation

would be put upon it. He aftinned that he had served

Her majesty faithfully and dutifully in that especially

which she liad most at heart, relieving her people from

a bloody and expensive war; and that he had always

been too much an Englishman to sacrilice the interest

of his country to any foreign ally whatsoever.

1715. In the midst of all this violence against the

late ministers, friends were not wanting to espouse their

cause in the face of opposition; and even in some ad-

dresses to the king their conduct was justified. Nay,

some individuals had courage enough to attack the pre-

sent administration. When a motion was made in the

house of commons to consider the king's proclamation

for calling a new parliament, sir \Villiani Whitelock,

member for the university of O.xford, boldly declared it

was unprecedented and unwarrantable. Being called

upon to explain himself, he made an apology. Never-

theless, sir William Wyndham rising up said, the pro-

clamation was not only unprecedented and unwarrant-

able, but even of dangerous consequence to the very

being of parliaments. When challenged to justify his

charge, he observed, that every member was free to

speak his thoughts. Some exclaimed, "The Tower!
the Tower!" A warm debate ensued; sir William be-

ing ordered to withdraw, was accompanied by one hun-
dred and twenty-nine members; and those who remained

in the house resolved, that he should be reprimanded

by the speaker. He was accordingly rebuked, for hav-

ing presumed to reflect on his m.njesty's proclamation,

and having made an unwarrantable use of the freedom
of speech granted by his majesty. Sir A\'illiam said he
was not conscious of having offered any indignity to his

majesty, or ofhaving been guilty of a breach of privilege;

tlial he acquiesced in the determination of the house;

liUt had no thanks to give to those gentlemen who, under
pretence of lenity, had subjected him to this censure.

COMMITTEE OF SECRECY.

On the ninth day of April, general Stanhope delivered

to the house of commons fourteen volumes, consisting

of ;U1 the papers relating to the late negotiations of peace
and commerce, as well as to the cessation of arms; and
moved that they might be refeiTed to a select committee
of twenty persons, who should digest the substance of

them under proper heads, and report them, with their

observations, to the house. One more was added to the

number of this secret committee, which was chosen by
l>alIot, and met that same evening. Mr. Robert Wal-
[xde, original chairman, being t.akcn ill, was succeeded
in that place by Mr. Stanhope. The whole number was
subdivided into three committees. To each a certain

number of books was allotted; and they carried on the

inquiry with great eagerness and expedition. Before

this mca.«ure was taken, Dr. Gilbert Burnet, bi«hop of

Vol. II.

Sarum, died of a pleuritic fever, in the seventy-second

year of his age. Immediately after the committee had
begun to act, the whig party lost one of their warmest
champions, by the death of the marquis of Wharton, a
nobleman ])ossessed of happy talents for the cabinet, the

senate, and the common scenes of life; talents which a
life of pleasure and libertinism did not prevent him from
employing with surprising vigour and application. The
committee of the lower house taking the civil list into

consideraticm, examined several papers relating to that

revenue. The torics observed, that from the seven

hundred thousand pounds granted aimually to' king

William, fifty thousand pounds were allotted to the late

queen, when princess of Denmark; twenty thousand

pounds to the duke of Gloucester; and twice that sum,

as a dowry, to James' queen; that nearly two hundred

thousand pounds had been yearly deducted from the

revenues of the late queen's civil list, and applied to

other uses; notwithstanding which deduction, she had

honourably maintained her family, and supported the

dignity of the crown. In the course of the debate, some

warm altercation passed between lord Guernsey and one

of the members, who aflirmed that the late ministry had

used the whigs, and indeed the whole nation, in .such

a manner, that nothing they should suffer could be

deemed a liardship. At length the house agreed that

the sum of seven liundred thousand pounds clear should

be granted for thecivillist during his majesty's life. A
motion being made for an address against pensions, it

was oi)posed by Mr. Walpole, and over-ruled by the

majority. The lords passed the bill for regulating the

land forces, with some amendments.

SIR JOHN NORRIS SENT AVITII A FLEET TO
THE BALTIC.

On the eighteenth day of May, sir John Norris sailed

with a strong squadron to the Baltic, in order to protect

the commerce of the nation, which had suffered from

the king of Sweden, who caused all ships trading to

those parts to be seized and confiscated. That prince

had rejected the treaty of neutrality concerted by tho

.allies for the security of the empire; and considered the

English and Dutch as his enemies. The ministers of

England and the states-general had presented memoriaU
to the regency of Sweden; but finding no redress, they

resolved to protect their trade by force of arms. After

the Swedish general, Steenbock, and his army were made
prisoners, count Wellen concluded a treaty with the

administrator of Holstein-Gottorp, by which the towns

of Stctin and Wisma were sequestered into the hands

of the king of Prussia; the administrator engaged to

secure them, and all the rest of Swedish Pomerania,

from the Poles and Muscovites; but as the governor of

Pomerania refused to comply with this treaty, those

allies marched into the province, subdued the island of

Kugen, and obliged Stctin to surrender. Then the go-

vernor consented to the sequestration, and paid to the

Poles and JIuseovites four hundred thousand rix dollars,

to indemnify them for the expense of the siege. The
king of Sweden returning from Turkey, rejected the

treaty of sequestration, and insisted upon Stetin's being

restored, without his repaying the money. As this mon-
arch likewise threatened to invade the electorate of

Saxony, and chastise his f;ilse friend; king George, for

the security of his German dominions, concluded a

I
treaty with the kir.g of Denmark, by which the duchies

I
of Bremen and \'erden, which had been taken from the

I

Swedes in his absence, were made over to his Britannic

m.ajesty, on condition that he should inuiiediately de-

clare war against Sweden. Accordingly he took pos-

session of the duchies in October, published a declara-

tion of war against Charles in his German dominions;

and detached six thousand Hanoverians to join the

Danes and Prussians in Pomerania. These allies re-

duced the islands of Rugen and Ulcdon, and attacked

the towns of Wismar and Stralsund, from which last

place Charles was obliged to retire in a vessel to Sclio-

20
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nen. Ho assembled n body of troops with which he

pri/poscd to pass tlio Sound upon the ice, and attack

Copenhagen; but was disappointed by a sudden tliaw.

NevertheU^ss he refused to return to Stockholm, which

he had not seen for sixteen years; but remained at

Carlscroou, in order to hasten his fleet for the relief of

AYismar.

DISCONTENT OF THE NATION.

The spirit of discontent and disaffection seemed to

gain ground every day in England. Notwithstanding

proclamations against riots, and orders of the justices

for maintaining tlie peace, repeated tumults were raised

by the malcontents in the cities of London and 'West-

minster. Those who celebrated the anniversary of the

king's birth-day with the usual marks of joy aad festiv-

ity, were insulted by the populace; but next day, which

was the anniversary of the restoration, the wliolo city

was lighted up with bonfires and illuminations, and

echoed with the sound of mirth and tumultuous rejoicing.

The people even obliged the life-guards, who patroled

through the streets, to join in the cry of " High-church

and Onnond!'' and in Smithficld they burned the picture

of king A\'illiam. Thirty persons were imprisoned for

being concerned in these riots. One Bournois, a school-

master, who afhrnied that king George had no right to

the crown, was tried and scourged through the city,

with such severity that in a few d.iys he expired in the

utmost torture. A frivolous incident served to increase

the popular ferment. The shirts allowed to the first

regiment of guards, commanded by the duke of Marl-

borough, were so coarse that the soldiers could hardly

bo persuaded to wear them. Some were thrown into

the garden of the king's palace, and into that which be-

longed to the duke of JIarlborough. A detachment, in

marehing through the city, produced them to the view

of the shop-keepers and passengers, exclaiming, " These

are the Hanover shirts." The court being informed of

this clamour, ordered those new shirts to be burned im-

mediately; but even this sacrifice, and an advertisement

published by the duke of Marlborough in his own vin-

dication, did not acquit that general of suspicion that

he was concerned in this mean species of peculation. A
reward of fifty pounds was offered by the government
to any person that would discover one captain Wight,

who. by an intercepted letter, appeared to be disaffected

to king George; and Mr. George Jeft'eries was seized at

Dublin with a packet directeil to Dr. Jonathan Swift,

dean of St. Patrick's. Several treasonable p.apers be-

ing found in this packet, were transmitted to England;

Jefferics was obliged to give bail for his appearance ; and
Swift thought proper to abscond.

EEPORT OF THE SECRET COMMITTEE.

The house of lords, to demonstrate their abhorrence

of all who should engage in conspiracies against their

sovereign, rejected with indignation a petition presented

to them in behalf of Blackbmiie, Casils, Barnarde, Mel-
diTim, and C'bambers, who liad hitherto continued pri-

soners, for having conspired against the life of king
William. On the ninth day of June, Mr. Walpolc, as

chairman of the secret committee, declared to the house
of commons that the report was ready ; and in the mean-
time moved, that a warrant might be issued by Mr.
Speaker, for apprehending several persons, particularly

Mr. Matthew I'rior and >Ir. Thomas Ilarley, who being
in the house, were immediately taken into custody.

Then he recited the report, ranged under these different

heads: the clandestine negotiation with monsieur Mcna-
ger; the extraordinary measures pursued to form the
congress at Utrecht; the trifling of the French pleni-

potentiaries, by the conuivance of the British ministers;

the negotiation about the renunciation of the Spanish
monarchy; the fatal su.spension of arms; the seizure of

Ghent and Bruges, in order to distress the allies and
favour the French; the duke of Onnonds acting in con-

cert with the French general; the lord Bolingbroke'a

journey to France to negotiate a separate peace; Mr.

"I'rior's and the duke of Shrewsbui-y's negotiation in

France; the precipitate conclusion of the peace at Ut-

recht. The report being read, sir Thomas Hanmer
moved that the consideration of it should be adjounied

to a certain day; and that in the meantime the report

should be printed for the perusal of the members: he

was seconded by the torics: a debate ensued; and the

motion was rejected by a great majority.

This point being gained, Mr. Walpole impeached

Henry lord viscount Bolingbroke of high treason, and

other high crimes and misdemeanors. 5Ir. Hungerford

declared his opinion, that nothing mentioned in the re-

port, in relation to lo) d Bolingbroke, amounted to high

treason; and general I'oss expressed the same senti-

ment. Then lord Couingsby standing up, " The worthy

chairman," said he, " has impeached the hand, but 1

impeach the head: he has impeached the clerk, and I

the justice; he has impeached the scholar, and I the

master. I impeach Robert carl of Oxford and earl

Jlortimer of high treason, and other high crimes and
misdcmcaiMrs." Mr. Auditor Harloy, the earl's brother,

spoke in vindication of that minister. He affirmed he

had done nothing but by the immediate command of his

sovereign; that the peace was a good peace, and ap-

proved as such by two parliaments; and that the facts

charged to him in the report amounted only to misde-

meanors; if the sanction of a parliament, which is the

representative and legislature of the nation, be not suffi-

cient to protect a minister from the vengeance of his

enemies, he can have no security. Mr. Auditor Foley,

the earl's brother-in-law, made a speech to the same
purpose; sir Joseph Jckyll, a staunch whig, and mem-
ber of the secret committee, expressed his doubt whe-
ther they had sufficient matter or evidence to impeach

the carl of high treason. Nevertheless the house resol-

ved to impeach him without a division. AVlu'u he ap-

peared in the house of lords next day, he found himself

deserted by his brother peers as infectious; and retired

with signs of confusion. Prior and Harley having been

examined by such of the committee as were justices of

the peace for Middlesex, Mr. Walpole infomied the

house that mattei'S of such importance appeared in

Prior's examination, that he was directed to move them
for that member's being closely confined. Prior was
accordingly imprisoned, and cut oft' from all communi-
cation. On the twenty-first day of June, Mr. Secretary

Stanhope impeached James duke of Ormond of high

treason, and other high crimes and misdemeanors. Jlr.

Archibald Hutchinson, one of the commissioners of

trade, spoke in favour of the duke. He expatiated on

his noble birth and qualifications; he enumerated the

great sen'iccs performed to the crown and nation by his

grace and his ancestors; he observed, that in the whole

course of his late conduct, he had only obeyed the

queen's commands; and he affirmed that all allegations

against him could not in the rigour of the law be con

strued into high treason. Mr. Hutchinson was seconded

by general Luniley , who urged that the duke of Ormond
had on all occasions given signal proofs of his affection

for his country, as well as of personal courage; and

that he had generously expended the best part of his

estate, by living abroad in a most noble and splendid

manner, for the honour of his sovereign. Sir Joseph

Jekyll said, if there was room for merc_v, he hoped it

would bo shown to that noble, generous, and courageous

peer, who had in a course of many j'cars exerted those

great accomplishments for the good and honour of his

country; that, as the statute of Edward HI., on which
the charge of high treason against him was to bo

grounded, had been mitigated by subsequent acts, the

house ought not, in his opinion, to take advantage of

that act against the dnke, but only impeach him of high

Climes and misdemeanors. General Koss, sir William

Wyndham, .and the speakers of that party, did not aban-

don the duke in this emergency; but all their argu-

ments aad eloquence were lost upon the other faction,
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by wliich they wcro greatly out-nuinbcrei 'I'lic ques-

tion Iwins put. was curriuil for tlio iin|>cacliincnt of the

duke of Ormond, who perceiving every thins conducted

by a furious spirit of rovcngo, and that ho could not

expect the heULlit of an impartial trial, consulted his

own safety by withdrawing liiuiself from the kingdom.

On the t»venty-second day of Juno, the earl of Stralibrd

was likewise impeache<l by Mr. Aislaby, for having ad-

vised the fatal suspension of arms, and the seizing of

Ghent and linigcs; as well as for having treated the

most serene house of Hanover with insolence and con-

tempt. He was also defended by his friends, but over-

powered by his enemies.

EARL OF OXFORD SKNT TO THE TOWER.

AVhcn the articles against tho curl of Oxford were

read in the house, a warm debate arose upon tho clev-

euth, by which he was charged with having advised the

Ficnch king in what manner Tournay might be gained

from the states-general. The ([uestion being put, whe-

ther this article amounted to high-treason; sir Robert

Biiymond, formerly solicitor-general, maintained tho

negative, and was supported not only by sir William

Wyndham and the tories, but also by sir Joseph Jekyll.

This honest patriot said it was ever his principle to do

jastice to every body, from tho highest to thu lowest;

and that it was the duty of an honest man never to act

by a spirit of party; that he hoped he might pretend to

hkve some knowledge of the laws of the kingdom; and

would not scruple to declare, that in his judgment the

charge in question did not amount to high-treason. Mr.

Walpole answered with great warmtli, that there were

sereral persons both in and out of tho committee, who
did not in the least yield to that member in point of

honesty, and who were superior to him in the knowledge

of the laws, yet were satisfied that the charge specified

in the eleventh article amounted to high-treason. This

point being decided against the earl, and the other arti-

cles approve<l by the house, lord Conningsby, attended

by the whig members, impeached the earl of Oxford at

the bar of the house of lords, demanding at the same
time that he might be sequestered from parliament, and
committed to safe custody. A motion was made, that

the consideration of the articles might bo adjourned.

After a short debate the articles were read ; then the

tory lords moved that the judges might be consulted.

The motion being rejected, another was made, that the

earl should bo committed to safe custody. This occa-

sioned another debate, in which he himself spoke to the

following purpose: that the whole charge might be re-

duced to the negotiations and conclusions of the peace;

that the nation wanted a peace, he said, nobody would
deny; that the conditions of the peace were as good as

conid be expected, considering the b.ickwardness and
relactancy which some of the allies showed to come into

the queen's measures; that the peace was approved by
two successive parliaments; that he had no share in the

affair of Tournay, whicli was wholly transacted by that

nnfortunatc nobleman who has thought fit to step aside;

that for .'lis own part, he always acted by the immediate
directions and commands of the late queen, without of-

fending against any known law; and, l)eing ju.stified by
his own conscience, was unconcerned for the life of an
insignificant old man; that, if ministers of state, acting

by the immediate commands of their sovereign, are af-

terwards to be made accountable for their proceedings,

it might one day or other Ixi the case with all the mem-
bers of that august assembly; that he did not doubt their

lordships, out of regard to tlicinselvcs, would give him
an equitable hearing; and that in the prosecution of the

inquiry it would apjiear he had merited not only the in-

dulgence, but even the favour of his government. " My
lords," said he, " 1 am now to take my leave of your lord-

ships, and of this honourable bouse, perhaps for over; I

shall lay down my life with pleasure in a cau.se favoured
by my late dear royal mistress. When I consider that

I am to be judged by the juiticc, honour, and virtue of

my peers, I shall acquiesce, and relive with great con-
tent; and, my lords, Ciod's will be done." The duke of
Shrewsbury having acquainted the house that the carl

was very much indisposed with tho gravel, ho was suf-

fered to remain at his own house in custody of tho
black-rod; in liis way thither he was attended by a
great multitude of people crying, '• High-church, Or-
mond and Oxford for ever !" Next day ho was brought
to the bar; where he received o copy of tlie articles, and
was allowed a iiumtli to prepare his answer. 'J'hough

Dr. Mead declared that if the earl should bo sent to tho

Tower his life would be in danger, it was carried, on a

division, that he should bo conveyed thither on tho

sixteenth day of July. During the debate, the earl of

Anglesea observed, that these impeachments were disa-

greeable to the nation, and that it was to be feared such
violent measures would make the sceptre shake in the

king's hands. This expression kindled the whole house

into a flame. Some members cried, " To the Tower 1"

some, "To order !" The earl of Sunderland declared,

that if these words had been spoken in another place,

he would have called the person that had spoken them
to an account; in the meantime he moved that the noble

lord should explain himself. Anglesea, dreading the

resentment of the house, was glad to make an apology;

which was accepted. The carl of Oxford was attended

to tlie Tower by a prodigious concourse of people, who
did not scruple to exclaim against his persecutors. Tu-
mults were raised in Stafl'ordshire, and other parts of the

kingdom, against the whig party, ivhieh had depressed

the friends of the church and embroiled the nation. The
house of commons presented an address to the king,

desiring that the laws might be vigorously executed

against the rioters. They prepared the proclamation-

act, decreeing, that if any persons to the number of

twelve, unlawfully assembled, should continue together

one hour after having been required to disperse by a
justice of peace or other ofiicer, and heard the proclama-

tion against riots read in public, tlioy should bo deemed
guilty of felony without benefit of clergy.

THE KING DECLARES TO BOTH HOUSES

I

THAT A REBELLION IS BEGUN.

AMieu the king went to the house of peers on the

twentieth day of July, to give the royal assent to this

and some other bills, he told both houses that a rebel-

lion was actually begun at home; and that tho nation

was threatened with an invasion from abroad. He
therefore expected that the commons would not leave

the kingdom in a defenceless condition, but enable him
to take such measures as should be necessary for tho

public safety. Addresses in the usual style were im-

mediately presented by the parliament, the convocation,

the common-council and lieutenancy of London, and the

two universities; but that of Oxford was received in

the most contemptuous manner; and the deputies were
charged with disloyalty, on account of a fray which had
happened between some recruiting ofiiccrs and tlie

scholars of the university. The addresses from the
kirk of Scotland, and the dissenting ministers of London
and Westminster, met with a much more gracious le-

ception. The parliament forthwith passed a bill, em-
powering the king to secure suspected persons, and to

suspend the luibeas-corj/us act in that time of danger.

A clause was added to a money-bill, offering the reward
of one hundred thousand pounds to such as should seize

the pretender dead or alive. Sir George Byng was sent
to take the command of the fleet. General Earle re-

paired to his government of Portsmouth; the guards
were encamped in Hyde-park; lord Irwiu was appointed
governor of Hull, in tho room of brigadier Sutton, who,
together with lord Windsor, the generals Ross, Webb,
and Stuart, were dismissed from tho service. Orders
were given for raising thirteen regiments of dragoons,
and eight of infantry; and the trained bands were kept
in readiness to suppress tumults. In the midst of these

transactions, tho c3mmoDR added "ix articles to thosa
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exhibited ngainst tlie earl of Oxford. Lord Bolingbroke

•n-as impeached at the bar of the house of lortls by Mr.

Walpole. Bills being brought iu to summon him and

tlie dulio of Ormond to surrender themselves by the

tenth of September, or, ia default thereof, to attaint

them of high trcasou, they passed both houses and re-

ceived the royal assent. On the last day of August, the

commons agreed to tlie articles against the earl uf .Straf-

ford, -nhich being presented to the house of lords, the

carl made a speech iu his own vindication, lie com-

plained that liis papers had been seized in an unprece-

dented manner, lie said, if he had in liis letters or dis-

course dropped any unguarded expressions against some

foreign miuisters," while he had the honour to represent

the crown of Great Britain, lie liopcd they would not be

accounted criminal by a British house of iiccrs; he de-

sired he might be allowed a competent time to answer

the articles brouglit against him, and have duplicates

of all tlie papers which luid either been laid before the

committee of secrecy, or remained in tlie hands of go-

vernment, to be used occasionally in bis justification.

This request was vehemently opposed by the leaders of

the other p;u-ty, until the earl of Hay represented that,

in all civilized nations, all courts of judicature, except

the inquisition, allowed the persons arraigned all that

was necessary for their justification ; and that the house

of peers of Cireat Britain ought not, in this case, to do

any thing contrary to that honour and equity for which

they were so justly renowned throughout all Europe.

This obsei-vation made an impression on the house,

which resolved that the earl should be indulged with

copies of such papers as he might have occasion to use

in his defence.

DUKE OF OKJIOND AND LORD BOLINGBEOKE
ATTAINTED.

On the third day of September, Oxford's answer was
delivered to the house of lords, who transmitted it to the

commons. Jlr. AValpole, having heard it read, said it

contained little more than a repetition of what had been

suggested in some pamphlets and papers which had
been published in vindication of the late ministry; tliat

it was a false and malicious libel, laying upon his ro3-al

mistress the blame of all the pernicious measures he

had led her into, against her own honour, and the good

of his country; that it was likewise a libel on the pro-

ceedings of the commons, since he endeavoured to clear

those persons who had already confessed their guilt by
flight. After some debate, the house resolved, that the

answer of Eobert earl of Oxford should be referred to

the committee appointed to draw up articles of impeach-

ment, and prepare evidence against the impeached lords;

and that the committee should prepare a re])hcation to

the answer. This was accordingly prepared and sent

up to the lords. Then the committee reported, that

sir. Prior had grossly prevaricated on his examination,

and behaved with great contempt of their authority.

The duUe of Ormond and lord viscount Bolingbroke
having omitted to surrender themselves within the

limited time, the house of lords ordered the earl-marshal

to raze out of the list of peers their names and armorial

bearings. Inventories were taken of their personal

estates; and the duke's achievements, as knight of the

garter, were taken down from St. George's chapel at

Windsor. A man of candour cannot, without an emo-
tion of grief and indignation, reflect upon the ruin of

the noble family of Ormond, in the person of a brave,

generous, and humane nobleman, to whom no crime
was imputed but that of having obeyed the commands
of his sovereign. About this period the royal assent
was given to an act for encouraging loyalty in Scotland.

By this law the tenant who continued peaceable while
his lord took arms in favour of the pretender, was in-

vested with the property of the lands he rented; on the

other band, it was decreed that the lands possessed by
any person guilty of high treason should revert to the

superior of whom they were held, and ba consolidated

with the superiority; and that all entails and settle-

nients of estates, since the first day of August, in favour

of children, with a fraudulent intent to avoid the pun-

ishment of the law due to tlie oft'ence of high treason,

should be null and void. It likewise contained a clause

for summoning suspected persons to find bail for their

good behaviour, on pain of being denounced rebels. By
virtue of this clause all the heads of the Jacobite clans,

and other suspected persons, were summoned to Edin-

burgh; and those who did not appear were declared

rebels.

INTRIGUES OF THE JACOBITES.

By this time the rebellion was actually begun in Scot-

land. The dissensions occasioned in that country by
the union had never been wholly appeased. Ever since

the queen's death, addresses were prepared in different

parts of Scotland against the union, which was deemed
a national grievance; and the Jacobites did not fail to

encourage this aversion. Though the hopes of dissol-

ving that treaty were baffled bj' the industry and other

arts of the revolutioncrs, who secured a majority of

whigs in parliament, they did not lay aside their de-

signs of attempting sometliing of consequence in favour

of the pretender; but maintained a correspondence with

the malcontents of England, a great number of whom
were driven by apprehension, hard usage, and resent-

ment, into a system of politics which otherwise they

would not have espoused. The tories finding them-

selves totally excluded from any share in the govern-

ment and legislature, and exposed to the insolence and
fury of a faction which they despised, began to wish in

earnest for a revolution. Some of them held private

consultations, and coinmuuicated with the Jacobites,

who conveyed their sentiments to the chevalier de St.

George, with such exaggerations as were dictated by
their ow"v eagcniess and extravagance. They assured

the pretender that the nation was wholly disaffected to

the new government; and indeed the clamours, tumults,

and conversation of the people iu general countenanced

this assertion. They promised to take arms, without

further delay, in his favour; and engaged that the tories

should join them at his first landing in Great Britain.

They therefore besought him to come over with all pos-

sible expedition, declaring that his appearance would

produce an immediate revolution. The chevalier resol-

ved to take the advantage of this favourable disposition.

He had recourse to the French king, who had always

been the refuge of his family. Louis favoured him in

secret; and, notwithstanding his late engagements with

England, cherished the ambition of raising him to the

throne of Great Britain. He supplied him privately

with sums of money to prepare a small armament in the

port of Havre, which was equipped in the name of De-

pine d'Anicaut; and, without all doubt, his design was

to assist him more effectually in proportion as the Eng-
lish should manifest their attachment to the house of

Stuart. The duke of Ormond and lord Bolingbroke, who
had retired to France, finding themselves condemned
unheard, and attainted, engaged in the service of the

chevalier, and corresponded with the tories of England,

DEATH OF LOUIS XIV.

All these intrigues and machinations were discovered

and communicated to the court of London by the earl

of Stair, who then resided as English ambassador at

Paris. He was a nobleman of unquestioned honour

and integrity, generous, humane, discerning, and reso-

lute. He had signalized himself by his valour, intre-

pidity, and other military talents, during the war in the

Netherlands; and he now acted in another sphere with

uncommon vigour, vigilance, and address. He detected

the chevalier's scheme while it was yet in embryo, and

gave such early notice of it as enabled the king of

Great Britain to take effectual measures for defeating

the design. All the pretender's interest in France ex-
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iiireil with Louis XIV., that ostentatious tj-rant, who
|

being examined before the council, was dismisFCil for

had for above half a century sacrilicid the repose of
|
want of evidence: Mr. Kynaston absconded; sir William

Christendom to his insatiate vanity and ambition. At Wyndham was seized at his own house in Somersetshire,

his death, which liap])cncd on the Urst day of tJcptem- by colonel Husko and a messenger, who secured his

ber, the regency of the kingdom devolved to the duke papers: ho found means, however, to escape from them;

of Orleans, who adojjted a new system of polities, and but afterwards surrendered himself: and, having been

had alrcadv entered into engagements with the king of examined at the council-board, was committed to tho

Tower. His father-in-law, the duke of !?<inierset, offered

to become bound for his appearance; and being rejected
Great Britain. Instead of assisting the pretender, he

nmuscd his agents with mysterious and equivocal ex-

pressions, calculated to frustiate tho design of the ex- as bail, expressed his resentment so warmly that tho

peiUtion. Nevertheless, the more violent part of the king thought proper to remove him from tlio ofiice of

Jacobites in Creat liritain believed he was at bottom a

friend to their cause, and depended upon him for suc-

cour. They even extorted from him a sum of money

by dint of importunities, and some arms; but the vessel

was shipwrecked, and the cargo lost upon tho coast of

Scotland.

master of the horse. On the twenty-first day of Sep-

tember, tho king went to the house of lords and passed

the bills that were ready for tho royal assent. Then tho

chancellor read his majesty's speech, expressing his ac-

knowledgment and satisfaction, in conseciuenee of the

uncommon marks of their affection he had received; and

the parliament adjourned to the sixth day of October.

The friends of the house of Stuart were very numer-

ous in the western counties, and began to make prep:ir-

ntions for an insurrection. They had concealed some

arms and artillery at Bath, and formed a design to sur-

prise Bristol; but they were betr.iycd and discovered by

THE EAEL OF MAR SETS t'P THE TKETEX-
DER'S STANDARD.

The partisans of tho pretender had proceeded too f.ir

to retreat with safety, and therefore resolved to try their
_

fortune in the field. The carl of Mar repaired to the ! the emissaries of the government, which bafiled all their

Highhmds, where he held consultations with the mar- : schemes, and apprehended every person of consequence

qui^ses of Huntley and TuUibanline, the carls Marischal suspected of attachment to that cause. The university

and Southesk. the generals Hamilton and Gordon, with of Oxford felt the rod of power on that occasion. Major-

tlic chiefs of the jacobite clans. Then he assembled general Pepper, with a strong detachment of dragoons,

three hundred of his own vassals, proclaimed the pre- took possession of the city at day-break, declaring he

tender at Castletown, and set up his standard at Brae- I would use military execution on all students who should

Mar, on the sixth day of September. By this time tho presume to appear without the limits of their respective

earls of Home, Winton, and Kinnoul, lord Deskford, ' colleges. He seized ten or eleven persons, among whom
and l.oekhart of Camwath, with other persons suspected

of dis;iffection to the present government, were com-

mitted prisoners to the castle of Edinburgh; and m.ajor-

gcueral Whetham marchedwiththe regular troopswhich

were in that kingdom to secure the bridge at Stirling.

Before these precautions were taken, two vessels had

arrived at Arbroath from Havre, with arms, ammuni-

tion, and a great number of oflicers, who assured the earl

was one Lloyd, a coflee-nian ; and made prize of some

horses and furniture belonging to colonel Owen and

other gentlemen. With this booty he retreated to Abing-

don; and Handasyde's regiment of foot was afterwards

quartered in Oxford to overawe the university. The
ministry found it more difficult to suppress the insur-

gents in the northern counties. In the montli of Octo-

ber the earl of Derwentwater and Mr. Forster took the

of Mar that the pretender would soon be with them in
;
field with a body of horse, and being joined by some

person. The death of Louis the XIV. struck a general gentlemen from the borders of Scotland, proclaimedjthe

damp upon their spirits; but they laid their account

with being joined by a powerful body in England. The
pretender in Warkworth, Jlorpeth, and Alnwick. The
first design was to seize the town of Newcastle, in which

earl of Mar, by letters and messages, pressed the cheva- they had many friends; but they found the gates shut

licr to come over without further delay. He, in the

meantime, assumed the title of lieutenant-general of the

pretender's forces, and published a declaration, exhort-

ing the people to take arms for their lawful sovereign

upon them, and retired to Hexham; while general Car-

penter having assembled a body of dragoons, resolved to

march from Newcastle and attack them before they

should be reinforced. The rebels retiring northward to

This W.1S followed by a shrewd manifesto, explaining '

AVoUer, were joined by two hundred Scottish horse under

the lord viscount Kcnmuiv, and the earls of Carnwath

and Winton, who had set up the pretender's standard at

Moffat, and proclaimed him in diii'erent parts of .'^cot-

land. The rebels thus reinforced advanced to Kelso,

having received advice that they would be joined by

Mackintosh, who had crossed the Forth with a body of

Highlanders.

the national grievances, and assuring the people of re

dress. Some of his partisans attempted to sui-prise the

castle of Edinburgh; hut were prevented by the vigi-

lance and activity of colonel Stuart, lientenaut-govcmor

of that fortress. The duke of Argyle set out for Scot-

land, as commander-in-chief of the forces in North
Britain: the earl of .Sutherland set sail in the Queen-
borough ship of-war for the North, where he proposed

to raise his vassals for the service of government; and
many other Scottish peers returned to their own coun-

try in order to signalize their loyalty to king George.

In England the practices of the Jacobites did not

escape the notice of the ministry. Lieutenant-colonel

MACKINTOSH JOINS THE ENGLISH INSUR-
GENTS.

By this time the earl of Mar was at the head of ten

thousand men well armed. He had secured the pass of

Paul was imprisoneil in the gate-house for enlisting men . the Tay at Perth, v.hcre his head-quarters were estab-

in the service of the pretender. The titular duke of lished, and made himself master of the whole fruitful

Powis was committed to the Tower; lords Lansdowrtc province of Fife, and all the sea-coast on that side of the

and Duplin were taken into custody ; anda warrant was
j

Frith of Edinburgh. He selected two thousand five

issued for apprehending the earl of Jersey. The king hundred men, commanded by brigadier Mackintosh, to

desired the consent of the lower house to seize and dc- make a descent upon the Lothian side, and join the

tain sir William Wyndham, sir John Packington, Mr.
Edward Harvey of Combe, Mr. Thos. Forster, Mr. .John

Anstis, and Mr. Corbet K^Tiaston, who were members
of the house, and suspected of favouring the invasion.

The commons unanimously agreed to the proposal, and
presented an address signifying their approbation. Har-
vey and Anstis were immediately secured. Forster,

with the assistance of some popish lords, assembled a
body of men in Northumberland- sir John Packington

Jacobites in that county, or such as should take arms on

the borders of England. Boats wci'C assembled for this

purpose; .and notwithstanding all the precautions that

could be taken by the king's ships in tho Frith to pre-

vent the design, about fifteen hundred chosen men made
good their passage in the night, and landed on the coast

of Lothian, having crossed an arm of the sea about six-

teen miles broad, in open boats that passed through tho

midst of the king's cruisers. Nothing could be belter
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concciteil, or executeil with more conduct and courage,

than was this hazardous enterprise. They amused tlie

king's ships with marches and counter-marches along

the coast, in such a manner that they could not possibly

know where they intended to embark. Tlie earl of Mar,

in the raeautime, marched from Perth to Duniblane as

if he had intended to cross the Forth at Stirling bridge;

but his real design was to divert the duke of Argylo

from attacking his detachment which had l.iiulcd in Lo-

thian. So far the scheme succeeded. The duke, who had

assembled some troops in Lothian, returned to Stirling

with tlio utmost expedition, after having secured Edin-

burgh and obliged Mackintosh to abandon his design on

that city. This partisan had actually taken possession

of Leith, from whence he retired to Scaton-house, near

Prcstonpans, which he fortified in such a manner that

he could not he forced v.ithout artillery. Here he re-

mained until he received an order across the Frith from

the carl of JIar to join lord Kenmuir and the English at

Kelso, for which place he immediately began his march,

and reached it on the twenty-second day of October,

though a good number of his men had deserted on the

route.

The lord Kenmuir, with the carls of Winton, Niths-

dale, and Carawath, the earl of Derwentwater, and Jlr.

Forster with the English insurgents, arriving at the

same time, a council of war was immediately called.

Winton proposed that they should march immediately

into the western parts of Scotland and join general Gor-

don, who commanded a strong body of Highlanders in

Argyleshirc. The English insisted upon crossing the

Tweed and attacking general Carpenter, whose troops

did not exceed nine hundred dragoons. Neither scheme

was executed. They took the route to Jedburgh, whore

they resolved to leave Carpenter on one side and pene-

trate into England by the western border. The High-

landers declared they would not quit their own country,

but were ready to execute the scheme proposed by the

earl of Winton. Means however were found to pre-

vail upon one half of them to advance, while the rest

returned to the Highlands. At Brampton, Forster opened

his commission of general, which had been sent to him
by the earl of Mar, and proclaimed the pretender. They
continued their march to Penrith, where the sheriif, as-

sisted by lord Lonsdale and the bishop of Carlisle, had
assembled the whole posse-comitatus of Cumberland,

amounting to twelve thousand men, who dispersed with

the utmost precipitation at the approach of the rebels.

From Penrith, Forster proceeded by way of Kendal and
Lancaster to Preston, from whence Stanhope's regiment

of dragoons and another of militia immediately retired,

so that he took possession of the place without resis-

tance. General \Villis marched against the enemy with
six regiments of horse and dragoons, and one battalion of

foot commanded by colonel Preston. They had advanced
to the bridge of Kibble before Forster received intelli-

gence of their approach. He forthwith began to raise

barricadoes, and put the place in a posture of defence.

On the twelfth day of November the town was briskly

attacked in two different places; but the king's troops

met with a very warm reception, and were repulsed with
considerable loss. Next day general Carpenter arrived

with a reinforcement of three regiments of dragoons, and
the rebels were invested on all sides. The Highlanders
declared they would make a sally sword in hand, and
cither cut their way through the king's troops or perish
in the attempt, but they were over-ruled. Forster sent
colonel 0.\burgh with a trumpet to general Willis, to
propose a capitulation. He was given to understand
that the general would not treat with rebels; but in case
of their sun-endering at discretion, ho would prevent his
soldiers from putting them to the sword until he should
receive further orders. He granted them time to con-
sider till next morning, upon their delivering the carl of
Derwentwater and Mackintosh as hostages. WTien For-
ster submitted, this Highlander declared he could not
promise the Scots would surrender in that manner. The
general desired him to return to his people, and he would

forthwith attack the town, in which case every man of

them should he cut to pieces. The Scottish noblemen

did not choose to run the risk, and persuaded the High-

landers to accept the terms that were offered. They ac-

cordingly laid down their arms, and were put under a

strong guard. All the noblemen and leaders were

secured. Major Nairn, captain Lockhart, captain Shaf-

toe, and ensign Erskine, were tried by a court-martial

as desertei-s, and executed. Lord Charles Murray, son

of the duke of Athol, was likewise condemned for th«

same crime, but reprieved. The common men were im-

prisoned at Chester and Liverpool, the noblemen and
considerable officers were sent to London, conveyed

through the streets pinioned like malefactors, and com
mitted to the Tower and to Newgate.

BATTLE AT DUMBL.VNE.

The day on which the rebels surrendered at Preston

was remarkable for the battle of Dumblane, fought be-

tween the duke of Argyle and the earl of JIar, who
commanded the pretender's forces. This nobleman had
retreated to his camp at Perth, when he understood the

duke was returned from Lothian to Stirling. But being

now joined by the northern clans under the earl of Sea-

forth, and those of the west commanded by general Gor-

don, who had signalized himself in the service of the

czar of Muscovy, he resolved to pass the Forth in order

to join his southern friends, that they might march to-

gether into England. With this view he advanced to

Aucliterarder, where he reviewed his army, and rested

on the eleventh day of November. The duke of Argyle,

apprised of his intention, and being joined by some regi-

ments of dragoons from Ireland, determined to give him
battle in the neighbourhood of Dumblane. On the

twelfth daj' of the month, Argyle passed the Forth at

Stirling, and encamped with his left at the village of

Dumblane, and his right towards Sberiffmuir. The earl

of Mar advanced within two miles of his camp, and re-

mained till day-break in order of battle; his army con-

sisted of nine thousand effective men, cavalry as well as

infantiy. In the morning the duke, understanding they

were in motion, drew up his forces, which did not exceed

three thousand five hundred men, on the heights to the

north-east of Dumblane; but he was outflanked both

on the right and left. The clans that formed part of the

centre and right wing of the enemy, with Glcngary and

Clanronald at their head, charged the left of the king's

army sword in hand, with such impetuosity that in seven

minutes both horse and foot were totally routed with

great slaughter; and general Whetham, who commanded
them, fled at full gallop to Stirling, where he declared

that the royal army was totally defeated. In the mean-
time the duke of Argyle, who commanded in person on

the right, attacked the left of the enemy, at the head of

Stair's and Evan's dragoons, and drove them two miles

before him, as far as the water of Allan; yet in that

space they wheeled about and attempted to rally ten

times; so that he was obliged to press them hard that

they might not recover from their confusion. Brigadier

Wightman followed in order to sustain him with three

battalions of infantry; while the victorious right wing
of the rebels having pursued Whetham a considerable

way, returned to the field and formed in the rear of

Wightman to the amount of five thousand men. The
duke of Argyle returaing from the pursuit, joined

Wightman, who had faced about and taken possession

ofsome enclosures and mud walls in expectation of being

attacked. In this posture both armies fronted each other

till the evening, when the duke drew off towards Dum-
blane, and the rebels retired to Ardoch, without mutual
molestation. Next day the duke marching back to the

field of battle, carried off the wounded, with four pieces

of cannon left by the army, and retreated to Stirling.

Few prisoners were taken on cither side: the number of

the slain might be about five himdred of each army, and
both generals claimed the victory. This battle was not

80 fatal to the Highlanders as the loss of Inverness, from
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which sir John Mackenzie was dj-iven by Simon Frasor,

lord Lovat, who, contran to the priuciiilcs lie hitherto

professed, secured tliis important post for the govern-

ment ; by nhieli means a free communication was opened

with the north of Scotland, where the earl of Sutherland

had raised a considerable body of vassals. The marquis

of Huntley and the earl of Soaforth were obliged to quit

the rebel army, in order to defend their own territories;

and in a little time submitted to k'mg George: a good

number of the Frasers declared with their chief against

tho pretender: the marquis of TuUibardine withdrew

from the army to cover bis own country; and the clans,

seeing no likelihood of another action, began to disperse

according to custom.

THE TKETEXDER ARRIVES IN SCOTLAND.

Tlie government was now in a condition to send strong

reinforcements to Scotland^ Six thousand men that were

claimed of the states-general, by virtue of the treaty,

landed in England, and began their march for Edinburgh:

general Cadogan set out for the same place, together

with brigadier Petit, and six other engineers; and a train

of artillery was shipped at the Tower for that country,

the duke of Argyle resolving to drive the earl of JIar

out of Perth, to which town he retired with the remains

of his forces. The pretender having been amused with

the hope of seeing the whole kingdom of England rise

np as one man in his behalf; and the duke of Ormond
having made a fruitless voyage to the western coast, to

try the disposition of the people, he was now convinced

of the v.anity of his expectation in that qu.arter; and,

as he knew not what other course to take, he. resolved

to hazard his person among his friends in Scotland, at

a time when his affairs in that kingdom were abso-

lutely desperate. From Eretagne he posted through

part of France in disguise, .and embarking in a small

vessel at Dunkirk, hired for that purpose, arrived on the

twenty-second day of December at Peterhead with six

gentlemen in his retinue, one of whom was the marquis

of Tynemouth, son to the duke of Berwick. He passed

through .\berdeen incognito, to Fetterosse, where he was

met by the earls of Mar and Marischal, and about thirty

noblemen and gentlemen of the first quality. Here he

was solemnly proclaimed: his declaration, dated at Com-

mcrcy, was printed and circulated through all tho parts

in that neighbourhood; and he received addresses from

the episcopal clergy, and the laity of that communion in

the diocese of Aberdeen. On the fifth day of January he

made his public entry into Dundee; .and on the seventh

arrived at Scone, where he seemed determined to stay

until the ceremony of his coronation should be performed.

From thence he made an excursion to Perth, where he re

viewed bis forces. Then he formed a regular council ; and
published six proclamations: one for a general thanks-

giving on account of his safe arrival; another enjoining

the ministers to pray for him in the churches; a third

establishing the currency of foreign coins; a fourth sum-
moning the meeting of the convention of estates; a fifth

ordering all sensible men to repair to his st.andard; and a

sixth, fixing the twenty-third day of .January for bis

coronation. He made a pathetic speech in a grand coun-

cil, at which all the chiefs of his party assisted. They
determined, however, to abandon the enterprise, as the

king's army was reinforced by the Dutch auxiliaries, and
they themselves were not only reduced to a sm.all num-
ber, but likewise destitute of money, .arms, ammunition,
forage, and provision; for the duke of Argyle had taken
possession of Burntisland, and transported a det.achment

to Fife, so as to cut off Mar's communication with that

fertile country.

Notwithstanding the severity of the weather, and a

prodigious fall of snow which rendered the roads almost

impassable, the duke, on the twenty-ninth of January
began bis march for Dumblane, and next d.ay reached

TuUibardine, where he received intelligence that the

pretender and his forces had, on the preceding day, re-

tired towards Dundee. He forthwith took possession of

Perth; and then began his march to Aherhrothick, in

pursuit of the enemy. The chevalier do St. George

being thus hotly pursued, was prevailed upon to embark
on board a small French ship that lay In the barbnnrot

Montrose. Ho was accompanied by the earls of M.ir

and Melfort, tho lord Drunmiond, lieutenant-general

Bulkloy, and other persons of distinction, to the num-
ber of seventeen. In order to avoid the English cruisers,

they stretched over to Norway, and coasting along tho

German and Dutch shores, arrived In five days at Grave-

line. General Gordon, whom the pretender bad left com-

mander-in-chief of the forces, assisted by the earl Mar-

ischal, proceeded with them to Aberdeen, where he se-

cured tlirce vessels to sail northward, and take on board

the persons who intended to make their escape to the

continent. Then they continued their march through

Strathspey and Strathdown, to the hills of Badenoch,

where the common people were quietly dismissed. This

retreat was made with such expedition, that the duke

of Arg)-!e, with all his activity, could never overtake

their rear-guard, which consisted of a thousand horse

commanded by the earl Marischal. Such was the issue

of a rebellion that proved fatal to many noble families; a

rebellion which in all probability would never have

happened, had not the violent measures of a whig minis-

try kindled such a flame of discontent in the nation, as

encouraged the partisans of the pretender to hazard a

revolt.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE IRISH PARLIAMENT.

The parliament of Ireland, which met at Dublin on

the twelfth day of November, seemed even more zealous,

if possible, than that of England, for the present admin-

istration. They passed hills for recognizing the king's

title; for the security of his person and goveniment; for

setting a price on the pretender's head; .and for attain-

ting the duke of Onnond. They granted the supjdies

without opposition. All those who had addressed the late

queen in favour of sir Constantino Phipps, then lord

chancellor of Ireland, were now brouglit upon their

knees, and censured as guilty of a breach of privilege.

They desired the lords-justices would issue a proclama-

tion against the popish inhabitants of Limerick .and Gal-

way, who, presuming upon the capitulation signed by

king AVilliam, claimed an exemption from the penalties

imposed upon other papists. They engaged In an asso-

ciation against the pretender, and all his abettors. They
voted the earl of Anglesea an enemy to the king and

kingdom, because he advised tho queen to break the

army, and prorogue the late parliament ; .and they addres-

sed the king to remove him from his council and service.

The lords-justices gi-anted orders for apprehending the

earls of Antrim and Westmeath, the lords Nattervillc,

C'.ahir, and Dillon, as persons suspected of disaffection to

the goveniment. Then they adjouined the two houses.

THE REBEL LORDS ARE IMPEACHED.

The king in his speech to the English parliament,

which met on the ninth of January, told them he had

reason to believe the pretender was hmded in Scotland;

he congratulated them on the success of his arms In sup-

pressing the rebellion; on the conclusion of the barrier-

treaty between the emperor and the states-general, un-

der his guar.antee; on a convention with Spain that

would deliver the trade of England to that kingdom,

from the new impositions and h.irdshlps to which it was
subjected in consequence of the late treaties. lie like-

wise gave them to understand, that a treaty for renew-

ing all former alliances between the crown of Great

Britain and tho states -general was almost concluded;

and he assured the commons he would freely give up
all the estates that should become forfeited to the crown
by tills rebellion, to be applied towards defraying tho

extraordinary expense incurred on this occasion. Tho
commons, in their .address of thanks, declared that they

would prosecute, in the most rigorous and impartial
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mnniier, the authors of thoEe destnictire councils Tchich

had drawn down such miseries upon tlie nation. Tlieir

resolutions were speedy, and exactly conformable to this

declaration. They exjjelled Jlr. Forstcr from the house.

They forthwith impeached the carls of Derwentwater,

Nitlisdale, Camwath, and Winton; lords Widdrington,

Kenmuir, and Naini. These noblemen being brought

to the bar of the house of lords, heard the articles of

impeachment read on the tenth day of Januaiy, and

were ordered to put in their answers on the sixteenth.

The impeachments being lodged, the lower house ordered

n bill to be brought in for continuing the suspension of

the hahcas-corpiis act; then they prepared another to

attaint the marquis of TuUibardine, the earls of Slar and

Linlithgow, and lord John Druramond. On the twent)'-

first day of January, the king gave the royal assent to tlie

bill forcontinuing' the suspension of the habeas-corpiis

act. He told the parliament that the pretender was

actually in Scotland heading the rebellion, and assum-

ing the style and title of king of these realms; he de-

manded of the commons such supply as might discoura.ge

any foreign power from assisting the rebels. On Thurs-

day the nineteenth day of Januaiy, all the impeached

lords pleaded guilty to the articles exhibited against

them, except the earl of "Winton, who petitioned for a

longer time on Tarious pretences. The rest received sen-

tence of death on the ninth day of Februaiy, in the court

erected in 'Westminster-hall, where the lord-chancellor

Cowper presided as lord high-steward on that occasion.

The countess of Nitlisdale and lady Nairn threw them-

selves at the king's feet, as he passed through tlie apart-

ments of the palace, and implored his mercy in behalf of

their husbands; but their tears and entreaties produced

no effect. The council resolved that the sentence should

be executed, and orders were given for that purpose to

the lieutenant of the Tower, and the sherilTs of London

and Sliddleses.

EAEL OF DERWENTWATER AND LORD KEN-
MUIR ARE BEHEADED.

The countess of Derwentwater, with licr sister, ac-

companied by the duchesses of Cleveland and Bolton,

and several other ladies of the first distinction, was in-

troduced by the dukes of Richmond and St. Alban's into

the king's bed-chamber, where she invoked his majesty's

clemency for her unfortunate consort. She afterwards

repaired to the lobljy of the house of peers, attended by
the ladies of the other condemned lords, and above
twenty others of the same quality, and begged the in-

tercession of the house; but no regard was paid to their

petition. Next day they petitioned both houses of par-

liament. The commons rejected their suit. In the

upper house, the duke of Richmond delivered a petition

from the earl of Derwentwater, to whom he was nearly
related, at the same time declaring that he himself
should oppose his solicitation. The earl of Derby ex-

pressed some compassion for the numerous family of

lord Nairn. Petitions from the rest were presented by
other lords, moved with pity and humauity. Lord Town-
sliend and others vehemently opposed their being read.

The earl of Nottingham thought this indulgence might
be granted; the house assented to his opinion, and agreed
to an address, praying his majesty would reprieve such
of the condemned lords as should seem to deserve his

mercy. To this petition the king answered, that on this

and all other occasions, he would do what he thought
most consistent with the dignity of his crown and the
safety of his people. The earl of Nottingham, president
of the council, his brother the earl of Aylesbury, chan-
i-cllor of the duchy of Lancaster, his son lord Finch, one
of tlie lords of the treasury, his kinsman lord Guernsey,
master of the jewel-office, were altogether dismissed from
his majesty's service. Orders were despatched for exe-
cuting the earls of Derwentwater and Nithsdale, and
the viscount of Kenmuir, immediately; the others were
respited to the seventh day of JIarch. Nithsdale made
bis escape in woman's apparel, furnished and conveyed

]

to him by his own mother. On the twenty-fourth day

of Febi-uary, Derwentwater and Kenmuir were beheaded

on Tower-hiU. The former was an aniiaUe youth, brave,

open, generous, hospitable, and humane. His fate drew

tears from the spectators, and was a great misfortune to

the country in which he lived. He gave bread to mul-

titudes of people whom he employed on his estate; the

poor, the widow, and the orphan rejoiced in his bounty.

Kenmuir was a virtuous nobleman, calm, sensible, reso-

lute, and resigned. He was a devout memlier of the

English church; but the other died in the faith of Rome:
both adhered to their political principles. On the fif-

teenth day of JIarch, Winton was brought to trial, and

being convicted, received sentence of death.

TRIALS OF REBELS. 171C.

"NAnien the king passed the land-tax bill, which was
ushered in with a very extraordinary preamble, he in-

formed both houses of the pretender's flight from Scot-

land. In the beginning of April a commission for try-

ing the rebels met in the court of common-pleas, when
bills of high treason were found against Mr. Forster,

JIackintosh, and twenty of their confederates. Forster

escaped from Newgate, and reached the continent in

safety; the rest pleaded not guilty, and were indulged

with time to prepare for their trials. Tlic judges ap-

pointed to try the rebels at LiveiTool, found a consider-

able number guilty of high treason. Two-and-twenty
\rere executed at Preston and Manchester; about a

thousand prisoners submitted to the king's mercy, and
petitioned for transportation. Pitts, the keeper of New-
gate, being suspected of having connived at Forster's

escape, was tried for his life at the Old-Bailey, and ac-

quitted. Notwithstanding this prosecution, which ought
to have redoubled the vigilance of the jailors, brigadier

Mackintosh, and several other prisoners, broke from

Newgate, after having mastered the keeper and turn-

key, and disarmed the sentinel. The court proceeded

with the trials of those that remained, and a great num-
ber were found guilty; four or five were hanged, drawn,

and quartered, at Tybuni; and among these was one
William Paul, a clergyman, who, in his last speech,

professed himself a true and sincere member of the

church of England, but not of the revolution schisma-

tical church, whose bishops had abandoned the king,

and .shamefully given up their ecclesiastical rights, by
submitting to the unlawful, invalid, lay-deprivatiocs

authorized by the prince of Orange.

ACT FOR SEPTENNIAL PARLIAMENTS.

Though the rebellion was extinguished, the flame of

national dissatisfact'on still continued to rage: the seve-

rities exercised against the rebels increased the general

discontent; for now the danger was blown over, their

humane passions began to prevail. The courage and

fortitude with which the condemned persons encoun-

tered the pains of death in its most dreadful form, pre-

possessed many spectators in favour of the cause by
which those unhappy victims were animated. In a
word, persecution, as usual, extended the heresy. The
ministry, perceiving this universal dissatisfaction, and
dreading the revolution of a new parliament, which
might wrest the power from their faction, and retort

upon them the violence of their own measures, fonned
a resolution equally odious and tficctual to establish

their administration. This was no other than a scheme
to repeal the triennial act, and by a new law to exteud

the term of parliaments to seven years. On the tenth

day of April, the duke of Devonshire represented, in the

house of lords, that triennial elections seiwed to keep up
party divisions; to raise and foment feuds in private

families; to produce ruinous expenses, and give occa-

sion to the cabals and intrigues of foreign princes; that

it became the wisdom of such an august assembly to

apply proper remedies to an evil that might be attended

with the most dangerous consequences, especially in the
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present tcmiior of the nation, as tlie spirit of rebellion

still remained unconquereil. Ho therefore proposed a

bill for enlarging the continuance of parliaments. He
was seconded by the carls of Dorset and Roekingliaui,

the duke of Argylc, Lord Townshend, and the other

chiefs of that party. The motion Avas opposed by the

earls of Nottingham, Abingdon, and Paulet. Tluy ob-

served, that I'reiiuent parliaments wore reijuired by the

fundamental constitution of the kingdom, ascertained in

the practice of many ages; that the members of the

lower house were chosen by the body of the nation, for

a certain terra of years, at the expiration of which they

could bo no longer reprcscntiitivcs of the people, who,

by the parliament's protracting its own authority, would

be deprived of the only remedy which they liavo against

those who, through ignorance or corruption, betrayed

the trust reposed in them ; that the reasons in favour of

such a bill were weak and frivolous; that, with lesiioct

to foreign alliances, no prince or state could reasonably

depend upon a people to defend their liberties and in-

terests, wlio should be thought to have given up so great

a part of their own; nor would it be prudent in them to

wish for 11 change in that constitution under which

Europe had of late been so powerfully supported; on the

contrary, they might be detened from entering into .Tny

engagements with Great Brit;>in, -nhen informed bj" tlie

preamble of the bill, that the popish faction was so dan-

gerous as to threaten destruction to the goveniment;

they would apprehend th.it the administration was so

weak as to want so cxtraordinaiy a provision for its

safety; that the gentlemen of Britain were not to be

trusted; and that the good affections of the people were

restrained within the limits of the house of commons.

Tbcy affirmed that this bill, far from preventing the

expense of elections, would rather increase it, and en-

courage every species of corruption ; for the value of a

scat would always be in proportion to the duration of a

parliament, and the purchase would rise accordingly;

that a long parli.ament would yield a greater temptation,

as well as a better opportunity to a vicious ministry, to

corrupt the members, than they could possibly h.ive

when the parliaments were short and frequent; that the

same reasons urged for passing the bill to continue this

parliament for seven years, would be at least as strong,

and, by the conduct of the ministry, might be made
much stronger before the end of that term, for continu-

ing and even perpetuating their legislative power, to

the absolute subversion of the third estate of the realm.

Thciie arguments serN'ed only to form a decent debate,

after which the bill for septennial parliaments passed

by a great majority, though twenty peers entered a pro-

test. It met with the same fate in the lower house,

where many strong objections were stated to no purpose.

They were represented as the eQ'ects of party spleen;

and, indeed, this was the gi-eat spring of action on both
sides. The question for the bill was carried in the afHr-

mative; and in a little time it received the royal sanction.

DUKE OF AEGYLE DISGRACED.

The rebellion being utterly quelled, and all the sus-

pected persons of consequence detained in safe custody,

the king resolved to visit his German dominions, where
he foresaw a storm gathering from the quarter of Swe-
den. Charles XII. was extremely exasperated against

the elector of Hanover, for having entered into the confe-

deracy against him in his absence, particularly for his

having purchased the duchies of Bremen and Verden,

which constituted part of his dominions; .and he breathed

nothing but revenge against the king of Great Britain.

It was with a view to avert this danger, or prepare

against it, that the king now determined upon a voyage
to the continent. But as he was restricted from leav-

ing his British dominions by the act for the further lim-

itation of the crown, this clause was repealed in a new
bill that passed through both houses without the least

difficulty. On the twenty-sixth day of June, the king
closed the session with a speech upon the usual tonics,

Vol. II.

in which, however, he observed, that the numerous in-

stances of mercy he had shown soi"Vcd only to encourngo

the faction of the pretender, whose partisans acted with

such insolence and folly, as if they intended to convince

the world tliat they were not to bo reclaimed by gcnilo

methods. He intimated his purpose of visiting his do-

minions in (ierniany; and gave them to understand,

tliat he had constituted his beloved son, the prince of

\\'ales, guardian of the kingdom in his al)sencc. About
this period general Macartney, who liad retumed to

England at the accession of king George, presented him-

self to trial for the murder of the duke of Hamilton.

Tlic deposition of colonel Hamilton was contradicted by
two park-keepers; the general was acciuittcd of the

charge, restoi-cd to his rank in the army, and gratified

with the command of a regiment. The king's brother,

prince Knicst, bishop of Usnabruck, was created dul.e

of York and Albany, and earl of Ulster. The duke of

Argyle, and his brother the carl of Hay, to whom his

majesty owed, in a great measure, his peaceable acces-

sion to the throne, as well as the extinction of the re-

bellion in Scotland, were now dismissed from all their

employments. General Carpenter succcedinl tlie duke

in the chief command of the forces in North Britain, and

in the government of Port Mahon; and the duke of

Montrose was appointed lord-register of Scotland in tho

room of the earl of Hay.

THE TRIPLE ALLIANCE.

On the seventh d.iy of July, the king embarked at

Gravcscnd, landed on tho ninth in Holland, through

which he passed incognito to Hanover, and from thence

set out for Pyrmont. His aim was to secure his German
dominions from the Swede, and Great Britain from tlio

pretender. These two princes had already begun to

form a design, in conjunction, of invading his kingdom.

He knew the dnkc of Orleans was resolved to ascend

the throne of France, in case the young king, who was

a sickly child, should die without male issue. The re-

gent was not ignorant that Philip of Spain would power-

fully contest that succession, notwitlistanding his re-

nunciation; and he -was glad of an opportunity to

strengthen his interest by an alliance with tlie mari-

time powers of England and Holland. The king of

England sounded him on this subject, and found him

eager to engage in such an association. The negotia-

tion was carried on by general Cadogan for England,

the abbe du Eois for France, and the peusionaiy Hcin-

sius for the states-general. The regent readily complied

with all their demands. He engaged that the; pretender

should immediately depart from Avignon to the other

side of the Alps, and never retui-u to Lorraine or France

on any pretence whatsoever; that no rebellious subjects

of Great Britain should be allowed to reside in that

kingdom; and that the treaty of Utrecht, with respect

to tho demolition of Dunkirk, should be fully executed

to the satisfaction of his Britannic majesty. The treaty

contained a mutual guarantee of all the places possessed

by the contracting powers; of the protcstant succession

on the throne of England, as well as of that of the dnUo
of Orleans to the crown of France, and a defensive alli-

ance, stipulating the proportion of ships and forces to bo

fumished to tliat power which should be disturbed at

home or invaded from abroail. The English ])eopIe

murmured at this treaty. They said an unnecessary

umbrage was given to Spain, with which tlie nation

h.id great commercial connexions; and that on pretence

of an invasion, a body of foreign troops might be mtro-

duced to enslave the kingdom.

COUNT GYLLENBUEGH ARRESTED.

His majesty was not so successful in his endeavours

to appease the king of Sweden, who refused to listen to

any overtures until Bremen and Verden should bo re-

stored. These the elector of Hanover resolved to keep

as a fair purehase; and he engaged in a confederacy

2D
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witli the enemies of Charles, for the maintenance of this

acquisition. Mcanwliile his rupture with Sweden was
extremely prejudicial to the commerce of England, and

had well nigh entailed upon the kingdom another inva-

Bion, much more formidable than that which had so

lately miscarried. The ministers of Sweden resident at

London, Paris, and the Hague, maintained a coiTcspon-

dcnco with the disaffected subjects of Great Britain. A
scheme was formed for the Swedish king's landing on

this island with a considerable body of forces, where ho

should be joined by the malcontents of the united king-

dom. Charles relished the enterprise, which flattered

his ambition and revenge; nor was it disagreeable to

the czar of Muscovy, who resented the elector's offer of

joining the Swede against the Russians, provided he

would ratify the cession of Bremen and Verden. King

George haWng received intimation of these intrigues,

returned to England towards the end of January, and

ordered a detachment of foot-guards to secure count

Gyllenburgh, the Swedish minister, with all his papers.

At the same time, sir Jacob Baucks and Mr. Cliarles

Csesar were apprehended. The other foreign ministers

took the alarm, and remonstrated to the ministry upon

this outrage committed against the law of nations. The
two secretaries, Stanhope and Methuen, wrote circular

letters to them, assuring them that in a day or two they

should be acquainted with the reasons that induced the

king to take sucli an extraordinary step. They were

generally satisfied with this intimation; but the marquis

de Monteleone, ambassador from Spain, expressed his

concern that no other way could be found to preserve

the peace of the kingdom, without arresting the person

of a public minister, and seizing all his papers, which

were the sacred repositories of his masters 's secrets; he

observed, tliat in whatever manner these two facts might

Bcem to be understood, they very sensibly wounded the

law of nations. About the same time baron Gortz, the

Swedish residentiary in Holland, was seized with his

papers at Arnheim, at the desire of king George, com-
municated to the states by Mr. Leathes, his minister at

the Hague. The baron owned he had projected the in-

vasion, a design that was justified by the conduct of

king George, who had joined the pi-inces in confederacy

against the king of Sweden, without having received the

least provocation; who had assisted the king of Den-
mark in subduing the duchies of Bremen and Verden,

and then purcliased them of the usurper; and who had,

in the course of this veiy summer, sent a strong squa-

dron of ships to the Baltic, where it joined the Danes
and Russians against the Swedisli fleet.

ACCOUNT OF THE OXFORD RIOT.

'\Mien the parliament of Great Britain met on the
twentieth day of February, the liing informed them of

the triple alliance he had concluded with France and
Holland. He mentioned the projected invasion; told

them he had given orders for laying before them copies

of the letters which had passed between the Scottish

ministers on that subject; and he demanded of the com-
mons such supplies as should be found necessaiy for the
defence of the kingdom. By those papers it appeared
that the selicmo projected by baron Gortz was very
plausible, and even ripe for execution; which, however,
was postponed until the army should be reduced, and
the Dutch auxiliaries sent back to their own country.
The letters being read in parliament, both houses pre-

sented addresses, in which they extolled the king's pni-
donce in establishing such conventions with foreign po-
tentates as might repair the gross defects, and prevent
the pernicious consequences, of the treaty of Utrecht,
wlilcli they termed a treacherous and dishonourable
peace ; and they expressed their horror and indignation
at the malice and ingratitude of those wlio had encou-
raged an invasion of tlicir country. He likewise re-

ceived an address of the same kind from the convention
;

another from the dissenting ministers; a third from the

university of Cambridge; but Oxford was not so lavish

of her compliments. At a meeting of the vice-chancel-

lor and heads of that university, a motion was made for

an address to the king, on the suppression of the late

unnatural rebellion, his majesty's safe return, and the

favour lately shown to the university, in omitting, at

tljcir request, the ceremony of burning in effigy the

devil, the pope, the pretender, the duke of Ormond, and

the earl of JIar, on the anniversary of his majesty's ac-

cession. Dr. Smallridge, bishop of Bristol, observed,

that the rebellion had been long suppressed; that there

would be no end of addresses should one be presented

every time that his majesty returned from his German
dominions; that the late favour they had received was
overb.alanced by a whole regiment now quartered upon
them; and that there was no precedent for addressing

a king upon his return from his German dominions.

The univei"sity thought they had reason to complain of

the little regard paid to their remonstrances, touching a

riot raised in that city by the soldiers there quartered,

on pretence that the anniversary of the prince's birth-

day had not been celebrated with the usual rejoicings.

AiSdavits had been sent up to the council, which seemed
to fiivour the ofHcers of the regiment. When the house
of lords deliberated upon the mutiny-bill, by which the

soldiers were exempted from airests for debts, complaint

was made of their licentious behaviour at Oxford; and
a motion was made that they should inquire into the riot.

The lords presented an address to the king, desiring that

the papers relating to that affair miglit be laid before

the house. These being perused, were found to be re-

criminations between the Oxonians and the officers of

the regiment. A warm debate ensued, during which
the earl of Abingdon offered a petition from the vice-

chancellor of the university, the mayor and magistrates

of O.xford, praying to be heard. One of the court mem-
bers observing that it would be irregular to receive a

petition while the house was in a grand committee, a mo-
tion was made that the chairman should leave the chair;

but this being earned in the negative, the debate v.-as

resumed, and the majority agreed to the following resol-

utions:—That the heads of the university, and mayor
of the city, neglected to make public rejoicings on the

prince's birth-day; that the officers having met to cele-

brate that day, the house in which they had assembled

was assaulted, and the windows were broken by the

rabble; that this assault was the beginning and occa

sion of the riots that ensued. That tlie conduct of the

ma3'or seemed well justified by the affidavits produced

on his part; that the printing and publishing the depo-

sitions upon whicli the complaints relating to the riots

at Oxford were founded, while that matter was under

the examination of the lords of the committee of the

council, before they had time to come to any resolution

touching the same, was irregular, disrespectful to his

royal highness, and tending to sedition. An inquiry of

this nature, so managed, did not much redumul to the

honour of such an august assembly.

1717.* 'J'he commons passed a bill prohibiting all com-
merce with Sweden, a branch of trade which was of tlie

utmost consequence to the English mercliants. They
voted ten thousand seamen for the ensuing j-ear; gran-

ted about a million for the maintenance of guards, gar-

risons, and land-forces; and passed the bill relating to

mutiny and desertion. The house likewise voted four-

and-twenty thousand pounds for the payment of four

battalions of Munster, and two of Saxe-Gotha, which the

king had taken into his service, to supply the place of

such as might he, during the rebellion, drawn from the

ganisons of the states-general to the assistance of Eng-
land. This vote, however, was not carried without a

violent debate. The demand was inveighed against as

* This year was rendered famous by a complete victory wbicli
prince Kuponc obtained over the Turlis at Peterwaradin upon llie

D;inubc. Tlie b.itile was fought upon tlie fifth day of August. The
Imperial army did not exceed sixty tliousand men; tliat uf Ilic inli-

dcls amounted to one hundred and fifty tliousand, commanded by tlie

grand ^ izior, who was mortally wounded in the engagement. The
infidels were totally defeated, w ith the loss of all their tents, artillery,

and baggage, so that the victors obtained an immense booty.
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an imposition, seeing no troops had ever served. A mo-

tion was made lor an ailJress, desiring that the instrue-

tions of those who concluded the treaties might be laid

before the house; but this was over-ruled liy the ma-

jority. The supplies were raised by a land-tax of three

shillings in the pound, and a malt-tax. What the com-

mons had given was not thought sufficient for the ex-

pense of the year; therefore Mr. secretary Stanhope

brought a message from his majesty, demanding an ex-

traordinary supply, that he might be the better en.ibled

to secure his kingdoms against tho danger with which

tliev were threatened from Sweden; and he moved that

a supply should be granted to his majesty for this pur-

pose. Mr. Shippen observed it was a great misfortune

that the king was as little acquainted with the parlia-

mentary proceedings as with the language of the coun-

try: that the messnge was unparliamentary and unpre-

cedented; and, in his opinion, penned by some foreign

minister: he said he had been often told that his ma-
jesty had retrieved the honour and reputation of the

nation; a truth whicli appeared in the flourishing con-

dition of trade; but that the supply demanded seemed

to bo inconsistent with the glorious advantages which

his majesty had obtained for the people. He was se-

conded by Mr. Hungerford, who declared that for his

part he eoulil not understand what occasion there was
for new alliances; much less that they should be pur-

chased with money. He expressed his surprise that a

nation so lately the terror of France and Spain should

now seem to fear so inconsiderable an enemy as the king

of Sweden. The motion was supported by >Ir. Boscawen,

sir Gilbert Heathcote, and others; but some of the whigs
.spoke against it: and Mr. liobert Walpole was silent.

The speaker, and Mr. Smith, one of the tellers of the ex-

chequer, opposed this unparliamcntarj- way of demand-
ing the supply : the former proposed that part of the army
should be disbanded, and the money applied towards the

making goo<l such new engagements as were deemed ne-

cessary. After several successive debates, the resolution

for a supply was carried hy a majority of four voices.

DIVISION IN THE MINISTEY.

The ministry was now divided within itself. Lord
Townshend had been removed from the office of secre-

tary of state, by the intrigues of the earl of Sunderland;

and he w,as now likewise dismissed from the place of

lord-lieutenantof Ireland. Mr. Robert Walpole resigned

his posts of first commissioner of the treasury and chan-

cellor of the exchequer: bis example was followed by
Jlr. Pulteney, secretary at war, and Mr. Methuen, secre-

tary of state. When the affair of the supply was re-

sumed in the house of commons, Mr. Stanhope made a

motion for granting two hundred and fifty thousand
pounds for that purpose. Mr. Pulteney observed, that
having re-signed his place, he might now act with the free-

dom becoming an Englishman: he declared against the
manner of granting the supply, as unparliamentary and
unprecedented. He said he could not persuade himself

that any Englishman advised his majesty to send such
a message; but he doubted not the resolution of a Bri-

tish parliament would make a German ministry trem-
ble. Mr. Stanhope having harangued the house in

vindication of the ministry, Mr. .Smith answered every
article of his speech: he .affirmed, th.at if an estimate of

the conduct of the ministry in relation to affairs abroad
was to be made from a comparison of their conduct at

home, tliey would not appear altogether so faultless as

they were represented. " Was it not a mistake," said

he, " not to prescn-e the peace at home, after the king
had ascended the throne with the i;niversal applause
and joyful acclamations of all his subjects? AVas it not
a mistake, upon the breaking out of the rebellion, not
to issue a proclamation, to offi,'r pardon to such as should
return home peaceably, according to the custom on for-

mer occasions of the same nature? Was it not a mis-
take, after the suppression of the rebellion and the trial

and execution of the principal authors of it, to keep up

animosities, and drive people to despair, by not passing

an act of indemnity, by keeping so many persons imder
hard and tedious confinement; and by granting pardons
to some, without leaving them any means to subsist?

Is it not a mistake, not to trust a vote of parliament for

making good such engagements aa his majesty should
think proper to enter into; and instead of that, to insist

on tho granting this supply in such an extraordinary
m.anner? Is it not a mistake, to take this opportunity

to create divisions, and render some of the king's best

friends suspected and obnoxious? Is it not a mistake,

in short, to form parties and cabals in order to bring in

a bill to repeal the act of occasion.al conformity ?" A
great number of members had agi-eed to this measure
in private, though at this period it was not brought into

the house of commons. After a long debate the sum
was granted. These were the first-fruits of Britain's

being wedded to the interests of the continent. The
elector of Hanover quarrelled with the king of Sweden;

and England was not only deprived of a nccessai-y branch

of commerce, but even obliged to support him in the

prosecution of the war. The ministry now underwent

a now revolution. The earl of Sunderland and Mr. Ad-

dison were appointed secretaries of state; Mr. Stanhope

became first commission of the treasurj' and chancellor

of the exchequer.

THE COMMONS PASS THE SOUTH-SEA ACT, &c.

On the sixth day of May, the king, going to the house

of peers, gave the parliament to understand that the

fleet under sir George Byng, which had sailed to the

Baltic to observe the motions of the Swedes, was safely

arrived in the Sound. He said he had given orders for

the immediate reduction of ten thousand soldiers, as

well as directions to prepare an .act of indemnity. He
desired they would take proper measures for reducing

the public debts with a just regard to parliamentary

credit; and that they would go through the public busi-

ness with all possible despatch and unanimity. Some
progress had already been made in deliberations upon

the debt of the nation, which was comprehended under

the two heads of redeemable and irredeemable incum-

brances. The first had been conti-acted with a redeem-

able interest; and these the public had a right to dis-

charge: the others consisted of long and short annuities

granted for a greater or less number of j'ears, which

could not be altered without the consent of the proprie-

tors. Mr. Robert Walpole had projected a scheme for

lessening the interest and paying the capital of those

debts, before he resigned his place in the exchequer.

He proposed, in the house of commons, to reduce the

interest of redeemable funds, and offer an alternative to

the proprietors of annuities. His plan was approved;

but, when he resigned his places, the ministers made
some small alterations in it, which furnished him with

a pretence for opposing the execution of the scheme.

In the course of the debate, some warm altercation

passed between him and Mr. Stanhope, by which it ap-

peared they had made a practice of selling places and
reversions. Mr. Hungerford, standing up, said he was
soiTy to see two such great men running foul of one

another; that, however, they ought to be looked upon

as patriots .and fathers of their country; and since they

had by mischance discovered their nakedness, the other

members ought, according to the custom of the East,

to turn their backs upon them, that they might not be

seen in such a shameful condition. Mr. Boscawen
moved that the house would lay their commands upon

them, that no further notice should be taken of what
had passed. Ho was seconded by Mr. Methuen: tha

house approved of the motion ; and the speaker took their

word and honour that they should not prosecute their

resentment. The money corporations having agreed

to provide cash for such creditors as should be willing

to receive their principal, the house came to certain

resolutions, on which were founded the three bills that

passed into laws, under the names of " The South-
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Sea act, the Bank act, and the General Fund act."

The orif;:n.il stock of the South-Sea comp.iny did not

exceed nine millions four hundred and seventy-one thou-

sand three hundred and twenty-five pounds; hut the

funds pranted being sutficieut to answer the interest of

ten millions at six per cent., the comp.-iny made up that

sum to the government, for which they received six

hundred thousand pounds yearly, and eight thousand

pounds a-year for management. 15y this act they de-

clared themselves willing to receive five hundred thou-

sand pounds, and the eight thousand for management.

It was enacted, that the company should continue a cor-

poration until the redemption of their annuity, towards

which not less than a million should he paid at a time.

They were likewise required to advance a sum not ex-

ceeding two millions, towards discharging the principal

nnd interest due on the four lottei-y funds of the ninth

and tenth years of queen Anne. By the Bank act the

governors and company declared themselves willing to

accept an annuity of eighty-eight thousand seven Iiun-

dred and fifty-one pounds, seven shillings and tcnpeuce

halfpenny, or the principal of one million seven hundred

and seventy-five thousand and twenty-seven pounds,

seventeen shillings and tenpence halfpenny, in lieu of

the present annuity, amounting to one hundred and six

thousand five hundred and one pounds, thirteen shil-

lings and fivepence. They also declared themselves

willing to discharge, and deliver up to he cancelled, as

many exchequer-hills as amounted to two millions, and

to accept of an annuity of one hundred thousand pounds,

heing after the rate of five per cent, redeemable after

one year's notice; to circulate the remaining exchequer-

bills at three per cent, and one penny per day. It was
enacted, that the former allowances should be continued

to Christmas, and then the bank should have for circu-

lating the two millions five hundred and sixty-one thou-

sand and twenty-five pounds remaining exchequer-bills,

an annuity of seventj'-six thousand eight hundred and
thirty pounds, fifteen shillings, at the rate of three

pounds per cent, till redeemed, over and above tlie oue

penny a-day for interest. By the same acts the bank
was requii-ed to advance a sum not exceeding two mil-

lions five hundred thousand pounds, towards discharging

the national debt, if wanted, on condition that tliey

should have five pounds per cent, for as much as they
might advance, redeemable by parliament. The Gen-
eral Fund act recited several acts of parliament, for

establishing the four lotteries in the ninth and tcntli

years of the late queen, and stated the annital produce
of the several funds, amounting in all to seven hundred
and twenty-four thousand eight hundred and fortj'-ninc

ponnds, six shillings and tenpence one-fifth. Tliis was
the General Fund; the deficiency of which was to be made
good annually out of the first aids granted by parlia-

ment. For the regular payment of all such annuities
as should be made pij'able by this .act, it was enacted,
that all the duties and revenues mentioned therein should
continue for ever, with the proviso, however, that the
revenues rendered by this act perpetual should be subject
to redemption. This act contained a clause by which
the sinking fund was established. The reduction of in-

terest to five per cent, producing a surplus or excess
upon the appropriated funds, it was enacted, that all

the monies arisiug from time to time, as well for the
surplus, by virtue of the acts for redeeming the funds
of the bank and of the South-Sea Company, as also for
the surplus of the duties and revenues by tliis act appro-
priated to make good the general fund, should be appro-
priated and employed for the discharging the principal
and interest of such national debt as was incun-cd before
the twenty-fifth of December of the preceding year, in
Euch a manner as should be directed and appointed by

!

any future act of parliament, to be discliarged out of the
Bame, and for no other use, intent, or purpose whatsoever.

'

TRIAL OF THE EARL OF OXFORD.

Tli6 carl of Oxford, who had now remained almost

,

two years a prisoner in the Tower, presented a petition

to the house of lords, praying that liis imprisonment

might not be indefinite. Some of the tory lords aflirmed

that the impeachment was destroyed and determined

by the prorogation of parliament, wliich superseded the

w'hole proceedings; but the contrary was voted by a

considerable majority. The thirteenth day of June was
fixed for the tri.il; and the house of commons made
acquainted with this determination. The commons ap-

pointed a committee to inquire into the state of the

earl's impeachment; and, in consequence of their report,

sent a message to the lords demanding longer time to

prepare for trial. Accordingly the day was prolonged

to the tv.-enty-fourth of June; and the commons ap-

pointed the committee, with four other members, to be
managers for making good the articles of impeachment.
At the appointed time the peers repaired to the court in

Westminster-hall, where lord Cowper presided as lord

steward. The commons were assembled as a committee
of the whole house; the king, the rest of the royal

family, and the foreign ministers, assisted at the solem-

nity; the earl of Oxford was brought from the Tower;
the articles of impeachment were read, with his answers,

and the replication of the commons. Sir Joseph Jekyll

standing up to make good the first article, lord Har-
court signified to their lordships that he had a motion
to make, and they adjourned to their own house. There
he represented that a great deal of time would be un-
necessarily consumed in going through all the articles

of the impeachment; that if the commons would make
good the two articles for liigh treason, the earl of Ox-
ford would forfeit botli life and estate, and there would
be an end of the matter; whereas to proceed on the

method proposed by the commons, would draw the trial

on to a prodigious length. He therefore moved that

the commons might not be permitted to proceed until

judgment should be first given upon the articles of high
treason. He was supported by the earls of Anglesea
and Nottingham, the lord Trevor, and a considerable

number of both parties; and though opposed by the

earl of Sunderland, the lords Coningsby and Parker,

the motion was carried in the affirmative. It produced

a dispute between the two houses. The commons, at a

conference, delivered a paper containing their reasons

for asserting it as their undoubted right to impeach a

peer either for treason, or for high crimes and misde-

mc.inors; or, should they see occasion, to mix both in

the same accusation. The house of lords insisted on
their former resolution; and, in another conference, de-

livered a paper wherein they asserted it to be a right

inherent in every court of justice, to order and direct

such methods of proceeding as it should think fit to be
o1)served in all causes that fell under its cognizance.

The commons demanded a free conference, which was
refused. The dispute grew more and more warm. The
lords sent a message to the lower house, importing that

thej' intended presently to proceed on the trial of the

earl of Oxford. The commons paid no regard to this

intimation; but adjourned to the third day of July.

The lords, repairing to A\'estminster-hall, took their

places, ordered the earl to be brought to the bar, and
made proclamation for his accusers to appear. Having
waited a quarter of an hour, they adjourned to their

own house, where, after some debate, the earl was ac-

quitted upon a division; then returning to the hall,

they voted that he should be set at liberty. Oxford
owed his safety to the dissensions among the ministers,

and to the late change in the administration. In con-

sequence of this, he was delivered from the persecution

of Walpole; and numbered among his friends the dukes
of Devonshire and Argyle, the earls of Nottingham and
Hay, and lord Townshcnd. The commons, in order to

ex])ress their sense of his demerit, presented an address

to the king, desiring he might he excepted ont of the

intended act of grace. Tlie king promised to comply
with their request; anl in the meantime forbade the

earl to appear at court. On the fifteenth day of July,

the earl of Sunderland delivered in the house of peers
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tlio act of grace, which passcci throujih both houses

with great expedition. From this induljrencc were ex-

cepted the earl of Oxford, XIr. Prior, Mr. Thomas Harley,

Jlr. Artlmr Moore; Crisp, Node.", O'Bryaii, Itediuarne

the printer, and Thompson; as also the assassinators in

Newgate, and the clan of Macgregor in i?coth>nd. By
virtue of this aet, the earl of t'arnwath, the lords AVid-

rington and Nairn, were innncdiately discharged; toge-

ther with all the gentlemen under sentence of death in

Newgate, and those that were confined on account of

the rebellion in the Fleet, the Marshalsea, and other

prisons of the kingdom. The act of grace being pre-

pared for the royal assent, the king went to the house

of peers on the fifteenth day of July, and having given

his s-inction to all the bills that were ready, closed the

scssiou with a speech on the usual topics.

PEOCEEPINCS IX THE CONVOC.VTTON WITH
KEGAKD TO DK. IIOADLEY.

The proceedings in the convocation turned chiefly

upon two performances of Ur. Hoadley, bishop of Ban-

gor. One was intituled, " .V Preservative against the

Principles and Practices of the Nonjurors;" the other

was a sermon preached before the king, under the title

of " The Nature of the Kingdom of Christ." -\n answer

to this discourse was published by Dr. Snape, master of

Eton college, and this convocation appointed a commit-

tee to examine the bishop's two performances. Tliey

drew up a representation in which the Preservative and

the ijermon were censured, as tending to subvert all

government and di-scipline in the church of Christ; to

reduce his kingdom to a state of anarchy and confusion;

to impugn and impeach the roy.il supremacy in causes

ecclesiastical, and the authority of tlie legislature to

enforce obedience in matters of religion by civil sanc-

tions. The govcninicnt thought proper to put a stop

to these proceedings by a prorogation; wliicli, however,

inflamed the controversy. A great mnnber of pens were

drawn against the bishop, but his chief antagonists

were Ur. Snapc and Dr. ^hcrlock, whom the king re-

moved from the office of his chaplains; and the convo-

cation has not been permitted to eit and do business

since that period.
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DIFFERENCE BET\\T:EN THE KING AND THE
CZAR OF MUSCOVY. 1717.

DUniNG these transactions, the negotiations of the

north were continued against the king of Sweden,
who had penetrated into Nonvay, and advanced towards

Christianstadt, the capital of that kingdom. The czar

had sent five-and-twenty thousand Russians to assist

the allies in the reduction of Wismar, which he intended

to bestow U])on his niece, lately married to the duke of

Mccklonburgh-Schwerin: but before his troops amvcd
the place had surrendered, and the I'.ussiaus were not

admitted into the garrison; a circumstance which iu-

crca.sed the misunderstanding between him and the king
of Great Britain. Nevertheless, he consented to a pro-

ject for m:iking a descent uiwu Schonen, and actually

took upon him the conunand of the allied fleet; though
he was not at all pleased to sec sir John Norris in tho
Baltic, because he had formed designs against Denmark,
which he knew the English squadron would protect. Uo
suddenly desisted from the expedition against i^honen,
on pretence that tho season was too far advanced; and
the king of Denmark published a manifesto, remonstrat-

ing against his conduct on this occasion. By this tirao

baron Gortz had planned a pacification between his mas-
ter and the czar, who was discontented with all his Ger-
man allies, because they opposed his having any footing

in the empire. This monarch arrived at .\mstcrdani in

December, whether he was followed by the czarina; and
ho actually resided at the Hague when king George

passed through it, in returning to his British dominions,

but he declined an interview with the king of England.

When Gyllenburgh's letters were published in London,

some passages seemed to favour the sujiposition of tho

czar's being privy to the conspiracy. His minister at

the English court presented a long memorial, complain-

ing that the king had caused to be ]n-inted the malicious

insinuations of his enemies. He denied his having the

least concern in the design of the Swedish king. Ho
charged tho court of England with h.aving privately

treated of a separate peace with Charles, and even with

having promised to assist him against the czar, on

condition that he would relinquish his pretensions to

Bremen and \'erden. Nevertheless, he expressed an in-

clination to re-establish the ancient good understanding,

and to engage in vigorous measures for prosecuting the

war against the common enemy. The memorial was

answered by the king of Great Britain, who assured the

czar he should have reason to be fully s.itisficd, if ho

would remove the only obstacle to tlieir mutual good

imderstanding; in other words, withdraw the Russian

troops from the empire. Notwithstanding these profes-

sions, the two monarchs were never perfectly reconciled.

THE KING OF SWEDEN IS KILLED.

The czar made an excursion to the court of France,

where he concluded a treaty of frieudsliip with the re-

gent, at whose eaniest desire he promised to recall his

troops from Mecklenburgh. At his return to Amster-

dam, he had a private inteniew with Gortz, who, as

well as Gyllcnburgh, had been set at liberty. Gortz

undertook to adjust all diiferenee between the czar and

the king of Sweden within three months; and Peter en-

gaged to suspend all operations against Sweden until

that term should be expired. A congress was opened at

Abo, between the Swedish and Russian ministers, but

the conferences were aftei-wards removed to Aland. By
this convention, the czar obliged himself to assist Charles

in the conquest of Norway; and they promised to unite

all their forces against the king of Great Britain should

he presume to interpose. Both were incensed against

that prince; and one part of their design was to raise

the pretender to the throne of England. Baron Gortz

set out from Aland for Frederiekstadt in Norway, with

the plan of peace: but, before he arrived, Charles was
killed by a cannon ball from the town, as he visited the

trenches, on the thirtieth of November. Baron Gortz

was immediately arrested, and brought to the scaffold by
the nobles of Sweden, whose hatred he had incurred by
his insolence of behaviour. The death of Charles was
fortunate for king George. Sweden was now obliged to

submit; while the czar, the king of Denmark, and tho

elector of Hanover, kept possession of what they had

acquired in the course of the war.

NEGOTIATION for a QUADRUPLE ALLIANCE.

Thus Bremen .and Verden were secured in the house

of Hanover; an .acquisition towards which the English

nation contributed by her money, as well as by her
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anns; an acquisition made in contradiction to the en-

gagements into which England entered when king

William became guarantee for the treaty of Travcndalil;

an acquisition that may be considered as the first Hnli

of a political chaiu by which the English nation were

dragged back into expensive connexions with the con-

tinent. The king had not yet received the investiture

of the duchies; and, until that should bo procured, it

was necessary to espouse with warmth the interests of

the emperor. This was another soui-ce of misunder-

standing between Great Britain and Spain. Prince Eu-

gene gained another complete victory over a prodigious

army of the Turks at Belgrade, whicli was surrendered

to him after the battle. The emperor had engaged in

this w.ar as an ally of the Venetians, whom the Turks

had attacked and driven from the Morea. The pope con-

sidered it as a religious war against the infidels, and

obtained repeated assurances from the king of Spain that

he would not undertake any thing against the emperor

while he was engaged in such a laudable quarrel. Philip

had even sent a squadron of ships and galleys to the

assistance of the Venetians. In the course of this year,

however, he equipped a strong armament, the command
of which was bestowed on the marquis de Lede, who
sailed from Barcelona in July, and landing at Cagliari

in Sardinia, which belonged to the emperor, made a con-

quest of the whole island. At the same time, the king

of Spain endeavoured to justify these proceedings by a

manifesto, in which he alleged that the archduke, con-

trary to the faith of treaties, encouraged and supported

the rebellion of his subjects in Catalonia, by frequent

succours from Naples and other places; and that the

great inquisitor of Spain had been seized, though fur-

nished with a passport from his holiness. He promised

however to proceed no further, and suspend all opera-

tions, that the powers of Europe might have time and

opportunity to contrive expedients for reconciling all

diiierences, and securing the peace and balance of power

in Italv; nay, he consented that this important aflair

should bo left to the arbitration of king George and the

states-general. These powers undertook the office.

Conferences were begun between the ministers of the

emperor, Fi-ance, England, and Holland; and these pro-

duced, in the course of the following year, the famous
quadruple alliance. In this treaty it was stipulated, that

the emperor should renounce all pretensions to the ci'own

of Spain, and exchange Sardinia for Sicily with the duke
of Savoy; that the succession to the duchies of Tuscany,

Parma, and I'lacentia, which the queen of Spain claimed

by inheiitance as princess of the house of Farnese,

should be settled on her eldest son, in case the present

possessors should die without male issue. Philip, dis-

satisfied with this partition, continued to make formid-

able preparations by sea and land. The king of England
and the regent of France interposed their admonitions to

no purpose. At length his Britannic majesty had re-

course to more substantial arguments, and ordered a
strong squadron to he equipped with all possible expe-
dition. [See note t H, at tite end of this Vol.]

PROCEEDINGS IN PARLIAMENT.

On the third day of November, the princess of Wales
was delivered of a prince, the ceremony of whose bap-
tism was productive of a dilTerence between the grand-
father and the father. The prince of Wales intended
that his uncle, the duke of York, should stand godfather.

The kiug ordered the duke of Newcastle to stand for

himself. After the ceremony, the prince expressed his

resentment against this noblem.an in very warm terms.

The king ordered the prince to confine himself within
his own apartment; and afterwards signified his plea-

sure that he should quit the p.al,ace of St. James'. He
retired with the princess to a house belonging to the
carl of Grantham; but the children were detained at the
palace. All peers and peeresses, and all privy-counsel-
lors and their wives, were given to undcr.-stand, that in

anaa they visited the prince and princess they should

have no access to his majesty's presence; and all who
enjoyed posts and places under both king and prince,

were obliged to quit the service of one or other at their

option. ^Vhen the parliament met on the twenty-first

day of November, the king, in his speech, told both

houses that he had reduced the army to very near one

half, since the beginning of the last session : he expressed

his desire that all those who were friends to the present

happy establishment, might imanimously concur in some
proper method for the greater strengthening the protes-

tant interest, of which, as the church of England was
unquestionably the main support and bulwark, so would
she reap the principal benefit of ever}- advantage accru-

ing from the union and mutual charity of all protestants.

After the addresses of thanks, which were couched in

the usual style, the commons proceeded to take into

consideration the estimates and accounts, in order to set-

tle the establishment of the army, navy, and ordnance.

Ten thousand men were voted for the sea service. When
the supply for the army fell under deliberation, a very
warm debate ensued upon the number of troops neces-

sary to be maintained. Sir AVilliam Wyndham, Mr.
Shippen, and Mr. Walpole, in a long elaborate harangue,
insisted upon its being reduced to twelve thousand.

They were answered by Mr. Craggs, secretary at war,
and sir David Dalrymple. Mr. Shippen, in the course of

the debate, said the second paragraph of the king's speech
seemed rather to he calculated for the meridian of Ger
many than for Great Britain; and it was a great misfor-

tune that the king was a stranger to our language and
constitution. Mr. Lechmere affirmed this was a scan-

dalous invective against the king's person and govern-
ment; and moved that he who uttered it should be seut

to the Tower. Mr. Shippen, refusing to retract or excuse
what he had said, was voted to the Tower by a great

majority; and the number of standing forces was fixed

at sixteen thousand three hundred and forty-seven efl'ec-

tive men.
On account of the great scarcity of silver coin, occa-

sioned by the exportation of silver and the importation

of gold, a motion was made to put a stop to this growing
evil, by lowering the value of gold specie. The com-
mons examined a representation which had been made
to the treasury by sir Isaac Newton, master of the mint,

on this subject. Mr. Caswel explained the nature of a
clandestine trade carried on by the Dutch and Ham-
burghers, in concert with the Jews of England and
other traders, for exporting the silver coin and importing
gold, which being coined at the mint yielded a profit of

fifteen pence upon every guinea. The house, in an ad-

dress to the king, desired that a proclamation might be

issued, forbidding all persons to utter or receive guineas
at a higher rate thiin one-and-tweuty shillings each.

His majesty complied with that request: but people

hoarding up their silver in hopes that the price of it

would be raised, or in apprehension that the gold would
be lowered still farther, tlie two houses resolved that

the standard of the gold and silver coins of the kingdom
should not be altered in fineness, weight, or denomina-
tion, and they ordered a bill to be brought in to prevent

the melting down of the silver coin. At this period,

one James Shepherd, a youth of eighteen, apprentice to

a coachmaker, and an enthusiast in jacobitism, sent a

letter to a nonjuring clergyman, proposing a scheme for

assassinating king George. He was immediately appre-

hended, owned the design, was tried, condemned, and
executed at Tyburn. This was likewise the fate of the

mai-quis de Palleotti, an Italian nobleman, brother to

the duchess of Shrewsbury. He had, in a transport of

passion, killed his own sen-ant; and seemed indeed to

be disordered in his brain. After he had received sen-

tence of death, the king's pardon was earnestly solicited

by his sister the duchess, and many other persons of

the first distinction; but the common people became so

clamorous, that it was thought dangerous to rescue him
from the penalties of the law, wliich he accordingly un-
derwent in the most ignominious manner. No subject

produced so much heat and altercation in parliament
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during this session, as did the bill for rcgnl.-iting the

lanil-force?, and punishing mutiny and desertion: a bill

which was looked upon as an encroachment upon the

liberties and constitution of England, inasmucli as it

establi.shed martial law, which wrested from the civil

magistrate tho cognizance of crimes and misdemeanors

committed by the soldiers and oflicers of the army; a

jurisdiction inconsistent with the genius and disposition

of the people. The dangers that might accrue from such

a power were explained in tho lower house by Mr. Hut-

chinson, Mr. Harley, and Sir. Robert Walpolo, which

last, however, voted afterwards for the bill. In tho

house of lords, it was strenuously opposed by tho enrls

of O.xfortl, Strafford, and lord Harcourt. Their objec-

tions were answered by lord Carteret. The bill passed

by a great m.ijority; but divers lords entered a protest.

This affair being discussed, a bill was brought in for

vesting in trustees the forfeited estates in Brit.ain and

Ireland, to be sold for the use of the public; for giving

relief to lawful creditors by determining tho claims, and

for the more effectual bringing into the respective ex-

chequers the rents and profits of the estates till sold.

The time of claiming was prolonged; the sum of twenty

thousand pounds was reserved out of the sale of the

est.ates in Scotland, for erecting schools; .and eight thou-

sand pounds for building barracks in that kingdom.

The king having signified, by a message to the house

of commons, that he had lately received such informa-

tion from abroad, as gave reason to believe that a naval

force employed where it should be necessary, would

give weight to his endeavours; he therefore thought 1

fit to acquaint the house with this circumstance, not

doubting but that in case he should be obliged, at this

critical juncture, to exceed the number of men granted
1

this year for the sea-ser\-ice, the house would provide

for such exceeding. Tho commons immediately drew

up and presented an address, assuring his majesty that

they would make good such exceedings of seamen as he

should find necessary to preserve the tranquillity of Eu-

rope. On the twenty-first day of March, the king went

to the house of peers, and having passed the bills that

were ready for the royal assent, ordered the parliament

to be prorogued.*

NATURE OF THE QUADRUPLE ALLIANCE.
1718.

The king of Spain, by the care and indefatigable

diligence of his prime minister, cardinal Alberoni, equip-

ped a very formidable armament, which, in the begin-

ning of June, set sail from Barcelona towards Italy; but

the destination of it w.as not known. A strong squadron

having been fitted out in England, the marquis de Mon-
teleone, ambassador from Spain, presented a memorial

to the British ministry, importing that so powerful an
armament in time of peace could not but give umbrage
to the king his master, and alter the good intelligence

that subsisted between the two crowns. In answer to

this representation, the ministers declared that the king
intended to send admiral Byng with a powerful squadron

into the Mediterranean, to maintain the neutrality in

Italy. Meanwhile, the negotiations Ixtween the Eng-
lish and French ministers produced the quadruple alli-

ance, by which king George and the regent prescribed

a peace between the emperor, the king of Spain, and the

king of Sicily, and undertook to compel PhUip and the

Savoyard to submit to such conditions as they had con-

certed with his Imperial majesty. These powers were
allowed only three months to consider the articles, and
declare whether they would reject them, or acquiesce in

the partition. Nothing could be more contradictory to

the tme interests of Great Britain than this treaty,

• Earl CowTwr, }^n\ chancellor, resigned the great fecal, which was
at first pat in c/jmmission, Ijnt afterwanis given to lord Parker, a3
high chancellor. The earl of Sunderland was made president of tlie

council, and first commiMsioncr of the treasury. lA>rd Stanhope and
Mr. Craggs were appointed 6ccretarii\s of state Lord Stanhope and
U*rd Cadogan were afterwarda created carls.

which destroyed tho balance in Italy, by throwing such
an accession of power into the himds of tho house of

Austria. It interrupted the commerce with Spain; in-

volved tho kingdom in an immediate war with that mon-
archy; fid gave rise to all the quarrels and disputes

which have arisen between England and Spain in tho
sequel. Tho states-general did not approve of such
violent measures, and for some time kept nloof; but at

length they acceded to the quadruple alliance, which
indeed was no other than a very expensive compliment
to the emperor, who was desirous of adding Sicily to hia

other Italian dominions.

ADMIRAL BYNG SAILS.

Tho king of England had used some endeavours to

compromise tho difference Ijctwcen his Imperial majesty

and the Spanish branch of the house of Bourbon. Lord
Stanhope had been sent to Madrid with a plan of paci-

fication, which being rejected by Philip as partial and
iniquitous, the king determined to support his medi.i-

tion by force of arms. Sir George Byng sailed from

Spithcad on the fourth day of June, with twenty ships

of the line, two fire-ships, two bomb-vessels, and ample

instructions how to act on all emergencies. He arrived

oft' Cape St. Vincent on the thirtieth day of the month,

and despatched his secretary to Cadiz, with a letter to

colonel Stanhope, tlie British minister at JIadrid, desir-

ing him to inform his most catholic majesty of the

admiral's arrival in those parts, and lay before him this

article of his instructions: " You are to make instances

with both parties to cease from using any further acts

of hostility: but incase the Spaniards do still insist,

with their ships of war and forces, to attack the king-

dom of Naples, or other the territories of the emperor in

Italy, or to land in any part of Italy, which can only

be with a design to invade the emperor's dominions,

ag.iinst whom only they have declared war by invading

Sardinia; or, if they should endeavour to make them-
selves masters of the kingdom of Sicily, which must bo

with a design to invade the kingdom of Naples; in

which case you are, with all your power, to hinder and
obstruct the same. If it should so happen that at your

anivol with our fleet under your command, in the

Mediteri'anean, the Spaniards should already have

landed any troops in Italy in order to invade the em-
peror's territories, you shall endeavour amicably to dis-

suade them from persevering in such an attempt, and

offer them your assistance to help them to withdraw

their troops, and put an end to all further acts of hostil-

ity. But in case these your friendly endeavours should

prove ineffectual, you shall, by keeping company with,

or intercepting their ships or convoy; or if it be neces-

sary, by openly opposing them, defend the emperor's

territories from any further attempt." A\Tien cardinal

Alberoni perused these instructions, he told colonel

Stanhope, with some warmth, that his master would
run all hazards, and even sufler himself to be driven

out of Spain, rather than recall his troops, or consent

to a suspension of arms. He said the Spaniards were
not to be frightened; and he was so well convinced that

the fleet would do their duty, that in case of their being
attacked by Admiral Byng, he should he in no pain for

the success. Mr. Stanhope presenting him with a list

of tho British squadron, he threw it upon the ground
with great emotion. Ue promised, however, to laj- thu

admiral's letter before the king, and to let the envoy
know his majesty's resolution. Such an interposition

could not but be very provoking to the Sjianish minister,

who had laid his account with the conquest of Sicily,

and for that purjiose prepared an armament which was
altogether surprising, considering the late shattered

condition of the Spanish affairs. But he seems to have
put too much confidence in the strength of the Spanish

fleet. In a few d.ays he sent back the admiral's letter

to Mr. Stanhope, with a note under it, importing that

the chevalier Byng might execute the orders he had
received from the king his master.
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HE DESTROYS TUE SPANISH FLEET.

The admiral, iu pnssing by Gibraltar, was joined by

vice-admiral Cornwall with two ships. He proceeded to

Minorca, where he relieved the garrison of Tort-Mahon.

Then he sailed for Naples, where be arrived on the first

day of August, and was received as a deliverer; for the

Neapolitans had been under the utmost terror of an in-

vasion from the Spaniards. Sir George BjTig received

intelligence from the viceroy, count Daun, who treated

Lim with the most distinguishing marks of respect, that

the Spanish ai-my, amounting to thirty thousand men,

commanded by the marquis de Lede, had landed in

Sicily, reduced Palermo and Messina, and were then

employed in the siege of the citadel belonging to this

last city; that the Piedmontesc ganison would be

obliged to surrender if not speedily relieved; that an

alliance was upon the carpet between the emperor and

the king of Sicily, which last had desired the assistance

of the Imperial troops, and agreed to receive them into

the citadel of Messina. The admiral immediately re-

solved to sail thither, and took under his convoy a rein-

forcement of two thousand Germans for the citadel, un-

der the command of general Wetzel. He forthwith

sailed from Naples, and on the ninth day of August was

in sight of the Faro of Messina. He despatched his own
captain with a polite message to the marquis de Lede,

proposing a cessation of arms in Sieily for two months,

that the powers of Europe might have tiuie to concert

measures for restoring a lasting peace ; and declaring,

that should this proposal be rejected, he would, iu pur-

suance of his instructions, use all his force to prevent

further attempts to disturb the dominions his master

had engaged to defend. The Spanish general answered,

that he had no powers to treat, and consequently could

not agree to an annistice, but should obey his orders,

which directed him to reduce SicUy for his master the

king of Spain. The Spanish fleet had sailed from the

harbour of Messina on the day before the English squa-

dron appeared. Admiral Byng supposed they had retired

to Malta, and directed his course towards ilessina, in

order to encourage and support the garrison in the cita-

del. But in doubling the point of Faro, he descried two
Spanish scouts, and learned from the people of a felucca

from the Calabrian shore, that they had seen from the

hills the Spanish fleet lying to in order of battle. The
admiral iunnediately detached the German troops to

Keggio, under the convoy of two ships of war. Then
he stood through the Faro after the Spanish scouts that

led him to their main fleet, which before noon he descried

in line of battle, amounting to seven-and-twenty sail

large and small, besides two fire-ships, four bomb-ves-
sels, and seven galleys. They were connnanded in

chief by don Antonio de Castanita, under whom were
the four rear-admirals Chacon, Mari, Guevara, and Cam-
mock. At sight of the English squadron the)- stood

away large, and Byng gave chase all the rest of the day.

In the morning, which was the eleventh of August,
rear-admiral de Mali, with six ships of war, the galleys,

fire-ships, and bomb-ketches, separated from the main
fleet, and stood in for the Sicilian shore. The English
admiral detached captain Walton with five ships in pur-
suit of them; and they were soon engaged. He himself
continued to chase their main fleet ; and about ten o'clock
the battle began. The Spaniards seemed to be distracted
in their councils, and acted in confusion. They made
a running fight; yet the admirals behaved with courage
and activity, in spite of which they were all taken, ex-
cept Cannnock, who made his escape with three ships
of war and three frigates. In this engagement, which
happened ofif Cape Passaro, captain Haddock of the
Grafton signalized his courage in an extraordinary man-
ner. On the eighteenth the admiral received a letter*

from captain AValton, dated oft" Syracuse, intimating

• This letter is justly deemed a curious specimen of the laconic
Etylo. " Sir,— We have taken and destroyed all the Spanish ships and
v^sela which teere upon the coast; the number as per margiu. I r.m, A-r

G. WALTOS."

that he had taken four Spanish ships of war, together

with a bomb-ketch, and a vessel laden with arms: and

that he had burned four ships of the line, a fire-ship,

and a bomb vessel. Had the Spaniards followed the

advice of rear-admiral Cammock, who was a native of

Ireland, sir George Byng would not have obtained such

an easy victory. That oflicer proposed that they should

remain at anchor in the road of Paradise, with their

broadsides to the sea; in which case the English admi-

ral would have found it a very difficult task to attack

them; for the coast is so bold, that the largest ships

could ride with a cable ashore; whereas farther out the

currents are so various and rapid, that the English squa-

dron could not have come to anchor, or lie near them
in order of battle; besides the Spaniards might have

been reinforced from the anny on shore, which would
have raised batteries to annoy the assailants. Before

king George had received an account of this engage-

ment from the admiral, he wrote him a letter with his

own hand, approving his conduct. When sir George's

eldest son arrived in England with a circumstantial

account of the action, he was gi-acionsly received, and
sent back with plenipotentiary powers to his father,

that he might negotiate with the several princes and
states of Italy, as he should see occasion. The son like-

wise carried the king's royal grant to the ofiicers and
seamen, of all the prizes they had taken from the Span-

iards. Notwithstanding this victory, the Spanish army
canied on the siege of the citadel of Messina with such
vigour, that the governor suiTcndered the place by
capitulation on the twent)'-ninth day of September. A
treaty was now concluded at Vienna between the em-
peror and the duke of Savoy. They agreed to form an
army for the conquest of Sardinia in behalf of the duke;

and iu the meantime this prince engaged to evacuate

Sicily; but until his troops could be conveyed from that

island, he consented that they should co-operate with

the Germans against the common enemy. Admiral
Byng continued to assist the Imperialists in Sicily dur-

ing the licst part of the winter, by scouring the seas of

the Spaniards, and keeping the communication open

between the German forces and the Calabrian shoi-e,

from whence they were supplied with provisions. He
acted in this service with equal conduct, courage, resol-

ution, and activity. He confen-ed with the viceroy of

Naples and the other Imperial generals, about the oper-

ations of the ensuing campaign, and count Hamilton
was despatched to Vienna to lay before the emperor the

result of their deliberations; then the admiral set sail

for ilahon, where the ships might be refitted and put

in a condition to take the sea in the spiing.

EEMONSTKANCES of tue SPANISH JIINISTRY.

The destruction of the Spanish fleet was a subject

that employed the deliberations and conjectures of all

the politicians in Europe. Spain exclaimed against the

conduct of England, as inconsistent with the rules of

good faith, for the observation of which she had always

been so famous. The marquis de Monteleone wrote a

letter to Mr. sccrctaiy Craggs, in which he expostulated

with him upon such an unprecedented outrage. Cardinal

Alberoni, in a letter to that minister, inveighed against

it as a base unworthy action. He said the neutrality of

Italy was a weak pretence, since every body knew that

neutrality had long been at an end; and that the prince's

guarantees of the treaty of Utrecht were entirely dis-

charged from their engagements, not only by the scan-

dalous infringements committed by the Austrians in the

evacuation of Catalonia and Majorca; but also because

the guarantee was no longer binding than till a peace was

concluded with France. He taxed the British ministry

with having revived and supported this neutrality, not

by an amicable mediation, but by open violence, and art-

fully abusing the confidence andsecurityof the Spani.irds.

This was the language of disappointed ambition. Never-

theless it must be owned that the conduct of England, on

this occasion, was inegular, p.artial, and precipitate
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Tho parliament meeting on the eleventh Jay of No-

vember, the kinc; in his speech declared that the court

of Spain had rejected all his amicable proposals, and

broke thronsh their most solemn engagements for tho

Bccuritv of the Uritish commerce. To vindicate, there-

fore, the faith of his former treaties, as well as to main-

tain those he had lately made, and to protect and defend

the trade of his subjects, which had in every branch

been violently and unjustly oppressed, it became ncccs-

Eary for his naval forces to check their progress; that

notwithstanding the success of his arms, that court had

lately given orders at all the ports of Spain and of the

West Indies to fit out privateers against tho English.

lie said ho was persuaded that a British parliament

ivould enable him to resent such treatment; and he as-

sured them that his good brother, the regent of France,

was ready to concur with him in the most vigorous

measures. A strong opposition was made in both houses

to the motion for an address of thanks and congratula-

tion projiosed by lord Carteret. Several peers observed

that such an address was, in effect, to approve a sea-

figbt, which might be attended with dangerons consc-

qnenccs, and to give the sanction of that august assem-

bly to measures which, upon examination, might appear

either to cl.-\sh with the law of nations or former treaties,

or to be prejudicial to the trade of Great Britain; that

they ought to proceed with the utmost caution and

maturest deliberation, in an .iffair wherein the honour

as well as the interest of the nation were so highly coii-

ccmed. Lord Strafford moved for an address, that sir

George BjTig's instructions might be laid before the

house. Earl Stanhope replied, that there was no occa-

sion for such an address, since by his majest}-'s command
he had already laid before the house the treaties of

which the late sea-fight was a consequence; particularly

the treaty for a defensive alliance between the emperor

and his majesty, concluded at AVestminster on the

twenty-fifth day of May, in the year one thousand seven

hundred and sixteen; and the treaty of alliance for

restoring and settling the public peace, signed at Lon-
don on the twenty-second day of July. He aflirmed

that the court of Spain had violated the treaty of Ut-

recht, and acted against the public faith in attacking

the emperor's dominions, while he was engaged in a

war against the enemies of Christendom; that they had
rejected his majesty's friendly offices and ofi'ers for me-
diating an accommodation. IIo explained the cause of

his own journey to Spain, and his negotiations at Ma-
drid. He added, it was high time to check the growth
of the naval power of Spain, in order to protect and
secure the trade of the British subjects which had been
violently oppressed by the Spaniards. After a long de-

bate, the motion was carried by a considerable majority.

The same subject excited disputes of the same nature
in the house of commons, where lord Hinchinbroke
moved that, in their address of thanks, they should de-

clare their entire Mtisfaction in those measures which
the king had already taken for strengthening the pro-

testant succession, and establishing a lasting tranquil-

lity in Europe. The members in the opposition urged
that it was unparliaraentfiry and unpreceJented, on the

first day of the session, to enter upon particulars; that

the business in question was of the highest importance,

and deserved the most mature deliberation; that, before

they approved the measures which had been taken, they

ought to examine the reasons on which those measures
were founded. Mr. Robert Walpolc affirmed that the

giving sanction, in the manner proposed, to the late

measures, could have no other view than that of screen-

ing ministers, who were conscious of having begun a

war against Spain, and now wanted to make it the par-

ILtmcnt's war. He obser^'cd, that instead of an entire

satisfaction, they ought to express their entire di.ssatis-

faction with such conduct as was contrary to the law
of nations, and a breach of the most solemn treaties.

Mr. secretary Craggs, in a long speech, cxplaine<l the

nature of the quadruple alliance, and justified all the

measures which had been taken. The address, as moTtd
Tot, n.

'

by lord Hinchinbroke, was at length carried, and pre-

sented to his majesty. Then the commons proceeded
to consider tho supply. They voted thirteen thousand
five hundred Siiilors; and twelve thousand four hundred
and thirty-five men for the land service. The wliolo

estimate amounted to two millions two hundred and
fifty-seven thousand five hundred eighty-one pounds,
nineteen shillings. The money was raised by a land-
tax, malt-tax, and lottery.

ACT FOB STRENGTHENING the PROTESTANT
INTEREST.

On the thirteenth day of December, carl Stanhope
declared, in the house of lords, that in order to unito

the hearts of the well affected to the present establish-

ment, he had a bill to offer under the title of " An act

for strengthening the protestant interest in these king-

doms." It was accordingly read, and appeared to be a

bill repealing the acts against occasional conformity,

the growth of schism, and some clauses in the corpora-

tion and test acts. This had been concerted by the

ministry in private meetings with the most eminent

dissenters. The tory lords were astonished at this

motion, for which they were altogether unprepared.

Nevertheless they were strenuous in their opposition.

They alleged that the bill, instead of strengthening,

would certainly weaken the church of England, by
plucking off her best feathers, investing her enemies

witli power, and sharing with churchmen the civil and
military employments of which they were then wholly

possessed. Earl Cowper declared himself against that

part of the hill by which some clauses of tlic test and

corporation acts were repealed; because he looked upon
those acts as the main bulwark of our excellent consti-

tution in church and state, which ought to be inviolably

preserved. The earl of Hay opposed the bill, because,

in his opinion, it infringed the pacta comrnla of tho

treaty of union, by which the bonds both of the church

of England and of the church of Scotland were fixed

and settled; and he was apprehensive, if the articles of

the union were broke with respect to one church, it

might afterwards be a precedent to break them with

respect to the other. The archbishop of Canterbury

said the acts which by this bill would be repealed, were

the main bulwark and supporters of the English church;

he expressed all imaginable tenderness for wcU-meaiiing

conscientious dissenters; but he could not forbear say-

ing, some among that sect made a wrong use of the

favour and indulgence shown to them at the revolution,

though they had the least share in that happy event;

it was therefore thought necessary for the legislature

to interpose, and put a stop to the scandalous practice

of occasional conformity. He added, that it would bo

needless to repeal the act against schism, since no ad-

vantage had been taken of it to the prejudice of the

dissenters. Dr. Hoadley, bishop of Bangor, endeavoured

to prove that the occasional and schism acts were in

effect persecuting laws; and that by adjnitting the prin-

ciple of self-defence and self-prcseiTation in matters of

religion, all the persecutions maintained by the heathens

against the professors of Christianity, and even the pop-

ish inquisition, might be justified. With respect to the

power of which many clergymen appeared so fond and
so zealous, he owned the desire of power and riches was
natural to all men; but that he had learned both from

reason and from the gospel, that this desire must bo

kept within due hounds, and not intrench upon the rights

and liberties of tlieir fellow-creatures and coimtrymen.

After a long debate, the house agreed to leave out some
clauses concerning the test and corporation acts: then

the hill was committed, and afterwards passed In tho

lower house it met with violent opposition, in spite of

which it was carried by the majority.

WAR DECLARED AGAINST SPAIN.

The king on the seveuteeuth day of December, sent

2E
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a message to tlie commons, importing that all his ea-

deavoui"s to procure redicss for the injuries done to his

subjects by the king of Spain haWng proved ineffectual,

lie had found it necessary to declare war against that

monarch. 'Wlien a motion was made for an address, to

assure the king they would cheerfully support him in

the prosecution of the war, Mr. Shippen and some other

members .s-iid, they did not see the necessity of involv-

ing the nation in a war on account of some grievances

of which the merchants complained, as these might be

amic;ibly redressed. Mr. Stanhope assured the house

that he had presented five-and-twenty memorials to the

ministry of Spain on that subject without success. Jlr.

Methuen accounted for the dilatory proceeds of the

Spanish court in commercial affairs, by explaining the

great variety of regulations in the several provinces

and ports of that kingdom. It was suggested that the

ministry paid very little regard to the trade and interest

of the nation, inasmuch as it appeared by the answer

from the secretary of state to the letter of the marquis

de Monteleone, that they would have overlooked the

violation of tho treaties of commerce, provided Spain

had accepted the conditions stipulated in the quadruple

alliance; for it was there expressly said, that his majesty

the king of Great Britain did not seek to aggrandize

himself by any new acquisitions, but was rather inchned

to sacrifice something of his own to procure the general

quiet and tnmquillity of Europe. A member observed,

that nobody could tell how far that sacrifice would
have extended, but ceitainly it was a very uncommon
stretch of condescension. This sacrifice was said to be

the cession of Gibraltar and Port Mahon, which the

regent of France had offered to the king of Spain,

provided he would accede to the quadruple alliance.

Horatio Walpole observed, that the disposition of Sicily

in favour of the emperor was an infraction of the treaty

of Utrecht; and his brother exclaimed against the in-

justice of attacking the Spanish fleet before a declara-

tion of war. Notwithstanding all these arguments and
objections, the majority agreed to the address; and such
another was can-ied in the upper house without a divi-

sion. The declaration of war against Spain was pub-
lished with the usual solemnities; but this war was not

a favourite of the people, and therefore did not produce
those acclamations that were usual on such occasions.

CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE REGENT OF
FRANCE.

Meanwhile cardinal Alberoni employed all his in-

trigues, power, and industry, for the gratification of his

revenge. He caused new ships to be built, the sea ports

to be put in a posture of defence, succours to be sent to

Sicily, and the proper measures to he taken for the
security of Sardinia. He, by means of the prince de
Cellamare, the Spanish ambassador at Paris, cab;illed

with the malcontents of that kingdom, who were num-
erous and powerful. A scheme was actually formed for

seizing the regent, and securing the person of the king.
The duke of Orleans owed the first intimation of this

plot to king George, who gave him to understand that
a conspiracy was formed against his person and govern-
ment. The regeut immediately took measures for

watching the conduct of all suspected persons; but the
whole intrigue was discovered by accident. The prince
de Cellamare intrusted his despatches to the abbe Por-
tocarrero, and to a son of the marquis de Jlontelcone.
These emissaries set out from Paris in a post-chaise,
and wero overturned. The postillion overheard Por-
tocarrero say, he would not have lost his portmanteau
for a hundred thousand pistoles. The man, at his return
to Paris, gave notice to the government of what he had
observed. The Spaniards, being pursued, were over-
taken and seized at Pnictiers, with the portmanteau, in
which the regent found two letters that made him ac-
quainted with the particulars of the conspiracy. The
prince de Cellamare was immediately conducted to the
frontiers; the duke of Meiine, the marquis de Pompadore,

the cardinal de Polignac, and many other persons of

distinction, were committed to different prisons. The
regent declared war against .Spain on the twenty-ninth

day of December; and an army of six-and-thirty thou-

sand men began its march towards thst kingdom in

January, under tho command of the duke of Berwick.

INTENDED INVASION BY ORMOND.

Cardinal Alberoni had likewise formed a scheme iu

favour of the pretender. The duke of Ormond repairing

to Madrid, held conferences with his eminence; and
measures were concerted for exciting another insurrec-

tion in Great Britain. The chevalier de St. George
quitted Urbino by stealth; and embarking at Netteno,

landed at Cagliari in March. From thence he took his

passage to Roses in Catalonia, and proceeded to Madrid,
where he was received with great cordiality, and treated

as king of Great Britain. An armament had been equip-
ped of ten ships of war and transports, having on hoard
six thousand regular troops, with arms for twelve thou-
sand men. The command of this fleet was bestowed on
the duke of Ormond, with the title of captain-general of

his most catholic majesty. He was provided with de-
clarations in the name of that king, importing, that for

many good reasons he had sent part of his land and sea
forces into England and Scotland, to act as auxiliaiies to

king James. His Britannic majesty, having received
from the regent of France timely notice of this intended
invasion, oflered, by proclamations, rewards to those that
should apprehend the duke of Ormond, or any gentle-

man embarked in that expedition. Troops were ordered
to assemble in the north, .and in the west of England:
two thonsand men were demanded of the states-general:

a strong squadron was equipped to oppose the Spanish
armament; and the duke of Orleans made a proffer to

king George of twenty battalions for his service.

THREE HUNDRED SPANIARDS LAND AND
ARE TAKEN IN SCOTLAND.

His majesty having communicated to both houses of

parliament the repeated advices he had received touch-

ing this projected descent, they promised to support

him against all his enemies. They desired he would
augment his forces by sea and land, and assured him
they would make good the extraordinarT,* expense. Two
thousand men were landed from Holland, and six batta-

lions of Imperialists from the Austrian Netherlands.

The duke of Ormond sailed from Cadiz, and proceeded

as far as Cape FinisteiTC, where his fleet was dispersed

and disabled by a violent storm, which entirely defeated

the purposed expedition. Two frigates, however, anived
in Scotland, with the earls Marischal and Seaforth, the

marquis of Tullibardine, some field-oflicers, three hun-

dred Spaniards, and arms for two thousand men. They
were joined by a small body of Highlanders, and pos-

sessed themselves of Donan castle. Against these ad-

venturers general AVightman marched with a body of

regular troops from Inverness. They bad taken pos-

session of the pass at Glenshiel; but, at the approach of

the kings forces, retired to the pass at Strachell, which

they resolved to defend. They were attacked and

driven from one eminence to another till night, when
the Highlanders dispersed; and next day the Spaniards

surrendered themselves prisoners of war. Marischal,

Seaforth, and TuUibardine, with some officers, retired to

one of the western isles, in order to wait an opportunity

of being conveyed to the continent.

ACCOUNT OF THE PEERAGE BILL.

On the last day of February the duko of Somerset

represented, in the house of lords, that the number of

peers being very much increased, especially since tho

union of the two kingdoms, it seemed absolutely neces-

sary to take effectual measures for preventnig the incon-

veniences that might attend the creation of a great
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number of peers to serve a prcent purpose; an expe-

dient which haJ been nctually taken in the late reign.

He therefore moved that a bill should bo brought in to

settle and limit the peerajre, in such a manner that the

number of English peers should not be enlarged beyond

six above tho present number, which, upon failure of

male issue, might be supplied by new creations: that

instead of tho sixteen elective peers from txiotlanJ,

twenty-five should be made hereditary on the part of

that kingdom; and that this number, upon failure of

heirs-male, should be supplied from the other members

of the Scottish peerage. This bill was intended as a

restraint upon the prince of Wales, wlio happened to be

at variance with the present ministry. The motion was
supported by the duke of Argyle, now lord-stew.ard of

the household, tho earls of Sunderland and Carlisle. It

was opposed by the carl of Oxford, who said, that al-

though he expected nothing from the crown, he would

never give his vote for lopping off so valuable a branch

of the prerogative, which enabled the king to reward

merit and virtuous actions. The debate was adjourned

to the second day of March, when e.arl Stanhope delivered

a messijge from the king, intimating, that as they had

under consideration the state of the Uritish peerage, he

had so much at heart the settling it upon such a founda-

tion as might secure tho freedom and constitution of

parli;iments in all future ages, that ho was willing his

prerogative should not stand in the way of so great and

necessary a work. Another violent debate ensued be-

tween the two factions. The question here, as in almost

every other dispute, was not whether the measure pro-

posed was advantageous to the nation? but, whether

the tor)- or the whig interest should predominate in par-

liament ? Earl Cowper affirmed, that the part of the bill

relating to the Scottish peerage, was a manifest viola-

tion of the treaty of union, as well as a flagrant piece of

injustice, as it would deprive persons of their right,

without being heard, and without any pretence or for-

feiture on their part. He observed, that the Scottish

peers excluded from the number of the twenty-five,

would be in a worse condition than any other subjects

in the kingdom; for they would be neither electing nor

elected, neither representing nor represented. These
objections were overruled ; several resolutions were
taken agreeably to the motion, and the judges were or-

dered to prepare and bring in the bill. This measure
alarmed the generality of Scottish peers, as well as many
English commoners, who saw in the bill the avenues of

dignity and title shut up against them ; and they did not

fail to osclaim against it as an encroachment upon the

fundamental maxims of the constitution. Treaties were
written and published on both sides of the question; and
a national clamour began to arise, when earl Stanhope
observed, in the house, that as the bill had raised strange

apprehensions, he thought it advisable to postpone the

further consideration of it till a more proper oppor-

tunity. It was accordingly dropped, and the parliament
prorogued on the eighteenth day of April, on which
occasion his majesty told both houses that the Spanish
king had acknowledged the pretender.

COUXT MERCI ASSUMES THE COMMAND OF
THE IMPERIAL ARMY 1719.

The king having appointed lord.s-jnstices to rule the

kingdom in his absence, embarked in May for Holland,

from whence he proceeded to Hanover, where he con-

cluded a peace with Ulrica, the new queen of Sweden.
By this treaty Sweden yielded for ever to the royal and
electoral house of Brunswick the duchies of Bremen
and Verden, with all their dependencies ; king George
obliged himself to pay a million of rix-doUars to the
queen of Sweden; and to renew, as king of Great Bri-

tain and elector of Hanover, the alliances formerly sub-

sisting between his predecessors and th.at kingdom. He
likewise mediated a peace between Sweden and his

fonncr allies, the Danes, the Prussians, and the Poles.

The ezar, however, refuged to give up his schemes of

conquest. He sent his fleet to tho Sclieuron, or Bates
of Sweden, where his tn>ops landing to the number of
fifteen thousand, committed dreadful outrages : but sir

John Norris, who commanded an English squadron in
those seas, having onlers to support the negotiations,
and oppose any hostilities that might be committed, tho
czar, dreading the fate of the Sp.anish navy, thought
proper to recall his fleet. In the Mediterr.anean, admiral
Byng acted with unwearied vigour in .assisting the Im-
perialists to finish the conquest of Sicily. The court of
Vienna had agreed to send a strong bo<ly of forces to

finish the reduction of that island; and the command in

this expedition was bestowed upon the count do Merci,
with whom sir George Byng conferred at Naples. This
admiral supplied them with ammunition and artillery

from the Spanish prizes. He took the whole reinforce-

ment under his convoy, and saw them safely landed in the

bay of Patti, to the number of three thousand five hun-
dred horse, and ten thousand infantrj'. Count Mcrci
thinking himselfmore than a mntch for the Spanish forces

commanded by the marquis do Lcde, attacked him in a
strong camp at Franca-Villa, and was repulsed with tho

loss of five thousand men, himself being d.angerously

wounded in the action. Here his army must have
perished for want of provisions, had they not been sup-

plied by tho English navy.

ACTmTY OF ADMIRAL BYNG.

Admiral Byng no sooner learned the bad success of

the attack at Franca-Villa, than he embarked two bat-

talions from the garrison of Melazzo, and about a thou-

sand recruits, whom he sent under a convoy through
the Baro to Scheso-bay, in order to reinforce the Im-
perial army. He afterwards assisted at the council ol

war with the German generals, who, in consequence of

his advice, undertook the siege of Messina. Then ha
repaired to Naples, where he proposed to count Gallas,

the new viceroy, tliat the troops destined for the con-

quest of Sardinia should be first landed in Sicily, and
co-operate towards the conquest of that island. The
propos.al was immediately despatched to the court of

Vienna. In the meantime, the admiral returned to

Sicily, and assisted at the siege of Messina. The town
surrendered; the garrison retired into the citadel; and
the remains of the Spanish navy, which had escaped at

Passaro, were now destroyed in the Mole. The emperor
approved of the scheme proposed by the English admir.il,

to whom he wrote a very gracious letter, intimating

that he had despatched orders to the governor of Milan
to detach the troops designed for Sardinia to Vado, in

order to be transported into Italy. The admiral charged

himself with the performance of this ser\ice. Having
furnished the Imperial army before Messina with another

supply of cannon, powder, and shot, upon his own credit,

he set sail for Vado, where he surmounted numberless

difficulties started by the jealousy of count Bonneval,

who was unwilling to sec his troops, destined for Sar-

dinia, now diverted to another expedition, in which he
could not enjoy the chief command. At length admiral

Byng saw the forces embarked, and convoyed them to

Messina, the citadel of which surrendered in a few days
after their arrival. By this time the marquis do Ledo
h.id fortified a strong post at Castro-Giovanne, in the

centre of the island; and cantoned his troops about
Ademo, I'alermo, and Catcnea. The Imperialists could

not pretend to attack him in this situation, nor could

they remain in the neighliourhood of Messina on account
of the scarcity of provisions. *They would, therefore,

have been obliged to quit the island during the winter,

had not the admiral undertaken to transport them by
sea to Trapani, where they could extend themselves in

a plentiful country. He not only executed this enter-

prise, but even supplied them with corn from Tunis, as

the harvests of Sicily had been gathered into the Spanish

magazines. It was the second day of March before tho

last embarkation of the Imperial troops were landed at

Tiapani.
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TOE SPANISH TROOPS EVACUATE SICILY.

The marquis de Lcde immediately retired with his

anny to Alcaino, from whence he sent his marcschal de

camp to count Merci and the English admiral, with

overtures for evacuating Sicily. The proposals were not

disagreeahle to the Germans: hut sir George Byng de-

clared that the Spaniards should not quit the island

while the war continued, as he foresaw that these troops

would he employed against France or England. He
agreed however with count Merci, in proposing that if

the marquis would surrender Palermo and retire into

the middle part of the island, they would consent to an

armistice for six weeks, until the sentiments of their

difierent courts should he known. The marquis offered

to surrender Palermo, in consideration of a suspension

of arms for three months; but, while this negotiation

was depending, he received advice from Madrid that a

general peace was concluded. Nevertheless, he hroke

off the treaty in obedience to a secret order for that pur-

pose. The king of Spain hoped to obtain the restitution

of St. Sebastian's, Fontarabia, and other places taken in

the course of the war, in exchange for the evacuation

of Sicily Hostilities were continued until the admiral

received advice from the earl of Stair, at Paris, that the

Spanish ambassador at the Hague had signed the quad-

ruple alliance. By the same courier packets were de-

livered to the count de Merci and the marquis de Lede,

n-hich last gave the admiral and Imperial general to

understand that he looked upon the peace as a thing

concluded, and was ready to treat for a cessation of hos-

tilities. They insisted on his delivering up Palermo;

on the other liand he urged, that, as their masters were

in treaty for settling the terms of evacuating Sicily and

Sardinia, he did not think himself authorised to agree to

a cessation, except on condition that each party should

remain on the ground they occupied, and expect further

orders from their principals. After a fruitless interview

between the three chiefs at the Cassine de Eossignola,

the Imperial general resolved to undertake the siege of

Palermo; with this view he decamped from Alcamo on
the eighteenth day of April, and followed the marquis

de Lede, who retreated before him and took possession

of the advantageous posts that commanded the passes

into the plain of Palermo; but count Merci, with inde-

fatigable diligence, marched over the mountains, while

the admiral coasted along shore, attending the motions
of the army. The Spanish general perceiving the Ger-
mans advancing into the plain, retired under the cannon
of Palermo, and fortified his camp with strong entrench-

ments. On the second day of May the Germans took
one of the enemy's redoubts by surprise, and the mar-
quis de Lede ordered all his forces to be drawn out to

retake this fortification: both armies were on the point

of engaging, when a courier arrived in a felucca with a
packet for the marquis, containing full powers to treat

and agree about the evacuation of the island, and the

transportation of the army to Spain. He forthwith
drew off his amiy; and sent a trumpet to the general
and admiral, with letters, informing them of the orders
he had received: commissioners were appointed on each
side, the negotiations begun, and the convention signed
in a very few days. The Gei nians were put in possession
of Palermo, and the Spanish army marched to Tau-
romini, from whence they were transported to Barcelona.

PHILIP OBLIGED TO ACCEDE TO THE QUAD-
RUPLE ALLIANCE.

The admiral continued in the Mediterranean until he
had seen the islands of Sicily and Sardinia evacuated by
the Spaniards, and the mutual cessions executed between
the emperor and the duke of Savoy, in consequence of
which four battalions of Piedmontcse troops were trans-
ported from Palermo to Sardinia, and took possession of
Cagliari in the name of their master. In a word, ad-
miral Byng bore such a considerable share in this war
of Sicily, that the fato of the island depended wholly on

his corn-age, vigilance, and c-nduct. When he waited

on his majesty at Hanover, he met with a very gracious

reception. The king told him he had found out the

secret of obliging his enemies as well as his friends; for

the court of Spain had mentioned him in the most hon-

ourable terms, with respect to his candid and friendly

deportment in providing transports and other necessaries

for the embarkation of their troops, and in protecting

them from oppression. He was appointed treasurer of

the n.avy, and rear-admiral of Great Britain: in a little

time the king ennobled him, by the title of viscount

Toixington: he was declared a privy-counsellor, and

afterwards made knight of the bath at the revival of

that order. During these occurrences in the Mediter-

ranean, the duke of Berwick advanced with the French

army to the frontiers of Spain, where he took Port-

Passage and destroyed six ships of war that were on the

stocks; then he reduced Fontarabia and St. Sebastian's,

together with Port Antonio in the bottom of the bay of

Biscay. In this last exploit the French were assisted

by a detachment of English seamen, wlio burned two
large ships unfinished, and a great quantity of naval

stores. The king of England, with a view to indemnify

himself for the expense of the war, projected the conquest
of Corunna in Biscay, and of Peru in South America.
Four thousand men, commanded by lord Cobham, were
embarked at the Isle of Wight, and sailed on the twenty-

first day of September, under convoy of five ships of

war conducted by admiral Mighels. Instead of making
an attempt upon Corunna, they reduced Vigo with very
little difliculty; and Point-a-Vedi'a submitted without

resistance; here they found some brass artillery, small

arms, and military stores, with which they returned to

England. In the meantime captain Johnson, w ith two
English slii])S of war, destroyed the same number of

Spanish ships in the port of Ribadeo, to the eastward of

Cape Ortegas, so that the naval power of Spain was
totally ruined. The expedition to the West Indies w.as

prevented by the peace. Spain being oppressed on all

sides, and utterly exhausted, Philip saw the necessity

of a speedy pacification, He now perceived the m.adness

of Alberoni's ambitious projects. That minister was
personally disagreeable to the emperor, the king of Eng-
land, and the regent of France, who had declared they

would hearken to no proposals while he should continue

in ofiice : the Spanish monarch, thei'efore, divested him
of his employment, and ordered him to quit the kingdom
in three weeks. The marquis de Beretti Landi, minis-

ter from the court of Madrid at the Hague, delivered a
plan of pacification to the states; but it was rejected by
the allies; and Philip was obliged at last to accede to

the quadruple alliance.

BILL FOR SECURING THE DEPENDENCY OF
IRELAND UPON THE CROWN.

On the fourteenth day of November, king George
returned to England, and on the twenty-third opened
the session of parliament with a speech, in which he
told them that all Europe, as well as Great Britain, was
on the point of being delivered from the calamities of

war by the influence of British arms and councils. He
exhorted the commons to concert proper means for lessen-

ing the debts of the nation, and concluded with a pane-

gyric upon his own government. It must be owned he
had acted with equal vigour and deliberation in all the

troubles he had encountered since his accession to the

throne. The addresses ot both houses were as warm as

he could desire. They in particular extolled him for

having interposed in behalf of the protestants of Hun-
gary, Poland, and Germany, who had been oppressed by
the practices of the popish clerg)', and presented to him
memorials containing a detail of their grievances. He
and all the other protestant powers warmly interceded

in their favour, but the grievances were not redressed.

The peerage bill was now revived by the duke of Buck-
ingham; and, in spite of all opposition, passed through

the house of lords. It had been projected by earl Stan-
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hopo, 8nd c.igcily supportcil by the earl of Sunderland;

therefore, Mr. Robert Walpole attaeked it iu tlio house

of commons wilh extraoidin.ary vehemence. Here too

it was opposed by a considerable number of whig mem-
bers; and, after warm debates, rejected by a largo ma-

jority. Tlie next object that engi-ossed the attention of

the parliament was a bill for better securing the de-

pendency of Ireland upon the crown of Great Britain.

Maurice Anneslcy had appealed to the house of peers in

Eni'land, from a decree of the house of peers in Ireland,

which was reversed. The British peers ordered the ba-

tons of the exchequer in Ireland to put Mr. Annesley in

possession of tlie lands he had lost by the decree in that

kingdom. Tlie barons obeyed this order; and tlie Irish

house of peers passed a vote against them, as having

acted in derogation to the king's prerogative in his liigh

court of pailiament in Ireland, as also of the rights and

privileges of th.at kingdom, and of the parliament thereof;

thev likewise ordered them to be taken into custody of

the usher of the black rod: they transmitted a long re-

presentation to the king, demonstrating their right to

the final judicature of causes: and the duke of Leeds,

m the upper liouse, urged fifteen reasons to support tlic

claim of the Irish peers. Notwithstanding these argu-

ments, the house of lords in England resolved th.at the

barons of the exchequer iu Irehimd had acted with

courage, according to law, in support of his m.njesty's

prerogative, and with fidelity to the crown of Great

Britain. They addressed the king to confer on them

some marks of his royal favour, as a recompence for the

ill usage they had luidergone. Finally, they prepared

the bill, by which the Irish house of lords was deprived

of all right to pass sentence, affirm, or reverse any judg-

ment or decree, given or made in any court within that

kingdom. In the house of commons it was opposed by

Mr. Pitt, Mr. Hungerford, lords Molesworth and Tyr-

connel; but was carried by the majority, and received

the royal assent.

SOUTH-SEA ACT

The king having recommended to the commons the

consideration of proper means for lessening the national

debt, was a prelude to the famous South-Sea act, which
became productive of so much mischief and infatua-

tion The scheme was projected by sir John Blunt,

who bad been bred a scrivener, and was possessed of

all the cunning, plausibility, and boldness requisite for

such an undertaking. He communicated his plan to

Mr. Aislaby, the chancellor of the exchequer, as well

as to one of the secretaries of state. He answered all

their objections; and the project was adopted. They
foresaw their own private advantage in the execution

of their design, which was imparted in the name of the

South-Sea compay, of which Blunt was a director, who
influenced all their proceedings. The pretence for the

scheme was to discharge the national debt, by reducing
all the funds into one. The bank and South-Sea com-
pany outbid each other. The South-Sea company
altered their original plan, and offered such high terms
to government, that the proposals of the bank were re-

jected; and a bill was ordered to be brought into the

house of commons, formed on the plan presented by the

South-Sea company. ^\Tiilc this affair was in agitation,

the stock of that company rose from one hundred and
thirty to near four hundred, in consequence of the con-

duct of the commons, who had rejected a motion for a
clause in the bill, to fix what share in the capital stock

of the company should be vested in those proprietors of

the annuities who might voluntarily subscribe; or how
many year's purchase in money they should receive in

subscribing, at the choice of the proprietors.

1720. In the house of lords, the bill was opposed
by lord North and Grey, carl Cowper, the dukes of

AMiarton, Buckingham, and other peers; they affirmed

it was calculated for enriching a few and impoverishing
n great number: that it countenanced the fraudulent
and pernicious practice of stock-jobbing, which diverted

the genius of the people from trade and industry: that

it would give foreigners the opportunity to double and
treble the vast sums they had in the public funds; and

they would be temiited to realize and withdraw their

capital and immense gains toother countries; so that

Great Britain would be drained of all its gold and silver;

that the artificial and prodigious rise of the South-Sea

stock was a dangerous bait, which might decoy many
unwary peoi)le to their ruin, alluring tliem by a false

prospect of gain to part with the fruits of their industry,

to purchase imaginary riches; that the addition of

above thirty millions ea])ital would give such power to

the South-Sea company, as might endanger the liberties

of the nation ; for by their extensive interest they would

be able to influence most, if not all the elections of the

members; and, consequently, over-rule the resolutions

of the house of commons. Karl Cowper urged, that in

all public bargains the individuals of the administration

ought to taUe care, that tliay shall be more advantage-

ous to the slate than to private persons; but that a con-

trary method had been followed in the contract made

wilh the South-Sea company; for, should the stocks be

kept at the advanced price to which they had been

raised by the oblique arts of stock-jobbing, cither that

company or its principal members would gain above

thirty millions, of which no more than one-fourth part

would be given towards the discharge of the national

debts. He apprehended that the re-purehase of annui-

ties would meet with insuperable difiiculties; and, in

such case, none but a few persons who were in the

secret, who had bought stocks at a low rate, and after-

wards sold them at a high price, would in the end be

gainers by the project. The earl of Sunderland an-

swered their objections. He declared that those who
countenanced the scheme of the ,South-Sea company,

had nothing in view but the advantage of the nation.

He owned that the managers for that company had

undoubtedly a prospect of private gain, either to them-

selves or to their corporation; but, he said, wlien the

scheme was accepted, neither the one nor the other

could foresee that the stocks would have risen to such

a height; that if they had continued as they were, the

public would have had the far greater share of the ad-

vantage accruing from the scheme; and should they be

kept up to the present high price, it was but reasonable

that the South-Sea company should enjoy the profit.s

procured to it by the wise masngeracnt and industry of

the directors, which would enable it to make large

dividends, and thereby accomplish the purpose of the

scheme. The bill passed without amendment or divi-

sion ; and on the seventh day of April received the

royal assent. By this act the South-Sea company was

authorised to take in, by purchase or subscription, the

in-edecmable debts of the nation, stated at sixteen mil-

lions five hundred forty-six thousand four hundred and

eighty-two pounds, seven shillings and one penny farth-

ing, at such times as they should find convenient before

the first day of March of the ensuing year, and without

any compulsion on any of the proprietors, at such rates

1 and prices as should he agi'ced upon between the com-

I pany and the respective proprietors. They were likewise

1 authorised to take in all the redeemable debts, amount-

ing to the same sum as that of the irredeemables, either

j

by purchase, by taking subscriptions, or by paying off

the creditors. For the liberty of taking in the national

debts, and increasing their capital stock accordingly,

the company consented that their present, and to be

increased annuity, should be continued at five per cent.

till Midsummer, in the year one thousand seven hun-

dred and twenty-seven; from thence to be reduced to

four per cent, and be redeemable by parliament. In

consideration of this, and other advantages expressed

in the .act, the company declared themselves willing to

make such payments into the receipt of the exchequer

as were specified for the use of the public, to be applied

to the discharge of the public debts incuned before

Christmas, in the ye.ar one thousand seven hundred

and sixteen. The sums they were obliged to nay for
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I the liberty of taking in the redeemable debts, four years

I and a half's purchase for all long and short annuities

that sIiouUl be subscribed, and one year's purchase for

such long annuities as should not be subscribed,

amounted on the execution of the act to about seven

millions. For enabling the company to raise this sum,

they were empowered to make calls for money from

their niembere; to open books of subscription; to grant

annuities redeemable by the company; to borrow money
upon any contract or bill under their common seal, or

on the credit of their capital stock; to convert the

money demanded of their members into additional stock,

without, however, making any addition to the com-

pany's annuities, payable out of the public duties. It

was enacted, that out of the first monies arising from

the sums paid by the comp.iny into the exchequer,

such public debts, carrying interest at five per cent,

incurred before the twenty-fifth day of December, in

the year one thousand seven hundred and sixteen,

founded upon any former act of parliament, as were

now redeemable, or might be redeemed by the twenty-

fifth day of December, in the year one tliousand seven

hundred and twenty-two, should be discharged in the

first place: that then all the remainder should be ap-

plied towards paying off so much of the capital stock of

the company as should then carry an interest of five

per cent. It was likewise provided, that, after Mid-

summer in the year one thousand seven hundred and

twenty-seven, the company should not be paid off in

any suras being less than one million at a time.

CHARTERS GRANTED TO THE ROYAL AND
LONDON ASSURANCE OFFICES.

The heads of the Royal-Assurance and London-As-
surance companies, undei'standing that the civil-list was
considerably in arrears, offered to the ministry six hun-
dred thousand pounds towards the discharge of that debt,

on condition of their obtaining the king's charter, with

a parliamentary sanction, for the establisliment of their

respective companies. The proposal was embraced; and
the king communicated it in a message to the house of

commons, desiring their concurrence. A bill was im-
mediately passed, enabling his majesty to grant letters

of incorporation to the two companies. It soon obtained

the royal assent; and, on the eleventh day of June, an
end was put to the session. This was the age of inter-

ested projects, inspired by a venal spirit of adventure,
the natural consequence of that avarice, fraud, and pro-

fligacy, which the monied coi-porations had introduced.

Tin's of all others is the most unfavourable era for an
historian. A reader of sentiment and imagination can-
not be entertained or interested by a di-y detail of such
transactions as admit of no warmtli, no colouring, no
embellishment, a detail frhich serves only to exhibit an
inanimate picture of tasteless vice and mean degeneracy.

TREATY OF ALLIANCE 'WITH SWEDEN.

By this time an alliance offensive and defensive was
concluded at Stockholm between king George and the
queen of Sweden, by which his majesty engaged to send
a fleet into the Baltic to .act against the czar of Muscovy,
in case that monarch should reject reasonable propos.als
of peace. Peter loudly complained of the insolent inter-
position of king George, alleging that he had failed in
his engagements, both as elector of Hanover and king
of Great Britain. Ilis resident at London presented a
long memorial on this subject, which was answered by
the British and Hanoverian ministry. These recrimin-
ations ser»-ed only to inflame the difference. The czar
continued to prosecute the war, and at length concluded
a peace without a mediator. At the instances, however
of king George and the regent of France, a treaty of
peace was signed between the queen of Sweden and the
king of Prussia, to whom that princess ceded the city of
Stetin, the district between the rivers Oder and Pehnne,
with the isles of Wollin and Usedoni. On the other

hand, he engaged to join the king of Great Britain in

his endeavours to effect a peace between Sweden and
Denmark, on condition that the Danish king should re-

store to queen Ulrica that part of Pomerania which he
had seized; he likewise promised to pay to that queen
two millions of rix-dollars in consideration of the cessions

slie had made. The treaty between Sweden and Den-
mark was signed at Frederickstadt in the month of June,

through the mediation of the king of Great Britain, who
became guarantee for the Dane's keeping possession of

Sleswick. He consented, however, to restore the Lfpper

Pomerania, the isle of Rugen, the city of 'VVismar, and
whatever he had taken from Sweden during the war, in

consideration of Sweden's renouncing the exemption
from toll in the Sound and the two Belts, and paying to

Denmark six hundred thousand rix-doUars.

THE PRINCE OF HESSE ELECTED KING OP
SWEDEN.

Sir John Norris had again sailed to the Baltic with a
strong squadron to give weight to the king's mediation.

AMien lie arrived at Copenhagen he wrote a letter to

prince Dolgorouki, the czar's ambassador at the court

of Denmark, signifWng that he and the king's envoy at

Stockholm were vested with full powers to act jointly or

separately in quality of plenipotentiaries, in order to

effect a peace between Sweden and Muscovy, in the way
of mediation. The prince answered that the czar had
nothing more at heart than peace and tranquillity; and
in case his Britannic majesty had any proposals to make
to that prince, he hoped the admiral would excuse him
from receiving tliem, as they might be delivered in a

much more compendious way. The English fleet im-

mediately joined that of Sweden as auxiliaries ; but they
had no opportunity of acting against the Russian squa-

dron, which secured itself in Revel. Ulrica, queen of

Sweden, and sister to Charles Xil., had married the

prince of Hesse, and was extremely desirous that he
should be joined with her in the administration of the

regal power. She wrote a separate letter to each of the

four States, desiring they would confer on him the so-

vereignty; and after some opposition from the nobles,

he was actually elected king of Sweden. He sent one
of his general officers to notify his elevation to the czar,

who congratulated him upon his accession to the throne:

this was the beginning of a negotiation which ended in

peace, and established the tranquillity of the North. In
the midst of these transactions, king George set out from
England for his Hanoverian dominions; but before he
departed from Great Britain, he was reconciled to the

prince of Wales, through the endeavours of the duke of

Devonshire and Mr. Walpole, who, with earl Cowper,
lord Townshend, Mr. Jlethuen, and Mr. Pulteney, were
received into favour, and re-united with the ministry.

The earls of Dorset and Bridgewater were promoted to

the title of dukes; lord viscount Castleton was made an
earl; Hugh Boscawen was created a baron, and viscoimt

Falmouth; and John Wallop baron, and viscoimt Lym-
ingtou.

EFFECTS OF THE SOUTH-SEA SCHEME.

MiTiilc the king was involved at Hanover in a laby-

rinth of negotiations, the South-Sea scheme produced
a kind of national delirium in his English dominions.
Blunt, the projector, had taken the hint of his plan from
the famous Mississippi scheme fonned by Law, which in

the preceding year had raised such a ferment in France,

and entailed ruin upon many thousand families of that

kingdom. In the scheme of Law there was something
substantial. An exclusive trade to Louisiana promised
some advantage; though the design was defeated by the

frantic eagerness of the people. Law himself became
tlie dupe of the regent, who transferred the burden of

fifteen hundred millions of the king's debts to the shoul-

ders of the subjects, while the projector was sacrificed

as the scape-goat of the political iniquity. The South-
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Eea scheme promised no commercinl atlvantngc of any

oonsequeneo. It was buoyed up by notbing but the

folly and rapaciousness of individuals, which became so

blind and extravagant, that niunt, with moderate talents,

was able to impose upon the whole nation, and make
tools of the other directors, to serve his own purposes

and those of a few associates. When this projector

found that the t^outh-Sea stock did not rise according to

his expectation upon the bill's being passed, he circula-

ted a report that Gibraltar and Port-Mahon would be

exchanged for some places in I'eru; by which means

tho English trade to the South-Pea would bo protected

and enlarged. This rumour, diffused by his emissaries,

acted like a contagion. In five days the directors opened

their books for a subscription of one million, at the rate

of three hundred pounds for every hundred pounds ca-

pital. Persons of all ranks crowded to the house in

such a manner that the first subscription exceeded two
millions of original stock. In a few days this stock

advanced to three hundred and forty pounds; and the

subscriptions were sold for double the price of the first

payment. Without entering into a detail of tho pro-

ceedings, or explaining the scandalous arts that were

practised to enhance the value of the stock, and decoy

the unwary, we shall only observe, that by the promise

of prodigious dividends and other infamous arts, the

stock was raised to one thousand; and the whole nation

infected with the spirit of stock-jobbing to an astonish-

ing degree. All distinction of party, religion, sex, cha-

racter, and cireumstanccs, were swallowed up in this

universal concern, or in some such pecuniary project.

Exchange-Alley was filled with a strange concourse of

statesmen and clergymen, churchmen and dissenters,

whigs .and tones, physicians, lawyers, tradesmen, and

even with multitudes of females. All other professions

and employments were utterly neglected; and the peo-

ple's attention wholly engrossed by this and other chi-

merical schemes, which were known by the denomina-

tion of bubbles. New companies started np every day

under the countenance of the prime nobility. The
prince of Wales was constituted governor of the Welsh
copper company; the duke of Chandos appeared at the

head of the York-buildings company; the duke of

Bridgewater formed a third, for building houses in Lon-

don and Westminster. About an hundred such schemes

were projected and put in execution, to the ruin of many
thousands. The sums proposed to be raised by these

expedients amounted to three hundred millions sterling,

which exceeded the value of all the lands in England.

The nation was so Intoxicated with the spirit of adven-

ture, that people became a prey to the grossest delusion.

An obscure projector, pretending to have formed a very
advantageous scheme, which, however, he did not ex-

plain, published proposals for a subscription, in which
he promised that in one month the particulars of his

project should be disclosed. In the meantime he de-

clared that every person paying two guineas should be

entitled to a subscription for one hundred pounds, which
would produce that sum yearly. In one forenoon this

adventurer received a thousand of these subscriptions;

and in the evening set out for another kingdom. The
king, before his departure, had issued a proclamation

against the.sc unlawful projects; the lords justices after-

wards dismissed all the petitions that had been presented

for charters and patents; and the prince of Wales re-

nounced the company of which he had been elected

governor. The South-Sea scheme raised such a flood of

eager avidity and extravagant hope, that tho majority

of the directors were swept along with it, even contrar)'

to their own sense and inclination; but Blunt and his

accomplices still directed the stream.

The infatuation prevailed till the eighth day of Sep-

tember, when the stock began to fall. Tlien did some
of the adventurers awake from their delirium. The
number of the sellers daily increased. On tho twenty-
ninth day of the month the stock had sunk to one hun-
ircd and fifty; several eminent goldsmiths and bankers,
•vllO had lent great sums upon it, were obliged to stop

payment and abscond. Tlie ebb of this port«utous tide
was so violent, that it bore down everything in its way;
and an infinite number of families were overwhelmed
with ruin. Public credit sustained a teiTible shock;
the nation was thrown into a dangerous ferment; and
nothing was heard but the ravings of grief, disappoint-
ment, and despair. Some principnl mcmlwrs of the
niinistrj- were deeply concerned in these fradulent trans-
actions; when they saw the price of stock sinking d lily,

they employed nil their influence with the bank to sup-
port the credit of tho South-Sea company. That cor-

poration agreed, though with reluctance, to subscribe

into the stock of the South-Sea company, valued at four

hundred per cent., three millions five hundred thousand
pounds, which the company was to rcjiay to the bank
on Lady-day and Michaelmas of the ensuing year. This
transaction was managed by Jlr. Robert Walpole, who,
with his own hand, wrote tho minute of agreement,

afterwards known by the name of the bank contract.

Books were opened at the bank to take in a subscrip-

tion for the support of public credit; and considerable

sums of money were brought in. By this expedient tho

stock was raised at first, and those who contrived it

seized the opportunity to realize. But the bankruptcy
of goldsmiths and the sword-blade company, from the

fall of South-Sea stock, occasioned such a run upon tho

bank, that the money was paid away faster than it could

be received from the subscription. Then the South-Sea

stock sunk again; and the directors of the bank, finding

themselves in dangerof being involved in that company's
ruin, renounced the agreement; which indeed they were
under no obligation to perform, for it was di-awn up in

such a manner as to be no more than the rough draft of

a subsequent agreement, without due form, penalty, or

clause of obligation. All expedients having failed, and
the clamours of the people daily increasing, expresses

were despatched to Hanover, representing the state of

the nation, and pressing the king to return. He accor-

dingly shortened his intended stay in Germany, and
arrived in England on the eleventh day of November.

A SECRET COMJIITTEE APPOINTED BY THE
HOUSE OF COMMONS.

The parliament being assembled on the eighth day of

December, his majesty expressed his concern for the un-

happy turn of affairs, which had so deeply affected the

public credit at home: he earnestly desired the commons
to consider of the most effectual and speedy methods to

restore the national credit, and fix it upon a lasting

establishment. The lower house was too much inter-

ested in the calamity to postpone tho consideration of

that subject. The members seemed to lay aside all

party distinctions, and vie with each other in promoting
an inquiiy, by which justice might be done to the in-

jured nation. They ordered the directors to produce an
account of all their proceedings. Sir Joseph Jekyll
moved that a select committee might be appointed to

examine the particulars of this transaction. Mr. AVal-

polc, now paymaster of the forces, observed, that such a
method would protract the inquiry, while the public

credit lay in a bleeding condition. He told the house
he had formed a scheme for restoring public credit; but,

before he would communiciitc this plan, desired to know
whether the subscriptions of public debts and incum-
brances, money-subscriptions and other contracts made
with the South-Sea company, should remain in the pre-

sent state. After a warm debate, the question was car-

ried in the afiirmative, with this addition, " Unless
altered for the case and relief of the proprietors, by a
general court of the South-Sea company, or set aside in

duo course of law." Next day Walpole produced his

scheme,— to ingraft nine millions of South-Sea stock

into the bank of England, and the like sum into the

East India company, on certain conditions. The housr

voted, that proposals should be received from the ban!

and those two companies on this subject. These being

delivered; the commons resolved, that an engrossment
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of nine millions of tlio capit.al stock of the South-Sea

company into the capit.il stock of the bank and East-

ludia company, as proposed by these companies, ivould

contribute very much to the restoring public credit. A
bill upon this resolution was brought in, passed through

both houses, and received the royal assent. Another
bill was enacted into a law, for restraining the sub-

governor, deputy-governor, directors, treasurer, undcr-

trcasurer, cashier, secretary, and accountants, of the

South-Sea company, from quitting the kingdom till the

end of the next session of parliament; and for discovering

their estates ;ind effects, so as to prevent them from being

transported or .alienated. Acommittceof sccrec)' was cho-

sen by ballot, to examine all the books, papers, and pro-

ceedings relating to the execution of the South-Sea act.

The lords were not less eager than the commons to

prosecute this inquiry, though divers members in both

houses were deeply involved in the guilt and infamy of

the tr.ansaction. Earl Stanhope saiil the estates of the

criminals, whether directors or not directors, ought to

be eonfiseated, to rep,air the public losses. He was se-

conded by lord Carteret, and even by the earl of Sun-

derland. The duke of Wharton declared he would give

up the best friend he had should he be found guilty.

He observed, that the nation had been plundered in a

most flagrant and notorious manner; therefore, they

ought to find out and punish the offenders severely,

without respect to persons. The sub and deputy-go-

vernors, the directors and officers of the South-Sea com-
pany, were examined at the bar of the house. Then a

bill was brouglit in, disabling them to enjoy any ofhce

in that company, or in the East-India company, or in

the bank of England. Three brokers were likewise ex-

amined, and made great discoveries. Knight, the trea-

surer of the South-Sea company, who had been entrusted

with the secrets of the whole affair, thonght proper to

withdraw himself from the kingdom. A proclamation

was issued to apprehend him; and another for prevent-
ing any of the directors from escaping out of the king-
dom. At this period, the secret committee informed the
house of commons that they had alread}' discovered a
train of the deepest villany and fraud that hell ever
contrived to ruin a nation, which in due time they would
lay before the house; in the meanwhile, they thought
it highly necessary to secure the persons of some of the
directors and principal officers of the South-Sea company,
as well as to seize their papers. An order was m.ide to

secure the books and papers of Knight, Surman, and
Turner. The persons of sir George Caswell, sir John
Blunt, sir John Lambert, sir John Fellows, and Mr.
Grigsby, were taken into custody; sir Theodore Janssen,
Mr. Sawbridge, sir Kobert Chaplain, and Mr. Eyles,
were expelled the house and apprehended. Mr. Aislaby
resigned his employments of chancellor of the exche-
quer and lord of the treasury; and orders were given to

remove all directors of the South-Sea company from the
places they possessed under the govenimeut.
The lords, in the course of their examination, disco-

vered that large portions of South-Sea stock had been
given to several persons in the administration and house
of commons, for promoting the passing of the South-Sea
act. The house immediately resolved, that this practice
was a notorious and most dangerous species of coiTup-
tion: that the directors of the South-Sea comp.any having
ordered great quantities of their stock to be bought for
the sen-ice of the company, when it was at a very high
price, and on pretence of keeping up the price of stock;
and at the same time several of the directors, and other
officers belonging to the company, having, in a clandes-
tine manner, sold their own stock to the company, such
directors and officers were guilty of a notorious fraud
and breach of trust, and their so doing was one great
cause of the unhappy turn of affairs that had so nmeh
affected public credit. Many other resolutions were
taken against that infamous confederacy, in which,
however, the innocent were confounded with the guilty.
Sir John Blunt refusing to answer certain interrogations,
a violent debate arose about the manner in which he

should be treated. The duke of 'Wharton obsei-ved,

that the government of the best princes was sometimes
rendered intolerable to their subjects by bad ministers:

he mentioned the example of Sejanus, who had made a
division in the imperial family, and rendered the reign

of Cladius hateful to the Romans. Earl Stanhope con-

ceiving this reflection was aimed at him, was seized with
a transport of anger. He undertook to vindicate the
ministry; and spoke with such vehemence as produced
a violent headache, which obliged him to retire. He
underwent proper evacuations, and seemed to recover;

but next d.ay, in the evening, became loth.argic, .and

being seized with a suftbeatiou, instantly expired. The
king deeply regretted the death of this favourite minis-
ter, which was the more unfortunate as it happened at

such a critical conjuncture; aaid he appointed lord Town-
shend to fill his place of secretary. Earl Stanhope was
survived but a few days by the other secretary Mr,
Craggs, who died of the small-pox on the sixteenth day
of February. Knight, the cashier of the South-Sea com-
pany, being seized at Tirlemont by the vigilance of Mr.
Gandot, secretary to Mr. Loathes the British resident

at Bmssels, was confined in the citadel of Antwerp.
Application was made to the court of Vienna, that ho
should be delivered to such persons as might be appoin-
ted to receive him; but he had found means to interest

the states of Brabant in his behalf. They insisted upon
their privilege granted by charter, that no person ajipre-

hcnded for any crime in Brabant should be tried in any
other eounti-y. The house of commons expressed their
indignation at this frivolous pretence; instances were
renewed to the emperor; and in the meantime Knight
escaped from the citadel of Antwerp.

SEVERE RESOLUTIONS AGAINST THE
SOUTH-SEA COMPANY.

The committee of secrecy found, that, before any sub-

scription could be made, a fictitious stock of five hundred
and seventy-four thousand pounds had been disposed of

by the directors, to facilitate the passing the bill. Great
part of this was distributed among the carl of Sunder-
land, Mr. Craggs, senior, the duchess of Kendal, the

countess of Tlaten and her two nieces, Mr. Secretary

Craggs, and Mr. Aishaby chancellor of the exchequer.

In consequence of the committee's report, the house
came to several severe, though just, resolutions against

the directors and officers of the South-Sea company; and
a bill was prepared for the relief of the unhappy sufferers.

Jlr. Stanhope, one of the secretaries of the treasury,

charged in the report with Iwving large quantities of

stock and subscriptions, desired that he might have an
opportunity to clear himself. His request was granted;

and the affjiir being discussed, he was cleared by a ma-
jority of three voices. Fifty thousand pounds in stock

had heen taken by Knight for the use of the earl of Sun-
derland. Great part of the house entered eagerly into

this inquiry; and a violent dispute ensued. The whole
strength of the ministry was mustered in his defence.

The majority declared him innocent : the nation in general

was of another opinion. He resigned his place of first

commissioner in the treasury, which was bestowed upon
Mr. Robert Walpole ; but he still retained the eonfidenco

of his master. "With respect to Mr. Aislaby, the evi-

dence appeared so strong against him, that the commons
resolved, he had promoted the distructive execution of

the South-Sea scheme, with a view to his own exorbi-

tant profit, and combined with the directors in their per-

nicious practices to the ruin of public credit. He was
expelled the house, and committed to the Tower. Mr.
Craggs, senior, died of a lethiirgy, before he underwent
the censure of tlie house. Nevertheless they resolved

that he was a notorious accomplice with Kobert Knight,
and some of the directors, in carrying on their scandal-

ous practices; and therefore, that all the estate of which
he was possessed, from the first day of December in the

preceding year, should be ap^ilicd towards the relief of

the unhappy sufferers in the South-Sea company. Tho
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directors, in obedience to tlic orders of the liouse, deliv-

creil in inventories of their estates, which were confis-

cated by net of p:irliauient, towards making good the

damages sustained by the company, after a certiiin

allowance was deducted for each according to his con-

duct and circumstances.

1721. Tlie delinquents being thus pnnishod by the

forfeiture of their fortunes, the liousc converted their at-

tention to moans for repairing the mischiefs wliich the

scheme had produced. This was a very diflicult tasit,

on account of t!ie contending interests of those engaged

in the South-Sea company, which rendered it impossible

to relieve some but at the expense of others. Several

wholesome resolutions were taken, and presented with

an address to tlie king, explaining the motives of tlieir

proceedings. On the twenty-ninth day of July, the

parliament was prorogued for two days only. Then his

majesty going to the house of peers, declared that he

liad called them together again so suddenly, that they

might resume the consideration of the state of public

credit. The commons immediately prepared a bill upon

the resolutions they had taken. The whole capital stock,

at the end of the year one thousand seven hundred and

twenty, amounted to about thirty-seven millions eight

hundred thousand pounds. The stock allotted to all

the proprietors did not exceed twenty-four millions five

hundred thousand pounds; the remaining capital stock

belonged to the company in their corporate capacity.

It was the profit arising from the execution of the South-

Sea scheme; and out of this the bill enacted, that seven

millions should be paid to the public. The present act

liliewise directed several additions to bo made to tho

stock of tlie proprietors, out of that possessed by tho

company in tlniir own right; it made a particular dis

tributiou of stock, amounting to two millions two bun
dred tliousaud pounds; and upon remitting five millions

of tho seven to bo paid to the public, annihilated two
millions of their capital. It was enacted, that, after

these distriljutions, the remaining capital stock should
be divided among all tho proprietors. This dividend

amounted to thirty-three pounds six shillings and eight-

pence per cent, and deprived tho company of eight mil-

lions nine hundred thousand pounds. They had lent

above eleven millions on stock unredeemed; of wliich

tlio parliament discharged all tho debtors, upon their

paying ten per cent. Upon this article the company's

loss exceeded six millions nine hundred thousand pounds,

for many debtors refused to make any payment. Tho
proprietors of the stock loudly complained of their being

deprived of two millions; and the parliament in the

sequel revived that sum which had been annihilated,

wiiile this ad'air was in agitation, petitions from coun-

ties, cities, and boroughs, in all parts of the kingdom,

were presented to the house, crying for justice against

the villany of tho directors. Pamplilcts and papers

were daily published on tho same subject; so that tho

whole nation was ex.asperated to tho highest pitch of

resentment. Nevertheless, by the wise and vigorous

resolutions of the parliament, tho South-Sea company
was soon in a condition to fultil their engagements with

the public; the ferment of the people subsided; and tho

credit of the nation was restored.
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BILL AGAINST ATHEISJL

DUKIXG the infatuation produced by this infamous
scheme, luxury, vice, and profligacy, increased to

a shocking degree of extravagance. The adventurers,

intoxicated by their imaginary wealth, pampered them-
selves with the rarest dainties, and the most expensive

wines that could be imported; they purchased the most
sumptuous furniture, equipage, and apparel, though
without taste or discernment; they indulged their crim-

inal passions to the most scandalous excess; their dis-

course was the language of pride, insolence, and the

most ridiculous ostentation; they affected to scoff at reli-

gion and morality, and even to set heaven at defiance.

The carl of Nottingham complained in the house of lords

of the growth of atheism, profanencss, and immorality;

and a bill was brought in for suppressing blasphemy
and profanencss. It contained several articles seemingly
calculated to restrain the liberty granted to nonconform-

ists by the laws of the last session: for that reason it

met with violent opposition. It was supported by the

archbishop of Canterbury, the carl of Nottingham, lords

Bathurst and Trevor, the bishops of London, Wirchcster,

and Litchfield and Coventry. One of these said, he verily

btlicved the present calamity occasioned by the South-

Yoi.. II.

Sea project, was ajudgment ofGod on the blasphemy aud

profaneness of the nation. Lord Onslow replied, " That
noble peer must then be a great sinner, for he has lost

considerably by tho South-Sea scheme." The duke of

Wharton, who had rendered himself famous by his wit

and profligacy, said he was not insensible of the common
opinion of the town concerning himself, and gladly seized

this opportunity of vindicating his character, by declar-

ing he was far from being a patron of blasphemy, or an
enemy to religion. On the other hand, he conld not

but oppose the bill, because he conceived it to be repug-

nant to the holy scripture. Then pulling an old family

bible from his pocket, he quoted several passages from

the epistles of St. Peter and St. Paul; concluding with

a desire that the bill might be tlirown out. The eai'l

of Peterborough declared, that though he was for a par-

liamentary king, yet he did not desire to have a parlia-

mentary God, or a parliamentary religion; and, should

the house declare for one of this kind, he would go to

Home and endeavour to be chosen a cardinal; for ha
had rather sit in a conclave than with their lonlsliips

upon those terms. After a vehement debate, the bill

was postponed to a long day, by a considerable majority.

The season was far advanced before the supplies were
granted; and at length they were not voted with that

cheerfulness and good humour which the majority had
hitherto manifested on such occasions. On the sixteenth

day of June, tho king sent a message to the house of

commons, importing, that he had agreed to pay a sub-

sidy to the crown of Sweden, and he hoped they would
enable him to make good his engagements. The leaders

of the opposition toolc fire at this intimation. They
desired to know whether this subsidy, amounting to

seventy-two thousand pounds, was to bo paid to Sweden
over and above the expense of maintaining a strong

squadron in the Baltic? Lord Molesworth observed,

that, by our late conduct, we w'ero become the allies of

the wliole world, and the bubbles of all our allies: for

we were obliged to pay them well for their assistance-

He affirmed that the treaties which had been made with

Sweden at different times, were inconsistent and oontr.a-

dictory; that our late engagements with that crowii

2 F
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wtre coatraiy to the trc^ities subsisting with Denmark,

and directly opposite to the measures formerly concerted

with the czar of Muscovj'. He saiJ.'that in order to

engage the czar to yield what he had gained in the

course of the war, the king of Prussia ought to give up

Stetiii, and the elector of Hanover restore Bremen and

Verden; that, after all, England had no business to in-

termeddle with the affiiirs of the empire ; that wo reaped

little or no advantage by our trade to the Baltic, but

that of procuring naval stores; he owned that hemp was

a very necessary commodity, particularly at this junc-

ture; but ho insisted that if due encouragement were

given to some of our plantations in America, we might

be supplied from thence at a much cheaper rate than

from Sweden and Norway. Notwithstanding these ar-

guments, the Swedish supply was granted; and, in about

three weeks, their complaisance was put to another

proof. They were given to understand, by a second

message, that the debts of the civil list amounted to five

hundred and fifty thousand pounds; and his majesty

hoped they would empower him to raise that sum upon

the revenue, as ho proposed it should bo replaced in

the civil list, and reimbursed by a deduction from the

salaries and w.igos of all officers, as well as from the pen-

sions and other payments from the crown. A bill was
prepared for this purpose, though not without warm
opposition; and, at the same time, an act passed for a

general pardon. On the tenth day of August, the king

closed the session with a speech, in which he expressed

his concern for the sufteriugs of the innocent, and a just

indignation against the guilty, with respect to the

South-Sea scheme. These professions were judged ne-

cessary to clear bis own character, which had incurred

the suspicion of some people, who whispered that he was
not altogether free from connexions with the projectors

of that design; that the emperor had, at his desire, re-

fused to deliver up luiigbt; and that ho favoured the

directors and their accomplices.

ALLIANCE BETWEEN GKEAT BKITAIN,
FRANCE, AND SPAIN.

Lords Townshend and Carteret were now appointed

secretaries of state ; and the earl of Hay was vested with
the office of lord privy-seal of Scotland. In June the

treaty of peace between Gieal Britain and Spain was
signed at Madrid. The contracting parties engaged to

restore mutually all the eflects seized and confiscated

on both sides. In particular, the king of England pro-

mised to restore all the ships of the Spanish fleet which
had been taken in the Mediterranean, or the value of

them, if they were sold. He likewise promised, in a

secret article, that he would no longer interfere in the

affairs of Italy: and the king of Spain made an absolute

cession of Gibraltar and Port Mahon. At the same time
a defensive alliance was concluded between Great Bri-

tain, France, and Spain. AU remaining difficulties were
referred to a congress at Cambray, where they hoped to

consolidate a general peace, by determining all differ-

ences between the emperor and his catholic majesty.
In the meantime the powers of Great Britain, France,
and Spain, engaged, by virtue of the present treaty, to

grant to the duke of Parma a particular protection for

the preservition of his territories and rights, and for the
support of his dignity. It was also stipulated that the
states-general should be invited to accede to this alli-

ance. The congress at Cambray was opened; but the
demands on both sides were so high, that it proved in-

effectual. In the meantime, the peace between Russia
and Sweden was concluded, on condition that the czar
should retain Livonia, Ingria, Estonia, part of Carclia,

and of the territory of AVy burg, Kiga, Kevcl, and Ncrva,
in consideration of his restoring part of Finl.-iiid, and
paying two millions of rix-dollars to the king of Sweden.
The personal animosity subsisting between king George
and the czar seemed to increase. Bastagif, the Russian
resident at London, having presented a memorial that
contained some unguarded expressions, was ordered to

quit the kingdom in a fortnight. The czar published a

declaration at Petersburgh, complaining of this outragt,

which, he said, ought naturally to have engaged him to

use reprisals; but as be perceived it was done without

any regard to the concerns of England, and only in

favour- of the Hanoverian interest, he was unwilling

that the English nation should suffer for a piece of in-

justice in which they had no share. He, therefore,

gi'anted to them all manner of security, and free liberty

to trade in all his dominions. To finish this strange

tissue of negotiations, king George concluded a treaty

with the Moors of Africa, against which the Spaniards

loudly exclaimed.

PLAGUE AT MARSEILLES.

In the course of this year pope Clemcr.t XI. died;

and the princess of Wales was delivered of a prince,

baptized by the name of William-Augustus, the late

duke of Cumberland. A dreadful plague raging at Mar-
seilles, a proclamation was published, forbidding any
person to come into England, from any part of Franco
between the Bay of Biscay and Dunkirk, without certi-

ficates of health. Other precautions were taken to

guard against contagion. An act of parliament had
passed in the preceding session, for the prevention ot

infection, by building pest-houses, to which all infected

persons, and all persons of an infected family, should be

conveyed; and by drawing trenches and lines round any
city, town, or place infected. The king, in his speech

at opening the session of parliament on the nineteenth

day of October, intimated the pacification of the north,

by the conclusion of the treaty between Muscovy and
Sweden. He desired the bouse of commons to consider

of means for easing the duties upon the imported com-
modities used in the manufactures of the kingdom. He
observed, that the nation might be supplied with naval

stores from our own colonics in Nortli America ; and that

their being employed in this useful and advantageous

branch of commerce, would divert them from settmg up
manufactures which directly interfered with those of

Great Britain. He expressed a desire that, with respect

to the supplies, bis people might rc-ap some immediate
benefit from the present circumstances of affairs abroad;

and he earnestly recommended to their consideration,

means for preventing the plague, particularly by pro-

viding against the practice of smuggling.

DEBATES IN THE HOUSE OF LORDS ABOUT
MK. LAW.

One of the first objects that attracted the attention

of the upper house was the case of John Law, the famous
projector. The resentment of the people on account of

his Mississippi scheme had obliged him to leave France.

He retired to Italy; and was said to have visited the

pretinder at Rome. From thence he repaired to Han-
over; and returned to England from the Baltic, in the

fleet commanded by sir John Norris. The king favoured

him with a private audieuce; he kept open house, and
was visited by great numbers of persons of the first

quality. Earl Coningsby represented in the house of

lords that he could not but entertain some jealousy of a

person who had done so much mischief in a neighbour-

ing kingdom; who, being immensely rich, might do a
great deal more hurt here, by tampering with those wlio

were grown desperate, in consequence of being involved

in the calamity occasioned b)' the fatal imitation of his

pernicious projects. He observed, that this person was
the more dangerous, as he had renounced his natural

afi'ection to bis country, bis allegiance to his lawful

sovereign, and his religion, by turning Roman catholic.

Lord Carteret replied, that Mr. Law had, many j'ears

ago, the misfortune to kill a gentleman in a duel; but,

having at last received the benefit of the king's cle-

mency, and the appeal lodged by the relations of the

deceased being taken off, he was come over to plead hia

majesty's pardon. He said there was no law to keep an
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Englislimnn out of Iiis conntry; ami, ns yU. Lnw was
a subject of Great Uritain, it was not even in the king's

power to hinder liim from coming over. .After sonio

dispute, tlie subject was dropped, and this great projec

tor pleaded his pardon in the king's bench according ti

tho usual form.

to

SEXTIME.NTS OF SOME LORDS TOUCHING
THE WAR.

Tho niinistrj" had by this time secured such a m.ojor-

itr iu both houses, as enabled them to carry any point

without tho least difficulty. Some chiefs of the opposi-

tion they had brought over to their measures, and among
tho rest lord Harcourt, who was created a viscount, and
gratified with a pension of four thousand pounds. Never-

theless they could not shut the mouths of tho minority,

who still preserved the privilege of complaining. Great

debates were occasioned by tho navy debt, wliich was
increased to one million seven hundred thousand pounds.

Some members in both houses affirmed, that such extra-

ordinary expense could not bo for the immediate service

of Great Britain; but, in all probability, for the preser-

vation of foreign acquisitions. The ministers answered,

that near two-thirds of the navy debts were contracted

in the late reigii; and tho parliament acquiesced in this

declaratinii; but in reality the navy debt had b^on un-

necessarily increased, by keeping seamen in pay during

the winter, and sending fleets to the Mediterranean and
Baltic in order to support the interests of Germany.
The duke of Wharton moved that the treaty with Spain

might be laid before the house. The earl of Sunderland
Raid it contained a seci-et article which the king of Spain

desired might not be made public until after the treaty

of Cambray should be discussed. The question was
put, and the duke's motion rejected. The earl of Straf-

ford asserted, that as the war with Spain had been un-

dertaken without necessity or just provocation, so the

peace was concluded without any benefit or advantage;

that, contrary to the law of nations, the i?p.inish fleet

had been attacked without any declaration of w.ar; even
while a British minister and a secretary of state were
treating amicably at Madrid; that the war was neitlier

just nor politic, since it interrupted one of the most
valuable branches of the English commerce, at a time
when the nation groaned under the pressure of heavy
debts, incurred by the former long expensive war. He
therefore moved for an address to his majesty, desiring

that the instructions given to sir George Bj-ng, now
lord Torrington, should be laid before the house. This
motion being likewise, upon the question, rejected, a

protest was entered. They voted an address, however,
to know in what manner tho king had disposed of tlie

ships taken from tlie Spaniards. Disputes arose from
the bill to prevent infection. Earl Cowper represented,

that the removal of persons to a lazaret, or pest-house,

by order of the government, and the drawing lines and
trenches round places infected, were powers unknown
to the British constitution; inconsistent with the lenity

of a free government, such as could never be wisely or

nsefully put in practice; the more odious, because copied

from the arbitrary government of France; and imprac-
ticable, except by military compulsion. Those obnoxi-
ous clauses were accordingly repealed, though not with-
out great opposition. Indeed, nothing can be more
absurd than a constitution that will not admit of just

and necessary laws and regulations to prevent the dire

consequences of the worst of all calamities. Snch re-

strictions, instead of favouring the lenity of a free go-

vernment, would be the most cruel imposition that
could bo laid on a free people, as it would act in diame-
trical opposition to the great principles of society, which
U the pre9cr\-ation of the individual.

PETITION OF THE QU.VKERS.

The qnakers having presented a petition to the house
of commons, praying that a bill might bo brought in for

I

omitting in their solemn affirmation the words "In tbo
presence of Ai.uinnTV God," the house complied with

I

their request: but the bill gave rise to a warm debatu
among tho peers. Dr. Atterbury, bishop of Rochester,
said ho did not know why such'n distinguishing mark
of indulgence should be allowed to a set of people who
were hardly christians. Ho was supported by the arch-
bishop of York, tho earl of Strafl'ord, and lord North
and Grey. A petition was presented against the bill hv
the Lonilon clergy, who expressed a serious concern lest

tho minds of good men should be giiovcd and wounded,
and the enemies of Christianity triumph, when they

' should see such condescension made bj- a christian legis-

lature to a set of men who renounce the divine institu-

tions of Christ; particularly that by which the faithful

are initiated into his religion, and denominated chris-

tians. The petition, though presented by the archbishop

of York, was branded by the ministry as a seditious

libel, and rejected by the m.njority. Then, upon n
motion by the earl of Sunderland, tho house resolved

that such lords as might enter protestations with reasons,

should do it before two o'clock on tho next sitting day,
' and sign them before the house rises. The supplies

being granted, and tho business of the session despatched
cs the court was pleased to dictate, on the seventh day of

March the parliament was prorogued. In a few days it

was dissolved, and another convoked by proclamation.

In the election of membei's for tho new parliament,

the ministry exerted itself with such success as returned

a great majority in the house of commons, extremely
well adapted for all the purposes of an administration. *

172'2. In the beginning of May, the king is said to

have received from the duke of Orleans full and certain

infoiTJiation of a fresh conspiracy formed against his per-

son and government. A camp was immediately formed

in Hydel'arl;. All military otKc rs were ordered to re-

pair to their respective commands. Lieutenant-general

Macartney was despatched to Ireland, to bring over some
troops from that kingdom. Some suspected persons were
apprehended in Scotland: the states of Holland were
desired to have their auxiliary or guarantee troops in

readiness to be embarked; and colonel Churchill was
sent to the court of France with a private commission.

The apprehension raised by this supposed plot affected

the public credit. South-Sea stock began to fiill, and
crowds of people called in their money from the bank.

Lord Townshend wrote a letter to the mayor of London,
by the king's command, signifying his majesty '.s having
received unquestionable advices that several of his sub-

jects had entered into a wicked conspiracy, in concert

with traitors abroad, for raising a rcbelliou in favour of

a popish pretender; but that he was firmly assured the

authors of it neither were nor would be supported by
any foreign power. This letter was immediately an-

swered by an affectionato address from the court of al-

dermen; and the example of London was followed by
many other cities and boroughs. The king had deter-

mined to visit Hanover, and actually settled a regency,

in which the prince of Wales was not included: but now
this intended journey was laid aside; the court was re-

moved to Kensington, and the prince retired to Rich-
mond. The bishop of Rochester having been seized,

with his papers, was examined before a committee of

the council, who committed him to the Tower for high-

treason. The earl of Orrery, lord North and Grey, and
Mr. Coekran and Mr. Smith from Scotland, and Mr.
Christopher Layer, a young gentleman of the Temple,
were confined in the same place. Mr. George Kelly, an
Irish clergyman, Mr. Robert Cotton of Huntingdonshire,

• The earl of Sunderland died in April, after having incmred a
great load of popular odium, from his supposed couiiexiona with tho
directors of the South-Sea eonipany. He was a minister of abilities,

hut violent, impetuous, and headstrong. Uis death was soon fol-

lowed hy that of hia father-in-law, the great duke of Marlborough,
whose factdiies had been for some time greatly impaired. He was
interred in Westminster-abbey, with such profusion of funeral
pomp, as evinced tlio pride and ostentation, much more than tho
taste and concern, of those w-lio directed his ol>sequies. Ue was suc-
ceeded as master of the ordnance, and colonel of the first regiment
of foot guards, by carl Cadogan.
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Mr. BJngly, Mr. Fleetwood, Neynoe, an Irish pric-st,

and sevcraj persons, were taken into custody; and Jlr.

Shippen's house was searched. After bishop Atterhury

had remained a fortniglit in tlie Tower, sir Constantine

Phipps presented a petition to the court at the Old

Bailey, in the name of Jlrs. Morris, that prelate's daugh-

ter, praj-ing that, in consideration of the bishop's ill

Btate of health, he might be cither brought to a speedy

trial, bailed, or discliargcd: but this Avas over-ruled.

The churchmen through the wliolo kingdom were filled

with indignation at the confinement of a bishop, which

they said was an outrage upon the church of England,

and the cpiscop.al order. Far from concealing their sen-

timents on this subject, the clergy ventured to offer up

public prayers for his health, in almost all the churches

and chapels of London and Westminster. In_ the

meantime, the king, attended by the prince of AValos,

made a summer progress through the western counties.

NEW PARLIAMENT.

Tlic new parliament being assembled on the ninth

day of October, his majesty made them acquainted with

the natui-e of the conspiracy. He said the conspirators

h.ad, by their emissaries, made the strongest instances

for succours from foreign powers, but were disappointed

in their expectations. That nevertheless, confiding in

their numljcrs, they had resolved once more, upon their

own strength, to attempt the subversion of his govern-

ment. He said they had provided considerable sums of

money, engaged great numbers of officers from abroad,

secured large quantities of arms and ammunition; and,

had not the plot been timely discovered, the whole

nation, and particularly the city of London, would have

been involved in bluod and confusion. He expatiated

upon the mildness and integrity of his nvm government;

and inveighed against the ingratitude, the implacability,

and madness of the disaffected, concluding with an as-

surance that he would steadily adhere to the constitu-

tion in church and state, and continue to make the laws

of the realm the rule and measure of all his actions.

Such addresses were presented b_v both houses, as the

fears and attachment of the majority may be supposed

to have dictated on such an occasion. A bill was brought

into the house of lords for suspending the Jiaheas-corjms

act for a whole year, but they were far from being
unanimous in agreeing to such an unusual length of

time. By this suspension they, in effect, vested the

ministiy with a dictatorial power over the liberties of

the people.

DECLAEATION OF THE PEETENDEE.

The opposition in the house of commons was so vio-

)ent, that Mr. Robert Walpole found it necessaiy to

alarm their apprehensions by a dreadful story of a de-

sign to seize tlic bank and exchequer, and to proclaim
the pretender on the Royal Exchange. Their passions

being inflamed by this ridiculous artifice, they passed
the bill, which immediately received the royal assent.

The duke of Norfolk being brought from Bath, was
examined before the council, and committed to the Tower
on suspicion of high-treason. On the sixteenth day of

November, the king sent to the house of peers the origi-

nal and printed copy of a declaration signed by the pre-

tender. It was dated at Lucca, on the twentieth day of
September, in the present year, and appeared to be a
proposal addressed to the subjects of Great Britain and
Ireland, as well as ^o all foreign princes and states. In
this p.aper, the chevalier de St. George having mentioned
the late violation of the freedom of elections, conspiracies

invented to give a colour to new oppressions, infamous
informers, and the state of proscription in which he sup-
posed every honest man to be, very gravely proposed,
that if king George would relinqu'ush to him the throne
of Great Britain, he would, in return, bestow upon him
the title of king in bis native dominions, .and invito all

other states to confirm it; he likewise promised to leave

to king George his succession to the British dominions

secure, whenever, in due course, his natural right should

take place. The lords unanimously resolved that this

declaration was a false, insolent, and traitorous libel;

and ordered it to be burned at the Royal Exchange.

The commons concurred in these resolutions. Both

houses joined in an address, expressing their utmost as-

tonishment and indignation at the sui-prising insolence

of the pretender; and assuring his majesty they were
determined to support his title to the crown with their

lives and fortunes. The commons prepared a bill for

raising one hundred thousand pounds upon the real and
personal estates of all papists, or persons educated in the

popish religion, towards defraying the expenses occa-

sioned by the late rebellion and disorders. This bill,

though strenuously opposed by some moderate members
as a species of persecution, was sent up to the house of

lords; together with another obliging all persons being

papists in Scotland, and all persons in Great Britain,

refusing or neglecting to take the oaths appointed for

the security of the king's person and goveniment, to

register their names and real estates. Both these bills

passed tln-ough the upper house without amendment,
and received the royal sanction.

REPORT OF THE SECEET COMMITTEE.

Mr. Laj'cr being brought to his trial at the king's

bench, on the twenty-first day of November, was con-

victed for having enlisted men for the pretender's ser-

vice, in order to stir up a rebellion, and received sentence

of death. He was reprieved for some time, and ex-

amined by a committee of the house of commons: but
he either could not, or would not, discover tl.e parti-

culars of the conspiracy, so that he suffered death at

Tyburn, and his head was fixed up at Temple-bar.

Mr. Pulteney, chairman of the committee, reported to

the house, that, from the examination of Layer and
others, a design had been formed by persons of figure

and distinction at home, in conjunction with traitors

abroad, for placing the pretender on the throne of these

realms: that their first intention was lO procure a body
of foreign troops to invade the kingdom at the time of

the late elections; hut that the conspirators being dis-

appointed in this expectation, resolved to make an
attempt at the time that it was generally believed the

king intended to go to Hanover, by the help of such

officers and soldiers as could pass into England unob-

served, flora abroad, under the command of the late

duke of Ormond, who was to have landed in the river

with a great quantity of arms provided in Spain for

that purpose; at which time the Tower was to have

been seized. That this scheme being also defeated by
the vigilance of the government, they deferred their

enterprise till the breaking up of the camp; and, in the

meantime, employed thcii' agents to corrupt and seduce

the officers and soldiers of the army : that it appeared

from several letters and circumstances, that the late

duke of Ormond, the duke of Norfolk, the earl of Orrery,

lord North and Grey, and the bishop of Rochester,

were concerned in this conspiracy; that their acting

agents were Christopher Layer and John Plunket,

who travelled together to Rome; Dennis Kelly, George
Kelly, and Thomas Carte, nonjuring clergymen ; Neynoe
the Irish priest, who by this time was drowned in the

river Thames in attempting to make his escape from

the messenger's house; Mrs. Spilmau, alias Yallop, and

John Sample.

BILL OF PAINS AND PENALTIES AGAINST
THE BISHOP OF ROCHESTER.

This pretended conspiracy, in all likelihood, extended
no farther than the first rudiments of a design that was
never digested into any regular form; otherwise the

])ersons said to be concerned in it must liave been in-

fatuated to a degree of frenzy: for they were charged

with having made application to the legent of France,
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wlio was well known to te intimately connected with

tho king of Great Hiitain. The lioufc of commons,

however, rcsolvcil, tli:it it was i\ detestable and horrid

conspiracy for raising a rebellion, seizing tlio Tower

and tlic city of London, laying violent hands upon the

pc'«ons of his most sacred majesty and tho prince of

Wiik'S, in order to subvert our present happy establish-

ment in church and state, by placing a popish pretender

upon the throne: that it was formed and carried on by

persons of figure and distinction, and their agents and

instruments, in conjunction with traitors abroad, liills

were brought in and passed, for inflicting pains and

penalties against John Plunket and Georgo Kelly,

who were by these acts to be ke])t in close custody

during his majesty's pleasure, in any prison in Great

Britain; and that they should not attempt to escape on

pain of deith, to be inflicted upon them and their as-

sistants. Mr. Yonge made a motion for a bill of the

same nature against tho bishop of Rochester. This

was immediately brought into the house, though sir

AVilliam \\'yndham affirmed that there was no evidence

against him but conjectui-cs and hearsay. Tho bishop

wrote a letter to the speaker, importing, that, though

conscious of his own innocence, he should decline giving

the house any trouble that day, contenting himself

with the opportunity of making his defence before an-

other, of which he had the honour to be a member.

Connsel being heard for the bill, it was committed to a

grand committee on the sixth day of April, when the

majority of the tory members quitted the house. It

was then moved, that the bishop should be deprived of

his oflice and benefice, and banished the kingdom for

ever. Mr. Lawsoa and Mr. Oglethorpe spoke in his

favour.

1723. The bill being passed, and sent up to the

lords, the bishop was brought to his trial before them
on the ninth of May. Himself and his counsel having

been heard, the lords proceeded to consider the articles

of the bill. 'R'hen they read it a third time, a motion

was made to pass it, and then a long and warm debate

ensued. Earl Paulet demonstrated the danger and

injustice of swerving in such an extraordinary manner
from the fi.\ed rules of evidence. The duke of Wharton
having summed up the depositions, and proved the in-

su6Bcicncy of them, concluded with saying, that, lot

the consequences be what they would, he hoped such

a hellish stain would never sully the lustre and glory

of that illustrious house, as to condemn a man without

the least evidence. Lord Bathurst spoke against the

bill with equal strength and eloquence. He said, if

such extraordinary proceedings were countenanced, he

saw nothing remaining for him and others to do, but to

retire to their country houses, and there, if possible,

quietly enjoy their estates within their own families,

since the least correspondence, the least intercepted

letter, might be made criminal. He observed, that

cardinal Mazarin boasted, that if he had but two lines

of any man's writing, he could, by means of a few cir-

cumstances, attested by witnesses, deprive him of his

life at his pleasure. Turning to the bench of bishops,

who had been generally unfavourable to Dr. Atterbury,

he said he could hardly account for the inveterate hatred

and malice some persons bore the learned and ingenu-

ous bishop of Rochester, unless they were intoxicated

with the infatuation of some savage Indians, who be-

lieve they inherited not only the spoils, but even the

abilities of any great enemy whom they had killed in

battle. The bill was supported by the duke of Argyle,

the carl of Scafield, and Lord Lechmcre, which last was
answered by earl Cowper. This nobleman observed,

that the strongest argument urged in behalf of the bill

was necessity; but that, for his part, he saw no neces-

sity that could justify such unprecedented and such

dangerous proceedings, as the conspiracy had above

twelve months before been happily discovered, and
tho effects of it prevented: that, besides the intrinsic

weight and strength of the government, the hands of

those at the helm bad been still further fortified by the

suspension of the fmhcas-corpun act, and tho additional

troops which had been raised. He said the known
rules of evidence, as laid down at first and established

by the law of tho land, were the birth-right of every
subject in the nation, and ought to bo constantly
observed, not only in the Inferior courts of judicature,

but also in both houses of parliament, till altered by
the legislature; that the ndmitting of tho prce.irious

and uncertain evidence of tho clerks of tlio post-oflicc,

was a very dangerous precedent. In former times, said

he, it was thought very gilevous that in capital cases

a m.an should be affected by similitude of bands; but

here the case is niueli worse, since it is allowed that the

clerks of the post-oflice should carry the similitude of

hands four months in their minds. Ue applauded tho

bishop's noble deportment in declining to answer before

the house of commons, whose proceedings in this un-

precedented manner, against a lord of parliament, wa.s

such an eucroaehnient on the prerogative of the peerage,

that if they submitted to it, by passing the bill, they

might be tcrnuul the last of British peers, for giving up

their ancient privileges. The other party were not so

solicitors about answering reasons, as eager to put tho

question, when the bill passed, and a protest was entered.

I!y this .act the bishop was deprived of all ofiioes, bene-

fices, and dignities, and rendered incapable of enjoying

any for the future: he was banished the realm, and

subjected to the pains of death in case he should return,

as were all persons who should correspond with him

during his e.\ile. Dr. Friend, the celebrated physician,

who was a member of the house of commons, and had

exerted himself strenuously in behalf of the bishop, was
now taken into custody on suspicion of treasonable

practices.

PROCEEDINGS AGAINST THOSE CONCERNED
IN THE LOTTERY AT HAMBURGH.

The next object that excited the resentment of the

commons was the scheme of a lottery to be drawn at

Hamburgh in the king's German dominions. The
house appointed a committee to inquire into this and

other lotteries at that time on foot in London. Tho
scheme was published, on pretence of raising a subscrip-

tion for maintaining a trade between Great Britain and

the king's territories on the Elbe; but it was a mysteri-

ous scene of iniquity, which the committee, with all

their penetration, could not fully discover. They re-

ported, however, that it was an infamous fraudulent

undertaking, whereby many unwary persons had been

drawn in, to their great loss: that the manner of carry-

ing it on had been a manifest violation of the lav.-s of

the kingdom: that the managers and agents of this

lottery had, v.-ithout any authority for so doing, made
use of his majesty's royal name, thereby to give coun-

tenance to the infamous project, and induce his majesty's

subjects to engage or be concerned therein. A bill was

brought in to suppress this lottei-y; and to oblige tho

managers of it to make restitution of the money they

had received from the contributors. At the same time

the house resolved. That John lord viscount Barrington

h.id been notoriously guilty of promoting, abetting, and

carrying on their fraudulent undertaking; for which

offence he should be expelled the house. The court of

Vienna having erected an East-India company at Os-

tend, upon a scheme fonned by one Colebrooke au

English merchant, sir Nathaniel Gould represented to

the house of commons the great detriment which tho

English East-India company had already received, and

were likely further to sustain, by this Ostend company.

Tho house immediately resolved. That for the subjects

of this kingdom to subscribe, or be concerned in encour-

aging any subscription, to promote an East-India com-

pany now erecting in tho Austrian Netherlands, was a

high crime and misdemeanor; and a law was enacted

for preventing British subjects from engaging in that

enterprise. By another act, relating to the South-Sea

company, the two millions of stocJ: which had been
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Biiniliilafed vi'ere revived, added to the capital, and

divided amoiifc tlio proprietors. A tliird law passed,

for the more ctrectnal execution of justice in a part of

Southvrarlc called the Mint, -ivherc a great number of

debtors had taken sanctuary, on the supposition that

it was a privileged place. On the twenty-seventh day

of May the session was closed, with a speech that

breathed nothing but panegyric, acknowledgment, and

atfection to a parliament which had complied with all

his majesty's wishes.

AFFAIRS OF THE CONTINENT.

His majesty l.tving ennobled the son of Jir. Eooert

Walpolc, in consideration of the father's services, made
a good number of church promotions. He admitted the

imprisoned lords and gentlemen to bail; granted a par-

don to lord llolingbroke; and ordered the bishop of

Rochester to be conveyed to the continent. Then he

himself set out for Hanover, leaving the administration

of his kingdoms in the hands of a regency, lord Har-

court being one of the justices. The king was attended

by the two secretaries, lords Townshend and Carteret,

who were counted able negotiators. The affairs of the

continent had begun to take a new turn. The interests

and connexions of the different princes were become
perplexed and embarrassed; and king George resolved

to unravel them by dint of negotiation. Understanding

that a treaty was on the carpet between the czar and

the king of Sweden, favourable to the duke of Holstein's

pretensions to Sleswick, the possession of which the

elector of Hanover had guaranteed to Denmark, his

majesty began to be in pain for Bremen and Verden.

The regent of France and the king of Spain had now
compromised all differences; and their reconciliation

was cemented by a double marriape between Philip's

sons and the regent's daughters. The former proposed

new tre.ities to England; but insisted upon the restitu-

tion of Gibraltar and Port-Mahon, as well as upon the

king's openly declaring against the Ostcnd company.
His Britannic majesty was apprehensive, that, should

the emperor be hard pressed on that subject, he might
join the czar and the king of Sweden, and promote their

designs in favour of the duke of Holstein. On the

other hand, all the Italian powers exclaimed against

the treaty of London. The pope had protested against

any thing that might have been decided at Cambray to

the prejudice of his right. Memorials to the same
effect had been presented by the king of Sardinia, the
dukes of Tuscany, Parma, and Modena. France and
Spain were inclined to support these potentates against

the house of Austria. Europe seemed to be on the eve

of a new war. King George was entangled in such a

variety of treaties and interests, tliat he knew not well

how to extricate himself from the troublesome engage-
ments he had contracted. By declaring for the em-
peror, he must have countenanced the new establish-

ment at Ostend, which was so prejudicial to his British

subjects, and incurred the resentment of France, Spain,

and their allies of Italy. In renouncing the interest of the
emperor, he would have exposed his German dominions.
In vain he exhorted the emperor to relax in his disputes
with Spain, and give up the Ostend company, which
was so detrimental and dis<igreeable to his faithful

allies; the court of Vienna promised in general to ob-
serve the treaties which it had concluded, but declined
entering into any particular discussion; so that all his
majesty's endeavours ended in contracting closer con-
nexions with Prussia and Denmark. All those nego-
tiations carried on, all those treaties concluded by king
George, with almost every prince and state in Christen-
dom, which succeeded cue another so fast, and appear
at first view so intricate and unaccountable, were
founded upon two simple and natural principles, namelv,
the desire of ascertaining his acquisitions as elector of
Hanover, and his resolution to secure himself against
the disaffection of his British subjects, as well as the
efforts of the pretender

CLAMOUR IN IRELAND ON ACCOUNT OP
WOODS COINAGE.

Great Britain at this period enjoyed profound tran-

quillity. Ireland was a little ruffled by an incident

which seemed to have been misrepresented to the people

of that kingdom. William Wood had obtained a patent

for famishing Ireland with copper currency, in which
it was deficient. A great clamour was raised against

this coin. The parliament of that kingdom, which met
in September, resolved, that it would be prejudicial to

the revenue, destructive of trade, and of dangerous con-

sequence to the rights of the subject; th.at the patent

had been obtained by misrepresentation; that the half-

pence wanted weight; that, even if the terms of the

patent had been complied with, there would have been
a great loss to the nation; that granting the power of

coinage to a private per.^cn had ever been highly pre-

judicial to the kingdom, and would at all times be of

dangerous consequence. Addresses from both houses
were presented to the king on this subject. The affair

was refeiTed to the lords of the privy-council of Eng-
land. They justified the conduct of the patentee, upon
the report of Sir Isaac Newton and other oiiicers of the

Mint, who had made an assay and trial of ^\'ood's half-

pence, and found he had complied nith the teiins of the

patent. They declared that this currency exceeded in

goodness, fineness, and value of metal, all the copper
money which had been coined for Ireland, in the reigns

of king Charles II., king James II., king William and
queen Mary. The privy-council likewise demonstrated,

that his majesty's predecessors had always exercised

the undoubted prerogative of granting patents for cop-

per coinage in Ireland to private persons; that none of

these patents had been so beneficial to the kingdom as

this granted to William Wood, who had not obtained it

in an unprecedented manner, but after a reference to

the attorney and solicitor-general, and after Sir Isaac

Newton had been consulted in every particular: finally,

they proved, by a gi'cat number of witnesses, that there

was a real want of such money in Iieland. Notwith-
standing this decision, the ferment of the Irish nation

was industriously kept up by clamour, pamphlets,

papers, and lampoons, written by dean Swift and other

authors; so that \\'ood voluntarily reduced his coinage

from the value of one hundred thousand to forty thou-

sand pounds. Thus the noise was silenced. The com-
mons of Ireland passed an act for accepting the affii-ma-

tion of the quakers instead of an oath; and voted three

hundred and forty thousand pounds towards discharging

the debt of the nation, which amounted to about double

that sum.

DEATH OF THE DUKE OF ORLEANS.

In the month of October, England lost a worthy no-

bleman in the death of earl Cowper, who had twice dis-

charged the office of lord-chancellor, with equal discern-

ment and integrity. He was profoundly skilled in the

laws of his country; in his apprehension quick and pen-

etrating; in his judgment clear and determinate. He
possessed a manly eloquence; his manner was agreeable,

and his deportment graceful. This year was likewise

remarkable for the death of the duke of Orleans, regent

of France, who, since the decease of Louis XIV., had
ruled that nation with the most absolute authority. He
was a prince of taste and spirit, endowed with shining

talents for empire, which he did not fail to display, even
in the midst of effeminate pursuits and idle debaucherj'.

From the infirm constitution of the infant king, he had
conceived hopes of ascending the throne, and taken his

measures accordingly; but the young monarch's health

began to be established, and all the duke's schemes were
defeated by an apoplexy, of which he died, in the fiftieth

year of his age, after having nominated the duke of

Bourbon as prime-minister. King George immediately
received assurances of the good disposition of the French
court, to cultivate and even improve the good undct>-
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standing so biippily est.iblislicd between Franco and '

Great Britain. The king arrived in England on the
|

eighteenth day of December; and on the ninth day of

Januar)' the pailiament was assembled. His ra.ijesty,

in his speceh. recommended to the commons the caic of

the public debts; and ho expressed lii3 satisfaction at

seeing the sinking fund improved and augmented, so oa

to pnt the debt of the nation into a method of being

speedily and gradually discharged.

AX ACT FOF. LESSEXIXG THE PUBLIC
UEI3TS.

This was the repented theory of patriotism, which

unhappily for the subjects, was never reduced to priic-

tico; not but th.at a beginning of such a laudable work

was made in this veiy session, by an act for lessening

the public debts. This law provided that tho anuuities

at five per cent, charged on the general fund by a for-

mer act, except such as bad been subscribed into the

SoQth-Sca, together with the unsubscribed blanks of the

lottcrj' in the year one thousand seven hundred and

fonrtccD, should be paid off at Lady-day of the year ne.Kt

ensuing, with the money arising from the sinking fund.

The ministry, however, did not persevere in this path of

prudciit economy. The commons granted all the sup-

plies that were demanded. They voted ten thousand

seamen; and the majority, though not without violent

opposition, agreed to niaint:iiu four thousand additional

troops, which had been raised in the preceding year; so

that the establishment of the land-forces amounted to

eighteen thousand two hundred and sixty-four. The
expense of the year was defrayed by a land-tax and

malt-tax. The commons having despatched the supply,

took into consideration a griev.ance arising from protec-

tions granted by foreign ministers, peers and membera
of parliament, under which profligate persons used to

screen themselves from the prosecution of their just

creditors. The commons resolved. That all protections

granted by members of that house should bo declared

void, and immediately withdrawn. The lords made a

declaration to the same purpose, with an exception to

menial sci-vants, and those necessarily employed about

the estates of peers.*

1724. On the twenty-fomth day of April, his ma-
jesty closed the session in the usual manner, made some
alterations in the disposition of the great officers of state,

and sent Mr. Horatio Walpole as ambassador-extraordi-

nary to the court of France.

PHILIP, KING OF SPAIN, ABDICATES THE
THRONE.

In the beginning of this year, Philip king cf Spain,

retiring with his f;ueen to the monastery of St. lldc-

fonso, sent the marquis of Grimaldi, bis principal secre-

tary of state, to his son Louis prince of Asturias, with

a solemn renunciation of the crown, and a letter of ad-

vice in which he exhorted him to cultivate the Blessed

Virgin with the warmest devotion, and put himself and
his kingdoms under her protection. The renunciation

was published through the whole monarchy of Spain

;

and the council of Castile resolved. That Louis migiit

assume the reins of govenmient without assembling the

Cortez. The English minister at Paris was instructed

to interpose in behalf of the French protestants, against

whom a severe edict had been lately published; but his

remonstrances produced no eflect. England, in the

• Tho diiVe of Newcaalle was pow apjK.infeJ Fpcrctary of state;

the duke of Grafton, Ionl.chamberIain; auU lord Carteret, lord-lieu-

Ipnant of IfHlau'I.—The kiii^ iiistitiilftl a I'rofcssorship for the nio-

deni Iani.'«:a;i»'3 in each university.— In llie month of .May died
Kobert Harlc-y, earl of Oxford and earl Moniiuer, uiio had Ijcen a
munilicent patrm of geniiia and literature; and omplcted a very
valuable coUection of manuscripts.—The practici? of inr»;ulation for
the Biuall-pox Ka-i by this time introdnced into England from Tur-
key. I'rinc« Frederic, the two princcs.ws Amelia aud Carolina, the
duke of Bcdfonl and his sister, v.-ith many otlier pel-sons of distinc-
tion, underwent the o[K;ration nilh success.—Dr. Ilenry S.irhe%-on;l
died In June, after having; bC'iueathcd fi\e liundnxl j-yuntlj lo the
Lbu: bishop of UuchC3t£r.

meantime, was quite barren of such events as dtservtj

a, place in history. Tho government was now firmly

established on tho neck of opposition; and comnierca
flourished cveu under the load of grievous im^jositious.

ABUSES IN CHANCEUY.

Tho next parliament, which met on tho twelfth day
of November, seemed to bo assembled for no other pur-
pose than that of establishing funds for the expense of

tho eusuing year; yet tho session was distinguished by
a remarkable incident—namely, the trial of the earl of

Macclesfield, loid-chaneellor of England. This noble-

man had connived at certain venal jiractices touching

the sale of places, and the money of suitors deposited

with the masters of chancery, so as to incur the general

reproach of the nation. lie found it necesstiry to resign

the great seal in tho beginning of January— 1725. On
the ninth day of tho eusuing month, tho king sent a

message to the commons, importing, That his majesty

having reason to apprehend that the suitors in the court

of chancery were in danger of losing a considerable sura

of money, from the insufficiency of some of the masters,

thought himself obliged, in justice and compassion to

the said sufl'erers, to take the most speedy and proper

method the law would allow for inquiring into the state

of the master's accounts, and securing their effects for

the benefit of the suitors; .and his m.ajesty having Imd
several reports laid before him, in pursuance of the di-

rections he had given, had ordered the reports to bo

communicated to the house, that they might have as

full and as perfect a view of this important affair as the

shortness of the time, and tho circumstances and nature

of the proceedings, would admit.

TPvIAL OF THE EAEL OF MACCLESFIELD.

These papers being taken into consideration, sir

George Oxendcn observed, that enormous abuses had
crept into the high comt of chancery; that the crimes

and misdemeanors of the late lord-chancellor were many
and various, but might be reduced to the following heads

—that he had embezzled the estates and effects of many
widows, orphans, and lunatics; that he had raised the

offices of masters in chancery to an exorbitant price;

trusting in their hands large sums of money belonging

to suitors, that they might be enabled to comply with

his exorbitant demands, and that in several cases he had
made divers inregular orders. He therefore moved.
That Thomas earl of Macclesfield should be impeached
of high crimes and misdemeanors. Mr. Pultcney moved.

That this affair might bo left to the consideration of

a select committee. Sir William ^^'vndhaln asserted.

That in proceeding by way of impeachment upon re-

ports from above, they would make a dangerous pre-

cedent; and seem to give up tlie most valuable of their

privileges, the inquest after state criminals. The ques-

tion being put, it was carried for the impeachment. Tlio

carl was accordingly impeached at the bar of the upper
house; a committee was appointed to prepare articles;

and a bill was brought in, to indemnify the masters in

chancery from the penalties of the law, upon discovering

what consideration they had paid for their admission to

their respective offices. The trial lasted twenty days;

the earl was convicted of fradulent practices; and con-

demned in a fine of thirty thousand pounds, with im-
prisonment until that sum should be paid. Ho was
immediately committed to the Tower, where he contin-

ued about si.x weeks; but upon producing the money ho
was discharged; and sir Peter King, now created baron

of O.ikham, succeeded him in the oiHcc of chancellor.

DEBATES ABOUT THE DEBTS OF THE
CIVIL LIST.

Ilis majesty, on tho eighth day of April, pave the

house of commons to understand, that having been en-

gaged in some extraordinary expenses, he hoped ho
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sTioulil be enabled to raise a sum of money, by making
use of the funds lately established for the payment of

the civil list annuities, in order to discharge the debts

contracted iu the civil government. Jlr. I'ultcney,

cofferer of the household, moved for an address, Tliat

an account should be laid before the bouse of all monies

paid for secret service, pensions, and bounties, from tlie

twenty-fifth day of March, in the year one thousand

seven hundred and one, to the twentj'-firth of the same
month in the present year. This address being voted,

a motion was made to consider the king's message. Jlr.

Pultcney urged, that this consideration sliould be post-

poned until the house should have examined tlic papers

that were the subject of the address. He expressed his

surprise that a debt amounting to above five hundred

thousand pounds should bo contracted in tliree years;

he said, he did not wonder that some persons should be

to eager to make good the deficiencies of the civil-list,

since they and their friends enjoyed such a share of that

revenue; and he desired to know whether this was all

that was due, or whether they should expect another

reckoning? This gentleman began to be dissatisfied

with the measures of the ministry; and his sarcasms

were aimed at JIi-. AValpole, who undertook to answer
his objections. The commons took the message into

consideration, and passed a bill, enabling his majesty to

raise a sum, not exceeding one million, by exchequer
bills, loans, or otherwise, on the credit of the deductions

of sixpence per pound, directed by an act of parliament

of the seventh year of his majesty, and of the civil-list

revenues, at an interest not exceeding three pounds per

cent, till repayment of the principal.

BILL IN FAA'OUR OF THE LATE LOKD
BOLINGBROKE.

On the twentieth day of April, a petition was pre-

sented to the house by lord Finch in behalf of Henry
St. John, late viscount Bolingbroke, praying tliat the
execution of the law with respect to his forfeitures might
be suspended, as a pardon had suspended it with respect

to his life. Sir. "Walpole signified to the house, by his

majesty's command, that, seven j-ears before, the peti-

tioner had made humble application and submission to

the king, with assurances of duty, allegiance, and fidel-

ity; that, from his behaviour smce that time, his ma-
jesty was convinced of his being a fit object of bis mercy,
and consented to his petitioning the house. The peti-

tion being read, Jlr. Walpole declired himself fully sa-

tisfied that the petitioner had sufficiently atoned for his

past oifences; and therefore deserved the favour of that
house, so far as to enable him to enjoy the family in-

heritance that was settled upon him, which he could not
do by virtue of his majesty's pardon, without an act of
parliament. Lord Finch moved. That a bill miglit be
brouglit in for this purpose, and was warmly opposed
by Jlr. Jletliuen, comptroller of the household, who re-

presented Bolingbroke as a monster of iniquity. His
remonstrance was supported by lord William Paulet and
Jlr. Onslow ; nevertheless, the bill was prepared, passed
through both houses, and received the royal assent. An
act being passed for disarming the highlanders of Scot-
land, anotlier for regulating elections within the citv of
London, a third for reducing the interest of several bank
annuities, together with some bills of a private nature,
tlic parliament was prorogued in Jlay, after the king
had, in the warmest terms of acknowledgment, expressed
his approbation of their conduct. Then ho appointed
lords-justices to govern the nation in his absence; and
set out in Juno for his German dominions.*

• Ou the fifili day of Deccmljor the princess of Wales was deli-
vered of a princess, clu-istencd by the name of Louisa, and afterwards
laamcd to tlio Icing »f Dcnraarlc'. She died December tlie nineteeiitli,
or.o thousand seven liundred and fifty-one.—Immediately after tiio
session of parliament, the king revived the order of the liath, thirty-
eight in nimiber, incltlding tlic sovereign.—William Bateman was
created baron of Calmore in Ireland, and viscount Uateman; and sir
Jtobert Walpole, who had been one of the revived kniglits of the
Uath, was now liououred with the order of tlic Garter.

TREATY OF ALLIANCE.

Th J tide of political interest on the continent had be-

gun to flow in a new channel, so as to render incff'ectual

the mounds which his Britannic majesty had raistd by
his multiplicity of negotiations. Louis, the Spanish

monarch, dying soon after his elevation to the throne,

his father Philip resumed the crown which he had re-

signed, and gave himself up implicitly to the conduct of

his queen, who was a princess of indefatigable intrigue

and insatiate ambition. The infanta, who had been
married to Louis W. of France, was so disagreeable to

her husband, that the whole French nation began to be
apprehensive of a civil war in consequence of his dying
without male issue; he therefore determined, with the

advice of his council, to send back the infanta, as the
nuptials had not been consummated; and she was at-

tended to JIadrid by the marquis de Jlonteleone. The
queen of Spain resented this insult offered to her daugh-
ter; and, iu revenge, dismissed mademoiselle dc Eeau-
jolois, one of the regent's daughters, who had been be-
trothed to her son don Carlos. As tlie congress at

Cambray had proved ineft'ectual, she oftered to adjust
her difierences with the emperor, under the sole media-
tion of Great Britain. This was an honour which king
George declined. He was averse to any undertaking
that might inteiTupt the harmony subsisting between
him and the court of Versailles; and he had taken um-
brage at the emperor's refusing to grant the investiture

of Bremen and Verden except upon terms whieli he did

not choose to embrace. The peace between the courts
of Vienna and JIadrid, which he refused to mediate,
was effected by a private negotiation, under the man-
agement of the duke de Ripperda, a native of the states-

general, who had renounced the protestant religion, and
entered into the service of his catholic majesty. By two
treaties, signed at Vienna in the month of April, the

emperor aclcnowledged Philip as king of Spain and the

Indies, promised that he would not molest him in the

possession of those dominions that were secured to him
by the treaty of Utrecht. Philip renounced all preten-

sions to the dominions in Italy and the Netherlands,

adjudged to the emperor by the treaty of London;
Ch.arles granted the investiture of the dukedoms of Tus-
cany, Parma, and Placentia, to the oldest son of the

queen of Spain, in default of heirs in the present posses-

sors, as masculine fiefs of the empire. Spain became
guarantee of the Austrian succession, according to the

pragmatic sanction, by which the dominions of that

house were settled on the emperors's heirs general, and
declared to be a perpetual, indivisible, and inseparable

feoffment of the primogeniture. By the commercial
treaty of Vienna, the Austrian subjects were entitled to

advantages in trade with Spain, which no other nation

enjoyed. His catholic majesty guaranteed the Ostend
East India company; and agreed to pay an annual sub-

sidy of four millions of piastres to the emperor. Great

sums were remitted to Vienna; the Imperial forces were
augmented to a formidable number; and other powers
were solicited to engage in this alliance, to which the

court of Petersburgh actually acceded.

TREATY OF HANOVER.

The kind of Great Britain took the alarm. The em-
jieror and he had for some time treated each other with

manifest coolness. He had reason to fear some attempts

upon his German dominions, and projected a defensive

treaty with France and Prussia. This alliance, limited

to the term of fifteen years, was negotiated and con-

cluded at Hanover in the month of September. It implied

a mutual guarantee of the dominions possessed by the

contracting parties, their rights and privileges, those of

commerce in particular, and an engagement to procure

satisfaction to the protestants of Thorn, wlio had lately

been oppressed by the catholics, contrary to the treaty

of Oliva. The king having taken these pi'ccautions at

Hanover, set out on his return for England; embarked
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at Ilolvoctsluys in the muWIe of December; and after

liaviiij been cx|iosed to tlio fury of a ilriiulful storm,

was landed witli great ditliculty at Ilyc, from whence

he proceeded by land to London. The jiarliunient meet-

ing on the twentieth day of the next month, ho gave

them to understand that the distressed condition of some

of their protestant brethren abroad, and the negotiations

and engagements contracted by some foreign powers,

which seemed to have laid the foundation ofnew troubles

and disturbances in Europe, and to threaten his subjects

with the loss of several of the most advantageous

branches of their trade, had obliged him to concert with

Other powers such measures as might give a check to

the ambitious views of those who were endeavouring to

render themselves formidable, and put a stop to the fur-

ther progress of such dangerous designs, lie told them

that the enemies of his government were already verj-

bu.<y, by their instruments and emissaries in those courts

whose measures seemed most to favour their purposes,

in soliciting and promoting the cause of the pretender.

One sees, at first sight, that the interests of Germany
dictated the treaty of Hanover; but, in order to secure

the approbation of Great Britain, upon which the sup-

port of this alliance chietly depended, it was judged

necessary to insert the articles relating to commerce and

the protestant religion, as if the engagement had been

contracted purely for the advantjige and glory of Eng-
land. In a word, the ministry began now to ring the

changes upon a few words that have been repeated ever

since, like cabalisticjl sounds, by which the nation has

been encliautcd into a very dangerous connexion with

the concerns of the continent. They harangued, they

insisted upon the machinations of the disalTected, the

designs of a popish pretender, the protestant interest,

and the bjance of power, until these expressions became
absolutely terms of ridicule with every person of com-

mon sense and reflection. The people were told that

the emperor and the king of Spain, exclusive of the pub-

lic treaties concluded at Vienna, had entered into private

engagements, importing that the Imperialists should

join the Spaniards in recovering Gibraltar and Port-

Jlahon by force of arms, in case the king of England
should refuse to restore them amicably, according to a
solemn promise ho bad made: that a double man'iage

should take place between the two infants of Spain, and
the two archduchesses of Austria; and that means should

be tiiken to place the pretender on the throne of Great

Britain. .

When the treaties of Vienna and Tlanorer fell under

consideration of the house of commons, Horatio AVal-

pole, afterwards termed in derision, " the balnnce mas-
ter," opened the debate with a long una!)imated oration,

giving a detail of the affiiirs of Europe since the treaty

of Utrecht. He enumerated the barrier-treaty, the con-

vention for executing that treaty, the defensive alliance

with the emperor, the other with the most christian

king and the states-general, another convention, the

quadruple alliance, the congress at Cambray, the treaty

of Hanover, and that of Vienna. He explained the

nature of each engagement. He said the main design

of the treaty of commerce concluded between the em-
peror and the king of Spain, was to countenance and
support the East-India company established at Ostend,

which interfered so essentially with the East-India com-
panies of England and Holland, and was directly con-

trary to several solemn treaties still in force. He
enlarged upon the diuiger to which the balance of power
would be exposed, should the issue male of this projected

marriage between the houses of Austria and Spain ever

possess the imperial dignity and the kingdom of Spain

together. The reader will take notice that this vei-y

man was one of those who exclaimed against that article

of the treaty of Utrecht, which prevented the power of

those two houses from b(^ng innncdiately united in the

person of the emperor. He did not forget to expatiate

npon the pretended secret engagement concerning Gib-

riltar and Minorca, ami the king's pious concern for the

distressed protestonts of Thorn in I'olaud. In vain did

Vol,. II.

Mr. Shippon urg.- that the treaty of Hanover would
engage the Ihilish nation in a war for the defence of the
king's German dominions, contrary to nn cxi^css provi-

sion made in the act of limitation. These arguments
bad lost all weight. The opposition was so inconsider-
able, that the ministry had no reason to bo in pain
about any measure they should propose. An address
was voted and delivered to his majesty, approving the
alliance he bad concluded at Hanover, in order to obviate
and disappoint the dangerous views and consequences
of the treaty of peace betwixt the emperor and the king
of Spain : and promising to supjiort his majesty against
all insults and attacks that should be made upon any of

his territories, though not belonging to the crown of

Great Britain. An address of the same kind was pre-

sented by the house of lords in a body. A bill was
brought in, ernpowciing the commissioners of the trea

sury to compound witli Mr. Kichard Hampden, late

treasurer of the navy, for a debt he owed to the crown,

amounting to eight-and-forty thousand pounds. This

deficiency was occasioned by his embarking in the South-

Sea scheme. The king i-ecommended his petition; and
the house complied with his i-equest, in consideration of

his great-grandfather, tlio famous John Hampden, who
made such a noble stand against the arljitrary measures

of the first Charles.

RIOTS IN SCOTLAND.

The malt-tax was found so grievous to Scotland, that

the people lefuscd to pay it, and riots were excited in

dilTerent parts of the kingdom. At Glasgow, the popu-

lace, armed w ith clubs and staves, rifled the house of

Daniel Campbell, their representative in parliament,

who had voted fur the bill, and maltreated some excise-

men who attempted to take an account of the malt.

General Wade, Avlio commanded the forces in Scotland,

had sent two companies of soldiers, under the command
of captain Bushel, to prevent or appease a disturbance

of this nature. That officer drew up his men in the

street, where they were pelted with stones by the mul-
titude, which he endeavoured to disperse by tiring among
them without .shot. This expedient failing, he ordered

his men to load their pieces with ball, and at a time

wlicn the magistrates were advancing towards him in a

body, to assist him with their advice and influence, he

commanded the soldiers to fire four difi'erent ways, \vith-

out the sanction of the civil authonty. About twenty
persons were killed or wounded ou this occasion. The
people seeing so many victims fall, were exasperated

beyond all sense of danger. They began to procure

arms, and breathed nothing but defiance and revenge.

Bushel thought proper to retreat to the castle of Dura-

barton, and was imrsued above five miles by the em-aged

multitude. General Wade being informed of this trans-

action, assembled a body of forces; and being accom-

panied by Duucan Forbes, lord-advocate, took possession

of Glasgow. The nnigistrates were apprehended and
conveyed prisoners to Edinburgh, where the lords justi-

ciary having taken cognizance of the ufl'air, declared

them innocent; so that they were immediately dis-

charged. Bushel was tried for murder, convicted, and
condemned; but instead of imdcrgoing the penalties of

the law, he was indulged with a pardon, and promoted
in the service. Daniel Campbell having petitioned the

house of conunons, that he might be indemnified for the

damage he had sustained from the rioters, a bill passed

in his favour, granting him a certain sum to be raised

from an imposition laid upon all the beer and ale brewed
in the city of Glasgow. The malt-ta.\ was so sensibly

felt iu Scotland, that the convention of the royal burghs
presented a remonstrance against it, as a grievous bur-

den, which their country could not bear: petitions to

the same purpose were delivered to the commons from

from different shires in that kingdom.

172G. On the twenty-fourth day of March, the king
sent a message to the house by sir Paul Methucn, desir-

ing an extraordinary supply, that he might lie able to

2G
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augment his maritime force, and concert Bucli other

measures as should be necessary in the present conjunc-

ture. A debate ensued, but the majority complied with

the demand. Some members in the upper house com-

plained that the message was not sent to both houses

of parliament, and this suggestion gave rise to another

debate, in -which lord Bathurst and others made some

melancholy reflections upon the state of insigniBcance

to which the peers of England were reduced. Such

remarks, however, were very little minded by the minis-

try, who had obtained a complete victory over all oppo-

sition. The supplies, ordinary and extraordinary, being

granted, with every thing else which the court thought

proper to ask, and several bills passed for the regulation

of civil economy, the king dismissed the parliament on

the twenty-fourth day of May.

A SQUADRON SENT TO THE BALTIC.

By this time Peter the czar of Muscovy was dead,

and his empress Catharine had succeeded him on the

Kussian throne. This princess had begun to assemble

forces in the neighbourhood of Petersburgh, and to pre-

pare a formidable armament for a naval expedition.

King George, concluding that her design was against

Sweden, sent a strong squadron into the Baltic, under

the command of sir Charles AVager, in order to antici-

pate her views upon his allies. The English fleet being

joined at Copenhagen by a Danish squadron, alarmed

the court of Russia, which immediately issued orders for

reinforcing the garrisons of Wilbourg, Cronstadt, Eevel,

and Riga. The English admiral, having had an audi-

ence with his Swedish majesty, steered towards Ecvel,

and sent thither a lieutenant, with a letter from the king

of Great Britain to the czarina. This was an expostu-

lation, in which his majestj' observed, that he and his

allies could not fail of being alarmed at her great pre-

parations by sea and land. lie complained that mea-
sures had been taken at her court in favour of the

pretender; that his repeated instances for establishing a

lasting friendship with the crown of Knssia had been

treated with neglect; and he gave her to imderstand,

that he had ordered his admiral to prevent her ships

from coming out of her harbours, should she persist in

her resolution to execute the designs she had projected.

The czarina, in her answer to the king, expressed her
surprise that she had not received his majesty's letter

until his fleet was at anchor before Revel, since it would
have been more agreeable to the custom established

among sovereigns, and to the amity which had so long
subsisted between her kingdoms and the crown of Great
Britain, to expostulate with her on her armament, and
expected her answer before he had proceeded to such an
offensive measure. She assured him that nothingwas far-

ther from her thoughts than any design to disturb the
peace of the North; and with regard to the pretender, it

was a frivolous and stale accusation, which had been
frequently used as a pretext to cover all the unkind
steps lately undertaken against the Russian empire. Sir

Charles Wager continued in his station until he received
certain intelligence that the Kussian galleys were laid

up in their winter harbour; then he set sail for the coast
of Denmark, from whence he returned to England in the
month of November.

ADMIRAL HOSIER'S EXPEDITION.

King George, that he might not seem to convert all

his attention to the affairs of the North, had equipped
two other squadrons, one of which was destined for the
West Indies, under the command of admiral Hosier: the
other, conducted by sir John Jennings, having on board
a body of land-forces, sailed from St. Helen's on tho
twentieth day of July, entered the bay of St. Antonio,
then visited Lisbon, from whence he directed his course
to the bay of Bulls near Cadiz, and cruised off Cape St.

Mary's, so as to alarm the coast of Spain and fill JIadrid
with consternation. Yet ho committed no act of hos-

tility : but was treated with great civility by the Spanish

governor of Cadiz, who supplied him with refreshments.

Kear-admiral Hosier, with seven ships of war, had sailed

in April for the Spanish West-Indies, with instructions

to block up the galleons in the port of that country; or

should they presume to come out, to seize and bring

them to England. Before his arrival at the Bastimen-

tos, near Porto-Bello, the treasure, consisting of above

six millions sterling, had been unloaded and carried back
to Panama, in pursuance of an order sent by an advice-

boat wliich had the start of Hosier. This admiral lay

inactive on that station, until he became the jest of the

Spaniards. He returned to Jamaica, where he fonnd
means to reinforce his crews; then he stood over to Car-

thagcna. The Spaniards had by this time seized the

English South-Sea ship at La Vera Cruz, together with
all the vessels and effects belonging to that company.
Hosier in vain demanded restitution : he took some
Spanish ships by way of reprisal, and continued ciiiising

in those seas until the greater part of his men perished

deplorably by the diseases of that unhealthy climate,

and his ships were totally ruined by the worms. This
brave officer, being restricted by his orders from obeying
the dictates of his courage, seeing his best officers and
men daily swept off by an outrageous distemper, and his

ships exposed to inevitable destruction, is said to have
died of a broken heart; while the people of England
loudly clamoured against this unfortunate expedition,

in which so many lives were thrown away, and so much
money expended, without the least advantage to the na-

tion. It seems to have been a mean piratical scheme to

rob the court of Spain of its expected treasure, even while

a peace subsisted between the two nations. The ministry

of Great Britain indeed alleged, that the Spanish king
had entered into engagements in favour of the pretender.

DISGRACE OF THE DUKE DE RIPPEEDA.

The dukes of Ormond and Wharton,* and the eail

Jlarischal, were certainly at Madrid; and the duke de

Kipperda, now prime-minister of Spain, dropped some
expressions to the English envoy that implied some such
design, wliich however the court of Madrid positively

denied. Ripperda, as a foreigner, fell a sacrifice to the

jealousy of the Spanish ministers. He was suddenly dis-

missed from his emploj-ments, with a pension of three

thousand pistoles. He forthwith took refuge in the

house of Vandermeer the Dutch ambassador, who was
unwilling to be troubled with such a guest. He there-

fore conveyed the duke in his coach to the house of

colonel Stanhope, the British minister, whose protection

he craved and obtained. Nevertheless, he was dragged
from thence by force, and committed prisoner to the

castle of Segovia. He afterwards made his escape, and
sheltered himself in England from the resentment of his

catholic majesty. Colonel Stanhope complained of this

violation of the law of nations, which the Spanish minis-

ters endeavoured to excuse. Memorialsand letters passed

between the two courts, and every thing tended to a

rupture. The king of Spain purchased ships of war; be-

gan to make preparations for some important undertak-

ing; and assembled an army of twenty thousand men at

St. Roch, on pi-etence of rebuilding the old castle of Gib-

raltar. Jleanwhile the states-general and the king of

Sweden acceded to the treaty of Hanover: but the king
of Prussia, though his majesty's son-in-law, was de-

tached from the alliance by the emperor, with whom he

SUBSTANCE OF THE KING'S SPEECH.

On tho seventeenth day of January, the British par-

• The duke of 'Wbarton having coiiFumcd his fortune in riot .and

cxtravajjance, repaired to the court of Vienna, from whence he pro-

cecdetl to Rome, and offoi-ed his service to the pretender. Tliere he
received Uic onlcr of tlie garter, and Ilxc title of duke of Northnm-
berland. He was sent by tlie clievalier de St. George with creden-
tials to the court of Madrid, where he abjured the protestant religion,

married a lady of the queen of Spain's bed-chamber, and obtained tho
rank and appointment of a lieutcuaat-c<jlunel in the Spaui:;!; .ser^ico.
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liament wus opened witli a long clnborato speech, im-

porting tlmt the proceeiiings anJ tiansactions of the

emperor and king of Spain, and tho secret offcnsivo

alliance concluded between tliem, liad laid the founda-

tion of a most exorbitant and fonnidablo power; tbat

thev were directly levelled a!;ainst the most valuable

anddarlin;j interests and privileges of the Uritish nation,

which must cither give up Gibraltar to Spain, and ac-

quiesce in the emperor's usurped exercise of commerce,

or resolve vigorously to defend their undoubted rights

against those reeiprocjil engagements, contracted in de-

fiance and violation of all national faith, and the n)ost

solemn treaties, lie assured them, that one of tho^e

secret articles was the placing the pretender on the

throne of Great Britain; and another the conquest of

Gibraltar and Port Mahon. IIo allirmed that those com-

binations extended themselves into Kussia; and that the

English fleet seasonably prevented such designs as

would have opened a way to the invasion of these king-

doms. Ho exhorted the commons to grant such sup-

plies as should be necessary for the defence of their

country, and for making good his engagements with the

allies of Great Britain. Ho told them that the king of

Spain had ordered bis minister residing in England to

quit the kingdom; and tbat he had left a memorial little

short of a declaration, in which he insisted upon the

restitution of Gibraltar. Ho did not fail to touch the

energetic strings which always moved their passions:

the balance of power in Europe, the security of the Bri-

tish commerce, the designs of a popish pretender, the

present happy establishment, the religion, liberties, and

properties of a piotestant people. Such addresses of

thanks were penned in both houses as the minister.s

were pleased to dictate; yet not without opposition from

a minority, which was far from being formidable, though
headed by chiefs of uncommon talents and resolution.

The commons voted twenty thousand seamen, besides

six-and-twenty thousand three hundrcdand eighty-three

men for the land service; and, to defray the extraor-

dinary' expense, a laud-tax of four shillings In the pound
was granted.

DEBATE IN THE HOUSE OF LORDS.

The house of lords having taken into consideration

the letters and memorials between the ministers of Great

Britain, France, and Spain, and the papers relating to

the accession of the states-general to the treaty of Han-
over, a warm debate ensued. Lord Bathurst took notice

that the accession of the states-general to the treaty

was upon condition that this their act should be approved
and ratified by the king of Great Britain, the most chris-

tian king, and the king of Prussia; but that the minis-

ter of his Prussian majesty had refused to sign the act

of accession, which was therefore of no effect: that if

the court of France should, for the same reason, think
itself disengaged from the Hanover alliance, Britain

alone would be obliged to bear the burden of an expen-
sive war against two of the greatest potentates ofEurope.

He said be could not sec any just reason for a rupture

with Spain; that indeed the duke de Eipperda might
liavc dropped some indiscreet expressions; he was known
to be a man of violent temper; and he had been solemnly
disavowed by his catholic majesty; that, in the memo-
rial left by the Spanish ambassador, be imputed the

violent state of affairs between the two crowns to the

ministers of England; and mentioned a positive pro-

mise made by the king of Great Britain for the restitu-

tion of Gibraltar; that methods of accommodation might
be tried before the kingdom engaged in a war which
must be attended with dangerous consequences; that

the nation was loaded with a debt of fifty millions; and,

in order to maintain such a war, would be obliged to

raise seven millions yearly; an annual sum by which
the iieoplc would soon be exhausted. He observed, that

in some papers laid Ix^forc the house, mention was made
of great sums distributed in divers places, to bring cer-

tain measures to bear. Uc declared, tbat for bis own

part, ho had touohed neither Spanish nor English gold;
he was neither a Spaniard nor a Frenehmai., but a truo
Englishman, and so long as ho had the honour to sit in

that house, he would speak and act for the good of his
country. He therefore desired their lonlships sericmsly
to consider the matter before them, which was of the
last consequence and importance to the whole nation.
Ho said nothing conld be gained by the war, should it

]>rovo successful: and every thing would bo lost should
it be unprospcrous. lie was answered by lord Town-
sliend, who aflirmed that his majesty bad received p.o»i-

tive and certain information with respect to rlie secret
article of alliance between the courts of Vienna and
JIadrid, in favour of the pretender, though the safety of

the state ilid not permit him to lay these advices beibro

the parliament. After much altercation, tho majority

resolved, that the measures his majesty had thought fit

to take were honourable, just, and necessary for pre-

venting tho execution of the dangerous engagement
entered into in favour of tho pretender; for preserving

the dominions belonging to the crown of Great Britain

by solemn treaties, and particularly those of Gibraltar

and the island of Minorca; and for maintaining to his

people their most valuable rights and privileges of com-
merce, and the peace and tranquillity of Europe. Scven-
toeu lords entered a protest against this resolution.

Disputes of the Siune nature arose from the sanic sub-

ject in the lower house. Lord Townshend had allirmed

in the house of peers, that no promise of restoring Gib-

raltar had been made: sir liobert AValpole owned snob

a promise in the house of commons : a motion was made
for an address, desiring these engagements might be
laid before the house; another member moved for a
copy of the memorial presented by Mr. Pointz to the

king of Sweden, and for tho secret offensive article be-

tween the courts of Vienna and iladrid; a third motion
was made to address the king for such memorials and
representations from tho courts of Sweden and Den-
mark, as induced him, in the course of tho preceding

year, to send a squadron to the Baltic. In the account

of the money granted for the service of the last year,

there was an article of one hundred and twenty-live

thousand pounds charged in general terms as issued out

for other engagements and expenses, over and above
such as were specified. Mr. Pulteney moved for an ad-

dress on this subject; but each of these motions was
rejected on a division: and the majority ccmcurred in an

address of thanks to his majesty, for the great wisilom

of his conduct. They expressed the most implicit con-

fidence in his goodness and discretion: they promised to

support him in all such further measures as he should

find necessary and expedient for preventing a rupture,

as well as for consulting the honour and advantage of

these kingdoms.

His majesty's speech gave such umbrage to the court

of Vienna, that Mr. Palms, the Imperial resident at

London, was ordered to presi'ut a warm memorial to the

king, and afterwards to publish it to the whole nation.

In this bold remonstrance, the king was charged with

having declared from tho throne, as certain and un-
doubted facts, several things that were either wrested,

misrepresented, or void of all foundation. The memo-
rialist affirmed, that the treaty of A'ienna was built on

the quadruple alliance; that tho treaty of connneree

was calculated to promote the mutual and lawful advan-
tages of the subjects of both parties, agreeably to the

law of nations; and in no respect prejudicial to the Bri-

tish nation. He declared that there was no ofleiisivo

alliance concluded between the two crowns; that tho

supposed article relating to the pretender was an abso-

lute falsehood; that the insinuation with respect to tho

siege of Gibraltar was equally untrue, his master hav-

ing made no engagements with the king of Spain, but
Bueh as were specified in the treaty communicated to

his Britannic majesty. He said, however, the hostili-

ties notoriously committed in the AWst Indies, and
elsewhere, ag.tinst the king of Spain, in violation of

treaties, seemed to justify that prince's undertaking the
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siege of Gibraltar. Finally, he demanded, in tlie name
of his Imperial majesty, suitable reparation for the in-

jury his honour had sustained from such calumnious

imputations. Both houses of parliament expressed their

indignation at the insolence of this memorial, in an ad-

dress to his majesty; and Mr. Palms was ordered to

tlepart the kingdom. Virulent declarations were pre-

pented by the ministers of the emperor and the king of

Great Britain to the diet of the empire at Ilatisbou; and

such personal reflections retorted between these two

potentates, that all hope of reconciliation vanished.

CONVENTIONS WITH SWEDEN AND HESSE-
CASSEL.

King George, in order to secure himself against the

impending storm, entered into more strict engagements

with the French king; and agreed to p.ay fifty thousand

pounds for tliree years to the king of Sweden, in con-

sideration of that prince's holding in readiness a body

of ten thousand troops for the occasions of the alliance.

lie concluded a fresh treaty with the king of Denmark,

who promised to furnish a certain numljer of auxiliaries,

on account of a large subsidy granted by the king of

France. The proportions of troops to be sent into the

field in case of a rupture were ascertained. His Britan-

nic majesty engaged forfour-and-twenty thousand men,

and a strong squadron to be sent into the Baltic. He
made a convention with the prince of Hcsse-Cassel, who
undertook to provide eight thousand infantry, and four

thousand horse, in consideration of seventy-four thou-

sand pounds, to he paid by Great Britain immediately,

and fifty thousand pounds more in case the troops should

be required, besides their pay and subsistence. Such
was the fruit of all the alliances so industriously planned

since the accession of king George to the throne of

Great Britain. In the day of his trouble the king of

Prussia, who had espoused his daughter, deserted his

interest; and the states-general stood .iloof. For the

security of his German dominions, he had recourse to

the king of France, who was a precarious ally; to the

kings of Sweden asd Denmark, and the principality of

Hessc-Cassel: but none of these powers would contri-

bute their assistance without being gratified with exor-

bitant subsidies, though the danger was common, and
the efibrts ought to have been equal. Instead of allies,

they professed tbemsclves mercenaries. Great Britain

paid them for the defence of their own dominions: she,

moreover, undertook to maintain a powerful fleet for

their safety. Is there any Britain so weak as to think,

or so fool-hardy as to affirm, that this was a British

quarrel?

VOTE OF CREDIT. 1727.

For the support of those expensive treaties, 5Ir.

Seroopc, secretary of the treasury, moved in the house
of commons, that in tlic malt-tax bill they should iutcrt

a clause of appropriation, empowering the king to apply
such sums as should be necessary for defraying the ex-

penses and engagements which had been, or should be
made before the twenty-fifth day of September, in con-
certing such measures as he should think most condu-
cive to the security of trade, and restoring the peace of
Europe. To little purpose did the members in the op-
position urge that this method of asking and grantin"
supplies was unparliamentary; that such a clause would
render ineflcctual that appropriation of the public money,
which the wisdom of all parliaments had thought a
necessary security against nnsapplication, which was
the more to bo feared as no provision was made to call

any person to account for the money that should be dis-

j>oscd of by virtue of tliis clause; that great sums had
already been granted; that such an unlimited power
ought never to be given in a free gavcrnment; tliat such
confulcncc in the crown might, through the influence
of evil ministers, be attended with the most dangerous
consequences; that the constitution could not be pre-

served, hut by a strict adherence to those essential par-

liamentary forms of granting supplies upon estimates,

and of appropriating tliesc supplies to services and oc-

casions publicly avowed and judged necessary; that

such clauses, if not seasonably cheeked, would become
so frequent as in time to lodge in the crown and in the

ministers an absolute and uncontrollable power of rais-

ing money upon the people, which by the constitution

is, and with safety can only be, lodged in the whole
legislature. The motion was carried, the clause added,

and the bill ))assed through the other house without
amendment, though not without opposition. Notwith-
standing this vote of credit, sir William Yongc moved,
that towards the supply granted to the king, the sum
of three hundred and seventy thousand pounds should

be raised by loans on exchequer hills, to be charged on
the surplus of the duties on coal and culm, which was
reserved for the parliament's disposal. Though this

motion was vigorously opposed by sir Joseph Jekyll
and Jlr. Pulteney, as a dangerous deviation from seve-
ral votes and acts of parliament, by which the cxcced-
ings of the public funds were appropriated to the dis-

charge of the national debt, or to the increase of the
sinking fund, it was carried by the majority.

SIEGE OF GIBPvALTAR.

On the fifteenth day of Jlay the parliament rras pro-

I'ogucd, after the king had acknowlcv."i;^ed their zeal,

liberality, aud despatch; and given them to understand
that the siege of Gibraltar was actually begun. The
trenches were opened before this fortress on the eleventh
day of February, by the Conde de las Torres, at the head
of twenty thousand men. The place was well provided
for a defence; and the old earl of Portmore, who was
governor, embarked with a reinforcement from England,
under convoy of a fleet commanded by sir Charles AVa-
gcr. He arrived at Gibraltar in the beginning of April,

where he landed the troops, with a great quantity of

ammunition, warlike stores, and four-and-twcnty pieces

of cannon. At the same time, five hundred men arri-

ved from Jlinorca; so that the garrison amounted to six

thousand, plentifully supplied with fresh provisions from
the coast of Barbary, and treated the efibrts of the he-

siegers with great contempt. The states-general, being

apprehensive of an attempt upon their barrier in the

Netherlands, desired the king would hold in readiness

tlic ten thousand auxiliaries stipulated in the treaty.

These were immediately prepared for embarkation, and
the forces of England were augmented with thirty new
raised companies. Sir John Norris set sail with a power-
ful fleet for the Baltic, and was joined by a Danish
squadron; but the czarina dying on the seventeenth
day of May, he had no occasion to commit hostilities,

as the Russian armament was laid aside.

PRELIMINARIES OF PEACE.

Meanwhile the powers at variance, though extremely
ii'ritated against each other, were all equally averse to

a war that might again embroil all Europe. The king
of France interposed his mediation, which was conducted
by the duke de Riehlieu, his ambassador at Vienna.
Plans and counterplans of pacification were proposed

between the two crowns and the allies. At length .all

parties agreed to twelve preliminary articles which were
signed in May at Paris, by the ministers of the Han-
overian alliance, and afterwards at Vienna, by the Im-
perial and Spanish ambassadors. These imported, that

hostilities should immediately cease; that the charter

of the Ostcnd company should be suspended lor seven
years; and that a congress should in four months bo
opened at Aix-la-Chapelle, for adjusting all differences,

and consolidating the peace of Europe. This congress
was afterwards transfened to Soissons, fen- the conven-
icncy of the French minister, whose presence was ne-
cessary at court. The siege of Gibraltar was raised,

after it had lasted four months, during which the Span-
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ianls lost a great imnibor of men by sickness, wliilc tlie

garrison sust;iined very little damage. The court of

Madrid, however, started some new diflicultics, and for

Bomc time would not eonscnt to the restitution of the

South-Sea ship, which had been detained at La Vera-

Cruz, in the West Indies; so that sir Charles Wager
continued to cruise on the coast of S<pain: but these ob-

jections were ixnuoved in the sequel.

DEATH AND CIIARACTErv OF GEORGE I.

King George, having appointed a regency, embarked

nt Greenwich on (he third day of June, and landing in

Holland on the seventh, set out on his journey to Han-
over. He was suddenly seized with a paralytic disorder

on the i-oad: he forthwith lost the faculty of speech,

l)ecnnie lethargic, and was conveyed in a state of insen-

sibility to Osnabruck. There he expired on Sunday the

eleventh day of June, in the sixty-eighth year of his

age, and in the thirteenth of his reign.—George I. was
plain and simple in his person and address, grave and

composed in his deportment, though easy, familiar, and

facetious in his hours of relaxation. Before he ascended

the throne of Great Britain, lie had acquired the char-

acter of a circumspect general, a just and merciful

prince, a wise politician, who perfectly understood, and

steadily pursued, his own interest. With these quali-

ties, it cannot he doubted but that he came to England
extremely well disposed to govern his new subjects ac-

cording to the maxims of the British constitution, ar.l

the genius of the peoide; and if ever he seemed to de-

viate from these principles, we may take it for granted

that he was misled by the venal suggestions of a min-

istry whose power and influence were founded on cor-

raption. [See note 2 1, at tlte end of this Vol.]
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CEORGE II. ASCENDS THE THRONE. 1727.

AT the accession of George II. the nation had great

reason to wish for an alteration of measures. Tlie

public debt, notwithstanding the boasted economy and
management of the ministers; notwithstanding the sink-

ing fund, which had been extolled as a growing treasure

sacred to the discharge of national incumbrances, was
now i'lcrcased to fifty millions two hundred and sixty-

one thousand two hundred and six pounds, nineteen shil-

lings and eightpence three farthings. The kingdom was
bewildered in a labyrinth of treaties and conventions,

by which it stood engaged in pecuniar}^ subsitlies to

many powers upon the continent, with whom its real

interests could never be connected. Tlic wealth of the

nation had been lavished upon those foreign connexions,

upon unnecessary wars, and fruitless expeditions. Dan-
gerous encroachments had been made upon tlie constitu-

tion, by the repeal of the act for triennial parliaments;

by frequent suspensions of the lutbeat-corpus act upon

frivolous occasions; by repealing clauses in tlie act of

settlement; by votes of credit; by habituating the peo-

ple to a standing army; and, above all, by establishing

a system of corrnntion, which at all times would secure
a majority in parliaiiient. 'i'he nature nf prerogative,

by whicli the liberties of the nation had formerly l>cen

often endangered, was now so well understood, and so

securely restrained, that it could no longer be used for

the same oppressive purposes; besides, an avowed ex-
tension of the prerogative required more ability, courage,

and resolution, than tlie present ministry could exert.

They understood their own streiigtli, and had recourse

to a more safe and efiictual expedient. The vice, lux-

ury, and prostitution of the age, the almost total extinc-

tion of sentiment, honour, and public spirit, ha<l prepared

the minds of men for slavery and corruption. The means
were in the bauds of the ministry; the public treasure

was at their devotion; they multiplied places and pen-

sions, to increase the number of their dependants; they

squandered away the money of the nation without taste,

discernment, decency, or remorse; they enlisted an army
of the most abandoned emissaries, whom they employed

to vindicate the worst measures, in the face of truth,

common sense, and common honest j'; and they did not

fail to stigmatize as j.icobitcs, and enemies to the gov-

ernment, all those who presumed to question the merit

of their administration.

CHARACTERS OF THE PRINCIPAL PERSONS
CONCERNED IN THE MINISTRY.

Tlic supreme direction of afi'airs was not yet engrossed

by a piiigle minister. Lord Townshend bad the reputa-

tion of conducting the external transactions relating to

treaties and negotiations. He is said to have understood

that province, though he did not always follow the dic-

tates of his own understanding. He possessed an exten-

sive fund of knowledge; and was well acquainted with

the functions of his office. The duke of Newcastle, bis

colleague, was not remarkable for an)" of these qualifica

tions; he owed his promotion to bis uncommon zeal for

the illustrious bouse of Hanover, and to the strength of

his interest in parliament, rather than to his judgment,

precision, or any other intellectuf.l merit. Lord Carteret,

who may 1 'ecounted an auxiliary, though not immediately

concerned in the administi'ation, had distinguished him-

self in the character of envoy at several courts in Europe.

He had attained an intimate knowledge of all the dif-

ferent interests and connexions subsisting among the

powers of the continent; and he infinitely surpassed all

the ministers in learning and capacity. He was indeed

the only man of genius employed under this govcniment.

He spoke with ease and propriety, his conceptions were

just and lively; his inferences bold; his counsels vigor-

ous and warm. Yet he depreciated his talents, by acting

in a subordinate character to those whom he despised;

and seemed to look upon the pernicious measures of a

b.id ministry with silent contempt, rather than with
avowed detestation. The interior government of Great

Britain was chiefly managed by sir Roliort ^\'aIpole, a

man of extraordinary talents, wlio had from low begin-

nings raised himself to the head of the treasury. Having
obtained a seat in the lower house, he declared himself

one of the most forward partisans of the wliig faction.

He was endued with a species of eloquence, which,

though neither nervous nor elegant, flowed with great

facility, and was so plausible on all subjects, that even

when he misrepresented the truth, whether from igno-

rance or design, he seldom failed to persuade that part

of his audience for whose hearing his harangue was
chiefly intended. lie was well acquainted with the

nature of the ]>ublic funds, and understood the wliole

mystery of stock-jobbing. This knowledge produced a

C'lunexion between him and the money-corporations,

wliich served to enliancc his importance. He perceived

the bulk of mankind were actuated by a sordid thirst of

lucre; he had sagacity enough to convert the degeneracy

of the times to his 9vn advantage; and on this, and this
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alone, he founded the whole superstructure of his subse-

quent administration. In the late reign he had by dint

of speaking decisively to every question, by boldly

impeaching the conduct of the tory ministers, by bis

activity in elections, and engaging as a projector in the

schemes of the monicd interest, become .1 leading mem-
ber in the bouse of commons. By his sufferings under

the tory parliament, he attained the rank of a martyr

to bis parly. His interest, his reputation, and bis pre-

sumption daily increased; he opposed Sunderland as his

rival in power, and headed a dangerous defection from

the ministry, which evinced the greatness of his influ-

ence and authority. He bad the glory of being princi-

pally concerned in effecting a reconciliation between

tbe late king and the prince of W.ales; tlien be was re-

nssociated in the iidministration with additional credit;

and, from tbe deatli of the earls of Sunderland and Stan-

hope, be liad been making long strides towards the office

of prime minister. He knew the maxims be had adopted

would suljjcet him to the hatred, tbe ridicule, and re-

proach of some individuals, who bad not yet resigned

all sentiments of patriotism, nor all views of opposition;

but the number of these was inconsiderable, when com-

pared to tiiat -which constituted the body of the com-

munity; and he would not suffer the consideration of

such antagonists to come in co'.npetitiou withbis schemes

of power, affluence, and authority. Nevertheless, low as

he bad humbled anti-ministerial association, it required

all his artifice to elude, all his patience and natural

phlegm to bear, the powerful arguments that were

urged, and the keen satire that was exercised against

bis measures and management, by a few members in

the opposition. Sir William Wyndliam possessed all

the energy of elocution; Mr. Shippen was calm, intrepid,

shrewd and s.ircristic; Mr. rulteney inherited from na-

ture a good understanding, which he had studiousl}'

cultivated. He was one of tbe most learned members
in tlie house of commons, extremely well qualified to

judge of litei'ary productions; well read in history and

politics; deeply skilled in the British constitution, the

detail of government, and the nature of the finances.

He spoke with freedom, fluency, and uncommon warmth
of declamation, which was said to Ire the effect of per-

sonal animosity to sir Robert ^\'aIpole, with whom he

had been formerly connected.

DEBATES IN PARLIAMENT CONCERNINa
THE CIVIL LIST.

An express arriving on the fourteenth day of June,
Tvitli an account of the king's death, his late majesty
king George II. repaired from Richmond, where he re-

ceived this intelligence, to Leicester-house; and the

members of the privy-council being assembled, were
sworn a-ncw. The king declared his firm purpose to

preserve the constitution in church and state, and to

cultivate those alliances which his father had made
with foreign princes. At tlie same time, be took and
subscribed the oath for the security of the church of

Scotland, as required by tbe act of union. Next day
ho was proclaimed king of Great Britain. Tlie parlia-

ment assemlded in pursuance of tlie act made for that
purpose; but was immediately prorogued by commis-
sion to the twenty-seventh day of the month. .Ill the
grc.'\t oTicers of state continued in tlieir places; sir

Robert Walpole kept possession of the treasury; and
the system of politics which the late king had esta-
blished underwent no sort of alteration. The king, in
his speech to both bouses at the opening of the session,
professed a fixed resolution to merit tlie love and affec-

tion of his people, by maintaining them in the full en-
joyment of their religious and civil rights. He promised
to lessen tlie puldic expense as soon as the circum-
stances of affairs would permit: lie observed to the
commons, that the grant of the greatest part of the civil

list revenues was now determined; and tliat it would
be necessary for them to make a new provision for the
Bupport of him and his family: la,stly, he recommended

it to both houses to dispatch tbe business that should

be necessarily brought before them, as tbe season of

the year and the circumstances of time required their

presence in tbe country. Addresses of condolence and

congratulation being drawn up and presented, the com-

mons, in a committee of tbe whole house, took into con-

sideration a motion for a supply to bis majesty. Sir

Robert Walpolo having observed, tliat the annual sum
of seven hundred thousand pounds granted to, and

settled on, the late king, had fallen short every year;

and that his present majesty's ex-pcnscs were lllvely to

increase, by reason of tbe largeness of bis family, moved,

that the entire revenues of the civil list, which produced

about eight hundred thousand pounds per annum, should

be settled on the king during bis life. Mr. Sbijipen

opposed this motion, as inconsistent with the trust re-

posed in them as rep''csentatives of the people, who
ought to be very frugal in exercising the right of giving

away tbe public money. He said, tlio sum of seven

hundred thousand pounds was not obtained for bis late

majesty without a long and solemn debate; and every

member who contended for it at that time, allowed it

to be an ample royal revenue: that, although his ma-
jesty's family should be enlarged, a circumstance which
had been urged as one reason for the motion, he pre-

sumed tbe appointments of prince Frederick would not

be much inferior to those settled on his present majest)'

wlien he was priueo of Wales: besides, it was to be

hoped that many personal, many particular expenses in

the late reign, especially those for frequent journeys to

Hanover, would be discontinued, and entirely cease.

He observed, that the civil list branches in the queen's

reign did not often exceed the sum of five hundred and

fifty thousand pounds; nevertheless, she called upon her

parliament but once, in a reign of thirteen years, to pay

the debts contracted in her civil government; and these

were occasioned by the unparalleled instances of her

piety and generosity. She gave the first-fruits and
tenths, arising to nineteen thousand pounds a-year, as

an augmentation of the maintenance of the poor clergy.

She bestowed five thousand pounds per annum, out of

the post-ofilce, on the duke of Marlborough : she suffered

seven hundi'cd pounds to be charged weekly on the

same office, for the service of the public: she expended

several hundred thousand pounds in building the castle

of Blenheim: she allowed four thousand pounds annu-

ally to prince Charles of Denmark: she sustained great

loses by the tin contract: she supported the poor Pala-

tines: she exhibited many other proofs of royal bounty:

and immediately before her death she had formed a

plan of retrenchment, which would have reduced her

yearly expenses to four hundred and fifty-nine thousand

nine hundred and forty-one pounds. He affirmed, thsit

a million a-year would not be sufficient to carry on the

cxo'-bitant expenses, so often and so justly complained

of in the bouse of commons: that over and above the

yearly allowance of seven hundred thousand pounds,

many occasional taxes, many excessive sums were

raised, and all sunk in the bottomless gulf of secret

service. Two hundred and fifty thousand pounds were

raised in defiance of the ancient parliamentary methods,

to secure the kingdom from a Swedish invasion; then

the two insurance offices were erected, and paid near

three hundred thousand pounds for tlieir charters: our

enmity with Sweden being changed into an alliance,

a subsidy of seventy-two tbousand pounds was impli-

citly granted, to fulfil some secret engagements with

tliat crown: four and twenty thojisand pounds were
given for burning merchant ships arrived from infected

places, though the goods which ought to have been de-

stroyed for the public safety were al'tcrwards privately

sold: a sum of five hundred thousand pounds was de-

manded, and granted, for paying the debts of the civil

list; and his majesty declared by message, be was re-

solved to retrench bis expenses for tlie future. Not-

withstanding this resolution, in less than four years, a

new demand of tbe bke sum was made and granted to

disoharge new incumbrances: the Spanish ships of war
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which admirnl liyng took in the Moiliterrancan, were

sold for a considerable sura of money: one hundred and

twcntv-five thousand pounds were granted in the last

session, to be secretly aisposcd of for tlic public utility
;

and there was still a debt in the civil government,

amounting to above six hundred thousand pounds. He
took notice, that this amazing extravagance happened

under the conduct of persons pretending to surpass all

their predecessors in the knowledge and care of the

public revenue: that as none of these sums had been

accounted for, they were, in all probtibility, employed

in ser\-iccs not fit to be owned. He said, he heartily

wished that Time, tlie great discoverer of hidden truths

and concealed iniquities, might produce a list of all such

as had been perverted from their public duty by private

pensions: who had been the hired slaves and the cor-

rupt instniments of a profuse and vain-glorious adminis-

tration. He proposed, that instead of granting an ad-

dition to the civil list, they should restrict that revenue
|

to a certain sum, by concluding the question with the.sc

words, " in like n^anner as they were granted and con-

1

tinned to his late m.njesty, so as to make up the clear

yearly sum of seven hundred thousand pounds." To
these parti:;ulars, which were indeed unanswerable, no

reply was made. Even this mark of decency was laid

aside, as idle and superfluous. The house agreed to

the motion; and a bill was brought in for the better

support of his majesty's household. The commons
having received a message from the king, desiring they

would make further provision for the queen his consort,

resolved. That in case she shoidd survive his majesty,

the sum of one hundred thousand pounds should be set-

tled upon her for life, charged upon the revenues of the

civil list, together with his majesty's palace of Somerset-
j

house, and liichmond Old-park. A bill was formed on

this resolution, which, as well as the other, passed both

houses, and icceived the royal assent on the seventeenth

day of July, when the king, in a speech to both houses,

expressed his satisfaction with their conduct, and con-

gratulated them on the wealth and glory of the nation,

by which they had acquired such weight in holding the

balance of Europe. Then the lord-chancellor prorogued

the parliament to the twenty-ninth day of August; but

on the seventh day of that month a proclamation was
is.sned for dissolving this, and convoking another.

In the interim some changes were made in different

departments of civil economy. Lord viscount Torring-

ton was placed at the head of the admiralty; the earl

of "Westmoreland was appointed first lord commissioner

of trade and plantations. I'hilip Dormer Stanhope,

carl of Chesterfield, a noblemjin remarkable for his wit,

eloquence, and polished manners, was nominated am-
bassador to the Hague. The privy-council being dis-

solved, another was appointed of the members then

present. The duke of Devonshire was dignified with

the phice of president; and the duke of St. Alban's was
appointed master of the horse. On the eleventh day

of October, the coronation of the king and queen was
performed at ^Vestminster-Abbey, with the usual so-

lemnity.* By this time the courts of France and Spain

were perfectly reconciled; all Europe was freed from

the calamities of war; and the peace of Great Britain

EuiTcrcd no interruption, except from some transient

tumults among the tinners of Cornwall, who, being

provoked by a scarcity of com, rose in arms and plun-

dered the granaries of that county.

KEW PARLIAMEXT.

The elections in England and Scotland for the parlia-

• King Georpo H. aflcendcd the throne in the frrty-fonrth year of

his •ge. On llic ft<»nd d«T of Pc]>lcnibcr, 17C0, lic ei!)Muscd the

princess Wilhelmina Charlo'tte Carc'linc, datij.-!itcr lo Jchn Freder-

ick, marquis of Ilrandcnbtirpli Ansj-aiJi, by hIjdiii he had two sons,

Frederick Lc'uiR, jirince of \VnIe«, iK^m at Hanover on the thirty-

first day of January*, 1707, and ^VilliaTn Argiittus, }n>m at London
on the liftccntli day of April, 17'J1. She lad likewise tjonic four

princcKF^-s, namely. Anne, Amelia, Can-line, Mary, and v.as after-

wards delivered of Louisa, married in the sequel to the king ?f Dei:-

merk.

mcnt having succoodcd on the now system, according
to the wishes of the niiiii.-try, the two houses met on
the twenty-third day of January, when the commons
unanimously chose for their speaker Arthur Onslow,
esquire, knight of the shire for Surrey, a gentleman of
extensive knowledge, worth, and probity

;
grave, elo-

quent, venerable, and everj- way qualified for the dis-

charge of that honourable and important office. The
king, in his speech to this new parliament, declared,

that by the Inst advices from abroad, he had reason to

hope the difficulties wliich had liitherto retarded the

execution of the ]>rcliminarius, and the opening of tho

congress, would soon be entirely removed; in the mean-
time, he represented the absolute necessity of continu-

ing the preparation which had hitherto secured the na-

tion, and prevented an open rupture in Europe. Ho
promised, that his first care should be to reduce, from

time to time, the expense of the public, as often, and as

soon as the interest and safety of his people would per-

mit such reduction. He expressed an earnest desire of

seeing the foundation laid of an effectual scheme for tho

increase and encouragement of seamen in general, that

they might be invited rather than compelled into the

service of their country. Finally, he recommended
unanimity, zeal, and despatch of the public business.

Those speeches, penned by the minister, were composed

with a view to soothe the minds of the people into an

immediate concurrence with the measures of the

government; but without any intention of performing

those promises of economy, reformation, and national

advantage. The two houses seemed to vie with each

other in expressions of .npplausc and affection to his

majesty. The lords, in their address, hailed him as the

best of kings, and the true father of his comitry. The
commons expressed the warmest sense of gratitude for

the blessings they enjoyed in his reign, though it was
not yet eight months old. They approved of all his

transactions; they promised to support him in all his

undertakings; and declared they would cheerfully

grant whatever supplies should he wanted for the public

service. Having considered the estimates which were

laid before them by order of his majesty, they voted

two-and-twenty thousand nine hundred and fifty-five

men for guards and garrisons; and fifteen thousand sea-

men for the service of the ensuing year. They granted

two hundred and thirty thousand nine hundred and

twenty-three pounds, for the maintenance of twelve

thousand Hessian troops; a subsidy of fifty thousand

pounds to the king of Sweden; and half that sum to

the duke of Branswick 'Wolfenbuttle.* The expense

of the year amounted to four millions, raised by a land-

tax of three shillings in the pound, a malt-tax, and by

borrowing of the bank one million seven hundred and

fifty thousand pounds, for which annuities to the amount

of seventy thousand pounds, to be raised by duties on

coals imported into the city of London, were granted

to that corporation.

VIOLENT DISPUTE COXCERNIKG THE
NATIONAL DEBT.

All these sums, however, were not granted without

question. The number of land-forces occasioned a de

bate; and the Hessian auxiliaries were not allowed

without dispute and opposition, \\hcn they deliberated

on the loan of the bank, Sir. Fulteney obser\ed, that

the shifting of funds was but perpetuating taxes, and

putting off the evil day; that notwithstanding the great

merit which some persons had built on the sinking

fund, it appeared that the nationiil debt had been in-

creased since the setting up of tliat pompous project.

Some warm altercation passed between him and sir

Kobert '\\'aIpole on this subject. The lord-mayor, al-

• Nothing could he a greater hurlcpque upon the negotiation than

this treaty of alliance concluded with the petty duke of Wolfen-

buttle, who very gravely guarantees to his Dntannic nsnjesly the

rosscEsion of his three kingdoms, andobligcB liiinEcIf to supply his

majesty with five ihou-saiid men, in consideration of an noQual suth

sidy of five-and-tweuty thousand pounds for four years.
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dci'men, and common-council of London, presented a

petition, setting forth, tliat the duties already laid upon

coals and culm imported info London, affected the trade

of that cit}' only; that tlie inequalitj- of the burden ivas

a great discouragement to their manufactures, and a

hardship upon all the trading inhaljitants. Tlie petition

was rejected, and the tax imposed. Tlic house having

addressed the king for a particular and distinct account

of the distriljution of two liuiulrcd and fifty thousand

pounds, cliarged to have been issued for securing the

trade and navigation of the kingdom, and preserving

and restoring the peace of Europe, he declined granting

their request, but signified in general that part of the

money had been issued and disbursed by his late ma-

jesty, and the remainder by himself, for carrying on the

same necessary sei-vices, ivhieh required the greatest

secrecy. Such a message in the reign of king 'William

would" have raised a dangerous flame in the house of

commons.
1728. Sir. W. Pnlteney inveighed against such a

vague and general way of nceountiug for the public

money, as tending to render parliaments altogether in-

significant, to cover embezzlements, and to screen cor-

rupt and rapacious ministers. The commons having

taken into consideration the state of the national debt,

examined the accounts, and interrogated the proper

officer's. A motion was made by a court member, that

it appeared the monies already issued and applied to-

wards discharging the national debts, together with a

sum to be issued at Lady-day, amounted to six millions

six hundred and forty-eight tlionsaud seven hundred

and sixty two pounds, five sliillings and one penny

one farthing. In vain did the leaders of the oppo-

sition expose the fallacious tendency of this motion.

In vain did they demonstrate the fraudulent artifice

used in drawing up the accounts; the motion was car-

ried; and several resolutions were taken on the state

of the national debts. In the particular account of

these debts, upon which the house resolved to form a

representation to his majesty, an article of three hun-

dred thousand pounds relating to the duty upon wrought
jilate was totally omitted. Tliis extraordinary omission

being discovered, gave rise to a very warm debate, and

to very severe rcllection against those who superin-

tended the public accounts. This error being rectified,

a committee appointed for the purpose drew up the re-

presentation, containing a particular detail of tlie na-

tional debts discharged and incurred since the twenty-

fifth day of December, in the year one thousand seven

hundred and sixteen, with a state of the sinking fund

and of the public credit. The draft being approved by
the house, was presented to the king, who received it

graciously. He took this opportunity of saying, that

tlio provision made for graduall}' discharging the na-

tional debts was now become so certain and consider-

able, that nothing but some unforeseen event could alter

or diminish it; a circumstance that afforded the fairest

prospect of seeing the old debts discharged without any
necessity of incurring new incumbrances.

This answer, fraught with many other expressions of

fatherly tenderness for his people, paved the way for a

message to the house, demanding a vote of credit to

fulfil certain engagements entered into, and concerted,

with the advice and concurrence of the last parliament,

for securing tlie trade and navigation of the kingdom,
and for restoring and preserving the peace of Europe.
Though a debate ensncil upon this message, the major-
ity resolved that an address should be presented to his

majesty, declaring the duty and fidelity of the commons,
their entire confidence in his royal care and goodness,

and their readiness to enable his majesty to fulfil his

engagements. A vote of credit passed accordingly.

During this session, tho peers were chiefly employed
in examining copies of several treaties and alliances

which the king submitted to their perusal; they like-

wise prepared a bill for amending the statute of limita-

tion, which, however, did not pass into a Law; they
considered the state of tho national debt, a subject

fruitful of debates; they passed the mutiny bill, and

those that were sent up from the commons touching

the supplies; together with an act obliging ships ar-

rivin" from infected places, to perform quarantine; and

some others of a more private nature. These bills

having received the royal assent, the king closed the

session on the twenty-eighth day of May, when he

thanked the commons for the effectual supplies the)' had

raised, and, in particular, for having empowered him to

borrow five hundred thousand pounds for the discharge

of wages due to the seamen employed in the navy.

A DOUBLE MARRIAGE BETWEEN THE
HOUSES OF SPAIN AND PORTUGAL.

England was at this period quite barren of remark-

able events. Tb.e king's uncle, Ernest Augustus,

prince of Brunswick, duke of York, and bishop of Osna-

bruek, died on the third day of August, and was suc-

ceeded in the bishopric by the elector Cologn, according

to the jiactum by which Osuabruck is alternately pos-

sessed by the bouse of Brunswick and that elector. In

tho beginning of December, his majesty's eldest son

prince Frederick arrived in England from Ilanover, where
be had hitherto resided, was introduced into tho privy-

council, and created prince of ^^'ales. iSignior Como,
resident from the duke of Parma, was ordered to quit

the kingdom, because his master paid to the pretender

tho honours due to the king of Great Britain. The
congress opened at Soissons, for determining all disputes

among the powers of Europe, proved incfl'ectual. Such
diiFiculties occurred in settling and reconciling so many
different pretensions and interests, that the contracting

parties in the alliance of Hanover proposed a provisional

treaty, concerning which no definitive answer was
given as yet by the courts of Vienna and Madrid. The
fate of Europe, therefore, continued in suspense; the

English fleet laj' inactive and rotting in tlie West-In-

dies; the sailors perished miserably, without daring to

avenge their country's wrongs; while the Spanish

cruisers committed depredations with impunity on the

commerce of Great Britain. The court of Spiiin, at this

juncture, seemed cold and indifferent with regard to a

pacification with England. It had renewed a good

understanding with France, and now strengthened its

interests by a double alliance of marriage with tho

royal family of Portugal. Tho infanta of this house
w^ s betrothed to the prince of Asturias; while the Span-

ish iul'anta, formerly afiianced to the French king, was
now matched with the prince of Brazil, eldest son of

his Portuguese majesty. In tho month of January,

the two courts met in a wooden house built over the

little river Goya, that separates the two kingdoms, and
there the princesses were exchanged.

LIBERALITY OF THE COMMONS.

The parliament of Great Britain meeting according

to their last prorogation on the twenty-first day of .lan-

uary, the king in his speech communicated the nature

of the negotiation at the congress. He demanded such

supplies as might cnalde him to act vigorously in con-

cert with his allies, provided his endeavours to establish

an advantageous peace should miscarry; and he hinted

that the dilatory conduct of the courts of Vienna and

Madrid proceeded in a great measure from the hopes

that were given of creating discontents and divisions

among the subjects of Great Britain. This suggestion

was a ministerial artifice to inflame the zeal and resent-

ment of the nation, and intimidate the members in tho

opposition. Accordingly the bint was pursued, and in

the addresses from both houses, that could not fail of

being agreeable, considering the manner in which they

were dictated, particular notice was taken of this article;

both peers and commons expressed their detestation and
abhorrence of those, who, by such base and unnatural

artifices, suggested the nicans of distressing their coun-

try, aud clamoured at the inconvenicucies which they
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tlicnisulvcs had occasione.L In tlicse aililrcsscs, likc-

wisc, the parliament euiigratiihitcJ his majesty on tlio

arrival of the prince of Wales in his linti.^li ilominions;

and tlic commons font a particular compliment to his

royal highness on that occasion, The estimates having

been examined in the usual forjn, the house voted fifteen

thousand seamen for the ensuing year; but the motion

for continuing the same nunib::r of land-forces which

had been allowed in tlie preceding year, was not carried

without dispute. All the arguments against a standing

anny in time of peace, as inconsistent with the Kritisli

constitution, and dangerous to the liberties of the people,

were repeated with great vivacity by Sir. iShippcn and

Mr. W. Pultenoy. These, however, were answered,

and represented us absurd, by Jlr. I loratio A\'alpole and

Mr. 1)., two staunch adherents of the minister. The
first had, in despite of nature, been employed in diflor-

ent negotiations; he was blunt, awkward, and slovenly,

nn orator without eloquence, an ambassador without

dignity, .and a plenipotcntiuy without address. The
other had natunJ parts and acquired knowledge; spoke

with confidence; and in dispute was vain, s.arcastic,

petulant, and verbose. •

DEDATR.^ ON THE PUR^^TDIE.S OF I1E.?SE-

CASSEL AND WOLFENIJUTTLE.

Tlie subsidies to Sweden, Hcssc-Casscl, and 'Wolfen-

buttlo were continued, notwithstanding the remon-

strances of sir Joseph Jckyll, Mr. I.utwyche, and Jlr.

Pulteney; which last observed, that as the landgr.ave

of Ilcsse-Cassel, and the duke of Brunswick-Wolfcn-

buttlc, usually maintained a certain number of troops

in their pay, it was but reasonable that Great Britain

should defray no more than the expense of the additional

forces which those powers had raised, in consequence of

their conventions with the king of England. Sir Robert

Walpole perceiving that this remark made an impression

on the house, thought it necessary to vindicate his mea-
sure. He expatiated upon the wisdom of the late king,

in concluding the Hanover alliance. He affirmed, that

the convention with Hesse-Cassel had prevented a war
in the empire, for which the court of Vienna had made
great preparations; that the emperor had not only aug-

mented his own forces by the help of Spanish subsidies,

but also retained the troops of three electors; and if ho

had not been overawed by the Hessians, would certainly

have rejected the preliminaries, and all other advances

towards a pacification; that, therefore, they ought not

to grudge an expense which had already proved so ben-

eficial to the tranquillity of Europe. Sir Joseph Jekyll

replied, that whatever gloss might be put upon such
measures, they were repugnant to the maxims by which
England in former times had steered and squared its

conduct with relation to its interest abroad; that the

navy was the natural strength of Great Britain— its

best defence and security; but if, in order to avoid a
war, they should be so free-hearted as to buy and main-
tain the forces of foreign princes, they were never like

to sec an end of such extravagant expenses. This gen-
tleman, who exercised the oflice of master of the rolls,

h.ad approved himself a zealous defender of whig prin-

ciples, was an able lawyer, a sensible speaker, and a
conscientious patriot. The supplies were raised by a

continuation of the land-tax, the duties upon malt,

cyder, and perry, an additional imposition on unnialtcd

com used in distilling, and by sale of annuities to the

baiik not exceeding fifty thousand pounds per annum.

COMMITTEE FOB INSPECTING THE GAOLS.

Petitions were delivered to the house of commons
from the merchants of London, Liverpool, and Bristol,

complaining of the interruptions tliey had suffered in

their trade for several years, by the depredations of the

Spaniards in the West Indies. Tliese being considered,

the house ordered the lords of the admiralty to produce

tho other memorials of the same kind which they bad
Vol. II.

received, that they might be laid before the rorgrcss at
Soissons: then they addressed his majesty for copies of
all tho letters and instructions which had been sent to

admiral Hosier, and those wlio succeeded him in tho
command of the \N'est-lndia squadron. Mr. Oglethorpe,
having been informed of shocking cruelties and oppres-
sions exercised by gaolers upon tlicir prisoners, moved
for an examination into these practices, and was chosen
chairm.an of a committee appointed to inquire into tho
st.ato of tho gaols in the kingdom. They began with
the Fleet-prison, which they visited in a bodv; there
they found sir William Rich, baronet, loaded with irons,

by order of Bambridge tho warden, to whom he had
given some slight cause of oflencc. They made a dis-

covery of many inhuman barbarities which had been
committed by that ruffian, and detected the most ini-

quitous scenes of fraud, villany, and extortion. When
the report was made by the committee, tho house una-
nimously resolved. That Thomas Bambridge, acting

warden of the Fleet, had wilfully permitted several

debtors to escape; had been guilty of tho most notori-

ous breaches of trust, great extortions, .and the highest

crimes and misdemeanors in tho execution of Iiis oflice;

that he had arbitrarily and unlawfully loaded with irons,

put into dimgeons, and destroyed prisoners for debt,

under his charge, treating them in tho most barbarous

and cruel manner, in bigli violation and contempt of the

laws of the kingdom. John Huggins, esquire, who had
been warden of tho Fleet-prison, was subjected to a re-

solution of the same nature. The house piesentcd an
address to the king, desiring he would direct his attor-

ney-general forthwith to prosecute these persons and
their accomplices, who were committed prisoners to

Newgate. A bill v.'as brought in, disabling Bambridgo
to execute the oflice of warden; another for tho bc^tter

regulating the prison of the Fleet, and for more efll'c-

tually preventing and punishing arbitrary and illegal

practices of the warden of the said prison.*

ADDRESS TOUCHING THE SP.VNISH DEPRE-
DATIONS.

Other merchants complained by petition of the losses

they sustained by the Spaniards. Tlie house, in a grand

committee, deliberated on this subject, inquired into the

particulars, examined evidence, and drew up r.n address

to tlio king, desiring his m.njesty would bo graciously

pleased to use bis utmost endeavours for preventing

sucli depredations; for procuring just and reasonable

satisfaction; and for securing to bis subjects the free

exercise of commerce and navigation to and from the

British colonies in America. The king assured them
he would use bis best endeavours to answer the desires

and expectations of his people, iu an affair of so much
importance; and they, in another address, thanked him
for his gracious answer. They did not, however, re-

ceive such a satisfactory reply to a former address,

touching the sum of sixty thousand pounds that had
been stated in tho public account, without .specification

of the particular uses to which it was applied. His
majesty gave them to understand that tho money had
been issued and disbursed for secret services; and tliat

a distinct and particular account of the distribution of

it could not bo given without a manit'est prejudice to

tho public. A bill was prepared for the more cll'ectual

preventing bribery and corruption in elections for mem-
bers of parliament ; and it passed througli the house with-

out opposition; but their attention was chieHy employed
upon tho .Spanish depredations, which had raised a great

clamour through the whole kingdom, and excited very

warm disputes in parliament; for they wore generally

reputed the fruits of negligence, incapacity, or want of

vigour in tho ministers. The commons b.aving m.ade

further progress in the inquiry, and received fresh peti-

tions from the merchants, passed some resolutions, in

• It ftftonvnrds appeared tliat somo of the members of this inqnest
were actuated liy other motives tlian tliose they professed; and tlie

committco was suffered to eink into oblivion.

2H
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which the Spaniards were accused of having violated

the treaties subsisting between the two crowns; and

with having treated inhumanly the masters and crews

of ships belonging to Great Britain. They justified the

instructions given to admiral Hosier, to seize and detain

the flota and galleons of Spain, until justice and satis-

faction should be rendered to his majesty and his allies;

nay, even declared that such seizure would have been

just, prudent, and necessary, tending to prevent an open

rupture, and to preserve the peace and tranquillity of

Europe. Tlicy ag.ain addressed the king to use his en-

deavours to procure satisfaction; and he promised to

comply with their request.

Mr. Scroope, member for Bristol, moved for an ad-

dress entreating his majesty to order an account of the

produce of the civil list revenues for one year to be l.iiJ

before the house. Tlie address was presented, the ac-

count produced, and the house, in a grand committee,

took this affair into consideration. The courtiers af-

firmed that they fell short of the eight hundred thousand

pounds settled upon his m.ijesty; and Jlr. Scroope pro-

posed that the sum of one hundred and fifteen thousand

pounds should be granted to the king, on account of

those deficiencies and arrears. The motion was vigor-

ously opposed by Mr. Pulteney and other members.

They expressed their surprise that it should be made so

late in the session, when no further demand of money
could bo reasonably expected; and they said it was the

more extraordinary, because it appeared in the former

session, from the examination of the accounts then be-

fore the house, that the revenues of the civil list pro-

duced yearly a much greater sum than that for which
they were given. Mr. Pulteney moved, that the ac-

counts and papers should be referred to the examination

of a select committee, properly empowered to investi-

gate the truth. Tlie ministers opposed this motion;

and the question being put, it passed in the negative.

The majority voted the sum demanded; and in a bill for

settling the price of imported corn, they inserted the

resolution for granting to his majesty the sum of one
hundred and fifteen thousand pounds, on account of

arrears due on the civil list revenues.

PROCEEDINGS IN THE HOUSE OF LORDS,

The house of lords having prepared a bill for the more
effectual punishment of forgery, wliieh was passed into

a law, and ordered the judges to bring in another on the

report of a committee appointed to consider the case of

imprisoned debtors, at length deliberated upon the state

of the nation, particularly the positive demand made by
the court of Spain for the restitution of Gibraltar, groun-
ded in a letter written by the late king to his catholic

majesty. From a copy of the letter laid before the house,

it plainly appeared tliat king George I. had consented to

this restitution. A motion being made for a resolution,

importing, that for the honour of his majesty, and the

preservation and security of the trade and commerce of

tlie kingdom, effectual care should be taken in the pre-

sent treaty that the king of Spain should renounce all

claim and pretension to Gibraltar and Jlinorca, in plain

and strong terms; a debate ensued, and the question
being put, passed in the negative, though not without a
protest. Then tlie majority resolved, that the house did
entirely rely upon his majesty, that he v,-ouId, for main-
taining the honour and securing the trade of this king-
dom, take cfl'oetual care in the present treaty to preserve
his undoubted right to Gibraltar and Jlinorca. \Yhen
the house examined the papers relating to the Spanish
depredations, many severe reflections were uttered
against the conduct of the ministry ; and a motion was
made, to resolve that Hosier's expedition was an unrea-
sonable burden on the n.ation; but this too was rejected,

and occasioned another protest. Nor did the clause in

the corn-bill, for granting one hundred and fifteen thou-
sand pounds to his majesty, pass through the house of
peers without warm opposition. Divers lords alleged,

that, instead of a deficiency in the civil list roTcnaes,

there was a considerable surplus; that this was a new
grant, and a new burden on the people; that the nation

was loaded, not to complete but to augment the sun-

designed for the civil list; and this at a time when the

public debts were increased; when the ta.xes were hea-

vily felt in all parts of the country; when the foreign

trade of Britain was encumbered and diminished; when
her manufactures were decaj'ed, her poor multiplied,

and she was suiTOunded by many other national cala-

mities. They observed, that if the produce of the ciril

list revenue should not amount to the yearly sum of

eight hundred thousand pounds, the deficiency must bo

made good to his majesty by the public; whereas no
provision was made, by which, if the produce of these

revenues should exceed that sum, the surplus could ac-

crae to the benefit of the public; that, jjy this prece-

dent, not only real deficiencies were to be made good,

but also supplies were to be given for arrears standing

out at the end of the year, which should come on before

the supplies could be granted, though the supply given

to make good an'ears in one year would certainly in-

crease the surplusages in another; that tlie revenues of

the civil list were variable in their own nature, and even
when there is a deficiency in the produce, there might
be arrears in the receipt; these might be easily increased

by the management of designing ministers, by private

directions to receivers, and by artful methods of stating

accounts. All these arguments, and other objecrions

equally strong and plausible, against this unconsionable

and unparliamentary motion, served only to evince the

triumph of the ministry over shame and sentiment, their

contempt of public spiiit, and their defiance of the na-
tional reproach.*

WISE CONDUCT OF THE IRISH PARLIAMENT.

1729. The kmg had, on the twenty-fourth day of

March, given tlie royal assent to five bills; and on the

fourteenth da\- of May the same sanction was given to

thirty other bills, including an act enabling the queen
to be regent in the kingdom during his majesty's absence
without taking the oaths, and another for the relief of

insolvent debtors. At the same time two-and-thirty

private bills were passed: then the king expressed his

approbation of the parliament, signified his intention to

visit his German dominions, and ordered the chancellor

to prorogue both houses. His majesty having appointed

the queen regent of the realm, set out for Hanover on
the seventeenth day of Jlay, in order to remove a petty

misunderstanding which had happened between that

electorate and the court of Berlin. Some Hanoverian
subjects had been pressed or decoyed into the service of

Prussia; and the regents of Hanover had seized certain

Prussian officers by way of reprisal. The whole united

kingdom of Great Britain at this juncture enjoyed nnin-

terrupted repose ; and commerce continued to increase,

in spite of all restriction and discouragement. The
people of Ireland found themselves happy under the

government of lord Carteret; and their parliament, as-

sembling in the month of September, approved them-
selves the fathers of their country. They established

funds for the discharge of their national debt, and for

maintaining the expense of government: they enacted

wholesome laws for the encouragement of manufactures,

trade, and agriculture; and they formed wise regulations

in different branches of civil economy. Some time after

this session, which was conducted with so much har-

mony and patriotism, lord Carteret returned to England;
and was succeeded by the duke of Dorset in the govern-

ment of that kingdom. In the month of Jlay, Cliarles

lord Townshend resigned the seals, which were given to

colonel Stanhope, now created earl of Hamngton; so

that sir Robert W.alpole now reigned without a rival.

James earl of Waldegravc was appointed ambassador to

• The peers that distin3:nished themselves in the opposition were
Btatif'irt, Strafford, Craven, Foley, Litchtield, Scarsdalc, Gower,
Monntjoy, IMymouth, Bathurst, Northampton, Coventry, Oxibnt
ond Mortimer,' Willoughby de Broke, Boyle, and Warrin'glon.
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the cnurt of France, whicli .•»1)0ul that time was filled

with joy by the birth of a dauphin.

ABDICATION OF THE KING OF SARDINIA.

In the month of September, Victor Amadens king of

Sardinia, resigned his crown to his son Charles Emaimul,

prince of Pio<lmont. The father reserved to himself a

revenue of one hundred thousand pistoles per annum,

retired to the castle of Chamberry, and espoused the

countess dowager of St. Sebastian, who declined the title

of queen, but assumed that of marchioness of Somcrivc.

Though the congress at Soissons proved abortive, con-

ferences were begun at Seville between the plenipoten-

tiaries of England, France, and Spain; and a treaty was
concluded on the ninth day of November, not only with-

out the concurrence of the emperor, but even contrary

to his right, as established by the quadruple alliance.

On this subject he communicated an imiH-rial commis-
sorial decree to the states of the empire assembled in the

diet at Rjitisbon, which was answered by the French

minister do Chavigny. In October, Peter II., czar of

Mnscovy and grandson of Peter I., died in the fifteenth

year of his age, at Muscow, and was succeeded on the

Kussian throne by the princess Anne Ivanowna, second

daughter of John Alexowitr, elder brother of the first

Peter, .and widow of Frederic William duke of Conrland.

The following month was rendered remarkable by tlie

death of pope Benedict XIII., in whose room cardinal

Laurence Corsini was raised to the pontificate, and as-

sumed the name of Clement Xll.

SUBSTANCE OF THE KING'S SPEECH.

The British p.arliaracnt assembling on the thirteenth

day of January, the king gave them to understand that

the peace of Europe was now established by the treaty

of Seville, built upon the foundation of former treaties,

and tending to render more effectual what the contract-

ing powers in the quadruple alliance were before en-

gaged to see performed. He assured them that all

former conventions made with Spain in favour of the

British trade and navigation were I'enewed and con-

firmed: that the free uninterrupted exercise of their

commerce was restored: that the court of Spain had

agreed to an ample restitution and reparation for unlaw-

ful seizures and depredations : that all rights, privileges,

and possessions, belonging to him and his allies, were
solemnly re-established, confirmed, and guaranteed;

and that not one concession was made to the prejudice

of his subjects. Ho told them he had given orders for

reducing a great number of his laiul-forces, and for lay-

ing up great part of the fleet; and observed that there

would be a considerable saving in the expense of the

current year. After both liouses had presented their

addresses of thanks and congratulation to the king on
the peace of Seville, the lords took tliat treaty into con-

sideration, and it did not pass inquiry without severe

animadversion.

OBJECTIONS TO THE TREATY OF SEVILLE.

The lords in the opposition excepted to the article by
which the merchants of Great Britain were obliged to

make proof of their losses at the court of Spain. They
said this stipulation was a hardship upon Briti.sh sub-

jects, and dishononrable to the nation: that few would
care to undertake such a troublesome and expensive
journey, especially uS they had reason to appreliend

their claims would be counterbalanced by the Spaniards

;

and after all they would have no more than the slender

comfort of hoping to obtain that redress by commissaries
which they had not been able to procure by plenipoten-

tiaries. They thought it very extraordinary that Great
Britain should be bound to ratify and guarantee what-
ever agreement should be made between the king of

Spain and the duke of Parma and Tuscany, concerning
the garrisons once established in their countries: that

the English should 1)0 obliged to assist in cneetu.ating
the introduction of six tliousand .Spanish troops into the
towns of Tuscany and Parma, without any specifica-

tion of the methods to bo taken, or the charge to bo
incurred, in giving that assistance: that they should
guarantee for ever, not only to Don Carlos, but even to
all his successors, the possession of the estates of Tus-
cany and Parma; a stipulation which in all probability
would involve Great Britain in endless quarrels and dis-

]iutes about a country witli which they had no concern.
They aftirmcd that the treaty of Seville, instead of con-
firming other treaties, was contradictory to the quad-
ruple alliance, particularly in the article of introducing
Spanish troops into Tuscany and Panna in the room of

neutral forces stipulated by the former alliance; and
agreeing that they should there remain until Don Car-

los and his successors should be secure and exempt from

all events. They complained that these alterations

from the tenor of the quadruple alliance, were made
without the concurrence of the emperor, and even with-

out inviting him to accede; an affront which might
alienate his fiiendsliip from England, and hazard the

loss of such an ancient, powerful, and faithful ally; they
declared that throughout the whole treaty there seemed
to be an artful omission of any express stipulation to

secure Great Britain in her right to Gibraltar and Min-
orca. Such was the substance of the objections made
to the peace: then lord B.atlinrst moved foi a resolution

that the agreement on the treaty of Seville, to secure

the succession of Don Carlos to the duchies of Tuscany,
Panna, and Placentia, with Spanish troops, was a mani-
fest violation of the fifth article of the quadruple alliance,

tending to involve the nation in a dangerous and expen-
sive war, and to destroy the balance of power in Europe.

The question was put, and the motion rejected. Snch
too was the fate of two other motions, to resolve that

Great Britain's right of sovereignty, dominion, posses-

sion, and claim to Gibraltar and Minorca, were not

ascertained by the treaty of Seville: and that the stipu-

lations in that treaty for repairing the losses of the Bri-

tish merchants were insuftlcicnt and precarious. The
majority, farfrom stigmatizing this transaction, resolved,

that the treaty did contain all necessary stipulations for

maintaining and securing the honour, dignity, rights,

and possessions of the crown: that all due care was
taken therein for the support of the trade of the king
dom, and for repairing the losses sustained by the British

merchants. On these resolutions an address of appro-

bation was founded: but when a motion was made for

an address to his majesty, that he would order to be laid

before the house a list of all pensions payable to the

crown, it was immediately resolved in the negative.

Divers contests of the same kind arose upon the mutiny-
bill, the pension-bill, and the maintenance of twelve

thousand Hessians; but the ministry bore down all op-

position, though their triumphs were clogged with vig-

orous protests, which did not fail to make impression

upon the body of the people.

OPPOSITION TO A STANDING ARMY.

Nor was the success of the court interest in the house

of commons altogether pure, and free from exception

and dispute. When the charge of the land forces fell

under the consideration of the commons, and Mr. Henry
Pelhani, secretary at war, moved that the number of

effective men for the land service of the ensuing year
should be fixed at seventeen thousand seven hundred
and nine, Mr. Pulteney insisted upon its being reduced

to twelve thousand. Mr. Shippen afiinned that Mr.
Pelham's motion was a flat negative to the address for

which he voted on the first d.iy of the session, as it

plainly implied a distrust of the validity of the late

treaty, which he then assured <bc house would imme-
diately produce all the blessings of an absolute peace,

and deliver the kingdom from the apprehensions and

inconveniences of a war. He said the motion tended

directly towards the establishment of an army in Great
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Britain, wliicli lie liopcd would never be so far gcrma-

nizcil as taiiifly to submit to a military govcninicnt.

lie obsurveil, tliat the nation could have no occasion for

all the troops that were demanded, considering the

glorious scene of aft'airs which was now opened to all

Europe. " They are not necessary," said he, " to awe
Spain into a firm adherence to its own treaty ; they are

not necessary to force tlie emperor into an immediate

accession, nor are they in any sort necessary for the

safety of his majesty's person and government. Force

and violence are the resort of usurpers and tyrants only

;

because tliey are, with good reason, distrustful of the

people whom they oppress; and because they have no

other secui-ity for the continuance of their unlawful and

unnatural dominion, than what depends entirely on tlie

strength of their armies." The motion, however, was

carried in the aflirmative.

BILL PROHIBITING LOAXS.

Another warm debate was excited by a bill whieli

the courtiers brought in, to prevent any subjoets of

Great Britain from advancing sums of money to foreign

princes or states, without liaving obtained license from

his majesty, under his privy-seal or some great autho-

rity. The minister pretended that tliis law was proposed

to disable the emperor, who wanted to borrow a great

sum of the English merchants, from raising and main-

taining troops to disturb the tranquillity of Europe.

The bill contained a clause empowering tlie king to pro-

hibit by proclamation all such loans of money, jewels,

or bullion : the attonicy-gcneral was empowered to

compel, by English bill, in the court of exchequer, the

effeetual discovery, on oath, of any sueli loans; and it

was enacted, that in default of an answer to any such

bill, the court should decree a limited sum against the

person refusing to answer. Mr. Daniel Pulteney, a gen-

tleman ofuncommon talents and ability, and particularly

acquainted with every branch of commerce, argued

strenuously against this bill, as a restraint upon trade

that would render Holland the market of Europe, and
the mart of money to the nations of the continent. He
said that by this general probibitlon, extending to all

princes, states, or potentates, the English were totally

disabled from assisting tlieir best allies: that, among
others, the king of Portugal frequently borrowed money
of the English merchants residing within his dominions;

that while the licensing power remained in the crown,

the licenses would be issued through tlie hands of the

minister, who by this new trade might gain twenty,

thirty, or forty thousand a-ycar: that the bill would
render the exchequer a court of inquisition: and tliat

whilst it restrained our merchants from assisting the

princes and powers of Europe, it permitted our stock-

jobbers to trade in their funds without interruption.

Other arguments of equal weight were enforced by Mr.
Barnard, a merchant of London, who perfectly under-

stood trade in all its branches, spoke with judgment and
precision, and upon all occasions steadily adhered to the
interest and liberties of bis countiy. After having ex-

plained his reasons, he declared be should never consent
to a bill which he deemed a violation of our fundamental
laws, a breach of our dearest liberties, .and a very terrible

hardship on mankind. .Sir ^\illlam ^\yndham distin-

guished himself on the s.ame side of the question: the bill

was vindicated by sir KobcrtWalpole, Mr. Pelham, and sir

Philip Yorke, attorney-general; and being supported bv
the whole weight of ministerial influence, not only passed
through the house, but wasaflerwards enacted into a law.

CHARTER OF THE EAST-INDIA COMPANY.

The subsidies were continued to the landgrave of
Hesse-Cassel and the duke of Bruns'.viek-Wolfenbultle,
in spite of all that could be urged against these extra-

neous incumbrances; and the supply for the ensuing-

year was granted according to the estimates which the

ministrj' thought proper to produce, amounting to about

two millions two hundred and eighty thous.and pounds.

It must be owned, however, for the credit of the session,

that the house appropriated one million of the surplusses

arising from the sinking fund towards the discharge of

the national debt ; .and by another act extinguished the

duties upon salt, by which expedient the subject was
eased of a heavy burden, not only in being freed from

the duty, but also from a considerable charge of salaries

given to a great number of officers employed to collect

this imposition. They likewise encouraged the colony

of Carolina with an act, allowing the planters and traders

of that province to export rice directly to any jiart of

Europe southward of Cape Finisterre; and they per-

mitted salt from Europe to be imported into the colony

of New Y'ork. The term of the exclusive trade granted

by act of parliament to the East India company drawing
towards a period, many considerable merchants and
others made application forbeing incorporated and vested
with the privilege of trading to those countries, propos-

ing to lay that branch of trade open to all the subjects

of Great Britain on certain conditions. In consideration

of an act of parliament for this purpose, they offered to

advance three millions two hundred thousand pounds,
for redeeming the fund and trade of the present East
India company. This proposal was rejected ; and the

exclusive privilege vested in the company was, by act

of parliament, protracted to the year one thousand seven
hundred and sixty-six, upon the following conditions:

That they should pay iuto the exchequer the sum of two
hundred thousand pounds towards the supplies of the

year, without interest or addition to their capital stock:

that the annuity or yearly fund of one hundred and sixty

tliousand pounds, p.ayablc totliem from the public, should

be reduced to one hundred and twenty-eight thousand:
thatafter the yearone thousand seven hundred andsixty-

six, their right to the exclusive trade should be liable

to be taken away by parliament, on three years' notice,

and repayment of their capital.

THE EMPEROR RESENTS THE TREATY OF
SEVILLE.

17."0. On the fifteenth day of May, the king went to

the house of peers and closed the session. In his

speech he expressed his joy, t\K^, notwithstanding all

the clamours which w ere raised, tlie parliament had ap-

proved of those matters wliieb, he said, could not fail to

inspire all mankind with a just detestation of tho.se in-

cendiaries, who, by scandalous libels, laboured to alien-

ate the afJ'ections of his people; to fill their minds with
gi'oundless jealousies and unjust complaints, in dishon-

our of him and his government, and in defiance of the

sense of both houses of parliament.* The emperor was
so much incensed at the insult offered him in the treaty

of Seville, witli respect to the garrisons of Tuscany and
Parma, that he prohibited the subjects of Great Britain

from trading in hi.s dominions: he began to make pre-

parations for war, and actually detached bodies of troops

to Italy with such despatch as had been very seldom
exerted by the house of Austria. Yet the article of

which he complained was not so much a real injury as

an affront put upon the head of the empire; for eveutu.il

succession to those Italian diichies had been secured to

the infant, Don Carlos, by the quadruple alliance; and
all that the emperor required was, that this prince sliould

receive tlic investiture of them as fiefs of the empire.

AP.RIVAL OF SEVEN INDIAN CHIEFS.

In Great Britain, this year was not distinguished by

• In tlio ronrse of the session tliC conimnns passed a bill for mnk-
iiiK more efiectual the laws in being, for disalilinj; persons from be-
in;,' chosen members of parliament \vho enjoyed any pension daring
pleasure, or for any nnniber of years, or any ollices liolden in trust
for them, by obligin'rall persons hereafter to be cbof*n to scne tho
commons in parliament to take the oath therein mentioned. In all

probability this bill would not have m.ade its M-ay through the house
of commons, had not the minister been well assured it would stick
with the upper house, where it was ri'jected at tho second reading^
though not without violent opposition.
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niiy traiifaction of proat moment. Seven cliicfs of the

Clicrokce nations of Indians in America were bronj^lit

to England by sir Alexander Cnniin. lieing introduced

to tho kin?, they laid their civwn and regalia at his

feet; and by an anthentic deed acknowledged them-

selves subjeets to his dominion, m the name of all their

compatriots, who had vested them with full powere for

this purpose. They were amazed and confovmdcd at

the riches and magnificence of the Uritish court: thoy

compared the king and queen to the sun and moon, tho

princes to the stars of heaven, and themselves to no

thing. They gave their assent in the most solemn ni:in-

ncr to articles of friendship and commerce, proposed by

tho lonls commissioners of tracio and plantations; and

being loaded with presents of necessaries, arms, and

ammunition, were re-conveycd to their own country,

which borders on the province of South Carolina. In

tho month of SoptembL-r, a surprising revolution was
effected at Constantinople, without bloodshed or confu-

sion. A few mean Janissaries displ.ayed a flag in the

streets, exclaiming that .ill true Mussulnien ought to

follow them, and assist in reforming the government.

They soon increased to the number of one hundred thou-

saxid, marched to the seraglio, and demanded the grand

vizier, tho kiaja, and captain pacha. 'J'hese unhappy
ministers were immediately strangled. Their bodies be-

ing delivered to tho insurgents, were dragged through

the streets, and afterwards thrown to the dogs to be

devoure.l. Not content with this sacrilicc, the revolters

deposed the grand scignor Achmet, who was confined to

the same prison from whence they brought his nephew
Machmut, and raised this last to the throne, after he

liad lived seven-and-twcnty years in confinement.

Kngland was at this period infested with lobbers, as-

sassins, and incendiaries, the natural cousctiucnces of

degeneracy, corruption, and the want of police in the

interior government of the kingdom. This defect, in a

great measure, arose from an absurd notion, that laws

necessary to prevent those acts of cruelty, violence, and

rapine, would be incompatible with the liberty of British

subjects; a notion that confounds all distinctions be-

tween liberty and bmtal licentiousness, as if that free-

dom was desirable, in the enjoyment of which people

find no security for their lives or effects. The peculiar

depravity of the times was visible even in the conduct

of those who preyed upon the commonwealth. Thieves

and robbers were now become more desperate and savage
than ever they had appeared since mankind was civil-

izeil. In the exercise of their rapine, they wounded,

maimed, and even murdered the unhappy sufferers,

through a wantonness of barbarity. They circulated

letters demanding sums of money from certain indivi-

duals, on pain of reducing their houses to ashes, and
their families to ruin; and even set fire to the house of

a rich merchant in Bristol, who had refused to comply
with their demand. The same species of villany was
practised in different parts of the kingdom; so that the

government was obliged to interpose, and offer a consi-

derable reward for discovering the ruffians concerned in

such execrable designs.

BILL AGAIXST PENSIONERS SITTING AS MEJI-
BEKS IN THE HOLf'E OF COMMONS.

In the speech with which the king opened the session

of parliament on the twenty-first day of January, he
told them that the present critical conjuncture seemed
in a very particular manner to dcsen-e their attention;

that as the transactions then depending in the several

courts of Europe were upon the point of being deter-

mined, the great event of peace or war might be very
much affected by their first resolutions, which were ex-

pected by different powers w^ith great impatience. Ho
said, the continuance of that zeal and vigour with which
they had hitherto supported him and his engagements,
must at this time be of the greatest weight and impor-
tance, both with regard to Iiis allies, and to those who
might be disposed before the season of action to prevent,

by an accommodation, the fatal consequences of o gen-
eral rupture. The fonner scene was repeated. Both
houses, in their addresses, promised to support his ma-
jesty in all his engagements; yet tho members of tho

opposition demonstrated tho absurdity of promising to

fulfil engagements before they could possibly kniiw
whether or not they were for the service of Great Bri-

tain. Another bill was brought into the house of com-
mons, to prevent pensioners from sitting as members of

parliament; and, after a third reading, carried u]i to the

lords for their concurrence. AVhen the supply fell un-
der consideration, tho debates were renewed upon tho

subsidies to the landgrave of Ilessc-Cassel and the duko
of Wolfenbuttle, which, however, were continued; and

every article was granted according to tho estimates

given in for the expense of the ensuing year. Two
petitions being presented to the commons, representing

the delays of justice occasioned by the use of the Latin

tongue in proceedings at law, a bill was brought in for

clianging this practice, and enacting, that all those pro-

cesses and pleadings should he entered in the Knglish

language. Though one would imagine that very little

could bo advanced against such a rcgvilation tho bill

met with warm opposition, on pretence that it would

render useless the ancient records which were written

in that language, and introduce confusion and delay of

justice, by altering the established form .and method of

pleading: in spite of these objections it passed through

both houses, and obtained the royal assent. A great

number of merchants from difl'erent parts of the king-

dom having repeated their complaints of depredations

and cruelties committed by the Spaniards in the West
Indies, their petitions were referred to the consideration

of a grand committee. Their complaints upon examina-

tion appeared to be well founded. The htiuse presented

an address to the king, desiring his majesty would be

graciously pleased to continue his endeavours to prevent

such depredations for the future; to procure full satis-

faction for the damages already sustained; and to secure

to the British subjects the full and uninteriaipted exer-

cise of their trade and navigation to and from the British

colonics in America. Tlie bill against pensions produced

a warm debate in the house of lords, where it was vio-

lently opposed by the dukes of Newcastle and Argyle;

the earl of Hay, and Dr. '^herlock, bishop of Bangor.

This prelate, in a remarkable speech, represented it as

a scheme to enlarge the power of the house of commons,
and to break the balance between the powers essential

to the constitution, so as sooner or later to prove the

ruin of the whole. The great barrier provided against

bribeiT and corruption by this bill, consisted in an oath

to be imposed on all members of the lower house, by
which they must have solemnly swom and declared,

that they had not directh', nor indirectly, any pension

during pleasure, or for any number of years, or any office

in part, or in the whole, held for them, or for their bene-

fit, by any persons whatsoever; and that they would
not accept any such pensions or ofiices, without signify-

ing the same to the house within fourteen days after

they should be received or accepted. The bill was vin-

dicated as just and necessary by the earls of Winchelsea
and Strafford, lord Bathurst, and lord Carteret, who h,ad

by this time joined as an auxiliary in the opposition.

[See note 2 K, atthe end of this I'ul.]

TREATY OF VIENNA. 17.31.

The house of peers proceeded to consider the state of

the national debt: they read a bill for the free importa-

tion of wool from Ireland into England, which was
fiercely opjiosed, and laid aside, contrary to all the rules

of sound policy. They passed the bill for carrying oil

proceedings at law in the English language; and a fruit-

less motion was made by lord Bathurst for an address,

to desire his majesty would give directions for discharg"

ing tho Hessian troops that were in the pay of Great
Britain. On the seventh day of May tho parliament

was prorogued, after tho king had given them to under-
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stand that all apprelieusions of war were now hap])ily

removed, by a treaty signed at Vienna between liira

and the emperor. He said it was communicated to tlie

courts of France and Spain, as parties to the treaty of

Seville, tlie execution of which it principally regarded;

and that it likewise was submitted to the consideration

of the states-general. Ho observed, that the conditions

and engagements into which ho had entered on tliis

occasion were agreeable to that necessary concern wliich

the British nation must always have for the security

and preser\-ation of the balance of power in Europe; and

that this happy turn, duly improved with a just regard

to former alliances, yielded a favourable prospect of see-

ing the public trumiuillity re-established.

DEATH OF THE DUKE OF PAKMA.

In the month of January the dulce of Parma died,

after having made a will, in which he declared his

duchess was three months advanced in her pregnancy;

entreating the allied powers of Europe to have compas-

sion upon his people, and defer the execution of their

projects until his consort should be delivered. In case

the child should be still-boni, or die after the birth, he

bequeathed his dominions and aUodial estates to the in-

fant Don Carlos of Spain; and appointed five regents to

govern the duchy. Notwithstanding this disposition,

a body of Imperial troops immediately took possession

of Parma and Placentia, under the command of general

Stampa, who declared they should conduct themselves

with all possible regularity and moderation, and leave

the administration entirely to the regents whom the

duke had appointed. They publicly proclaimed in the

market-place, that they took possession of these ducliies

for the infant Don Carlos; and that if the duchess dowa-

ger should not be delivered of a prince, the said infiint

might receive the investiture from the emperor when-
ever he would, provided he should come without an
army. Though these steps seemed to threaten an im-

mediate war, the king of Great Britain and the states-

general interposed their mediation so effectually with
the court of Vienna, that the emperor desisted from the

prosecution of his design; and on the sixteenth day of

March concluded at Vienna a treaty with his Britannic

majesty, by which he consented to withdraw his troops

from Parma and Placentia. He agreed, that the king
of Spain might t.ike possession of these places in favour

of his son Don Carlos, according to the treaty of Seville.

He likewise agreed that the Ostcnd company, which
had given such umbrage to the maritime powers, should
be totally dissolved, on condition that the contracting

powers concerned in the treaty of Seville should guaran-
tee the pragmatic sanction, or succession of the Austrian
hereditary dominion to the heirs female of the emperor,
in case he should die without male issue. The Dutch
minister residing at the Imperial court did not subscribe
this treaty, because, by the maxims received in tliat

republic, and the nature of her government, he could
not he vested with full powers so soon as it would have
been necessary: nevertheless the states-general were,
by a separate article, expressly named as a principal
contracting party.

DON CARLOS TAKES POSSESSION OF HIS
TERRITORIES.

On the twenty-second day of July, a new treaty was
signed at Vienna between the emperor and the kings of
Great Britain and Spain, tending to confirm the former.
In August, a treaty of union and defensive alliance be-
tween the electorates of Saxony and Hanover was exe-
cuted at Dresden. The court of Spain expressing some
doubts with regard to the pregnancy of the duchess of
Parma, she underwent a formal examination by five

midwives of diifereut nations, in presence of the elder
duchess dowager, several ladies of quality, three plnsi-
cians and a surgeon; and was declared with child:
nevertheless, after having kept all Europe in suspense

for six months, she owned she had been deceived; and
general Stamjia, with the Imperial forces, took formal

possession of the duchies of Parma and Placenta. Spain

and the great duke of Tuscaaj' having acceded to the

last treaty of Vienna, tlie crown of Great Britain engaged
to equip an armament that should convoy Don Carlos to

bis new dominions. Accordingly, sir Charles Wager
sailed with a strong squadron from Portsmouth on the

twenty-sixth day of August; and in September arrived

at Barcelona, where, being joined by the Spanish fleet

and transports, they sailed together to Leghorn; from

whence the admiral returned to England. Don Carlos

passed through part of France, and embarking at Anti-

bes on hoard of the Spanish galleys, arrived at Leghorn
in December. Then the Imperial general withdrew his

forces into the Milanese; and the infant took possession

of his new territories.

FRANCE DISTRACTED BY RELIGIOUS
DISPUTES.

During these transactions France was distracted by
religious disputes, occasioned by the bull Unigenitus
thundered against the doctrines of Janscnius; a bull

which had produced a schism in the Gallicau church,

and well nigh involved that country in civil war and
confusion. It was opposed by the parliaments and lay
tribunals of the kingdom; but many bishops, and the

Jesuits in general, were its most strenuous assertors.

All the artifices of priestcraft were practised on both

sides to inflame the enthusiasm, and manage the super-

stition of the people. Pretended miracles were wrought
at the tomb of abbe Paris, who had died without accept-

ing the bull, consequentl)- was declared damned by tlie

abettors of that constitution. On the other hand, the

Jesuites exerted all their abilities and industry in preach-

ing against the Jausenists; in establishing an opinion

of their superior sanctity; and inspiring a spirit of

quietism among their votaries, who were transported

into the delirium of possession, illumiuation, and super-

natural converse. These arts were often used for the

most infamous purposes. Female enthusiasts were
wrought up to such a violence of agitation, that nature

fainted under the straggle, and the pseudo saint seized

this opportunity of violating the chastity of his peni-

tent. Such was said to be the case of mademoiselle la

Cailiere, a young gentlewoman of Toulon, abused in this

manner by the lust and villany of Pere Girard, a noted

Jesuit, who underwent a trial before the parliament o»

Aix, and very narrowly escaped the stake.

THE MINISTRY VIOLENTLY OPPOSED.

The parliament of Great Britain meeting on the thir-

teenth day of January, the king in his speech declared,

that the general tranquillity of Europe was restored and
established by the last treaty of Vienna; and Don Carlos

was actually possessed of Parma and Placentia; that

si-x thousand Spaniards were quietly admitted and quar
tered in the duchy of Tuscany, to secure, by the ex-

press consent and agreement of the great duke, the re-

version of his dominions; and that a family convention

was made between the courts of Spain and Tuscany for

preserving mutual peace and friendship in the two
houses. He told the commons, that the estimates for

the service of the current year would be considerably

less tiian those of former years. He recommended un-
animity; he observed that his government had no secu-

rity but what was equally conducive to their happiness,

and to the protection of his people: that their prosperity

had no foundation but in the defence and support of his

government. " Our safety," said he, " is mutual, and
our interests are inseparable." The opposition to the

court measures appears to have been uncommonly spiri-

ted during the course of this session. The minister's

motions were attacked with all the artillery of elocu-

tion. His principal emissaries were obliged to task

their faculties to their full exertiou, to puzzle aad per-
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plcx wberc tliey couKl not demonstrate .ind convince,

to misrepresent what tliey could not vinilicate, and to

eludo the arguments \vhich they conid not refute. In tlie

house of commons, lord Ilervey, lately appointed viee-

chamherliiin of his majesty's household, made a motion

for an address of thanks, in which they should declare

their entire approhation of the king's conduct, acknow-

ledge the blessings they enjoyed under his government,

express their confidence in the wisdom of his councils,

and declare their readiness to grant the nccessar)' sup-

plies. This member, son to the carl of Bristol, was a

nobleman of some parts, which, however, were more

specious th.-m solid. He condescended to act as .i sub-

altern to the minister, and approved himself extremely

active in forwarding all his designs, whether as a secret

emissary or public orator; in which last capacity he ap-

pears to have been pert, frivolous, and frothy. His

motion was seconded by Mr. Clutterbuek, and opposed

by sir Wilfred Law?on, Mr. Shippcn, Mr. W. I'ulteney,

sir Willi.Tm Wyndham, and Mr. Oglethorpe. They did

not argue against a general address of thanks; but ex-

posed tho absurdity and bad tendency of expressions

which implied a blind approbation of all tho measures
of the ministry. Sir Wilfred L.iwson observed, that

notwithstanding tho great things wo had done for the

crown of Spain, and tho fiivours we had procured for

the royal family of that kingdom, little or no sati.sfac-

tion had as yet been received for the injuries our mer-

chants had sustained from that nation. Mr. Pultcney

took notice, that the nation, by becoming guarantee to

the pragniiitic s.anction, laid itself under an obligation

to as.*ist the Austrian family when attacked by any po-

tentate whatever, except the grand seignor; that they
might be attacked when it woiild be much against the

interest of the kingdom to engage itself in a war upon
any foreign account; that it might one da}' be for the

interest of the nation to join ag.ainst them, in order to

presciTC the balance of Europe, the establishing of

which had already cost England such immense sums of

money. He insisted upon the absurdity of concluding

.such a number of inconsistent treaties; and concluded

with s.iying, that if aff.iirs abroad were now h.appily

established, the ministry which conducted them might
be compared to a pilot, who, though there was a clear,

safe, and straight channel into port, yet took it in his

head to carry the ship a great way about, through sands,

rocks, and shallows; who, after having lost a great

number of seamen, destroyed a great deal of tackle and
rigging, and subjected the owners to an enormous ex-

pense, at last by chance hits the port, and triumphs in

his good conduct. Sir William Wyndham spoke to the

same purpose. Mr. Oglethorpe, a gentlemen of unble-

mished character, brave, generoius, and humane, affirmed

that many other things related more nearly to the hon-
our and interest of the nation, than did the guarantee of

t!ie pragmatic sanction. He said he wished to have
heard that the new works at Dunkirk had been entirely

razed and destroyed; that the n.ition had received full

and complete satisfaction for the depredations committed
by the natives of Spain; that more care was taken in

disciplining the militia, on whose valour the nation must
chiefly depend in case of invasion; and that some re-

gard had been shown to the oppressed protestants in

Germany. He cxpres.sed his satisfaction to find that
the English were not so closely united to France as

formerly; for he had generally obsened that when two
dogs were in a leash together, the stronger generally

ran away with the weaker; and this he was afraid had
been the case between France and Great Britain. The
motion was vigorously defended by Mr. Pelham, pay-
majttur of the forces, and brother to the duke of New-
castle, a man whose greatest fault was his being con-

cerned in supporting the measures of a corrupt ministry.
In other respects he was liberal, candid, benevolent, and
even attached to tho interest of his country, though
cgregiously mistaken in his notions of government. On
this occasion, he insisted that it was no way inconsistent

with llie bono IT or dignity of that house to thank his

mnjesly in the most particular tcrmsi, for every thing he
had been pleased to comnmnicate in his speech from tho
throne; that no expressions of approb.ation in the ad-
dress could be any way made use of to prevent on in-

quiiy into tho measures which had been pursued, when
the treaties should be laid before the house. He said,

at the opening of a session tho eyes of all Europe were
turned towards Great Britain, and from the parliament's
first resolves all the neighbouring powers judged of the
unanimity that would ensue between his majesty and
the representatives of his people; that their appearing
jealous or diffident of his majesty's conduct, would
weaken his influence upon the councils of foreign states

and potentates, and perhaps put it out of his power to

rectify any false step that might have been made by
his ministers. His arguments were reinforced by a long

sjiecch from Mr. H. Walpole. The question was put,

the motion carried, and the addi'css presented.

DEBATE ON A STANDING AKMY.

The next subject of debate was the number of land-

forces. AV'lien the supply fell under consideration, sir

W. Strickland, secretary at war, moved that the same
number which had been maintained in the preceding

year should be continued in p.ay. On the other hand,

lord Morpeth h.avingdemonstr.ated the danger to which
the liberties of the nation might be exposed, by main-
taining a numerous standing anny in time of peace,

made a motion that the number should be reduced to

twelve thous.and. A warm debate ensuing, was man-
Rged in favour of the first motion by lord Hen-ey, sir

Robert Walpole and his brother, Mr. Pelham, and sir

Philip Yorke, attorney-general. This gentleman w.as

counted a better lawyer than a politician, and shone

more as an advocate at the bar than as an orator in the

house of commons. The last partisan of the ministry

was sir William Yonge, one of the lords commissioners

in the treasury ; a man who rendered himself ser\-ico

able and necessary by stooping to all compliances, run
ning upon every scent, and haranguing on every sub-

ject, with an even uninterrupted tedious flow of full

declamation, composed of assertions without remcity,

conclusions from false premises, words without meaning,
and language without propriety. Lord Morpeth's mo-
tion was espoused by Mr. ^Vatkin Williams Wynne, a

gentleman of an ancient family and opulent fortune in

Wales, brave, open, hospitable, and warmly attached to

the ancient constitution and hierarchy; he was sup-

ported by Mr. Walter Plummer, who spoke with weight,

precision, and severity; by sir W. AVyndham, Mr. Ship-

pen, Mr. W. Pulteney, and Mr. Barnard. The cour-

tiers argued that it was necessary to maintain such a
number of land-forces as might defeat the designs of

malcontents, secure the interior tranquillity of the king-

dom, defend it from extem-il assaults, overawe its neigh-

bours, and enable it to take vigorous measures in c;ise

the peace of Europe should be re-embroiled. They af-

fiiTned, the science of war was so much altered, and ac-

quired so much attention, that no dependance was to be
placed upon a militia; that all nations were obliged to

maintain standing armies, for their security against the

encroachments of neighbouring powers; that the num-
ber of troops in Great Britain was too inconsiderable

to excite the jealousy of the people, even under an am-
bitious monarch; that his m.njesty never entertained

the least thought of infringing the liberties of his sub-

jects; that it could not be supposed that the ofliccrs,

among whom were many gentlemen of family and for-

tune, would ever concur in a design to enslave their

country; and that the forces now in pay could not be

properly deemed a standing army, inasmuch as they
were voted and maiutaiued from year to year by tho

parliament, which was the representative of the people.

To these arguments the members in the opposition re-

plied, that a standing force in time of peace was uncon-
stitutional, and had been always thought dangerous;

that a militia was as Citpable of discipline as a standing
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army, anil would have more incentives to courage and
perseverance; that the civil magistrate was able to pre-

serve the peace of the country ; tliat the number of the

maleontcuts was altogether contemptible, though it

might be considerably augmented by maintaining a
standing army, and otlier such arbitrary measures; that

other nations had been enslaved by standing armies;

and howsoever they might find themselves necessitated

to depend upon a militaiy force for security against en-

croaching neighbours, the case was very different with

regard to Great Britain, for the defence of which nature

had provided in a peculiar manner; that this provision

was strengtiiened and improved by a numerous navy,

Tvliich secured her dominion of tlie sea; and, if properly

disposed, would render all invasion ijnpractioabic, or at

least ineffectual; tliat the land-army of Great Britain,

though sufficient to endanger the liberties of an unarmed
people, could nut possibly secure such an extent of

coast, and therefore could be of very little service in

preventing an invasion; that though they liad all im-

aginable confidence in his majesty's regard to the liljerty

of the subjects, they could not help apprehending, tliat

should a standing army become part of the constitution,

another prince of more dangerous talents, and more
fatal designs, might arise, and erajjoy it for the worst

purposes of ambition; that though many officers were
gentlemen of honour and probity, these might be easily

discarded, and the army gradually moulded into quite a

different temper. By these means, practised in former
times, an army had been new modelled to such a degree,

that they turned their swords against the parliament for

whose defence tliey had Ijeen raised, and destroyed tlie

constitution both in church and state; that with respect

to its being wholly dependent on the parliament, the

people of England would have reason to complain of tlie

same hardship, whether a standing army should be de-

clared at once indispensable, or regularly voted from
year to year, according to the direction of the ministry;

that the sanction of the legislature granted to measures
which in tliemselves are unconstitutional, burdensome,
odious, and repugnant to the genius of the nation, in-

stead of yielding consolation, would serve only to de-

monstrate that the most effectual method of forging the

chains of national slavery, would be that of ministerial

influence operating upon a venal parliament. Such
were the reasons urged against a standing army, of

what number soever it might be composed; but the
expediency of reducing the number from about eighteen
thousand to twelve thousand, was insisted upon as the

natural consequence of his majesty's declaration, by
which they were given to understand that the peace of

Europe was established; and that he had nothing so

much at heart as the ease and prosperity of his people.

It was suggested, that if eighteen thousand meu were
sufficient on the supposed eve of a general war in

Europe, it was surely reasonable to think that a less

number would suffice when peace was perfectly re-es-

tablished. Whatever effect these reasons had upon the
body of the nation, they made no converts in the house,
wliere the majority resolved that the standing array
should be maintained without reduction. Jlr. I'lummer
complained that the country was oppressed bv an arbi-

trary method of quartering soldiers, in an undue pro-
portion, upon those publicans who refused to vote in
elections according to the direction of the ministry.
Mr. Pultcney asserted, that the money raised for the
subsistence of eighteen thousand men in England, would
maintain sixty thousand French or Germans, or the
same number of almost any other people on the conti-

nent. Sir AVilliam Wyndiiam declared, that eighteen
thousand of tlie lOnglisli troops in the late war were
maintained on less than two-thirds of the sum demanded
for the like number; but no regard was paid to these
allegations.

THE CHARITABLE CORrOKATION.

The next object of importance that attracted the

notice of the house, was the state of the charitable cor-

poration. This company was first erected in the year
one thousand seven hundred and seven. Their profes-

sed intention was to lend money at legal interest to the

poor upon small pledges; and to persons of better rank
upon an indubitable security of goods impawned. Their
capital was at first limited to thirty thousand pounds,

but, by licenses from the crown, they increased it to

six hundred thousand pounds, though their charter was
never confirmed by act of parliament. In the month
of October, George Robinson, esquire, member for Mar-
low, the cashier, and John Thompson, warehouse-keeper
of the corporation, disappeared in one day. The pro-

prietors, alarmed at this incident, held several general
courts, and appointed a committee to inspect the state

of their affairs. They reported, that for a capital of

above five hundred thousand pounds no equivalent was
found ; inasmuch as their eft'eets did not amount to the
value of thirty thousand, the remainder having been
embezzled by means which they could not discover.

The proprietors, in a petition to the house of commons,
represented that by the most notorious breach of trust

in several persons to whom the care and manageuient
of their aflairs were committed, the corporation had
been defrauded of the greatest part of their capital ; and
that many of the petitioners were reduced to the utmost
degree of misery and distress; they therefore prayed,
that as they were unable to detect the combinations of

those who had ruined them, or to bring the delinquents

to justice, without the aid of the power .and authority

of parliament, the liouse would vouchsafe to inquire

into the state of the corporation, and the conduct of

their managers; and give such relief to the petitioners

as to the house should seem meet. The petition was
graciously received, and a secret committee appointed

to proceed on the inquiry. 'I'licy soon discovered a
most iniquitous scene of fraud, which had been acted by
Robinson and Thompson, in concert with some of the

directors, for embezzling the capital, and cheating tho

proprietors. Many persons of rank and quality were
concerned m this infamous conspiracy ; some of the first

characters in the nation did not escape suspicion and
censure. 8ir Robert Sutton and sir Archibald Grant
were expelled the house of commons, as liaving had a
considerable share in those fraudulent practices; a bill

was brought in to restrain them and other delinquents

from leaving the kingdom, or alienating their effects.

In the meantime, the committee received ii letter from
signior John Angelo Eelloni, an eminent banker at

Rome, giving them to understand, that Thompson was
secured in that city, with all his papers, and confined

to the castle of St. Angelo; and that the papers were
transmitted to his correspondent at Paris, who would
deliver them up, on cert.ain conditions stipulated in

favour of the prisoner. This letter was considered as

an artifice to insinuate a favourable opinion of the pre-

tender, as if he had taken measures for securing Thomp-
son, from his zeal for justice and afl'ection for the Ihig-

lish people. On this supposition, the proposals were
rejected with disdain; and both houses concurred in an
order that the letter should be burned at the Royal

Exchange, by the hands of the common hangman.
The lower house resolved, that it was an insolent and
audacious libel, absurd and contradictory; that tho

whole transaction was a scandalous artifice, calculated

to delude tho unhappy, and to disguise and conceal the

wicked practices of the professed enemies to his ma-
jesty's person, crown, and dignity.

REVIVAL OF THE SALT-TAX.

Ko motion during tKis session produced such a warm
contest, as did that of sir Robert Walpolc, when, after

a long preamble, he proposed that the duties on s.alt,

which about two years before had been abolished, should

now be revived and given to his niajest}-, his heirs and
successors, for the term of three years. In order to

sweeten this pi'oposal, he declared that the land-tax for
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the ensuing year slioiild be loiluccd to one sliilliiig in

the pound. All the uieuibcrs of the country p.irty weic
immediately in commotion. They expressed their sur-

prise at the grossncss of the imposition. They observed,

that two years had scarcely elapsed since tlio kiug, in

a speech from the throne, had exhorted them to abolish

some of the taxes that were the most burdensome to the

poor: the house was then of opinion, that tlic tax upon

salt was the most burdensome and the most pernicious

to the trade of the kingdom, of all the impositions to

which the poor was subjected, and therefore it was taken

off; but that no good reason could be produced for alter-

ing their opinion so suddenly, and resolving to grind the

faces of the poor, in order to ease a few rich men of the

lauded interest. They affirmed, that the most general

taxes are not always the least burdensome: that after a

nation is obliged to extend their taxes farther than the

luxuries of their country, those taxes that can be raised

with the least charge to the public are the most conven-

ient and easiest to the people: but they onght carefully

to avoid ta.xing those things which are necessary for the

subsistence of the poor. The price of all necessaries being

thus enh.anced, the wages of the tradesman and manu-
facturer must be increased; and where these are high the

manufacturers will be undei-sold by those of cheaper

countries. The trade must of consequence be ruined;

and it is not to be supposed that the landed gentlemen

would choose to save a shilling in the pound from the

land-tax, by means of an expedient that would ruin the

manufactures of his country, and decrease the value of

his own fortune. Tliey alleged that the salt-tax partic-

ularly affected the poor, who could not afford to eat fresh

provisions; and that, as it formerly occasioned murmurs
and discontents among the lower class of people, the re-

vival of it would, in all probabilitj', exasperate them into

open sedition. They observed, that while it was exac-

ted in England, a great number of merchants sent their

ships to Ireland, to lie victualled for their respective

voyages; that since it had been abolished, many experi-

ments had been successfully tried with salt for the

improvement of agriculture, which would be entirely

defeated by the revival of this imposition. They sug-

gested that the land-tax was raised at a very small

expense, and subject to no fraud, whereas that upon salt

would employ a great number of additional officers in

the revenue, wholly depending upon the ministry, whose
inQuence in elections they wouldproportionably increase.

They even hinted, that this consideration was one power-
ful motive for proposing the revival of an odious tax,

which was in effect an excise, and would be deemed a

step towards a general excise upon all sorts of provisions.

Finally, they demonstrated that the salt-tax introduced

numberless frauds and perjuries in different articles of

traffic. Sir Robert Walpole endeavoured to obviate all

these objections in a long speech, which was minutely
answered and refuted in every article by Mr. Pulteney.
Nevertheless, the question being put, the minister's

motion was carried in the affirmative, and the dutj*

revived; yet, before the bill passed, divers motions were
made, and additional clauses proposed by the members
in thT opposition. New debates were raised on every
new objection, and the courtiers were obliged to di.sputo

their ground by inches.

MR. PULTEXEYS NAME STRUCK OUT OF
THE LIST OF rRlVY-COUNSELLORS.

The pension-bill was revived, and for the third time

rejected in the house of lords. A bill for the encourage-

ment of the sugar colonies passed througli the lower

bouse willi great difficulty, but was lost among the

peers: another, for the better securing the freedom of

parliaments, by further qualifying members to sit in the

house of commons, was read the third time, and thrown
out upon the question. A committee had been appointed

to inquire into a sale of the estate whicli had belonged

to the late carl of Derwentwater. It appeared by the

report, that the sale had boon fraudulent; u bill wa«
prepared to make it void; Dennis Bond, esquire, and
Serjeant Birch, conmiissioners for the sale of the forfeited
estates, were declared guilty of notorious breach of trust,

and expelled the house, of which they were members:
George Robinson, esquire, underwent the same sentence
on account of the part he acted in the charitable corjior-

ation, as ho and Thompson had neglected to surrendct
tliemselves. according to the terms of a bill which had
passed for tliat purpose. During this session, five mem-
bers of parliament were expelled for the most sordid acts
of knavery; a sure sign of national degeneracy and dis-

honour. All the supplies were granted, and among
other articles, the sum of two-and-twenty thousand six

hundred and ninety-four pounds, seven shillings and
sixpence, for the agio or dillereuce of the subsidies pay-
able to the crown of Denmark, in pursuance of the treaty

subsisting between the late king and that monarch; but
this was not obtained without a violent di^pute. Mr.
Pulteney, who bore a considerable share in all these

debates, became in a little time so remarkable as to bo

thought worthy of a very particular mark of his ma-
jesty's displeasure. The king, on the first day of July,

called for the council-book, and with his own baud
struck the name of William Pulteney, esquire, out of

the list of privy-counsellors; his majesty further ordered

him to be put out of all the commissions of the peace.

The several lord-lieutenants, from whom he had received

deputations, were commanded to revoke them; and the

lord-chancellor and secretaries of state were directed to

give the necessary orders for that purpose.

THE KING SETS OUT FOE HANOVER.

Nor did the house of peers tamely and unanimously
submit to the measures of the ministry. The pension-

bill being read, was again rejected, and a protest entered.

A debate arose about the number of standing forces; and
the carl of Chesterfield argued for the court motion.

The earl of O.xford moved that they might be reduced to

twelve thousand effective men. The earl of Winchelsea
observed, that a standing army rendered ministers of

state more daring than otherwise they would be, in con-

triving and executing projects that were grievous to the

people; schemes that could never enter into the heads of

any but those who were drunk with excess of power.
The marquis of Tweedale, in reasoning against such a
number as the ministry proposed, took occasion to ob-

serve, that not one shilling of the forfeited estates was
ever applied to the use of the public; he likewise took

notice, that the eighteen thousand men demanded as a
standing force, were modelled in such a manner, that

they might be speedily augmented to fortv thousand
men on any emergency. The duke of Argyle endea-

voured to demonstrate the danger of depending for the

safety of the kingdom upon an undisciplined militia, a
fleet, or an army of auxiliaries. Then he represented

the necessity of having recourse to a regular army in

case of invasion; and, after all, acknowledged that the
number proposed was no way sufficient for that purpose.

-Ml his arguments were answered and refuted in an ex-
cellent speech by lord Carteret; nevertheless, victory

declared for the minister. The parliament having gran-
ted every branch of the supply, towards the payment
of which they borrowed a sum from the sinking fund,

and passed divers other acts for the encouragement of

commerce and agriculture, the king, on the first day of

June, give the roj-al assent to the bills that were pre-

pared, and closed the session, after having informed both
houses that the states-general had acceded to the treaty
of Vienna; that he had determined to visit his German
dominions, and to leave the queen regent in his absence,

lie accordingly set out for Hnnover in the beginning of

June. By this time the pragmatic sanction was con-

firmed b}' the diet of the empir;, though not without a
formal protest by the electors Palatine, Bavaiia, and
Saxony.

Vol.. n. 2t
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CHAPTER II.

ItpmRrkAbIa Instance of Suif id«» AfTaira of the Continent >foelInc of the

Parliament Address to the Kinp louchincr the Spanish neproilnl ions

The Excise Srhfme proposed by Sir Bol>ort Waliwle Opi>osition to the

Scheme Hill fur a llnwer to the Princess Boj al Debate in the House
of Lords concerning tltf Kstafes of the late Piri'Ctors of the South- Sea Com-
panv Double Election of a Kinfr in Pol;tnd The Rinps of France.

Spain, and Sardini;(. join opalnst the Knipcror The Prince of Orance
anlves in England .Vltercalion in the House of Commons Debate
About the Removal of the Duke of Buiton and Loni Viscount Cobham from

their respective Regituenta Motion for the Rct-al of the Septenni.il Act

Conclusion of a remarkable Speech by Sir W Wyndham^ Message
from the Kinp for IVwers to augment the Forces in the IntervaLt tictwcen

the two Parliauicnts Opposition in the House of Peers Parliament

dissolved Dannie l-eM^ged by the Kvtssiana Philtpsburgh taiien by

tho French Den Carles takes posses.-ion of Naples Dattleof Parma
The Imi'eriali'ts are again worsted al r.uMalla An Edict itl France,

compelling tt.o liritii-h Subjects in that Kingd-io to enii.^t in the French

Army New Parliament in Great Britain Detiateon a Subsidy to Den-

mark Petition of some Scottish Noblemen to the House of Peers Bdl

explaining an Act of the Scottish Parliament touching wrongous Imprison-

ment Misunderstanding between the Courts I'f .'ipam and Portugal

Sir John Norrls sails with a strong Squadron to Lisl«}n Prclimmanes

signed by the Emperor ami the King of France Proceedings in Parlia-

ment niil for preventing the Retail of Spiritoua T-iipiors Another for

the Belief of (ju.tkers in the Article of Tithes Mortmain Act Remark-

able Riot al E.liiit>ur-_''i Bujuure Iwlwecn the Ciarina and the Dltoman

Porte Tlio .sessiuir of Parliament opened by Commission Motion In

both Houses for a Settlement on the Prince of Wales Fierce Debate

on this Subject Scheme bv Sir John Barnard for reducing the Interest of

the National Debt Bill against the City of Edinburfih Play-house Bill

EEMARKABLE INSTANCE OF SUICIDE. 1732.

THE most remarkatle inciclcn*that distiii.iruishetl tliis

year in England was a very uncommun instance

of suicide; an act of despair so frequent among tlie Eng-

lish, that in other countries it is objected to them as a

national reproach. Though it may be generally termed

the eftect of lunacy proceeding from natural causes

operating on the human body, in some few instances

It seems to linve been the result of cool deliberation.

Richard Smith, a bookbinder, and prisoner for debt with-

in the liberties of the king's bench, persuaded his wife

to follow his example in making away with herself, after

they had murdered their little infant. This wretched

pair were, in the month of April, found hanging in their

bed-chamber, at abc at a yard's distance from each other;

and in a separate apartment the child lay dead in a

cradle. They left two papers enclosed in a short letter

to their landlord, whose kindness they implored in favour

of their tlog and cat. They even left money to pay the

porter who should caiTy the enclosed papers to the per-

son for whom they were addressed. In one of these the

husband thankeil that person for the marks of friend-

ship he had.rcceived at his hands; and complained of the

ill offices he had undergone from a different quarter.

The other paper, subscribed by the husband and wile,

contained tlie reasons which induced them to act such a

tragedy on tliemselves and their oiTspring. This letter

was altogether surprising for the calm resolution, the

good humour, and the propriety with which it was
written. They declared, that they withdrew themselves
from poverty and rags—evils that, through a train of

unlucky accidents, were become inevitable. They ap-

pealed to their neighbours for the imlustry with which
they had endeavoured to earn a livelihood. They jus-

tified the murder of their child, by saying, it was less

cruelty to take her with tliem, than to leave her friend-

less in the world, exposed to ignorance and misery.

They professed their belief and confidence in Almighty
God, the fountain of goodness .anil beneficence, who
could not possibly take delight in the misery of his

creatures ; thry therefore resigned up tlieir lives to him
without any terrible apprelieiisions; submitting them-
selves to those ways which, in his goodness, he should
appoint after death. These unfortunate suicides had
been always industrious and frugal, invincibly honest,

und remarkable for conjugal affection.

AFFAIRS OF THE CONTINENT.

Tnistees li.aving been appointed by charter to super-

intend a new settlement in Georgia, situated to tho
•outhward of Carolina in America, Mr. Oglethorpe, as

general ami governor of the province, embarked at

GraveRCiid, with a number of poor families, to plant that

colony. The king of Spain having equipped a very

powerful armament, the licet sailed on the fourth of

June from the road of Alicant, under the command of

the count de Jlontemar, and arrived on the coast of

Uarbarv in the neighbourhood of Oran, where a consi-

derable body of troops was landed without much oppo-

sition. Next day, however, they were attacked by a
numerous army of Moors, over whom they obtained a

complete victory. The bey or governor of Oran imme-
diately retired with his garrison, and the Spaniards took

possession of the place, from which they had been driven

in the year one thousand seven hundred and eight. The
strong fort of Mazalaquivir was likewise surrendered to

the victors at the first summons; so that this expedition

answered all the views with whicli it had been projected.

Victor Amadffius, the abdicated king of Sardinia, having,

at the instigation of his wife, engaged in some intrigues

in order to rcascend the throne, his son, the reigning

king, ordered bis person to be seized at Montcalier, and
conveyed to Eivoli, under a strong escort. His wife,

the marchioness de Spigno, was conducted to Seva. The
old king's confessor, his physician, and eight-and-forty

persons of distinction, were imprisoned. The citadel of

Turin was secured with a strong garrison; and new
instructions were given to the governor and senate of

Chamberri. The dispute which had long subsisted be-

tween the king of Prassia and the young prince of

Orange, touching the succession to the estates possessed

by king William III. as head of the house of Orange,

was at last accommodated by a formal treaty signed at

Berlin and Dieren. The Dutch were greatly alarmed

about this time with an apprehension of being over-

whelmed by an inundation, occasioned by worms, which
were said to have consumed the piles and timber-work

that supported their dykes. They prayed and fasted

with uncommon zeal, in terror of this calamity, which
they did not know how to avert in any other manner.

-Vt length they were delivered from their fears by a hard

frost, which effectually destroyed those dangerous ani-

mals. About this time, Mr. Dieden, plenipotentiary

from the elector of Hanover, received, in the name of

his master, the investiture of Bremen and Verien from

the hands of the emperor.

MEETING OF THE PARLIAMENT.

The history of England at this period cannot be very

interesting, as it chiefly consists in an annual revolution

of debates in parliament,—debates, in which the same
arguments perpetually recur on the same subjects.

^^'hen the session was opened on the sixteenth day of

January, the king declared that the situation of affairs,

both at home and abroad, rendered it unnecessary for

him to lay before the two houses any other reasons for

calling them together, but the ordinary dispatch of the

public business, and his desire of receiving their advice

in such affairs as should require the care and considera-

tion of parliament. The motion made in the house of

commons for an address of thanks, implied, that they

sliould express their satisfaction at the present situation

of aft'airs both at home and abroad. The motion was

can'ied, notwithstanding the opposition of those who
observed, that the nation had very little reason to be

pleased with the present posture of affairs; that tlie

French were employed in fortifying and restoring the

harbour of Dunkirk, contrary to the faith of the most

solemn treaties; that the British merchants had received

no redress for the depredations committed by the Span-

iards; that the commerce of England daily decreased;

that no sort of trade throve but the traffic of Change-

alley, where the most abominable frauds were practised;

and that every session of parliament opened a new scene

of villany and imposition.

ADDRESS TO THE KING.

The pension-bill was once more revived, and lost

again in the house of peers. All the reasons formerly
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advr.ncecl np:ainst a standin;; army were now repeated;

and a reduction of the nunilxir insisted upon with such

warmth, that the ministerial party were obliged to have

recourse to the old phantom of the pretender. I>ir Archer

Croft said, a continuation of the s..nio number of forces

was the more necessary, because, to his knowledge,

popery was increasing very fast in the country; k>r in

one parish which he knew, there were seven popish

priests; and that the danger from the pretender was the

more to be feared, liecause they did not know but he

was then breeding his son a protestant. Sir Robert

Walpole observed, that a reduction of the army was the

chief thing wished for and desired by all the Jacobites

in the kingdom; that no reduction hud ever been made
but what gave fresh hopes to that party, and encouraged

them to raise tumults against the government; and he

did not doubt but that, if they should resolve to reduce

any part of the army, there would be post-horses cm-
ployed that very night to carry the good news beyond
sea to the pretender. His brother Horatio added, that

the number of troops then proposed was absolutely ne-

cessary to support his majesty's government, and would
be necessary as long as the nation enjoyed the happiness

of having the present illustrious family on the throne.

The futility, the self-contradiction, and the ridiculous

absurdity of these suggestions, were properly exposed;

nevertheless, the army was voted without any reduction.

8ir Wilfred Lawson having made a motion for an ad-

dress to the king, to know what satisfaction had been

made by Spain for the depredations committed on the

British merchants, it was, after a violent debate, apjiroved

and the address presented. The king in answer to this

remonstrance gave them to n'ndei'stand, that the com-
missaries of the two crowns liad been so long delayed

by unforeseen accidents, that the conferences were not

opened till the latter end of the preceding February;

and that as the courts of London and Madrid had agreed

that the term of three years stipulated for finishing the

commission should be computed from their first meeting,

a perfect account of their proceedings could not as yet

be laid before the house of commons. A bill had been
long depending for granting encouragement to the sugar

colonies in the West Indies; but, as it was founded upon
a prohibition that would have put a stop to all commerce
between the French islands and the British settlements

in North America, it met with a very warm opposition

from those who had the prosperity of those northern

colonies at heart. But the bill being patronised and
supported by the court interest, surmounted all objec-

tions, and afterwards passed info a law. While the

commons deliberated upon the supply, sir Robert Wal-
pole moved, that five hundred thousand pounds should

be issued out of the sinking fund for the scrs'ice of the

ensuing year. Sir William Wyndhani, Mr. Pulteney,
and sir John Barnard, expatiated upon the iniquity of

pillaging a sacred deposit, solemnly appropriated to the

discbarge of the national debt. They might have de-

monstrated the egregious folly of a measure, by which
the public, for a little temporary ease, lost the advan-
tage of the accumulating interest which would have
arisen from the sinking fund, if properly managed and
reserved. All objections vanished before the powers of

ministerial influence, which nothing now could check
but the immediate danger of popular commotion. Such
hazardous interposition actually defeated a scheme which
had been adopted by the minister, and even before its

appearance alarmed all the trading part of the nation.

THE EXCISE SCHEME PROPOSED.

The bouse having re3olTed itself into a committee, to

deliberate upon the most proper methods for the better

security and improvement of the duties and revenues
chargCfl upon tobacco and wines, all the papers relating

to these duties were submitted to the perusal of the

members; the commissioners of the customs and excise

were ordered to attend the house, the avenues of which
were crowded with multitudes of people; and the mem-

bers in the opposition waited impatiently for a proposal,

in which they thought the lilwrties of their country so

deeiJy interes(c<l. In a word, there had been a call of
tlie house on the preceding day. The session was fre-

quent and full; and both sides appeared ready and eager
for the contest when sir Robert Walpolo broached hia
design. He took notice of the arts which had been used
to prejudice the jieople against his plan before it was
known. He afliimed that the clanuiurs occasioned by
these prejudices had originally risen from smugglei-a
and fradulent dealers, who had enriched themselves by
cheating the public; and that these had been strcnu-

ou.sly assisted .tnd supported by another set of men,
fond of every opportunity to stir up the people of Great
Britain to mutiny and sedition. He expatiated on the

frauds that wcrQ committed in that branch of the reve-

nue arising from the duties on tobacco; upon the hard-

ships to which the American planters were subjected

liy the heavy duties payable on importation, as well as

by the ill usage they had met with from their factors

and correspondents in England, who, from being their

servants, were now become their masters; upon the in-

jury done to the fair trader; and the loss sustained by
t lie public with respect to the revenue. He asserted

that the scheme he was about to propose would remove
all those ineonveniencics, prevent numberless frauds,

perjuries, and false entries, and add two or three hun-
dred thousand pounds per annum to the public revenue.

He entered into a long detail of frauds praPtised by tho

knavish dealers in those commodities; he recited tlie

several acts of parliament that related to tlie duties on
wine and tobacco; he declared he had no intention to

promote a general excise; he endeavoured to obviate

some objections that might be made to his plan, the

nature of which he at length explained. He proposed

to join the laws of excise to those of the customs; that

the further subsidy of three farthings per pound charged

upon imported tobacco, should be still levied at the cus-

tom-house, and payable to his majesty's civil list as

heretofore; that then the tobacco should be lodged in

warehouses, to be appointed for that pui-pose by the

commissioners of the excise; that the keeper of each

warehouse, appointed likewise by the commissioners,

should have one lock and key, and the merchant-impor-

ter have another; and that the tobacco should be thus

secured until the merchant should find vent for it, either

by exportation or home consumption ; that the part de-

signed for exportation should be weighed at the custom-

house, discharged of the three farthings per pound which
had been paid at its first importation, and then exported

without fuither trouble; that the portion destined for

home consumption should, in presence of the warehouse-

keeper, be delivered to the purchaser, upon his paying

the inland duty of fourpence per pound weight, to the

proper oflicer appointed to receive it; by which means
the merchant would he eased of the inconvenience of

paying the duty upon importation, or of granting bonds

and finding sureties for the payment, before he had
found a market for the commodity; that all penalties

and forfeitures, so far as they formerly belonged to the

crown, should for tlie future be applied to the use of the

public; that appeals in this, as well as in all other cases

relating to the excise, sliould be heard and determined
by two or three of the judges, to be named by his ma-
jesty; and in the country, by the judge of assize upon
the next circuit, who should hear and determine such
appeals in the most summary manner, without the for-

mality of proceedings in courts of law or equity.

Such was the substance of the famous excise scheme,
in favour of which sir Robert Walpole moved that th«

duties and subsidies on tobacco should, from and after

the twenty-fourth day of June, cease and determine.

The debate which ensued was managed and maintained

by all the able speakers on both sides of the question.

Sir Robert Walpole was answered by Mr. I'crry, mem-
ber for the city of London. Sir Paul Methuen joined in

the opposition. Sir John Barnard, another representa-

tive of London, distinguished himself in the same cause.
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He was supported by Mr. PiUteuey, sir William AVynd-
ham, and otlier patriots. Tlie scheme was espoused by
sir Philip Yorke, appointed lord-chief-justice of the

king's-bench, and ennobled in tlie course of the ensuing

year. Sir Joseph Jekyll approved of the project, which
was likewise strenuously defended by lord Hervey, sir

Thomas Kobinson, sir William Yonge, Mr. Pelbara, and

Mr. Winnington, which last excelled all his contem-

poraries of the ministry in talents and address. Those
who argued against the scheme, accused the minister of

having misrepresented the frauds and made false calcu-

lations. With respect to the supposed hardships under

which the planters were said to labour, they aflirmed

that no planter liad ever dreamed of complaining, until

instigated by letters and applications from London

:

that this scheme, far from relieving the planters, would

expose the factors to such grievous oppression, that they

would not be able to continue the trade, consequently

the planters would be entirely ruined; and, after all, it

would not prevent those frauds against which it was
said to be provided: that from the examination of the

commissioners of the customs, it appeared that those

frauds did not exceed forty thousaud pounds per annum,
and might in a great measure be abolished, by a due

execution ofthe laws in being; consequently this scheme
was unnecessary, would be ineffectual in augmenting
the revenue, destructive to trade, and dangerous to the

liberties of th» subject, as it tended to promote a general

excise, which was in all countries considered as a grie-

vous oppression. They suggested that it would produce

an additional swarm of excise officers and warehouse-

keepers, appointed and paid by the treasury, so as to

multiply the dependents on the crown, and enable it

still further to influence the freedom of elections: that

the traders would become slaves to excisemen and ware-

house-keepers, as they would be debarred all access to

their commodities, except at certain hours, when at-

tended by those ofBcers: that the mercliant, for every
quantity of tobacco he could sell, would be obUged to

make a journey, or send a messenger to the office for a
permit, which could not be obtained without trouble,

expense, and delay: and that should a biw be enacted
in consequence of this motion, it would in all probability

be some time or other used as a precedent for introduc-

ing excise laws into every branch of the revenue ; in

which case tlie liberty of Great Britain would be no
more. In the course of this debate, sir Robert W^alpole
took notice of the multitudes which had beset aU the
approaches to the house. He said it would be an easy
task for a designing seditious person to raise a tumult
and disorder among them: that gentlemen might give
them what name they should tliink fit, and affirm they
were come as humble suppliants ; but he knew whom the
law called sturdy beggars : and those wlio brought them
to that place could not be certain but that they might
behave in the same manner. This insinuation was re-

sented by sir John Barnard, who observed that mer-
chants of character had a riglit to come down to the
coui-t of requests, and lobby of the house of commons,
in order to solicit their friends and acquaintance against
any scheme or project which they might think prejudi-

cial to their commerce: that when he came into the
house, he saw none but such as deserved the appellation
of sturdy beggars as little as the honourable gentleman
himself, or any gentleman whatever.— 1733. After a
warm dispute, the motion was earned by a majority of
sixty-one voices. Several resolutions were founded on
the proposal: and to these the house agreed, though
not without another violent contest. The resolutions
produced a bill, against which petitions were preferred
by the lord-mayor, aldermen, and common-council of
London, tlie city of Coventry and Nottingliam. A mo-
tion was made that counsel should be heard for the city

of London; but it was rejected by the majority, and the
petitions were ordered to lie upon the t.tblc. Had the
minister encountered no ojiposition but that which ap-
peared witliin doors, liis project would liave certainly
been carried into execution; but the whole nation was

alarmed, and clamoured loudly against the excise-bill.

The populace still crowded around Westminster-hall,

blocking up all the avenues to the house of commons.
They even insulted the persons of those members who
had voted for the ministry on this occasion; and sir

Robert Walpole began to bo in fear of his life. He
tlierefore thought proper to di'op the design, by moving
that the second reading of the bill might be postponed
till the twelfth day of June. Then complaint being
made of the insolence of the populace, who had mal-
treated several members, divers resolutions were taken
against those tumultuous crowds and their abettors;

these resolves were communicated to the lord-mayor of
London, the sheriff of Middlesex, and the high-bailiff of
Westminster. Some individuals were apprehended in
the court of requests, as having fomented the disturb-

ances; but they were soon released. The miscarriage
of the biU was celebrated with public rejoicings in Lon-
don and Westminster, and the minister was burned in
effigy by the populace. After the miscamage of the
excise scheme, the house unanimously resolved to in-

quire into the frauds and abuses in the customs; and a
committee of twenty-one persons was chosen by ballot

for this purpose.

BILL FOR A DOWER TO THE PRINCESS
EOYAL.

The subsequent debates of this session were occa-

sioned by a bill to prevent the infamous practice of

stock-jobbing, which with great difficulty made its way
to the house of lords, who proposed some amendments,
in consequence of wliich it was laid aside ; and succeeded
by another hill establishing a lotteiy, to raise five hun-
dred thousand pounds for the relief of those who had
suffered by the charitable corporation. After having
undergone some alteration, it passed through both houses
and obtained the royal assent. The king, by message
to parliament, had signified his intention to give the
princess royal in marriage to the prince of Orange,
promising himself their concurrence and assistance, that

he might be enabled to bestow such a portion with his

eldest daughter as should be suitable to the occasion.

The commons immediately resolved, that out of the
monies arising from the sale of lands in the island of St.

Christopher's, his majest}' should be empowered to apply
fourscore thousand pounds as a marriage dower for his

daughter; and a clause for this purpose was inserted in

the bill, for enabfing his majesty to apply five hundred
thousand pounds out of the sinking fund for the service

of the current year.

The opposition in the house of lords was still more
animated, though ineffectual. The debates chiefly turned

upon the pension bill, tlie number of land forces, and a

motion made by lord Bathurst for an account of the pro-

duce of the forfeited estates which had belonged to the

directors of the South-Sea company. The trustees for

these estates had charged themselves with a great sum
of money, and the lords in the opposition thought they
had a right to know how it had been disposed. The
ministry had reasons to stifle this inquiry, and therefore

opposed it with all their vigour. Nevertheless, the

motion was carried after a warm dispute, and the direc*

tors of the South-Sea company were ordered to lay the

accounts before the house. From this it appeared that

tlie large sums of money arising from the forfeited estates

had been distributed among the proprietors, by way of

dividend, even before recourse was had to parliament for

directions in wliat manner that produce should be ap-

plied: lord Eatliurst, therefore, moved for a resolution of

the house that the disposal of this money, by way of

dividend, without any order or direction of a general

court for tliat purpose, was a violation of the act of par-

liament made for the disposal thereof, and a manifest

injustice done to the proprietors of that stock. The
duke of Newcastle, in order to gain time, moved, that

as the account was confused, and almost unintelligible,

the present directors of the company might be ordered
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to lay before the liouse n furtlior and more distinct no-

count of the mnnner in which the money had been dis-

posed. A viok'nt contest ensued, in the course of wliicli

the house divided, and of fifty-seven peers who voted for

the del.iv, forty-six were such as enjoyed prcfernunt in

the church, commissions iu the army, or civil employ-

ments under the government. At length lord Batlmrst

w.aived his motion for th.it time; then the house ordered

that the present and former directors of the South-Sea

companv, together witli the late inspectors of their ac-

counts, should attend and bo examined. They were

accordingly iutcrrog.atcd, and gave so little satisfaction,

that lord IJathui-st moved for a comniittoo of inquiry;

but the question being put, was carried in the ncg.ttive:

yet a very strong protest was entered by the lords in

the opposition. The next subject of altercation wj.s the

bill for misapplying part of tlie produce of the sinking

fund. It was attacked with all the force of argument,

wit, and declamation, by the earl of Straflford, lords Ba-

thurst and Carteret, and particularly by the carl of

Chesterfield, who h.id by this time resigned his st.afT of

lord-steward of the household, and renounced .all con-

nexion with the ministry. Lord Bathurst moved for a

resolution, importing tliat, in the opinion of the lionse,

the sinking fund ought for the future to be applied, in

time of peace and public tranquillity, to the redemption

of those taxes which wci-c most prejudicial to the trade,

most burdensome on the manufactures, and most opprcs-

five on the poor of tlie nation. This motion was over-

ruled, and the bill adopted by the majority. On the

eleventh of June, the king gave the ro)'al assent to the

bills that were prepared, and closed the session witli a

speech, in which he took notice ofthe wicked endeavours

that had been lately used to inflame the minds of the

people by the most unjust misrepresentations.

DOUBLE ELECTION OF A KING OF POLAND.

Europe was now rcinvolved in fresh troubles by a

vacancy on the throne of Poland. Augustus died at

Warsaw in the end of January, and the neighbouring

powers were immediately in commotion. The elector of

Saxony, son to the late king, and Stanislaus, whose
daughter was married to the French monarch, declared

themselves candidates for the Polish throne. The em-
peror, the czarina, and the king of Prussia, espoused the

interests of the Saxon : the king of France supported

the pretensions of his father-in-law. The foreign minis-

ters at Wareaw forthwith began to form intrigues among
the electors: the marquis do Monti, ambassador from
France, exerted himself so successfully, that he soon

gained over the primate, and a ra.njority of the catholic

dietines, to the interests of Stanislaus; while the Impe-
ri.al and Russi;m troops hovered on the frontiers of Po-
land. The French king no sooner understood that a

body of the emperor's forces was encamped at Silesia,

than he ordered the duke of Berwick to assemble an
army on the Rhine, and take measures for entering Ger-

many in case the Imperialists should march into Poland.

A French fleet set sail for Dantzie, while Stanislaus

travelled through Germany in disguise to Poland, and
concealed himself in the house of tlic French ambassa-
dor at Warsaw. As the day of election approached, the

Imperial, Russian, and Prussian ministers delivered in

their several declarations, by way of protest, against the

contingent election of Stanislaus, as a person proscribed,

di.squalified, depending upon a foreign power, and con-

nected with the Turks and other infidels. The Russian

general Lasci entered Poland at the liead of fifty tluu-

sand men: the diet of the election was opened with the

usual ceremony on the twenty-fifth day of August.
Prince Viesazowski, chief of the Saxon interest, retired

to the other side of the Vistula, with three tliousand

men, including some of the nobility who adhered to that

party. Nevertheless, the primate proceeded to the elec-

tion: .Stanislaus was unanimously chosen king; and ap-

peared in the electoral field, where he was received with
load acclamations. The opposite party soon increased

to ten thousand men; protested against the election, and
\

joined the Russian army, which advanced by speedy
marches. King Stanislaus finding himself unable to copo
with such adversaries, retired with the primate and
Freneh ambassador to Dantzie, leaving the iiiilatinc of
Kiow at Warsaw. This general attacked the Saxon
palace, which was suiTendcred upon terms : then tho
soldiers and inhabitants plundered the houses belonging
to the grandees who had declared for Augustus, as well
as the hotel of the Russian minister. In the meantime,
the Poles, who had joined the Muscovites, finding it

impracticable to pass the Vistula before the expiration

of the time fixed for tho session of the diet, erected a
kelo at Cracow, where the elector of Saxony was chosen

and proclaimed liy the bishop of Cracow, king of Poland,

under the name of Augustus III., on the sixth day of

October. They afterwards passed the river, and the

palatine of Kiow retiring towards Cracow, they took

possession of Warsaw, where in tlicir turn they plun-

dered the palaces and houses belonging to the opposite

party.

CONFEDERACY AGAINST THE EMPEROR.

During these transactions, the French king concluded
a treaty with .Spain and Sardinia, by which those powers
agreed to declare w.ar against the emperor. M.anifcs-

tocs were published reciprocally by all the contracting

powers. The duke of Berwick passed the Rhine in

October, and undertook the seige of fort Kehl, which in

a few days was surrendered on capitulation: then he
repassed the river and returned to Versailles. The king
of Sardinia having declared war against the emperor,

joined a body of French forces commanded by maresch.al

de Mllars, and drove the Imperialists out of the Milanese.

His Imperial m.ajesty, dreading the effects of such a
powerful confederacy against him, offered to compromise
all differences with the crown of Spain, under the medi-

ation of the king of Great Britain ; and ilr. Kcene, the

British minister at JIadrid, proposed an accommodation.
Philip expressed his acknowledgments to the king of

England, declaring, however, that the emperor's advan-

ces were too late, and that liis own resolutions were
already taken. Nevertheless, he sent orders to the count

de Jlontijo, his ambassador at London, to communicate
to his Britannic majesty the motives which had induced

him to take these resolutions. In the meantime he de-

tached a powerful armament to Italy, where they in-

vested the Imperial fortress of Aula, the garrison of

which was obliged to surrender themselves prisoners of

war. The republic of Venice declared she would take

no share in tlie disputes of Italy; tlie states-general

signed a neutrality with the French king for the Aus-
trian Netherl.ands, without consulting the emperor or

the king of Great Britain; and the English councils

seemed to be altogether pacific.

ARRIVAL OF THE PRINCE OF ORANGE.

In November the prince of Orange arrived at Green-
wich, in order to espouse the princess royal; but the

man-iagc was postponed on account of his being taken
ill: and he repaired to Bath, in Somersetshire, to drink
the water for the recovery of liis strength. Henrietta,

the young duchess of llarlborough, dying about this

time, the title devolved to her sister's son, the earl of

Sunderland. Lord King resigning his office of chancel-

lor, it was conferred uptm Mr. Talbot, solicitor-general,

together with the title of baron; a promotion that re-

flected honour upon those by whom it was advised. Ho
possessed the spirit of a Roman senator, the elegance of

an Atticus, and tlie integrity of a Cato. At the meeting
of the parliament in January, tho king told them, in liis

speech, that though he was no way engaged in the war
which Iiad begun to rage in Europe, except by the good
ofiices he had employed among tho contending powers,

he could not sit regardless of tho present events, or bo

unconcerned for tho consequences of a wfii undertaken
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and Eupportcil by such a powerful alliance. He said,

he bad thougbt proper to take time to examine tbe facts

alleged on both sides, and to wait tbe result of the coun-

cils of those powers that were more immediately inter-

ested in tbe consequences of tbe rupture. He declared

he would concert with bis allies, more particularly with

tbe states-general of tbe United Provinces, such mea-

sures as should be thought most advisable for their

common safety, and for restoring the peace of Europe.

In tbe meantime, he expressed his hope that they would

make such provision as should secure his kingdom, rights,

and possessions from all dangers and insults, and main-

tain tbe respect due to tbe British nation. He said, that

whatever part it might in tbe end be most reasonable

for him to act, it would in all views be necessary, when
all Europe was preparing for arms, to put bis kingdom

in a posture of defence. Tbe motion for an address of

thanks produced as usual a debate in both houses,

which, it must be owned, appears to have proceeded

from a spirit of cavilling, rather than from any reason-

able cause of objection.

ALTERCATION IN THE COMMONS.

Tbe house of commons resolved to address bis majesty

for a copy of the treaty of Vienna. Sir John Eushout

moved for another, desiring that tbe letters and instruc-

tions relating to the execution of the treaty of SevUle,

should be submitted to the inspection of the commons;
but, after a bard struggle, it was over-ruled. Tbe next

motion was made by Mr. Sandys, a gentleman who had

for some time appeared strenuous in the opposition, and
wrangled with great perseverance. He proposed that

the house should examine tbe instructions which had

been given to tbe British minister in Poland, some years

before the death of king Augustus, that they might be

the better able to judge of the causes which produced

this new rupture among tbe powers of Europe. Tbe
motion being opposed by all tbe court members, a con-

test ensued, in tbe course of which Mr. Pulteney com-
pared the ministry to an empyric, and tbe constitution

of England to his patient. This pretender in physic,

said he, being consulted, tells the distempered person

there were but two or three ways of treating bis disease;

and ho was afraid that none of them would succeed. A
vomit might throw him into con'i-ulsions that would
occasion immediate death; a purge might bring on a

diarrhoea that would carry him oif in a short time ; and
he had been already bled so much, and so often, that he
could bear it no longer. The unfortunate patient,

shocked at this declaration, replies, " Sir, }-ou have al-

ways pretended to be a regular doctor; but now 1 find

you are an an-ant quack. I had an excellent constitu-

tion when I first fell into your bands, but you have
quite destroyed it; and now I find I have no other
chance for saving my life, but by calling for the help of

some regular physician." In the debate, tbe members
on both sides seemed to wander from tbe question, and
indulge themselves in ludicrous personalities. Mr. H.
AValpole took occasion to say, that the opposition treated
the ministry as be himself was treated by some of bis

acquaintances with respect to his dress. " if I am in

plain clothes," said he, " then they call me a slovenly
dirty fellow; and if by chance 1 wear a laced suit, they
cry. What, shall such an awkward fellow wear fine

clothes?" He continued to sport in this kind of idle

buffoonery. He compared the present administration
to a ship at sea. As long as the wind was fair, and
proper for carrying us to our designed port, the word
was, " Steady! steady! " but when the wind began to
shift and change, the word was necessarily altered to
" Thus, thus, and no nearer." The motion was over-
powered by tlie majority; and this was the fate of sev-
eral other proposals made by the members in the oppo-
sition. Sir John Barnard presented a petition from the
druggists, and other dealers in tea, complaining of tbe
insults and oppression to which they were subjected by
tbe excise kwB, and imploring relief. Sir John and

Mr. Perry, another of tbe city members, explained

the grievous hardships which those traders sustained,

and moved that the petition might be referred to tbe

consideration of the whole house. They were opposed

by Mr. 'Winnington, sir Vi. Yonge, and other partisans

of the ministry; and these skirmishes brought on a

general engagement of tbe two parties, in which every

weapon of satire, argument, reason, and tnith, was
wielded against that odious, arbitrary, and oppressive

method of collecting the public revenue. Neverthe-

less, the motion in favour of the sufferers was rejected.

^^*hen the commons doliberated upon the supply,

Mr. Andrews, deputy-pa}"master of the army, moved
for an addition of eighteen hundred men to the number
of hind forces which bad been continued since the pre-

ceding year. The members in tbe opposition disputed

this small augmentation with too much heat and eager-

ness. It must be acknowledged, they were by this

time irritated into such personal animosity against the

minister, that they resolved to oppose all his measures,

whether they might or might not be necessary for the

safety and advantage of the kingdom. Nor indeed

were they altogether blameable for acting on this

maxim, if their sole aim was to remove from the con-

fidence and councils of their sovereign, a man whose
conduct they thought prejudicial to the interests and
liberties of their country. They could not, hov.ever,

prevent the augmentation proposed; but they resolved,

if they could not wholly stop the career of tbe ministry,

to throw in such a number of rubs as should at least

retard their progress. The duke of Bolton and lord

Cobham had been deprived of the regiments they com-
manded, because they refused to concur in every pro-

ject of the administration. It was in consequence of

their dismission, that lord Moi-petb moved for a bill to

prevent any commissioned ofiicer, not above the rank of

a colonel, from being removed, unless by a court-mar-

tial, or by address of either house of pariiament. Such
an attack on the prerogative might have succeeded in

the Latter part of the roign of the first Charles; but at

this juncture could not fail to miscarry; yet it was sus-

tained with great vigour and address. '\Vlien the pro-

posal was set aside by the majority, Jlr. Sandys moved
for an address to the king, desiring to know who advised

his majesty to remove the duke of Bolton and lord Cob-
ham from their respective regiments. He was seconded

by Jlr. Pulteney and sir "William Wyndham; but the

ministry foreseeing another tedious dispute, called for

the question, and the motion was carried in the negative.

Tbe next source of contention was a bill for securing

tbe freedom of parliament, by limiting the number ot

oSieers in the house of commons. It was read a first

and second time; but when a motion was made for its

being committed, it met with a powerful opposition, and
produced a warm debate that issued in a question which,

like the former, passed in the negative. A clergyman
having insinuated in conversation that sir AVilliam Mil-

ner, baronet, member for York, received a pension from
the ministry, the house took cognizance of this report;

tbe clergyman acknowledged at the bar that be might
have dropped such a hint from hearsay. The accused

member protested, upon bis honour, that he never did

nor ever would receive place, pension, gratuity, or re-

ward from the court, either directly or indirectly, for

voting in parliament, or upon anj' other account what-
ever. The accusation was voted false and scandalous,

and the accuser taken into custody; but in a few days
he was discharged upon his humble petition, and his

begging pardon of the member whom he bad calumni-
ated. The duty upon salt was prolonged for eight

years; and a bill passed against stock-jobbing.

MOTION FOR THE REPEAL OF THE
SEPTENNIAL ACT.

But the subject which of all others employed the

eloquence and abilities on both sides to the most vigorous

exertion, was a motion made by Mr. Bromley, who
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proposed that a bill sliouU be brought in for repoalliifr

the septennt.'il act. and for tlio inoro Ircqucnt meeting

and calling of p.-ulinments. The arguments for and

against septennial parliaments have already been stated.

The ministry now insisted upon the increase of papists

and Jacobites, which rendered it dangerous to weaken
the hands of the government; they challenged the

opposition to produce one instance in which the least

encroachment had been made on the liberties of the

people since the septennial act took place; and they

defied the most ingenious malice to prove that his pre-

sent nuijcsty had ever endeavoured to extend any
branch of the prerogative beyond its legal bounds. Sir

John Hinde Cotton affirmed, that in many parts of

England the papists had already begun to use all their

influence in favour of those candidates who were recom-

mended by the ministers as members in the ensuing

parliament. With respect to his majesty's conduct, he

said he would not answer one word; but as to the

grievances introduced since the law was enacted for

septennizU parliaments, he thought himself more at

liberty to declare his sentiments. Ho asserted, thit

the septennial law itself was an encroachment on the

rights of the people; a law passed by a parliament tliat

made itself septennial. He observed, that the laws of

treason with regard to tri.als were altered since tliat

period; that in former times a man was tried by a jury

of his neighbours, within the county where the crimes

;.Ileged against him were said to be committed; but by
:m act of a septennial parliament he might be removed
and tried in any pl.ice where the crown, or rather the

ministry, could find a jury proper for their purpose;

where the prisoner could not bring any witnesses in his

justification, without an expense which perhaps his

circumstances would not bear. He asked, if the riot

act was not an encroachment on the rights of the

people? An act by which a little dirty justice of the

peace, the meanest and vilest tool a minister can use,

who, perhaps subsists by his being in the commission,

and may be deprived of that subsistence at the pleasure

of his patron, had it in his power to put twenty or thirty

of the best subjects in England to immediate death,

without any trial or form but that of reading a pro-

clamation. " Was not the fatal South-Sea scheme,"
said he, " established by the act of a septennial parlia-

ment? And can any man ask, whether that law was
attended with any inconvenience; to the glorious cata-

logue I might have added the late excise bill, if it had
passed into a law; but, thank heaven, the septennial

parliament was near expiring before that famous mea-
sure was introduced."

• CONCLUSION OF A REMARKABLE SPEECH
BY SIR W. WYNDHAil.

Sir William Wvndham concluded an excellent speech,

that spoke him the unrivalled orator, the uncorrupted
Briton, and the unshaken patriot, in words to this

effect:—" Let us suppose a man abandoned to all no-

tions of virtne and honour, of no great family, and but
a mean fortune, riiscd to be chief minister of state, by
the concun-ence of many whimsical events; afraid or

unwilling to trust any but creatures of his own making;
lost to all sense of shame and reputation; ignorant of

his country's true interest; pursuing no aim but that of

aggrandizing himself and his favourites; in foreign

affairs trusting none but those who, from the nature of

their education, caimot possibly be qualified for the

service of their country, or give weight and credit to

their negotiations. Let us suppose the true interest of

the nation by such means neglected, or misunderstood,

her honour tarnished, her importance lost, her trade

insolted, her merchants plundered, and her sailors mur-
dered; and all these circumstancs overlooked, lest his

administration should bo endangered. Suppose him
next possessed of immense wealth, the plunder of the

nfttion, with a parliament chiefly composed of members
whC'Se Beats are purchased, and whose votes are bought

at the expense of the public treasure. In such a par-
liament suppose all attempts made to inquire into his

conduct, or to relieve the nation from the distress which
h.as been entailed up<.n it by his administratiou. Sup-
pose him screened by a corrupt majority of his crea-
tures, whom he retains in daily pay, or engages in his
particular interest, by distributing among them those
posts and places which ought never to be bestowed upon
any but for the good of the public. Let him plume
himself upon his scandalous victory, because ho has
obtained a parliament like a packed jury ready to ac-
quit him at all adventures. Let us suppose him domi-
neering with insolence over all the men of ancient fam-
ilies, over all the men of sense, figure, or fortune in the

nation; as he has no virtue of his own, ridiculing it in

others, and endeavouring to destroy and conupt it in

all. AVitli such a minister, and sucli a parliament, let

us supjiosu a case which 1 hope will never h.appen: a

prince upon the throne, uninformed, ignorant, and un-

acquainted with the inclinations and true interest of

his people, weak, capricious, transported with unbounded
ambition, and possessed with insatiable avarice. I

Iiope such a case will never occur; but, as it possibly

may, cf uld any greater curse happen to a nation than
such a prince on the throne, advised, and solely ad-

vised by such a minister, and that minister supported

by such a parliament? The natuie of mankind cannot
be altered by human laws; the existence of such a
prince or such a minister we cannot prevent by act of

parliament; but the existence of such a parliament I

think we may prevent; as it is much more likely to ex-

ist, and may do more mischief, while the septennial law
remains in force than if it were repealed; therefore, I

am heartily for its being repealed." Notwithstanding

the most warm, the most nervous, the most pathetic re-

monstrances in favour of the motion, the question was
put, and it was suppressed by mere dint of number.

1734. The triumph of the ministry was still more
complete in the success of a message delivered from the

crown in the latter end of the session, when a great

many members of the other party had retired to their

respective habitations in the country. Sir Robert Wal-
pole delivered this commission to the house, importing

that his m.ajesty might be enabled to augment his

forces, if occasion should require such an augmentation,

between the dissolution of this parliament and the elec-

tion of another. Such an important point, that was said

to strike at the foundation of our liberties, was not

tamely yielded; but, on the contrary, contested with
uncommon ardour. The motion for taking the message
into consideration was carrie '. in the affirmative; and an
address presented to the ki.g, signifying their compli-

ance with his desire. In consequence of a subsequent

message, they prepared and passed a bill, enabling his

majesty to settle an annuity of five thousand pouud^ for

life on the piincess royal, as a mark of his paternal

favour and affection.

PARLIAMENT DISSOLVED.

Tlie opposition in the house of peers kept pace with
that in the house of commons, and was supported with
equal abilities, under the auspices of the lords Bathui-st

and Carteret, the carls of Chcstei-ficld and Abingdon.
The duke of Marlborough made a motion for a bill to
regulate the army, equivalent to that which had been
rejected in the lower house; and it met with the same
fate after a wai-m dispute. Tlien lord Carteret moved
for an address to the king, that he would be graciously

pleased to acquaint the house who advised his majesty
to remove the duke of Bolton and lord viscount Cobham
from their respective regiments, and what crimes were
laid to their charge. This proposal was likewise re-

jected, at the end of a debate in which the dukeof Argyle
observed, tliat two lords had been removed, but only one
soldier lost his commission. Such a great majority of

the Scottish representatives had always voted for the

ministry since the accession of the late king, and po
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many of tlicsc enjoyed places nnd preferments in the

gift of the crown, that several attempts were niaile hy

the lords in the opposition to prevent for the future the

ministerial influence from extending itself to the elec-

tions of North Britain. Accordingly, two motions for

this purpose were made hy the earl of Marchmont and

the duke of Bedford; and sustained by the earls of Ches-

terfield, 'Winchelsea, and Stair, lords AVilloughby dc

Broke, Bathurst, .and Carteret. They were opposed hy

the dukes of Newcastle and Ai'gyle, the earl of C'hol-

mondeloy, earl Paulet, lord Ilcrvey, now called up by a

writ to the house of peers, and lord Talbot. The ques-

tion being put on both, they were of course defeated;

and the earl of Stair was deprived of his regiment of

dragoons, after having performed the most signal ser-

vices to the royal family, and exhausted his fortune in

supporting the interest and dignity of the crown. Strenu-

ous pi-otests were entered against the decision of the

majoi-ity concerning the king's message, demanding a

power to augment his forces during the recess of par-

liament; .IS also against a bill for enabling his majesty

to apply the sum of one million two hundred thousand

pounds out of the sinking fund for the service of the

current year. The business of the session being des-

patclied, tlie king repaired to the house of lords on the

sixteenth day of April, and having passed all the hills

that were ready for the royal assent, took leave of this

parliament, with the warmest acknowledgment of their

zeiil, duty, and aifection. It was at first prorogued, then

dissolved, and .another convoked by the same proclama-

tion. On the fourteenth day of JI.irch, the nuptials of

the prince of Orange and the princess royal were solem-

nized with great magnificence; and this match was at-

tended with addresses of congratulation to his majesty

from different parts of the kingdom.

DANTZIC BESIEGED BY THE RUSSIANS.

The powers at war upon the continent acted with sur-

prising vigour. The Russian and Saxon army invested

the city of Dantzic, in hopes of securing the person of

king Stanislaus. The town was strong, the gan'ison

numerous, and animated by the examples of the French
and Poles, made a very obstinate defence. For some
time the)- were supplied by sea with recruits, arms, and
ammunition. On the eleventh day of May a reinforce-

ment of fifteen hundi'ed men was landed from two French
fihips of war and some transports, under fort Wechsel-
munde, which was so much in want of provisions, that

they were not admitted; they therefore re-embarked,
and sailed back to Copenhagen. But afterwards a larger

number was landed in the same place, and .attacked the

Russian intreuchmcnts, in order to force their way into

the city. They were repulsed in this attempt, but re-

tired in good order. At length the Russian fleet arrived,

under the command of Admiral Gordon, and now the siege

was carried on with great fury. Fort Wechselmnnde was
surrendered ; the French troops capitulated, and were em-
barked in the Russian ships, to be conveyed to some port
in the Baltic. Stanisl.aus escaped in the disguise of a pea-
sant to Marien^ivarder in the Pnissian territories. Tlie
city of Diintzic submitted to the dominion of Augustus
III., king of Poland, .and was obliged to defray the ex-
pense of the war to the Russian general count de Munich,
who had assumed the command after the siege was
begun. The Polish lords at Djintzic signed an act of
submission to king Augustus, who, on the tenth day of
July, arrived at the convent of Oliva. There a council
was held in his presence. The recus.ant noblemen took
the oath wliieh he proposed. Then a general anmesty
n-as proclaimed; and the king set out on his return to

Presden.

PniLIPSBURGH TAKEN BY THE FRENCH.

On the Rhino the French arms Lore down all resis-

tance. The count de IVlleisIc bcsieg d *nd took Traer-
hacb. The duke of Berwick, at the head of sixty thou-

sand men, invested Philipsburgh, while prince F.ugone

was obliged to remain on the defensive, in the strong

camp at Heilbron, waiting for the troops of the empire.

On the twelfth day of June, the duke of Benvick, in

visiting tlie trenches, was killed by a c.innon-ball, and

the command devolved upon the marquis d'Asfeldt. who
carried on the operations of the siege with equal vigour

and capacity. Prince Eugene heing joined by the dif-

ferent reinforcements he expected, marched towards the

French lines; but found them so strong that he would
not hazard an attack; .and such precautions taken, that

with all his military talents he could not relieve the

besieged. At length general Watgenan, the governor,

capitulated, after having m.ade a noble defence, and ob-

tained the most honourable conditions. Prince Eugene
retired to Heidelberg; .and the campaign ended about

the beginning of October. The Imperial arms were not

more successful in Italy. The infant Don Carlos had
received so many invitations from the Neapolitan no-

bilitj', that he resolved to take possession of that king-

dom. He began his march in February, at the head of

the Spanish forces; published a manifesto, declaring be
was sent by his father to relieve the kingdom of Naples
from the oppression under which it groaned; and entered
the capital amidst the acclamations of the people; while
the count de Visconti, the German vicero}', finding him-
self unable to cope with the invaders, thought proper to

retire, after hfiving thrown succours into Gaeta and
Capua. When he arrived at Nocera, he began to as-

semljle the militia, with intent to form a camp at Bar-
letta. The count de Montemar marched with a body of

forces against this general, and obtained over him a com-
plete victory at Bitonto in Apuglia, on the twenty-fifth

of May, when the Imperialists were entirely routed, and
a great number of principal officers taken prisoners.

Don Carlos heing proclaimed, and acknowledged king of

Naples, created the count de Jlontcmar duke of Bitonto;

reduced Gaeta, and all other parts of the kingdom which
were garrisoned with Imperial troops; and resolved to

subdue the island of Sicily. About twenty thousand

troops being destined for this expedition, were landed in

the road of Solanto iu August, under the command of

the new duke of Bitonto, who being favoured by the

natives, proceeded in his conquests with great rapidity.

Tlie people acknowledged Don Carlos as their sovereign,

and took arms in support of his government; so that the

Imperiiil troops were driven before them, and the Span-

iards possessed the whole kingdom, except Messina,

Syracuse, and Trepnni, when the infant determined to

visit the island in person.

BATTLE OF PARMA.

'Willie Don Carlos was thus employed in the conquest-

of Naples and Sicily, the Imperialists were hard pressed

in Lombardy by the united forces of France and Pied-

mont, commanded by the king of Sardinia and the old

mareschal duke de Villars. In the month of January
they undertook the siege of Tortona, which they re-

duced; while the troops of the emperor began to pour

in great numbers into the JIantuan. In the beginning

of Jlay, count Merci, ndio commanded them, passed the

Po in the face of the allies, notwithstanding all the skill

of ViUars, obliged him to retreat from the banks of that

river, and took the castle of Colorno. The old French
general being taken ill, quitted the anny, and retired to

Turin, where in a little time he died; and tlie king of

Sardinia retiring to the same place, the command of the

allied forces devolved upon the mareschal de Coigiiy.

The confederates were posted at Sanguina, and the Im-
perialists at Sorbola, when the count de Merci made a
motion to San Prospero, as if he intended either to at-

tack the enemy, or take possession of Parma. The
mareschal de Coigny forthwith made a disposition for

an engagement; and, on the twenty-ninth day of June,

the Imperial general having passed the Parma, began
the attack with great impetuosity. He charged in per-

sou at the head of his troops, and was killed soon aftei
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the battle began. Ncveit!n.loss, tlio prince of Wiitom-

bcrg assuming tho comman<l, both armies fouglit with

great obstinacy from eleven in the forenoon till four in

tho afternoon, when the Imperialists retired towanl.s

Monte Cirugalo, leaving five thousanJ men dead on the

field of battle, and among these many officers of distinc-

tion. The loss of the allies was very conside ible, and

they reaped no solid fruits from their victory,

THE IMrERIALISTS ARE AGAIN WORSTED.

Tho Imperial forces retreated to Reggio, and from

thence moved to tho plains of Carpi, on tlie right of the

Secchia, where they received some reinforcements; then

gener.al count Konigsegg arriving in tho camp, took

upon himself the command of the army. His first step

was to take post at Quingentolo, by which motion he

secured Mirandola, that was threatened with a siege.

On the fifteenth of February ho forded the river Secchia,

and surprised the quarters of mareschal de Broglio, who
escaped in his shirt with great difliculty. Tlio French

retired with such precipitation, that they left all their

baggage behind, and above two thousand were taken

prisoners. They posted themselves under Gustalla,

where, on the nineteenth day of the month, they were

vigorously attacked by the Imperialists, and a general

engagement ensued. Konigsegg made several desperate

efforts to break the French cavalry, upon which, how-

ever, he could make no impression. The infantry on

both sides fought with uncommon ardour for six hours,

and the field was covered with carnage. At length the

Imperial general retreated to Lazara, after having lo?t

above five thousand men, including tho prince of Mh-
temberg, the "enerals Valparcze and Colminero, with

many other officers of distinction; nor was the damage
sustained by the French greatly inferior to that of tlie

Germans, who repassed the Po, and took post on the

banks of the Oglio. The allies crossed the same river,

and the marquis de Maillibois was sent with a detach-

ment to attack Mirandola; but the Imperialists march-

ing to the relief of the place, compelled him to abandon

the enterprise; then he rejoined his array, which re-

tired under the walls of Cremona, to wait for succours

from Don Carlos. So little respect did the French

court pay to the British nation at this juncture, that in

the month of November, an edict was published at Paris,

commanding all the British subjects in France, who were
not actually in employment, from the age of eighteen to

fifty, to quit the kingdom in fifteen days, or enlist in

some of the Irish regiments, on pain of being treated as

Tagabonds, and sent to the gallc_vs. This edict was
executed with the utmost rigour. The prisons of Paris

were crowded with the subjects of Great Britain, who
were surprised and cut off from all communication with

their friends, and must have perished by cold and hun-
ger, had not they been relieved by the active charity of

the Jansenists. The earl of Waldcgrare, who then re-

sided at Paris, as ambassador from the king of Great

Britain, made such vigorous remonstrances to the French
ministry upon this unheard of outrage against a nation

with which they had been so long in alliance, that they
thought proper to set the prisoners at liberty, and pub-

lish another edict, by which the meaning of the former
was explained away.

NEW PARLIAMENT IN GREAT BRITAIN.

While these transactions occurred on the continent,

the king of Great Britain auguiented his land-forces;

and warm contests were maintained through the whole
united kingdom in electing representatives for the new
parliament. But in all these struggles the ministerial

power predominated; and the new members appeared
with the old complexion. The two houses assembled
on the fourteenth day of January, and Mr. Onslow was
re-elected speaker. The leaders of both parties in all

debate.?, were the self-same persons who had conducted
those of the former parliament; and the samo measures

Vol. II.

were pursued in the samo manner. The king in his

speech at the opening of the session, gave them to un-
derstand, that he had concerted with the states-general

of tho United Provinces such measures as were thought
most advisable for their common safety, and for restor-

ing tho peace of Europe; that they had eonsidcied on
one side tho pressing applications made by tho Imperial
court both in England and Holland, for obtaining suc-

cours against the powers at war with the house of Aus-
tria; and, on the other side, the repeated professions

made by tho allies of their sincere disposition to put an
end to the present troubles upon honouraljle and solid

terms; tli^tt he and tho states-general h.ad concurred in

a resolution to employ their joint and earnest instances

to bring matters to a speedy iind happy accommodation;

that their good olfices were at length accepted; and in

a short time a plan would he oHered to the consideration

of all parties engaged in the war, as a basis for a general

negotiation of peace. He told them he had used tlie

power vested in him by the last parliament with great

moderation; and eincluded a treaty with the crown of

Denmark of great importance in the present conjunc-

ture. He observed, that whilst many of the principal

powers of Europe were actually engaged in a war, Great

Britain must be more or less affeetijll with the conse-

quences; and as the best concerted measures are liable

to uncertainty, the nation ought to be prepared against

all events. He therefore expressed his hojie, that his

good subjects would not repine at the necessary means
of procuring the blessings of peace and universal tran-

quillity, or of putting him in a condition to act that part

which it might be necessary and incumbent upon hiiu

to take. The address of thanks produced a dispute as

usual, which ended with an acquiescence in the motion

The houne, in a grand committee on the supply, resolved.

That thirty thousand seamen should be employed for the

service of the ensuing year; and that the land-forces

should he augmented to the number of twenty-five thou-

sand seven hundred and forty-four effective men. But
these resolutions were not taken without dispute and
division. The minister's opponents not onl)' reproduced

all the reasons which had been formerlj' advanced against

a standing ai-my, but they opposed this augmentation

with extraordinary ardour, as a huge stride towards tho

establishment of arbitrary power. They refuted those

fears of eternal broils on which the ministry pretended

to ground the necessity of such an augmentation ; and
they exposed the weak conduct of the administration,

in having contributed to destroy the balance of power,

by assisting Spain against the emperor in Italy, so as to

DEBATE OX A SUBSIDY TO DENMARK.

Sir William Wyndham moved, that the estimate of

the navy for the ensuing year might be referred to a
select committee. lie expressed his siu'prisc, that not-

withstanding the vast sums which had been yearly

raised, and the long continuance of the peace, the people

had not been quite delivered of any ono tax incurred in

the preceding war. He said, he could not comprehend
how it was possible to find pretences for exposing the

nation to such exorbitant charges; and he took notice

of some unconsionable articles in the accounts of the

navy-debt that lay upon the table. He was seconded

by Mr. Sandys, and supported by sir J. Jekyll and Mr.
Pultency; but after some debate, the motion was car-

ried in the negative. When the new treaty with Den-
mark fell under consideration in a grand committee, Mr.
II. ^Valpole moved, that the sum of fifty six thousand

two hundred and fifty pounds, should be granted to bis

majesty as a subsidy to the Dane, pursuant to the said

treaty, for the sen'ice of the ensuing year. The de-

mand did not meet witli immediate compliance. All the

leaders in the opposition exclaimed against the subsidy

as unnecessary and unreasonable. They observed, that

as the English had no particular interest of their own
for inducing them to engage in the present war, but only

2K
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the danger to which the balance of power might be ex-

posed bv that event; and as all the powers of Europe

were as much, if not more, interested than the English

in the preservation of that balance, should it ever be

really endangered, they would certainly engage in its

defence, without receiving any valuable consideration

from Great Britain; but should the English be always

the first to take the alarm upon any rupture, and offer

bribes and pensions to aU the princes in Europe, the

whole charge of preseri-ing that balance would fall upon

Great Britain; every state would expect a gratification

from her, for doing that which it would otherwise be

obliged to do for its own preservation; even the Dutch

might at last refuse to assist in trimming this balance,

unless Britain should submit to make the grand pen-

sionarj' of Holland a pensionary of England, and take a

number of their forces into English pay. The debate

having had its free course, the question was put, and

the motion approved by the majority. The ministry

allowed a bill to be brought in for limiting the number

of officers in the house of commons; but at the second

reading it was rejected upon a division, after a learned

debate, in which it appeared that the opposition had

gained a valuable auxiliary in the person of lord Pol-

worth, son to the earl of Slarchmont, a nobleman of

elegant parts, keen penetration, and uncommon viva-

city, who spoke with all the fluency and fenour of

elocution.

PETITION OF SOME SCOTTISH NOBLEMEN.

The minority in the house of lords were not less vigi-

lant and resolute in detecting and opposing every niea-

Burc which they thought would redound to the prejudice

of their country. But the most remarkable object that

employed their attention during this session, was a very

e.xtraordinary petition subscribed by the dukes of Hamil-
ton, Queensberry, and Montrose, the earls of Dundonald,
Marchmont, and Stair, representing that undue influ-

ence had been used for carrying on the election of the

sixteen peers of Scotland. The duke of Bedford, who
delivered their petition to the house, proposed a day for

taking it into consideration; and to this they agreed.

It was afterwards moved, that the consideration of it

should be adjourned to a short day, before which the

petitioners should b* ordered to declare whether they
intended to controvert the last election of all the six-

teen peers, or the election of any, and which of them.
This affair was of such an unprecedented natiVie, that

the house seemed to be divided in opinion about the
manner in which they ought to proceed. The partisans

of the ministry would have willingly stifled the inquiiy
in the beginning; but the petitioners were so strenuously
supported in their claim to some notice, by the earls of

Chesterfield, Abingdon, and Strafford, the lords Bathurst
and Carteret, that they could not dismiss it at once with
any regard to decorum. The order of the house, ac-

cording to the motion explained above, being communi-
cated by the lord-chancellor to the petitioners, they
waited on hira with a declaration, importing, that they
did not intend to controvert the election or return of the
sixteen peers for Scotland; but they thought it their

duty to lay before their lordships the evidence of such
facts and undue methods as appeared to them to be

.
dangerous to the constitution; and might in future elec-

tions equ.ally affect the right of t!io present sixteen
peers, as that of the other peers of Scotland, if not pre-
vented by a proper remedy. This declaration being re-

peated to the house, the duke of Devonshire made a
motion, that the petitioners might be ordered to lay be-
fore the house in writing, instances of those undue
methods and illegal practices upon which they intended
to pureeed, and the names of the persons they suspected
to be gailty. He was warmly opposed by tlie country
party; and a long debate ensued, after which the ques-
tion was carried in favour of the motion, and the order
signified to the petitioners. Next d.ay their answer was
lead to the house to tliis effect: That as tlicy had no

intention to state themselves accusers, they could not

take upon tliem to name particular persons who might

have been concerned in those illegal pi-actices; but who
they were would undoubtedly appear to their lordships

upon their taking the proper examinations: neverthe-

less, they did humbly acquaint their lordships, that the

petition was laid before them upon infurmation that the

list of the sixteen peers for Scotland had been framed

previous to the election, by persons in high trust under

the crown; that this list was shown to peers, as a list

approved by the crown; and was called the king's list,

from which there was to be no variation, unless to make
way for one or two particular peers, on condition tliey

should conform to measures; that peers were solicited

to vote for this list, without the liberty of making any
alteration; that endeavours were used to engage peers

to vote for this list by promise of pensions, and ofiices

civil and military to themselves and relations, as well

as by offers of money: that sums were given for this

purpose; that pensions, offices, and releases of debts

owing to the crown, were actually granted to peers who
concurred in voting for this list, and to their relations;

that on the day of election a battalion of his majesty's

troops were drawn up in the Abbey-court of Edinburgh,

contrary to custom, and without any apparent cause

but that of over-awing the electors. This answer gave
rise to another violent dispute; but the majority voted

it unsatisfactory, and the petition was rejected, though
the resolution was clogged with a vigorous protest.

1735. Notwithstanding this discouragement, the earl

of Abingdon moved, that although the petition was dis-

missed, an inquiry might be set on foot touching an
affair of such consequence to the liberties of the king
dom. The earl of Hay declaring his belief that no such

illegal methods had been practised, the other produced

a pamphlet, intituled. The Protests of a great Number
of Noble Lords, entered by them at the last Election of

Peers for Scotland. Exceptions being taken to a pam-
phlet, as an object unworthy of their notice, lord Bathurst

exhibited an authentic copy of those protests, extracted

from the journal of that election, signed by the two
principal clerks, and witnessed by two gentlemen then

attending in the lobby. These were accordingly read,

and plainly demonstrated the truth of the allegations

contained in the petition. Nothing could be more scan-

dalous, arrogant, and shamefully flagrant, than the con-

duct and deportment of those who acted the part of

understrappers to the ministry on this occasion. But
all this demonstration, adorned and enforced by the

charms and energy of eloquence, was like preaching in

a desert. A motion was made for adjourning, and car-

ried in the afKrmative: a protest was entered, and the

whole aflixir consigned to obliviou. Divers other mo-
tions were made successively by the lords in the opposi-

tion, and rejected by the invincible power of a majority.

The uninterrupted success of the ministry did not, how-
ever, prevent them from renewing the struggle as often

as an opportunity offered. They disputed the continu-

ation of the salt-tax, and the bill for enabling the king
to apply the sum of one million out of the sinking fund

for the service of the current year, though success did

not attend their endeavours. They supported with all

their might a bill sent up from the commons, explaining

and amending an act of the Scottish parliament, for pre-

venting wrongous imprisonment, and against undue de-

lays in trials. This was all the natives of Scotland had
in lieu of the habeas-corpus act; though it did not screen

them from oppression. Yet the earl of Hay undertook

to prove they were on a footing with their neighbours

of England in this respect; and the bill was thrown out

on a division. The session was closed on the fifteenth

of May, when the king in his speech to both houses de-

clared that the plan of pacification, concerted between
him and the states-general, had not produced the desired

effect. He thanked the commons for the supplies they
had granted with such cheerfulness and despatch. He
signified his intention to visit his Gorman dominions;

and told them he should constitute the queen regent of
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the realm iii his absence. Immediately after tlie pro-

rogation his majesty euibarkeJ lor Holland, in his way
to Ilttuover.

MISUXDER'TANniNG UETWEEX THE COURTS
OF SPAIN AND PORTI'GAL.

By this time the good understanding between the

courts of Madrid and Lisbon was destroyed by a remark-

able incident. The Portnguese ambassador at Madrid

having allowed his servants to rescue a criminal from

the officers of justice, all the servants concerned in that

rescue were dragged from his house to prison, by the

Spanish king's order, with circumstances of rigour and

disgrace. His Portuguese majesty being informed of

this outrage, ordered reprisals to be made upon tlie ser-

vants of the Spanish ambassador in Lisbon. The two

ministers withdrew abniptly to their respective courts.

The two monarchs expressed their mutual resentment.

The king of Spain assembled a body of troops on the

frontiers of Portugal; and his Portuguese majesty had

recourse to the assistance of king George. Don M.arcos

Antonio d'Alzevcda was despatclied to London ivitU the

character of envoy-extraordinary; and succeeded in his

commission according to his wish. In a little time after

the king's departure from Eugl.and, sir Jolin Norris

sailed from Spithead with a powerful scjuadron, in order

to protect the Portuguese against the Spaniards; and

on the ninth day of June arrived at Lisbon, where he

was welcomed as a deliverer. Mr. Kcene, the Britisli

envoy at the court of Spain, had communicated to his

catholic majesty the resolution of his master to send a

powerful squadron to Lisbon, with orders to guard that

coast from insults, and secure the Brazil fleet, in which

the merehants of Great Britain were deeply interested.

Don Joseph Patinho, minister of his catholic majesty,

delivered a memorial to Mr. Keene, representing th.it

such an expedition would affect the commerce of Spain,

by intimidating foreign merchants from embarking their

merchandise in the flota. But, in all probability, it pre-

vented a rupture between the two crowns, and disposed

the king of Spain to listen to terms of accommodation

PRELIMINAKIES SIGNED BY THE EMPEROR
AND THE KING OF FRANCE.

The powers in alliance against the house of Austria

having rejected the plan of pacification concerted by the

king of Great Britain and the states-general, Mr. Wal-
pole, ambassador at the Hague, presented a memorial to

their high mightinesses, desiring they would, without

loss of time, put themselves in a posture of defence by
an augiientaiion of their forces by sea and land; that

they might take such vigorous steps in concert with

Great Britain, as the future conjuncture of affairs might
require. But before they would subject themselves to

such expense, they resolved to malce further trial of

their influence with the powers in alliance against the

emperor; and conferences were renewed with the min-
isters of those allies. The affairs of Poland became
more and more unfavourable to the interest of Stanis-

laus; for though a great number of the Polish nobility

engaged in a confederacy to support his claim, and made
repeated efforts in his behalf, the palatine of Kiow sub-

mitted to Augustus; and even his brother the primate,

after having sustained a long imprisonment, and many
extraordinary hard.ships, was obliged to acknowledge
that prince his sovereign. In Italy, the arms of the

allies still continued to prosper. Don Carlos landed in

Sicily, and reduced the whole island almost without op-

position; while the Imperialists were forced to abandon
all the territories they possessed in Italy, except the

Mantaan. The emperor being equally unable to cope
with the French armies on the Rhine, implored succours

of the czarina, who sent thirty thousand men to his

assistance. This vigorous interposition, and the suc-

cess of Augustus in Poland, disposed the court of Ver-
sailles to a pacification. A secret negotiation was begun

between France and the house of Austria; and the pre

liminaries were signed without the concurrence or know-
ledge of Spain, Sardinia, and the maritime powers. In
these articles it was stipulated that France fhould re-

store all the conquests she had made in Germany; that
the reversion of the dukedom of Tuscany shculd be
vested in the duke of Lorraine; that Lorraine should
bo allotted to king Stanislaus, and after his death be
united to the crown of France; that the emperor should
possess the Milanese, the Mantnan, and Parma; that
the king of Sardinia should enjoy Vigevano and Novara;
that Don Carlos should be acknowledged king of Naples

and Sicily, and retain the island of Elba, with all the

Spanish territories on the coast of Tuscany ; and that

France should guarantee the pragmatic sanction.

PROCEEDINGS IN PARLIAMENT.

The king of Great Britain returned from Hanover to

Eiiiiland in the month of November; and on the fifteenlli

day of January opened the session of parliament. On
this occasion he congratulated them on the near pros-

pect of a general peace in liurope in consequence of the

preliminary articles which the cni]ieror and the king of

France had agreed; and of which lieliad expressed his

approbation, as they did not differ in any essential point

from the plan of pacification which he and the states-

general had offered to the belligerent powers. He told

them that he lind already ordered a considerable reduction

to be made in his forces both by sea .and land; but at

the same time observed it would be necessary to con-

tinue some extraordinary expense, until a more perfect

reconciliation should be established among the several

powers of Europe. An addi'css of thanks was unanim-

ously T*oted, presented, and graciously received. After

the liouse had received several petitions from different

counties and gentlemen, complaining of undue influence

in elections for members of parliament, it proceeded to

consider of the supply, and sir Charles AVagcr moving
that fifteen thousand seaman should be employed for

the seiwice of the ensuing year, the proposal was ap-

proved without opposition. But this was not the case

witli a motion made by Mr. Pultency, " That the ordi-

nary estimates of the navy should be referred to a select

committee." The ministry discouraged all such prying

measures: a debate was produced, the house divided,

and the motion was rejected. Such was the fate of i

motion for raising the supplies within the year, nisde

by Mr. Sandys, and supported by sir .lohn Barnai-d, Mr.

Willimot, and other patriots, who demonstrated that

tliis was a speedy and practicable expedient for dis-

charging the national debt, lowering the interest of

money, reducing the price of labour, and encouraging

a spirit of commerce.

BILL FOR THE RELIEF OF QUAKERS IN
THE ARTICLE OF TITHES.

The bin for limiting the number of oflrcers in the

house of commons was again revived. The king was
empowered to borrow six hundred thousand pounds,

chargeable on the sinking fund, for the service of the

ensuing year, though this power was not easily granted;

and the house resolved to lay a duty of twenty shillings

p'jr gallon on all spirituous liquors, after it had appeared

to the committee appointed for that purpose, that those

spirits were pernicious to the health and morals of the

people. To this resolution was added another, which
amounted to a total prohibition, namely, that fifty

pounds should be yearly i>:M to his m.ajcsty for a license

to he annually taken out bv every person who should

vend, barter, or utter any such spirituous liquors. Mr.
Walter Plummer, in a well concerted speech, moved for

the repeal of some clauses in the Test act: these he re-

presented as a species of persecution, in which protest.ant

dissenters were confounded with the Roman catholics

and enemies to the establishment. He was sustained

by lord Polworth and Jlr. Heathcote; but sir Robert
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Walpole was joined by Mr. Shippen against the motion,

as danirerous to the established church; and the ques-

tion being put, it wns carried in the negative.—1736.

VTien sir Joseph Jr-kyll presented to the house, accord-

ing to order, a bill founded on the resolutions they had

taken against spirituous liquors, sir Robert '\\'alpole

acquainted them, by his majesty's command, that as

the alterations proposed to be made by that bill in the

duties charged upon all spirituous liquors might, in a

great degree, affect some part of the civil list revenues,

his majesty, for the sake of remedying so great an evil

as was intended by that bill to be prevented, did con-

sent to accept any other revenue of equal value, to be

settled and appropriated in lieu of his interest in the

said duties. The bill was read a second time, and con-

signed to a committee of the -whole house; but that for

limiting the number of ofHcers in the house of commons

was thrown out at the second reading. Petitions

against the bill touching the retail of spirituous liquors,

wei-e presented by the traders to the British sugar colo-

nies, by the merchants of Bristol and Livei-pool, repre-

senting the hardships to which they would be exposed

by a law which amounted to a prohibition of mm and

spirits distilled from molasses. In consequence of these

remonstrances, a mitigating clause was inserted, in fav-

our of the composition known by the name of punch,

and distillers were permitted to exercise any other em-

ployment. The sum of seventy thousand pounds was
voted for making good the deficiencies that might hap-

pen in the civil list by this bill, which at length passed

through the house, though not without reiterated dis-

putes and warm altercation. Violent opposition was
likewise made to a bill for the relief the people called

quakers, who offered a petition, representing, that though

from motives of conscience they refused the payment
of tithes, church-rates, oblations, and ecclesiastical dues,

they were exposed to grievous sufferings by prosecu-

tion in the exchequer, ecclesiastical, and other courts,

to the imprisonment of their persons, and the ruin of

them and their families. A bill being prepared for their

relief, was read and printed; then petitions were pre

feiTed against it by the clergy of Jliddlesex, and of

many other parts of the kingdom. Counsel was heard in

behalf of those petitioners, and several alterations pro-

posed in the bill, which after long and repeated debates

surmounted all opposition, and was sent up to the lords.

JIORTMAIN ACT.

In the month of Febraary the king had sent two
members of the privy-council to the prince of Wales,
with a message, proposing a mai'riage between his royal

highness and the princess of Saxe-gotha. The proposal

being agreeable to the prince, the marriage was cele-

brated on the twenty-seventh day of April. Upon this

occasion Jlr. Pulteney moved for an address of congra-
tulation to his majest}', and was supported by Mr. George
Lyttleton and Mr. William Pitt, who seized this oppor-

tunity of pronouncing elegant panegyrics on the prince

of Wales and his amiable consort. These two young
members soon distinguished themselves in the house by
their eloquence and superior talents. The attention of

the house was afterwards converted to a bill for the pre-

venting of smuggling; and another for explaining the
act for the more effectual preventing bribery and cor-

ruption in the election ofmembers to serve in parliament.
Both made their way through the lower house, and were
sent up to the lords for their concurrence. The number
of land forces voted for the service of the current year
was reduced to seventeen thousand seven hundred and
four effective men. The supplies were raised by the
malt-tax and land-tax at two shillings in the pound, ad-
ditional duties on mum, cider, and perry, stamped vel-

lum, parchment, and paper; and by an act empowerinf'
his majesty to borrow six hundred thousand ])Ounds of

the sinking fund. In this session the jiarliament repealed
the old statutes of England and Scotland against con-
juration, witchcraft, and dealing with evil spirits. The

commons likewise prepared a bill to restrain the dispo-

sition of lands in mortmain, whereby they became
unalienable. Against this measure petitions were pre-

sented by the two universities, the colleges of Eton,

Winchester, and Westminster, and divers hospitals that

subsisted by charitable donations. In favour of the

universities and colleges a particular exempting clause

was inserted. Several other amendments were made in

the bill, which passed through both houses, and obtained

the royal assent. Among the acts passed in this session,

was one for naturalizing bcr royal highness the princess

of Wales; and another for building a bridge across the

Thames from New Palace-yard, in the city of Westmin-
ster, to the opposite shore in the county of Sun-ey. The
points chiefly debated in the house of lords were the ad-

dress of thanks for his majesty's speech, the mortmain
bill, the Quakers' bill, which was thrown out, and that

for the prevention of smuggling, which did not pass

without division and protest. On the twentieth d.ay of

ilaj the king closed the session with a speech, in which
he told both bouses that a farther convention, touching
the execution of the preliminaries, had been made and
communicated to him by the emperor and most christian

king, and that negotiations were carrying on by the

several powers engaged in the late war, in order to settle

a general pacification. He expressed gi'eat concern at

seeing such seeds of dissatisfaction sown among his

people; he protested it was his desire, and should be his

care, to preserve the present constitution in church and
state, as by law established; he recommended harmony
and mutual affection among all protestants of the na-

tion, as the great security of that happy establishment;

and signified his intention to visit his German domin-
ions. Accordingly, the parliament was no sooner pro-

rogued than he set out for Hanover, after having
appointed the queen regent in his absence.

REMARKABLE RIOT AT EDINBURGH.

Such a degree of licentiousness prevailed over the

whole nation, that the kingdom was filled with tumult
and riots, which might have been prevented by proper

regulations of the civil government in a due execution

of the laws. The most remarkable of these disturbances

happened at Edinburgh, on the seventh day of Septem-
ber. John Porteous, who commanded the guard paid by
that city, a man of brutal disposition and abandoned
morals, had, at the execution of a smuggler, been pro-

voked by some insults from the populace to order his

men, without using the previous formalities of the law,

to fire with shot among the crowd; by which precipitate

order several innocent persons lost their lives. Porteous

was tried for murder, convicted, and received sentence of

death ; but the queen, as guardian of the realm, thought

proper to indulge him with a reprieve. The common
people of Edinburgh re?ented this lenity shown to a cri-

minal, who was the object of their detestation. They
remembered that p.irdons had been granted to divers

military delinquents in that country, who had been con-

demned by legal trial. They seemed to think those

were encoiu'agcmcnts to oppression; they were fired by
a national jealousy; they were stimulated by the rela-

tions and friends of those who had been murdered; and
they resolved to wreak their vengeance on the author

of that tragedy, by depriving him of life on the very day
which the judges had fixed for his execution. Thus de-

termined, tliey assembled in different bodies about ten

o'clock at night. They blocked up the gates of the city,

to prevent the admission of the troops that were quar-

tered in the suburbs. They surprised and disarmed the

town guards; they broke open the prison doors; dragged
Porteous from thence to the place of execution; .and,

leaving him hanging by the neck on a dyer's pole, quietly

dispersed to their several habitations. Thia exploit was
performed with such conduct and deliberation as seemed
to be the result of a plan foimed by some persons of

consequence; it, therefore, became the object of a very

severe inquiry
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KUPTL'KK BETWEEN THE CZAUINA AXU
TUE OTTOMAN POUTE.

During this summer a rupture happened between the

Turks anJ tlic Kussian.s, which last i-oduccd the city of

Azoph on the Black l^a, and ovoniin the greatest part

ofCrim Tartary. The czarina deelaroil war against the

Ottoman Porte, bccaufe the Tartars of the Crimea liad

made incursions upon lier frontiers; and, when she coni-

pluined of these disorders to the vizier, she received no

satisfaction; besides, a large body of Tartars had, by
order of that minister, marched tlirougli the Russian

provinces in despite of the empress, and committed ter-

rible havoc in their route. The emperor was obliged to

engage as a party in this war, by a treaty ofl'ensive and
defensive, which he had many years before concluded

with the czarina. Yet, before he declared himself, he
joined the maritime powers in oB'ering his mediation to

the sultan, who was very well disposed to peace; but

the czarina insisted upon her retaining Azoph, which
her forces had reduced; and this preliminary article

being rejected, as dishonourable to the Ottoman empire,

the coiut of Vienna began to make prei>arations for war.

By this time all the belligerent powers in Italy had agreed

to the preliminaries of peace concluded between the em-
peror and France. The duke of Lorraine had espoused

tile emperor's eldest daughter, the archduchess Jilaria

Theresa, and ceded Lorraine to France, even before he
succeeded to Tuscany. Von Carlos was crowned king
of Sicily; Stanislaus abdicated the crown of Poland; and
Augustus was univei-sally acknowledged sovereign of

that kingdom. The preliminaries were approved and
accepted by the diet of the empire; the king of Spain

sent orders for his troops to evacuate Tuscany; and the

provinces in Italy yielded to the house of Austria.

Prince Eugene, who had managed the interest of the

emperor on this occasion, did not live to see the happy
fruits of this negotiation. He died at Vienna, in April,

at the age of sevcnt\--thrce, leaving behind him the

character of an invincible hero and consummate politi-

cian. He was not long survived by count Staremberg,

another Imperial general who ranked next to the prince

in military reputation. About the same time Great Bri-

tain sustained a national loss in the death of lord chan-

cellor Talbot, who, by his worth, probity, and acquired

accomplishments, had dignified the great otlice to which
he had been raised. He died universally lamented, in

the month of February, at the age of fifty-two, and was
succeeded on the bench by lord Hardwicke.

THE SESSION OF PAELIA5IENT OPENED

The king being indisposed, in consequence of having

been fatigued by a very tempestuous passage from Hol-

land, the parliament was prorogued from the twenty-
first day of January to the first of Febniary, and then

the session was opened by commission. The lord chan-

cellor, as one of the peers authorised by this commission,

made a speech in his majesty's name to both houses.

With respect to foreign atfairs, he told them that the

respective acts of cession being exchanged, and orders

given for the evacuation and possession of the several

countries and places by the powers concerned, according

to the allotment and disposition of tlie preliminary ar-

ticles, the great work of re-establishing the general

tranquillity was far advanced; that, however, common
prudence called upon them to be very attentive to the

final conclusion of the new settlement. He said his

majesty could not without surprise and concern observe

the many contrivances and attempts carried on, in

various shapes, and in different parts of the nation,

tumultuously to resist and obstruct the execution of the

laws, and to violate the peace of the kingdom. He ob-

served, that the consideration of the height to which
those audacious practices might rise, if not timely sup-

pressed, afforded a melancholy prospect, and required

particular attention, lest they should ail'ect private per-

sona in the quiet enjoyment of their property, as well as

the general peace and good order of the whole. After
the commons had agreed to un address, and heard coun-
sel on some controverted elections, they proceeded to
take the supply into consideration. They voted ten
thousand men for the sea-service. They continued for
the land-service the same number they had maintained
in times of tranquiUity, amounting to seventeen thou-
sand seven hundred and four; but tliis measure was not
adopted without opposition; the money was raised by
the land and nialt-taxcs, reinforced with one million
granted out of the sinking fund.

MOTION IN BOTH HOUSES FOR A SETTLE-
MENT ON THE PRINCE OF WALES.

The chief subject of contention that presented itself

in the course of this session, was a motion which Mr.
I'ultcney made for an address to his m.njesty, that he

would be pleased to settle one hundred thousand pounds
a year upon the prince of \^'ales. lie represented that

such provision was conformable to the practice of an-

cient times; that what he proposed had been enjoyed by
his present majesty in the lii'c-time of his father; and
that a settlement of this nature was reasonable and
necessary to ascertain the independency of the apparent

heir to the crown. The motion was vigorously opposed

by sir Robert Walpole, as an encroachment on the pre-

rogative; as an officious intermeddling in the king's

family alTairs; and as an effort to set his majesty and
the prince at variance. But a misunderstanding, it

seems, had already happened in the royal family. The
minister, in the midst of his harangue, told the house by
his majesty's command, that on the preceding day the

liing had sent a message to the prince by several noljle-

mcn of the first quality, importing, that his majesty had
given orders for settling a jointure upon the princess of

Wales, suitable to her high rank and dignity, which he
would in a proper time lay before parliament, in order

to be rendered more certain and eflectual, that, although
his royal highness had not thought fit, by any applica-

tion to his majesty, to desire that his allowance of fifty

thousand pounds might be rendered less precarious, the

king, to prevent the bad consequences which he appre-

hended might follow from the undutiful measures which
his majesty was informed the prince had been advised to

pursue, would grant to his royal highness, for his ma-
jesty's life, the said fifty thousand pounds per annum,
to be issued out of the civil list revenues, over and above
the prince's revenues arising from the duchy of Corn-
wall, which his majesty thought a very competent al-

lowance, considering his own numerous issue, and the

great expense which did and must necessarily attend an
honourable provision for the whole royal family; that

the prince, by a verbal answer, desired their lordships to

lay him with all humility at his majesty's feet; to as-

sure him that he did, and ever should, retain the utmost
duty for his royal person ; that he was very thankful for

any instance of his majesty's goodness to him or to the

princess, and particularly for his majesty's gracious in-

tention of settling a jointure upon her royal highness;

but that, as to tlic message, the affair was now out of

his hands, and therefore he could give no auswer to it;

that his royal highness afterwards used mimy dutiful

expressions towards his majesty; adding, " Indeed, my
lords, it is in other hands, and I am sorr)' for it;" or

words to that effect. Sir Robert Walpole then endea-
voured to demonstrate, that the aur.ual sum of fifty

thousand pounds was as much as the king could afford

to allow for the prince's maintenance; and he expatiated

upon the bad consequences that might ensue, if the son
sliould be rendered altogether independent of the father.

Tliese suggestions did not pass unanswered. Sir Robert
Walpole had asserted, that the parliament had no right

to interfere in the creation or maintenance of a prince of

Wales; and that in the case of Richard II., who, upon
the ileath of his father, the Black Prince, was created

prince of Wales, in consequence of an address or petition

from parliament, that measure was in all probability
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directed by the king himself. In ansivcr to this asser-

tion, it was obsen-ed, that probably the king -nould not

have been so forward in creating his grandson prince of

Wales, if he had not been forced into this step by his

parliament; for Edward in his old age fell into a sort of

love dotage, and gave himself entirely up to tlie man-
agement of his mistress, Alice Pierce, and his second

son, the duke of Lancaster; a circumstance that raised

a most reasonable jealousy in the Black Prince, at that

time on his death-bed, who could not but be anxious

about the safety and right of his only son, whom he

found lie was soon to leave a child in the hands of a

doating grandfatlar and an ambitious aspiring uncle.

The supporters of the motion observed, that the allow-

ance of fifty tliousand pounds was not sufficient to defray

the prince's yearly expense, without alloting one sliil-

ling for acts of charity and munificence; and that the

several deductions for land taxes and fees reduced it to

forty-threo thousand [lounds. They affirmed, that his

whole income, incbuliiig the revenues of the duchy of

Cornwall, did not exceed fifty-two thousand pounds

a-year, thougli, by his majesty's own regulation, the

expense of the prince's household amounted to sixty-

three thousand. They proved that the produce of the

civil list exceeded nine hundred thousand pounds, a

sum above one hundreil thousand pounds a-year more

than was enjoyed by his late majesty; and that, in the

fiist year of the late king, the whole expense of his

household and civil government did not much exceed

f rur hundred and fifty thousand pounds a-year. They
observed, that the parliament added one hundi-ed and

forty thousand pounds annually for acts of charity and

bounty, together with tlie article of secret-service money;

and allowed one hundred tliousand pounds for the main-

tenance of the prince of Wales; that the article of secret-

service money had prodigiously increased in the late

reign; by an account which happened to he laid before

the parliament, it appeared that vast sums of money had

been given for purposes which nobody understood, and

to persons whom nobody knew. In the beginning of the

following session several members proposed that this ex-

traordinary account should he taken into consideration;

but the inquiry was warded off by the other party, who
declared that the parliament could not examine any ac-

count which had been presented to a former session.

The debate was fierce and long; and ended in a division,

by which the motion was rejected. A motion of the same
nature was made by lord Carteret in the house of peers,

and gave rise to a very keen dispute, maintained by the

same arguments, and issuing in the game termination.

SCHEME FOR REDUCING THE INTEREST OF
THE NATIONAL DEBT.

The next remarkable contest was occasioned by a

motion of sir Robert Walpole, who ])roposed the sum of

one million should he granted to his majesty, towards
redeeming the like sum of the increased capital of the

South-Sea company, commonly called the South-Sea
annuities. Several members argued for the expediency
of applying this sum to the payment of the debt due to

the Bank, as part of that incumbrance was saddled with
an interest of six per cent., whereas the interest paid
for the other sums that constituted the public debt did

not exceed four per cent. Slany plausible arguments
were offered on both sides of the question; and at length
the motion was carried in the afhrmative.- The house
^aving resolved itself into a committee to consider of

the national debt, sir John Barnard made a motion, for

enabling his majesty to raise money cither by the sale of

annuities, or by borrowing at an interest not exceeding
three per cent., to be applied towards redeeming tlie

South-Sea annuities; and that such of the said annui-
tants as should be incUned to subscrilie their respective

annuities, should be preferred to all others, lie said,

that even those public securities which bore an interest

of three per cent, only, were sold at a premium in

'Change-alley: he was therefore persuaded, that all

those who were willing to give a premium for a thiee

per cent, security, would gladly lend their money to the

government at tlie same interest, should books of sub-

scription be opened for that purpose, with an assurance

that no pai't of the principal should he paid off for four-

teen years. He expatiated on the national advantages

that would accrae from a reduction of interest. From
easy and obvious calculations he inferred, tliat in a very

little time the interest upon all the South-Sea annuities

would be reduced from four to three per cent., without

any danger to public credit, or breach of public faith;

that then the produce of the sinking fund would amount
to fourteen hundi'ed thousand pounds per annum, to be

applied only towards redeeming the capital of the several

trading companies; he proved that this measure would
bring every one of them so uiuch within the power of

parliament, that they would be glad to accept of three

percent, interest on any reasonable terms; in which
case the sinking-fund would rise to one million six hun-
dred tliousand pounds per annum. Then the parliament

niiglit venture to annihilate one half of it, by freeing tlie

people from the taxes upon coals, candles, soap, leather,

and other such impositions as lay heavy upon the poor

labourers and manufacturers; the remaining part of the

sinking-fund might be applied towards the discharge of

those annuities and public debts which bore an interest

of three per cent, only, and afterwards towards diminish-

ing the capitals of the several trading companies till the

term of fourteen years should be expired; then the sink-

ing-fund would again amount to above a million yearly

which would lie sufficient for paying them off, and free-

ing the nation entirely from all its incumbrances. This
salutary scheme was violently opposed bj' alderman
Heathcote, and other partisans of the ministry; yet all

their objections were refuted; and, in order to defeat the

project, they were obliged to have recourse to artifice.

Mr. "Winnington moved, that all the public creditors,

as well as the South-Sea annuitants, should be compre-

hended. Sir John Barnard demonstrated that it might
be easy for the goverament to borrow money at three

per cent, sufficient for paying off such of the proprietors

of four-and-twenty millions as were not willing to ac-

cept of that interest; but it would be extremely difficult

to borrow enough to satisfy the proprietors of four-and-

forty millions, who might choose to have their priKcipal

rather tlian such an interest. Nevertheless, resolutions

were founded on this and other alterations of tlie origi-

nal scheme; and a bill was immediately prepared. It

produced many other debates, and was at last postponed

by dint of ministerial influence. The same venerable

patriot, who projected this scheme, moved that, as soon

as the interest of all the national redeemable debt should

be reduced to three per cent., the house would take off

some of the heavy taxes which oppressed the poor and

the manufacturers: but this motion was rejected by the

majority.

BILL AGAINST THE CITY OF EDINBURGH.

1737. The last disputes of this session were excited

by a hill sent down from the lords for punishing the

magistrates and city of Edinburgh, on account of the

murder of John Porteous. In the beginning of the ses-

sion, lord Carteret recapitulated the several tumults and

riots which had lately happened in difJ'erent parts of the

kingdom. He particularly insisted upon the atrocious

murder of captain Porteous, as a flagrant insult upon
the government, and a violation of the public peace, so

much the more dangerous, as it seemed to have been

concerted and executed with deliberation and decency.

He suspected that some citizens of Edinburgh had been

coiicemed in the murder; not only from this circum-

stance, but likewise because, notwithstanding the re-

ward of two hundred pounds which had been offered by
proclamation for the discoverj' of any person who acted

in that tragedy, not one individual had as yet been de-

tected. He seemed to think that the magistrates had
encouraged the riot, and that the city had forfeited its
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cliarter; nnil bo proposed a minute Inquiry into the par-

ticulars of tbo affair. Ho was sccoudcd by tlic duke of

Neweaillo and tlie carl of Hay; though the last noble-

man differed in opinion with him in respect to the char-

ter of the city, which, he said, could not be justly for-

feited by the fault of the magistracy. The lords re-

solved. That the magistrates and other persons from

whom they might obtain the necessary information con-

cerning this riot, should be ordered to attend; and that

an address should be presented to his majesty, desiring

that the different .accounts and papers relating to the

murder of captain Porteous, might be submitted to the

perusal of the house. These documents being accord-

ingly ex.amined, and all the witnesses arrived, including

three Scottish judges, a debate arose about tlie inanmr
in which these last should be interrogated, whether at

tlie bar, at the tiiblc, or on thff woolsacks. Some Scot-

tish lords asserted, that they had a right to be seated

next to the judges of England; but after a long debate

this claim was rejected, and the judges of Scotland ap-

peared at the bar in their robes. A bill was brought in

to disable Alexander Wilson, esquire, lord-provost of

Edinburgh, from enjoyii'g any oflicc or place of magis-

tracy in the city of Edinburgh, or elsewhere in Great

Britain; for imprisouing the said Alexander Wilson;

for abolishing the guard of th.it city; and for taking

away the gates of the Netbcrbow-povt, so as to open a

communication between the city and the suburbs, in

which the king's troops are quartered. The duke of

Argylo, in arguing against this bill, said ho could not

thinkof apn'cecding more harsh or unprecedented tiKiu

the present, as he believed there was no instance of the

whole weight of parliamentary indignation, for such he

called a proceeding by a bill ex post facto, falling upon
any single person, far less upon any community, for

crimes that were within the reach of the inferior courts

of justice; for this reason he observed, that if the lord-

provost and citizens of Edinburgh should suffer iu the

terms of the present bill, they would suffer by a cruel,

unjust, and fantjistical proceeding; a proceedingof which
the worst use might be made, if ever the n.ition should

have the misfortune to fall under a partial self-iuter-

ested administration. He told them he sat in the par-

liament of Scotland when that part of the treaty of Union
relating to the privileges of the roy.il burghs, was set-

tled on the same footing as religion ; that is, they were
made unalterable by any subsequent parliament of Great

Britain. Notwithstanding the eloquence and warmth
of his remonstrance, the bill was sent down to the house

of commons, where it produced a violent contest. The
commons set on foot a severe scrutiny into the particu-

lar circumstances that preceded and attended the mur-
der of I'orteous; from the examination of the witnesses, '

it appeared that no freeman or citizen of Edinburgh w!ls

concerned in the riot, which was chiefly composed of

'

country people, excited by the relations of some unhappy
persons whom Porteous and his men had slain at the

execution of the smuggler; and these were assisted by
'prcntjcc-boys and the lowest class of vagabonds that

happened to be at Edinburgh ; that the lord-provost had
taken all the precautions to prevent mischief that his

reflection suggested; that he even exposed his person
to the rage of the multitude, in his endeavour to disperse

them; and that, if he had done amiss, be erred from
want ofjudgment rather than from want of inclination

to protect the unhappy Porteous. It likewise appeared
that Mr. Lindsay, member for the city of Edinburgh,
had gone in person to general Moy le, commander of the

forces in North Britain, informed him of the riot, im-
plored his immediate assistance, and promised to conduct
his troops into the city; and that his suit was rejected,

because he could not produce a written order from the

magistracy, which he neither could have obtained in

such confusion, nor venturc<l to carry about his person
through the midst of an enraged populnce. The Scot-

tish members exerted themselves with uncommon viva-

city in defence of their capital. They were joined by
til John Barnard, lord Combury, Mr. Shippcn, and Mr.

Oglethorpe. Lord Polworth declared, that if .my gcntlo-
miin would show whoro one argument in the eliargo

against the lord-provost and the city of Edinburgh had
been proved, ho would that instant give his vote for the
conunitmcnt of tlie bill. He wiid, if gentlemen would
lay their hands upon their hearts, and ask themsclveB,
whether they would have voted iu this manner had the
case of Edinburgh been that of the cities of Bristol,

York, or Norwich, he was persuaded they would have
required that every tittle of the charge against them
should have been fully and undeniably proved. 8ome
amendments and mitigations being inserted iu the bill, it

passed the house, was sent back to the lords, who agreed

to the alterations, and then received the royal assent.

PLAY-HOfSE BILL.

The next effort of the minister was obliquely levelled

at the liberty of the press, which it was much for his

interest to abridge. The errors of his conduct, the

mystery of that corruption which he had so successfully

reduced to a system, and all tlie blemishes of bis ad-

ministration, had been exposed and ridiculed, not only

in political periodical writings produced by the most

eminent hands, but likewise in a succession of theatrical

pieces, which met with uncommon success among the

people. He either wanted judgment to distinguish

men of genius, or could find none that would engage iu

his service; he therefore employed a set of wretched

authors, void of understanding and ingenuity. They
undertook the defence of his ministry, and answered

the animadversions of his antagonists. The match
was so extremely unequal, that, instead of justifying bis

conduct, the}- exposed it to additional ridicule and con-

tempt; and he saw himsidf in danger of being despised

by the whole nation. He resolved to seize the first

opportunity to choke those canals through which the

tonent of censure hiid flowed upon bis character. The
manager of a play-house communicated to him a manu-
script farce, intituled, The Golden Rump, which was
fraught with treason and abuse upon the government,

and had been presented to the stage for exhibition.

This performance was produced in the house of com-

mons. The minister descanted upon the insolence, the

malice, the immorality, and the seditious calumny
which had been of late propagated in theatrical pieces.

A bill was brought in to limit the number of play-

houses; to subject all dramatic writings to the inspec-

tion of the lord chamberlain ; and to compel them to take

out a license for every production before it could appear

on the stage. Notwithstanding a vigorous opposition,

this bill passed through both houses with extraordinarj'

despatch, and obt.iined the royal sanction. In this de-

bate the earl of Chesterfield distinguished himself by an

excellent speech, that will ever endear bis character to

".U the friends of genius and literature, to all those who
are warmed with zeal for the liberties of their country.
" Our stage," said he, " ought certainly to be kept in

due bounds; but for this purpose, our laws as they

stand at present are sufficient. If our stage-players at

any time exceed those bounds, they oiiglit to be prose-

cuted; they may be punished. '\Ve have precedents,

we have examples of persons punished for things less

criminal than some pieces which have been lately re-

presented; a new law must, therefore, be unnecessary;

and in the present case it cannot be unneccssaiy with-

out being dangerous. Every unnecessary restraint is

a fetter upon the legs, is a shackle upon the handn, of

liberty. One of the greatest blessings we enjoy, one

of the greatest blessings a people can enjoy, is liberty.

But every good in this life lias its allay of evil. Licen-

tiousness is the allay of liberty. It is an ebullition, .in

excrescence; it is a speck upon the eye of the political

body, which I can never touch but with a gentle, with

a trembling hand; lest I destroy the body, lest I injure

the eye, upon which it is apt to appear. If the stage

becomes at any time licentious, if a jilay ajipears to be

a libel upon the government, or upon any particular
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man, the king's courts are open; the law is sufficient

to punish the offender. If poets and players are to be

restrained, let them he restrained as other subjects are,

by the known laws of their country ; if they offend, let

them he tried as every Englishman ought to be, by

God and their country. Do not let us subject them to

the arbitrary will and pleasure of any one man. A
power lodged in the hands of a single man to judge and

determine without limitation, control, or appeal, is a

sort of power unknown to our laws, inconsistent with

our constitution. It is a higher, a more absolute power

than we trust even to the king himself; and, therefore,

I must think we ought not to vest any such power in

his majesty's lord-chamberlain." His arguments had no

effect, though the house admired his elocution; and the

play-house bill passed into a law. On the twenty-first

dav of June the king made a short speech to both houses,

and the lord chancellor prorogued the parliament.

CHAPTER III.

The Russians take Ocxskow Death of tJ.iston de Medi-is. Duke o( Tuscany
Deach of Caroline. Queen Consort of EnplanJ—— Pi'pute in Parliament

aUtut the Strtniiiiig Army Spani&h Depredntions Motives of tht* Minis-
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THE RUSSIANS TAKE OCZAKO"W.

A CONGRESS had been opened at Niemerow in Po-

land, to compromise the differences between the

czarina and the grand seignor; but this proving ineffec-

tual, the emperor declared war against the Turks, and
demanded assistance from the diet of the empire. He
concerted the operations of the campaign with the em-
press of Muscovy. It was agreed that the Imperialists,

under count Seekendorf, should attack Widdin in Servia;

while tlie Russians, commanded by count de Munich,
should penetrate to the Ukraine, and besiege Oczakow,
on the Boristhenes. Tliey accordingly advanced against

this place, which was garrisoned by twenty thousand
men, and on the side of the Boristhenes defended by
eighteen galleys. The Muscovites carried on their ap-
proaches with such impetuosity and perseverance, that

the Turks were terrified at their valour, and in a few
d<ays capitulated. Among those who signalized them-
selves by uncommon marks of prowess in these attacks,

was general Keith, now field-marshal in the Prussian
service, who was dangerously wounded on this occasion.
Meanwhile count Seekendorf, finding it impossible to

reduce Widdin without a squadron of ships on the
Danube, turned liis arras against Nissa, which was sur-
rendered to him on the eight-and-twentieth day of July;
but this was the farthest verge of his good fortune.
The Turks att.acked the post which the Imperiiilists

occupied along the Danube. They took tlie fort of
Padudil, burned the town of Has in Wallaehia, and plun-
dered the neighbouring villages. The prince of Saxe-
Hilburghausen, who had invested Bagnalack in Bosnia,
was defeated, and obliged to repass the Saave. Count
Seekendorf was recalled to Vienna; and the command of
the army devolved upon count Philippe. Count Keven-
hullcr was obliged to retreat from Servia; and Nissa was

retaken by the Mussulmen. The conferences at Kie-

merow were broken off; and the Turkish plenipoten-

tiaries returned to Constantinople.

The kingdom of Poland now enjoyed the most perfect

repose under the dominion of Augustus. Ferdinand,

the old duke of Cotu-land, dying without issue, the suc-

cession was disputed by the Teutonic order and the

kingdom of Poland, while the states of Courland claimed

a right of election, and sent deputies to Petersburgh,

imploring the protection of the czarina. A body of

Russian troops immediately entered that countr)-; and
the states elected the count de Biron, high chamber-
lain to the empress of Muscovy. The elector of Cologn,

as gi'and-masterof the Teutonic order, protested against

this election; but the king of Poland agi'eed to it, on
certain conditions settled at Dantzic with the commis-
siaries of the new duke and those of the czarina. In

the month of July, John Gaston de Sledicis, great duke
of Tuscany, died at Florence ; and the prince de Ci aon
took possession of his territories in tlie name of the

duke of Lonaine, to whom the emperor had aheady
granted the eventual investitui'c of that duchy.

DEATH OF CAROLINE, QUEEN CONSORT.

In England the attention of the public was attracted

by an open breach in the royal family. The princess

of Wales had advanced to the very last month of her
pregnancy before the king and queen were informed

of her being with child. She was twice conveyed from
Hampton-Court to the palace of St. James', when her

labour-pains were supposed to be approaching; and at

length was delivered of a princess in about two hours

after her arrival. The king being apprised of this

event, sent a message by the earl of Essex to the

prince, expressing his displeasure at the conduct of his

royal highness, as an indignity ofi'ered to himself and
the queen. The prince deprecated his majesty's anger
in several submissive letters, and implored the queen's

mediation. The princess joined her entreaties to those

of his royal highness; but all their humility and sup-

plication proved ineft'ectual. The king, in another

message sent by the duke of Grafton, observed, that

the piince had removed the princess twice in the week
immediately preceding the day of her deliver^-, from the

place of his m.ajesty's residence, in expectation of her

labour; and both times, on his return, industriously

concealed from the knowledge of the king and queen
every circumstance relating to this important affair;

that at last, without giving any notice to their majes-

ties, he had precipitately hurried the princess from
Hampton-Court in a condition not to be named; that

the whole tenor of his conduct, for a considerable time,

had been so entirely void of all real duty to the king,

that his majesty had reason to be highly offended with

him. He gave him to understand, that until he should

withdraw his regard and confidence from those by
whose instigation and advice he was directed and en-

couraged in his unwarrantable behaviour to his niiijesty

and the queen, and return to his duty, he should not

reside in the palace; he therefore signified his pleasure

that he should leave St. James', with all his family,

when it could be done without prejudice or inconveni-

ence to the princess. In obedience to this order the

prince retired to Kew, and made other efforts to be re-

admitted into his majesty's favour, which, however, ho
could not retrieve. Whatever might have been his

design in concealing so long from the king and queen
the pregnancy of the princess, and afterwards hurrying
her from place to place in such a condition, to the

manifest hazard of her life, his m.ajesty had certainly

cause to be offended at this part of his conduct; though
the punishment seems to have been severe, if not rigor-

ous; for he was not even admitted into the presence of

the queen his mother, to express his dnty to her in

her last moments, to implore her forgiveness, and
receive her last blessing. She died of a mortification

in her bowels, on the twentieth day of November, in
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tlie fifty-fifth year of Iicr age, regretted as a princess of

uncommon sagacity, and as a pattern ofconjugal virtue.

DISPUTE IN PAELIAMEXT.

The king opened tlie session of parliament on the

twenty-fourtli day of Jimuary, with a sliort speccli rc-

commcndiug the despatch of the puhlic husiness with

prudence and unanimity. Each house presented a

wann address of condolcnoc on tlic queen's duatli, with

which ho seemed to be extremely ail'ccted. Thoticrli the

house of commons unanimously sympathised witli the

king in his affliction, the minister still met with con-

tradiction in some of his favourite measures. One
would imagine that all the arguments for and against

a stjmding army in time of peace had been already ex-

hausted; but, when it was moved that the same num-
ber of land forces which they had voted in the preced-

ing year should bo continued in pay for the ensuing

year, the dispute was renewed with surprising >-ivaeity,

and produced some reasons which had not been sug-

gested before. The adherents of the minister fairly

owned, that if the army should be disbanded, or even
considerably reduced, they believed the tory interest

would prevail; that the present number of forces was
absolutely necessary to maintain the pe.icc of the king-

dom, which was filled with clamour and discontent, as

well as to support the whig interest; and that they

would vote for keeping up four times the nimihcr,

should it be found expedient for that purpose. The
members in the opposition replied, that this declaration

was a severe satire on the ministry, whose conduct had
given birth to such a spirit of discontent. They said

it was in effect a tacit acknowledgment, that what they
called the whig interest was no more than an inconsid-

erable party, which had engrossed the administration by
indirect methods ; which acted contrary to the sense of

the nation; and depended for support upon a military

power, by which the people in general were overawed,

and consequently enslaved. They affirmed, that the

discontent of which the ministry complained, was in a

great measure owing to that very standing army, which
perpetuated their taxes, and hung over their heads as

the instruments of arbitrary power and oppression.

Lord Polworth explained the nature of whig principles,

and demonstrated that the party which distinguished

itself by this appellation, no longer retained the maxims
by which the whigs were originally characterised. Sir

John Ilinde Cotton, who spoke with the courage and
freedom of an old English baron, declared, he never
knew a member of that house who acted on true whig
principles, vote for a standing army in time of peace.
" I have he.ird of whigs," said he, " who opposed all

unlimited votes of credit ; I have heard of whigs who
looked upon corruption as the greatest curse that could

befall any nation; I have heard of whigs who esteemed
the liberty of the press to be the most valuable privi-

lege of a free people, and triennial parliaments as the

greatest bulwark of their liberties; and I have heard of

a whig administration which has resented injuries done
to the trade of the nation, and revenged insults offered

to the British flag." The ministry triumphed as usual,

and the same number of forces was continued.

SPANISH DEPREDATIONS.

Ever since the treaty of Seville, the Spaniards in

Auieric.\ had almost incessantly insulted and distressed

the commerce of Great Britain. They disputed the

right of English traders to cut logT\-ood in the bay of

Campeachy, and gather salt in the island of Tortugas;
though that right was acknowledged by implication in

all the treaties which had been lately concluded between
the two nations. The captains of their armed vessels,

known by the name of guarda-costas, had made a prac-

tice of boarding and plundering British ships, on pre-

tence of searching for contraband commodities, on which
occasions they had behaved with the utmost insolence,

Vou II.

cruelty, and rapine. Some of their ships of war had
actually attacked a fleet of English merch.mt ships at
the ishmd of Tortugas, as if tliey had been at open en-
mity with England. They had seized and detained a
great number of British vessels, imi)risoned their crews,
and confiscated their cargoes, in violatiiin of treaties, in
defiance of common justice and humanity. Eepeated
memorials were presented to the court of Spain, by the
British ambassador at Ma<Uid. He was amused with
evasive answers, vague promises of inquiry, and cedu-
las of instructions sent to the Spanish gnvemoi-s in
America, to which they paid no sort of regard. Not
but that the Spaniards had reason to complain in their

turn, of the illicit commerce wliich the English traders

from Jamaica and other islands, carried on with their

subjects on the continent of South America; though
this could not justify the depredations and cruelties

which the commanders of the guarda-costas had com-
mitted, without provocation or pretence.

MOTIVES FOB AVOIDING A WAR.

The merchants of England loudly complained of these

outrages; the nation was fired with resentment, and
cried for vengeance; but the minister appeared cold,

phlegmatic, and timorous. Ho knew that a war would
involve him in such difficulties as must of necessity en-

danger his administration. The treasure wliich he
now employed for domestic purposes, must in that case

be expended in military armaments; tlie wheels of that

machine on which he had raised his influence would
no longer move; the opposition would of consequence
gain ground, and the imposition of fresh taxes, neces-

sary for the maintenance of the war, would fill up tho

measure of popular resentment against his person and
ministiy. Moved by these considerations, he industri-

ously endeavoured to avoid a rupture, and to obtain

some sort of satisfaction by dint of memorials and ne-

gotiations, in which lie betrayed his own fears to such
a degree, as animated the Spaniards to persist in their

depredations, and encouraged the court of Madrid to

disregard the remonstrances of the British ambassador.

But this apprehension of war did not proceed from
Spain only; the two branches of the house of Bourbon
were now united by politics, as well as by consanguin-

ity; and he did not doubt that in case of a rupture with
Spain, they would join their forces against Great
Britain. Petitions were delivered to the house by mer-
chants from different parts of the kingdom, explaining

the repeated violences to which they had been exposed,

and imploring relief of the parliament. These were
refciTed to a committee of the whole house; and an
order was made to admit the petitioners, if they should
think fit, to be heard by themselves or by counsel. Sir

John Barnard moved for an address to the king, that

all the memorials and papers relating to the Spanish
depredations should be laid before the house; and thi.s,

with some alteration proposed by sir Robert Walpole,
was actually presented. In compliance with the re-

quest, an enormous mtiltitude of letters and memorials
was produced.

The house, in a grand committee, proceeded to hear
counsel for the merchants, .and examine evidence; by
which it appeared that amazing acts of wanton ci-uelty

and injustice had been perpetrated by Spaniards on the

subjects of Great Britain. Mr. I'ulteuey expatiated

upon these circumstances of barbaritj-. He demon-
strated, from treaties, tlie right of the British traders to

the logwood of Campeachy, and to the salt of Tortugas;
he exposed the pusillanimity of the minister, smd tho
futility of his negotiations; he moved for such resolu-

tions as wou'd evince tho resentment of an injured na-
tion, and the vigour of a British parliament. These
were warmly combated by sir Robert AValpole, who af-

firmed, tliat they would cramp the ministers in their

endeavours to compromise these dift'erences ; that they
would frustrate their negotiations, intrench upon tho

king's prerogative, and precipitate the nation into au
2L
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unnecessary nnd expensiro vrar. Answers proJuccd

replies, anci a general debate ciisned. A resolution was

reported; but the question being put for recommitting

it, was carried in the negative. The house, however,

agreed to au address, bescecliing his majesty to use his

endeavours to obtain effectual relief for his injured sub-

jects, to convince the court of Spain that his majesty

could no longer suffer such const.ant and repeated in-

sults and injuries to be carried on, to the dishonour of

bis crown, and to the ruin of liis trading subjects; and

assuring him, that in case bis royal and friendly in-

stances with the catholic king should miscarry, the

house would effectually support his majesty in taking

such measures as honour and justice should m.ake it

necessary for him to pursue. To this address the king

made a favourable answer.

BILL FOR SECURING THE TRADE IN
AMERICA.

1738. The next important subject on which both

sides exercised their talents, was a bill prepared and

brought iu by Mr. Pulteuey, for the more effectual se-

curing the trade of his majesty's subjects in America.

This was no other than the revival of part of two acts

passed in the reign of queen Anne, by which the pro-

perty of all prizes taken from the enemy was vested in

the captors; while the sovereign was empowered to

grant commissions or charters to any persons or socie-

ties, for taking any ships, goods, harbours, lands, or

fortifications of the nation's enemies in America, and

for holding and enjoying the same as their own property

and estate for ever. The ministry endeavoured to

evade the discussion of this bill, by amusing the house

with other business, until an end should be put to tlio

session. A mean artifice was practised with this view;

and some severe altercation passed between sir Robert

AValpole and Mr. Pulteney. At length the bill was

read, and gave rise to a very long and warm contest,

in which the greatest orators of both sides found op-

portunities to display their eloquence and satire. Sir.

Pulteney defended the Ijill with all the ardour of pater-

nal affection; Init, notwithstanding his warmest endea-

vours, it was rejected upon a division.

When the mutiny bill was sent up to the house of

lords, a long debate arose upon the number of troops

voted for the ensuing year. Lord Carteret explained

the situation of affairs, in almostevery nation of Europe,

ivith great conciseness and precision. He demonstrated

the improbability of a rupture between Great Britain

and any power against which a land army could be of

any service. He examined the domestic circumstances

of the nation; and proved that whatever discontents

there might be in tlie kingdom, there was little or no
disaflection, and no seeming design to overturn or dis-

turb the government. In answer to an argument, that

such a number of regular forces were necessary for pre-

venting or quelling tumults, and for enabling the civil

magistrate to execute the laws of his countr)', be ex-

pressed his hope tliat he should never see the nation

reduced to such unfortunate circumstances: he said, a
law which the civil power was unable to execute, must
cither be in itself oppressive, or such a one as afforded

a handle for oppression. In arguing for a reduction of

the forces, he took notice of the great increase of the
national expense. He obsen-ed, that before the revo-

lution, the jjcople of England did not raise above two
millions for the whole of tlie public charges; but now
what was called the current expense, for which the par-

liament annually provided, exceeded that sum; besides

the civil list, the interest due to the public creditors,

and the sinking fund, which, added together, composed
a burden of six millions yearly. The earl of Chester-
field, on the same subject, affirmed, that slavery and
arbitrary power were tlie certain consequences of keep-
ing np a standing army for .any number of years. It is

the machine by which the chains of slavery are rivetted

upon a free people. They may be secretly prepared by

corruption; but, unless a standing army protected thoso

that forged them, the people would break them asun-

der, and chop off the polluted hands by which they were
prepared. By degrees a free people must be accustomed

to be governed by an army; by degrees that army must
be made strong enough to hold them iu subjection.

England had for many years been accustomed to a

standing army, under the pretence of its being necessary

to assist the civil power; and by degrees the number
and strength of it have been increasing. At the acces-

sion of the late king it did not exceed six thousand; it

soon amounted to double that number, which has been
since augmented under various pretences. He there-

fore concluded, that slavery, under the disguise of an

army for protecting the liberties of the people, w.as

creeping in upon them by degrees; if no reduction should

be made, he declared he should expect in a few years

to hear some minister, or favourite of a minister, tern

fying the house with imaginary plots and invasions,

and making the tour of Europe iu search of possible

dangers, to show the necessity of keeping up a meixen
ary standing army, three times as numerous as the pie-

scnt. In spite of those suggestions, tlie standing army
maintained its ground. The same noblemen, assistei

by lord Bathurst, distinguished themselves in a debate

upon the Spanish depredations, which comprehended
the same arguments that were used in the house of

commons. They met with the same success in both.

Resolutions equivalent to those of the lower house were
taken; an address was presented; and his majesty as-

sured them he would repeat, in the most pressing man-
ner, his instances at the court of Spain, in order to ob-

tain satisfaction and security for his suljjects trading to

America. This assurance was renewed in his speech

at the close of the session, on the twentieth of May,
when the parliament was prorogued.

BIRTH OF PRINCE GEORGE.

At this period the princess of AVales was delivered of

a son, who was baptised by the name of George, now
king of Great Britain. His birth was celebrated with
uncommon rejoicings: addresses of congi-atulation were
presented to the king by the two universities, and by
almost all the cities and communities of the kingdom.
But the prince of Wales still laboured under the dis-

pleasure of his majesty, who had ordered the lord-cham-

berlain to signify in the gazette, that no person who
visited the prince should be admitted to the court of St.

James'. His royal highness was divested of all the

external marks of royalty, and lived like a private gen-

tleman, cultivating the virtues of a social life, and en-

joying the best fruits of conjugal felicity. In tlie latter

end of this month, rear-admiral Haddock set sail with a

strong squadron for the Mediterranean, which it was
hoped would give weight to the negotiation of the Bri-

tish minister at the court of Madrid. The act to dis-

courage the retail of spirituous liquors had incensed the

populace to such a degree, as occasioned numberless

tumults in the cities of London and Westminster. They
were so addicted to the use of that pernicious compound,
known by tlie appellation of gin or geneva, that they

ran all risks rather than forego it entirely; and so little

regard was paid to the law by which it was prohibited,

that in less than two years twelve thousand persons

within the bills of mortality were convicted of luaving

sold it illegally. Nearly one half of that number were

cast in the penalty of one hundred pounds; and three

thousand persons paid ten pounds each, for an exemp-
tion from tlie disgrace of being committed to the house
of correction.

PROGRESS OF THE WAR AGAINST the TURKS.

The war maintained by the emperor and the czarina

against the Ottom.an Porte, had not yet produced any
decisive event. Count Seckendorf was disgraced and
confined on account of his ill success in the last cam-
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Bnign. General Doxat was tried by a council of war at

Ucl''rade, ami comlenincd to (k-atli, for having surren-

dered to the enemy the town of Nissa, in wliich lie com-

manded. The diet of the empire granted a subsidy of

fifty Itomun mouths to the emperor, who began to make
vigorous preparations for the ensuing campaign; but,

in the meantime, llagotski, vaivode of Triuisylvnuia,

revolted against the house of Austria, and brouglit a

considerable army into the field, under the protection of

the grand seignor. He was immediately ]irochumed a

rebel, and a price set ajwu his head by the court of

Vienna. The Turks taking the field early, reduced the

forts of Vsilza ami Meadia, and undertook the siege of

Oi-sova; which however they abandoned at the approach

of the Imperial army, conmuinded by the g-and duke of

Tuscany, assisted by count Konigsegg. The Turks,

being reinforced, marched back and attacked the Im-

perialUts, by whom they were repulsed after an obstin-

ate engagement. The Germans, notwithstanding this

advantage, repassed the Danube; and then the infidels

made themselves masters of Orsova, where they found

a fine train of artillery, designed for the siege of Widdin.

Hy the conquest of this place, the Turks laid the Danube

open to their galleys and vessels; and the Germans re-

tired under the cannon of Hclgrade. In the Ukraine,

the Russians, under general count Munich, obtained

the advantage over the Turks in two engagements; and

general Lasci routed the Tartars of the Crimea; but

they returned in greater numbers, and harassed the

Muscovites in such a maimer, by intercepting their

provisions, and destroying the country, that they were

obliged to abandon the lines of Precops.

DISPUTE BETWEEN HANOVER AND
DENMARK.

In the month of October, an affair of very small im-

portance produced a rupture between the king of Den-

mark and the elector of Hanover. A detachment of

Hanoverians took by assault the castle of Stcinhurst,

belonging to the privy-counsellor Wcdcrkop, and de-

fended by thirty Danish dragoons, who had received

orders to repel force by force. Several men were killed

on both sides before the Hanoverians could enter the

place, when the garrison was disarmed, and conducted

to the frontiers. This petty dispute about a small ter-

ritory, which did not yield the value of one thousand

pounds a-year, had well nigh involved Hanover in a

war, which, in all probability, Great Britain must have

maint.iincd; but this dispute was compromised by a

convention between the king of England and Denmark.

The session of parliament was opened on the first day

of February, when the king in bis speech to both houses,

gave them to imderstand that a convention was con-

cluded and ratified between him and the king of Spain,

who had obliged himself to make reparation to the Bri-

tish subjects for their losses, by certain stipulated pay-

ments; the plenipotentiaries were named and appointed

for regulating, within a limited time, all those griev-

ances and abuses which had hitherto interrupted the

commerce of Great Britain in the American seas; and

for settling all matters in dispute, in such a manner as

might for the future prevent and remove all new causes

and pretences of complaint. The motion for an address

of approbation was disputed as usual. Though the

convention was not yet laid before the house, the nature

of it was well known to the leaders of the opposition.

Sir William Wyndham observed, that if the ministry

had made the resolutions taken by the parliament in the

last session the foundation of their demands; if they

had discovered a resolution to break oft' all treating,

rather than depart from the sense of parliament, cither

a defensive treaty might have been obtained, or by this

tim? the worst would have been known; but, by what
appeared from his majesty's speech, the convention was
no other than a preliminary; and, in .all probability, a

very bad preliminary. He supposed the minister had
vwitared to clothe some of hiji creatures with full powers

to give up the rights of the nation; for they might do

it if they durst, f^ir Kobert Walpole, in answer to tluso

suggestions, aflinned, that the ministry had on this oc-

casion obtained more than ever on like occasions was
known to 1)0 obtained; that they had reconciled the

peace of their country with her true interest; tliat this

peace was attended with all tho advantJigew that the

most successful arms could have procured; that fiituro

ages would consider this as the most glorious period of

our history, and do justice to the councils that produced

tho happy event, which every gentleman divested of

])assion and prejudice was ready to do; and which, ho

believed, the present age, when rightly informed, would

not refuse. In a word, he extolled his own convention

with the most extravagant encomiums.

The house resolved to address tho king, that copies

of all the memorials, rein-esentations, letters, and papers,

presented to his majesty, or his secretary of state, re

lating to depredations, should be submitted to the peril

sal of the house; but some members in the opposition

were not contented with this resolution. Then Mr.

Sandys, who may be termed the " motioii-niakcr,"

moved for an address, desiring that the house might in-

spect all letters written, and instructions given by tho

secretaries of state, or commissioners of the admiralty,

to any of the British governors in America, or any com-

mander-in-chief, or captains of his majesty's ships of

war, or his majesty's minister at the court of Spain, or

any of his majesty's consuls in Europe, .since the treaty

of Seville, relating to losses which tho British subjects

had sustained by moans of depredations committed by

the subjects of Spain in Europe and America. This

was an unreasonable proposal, suggesteil by tho spirit

of animosity and faction. Mr. H. Walpole justly ob-

served, that a compliance with such an address might

lay open tlie most private transactions of the cabinet,

aiid discover secrets that ought, for tho good of tho

kingdom, to be concealed. It would discover to tho

court of Spain the nUimatum of the king's demands and

concessions, and the nation would thereby be deprived

of many advantages which it might reap, were no such

discovery made. He said, that as soon as the diflcr-

ences betwixt the two courts should anivo at such a

crisis, and not before, the consuls were instructed to

give notice to the merchants that they might retire in

time with their effects; but should such instruction

come to the knowledge of the Spaniards, it would be a

kind of watch-word to put them on their guard, and

unavoidably occasion the ruin of many thousands of

British subjects. Certain it is, no government could

act cither in external or domestic affairs with proper

influence, dignity, and despatch, if every letter and in-

struction relating to an unfinislied negotiation should

be exposed to the view of such a numerous assembly,

composed of individuals actuated by motives in them-

selves diametrically opposite. The motion being re-

jected by tho m.ajority, the same gentleman moved

again for an address, that his m.ijesty would give direc

tions for laying before the house copies of such mcmoi--

ials or lepresentations as had been made, cither to the

king of Spain or to his ministers, since the treaty of

Seville, relating to tlie depredations committed in Europe

or America. A debate ensued; and, upon a division,

the question passed in the negative.

PETITIONS AGAINST THE CONVENTION.

Tho house, in a committee of supply, voted twelve

thousand seamen for the ser\"ice of tho ensuing year,

and the standing army was continued without reduc-

tion, thougli powerfully attacked by the whole strength

of the ojiposition. The commons likewise ordered au

address to his majesty, for the copies of several memor-
ials since the treaty of Seville, touching the rights of

Great Brit.iin, or any infraction of treaties which had
not been laid before thcni. These were accordingly

submitted to the inspection of the house. By this timo

the convention itself was not only pruscnted to the
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commons, Ijut also published for the information of flic

people. Divers merchants, planters, and others trading

to America, the cities of London and Bristol, the mer-

chants of Liverpool, and ©vrners of sundry ships which

had been seized by the Spaniards, offered petitions

against the convention, by which the subjects of Spain

were so far from giving up their groundless and unjusti-

fiable practice of visiting and searching British ships

sailing to and from the British plantations, that they

appeai-cd to have claimed the power of doing it as a

right; for they insisted that the differences which had

arisen concerning it should be referred to plenipoten-

tiaries, to be discussed by tlicm without even agreeing

to abstain from such visitation and search during the

time that the discussion of this afiair might last. They
therefore prayed that they might have an opportunity

of being heard, and allowed to represent the great im-

portance of the British trade to and from the plantations

in America; the clear and undisputable right which

they had to enjoy it, without being stopped, visited, or

searehod by the Spaniards, on any pretence whatsoever;

and the certain inevitable destruction of all the riches

and strength derived to Great Britain from that trade,

if a search of British ships sailing to and from their own
plantations should be tolerated upon any pretext, or un-

der any restrictions, or even if the freedom of this

navigation should continue much longer in a state of

uncertainty. Tliese petitions were referred to the com-

mittee appointed to consider of the convention. An-

other remonstrance was likewise presented by the trus-

tees for establishing the colony of Georgia, setting forth

that the king of Spain claimed that colony as part of

his territories; and that by the convention, the regula-

tion of the liuiits of Carolina and Florida was referred

to the determination of plenipotentiaries; so that the

colony of Georgia, which undoubtedly belonged to the

crown of Great Britain, was left in dispute, while the

settlers remained in the most precarious and dangerous

situation. It was moved that the merchants should be

heard by their counsel; but the proposal was strenuou.'-ly

opposed liy the ministry, and rejected upon a division.

This famous convention, concluded at the Pardo on

the fourteenth day of Januarj', imported, that within six

weeks to be reckoned from the day on which the ratifi-

cations were exchanged, two ministers plenipotentiaries

should meet at Madrid, to confer, and finally regulate

the respective pretentions of the two crowns, with rela-

tion to the trade and navigation in America and Europe,

and to the limits of Florida and Carolina, as well as con-

e-^iTiing other points which remained likewise to be

adjusted, according to the former treaties subsisting

between the two nations: that the plenipotentiaries

should finish their conferences within the space of eight

months: that in the meantime no progress should be

made in the fortifications of Florida and Carolina: that

his catholic majesty should pay to the king of Great

Britain, the sum of ninety-five thousand pounds, for a

balance due to the crown and subjects of Great Britain,

after deduction made of the demands of the crown and
subjects of Spain: that this sum should be employed for

the satisfaction, discharge, and payment of the demands
of the British subjects upon the crown of Spain: that this

reciprocal discharge, however, should not extend or re-

late to the accounts and differences which subsisted and
were to be settled between the crown of Spain and the
assiento company, nor to any particular or private con-

tracts that might subsist between either of the two
crowns, or their ministers, with the subjects of the other;

or between the subjects of each nation respectively;

that his catholic majesty should cause the sum ofninety-
five thousand pounds to be paid at London witliiu four
months, to be reckoned from the day on which the rati-

fications were exchanged. Such was the substance of

that convention, which alarmed and provoked the mer-
chants and traders of Great Britain, excited the indig-

nation of all those who retained any regard for the
honour of their country, and raised a general cry against
the minister who stood at the helm of administration.

DEBATE ON THE CONI'EXTION.

The eyes of the whole kingdom were now turned npon
the house of commons. The two contending parties

summoned their whole force for the approaching dispute;

on the day appointed for considering the convention, four

hundred members had taken their seats by eight in the

morning. In a committee of the whole house, certain

West India merchants and planters were heard against

the convention; so that this and the following day were
employed in reading papers, and obtaining infomiation.

On the eighlli day of March, Mr. II. Walpole having
launched out in the praise of that agreement, moved for

an address of approbation to his majesty. He was
seconded by Mr. Campbell of Pembrokeshire; and the

debate began with extraordinary ardour. He who first

distinguished himself in the lists was sir Thomas San-
derson, at that time treasurer to the prince of AVales,

afterwards earl of Scarborough. All the officers and
adlierents of his royal highness had joined the opposi-

tion ; and he himself on this occasion sat in the gallery,

to hear the debate on such an important transaction.

Sir Thomas Sanderson observed, that the Spaniards by
the convention, instead of giving us reparation, had ob-

liged us to give them a general release. They had not
allowed the word satisfaction to be so much as once
mentioned in the treaty. Even the Spanish pirate who
had cut off the ear of captain Jenkins, [-See note 2 h at

the end of this Vol.] and used the most insulting expres-

sion towards the person of the king—an expression

which no British subject could decently repeat—an ex-

pression which no man that had a regard for his sove-

reign could ever forgive—even this fellow lived to enjoy

the fruits of his rapine, and remained a living testimony
of the cowardly tameness and mean submission of Great
Britain; of the triumphant haughtiness and stubborn

pride of Spain. Lord Gage, one of the most keen .spirited

and sarcastic orators in the house, stated in this manner
the account of the satisfaction obtained from the court

of Spain by the convention; the losses sustained by the

Spanish depredations amounted to three hundred and for-

ty thousand pounds; the commissary by a stroke of his

penreducedthisdemandtotwohundred thousand pounds;

then forty-five thousand were struck off for prompt pay-
ment; he next allotted sixty thousand pounds as tlie

remaining part of a debt pretended to be due to Spain, for

the destruction of her fleet by sir George Byng, though
it appeared by the instructions on the table, that Spain

had been akeady amply satisfied on that head; these

deductions reduced the balance to ninety-five thousand

pounds; but the king of Spain insisted upon the South-

Sea company's paying immediately the simi of sixty-

eight thousand pounds, as a debt due to him on one head
of accounts, though in other articles his catholic majesty
was indebted to the company a million over and above
the demand; the remainder to be paid by Spain did not

exceed seven-and-twenty thousand pounds, from which
she insisted upon deducting whatever she might have
ab'cady given in satisfaction for any of the British ships

that had been taken ; and on being allowed the value of

the St. Theresa, a Spanish ship which had been seized

in the port of Dublin. Mr. V\'. Pitt, with an energy of

argument and diction peculiar to himself, declaimed

against the convention, as insecure, unsatisfactory, and
dishonourable to Great Britain. He said the great na-

tional objection, the searching of British ships, was not

admitted, indeed, in the preamble; but stood there as

the reproach of the whole, as the strongest evidence of

the fatal submission that followed; on the part of Spain,

an usurpation, an inhuman tyranny claimed and exer-

cised over the American seas: en the part of England,
an undoubted right by treaties, and from God and na-

ture, declared and asserted in the resolutions of parlia-

ment, were now referred to the discussion of plenipo-

tentiaries, upon one and the same equal footing. This
xmdoubted right was to be discussed and regulated ; and
if to regulate be to prcBcribe rules, as in all construction

it is, that right was, by the express words of the cou-
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rention, to lie pivcn np .inil snciificcJ; for it must cease

to be any thing from tlie moment it is suliniitted to limi-

tation. Jlr. I.ytlelton, wiih equal force and flmncy,

answered the .speech of Mr. H. Walpolo. " After he had

nscd many arguments to persuade us to peace," said he,

" to .any peace, good or bad, by jwinting out the dangers

of a war, dangers I by no means allow to be such as ho

represents them, he crowned all those terrors with the

name of the pretender. It would be tho cause of the

pretender. The pretender would come. Is the honour-

able gentleman sensible what this lungu.ngo imports ?

The people of England complain of the greatest wrongs
and indignities; they complain of the interruption, the

destnictiou of their trade; they think the peace has left

them in a worse condition than before; and in answer

to all these complaints, what are they told ? Why, that

their continuing to suflcr all this, is the price they must
pay to keep the king and his family on the throne of

tliesc realms. If this were trnc, it ought not to be

owned ; but it is far from tnith ; the very reverse is true.

Nothing can weaken the family; nothing shake tho

establishment, but such measures as these, and such

language as this." He affirmed, that if tho ministere

had proceeded conformably to the intentions of parlia-

ment, they would either have acted with vigour, or have

obtained a real security in an express acknowledgraeisi

ofour right not to be searched as a preliminary, sine qua

non, to our treating at .all. Instead of this, they had

referred it to plenipotentiaries. " AVould you, sir," said

be, "submit to a reference, whether you may travel un-

molested from your house in town to your house in tho

country ? Your right is clear and undeniable, why
would you have it discussed ? but much less would you

refer it, if two of your judges belonged to a gang which
has often stopped and robbed you in your way thither

before." The ministers, in vindication of the conven-

tion, asserted, that the satisfaction granted by Spain

was adequate to the injury received; that it was only

the preliminary of a tre.ity which would remove all

causes of complaint ; that war was always expensive

and detrimental to a trading nation, as well as uncertain

in its events; that France and Spain would certainly

join their forces in case of a rupture with Great Britain;

that there was not one power in Europe upon which the

English could depend for effectual assistance; and that

war would fiivour the cause and designs of a popish

pretender. The house, upon a division, agreed to the

cddrcss; bat when a motion was made for its being re-

committed, the two parties renewed the engagement
with redoubled eagerness and impetuosity. Sir William
Wyndham and Mr. Pulteney poured all the thunder of

their eloquence against the insolence of Spain, and the

concessions of the British ministi-y. Sir Robert Wal-
pole exerted all bis fortitude and dexterity in defence

of himself and his measures, and the question being

put, the resolutions for the address were carried by a

small majority.

SECESSION' OF THE CHIEF MEMBEKS IN
THE OPPOSITION.

Then sir William Wj-ndham, standing up, made a

pathetic remonstrance upon this determination. "This
address," said he, "is intended to convince mankind,
that the treaty under our consideration is a reasonable

and an honourable treaty. But if a majority of twenty-

eight in sneh a full house should fail of that sncccss; if

the people should not implicitly resign their reason to

a vote of this house, what will be the consequence?
Will not the parli-ament lose its authority? Will it

not be thought, that even in the parliament we arc gov-

erned by a faction? and whafcthe consequence of this

may be, I leave to those gentlemen to consider, who are

now to give their vote for this address: for my own part,

I will trouble you no more, but, with these my last

word.', I sincerely pray to Almighty God, who has so

often wonderfully protected these kingdoms, tliat he will

graciously continne his protection over them, by pre-

serving us from th.at impending danger which threatens

the nation from without, and likewise from that impend-
ing danger which threatens our constitution from with-
in." The minister was on this occasion deserted by his

usual temper, and even provoked into personal abuse,
lie declared, that the gentleman who was now tho
mouth of bis opponents, had been looked upon as tho
heail of those traitors, who, twenty-five years before,

conspired the destruction of their country and of tho
royal family, in order to set a popish pretender uiKin tho
throne; that he was seized by the vigilance of the then
government, and pardoned by its clemency; but all tho

use he had ungratefully m.-.do of that clemency, w.is to

qualify himself according to law, that he and his party

might sometime or other have .an opportunity to over-

throw all law. He branded them all as traitors, and
expressed his hope, tliat their behaviour would tmito

nil the true friends of the present happy cst.ablisbment.

To such a degree of mutu.-il animosity were both sides

inflamed, that the most eminent membera of the minor

ity actually retired from p.arliament; and were by tho

nation in general revered as martyrs to tho liberty of

tho people.

THE HOUSE OF LORDS DEBATE UPON AN
ADDRESS TO HIS MAJESTY.

Tlie dispute occasioned by the convention in the house
of lords, was maintained with equal warmth, and per-

Iiaps with more abilities. After this famous treaty had
been considered, lord Carteret suggested, that possibly

one of the contracting powers had presented a protest

or declaration, importing th.nt she acceded to such or

such a measure, only upon condition that tlio toi'ms of

that protest or declaration should be made good. He
said, that until his mind should be free from the most
distant suspicion that such a paper might exist in tho

present case, he could not form a just opinion of tho

transaction himself, nor communicate to their lordships

any light which might bo necessaiy for that purpose.

The adherents to the ministiy endeavoured to evade his

curiosity in this particular, by general assertions; but
he insisted on his suspicion with such perseverance, that

at length the ministry produced the copy of a declara-

tion made by the king of Spain before he ratified tho

convention, signifying that his catholic m.njesty reserved

to himself, in its full force, the right of being able to

suspend the assiento of negroes, in case the company
should not pay within a short time the sum of sixty-

eight thousand pounds sterling, owing to Spain on the

duty of negroes, or on the profit of tho ship Caroline;

that under the validity and force of this protest, tho

signing of the said convention might be proceeded on,

.and in no other mauncr. In the debate that ensued,

lord Carteret displayed a surprising extent of political

knowledge, recommended by all the graces of elocution,

chaste, pure, dignified, and delicate. Lord Bathurst

argtied against the articles of convention with his usual

spirit, integrity, and good sense, particularly animated
by an honest indignation which the wrongs of his coun-

try Iiad inspired. The earl of Cliesterfield attacked this

inglorious measure with all the weight of argument, and
all the poignancy of satire. The duke of Arg)'le, no
longer a partisan of the ministiy, inveighed against it

as infamous, treacherous, and destructive, with all tho

fire, impetuosity, and enthusiasm of declamation. It

was defended with unequal anns by the duke of New-
castle, the carl of Cholmondcley, lord Hervey, the lord

chancellor, the bishop of Salisburj', and in particular by
the earl of Hay, a nobleman of extensive capacity and

uncommon erudition; remark.able for bis knowledge of

the civil law, and seemingly formed by nature for a poli-

tician; cool, discerning, ])lausible, artful, and enterpris-

ing, staunch to the minister, and invariably true to his

own interest. The dispute was learned, long, and ob-

stinate; but ended as usual in the discomfiture of those

who had stigmatized tho treaty. The house agreed to

an address, in which they thanked his majesty for his
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gracious conclesccnsion in lapng before them the con-

vention. Tlicy acknowledged his gi'cat prudence in

bringing the demands of his subjects for tkeir past

losses, which liad been so long depending, to a final

adjustment; in procuring an express stipulation for a

speedv payment; and in laying a foundation for accom-

plishing the great and desirable ends of obtaining future

security, and preserving the peace between the two

nations. They declared their confidence in his royal

wisdom, that in the treaty to be concluded in pursuance

of the convention, proper provisions would be made for

the redress of the grievances of which the nation had

so justly complained; they assured his majesty, that in

case his just expectations should not be answered, the

house would heartily and zealously concur In all such

measures as should be necessary to vindicate his ina-

jesty's honom-, and to preserve to his subjects the full

enjoyment of all those rights to which they were en-

titled by treaty and the law of nations. This was a

hard won victory. At the head of those who voted

against the address we find the prince of Wales. His

example was followed by si.K dukes, two-and-twenty

earls, four viscounts, eighteen barons, four bishops, and

their party was reinforced by sixteen proxies. A spiri-

ted protest was entered and subscribed by nine-and-

thirty peers, cemprehending all the noblemen of the

kingdom who were most eminent for their talents, integ-

rity, and virtue.

1739. A message having been delivered to the house

from his majesty, importing, that he had settled nine-

and-thirty thousand pounds per annum on the younger

children of the royal family; and desiring their lord-

ships would bring in a bill to enable his majesty to make
that provision good out of the hereditary revenues of the

crown, some lords in the opposition obseived that the

nest heir to the croivn might look upon this settlement

as a mortgage of his revenue, which a parliament had

no power to make; that formerly no daughter of the

royal family was ever provided for by parliament, ex-

cept the eldest, and that never was by way of annuity,

but an express provision of a determinate sum of money
paid by way of dowry. These objections were over-

ruled; and the house complied with his majesty's re-

qu^jst. Then the duke of Newcastle produced a subsidy-

treaty, by which his majesty obliged himself to pay to the

king of Denmark seventy thousand pounds per annum,
on condition of the Dane's furnishing to his Britannic

majesty a body of six thousand men, when demanded.
At the same time his grace delivered a message from

the king, desiring the house would enable him to fulfil

this engagement; and also to raise what money and
troops the exigency of aft'airs, during the approacliing

recess, might require. Another vehement dispute arose

from this proposal. With respect to the treaty, lord

Carteret observed, that no use could be made of the

Danish troops in any expedition undertaken against

Spain, because it was stipulated in the treaty that they

should not be used either in Italy, or on board of the

fleet, or be transported in whole or in part beyond sea,

after they should have marched out of the ten-itories of

Denmark, except for the defence of tlie kingdoms of

Great Britain and Ireland; nay, should France join

against the English, the Danes could not act against
that power or Spain, except as part of an army formed
in Germany or Flanders. This body of Danes may be
said, thei'efore, to have been retained for the defence and
pi-otection of Hanover; or, if the interest of Britain was
at all consulted in the treaty, it must have been in pre-

venting the Danes from joining their fleets to those of
Franco or Spain. Then he argued against the second
part of the message with great vivacity. He said no-
thing could be more dangerous to the consritution than
a general and unlimited vote of credit. Snch a demand
our ancestors would have heard with amazement, and
rejected with scorn. He aftirmed that the practice was
of modem date in England; that it was never heard of
before the revolution; and never became fi-equent until

the nation was blessed with the present wise adminis-

tration. He said, if ever a general vote of credit and
confidence should become a customary compliment from

the parliament to the crown at the end of every session,

or as often as the minister might think fit to desire it,

parliaments would grow despicable in the eyes of the

people; then a proclamation might be easily substituted

in its stead, and happy would it be for the nation if that

should be suiEcient ; for when a parliament ceases to be

a check upon ministers, it becomes a useless and imne-

cessary burden on the people. The representatives

must always be paid some way or other; if their wages
are not paid openly and surely by their respective con-

stituents, as they were formerly, a majority of them may
in future times be always ready to accept of wages from

the administration, and these must come out of the poc-

kets of the people. The duke of Argyle and the earl of

Chestei-field enlarged upon the same topics. Neverthe-

less, the house complied with the message; and presen-

ted an address, in which they not only approved of the

treaty with Denmark, but likewise assured his majesty

they would concur with his measures, and support him
in fulfilling his engagements, as well as in making such
further augmentation of his forces by sea and land, as

he should think necessary for the honour, interest, and
safety of these kingdoms.

PARLIAMENT PROROGUED.

The same message being communicated to the com-
mons, they voted seventy thousand five hundred and
eighty-three pounds for the subsidy to Denmark, and
five hundi-ed thousand pounds for augmenting the forces

on any emergency. As Great Britain stood engaged by
the convention to pay to the crown of Spain the sum of

sixty thousand pounds in consideration of the ships

taken and desti-oyed by sir George Byng, which sum
was to be applied to the relief of the British merchants

who had suffered by the Spanish depredations, the com-

mons inserted in a bill a clause providing for this sum
to be paid by the parliament. When the bill was read

in the house of lords, a motion was made by lord Bathurst

for an address, to know, whether Spain had paid the

money stipulated by the convention, as the time limited

for the pajTueut of it was now expired. The duke of

Newcastle, by his majesty's permission, acquainted the

house that it was not paid, and that Spain had as yet

given no reason for the non-payment. Then a day was
appointed to consider the state of the nation, when lord

Carteret moved for a resolution, that the failure of Spain

in this particular was a breach of the convention, a high

indignity to his majesty, and an injustice to the nation

;

but, after a warm debate, this motion was overruled by

the majority. The minister, in order to atone in some

measure for the unpopular step he had taken in the con-

vention, allowed a salutarj' law to pass for the encou-

ragement of the woollen manufacture, and two bills in

behalf of the sugar colonies; one permitting them, for

a limited time, to export their produce directly to foreign

parts, under proper restrictions; and the other making

more effectual provisions for securing the duties laid

upon the importation of foreign sugars, rum, and mo-

lasses, into Great Britain, and his majesty's plantations

in America. The supplies being voted, the fmids estab-

lished, and the crown gratified in every particular, the

king closed the session with a speech on the fourteenth

day of June, when the chancellor in his majesty's name
prorogued the parliament. [See note 2 M, at the end of

this Vol.]

THE KING OF SPAIN PUBLISHES A
MANIFESTO.

Letters of marque and reprisal were granted against

the Spaniards; a promotion was made of general oflicers;

the troops were augmented; a great fleet was assembled

at Spithead; a reinforcement sent out to admiral Had-

dock; and an embargo laid on all mercluant ships out-

ward-bound. Notwithstanding these preparations of
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war, Mr. Kccii, the British minister at Madrid, dcchired

to the court of Spain, that his iua.ster, altliough he had

perniittod his subjects to make reprisals, wouhl not he

understood to have broken the peace; and that this per-

mission would bo recalled as soon as his catholic ma-

jesty should bo disposed to make the satisfaction which

had been so justly demanded. Ho was given to under-

stand, that the king of Spain looked upon those reprisals

as acts of hostility; and that he hoped, with the as.sis-

tance of hejivcn and his allies, ho should be able to sup-

port a pood ciusc against his adversaries. He published

a manifesto in justification of his own conduct, com-

plaining that admiral Haddock had received ordei-s to

cruise with his squadron between the capes St. Vincent

and St. Mary, iu order to surprise the Assogue ships

;

thai letters of reprisal had been published at London in

an indecent style, and even carried into execution in

dilferent parts of the world. He excused his non-pay-

ment of the nincty-fivo thouisand pounds stipulated in

the convention, by affirming that the British court had
first contravened the articles of that treaty, by the orders

sent to Haddock; by continuing to fortify Georgia; by
reinforcing the stiuadrou at Jamaica; and by eluding

the paymeut of the sixty-eiglit thousand jiounds due to

Spain from the South-Sea company, on the assicnto for

negroes. The French ambassador at the Hague declared

that the king his master was obliged by treaties to assist

his catholic majesty by sea and land, in case ho should

be attacked; he dissuaded the states-general from espou-

sing the quarrel of Great Britain; and they assured him
they would observe a strict neutrality, though they

could not avoid furnishing his Britannic majesty with

such succours as he could demand, by virtue of the

treaties subsisting between the two powers. The people

of England were inspired with uncommon alacrity at

the near prospect of war, for which they had so long

clamoured; and the ministry seeing it imavoidable, be-

gan to bo earnest iuid effectual in their preparations.

THE EMPEROR AND CZARINA CONCLUDE A
PEACE WITH THE TURKS.

The events of war were still nnfavcurabhi to the em-
peror. He had bestowed the command of his army
upon vclt-marcschal count Wallis, who assembled his

forces in the neighbourhood of Belgrade; and advanced
towards Crotska, where he was attacked by the Turks
with such impetuosity and perseverance, that he was
obliged to give ground, after a long and obstinate en-

gagement, in which he lost above six thousand men.
The earl of Crawford, who served as a volunteer in the

Imperial army, signalised his courage in an extraordi-

nary manner on this occasion, and received a dangerous
wound of which he never perfectly recovered. The
Turks were afterwards worsted at Jabouka; neverthc-

les-o, their grand army invested Belgrade on the side of

Se^^^a, and carried on the operations of the siege with
extraordinary vigour. The emperor, dreading the loss

of this place, seeing his finances exhausted, and his army
considerably dimiuLshed, consented to a negotiation for

pea«c, which was transacted under the mediation of the

French ambassador at the Ottoman Porte. The count de

Neui>erg, as Imperial plenipotentiary, signe<l the prelimi-

naries on the first day of .September. They were rati-

fied by the emperor, though he pretended to be dissatis-

fied with the articles ; and declared that his minister

had exceeded his powers. By this treaty the house of

Austria ceded to the grand seignor, Belgrade, Sabatz,

Scrvia, Austrian Wallachia, the isle and fortress of Or-

sova, with the fort of St. Elizalwth; and the contract-

ing powers agreed that the Danube and the Saave
should sen'e as boundaries to the two empires. The
emperor published a circular letter, addressed to his

ministers at all the courts of Europe, blaming count
WalUs for the bad success of the last campaign, and
disowning the negotiations of count NcujKjrg; nay,

these two officers were actually disgraced, and confined

in diflerent castles. This, however, was no other than

a s-icrifico to the resentment of the czarina, who loudly

complained that the emiieror had concluded a separate
peace, contrary to his engagemeuts with the Russian
empire. Her general, count Munich, had obtained a
victory over the Turks at Clioczim in Moldavia, and
made himself master of that place, in which he found
two hundred pieces of artillery; but the country wa«
so ruuied by the incursions of tlie Tartars, that the
Muscovites could nut subsist in it during the winter.

The czarina finding hereelf abandoned by the emperor,
and unable to cope with the whole power of the Otto-

man empire, took the first opportunity of putting an
end to the war upon honourable terms. After a sliort

negotiation, the conferences ended in a treaty, by wliich

she was left in possession of Azoph, on condition that

its fortifications should he demolished; and the ancient

limits were re-established between the two empires.

PREPARATIONS FOR WAR IN ENGLAND.

A rupture between Great Britain and Spain was now
become iuevitablc. The English s<iuadron in the

Jlediterrancan had already made prize of two rich Car-

acca ships. The king had issued orders for augmenting
his land forces, and raising a body of marines ; and a
great number of ships of war were put in commission.

Admiral Vernon had been sent to the West Indies, to

assume the command of the squadron iu those seas, and
to annoy the trade and settlements of the Spaniards,

This gentleman had rendered himself considerable in

the house of commons, by loudly condemning all the

measures of the ministry, and bluntly speaking his

sentiments, whatever they were, without respect of

persons, and sometimes without any regard to decorum.

He was counted a good officer, and this boisterous man-
ner seemed to enhance his character. As he had once

commanded a squadron in Jamaica, he was perfectly

well acquainted with those seas; and in a debate upon
the Spanish depredations, he chanced to affirm, that

Porto Bello on the Spanish main might be easily taken;

nay, he even undertook to reduce it with six ships only.

This officer was echoed from the mouths of all the

members in the opposition. Vernon was extolled as .1

another Drake or Kaleigh; he became the idol of a

party, and his praise resounded from .ill comers of the

kingdom. The minister, in order to appease the clam-

ours of the people on this subject, sent him as com-
mander-in-chief to the West Indies. He was pleased

with an opportunity to remove such a tioublesome cen-

sor from tlie house of commons; and, perhaps, he was
not without liope, that ^emon would disgrace himself

and his party, by failing in the exploit he had under-

taken. His catholic nuijesty having ordered all the

British ships iu his harbours to be seized ."uid detained,

the king of England would keep measures with him no

longer, but denounced war against him on the twenty-

third day of October. Many English merchants began

to equip privateers, and arm their trading vessels to

protect their own commerce, as well as to distress that

of the enemy. The session of parliament was opened

in Novemlxir, when the king, in his speech to both

houses, declared, that he had augmented his forces by
sea and land, pursuant to the power vested in him by
parliament for the security of his dominions, the protec-

tion of trade, and the annoyance of the enemy; and he

expressed his apprehension, that the heats and animosi-

ties which had been industriously fomented throughout

the kingdom, encouraged Spain to act in such a manner
as rendered it necessary for him to have recourse to

anns. In answer to this speech, affectionate addresses

were presented by both houses, without any consider-

able opposition.

The seceding members had again resumed their scats

in the house of commons; and Mr. I'ulteucy thought

proper to vindicate the extraordinary step which they

had taken. He said, they thought that step was neces-

sarj', as affairs then stood, for clearing their characters

to posterity £rom the imputation of sitting iu on as-
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semUy, wlicro a detcrmiued majority gave a sanction

to measures evidently to the disgrace of Lis majesty and

the nation. He obsened, that their conduct was so

fully justified by the declaration of ivar against Spain,

that any further rindication would be superfluous; for

every assertion contained in it had been almost in the

same words insisted upon by those who opposed the

convention: " every sentence in it," added he, "is an

echo of what was said in our reasonings against that

treaty; every positive tnith which the declaration lays

down, was denied with the utmost confidence by those

who spoke for the convention; and, since that time,

there has not one event happened which was not then

foreseen and foretold." He proposed, that in maintain-

ing the war, the Spanish settlements in the AVest Indies

should be attacked; and that the ministry should not

have the power to give up the conquests that might

be made. He said he heartily wished, for his majesty's

honour and service, that no mention had been made of

heats and animosities, in the king's speech; and gave

it as his opinion, that they should take no notice of that

clause in their address. He was answered by sir Robert

Walpole, who took occasion to say, he was in no great

concemlest the serviceofhismajesfy or thenation should

suffer by the absence of those members who had quitted

the house ; he affirmed, the nation was generally sensible,

that the many useful and popular acts which passed

towards the end of the last session, were greatly for-

warded and facilitated by the secession of those gentle-

men; and, if they were returned only to oppose and

pei-plex, he should not be at all sorry to see them secede

PENSION-BILL EEVIVED AND LOST.

Mr. Pulteney revived the bill which he had formerly

prepared for the encouragement of seamen. After a

long dispute, and eager opposition by the ministry, it

passed both houses, and obtained the royal assent.

Mr. Sandys having obsenred, that there could be no im-

mediate use for a great number of forces in the king-

dom; and explained how little service could be expected

from raw and undisciplined men; proposed an address

to the king, desiring that the body of marines should

be composed of drafts from the old regiments; that as

few officers should be appointed as the nature of the

case would permit; and he expressed his hope, that the

house would recommend this method to his majesty, in

tender compassion to his people, already burdened with

many heavy and grievous taxes. This scheme was
repugnant to the intention of the ministry, whose aim
was to increase the number of their dependents, and
extend their parliamentary interest, by granting a great

number of commissions. The proposal was, therefore,

after a long debate, rejected by the majority. Motions
were made for an inquiry into the conduct of those who
concluded the convention; but they were overraled.

The pension-bill was revived, and so powerfully sup-

ported by the eloquence of sir William Wyndham, Mr.
Pulteney, and Mr. Lyttelton, that it made its way
through the commons to the upper house, where it was
again lost, upon a division, after a very long debate.

As the seamen of the kingdom expressed uncommon
aversion to the service of the government, and the fleet

could not be manned without gieat difficulty, the min-
istry prepared a bill, which was brought in by sir Charles
"Wager, for registering all seamen, watermen, fisher-

men, and lightennen, throughout his majesty's domin-
ions. Had this bill passed into a law, a British sailor

would have been reduced to the most abject degree of
slavery; had he removed from a certain district allotted

for the place of his residence, he would h.ive been
deemed a deserter, and punished accordingly; he must
have appeared when summoned, at all hazards, what-
ever might have been the circumstances of his family,
or the state of his private affairs; had he been encum-
bered with debt, he must have cither incurred the
penalties of this law, or lain at the mercy of his credi-

tors; had he acquired by industry, or received by in-

heritance, an ample fortune, he would have been liable

to be torn from his possessions, and subjected to hard-

ships which no man would endure but from the sense

of fear or indigence. The bill was so vigorously op-

posed by sir John Barnard and others, as a flagrant

encroachment upon the liberties of the people, that the

house rejected it on the second reading.

PORTO BELLO TAKEN nr ADMIEAL VERNON.

The king having by message communicated to the

house his intention of disposing of the princess Mary in

maniage to prince Frederick of Hesse ; and expressing

his hope that the commons would enable him to give a

suitable poition to his daughter, they tmanimously re-

solved to grant forty thousand pounds for that purpose

;

and presented an address of thanks to his majesty for

having communicated to the house this intended mar-
riage. On the thirteenth day of March a ship arrived

from the West Indies, despatched by admiral Yemon,
with an account of his having taken Porto Bello, on the

isthmus of Darien, with six ships only, and demolished
all the fortifications of the place. Tlie Spaniards acted

with such pusillanimity on this occasion, that their forts

were taken almost without bloodshed. The two houses
of pailiament joined in an address of congratulation upon
the success of his mnjesty's arms; and the nation in

general was wonderfully elated by an exploit which was
magnified much above its merit. The commons gi'anted

every thing the crown thought proper to demand. They
provided for eight-aud-twenty thousand land-forces, be-

sides six thousand marines. They enabled his majesty
to equip a very powerful navy; they voted the subsidy

to the king of Denmark; and they empowered their

sovereign to defray certain extraordinary expenses not

specified in the estimates. To answer these uncommon
grants, they imposed a land-tax of four shillings in the

pound; and enabled his majesty to deduct twelve hun-
dred thousand pounds from the sinking fund; in a word,

the expense of the war, during the course of the ensuing

year, amounted to about four millions. The session was
closed on the twenty-ninth day of April, when the king
thanked the commons for the supplies they had so liber-

ally granted, and recommended union and moderation

to both houses.

1740. During the greatest part of this winter, the

poor had been grievously afflicted in consequence of a

severe frost, which began at Christmas, and continued

till the latter end of February. The river Thames was
covered with such a crust of ice, that a multitude of

people dwelt upon it in tents, and a great number
of booths were erected for the entertainment of the

populace. The navigation was entirely stopped; the

watermen and fishermen were disabled from earning a

livelihood; the fruits of the earth were destroyed by the

cold, which was so extreme, that man)' persons were

chilled to death; and this calamity was tlie more deeply

felt, as the poor could not afford to supply themselves

with coals and fuel, which were advanced in proportion

to the severity and continuance of the frost. The lower

class of labourers, who worked in the open air, were now
deprived of all means of subsistence; many kinds of

manufacture were laid aside, because it was found im-

practicable to carry them on. The price of all sorts of

provisions rose almost to a dearth ; even water was sold

in the streets of London. In this season of distress,

many wretched families must have perished by cold and
hunger, had not those of opulent fortunes been inspired

with a remarkable spirit of compassion and humanity.

Nothing can more redound to the honour of the English

nation, than did those instances of benevolence and well-

conducted charity which were then exhibited. The
liberal hand was not only opened to the professed beg-

gar, and the poor that owned their distress, but uncom-
mon pains were taken to find out and relieve those more
unhappy objects, who, from motives of false pride or in-

genuous shame, endeavoured to conceal their misery.
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These were nssistcil nlmost in tlicir own clc?pitc. The
solitary habiwtions of the wiilow, tlie fiitlierless, and tlio

nnfortunatc, were visiteil by the beneficent, who felt for

the woes of their fellow-creatures; anil to such as refuseil

to receive a portion of the public charity, tlio neces-

saries of life were privately conveyed, in s\ich a manner
as could least shock the delicacy of their dispositions.

MARRIAGE OF THE PRIXCE.SS MAKY TO THE
PRINXE OF HESSE.

In the beginning of May, the king of Great Britain

»ct out for Hanover, after having appointed a regency,

and concerted vigorous measures for distressing the

enemy. In a few days after his departure, the spous.ils

of the princess Mary were celebrated by proxy, the duke
of Cumberland representing the prince of Hesse, and in

June the princess embarked for the continent. About
the same time, a sloop arrived in England with des-

patches from admiral Yemon, who, since his adventure

At Porto Bello, had bombarded Carthagena, and t.iken

the fort of San Lorenzo, on the river of Chagie, in the

neighbourhood of his former conquest. This month
was likewise marked by the death of his Prussian ma-
jesty, a prince by no means remarkable for great or

amiable qualities. He was succeeded on the throne by
Frederick his eldest son, the late king of that realm,

who has so eminently distinguished himself as a war-

rior and legislator. In August, the king of Gre.it Bri-

tain concluded a treaty witli the landgrave of Ucsse,

who engaged to furnish him with a body of six thousand

men for four years, iu consideration of an annual sub-

udy of tw-o hundred and fifty thousand crowns.

STRONG ARMAMENT SENT TO THE WEST
INDIES.

Meanwhile, preparations of war were vigorously car-

ried on by the ministry in England. They had wisely

resolved to annoy the Spaniards in their American pos-

sessions. Three ships of war, cruising in the bay of

Biscay, fell in with a large Spanish ship of the line,

strongly manned, and took her after a very obstinate

engagement; but the Assogue ships arrived with the

treasure in Spain, notwithstanding the vigilance of the

English commanders, who were stationed in a certain

latitude to intercept that flota. One camp was formed
on Hounslow-heath ; and six thousand marines lately

levied were encamped on the Isle of Wight, in order to

be emb.arked for the West Indies. Intelligence being

received that a strong squadron of Spanish ships of war
waited at Ferrol for orders to sail to their American
settlements, sir John Norris sailed with a powerful fleet

from Spithead to dispute their voyage; and the duke of

Cumberland served in person as a volunteer iu this ex-

pedition; but, after divers fruitless efforts, he was, by
contrary winds, obliged to lie inactive for the greatest

part of the summer in Torbay; and, upon advice that

the French and Spanish squadrons had sailed to the

West Indies in conjunction, the design against Ferrol

was wholly laid aside. In September, a small squadron
of ships, commanded by commodore Anson, set sail for

the South-Sea, in order to act against the enemy on the

coast of Chili and Peru, and co-operate occasionally with

admiral Vernon across the isthmus of Darien. The
scheme was well laid, but mined by unnecessary delays

and imforcsecn accidents. But the hopes of the nation

centered chiefly in a formidable armament designed for

the northern coast of new Spain, and his catholic ma-
jesty's other settlements on that side of the Atlantic.

Commissions had been issued for raising a regiment of

four battalions in the English colonies of North America,
that they might be transported to Jamaica, and join the

forces from England. These, consisting of the marines
and detachments from some old regiments, were em-
barked in October at the Isle of Wight, under the com-
mand of lord Cathcart, a nobleman of approved honour,
•sd great experience in the art of war; and they sailed
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under convoy of sir Chaloner Ogle, with a fleet of sevcn-

and-twenty ships of the line, besides frigates, firc-5lii|)S,

bomb-ketches, and tenders. They were likewise fur-

nished with hospital ships and store ships, laden with
provisions, ammunition, all sorts of warlike implements,
and every kind of convenience. Never was an arma-
ment more completely equipped, and never h.id the
nation more reason to hope for extraordinary success.

DEATH OF THE EMPEROR AND CZ^VRINA.

On the twentieth day of October, Charles VI., emperor
of Germany, the last prince of the house of Austria, died

at Vienna, and was succeeded in his hereditary domin-
ions by his eldest daughter, the archduchess Maria
Theresa, maiTied to the grand duke of Tuscany. Though
this princess succeeded as queen of Hungary, by virtue

of the pragmatic sanction guaranteed by all the powers

in Europe, her succession produced such contests as

kindled a cruel war in the empire. The young king of

Prussia was no sooner informed of the emperor's death,

than he entered Silesia at the head of twenty thousand

men; seized certain fiefs to which his family laid claim;

and published a manifesto, declaring that ho had no in-

tention to contravene the pragmatic sanction. The
elector of Bavaria refused to acknowlmlge the arch-

duchess as queen of Hungary and Bohemia; alleging,

th.at he himself liad pretensions to those countries, as

the descendant of the emperor Ferdinand I., who was
head of the German branch of the house of Austria.

Charles VI. was sur\ived but a few days by his ally,

the czarina Anue Iwanowna, who died in the forty-fifth

year of her age, after having bequeathed her crown to

Iwan, or John, the infant son of her niece, the princess

Anne of Mecklenburgh, who had been married to An-
thony Ulrick, duke of Brunswick Lunenberg-Bevem.

She appointed the duke of Courland regent of the em-
pire, and even guardian of the young czar, though his

own parents were alive; but this disposition was not

long maintained.

PROCEEDING.? IN PARLIAMENT.

The king of Great Britain having returned to Eng-
land from his German dominions, the session of parlia-

ment was opened in November. His majesty assured

them, on this occasion, that he was determined to pro-

secute the war vigorously, even though France should

espouse the cause of Spain, as her late conduct seemed
to favour this supposition. He took notice of the em-
peror's death, as an event which in all likelihood would
open a new scene of afluiirs in Europe; he therefore re-

commended to their consideration the necessary supplies

for putting the nation in such a posture that it should

have nothing to fear from any emergency. Finally, he
desired them to consider of some proper regulations for

preventing the exportation of corn, and for more effec-

tual methods to man the fleet at this conjuncture. The
commons, after having voted an address of thanks,

brought in a bill for prohibiting the exportation of com
and provisions, for a limited time, out of Great Britain,

Ireland, and the American plantations. This was a
measure calculated to distress the enemy, who were
supposed to be in want of these necessaries. The French
had contracted for a very large quantity of beef and
pork in Ireland, for the use of their own and the Spanish
navy; and an embargo had been laid upon the ships of

that kingdom. The bill met with a vigorous opposi-

tion; yet the house unanimously resolved that his ma-
jesty should be addressed to lay an immediate embargo
upon all ships laden with com, grain, starch, rice, beef,

pork, and other provisions, to be exported to foreign

parts. They likewise resolved that the th.inks of the

house shonld be given to vice-admiral Vernon, for the

services he had done to his king and country in tho

West Indies. One William Cooley was examined at tho
bar of the house, and committed to prison, after having
owned himself author of a paper, intituled, " Considcra-

2M
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tions npon tho Embaigo on Provision of Victual." The

performance contained many shrewd and severe anim-

adversions upon the government, for having taken a

step which, without answering the purpose of distress-

ing the enemy, would prove a grievous discouragement

lo'trade, and ruin all the graziers of Ireland. Notwith-

standing the arguments used in this remonstrance, and

several petitions that were presented against the corn-

bill, it passed by mere dint of ministerial influence. The

other party enjeavoured, by various motions, to set on

foot an inquiry into the orders, letters, and instructions,

which liad been sent to admiral A'emon and admiral

Haddock; but all such investigations were caicfuUy

avoided.

A very hot contest arose from a bill which the nunis-

try brought in, under the specious title of, A bill for the

encouragement and increase of seamen, and for the

better and speedier manning his majesty's fleet. This

W.1S a revival of the oppressive scheme wliicb had been

rejected in the former session; a scheme by which the

justices of the peace were empowered to issue warrants

to constables and head-boroughs, to search by day or

night for such seafaring men as should conceal them-

selves within their respective jurisdictions. These

searchers were vested with authority to force open doors

in case of resistance; and encouraged to this violence

by a reward for every seaman they should discover;

while tlie unhappy wretches so discovered were dragged

into the service, and their names entered in a register

to be kept at the navy or the admiralty-office. Such a

plan of tjTanny did not pass uncensured. Every ex-

ceptionable clause produced a warm debate, in which

sir John Rimard, Mr. Pultcney, Jlr. Sandys, lord Gage,

Mr. Pitt, and Mr. Lyttelton, signalized themselves nobly

in defending the liberties of their fellow-subjects. Mr.
Pitt ha\-ing expressed a laudable indignation at such a
large stride towards despotic power, in justification of

which nothing could be urged but the plea of necessity,

Mr. Horatio Walpole thought proper to attack him with
some personal sarcasms. He reflected upon his youth

:

and observed that the discovery of truth was verj' little

promoted by pompous diction and theatrical emotion.

These insinuations exposed him to a severe reply. Mr.
Pitt standing up again, said, " He would not undertake
to determine whether youth could be justly imputed to

any man as a reproach; but he aflirmed that the wretch,
who, after having seen tlie consequences of repeated

eitors, continues still to blunder, and whose age has
only added obstinacy to stupidity, is surely the object of

either abhorrence or contempt, and deserves not that his

grey head should secure him from insults; much more
is he to be abhorred, who, as he has advanced in acre,

has receded from virtue, and becomes more wicked with
less temptation; who prostitutes himself for money
wliich he cannot enjoy; and spends the remains of his
life in the ruin of his country."—Petitions were pre-
sented from the city of London and county of Glouces-
ter against the bill, as detrimental to the trade and
navigation of the kingdom, by discouraging rather than
encouraging sailors, and destnictive to the liberties of
the s\ bject; but they were both rejected as insults upon
•-lie bouse of commons. After very long debates, main-
tained on both sides with extraordinary ardour and
emotion, the severe clauses were dropped, and the bill
passed with amendments.

DISCONTENTS AGAINST THE MINISTRY.

But the most remarkable incident of this session was
an open and personal attack upon the minUter, who was
become extremely unpopular all over the kingdom. The
people were now, more than ever, sensible of the grie-
vous ta.\cs under which they groaned; and saw their
burdens daily increasing. No efl^ectual attempts had
as yet been made to annoy the enemy. Expensive
squadrons had been equipped; had made excursions,
and returned without striking a blow. The Spanish
fle«t had saUed first from Cadiz, and then from I-crrol

without any interruption from admiral Haddock, who
commanded the British squadron in the MediteiTanean,

and who was supposed to be restricted by the instruc-

tions he bad received from the ministry, though in fact

his want of success was owing to accident. Admiral
Venion had written from the West Indies to his private

friends, that he was neglected, and in danger of being

sacrificed. Notwithstanding the numerous navy which
the nation maintained, the Spanish privateers made prize

of the British merchant ships with impunity. In vio-

lation of treaties, and in contempt of that intimate con-

nexion which bad been so long cultivated between the

French and English ministry, the king of France had
ordered the harbour and fortifications of Dunkirk to be

repaired; his fleet had sailed to the West Indies in con-

junction with that of Spain; and the merchants of Eng-
land began to tremble for Jamaica; finally, commerce
was in a manner suspended, by the practice of pressing

sailors into the service, and by the embargo which had
been laid upon ships in all the ports of Great Britain

and Ireland. These causes of popular discontent, added

to other complaints which had been so long repeated

against the minister, exaggerated and inculcated by his

enemies with unwearied industry, at length rendered

him so universally odious, that his name was seldom

or never mentioned with decency, except by his own
dependents.

MOTION FOR REMOVING SIR R. WALPOLE
FROM HIS MAJESTY'S COUNCILS.

The country party in parliament seized this oppor-

tunity of vengeance. Mr. Sandys went up to sir Ro-
bert Walpole in the house, and told him, that on Friday
next he should bring a charge against him in public.

The minister seemed to be surprised at this unexpected
intimation ; but, after a short pause, thanked him politely

for this previous notice, and said he desired no favour,

but fair play.* Mr. Sandys, at the time which he had
appointed for this accusation, stood up, and in a studied

speech entered into a long deduction of the minister's

misconduct. He insisted upon the discontents of the

nation, in consequence of the measures which had been
for many years pursued at home and abroad. He pro-

fessed his belief that there was not a gentleman in the

house who did not know that one single person in the

administration w.as the chief, if not the sole adviser and
promoter of all those measures. " This," added he, "is

known without doors, as well as within ; therefore, the

discontents, the reproaches, and even the curses of the

people, are all directed against that single person. They
complain of present measures ; they have sufl'ered by
past measures; they expect no redress; they expect no
alteration or amendment, whilst he has a share in direct-

ing or advising our future administration. These, sir,

are the sentiments of the people in regard to that min-
ister; these sentiments we are in honour and duty bound
to represent to his majesty; and the proper method for

doing this, as established by otrr constitution, is to ad-

dress his majesty to remove him from his councils." He
then proceeded to explain the particulars of the min-
ister's misconduct in the whole series of his negotiations

abroad. He charged him with having endeavoured to

support his own interest, and to erect a kind of despotic

government, by the practice of corruption ; with having
betrayed the interest and honour of Great Britain in the

late convention; with having neglected to prosecute the

war against Spain; and he concluded with a morion for

an address to the king, that he would be pleased to re-

move sir Robert Walpole from his presence and councils

for ever. He was answered by Mr. Pelham, who un-
dertook to defend or excuse all the measures which the

other had condemned; and acquitted himself as a warm
friend and unshaken adherent. Against this champion

• Upon this occasion he misquoted Horace. "As I am not con-
scious of any crime," said he, •' 1 do not du»!bt of beine eMc to make
a proper defence, .V:7 conscire sibi nuUi patUscere ai!p<e," He was coi-
n'cted bv Sir. Piilteney; but insisted on bis being in the right, and
actually laid a wapjr on tlie justness of the <;iiotatioQ-
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8ir John Banianl ciUcrtvl tlio lists, and wns sust.iincd

by Ml'- I'ultcm V, who, with LMiual spirit lUiJ precision,

pointed out and i'X|Kiscd all the material emirs nnd nial-

practiees of the administration. !»ir IJobert Walpolc

spoke with preat temper and delilwr.itinn in behalf of

himself. With respect to the article of bribery and cor-

ruption, he said if any one instance had been mentioned;

If it had been shown tliat ho ever offered a reward to

any member of cither house, or ever threatened to de-

prive any menil>er of his office or employment, in order

to influence his votinc; in parliament, there might have

been some pronnd for this ch.irge; but when it was so

generally laid, he did not know what he could say to it,

unless to deny it as generally and as positively as it had

been asserted.—Such a declanition as this, in the hear-

ing of so many i>crsous, who not only knew, but sub-

sisted by his wages of corruption, was a strong proof of

the minister's being de.id to all sense of shame, nnd all

regard to vtraeity. The debate was protracted by the

court mcmK'rs till three o'clock in the morning, when
about sixty of the opposite party having retired, the

motion was rejected by a considerable majority.

DEBATE ON THE MUTINY BILL.

A bill was brought in for prohibiting the practice of

insuring ships belonging to the enemies of the nation;

but it was vigorously opposed by sir John Barnard and
Mr. Willimot, who demonstrated that this kind of traffic

was advantageous to the kingdom; and the scheme was
dropped. Another warm contest arose upon a clause of

the mutiny bill, relating to the quartering of soldiers

npon innkeepers and publicans, who complained of their

being distressed in furnishing those guests with provis-

ions and necessaries at the rates prescribed by law or

custom. There were not wanting advocates to expati-

ate upon the nature of this grievance, which, however,

was not redressed. A new trade was at this time opened

with Persia, through the dominions of the czar, and
vested with an exclusive privilege in the Russian com-
pany, by an act of parliament. The commons voted

i'orty thousand seamen for the service of the ensuing

year, and a1>out thirty thousand men for the est.iblish-

ment of land-forces. They provided for the subsidies

granted to the king of Denmark and the landgrave of

Hesse-Cassel; and took every step which was suggested
,

for the case and the convenience of the goveniment.

PROCEEDINGS IN THE HOUSE OF LORDS.

The parties in the house of lords were influenced by
the same motives which actuated the commons. The
duke of Argyle, who h.id bj- this time resigned all his

places, decUred open war against the ministry. In the

beginning of the session, the king's speech was no sooner

reported by the chancell.:)r, than this nobleman stood up
and moved that a general address of thanks should be

presented to his m.ijesty, instead of a recapitulation of

every paragraph of the king's speech, re-echoed from
the parliament to the throne, with expressions of blind

ajiprobation, implying a general concurrence with all

the me;isnres of the minister. Ue spoke on this subject

with an astonishing impetuosity of eloquence, that rolled

like a river which hail overflowed its banks and deluged
tlie whole adjacent country. The motion was supported

by h'rd Batlmrst, lord Carteret, the carl of Chesterfield,

and lord Gower, who, though they displayed all the

talents of oratory, were outvoted by the opposite party,

headed by the duke of Newcastle, the earl of Cholmon-
deley, lord Ifervey, and the lord-chancellor. The mo-
tion was rejected, and the address composed in the usual

Strain. The same motions for an inquiry into orders

and instructions which had miscarried in the lower
bouse, were here repeated with the same bad success;

in the debates which ensued, the young earls of Halifax

and Sandwich acquired a considerable share of reputa-

tion, for the strength of argument and elocution with
which they contended against the adherents of the min-

istry. AVhen the house look into consideration the «tate

of the army, the duke of Argyle having harangued with
equal skill and energy on militairy affairs, proposed that

the forces should be augmented by adding new levies to

the old companies, without increasing the number of

officers; as such an augmentation served only to debase
the dignity of the service, by raising the lowest of man-
kind to the rank of gentlemen; nnd to extend the influ-

ence of the minister, by multiplying his dependents,
lie therefore moved for a resolution, that the augment-
ing the army Viy raising regiments, as it is the most
unnecessary and most expensive method of a\ignientn-

tion, was also the most dangerous to the liberties of the

nation. This proposal was likewise overruled, after a
short though warm contention. This was the fate of

all the other motions made by the lords in the opposi-

tion, though the victory of the courtiers was always

clogged with a nervous and spirited protest. Two days

were expended in the debate produced by lord Carteret's

motion for an address, beseeching his majesty to remove
sir Robert M'nlpole from his presence and coimcils for

ever. The speech that ushered in this n:emorable mo-
tion would not have disgraced a Cicero. It contained

a retrospect of all the public measures which had been

pursued since the revolution. It explained the nature

of every treaty, whether right or wrong, which had been

concluded under the present administration. It de-

scribed the political connexions subsisting between the

different powers in Europe. It exposed the weakness,

the misconduct, and the iniquity of the minister, both

in his foreign and domestic transactions. It was em
bellishcd with all the ornaments of rhetoric, and warmel
with a noble spirit of patriotic indignation. The duke
of Argyle, loi-d Bathurst, and his other colleagues,

seemed to be animated with uncommon fervour, and

even inspired by the subject.—1741. A man of im-

agination, in reading their speeches, will think himself

transported into the Roman senate, before the ruin of

that republic. Ncvertlieless, the minister still triumphed

by dint of niunbers; though his victory was dearly pur-

chased. Thirty peers entered a vigorous protest, and
Walpole's character sustained such a rude shock from

this opposition, that his authority seemed to be drawing
near a period. Immediately after this contest was de-

cided, the duke of Marlborough moved for a resolution,

that any attempt to inflict any kind of punishment oy

any person, without allowing him an opportunity t(

make his defence, or without any proof of any crime oi

misdemeanor committed by him, is contrary to natur.al

justice, the fundamental laws of the realm, and the

ancient established usage of parliament; and is a high

infringement of the liberties of the subject. It was
seconded by the duke of Devonshire and lord Lovel;

and opposed by lord Gower, as an intended censure on

the proceedings of the day. This sentiment was so

warmly espoused by lord Talbot, who had distinguished

himself in the former debate, that he seemed to be trans

ported beyond the bounds of moderation. He was in

ternipted by the earl of Cholmondeley, who charged

him with having violated the order and decorum which
ought to be presened in such an assembly. His pas-

sion was inflamed by this rebuke; he declared himself

an independent lord; a character which he would not

forfeit for the smiles of a court, the profit of an employ-

ment, or the reward of a pension; he said, when he was
engaged on the side of truth, he would trample on the

indolence that should command him to suppress his

sentiments.—On a division, however, the motion was
carried.

In the beginning of April, the king repairing to tlio

house of peers, passed some acts that were ready for the

royal assent. Then, in his speech to both houses, he
gave them to understand, that the queen of Ilnngarj'

had made a requisition of the twulvo thousand men
stipulated by treaty; and that he had ordered the sub-

sidy troops of Denmark and llesse-Cassel to be in readi-

ness to march to her assistance. Ho observed, that in

this complicated and uncertain state of afl°air8, many
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incidents might nrisB, and render it necessary for hira

to incur extraordinary expenses for maintaining tlic

pragmatic sanction, at a time when he could not pos-

sibly have recourse to the advice and assistance of his

parliament. He therefore demanded of the commons
such a supply as might be requisite for these ends; and

promised to manage it with all possible frugality. Tho
lower house, in their address, approved of all bis mea-

sures; declared they would effectually support him
against all insults and attacks that might be made upon

any of his territories, though not belonging to the crown

of Great Britain; and that they would enable him to

contribute, in the most effectual manner, to tlie support

of the queen of Hungary. Sir Robert 'Walpolc moved,

that an aid of two hundred thousand pounds should be

gr.antcd to tli.it princess. Jlr. Shippen protested against

any interposition in the affairs of Germany. Ho ex-

pressed his dislike of the promise which had been made

to defend his majesty's foreign dominions; a promise,

in his opinion, inconsistent with that important and

inviolable law, the act of settlement; a promise which,

could it have been foreknown, would perhaps have

for ever precluded from the succession that illustrious

family to which the nation owed such numberless bles-

sings, such continued felicity. The motion however
passed, though not witliout further opposition; and the

house resolved, tliat three hundred thousand pounds

should be granted to his majesty, to enable him effec-

tually to support the queen of Hungary. Towards the

expense of this year, a million was deducted from the

sinking fund; and the land-tax continued at four shil-

lings in the pound. The preparations for this war had
already cost tive millions. Tlie session was closed on
the twenty-fifth day of April, when the king took his

leave of this parliament with warm expressions of ten-

derness and satisfaction. Henry Bromley, Stephen Fox,

and John Howe, three members of the lower house who
had signalized themselves in defence of the minister,

were now ennobled, and created barons of Montford,

llcliester, and Chedworth. A camp was formed near
Colchester; and the king having appointed a regency,

set out in Jlay for bis Geniian dominions.*

CHAPTER IV.

The Army under lord Cathcart and Sir Clmloncr Opla proceeds to tlie West In-

dies Nature of tlie Climato on the Spanish Main Admirnl Vernon tails

to Carthagi-'na Attack of Fort Lazar Expedition to Cuba Huptiire

between tlie Queen of HunKary and the king of Prusna Cattle of Molwitz
The king uf Great Britain concludes a treaty of Neutrality witli Franco

fur tlie Electorate of Hanover A liodv of Frendi Forces join the Elector

of Bavaria He is crowned kind of Coliemia at Pragnc^ Fidelity of tho

Hungailans War l>elwfen Russia and Sweden Revolution in Russia
The Spanish and French Srjuadrons pass unmolested by tlie Knglisb Ad-

miral in the Meiliterranoan Inactivity of the naval Power of Great Bri-

tain Otistinate Strujr^lo in electing Members in the new Parliament—
Bcmnrkablo Motion in tho Bouse of Commons by Lord Noel Somerset
Tho Country Party obtain a Majority in the House of Commons Sir Ro-
bert Walpole created Earl of Orford Change in the Mini^trj-. Inquii-y

into the Administration of Sir Robert Walpole obstructed by the new
iuini9tr>' Reports of tho Secret Committee The elector of Bavaria
chosen Emperor The king ofPnissiagains the battle at Czaslaw Treaty
at Breslau The French Troojis retire under the Cannon of Prague A
fresh Body sent with tho Mareschal de Mallebois to bring them olf Ex-
traordinary retreat of M de BtlUi^le The king of Great Britain forms
an Army in FlandLTn Progress of the War between Russia and Sweden

The King of Sardinia declares for the House of Austria Motions of tho
Spaniards in Italy and Savoy Conduct of Admiral Matthews in flio Medi-
terranean Operations in the West Indies The Attention of the Minis-
try turned chiefly on the Affairs of the Continent Extraordinary Motion
In tho House of Lords liy Earl Stanhope Warm and obstinate Dt;bate on
the Repeal of the Gin-Act Bill for (inieting Corporations Convention
between the Emperor and the Queen of Hungarj- Iiifference between the
King of Prussia and the Elector of Hanover The Ring of Great Brilain
obtams n victory over the French at Dettingcn—Treaty of Worms- ^
Conclusion of the Campaign Affairs in tho North Battle of Campo
Santo Transactions of tlie Britiih Fleet in the Mediterranean- —Uniuc-
Ci:M>ful Attem^t;^ up<.in the Spanish Settlements in the West Indies.

ARMY UNDER LORD CATHCAET AND SIR
CHALONER OGLE.

THE British anuament had by this time proceeded to

action in the Wept Indies. Sir t'haloner Ogle, who
sailed from Spitlioad, had been overtaken by a tempest
in the Bay of Biscay, by which the fleet, consisting of

about one hundred and seventy sail, were scattered and
dispersed. Nevertheless he prosecuted his voyage, and
anchored with a view to provide wood and water, in

the neutral island of Dominica, where the intended ex-

pedition sustained a terrible shock in the death of the

g.allant lord Cathcart, who was carried off by a dysen-
tery. The loss of this nobleman was the more severely

felt, as tho command of the land-forces devolved upon
general Wentworth, an officer without experience, au-
thority, and resolution. As the fleet sailed along the
island of Hispaniola, in its waj' to Jamaica, four large

ships of war were discovered; and sir Chaloncr detached
an equal number of his squadron to give them chase,

while he himself proceeded on his voyage. As those

strange ships refused to bring to, lord Augustus Fitz-

roy, the connnodore of the four British ships, saluted one
of them witli a broadside, .and a smart engagement en-

sued. After they had fought during the best part of

the night, the enemj- hoisted their colours in the morn-
ing, and ajipcared to be part of the French squadron,
which had sailed from Europe under the command of

tho marquis d'Autin, with orders to assist the Spanish

admiral De Torres, in attf.cii.Iiig and distressing the

English ships and colonies. War was not yet declared

between France and England; therefore hostilities

ceased; the English and French commanders compli-

mented each other; excused themselves mutually for

the mistake which had happened; and parted friends,

with a considerable loss of men on both sides.

NATURE OF THE CLIMATE ON THE SPANISH
MAIN.

In the meantime sir Chaloner Ogle arrived at Ja-

maica, where he joined vice-admiral Vernon, who now
found himself at the head of the most formidable fleet

and army that ever visited those seas, with full power
to act at discretion. The conjoined squadrons consisted

of nine-and-twenty ships of the line, w'ith almost an
equal number of frigates, fire-ships, and bomb-ketches,

well manned, and plentifully supplied with all kinds of

provisions, stores, and necessaries. The number of

seamen amounted to fifteen thousand; that of the land-

forces, including the American regiment of four battal-

ions, and a body of negroes enlisted at Jamaica, did not

fall short of twelve thousand. Had this armament
been ready to act in the proper season of the year, lui-

der the conduct of wise experienced officers, united in

councils, and steadily attaclied to the interest and hon-

our of their country, the Ilavannah, and the whole is- ,

land of Cuba, might have Ix'eii easily reduced; the

wliole treasure of the Spanish West Indies would have

been intercepted; and Spain must have been humbled
into the most abject submission. But several unfavour-

able circumstances concurred to frustrate the hopes of

the public. The ministry had detained sir Chaloner

Ogle at Spithead without any visible cause, until the

season for action was almost exhausted; for, on the

continent of new Spain, the periodical rains begin about

the end of April; and this change in the atmosphere is

always attended with epidemical distempers which

render the climate extremely unhealthy; besides, the

rain is so excessive, that for the space of two moiitha

no army can keep the field.

* Sir "William Wyndlmni died the preceding year, deeply reCTPt-

(cd !is an orator, a patriot, and a man, the constant assertur of Uritish

lilierty, and one of the chief omament-s of tho English nation.—In
the conrse of the same year, general Oglethorjie, governor of Gcorfria,

ha<l, with some succonr.s obtained from the colony of Carolina, and a
small sqnadrun of king's ships, made an attempt npon Fort Augus-
tine, the capital of Spanish Florida; and actually reduced some small
forts in the neighbourhood of the place; but the Carolinians with-
drawing in disgust, dissensions prevailing among tho sea ndicers.

the hurricane montlis approacliing, and the enemy having reccivea

a supply and reinforcement, he abandoned tho enterprise, and i<>

turned to Georgitu
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ADMIKAL VERXOX SAILS TO CARTIIAGENA.

Sir Cli.iloner Oglo arrived nt Jam.iica on tlio niuth

d.ny of Jannnry; and admiral Vcmon did not sail on

his intended expedition till tOAvards the end of tlio

mouth. Instead of directing his course towards the

Uavannah, which lay to leeward, and might have been

reached in less than three days, ho resolved to beat «p
against the wind to llispauiola, in order to observe

the motion of the French squadron, commanded by the

marquis d'Antin. The fifteenth day of February had

el.ipscd before ho received certain information that the

French admiral had sailed for Kuropo, in great distress

for want of men and provisions, which he could not

procure in the West Indies. Admiral Vernon thus

disappointed, called a council of war, in which it was
dctcrniincd to proceed for Carthagcna. The fleet being

supplied with wood and water at llispauiola, set sail

for the continent of New Spain, and on the fourth of

March, anchored in Playa (irande, to the windward of

Carthagcna. Admiral de Torres had already sailed to

the Havunnah; but Carthagcna was strongly fortified,

and the garrison reinforced by the crews of a small

squadron of largo ships, commanded by don 131as do

Lcsco, an oQicer of experience and reputation. Hero

the English admiral lay inactive till the ninth, when
the troops were landed on the island of Tierra Uomba,
near the mouth of the harbour, known by the name of

lioca-chica, or Little-mouth, which was surprisingly

fortified with castles, batteries, booms, chains, cables,

and ships of war. The British forces erected a battery

on shore, with which the)- made a breach in the princi-

pal fort, while the admiral sent in a number of ships to

divide the fire of the enemy, and co-operate with the

endeavours of the army. Lord Aubrey 13eauclcrc, a

gallant oflicer who commanded one of these ships, was
slain on this occasion. Tlic breach being deemed prac-

ticable, the forces advanced to the attack; but the forts

and batteries were abandoned; the Spanish ships that

lay athwart the harbour's mouth were destroyed or

taken, the passage was opened, and the fleet entered

without further opposition. Then the forces were re-

embarked with the artillery, and Linded within a mile

of Carthagcna, where they were opposed by about seven

hundred Spaniards, whom they obliged to retire. The
admiral and general had contracted a hearty contempt

for each other, and took all opportunities of expressing

their mutual dislike; far from acting vigorously in

concert for the advantage of the community, they maiu-

tained a mutual reserve, and separate cabals; and each

proved more eager for the disgrace of his rival, than

zealous for the honour of the nation.

The general complained that the fleet Iny idle while

his troops were harassed and diminished by hard duty

and distemper. The admiral affirmed, that his ships

could not lie near enough to batter the town of Carth-

agena; he upbraided the general with inactivity and
want of resolution to attack the fort of Saint Lazar
which commanded the town, and might be taken by
scalade. Wentworth, stimulated by these reproaches,

resolved to try the experiment. Ilis forces marched
up to the attack; but the guides being slain, they mis-

took their route, and advanced to the strongest part of

the fortification, where they were moreover exposed to

the fire of the town. Colonel Grant, who commanded
the grenadiers, was mortally wounded; the scaling-

ladders were found too short; the ofticers were per-

plexed for want of orders and directions; yet the sol-

diers sustained a severe fire for several hours with sur-

prising intrepidity, and at length retreated, leaving

about si.x Imndred killed or wounded on the spot.

Their number was now so much reduced, that they
could no longer maintain their footing on shore; be-

sides, the rainy season had begun with such violence,

as rendered it impossible for them to live in camp.
They were, therefore, re-embarked; and all hope of fur-

ther success immediately vanished. The admiral, how-
ever, in order to demonstrate the impracticability of

taking the place by sea, sent in the Gallieia, one of tho
.Spanish ships wliieh ha<l been taken at Uoca-chica, to

cannon.ado tho town, with sixteen guns mounted on
one side, like a floating battery. This vessel, manned
by detachments of volunteers from difl'erent ships, and
eoinmaiided by captain Hore, was warped into the inner
harbour, and moored before day, at a considerable dis-

tance from the walls, in very shallow water. In this

position she stood tho fire of several batteries for some
hours, without doing or sustaining much damage; then
tho admiral ordered the men to be brought off in boats,

and the cables to be cut; so that she drove with the
sea-breeze upon a shoal, where she was soon filled with
water. This exi>Ioit was absurd, and tho inference

which the admiral drew from it altogether fallacious,

lie said it plainly proved that there was not depth of

water in the inner harbour sufficient to admit largo

ships near enough to batter the town with any prospect

of success. This indeed was the case in that part of

the harbour to which the Gallieia was conducted; but

a little farther to the left ho might have stationed four

or five of his largest ships abreast, within pistol shot of

the walls; and if this step had been taken when the

land-forces marched to the attack of Saint Lazar, in all

probability the town would have been surrendered.

EXPEDITION TO CUBA.

After the rc-cmbarkation of the troops, the distempers

peculiar to the clim.ate .and season began to rage with
redoubled fury ; and great numbers of those who escaped

the vengeance of the enemy perished by a more painful

and inglorious fate. Nothing was heard but complaints

and execrations; the groans of the dying, and the ser-

vice for tho dead; nothing was seen but objects of woo,
and images of dejection. The conductors of this unfor-

tunate expedition agreed in nothing but the expediency
of a speedy retreat from this scene of misery and dis-

grace. The fortifications of the harbour were demo-
lished, and the fleet returned to Jamaica.—The mis-

carriage of this expedition, whicli had cost the nation

an immense sum of money, was no sooner known in

England, than the kingdom was filled with murmurs
.and discontent, and the people were depressed in pro-

portion to that sanguine hope by which they had been
elevated. Admiral Vernon, instead of undertaking any
enterprise which might have retrieved the honour of

the British arms, set sail from Jamaica with the forces

in July, and anchored at the south-east part of Cuba,

in a bay, on which he bestowed the appellation of Cum-
berland harbour. The troops wore landed, and encamped
at the distance of twenty miles farther up the river,

where they remained totally in.active, and subsisted

chiefl)- on salt and damaged provisions, till the month
of November, when, being considerably diminished by
sickness, they were put on board again, and re-conveyed

to Jamaica. He was aftei-wards reinforced from Eng-
land by four ships of war, and about three thousand
soldiers; but he performed nothing worthy of the repu-

tation he had acquired; and tho people began to per
ceive that they had mistaken his character.

EUPTURE BETWEEN THE QUEEN OF HUN-
GARY AND THE KING OF PRUSSIA.

The aflairson the continent of Europe were now moro
than ever embroiled. Tlie king of Prussia had de-

manded of the court of A'ienna part of .Silesia, by virtue

of old treaties of co-fraternity, which were either obso-

lete or annulled; and promised to assist the queen with
all liis forces in case she should comply with his demand;
but this being rejected with disdain, he entered Silesia

at the head of an army, and prosecuted his conquests
with great rapidity. In the meantime the queen of

Hungarywas crowned at Presburgh, after having signed

a capitulation, by which the liberties of that kingdom
were confirmed; and the grand duke her consort was.

at her request, associated with her for ten years in tho
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government. At the same time the states of Hungaiy
refused to receive a memorial from the elector of Bava-

ria. During these transactions, his Prussian majesty

made his public entrance into Breslau, and confirmed

all the privileges of the inhabitants. One of his gen-

erals surprised the town and fortress of Jablunka, on

the confines of Hungary; prince Leopold of Anhalt-

Dessau, who commanded another army which formed

the blockade of Great Glogau, on the Oder, took tlie

place by scalade, made the generals Wallis and Eeyski

prisoners, with a thousand men that were in garrison

;

here likewise the victor found the military chest, fifty

pieces of brass cannon, and a great quantity of am-

munition.

The queen of Hungary had solicited the maritime

powers for assistance, but found them fearful and back-

ward. Being obliged, therefore, to exert herself with

the more vigour, she ordered count Neuperg to assemble

a body of forces, and endeavour to stop the progress of

the Prussians in Silesia. The two armies encountered

each other in the neighbourhood of Neiss, at a village

called Molwitz; and, after an obstinate dispiite, the

Austrians were obliged to retire with the loss of four

thousand men killed, wounded, or taken. The advan-

tage was dearly purchased by the king of Prussia. His

kinsman Frederick, margrave of Brandenburgh, and

lieutenant-general Schu)'lemberg, were killed in the

engagement, together with a great number of general

officers, and about two thousand soldiers. After this

action, Brieg was surrendered to the Prussian, and he

forced the important pass of Fryewalde, which was de-

fended by four thousand Austrian hussars. The Eng-
lish and Dutch ministers, who accompanied him in his

progress, spared no pains to effect an accommodation

;

but the two sovereigns were too much irritated against

each other to acquiesce in any terms that could be pro-

posed. The queen of Hungary was incensed to find

herself attacked, in the day of her distress, by a prince

to whom she had given no sort of provocation ; and his

Pnissian majesty charged the court of Vienna with a

design either to assassinate or camy him off by treach-

ery; a design which was disomied with expressions of

indignation and disdain. Count Neuperg being obliged

to abandon Silesia, in order to oppose the Bavarian arms
in Bohemia, the king of Prussia sent thither a detach-

ment to join the elector, under the command of count
Deslau, who, in his route, reduced Glatz and Neiss,

almost without opposition; then his master received the

homage of the Silesian states at Breslau, and returned

to Berlin. In December, the Prussian anny was dis-

tributed in winter-quarters in Moravia, after having
taken Olmutz, the capital of that province; and in

March his Prussian majesty formed a camp of observa-

tion in the neighbourhood of Magdeburgh.

A TREATY OF NEUTRALITY CONCLUDED
WITH FRANCE FOR HANOVER.

The elector of Hanover was alarmed at the success of

the king of Prussia, in apprehension that he would be-

come too formidable a neighbour. A scheme was said

to have been proposed to the court of Vienna, for attack-

ing that prince's electoral dominions, and dividing the
conquest; but it was never put in execution. Never-
theless, the troops of Hanover were augmented; the
auxiliary Danes and Hessians in the pay of Great Bri-

tain were ordered to be in readiness to march; and a
good number of British forces encamped and prepared
for embarkation. The subsidy of three hundred thou-
sand pounds, granted by parliament, was remitted to

the queen of Hungary; and every thing seemed to pre-
sage the vigorous interposition of Iiis Britannic majesty.
But in a little time after his arrival at Hanover, that
spirit of action seemed to flag, even while lier Hungarian
majesty tottered on the verge of ruin. France resolved
to seize this opportunity of crushing the house of Aus-
tria. In order to intimidate the elector of Hanover, mare-
schal Mallcbois was sent with a numerous armv into

Westphalia; and this expedient proved effectual. A
treaty of neutrality was concluded; and the king of

Great Britain engaged to vote for the elector of Bavaria

at the ensuing election of an emperor. The design of

the French court was to raise this prince to the Imperial

dignity, and furnish him with such succours as should

enable him to deprive the queen of Hungary of her
heredit-ary dominions.

A BODY OF FRENCH FORCES JOIN THE
ELECTOR OF BAVARIA.

While the French minister at Vienna endeavoured to

amuse the queen with the strongest assurances of his

master's friendship, a body of five-and-thirty thousand
men began their march for Germany, in order to join

the elector of Bavaria; another French army was assem-
bled upon the Rhine; and the count de Belleisle being
provided with large sums of money, was sent to nego-
tiate with different electors. Having thus secured a
majority of voices, he proceeded to Munich, where he
presented the elector of Bavaria with a commission, ap-

pointing him generalissimo of the French troops march-
ing to his assistance; and now the treaty of Nymphen-
bm-gh was concluded. The French king engaged to

assist the elector with his whole power, towards raising

him to the Imperial throne: the elector promised, that
after his elevation he would never attempt to recover
any of the towns or provinces of the empire which
France had conquered; that he would, in his Imperial
capacity, renounce the ban-ier-treaty; and agree that

France should in'evocably retain whatever places she
should subdue in the Austi-ian Netherlands. The next
step of Belleisle was to negotiate another treaty between
France and Prussia, importing, that the elector of Ba-
varia should possess Bohemia, LTpper Austria, and the

Tyrolese; that the king of Poland should be gratified

with Moravia and Upper Silesia; and that his Prussian
majesty should retain Lower Silesia, with the town of

Neiss and the county of Glatz. These precautions be-

ing taken, the count de Belleisle repaired to Franck-
fort, in quality of ambassador and plenipotentiary from
France, at the Imperial diet of election. It was in this

city that the French king published a declaration, sig-

nifying, that as the king of Great Britain had assembled

an army to influence the approacliing election of an
emperor, his most christain majesty, as guarantee of

the treaty of Westphalia, had ordered some trosps to

advance towards the Rhine, with a view to maintain

the tranquillity of the Germanic body, and secure the

freedom of the Imperial election.

In July, the elector of Bavaria being joined by the

French forces under mareschal Broglio, surprised the

Imperial city of Passau, upon the Danube; and enter-

ing Upper Austria at the head of seventy thousand

men, took possession of Lintz, where he received the

homage of the states of that country. Understanding
that the garrison of Vienna was very numerous, .and

that count Palfi had assembled thirty thousand Hun-
gaiians in the neighbourhood of this capital, he made
no farther progress in Austria, but marched into Bohe-

mia, where he was reinforced by a considerable body of

Saxons, under the command of count Rutowski, natural

son to the late king of Poland. By this time his Polish

majesty had acceded to the treaty of NjTnphenburgh,

and declared war against the queen of Hungary, on the

most frivolous pretences. The elector of B,avaria ad-

vanced to Prague, which was taken in the night by
scalade; an achievement in which JIaurice count of

Saxe, another natural son of the king of Poland, distin-

guished himself at the head of the French forces. In

December the elector of Bavaria made his public entry

into his capital, where he was proclaimed king of Bohe-
mia, and inaugurated with the usual solemnities; then

he set out for Franckfort, to be present at the diet of

election.

At this period the queen of Hungary saw herself

abandoned by all her allies, and seemingly voted to de-
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struct!«n. She was not, however, forsaken by Iiir

courage; nor iksSituto of guod oHicers, iind nn nbic

nilnistiy. Slic retired to Prusbursli, and in n iiatbctic

Ijatin speech to the states, expressed her eonfnli'nee in

the loyalty and valour of her Hungarian snbjuctj. The
nobility of thut kingdom, touched with her presence and

distress, assured her unanimously tliat they would saeri-

fico their lives and fortunes in her defence. The ban

being raised, that brave people crowded to her standanl;

and the diet expressed their sentiments against her

enemy by a public edict, excluding for ever the electoral

house of Bavaria from the succession to the crown of

Hnngarj-; yet, without the subsidy she received from

Great Britain, their courage and attachment would have

proved ineffectual. By this supply she was enabled to

pay her army, erect magazines, complete her warlike

preparations, and put her strong places in a posture of

defence. In December, her generals Bercnclau and

Mentzel, defeated count Thoriug, who commanded eight

thousanil men, at the pass of !?carJingen, and opening

their way to Bavaria, laid the whole country under con-

tribution; while count KhevenhuUer retook the city of

Lintz, and drove the French troops out of Austria. The
grand seignor assured the queen of Hungary, that far

from taking advantage of her troubles, he should seize

all opportunities to convince her of his friendship; the

pope permitted her to Ie\'y a tenth on the revenues of

the clergy within her dominions; and even to use all

the church plato for the support of the war.

"NVAU BETWEEN BUSSIA AND SWEDEN.

.\s the czarin.i expressed an inclination to assist this

unfortunate princess, the French court resolved to find

her employment in another quarter. They had already

gained over to their interest count Gyllenburgh, prime

minister and president of the chancery in Sweden. A
dispute happening between him and Mr. Bumaby, the

British resident at Stockholm, some warm altercation

passed: Mr. Buniaby was forbid the court, and pubhshed
a memorial in his own vindication; on the other hand,

the king of Sweden justified his conduct in a rescript

sent to all the foreign mini.sters. The king of Great

Britain had proposed a subsidy-treaty to Sweden, which,

from the infiuenec of French councils, was rejected.

The Swedes havi.; ^' assembled a numerous army in Fin-

land, and equipped a large squadron of ships, declared

war against Hussia upon the most trifling pretences;

and the fleet putting to sea, commenced hostilities by
blocking up the Russian ports in Livonia. A body of

eleven thousand Swedes, commanded by general Wr,",n-

gle, having advanced to Willmenstraud, were in August
attacked and defeated by general Lasci, at the head of

thirty thousand Russians. Count Lewcnhanp, wlio

commanded the main army of the Swedes, resolved to

take vengeance for this disgrace, after the Russian
troops had retired into winter qu-irters. In December
he marched towards Wyb^urg; hut receiving letters

from the prince of Hessc-Hombourg, and the marquis
de la Chetanlie, the French anibass.ador at Pctersburgh,

informing him of the surprising revolution which had
jnst happened in Russia, and proposing a suspension of

hostilities, he retreated with his army in order to wait

for further instructions; and the two conrts agreed to a

cessation of arms for three months.

REVOLUTION IN RUSSIA.

The Rassiuns had been for some time discontented

with their government. The late czarina was influen-

ced chiefly by German councils, and employed a great

number of foreigners in her service. These causes of

discontent produced factions ilnd conspiracies; and when
they were discovered, the empress treated the authors

of them with such severity as increased the general dis-

affection. Besides, they were displeased at the manner
in which she had settled the succession. The prince of

Drunswick Lnnenbcrg Bcvcm, father to the young

czar, was not at all agreeable to the Russian nobility;

and his consort, tho princess .\nno of Mieklenburgh,
having assumed tho reins of government during her
son's minority, seemed to follow tho maxims of her
aunt the late czarina. The Russian grandees and gen-
erals, therefore, turned their eyes upon the princess
Elizabeth, who was daughter of I'eter tho (ireat, and
tho darling of tho empire. Tho French ambiissador
gladly concurred in a project for deposing a princess who
was well afl'ected to the house of Austria. General
Lasci approved of the design, which was chiefly con-
ducted by tho prince of IKsse-IIombourg, who, in tho

reigns of the empress Catharine and I'eter II., had been
generalissimo of the Russian army. Tho good will and
concurrence of the troops being secured, two regiments

of guards took jmssession of all the avenues of the im-

perial palace at Petersburgh. The princess Elizabeth,

putting herself at the head of one thousand men, on tho

fifth day of December entered the winter palace, where
the princess of Mccklcnburgh and the infant czar re-

sided. She advanced into the chamber where the prin-

cess and her consort lay, and desired them to rise and
quit tho palace, adding that their persons were safe;

aiid that they could not justly blame her for asserting

her right. At the same time, the counts Osternian,

Gulofhairkin, Mingden, and Munich, were arrested;

their papers and efl'ects were seized, and their persons

conveyed to !5chlisselbourgh, a fortress on the Neva.
Early in the morning the senate assembling, declared

all that had passed since the reign of Peter II. to he
usurpation; and that the imperial dignity belonged of

right to the princess Elizabeth: she was immediately

proclaimed empress of all the Kussias, and recognized

by the army of Finland. She forthwith published a
general act of indemnity; she created the prince of

llesse-llombourg gener.alissimo of her armies; she re-

stored the Dolgorucky family to their honours and
estates; she recalled and rev.ardcd .ill those who had
been banished for favouring her pretensions; she miti-

gated the exile of the duke of Courland, by indulging

him with a maintenance more suitable to his rank; sho

released general Wrangle, count Was.aburgh, and the

other Swedish oQicers who had been taken at the battle

of Willmenstraud; and the princess Anne of Mecklen-

burgh, with her consort and children, were sent under

a strong guard to Riga, the capital of Livonia.

Amidst these tempests of war and revolution, tho

states-general wisely determined to j)rcserve their own
tranquillity. It was doubtless their interest to avoid

the dangers and expense of a war, and to profit by that

staguation of commerce which would necessarily happen
among their neighbours that wore at open enmity with
each other; besides, they were over-awed by the declar-

ations of the French monarch on one side; by the power,

activity, and pretensions of his Prussian nnijesty on tho

other; and they dreaded the prospect of a stadtholderat

the head of their army. These at least were the senti-

ments of many Dutch patriots, reinforced by others that

acted under French influence. But the prince of Orange
niunbered among his partisans and adlierents many per-

sons of dignity and credit in the commonwealth ; he was
adored by the populace, who loudly exclaimed against

their governors, and clamoured for a war without ccis-

ing. This national spirit, joined to the remonstrances
and requisitions made by the courts of Vienna and Lon-
don, obliged the states to issue orders for an augmenta-
tion of their forces; but these were executed so slowly,

that neither France nor I'russia had much cause to take
umbrage at their preparations. In Italy, the king of

Sardinia declared for the house of Austria; the republic

of Genoa was deeply engaged in the French interest;

the popo, the \'enetians, and the dukedom of Tuscany
were neutral; the king of Naples resolved to support

tho claim of his family to the Austrian domiisions in

Italy, and began to make preparations accordingly.

His mother, the queen of Spain, had fornietl a plan for

erecting these dominions into a monarchy for her .second

son Don Philip; and a body of fifteen thousand men Iw
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ing embarked at Barcelona, were transported to Orbi-

tcHo, under the convoy of the united squadrons of France

and Spain. While admiral Haddock, -n-ith twelve ships

of the line, lay at anchor in the bay of Gibraltar, the

Spanish fleet passed the straits in the night, and was

joined by tlie French squadron from Toulon. The Bri-

tish admiral sailing from Gibraltar, fell iu with them in

a few days, and found both squadrons drawn up in line

of battle. As he bore down upon the Spanish fleet, the

French admiral sent a flag of truce, to inform him that

as the French and Spaniards were engaged in a joint

expedition, he should be obliged to act in concert with

his master's allies. This interposition prevented an

engagement. The combined fleets amounting to double

the number of the English squadron, admiral Haddock

was obliged to desist; and proceeded to Port-Mahon,

leaving the enemy to prosecute their voyage without

jiolestation. The people of England were incensed at

this transaction, and did not scruple to aiSrm that the

hands of the British admiral were tied up by the neu-

trality of Hauover.*

INACTIVITY OP THE NAVAL POWER OF
GREAT BRITAIN.

The court of Madrid seemed to have shaken off that

indolence and phlegm which had formerly disgraced

the councils of Spain. They no sooner learned the de-

stination of commodore Anson, who had sailed from

Spithcad in the course of the preceding year, than they

sent Don Pizzaro with a more powerful squadron upon

the same voyage, to defeat his design. He accordingly

steered the same course, and actually fell in with one

or two ships of the British armament, near the straits

of Magellan; but he could not weather a long and furi-

ous tempest, through whicli Mr. Anson proceeded into

the Soutli-Sca. One of the Spanish ships perished at

sea; another was wrecked on the coast of Brazil; and

Pizzaro bore away for tlie Rio de la Plata, where he

ai-rivcd with the three remaining ships, in a shattered

condition, after having lost twelve hundred men by sick-

ness and famine. The Spaniards exerted the same
vigilance and activity in Europe. Their privateers were

so industrious and successful, that iu the beginning of

this year they bad taken, since the commencement of

the war, four hundred and seven ships belonging to the

eubjects of Great Britain, valued at near four millions

of piastres. Tlie traders had therefore too much cause

to complain, considering the formidable fleets which
were maintained for the protection of commerce. In

the course of the summer, sir John Norris had twice

sailed towards the coast of Spain, at the bead of a

powerful squadron, without taking any effectual step

for annoying the enemy, as if the sole intention of

the ministry had been to expose the nation to the

ridicule and contempt of its enemies. The inactivity

of the British arms appears the more inexcusable, when
we consider the great armaments which had been pre-

pared. The land forces of Great Britain, exclusive

of the Danish and Hessian auxiliaries, amounted to

sixty thousand men; and the fleet consisted of above
one hundred ships of war, manned by fifty-four thou-

sand sailors.

The general discontent of the people had a manifest
influence upon the election of members for the new par-

liament, which produced one of the most violent con-

* Tn the month of July, two ships of Haddock's sriuaclron falling
in with three French ships of war, captain Bamct, the English
commodore, supposing tlicm to be Spanish register ships, tired a
filiot in order to bring tlicm to; and tliey refusing to comply with
this signal, a sharp engagement ensued ; after they had fought sev-
eral hours, the rrencli commander ceased firing, and thought pro-
\Kr to come to au explanation, when he and Bamct parted >vith
mutual apologies.

In the course of this year a dangerous conspiracy was discoveiTd
at New York, in Nortli America, ^^ne Hewsnn, a low publican, had
engaged several negnjcs in a design to destroy the town, and nias-
sacre the people. Fire was set to several parts oi the citv ; nine or
ten negroes were apprehended, convicted, and bunted alive. Ilew-
Bon, with his wife, and a servant maid privy to the i>Iot, were found
pnilty and hanged, though they died protesting their innocence.

tests between the two parties which had happened smce
the revolution. All the adherents of the prince of

Wales concurred with the country party, in opposition

to the minister; and the duke of Argyle exerted him-
self so successfully among the shires and boroughs of

Scotland, that the partisans of the ministry could not

secure six members out of the whole number returned

from North Britain. They were, however, much more
fortunate in the election of the sixteen peers, who were
chosen literally according to the list transmitted from
court. Instructions were delivered by the constituents

to a gi-eat number of members returned for cities and
counties, exhorting and requiring them to oppose a
standing army in time of peace; to vote for the mitiga-

tion of excise laws; for the repeal of septennial parlia-

ments; and for the limitation of placemen in the house
of commons. They likewise insisted upon their exam-
ining into the particulars of the public expense, and
endeavouring to redress the grievances of the nation.

Obstinate struggles were maintained in all parts of the

united kingdoms with uncommon ardour and persever-

ance; and such a national spirit of opposition prevailed,

that, notwithstanding the whole weight of ministerial

influence, the contrary interest seemed to preponderate

in the new parliament

REMARKABLE MOTION IN THE HOUSE OF
COMMONS BY LORD SOMERSET.

Tlie king returned to England in the month of Octo-

ber; and on the first daj- of Deceiuber the session was
opened. Mr. Onslow being re-chosen speaker, was ap-

proved of by his majesty, who spoke in the usual style

to both houses. He observed, that the former parlia-

ment had formed the strongest resolutions in favour of

the queen of Hungary, for the maintenance of the prag-

matic sanction; for the preservation of the balance of

power, and the peace and liberties of Europe; and that

if the other powers which were under the like engage-

ments with hiiu had answered the just expectations so

solemnly given, the support of the common cause would
have been attended with less difficulty. He said, he
had endeavoured, by the most proper aud early applica-

tions, to induce other powers that were united with him
by the ties of common interest, to concert such measures

as so important and critical a conjuncture required; that

where an accommodation seemed necessary, he had
laboured to reconcile princes whose union would have

been the most effectual means to prevent the mischiefs

which had happened, and the best security for the in

terest and safety of the whole. He owned his endeav-

ours had not hitherto produced the desired effect ; though
he was not without hope that a just sense of approach-

ing danger would give a more favourable turn to the

councils of other nations. He represented the neces-

sity of putting the kingdom in such a posture of defence

as would enable biin to improve all opportunities of

maintaining the liberties of Europe, and defeat any
attempts that should be made against him and his do-

minions; and he recommended unanimity, vigour, and

despatch. The house of commons having appointed

their several committees, the speaker reported the king's

speech; and Mr. Herbert moved for an address of th.anks,

including an approbation of the means by which the war
had been prosecuted. The motion being seconded by
Mr. Trevor, lord Noel Somerset stood up and moved,

that the house would in their address desire his majesty

not to engage these kingdoms in a war for the preser-

vation of his foreign dominions. He Avas supported by
that incorruptible patriot Mr. Shippen, who declared he

was neither ashamed nor afraid to affirm that thirty

years had made no change in any of his political opin-

ions. He said he was grown old in the house of com-

mons; that time had verified the predictions ho had

formerly uttered; and that he had seen his conjectures

ripened into knowledge. " If my country," added he,

" has been so unfortunate as once more to commit her

interest to men who propose to themselves no advantage
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from their trust bnt tlmt of selling it, I may, lierlinps,

fiUl oiice more under censure for declaring my opinion,

and bo onco more treated ns a criminal for asserting

what they who punish mc cannot deny; for maintain-

ing that llanoverian maxims arc inconsistent with tho

happiness of this nation; and for preserving tho caution

so strongly inculcated by those patriots who framed tho

Act of Settlement, and conferred upon the present royal

family their title to the throne." lie particiilarized tho

instances in which the ministry had acted in diametrical

opposition to that necessary constitution; and he in-

sisted on the necessity of taking some step to remove

tho apprehensions of the people, who began to think

themselves in danger of being sacrificed to the security

of foreign dominions. Mr. Gibbon, who spoko on tlio

Siimo side of tho question, expatiated upon the absur-

dity of returning thanks for tho prosecution of a war
which had been cgregiously mismanaged. "What!"
said he, " are our thanks to be solemnly returned for de-

feats, disgrace, and losses, the ruin of our merchants, tho

imprisonment of our sailors, idle shows of armaments,

and useless expenses?" Sir Robert Walpole having

made a short speech in defence of tho first motion for

an address, was answered by Mr. Pulteney, who seemed

to be animated with a double proportion of patriot in-

dignation. Uc asserted, that from a review of that

minister's conduct since the beginning of the dispute

with Spain, it would appear that he had been guilty not

only of single cn-ors, but of deliberate treachery; that

ho had always co-operated with the enemies of his

country, and sacrified to liis private interest tho happi-

ness and honour of the British nation. lie then entered

into adet.iil of that conduct against which he had so

often declaimed; and being transported by an over-

heated imagination, accused him of personal attachment

and affection to the enemies of the kingdom. A charge

that was doubtless the result of exaggerated animosity,

and served only to invalidate the other articles of im-

putation that were much better founded. His objec-

tions were overruled; and the address, ag at first pro-

posed, was presented to his majesty.

THE COUNTKY PARTY OBTAIN A MAJORITY
IN THE COMMONS.

This small adv.intage, however, tho minister did not

consider as a proof of his having ascert.iincd an un-

doubted majority in the house of commons. There was
a great number of disputed elections; and the discussion

of these was the point on which the people had tunied

their eyes, as the criterion of the minister's power and
credit. In the first which was heard at the bar of the

house, he carried his point by a majority of six only;

and this he looked upon as a defeat rather than a vic-

tory. His enemies exulted in their strength; as they

knew they should be joined, in matters of importance,

by scveraj members who voted against them on this

occasion. The inconsiderable majority that appeared
on the side of the administration, plainly proved that tho

influence of the minister was greatly diminished, and
seemed to prognosticate his further decline. This con-

siileration induced some individuals to declare against

him as a setting sun, from whose beams they could ex-

pect no further warmth. His adherents began to trem-

ble; and he himself had occasion for all his art and
equanimity. The court interest was not sufficient to

support the election of their own members for West-
minster. The high-bailiff had been guilty of some ille-

gal practices at the poll; and three justices of the peace

had, on pretence of preventing riots, scut for a military

force to overawe the election. A petition presented by
the electors of Westminster was taken into considera-

tion by the house; and the election was declared void

by a majority of four voices. The high-bailiff was taken

into custody; the officer who ordered the soldiers to

march, and the three justices who signed the letter, in

c^jnsequcncc of which he acted, were reprimanded on
their knees at the bar of the house.

Vou II.

SIR ROUERT WAI.rOI.F. CREATED EARL OF
ORKUUL).

Tho country party maintained tho advantage thoy
had gained in deciding upon several other controverted
elections; and sir Robert Walp<jlo tottered on tlio brink
of ruin. Ho knew that tho majority of a siuglo voto
would at any time commit him prisoner to the Tower,
should ever tlie motion be made; and ho saw that his

safety could bo ell'ected by no other expedient but that
of dividing the opposition. Towards tho accomidish-
ment of this purpose he employed all his credit and
dexterity. His emissaries did not fail to tamper with
those members of tho opposite party who were the most
likely to be converted by their arguments. A message
was sent by the bishop of Oxford to the prince of Wales,

importing. That if his royal highness would write a
letter of condescension to the king, he and all his coun-

sellors should be taken into favour; that fifty thousand

pounds should bo added to his revenue; four times that

sum be disljurscd inunediatuly for tho payment of his

debts; and suitable provision be made in due time for

all his followers. The prince declined this proposal.

He declared that he would accept no such conditions

while sir Robert Walpole continued to direct the public

affairs; that he looked upon him as a har between his

majesty and the aftcctions of his people; as tho author

of the national grievances both at homo and abroad;

and as the solo cause of that contempt which Great
liritain had incurred in all the courts of Europe. His
royal hij,'hness was now chief of this formidable party,

revered by the whole nation—a party which had gained

tho ascendancy in the house of commons; which profes-

sed to act upon tho prineiples of public virtue; which
demanded t!ic fall of an odious minister, as a sacrifice

due to an injured people; and declared tliat no tempta-

tion could shake their virtue; that no art could dissolve

tho cement by which they were united. >Sir Robert

Walpole, though repulsed in his attempt upon the prince

of Wales, was more successful in his other cndcaTourg.

He resolved to try his strength once more in the house

of commons, in another disputed election; and had the

mortification to see the majority augmented to sixteen

voices. He declared he would never more sit in that

house; and next day, which was the third of February,

the king adjourned both houses of parliament to the

eighteenth day of the same month. In this interim sir

Robert Walpole was created carl of Orford, and resigned

all his employments.

CHANGE IN THE MINISTRY.

At no time of bis life did he acquit himself with Fuch

prudential policy as he now displayed. Ho found means
to separate the parts that composed the opposition, and

to transfer tho popular odium from himself to tlioso who
had professed themselves his keenest adversaries. Tho
country-party consisted of the tories, reinforced by dis-

contented whigs, who had either been disappointed in

their own ambitious views, or felt for the distresses

of their country, occasioned by a weak and wortliless

administration. The old patriots, and tho whigs whom
they had joined, acted upon very different, and, indeed,

upon opposite principles of government; and theroforo

they were united only by the ties of convenience. A
coalition was projected between the discontented whigs,

and those of tho same denomination who acted in tho

ministry. Some were gratified witli titles and ofiiees;

and all were assured, that in the management of affairs

a new system would be adopted, according to tho plan

they themselves should propose. The court required

nothing of them, but that the carl of Orford sliouUl

escape with impunity. His place of chancellor of the

exchequer was bestowed upon Mr. Sandys, who was
likewise appointed a lord of the treasury; and the earl

of Wilmington succeeded him as first connnissioner of

that boaril. Lord Harrington, being dignified with tho

title of carl, was declared president of the council; and
2N
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in Ilia room lord Carteret became secretary of state.

The duke of Argyle was m.tde master-general of the

ordnance, colonel of his majesty's royal regiment of

liorso guards, ficld-m.arshal and commander-in-chief of

all the forces in South-Britain; but, finding himself dis-

appointed in his expectations of the coalition, he. In less

than a month, renounced all these employments. The
marquis of Tweedalo was appointed secretary of state

for Scotland, a post which had been long suppressed;

Mr. Pulteney was sworn of the privy-council, and after-

wards created earl of Bath. Tlie earl of Winchelsea

and Nottingham was preferred to the head of the admi-

ralty, in the room of sir Charles Wager; and, after the

resignation of the duke of Argyle, the earl of Stair was

appointed field-marshal of all his majesty's forces, as

well as ambassador-estraordinai-y to the states-general.

On the seventeenth day of February the prince of Wales,

attended by a numerous retinue of his adherents, waited

on his majesty, who received him graciously, and or-

dered his guards to be restored. Lord Carteret and Mr.

Sandys were the first who embraced the offers of the

court, without the consent or privity of any other lead-

ers in the opposition, except that of Sir. Pulteney; but

they declared to their friends, they would still proceed

upon patriot principles; that they would concur in pro-

moting an inquiry into past measures; and in enacting

necessary laws to secure the constitution from the prac-

tices of corruption. These professions were believed, not

only by their old coadjutors in the house of commons,

but also by the nation in general. The reconciliation

between the king and the prince of Wales, together

with the change in the ministry, were celebrated with

public rejoicings all over the kingdom; and immediately

after the adjournment nothing but concord appeared in

the house of commons.

INQUIRY INTO THE ADMINISTRATION OF
SIR ROBERT WALPOLE.

But this harmony was of short duration. It soon

appeared, that those who had declaimed the loudest for

the liberties of their country, had been actuated solely

by the most sordid and even the most ridiculous motives

of self-interest. Jealousy and mutual distrust ensued
between them and their former confederates. The na-

tion complained, that, instead of a total change of men
and measm-es, they saw the old ministry strengthened

by this coalition; and the same interest in parliament

predominating with redoubled influence. They branded
the new converts as apostates and betrayers of their

countiy ; and in the transports of their indignation, they
entirely overlooked the old object of their resentment.
That a nobleman of pliant principles, naiTow fortune,

and unbounded ambition, should forsake his party for

the blandishments of affluence, power, and authority,

will not appear strange to any person acquainted with
the human heart; but the sensible part of mankind will

.always reflect with amazement upon the conduct of a
man, who seeing himself idolized by his fellow-citizens,

as the first and firmest patriot in the kingdom, as one
of the most shining ornaments of his country, could give
up all his popularity, and incur the contempt or detes-

tation of mankind, for the wretched consideration of an
empty title, without office, influence, or the least sub-
stantial appendage. One cannot, without an emotion
of grief, contemplate such an instance of infatuation

—

one cannot but lament that such glory should have been
so weakly forfeited; that such talents should have been
lost to the cause of liberty and virtue. Doubtless he
flattered himself with the hope of one day directing the
councils of his sovereign; but this was never accom-
plished, and he remained a solitary monument of blasted
ambition. Before the change in the ministry, Mr. Pul-
teney moved, that the sevcr.al papers relating to the
conduct of the war, which had been laid before the house,
should be referred to a select committee, who should
examine strictly into the particulars, and make a report
to the house of their remarks and objections. The mo-

tion introduced a debate; but, upon a division, was
rejected by a majority of three voices. Petitions having

been presented by the merchants of London, Bristol,

Liverpool, Glasgow, and almost all the trading towns

in the kingdom, complaining of the losses they had
sustained by the bad conduct of the war, the house re-

solved itself into a committee to deliberate on these

remonstrances. The articles of the London petition

were explained by Mr. Glover, an eminent merchant of

that city. Six daj's were spent in perusing papers and
examining witnesses; then the same gentleman summed
up the evidence, and in a pathetic speech endeavoured

to demonstrate, that the commerce of Great Britain had
been exposed to the insults and rapine of the Spaniards,

not by inattention or accident, but by one uniform and
continued design. This inquiry being resumed after the

adjournment, copies of instructions to admirals and cap-

tains of cruising ships were laid before the house: the

commons passed several resolutions, upon which a bill

was prepared for the better protecting and securing the

trade and navigation of the kingdom. It made its way
through the lower house ; but was thrown out by the

lords. The pension-bill was revived and sent up to the

peers, where it was again rejected, lord Carteret voting

against that very measure which he had so lately en-

deavoured to promote. On the ninth day of March, lord

Limerick made a motion for appointing a committee to

inquire into the conduct of affairs for the last twenty
years; he was seconded by sir John St. Aubyn, and
supported by Mr. Vclters Cornwall, Mr. Phillips, Mr.
W. Pitt, and lord Percival, the new member for West-
minster, who had already signalized himself by his elo-

quence and capacity. The motion was opposed by sir

Charles Wager, Mr. Pelham, and Mr. Henry Fox, sur-

veyor-general to his majesty's works, and brother to lord

Ilchester. Though the opposition was faint and frivolous,

the proposal was rejected by a majority of two voices.

1742. Lord Limerick, not yet discouraged, made a

motion on the twenty-third day of March, for an in-

quiry into the conduct of Robert carl of Orford, for the

last ten years of bis administration ; and, after a sharp

debate, it was carried in the affinnative. The house

resolved to choose a secret committee by ballot; and in

the meantime presented an address to tlie king, assuring

him of their fidelity, zeal, and afl'ection.

Sir Robert Godschall having moved for leave to bring

in a bill to repeal the act for septennial parliaments, he
was seconded by sir John Barnard; but warmly opposed

by Mr. Pulteney and Mr. Sandys; and the question pas-

sed in the negative. The committee of secrecy being

chosen, began to examine evidence, and Mr. Paxton,

solicitor to the treasury, refusing to answer such ques-

tions as were put to him, lord Limerick, chairman of the

committee, complained to the house of his obstinacy.

Ho was first taken into custody; and still persisting in

his refusal, committed to Newgate. Then his lordship

moved, that leave should be given to bring in a bill for

indemnifying evidence against the earl of Orford; and
it was actually prepared by a decision of the majority.

In the house of lords it was vigorously opposed by lord

Carteret, and as strenuously supported by tlie duke of

Argyle ; but fell upon a divison, by the weight of supe-

rior numbers. Those members in the house of commons
who heartily wished the inquiry might be prosecuted,

wore extremely incensed at the fate of this bill. A com-

mittee was appointed to search the journals of the lords

for precedents; their report being read, lord Strange,

son to the earl of Derby, moved for a resolution, " That
the lords refusing to concur with the commons of Great

Britain, in an indemnification necessary to the eflfectual

carrying on the inquiry now depending in parliament,

is an obstruction to justice, and may prove fatal to the

liberties of this nation."—This motion, which was se-

conded by lord Quarendon, son of the earl of Lichfield,

gave rise to a warm debate; and Jlr. Sandys declaimed

against it, as a step that would bring on an immediate
dissolution of the present form of government. It is

really amazing to see with what effrontery soma men
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can shift their maxims, anil openly contrmlict tlio wholo

tenor of their former conduet. Mr. Sjindya did not p.i.ss

unccntiured : ho sustained some sovoro siircn.im9 on hia

npost«cy from sir John lliiulo Cotton, who refuted nil liis

objections; nevertheless, the motion passed in the nega-

tive. Notwithstanding this groat obstruction, iiurposuly

thrown in the way of the imiuiry, tho secret commiltee

discovered many llagrant instances of fraud and corrup-

tion in whicli tlio carl of Orford had been concenicd. It

apiHjared, that he had granted frauilulent contracts for

paying the troiips in tho West Indies; that he h.id em-

ployed iniquitous arts to influence elections; that for

•ocret service, during the last ten years, ho had touched

one million four hundred fifty-three thousaml four hun-

dred pounds of public money; that above fifty thousand

pounds of this sutu had been paid to authors and printers

of newspapers and political tracts, written in defence of

the ministry; that on tho very day which preceded his

resignation, he had signed orders on tho civil list reve-

nues for above thirty thousand (Kinnds; but as the cash

remaining in tho cxchcfiner did not much exceed four-

teen thousand pounds, ho had raised the remaining part

of tho thirty thousand, by pawning tho orders to a

banker. Tho conimitteo proceeded to mako further

progress in their scrutiny, and had almost prepared a

third rejiort, when they were interrupted by the proro-

gation of parliament.

The ministry finding it wag necessary to take some
."itcp for conciliating the affection of tho people, gave

way to a bill for excluding certain olEccrs from seats in

the house of commons. They passed another fur en-

couraging the linen mannfacture; a third for regulating

the trade of tho plantations; and a fourth to prevent

tho marriage of lunatics. Tliey voted forty thousand

seamen, and sixty-two thousand five hundred landmen,

for the service of the current year. They provided for

tho subsidies to Denmark and Ilcsse-Cassel, and voted

five hundred thousand pounds to the queen of Ilungaiy.

The expense of the year amounted to near six millions,

raised by the land-tax at four shillings in tho pound, by
the malt-tax, by one million from the sinking-fund, by
annuities granted upon it for eight hnndred thousand

pounds, and a loan of one million six hundred thousand

pounds from the bank. In the month of July, John lord

Gower was appointed keeper of his majesty's privy-seal

Allen lord liathurst was made captain of the band of

pensioners; and on the fifteenth day of the month, Mr.
Pulteney took his seat in the house of peers as earl of

Kith. The king closed the session in the itsual way,
after having given them to understand, that a treaty of

peace was concluded between the queen of Hungary
and the king of Prussia, under his mediation; and that

the late successes of the Au.strian arms were in a great

measure owing to the generous assistance afforded by
the British nation.

THE ELECTOR OF BAVARIA CHOSEN
EMPEUOR.

By this time great changes had happened in the affairs

of thj continent. The elector of Bavaria was chosen

emperor of Germany at Franckfort on the Maine, and
crowned by the name of fh.arles VII. on the twelfth

day of February. Thither tho imperial diet was removed
from Ratisbon; they confirmed his election, and indul-

ged him with a subsidy of fifty Roman months, amount-
ing to aliout two hundred thousand pounds sterling. In

the meantime the .Austrian general, Khevcnhuller, ra-

vaged his electorate, and made himself master of Munich
the capital of Bavaria; he likewise laid part of the

palatinate under contribution, in resentment for that

elector's having sent a Vniy of his troops to reinforce

the Imperi.il army. In March, count .Saxe, with a de-

tachment of French and Bavarians, reduced Egra; and
the Anstrians were obliged to evacuate Bavaria, though
they afterwards retnnied. Khevcnhuller took [lOst in

the neighbourhood of Passau, and detached general
Bernclao to Dinglesing on the Iscr, to observe the mo-

tions of thu onomy, who were now Itccome extremely
formidable. In .\lay, a detachment of French luid Ba-
varians advanced to tho castle of llilkersberg on tho
Danube, with a view to take possession of a bridge over
the river; tho Austrian garrison iiiimeiliately marched
otit to give them battle, and a severe action ensued, in

which tho Imperialists were defeated.

THE KING OF PRU.'^.'siA OAINS THE BATTLE
AT CZASLAW.

In tho beginning of tho year the queen of Hungary
had assembled two considerable armies in Moravia and
Bohemia. Prince Charles of Lorraine, at the head of

fifty thousand men, advanced against the Saxons and
Prussians, who thought proper to retire with iirecipitn-

tion from Moravia, which they had invaded. Then tho

prince took the route to Bohemia; and marshal Ihoglio,

who commanded tho French forces in that country,

must have fallen a sacrifice, had not the king of Prussia

received a strong reinforcement, and entered that king-

dom before his allies could be attacked. The two armies

advanced towards each other; and on the seventeenth

of May joined battle at Czaslav.-, where the Austrians

at first gained a manifest advantJigo, and penetrated as

far as the Prussi.in baggage; then the irregulars began
to plunder so eagerly, that they neglected every other

consideration. Tho Prussian infantry took this oppor-

tunity to rally; the battle was renewed, and after a
very obstinate contest, tho victory was snatched out of

the hands of the Austrians, who were obliged to retira

with tho loss of five thousand men killed, and twelve

hundred taken by the enemy. The Pnissi.ans paid dear

for the honour of remaining on the field of battle; and
from tho circumstances of this action, the king is said

to have conceived a disgust to tlie war. When tho

.Vustrians made such progress in the beginning of the

engagement, he rode off with great expedition, until ho

was recalled by a message from his general, the cotnit

do Schwerin, assuring his majesty that there was no
danger of a defeat. Immediately after this battle, he

discovered an inclination to accommodate all differences

with the queen of Hungary, The earl of Uyudford,
ambassador from the court of Great Britain, who accom-
p.anied him in this campaign, and was vested with full

powers by her Hungarian majesty, did not fail to culti-

vate this favourable disposition; and on the first day of

June, a treaty of peace between the two powers was
concluded at lireslau. The queen ceded to his Prussian

m.'ijcsty the Tliqicr and Lower Selesia, with the county

ofGlatzin Bohemia; and he charged himself with tho

payment of tho sum lent by the merchants of London to

the late emperor, on tho >filesian revenues. He like-

wise engaged to observe a strict neutrality during tho

war, and to withdraw his forces from Bohemia in fifteen

days after the ratification of tho treaty, in which were
comprehended the king of Great Britain elector of Han-
over, the czarin.i, the king of Denmark, the states gen-

eral, the house of Wolfenbuttlo, and the king of I'oland

elector of Saxony, on certain conditions, which were
accepted.

The king of Prussia recalled his troops; while marc-
schal I'.roglio, whocomnLinded the French auxiliaries in

that kingdom, and the count do Bellcisle, abandoned
their magazines and baggage, and retired with precipi-

tation tinder tho cannon of Prague. There they in-

trenched themselves in an advantageous situation; and
prince Charles being joined by the other body of Aus-
trinns, under prince Lobkowitz, encamped in sight of

them on the hills of Girinsnitz. The grand duke of

Tuscany anived in the Anstri.an army, of which he took

tho command; and the French generals offered to sur-

render Prague, Fgra, and all the other places they jKis-

sessed in Bohemia, provided they might be allowed to

march ofl" with their arms, artillery, and baggage. The
proposal was rejected, and Prague invested on all sides

aliont the end of July. Though the operations of the

siege were carried on in an awkward and slovenly man-
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oer, tlie place was so effectually blocked up, that famine

must have compelled the French to surrender at discre-

tion, had not very extraordinary efforts been made for

their relief. The emperor had made advances to the

queen of Hungary. lie promised that the French forces

ehould quit ISohcmia, and evacuate the empire; and he

ortcrcd to renoimce all pretensions to the kingdom of

Bohemia, on condition that the Austrians would restore

Bavaria; but these conditions were declined by the

court of Vienna. The king of France was no sooner

apprized of the condition to which the generals Broglio

and Belleisle were reduced, than he sent orders to mare-

shal MaiUebois, who commanded his army on the Rhine,

to march to their relief. His troops were immediately

put iu motion; and when they reached Amherg in the

Upper Palatinate, were joined by the French and Im-

perialists from Bavaria. Prince Charles of Lorraine hav-

ing received intelligence of their junction and design,

left eighteen thousand men to maintain the blockade of

Prague, under the command of general Festititz, wliile

he himself, with the rest of his army, advanced to Hay-
don on the frontiers of Bohemia. There he was joined

by coimt Khevenhuller, who from Bavaria had followed

the enemy, now commanded by count Seckendorf, and

the count de Saxe. Seckendorf however was sent back

to Bavaria, while mareschal JIaillebois entered Bohemia
on the twenty-fifth day of September. But he marched
with such precaution, that prince Charles could not bring

him to an engagement. Meanwhile Festititz, for want
of sufficient force, was obliged to abandon the blockade

of Prague ; and the French generals being now at lib-

erty, took post at Leutmaritz. JIaillebois advanced as

far as Kadan ; but seeing the Austrians possessed of all

the passes of the mountains, he marched back to the

palatinate, and was miserably harassed in his retreat by
prince Charles, who had left a strong body with prince

Lobkowitz to watch the motions of Belleisle and Broglio.

EXTBAOEDINAKY KETREAT OF M. DE
BELLEISLE.

These generals seeing themselves surrounded on all

hands, returned to Prague, from whence Broglio made
his escape iu the habit of a courier, and was sent to com-
mand the army of MaiUebois, who was by this time dis-

graced. Prince Lobkowitz, who now directed the block-

ade of Prague, had so effectually cut off all communi-
cation between that place and the adjacent country,

that in a little time the French troops were reduced to

great extremity, both from the severity of the season,

and the want of provisions. They were already reduced
to the necessity of eating horse flesh, and unclean ani-

mals; and they had no other prospect but that of perish-

ing bj' famine or war, when their commander formed
the scheme of a retreat, which was actually put in
execution. Having taken some artful precautions to

deceive the enemy, he, in the middle of December, de-
parted from Prague at midnight, with about fourteen
thousand men, thirty pieces of artillery, and some of
the principal citizens as hostages for the safety of nine
hundred soldiers whom he had left in garrison. Not-
withstanding the difficulties he must have encountered
at that season of the year, in a broken and unfrequented
road, which he purposely chose, he marched with such
expedition, that he had gained the passes of the moun-
tains before he was overtaken by the horse and hussars
of prince Lobkowitz. The fatigue and hardships which
the miserable soldiers underwent are inexpressible. A
great number perished in the snow, and many hundreds,
fainting witli weariness, cold, and hunger, were left to
the mercy of the Austrian irregulars, consisting of the
most barbarous people on the face of the earth. The
count de Belleisle, though tortured with the hip-gout,
behaved with surprising resolution and activity. He
caused himself to be earned on a litter to every pl.icc
where he thought his presence was necessary, and made
such dispositions, that the pursuers never could make
on impression upon the body of his troops; but all his

artilleiy, baggage, and even his own equipage, fell into

the hands of the enemy. On the twenty-ninth day of

December, he amved at Egra, from whence he pro-

ceeded to Alsace without further molestation ; but when
he returned to Versailles, he met with a very cold re-

ception, notwithstanding the gallant exploit which he
had performed. After his escape, prince Lobkowitz re-

turned to Prague, and the small gariisou which Belleisle

had left in that place surrendered upon honourable terms;

so that this capital reverted to the house of Austria.

THE KING OF GREAT BRITAIN FORMS AN
ARMY IN FLANDERS.

The king of Great Britain resolved to make a power-
ful diversion in the Netherlands, and in the month of

April, ordered sixteen thousand effective men to be em-
barked for that country ; but as this step was taken
without any previous concert with the states-general,

the carl of Stair, destined to the command of the force*

in Flanders, was in the meantime appointed ambassador-

extraordinary and plenipotentiary to their high mighti-

nesses, in order to persuade them to co-operate vigorous-

ly in the plan which his Britannic majesty had formed;

a plan by which Great Britain was engaged as a prin-

cipal in a foreign dispute, and entailed upon herself

the whole burden of an expensive war, big with ruin

and disgrace. England, from being the umpire, was
now become a party in all continental quarrels ; and,

instead of trimming the balance of Europe, lavished

away her blood and treasure in supporting the interest

and allies of a puny electorate in the north of Germany.
The king of Prussia had been at variance with the elec-

tor of Hanover. The duchy of Mecklenburgh was the

avowed subject of dispute; but his Prussian majesty is

said to have had other more provoking causes of com-
plaint, which however he did uot think proper to di-

vulge. The king of Great Britain found it convenient

to accommodate these differences. In the course of this

summer the two powers concluded a convention, in

consequence of which the troops of Hanover evacuated

Mecklcnbm'gh, and three regiments of Brandenburgh
took possession of those bailiwicks that were mortgaged
to the king of Prussia. The elector of Hanover being

now secured from danger, sixteen thousand troops of

that coimtry, together with the six thousand auxUiaiy

Hessians, began their march for the Netherlands; and
about the midtUe of October arrived in the neighbourhood

of Brussels, where they encamped. The carl of Stair

repaired to Ghent, where the British forces were quar-

tered : a body of Austrians was assembled; and though

the season was far advanced, he seemed determined

upon some expedition; but all of a sudden the troops

were sent into winter-quarters. The Austrians retired

to Luxembourg; the English and Hessians remained

in Flanders; and the Hanoverians mai'ched into the

county of Liege, without paying any regard to the

bishop's protestation.

PROGRESS OF THE WAR BET"\VEEN RUSSIA
AND SWEDEN.

The states-general had made a considerable augmen-
tation of their forces by sea and land; but, notwith-

standing the repeated instances of the earl of Stair, they

resolved to adhere to their neutrality; they dreaded the

neighbourhood of the French; and they were far from

being pleased to see the English get footing in the Ne-
therlands. The friends of the house of Orange began

to exert themselves; the states of Groningcn and West
Friesland protested, in favour of the prince, against the

promotion of foreign generals which had lately been

made ; but his interest was powerfully opposed by the

prcvLnces of Zealand and Holland, which had the great-

est weight in the republic. The revolution iu Russia

did not put an end to the war with Sweden. These

two powers had agreed to an armistice of three months,

during which the czarina augmented her forces in Fin-
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1 inj. She likewise onlcrcd the counts Osterman and

Munich, with their adlicrcnts, to be tricJ; thi-v were

condemned to death, but jWRloned on the scatlolil, and

sent in exile to ijiberia. The Swedes, still encouraged

by the intrigues of Krance, refused to listen to any

terms of accommodation, unless Carelia, and the otlur

conquests of tho czar IVter, should be restored. The
French court had expected to bring over the new em-
press to their measures; but they found her as well dis-

posed as her predecessor to as.^ist tho house of Austria.

She remitted a considerable sum of money to the queen
ofHungan.-; and at the s.ime time congratulated the

elector of Uavaria on his elevation to the Imperial

throne. The ceremony of her coronation was performed

in May, with great solemnity, at Moscow; and in No-

vember she dechircd her nephew, the duke of Ilolstcin-

Gottorp, her successor, by the title of grand prince of

all the Russias. The ces.sation of arms beini; expired,

general Lasci reduced Frcdericksheim, and obliged the

Swedish army, commanded by count Lewenhaupt, to

rttiro before him, from one place to another, until at

length they were quite surrounded near Helsingsors.

In this emergency the Swedish general submitted to a

capitulation, by which his infantry were transported by
sea to Sweden; his cavalry marched by land to Abo;
and bis artillery and magazines remained in the hands

of the Russians. The king of Sweden being of an ad-

vanced age, tho diet assembled in order to settle the

succession; and the duke of IIolstein-Gottorp, as grand-

son to tho eldest sister of Charles XII., was declared

next heir to the crown. A courier was immediately

despatched to Moscow, to notify to the dnke this deter-

mination of the diet; and this message was followed by
a deputation ; but when they understood that he had

embraced the religion of the Greek church, and been

acknowledged successor to the throne of Russia, tliey

annnlled his election for Sweden, and resolved that the

succession should not be re-established until a peace

should bo concluded with the czarina. Conferences

were opened at .\bo for this puqiose. In the meantime,

the events of war had been so long unfortunate for Swe-
den, that it was absolutely necessary to appease the

indignation of the people writh some sacrifice. The
generals Lcwenhanpt and Bodenbrock were tried by a

court-martial for misconduct; being found guilty and
condemned to death, they applied to the diet, by which
the sentence was conlirnied. The term of the subsidy-

treaty between Great Britain and Denmark expiring,

his Danish m.ijesty refused to renew it; nor would he
accede to the peace of Breslau. On the other hand, he

became subsidiary to France, with which also he con-

cluded a new treaty of commerce.

THE KING OF SARDINIA DECLARES FOR
THE HOUSE OF AUSTRIA.

The court of Versailles were now heartily tired of

maintaining the war in Germany, and had actually

mode equitable proposals of peace to the queen of Hun-
gary, by whom they were rejected. Thus repulsed,

they redoubled their preparations; and endeavoured, by
advantageous offers, to detach the king of Sardinia from
tho interest of the house of Austria. This prince liad

espoused a sister to the grand duke, who pressed him to

declare for her brother, and the queen of Hungary pro-

mised to gratily him with some territories in the jlil-

ancsc; besides, he thought the Spaniards had already

gained too much ground in Italy; but, at the same
time, he was afraid of being crushed between France
and Spain, before he could Ijc properly supported. He
therefore temporized, and protracted the negotiation,

until he was alarmed at the progress of the .Spanish

arms in Italy, and fixed in his determination by the

subsidies of Great Britain. The .Spanish army assem-
bled at Rimini under the duke dc Montemar; and be-
ing joined by the Neapolitan forces, amounted to sixty

thousand men, furnished with a large train of artillery.

boat the bcginuing of May, they entered tho Uolog-

nese; tlien the king of .''ardinia declaring against them,
joined the .^ustrian army coiiinianded by count Traun;
marched into llie duehy of I'arma; and understanding
that the duke of Modenn had engaged in a treaty with
the Spaniarils, dispossessed that prince of his dominions.
The duke de Montemar, seeing his army diminished by
sickness and desertion, retreated to tho kingdom of
Naples, and was followed by the king of Sardinia as far
as Rimini.

Here be received intelligence that Don Philip, third
son of his catholic m.ajcsty, had made an irruption into
Savoy with another army of Spaniards, and already t.ikcn

possession of Chamberri, the capital. He forthwith be-

gan his march for Piedmont. Don Philip abandoned
Savoy at his approach, and retreating into Dauphin^,
took post under the cannon of fort Barreaux. The king
pursued him thither, and both armies remained in sight

of each other till tho month of December, when tho

marquis dc Minas, an active and enterprising general,

arrived from Madrid, and took upon him the command
of the forces under Don Philip. This general's first

exploit was against the castle of Aspremont, in tho

neighbourhood of the Sardinian camp. He attacked it

so vigorously, that the garrison was obliged to capitu-

late in four-and-forty hours. The loss of this important

post compelled the king to retire into Piedmont, and the

Spaniards marched back into Savoy, where they estab-

lished their winter quarters. In the meantime the duke
de Montemar, who directed the other Spanish army,
though the duke of Modena was nominal gener.ilissinio,

resigned his command to count Gages, who attempted

to penetrate into Tuscany; but was prevented by tho

vigilance of count Traun, tho Austrian general. In
December he quartered his troops in the Bolognese and
Romagna ; while the Austrians and Piedmontese weredis-

tributed in the Modenese and Parmesan. The pope was
passive during the whole campaign ; the Venetians main-
tained their neutr.ality, and the king of the two Sicilies

was overawed by the British fleet in the Mediterranean.

The new ministry in England had sent out admiral

Matthews to assume the command of this squadron,

which had been for some time conducted by Lestock,

an inferior officer, as Haddock had been obliged to re-

sign his commission on account of his ill state of health.

Matthews was likewise invested with the character of

ministei--plenipotcntiar)' to the king of Sardinia and tho

states of Italy. Immcdi.atcly after he had taken pos-

session of his command, he ordered captain N'orris to

destroy five Spanish galleys which had put into the bay
of St. Tropez ; and this service was efTeetually performed.

In May he detached commodore Rowley, with eight

sail, to cruise off the harbour of Toulon; and a great

number of merchant ships belonging to the enemy fell

into his hands. In August ho sent commodore Martin
with another squadron into the bay of Naples, to bom-
bard that city, unless his Sicilian majesty would imme-
diately recall his troops, which had joined the Spanish

army, .and promise to remain neutral during the contin-

uance of the war. Naples was immediately filled with
consternation; the king subscribed to these conditions;

and the English squadron rejoined the admiral on tlie

road of Hiercs, which he had chosen for his winter stii-

tion. Before this period he had landed some men at St.

Remo, in tho territories of Cicnoa, and destroyed the

magazines that were erected for the use of the Spanish

army. He had likewise ordered two of his cniisers to

attack a Spanish ship of the line which lay at anchor in

the port of Ajaccio, in the island of Corsica ; but the Sjian-

ish captain set his men on shore, and blew up his ship,

rather than she should fall into the hands of the English.

OPERATIONS IN THE WEST INDIES.

In the course of this year admiral Vernon and gen-

eral Wentworth made another effort in the West Indies.

They had in January received a reinforcement from

England, and planned a new expedition, in concert with

the governor of Jam.aica, who accompanied them in
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their voyage. Their design was to disembark the troops

at Porto- Belle, and march across the isthmus of Darien

to attack the rich to\ra of Panama. They sailed from

Jamaica on the ninth day of March, and on the twenty-

eighth arrived at Porto- Bello. There they held a coun-

cil of war, in which it was resolved, that as the troops

were sickly, the rainy season begun, and several trans-

ports not yet arrived, the intended expedition was be-

come impracticable. In pursuance of this determina-

tion, the armament immediately retui-ned to Jamaica,

exhibiting a ridiculous spectacle of folly and irresolu-

tion.* In .\ugust, a ship of war was sent from thence,

with about three hundred soldiers, to the small island

of Rattan in the bay of Honduras, of which they took

possession. In September, Vernon and Wentworth re-

ceived orders to retuni to England with such troops as

remained alive; these did not amount to a tenth part of

the number which bad been sent abroad in that inglo-

rious service. The infei-ior officers fell ignobly by sick-

ness and desp.air, without an opportunity of signalizing

their courage, and the commanders lived to feel tlie

scorn and reproach of their country. In the month of

Jime the new colony of Georgia was invaded by an ar-

mament from St. Augustine, commanded by Don Jlar-

inel de Monteano, governor of that fortress. It consis-

ted of six-and-thirty ships, from which four thousand

men were landed at St. Simon's; and began their march

for Frederica. General Oglethorpe, with a handful of

men, took such wise precautions for opposing their pro-

gress, and harassed them in their march with such ac-

tivity and resolution, that after two of their detachments

had been defeated, they retired to their ships and to-

tally abandoned the enterprise.

In England the merchants still complained that their

commerce was not properly protected, and the people

clamoured against the conduct of the war. They said,

their burdens were increased to maintain quarrels with

which they had no concern; to defray the enormous
expense of inactive fleets and pacific armies. Lord
Carteret had by this time insinuated himself into the

confidence of his sovereign, and engrossed the whole
direction of public affairs. The war with Spain was
now become a secondary consideration, and neglected

accordingly ; while the chief attention of the new min-
ister was turned upon the affairs of the continent. The
dispute with Spain concerned Britain only. The in-

terests of Hanover were connected with the troubles of

the empire. By pursuing this object he soothed the

wishes of his master, and opened a more ample field for

his own ambition. He had studied the policy of the

continent with peculiar eagerness. This was the fa-

vourite subject of his reflection, upon which he thought
and spoke with a degree of enthusiasm. The intoler-

able taxes, the poverty, the ruined commerce of his

country, the iniquity of standing armies, votes of credit,

and foreign connexions, upon which he had so often ex-
patiated, were now forgotten or overlooked. He saw
nothing but glory, conquest, or acquired dominion. He
set the power of France at defiance; and as if Great
Britain had felt no distress, but teemed with treasure
which she could not otherwise employ, he poured forth
her millions with a rash and desperate hand, in pur-
chasing beggarly allies, and maintaining mercenary
.armies. The earl of Stair had arrived in England to-

wards the end of August, and conferred with his ma-
jesty. A privy-council was summoned; and in a few
days that nobleman returned to Holland. Lord Carteret
was sent with a commission to the Hague in September;
and when he returned, the baggage of the king and the
duke of Cumberland, which had been shipped for Flan-

• In M»v, two English frigates, comniandrd by captain Smith
and captain Stuart, fill in with tliree Spanisli sliips uf war, mar tlic
island of St. Cliristopher's. They fortliwith engaged, and the actiun
continued till night, by the favour of wliich the enemy retired tn
Porto Kico in a shattered condition.—In the month of September, the
Tilbury ship of nar, of si.ity gims, was accidentallv set on lire, and
deiitroycd, off the island of }lisp.aiiiiil.i, on which occu^ion one hun-
dred and twcnty-.tevcn men perished ; the rest were .•iaved by captain
lloare of tlio DefiAncc, who happened to be on the same cruise.

ders, was ordered to be brought on shore. The parlia-

ment met on the sixteenth day of November, when hia

majesty told them, that he had augmentfid the British

forces in the low countries with sixteen Thousand Hano-

verians and the Hessian auxiliaries, in order to form

such a force, in conjunction with the Austrian troops,

as might be of service to the common cause at all events.

He extolled the magnanimity and fortitude of the queen

of Hungary, as well as the resolute conduct of the king

of Sardinia, and that prince's strict adherence to his en-

gagements, though attacked in his own dominions. He
mentioned the requisition made by Sweden, of his good

offices for procuring a peace between that nation and

Russia; the defensive alliances which be had concluded

with the czarina, and with the king of Prussia; as events

which could not have been expected, if Great Britain

had not manifested a seasonable spirit and vigour in de-

fence and assistance of her ancient allies, and in main-

taining the liberties of Europe. He said the honour
and interest of his crown and kingdoms, the success of

the war with Spain, the re-establishment of the balance

and tranquillity of Europe, would greatly depend on the

prudence and vigour of their resolution. The marquis

of Tweedale moved for an address of thanks, which was
opposed by the carl of Chesterfield, for the reasons so

often urged on the same occasion; but supported by
lord Carteret on his new-adopted maxims, with those

specious arguments which he could at all times produce,

delivered with amazing serenity and assurance. The
motion was agreed to, and the address prescntel to his

majesty. About this period a treaty of mutual defence

and guarantee between his majesty and the king of

Prussia, was signed at Westminster. In the house of

commons Mr. Lyttelton made a motion for reviving the

place-bill; but it was opposed by a great number of

members who had formerly been strenuous advocates

for this measure, and rejected upon a division. This
was also the fate of a motion made to renew the inquiry

into the conduct of Robert carl of Orford. As many
strong presumptions of guilt had appeared against him
in the reports of the secret committee, the nation had
reason to expect that this proposal would have been

embraced by a great majority; but several members,
who in the preceding session had been loud in their

demands of justice, now shamefully contributed their

talents and interest in stifling the inquiry.

EXTRAORDINARY MOTION IN THE HOUSE
OF LORDS.

WTien the house of lords took into consideration the

several estimates of the expense occasioned by tJie forces

in the pay of Great Britain, carl Stanhope, at the close

of an elegant speech, moved for an addiess, to beseech

and advise bis majesty, that in compassion to his people,

loaded already with such numerous and heavy taxes,

such large and growing debts, and greater annual ex-

penses than the nation at any time before had ever sus-

tained, he would exonerate his subjects of the charge

and burden of those mercenaries who were t.iken into

the service last year, without the advice or consent of

parliament. The motion was supported by the earl of

Sandwich, who took occasion to speak with great con-

tempt of Hanover; and, in mentioning the royal family,

seemed to forget tb.at decorum which the subject re-

quired. He had, indeed, reason to talk with asperity

on the contract by which the Hanoverians had been

taken into the pay of Great Britain. Levy-money was
ch.arged to the account, though they were engaged for

one year only, and though not a single regiment had
been raised on this occasion; they had been levied for

the security of the electorate; and would have been

maintained if England had never engaged in the affairs

of the continent. The duke of Bedford enlarged upon
tlie same subject. He said it had been suspected, nor

was the suspicion without foundation, that the measures
of the English ministry had long been regulated by the

interest of his majesty's electoral territories; that these
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had been long eonsiileroil ns n gulf into atIucIi the trcn-

guros of Great Urituin IiaJ been thrown; that the state

of Hanover h.id been chanpcil, without any visible

cause, sineo the accession of its princes to the throne

of England; alllucneo had begun to wanton in their

towns, aud gold to glitter in their cottages, without the

discovery of mines, or the increase of their commerce;

and new dominions had been iiurcha.«cd, of w hich the

value was never paid from the revenues of Hanover.

The motion was hunted down by the new ministr)', the

patriot lord llathurst, and the carl of Hath, which Inst

nobleman declared, that ho considered it as an act of

cowardice and meanness, to fall passively down the

stream of i>opularity, to sutler his reason and integrity

to be overborne by the noise of vulgar clamours, which

had been raised against the measures of government

by the low arts of exaggeration, fallacious reasonings,

and partial representations. This is the very Language

which sir Kflnrt Wal|Hilo had often used against Mr.

l"ultcney and his confederates in the house of commons.
The associates of the new secretary pleaded the cause

of Hanover, and insisted uix>n the necessity of a land-

war against France, with all the vehemence of declama-

tion. Their suggestions were answered; their conduct

was severely stigmatircd by the earl of Chesterfield,

who observed, that the assembling an army in Flanders,

without the concurrence of the states-general, or any
other power engaged by trcatj', or bound by interest,

to supj)ort the queen of Hungary, was a rash and ridi-

culous me.isurc ; the taking sixteen thous.ind Hanoveri-

ans into Itritish ])ay, without consulting the parliament,

seemed highly derogatory to the rights and dignity of

the great council of the nation, and a very dangerous

precedent to future times; that these troops could not

be employed against the emperor, whom they had al-

ready recognised; that the arms and wealth of Britain

alone were altogether insutlicient to raise the house of

Austria to its former strength, dominion, .and influence;

that the assembling an army in Flanders would engage

the nation as principals in an expensive aud ruinous

war, with a power which it ought not to provoke, and

conld not pretend to withstand in that manner; that

while Great Britain exhausted herself almost to ruin,

in pursu.ance of schemes founded on engagements to

the queen of Hungary, the electorate of Ilauover, though
under the same engagements, and governed by the

game prince, did not appear to contribute any thing as

an ally to her assistance, but was paid by Great Britain

for all the forces it had sent into the field, at a very ex-

orbitant price ; that nothing conld be more absurd and
iniquitous than to liire these mercenaries, while a nu-

merous army lay inactive .at home, and the nation

groaned under such intolerable burdens. " It may be

proper," added he, " to repeat what may be forgotten

in the multitude of other objects, that this nation, after

having exalted the elector of Hanover from a state of

obscurity to the crown, is condemned to hire the troops

of that electorate to fight their own cause; to hire them
at a rate which was never demanded before; and to

pay levy-money for them, though it is known to all

Earopc that they were not raised for this occasion."

All the partisans of the old ministry joined in the op-

position to earl Stanhope's motion, which was rejected

by the majoiity. Then the carl of Scarborough moved
for an address, to approve of the measures which had
been taken on the continent; and this was likewise

carried by dint of numbers. It was not, however, a

very cligilJe victory; what they gained in parU.iment

they lost with the poii|dc. The new ministers became
more odious than their predecessors; ami people began
to think that public virtue was an empty name.

Hut the most severe opposition they underwent was
in their endeavours to support a bill which they had
concerted, and which had jiassed through the house of

commons with great precii)it.ation; it repealed certain

datics on spirituous liquors, and licenses for retailing

these liquors; and imposed others at an easier rate.

\Mien those Kvere duties, amounting almost to a pro-

hibition, wore imposed, the populace of Ijondon wcr«
sunk into the most brutal degeneracy, by drinking to

excess the peniicions spirit called gin, which was sold

so cheap that the lowest class of the people could afford

to indulge themselves in ono continued state of intoxi-

cation, to the distniction of all morals, industrj', and
onler. Such a shameful degree of profligsicy prevailed,

that the retailers of this poisonous compound set up
painted boards in public, inviting people to be drunk
at the small expense of ono penny; assuring them they
might bo dead drunk for two-pence, and have straw for

nothing. They accordingly provided cellars and places

strewed with straw, to which they conveyed those

wretches who were overwhelmed with intoxication.

In these dismal caverns they lay until they recovered

some use of their faculties, and then they had recourse

to the same mischievous potion; thus consuming their

health, .and ruining their families, in hideous recep-

tacles of the most filthy vice, resounding with riot, exe-

cration, and blasphemy. Such beastly practices too

plainly denoted a total want of all policy and civil regu-

lations, and would have reflected disgrace upon the

most barbarous community. In order to restrain this

evil, which was become intolerable, the legislature en-

acted that law which wo have already mentioned. But

the populace soon broke through all restraint. Though
no license was obtained, and no duly paid, the liquor

continued to bo sold in all comers of the streets, in-

formers were intimidated by the threats of the people,

and the justices of the peace, cither from indolence or

corruption, neglected to put the law in execution. Tho
new ministers foresaw that a great revenue would ac-

crue to the crown from a repeal of this act; and this

measure they thought they might the more decently

take, as the law had proved ineffectual ; for it appeared

that the consumption of gin had considerably increased

every ye.or since those heavy duties were imposed.

They therefore pretended, that should the price of tho

liquor be moderately raised, and licenses granted at

twenty shillings each to the rcUiUers, the lowest class

of people would be debarred the use of it to excess; their

morals would of consequence be mended ; and a con-

siderable stun of money might be raised for the support

of the war, by mortgaging the revenue arising from
the duty and the licenses. Upon these maxims the

new bill was founded, and passed through the lower

house without opposition; but among the peers it pro-

duced the most obstinate dispute which had happened
since the beginning of this parliament. The first as-

sault it sustained was from lord Hervey, who had been
divested of his post of privy-seal, which was bestowed

on lord Gower, and these two noblemen exchanged
principles from that instant. The first was hardened

into a sturdy patriot, the other suppled into an obsequi-

ous courtier. Lord Hervey, on this occasion, made a
florid harangue upon the pernicious effects of that de-

structive spirit they were about to let loose upon thcl:

fellow-creatures. Several prelates expatiated on the

same topics; but the earl of Chesterfield attacked the

bill with the united powers of reason, wit, and ridicule.

Lord Carteret, lord Bathurst, and the earl of Bath, were
numbered among its advocates; .and shrewd arguments
were adviinced on both sides of the question. After

very long, warm, and repeated debates, the bill passed

without amendments, though the whole bench ofbishops

voted against it; and wo cannot help owning, that

it has not been attended with those dismal consequences

which the lords in the opposition foretold. When the

question was put for committing this bill, and the carl

of Chesterfield saw the bishops join in his division, " I

am in doubt," said he, " whether I h.ave not got on tho

other side of the question; for 1 have not had the honour
to divide with so many lawn sleeves for several yeai-s."

BILL FOR QUIETING COKPORATIONa

By the report of the secret committee, it appeared

that the then minster had commenced prosecutions
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against the mayors of boroughs who opposed his influ-

ence in the election of members of parliament. These

prosecutions were founded on ambiguities in charters,

or trivial informalities in the choice of magistrates.

An appeal on such a process was brought into the house

of lords; and this evil falling under consideration, a

bill was prepared for securing the independency of cor-

porations; but as it tended to diminish the influence of

the ministry, they argued against it with their usual

eagerness and success; and it was rejected on a divi-

sion. The mutiny bill and several others passed

through both houses. The commons granted supplies

to the amount of six millions, raised by the land-tax,

the malt-tax, duties on spirituous liquors and licenses,

and a loan from the sinking fund. In two years the

national debt had suffered an increase of two millions

four hundred thousand pounds—1743. On the twenty-

first day of April the session was closed in the usual

manner. The king, in his speech to both bouses, told

them, that, at the requisition of the queen of Hungary,

he had ordered his army, in conjunction with the Aus-

trians, to pass the Ehine for her support and assistance;

that be continued one squadron of ships in the Jlcdi-

terranean, and another in the West Indies. He thanked

the commons for the ample supplies they bad granted

;

and declared it was the fixed purpose of his heart to

promote the true interest and happiness of his kingdoms.

Immediately after the prorogation of parliament he cm-

barked for Gei-many, accompanied by the duke of Cum-
berland, lord Carteret, and other persons of distinction.

CONVENTION BETWEEN THE EMPEROR AND
THE QUEEN OF HUNGARY.

At this period the queen of Hungary seemed to tri-

umph over all her enemies. The French were driven

out of Bohemia and part of the Upper Palatinate; and

their forces under mareschal Broglio were posted on the

Danube. Prince Charles of Lorraine, at the head of the

Austrian army, entered Bavaria; and in April obtained

a victory over a body of Bavarians at Braunau; at the

same time, three bodies of Croatians penetrating through

the passes of the Tyrolese, ravaged the whole country

to the very gates of Munich. The emperor pressed

the French general to hazard a battle; but he refused

to run the risk, though he bad received a strong rein-

forcement from Franco. His Imperial majesty thinking

himself unsafe in Munich, retired to Augsburgh; mares-

chal Seckendorf retreated with the Bavariiui troops to

Ingoldstadt, where he was afterwards joined by mares-

chal Broglio, whose troops had in this retreat been
pursued and ten-ibly harassed by the Austrian cavalry

and hussars. Prince Charles had opened a free com-
munication with Munich, which now for the third time

fell into the hands of the queen of Hungary. Her
arms likewise reduced Friedberg and Landsperg, while

prince Charles continued to pursue the French to Dona-
wert, where they were joined by twelve thousand men
from the Rhine. Broglio still avoided an engagement,
and retreated before the enemy to Ilailbron. The em-
peror being thus abandoned by bis allies, and stripped

of all his dominions, repau'ed to Franckfort, where he
lived in indigence and obscurity. He now made ad-

vances towards an accommodation with the queen of

Hungary. His general, Seckendorf, bad an interview
with count Khevenbuller at the convent of Lowcrseon-
field, where a convention was signed. This treaty
imported, that the emperor should remain neuter during
the continuance of the present war, and that bis troops
Hbould be quartered in Franeonia; that the queen of

Hung.ai-y should keep possession of Bavaria till the
peace; that Braunau and Scarding should be delivered
up to the Austrians; that the French garrison of In-
goldstadt should be peiTnitted to withdraw, and be re-

placed by Bavarians; but that the Austrian generals
should be put in possession of all the artillery, maga-
zines, and warlike stores belonging to the French,
which should be found in the place. The governors of

Egra and Ingoldstadt refusing to acquiesce in the capi-

tulation, the Austrians had recourse to the operations

of war; and both places were reduced. In Ingoldstadt

tliey found all the emperor's domestic treasure, jewels,

plate, pictures, cabinets, and curiosities, with the ar-

chives of the house of Bavaria, the most valuable effects

belonging to the nobility of that electorate, a prodigious

train of artillery, and a vast quantity of provisions,

arms, and ammunition.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PRUSSIA AND THE
ELECTOR OF HANOVER.

The French king, bafiled in all the efforts he had
hitherto made for the support of the emperor, ordered
his minister at Franckfort to deliver a declaration to

the diet, professing himself extremely well pleased to

hear they intended to interpose their mediation for ter-

minating the war. He said, he was no less satisfied

with tlie treaty of neutrality which the emperor had
concluded with the queen of Hungary; an event of

which he was no sooner informed, than he bad ordered
his troops to return to the frontiers of his dominions,

that the Germanic body might be convinced of his

equity and moderation. To this declaration the queen
of Hungary answered in a rescript, that the design of

France was to embarrass her aff'airs, and deprive her of

the assistance of her allies; that the elector of Bavaria
could not be considered as a neutral party in his own
cause; that the mediation of the empire could only pro-

duce a peace either with or without the concurrence of

France; that in the former case no solid peace could bo

expected; in the latter, it was easy to foresee, that

France would pay no regard to a peace in which she

should have no concern. >Sho affirmed, that the aim of

the French king was solely to gain time to repair his

losses, that he might afterwards revive the troubles of

the empire. The elector of Mentz, who had favoured

the emperor, was now dead, and his successor in-

clined to the Austrian interest. He allowed this re-

script to be entered in the journal of the diet, together

with the protests which had been made when the vote

of Bohemia was suppressed in the late election. The
emperor complained in a circular letter of this transac-

tion, as a stroke levelled at bis imperial dignity; and it

gave rise to a warm dispute among the members of the

Germanic body. Several priuces resented the haughty
conduct, and began to be alarmed at the success of the

house of Austria; while others pitied the deplorable

situation of the emperor. The kings of Great Britain

and Prussia, as electors of Hanover and Brandenburgh,

espoused opposite sides in this contest. His Prussian

m.ijesty protested against the investiture of the dueiiy

of Saxe Lawenburgh, claimed by the king of Great

Britain; he had an inten'iew witli general Seckendorf

at Anspach; and was said to have privately visited the

emperor at Franckfort.

THE ENGLISH OBTAIN A VICTORY OVEPv
THE FRENCH.

The troops whieb the king of Great Britain had as-

sembled in the Netherlands, began their march for the

Rhine in the latter end of February, and in May they

encamped near Hoech on the river Maine, under the

command of the earl of Stair. This nobleman sent

major-general Bland to Franckfort, with a compliment

to the emperor, assuring him, in the name of his Bri-

t.annic majesty, that the respect owing to his dignity

should not be violated, nor the place of his residence

disturbed. Notwitlistanding this assurance, the emperor

retired to Munich, though he was afterwards compelled

to return, by the success of the Austrians in Bavaria.

The French king, in order to prevent tlie junction of

the British forces with prince Charles of Lorraine, or-

dered the mareschal de Noaillcs to assemble sixty thou-

sand men upon the Maine; while Coigny was sent into

Alsace with a niunerous army to defend that province,
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and oppose priuco Charlfs sliotilil ho nttonipt to pass

the Rhine. The innieschal do Noaillcs, having secured

the towns of Spire, Worms, and Oppeiiheini, passed the

Khino in the beginning of June, and posted liimself on

the cast side of tliat river, above Franckfort. The earl

of Stair advanced towards liini, and encamped at Killen-

bach, between the river Maine and the forest of d'Arm-

stadt; from this situation he made a motion to Asehaf-

fenburgb, with a view to secure the navigation of tlio

Upper Maine; but he was anticipated by the enemy,
who lay on the other side of the river, and had taken

possession of the posts above so as to intercept all sup-

plies. They were posted on the other side of the river,

opposite to the allies, whose camp they overlooked; and
they found means, by their parties and other precau-

tions, to cut oir the communication by water between
Franckfort and the confederates. The duke of Cumber-
land had already como to make his first campaign, and
his majesty arrived in the camp on the ninth day of

June. Ho found his army, amounting to about forty

thous.and men, in danger of stjuring; he received

intelligence that a reinforcemeut of twelve thousand

Hanoverians and Hessians had reached Hannu; and he
resolved to march thither, both with a view to effect the

junction, and to procure provisions for his forces. With
this view ho decamped on the twenty-si.\th day of June.

He had no sooner quitted Aschaffenburgh, than it was
seized by the I'rcnch general; he had not marched above

three leagues when ho perceived the enemy, to the

number of thirty thousand, had passed the river farther

down, at Selingenstadt, and were drawn up in order of

battle at the village of Uettingcn, to dispute his passage.

Thus he found himself cooped up in a very dangerous
situation. The enemy had possessed themselves of

Aschaffenbui'gh behind, so as to prevent his retreat; his

troops were confined in a narrow plain, bounded by hills

and woods on the right, flanked on the left by the river

Maine, on the opposite side of which the French had
erected batteries that annoyed the allies on their march

;

in the front a considerable part of the French ai"my was
drawn up, with a narrow pass before them, the village

of Dettingen on their right, a wood on their left, and a

morass in the centre. Thus environed, the confederates

must either have fought at a very great disadvantage,

or surrendered themselves prisoners of war, had not tlie

duke dc Gramont, who commanded the enemy, been
instigated by the spirit of madness to forego these ad-

vantages. He passed the defile, and advancing towards
the allies, a battle ensued. The Frencli horse charged
with great impetuosity, and some regiments of 15ritish

cavalry were put in disorder; but the infantry of tlie

allies behaved with such intrepidity and deliberatifin,

under the eye of their sovereign, as soon determined the

fate of the day; the French were obliged to give way,
and repass the Maine with great precipitation, having
lost about five thousand men, killed, wounded, or taken.

Had they been properly pursued, before they recollected

themselves from their first confusion, in all probability

they would have sustained a total overthrow. The earl

of Stair proposed that a body of cavalry should be de-

tached on this service; but his advice was overruled.

The loss of the allies in this action amounted to two
thousand men. The generals Clayton and Monroy were
killed; the duke of Cumberland, who exhibited uncom-
mon proofs of courage, was shot through the calf of the

leg; the carl of All>emarle, general Huske, and several

other ofEccre of distinction, were wounded. The king
exposed his person to a severe fire of cannon as well as

mnsquetry; he rode between the first and second lines

with his sword drawn, and encouraged the troops to

fight for the honour of Kngland. Immediately after the

action he continued his march to Hanau, where he was
joined by the reinforcement. The earl of Stair sent a

trumpet to mareschal dc Noailles, recommending to his

protection the sick and wounded that were left on the

field of battle; and these the French general treated

with great care and tenderness. Such generosity softena

tlio rigours of war, and does honour to humanity.
Vol. II.

TREATY OF ^\ORMS.

The two armies continued on different sides of the
river till the twelfth day of July, when the Frencli
general receiving intelligence that prineu Charles of
Lorraine had approached the Neckar, he suddenly re-
tired, and rep issi-d the Rhine between Worms and Op-
penheim. The king of tireat lirilain was visited by
prince Charles and count Khevenhuller at Hanau, where
the future operations of the campaign were regulated.
On the twenty-seventh day of August, the allied army
passed tlu) Rliinc at Mentz, and the king fixed his
head-quarters in the episcopal palace of Worms. Here
the forces lay encamped till the latter end of September,
when they advanced to Spire, where they were joined
by twenty thousand Dutch auxiliaries from the Xether-
lands. Mareschal Noailles having retreated into Upper
Alsace, the allies took possession of Germcrshcim, and
demolished the intrenchments which the enemy had
raised on the Qucich; then they returned to Mentz, and
in October were distributed into winter-quarters, after

an inactive campaign that redounded very little to tho
honour of those by whom the motions of the army were
conducted. In September a treaty had been concluded
at Worms between his Britannic majesty, the king of
Sardinia, and the queen of Hungary. She engaged to

maintain thirty thousand men in Italy; the king of Sar-

dinia obliged himself to employ forty tliousand infiintry

and five thousand horse, in consideration of his com-
manding the combined army, and receiving an annual
sub.^idy of two hundred thousand pounds from Great
r>ritain. As a further gratification, the queen yielded to

him the city of Placcntia, with several districts in the
duchy of P.avia, and in the Navarcse; and all her right

and pretensions to Final, at present possessed by the re

public of Genoa, which, they hoped, would give it up,

on being repaid the purchase money, amounting to three

hundred thousand pounds. This sum the king of F.ng-

land promised to disburse; and moreover to maintain a
strong squadron in the MediteiTanean, the commander
of which should act in concert with his Sardinian ma-
jesty. Finally, the contracting powers agreed, that

Final should be constituted a free port, like that of Leg-
horn. Nothing could be more unjust than this treaty,

by which the Genoese were negotiated out of their pro-

perty. They had purchased the marquisate of Final of

the late emperor for a valuable consideration, and tho

purchase had been guai-anteed by Great liritain. It

could not, therefore, be expected that they would part

with this acquisition to a prince whose power tliey

thought already too formidable; especially on condition
of its being made a free port, to the prejudice of their

own connnercc. They presented remonstrances against
this article, by their ministers at the courts of London,
Vienna, and Turin; and, as very little regard was paid
to their representations, they threw themselves into the
arms of France and Spain for protection.

After the battle of Uettingen, colonel Mentzel, at the
head of a large body of irregulars belonging to tho queen
of Hungary, made an irruption into Lorraine, part of
whicli they ravaged without mercy. In September
jirince Charles, with the Austrian army, entered tho
Urisgaw, and attempted to pass the Rhine; but mares-
chal Coigny had taken such precautions for guarding it

on tho other side, that he was obliged to abandon bis

design, and marching kack into the Upper Palatinate,

quartered his troops in that country, and in Bavaria.
Hy this time the carl of Stair had solicited and obtained
leave to resign his command. He had for some time
thought himself neglected; and was unwilling that his

reputation should suffer on account of measures in whicli

he had no concern. In October the king of Great liri-

tain returned to Hanover, and the army separated. Tho
troops in British pay marched back to the Netherlands,

and the rest took their route to their respective coun-

tries. The states-general still wavered between their

own immediate interest and their desire to support trto

house of Austria. At length, however, they supplied

20
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Iier with a subsidy, and ordered twenty thousand men
to march toher assistance, notwithstanding the intrigues

of the marquis de Fenelon, the French ambassador at

the Hague, and the declaration of the king of Prussia,

who disapproved of this measure, and refused them a

passage through his territories to the Rhine.

AFFAIRS IN THE NOETH.

Sweden was filled with discontents, and divided into

factions. The gener.ils Bodenbrock .and Lewenhaupt
were beheaded, having been sacrificed as scape-goats for

the ministry. Some unsuccessful efforts by sea and land

were made against the Kussians. At last the peace of

Abo was concluded; and the duke of Holstein-Utin,

uncle to the successor of the Kussian throne, was chosen

as next heir to the crown of Sweden. A party had been

formed in favour of the prince of Denmark; and the

order of the pca.<:ants actually elected him as successor.

The debates in the college of nobles rose to a very dan-

gerous degree of animosity, and were appeased by an

harangue in Swedish verse, which one of the senators

pronounced. The peasants yielded the point, and the

Euccession was settled on the duke of Holstein. Den-

mark, instigated by French councils, began to make
preparations of war against Sweden ; but a body of Rus-

sian auxiliaries arriving in that kingdom, under the

command of general Keith, and the czarina decl.aring

she would assist the Swedes with her whole force, the

king of Denmark thought proper to disarm. It had

been an old maxim of French policy to embroil the courts

of the North, that they might be too much employed at

home to intermeddle in the .affairs of Germany, while

France was at war with the house of Austria. The
good understanding between the czarina .and the queen

of Hungary w,as at this period destroyed, in consequence

of a conspiracy which had been formed by some persons

of distinction at the court of Petersburgh, for removing
the empress Elizabeth, and recalling tlie princess jVnne

to the administration. This design being discovered,

the principal conspirators were corporally punished, and
sent in exile to Siberia. The marquis de Botta, the

Austrian minister who had resided at the court of the

czarina, was suspected of haviug been concerned in the

plot; though the grounds of this snspicion did not ap-

pear until after he Wiis recalled, and sent as ambassador
to the court of Berlin. The empress demanded satis-

faction of the queen of Hungar)-, who appointed com-
missioners to inquire into his conduct, and he was
acquitted; but the czarina was not at all satisfied of his

innocence. In Febxuary a defensive treaty of alliance

was concluded between the princess and the king of

Great Britain.

BATTLE OF CAMPO-SANTO.

By this time France was deprived of her ablest min-
ister, in the death of the cardinal de Flenry, who had
for many years managed the afHiirs of that kingdom.
He is said to have possessed a lively genius, and an in-

sinuating address; to have been regular in his deport-
ment, and moderate in his disposition; but at the same
time he has been branded as deceitful, dissembling, and
vindictive. His scheme of politics was altogether pacific

;

he endeavoured to accomplish his purposes by raising
and fomenting intrigues at foreign courts; he did not
seem to pay much regard to the military glory of France

;

and he too much neglected the nav,al power of that kino--

dom. Since Broglio w.as driven out of Gemianv, the
French court affected uncommon moderation. They
pretended that their troops had only acted as auxiliaries

while they remained in the empire; being, however,
apprehensive of an irruption into their own dominions,
they declared that those troops were no longer to be
considered in that light, but as subjects acting in the
8cr\ice of France. The campaign in Italy proved
unfavourable to the Spaniards. In the begiuning of
February count Gages, who oommonded the Spanish

army in the Bolognese, amounting to four-,and-twenty

thousand men, passed the Penaro, and advanced to C'am-

po-Santo, where he encountered the Imperial and Pied-

montese forces, commiinded by the counts Traun and
Aspremont. The strength of the two armies was nearly

equal. The action was obstinate and bloody, though
indecisive. The, Spaniards lost about four thousand men,

kUled, wounded, or taken. The damage sustained by
the confederates was not quite so great. Some cannon

and colours were taken on both sides; and each claimed

the victory. Count Gages repassed the Penaro; re-

treated suddenly from Bologna; and marched to Rimini

in the ecclesiastical state, where he fortified his camp
in an advantageous situation, after having suffered se-

verely by desertion. Count Traun remained inacrive in

the Modenese till September, when he resigned his com-
mand to prince Lobkowitz. This general entered the

Bolognese in October, and then advanced towards count

Gages, who, with his forces, now reduced to seven thou-

sand, retreated to Fano; but afterwards took possession

of Pesaro, and fortified all the passes of the river Froglia.

The season was far advanced before the Spanish troops,

commanded by don Philip in Savoy, entered upon action.

In all probability, the courts of Versailles and Madrid
carried on some private negotiation with the king of

Sardinia. This expedient failing, don Philip decamped
from Chambcrri in the latter end of August, and defiling

through Dauphine towards Briancon, was joined by the

prince of Conti, at the head of twenty thousand French
auxiliaries. Thus reinforced, he attacked the Piedmon-

tese lines at Chateau Dauphine ; but was repulsed in

several attempts, and obliged to retreat with consider-

able loss. The French established their winter quarters

in Dauphine and Provence; and the Spaniards main-

tained their footing in Savoy.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE BRITISH FLEET.

The British fleet, commanded by admiral Matthews,

overawed all the states that bordered on the Mediter-

ranean. This oilicer, aliout the end of June, under-

standing that fourteen xebecks, laden with artillery and
ammunition for the Sp-anish army, had arrived at Genoa,

s.ailed thither from the road of Uieres, and dem.anded of

the republic that they would either oblige these vessels

with the stores to quit their harbour, or sequester their

lading until a general peace should be estabhshed. After

some dispute, it was agreed that the cannon and stores

should be deposited in the castle of Bonifacio, situated

on a rock at the south end of Corsica; and that the

xebecks should have leave to retire without molestation.

The Corsicans had some years before revolted, and

shaken off the dominion of the Genoese, under which

their island had remained for many centuries. They
found themselves oppressed, and resolved to assert their

freedom. They conferred the sovereign authority on a

German adventurer, who was solemnly proclaimed by
the name of king Theodore. He had supplied them
with some arms and ammunition, which he had brought

from Tunis; and amused them with promises of being

assisted by foreign powers in retrieving their indepen-

dency; but as these promises were not performed, they

treated him so roughly, that he h.ad thought proper to

quit the island, and they submitted again to their old

masters. The troubles of Corsica were now revived.

Theodore revisited his kingdom, and was recognised by
the princip.al chiefs of the island. He published a mani-

festo; he granted a general pardon to all his subjects

who should return to their olwdience ; he pretended to

be countenanced and supported by the king of Gre.at

Brit,ain and the queen of Hungai-y. He was certainly

thought a proper instrument to perplex and liar.ass the

Genoese, and supplied at this juncture with a sum of

money to purchase arms for the Corsicans; but a change
soon happened in the British ministry, and then he was
suffered to relapse into his origin.al obscurity. Admiral
Matthews, though he did not undertake .any expedition

of importance against the maritime towns of Spain, con-
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tinnod to Bsscrt the British empire at Bca through the

whole extent of the Miditerraiiciui. The ."SiLinish army

nnder don Philip was no sooner in motion, than tlic

English admiral ordered some troops and cannon to be

disemb.irked for the security of \'illa-Franco. Some

stores having been landed at Civitn-Vccchia, for the use

of the Spjinish forces under count Gages, Matthews in-

terpreted this transaction into a violation of the neutra-

lity which the ]Hipc had professed, luid sent tliitlier a

squadron to bombard the place. The city of Rome was

filled with consternation; and the pope had recouree to

the good offices of his Sardini.in majesty, in consequence

of which the English squadron was ordered to withdraw.

The captains of single cruising ships, by their activity

and vigihmcc, wholly interrupteil the conmiercc of

Spain; cannonaded and bunicd some towns on tlie sea-

side, and kept the whole coast in continual alarm. [iStX

note « N, at (Ae aid ofUtU VoL]

FRUITLESS ATTEMPTS T'PON THE SPANJSH
SKTTLEMKXTS.

In the West Indies some tinsucccssful efforts were

made bv an English squadron, commanded by commo-

dore Knowlcs. He attacked La Gueir on the coast of

Carraccas, in the month of February; but met with such

a warm reception, that ho was obliged to desist, and

make the best of bis way for the Dutch island t'uraco.i,

where ho repaired the damage he had sustained. Ilia

ships being refitted, he made another attempt upon Porto

Cavallo in April, which like tho former mi.scarried.

Twelve hundred marines being landed in the neighbour-

hood of the place, were seized with such a panic, that it

was found necessary to re-embark them without delay.

Then the commodore abandoned the enterprise and sailed

back to bis station at the Leeward Islands, witliout hav-

ing added much to liis reputation, cither as to conduct

or resolution. On the continent of America the opera-

tions of the war were very inconsiderable. General

Oglethorpe having received intelligence tliat the Span-

iards prepared for another invasion from St. Augustine,

assembled a body of Indians, as a reinforcement to pai-t

of bis own regiment, with the highUnders and rangers,

and in the spring began his march, in order to anticipate

the enemy. He encamped forsome time in the neighbour-

hood of St. Augustine, by way of a defiance; but they

did not think proper to hazard an engagement ; and as he

was in no condition to undertake a siege, he returned to

Georgi.i. In October the princess Louisa, youngest

d.ingbter of his Britannic majesty, was married by proxy,

at Hanover, to the prince-royal of Denmark, who met

her at Altona, and conducted her to Copenhagen.

CHAPTER V.

DvLal^ te ParlUnwDt apaiiut the naoorcrian Troopa—-SupfVio* pranlod

»Nx>>.<rli-d Invasion uf Groat Britain. A French Squadron alls up the

SncU-'li et»aniifl Tlw Kinpkim l« I-ut in a rt.Mure of IVfi-ito Tho
lv«p» of the French d.f.-at.-.l— War i. Iwwn Frano* an^l KriK'land

itiU affain>t ttio>e who »h.^uKl cftrTe»|witd with the Sensof thcPrvtender

Mavaf Enga^-tiK-nt etT Toulon Advano-S toward* Pt'are made t>y tho

XoBpenr. Trfatv of Fran.rVfi.rt Prvtprvja of the French Kitir in llio

Kelherlanda Pniice i l.arUsof U>rraine fawes the Bliine Thv Kiiipof

Praasla Isahev an IrTu]>i>'n into I'^^liemia Canii^i^'n in Ltavaria and
Ftanden The Kin^- of .Vai.l.-» joins Count Oap.« in Italy Itattleof

Cooi Return of ComnK«lore Anron—— sir Ji.hn Halclun f^ri•h.-9 at .Sea

Hrrulutti'n in tho Hriliih Minlitry SeMJon-.f Parliam.nt Death of

the Enpceoe Charlf, V 1 1 A.-e.^nimodaliun betwwn tin* t^ii.>*n of llun-

Ifary and the younft Elector of CaTaria The Kinfr of pTua*ia pain* two
ucvvMiTo natileaal Friedlvrc and s-hrorer the Austrian and Sanm Forces

Treaty of Drvrdm The «rand Inike of Tuscany t-lectrd En)|-^ror <.f

Oermanyl The Albes are defeat^^ at Fonleitoy The Rinff of Sardinia

Is aluio't stripped of hia Dominkin^—— Tl»e English Forces taae Cape Bre-

ton The Imp^iTTanee of thi* Conqueat Project of an Insurrection in

Ornat Ilritain Ttw cWc»t son of^ the Cbevislier d,> St. Ceorpj lands in

Scotland TakM Pi^saession <-f Edintiurpb^ [vfoata Sir John Cope at
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DEBATE IN PARLIAMENT.

THE discontents of England were artfully inflamed

by anti-ministerial writers, who not only exagger-

ated the burdens of the people, and drew frightful pic-

tures of the distress and misery which, they said, im-

pended over the nation, but also employed the arts of

calumny and misrepresentation, to excite a jealousy and

national quarrel between the English and Hanoverians.

They affirmed that in the last campaign the British

general had been neglected and despised; while the

councils of foreign officers, greatly inferior to him in

capacity, quality, and reputation, had been followed, to

the prejudice of the common cause; that the British

trfxjps sustained daily insults from their own mercen-
aries, who were indulged with particular marks of royal

favour; that the sovereign himself appeared at Dcttin-

gen in a Hanoverian scarf; and that his electoral troops

were of very little ser\-icc in that engagement. Though
tho most material of these assertions were certainly

false, they made a strong impression on the minds of

the people, already irritated by the enormous expense
of a continental war maintained for the interest of Ger-
many. When the parliament met in the beginning of

December, a motion wa.s made in the house of peers by
the eoil of Sandwich, for an address, beseeching his

majesty to discontinue the Hanoverian troops in British

pay, in order to remove the popular discontent, and stop

the murmurs of the English troops abroad. He was

supported by the duke of Bedford, the carl of Chester-

field, and all the leaders in the opposition, who did not

fail to enumerate and insist upon all the circumstances

we have mentioned. They moreover observed, that

better troops might be hired at a smaller expense; that

it would bo a vain and endless task to exhaust the

national treasure in enriching a hungry and biirrcn

electorate; that the popuLir dissatisfaction against these

mercenaries was so general, and raised to such violence,

as nothing but their dismission could appe;ise; that if

such hirelings should be thus continued from year to

year, they might at last become a burden entailed upon

the nation, and be made subservient, nnder some ambi-

tious prince, to purposes destructive of British liberty.

These were the suggestions of spleen and animosity:

for, granting the necessity of a land war, the Hanover-

ians were the most natural allies and auxiliaries which

Great Britain could engage and employ. How insolent

soever some few individual generals of that electorate

might have been in their private deportment, certain it

is their troops beh.avcd with great sobriety, discipline,

and decorum; and in the day of battle did their duty

with as much courage and alacrity as any body of men
ever displayed on the like occasion. The motion was

rejected by the majority; but, when the term for keep-

ing them in the British pay was nearly expired, and the

estimates for their being continued the ensuing year

wore laid before tho house, the carl of Sandwich renewed

his motion. The lord-chancellor, as speaker of tho

house, interposing, declared that by their rules a ques-

tion once rejected could not be revived during the same

session. A debate ensued, and the second motion was
over-ruled. The Hanoverian troojis were voted in the

house of commons; nevertheless, the same nobleman

moved in the upi>er house, that the continuing sixteen

thousand Hanoverians in British pay was prejudicial to

his majesty's true interest, useless to the common cause,

and dangerous to the welfare and tranquillity of tho

nation. He was seconded by the duke of Marlborough,

who had resigned his commission in disgust; and the

proposal gave birth to another warm dispute: but vic-

tory declared, as usu.al, for the ministry.

In the house of commons they sustained divers at-

tacks. A motion was made for laying a duty of eight

shillings in the pound on all places and pensions. Mr.
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Grenvillc moveil for an address, to beseecb his majesty

that he would not engage the British nation any fur-

ther in the war on the continent, without the concur-

rence of the states-general on certain stipulated propor-

tions of force and expense, as in the late war. These

proposals begat vigorous debates, in which the country

party were always foiled by dint of superior number.

Sucli was the credit and influence of the ministry in

parliament, that although the national debt was in-

creased by above six millions since the commencement

of the war, the commons indulged them with an enor-

mous sum for the expense of the ensuing year. The

grants specified in the votes amounted to six millions

and a half; to this sum were added three millions and

a half paid to the sinking fund in perpetual taxes; so

that this year's expense rose to ten millions. The funds

established for the annual charge were the land and

malt taxes; one million paid by the East India com-

pany for the renewal of their charter, twelve hundred

thousand pounds by annuities, one million from the

sinking fund, six-and-thirty thousand pounds from the

coinage, and six hundi-ed thousand pounds by a lottery

—an expedient which for some time bad been annu-

ally repeated; and which, in a great measure, contri-

buted to debauch the morals of the public, by intro-

ducing a spirit of gaming, destructive of all industry

and virtue.

PROJECTED INVASION OF GREAT BRITAIN.

The dissensions of the British parliament were sud-

denly suspended by an event that seemed to unite both

parties in the prosecution of the same measures. This

was the intelligence of an intended invasion. By the

parliamentary disputes, the loud clamours, and the gen-

eral dissatisfaction of the people in Great Britain, the

French ministry were persuaded that the nation was
ripe for a revolt. This belief was corroborated by the

assertions of their emissaries in different parts of Great

Britain and Ireland. These were papists and Jacobites

of strong prejudices and warm imaginations, who saw
things through the medium of passion and party, and

spoke rather from extravagant zeal than from sober

conviction. They gave the court of Versailles to un-

derstand, that if the chevalier de St. George, or his

eldest son Charles Edward, should appear at the head
of a French army in Great Britain, a revolution would
instantly follow in his favour. This intimation was
agreeable to cardinal de Tencin, who, since the death
of Fleury, had home a share in the administration of

France. He was of a violent enteiprising temper. He
had been recommended to the purple by the chevalier

de St. George, and was seemingly attached to the Stuart

family. His ambition was flitttered with the prospect

of giving a king to Great Britain; of performing such
eminent service to bis benefactor, and of restoring to

the throne of their ancestors a family connected by the
ties of blood with all the greatest princes of Europe.
The ministry of France foresaw, that even if this aim
should miscan-y, a descent upon Great Britain would
make a considerable diversion from the continent in fav-

our of France, and embroil and embarrass his Britannic
majesty, who was the chief support of the bouse of
Austria, and all its .allies. Actuated by these motives,
he concerted measures with the chevalier de St. George
at Rome, who being too much advanced in years to en-
gage personally in such an expedition, agreed to dele-
gate his pretensions and authority to his son Charles,
a youth of promising talents, sage, secret, br.ave, and
enterprising, amiable in his person, gr.ave, and e^en
reserved in his deportment, lie approved himself in
tlie sequel composed and moderate in success, wonder-
fully finn in adversity; and though tenderly nursed in
all the delights of an elleminate country, and gentle
climate, patient almost beyond belief of cold, hunger,
and fatigue. Such was the adventurer now destined to
fill the hope which the French ministry had conceived,
from the projected invasion of Great Britain.

A FREN'Cn SQUADRON SAILS UP THE
ENGLISH CHANNEL.

Count Saxe was appointed by the French king com-

mander of the troops designed for this expedition, which

amounted to fifteen thousand men. They began their

march to Picardy, .and a great number of vessels was
assembled for their embarkation at Dunkirk, Calais,

and Boulogne. It was determined tb.at they should be

landed in Kent, under convoy of a strong squadron

equipped at Brest, and commanded by monsieur de

Roquefeuille, an officer of experience and capacity. The
chevalier de St. George is said to have required the per-

sonal ser\'ice of the duke of Ormond, who excused him-

self on account of his advanced age; be that as it will,

prince Charles departed from Rome about the end of

December, in the disguise of a Spanish courier, attended

by one servant only, and fiuTiished with passports by
cardinal Aquaviva. He travelled through Tuscany to

Genoa, from whence he proceeded to Savona, where he
embarked for Antibes, and prosecuting bis journey to

Paris, was indulged with a private audience of the

French king; then be set out incognito for the coast of

Picardy. The British ministry being apprized of his

arrival in France, at once comprehended the destination

of the armaments prepared at Brest and Boulogne. Mr.
Thompson, the English resident at Paris, received orders

to make a remonstrance to the French ministry, on the

violation of those treaties by which the pretender to the

crown of Great Britain was excluded from the territories

of France. But he was given to understand, that his

most christian majesty would not explain himself on

that subject, until the king of England should have
given satisfaction on the repeated complaints which had

been made to him, touching the infractions of those very

treaties which had been so often violated by his orders.

In the month of January, M. de Roquefeuille sailed from

Brest, directing his course up the English channel, with

twenty ships of war. They were inmiediately discov-

ered by an English cruiser, which ran into Plymouth;
and the intelligence was conveyed by land to the hoard

of admiralty. Sir John Norris was forthwith ordered

to take the command of the squadron at Spithead, with

which he sailed round to the Downs, where he was
joined by some ships of the line from Chatham, and then

he found himself at the head of a squadron considerably

stronger than that of the enemy.

The KINGDOII PUT IH a STATE of DEFENCE.

Sevei'al regiments marched to the southern coast of

England; all governors and commanders were ordered

to repair immediately to their respective posts; the forts

at the mouths of the Tliames and Medway were put in

a posture of defence; and directions were issued to as-

semble the Kentish militia, to defend the coast in case

of an invasion. On the fifteenth day of February, the

king sent a message to both houses of parliament, inti-

mating the arrival of the pretender's son in France, the

preparations at Dunkirk, and the appearance of a French
fleet in the English channel. They joined in an ad-

dress, declaring their indignation and .abhorrence of the

design formed in favour of a popish pretender; and
assuring his m.ajcsty, that they would, with the w.annest

zeal and unanimity, take such measures as would enable

him to frustrate and defeat so desperate and Insolent an

attempt. Addresses of the same kind were presented

by the city of London, both universities, the principal

towns of Great Britain, the clergy, the dissenting min-

isters, the quakcrs, and almost all the corporations and

communities of the kingdom. A requisition was made
of the six thousand auxiliaiaes, which the states-general

were by treaty obliged to furnish on such occasions; and

these were griinted with great alacrity and expedition.

The earl of Stair, forgetting his wrongs, took this ojv

portunity of oflTering his sen'ices to government, and

was re-invested with the chief command of the forces in

Great Britain. His example was followed by several
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iioWcmcn of tlio first rank. The duko of Montague was •

permitted to r.iiso .•» rej^inient of horse; nnil onlurs were

BCUt to bring over six tlunis.inil of tlio British troops

from ri;in<Ii.rs, in case the invasion shouKl actually tiko

place. Mis majesty was, in another address from parlia-

ment, exhorted to augment his forecs by sea and land;

the hiiUtis corpus act was suspended for six months, and

several persons of distinction were apprehended on suspi-

cion of treasonable practices; a proclamation was issued

for putting the laws in execution against papists and non-

jurors, who were commanded to retire ten miles from

London; and every prccantion was taken which seemed

necessary for the pivservatiou of the public tranquillity.

TUE DESIGN OF THE FRENCH DEFEATED.

Meanwhile the French court proceeded with their

pi-eparations at Houlogno and Dunkirk, under the eye

of the young pretender; and seven thousaml men were

actually embarked. M. do KofiuefeuiUe sailed up the

channel as far as Dungencss, a promontory on the coast

of Kent, after having detached M. de Barreil, with five

ships to hasten the embarkation at Dunkirk. AVhilo the

French admiral anchored off Dungencss, he perceived,

on the twenty-fourth day of Febi-uary, the liritish fleet,

under sir John Norris, doubling the Soutli-roreland

from the Downs; and though the wind was against

him, taking the opportunity of the tide to come up and

engage the French squadron. Roquefeuille, who little

expected such a visit, could not be .altogether composed,

considering the great superiority of his enemies; but the

tide failing, the English admiral was obliged to ai-.chor

two leagues short of the enemy. In this interval, M.
do Koqucfeuille called a council of war, in which it was
determined to avoid an engagement, weigh anchor at

sun-set, and make the best of their way to the place

from whence they had set sail. This resolution was
favoured by a very hard g.ale of wind, which began to

blow from the north-east, and carried them down the

channel with incredible expedition. Hut the same storm

which, in all probability, saved their fleet from destruc-

tion, utterly disconcerted the design of invading Eng-
land. A great number of their transports was driven

ashore and destroyed, and the rest were so damaged
that they could not be speedily repaired. The English

were now masters at sea, and their coast was so well

yarded, that the enterprise could not he prosecuted

with any probability of success. The French generals

nominated to serve in this expedition returned to Paris,

and the young pretender resolved to wait a more favour-

able opportunity. In the meantime he remained in

Paris, or that neighbourhood, incognito, and almost

totally neglected by the court of Fnuice. Finding him-

self in this disagreeable situation, and being visited liy

John Murray of Broughton, who magnified the power
of his friends in Great Uritain, he resolved to make some
bold effort, even without the assistance of Louis, in

whose sincerity he had no faith, and forthwith took pro-

per measures to obtain exact information touching the

number, inclinations, and influence of his father's ad-

herents in England and licotl.and. The French king no

long;r preserved any measures with the court of Lon-

don; the British resident at Paris w.as given to under-

stand, that a declaration of war must ensue; and this

was actually published on the tw^entieth day of March.
The king of Great Britain was taxed with having dis-

suaded the court of Vienna from entertaining any
thoughts of an accommodation; with having infringed

thcconvention of Hanover; with having exercised piracy

npon the subjects of France, and with having blocked up
the harbour of Toulon. On the thirty-first day of March,

a like denunciation of war against France was published

at London amidst the acclamations of the people.

BILL AGAINST TIIO.'^E WHO SHOl'LD CORRE-
SPOND WITH THE PRETENDERS SONtJ.

1744. The commons of England, iu order (c cvlnc«

their loyally, brou;;lit in a bill, denouncing the pcnaltiei

of high treason against those who should maintain cor-

respondence with the sons of the pretender. in the

upper house, lord llardwieke, tlio chancellor, moved,
that a clause should be inserted, extending the crime of

treason to the posterity of the offenders, during the lives

of the pretender's sons. The motion, which was sup-

ported by the whole strength of the ministry, produced
a warm debate, in which the duke of ISedford, the earl

of Chesterfield, the lords Talbot and llervey, argued
against it in the most pathetic manner, as an illiberal

expedient, contrary to the dictates of humanity, the law
of nature, the rules of common justice, and the precepts

of religion; an expedient that would involve llie inno-

cent with the guilty, and tend to the augmentation of

ministerial power, for which purpose it was undoubtedly

calculated. Notwithstanding these suggestions, the

clause was carried in the aflinnative, and the hill sent

back to the commons, where tho amendment was vigor-

ously opposed by lord Strange, lord Guenisey, Mr. W.
Pitt, and other members, by whom tho original bill had

been countenanced;* tho majority, however, declared

for tho amendment, and the bill obtained tho royal as-

sent. The session of parliament was closed in May,
when the king told them that tho French had niado

vast preparations on the side of tho Netherlands; and

that the states-general had agreed to furnish tho sue

cours stipulated by treaties.

NAVAL ENGAGEMENT OFF TOULON.

By this time an action had happened in the Mediter-

ranean, between the British fleet commanded by admiral

Matthews, and the combined squadrons of France and

t<pain, whieli had been for some time blocked up in tho

harbour of Toulon. On the ninth day of February they

were perceived standing out of the road, to the number
of four-and-thirty sail; tlic English .admiral immediately

weighed from liieres bay; and on the eleventh, part of

the fleets engaged. Matthews attacked the .Spanish

admiral, Don Navarro, whose ship, tho Real, was a first

rate, mounted with above an hundred guns. Rear-ad-

miral Rowley singled out JI. de Court, who commanded
the French squadron; and a very few captains followed

the example of their commanders; but vice-admiral

Lestock, with his whole division, remained at a great

distance astern; and several captain.», who were imme-
diately under the eye of Matthews, behaved in such a

manner as reflected disgrace upon their country. The
whole transaction was conducted without order or deli-

beration. The French and Spaniards would have will-

ingly avoided an engagement, as tho British squadron

was superior to them in strength and number. M. do

Court, therefore, made the best of his way towards the

Straits' mouth, probably with intention to join the Brest

squadron; but he had orders to protect the Spanish fleet;

and as they sailed heavily, he was obliged to wait fen-

them, at the hazard of maintaining a battle witli tho

English. Thus circumst.aneed, he m.ade sail and lay-to

by turns; so that the British admiral could not engage

them iu proper order; and as they outsailed his ships,

he began to fear they would escape him altogether

should he wait for vice-admiral Lestock, who was so

far astern. Under this apprehension he made the signal

for engaging, while that for the line of battle was still

displayed; and this inconsistency naturally introduced

confusion. The fight was maintained with great viva-

city by the few who engaged. The Real being quite

disabled, and lying like a wreck upon the water, Mr.
Matthews sent a fire-ship to destroy her; but the expe-

dient did not take effect. The ship ordered to cover

this machine did not obey the signal; so that the cap-

tain of the fire-ship was exposed to the whole fire of tho

• Tlio opposition h(i(l siistAincd a lipnvy Mow in (ho dcnth of tlio

dtiki-' '•( Arfrvle, a nobleman ol' shining' iinnlilications for tlio srnatp

onil the f\M, whnx clmracler woiilj liuvi! Ini'ii still nmiv iUuslrious,

liii'l nut sonn; paiis of his conduct siilijcctetl liiin to tlie hUKpicion of

scllislincss anil inconslancy. He wait succeeded in tliat title by hij

brutlier, Archibald carl of Hay.
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enemy. Ncvcrthelefs he continued to advance until lie

found the vessel sinking; and being within a few yards

of the Real, he set fire to the fusees. The ship was

immediately in flames, in the midst of which he and his

lieutenant, with twelve men, perished. This was liliC-

wise the fate of the Spanish launch, which had been

manned with fifty sailors to prevent the fire-ship from

running on board the Real. One ship of the line belong-

ing to the Spanish squadron, struck to captain Hawke,
who sent a lieutenant to take possession of her; she was

afterwards retaken by the French sriuadron ; but was

found so disabled that they left her deserted, and she

was next day burned by order of admiral JIatthews.

At nip;ht the action ceased; and the admiral found his

own ship so much damaged, that he moved his flag into

another. Captain Cornwall fell in the engagement,

after having exhibited a remarkable proof of courage

and intrepidity; but the loss of men w.as very incon-

siderable. Nest day the enemy appeared to leeward,

and the admiral gave chase tiU night, when he brought

to, tliat he might be joined by the ships astern. They

were perceived again on the thirteenth at a considerable

distance, and pursued till the evening. In the morning

of the fourteenth, twenty sail of them were seen dis-

tinctly, and Lestock with his division had gained ground

of them considerably by noon; but admiral Matthews

displayed the signal for leaving off chase, and bore away
for Port JIahon, to repair the damage he had sustained.

Jleanwhile the combined squadrons continued their

course towards the coast of Spain. M. de Court, with his

division, anchored in the road of Alicant; and Don Na-

varro sailed into the harbour of Carthagena. Admiral

Matthews, on his arrival at Minorca, accused Lestock

of having misbehaved on the day of action; suspended

him from his office, and sent him prisoner to England,

where, in his turn, he accused his accuser. Long be-

fore the engagement, these two officers had expressed

the most virulent resentment against each other. Mat -

thews was brave, open, and undisguised; but proud,

imperious, and precipitate. Lestock had signalized

his courage on many occasions, and perfectly under-

stood the whole discipline of the navy; but he was
cool, cunning, and vindictive. He had been treated

superciliously by Matthews, and in revenge took ad-

vantage of his errors and precipitation. To gratify this

passion, he betrayed the interest and gloiy of his coun-

try ; for it is not to be doubted, hut that he might have
come up in time to engage; and, in that case, the fleets

of France and Spain would, in all likelihood, have been
destroyed; but he intrenched himself within the punc-
tilios of discipline, and saw with pleasure his antagonist

expose himself to the hazard of death, ruin, and disgrace.

Matthews himself, in the sequel, sacrificed his duty to

his resentment, in restraining Lestock from pursuing
and attacking the combined squadrons on the third day
after the engagement, when they appeared disabled and
in manifest disorder, and would have fallen an easy prey
had they been vigorously attacked. One can hardly,

without indignation, reflect upon these instances in

which a community has so severely suffered from the
personal animosity of individuals. The miscarriage off

Toulon became the subject of a parliamentary inquiry
in England. The commons, in an address to the throne,

desired that a court-martial might be appointed to try

the delinquents. By this time Lestock had accused
Matthews, and all the captains of his division who mis-
behaved on the day of battle. The court-martial was
constituted, and proceeded to trial. Several comman-
ders of ships were ca.shicred; vice-admiral Lestock was
honourably acquitted, and admiral Matthews rendered
incapable of ser\'ing for the future in his majesty's navy.
All the world knew that Lestock kept aloof, and tliat

Matthews rushed into the hottest part of the engage-
ment. Yet tlie former triumphed on his trial, and the
latter narrowly escaped the sentence of death for cow-
ardice and misconduct. Such decisions are not to he
accounted for, except from prejudice and faction.

The war in Germany, which had been almost extin-

guished in the last campaign, began to revive, and

rafcd with redoubled violence. The emperor had so-

licited the mediation of his Britannic majesty, for com-

promising the differences between him and the court of

Vienna. Prince William of Hesse-Cassel had conferred

with the king of England on this subject; and a nego-

tiation was begun at Hanau. The emperor offered to

dismiss the French auxiliaries, provided the Austrians

would evacuate his hereditaiy dominious. Nay, prince

\Villiam and lord Carteret, as plenipotentiaries, actually

agreed to preliminaries, by which his Imperial majesty

engaged to renounce the alliance of France, and throw
himself into the arms of the maritime powers ; to resign all

pretensions to the succession of the house of Austria ; and
to revive the vote of Bohemia in the electoral college, on
condition of his being re-established in the possession

of his dominions, recognised as emperor b)' the queen of

Hungary, and accommodated with a monthly subsidy

for his maintenance, as his own territories were exhaus-

ted and impoverished by the war. By a separate article,

the king of Great Britain promised to furnish him with
three hundred thousand crowns, and to interpose his

good offices with the queen of Hungary, that his elec-

toral dominions should be favourably treated. These
preliminaries, though settled, were not signed. The
court of Vienna was unwilling to part with their con-

quests in Bavaria and the Upper Palatinate. The queen
trusted too much to the valour of her troops, and the

wealth of her allies, to listen to such terms of accom-
modation; and whatever arguments were used with the

king of Great Britain, certain it is the negotiation was
dropped, on pretence that the articles were disapproved

by the ministry of England. The emperor, environed

with distress, renewed his application to the king of

Great Britain ; and even declared that he would refer

his cause to the determination of the maritime powers;

but all his advances were discountenanced; and the

treaty of Worms dispelled all hope of accommodation.

In this manner did the British ministry reject the fairest

opportunity that could possibly occur of terminating the

war in Germany with honour and advantage, and of

freeing their country from that insufferable burden of

expense under which she groaned.

TREATY OF FRANCKFOET.

The inflexibility of the house of Austria, and its chief

ally, proved serviceable to the emperor. The forlorn

situation of this unfortunate prince excited the compas-
sion of divers princes; they resented the insolence with
which the head of the empire had been treated by tlie

court of Vienna; and they were alarmed at the increas-

ing power of a family noted for pride, tyranny, and am-
bition. These considerations gave rise to the treaty of

Franekfort, concluded in May between the emperor,

the king of Prussia, the king of Sweden as landgrave

of Hesse-Cassel, and the elector palatine. They en-

gaged to preserve the constitution of the empire, accord-

ing to the treaty of Westphalia, and to support the em-
peror in his rank and digruty. They agreed to employ
tlieir good offices with the queen of Hungary, that she

might be induced to acknowledge the emperor, to re-

store his hereditary dominions, and give up the archives

of the empire that were in her possession. They gua-
ranteed to each other their respective territories; the

disputes about the succession of the late emperor they
rcfened to the decision of the states of the empire; they
promised to assist one another in case of being attacked;

and they invited the king of Poland, the elector of Col-

ogn, and the bishop of Liege, to accede to this treaty.

Such was the confederacy that broke all the measures
which had been concerted between the king of Great
Britain and her Hungarian majesty, for the operations

of the campaign. In the meantime, the French king
declared war against this princess, on pretence that she
was obstinately deaf to all terms of accommodation,
and determined to carry the war into the territories of

France. In her counter-declaration, she taxed Louis
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with having infringed tho most solemn engagement,

with respect to tho pragmatic sanction; with having

spirited up ilifforent pretenilers to lay claim to tho suc-

cession of the lato emperor; with having endeavoured

to instigate tho common enemy of Christendom against

her; and with having acted the incendiary in the north

of Kurt>i>o, that the czarina might bo prevented from

assisting the house of Austria, while his numerous ar-

mies overspread tho empire and desolated her hereditary

couutries. These recriminations were literally true.

The houses of liourbon and Austria have, for many
centuries, been the common disturbers and plagues of

Europe.

rnOGRESS OF THE FUENCII KING IN THE
NETllEKLANUS.

Tho king of France, though in himself pacific and

unenterprising, was stimulated by liis ministry to taste

the glory of conquest in tho Netherlands, where ho had

assembled an army of one hmidrcd and twenty thou-

sand men, provided with a very formidable train of

artillery. The chief command was vested in the mar-

eschal count do Saxo, who possessed great military

talents, and proved to be one of the most fortunate

generals of tho age in which ho lived. Tho allied

forces, consisting of English, Hanoverians, Dutch, and

Austrians, to the numbor of seventy thousand effective

men. were in the month of May assemldcd in the neigh-

Ixiurhood of Brussels, from whence they marched to-

wards Oadenarde, and posted thrnisclvcs bebind the

Schclde, being unable to retard the progress of the

enemy. The French monarch, attended by Iiis favourite

ladies, with all the pomp of eastern luxurj-, arrived at

Lisle on the twelfth day of the same mouth; and in the

adjacent plain reviewed his army. Tho states-general,

alarmed at his preparations, had, in a conference with

his ambassador at the Hague, expressed their apprehen-

sions, and entreated his most christian majesty would

desist from bis design of attacking their barrier. Their

remonstrances having proved ineffectual, they now sent

a minister to wait upon that monarch, to enforce their

former representations, and repeat their entreaties; but

no reganl was paid to his rcfiucst. The French king
told liim, he was determined to prosecute the war with

Tigour, as his moderation hitherto had ser^'ed to no
other purpose but that of rendering his enemies more
intractable. Accordingly, his troops invested Jlenin,

which was in seven days surrendered upon capitulation.

Yprcs, Fort Knocke, and Fumes, underwent the same
fate; and on the twenty-ninth day of June the king of

France entered Dunkirk in triumph.

PRINCE CHARLES OF LORRAINE PASSES
THE RHINE.

He had taken such precautions for the defence of

Alsace, which was guarded by considerable armies

under the command of Coigny and Seckendorf, that he
thought he had nothing to fear from the Austri-ans in

that quarter ; besides, he had received secret assurances

that the king of Prussia would declare for the emperor;
so that he resolved to pursue his conquests in the

Netherlands. But all his measures were defeated by the

activity of prince Charles of Lorraine, and his officers,

who found means to pass the Rhine, and oblige the French
and Bavarian generals to retire to Lampertheim, that

they might cover Strasburgh. The Austrians made
themselves masters of Haguenau and Savcnie; they se-

cured the passes of Lorraine; and laid all the countrj- of

Lower Alsace under contribution. The king of France
was no sooner apprized of the prince's having passed
the Rhine, and penetrated into this province, than he
sent off a detachment of thirty thousand men from his

army in ITandcrs, to reinforce that under th« mareschal
dc Coigny; and he himself began his journey from the
Rhine, that he might in person check the progress of
the enemy ; but this design was anticipated by a severe

distemper that overtook him nt Mcntz in Lorraine. Tho
physicians despaired of his life. The queen, with her

children, and all the princes of tho blood, hastened from

Versailles to pay the List duties to their dying sove-

reign, who, as a tnie penitent, dismissed his concubinci,

and began to prepare himself for death; yet the strengtli

of his constitution triumphed over the fever, and his

recovery was celebrated all over his dominions with
uncommon marks of joy and affection.

In the meantime tho schemes of the Austrian gen-

eral were frustrated by tho king of Pnissia, who, in

the month of August, entered the electorate of Saxony
at the head of a numerous amiy. There he declared,

in a public manifesto, that bis aims were only to re-es

t.ablisb the peace of the empire, and to support tho

dignity of its head. lie assured the inhabitants that

they might depend upon his protection, in case they

should remain quiet; but threatened them with fire and

sword should they presume to oppose his arms. In a

rescript, addressed to his ministers nt foreign courts,

he accused the queen of Hungary of obstinacy, in re-

fusing to acknowledge the emperor, and restore his

hereditary dominions; he said, he had engaged in the

league of Franckfort, to hinder the head of the empire

from being oppressed; that he had no intention to vio-

late the peace of Breslau, or enter as a principal into

this war; he affirmed, that his design was to act as

auxiliary to the emperor, and establish the quiet of

Gerniiiny. He penetrated into Bohemia, and undertook

the siege of Prague, the governor of which surrendered

himself and his garrison prisoners of war on the six-

teenth day of September. Ho afterwards reduced

Tabor, Bodweis, and Teyn, and in a word subdued the

greatest part of the kingdom ; the Austrian forces in

that country being in no condition to stop his progress.

Nevertheless, he was soon obliged to relinquish his con-

quests. Prince Charles of Lorraine was recalled from

Alsace, and repassed the Rhine in the face of the French

army, commanded by the mareschals de Coigny, Noaillos,

and Belleisle. Then he marched to the Danube, biid

the Upper Palatine under contribution, and entering

Bohemia, joined the troops under Bathiani at Jlcrotiz.

The king of Poland elector of Saxony, at this juncture

declared in favour of her Hungarian majesty. A con-

vention for the mutual guarantee of their dominions, had

been signed between those two powers in December; and

now prince Charles of Lorraine was reinforced by twenty

thous.and Saxon troops, under the conduct of the duke
of Saxe-Wessenfels. The combined army was superior

to that of his Prussian majesty, whom they resolved to

engage. But he retired before them, and having evac-

uated all the places he had garrisoned in Bohemia, re-

treated with precipitation into Silesia. There his troops

were put into winter-quarters; and he himself returned

to Berlin, extremely mortified at the issue of the cam-
paign.

CAMPAIGN IN BAVARIA AND FLANDERS.

During these transactions, count Seckendorf marched
into Bavaria at the head of a strong army, drove tho

Austrians out of that electorate, and the emperor re-

gained possession of Munich, his capital, on the twenty-

second day of October. In August the French army
passed the Rhine at Fort-Louis, and invested the strong

and important city of Fribourg, defended by general

Demnitz, at the head of nine thousand veterans. Tho
king of France arrived in the camp on the eleventh day
of October; and the siege was carried on with uncommon
vigour. The Austrian governor made incredible efforts

in the defence of the place, which he maintained until

it was reduced to a heap of ruins, and one-half of tho

garrison destroyed. At length, however, they were
obliged to snnender themselves prisoners of war, after

the trenches had been open five-and-forty days, during

which they had killed above fifteen thousand of the

besiegers. AVith this conquest the French king closed

the campaign, and his army was cantoned along tho
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Bhinc, uudcr the inspection of the connt de JIaillebois.

By the dctachuicnts drawn from the French army
in Flanders, count Saxe had found himself considerably

TTeaker than the confederates; he threw up strong in-

treuchments behind the Lys, where he remained on the

defensive, until he was reinforced by count d'Clermont,

who commanded a separate body on the side of New-
port. The allies, to the number of seventy thousand,

passed the Schelde, and advanced towards Helchin; but

the enemy being so advantageously posted, that they

could not attack him with any prospect of advantage,

they filed on in sight of Toumay; and on the eighth

day of August encamped in the plains of Lisle, in hope

of drawing count Saxe from the situation in which he

was so strongly fortified. Here they foraged for several

days, .ind laid the open countrj' under contribution;

however, thoy made no attempt on the place itself,

*rhich in all probability would have fallen into their

hands had they invested it at their first approach ; for

then there was no other ganison but two or three bat-

talions of militia; but count Saxe soon threw in a con-

siderable reinforcement. The allies were unprovided

with a train of battering cannon; and their commanders
would not deviate from the usual form of war. 13e-

eides, they were divided in their opinions, and despised

one another. General Wade, who commanded the

English and Hanoverians, was a vain weak man, with-

out confidence, weight, or authority ; and the -\ustriau

general, the duke d'Aremberg, was a proud rapacious

glutton, devoid of talents and sentiment. After having

remained for some time in sight of Lisle, and made a

general forage without molestation, they retired to

their former camp on the Schclde, from whence they

soon marched into winter-quarters. Count !?axe at

length quitted his lines; and by way of retaliation,

sent out detachments to ravage the Low-countries, to

the very gates of Ghent and Bruges. The conduct of

the allied generals was severely censured in England,
ridiculed in France, not only in private conversation,

but also on their public theatres, where it became the

subject of farces and pantomimes.
The campaign in Italy produced dirers vicissitudes

of fortune. The king of Naples having assembled an
array, joined count Gages, and published a manifesto in

vindication of his conduct, which was a direct violation

of the neutrality he had promised to obsen-e. He
maintained, that his moderation had been undeiTalued
by the courts of London and Vienna; that his frontiers

were threatened with the calamities of war; and that

the queen of Hungary made no secret of her intention

to invade his dominions. This charge was not without
foundation. The emissaries of the house of Austria
endeavoured to excite a rebellion in Naples, which prince
Lobkowitz had orders to favour by an invasion. This
general was encamped at Monte Eotundo, in the neigh-
bourhood of Rome, when, in the month of June, the
confederates advanced to Yelletri. AMiile the two ar-

mies remained in sight of each other, prince Lobkowitz
detached a strong body of forces, under count Soro and
general Gorani, who made an irruption into the province
of Abruzzo, and took the city of Aquilla, where they
distributed a manifesto, in which the queen of Hungary
exhorted the Neapolitans to shake off the Spanish yoke,
aud submit again to the house of Austria. This step,
however, produced little or no effect; and the Austrian
detachment retired at the approach of the duke of
Vicuvillc, with a superior number of forces. In August,
count Brown, at the head of an Austrian detachment,
surprised Vcllctri in the night; and the king of the
Two Sicilies, with the duke of Modena, were in the
utmost danger of being taken. They escaped by a
postern with great difficulty, and repaired to the quar-
ters of count Gages, who performed the part of a great
general on this occasion. He rallied the fugitives, dis-

pelled the panic and confusion which had begun to pre-
vail in his camp, and made a disposition for cutting off
the retreat of the Austrians. Count Brown, finding
timsolf in danger of being surrounded, thought proper

to secure his retreat, which he effected with great art

and gallantry, carrying off a prodigious booty. Three
thousand Spaniards are said to have fallen in this action;

and eight hundred men were taken, with some standards

and colours. Count Mariani, a Neapolitan general,

was among the prisoners. The Austrians lost about

six hundred men; and general Novati fell into the

hands of the enemy; but the exploit produced no con-

sequence of importance. The heats of .4.utumn proved

so fatal to the Austrians, who were not accustomed to

the climate, that prince Lobkowitz saw his anny
mouldering away, without any possibility of its being

rccniited; besides, the country was so drained that he
could no longer procure subsistence. Impelled by these

considerations, he meditated a retreat. On the eleventh

day of November, he decamped from Faiola, marched
under the walls of Home, passed the Tiber at Pontc
Mole, formerly known by the name of Pons Milvius,

which he had just time to break down behind him,

when the vanguard of the Spaniards and Neapolitans

appeared. Part of his rear-guard, however, was taken,

with count Soro who commanded it, at Nocero; and his

army suffered greatly by desertion. Nevertheless, he
continued his retreat with equal skill and expedition,

passed the mountains of Gubio, and by the way of

A'iterbo reached the Bologncse. The pope was alto-

gether passive. In the beginning of the campaign he
had caressed Lobkowitz; and now he received the king
of the Two SicUies with marks of the warmest affection.

That prince having visited the chief curiosities of Rome,
returned to Naples, leaving part of his troops under the

command of count Gages.

BATTLE OF CONL

Fortune likewise favoured his brother Don Philip in

Savoy aud Piedmont. He was, early in the season,

joined at Antibes by the French army under the con-

duct of the prince of Conti. It the latter end of March,
the combined forces passed the A'ar, reduced the castle

of Aspremont, and entered the city of Nice withojit op-

position. In Apiil, they attacked the king of Sardinia,

who, with twenty thousand men, was strongly intrench-

ed among the mountains of Villa-Franca. The action

was obstinate and bloody; but their numbers and per-

severance prevailed. He was obliged to abandon his

posts, and embark on board of the British squadron,

which transported him and his troops to Vado. The
intention of Don Philip was to penetrate through the

territories of Genoa into the Milanese; but admiral

JIatthews, vino hovered with a strong squadron on that

coast, sent a message to the republic, declaring, that

should the combined army be suffered to pass through

her dominions, the king of Great Britain would consider

such a step as a breach of their neutrality. The senate,

intimidated by this intimation, entreated the princes to

desist from their design, and they resolved to choose an-

other route. They defiled towards Piedmont, and as-

saulted the strong post of Chateau-Dauphine, defended

by the king of Sardinia in person. After a desperate

attack, in which they lost four thousand men, the place

was taken; the garrison of Demont surrendered at dis-

cretion, and the whole country of Piedmont was laid

under contribution. His Sardinian majesty was not in

a condition to hazard a battle; and, therefore, posted

himself at Saluzzes, in order to cover his capital. The
combmed array advanced to the strong and important

town of Coni, which was invested in the beginning of

September. Baron Leutram, the governor, made an
obstinate defence, and the situation of the place was
such as rendered the siege diflicult, tedious, and bloody.

The king of Sardinia being reinforced by ten thousand

Austrians, under general Pallavieini, advanced to its

rehef, and a battle ensued. The action was maintained

with great vigour on both sides till night, wheu his

majesty finding it impracticable to force the enemy's

intrenchments, retired in good order to his camp at

Murasso. He afterwards found means to throw a rein-
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forcement and supply of provisions into Coni; and the

lieavv rains that fell at this period, not only retarded

but even dispirited the besiegers. Nevertheless, the

princes persisted in their design, notwithstanding a

dearth of provisions, and the approach of winter, till the

latter end of November, when the chev.ilier de Soto en-

tered the place with six hundred fresh men. This inci-

dent was no sooner known than the princes abandoned

their enterprise; and leaving their sick and wounded to

the mercy of the Piedmontesc, marched back to Demont.
Uaving dismantled the fortifications of this place, they

retreated with great precipitation to Dauphinf, and
were dreadfully harassed by the Vaudois and light

troops in the service of his Sardinian majesty, who now
again saw himself in possession of Piedmont. The
French troops were quartered in DauphinC; but Don
Philip still maintained his footing in Savoy, the inhabi-

tants of which he fleeced without mercy.

RETURN OF COMMODORE ANSON.

After the action at Toulon, nothing of consequence
was achieved by the British squadron in the Mediter-

ranean; and indeed the naval power of Great Britain

was, during the summer, quite inactive. In the month
of June, commodore .\nson returned from his voyage of

three years and nine months, in which he had surroun-

ded the terraqueous globe. AVe have formerly observed,

that he sailed with a small squadron to the South-Sea,

in order to annoy the Spanish settlements of Chili and
Peru. Two of his large ships having been separated

from him in a storm before he weathered Cape Horn,
had put in at Rio de Janeiro, on the coast of Brazil, from
whence they returned to Europe. A frigate commanded
by captian Cheap, was shipwrecked on a desolate island

in the SoUth-Sea. Mr. Anson having undergone a dread-

ful tempest, which dispersed his fleet, arrived at the

island of Juan Fernandez, where he was joined by the

Gloucester, a ship of the line, a sloop, and a pink loaded

with provisions. These were the remains of his squa-

dron. Hcmadeprizeof several vessels; tookandburned
the little town of Payta; set sail from the coast of

Mexico for the Philippine Isles; and in this passage the

Gloucester was abandoned and sunk: the other vessels

had been destroyed for want of men to na-rigate them,
BO that nothing now remained but the commodore's own
ship, the Centurion, and that but very indifferently

manned; for the crews had been horribly thinned by
sickness. Incredible were the hardships and misery
they sustained from the shattered condition of the ships,

and the scorbutic disorder, when they reached the plen-

tiful island of Tinian, where they were supplied with
the necessary refreshments. Thence they prosecuted
their voyage to the river of Canton in China, where the

commodore ordered the ship to be sheathed, and found
means to procure a reinforcement of sailors. The chief

object of his attention was the rich annual ship that
sails between Acapulco, in Mexico, and Manilla, one of

the Philippine islands. In hopes of intercepting her,

he set sail from Canton, and steered his course back to

the straits of Manilla, where she actually fell into his

hands, after a short but vigorous engagement. The
prize was called Neustra Signora de Cabodonga, mounted
with forty guns, manned with six hundred sailors, and
loaded with treasure and effects to the value of three

hundred and thirteen thousand pounds sterling; with
this windfall he returned to Canton; from whence he
proceeded to the Cape of Good Hope, and prosecuted his

voyage to England, where he arrived in safety. Though
this fortunate commander enriched himself by an occur-

rence that may be termed almost accidental, the British

nation was not indemnified for the expense of the ex-

pedition; and the original design was entirely defeated.

Had the Manilla ship escaped the vigilance of the Eng-
lish commodore he might have been, on his return to

England, laid aside as a superannuated captain, and died

in obscurity, but his great wealth invested him with
considerable influence, and added lustre to his talents.

VoL.IL

He soon became the oracle which was constJtcd !n all

naval deliberations; and the king raised him to the dig-

nity of a peerage. In July, sir John Balchen, an ad-

miral of approved valour and great experience, sailed

from Spithead with a strong squadron, in quest of an
opportunity to attack the French fleet at Brest, under
the command of il. do Rochambault. In the bay of

Biscay ho was overtaken by a violent storm, that dis-

persed the ships, and drove them up the English chan-
nel. Admiral Stewart, with the greater part of them,
arrived at Plymouth; but sir John Balclien's own ship,

the Victory, which was counted the most beautiful first-

rate in the world, foundered at sea; and this brave com-
mander perished, with all his ofllcers, volunteers, and
crew, amounting to eleven hundred choice seamen. On
the fourth day of October, after the siege of Fribonrg,

the mareschal duke de Belleisle, and his brother, hap-

pened in their way to Berlin to halt at a village in the

forest of Hartz, dependent on the electorate of Hanover.

There they were apprehended by the bailiff of the place,

and conducted as prisoners to Osterode; from whence
they were removed to Stade on the Elbe, where they

embarked for England. They resided at AA'iudsor till

the following year, when they were allowed the benefit

of the cartel which had been established between Great

Britain and France at Franckfort, and released accord-

ingly, after they had been treated by the British nobility

with that respect and hospitality which was due to

their rank and merit.*

REVOLUTION IN THE BRITISH MINISTRY.

The dissensions in the British cabinet were now rip-

ened into another revolution in the niinistiy. Lord

Carteret, who was by this time earl Granville, in con-

sequence of his mother's death, had engi'ossed the royal

favour BO much, that the duke of Newcastle and his

brother are said to have taken umbrage at his influence

and greatness. He had incurred the resentment of those

who were distincuished by the appellation of patriots,

and entirely forfeited his popularity. The two brothers

were very powerful by their parliamentary interest;

they knew their own strength, and engaged in a politi-

cal alliance with the leading men in the opposition,

against the prime minister and his measures. This

coalition was dignified with the epithet of " The Broad

Bottom," as if it had been established on a true consti-

tutional foundation, comprehending individuals of every

class, without distinction of party. The appellation,

however, which they assumed was afterwards converted

into a term of derision. The earl of Granville perceiv-

ing the gathering stonn, and foreseeing the impossi-

bility of withstanding such an opposition in parliament,

wisely avoided the impending danger and disgrace, by
a voluntary resignation of his emploj'ments. The eai"l

of Harrington succeeded him as secretai-y of state. The
duke of Bedford was appointed first lord of the admi-

ralty, and the earl of Chesterfield declared lord-lieuten-

ant of Ireland. The lords Gower and Cobham were
re-established in the offices they had resigned; Mr.
Lytteltou was admitted as a commissioner of the trea-

surj-; even sir John Hinde Cotton accepted of a place

at court; and sir John Phillips sat at the board of trade

and plantations, though he soon renounced this em-
ployment. This was rather a change of men than of

measures, and turned out to the ease and advantage of

the sovereign; for his views were no longer thwarted

by an obstinate opposition in parliament. The session

was opened on the twenty-eighth day of November, in

the usual manner. The commons unanimously granted

about six millions and an half for the service of the en-

suing year, to he raised by the land, the malt, .and the

salt taxes, the sinking fund, and an additional duty on
wines. In January, the call of Chesterfield set out for

• Mr. Pope, the celebrated poet, died In the month of Jnne. In
October, tlie old duchess of Marlborout^'h resigned her brcAth, in the
ei^'htv-tifth year of ber n?e, immcnsciy rich, and ver>' little regret-

ted, either by her own laniily or the w'orld In general.

2P
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the Hague, with the character of amhassador-extraor-

dinary, to persuade, if possible, the states-general to

sngago heartily in the war. About the same time a

treaty of quadruple alliance was signed at Warsaw, hy
the queen of Hungary, the king of Poland, and the

maritime powers. This was a mutual guarantee of the

dominions belonging to the contracting parties; but his

Polish majesty was paid for his concurrence, with an

annual subsidy of one hundred and fifty thousand pounds,

two-thirds of which were defrayed by England, and the

remainder was disbursed by the United Provinces.*

1745. The business of the British parliament being

discussed, the session was closed in the beginning of

May; and, immediately after the prorogation, the king

set out for Hanover. The death of the emperor Charles

VII., which happened in the month of January, had

entirely changed the face of affairs in the empire, and

all the princes of Germany were in commotion. The

grand-dulce of Tuscany, consort to her Hungarian ma-

jesty, was immediately declared a candidate for the

Imperial crown; while his pretensions were warmlj-

opposed by the French king and his allies. The court

of Vienna, taking advantage of the late emperor's

death, sent an army to invade Bavaria in the month of

JIarch, under the conduct of general Bathiani, who
routed the French and Palatine troops at Psiffenhoven,

took possession of Eain, surrounded and disarmed six

thousand Hessians in the neighbouiihood of Ingold-

stadt, and drove the Bavarian forces out of the elector-

ate. The young elector was obliged to abandon his

capital, and retire to Augsburgh, where ho found him-

self in danger of losing all his dominions. In this emer-

gency, he yielded to the earnest solicitations of the em-

press his mother, enforced by the advice of his uncle

the elector of Cologn, and of his general count Secken-

dorf, who exhorted him to be reconciled to the court of

Vienna. A negotiation was immediately begun at

Fucssen; where, in April, the treaty was concluded.

The queen consented to recognise the Imperial dignity,

as having been vested in the person of his father; to

acknowledge his mother as empress dowager; to restore

his dominions, with all the fortresses, artillery, stores,

and ammunition which she had taken: on the other

hand, he renounced all claim to the succession of her

fattier, and became guarantee of the pragmatic sanc-

tion ; he acknov.-ledged the validity of the electoral vote

of Bohemia in the person of the queen; engaged to give

his voice for the grand Juke at the ensuing election of

a king of the Komans. Until that should be deter-

mined, both parties agreed that Ingoldstadt should bo
garrisoned by neutral troops; and that Braumau and
tSchardingen, with all the country lying between the
Inn and the Saltza, should remain in the queen's pos-

session, though without prejudice to the civil govern-
ment or the elector's revenue. In the meantime he
dismissed the auxiliaries that were in his pay, and they
were permitted to retire without molestation.

The court of Vienna had now secured the votes of all

the electors, except those of Brandenburgh and the Pa-
latinate. Nevertheless, France assembled a powerful
ai-my in the neighbourhood of Franckfort, in order to

influence the election. But the Austrian army, com-
manded by the grand-duke in person, marched thither
from the Danube; and the prince of Conti was obliged
to repass the Rhine at Nordlingen. Then the grand-duke
repaired to Franckfort, where on the second day of Sep-
tember ho was, by a majority of voices, declared king of
the Komans and emperor of Germany. Jlcanwliile the
king of Prussia had made great progress in the conquest
of Silesia. The campaign began in January, when the
Hungarian insurgents were obliged to retire into Mo-
ravia, lu the following month the Pni.ssian geneial

* Robert curl of Orford, Into primo minister, died in Miu-cli, nfter
liftving for a very short time enjoyed a pension of four thousund
l"Uind.s granted l)y tlie ci-own, in considcratiun of bis jiast si-vvices.
Tliougli he had for such a lengtli of time directed the application m'
the puhlic trcasiuv, his circumstances were nut aflinent: he wiis
Iit)oral in liis disposition, and had sucli a number of rapacious depen-
dent to gratify, that little was left for hif own private occasions.

Lehrwald defeated a body of twelve thousand Austrians,

commanded by general Helsrich; the town of Ratisbon

was taken by assault; and the king entered Silesia, in

J!:iy, at the head of seventy thousand men. Prince

Charles of Lorraine, being joined by the duke of Saxe-

Wessenfels and twenty thousand Saxons, penetrated

into Silesia by the defiles of Landshut ; and were at-

tacked by his Prussian majesty in the plains of Stnegau,

near Friedberg. The battle was maintained from morn-

ing till noon, when the Saxons jiving waj-, prince

Charles was obliged to retire with the loss of twelve

thousand men, and a great number of colours, standards,

and artillery. This victory, obtained on the fourth day

of June, complete as it was, did not prove decisive; for,

though the victor transferred the seat of the war into

Bohemia, and maintained his aiTuy by raising contribu-

tions in that country, the Austrians resolved to hazard
another engagement. Their aim was to 6uri)rise him
in his camp at Sohr, which they attacked on the thirtieth

of September, at day-break; but they met with such a
warm reception, that notwithstanding their repeated

efforts during the space of four hours, they were repulsed

with considerable damage, and retreated to Jaromire,

leaving five thousand killed upon the spot, besides two
thousand that were taken, with nianv standards, and
twent)' pieces of cannon. The loss of this battle •n'as

in a great measure owing to the avarice of the irregulars,

who having penetrated into the Prussian camp, began
to pillage with great eagerness, giving the king an op-

portunity to rally his disordered troops, and restore the

battle; nevertheless, they retired with the plunder of

his baggage, including his military chest, the officers of

his chancery, his own secretajy, and all the papers of

his cabinet.

TREATY OF DRESDEN.—THE GRAND DUKE
OF TUSCANY ELECTED EMPEROR.

After this action, his Prassian majesty returned tc

Berlin and breathed nothing but peace and moderation.

In August he had signed a convention with the king of

Great Britain, who became guarantee of his possessions

in Silesia, as yielded by the treaty of Breslau; and he
promised to vote for the gr.and duke of Tuscany at the

election of .an emperor. This was intended as the basis

of a more general accommodation. But he now pre-

tended to have received undoubted intelligence that the

king of Poland and the queen of Hungary had agreed

to invade Brandenburgh with three different armies;

and that, for this purpose, his Polish majesty had de-

manded of the czarina the succours stipulated by treaty

between the two crowns. Alarmed, or seemingly

alarmed, at this information, he solicited the maritime

powers to fulfil their engagements, and interpose their

good offices with the court of Petersburgh. Yet, far

from waiting for the result of these remonstrances, he

made a sudden iiTuption into Lusatia, took possession of

Gorlitz, and obliged prince Charles of Lorraine to retire

before him into Bohemia. Then he entered Leipsic,

and laid Saxony under contribution. The king of Po-

land, unable to resist the torrent, quitted his capital

and took refuge in Prague. His troops, reinforced by a

body of Austrians, were defeated at Pirna on the

fifteenth day of December; and his Prussian majesty

became master of Dresden without further opposition.

The king of Poland, thus deprived of his hereditary

dominions, was fain to acquiesce in such teims as the

conqueror thought proper to impose; and the treaty ot

Dresden was concluded under the mediation of his Bri-

tannic majesty. B}' this convention the king of Pi-ussia

retained all the contributions he had levied in Saxony;
and was entitled to a million of German crowns, to be

paid by his Polish m.ajcsty at the next fair of Leipsic.

lie and the elector palatine consented to acknowledge
the grand duke as emperor of Germany; and this last

confirmed to liis I'russian majesty certain privileges de

non evocando, which had been granted by the late cm-
pcror, with regard to some territories possessed by the
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king of Prusiin, t'lough not bolonsing to the ckclorntc

of Brandenbiirgh. Immediately lU'tertlio ratification of

this treaty, the Prussian troops evacuated Saxony, and

the peace of Germany was restored.

THE ALLIES AEE DEFEATED.

Thongh the French \dng could not prevent the elova-

tiou of the grand duke to the Imperial throuc, ho re-

solved to humble tho houso of Austria, by making a

conquest of tho Netherlands. A prodigious army was
there assembled, under the auspices of mareschal count

do Saxe; and his most christian majesty, with the dau-

phin, arriving in tho camp, they invested tho strong

town of Toumay on tho thirtieth day of April. The
Dutch garrison consisted of eight thousand men, com-

manded by tho old baron Dorth, wlio made a vigorous

defence. The duko of Cumberland assumed tho chief

command of the allied army, assembled at Soignes; he

was assisted with the advice of the count Konigsegg, an

Austrian general, and the prince of Waldeck, commander
of the Dutch forces. Their army was greatly inferior

ill number to that of the enemy; nevertheless, they re-

siilved to march to the relief of Toumay. They accord-

ingly advanced to Leuse; and on the twenty-eight day
of April took post at ilaulbre, in sight of tho French
army, which was encamped on an eminence from the

Tillage of Antonie, to a large wood beyond Vezon, having

Fontenoy in their front. Next day was employed by
tho allies in driving the enemy from some outposts, and
clearing the defiles through which they were obliged to

advance to tho attack; while the French completed

their batteries, and made the most formidable prepara-

tions for their reception. On the thirtieth day of April,

tho duke of Cnmberland, having made the proper dis-

positions, began his march to the enemy at two o'clock

in the morning; a brisk cannonade ensued; and about

nine both armies were engaged. The British infantry

drove the French beyond their lines; but the left wing
failing in the attack on the village of Fontenoy, and the

cavalry forbearing to advance on tho flanks, they mea-

sured back their giound with some disorder, from the

prodigious fire of the French batteries. They rallied,

however, and returning to the charge with redoubled

ardour, repulsed the enemy to their camp with great

slaughter; but, being wholly unsupported by the other

wing, and exposed both in front and flank to a dj-eadful

fire, which did great execution, the duko was obliged to

make the necessary dispositions for a retreat about three

o'clock in the afternoon, and this was eiTcctcd in toler-

able order. The battle was fought with great obstinacy,

and the camago on both sides was very considerable.

The allies lost about twelve thousand men, including a

good number of officers; among these were lieutenant-

general Campbell, and major-general Ponsonby. The
•victory cost the French almost an equal number of lives

;

and no honour was lost by the vanquished. Had the

allies given battle on the preceding day, before the

enemy had taken their measures and received all their

reinforcements, they might have succeeded in their en-

deavour to relieve Toumay. Although the attack was
generally JHdged rash and precipitate, the British and
Hanoverian troops fought with such intrepidity and per-

severance, that if they had been properly sustained by
the Dutch forces, and their flanks covered by the cavalry,

the French in all likelihood would have been obliged to

abandon their enterprise. The duko of Cumberland left

bis sick and wounded to the humanity of the victors;

and retiring to Aeth, encamped in an advantageous
situation at Lcssines. The garrison of Toumay, though
no»^ deprived of all hope of succour, maintained the place

to the twenty-first day of June, when the governor ob-

tained an honourable capitulation. After the conquest
of this frontier, which was dismantled, the duke of Cum-
berland, apprehending the enemy had a design upon
Ghent, sent a detachment of four thousand men to rein-

force the garrison of that city; but they fell into an
ambascade at Pas-du-m£le, and were killed or taken,

except a few dragoons thft! jscapod to Ostcnd; on that

very night, which was the twelfth of June, Ghent was
surprised by a detachment of the French army. Then
they invested Ostend, which, though defended by an
English garrison, and open to the sea, was, after a short

siege, surrendered by capitulation on tho fourteenth day
of August Denderujonde, Oudenardo, Newport, and
Aeth, underwent the same fate; while the allied army
lay entrenccd beyond tho canal of Antwerp. The
French king having subdued the greatest part of tho
Austrian Netherlands, returned to Paris, which ho eu
tered in triumph.

THE KING OF SARDINIA IS ALMOST STRIP-
PED OF HIS DOMINIONS.

Tlio campaign in Italy was unpropitious to tho queen
of Hungary and the king of Sardinia. Count Gages
passed the Appeniues, and entered the state of Lucca;

from thence lie proceeded by the eastern coast of Genoa
to Lcstvide-Levante. The junction of the two armies

was thus .accomplished, and reinforced with ten thou-

sand Genoese; meanwhile prince Lobkowitz decamped
from Modena and took post at Parma; but he was soon

succeeded by count Schuylemberg, and sent to command
tho Austrians in Bohemia. The Spaniards entered tho

Milanese without further opposition. Count Gages, with

thirty thousand men, took possession of Serravalle; and
advancing towards Plaeentia, obliged the Austrians to

retire under the cannon of Tortona; but when don
Philip, at the head of forty thousand troops, made him-
self master of Acqui, the king of Sardinia and tho Aus-
trian general, unable to stem the torrent, retreated

behind tho Taiiaro. The strong citadel of Tortona was
taken by the Spaniards, ^Yho likewise reduced Parma
and Plaeentia; and forcing the passage of the Tanaro,

compelled his Sardinian majesty to take shelter on the

other side of the Po. Then Pavia was won by scalade;

and the city of Milan submitted to the infant, though
the Austrian garrison still maintained the citadel; all

Piedmont, on both sides of tlie Po, as far as Turin, was
reduced, and even that capital threatened with a siege;

so that by the month of October the territories belong-

ing to the house of Austria, in Italy, were wholly sub-

dued; and the king of Sardinia stripped of r.U his

dominions; yet he continued firm and true to his en-

gagements, and de.if to all proposals of a separate

accommodation.

THE ENGLISH TAKE CAPE BRETON

The naval transactions of Great Britain wore in tho

course of this year remarkably spirited. In the Medi •

terranean, admiral Rowley had succeeded Matthews in

the command; Savona, Genoa, Final, St. Remo, with
Bastia, the capital of Corsica, were bombarded; several

Spanish ships were taken; but he could not prevent tho

safe arrival of their rich Havannah squadron at Corunna.
Commodore Daruet, iu the East Indies, made prize of

several French ships richly laden ; and commodore
Townshend, in the latitude of Martinico, took about
thirty mcrchaut sliips belonging to the enemy, under
convoy of four ships of war, two of which were destroyed.

The English privateers likewise met with uncommon
success. But the most important achievement was the

conquest of Louisbourg ou the isle of Cape Breton, iu

North America; a place of great consequence, which the

French had fortified at a prodigious expense. The
scheme of reducing this fortress was planned in Boston,

recommended by their general assembly, and approved

by his majesty, who sent instructions to commodore
W.-u-'en, stationed oiTthe Leew.ird Islands, to sail for the

northern parts of America, aud co-operate with tho forces

of New England iu this expedition. A body of six

thousand men was formed under the conduct of Mr.

Peppcrel, a trader of Piscataquay, whose influence was
extensive iu that country; though he was a man of littlo

or no education, and utterly unacquainted with militaiy
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operations. In April Mr. Warren arrived at Caiiso with
ten ships of war; and the troops of New England being

embarked in transports, sailed immediately for the isle

of Cape Breton, where they landed without opposition.

The enemy abandoned their grand battery, whieh was
detached from the town; and the immediate seizure of

it contributed in a good measure to the success of the

enterprise. While the American troops, reinforced by
eight hundred marines, cai-ried on their approaches by
land, the squadron blocked up the place by sea in such
a manner that no succours could be introduced. A
French ship of the line, with some smaller vessels des-

tined for the relief of the garrison, were intercepted and
taken by the British cruisers; and, indeed, the reduction

of Louisbourg was chiefly owing to the vigilance and
activity of Mr. Warren, one of the bravest and best

officers in the service of England. The operations of

the siege were wholly conducted by the engineers and

officers who commanded the British marines; and the

Americans, being ignorant of war, were contented to

act under their directions. The town being considerably

damaged by the bombs and bullets of the besiegers, and

the garrison despairing of relief, the governor capitulated

on the seventeenth day of June, when the city of Louis-

bourg, and the isle of Cape Breton, were surrendered to

his Britannic majesty. The garrison and inhabitants

engaged that the)' would not bear arms for twelve
months against Great Britain or her allies; and being

embarked in fourteen cartel ships, were transported to

Eochefnrt. In a few days after the surrender of Louis-

bourg, two French East India ships, and another from
Peru, laden with treasure, sailed into the harbour on
the supposition that it still belonged to France, and were
taken by the English squadron.

The news of this conquest being transmitted to Eng-
land, Mr. Peppcrel was preferred to the dignity of a
baronet of Great Britain, and congratulatory addresses

were presented to the king on the success of his majesty's

arms. The possession of Cape Breton was, doubtless, a

valuable acquisition to Great Britain. It not only dis-

tressed the French in their fishery and navigation, but

removed all fears of encroachment and rivalship from
the English fishers on the banks of Newfoundland. It

freed New England from the terrors of a dangerous
neighbour; overawed the Indians of that country; and
secured the possession of Acadia to the crown of Great

Britain. The plan of this conquest was originally laid

by Mr. Auchmuty, judge-advocate of the court of ad-

miralty in New England. He demonstrated, that the

reduction of Cape Breton would put the English in sole

possession of the fishery of North America, which would
annually return to Great Britain two millions sterling,

for the manufactures yearly shipped to the plantations;

employ many thousand families that were otherwise

unserviceable to the public; increase the shipping and
mariners; extend navigation; cut off all communication
between France and Canada by the river St. Lawrence;
so that Quebec would fall of course into the hands of

the English, who might expel the French entirely from
America, open a correspondence with the remote Indians,

and render themselves masters of the profitable fur-

trade, which was now engrossed by the enemy. The
natives of N^w England acquired great glory from the
success of this enterprise. Britain, which had in some
instances behaved like a step-mother to her own colonies,

was now convinced of their importance; and treated
those as brethren whom she had too long considered as

aliens and rivals. Circumstanced as tlie nation is, the
legislature cannot too tenderly cherish the interests of

the British plantations in America. They are iuh.ibited

by a brave, hardy, industrious people, animated with an
active spirit of commerce; inspired with a noble zeal for

liberty and independence. The trade of Great Britain,

clogged with heavy taxes and impositions, has for some
time languished in many valuable branches. The
French have undersold our cloths, and spoiled our mar-
kets in the Levant. Spain is no longer supplied as

usual with the commodities of England; the exports to

Gei-many must be considerably diminished by the mis-

understanding between Great Britain and the house of

Austria; consequently, her greatest resource must be in

her communication with her own colonies, which con-

sume her manufactures, and make immense returns in

sugar, rum, tobacco, fish, timber, naval stores, iron, furs,

drugs, rice, and indigo. The southern plantations like-

wise produce silk; and with due encouragement, might

furnish every thing that could be expected from the

most fertile soil and the happiest climate. The con-

tinent of North America, if properly cultivated, will

prove an inexhaustible fund of wealth and strength to

Great Britain; and perhaps it may become the last

asylum of British liberty. AMien the nation is enslaved

by domestic despotism or foreign dominion; when her

substance is wasted, her spirit broke, and the laws and
constitution of England are no more; then those colo-

nies, sent off by our fathers, may receive and entertain

their sons as hapless exiles and ruined refugees.

PEOJECT OF AN INSURRECTION IN GREAT
BRITAIN.

RTiile the continent of Europe and the isles of Ame-
rica were thus exposed to the ravages of war, and sub-

jected to such vicissitudes of fortune. Great Britain

underwent a dangerous convulsion in her own bowels.

The son of the chevalier de St. George, fired with am-
bition, and animated with the hope of ascending the

throne of his ancestors, resolved to make an effort for

that purpose, which, though it might not be crowned
with success, should at least astonish all chri.stendom.

The Jacobites in England and Scotland had promised,

that if he would land in Britain at the head of a regular

army, they would supply him with provisions, carnages,

and horses, and a great number of them declared they

would take up arras and join his standard; but they

disapproved of his coming over without forces, as a dan-

gerous enterprise, that would in all probability end in

the ruin of himself and all his adherents. This advice,

including an exact detail of his father's interest, with

the dispositions of his particular friends in every toivn

and county, was tr.ansmitted to London in Januarj', in

order to be forwarded to prince Charles; but the person

with whom it was intrusted could find no safe method
of conveyance; so that he sent it back to Scotland, from

whence it was despatched to France; but before it

reached Paris, Charles had left that kingdom. Had the

paper come to his hands in due rime, perhaps he would

not have embarked in the undertaking, though he wag
stimulated to the attempt by many concurring motives.

Certain it is, he was cajoled h)' the sanguine misrepre-

sentations of a few adventurers, who hoped to profit by
the expedition. They assured him that the whole nation

was disaffected to the reigning family; that the people

could no longer bear the immense load of taxes, which
was daily increasing; and that the most considerable

persons of the Idngdom would gladly seize the first

opportunity of crowding to his standard. On the other

hand, he knew the British government had taken some
effectual steps to alienate the friends of his house from

the principles they had hitherto professed. Some of

them had accepted posts and pensions; others were pre-

fen'cd in tlie army; and the parliament were so attached

to the reigning family, that he had nothing to hope
from their deliberations. He expected no material suc-

cour from the court of France; he foresaw that delay

would diminish the number of his adherents in Great
Britain; and, therefore, resolved to seize the present

occasion, which in many respects was propitious to his

design. Without doubt, had he been properly supported,

he could not have found a more favourable opportunity

of e.Kcitiug an intestine commotion in Great Britain; for

Scotland was quite unfurnished with troops; king George
was in Germany; the duke of Cumberland, at the head of

the Britisn army, was employed in Flanders, and great

part of the highlanders were keen for insun-ection.

Their natural principles were on this occasion stimu-
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latcd by the snggestions of revenge. At the bcginniiip

i>f the war n regiment of those people h.nd been formeil,

and transported with the rest of the Dritish troops to

Flanders. Before they wore embarked, a number of

them deserted with their arms, on pretence that they

had been decoyed into the scrvico by promises and

assurances that they should never bo sent abroad; and

this was really the case. They were overtaken by n

body of horse, persuaded to submit, brought back to

London pinioned like malefactors, and tried for desertion.

They were shot to death in Urrorcm; and the rest were

sent in exile to the plantations. Those who sulTcred

Ticre persons of some consequence in their own country;

r.nd their fate was deeply resented by the clans to which
tlicy belonged. It was considered as a n.itional outrage

;

and the highl.inders, who arc naturally vindictive, waited

impatiently for an opportunity of vengeance.

THE ELDEST SON OF THE CHEVALIER DE
ST. GEORGE LANDS IN SCOTLAND.

The young pretender being furnished with a sum of

money, and a supply of arms, on his private credit, with

out the knowledge of the French court, wrote letters to

his friends in Scotland, e.\pl.'uning his design and situa-

tion, intimating the place where he intended to land,

communiciting a private signal, and assuring them he

should be with them by the middle of June. These
prec.nutions being taken, he embarked on board of a

small frigate at Port St. Nazaire, accompanied by the

marquis of TuUibardine, sir Thomas Sheridan, sir John
Macdonaid, with a few other Irish and Scottish adven-

turers; and setting s.iil on the fourteenth of July, was
joined off Belleisle by the Elizabeth, a French ship of

war, mounted with sixty-si.i: guns, as his convoy. *

Their design was to sail round Ireland, and land in the

western part of Scotland; but falling in with the Lion,

an English ship of the line, a very obstinate and bloody

action ensued. The Elizabeth was so disabled that she

could not prosecute the voyage, and with di63culty

reached the harbour of Brest; but the Lion was shat

tered to such a degree, that she floated like a wreck
upon the water. The disaster of the Elizabeth was a

gieat misfortune to the adventurer, as by her being dis-

abled he lost a gi-eat quantity of arms, and about one

hundred able officers, who were embarked on board of

her for the benefit of his expedition. Had this ship ar-

rived in Scotland, she could easily have reduced Fort

William, situated in the midst of the clans attached to

the Stuart family. Such a conquest, by giving lustre

to the prince's arms, would have allured many to his

standard, who were indifferent in point of principle; and
encouraged a great number of highlanders to join him,

who were restricted by the apprehension, that their

wives and families would be subject to insults from the

English garrison of this fortress. Prince Charles, in

the frigate, continued his course to the western isles of

Scotland. After a voyage of eighteen days he landed

on a little island between BaiTa and South-Inst, two
of the Hebrides; then he re-embarked, and in a few
d.iys arrived at Borodale in Amsacy, on the confines of

Lochnannach, where he was in a hltle time joined by a

considerable number of hardy mountaineers, under their

respective chiefs and leaders. On the nineteenth day
of August, the marquis of TuUibardine erected the prc-

tcnders standard at Glensinnan. Some of those, how-
ever, on whom Charles principally depended, now stood

aluof, either fluctuating in their principles, astonished

ot the boldness of the undertaking, or startled at the

remonstrances of their friends, who did not fail to repre-

sent, in aggravated colours, all the danger of embarking
in such a desperate entei"prise. Had the government
acted with proper vigour when they received intelli-

gence of his arrival, the adventurer must have been
crushed in embrj-o, before any considerable number of

• Thn Elizalieth, s king's f,hlp, wts prccurrj aa a convoy, by the
Intpres: of 3Ir, 'WaKh, an Iri-h merchant at Names; and 'on board
of Uer fifty French }'oung gcntleiocn exubarked as volunteers.

his adherents could have been brought together; but
the lords of the regency seemed to filight the informa-

tion, and even to suspect the integrity of those by whom
it was conveyed. They were soon convinced of their

mistake. Prince Charles having assembled about twelve
luuidred men, encamped in the neighbourhood of Fort
'William; and immediately hostilities were commenced.
A handful of Kcppoch's clan, commanded by major
Donald Macdonald, even before they joined the preten-

der, attacked two companies of new raised soldiers, who,
with their ofTiccr, were dis.trmed after an obstinate dis-

pute; another captain of the king's forces, falling into

their hands, was courteously dismissed with ouc of tlu",

pretender's manifestoes, and a passport for his personal

safety. The administration was now efl'ectually alarmed.

The lords of the regency issued a proclamation offering

a reward of thirty thousand pounds to any person who
should apprehend the prince-adventurer. The same
price was set upon the head of the elector of Hanover,

in a proclamation published by the pretender. A courier

was despatched tc Holland to hasten the return of his

majesty, who arrived in England about the latter end

of August. A requisition was made of the six thousand

Dutch auxiliaries; and several British regiments were
recalled from the Netherlands. A loyal address was
presented to the king by the cit)- of London; and the

merchants of this metropolis resolved to raise two regi-

ments at their own expense. Orders were issued to

keep the trained bands in readiness; to array the militia

of AVestminster; and instructions to the same effect were
sent to all the lords-lieutenants of the counties through-

out the kingdom. The principal noblemen of the nation

made a tender of their services to their sovereign; and
some of them received commissions to levy regiments

towards the suppression of the rebellion. Bodies of

volunteers were incorporated iu London and many other

places; associations were formed, large contributions

raised in different towns, counties, and communities;

and a great number of eminent merchants in London
agreed to support the public credit, by receiving, as

usual, hank-notes in payment for the purposes of traflSc.

The protestant clergy of all denominations exerted them-
selves with extraordinary ardour, in preaching against

the religion of Rome and the pretender; and the friends

of the goveiTiment were encouraged, animated, and con-

firmed in their principles, by several spiritual produc-

tions published for the occasion.

In a word, the bulk of the nation seemed unanimously
bent upon opposing the enterprise of the pretender, who,
nevertheless, had already made svirprising progress. His
arrival in Scotland was no sooner confirmed, than sir

John Cope, who commanded the troops in that kingdom,

assembled what force he could bring together, and ad-

vanced ag.iinst tlie rebels. Understanding, however,

that they had taken possession of a strong pass, he
changed his route, and proceeded northwards as far as

Inverness, leaving the capital and the southern parts of

North Britain wholly exposed to the incursions of the

enemy. The highlanders forthwith m.irched to Perth,

where the chev.-dier de St. George was proclaimed king
of Great Britain, and the public money seized for his

use; the same steps were taken at Dundee and other

places. Prince Charles was joined by the nobleman
who assumed the title of the duke of Perth, the viscount

Strathallan, lord Nairn, lord George Murray, and many
persons of distinction, with their followers. The mar-
quis of TuUibardine, who had accompanied him from
France, took possession of Athol, as heir of blood to tho

titles and estates which his younger brother enjoyed in

consequence of his attainder; and met with some suc-

cess in arming the tenants for the support of that causo

which he avowed. The rebel army being considerably

augmented, though very ill-provided with arms, crossed

the Forth in the neighbourhood of Stirling, and advanced
towards Edinburgh, where they were joined by lord

Elcho, son of the earl of Wemyss, and other persons of

seme distinction. On the sixteenth day of September

Charles summoned the town to Burrendei. The inhabi-
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tar.fs were dividcJ by faction, and distracted by fear;

the place was not in a posture of defence, and the ma-
gistrates would not expose the people to the uncertain

isfue of an assault. Several deputations were sent from
tlie town to the pretender, in order to negotiate terms
of capitulation. In the meantime, one of the gates be-

ing opened for the admission of a coach, Cameron of

Lochiel, one of the most powerful of the highland chiefs,

rushed into the place with a party of his men, and se-

cured it without opposition. Kext morniug the whole
rebel army entered, and their prince took possession of

the royal palace of Holyrood-house in the suburbs. Then
he caused his fatlier to be proclaimed at the market-
cross; there also the manifesto was read, in which the

chevalier de St. George declared his son Charles regent

of his dominions, promised to dissolve the union, and
redress the grievances of Scotland. His being in pos-

session of the capital encouraged his followers, and added
reputation to his arms; but the treasure belonging to the

two banks of that kingdom had been previously con-

veyed into the castle, a strong fortress, with a good gar-

rison, under the command of g-eneral Guest, an old officer

of experience and capacity.

During these transactions, sir John Cope marched
back from Inverness to Aberdeen, where he embarked
with his troops, and on the seventeenth day of Septem-

ber landed at Dunbar, about twenty miles to the east-

ward of Edinburgh. Here he was joined by two regi-

ments of dragoons which had retired with precipitation

from the capital at the approach of the highl.ind army.
T\"ith this reinforcement, his troops amounted to near
three thousand men; and he began his march to Edin-

burgh, in order to give battle to the enemy. On the

twentieth day of the month, he encamped in the neigh-

bourhood of Prestonpans, having the village of Tranent
in his front, and the sea in his rear. Early next moni-
ing he was attacked by the young pretender, at the

head of about two thousand four hundred highlanders,

half-armed, who charged them sword in hand with such
impetuosity, that in less than ten minutes after the

battle began, the king's troops were broken and totally

routed. The dragoons fled in the utmost confusion at

the first onset; the general officers having made some
unsuccessful efforts to rally them, thought proper to

consult their own safety by an expeditious retreat to-

wards Coldstream on the Tweed. AH the infantiy were
cither killed or taken; and the colours, artillery, tents,

baggage, and military chest, fell into the hands of the

victor, who returned in triumph to Edinburgh. Never
was victory more complete, or obtained at a smaller ex-

pense; for not above fifty of the rebels lost their lives

in the engagement. Five hundred of the king's troops

were killed on the field of battle; and among these

colonel Gardiner, a gallant officer, who disdained to save
his life at the expense of his honour. 'When abandoned
by his own regiment of dragoons, he alighted from his

horse, joined the infantry, and fought on foot, until he
fell covered with wounds, in sight of his own threshold.

Prince Charles bore his good fortune with moderation;

he prohibited all rejoicings for the victory he had ob-

tained; the wounded soldiers were treated with human-
ity; and the officers were sent into Fife .and Angus,
where they were left at liberty on theii- parole, which
the greater part of them shamefully broke in the sequel.

From this victory the pretender reaped ma:iifold and
important advantages. His followers were armed, his

p-nty encouraged, and his enemies intiniidatcd. Ho
was supplied with a train of field art'Ucry, and a con-
siderable sum of money, and saw himself possessed of
nil Scotland, except the fortresses, the reduction of whicli

he could not pretend to undertake without proper im-
plements and engineers. After the battle ho was joined

by a small detachment from the highlands; and some
chiefs, who had hitherto been on the reser\'e, began to

exert their influence in his favour. But ho was not yet
in a condition to take advantage of that consternation

which his late success had dilfused through the king-
dom of England.

EFFORTS OF THE FRIENDS OF GOVERNMENT
IN SCOTLAND.

Charles continued to reside in the palace of Holyi-ood-

housc; * and took measures for cutting oft" the communi-
cation between the castle and the citj'. General Guest
declared that he would demolish the city, unless the

blockade should be rtdsed, so that provisions might be

carried into the castle. After having waited the return

of an express which he bad found means to despatch to

court, he began to put his threats in execution by firing

upon the town. Some houses were beaten down, and
several persons killed even at the market-cross. The
citizens, alarmed at this disaster, sent a deputation to

the prince, entreating him to raise the blockade; and he

complyed with their request. He levied a regiment in

Edinburgh and the neighbourhood. He imposed taxes;

seized the merchandize that was deposited in the king's

warehouse* at Leith and other places; and compelled

the city of Glasgow to accommodate him with a large

sum, to be repaid when the peace of the kingdom should

be re-established. The number of his followers daily in-

creased, and he received considerable supplies of money,
artillery, and ammunition, by single ships that arrived

from France, where his interest seemed to rise in pro-

portion to the success of his arms. The greater and
richer part of Scotland was averse to his family and pre

tensions; but the people wereunarmcd and undisciplined,

consequently passive under his dominion. By this time,

however, the prince-pretender was joined by the earl of

Kilmarnock, the lords Elcho, Balmerino, Ogilvie, Pits-

ligo; and the eldest son of lord Lovat had begun to as-

semble his father's clan, in order to reinforce the ^^ctor,

whose army lay encamped at Duddingston, in the neigh-

bourhood of Edinburgh. Kilmarnock and Balmarinowere
men of broken and desperate fortune; Elcho and Ogilvie

were sons to the earls of Wemyss and Airly ; so that their

influence was far from being extensive. Pitsligo was a

nobleman of very amiable character, as well as of great

personal interest; and great dependence was placed

upon the power and attachment of lord Lovat, who had
entered into private engagements with the chevalier de
St. George, though he still wore the mask of loyalty to

the government, and disavowed the conduct of his son

when he declared for the pretender. This old nobleman
is the same Simon Eraser whom we have had occasion

to mention as a partisan and emissary of the court of

St. Germain's, in the year one thousand seven hundred
and three. He had renounced his connexions with that

family; and, in the rebellion immediately after the ac-

cession of king George I.,approvedhimself awarm friend

to the protestant succession. Since that period he had
been induced, by disgust and ambition, to change his

principles again, and was in secret an enthusiast in

jacobitism. He had greatly augmented his estate, and
obtained a considerable interest in the highlands, where,

however, he was rather dreaded than beloved. He was
bold, enterprising, vain, arbitrary, rapacious, cruel, and
deceitful; but his character was chiefly marked by a
speciesof low cunninganddissimulation,which, however,
overshot his purpose, and contributed to his own ruin, f
WhileCharles resided at Edinburgh, the marquis deCJuil-

les arrived at Montrose, as envoy from the French king,

with several officers, some cannon, and a considerable

quantity of small arms for the use of that adventurer.

PRECAUTIONS TAKEN IN ENGLAND.

While the young pretender endeavoured to improve

* "^Vliile he resided at Edinburgh, some of the preshyterian clergv
cnutiuued to preach in the churches of that citj', and publicly pravci
for king George, iiithout suffering the least punislinient or molesta-
tion. One minister in particulai", of the name of MacVicafj being
.'solicited by some highlandei-s lo pray for their prince, promised t<i

comply with their request, and pertormed his pn*mise in words to
this effect

—

*' And as for the youug prince, who Is come hither in
^uest of an earthly crown, grant, O Lord, that he may dpecdily re-
ceive a crown of glory."

t He solicited, and is said to have obtained of the chevalier de St
George the patent of a duke, and a commiiision for bciug lord-Ueu-
teuiint of all the bigblands.
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the adrantdgcs bo bad gamed, the ministry of Grcnt

Brium took every possible measure to retard I1I3 pro-

gress. Several powerful chiefs in the liiglilanJs wcro

attached to the government, and exerted themselvoa in

its defence. The duke of Argrylo began to arm his

vassals; but not before ho had obtained the sanction of

the legislature. Twelve hundred men were raised by

the e;ul of Sutherland; the lord Rio brought a consider-

able number to the field; the Grants and Monroes ap-

peared uuder their respective leaders for the service of

his majesty ; sir .\lexiuidcr JIacdouald declared for king

George, and the laird of Macleod sent two thousand

Iiardy islanders from Skyo to strengthen the same in

tarest. These gentlemen, though supposed to be other-

wise affected, were govenied and directed by the advice

of Dnncan Forbes, president of the college of justice at

Edinburgh, a man of extensive knowledge, agreeable

manners, and unblemished integrity. lie procured com-
missions for raising twenty independent companies, and
some of these he bestowed upon individuals who were
either attached by principle, or engaged by promise, to

the pretender. He acted with iiulefatigable zeal for the

interest of the reigning family; and he greatly injured

an opulent fortune in their .service, lie confirmed sev-

eral chiefs who began to waiver in their principles;

some he actually converted by the energy of his argu-

ments, and brought over to the assistance of the govern-

ment, which they had determined to oppose; others ho
persuaded to remain quiet, without taking any share in

the present troubles. Certain it is, this gentleman, by
his industry and address, prevented the insurrection of

ten thousand highlanders, who would otherwise have
joined the pretender; and, therefore, he may be said to

have been one great cause of that adventurer's miscar-

riage. The earl of Loudon repaired to Inverness, where
he completed his regiment of higlilanders; directed the

conduct of the clans who had taken arms in behalf of

his majesty; and, by his vigilance, overawed the disaf-

fected chieftains of that country, who had not yet openly

engaged in the rebelliiu. Immediately after the defeat

of Cope, six thousand Dutch troops* arrived in England,

and three battalions of guards, with seven regiments of

inlantry, were recalled from Flanders, for the defence

of the kingdom. They forthwith began their march to

the north, under the command of general Wade, who
received orders to assemble an army, which proceeded

to Newcastle. The parliament meeting on the sixteenth

day of October, his majesty gave them to understand,

that an unnatural rebellion had broke cut in Scotland,

towards the suppression of which he craved tlieir advice

anil assistance. He found both houses cordial in their

addresses, and zealous in their attachment to his person

and government. The commons forthwith suspended

the hubeas-corpus act; and several persons were appre-

hended on suspicion of treasonable practices. Immedi-
ately after the session was opened, the duke of Cumber-
land arrived from the Netherlands, and was followed by
another detachment of dragoons and infantry. The
train-bands of London were reviewed by his majesty;

the county regiments were completed; the volunteers,

in different parts of the kingdom, employed themselves

industriously in the exercise of arms; and the whole
English nation seemed to rise up as one man against

this formidable invader. The government being appre-

hensive of a descent from France, appointed admiral

Vernon to command a squadron in the Downs, to ob-

serve the motions of the enemy by sea, especially in the

harbours of Dunkirk and Boulogne; and his cruisers

took several ships laden with soldiers, officers, and am-
mnnition, destined for the service of the pretender in

Scotland.

This enterprising youth, having collected about five

thousand men, resolved to make an irniption into Eng-

• Th<'y were composed of the forre^j who hnd been in K»rrison at
Tuiiniftyand Pcndermonde when tlioseploces were taken, and engap;d
hy rapitnlation, that they hhoiild not )>erfonn any niilitan- f.mction
Ivforu the find day of January, in the year 1717; so tliey conid not
have scted in Engiaod vithuu't the Lnfrin^emeutof & solemn treaty.

land, which ho accordingly entered by tho west border
on the sixth day of November. Carlisle was invested,

and in less than three days surrendered; the keys wer«
delivered to him at Brampton, by tlio mayor and alder-

men on tlieir kuccs. Here ho found a considerablo

quantity of anus; his father was proclaimed king of
Great Britain, and himself regent, by tho magistrates
in their formalities. General \Vado being apprized of
liis progress, decamped from Newcastle, and advauced
across tho country as far as Hexham, though the fields

were covered with snow, and the roads almost impass-
able. There ho received intelligence that Carlisle was
reduced, and furthwith returned to his former station.

In the meantime, orders were issued for assembling

another army in StatTordshire, under the command of

sir John Ligonier. Prince Charles, notwithstanding this

formidable opposition, determined to proceed. He had
received assurances from France, that a considerablo

body of troops would be landed on the southern coast of

Britain, to make a diversion in his favour; and he never

doubted but that he should be joined by all the English

malcontents, as aoon as he could penetrate into tho heart

of tho kingdom. Leaving a small garrison in tho castlo

of Carlisle, he advanced to Penrith, marching on foot

in the highland garb, at the head of his forces; and con-

tinued his route through Laucaster and Preston to Man-
chester, where on the twenty-ninth day of the month,
lie established his head quarters. There he was joined

by about two hundred Englishmen, who were formed
into a regiment under the command of colonel Townlcy.
The inhabitants seemed to receive him with marks of

affection; and his arrival was celebrated by illumina-

tions and other public rejoicings. His supposed inten-

tion was to prosecute his march by the way of Chester

into Wales, where he hoped to find a great number of ad-

herents; but all the bridges over the river Mersey being
broken down, he chose the route to Stockport, and forded

the river at the head of his division, though the water
rose to his middle. lie passed through Macclesfield

and Coiigleton; and on the fourth day of December en-

tered the town of Derby, in which his army was quar-

tered and his father proclaimed with great formality.

He had now advanced within one hundred miles of the

capital, which was filled with terror and confusion.

Wade lingered in Yorkshire; the duke of Cumbcrliud
had assumed the command of the other army assembled

in the neighbourhood of Lichfield. He had marched from

Stafford to Stone; so that tho rebels, in turning off from

Ashbourne to Derby, had gained a march between him
and London. Had Charles proceeded in his career with

that expedition which he had hitherto used, he might
have made himself master of the metropolis, where he

would have been certainly joined by a considerable num-
ber of his well wishers, who waited impatiently for liis

approach; yet this exploit could not have been achieved

without hazarding an engagement, and running the risk

of being enclosed within three armies, each greatly su-

perior to his own in number and artillery. Orders were
given for forming a camp on Finchlcj'-common, where
the king resolved to take the field in person, accom-
panied by the earl of Stair, field-marshal and comman-
der-in-chiefof the forces in South-Britain. Some Komish
priests were apprehended; the militia of London and
Middlesex were kept in readiness to march; double

watches were posted at tho city-gates, and signals of

alarm appointed. The voluuteers of the city were incor-

por.ated into a regiment; the practitioners of the law,

headed by the judges, weavers of Spitalfields, and other

communities, engaged in associations; and even tho

managers of the theatres offered to raise a body of their

dependents for the service of the government. Not
Tviths'aiuhng these precautions and appearances of una-

nimity, the trading part of the city, and those concerned

in the money corporations, were overwhelmed with fear

and dejection. They reposed very little confidence in

the courage or discipline of their militia .and volunteers;

they had received intelligence that the French were

employed in m.aking preparations at Dunkirk and Calais
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for a descent upcn England; they dreaded an insun"cc

tion of the Roman-citholics, and other friends of the

house of Stnart ; and tbey reflected that the highlanders,

of whom by this time they had conceived a most terri-

ble idea, were within four days' march of the capital.

Alarmed by these considerations, they prognosticated

their own ruin in the approaching revolution; and their

countenances exhibited the plainest marks of horror and
despair. On the other hind, the Jacobites were ele-

vated to an insolence of hope, which they were at no
pains to conceal; while many people, who had no pri-

vate property to lose, and thought no change would be

for the worse, waited the issue of this crisis with the

most calm iudifierence.

THE EEBELS RETKEAT INTO SCOTLAND.

This state of suspense was of short duration. The
young pretender found himself miserably di^appointed

in his expectations. He had now advanced into the

middle of the kingdom, and except a few that joined

him at Manchester, not a soul appeared in his behalf;

one would have imagined that all the Jacobites of Eng-
land had been annihilated. The Welch took no step to

excite an insurrection in his favour; the French made
no attempt towards an invasion; his court was divided

into factions; the highland chiefs began to murmur,
and their clans to be unruly; he saw himself with a

handful of men hemmed in between two considerable

armies, in the middle of winter, and in a country disaf-

fected to his cause. He knew he could not proceed to

the metropolis without hazarding a battle, and that a

defeat would be attended with the inevitable destruction

of himself and all his adherents; and he had received

information that his friends and ofEcers bad assembled

a body of forces in the North, superior in number to those

by whom he was attended. He called a council at Der-

by; and proposed to advance towards London : the pro-

posal was supported by lord Nairn with great vehemence;

but, after violent disputes, the majority determined that

they should retreat to Scotland with all possible expedi-

tion. Accordingly, they abandoned Derby on the sixth

da\- of December, early in the m,oming, and measured
back the route by which they had advanced. On the

ninth their vanguard arrived at Manchester; on the

twelfth they entered Preston, and continued their march
northwards. The duke of Cumberland, who was en-

camped at Meriden, when first apprized of their retreat,

detached the horse and dragoons in pursuit of them;
while general ^Vade began his march from Ferry-bridge

in Lancashire, with a view of intercepting them in their

route; but at Wakefield he uuderstood that they had
already reached Wigan; he therefore repaired to his old

post at Newcastle, after having detached general Ogle-
thorpe, with his horse and dragoons, to join those who
had been sent off from the duke's army. They pursued
with such alacrity, that they overtook the rear of the
rebels, with which they skirmished in Lancashire. The
militia of Cumberland and Westmoreland were raised

and armed by the duke's order, to harass them in their

march. The bi-idges were broken down, the roads dam-
aged, and the beacons lighted to alai-m the country-.

Nevertheless, they retreated regularly with their small
train of artillery. They were overtaken at the village
of Clifton, in the neighbourhood of Peni-ith, by two
regiments of dragoons. These alighted, and lined the
hedges, in order to harass part of the enemy's rear-guard,
commanded by lord John Murray; who, at the head of
the Macphersons, attacked the dragoons sword in hand,
and repulsed them with some loss. On the nineteenth
day of the month, the highland army reached Carli.-^k^

where the majority of the English in the service of the
pretender were left, at their own desire. Charles, having
reinforced the garrison of the place, crossed the rivers

Eden and Sohvay into Scotland, having thus accom-
plished one of the most surprising retreats that ever
•was performed. But the most remarkable circumstance
of this expedition, was the moderation and regularity

with which those ferocious people conducted themselves

in a country abounding w ith plunder. No violence was
offered; no outrage committed; and they were effectually

restrained from the exercise of rapine. Notwithstanding

the excessive cold, the hunger, and fatigue to which they

must have been exposed, they left behind no sick, and
lost a very few stragglers; but retired with deliberation,

and carried off their cannon in the face of their enemy.

Tbe duke ofCumberland invested Carlisle with his whole

arm}' on the twenty-first day of December, and on the

thirtieth the garrison surrendered on a sort of capitula-

tion made with the duke of Richmond. The prisoners,

amounting to about four hundi-ed, were imprisoned in

different gaols in England, and the duke returned to

London.
The pretender proceeded by the way of Dumfries to

Glasgow, from which last city he exacted severe con-

tributions, on account of its attachment to the govern-

ment, for whose service it had r.aised a regiment of nine

hundred men under the command of the earl of Home.
Having continued several days at Glasgow, he advanced
towards Stirling, and was joined by some forces which
had been assembled in his absence by lords Lewis Gor-

don and John Dmmmond, brothers to the dukes of Gor-

don and Perth. This last nobleman had arrived from

France in November, with a small reinforcement of

French and Irish, and a commission as general of these

auxiliaries. He fixed his head quarters at Perth, where
he was reinforced by the earl of Cromartie and other

clans, to the number of two thousand, and he was ac-

commodated with a small train of artillery. They had
found means to surprise a sloop of war at Montrose,

with the guns of which they fortified that harbour.

They had received a considerable sum of money from

Spain. They took possession of Dundee. Dumblanc,
Downcnstle, and laid Fife under contribution. The
earl of Loudon remained at Inverness, with about two
thousand highlanders in the service of his majesty.

He convoyed provisions to Fort-Augustus and Fort-

William; he secured the person of lord Lovat, who
still temporized, and at length this cunning veteran

accomplished his escape. The laird of Macleod, and
Mr. Jlonro of Culcairn, being detached from Inverness

towards Aberdeenshire, were surprised and routed by
lord Lewis Gordon at Inverary ; and that interest seemed

to preponderate in tbe north of Scotland. Prince

Charles being joined by lord John Druramond, invested

the castle of Stirling, in which general Blakeney com-
manded; but his people were so little used to enter-

prises of this kind, that they made very little progress

in their operations.

THE KING'S TROOPS UNDER HAWLEY ARE
WORSTED AT FALKIRK.

By this time, a considerable body of forces was as-

sembled at Edinburgh, under the conduct of general

Hawley, who determined to relieve Stirling-castle, and
advanced to Linlithgow on the thirteenth day of Janu-

ary; next day his whole aimy rendezvoused at Falkirk,

while the rebels were cantoned about Bannockburn.

On the seventeenth day of tbe month, they began their

march in two columns to attack the king's forces, and

had forded the water of CaiTon, within three miles of

Hawley's camp, before he discovered their intention.

Such was his obstinacy, self-conceit, or contempt of the

enemy, that he slighted the repeated intelligence he

had received of their motions and design, firmly believ-

ing they durst not hazard an engagement. At length

perceiving that they had occupied the rising ground to

the southward of Falkirk, he ordered his cavalry to ad-

vance and drive them from the eminence; while his

infantry formed, and were drawn up in order of battle.

The highlanders kept up their fire, and took aim so

well, that the assailants were broke by the first volley;

they retreated with precipitation, and fell in amongst the

infantry, which were likewise discomposed by the wmd
and rain beating with great violence in their faces,
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Tvctting their powder, and (listurLing tlieir eyesight.

S>imc of the Jmgoons rallied, and advanced again to

tlio charge, with part of the infantry which had not

been engaged; tlicn the pretender marched up at the

head of his coi-ps de reserve, consisting of the regiment

of lonlJohn Prummoud, and the Irish piquets. These

reinforcing the Camerons and the Stuarts in the front

I line, immediately obliged the dragoons to give way a

second time, and they again disordered the foot in

their retreat. They set fire to their camp, and aban-

doned Falkirk with their baggage and train, which last

had never reached the field of battle. The rebels fol-

lowed their first blow, and great part of the royal army,

after one irregular discharge, turned their backs and

fled in the utmost consternation. In all probability

few or none of them would have escaped, had not gen-

eral Huske, and brigadier Cholmondelcy, rallied part of

eome regiments, and made a gtvllant stand, which fa-

voured the retreat of the rest to Falkirk, from whence
they retired in confusion to Edinburgh, leaving the

field of battle, with part of their tents and artillery, to

the rebels; but their loss of men did not exceed three

hundred, including sir Robert Monro, colonel Whitney,
and some other officers of distinction. It was at this

period, that the oflicers who had been taken at the

battle of Pi-estonpans, and conveyed to Angus and Fife,

finding themselves unguarded, broke their parole, and
returned to Edinburgh, on pretence of their having
been forcibly relcr.sed by the inhabitants of those parts.*

THE DUKE OF CUMBERLAND COMMANDS
THE KOYAL TROOPS.

General Hawley, who had boasted that, with two
regiments of dragoons, he would drive the rebel army
from one end of the kingdom to the other, incun-ed

abundance of censure for the disposition he made, as

well as for his conduct before and after the action; but

he foand means to vindicate himself to the satisfaction

of his sovereign. Nevertheless, it was judged necessary

that the army in Scotland should be commanded by a

general in whom the soldiers might have some confi-

dence; and the duke of Cumberland was chosen for

this purpose. Over and above his being beloved by
the aiTiiy, it was suggested, that the appearance of a

prince of the blood in Scotland might have a favourable

effect upon the minds of the people in that kingdom;
lie therefore began to prepare for his northern expedi-

tion. Meanwhile, the French minister at the Hague
having represented to the states-general, that the auxil-

iaries which they had sent into Great Britain were
part of the garrisons of Toumay and Dendermonde, and
restricted by the capitulation from bearing arras against

France for a certain term, the states thought proper

to recall them, rather than come to an open rupture

with his most christian majesty. In the room of those

troops si.x thousanil Hessians were transported from
Flanders to Leith, where they arrived in the beginning

of February, under the command of their prince, Fred-

crick of Hesse, son-in-law to his Britannic majesty.

By this time the dnke of Cumberland had put himself

at the head of tlie troops in Edinburgh, consisting of

fourteen battalions of infantry, two regiments of dra-

goons, and twelve hundred highlanders from Argyle-

ahirc, under the command of colonel Campbell—17-lG.

On the last day of January, his royal highness began
his march to Linlithgow; and the enemy, who had re-

newed the siege of Stirling-castle, not only abandoned
that enterprise, but crossed the river Forth with preci-

pitation. Their prince found great difiiculty in main-

t-tining his forces, that part of the country being quite

exhausted. He hoped to be reinforced in the High-
Linds, and to receive supplies of all kinds from France
and Spain; he therefore retired by Badenoch towards

Inrcmess, which the earl of Loudon abandoned at his

• Sir Pet<T n«lkot, c«ptaTn Lucy Scott, lieutenants Farquharsou
ttvA Cimiminp, with a lew ntticr frtMitli-m.-n, ndtiurcd punctually to
tbeir ;<ari^le, and their eoodr.cl n :u ajtprovcU by Lis nKijesty.

Vol. U.

approach. The fort was surrendered to him almost
without opposition, and here he fixed his head-quarters.
His next exploit was the siege of Fort-Augustus, which
he in a little time reduced. The dnke of Cumberland
having secured the important posts of Stirling and
Forth with the Hessian battalions, advanced with the
army to Aberdeen, where ho was joined by the duke of
Gordon, the earls of Aberdeen and Findla'ter, the laird

of Grant, and other persons of distinction.

THE REBELS UNDERTAKE THE SIEGE OF
FORT-WILLIAM.

While he remained in this place, refreshing his

troops, and preparing magazines, a party of the rebels

surprised a detachment of Kingston's horse, and about
seventy Argyleshire highlanders, at Keith, who were
either killed or taken. Several advanced parties of

that militia met with the same fate in diflerent places.

Lord George Murray invested the castle of Blair, which
was defended by sir Andrew Agncw, until a body of

Hessians marched to its relief, and obliged the rebels

to retire. The prince-pretender ordered all his forces

to assemble, in order to begin their march for Aberdeen
to attack the duke of Cumberland; but, in consequence
of a remonstrance from the clans, who declined leaving

their families at the mercy of the king's garrison in

Fort-William, ho resolved previously to reduce that

fortress, the siege of which was undertaken by briga-

dier Stapleton, an engineer in the French service; but
the place was so vigorously maintained by captain Scot,

that in the beginning of April they thought proper to

relinquish the enterprise. The earl of Loudon had re-

tired into Sutherland, and taken post at Dornoch, where
his quarters were beat up by a strong detachment of

the rebels, commanded by the duke of Perth; a major
and sixty men taken prisoners; and the earl was obliged

to take shelter in the Isle of Skye. These little checks
were counterbalanced by some advantages which his

majesty's arms obtained. The sloop of war which the

rebels had surprised at Montrose was retaken in Suther-

land, with a considerable sum of money, and a great

quantity of arms on board, which she bad brought from

France for the use of the pretender. In tlie same
county, the earl of Cromartie fell into an ambuscade,

and was taken by the militia of Sutherland, who like-

wise defeated a body of the rebels at Goldspie. This

action happened on the very day which has been ren-

dered famous by the victory obtained at Cullodeu.

CHAPTER VL
The R*;bels are totally defeated at Culloden Tlie Duke of Cumberland taVofl

Possession of Inremeia, and aderwarda eni'ampa at Fort-AaRiwtus Th«
Prince Pretender escapes to Franc*> C-j(i>ukion in Ihe Mini3tr>- lit-e-

rality of the Commons Trial of the It'I>els Kilmarnock, Ualmerino.
Lovat. and Mr. RatclifT. are beheaded on Tower-hill The States-ceneral
atanued at the Propress of the French in the Neiherlands-—Count Saxa
subdues alt Flandfr:i. Brabant, and II ainault~—Reduces the strong Fortreaa
of Nnmur. and defe.its the Allit'd Army at Boucoux The French and
Spaniards are compelled to abandon Piedmont and the Milanesa^ Don
Philip is worttod at Codcpno, and afterwards at Porto Freddo The Aiu-
trians take Po»se5*lon of Genoa Count Brown penetrates into Provenco

The Genoese expel the Ausitrtans from their City Madras in ttie Bast
Indies taken by the French Eipedilion to the Coaat of Hrelapne. and
Attempt upon Port L'Orient Navnl Transactions In tho West-Indies
Conferences at Brrda—-Vast Supplies grant<.-<l hy the Con.mons of En{;land

Parliament dissolved The French and Allies Lake the Field in FlanJerm
— Ptlnce of Orange elected Stadtliolder, Captain-peneral, and Admiral uf

the I'nlu-d Provinces The Confeder.-iles defeated at LatTeldt Sieire of
Jiir>ren-op-Zoom The Austrians ur.dertake the Siece of Genoa, which.
howerer, they abandon The Chevalier de Itellei&le slain in the Attack of
Eiilbs A French Squadron defeated and taken by the Admirals An^on
and Warren Admiral Hawke obtains another Victory over the French at
Bea Uthcr Na»al Transactions ^Cunpress at Aix-la-Chapelle Com-
pliant Temper of the new Parliament——Preliminaries signed——Prepara-
tions for the Cami>aign in the N'etherlands Siege of Maf.-3lricht Ccai>a-
tioD of Arms Transactions In tb« Eatt and West Indies CondusiuD of
the DeAnltlve Treaty at Aix-U-ChapcUe.

THE REBELS ARE TOT.U.LY DEFEATED.

IN the beginning of April, the duke of Cumberland

began his march from Aberdeen, and on the twelfth

passed the deep and rapid river Spcy, without opposition

2"^
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from the luLels, though a detachment of them appeared

on the opposite side. ANTiy they did not dispute the

passage is not easy to be conceived; but, indeed, from

this instance of neglect, and their subsequent conduct,

we may conclude they were under a total infatuation.

His royal highness proceeded to Nairn, where he received

intelligence that the enemy had advanced from Inver-

ness to CuUodeu, about the distance of nine miles from

the royal army, with intention to give him battle. Tlie

design of Charles was to march in the night from Cul-

lodeu, and surprise the duke's army at day-break; for this

purpose the English camp had been reconnoitred; and

on the night of the fifteenth the highland army began to

march in two columns. Their design was to surround

the enemy, and attack them at once on all quarters; but

the length of the coluuras embarrassed the march, so tliat

the army was obliged to make many halts: the men had

been under arms during the whole preceding night,

were faint with hunger aud fatigue, and many of them

overpowered with sleep. Some were unable to proceed;

others dropped off unperceived in the dark; and the

march was retarded in such a manner, that it would

have been impossible to reach the dukes camp before

sun-rise. The design being thus frustrated, the prince-

pretender was with great reluctance prevailed upon by

liis general officers to measure back his way to CuUoden;

at which place he had no sooner arrived, than great

numbers of his followers dispersed in quest of provisions;

and many, overcome with weariness and sleep, threw

themselves down on the heath and along the park walls.

Their repose, however, was soon interrupted in a very

disagreeable manner. Their prince receiving intelli-

gence that his enemies were in full march to attack him,

resolved to hazard an engagement, and ordered his troops

to he formed for that purpose. On the sixteenth day of

April, the duke of Cumberland, having made the proper

dispositions, decamped from Nairn early in the morning,

and after a march of nine miles perceived the highlanders

drawn up in order of battle, to the number of four tliou-

sand men, in thirteen divisions, supplied with some

pieces of artillery. The royal army, which was much
more numerous, the duke immediately formed into three

lines, disposed in excellent order: and about one o'clock

in the afternoon the cannonading began. The artillery

of the rebels was ill served, and did very little execution

;

hut that of the king's troops madedreadful havock among
the enemy. Impatient of this fire, their front line ad-

vanced to the attack, and about five hundred of the clans

charged the duke's left wing with their usual impetu-

osity. One regiment was disordered by the weight of

this column; but two battalions advancing from the

second line, sustained the first, and soon put a stop to

their career, by a severe fire, that killed a great number.
At the same time the dragoons under Hawley, and the

Argyleshire militia, pulled down a park wall that cov-

ered their flank, and the cavalry falling in among the

rebels sword in hand, completed their confusion. The
French picquets on their left, covered the retreat of the
highlanders by a close and regular fire; and then retired

to Inverness, where they surrendered themselves prison-

ci-s of war. An entire body of the rebels marched off

the field in order, with their pipes playing, and the pre-

tender's standard displayed; the rest were routed with
great slaughter; and their prince was with reluctance
prevailed upon to retire. In less than thirty minutes
they were totally defeated, and the field covered with
the slain. The road, as far as Inverness, was strewed
with dead bodies; and a great number of people, who
from motives of curiosity had come to see the battle,

were sacrificed to the undistinguished vengeance of the
victors. Twelve hundred rebels were slain or wounded
on tlie field, and in the pursuit. The earl of Kihnarnock
was taken; and in a few days lord Balmeriuo surren-
dered to a countiy gentleman, at whose house he prc-
tented himself for this purpose. The gloiy of the vic-
tory was sullied by the barbarity of the soldiers. They
had been provoked by their former disgraces to tlie most
savage ihiist of revenge. Not contented with the blood

which was so profusely shed in the heat of action, the}'

traversed the field after the battle, and massacred thoss

miserable wretches who lay maimed and expiring: nay,

some officers acted a part in this cruel scene of assassina-

tion, the triumph of low illiberal minds, uninspired by

sentiment, untinctured by humanity. The vanquished

adventurer rode off the field, accompanied by the duko

of Perth, lord Eleho, and a few horsemen; he crossed

the water at Nairn, and retired to the house of a gentle-

man in Strutharrick, wliere be conferred with old lord

Lovat; then he dismissed his followers, and wandered

about a wretched and solitary fugitive among the isles

and mountains for the space of five months, during

wliieh he underwent such a series of dangers, hardships,

and misery, as no other person ever outlived. Thus, in

one short hour, all his hope vanished, and the rebellion

was entirely extinguished. One would almost imagine,

the conductors of this desperate enterprise had conspired

their own destruction, as they certainly neglected every

step that might have contributed to their safety or suc-

cess. They might have opposed the duke ofCumberland

at the passage of the Spc}'; they might, by proper con-

duct, have afterwards attacked his camp in the night,

with a good prospect of success. As they were greatly

inferior to him in number, and weakened with hunger

and fatigue, they might have retired to the hills and

fastnesses, where they would have found plenty of live

cattle for provision, recruited their regiments, and been

joined by a strong reinforcement, which was actually

in full march to their assistance. But they were dis-

tracted by dissensions and jealousies; tliey obeyed the

dictates of despair, and wilfully devoted themselves to

ruin and death. 'When the news of the buttle arrived

in England, the nation was transported with joy, aud
extolled the duke of (Cumberland as a hero and deliverer.

Both houses of parliament congratulated his majesty on
the auspicious event. They decreed, in the most solemn

manner, their public thanks to his royal highness, which
were transmitted to him by the speakers; and the com-
mons, by bill, added five-and-twenty thousand pounds
per annum to his former revenue.

THE DUKE OF CL'MBEELAND TAKES POS-
SESSION OF INVERNESS.

Immediately after the decisive action at Dilloden, the

duke took possession of Inverness, where sis-and-tliirty

deserters, convicted by a court-martial, were ordered to

be executed: then he detached several parties to ravage

the country. One of these apprehended the lady Mack-
intosh, who was sent prisoner to Invemess. They did

not plunder her house, but drove away her cattle, though

her husband was actually in the service of government.

Tlie castle of lord Lovat was destroyed. The French

prisoners were sent to Carlisle and Penrith: Kihnar
nock, Balmcrino, Cromartie, and his son the lord Mnc-
Icod, were conveyed by sea to London; and those of

an inferior rank were confined in different prisons. The
marquis of TuUibardine, together with a brother of the

earl of Dunmore, were seized and transported to the

Tower of London, to which the earl of Traquaire had
been committed on suspicion: in a few months after the

battle of CuUoden, JIunay, the pretender's secretary,

was apprehended; and the eldest son of lord Lovat, hav-

ing surrendered himself, was imprisoned in the castle

of Edinburgh. In a word, all the gaols of Great Britain,

from the capital northwards, were tilled with those un-

fortunate captives; and great numbers of them were
crowded together in the holds of ships, where they per-

ished in the most deplorable manner, for the want of

necessaries, air, and exercise. Some rebel chiefs escaped

in two French frigates, which h.ad arrived on tlie coast

of Lochaber about the end of April, and engaged three

vessels belonging to his Britannic majesty, which tliey

obliged to retire. Others embarked on board of a ship

on the coast of Buchan, and were conveyed to Norway;
from thence they travelled to Sweden. In the month
of May, tl\c duko of Cumberland advanced with ilie
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army iuto the liijrh lands as far as Fort-Augustus, ivliero

lie cncanipeil, auil sent off di-taclinu'iits on .ill hands to

hunt down the fugitives, and lay waste the country with

fire and swoni. The castles of Glengary and Lochiel

were plundored and hurned; every house, hut, or habi-

tation, met with the same fate without distinction; all

the cattle and provision were carried off; the men were

cither shot upon the mountains like wild beasts, or put

to death in cold blood, without form of trial; the women,

after having seen their husbands and fathers murdered,

were subjected to brutal violation, and then turned out

naked, with their children, to star^-e on the barren

heaths. One whole family was enclosed in a b.ini,

and consumed to ashes. Those ministers of vengeance

were so alert in the execution of their office, that in a

few days there was neither lionsc, cottage, man, nor

beast, to be seen in the compass of fifty miles: all was

ruin, silence, and desolation.

TDE PEETEXDER ESCAPES TO FRANCE.

The humane reader cannot reflect upon such a scene

without grief and horror; what then must have been the

sensation of the fugitive piince, when he beheld these

spectacles of woe, the dismal fiuit of his ambition? lie

was row surrounded by armed troops, that chased hira

from hill to dale, from rock to cavern, and from shore

to shore. Sometimes he lurked in eaves and cottages,

without attendants, or any other support but that which

the poorest peasant could supply. Sometimes he was

rowed in fisher-boats from isle to isle among the Heb-

rides, and often in sight of his pursuers. For somedajs

he appeared in woman's attire, and even passed through

the midst of bis enemies unknown. I5ut understand-

ing his disguise was discovered, he assumed the habit

of a travelling mountaineer, and wandered about among
the woods and heaths, with a matted beard, and squalid

looks, exposed to hunger, thirst, and weariness, and in

continual danger of being apprehended. He was obliged

to trust his life to the fidelity of above fifty individuals,

and many of these were in the lowest paths of fortune.

They knew that a price of thirty thousand pounds was

set upon his head; and that, by betraying him, they

should enjoy we.ilth and affluence: but they detested

the thought of obtaining riches on such infamous terms,

and ministered to his necessities with the utmost zeal

and fidelity, even at the hazard of their own destniction.

In the course of these peregrinations, he was more than

once hemmed in by his pursuers in such a manner as

seemed to preclude all possibility of escaping; yet he

was never abandoned by his hope and recollection; he

still found some expedient that s.ived him from captivity

and death ; and througli the whole course of his dis-

tresses maintained the most amazing equanimity and
good humour. At length a privateer of Siiint Malo,

hired by the young Sheridan and some other Irish ad-

hercnt."", arrived in Lochnannach; and on the twentieth

day of September, this unfortunate prince embarked in

the habit which he wore for disguise. His eye was hol-

low, his visage wan, and his constitution greatly im-

paired by famine and fatigue. He was accompanied

by Cameron of Lochiel and his brother, with a few other

exiles. They set sail for France, and after baring

passed unseen, by means of a thick fog, through a Bii-

ti.-h squadron commanded by admiral Lestock, and been

chased by two English ships of war, arrived in safety at

lloscau, near Jlorlaix, in liretagne. Perhaps he would
have found it still more difficult to escape, had not the

vigilance and eagerness of the government been relaxed,

in consequence of a report that be bad already fallen

among some persons that were slain by a volley from

one of the duke's detachments.

CONVULSION IN THE MINISTRY.

Having thus explained the rise, progress, and cxtinc-

t\: n of the rebellion, it will be neccssarj' to take a re-

trospective view of the pixxseediogs in parliament. The

necessary steps being taken for quieting the intestine

commotions of the kingdom, the two houses began to

convert their attention to the affairs of the continent.

On the fourteenth day of January, the king, repaired to

the bouse of peers, and, in a speech from the throne, gave
his parliament to understand that the states-general

had made pressing instances for his assistance in the

present conjuncture, when they were in such danger of

being oppressed by the power of France in the Nether-

lands; that he li.ul promised to co-opciate with them
towards opposing the further progress of their enemies;

and even concerted measures for that purpose. He de-

clared it was with regret that he asked any further

aids of his people; he exhorted them to watch over the

public credit; and expressed his entire dependence on

their zeal and unanimity. He was favoured with loyal

addresses, couched in the warmest terms of duty and

affection; but the supplies were retarded by new con-

vulsions in the ministiy. The earl of Granville had

made an effort to retrieve his influence in the cabinet,

and his sovereign favoured his pretensions. The two

brothers, who knew his aspiring genius, and dreaded his

superior talents, refused to admit such a colleague into

the administration; they even resolved to strengthen

their party, by introducing fresh auxiliaries into tha

ofliee of state. Some of these were personally disagree-

able to his majesty, who accordingly rejected the suit

by which they were recommended. The duke of New-
castle and his brother, with .ill their adherents, imme-

diately resigned their employments. The carl of Gran-

ville was appointed secretary of state, and resumed the

reins of administration; but, finding himself unequal to

the accumulated opposition that preponderated against

him; foreseeing that he should not be able to secure the

supplies in parliament; and dreading the consequence

of that confusion which his restoration had already pro-

duced, he, in three days, voluntarily quitted the helm;

and his m.ijcsty acquiesced in the measures proposed by

the opposite party. The seals were re-dclivercd to the

duke of Newcastle and the earl of Harrington; Mr. I'el-

ham, and all the rest who had resigned, were reinstated

in their respective employments; and offices were con-

ferred on several individuals who had never before been

in the service of the government. William Pitt, esq.,

was appointed vice-treasurer of Ireland, and soon pro-

moted to the place of paymaster-general of the forces;

at the same time the king declared him a privy-coun-

sellor. This gentleman bad been originally designed

for the army, in which he actually bore a commission;

but fate reserved him a more important station. In

point of fortune he was barely qualified to be elected

member of parliament, when he obtained a seat in the

house of commons, where he soon outshone all his com-

patriots. He displayed a surprising extent and preci-

sion of political knowledge, an irresistible energy of

argument, and such power of elocution as struck his

hearers with astonishment and admiration. It flashed

like the lightning of heaven against the ministers and

sons of corruption, blasting where it smote, and wither

ing the nerves of opposition; but his more substantial

praise was founded upon his disinterested integrity

his incorruptible heart, his unconquerable spirit of in-

dependence, and his invariable attachment to the inter-

est and liberty of his country.

The quiet of the ministry being re-established, tha

house of commons provided for forty thonsand seamen,

nearly the same number of land forces, besides fifteen

regiments raised by the nobility on account of the re-

bellion, and about twelve thousand marines. They
settled funds for the maintenance of the Dutch and

Hessian troops that were in England, as well as for the

subsidy to the landgrave. They granted three hundred
thousand pounds to the king of Sardinia; four hundred

thousand pounds to the queen of Hungary; three hun-

dred and ten thousand pounds to defray the expense

of eighteen thousand Hanoverians; about three-and-

thirty thousand pounds in subsidies to the electors of

Mentz and t'olngn; and five hundred thousand pounds
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in ,1 vote of credit and confidence to liis majcstj'. The
wlidlc charge of the current year amounted to seven

millions two hundred and fifty thousand pounds, which

was raised hy the laud and malt taxes, annuities on the

additional duties imposed on gliiss and spirituous liquors,

a lottery, a deduction from the sinking fund, and exche-

qucr bills, chargeahle on the first aids that should be

granted in the next session of parliament.

TKIAL AND EXECUTION OF THE REBELS.

The rebellion being quelled, the legislature resolved

to miike examples of those who had been concerned in

disturbing the peace of their country. In June, au act

of attainder was passed against the principal persons

who had embarked in that desperate undertaking; and

courts were opened in difterent parts of England for the

trial of the pnsoners. Seventeen persons wlio had borne

arms in the rebel army were executed at Kennington

Common, in the neighbourhood of London, and suft'ered

with great constancy under the dreadful tortures which

their sentence prescribed; nine were put to death in the

same manner at Carlisle; six at Brampton, seven at

Penrith, eleven at York: of these a considerable num-
ber were gentlemen, and had acted as officers; about

fifty had been executed as deserters in different parts of

(Scotland; eighty-one sufiered the pains of the law as

traitors. A few obtained pardons, and a cousiderablc

number were transported to the plantations. Bills of

indictment for high treason were formd by the county

of Surrey against the earls of Kilmarnock and Croraar-

tie, and lord Balmerino. These noblemen were tried by
their peers in "Westminster-hall, the lord chancellor pre-

siding as lord high-steward for the occasion. The two

carls confessed their crimes, and in pathetic speeches

recommended themselves to his majesty's mercy. Lord

Balmerino pleaded not guilty; he denied bis having

been at Carlisle at the time specified in the indictment,

but this exception was over-ruled; then he moved a

point of law in arrest of judgment, and was allowed to

be heard by his counsel. They might have expatiated

on the hardship of being tried by an ex post facto law;

and claimed the privilege of trial iu the county where

the act of treason was said to have been committed.

The same hardship was imposed upon all the imprisoned

rebels: they were dragged in captivity to a strange

country, far from their friends and connexions, destitute

of means to produce evidence in their favour, even if

they liad been innocent of the charge. Balmerino

waived this plea, and submitted to the court, which pro-

nounced sentence of death upon him and his two asso-

ciates. Cromartie's life was spared; but the other two
were beheaded, in the month of August, on Tower-hill.

Kilmarnock was a nobleman of fine personal accom-
plishments; he bad been educated in revolution prin-

ciples, and engaged in the rebellion partly from the

desperate situation of his fortune, and partly from re-

sentment to the government, on his being deprived of

a pension which he had for some time enjoyed. He
w.ts convinced of his having acted criminally, and died

with marks of penitence and contrition. Balmerino had
been bred up to arms, and acted upon principle; he was
gallant, brave, rough, and resolute; he eyed the im-
I)lcments of death with the most careless familiarity,

and seemed to triumph in his sufferings. In Novem-
ber, Mr. Ralclifi'e, the titular e.arl of Derwentwater,
who had been taken in a ship bound for Scotland, was
aiTainged on a former sentence passed against him in

the year one thousand seven hundred and sixteen: he
refused to acknowledge the authority of the court, and
pleaded that he was a subject of France, honoured with a
commission in the service of his most christian m.ajcsty.

The identity of his person being proved, a ruleWas
made for his execution; and on the eighth day of De-
cember he suffered decapitation, with the most perfect

composure and serenity. Lord Lovat, now turned of

four-score, was impeached by the commons, and tried

ia Wcstminstcr-haU before the lord high-steward. John

Murray, secretary to the prince-pretender, and some of

his own domestics, appearing against him, he was con-

victed of high treason, and condemned. Notwithstand-
ing his age, infirmities, and the recollection of his con-

science, which was supposed to be not altogether void of

ofl'enee, he died like an old Roman, exclaiming, " Dtilce et

decorum estpropatria inori." He surveyed the crowdwith
attention, examined the axe, jested with the executioner,

and laid his head upon the block with the utmost indiffer-

ence. From this last scene of his life, one would have
concluded that he bad approved himself a patriot from his

youth, and never deviated from the paths of virtue.

THE STATES-GENERAL ALARMED AT THE
PROGRESS OF THE FRENCH.

The flame of war on the continent did not expire at

the election of an emperor, and the re-establishment of

peace among the princes of the empire. On the con-

trary, it raged with double violence in consequence of

these events; for the force that was before divided be-

ing now united in one body, e.xerted itself with great

vigour and rapidity. The states-general were over-

whelmed with consternation. Notwithstanding the

p.iins they had taken to avoid a war, and the condescen-

sion with which they had soothed and supplicated the

French monarch in repeated embassies and memorials,

they saw themselves striped of their barrier, and once

mere in danger of being overwhelmed by that ambitious

nation. The city of Brussels bad been reduced during

the winter; so that the enemy were in possession of all

the Austrian Xetherl.ands, except a few fortresses.

Great part of the forces belonging to the republic were
restricted from action by capitulations, to which they

had subscribed. The states were divided in their coun-

cils between the two factions which had long subsisted.

They trembled at the prospect of seeing Zealand in-

vaded in the spring. The Orange party loudly called

for an augmentation of their forces by sea and land,

that they might prosecute the war with vigour. The
common people, fond of novelty, dazzled by the splen-

dour of greatness, and fully persuaded that nothing but

a chief was wanting to their security, demanded the

prince of Orange as a stadtholder; and even mingled
menaces with their demands. The opposite faction

dreaded alike the power of a stadtholder, the neighbour-

hood of a French army, and the seditious disposition of

the populace. An ambassador was sent to London with

representations of the imminent dangers which threat-

ened the republic, and he was ordered to solicit in the

most pressing terms the assistance of his Britannic

majesty, that the allies might have a superiority in the

Netherlands by the beginning of the campaign. The
king was very well disposed to comply with their re-

quest; but the rebellion in his kingdom, and the dissen-

sions in his cabinet, had retarded the supplies and

embarrassed him so much, that he found it impossible

to make those early preparations that were necessary

to check the career of the enemy,

COUNT SAXE SUBDUES ALL FLANDERS,
BRABANT, AND HAINAULT.

The king of France, with his general the count do

Saxe, took the field in the latter end of April, at tbo

head of one hundred and twenty thousand men, .and

advanced towards the allies, who, to the number Df four-

and-forty thousand, were intrenched behind the Dcmcr
under the conduct of the Austrian general Bathiani,

who retired before them, and took post iu the neighbour-

hood of Breda, the capital of Dutch Brabant. Mareschal

Saxe immediately invested Antwerp, which in a few

days was surrendered. Then he appeared before the

strong town of Mons in Ilainault, with an irresistible

train of artillery, and an immense quantity of bombs
and warlike implements. He carried on his approaches

with such unabating impetuosity, that, notwithstanding

! a very vigorous defence, the garrison was obliged to
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cnpitiilato on the twentv-Bevcnth Jny of June, in about
cig!it-.iml-twcnty '.lays after the plaec luul Lcin investcil.

Piegcs were not now cariicil on by tlic tedious nietlioil

of sappiugr. Tlie I'ronch king found it mucli more ex-

peditious and cffi'Ctual to bring into the fiebl a prodigi-

ous train of battering cannon, ."xud cuonnous mortars,

that kept up such a fire ns no garrison couUl sustain,

and discharged such an incessant liail of bombs and
buUet.s, as in a very little time reduced to ruins the placo

with nil its fortifications. St. Guislain and Charleroy

met with the fate of Mons and Antwerp ; so that by the

middle of July the French king was absolute master of

Fl.inders, Brabant, and Hainanlt.

Trincc Charles of Lorraine had by this time assumed
the command of the confederate army at Terheyde,

which being reinforced by the Hessian troops from

Scotland, and a fresh body of Austrians under count

I'alfi, amounted to eighty-seven thousand men, inchnl-

ing the Dutch forces commanded by the prince of AVal-

dcck. The generals, supposing the next storm would
fall upon Namur, marched towards that place, and took

post in an advantageous situation on the eighteenth

day of July, in sight of the French army, which was
cncjimpcd at Gcmblours. Hero they remained till the

eighth day of August, when a detachment of the enemy,
comm.anded by count I.oivendalil, took possession of

lluy, where he found a large magazine belonging to the

coufederates; and their connnunication with Maestricht

was cut off. Mareschal Saxc, on the other side, took

his measures so well, that they were utterly deprived of

all subsistence. Then prince Charles, retiring across

the .Maese. abandoned Xamur to the efforts of the enemy,
by whom it was immediately invested. The trenches

were opened on the second day of September; and the

garrison, consisting of seven thousand Austriaits, de-

fended themselves with cqnal skill and resolution; but

the cannonading and bombardment were so terrible, that

in a few days the pUace was converted into a heap of

rubbish; and on the twenty-third day of tho month the

French monarch took possession of this strong fortress,

which had formerly sustained such dreadful attacks.

Meanwhile the allied anny encamped at Maestricht,

were joined by sir John Ligonier with some British and
Bav.arian battalions; and prince Charles resolved to give

the enemy battle. With this view he passed the Slaese

on the thirteenth day of September, and advanced to-

wards mareschal Saxe, whom he found so advantage-

ously posted at Tongres, that he thought proper to

march back to Maestricht. On the twent}--si.xth day
of September he crossed the Jaar in his retreat; and his

rear was attacked by the enemy, who were repulsed.

But count Saxe being reinforced by a body of troops

under the count de Clermont, determined to bring the

confederates to an engagement. On the thirteenth day
of the month he passed the Jaar; while they took pos-

session of tlie villages of Liers, Warem, and Eoucoux,
drew np their forces in order of battle, and made pre-

p.arations for giving him a w.arm reception. On the

first day of October the enemy advanced in three col-

umns; and a terrible cannonading began about noon.

At two o'clock prince Waldeck on the left was charged
with great fury; and, after an obstinate defence, over-

powered by numbers. The villages were attacked in

colunms, and as one brigade was repulsed another suc-

ceeded; so that the allies were obliged to abandon these

posts, and retreat towards Maestricht, with the loss of

five thousand men and thirty pieces of artillery. The
victory, however, cost the French general a much
greater number of lives; and was attended with no solid

advantage. Sir John I.igonier, the earls of Crawford
[&<• note 2 O, at the end of this IW.] and liothes, briga-

dier Douglas, and other officers of the British troops,

distinguished themselves by their gallantry and conduct
on this occasion. This action terminated the campaign.
Tho allies passing the Maese, took np their winter quar-

ters in the duchies of Limeburgh and Luxembourg;
while the French cantoned their troops in the places

ivbich they had newly conquered.

TIIK FUFACir AXn SPAXfATinS AHANDOX
riEDMoNT A.M) TUK .MILANFSK.

The campaign in Italy was altogether unfavonrnblo
to the French and Spaniards. The house of Austria
being no longer pressed on tho sido of Germany, was
cnabli'd to make the stronger efforts in this country; and
tho British subsidy encouraged tho king of .Sardinia to
act with redoubled vivacity. Mareschal Maillebois oc-
cupied tlio greater part of Piedmont with about thirty
tliousand men. Don I'liilip and the count de Gages
were at the head of a greater number in the neighbour-
hood of Milan; and the duke of Modena, with eight
thousand, secured his own dominions. The king of Sar-

dinia augmented his forces to six-and-tbirty thousand;
and the .Vustrian army, under the prince of Lichtenstein,

amounted to a much greater number; so that the enemy
were reduced to the necessity of acting on the defensive,

and retired towards the Mantuan. In February, baron
Leutrum, the Piedmontese general, invested and took

the strong fortress of Aste. He afterwards relieved the

citadel of Alex.andria, which the Spaniards had blocked

up in the winter, reduced Casal, recovered Valencia,

and obliged Maillebois to retire to the neighbourhood of

Genoa. On the other side, Don Philip and count Gages
abandoned Milan, Pavia, and Parma, retreating before

the Austrians with the utmost precipitation to Pl.icen-

tia, where they were Joined on the third of June by the

French forces under Maillebois.

liefore this junction was efl"ected, the Spanish general

Pignatelli had passed the river Po in the night with a

strong detachment, and beaten up the quarters of seven

thous.and Austrians posted at Codogno. Don Philip,

finding him.self at the head of two-and-fifty thousand
men by his junction with the French general, i-esolvcd

to attack the Austrians in their camp at San Lazaro,

before they should be reinforced by his Sardinian ma-
jesty. Aooordingly, on the fourth day of June, in the

evening, he m.arched with equal silence and expedition.

and entered the Austrian trenches about eleven, wlien

a desperate battle ensued. 1'iie Austrians were pre-

pared for the attack, which they su^-tained witli great

vigour till morning. Then they quitted their intreneh-

mcnts, and charged the enemy in their turn with such
furj-, that after an obstinate resistance the combined
army was broke, and retired with precipitation to Pla-

centia, leaving on the field fifteen thous.ind men killed,

wounded, .ind taken, together with sixty colours and
ten pieces of artillery. In a few weeks the Austrians

were joined by the Piedmontese; the king of .Sardinia

assumed the chief command; and prince Lichtenstein

being indisposed, his place was supplied by the marquis
de Botta. Don Philip retired to the other side of tho

Po, and extended his conquests in the open country of

the Milanese. The king of Sardinia called a council of

war, in which it was determined that he should pass tlic

river with a strong body of troops, in order to straiten

the enemy on one side; while the marquis de Botta

should march up tho Tydone, to cut off tlieir communi-
c.ation with Pl.acentia. They forthwith quitted all tho

posts they had occupied between tho Lambro and Adda,
resolving to reposs tho Po and retreat to Tortona. With
this view they threw bridges of boats over that river, and
began to pass on the ninth day of .\ugust in the evening.

They were attacked at Potto Freddo by a detachment of

Austrians, under general Serbelloni, who maint.ained tho

engagement till ten in the morning, when Botta arrived;

the battle was renewed with redoubled rage, and lasted

till fuur in the afternoon, when the enemy retired in great

disorder to Tortona, with the loss of eight thousand men,

a good number of colours and standards, and eighteen

pieces of cannon. This victory cost the -Vustri.ans four

thousand men killed upon the spot, including the gallant

general Bcniclau. The victors immediately summoned
Placentiatosurrendcr; and the garrison,consistingofnine

thous.and men, were made prisoners of war; Don Philip

continued his retreat, and of all his forces brought six-

nnd-twcnty thousand only into the territories ol Genoa,
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The ArSTRlAXS take POSSESSION of GEX0.\.
COUNT DROWN ENTERS PROVENCE.

Tlie Piedmontese and Austrians rejoining in the

neighbourhood of Pavi.i, advanced to Tortona, of which

they took possession without resistance, while the ene-

my sheltered themselves under the cannon of Genoa.

They did not long continue in this situation; for on the

twenty-second day of August they were again in motion,

and retired into Provence. The court of Madrid imjiu-

ting the had success of tliis campaign to the miseomluct

of count Gages, recalled that general, and sent the mar-

quis de las Minas to resume the command of the forces.

In the meantime, the victorious confederates appeared

before Genoa on the fourth day of December; and the

senate of that city thinking it incap.able of defence, sub-

mitted to a very mortifying capitulation, by which the

gates were delivered up to the Austri,ans, together with

all their arms, artillery, .and ammnnition; and the city

was subjected to the most cruel contributions. The
marquis de Botta being left at Genoa with sixteen thou-

sand men, the king of Sardinia resolved to pass the Var,

and pursue the French and Spaniards into Provence;

but that monarch being seized with the small-pox, the

conduct of this e.^pedition was entrusted to cotint Brown,

an Austrian general of Irish extract, who had given re-

peated proofs of uncommon valour .and capacity. He
was on this occasion assisted by vice-admiral Medley,

who commanded the British squadron in the Mediter-

ranejin. The French forces had fortified the passes of

the Var, under the conduct of the maresch.il de Belleisle,

who thought proper to abandon his posts at the approach

of count Brown; and this general, at the head of fifty

thousand men, passed the river without opposition, on

the ninth day of November. "While he advanced as far

as Draguignan, laying the open country under contri-

bution, baron Roth, with four-.nnd-twenty battalions,

invested Antibes, which was at the same time bombar-

ded on the side of the sea by the British squadron. The
trenches were opened on the twentieth day of Septem-

ber; but Belleisle having assembled a numerous army,

superior to that of the confederates, and the Genoese
having expelled their Austrian guests, count Brown
abandoned the enterprise, and repassed the Var, not

w ithout some damage from the enemy.

THE GENOESE EXPEL THE AUSTRIANS.

The court of Vienna, which has always patronised

oppression, exacted such heavy contribution from the

Genoese, and its directions were so rigorously put in

execution, th.at the people were reduced to despair; and
resolved to make a last effort for the recovery of their

liberty and independence. Accordingly, they took arms
in secret, seized several important posts of the city;

surprised some battalions of the Anstrians; surrounded
others, and cut them in pieces; and, in a word, drove
them out with great slaughter. The marquis de Botta
acted with caution and spirit; but being overpowered
by numbers, and apprehensive of the peasants in the
country, who were in arms, he retreated to the pass of

the Brochetta on the side of Lombardy, where he se-

cured himself in an advantageous situation, until he
could receive reinforcements. The loss he hfid sust.ained

at Genoa did not hinder him from reducing Savona, a
sea-port town belonging to that republic; and he after-

wards made himself master of Gavi. The Genoese, on
the contrary', exerted themselves with wonderful indus-
try in fortifying their city, raising troops, and in taking
other measures for a vigorous defence, in case they
should again be insulted.

MADRAS TAKEN BY THE FPvENCTI.

The naval transactions of this year reflected very
little honour on the British nation. Commodore Peyton,
who commanded six ships of war in the East Indies,
ehamefully declined a decisive engagement with a

French squadron of inferior force; and abandoned the

important settlement of Madras on the coast of Coro-

niandcl, which was taken without opposition in the

month of September by the French commodore, de la

Bourdonnais. Fort St. David, and the other British

factories in India, would probably have shared the same

fate, had not the enemy's naval force in that country

been shattered and partly destroyed by a terrible tem-

pest. No event of consequence happened in America,

though it was a scene that seemed to promise the great

est success to the arms of England. The reduction of

Cape Breton had encouraged the ministry to project the

conquest of Quebec, the capital of Canada, situated upon

the river St. Lawrence. Commissions were sent to the

governors of the British colonies in North America, em-

powering them to raise companies to join the armament
from England; and eight thousand troops were actually

raised in consequence of these directions; while a power-

ful squadron and transports, having six regiments on

board, were prepared .at Portsmouth for this expedition.

But their departure was postponed by unaccountable

delays, until the season was judged too far advanced to

risk the great ships on the boisterous coast of North

America. Th.at the armament, however, might not be
wholly useless to the nation, it was employed in m.aUing

a descent upon the coast of Bretagne, on the supposition

that Port L'Orient, the repository of all the stores and
ships belonging to the French East India company,
might be surprised; or, that this invasion would alarm

the enemy, and, by making a diversion, facilitate the

operations of the Anstri.an general in Provence.

The naval force intended for this service consisted of

sixteen great ships, and eight frigates, besides bomb-
ketches and store ships, commanded by Richard Les-

tock, appointed .admiral of the blue division. Six bat-

talions of land troops, with a det.ichcient of matrosscs

and bombardiers, were embarked in thirty transports,

under the conduct of lieutenant-general Sinclair; and
the whole fleet set sail from Plymouth on the fourteenth

day of September. On the twentieth the troops were
landed in Quimperlay-bay, at the distance of ten miles

from Port L'Orient. The militia, reinforced by some
detachments from different regiments, were assembled
to the number of two thousand, and seemed resolved to

oppose the disembarkation; but seeing the British troops

detennined to land at all events, they thought proper to

retire. Next day general Sinel.air advanced into the

country, skirmishing with the enemy in his route; and
aiTiving at the village of Plemure, within half a league

from Port L'Orient, summoned that place to surrender,

lie was visited by a deputation from the town, which
offered to admit the British forces, on condition that

they should he restrained from pillaging the inhabitants,

and touching the magazines; and that they should pay
a just price for their pro\-isions. These terms being

rejected, the inhabitants prepared for a vigorous de-

fence ; and the English general resolved to besiege the

place in form, though he had neither time, artillery, nor

forces sufficient for such an enterprise. This strange

resolution was owing to the declaration of the engineers,

who promised to lay the place in ashes in the space of

foiu--and-twenty hours. All his cannon amounted to no
more thjin a few field-pieces; and he was obliged to wait

for two iron guns, which the sailors dragged up from the

shipping. Had he given the assault on the first night

after his arrival, when the town was filled with terror

and confusion, and destitute of regular troops, in .ill pro-

babilitj' it would hfivc been easily t.akcn by scalade; but

the reduction of it was rendered impracticable by his

delay. The ramparts were mounted with cannon from

the ships in the harbour; new works were raised with

great industry; the garrison was reinforced by several

bodies of regular troops; and great numbers were as-

sembling from all parts; so that the British forces were
in danger of being surrounded in an enemy's country.

Notwithstanding these discouragements, they opened a

small battery against the town, which was set on fire

in several places by their bombs and red-hot bullets;
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they likewise repulsed part of the garrison wliicb had

made a sally to destroy their works; but their cannon

proihieing no cITcct U|K>n the IVn tilicitions, tlic fire from

the town daily increasing, the engineers owning they

could not perform their promise, and admiral Lestoek

dechiring, in repeated messages, that he could no longer

exi)Ose the ships on nn open coast at such a season of

the year, general t>inclair abandoned the siege. Having
caused the two iron pieces of cannon and the mortars to

be spiked, he retreated in good order to the sea-side,

where his troops were re-enibj\rked, having sustained

Tcry inconsiderable damage since their first landing.

He expected reinforcements from England, and was re-

solved to wait a little longer for their arrival, in hopes

»f being able to annoy the enemy more effectually. In

the beginning of October, the fleet sailed to tjuibcron-

bay, where they destroyed the Ardent, a French ship

of war of sixty-four guns; and a detachment of the

forces being landed, took possession of a fort in the pen-

insula; while the little islands of llouat and Heydic
were reduced by the sailors. In this situation the ad-

miral and general continued till the seventeenth day of

the month, when the forts being dismantled, and the

troops re-embarked, the fleet sailed from tlw French

coast; the admir.al retumed to England, and the trans-

ports with the soldiers proceeded to Ireland, where they

arrlTcd in safety.

NAVAL TRANSACTIONS i!? the WEST INDIES.

This expedition, weak and frivolous as it may seem,

was resented by the French nation as one of the great-

est insults they had ever sustained; and demonstrated

the possibility of hurting France in her tenderest parts,

by means of an armament of this nature, well timed,

and vigorously conducted. Indeed, nothing could be

more absurd or precipitate thar. an attempt to distress

the enemy by landing a handt'ul of troops, without

draught-horses, tents, or artillc-y, from a fleet of ships

lying on an open beach, exposed to the uncertainty of

weather in the most tempestuous season of the year, so

as to render the retreat and rc-embarkation altogether

precarious. The British squadrons in the West Indies

performed no exploit of consequence in the course of this

year. The commerce was but indifferently protected.

Commodore Lee, stationed off Martinico, allowed a

French fleet of merchant-ships, and their convoy, to

pass by his squadron unmolested; and commodore Mit-

chel behaved scandalously in a rencontre with the French
squadron, under the conduct of monsieur de Conflans,

who in his return to Europe took the Severn, an English

ship of fifty guns. The cruisers on all sides, English,

French, and Spaniards, were extremely alert; and though
the English lost the greater number of ships, this differ-

ence was more than overbalanced by the superior value

of the prizes taken from the enemy. In the course of

this ye.ar, two-and-twenty Spanish privateers, and sixty-

six merchant vessels, including ten register ships, fell

into the hands of the British cniisers; from the French
they took seven ships of war, ninety privateers, and
about three hundred ships of commerce. The new king
of Spain* being supposed well-affected to the British

nation, an effort was made to detach him from the in-

terests of France, by means of the marquis de Taber-

nega, who h.id formerly been his favourite, ,and resided

many years as a refugee in England. This nobleman
proceeded to Lisbon, where a negotiation was set on
foot with the court of Madrid. But his efforts miscar-

ried; and the influence of the queen-mother continued

to predominate in the Spanish councils. The states-

general had for some years endeavoured to promote a

• In the month of July, Philip king of .^pain drinp. in the sixty-
tblrd >-ear of his ft^e, wns sucetM'di-d by his eldest wm Ffrdiiifliifl,

bom of Maria-Louisa Gahriela, gidter to the late king of Sardinia.
He espoused Donna Mana Ma^'d.ilena, infanta of Portugal, but had
BO Wat. Philip was but two days sur\-ived by his daughter, the
dMjpblnesa of France. The same month was remarkable for llic

death of Cliristiem VI., king of t}enmark, succeeded by hi.% son
Frederick V., who had married the princess lyjuisa, youngest daugh-
iet of the king of Orat Britain.

pacification by remonstrances, and even entreaaes, al

the court of Versailles; the French king at length dis-

covered an incliiialion to peace, and in September a con-

gress was opcneil at Breda, the cajntal of Dutch Brabant,

where the plenipotentiaries of the emperor, Great Bri-

tain, France, and Holland, wore assembled; but the

Flinch were so insolent in their demands, that the con-

ferences were soon interrupted.

The parliament of Great Britain meeting in Novem
her, the king exhorted them to concert with all possible

expedition the proper measures for pursuing the war
with vigour, that the confederate army in the Nether-

lands might he seasonably augmented; he likewise gave
them to understand, that the funds appropriated for the

support of his civil government h.ad for some years past

fallen short of the revenue intended and granted by par-

liament; and said he relied on their known affection to

find out some method to make good this deficiency. As
all tkose who had conducted the opposition were now
concerned in the administration, little or no objection

was made to any demand or proposal of the government

and its ministers. The commons having considered the

estimates, voted forty thousand seamen for the service

of the ensuing year, and about sixty thousand land-

forces, including eleven thousand five hundred marines.

They granted four hundred and thirty-three thousand

pounds to the empress queen of Hungary; three hun-

dred thousand pounds to the king of Sardinia; four hun-

dred and ten thousand pounds for the maintenance of

eighteen thousand Hanoverian auxiliaries ; one hundred

and sixty one thousand six hundred and seven pounds

for six thousand Hessians; subsidies to the electors of

Cologn, Mentz, and Bavaria; and the sura of five hun-

dred thousand pounds to enable his majesty to prosecute

the war with advantage. In a word, the supplies

amounted to nine millions four hundred and twenty-five

thousand two hundred and fifty-four pounds; a sum
almost incredible, if we consider how the kingdom had

been already drained of its treasure. It was raised by
the usual taxes, reinforced with new impositions on win-

dows, carriages, and spirituous liquors; a lottery, and a

loan from the sinking-fund. The new taxes were mort-

gaged for four millions by transferable annuities, at an

interest of four, and a premium of ten per centum. By
reflecting on these enormous grants, one would imagine

the ministry had been determined to impoverish the na-

tion; but from the eagerness and expedition with which

the people subscribed for the money, one would conclude

that the riches of the kingdom were inexhaustible. It

may not bo amiss to obsen-e, that the .supplies of this

year exceeded, by two millions and a half, the greatest

annual sum that was raised during the reign of queen
Anne, though she maintained as great a number of troops

as was now in the pay of Great Britain, and her armies

and fleets acquired every year fresh harvests of glory

and advantage; whereas this war had proved an almost

uninterrupted series of events big with disaster and dij-

bonour. During the last two }"ears, the naval expense

of England had exceeded that of France about five mil-

lions sterling; though her fleets had not obtained one

signal advantage over the enemy at sea, nor been able

to protect her commerce from their depredations. She
was at once a prey to her declared advertiries and pro-

fessed friends. Before the end of summer, she numbered
among her mercenaries two empresses, five German
princes, and a powerful monarch, whom she hired to as-

sist her in trimming the balance of Europe, in which
they themselves were immediately interested, and she

had no more than a secondary concern. Had these fruit-

less subsidies been saved ; had the national revenue been
applied with economy to nation.al purposes; h.ad it been
employed in liquidating gradually the public incum-
brances: in augmenting the navy, improving manu-
factures, encouraging and securing the colonies, and
extending trade and navigation; corruption would have
become altogether unnecessary, and disaffuctiou would
have vanished: the people would have been cased of their

burdens, and ceased to complain; commerce would havo
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floui-islied, .inJ protluccil sncli affluence as must have

raised Great Eritain to the highest pinnacle of niaii-

time power, above all rivalship of competition. She

would liave been dreaded by her enemies; revered by
her neiglihours; oppressed nations would have crept

under lier wings for protection; contending potentates

would have appealed to her decision; and she would
have shone the universal arbitrcss of Europe. How dif-

ferent is her present situation ! her debts are enormous,
her t.ixcs intolerable, her people discontented, and the

sinews ofher govemmentrel.ixed. AVitliout conduct, con-

fidence, or concert, she engages in blundering negotia-

tions; she involves herself rashly in foreign quarrels, and

lavishes licr substiince with tlie most dangerous precipi-

tation; she is even deserted by her wonted vigour, stead-

iness, and intrepidity ; she grows vain, fantastical, and

pufilhmimous; her arms are despised b_v her enemies;

and her councils ridiculed through all Christendom.

PARLIAMENT DISSOLVED.

The king, in order to exhibit a specimen of his desire

to diminish the public expense, ordered the third and
fourth troops of his life-guards to be disbanded, and re-

duced three regiments of horse to the quality of dr.a-

goons. The house of commons presented an address of

thanks for this instance of economy, by wliich tlie an-

nual simi of seventy thousand pounds was saved to the

nation. Notwithstanding this seeming h.irmony be-

tween the king .and the great council of the nation, his

majesty resolved, with the advice of his council, to dis-

solve the present parliament, though the term of seven

years was not yet expired since its first meeting. The
uiinistiy .afieetcd to insinuate, that the states-general

were unwilling to concur with his m.ijesty in vigorous

measures against France, during the existence of a par-

liament wliich had undergone such a. vicissitude of com-
plexion. The allies of Great Ilritain, far from being

suspicious of this assembly, which had supplied tlieni

so liberally, saw with concern that according to law it

would soon be dismissed; and the}' doubted whether
another could be procured equallj- agreeable to their

purposes. In oi'der to remove this doubt, the miuit^try

resolved to surprise the kingdom with .a new election,

before the malcontents should be pi'cpared to oppose the

friends of the government.—1747. Accordingly, wlien

the business of the session was despatched, the king
having given the roy.il assent to the several acts they

liad prepared, dismissed them in the month of June,

with an affectionate speech that breathed nothing but

tenderness and gratitude. The parliament was imme-
diately dissolved by proclamation, and new writs were
issued for convoking another. Among tlie laws passed

in this session, was an act .abolishing the heritiible juris-

dictions, and taking away the tenure of wardholdings in

Scotland, which were reckoned among the princip.al

sources of those rebellions that h.id been excited since

the revolution. In the highlands tliey certainly kept the

common people in subjection to their chiefs, whom tliey

implicitly followed and obeyed in all their undertakings.

By this act these mountaineers were legally emanci-
pated from slavery ; hut as the ten.ants enjoyed no leases,

and were at all times liable to he ejected from their farms,

they still depended on the pleasure of their lords, not-

witlistanding this interposition of the legislature, which
granted a valuable consideration in money to every no-
bleman and petty baron, who was thus deprived of one
part of his inheritance. The forfeited estates indeed
were divided into small farms, and let by the govern-
ment on leases at an under value; so that those who
had the good fortune to obtain such leases tasted the
sweets of independence; but the highlanders in general
were left in their original indigence and incapacity, at

the mercy of their superiors. Had manufactures and
fisheries been est.ablished in different parts of tlieir coun-
try, they would have seen .and felt the liappy conse-

quences of industry, and in a little time been efi'ectuully

detached from all their slavish connexions.

THE FRENCH AND ALLIES TAKE THE
FIELD IN FLANDERS.

The operations of the campaign had been concerted

in the winter at the Hague, between the duke of Cum-
berland and the states-gener.al of the United Provinces,

wlio were by this time generally convinced of France's

design to encroach upon their territories. They there-

fore determined to take ctTeetual measures against that

restless and ambitious neighbour. The allied powerg

agreed to assemble a vast army in the Netherlands; and

it was resolved tliat the Austrians and Picdmontcso

should once more penetrate into Provence. The Dutch
patriots, however, were not roused into this exertion,

nntil .all their remonstrances had failed at the court of

Versailles; until they had been urged by repeated me-

morials of the English ambassador, and stimulated by
the immediate danger to which their country was ex-

posed; for Franco was by this time possessed of all the

Anstri.an Netherlands, and seemed bent upon penetrat-

ing into the territories of the United Provinces. In

February, the duke of Cumberland began to assemble

the i\llied forces; .and in the latter end of March they

took tlie field in three separate bodies. His royal high-

ness, with the English, H.anoverians, and Hessians,

fixed his head quarters at the viUage of Tilberg; the

prince of Waldcck was posted with the Dutcli troops at

Breda; and niareschal Bathiani collected the Austrians

and Bavarians in the neighbourhood of Venlo. The
whole army amounted to one hundred and twenty thou-

sand men, who lay iuiictive six weeks, exposed to the

inclemency of the we.ather, and almost destitute of for-

age and provisions. Count Saxc, by this time created

marcschal-generalof Fr.ance, continued his troops within

their cantonments at Bruges, Antwerp, and Brussels, de-

claring, that when the allied army should be weakened
by sickness and mortality, he would convince the duke
of Cumberland that the first duty of a general is to pro-

vide for the health and preservation of his troops. In

April this fortunate commander took the field, at the

head of one hundred and forty thousand men; and the

count de Clermont commanded a separate body of nine-

teen battalions and thirty squadrons. Count Lowcn-
dahl was detached on the sixteenth of the month, with

seven-and-twenty thousiind men, to invade Dutch Flan-

ders; at the same time, the French minister at the

Hague presented a memorisil to the .states, intimating,

that his master was obliged to t.akc this step by the

necessity of war; but that his troops should obsen'e the

strictest discipline, without interfering with the religion,

government, or commerce of the republic; he likewise

declared, that the countries and places of which he might
be obliged to take possession should be detained no
otherwise than as a pledge, to be restored as soon as the

United Provinces should give convincing proofs that

they would no longer furnish the enemies of Franco
with succours.

THE PRINCE OF ORANGE ELECTED
STADTUOLDER.

AVliile the states deliberated upon this declaration,

count Lowendahl entered Dutch Brabant, and invested

the town and fortress of Sluys, the garrison of which
surrendered themselves prisoners of war on the nine-

teenth day of April. This was likewise the fate of Sas-

van-Ghent, while the marquis de Cont.ades, with another

detachment, reduced the forts Perle and Leifkcnshoek,

with the town of Philippine, even within hearing of I he

confederate army. The fort of .Sandberg was vigorously

defended by two English batt.ilions; but they were
overpowered, and obliged to retire to AVclsthoordcn;

and count Lowendahl undertook the siege of Hulst,

which was shamefully surrendered by La Koque the

Dutch governor, though he knew that a reinforcement

of nine battalions was on the march to his relief. Then
the French general took possession of Axel and Ter-
neusc, and began to prepare ilat-hottomed boats for a
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descent ou tlio island of Zealand. The Dutch people

were now stnick with consternation. They saw the

enerav at their di>ors, and owed their immediate preser-

vation to the British squadron stationed at the !^win,

under the command of commodoro Slitchel,* who, by

means of his sloops, tenders, and small craft, took such

measures as defeated the intention of Lowendnhl. The
common people in Zealand being reduced to despair, be-

gan to clamour loudly against their governors, as if they

had not taken the proj)er measures for their security.

The friends of the prince of Orange did not neglect this

opportunity ofpromoting his interest. They encouraged

their discontent, and exaggerated the danger; they re-

minded them of the year one thousand six hundred and

seventy-two, when the French king was at the gates of

Amsterdam, and the republic was saved by the choice

of a stadtholJer; they exhorted them to tui-n their eyes

on the descendant of those heroes who had esUxblishsd

the liberty and independence of the United Provinces;

they extolled his virtue and ability ; his generosity, his

justice, his unshaken love to his country. The people

in several towns, inflamed by such representations to

tunuilc and sedition, compelled their magistrates to de-

clare the prince of Orange stadtholder. He himself, in

a letter to the states of Zetland, oflered his services for

the defence of the province. On the twenty-eighth day
of .Vpril he was nominated captain-general and admiral

of Zeahuid. Their example was followed by Rotterdam

and the whole province of Holland; and on the second

day of May, the prince of Orange was, in the assembly

of the states-general, invested with the power and dig-

nity of stadtholder, captain-general, and admiral of the

United Provinces. The vigorous consequences of this

resolution immediately appeared. All commerce and
contracts with the French were prohibited; the peasants

were armed and exercised; a resolution passed for mak-
ing a considcr-tble augmentation of the army, a council

of war was established for inquiring into the conduct of

the governors who had given up the frontier places;

and orders were issued to commence hostilities against

the French, both by sea and land.

Meanwhile the duke of Cumberland took post with

his whole anny between the two Xethes, to cover Bcr-

gcn-op-Zoom and Macstricht; and JIareschal Saxc called

in his detachments with a view to hazard a general

engagement. In the latter end of May the French king
arrived at Brussels, and his general resolved to under-

take the siege of ilaestricht. For this purpose he ad-

vanced towards Louvain; and the confederates perceiv-

ing his drift, began their march to take post between
the town and the enemy. On the twentieth day of

June they took possession of their ground, and vrere

drawn up in order of battle, with their right at Bilsen,

and their left extending to Wirle within a mile of Macs-
tricht, having in the front of their left wing the village

of Laffeldt, in which they posted several battalions of

British infantry. The French had taken possession of

the heights of Herdecren, immediately above the allies;

and both armies cannonaded each other till the evening, i

In the morning the enemy's infantry marched down the
bill in a prodigious column, and attacked the village of

j

Laffeldt, which was well fortified, and defended with t

amazing obstinacy. The assailants suffered terribly in
'

their approach from the cannon of the confederates, I

which was served with surprising dexterity and success;

and they met with such a warm reception from the
British musquctrj- as they could not withstand; but,

when they were broken and dispersed, fresh brigades
]

succeeded with astonishing perseverance. The con-

,

federates were driven out of the village
; j-ct being sus-

tained by three regiments, they measured back their

.

ground, and repulsed the enemy with great slaughter.

Nevertheless, count Saxe continued pouring in other
battalions, and the French regained and maintained their

footing in the village, after it had been three times lost

and carried. The action was chiefly confined to this

* Not the person The ODmmv.deJ in the Wejt Indies.
]

voL.n.

post, where the field exhibited aliorrilde scene of car-

nage. At noon the duke of Cumberland ordered the

whole left wing to advance against the enemy, wliasa

infantry gave way; prince Waldeck led up the centre;

marshal Uathiani made a motion with the right wing
towards Herdecren, and victory seemed ready to declare
for the confederates, when the fortune of the day took
a sudden tuni to their prejudice. Several squadrons of

Dutch horse posted in the centre gave way, and flving
at full gallop, overthrew five battalions of infantry that
were advancing from the body of reserve. The French
cavalr)- charged them with great impetuosity, increas-

ing the confusion that was already proilucod, and pene-
trating through the lines of the allied army, which was
thus divided about the centre. The duke of Cumber-
land, who exerted himself with equal courage and activ-

ity in attempting to remedy this disorder, was in danger

of being taken; and the defeat would in nil probability

have been tot.al, had not sir John Ligonier taken the

resolution of sacrificing himself and a part of the troops

to the safety of the army. At the head of three British

regiments of dragoons, and some squadrons of imperial

horse, he charged the whole line of the French cavalry

with such intrepidity and success, that he overthrew all

that opposed him, and made such a diversion as enabled

the duke of Cumberland to effect an orderly retreat to

Macstricht. He himself was taken by a French carbi-

nier, after his horse had been killed; but the regiments

he commanded retired with deliberation. The confeder-

ates retreated to Macstricht, without having sustained

mnch damage from the pursuit, and even brought off all

their artillery, except si.xteen pieces of cannon. Their

loss did not exceed six thousand men killed and taken

;

whereas the French general purch-ased the victory at a

much greater expense. The common cause of the con-

federate powers is said to have suffered from the pride

and ignorance of their generals. On the eve of the battle,

when the detachment of the count de Clermont appeared

on the hill of Herdceren, marshal Bathiani asked per-

mission of the commandcr-in-cliief to attack thcni before

they should be reinforced, declaring he would answer for

the success of the enterprise. No regard was paid to

this proposal; but the superior asked in his turn, where
the marshal would be in case he should be wanted?
He rejilied, " I shall always be found at the head of my
troops," and retired in disgust. The subsequent dis-

position has likewise been blamed, inasmuch as not

above one half of the army could act, wliile the enemy
exerted their whole force.

SIEGE OF BERGEX-OP-ZOOM.

The confederates passed the Maese and encamped in

the duchy of Limburgii, so as to cover JIaestrieht;

while the French king remained with his army in tlie

neighbourhood of Tongres. JIareschal Saxe, having

amused the allies with marches and ccunter-marches, at

length detached count Lowendahl with six-and-thirty

tliousand men to besiege Bergen-op-Zoom, the strongest

fortification of Dutch Brabant, the favourite work of

the famous engineer Ccehom, never conquered, .and

generally esteemed invincible. It was secured with a
garrison of three thousand men, and well provided with

artiller}', ammunition, and magazines. The enemy ap-

peared before it on the twelfth day of July, and sum-
moned the governor to surrender. The prince of Saxe-

Hildliurghausen was sent to its relief, with twenty
battalions and fourteen squadrons of the troops that

could be most conveniently assembled; he entered the

lines of Bergen-op-Zoom, where he remained in expec-

tation of a strong reinforcement from the confederate

army; and the old baron Cronstrom, whom the stadt-

holder had appointed governor of Brabant, assumed the

command of the garrison The besiegers carried on

their operations with great vivacity; and the troops in

the town defended it with equal vigour. The eyes of

all Europe were turned upon this important siege; count

Lowendahl received divers reinforcements; and a con-

2 R
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Biderable bocly of troops was tletached from the allied

army, under the command of baron Sohwartzenberg,

to co-operate with the prince of Saxe-Hildburghausen.

The French general lost a great number of men by the

close and continual fire of the besieged; while he. in

his tum, opened such a number of batteries, and plied

them so warmly, that the defences began to give way.
From the sixteenth day of ,Tnly to the fifteenth of Sep-

tember, the siege produced an unintermitting scene of

horror and destruction: desperate sallies were made,

and mines sprung with the most dreadful effect; the

works began to be shattered; the town was laid in

ashes; the trenches were filled with carnage; nothing

was seen but fire and smoke; nothing he.ird but one

continued roar of bombs .and cannon. But still the

damage fell chiefly on the besiegers, who were slain in

heaps; while the garrison suffered very little, and could

he occasionally relieved or reinforced from the lines.

In a word, it was generally believed that count Lowen
dahl would be baffled in his endeavours; and by this

belief the governor of Bergen-op-Zoom seems to have

been lulled into a blind security. At length, some in-

considerable breaches were made in one ravelin and two
bastions, and these the French general resolved to storm,

though Cronstrom believed they were impracticable;

nnd on that supposition presumed that the enemy would
not attempt an ass.ault. For this very reason count

Lowendahl resolved to hazard the attack, before the

preparations should be made for his reception. He ac-

cordingly regulated his dispositions, and at four o'clock

in the morning, on the sixteenth day of September, the

signal was made for the assault. A prodigious quan-
tity of bombs being thrown into the ravelin, his troops

threw themselves into the fosse, mounted the breaches,

forced open a sally-port, and entered the place almost

without resistance. In a word, they h.ad time to extend
themselves along the curtains, and form in order of bat-

tle, before the gaiTison could be assembled. Cronstrom
was asleep, and the soldiers upon duty had been sur-

prised by the suddenness and impetuosity of the attack.

Though the French had taken possession of the ram-
parts, they did not gain the town without opposition.

Two battalions of the Scottish troops, in the pay of the

Btates-general, were assembled in the market-place, and
attacked them with such fury, that they were driven

from street to street, until fresh reinforcements arriving,

compelled the Scots to retreat in their turn; yet they
disputed every inch of ground, aixl fought until two
thirds of them were killed upon the spot. Then they
brought off" the old governor, abandoning the town to

the enemy; the troops that were encamped in the lines

retreating with great precipitation, .all the forts in the

neighbourhood immediately surrendered to the victors,

who now became masters of the whole navigation of

the Schelde. The French king was no sooner informed
of Lowendahl's success, than he promoted him to the

rank of mareschal of France; appointed count Saxe
governor of the conquered Netherlands; and returned in

triumph to Versailles. In a little time after this transac-

tion, both armies were distributed into winter quarters,

and the duke of Cumberland embarked for England.
In Italy, the French arms did not triumph with equal

success, though the mareschal de Belleisle saw himself
at the head of a powerful army in Provence. In April
he passed the Var with.out ojiposition, and took posses-
sion of Nice. He met with little or no resistance in re-

ducing Mont.alb.an, Villafranca, and Ventimiglia; while
general Brown, with cight-.ind-twenty thousand Aus-
trians, retired towards Final and Savona. In the mean-
time, another large body under count Schuylenibcrg,
who had succeeded the marquis de Botta, co-operated
with fifteen thousand Piedmontese in an attempt to
recover the city of Genoa. The French king had sent
t&eir supplies, succours, and engineers, with the dnke
dc Boufflers, as ambassador to tlse republic, who like-
wise acted as commander-in-chief of the forces employed
for its defence. The Austrian general assembled his

troops in the Milanese, liaving forced the passage of the

Bochetta on the thirteenth of Januaiy, he advanced

into the territories of Genoa, and the Kiviera was rav-

aged without mercy. On the last day of Marcli he

appeared before the city at the head of forty thousnu i

men, and summoned the revolters to lay down their

arms. Tlie answer he received was, that the republ e

had fifty-four thousand men in arms, two hundred and

sixty cannon, thirty-four mortars, with .abundance ol

ammunition and provision; that they would defend

their liberty with their last blood, and be buried in the

niinsof their capital, rather than submit to the clemency

of the court of Vienna, except by an honourable capitu-

lation, guaranteed b\- the kings of Great Britain and

Sardinia, the republic of Venice and the United Pro-

vinces. In the beginning of M.ay, Genoa was invested

on all sides; .1 furious sally was made by the duke do

Boufflers, who drove the besiegers from their posts; but

the Austrians rallying, he was repulsed in his turn,

with the loss of seven hundred men. General .Schuy-

lemberg carried on his operations with such skill, vigour,

and intrepidity, that he made himself master of the

suburbs of Bisagno; and in all probability would have

reduced the city, had he not been obliged to desist, in

consequence of the repeated remonstrances made by the

king of Sardinia and count Brown, who represented the

necessity of his .ab.indoniug his enterpri.se, and drawing

oflF his army to cover Piedmont and Lombardy from the

efforts of mareschal de Belleisle. Accordingly he raised

the siege on the tenth day of June, and returned into

the Milanese in order to join bis Sardinian majesty;

while the Genoese made an irruption into the Parmesan

and Placentia, where they committed terrible outrages,

in revenge for the mischiefs they had undergone.

THE CHEVALIER DE BELLEISLE SLAIX.

V^^lile the mareschal de Belleisle remained at Venti-

miglia, his brother, at the head of four-and-thirty thou-

sand French .and Sp.aniards, attempted to penetrate into

Piedmont: on the sixth day of July he arrived at the

pass of ExiUes, a strong fortress on the frontiers of

Dauphine, situated on the north side of the river Doria.

The defence of this important post the king of Sjirdinia

had committed to the care of the count de Brigueras,

who formed an encampment behind the lines, with four-

teen b.attilions of Piedmontese and Austrians, while

divers detachments were posted along all the passes of

the Alps. On the eighth d.ay of the month the Pied-

montese intrenchments were attacked by the chevalier

de Belleisle, with incredible intrepidity; but the columns

were repulsed with great loss in three successive at-

tacks. Impatient of this obstinate opposition, and deter-

mined not to suiTive a miscaiTiage, this impetuous
general seized a pair of colours, and advancing at the

head of his troops through a prodigious fire, pitched

them with bis own hand on the enemy's entrenchments.

At that instant he fell de.id, having received two mus-
quet-balls and the thrnst of a bayonet in his body. The
assaihants were so much dispirited by the death of their

commander, that they forthwith gave way, and retreated

with precipitation towards Sesterics, having lost near

five thousand men in the attack. The mareschal was
no sooner informed of his brother's misfortune, than he
retreated towards the Var to join the troops from Exil-

les, while the king of Sardinia, having .assembled an

army of seventy thousand men, threatened Dauphine
with an invasion; but the excessive rains prevented the

execution of his design. General Leutrum was detached
with twenty battalions, to drive the French from Venti-

miglia; but Belleisle marching b.ack, that scheme was
likewise frustrated; and thus ended the campaign.

A FKEXCH SQUADRON TAKEN.

In this m,anner was the French king baffled in his

projects upon It.aly; nor was he more fortunate in his

naval operations. He had in the preceding year cqnip-

ped .an expensive armament, under the command of tho
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duke iVAnvillo, for the recovery of Capo liroton; but it

wn» ronileroil inetri'ctual by stoniis, ilistciuiiors, «iiil tbe

(luatli of tlic commaiukr. Not yet iliscouraged by tbesc

disasters, bo rcsolveil to renew bis elVurts agaiust tbe

}bitlsb colonies in Nortb America, and tbuir settlements

in tbe Kast Indies. For tbesc piiriwfcs two s(|ua<h'ons

were prep.ared at Brest, one to be commanded by tbe

conimo»lore do la Jonquiere; and fbo otiier destined for

India, by monsieur de St. George. Tbe ministry of

Great Hritain, bcinj; apprized of these measures, resol-

ved to intercept bolb sijuadrons, wbicli were to set sail

together. For this purpose viee-admiral Anson and

rear-admiral Warren tixik their departure from I'ly-

month with a formidable fleet, and steered their course

to Capo Finisterrc on tbo co.ist of Gallicia. On the

third day of May, they fell in with the French squa-

drons, commanded by la Jonqiiiero and St. George, con-

sisting of six large ships of war, as many frigates, and

four armed vessels equipped by their liast India com-

pany, having under their convoy about thirty ships

laden with merchandise. Those prepared for war im-

mediately shortened sail, and formed a lino of battle;

while tbe rest, under the protection of tbo six frigates,

proceeded on their voyage with all tho sail they could

carry. Tbo British squadron was likewise drawn up in

line of battle; but Mr. Warren, perceiving that the

enemy began to sheer off, now their convoy was at a

considerable distance, advised admiral Anson to haul in

the signiil for the line, and hoist another for giving

chase and engaging, otherwise tbo Freneli would, in all

probability, escape by favour of the night. The pro-

posal was embraced; and in a little time the engage-

ment bi'gan with great fury, about four o'clock in the

afternoon. The enemy sustained the battle with equal

conduct and valour, until they were overpowered by
numbers, and then they struck their colours. The ad-

miral detached three ships in pursuit of tbe convoy,

nine sail of which were taken; but the rest were saved

by the intervening darkness. About seven hundred of

the French were killed and wounded in this action.

Tbo English lost about five hundred; and among these

captain Grenville, commander of the ship Defiance.

He was nephew to tbe lord viscount Cobliani, a youth

of the most amiable character and promising genius,

animated with tbo noblest sentiments of honour and
patriotism. Eager in tbe pursuit of glory, he rushed

into the midst of the battle, where both his legs were

cut otf by a cannon-ball. lie submitted to his fate

with tbe most heroic resignation, and died universally

lamented and beloved. The succoes of the British arms
in this engagement was chiefly owing to the conduct,

activity, and courage of the rear-admiral. A consider-

able quantity of bullion was found in tbe prizes, which
was brought to Spithead in triumph; and the treasure

being landed, was conveyed in twenty waggons to the

bank of Londou. Admiral Anson was ennobled, and
Mr. Warren honoured with the order of the Bath.

ADMIRAL nAWKE OBTAINS AXOTDER VIC-
TORY OVER THE FRENCH.

Abotlt tho middle of June, commodore Fox, with six

ships of war, cruising in tbe latitude of Cape Ortegal
in Gallicia, took above forty French ships, richly laden

from St. Domingo, after they bad been abandoned by
their convoy. But the French king sustained another

more important loss at sea, in the month of October.

Rear-admiral Hawke sailed from Plymouth in the be-

ginning of August, with fourteen ships of the line, to

intercept a fleet of French merchant ships bound for the

West Indies. He cruised for sonic time on the coast of

Bretagne; and at length the French fleet sailed from tbo
isle of Aix, under convoy of nine ships of the line, be-

sides frigates, commanded by monsieur de Letendeur.
On the fourteenth day of October, the two squadrons
were in sight of each other, in tbe latitude of Bcllei.sle.

The French commodore immediately ordered one of his

great ships, and the frigates, to proceed with the trad-

ing ships, while he formed the line of battle, and waited

tho attack. At eleven in the forenoon admiral ilawko
dispbiyed tbo signal to chase, and in half an hour both

fleits were engaged. Tbe battle lasted till night, when
all tbe French squadron, except the Intrepide and Ton-
ant, bad struck to the Englisli flag. Tbeso two capital

ships escaped in the dark, and returned to Brest in n
shattered condition. Tlio French captains sustained the

unequal fight with uncommon bravery and resolution;

and did not yield until their sliips were disabled. Their
loss in men amounted to eight hundred: tho number of

English killed in this engagement did not exceed two
hundred, including captain Saumarez, a gallant officer

who had served under lord Anson in bis expedition to

tho Pacific Ocean. Indeed it must be owned, for the

honour of that nobleman, that all these oflicers formed

under bis example, and raised by bis influence, approved

themselves in all respects worthy of tho commands to

which they were preferred. Immediately after the ac-

tion, adu\iral Hawke despatched a sloop to commodore
Legge, whoso squadron was stationed at the Leeward
Islands, with intelligence of the French fleet of mer-

chant ships outward-bound, that he might take the pro-

per measures for intercepting thorn in tlieir passage to

Martinique and tbo other French islands. In conse-

quence of this advice he redoubled his vigilance, and a

good numberofthem fell into his bands. Admiral Hawke
conducted bis prizes to Spitbead; and in his letter to the

board of admiralty, declared that all bis captains behaved
like men of honour during the engagement, except Mr.

Fox, whose conduct be desired might be subjected to an

inquiry. That gentleman was accordingly tried by a

court-martial, and suspended from his command, for hav-

ing followed the advice of bis officers contrary to his own
better judgment; but he was soon restored, and after-

wards promoted to tbe rank of admiral; while Mr. Mat-
thews, whoso courage never incurred suspicion, still

laboured under suspension for tliat wliich bad been suc-

cessfully practised in both these late actions, namely, en-

gagingtbeenemy without any regard to the line of battle.

In the Mediterranean, vice-admiral Medley blocked

up the Spanish squadron in Carthagena; assisted tho

Austrian general on the coast of Villafranca; and inter-

cepted some of tbe succours sent from France to the

assistance of the Genoese. At his de.ath, which hap-

pened in the beginning of August, tbe command of that

squadron devolved upon rear-admiral Byng, who pro-

ceeded on tbe same plan of operation. In the summer,
two British ships of war, having under their convoy a

fleet of merchant ships bound to North America, fell in

with tbe Glorioso, a Sp.anisb ship of eighty guns, in the

latitude of the Western Isles. She had sailed from the

Havannab with an immense tieasure on board, and
must have fallen a prize to the English ships bad each

captain done his duty. Captain Erskine, in tbe War-
wick of sixty guns, attacked her with great intrepidity,

and fuught until his ship was entirely disabled; but being

unsustained by his consort, he was obliged to b.aul off,

and the Glorioso arrived in safety at Ferrol; there tbe

silver was landed, and she proceeded on her voyage to

Cadiz, which, however, .she did not reach. She was
encountered by the Dartmouth, a British frigate of

forty guns, commanded by captain Hamilton, a gallant

youth, who, notwithstanding the inequality of force,

engaged her witliout hesitation; but in tbe heat of the

action, his ship being set on fire by accident, was blown

up, and be perished with all bis eiew, except a niidsliii>

man and ten or eleven sailors, who were taken up alive

by a privateer that happened to be in sight. Favour-

able as this accident may seem to the Glorioso, she did

not escape. An English ship of eighty guns, under tbe

command of captain Buckle, came up and obliged tbo

Spaniards to surrender, after a short but vigorous en-

gagement. Commodore Griflin had been sent, with .1

reinforcement of ships, to assume the command of tho

squadron in the East Indies; .and although his amval
secured Fort St. Davids and the other British settle-

ments in that country, from the insults of monsieur do
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la rourdonnnis, h!s stvciigtli was not sudlcicnt to enaljle

Iiiin to unilert.ilie any enterprise of importauce against

the enemy; the ministry of England tliercfore resolved

to equip a fresh armament, that, ivhen joined by the

shijis in India, shonhl be in a condition to besiege Pon-
dicherry, the principal settlement belonging to the

French on the coast of Coromandel. For this service,

a good numlier of independent companies was raised, and
set sail, in the sequel, with a strong squadron nnder the

conduct of rear-admiral Uoscawen, an officer of unques-

tioned valour and capacity. In the coui'se of this year,

the British cruisers were so alert and successful, that

they took six hundred and forty-four prizes fiom the

French and Spaniards, whereas the loss of Great Uritain

in the same time did not exceed five hundred and fifty.

CONGRESS AT AIX-LA-CHAPELLE.

All the belligerent powers were by this time heartily

tired of a war which had consumed an immensity of

treasure, had been productive of so much mischief, and

in the events of which, all, in their tums, had found

themselves disappointed. Immediately after the battle

of Laffeldt, the king of France had, in a personal con-

versation with sir John Ligonier, expressed his desire

of a pacification; and afterwards his minister at the

Hague presented a declaration on the same subject to

the deputies of the states-general. The signal success

of the British arms at sea confirmed him in these senti-

ments, which were likewise reinforced by a variety of

other considerations. His finances were almost ex-

hausted, and his supplies from the Spani.«h West In-

dies rendered so precarious by the vigilance of the

British cruisers, that he could no longer depend upon
their arrival. The trading part of his subjects had sus-

tained such losses, that his kingdom was filled with
bankruptcies; and the best part of his navy now con-

tiibuted to strengtlien the fleets of his enemies. The
election of a stadtholder had united the whole power of

the states-general against him, in taking the most reso-

lute measures for their own safety; his views in Ger-

many were entirely frustrated by the elevation of the

grand duke to the Imperial throne, and the re-establish-

ment of peace between the houses of Austria and Bran-
denburgh; the success of his arms in Italy had not at

all answered his expectation; and Genoa was become
an expensive ally. He had the mortification to see the

commerce of Britain flourish in the midst of war, while
bis own people were utterly impoverished. The parlia-

ment of England granted, and tiie nation paid such in-

credible sums as enabled their sovereign not only to

maintain invincible navies and formidable armies, but
likewise to give subsidies to all the powers of Europe.
He knew that a treaty of this kind was actually upon
the anvil between his Britannic majesty and the czarina,

and he began to he apprehensive of seeing an army of

Kussians in the Netherlands. His fears from this quar-
ter were not without foundation. In the month of

November, the earl of Ilyndford, ambassador from the
king of Great Britain at tlie court of Russia, concluded
a treaty of subsidy, by which the czarina engaged to

hold in readiness thirty thousand men, and forty gal-

leys, to be employed in the service of the confederates
on the first requisition. The states-general acceded to

this agreement, and even consented to pay one-fourth
of the subsidy. His most christian m.ajesty, moved by
these considerations, made further advances towards an
tccommodation both at the Hague and in London; and
the contending powers agreed to another congress, which
was actually opened in March .at Aix-la-Chapelle, where
tlic carl of Sandwich and sir Thomas Robinson assisted
I'.s iilenipotentiarics from the king of Great Britain.

COJIPLIANT TEMPER OF TIIE NEW PAR-
LIAMENT.

The elections for the new p.arliament in England had
been conducted so as fully to answer the purposes of

the duke of Newcastle, and his brother Mr. Pelham,

who had for some time wholly engrossed the adminis-

tration. Both houses were assembled on the tenth day

of November, when Mr. Onslow was unanimously re-

elected speaker of the commons. The session was
opened as usual by a speech from the throne, congra-

tulating them on the signal successes of the British

navy, and the happy alteration in the government of the

United Provinces. His majesty gave them to under-

stand that a congress would speedily he opened at Ai.x-

la-Chapelle, to concert the means for effecting a general

pacification; and reminded them that nothing would

more conduce to the success of this negotiation than

the vigour and unanimity of their proceedings. He re-

ceived such addresses as the ministers were pleased to

dictate. Opposition now languished at their feet. The
duke of Bedford was become a courtier, and in a little

time appointed secretary of state, in the room of the

earl of Chesterfield, who had lately executed that office,

which he now resigned; and the earl of Sandwich no
longer harangued against the administration. This

new house of commons, in imitation of the liberality of

their predecessors, readily gratified all the requests of

the government. They voted forty thousand seamen,

forty-nine thousand land forces, besides eleven thousand

five hundred marines; the subsidies for the queen of

Hungary, the czarina, the king of Sardinia, the electors

of Mentz and Bavaria, the Hessians, and the duke of

Wolfenbuttle; the sum of two hundred and thirty-five

thousand seven hundred and forty-nine pounds, was
granted to the provinces of New England, to reimburse

them for the expense of reducing Cape Breton; five

hundred thousand pounds were given to his majesty

for the vigorous prosecution of the war; and about one

hundred and fifty-two thousand pounds to the Scottish

claimants, in lieu of their jurisdiction. The supplies for

the ensuing year fell very little short of nine millions,

of which the greater part was raised on a loan by sub-

scription, chargeable on a new subsidy of poundage
exacted from all merchandise imported into Great Bri-

tain. Immediately after the rebellion was suppressed,

the legislature bad established some regulations in Scot-

land, which were thought necessary to prevent such
commotions for the future. The highlanders were dis-

armed, and an act passed for abolishing their peculiarity

of garb, which was supposed to keep up party distinc-

tions, to encourage their martial disposition, and pre-

serve the memory of the exploits achieved by their

ancestors. In this session a bill was brought in to en-

force the execution of that law, and passed with another

act for the more effectual punishment of high treason

in the highlands of Scotland. The practice of insuring

French and Spanish ships at London being deemed the

sole circumstances that prevented a total stagnation of

commerce in those countries, it was prohibited by law

under severe penalties; and this step of the British par-

liament accelerated the conclusion of tlie treaty. Several

other prudent measures were taken in the course of this

session, for the benefit of the public; and among these

we may reckon an act for encouraging the manufacture

of indigo in the British plantations of North America;

an article foi- which Great Britain used to pay two hun-

dred thousand pounds yearly to the subjects of France.

—

1748. The session was closed on the thirteenth day of

May, when the king declared to both houses that the pre-

liminaries of a general peace were actually signed at

Aix-la-Chapelle, by the ministers of Great Britain,

France, and the United Provinces; and that the basis of

this accommodation was a general restitution of the con-

quests which had been made during the war. Imme-
diately after the prorogation of parliament his majesty

set out for his German dominions, after having appointed

a regency to rule the realm in his absence.

PREPARATIONS FOR THE CAMPAIGN IN TIIE
NETHERLANDS.

The articles might have been made much less unfav-
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ouraWc to Gioat Britain ami her allies, liad the ministry

iiKulc a proper use nf the treaty with the czarina; ami

if the confc<lerales had acted with more vigour and ex-

pedition in the beginning of the campaign. The Kus-

sian auxiliaries might have been transported by sea to

Lubcek before the end of the preceding summer, iu their

own galley.'!, which had been lying ready for use since

the month of July. Had this expedient been used, the

Russian troops would have joined the confederate army
before the conclusion of the last campaign. But this

easy and expeditious method of conveyance was rejec-

ted for ft march by land, of incredible length and dilli-

culty, which could not be begun before the month of

January, nor accomplished till Midsummer. The oper-

ations of the campaign had been concerted at the Hague
in Januar)', liy the respective ministers of the allies,

who resolved to bring an army of one hundred and
ninety thousand men into the Netherlands, in order to

compel the Trcnjli to abandon the barrier which they

had conquered. The towns of Holland became the

scenes of tumult and insurrection. The populace plun-

dered the farmers of the revenue, abolished the taxes,

and insulted tlie magistrates; so that the states-gener.il,

seeing their country on the brink of anarchy and con-

fusion, authorized the prince of Orange to make such
alterations as he should see convenient. They presented

him with a diplom-i, by which he was constituted here-

ditary stadtholder and captain-general of Dutch Brabant,

Flanders, and the npper quarter of Guelderland; and
the East India company appointed him director and go-

vernor-general of their commerce and settlements in

the Indies. Thus invested with authority unknown to

his ancestors, he exerted himself with equal industry

and discretion iu new modelling, augmenting, and as-

serabling the troops of the republic. The confederates

knew that the count de Saxe h.-id a design upon Jlacs-

tricht: the Austrian general Bathiani made repented

remonstrances to the British ministry, entreating them
to take speedy measures for the preservation of that

fortress. He, in the month of January, proposed that

the duke of Cumberland shonld cross the sea, and con-

fer with the prince of Orange on this subject; he under-

took, at the peril of his head, to cover Maestricht with
seventy thousand men, from all attacks of the enemy:
but his representations seemed to have made very little

impression on those to whom they were addrtss.'d. The
dnke of Cumberland did not depart from England till

towards the latter end of February; part of March was
elapsed before the transports sailed from the Nore with

the additional troops and artillery; and the last drafts

from the foot-guards were not embarked till the middle

of August.

SIEGE OP MAESTKICUT. FORMS A CF.SSATION.

The different bodies of the confederate forces joined

each other and encamped in the neighbourhood of Rure-

luond, to the number of one hundi-ed and ten thousand
men; and the French army invested Maestricht, with-

out opposition, on the third day of April. The garrison

consisted of Imperial and Dutch troops, imder the con-

duct of the governor, baron dc Aylva, who defended the

place with extraordinary skill and resolution. He an-

noyed the besiegers in repeated sallies; but they were
determined to surmount all opposition, and prosecuted

their approaches with incredible ardour. They assaulted

the covered way, and there cftectcd a lodgement, after

m obstinate dispute, in which they lost two thousand
of their best troops; but next day they were entirely

dislodged by the gallantry of the garrison. These hos-

tilities were suddenly suspended, in consequence of the

preliminaries signed at Aix-la-Chapelle. The plenipo-

tentiaries agreed, that, for the glory of his christian

majesty's arms, the town of Maestricht sliould be sur-

rendered to his general, on condition that it should be
restored with all the magazines and artillery. He ac-

cordingly took posses.'ion of it on tlic tliird day of May,
when liic garrison marched out with all the honours of

war; and a cessation of arms immediately ensued. By
this time the I'lUssian auxiliaries, to the number of thir-

ty-seven thousand, commanded by prince Repnin, had
arrived in Moravia, where they were reviewed by their

imperial majesties; then they proceeded to the confines

of Franeonia, where they were ordered to halt, after they

had marched seven hundred miles since tlio beginning
of the year. The French king declared, that should

they advance farther, he would demolish the fortific.v

tions of M.icstricht and Bcrgen-op-Zoom. Tliis dispute

was referred to the plenipotentiaries, who, in the begin-

ning of August, concluded a convention, importing that

the Russian troops should return to their own country;

and that the French king should disband an equal num-
ber of his forces. The season being far advanced, the

Russians were provided with winter-quarters in Bolicmia

and Mor.avia, where they continued till the spring, when
they marched back to Livonia. In the meantime seven-

and-lhirty thousand French troops were witlulrawn from

Flanders into I'icardy, and the two armies remained

quiet till the conclusion of the definitive treaty. The
suspension of arms was proclaimed at London, and in all

the capitals of the contracting powers; orders were sent

to the respective admirals in difTerent parts of the world,

to refrain from hostilities; and a communication of trado

and intelligence was again opened between the nations

which had been at variance. No material transaction

distinguished the campaign in Italy. The French and

.Spanish troops, who had joined the Genoese in the terri-

tories of the republic, amounted to thirty thousand men,

under the direction of the duke de Richlieu, who was
sent from France to assume that command on the death

of the duke de BouClers; while marcsehal de Belleisle,

at the head of fifty thousand men, covered the western

Riviera, which was threatened with an invasion by forty

thousand Austrians and I'iedmontese, under general

Lcutrum. At the same time general Brown, with a

more numerous army, prepared to re-enter the eastern

Riviera, and recommence the siege of Genoa. But these

intended operations were prevented by .an armistice,

which took place as soon as the belligoient powers had

acceded to the preliminaries.

TRAXS.VCTIOXS is the EAST and WEST INDIES.

In the East Indies, rear-admiral Boscawen undertook

the siege of Pondicherry, which in the month of August

he blocked up by fea with his squadron, and invested

hy land with a small anny of four thousand Europeans,

and about two thousand natives of that country. He
prosecuted the enterprise wilh great spirit, and took the

fort of Area Coupan, at the distance of three miles from

the town; then he made his approaches to the place,

against which he opened batteries, while it was bom-

barded and cannonaded by the shipping. But the forti-

fications were so strong, the garrison so numerous, and

the engineers of the enemy so expert in their profession,

tli.at ho made vei-y little progress, and sustained consid-

erable damage. At length, his army being dimin-

ished by sickness, and the rainy season approaching, ha

ordered the artillery and stores to be re-embarked; and

raising the siege on the sixth day of October, returaed

to fort St. D.'ivid, after having lost about a thousand

men in this expedition. In the sequel, several ships of

his squadron, and above twelve hundred sailors, perished

izi a hurricane. The naval force of Great Britain was
more successful in the West Indies. Rear-admiral

Knowles, with a squadron of eight ships, attacked furt

Louis, on the Soutli side of Hispaniola, which after a

warm action of three hours was surrendered on capitu-

lation, and dismantled. Then he made an abortive at-

tempt upon St. Jago de Cuba, and returned to Jamaica,

extremely chagrined at his disappointment, which ho

impntcil to the misconduct of captain Dent, whowas tried

in England by a court-martial, and honourably acquitted.

On the first of October, the same admiral, cruising in the

neighbourhood of the llavannah witli eight ships of the

line, cucoimtercJ :i Sp.anish squadron of nearly the same
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Etren"-th, under the command of the admirals Keggio

and .Siiino'.a. The engagement began between two and

three o'clock in the afternoon, and continned with inter-

vals till eight in tlia evening, wlien the enemy retired

to the Ilavainiah, witli the loss of two ships; one of

which strncli to the ISritisli admir.il, and the other was
two days after set on fire by her own commander, tliat

she might not fall into the hands of the English. Mr.

Knowles taxed some of liis captains witli misbeliaviour,

and they recriminated on his conduct. On their return

to England, a court-martial was the consequence of the

mutual accusations. Tliose who adhered to the com-

mander, and the others whom he impeached, were in-

flamed against cacli other with the most r.ancorous

resentment. The admiral himself did not escape un-

censnred; two of his captains were reprimanded; but

captain Holmes, who had displayed uncommon courage,

was honourably acquitted. Their animosities did not

end with the court-martial. A bloodless encounter

happened between the admiral and captain Powlet; but

captain Innes and captain Clarke, meeting by appoint-

ment in Jlyde-Park with pistols, the former was mortally

wounded, and died next morning; the latter was tried,

and eoudennied for muvder, but indulged with his ma-

jesty's pardon. No naval transaction of any conse-

quence liappened in the European seas during the

course of this summer. In January, indeed, the Mag-
nanime, a French ship of the Pine, was taken in the

channel by two English cruisers, after an obstinate

engagement; and the privateers took a considerable

number of merchant ships from the enemy.

CONCLU.SION OF THE DEFINITIVE TREATY
AT AIX-LA-CHAPELLE.

The plenipotentiaries still continued at Aix-la-Cha-

pelle, discussing all the .articles of the definitive treaty,

which was at lengtli concluded and signed on the sev-

;nth of October. It was founded on former treaties,

which were now expressly confirmed, from that of

A\'estphalia to the last concluded at London and Vienna.

The contracting parties agreed, that all prisoners on

each side should be mutually released, without ransom,

and all conquests restored; that the duchies of Parma,

Phacentia, and Guastalla, should be ceded as a settlement

to the infant don Philip, and the heirs male of liis body;

but in case of his ascending the throne of Spain, or of

the two Sicilies, or his dying without male issue, that

they should revert to the house of Austria; that the

king of Great Britain should, immediately after the rati-

fication of this treaty, send two persons of rank and
distinction, to reside in France, as hostages, until resti-

tution should be made of Cape Breton, and all the otlrcr

conquests which his Britannic majesty should have
achieved in the East or West Indies, before or after the

preliminaries were signed; that the assiento contract,

with the article of the annual ship, should be confirmed

for four years, during which the enjoyment of that [uMvi-

lege was suspended since the commencement of the

present war; that Dunkirk should remain fortified on
the land side, and towards the sea continue on the foot-

ing of former treaties. All the contracting powers be-

came guarantees to the king of Prussia for the duchy
of Silesia and the county of Glatz, as he at present pos-

sessed them; and they likewise engaged to secure the
empress-queen of Hungary and Bohemia in possession

of her hereditary dominions, according to the pragmatic
sanction. The other articles regulated the forms and
times fixed for this mutual restitution, as well as for the
termination of hostilities in different parts of the world.

But the right of English subjects to n.avigate in the

.\merican seas, without being subject to search, was
not once mentioned, though this claim was the original

source of the differences between Great Britain and
Spain; nor were the limits of Acadia ascertained. This
and all other disjuites were left to the discussion of com-
missaries. We have already observed, that after the

troubles of the empire began, the war was no longer

maintained on British principles. It became a conti-

nental contest, and was prosecuted on the side of the

allies without conduct, spirit, or unanimity. In the

Netherlands they were outnumbered, and outwitted by
the enemy. They never hazarded a battle without

sustaining a defeat. Their vast armies, paid by Great

Britain, lay inactive, and beheld one fortress reduced

after another until the whole country was subdued; and
as their generals fought, their plenipotentiaries negoti-

ated. At a time when their affairs began to wear the

most promising aspect, when the arrival of the Enssian

auxiliaries would have secured an undoubted superiority

in the field; when the British fleets had trampled on
the n.aval power of France and Sjiain, intercepted their

supplies of treasure, and cut off all their resources of

commerce; the British ministers seemed to treat, with-

out the least regard to the honour and advantage o{

their country. They left her most valuable and neces-

sary rights of trade unowned and undecided; tliey sub-

scribed to the insolent demand of sending the nobles of

the realm to grace the court and adorn the triumphs of

her enemy; and they tamely gave up her conquests in

North America, of more consequence to her traffic than
all the other dominions for which the powers at war con-
tended; they gave up the important isle of Cape Breton,

in exchange for a petty factory in the E.ast Indies, be-

longing to a private company, whose existence had been
deemed prejudicial to the commonwealth. What then

were the fruits which Britain reaped from this long and
desperate war? A dreadful expense of blood and trea-

sure, [See note 2 P, at the end of this T'ti?.] disgrace

upon disgrace, an additional load of grievous impositions,

and the national debt accunuilated to the enormous sum
of eighty millions sterling.

CHAPTER vn.

Reflections on *he Pence The Prince of Wntes' Adherents join the Oppo^U
lion Clinracter of the Ministry Session opened Ifohate on the Ad-
dress SupjOies grnnted Exorbitant Dcinanil of the Em nress-queen
opposed Violi?nt Contest concerning the Seamen's Bill Ohjoctions to

the Mutiny Bill Bill for limiting the Term of a Soldier's Service Mea-
sures taken with respect lo the African Trade Scheme for improving the
Brilifh Fishery Attempt to open the fonimi-rce to Hudson's Bay—

—

Plan for manning the Navy Fruitless Motions made by the Opposition
Sovcrities exercined upon some Students at Oxford Duke of New-

castle chosen rhancvllor cf the University of Cambridge ^Tumults in dif-

ferent Part.-* of the Kingdom Scheme for a St-tllement in Nova Scotia
Town of Halifax founded— French Attempts to settle on the Island of

Tobago—Rejoirinp's for the Peace of Ais-Ia-f'hapi'lle Pretender's eldest
Son arrested at Paris Appearance of a Rupture between Rus'sia and Swe-
den Interposition of the King of Prussia ^Mea^ures taken by the
French Ministrj- Conduct of different European Powers Insolence of
the Barbary Corsairs Disturbances In England Session opened——
Subjects of Debate Scheme for reducing the Interest of the National
DeH Act passed for that Purpose New Mutiny Bill— liill for en-
couraging the Importation of Iron from America— Erection of the Britiab
Herring Fishery New African Company Westminster Election

Eartluiuakes in London Pestilential Fever at the Session in the Old
Bailey Disputes hetneen Russia and Sweden Plan for electing the
Arcli-dulte Joseph King of the Romans Opposition of the King of Prussia
—Disputes with the French about the Limits of Nova-Scotia —Treaty

with Spain Session opened Debate on the Address Supplies gran-
ted Deatli and Character of tho Prince of Wnies Settlement of a Re-
gency, in case of a Minor Sovereign General Naturalieation Bill Cen-
sure passed upon a Paper entitled Constitutional Queries—— Troieediags of
the Commons on the Westminster Klecti.m Mr. Murray cent Piiooner to

Newgate Session closed Style altered.

EEFLECTIONS ON THE PEACE.

1748. fyilE peace of Aixha-Chapelle, however un-

X stable or inglorious it might appear to those

few who understood the interests, and felt for the hon-

our of their country, was nevertheless not unwelcome
to the nation in general. The British ministry will

always find it more difficult to satisfy the people at the

end of a successful campaign, than at the conclusion of

an unfortunate war. The English are imjiatient of

miscarriage and disappointment, and too apt to be in-

toxicated with victory. At this period they were tired

of the burdens, and sick of the disgraces, to whieh they

had been exposed in the course of seven tedious cam-
paigns. They had snfl'eved considerable losses and in-

terruption in the article of commerce, which was tho

source of their national opulence and power; they knew
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it woulJ necessarily bo clogged with additional duties

for the maintenance of a continental war, and the sup-

port of foreign subsidiaries; and tliey drew very faint

presages of future success either from tlio conduct of

their allies, or the capacity of their commanders. To a

people influenced by these considerations, the restora-

tion of a free trade, the respite from that anxiety and

suspense which the prosecution of a war never fails to

engender, and tbe prospect of a speedy deliverance from

discouraging restraint and oppressive impositions, were

advantages that sweetened the bitter draught of a dis-

honourable treaty, and induced the majority of the na-

tion to acquiesce in the peace, not barely without niur-

rauriug, but even with some degree of satisfaction and

applause.

TUE PRINCE OF WALES' AnilEKENTS JOIN
TUE 0rr0;>ITlUN.

Immediately after the exchange of ratifications at

Aix-la-Chapellc, the armies were broken up; the allies

in the Netherlands withdrew their several proportions

of troops; the French began to evacuate Flanders; and

the English forces were re-embarked for their own
country. His Britannic majesty returned from his Ger-

man dominions in November, having landed near Mar-

gate, in Kent, after a dangerous passage; and on the

twenty-ninth of the same month he opened the session

cf parliament. By this time the misunderstanding be-

tween the two first personages of the royal family liad

been increased by a fresh succession of matter. The
prince of Wales had held a court of Stannary, in quality

of duke of Cornwall; and revived some claims attached

to that dignity, which, had they been admitted, would

have greatly augmented his influence among the Corn-

ish boroughs. These efforts roused the jealousy of the

administration, which had always considered them as

an interest wholly dependent on the crown; and, there-

fore, the pretensions of his royal highness were opposed

by the whole weight of the ministry. His adherents,

resenting these hostilities as an injury to their royal

master, immediately joined the renniant of the former

opposition in parliament, and resolved to counteract all

the ministerial measures that should fall under their

cognizance; at least, they determined to seize every

opportunity of thwarting the servants of the crown, in

every scheme or proposal that had not an evident ten-

dency to the advantage of the nation. This band of

auxiliaries was headed by the earl of E 1, Dr. Lee,

and Mr. N 1. The first possessed a species of elo-

quence rather pl.-iusible than powerful; he spoke with

fluency and fire; his spirit was bold and enterprising,

his apprehension quick, and his repartee severe. Dr.

Lee was a man of extensive erudition and irreproach-

able morals, particularly versed in the civil law, which

he professed, and perfectly well acquainted with the

constitution of his country. Mr. N 1 was an orator

of middling abilities, who harangued upon all subjects

indiscriminately, and supplied with confidence what he

wanted in capacity; he had been at some pains to study

the business of the house, as well as to understand the

machine of government; and was tolerably well heard,

as he generally spoke with an appear.ancc of good hum-
oar, and hazarded every whimsical idea as it arose in

his imagination. But lord Bolingbroke is said to have
been the chief spring which, in secret, actuated the deli-

berations of the prince's court. That nobleman, seem-

ingly sequestered from the tumults of a public life,

resided at Battersea, where he was visited like a sainted

shrine by all the distinguished votaries of wit, eloquence,

and political ambition. There he was cultivated and
admired for the elegance of his manners, and the charms
of his conversation. The prince's curiosity was first

captivated by his character, and his esteem was after-

wards secured by the irresistible address of that extra-

ordinary personage, who continued in a regular progres-

gioD to insinuate himself still farther and farther into

tue good graces of his royal patroft How far the con-

duct of his royal highness was influenced by the private

advice of this nobleman we shall not pretend to deter-

mine; but, certain it is, the friends of the ministry pro-

pagated a report, that he was the dictator of tho'c mea-

sures which the prince adopted; and that, under the

specious pretext of attachment to the heir-apparent of

the crown, he concealed his real aim, which was to per-

petuate the breach in the royal family. Whatever his

sentiments and motives might have been, this was no
other than a revival of the old ministerial clamour, that

a man cannot be well atlected to the king, if he pretends

to censure any measure of the administration.

CIIAKACTER OF THE MINISTRY.

The weight which the opposition derived from these

new confederates in the house of commons was still

greatly overbalanced by the power, influence, and ability

that sust.'.iucd every ministerial pmject. Mr. I'elham,

who chiefly managed the helm of affairs, was generally

esteemed as a man of honesty and candour, actuated

by a sincere love for his country, though he had been

educated in erroneous principles of government, and in

some measure obliged to prosecute a fatal system which

descended to him by inheritance. At this time he num-

bered Mr. Pitt among his fellow-ministers, and was

moreover supported by many other individuals of dis-

tinguished abilities; among whom the first place in

point of genius was due to Mr. M., who executed the

oflice of solicitor-gcneml. This gentleman, the sou of

a noble family in North Britain, had raised himself to

great eminence at the bar, by a most keen intuitive spirit

of apprehension, that seemed to seize every object at

first glance; an innate sagacity, that saved the trouble

of intense application; and an irresistible stream of elo-

quence, that flowed pure and classical, strong and copi-

ous, reflecting, in the most conspicuous point of view,

the subjects over which it rolled, and sweeping before

it all the slime of formal hesitation, and all the entan-

gling weeds of chicanery. Yet the servants of the

crown were not so implicitly attached to the first min-

ister as to acquiesce in all his plans, and dedicate their

time and talents to the support of every court measure

indiscriminately. This was one material point in which

Mr. Pclhara deviated from the maxims of his predeces-

sor, who admitted of no contradiction from any of his

adherents or fellow-servants, but insisted on sacrificing

their whole perception and faculties to his conduct and

disposal. That sordid deference to a minister no longer

characterized the subordinate instruments of the admin-

istration. It was not tinnsual to see the great officers

of the gOTemmeut divided in a parliamentary debate,

and to hear the secretaiy at war opposing with great

vehemence a clause suggested by the chancellor of the

exchequer. After all, if we coolly consider those argu-

ments which have been bandied about, and retorted with

such eageniess and acrimony in the house of common!!,

.and divest them of those passionate tropes and declam-

atory metaphors which the spirit of opposition alone had
produced, we shall find very little left for the subject of

dispute, and sometimes be puzzled to discover any ma-
terial source of disagreement.

SESSION OPENED.

In the month of November his majesty opened (he

session of parliament with a speech, acquainting thoni,

that the definitive treaty of peace was at length signed

by all the parties concerned; that he had made the most
eifectual provision for securing the rights and interests

of his own subjects; and procured for his allies the best

conditions, which, in the present situation of afl'au's,

could be obtained. He said, he had found a general

good disposition in all parties to bring the negotiation

to a happy conclusion; and observed, that we might
promise ourselves a long enjoyment of the blessings of

peace. Finally, after having remarked that times of

tranquillity were the proper sea.^ons for lessening the
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national debt, and strengtlicning the kingdom against

future events, lie recommended to the commons the im-

provement of the puLhc revenue, the maintenance of a
considerable naval force, the advancement of connnerce,

and the cultivation of the arts of peace. This speech,

as usual, was echoed back by an address to the tlnone

from both Iionses, containing general expressions of tlie

warmest loyalty and gratitude to his majesty, and im-
plying tlie most perfect satisfaction and acnuiescencc in

the articles of the treaty of Aix-la-C'hapclle.

The members in the opposition, according to custom,
cavilled at the nature of this address. They observed,

that the late pacification was the worst and most inglo-

rious of all the bad treaties to which the English nation

had ever subscribed; that it was equally disgraceful,

indefinite, and absurd; they said, the British navy had
gained such an ascendancy over the French at sea, that

the sources of their wealth were already choked up;

that tlie siege of Maestricht would have employed their

arms in the Low Countries till tlie arrival of the Kus-

sians; and that the accession of these au.xiliaries would
have thrown the superiority into the scale of the allies.

They did not fail to take notice that the most imjjortant

and original object of the war was left wholly unde-

cided; and demonstrated the absurdity of their promis-

ing in the address to make good such engagements as

his majesty had entered into with his allies, before they

knew what those engagements were. In answer to

these objections, the ministers replied, that tlie peace

was in itself rather better than could be expected; and
tliat the smallest delay might have proved fatal to tlic

liberties ot Europe. They affirmed, that the Dutch
were upon the point of concluding a neutrality, in con-

sequence of wliich their troops would have been with-

drawn from the allied army; and, in that case, even the

addition of the Russian auxiliaries would not have ren-

dered it a match for the enemy. They asserted, that

if the war had been prolonged another year, the national

credit of Great Britain must have been entirely mined,
many of the public funds having sunk below par in the

preceding season, so that the ministrj' Iiad begun to de-

spair of seeing the money paid in on tlie new subscrip-

tion. With respect to the restoration of Cape Breton,

the limits of Nova Scotia, and the right of navigating

witliout search in the American seas, which right had
been left unestahlished in the treaty, they declared, that

the first was an unnecessary expense, of no consequence
to Great Britain; and that the other two were points in

despute, to be amicably settled in private conferences by
commissaries duly authorized; but by no means articles

to be established by a general treaty.

What the opposition wanted in strength, it endea-

voured to make up with spirit and perseverance. Every
ministerial motion and measure was canvassed, sifted,

and decried with uncommon art and vivacity; but all

this little availed against the single article of superior

numbers; and accordingly this was tlie source of cer-

tain triumph in all debates in which the servants of the

crown were united. The nation had reason to expect

an immediate mitigation in the article of annual ex-

pense, considering the number of troops and shi[is of

war \vliicli bad been reduced at the ratification of the

treaty: but they were disagreeably undeceived in find-

ing themselves again loaded with very extraordinary
impositions, for the payment of a vast debt which go-

vernment had contracted in the course of tlic war, not-

withstanding tlie incredible aids granted by parliament.

Tlic committee of supply established four points of con-

sideration, in their deliberations concerning the sums
necessary to be raised; namely, for fulfilling the en-

gagements which the parliament had entered into with
his majesty, and the services undertaken for tlie success
of the war; for discharging debts contracted by govern-
ment; for making good deficiencies; and for defraying
the current expense of the year. It appeared, that the

nation owed four-and-forty thousand pounds to the elec-

tor of Bavaria; above lliirty thousand to the duke of

Brunswick; the like sum to the landgrave of Hosse-

Casscl; and near nine thousand pounds to the elector of

Mentz. Tlic queen of Hungary claimed an arrear of

one hundred thousand pounds. The city of Glasgow,

in North Britain, presented a petition, praying to bo

reimbursed the sum of ten thousand pounds, extorted

from that corporation by the son of the pretender during

the rebellion. One hundred and twelve thousand pounds

were owing to the forces in North America and the East

Indies; besides near half a million due on extraordinary

expense incurred by the land-forces in America, Flan-

ders, and North Britain, by the office of ordnance, and

other services of the last year', to which the parliamen-

tary provision did not extend. The remaining debt of the

ordnance amounted to above two Iiundrcd and thirty

thousand pounds; bnt the navy-bills could not be dis-

charged for less than four millions. An addition of

two millions three hundred and seventy-four thousand

three hundred and thirty-three pounds, fifteen shillings

and two-pence, was also required for the current ser-

vice of the year. In a word, the whole annual supply

exceeded eight millions sterling—a sum at which the

whole nation expressed equal astonishment and disgust.

It was charged upon the duties on malt, mum, cyder,

and perry, the land-tax at four shillings in the pound,

annuities on the sinking-fund, an application of one

million from that deposit, and the loan of the like sum
to be charged on the first aids of next session. The num-
ber of seamen was reduced to seventeen thousand, and
that of the land-forces to eighteen thousand eight hun-

dred and fifty-seven, including guards and garrisons.

EXORBITANT DEMAND OF THE EMPRESS-
QUEEN OPPOSED.

Every article of expense, however, was warmly dis-

puted by the anti-courtiers, especially the demand of tho

queen of Hungary, which was deemed unreasonable,

exorbitant, and rapacious, considering the seas of blood

which we had shed, and the immensity of treasure we
had exhausted for her benefit; and surely the subjetts

of this nation had some reason to complain of an indul-

gence of this nature, granted to a power which they
had literally snatched from the brink of ruin—a power
whose quarrel they had espoused with a degree of en-

tliusiasm that did much more honour to their gallantry

than to their discretion—a power that kept aloof, with a

stateliness of pride peculiar to herself and family, and
beheld her British auxiliaries fighting her battles at

their own expense; while she squandered away, in the

idle pageantry of barbarous magnifieence, those ample
subsidies which they had advanced in order to maintain

their armies, and furnish out her proportion of the war.

The leaders of the opposition neglected no opportunity

of embittering the triumphs of tlieir adversaries; they

inveighed against the extravagance of granting sixteen

thousand pounds for the pay of general and staff officers,

during a peace that required no such establishment,

especially at a juncture when the national incumbrances

rendered it absolutely necessary to practise every ex-

pedient of economy. They even combated tho request

of (he city of Glasgow, to be indemnified for the extra-

ordinary exaction it underwent from the rebels, though

it appeared from unquestionable evidence, that this ex-

traordinary contribution was exacted on account of that

city's peculiar atiaehment to the reigning family; that

it had alw.ays invariably adhered to revolution prin-

ciples; and, with an unequalled spirit of loyalty and
zeal for the prolestant succession, distinguished itself

both in the last and preceding rebellion.

VIOLENT CONTEST CONCERNING THE
SEAMEN'S BILL,

But the most violent contest arose on certain regula-

tions which the ministry wauled to establish in two
bills, relating to the sea and land service. The first,

under the title of a bill for amending, explaining, and
reducing into one act of parliament the laws relating to
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tiic navr, was wlculafed Bolely with a view of subject-

ing Iialf-pny otlieei-s to martial law—a desigu which not

only furnished the opposition with a plausible handle for

accusing the ministers as intending to encroach upon

the constitution, in order to extend the iuHuence of the

crown; but also alarmed the sea-olficers to such a de-

gree, that they assembled to a considerable number, with

a view to deliberate upon the proper means of defending

tbeir privileges and liberties from invasion. Tlie result

of tlioir consultations was a petition to the house of com-

mons, subscribed by three admirals and forty-seven cap-

tains, not members of parliament, representing thattho

bill in agitation contained several clauses tending to tho

injury and dishonour of all naval oflicei-s, as well as to

the detriment of Lis majesty's service ; and that the laws

already in force had been always fouml clYoclual for

securing the service of ollicei"s on half-pay upon the most
pic^sing occasions: they therefore huiied, that they

bboulJ not be subjected to new hardships and discour-

agements ; and begged to be heard by their counsel, be-

fore tho committee of the whole house, touching such

])arts of the bill as thoy apprehended would be injurious

to themselves and the other officers of his majesty's uavy.

This petition was presented to the house by sir John
Xorris, and the motion for its being read was seconded by
sir IVter Warren, whose character was universally es-

teemed and beloved in the nation. This measure had like

to have produced very serious consequences. Many com-
manders and subalterns had repaired to the admiralty,

and threatened in plain terms to throw up their com-
missions, in case the bill should pass into a law; and a
general ferment was begun among all the subordinate

members of the navy. A motion was made, that the

petitioners, according to their request, should bo heard

by their counsel; and tliis proposal was strongly urged

by the first orators of the anti-ministerial association;

bat the minister, confiding in bis own strength, rein-

forced by the abilities of Mr, Pitt, Mr. Lyttelton, and
Mr. Fox the secretary at war, strenuously opposed tho

motion, which upon a division was thrown out by a

great majority. The several articles of the bill were
aftenvards separately debated with great warmtli; and
though Mr. Pclham had, with the most disinterested air

of candour, repeatedly declared that he rcfjuircd no sup-

port even from his own adherents, but that which might
arise from reason unrestrained and full conviction, lie

on this occasion reaped all the fruit from their zeal and
attachment, which could be expected from the most im-

plicit complaisance. Some plausible amendments of the

most exceptionable clauses were offered, particularly of

that which imposed an oath upon the members of every

court-martial, that they should not, on any account,

disclose the opinions or transactions of any such tribu-

nal. This was considered as a sanction, under which
any court-martial might commit the most flagrant acts

of injustice and oppression, which even parliament itself

could not redress, because it would be impossible to as-

certain the truth, eternally sealed up by this absurd obli-

gation. The amendment proposed was, that the member
of a court-martial might reveal the transactions and
opinions of it in all cases wherein the courts of justice,

as the law now stands, have a right to interfere, if re-

quired thereto by either house of parliament; a very
reasonable mitigation, which however was rejected by
the majority. Nevertheless, the suspicion ofan intended

encroachment had raised such a clamour without doors,

and diffused the odium of this measure so generally,

that the minister thought proper to drop the projected

article of war, subjecting the reformed ofiieers of the

navy to the jurisdictions of courts-martial; and the bill

being aLso softened in other particulars, during its pas-

sage through the upper house, at length received the

royal assent.

The Same which this act had kindled, was rather in-

creased than abated on tho appearance of a new mutiny-
bill, replete with divers innovations tending to augment
the influence of the crown, as well as the authority and
power of a military Jiurisdiction. All the articles of war

Vol, I J.

established since the reign of Charles II., were submitted
to the inspeetionof the commons; and in these appeared
a gradual spirit of encroachment, almost imperceptibly
deviating from the civil institutes of the English consti-

tution, towards the establishment of a military dominion.
Hy this new bill a power was vested in any commander-
in-chief, to revise and correct any legal sentence of n
court-martial, by which tho members of such a court,

corresponding witli the nature of a civil jury, were ren-
dered absolutely useless, and the commander in a great
measure absulute; for he bad not only the power of sum-
moning such ofiieers as he might choose to sit on any
trial—a prerogative unknown to any civil court of judi-

cature—but he was also at liberty to review and altar

the sentence; so that a man was subject to two trials

for the same offence, and tlio comm;inder-in-cbief was
judge both of tlie guilt and the pmiishment. liy the final

clause of this bill, martial law was extended to all officers

on half-pay; and the same arguments which had been

urged against this article in the navy-bill, were now re-

peated and reinforced with redoubled fervour. Many
reasons were oftered to prove that the half-jiay was
allotted as a recompcnce for past service; and the oppon-

ents of the bill allirmed, that such an article, by aug-

menting the dependents of the crown, might be very

dangerous to the constitution. On the other hand, tho

partisans of the ministry asserted, tliat the balf-pay was
granted as a retaining fee; and that originally all those

who enjoyed this indulgence were deemed to be in actual

service, consequently subject to martial law. Mr. I'itt,

who at this time exercised the office of paymaster-gen-

eral, with a rigour of integrity unknown to the most dis-

interested of all his predecessors in that department,

espoused the cbiuse in dispute as a necessary extension

of military discipline, which could never be attended

with any bad consequence to the liberty of the nation.

The remarks which he made on this occasion, implied

an opinion that our liberties wholly existed in depen-

dence upon the direction of the sovereign, and the virtue

of the army. " To their virtue," said he, "we trust even

at this hour, small as our army is; to that virtue we
must have trusted, had this bill been modelled as its

warmest opposcrs could have wished; and without this

virtue, should the lords, the commons, and the people

of England intrench themselves behind parchment up
to the teeth, the sword will find a passage to the vitals

of the constitution." All the disputed articles of tho

bill being sustained on the shoulders of a great majority,

it was conveyed to the upper house, where it excited

another violent contest. Upon the question whether
otlicers on half-pay had not been subject to martial law,

the judges were consulted and divided in their senti-

ments. The earl of Bath declared his opinion that mar-

tial law did not extend to reformed officers; and ojjcned

all the sluices of his ancient eloquence, lie admitted a

case which was urged, of -seven officers on half-pay, who,
being taken in actual rebellion at Preston in the year

1715, had been executed on tlie spot by martial law, in

consequence of the king's express order. He candidly

owned, that he himself was secretary at war at that

period; that he had approved of this order, and even
transmitted it to general Carpenter, who commanded at

Preston; but now his opinion was entirely changed, lie

observed, that when the forementioned rebellion first

broke out, the house presented an address to the king,

desiring his majesty would be pleased to employ all half-

pay officers, and gratify them with whole pay; and, in-

deed, all such officers were voted on whole pay by tho

house of commons. They were afterwards apprii;ed of

this vote, by an advertisement in the Gazette, and or-

dered to hold themselves in readiness to repair to such

places as should be appointed; and finally commanded
to repair by such a day to those places, on pain of being

struck olT the half-pay list. These precautions would

have been unnecessary, had they been deemed subject

to martial law, and the penalty for non-obedience would

not have been merely a privation of their pensions, but

they would have fallen under the punishment of death,

'J is
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as deserters from the service. His lordsliip distinguished

witli great proiirioty and precision, between a step wliicli

luid been precipitately taken in a violent crisis, when

tlie public was heated with apprehension and resent-

ment, and a solemn law concorted at leisure, during the

niost prufoinid tranquility. Notwithstanding the spirited

opposition of this noljlenian, and some attempts to insert

additional clauses, the bill having undergone a lew in-

considerable amendments, passed by a very considera-

ble majority.

BILL FOR LIMITING THE TERM OF A
SOLDIERS SERVICE.

Immediately after the mutiny-bill had passed the

lower house, .-inother fruitless ctif.irt was made by the

opposition. The danger of a standing army, on whose

virtue the constitution of Great Britain seemed to de-

pend, did not fail to alarm the minds of many who were

zealously attached to the liberties of their country, and

n-avc birth to a scheme, which if executed, would have

enabled the legislature to establish a militia that must

have answered many national purposes, and acted as a

constitutional bulwark against the excesses and ambi-

tion of a military standing force, under the immediate

jnfluenec of government. The scheme which patriotism

conceived, was, in all probability, adopted by party. A
bill was brought in, limiting the time beyond which no

soldier, or non-commissioned ofEccr, should be compelled

to continue in the service. Had this limitation taken

place, such a rotation of soldiers would have ensued

among the common people, that in a few years every

peasant, labourer, and in I'urior tradesman iu the kingdom,

would have understood the exercise of arms; and per-

haps the people in general would have concluded that

a standing army was altogether unnecessary. A pro-

ject of this nature could not, for obvious reasons, be

agreeable to the administration, and therefore the bill

was rendered abortive; for, after having been twice

read, it was postponed from time to time till the parlia-

ment was prorogued, and never appeared in the s'cqucl.

•Such were the chief subjects of debate between the min-

istry and the opposition, composed, as we have already

observed, of the prince's servants and the remains of the

country party, tliis last being headed by lord Strange,

son of the earl of Derby, and sir Francis Dashwood ; the

former, a nobleman of distinguislied abilities, keen,

penetrating, elocjuent and sagacious; the other frank,

spirited, and sensible.

MEASURES TAKEN WITH RESPECT TO THE
AFRICAN TRADE.

It must be owned, however, for the honour of the

ministry, that if they carried a few unpopular measures
with a high hand, they seemed earnestly desirous of

making amends to the nation, by promoting divers

regulations for the benefit and improvement of com-
merce, which actually took place in the ensuing session

of parliament. One of the priucipal objects of this na-

ture which fell under their cognizance, was the trade

to the coast of Guinea; a very important branch of

traffic, whether considered as a nuu-ket for British man-
ufactures, or as the source that supplied the English
plantations with negroes. This was originally mono-
polized by a joint-stock company, which had from time
to time derived considerable sums from the legislature,

for enabling them the better to support certain forts or

castles on the coast of Afiica, to facilitate the commerce
and protect the merchants. In the sequel, however,
the exclusive privilege having been judged prejudicial

to the natinn.al trade, the coast was laid open to all Brit-

ish subjects indiscriminately, on condition of their pay-
ing a certain duty towards defraying the expense of the
forts and factories. This expedient did not answer the
purposes for which it had been contrived. The separate
traders, instead of receiving any benefit from the protec-
tion of the company, industriously avoided their castles.

as the receptacles of tyranny and oppression. The com-

p.iny, whether from njisconduct or knavery of their di-

rectors, contracted such a load of debts as their stock

was unable to discharge. They seemed to neglect tlie

traffic, and allowed their castles to decay. In a word,

their credit being exhausted, and their creditors grow-

ing clamorous, they presented a petition to the lionse of

commons, disclosing their distresses, and imploring such

assistance as should enable them not only to pay their

debts, but also to maintain the forts in a defensible con-

dition. This petition, recommended to the house in a

message from his majesty, was corroborated by another

in behalf of the company's creditors. Divers merchants

of London, interested iu the trade of Africa and the

ISritisli plantations in America, petitioned tho house,

that as the African trade was of the utmost importanco

to tlie nation, and could not be supported without forts

and settlements, some effectual means should be speed-

ily taken for protecting and extending this valuable

branch of commerce. A fourth was offered by the mer-

chants of Livcrjsool, representing that the security and

protection of the trade to Africa must always principally

depend upon bis majesty's ships of war being properly

stationed on that coast, and seasonably relieved, and

that such forts and settlements as might be judged ne-

cessary for marks of sovereignty and possession, would
prove a nuisance and a burden to the trade, should they

remain in the hands of any joint-stock company, whose

private interest always had been, and ever would bo,

found ineojnpatible with the interest of the separate and

open trader. They therefore prayed, that the said forta

niiglit either be taken into his m.njesly's immediate pus-

session, and supported by the public, or committed to

the merchants trading on that const, in such a niannct

as the house should judge expedient, witliout vesting

in them any other advantage or right to the commerce,

but what should be common to all his majesty's sub-

jects. This remonstrance was succeeded by anotlier to

the same effect, from the master, wardens, assistants,

and commonalty of tho society of merchant adventurers

within the city of Bristol. AH these petitions were re-

ferred to a committee appointed to deliberate on this

subject; who agreed to certain resolutions, implying,

that the trade to Africa should be free and open; that

the British forts and settlements on that coast ought to

be maintained, and put under proper direction; and that

in order to carry on the African trade in the most bene-

ficial manner to these kingdoms, all the British subjects

trading to Africa should be united in one open company,

without any joint-stock, or power to trade as a corpora-

tion. A bill was immediately founded on these resolu-

tions, which alarmed the company to such a degree, that

they had recourse to another petition, demonstrating

their right to the coast of Africa, and expressing their

reliance on the justice of the house that tliey should not

be deprived of their property without an adequate con-

sideration. In a few days a second address was olVerod

by their creditors, complaining of the company's mis-

management, promising to surrender their right, as the

wisdom of parliament should prescribe; praying that

their debts might be inquired into; and that the equi-

valent to be granted for the company's possessions might

be secured and applied, in the first place, for tlieir beiio-

fit. The commons, in consequence of this petition,

ordered the company to produce a list of their debts,

together with a copy of their charter, and two remon-

strances which their creditors had presented to them

before this application to parliament. A committee of

the whole houso, having deliberated on these papers and

petitions, and heard the company by their connsel, re-

solved to give them a reasonable conipensation for tlieir

cliarter, lands, forts, settlements, slaves, and effects, to

bo in the first place applied towards the iiayment of

their creditors. A bill being tbrmed accordingly, passed

the commons, and was conveyed to tho upper house,

where a great many objections were started; and for

the present it was dropped, until a more unexception-

able plan should be concerted. In tho meantime thcii
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I irilships nddrosseil his mnjosty, tlint the loiils commis-

sioiiei'S for tmilo and plantations nii^^lit bo directed to

prepare a scheme on fliis siihjeet, to be hiid before both

hoases of pailinmcnt at the beginning of next session;

that instant orders should be given for preserving and

securing the forts and settleuunts on the coast of tiuinen

belonging to Great ISritain; nnd that proper persons

should bo appointed to examine into the condition of

those forts, as well as of the military stores, slaves,

nnd vessels belonging to the African company, so as to

make a faithful report of these particulars, with all pos-

sible oxpcditiou.

SCHEME FOR IMPKOVIXG THE BRITISH
F1!?1U;UY.

Tho ministry having professed an inclination, and
indeed shown a disposition, to promote nnd extend tho

commerce of the kingdom, tho commons resolved to take

some steps for encouraging the while fishery along tlie

northern coast of the island, which is an inexhaustible

source of wealth to our industrious neighbours the

Hutch, who employ annu;illy a great number of hands
and vessels in this branch of commerce. The sensible

part of tho British people, reileeting on this subject,

plainly foresaw that a fishery, under due regulations,

undertaken with the protection and encouragement of

the legislature, would not only prove a fund of national

riches, and a nui'sery of seamen, but likewise in a great

measure prevent any future insurrections in the High-
lands of S;otl;uid, by dilfusing a spirit of industry among
tho natives of th.-it country, who finding it in their

power to become independent on the fruits of their own
hibour, would soon cnfrnnchiso themselves from that

slavish attachment by which they had been so long

connected with their landlords and chieftains. Accord-
ingly, a committee was appointed to deliberate on tho

state of the Dritish fishery; and upon their report a bill

was founded for encouraging the whale fishery on the

coast of ."Spitsbergen, by a bounty of forty shillings per
ton for every ship equijipcd for that undertaking. The
bill having made its way through both houses, and ob-

tained the royal assent, the merchants in different parts

of the kingdom, particularly in North Britain, began to

build and fit out ships of great burden, and peculiar

stmcture, for tho purpose of that fishery, which ever

since hath been carried on with equal vigour and suc-

cess. Divers merchants and traders of London having
presented to the house of commons a petition, repre-

senting the benefits that would accrue to the community
from a herring and cod fishery, established on proper

principles, and carried on with skill and integrity, this

remonstrance was referred to a committee, upon whose
resolutions a bill was formed; but before this could be
discussed in the house, tho parliament was prorogued,

nnd of consequence this measure proved abortive.

ATTLiU'T TO OPEN TUE COMMERCE TO
HUDSON'S BAY.

Tlie next regulation proposed in favour of trade, was
that of laying open the commerce of Iludson's-bay, in

the most northern parts of America, where a small

monopoly maintained a few forts and settlements, and
prosecuted a very advantageous fur trade with the In-

I'.ians of that continent. It was suggested, that the

company had long ago enriched themselves by their

exclusive privilege; that they employed no more than
four annual ships; that, contrary to an express injunc-

tion in their charter, they discouraged all attempts to

discover a north-west passage to the East Indies; that

they dealt cruelly and perfidiously with the poor In-

dians, who never traded with them except when com-
I>ellcd by necessity, so that the best part of the fur trade

Ijad devolved to the enemies of Great Britain; and that

their exclusive patent restricted to very narrow limits

n branch of commerce which might be cultivated to a
prodigions extent, aa wcU as to the infinite advantage

of Great Britain. Petitions, that the trade cf Hudson V-
bay might be laid oi)en, were presented to the house by
the merchants of London, Great Yarmouth, and Wol-
verhampton; nnd a committee was appointed to deli-

berate upon this subject. On the other hand, tho
company exerted themselves in petitions and private
applications for their own preservation. The committee
examined many papers and records; and the report was
taken into consideration by the whido house. Many
evidences were interrogated, and elaborate speeches
made, on both sides of tho question. At length a majority

seemed satisfied that tho traflic on the const of Hud-
son's-bay could not be preserved without forts and set-

tlements, which must be maintained either by an exclu-

sive company, or at the public expense; and, as this wn»
not judged a properjuncture to eneumber the nation with

any charge of that kind tho design ofdissolving the com
pany was laid aside till a more favourable opportunity.

PLAN FOR MAINTAINING THE NAVY.

The government had, during tho war, found great

dillieulty in pressing men for the service of the navy

—

a pr.acticc, which, however sanctioned by necessity, is

nevertheless a flagrant encroachment on the liberty of

the subject, and a violent outrage against the constitu-

tion of Great Britain. Tho ministry, therefore, had
employed some of their agents to form a scheme for

retaining in time of peace, by means of a certain allow

ance, a number of seamen, who should be registered for

the purpose, and be ready to man a squadron upon any
emergency. Such a plan, properly regulated, would
have been a great advantage to commerce, which is

always distressed by the practice of pressing seamen;
and at the same time, a great security to the kingdom
in dangerous conjunctures, when it may be necessary

to equip an armament at a minute's warning. The
house of commons being moved up<m this subject, agreed

to divers resolutions as a foundation for the bill; but the

members iu the opposition aft'eeting to represent this

measure iu an odious light, as an imitation of the French
method of registering seamen without theii' own consent,

Mr. Pelham dropped it, as an unpopular project.

Information having been received that the French
intended to settle the neutral islands of St. Lucia, Do-
minica, St. Vincent, and Tobngo, in tho West Indies,

the nation had taken the alarm in the beginning of the

year; and a motion was made iu the house of commons
to address his majesty, that he would be graciously

pleased to give directions for laying before the house

copies of the instructions given to the governors of I!ar-

badoes fertile last ten years past, so far as they related

to these neutral islands; but whether the minister was
conscious of a neglect in this particular, or thought such

inquiries treneheilupon the prerogative, he opposed the

motion with all his might; and after some debate, the

ju'cvious question passed in the negative. This was
also the fate of another motion made by the earl of

E 1 for an address, entreating his majesty would
submit to the inspection of the house all the proposals

of peace that had been made by tho French king since

the year which preceded the last rebellion, to that iu

which the definitive treaty was concluded at Aix-la-

Chapelle. This they proposed as a previous step to the

parliament's forming any opinion concerning the utility

or necessity of the peace which had been established.

A iolent debates ensued, iu which the opposition was aa

much excelled iu oratory as out-numbered in votes.

Such were the material transactions of this session,

which in the month of June was closed as usual with a

speech from the throne; in which his majesty signified

his hope, that the parliament, at their next meeting,

would be able to perfect what they had now begun for

advancing the trade and navigation of the kingdom.

He likewise expressed his satisfaction at seeing public

credit flourish at the end of an expensive war; and re-

commended unanimity, as the surest bulwark of national

security
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While tlio ministry on some occasions exliibitcil nil

the external signs of moderation and good humour,

they, on others, manifested a spirit of jealousy and re-

sentment which seems to have been childish and illib-

eral. Two or three young riotous students at Oxford,

trained up in prejudice, and heated with intemperance,

uttered some expressions over their cups, implying their

attachment to the family of the pretender. The report

of this indiscretion was industriously circulated by cer-

tain worthless individuals, who, having no reliance on

their own intrinsic merit, hoped to distinguish them-
selves as the tools of party, and to obtain favour with

the ministry by acting as volunteers in the infamous

practice of information. Though neither the rank, age,

nor connexions of the delinnuents were such as ought

to have attracted the notice of the public, the vice-chan-

cellor, heads of houses, and proctors of the university,

knowing the invidious scrutiny to which their conduct

was subjected, thought proper to publish a declaration,

signifying their abhorrence of all seditious practices,

their determined resolution to punish all offenders to

the utmost severity and rigour of the statutes; and
containing peremptory orders for the regulation of the

university. Notwithst.anding these wise and salutary

precautions, the three boys, who in the heat of their

intoxication had drunk the pretender's health, were
taken into custody by a messenger of state; and two of

them being tried in the court of king's bench, and found

guilty, were sentenced to walk through the courts of

Westminster, with a specification of their crime fixed to

their foreheads; to pay a find of five nobles each; to be

imprisoned for two years, and find security for their

good behaviour for tlie tei'm of seven years after their

enlargement. Many people thought they saw the pro-

ceedings of the star-chamber revived in the severity of

this punishment. The administration, not yet satisfied

with the vengeance which had been taken on these

three striplings, seemed determined to stigmatize the

university to which they belonged. The cry of jacob-

itism was loudly trumpeted against the whole com-
munity. The address of the university, congratulating

his majesty on the establishment of the peace, was re-

jected with disdain, and an attempt was made to subject

their statutes to the inspection of the king's council;

but this rule, being argued in the court of king's-bench,

was dismissed in consequence of the opinions given by
the judges. Finally, the same tribunal granted an in-

formation against Dr. Purnel, the vice-chancellor, for

his behaviour in tliecase of the rioters above-mentioned;

but tliis was countermanded in the sequel, his conduct

ap]>earing unexceptionable upon a more cool and impar-

tial inquiry.

ELECTION OF A CHANCELLOR OF TUE UNI-
VEKSITY OF CAMBRIDGE.

In proportion as Oxford declined, her sister university

rose in the favour of the administration, which she at

this period cultivated by an extraordinary mark of com-
pliance and attachment. The dignity of chancellor of

the university being vacated by the death of the duke
of Somerset, the nation in general seemed to think it

would naturally devolve upon the prince of \\''ales, as a
cimplimcnt at all times due to that rank; but more
especially to the then heir-apparent, who had eminently
distinguished himself by the virtues of a patriot and a
prince. He had even pleased himself with the hope of

receiving this mark of attachment from a seminary for

which he entertained a particul.ar regard, lint the rul-

ing members, seeing no immediate prospect of advan-
tage in glorifying even a prince who was at variance
with the ministry, wisely turned their eyes upon the
illustrious character of the duke of New&istle, whom
they elected without ojiposition, and installed with great
magnificence; learning, poetry, and eloquence, joining
their efforts in celebrating the shining virtues and ex-
traordinary talents of their new patron.

Although opposition lay gasping at the feet of power

in the house of commons, the people of England did not

yet implicitly approve all the measures of the adminis-

tration; and the dregs of faction, still agitated by an

internal ferment, threw up some inefl'ectual bubbles in

dift'erent parts of the kingdom. !<ome of those who
made no secret of their disaffection to the reigning

family, determined to manifest their resentment and

contem])t of certain noblemen, and others, who were

said to have abandoned their ancient principles, and to

have sacrificed their consciences to their interest. Many
individuals, animated by the fumes of inebriation, now
loudly extolled that cause which they durst not avow
when it required their open approbation and assistance;

and, though they industriously avoided exposing their

lives and fortunes to the chance of war in promoting

their favourite interest when there was a possibility of

success, they betrayed no apprehension in celebrating

the memory of its last elTort, amidst the tumult of a riot

iind the clamours of intemperance. In the neighbour-

hood of Lichfield, the sportsmen of the party appeared

in the Jlighl.and taste of variegated drapery; and their

zeal descending to a very extraordinary exhibition of

practical ridicule, they hunted, with hounds clothed in

plaid, a fo.^ dressed in a red uniform. Even the females

at their asscuibly, and the gentlemen at the races, afl'ec-

ted to wear the chequered stuff by which the prince-

pretender and his followers had been distinguished.

Divers noblemen on the course were insulted as apos-

tates; and one personage, of high rank, is said to have
undergone a very disagreeable flagellation.

SCHEME FOR A NEW SETTLEMENT.

As the public generally suffers at the end of a war,

by the sudden dismission of a great number of soldiers

and seamen, who having contracted a habit of idleness,

and finding themselves without employment and the
I means of subsistence, engage in desperate courses and

I

prey upon the community, it was judged expedient to

provide an opening through which these unquiet spirits

might exhale without damage to the commonwealth.
The most natural was that of encouraging them to

become members of a new colony in North America,
which, by being properly regulated, supported, and im-

proved, might be the source of great advantages to its

mother country. Many disputes had arisen between
the subjects of England and France concerning the

limits of Nova Scotia, which no treaty had as yet properly
' ascertained. A fort had been raised, and a snuill garrison

maintained, by the king of Great Britain, at a part of

this very country, called Annapolis-Koyal, to overawe
the French neutrals settled in the neighbourhood; but

this did not answer the purpose '<ir which it was inten-

ded. Upon every rupture or dispute between the two
crowns, these planters, forgetting their neutrality, in-

trigued with the Indians, communicated intelligence to

their own countrymen settled at St. John's and Cape
Breton, and did all the ill offices their hatred could sug-

gest against the colonies and subjects of Great Britain.

A scheme was now formed for making a new establish-

ment on the same peninsula, which sliould furtlicr con-

firm and extend the property and dominion of llie crown
of Groat Britain in that large tract of country, clear the

uncultivated grounds, constitute conmiunities, diffuse

the benefits of population and agriculture, and improve

the fishery of that coast, which might bo rendered a

new source of wealth and commerce to Old England.

The particulars of the plan being duly eon.>-idered, it

was laid before his majesty, who approved of tlie design,

and referred the execution of it to the board of trado

and plantations, over which the earl of Halifax presideil.

This nobleman, endued by nature with an excellent

capacity, which had been diligently and judiciously cul-

tivated, animated with liberal sentiments, and tiied

with an eager spirit of patriotism, adopted the plan with

the most generous ardour, and cherished the infant

colony with paternal affection. The commissioners lor

trade and pKintatious immediately advertised, under the
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sanction of Iiis m.ijosty's autliority, tlint proper encour-

ajjcment would be given to such of the ofiiciis anil private

men, lately Jismissed from the laud and soa service, ns

were willing to settle, with or without families, in the

province of Nova Scotia; that the fee simple, or perpe-

tual property, of fil'ty acres of land should be granted to

every private soldier or seaman, free from the payment
of any quit rents or taxes, for the term of ten years; at

the expiration of which no pei'son should pay more than

one shilling per annum for every fifty acres so granted;

that, over and above these fifty, each person should re-

ceive a grant of ten acres for every individual, includ-

ing women and children, of which his family should

consist; that further grants should be made to them as

the number should increase, and in jiroportion as they

bhould manifest their abilities in agriculture; that every
ofiieer, under the rank of ensign in the land service, or

lieutenant in the navy, should bo gratified with four-

score acres on the same conditions; that two hundied
acres should be bestowed upon ensigns, three hundred
uiwn lieutenants, four hundred u|)on captains, and six

hundred on every officer above that degree, with pro-

portionable considerations for the number and increase

of every family; that the lands should be parcelled out

as soon as iKissible after the arrival of the colonists, and
n civil government established; by virtue of which they
should enjoy all the liberties and privileges of liritish

subjects, with proper security and protection; tliat the

settlers, with their families, should be conveyed to Nova
Scotia, and maintained for twelve months after their

arrival, at the expense of the goveniment; which should

also supply them with arms and ammunition, as far as

should be judged necessary for their defence, with pro-

per materials and utensils for clearing and cultivating

their lands, erecting habitations, exercising the fishery,

and such other purposes as should be judged necessary

for their support.

TOWN OF HALIFAX FOUNDED.

Tlie scheme was so feasible, and the encouragement
so inviting, that in a little time about four thousand ad-

venturers, with their families, were entered, according
to the directions of the board of trade, who in the begin-

ning of May set sail from England, under the command
of Colonel Cornwallis, whom the king had appointed
their govenior, and towards tlie latter end of June ar-

rived at the pl.ice of their destination, which was the
harbour of Chcbucton, on the sea-coast of the peninsula,

about midway between Cape Canceau and Cape Sable.

It is one of the most secure and commodious havens in

the whole world, and well situated for the fisliery; yet
the climate is cold, the soil barren, and the whole coun-
try covered with woods of birch, fir, pine, and some oak,

unfit for the purposes of timber; but at the same time

extremely difficult to remove and extirpate. Governor
Cornwallis no sooner arrived in this harbour than he was
joined by two regiments of infantry from t'ape I-rcton,

and a company of rangers from Annapolis. Then he
pitched upon a spot for the settlement, and employed his

people in clearing the ground for laying the foundations

of a town; but some inconveniences being discovered

in this situation, he chose another to the northward,
hard by the harlwur, on an easy ascent, commanding a
prospect of the whole peninsula, and well supplied with
rivulets of fresh and wholesome water. Here he began
to build a town on a regular plan, to which he gave the

name of Halifax, in honour of the nobleman who had
.he greatest share in founding the colony; and before

he approach of winter, above three hundred comfortable
.voo<len houses were built, the whole surrounded by a

strong pallisade. 'J'his colony, however, has by no means
answered the sanguine expectations of the projectors;

for notwithstanding the ardour with which tlie interests

of it were promoted by its noble patron, and the repeated
indulgence it has reaped from the bounty of the legisla-

ture, the inhabitants have made little or no progiess in

agriculture; the fishery is altogether neglected, and the

settlement entirely subsists on the sums oxpcniled by tho

indiviiluals of the army and navy, whose duty obliges

them to reside in this part of North Americc.

FEENCU ATIEMI'TS TO SETTLE THE
ISLAM) OF TOBACiO.

The establishment of such a powerful colony in Nova-
Scotia, could not fail giving undnage to the French in

that neighbourhood, who, though tliey did not think

jiroper to promulgate their jealousy and disgust, never-

theless eniployeil their emissaries clandestinely in stim-

ulating and exciting the Indians to harass the colonists

with hostilities, in such a manner as should efVectually

hinder them from extending their pl.antalions, and per-

haps induce them to abandon the settlement. Nor was
this the only part of America in which the French court

countenanced such perfidious practices. More than ever

convinced of the importance of a considerable navy, and

an extensive plantation trade, they not only exerted un-

common industry in re-establishing their marine, which

had sufTered so severely during the war; but they re-

solved, if possible, to extend their plantations in the

West Indies by settling the neutral islands, which we
have already mentioned. In the beginning of the year,

the governor of liarliadocs, having received intelligence

that the French had begun to settle the island of To-

bago, sent captain Tyrrel thither in a frigiite to learn

the particulars. That ofliccr found above three hundred

men already landed, secured by two batteries and two

ships of w.ir, and in daily expectation of a further rein-

forcement from the marquis do Caylus, governor of Mar-

tinique; who had published an ordonnance, authorizing

the subjects of the French king to settle tho island of

Tobago, and promising to defend them from the attempts

of all their enemies. This assurance was in answer to

a proclamation issued by Mr. Grenvillo, governor of

Barbadoes, and stuck up in the difierent parts of the

island, commanding all the inhabitants to remove, in

thirtv days, on pain of undergoing military execution.

Captain Tyrrel, with a spirit that became a commander

in the British navy, gave the French officers to under-

stand, that his most christian majesty had no right to

settle the island, w hich was declared neutral by treaties;

and that, if they would not desist, he should be obliged

to employ force in driving them from their new settle-

ment. Night coming on, and Mr. Tyrrel's ship falling

to leeward, the French captains seized that opi)ortuuity

of sailin-g to Martinique; and next day the English com-

mander returned to Barbadoes, having no power to com-

mit hostilities. These tidings, with a copy of the French

govei'nor's ordonnance, were no sooner transmitted to

the ministry than they despatched a courier to the Eng-

lish envoy at Paris, with directions to make representa-

tions to the court of Versailles on this subject. Tho
ministry of France, knowing they were in no condition

to support the consequences of an immediate rapture,

and understanding how much the merchants and people

of Great Britain were alarmed ar.d incensed at their

attempts to possess these i.^lands, thought proper to dis-

own the proceedings of the marquis de Caylus, and to

grant the satisfaction that was demanded, by sending

liim orders to discontinue the settlement, and evacuate

the island of Tobago. At the s.ame time, however, that

the court of Versailles made this sacrifice for the satis-

faction of England, the marquis de Puysieux, the French

minister, observed to the English resident, that France

was undoubtedly in possession of that island towards

the middle of tho last century. He ought in candour

to have added, that although l.ouis XIV. ni.adc a con-

quest of this island from the Hollanders, during his war

with that republic, it was restored to them by the treaty

of Nimeguen; and since that time France could not have

the least shadow of a claim to number it among hel

settlements. It was before this answer could be ob-

tained from the court of Versailles that the motion, of

which we have already taken notice, was made in the

house of commons, relating to the subject of the neutral
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islamls; a motion discouraged by the court, and defeated

by the majority.

REJOICINGS FOn THE PEACE.

Tbe peace of Aix-la-ChnpcUe was celebrated by fire

works, illuminations, and rejoicings, in which the Eng-
lish, French, and Dutch, seemed to display a sjilrit of

emulation in point of taste and magnificence; and, in

all prnhability, these three powers were sincerely pleased

at the cessation of the war. Enghind enjoyed a respite

from intolerable supplies, exorbitant insurance, and in-

terrupted commerce; Holland was delivered from the

brink of a French invasion; and France had obtained a

breathing time for re-establishing her naval power, for

exerting that spirit of intrigue, by dint of which she

hath often embroiled her neighbours, and for executing

plans of insensible cneroachment, which might prove

more advantageous than the progress of open hostilities.

In the affair of Tobago, the French king had manifested

his inclination to avoid immediate disputes with Eng-

land; and had exhibited another proof of the same dis-

position in bis behaviour to the prince-pretender, who
had excited such a dangerous rebellion in the island of

Great Britain.

Among those princes and powers who excepted against

different articles of the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, the

chevalier de St. George, foreseeing that none of tlie pleni-

potentiaries would receive his protest, employed his

agents to fix it up in the public places of Aix-la-Chajjelle;

a precaution of very little service to his cause, which all

the states of christeud'^m seemed now to have abandoned.

So little was the interest of his family considered in this

negotiation, that the contracting powers agreed, without

reserve, to a literal insertion of the fifth article of the

quadruple alliance; by which it was stipulated, that

neither the pretender nor any of his descendants should

be allowed to reside within the territories belonging to

any of the subscribing parties. At the same time the

plenipotentiaries of France promised to those of Great

Britain, that prince Charles-Edward should be immedi-

ately obliged to r|uit the dominions of his most christian

majesty. Notice of this agreement was accordingly

given l)y the court of A'ersailles to the young adven-

turer; and as he had declared he would never return to

Italy, Mons. de Courteille, the French envoy to the can-

tons of Switzerland, was directed by his sovereign to

demand an asylum for prince Edward in the city of Fri-

bourg. The regency having complied in this particular

with the earnest request of his most christian majesty,

Mr. Barnaby, the British minister to the Helvetic body,

took the alarm, and presented the magistracy of Fri-

bourg with a remonstrance, coiiched in such terms as

gave offence to that regency, and drew upon him a se-

vere answer. In vain had the French king excited his

influence in procuring this retreat for the young pre-

tender, who, being pressed with repeated messages to

withdraw, persisted in refusing to quit the place, to

which he had been so cordially invited by bis cousin
the king of France; and where he said that monarch
had solemnly promised, on the word of a king, that he
would never forsake him in his distress, nor abandon
the interests of his family. Louis was not a little per-

plexed at this obstinacy of prince Edward, which was
the more vexatious, as that youth appeared to be the
darling of the Parisians; who not only admired him for

his own accomplishments, and pitied him for his suller-

ings, but also revered him, as a young hero lineally de-
scended from their renowned Henry the Fourth. At
length, the two English noblemen arriving at Paris as
hostages for the performance of the treaty, and seeing
liira appear at all the public places of diversion, com-
phuncd of this circumstance as an insult to their sove-
reign, and an infringement of the treaty so lately con-
cluded. The French king, after some hesitation between
punctilio and convenience, resolved to employ vialence
upon tlic person of this troublesome stranger, since
milder remonstrances had not been able to iuflueuco his

conduct; but this resolution was not taken till the re-

turn of a courier whom he despatched to the chevalier

de St. George; who, being thus informed of his sou's

deportment, wrote a letter to him, laying strong injunc-

tions upon him to yield to the necessity of the times,

and acquiesce with a good grace in the stipulations

which his cousin of Fraueo had found it necessary to

subscribe for the interest of his realm. Edward, far

from complying with this advice and injunction, signi-

fied his resolution to remain In Paris; and even declared

that he would pistol any man who should presume to

lay violent hands on his per.son. In consequence of this

bold declaration, an extraoidinary council was held at

Versailles, when it was determined to arrest him with

out further delay, and the whole plan of this enterpris

was finally adjusted. That same evening, the princv

entering the narrow lane that leads to the opera, tho

barrier was immediately shut, and the sergeant of the

guard called "to arms;" on which monsieur de Vau-

dreuil, exempt of tbe French guards, advancing to Ed-

ward, " Prince," said he, "I arrest you in tbe king's

name, by virtue of this order." At that instant the

youth was surrounded by four grenadiers, iu order to

prevent any mischief he might have done with a case of

pocket-pistols which he always carried about him; and

a guard was placed at all the avenues and doors of tbe

opera-house, lest any tumult should have ensued among

the populace. These precautions being taken, Yaudreuil,

with an escort, conducted the prisoner tlirough the gar-

den of the palais-royal, to a house where the duke do

Biron waited with a coach and six to convey him to the

castle of S'iucennes, whether he was immediately ac-

companied by a detachment from the regiment of French

guards, under the command of that nobleman. He had

not remained above throe days in his confinement, when
he gave the French ministry to understand that be

would conform hinrsclf to the king's intentions; and

was immediately enlarged, upon giving his word and

honour that he would, without delay, retire from the

dominions of France. Accordingly, he set out in four

days from Fountainbleau, attended by three ofliccrs,

who conducted him as far as Pont-Bauvosin on the fron

tiers, where they took their leave of him and returned

to Versailles. He proceeded for some time in the road

toChambcrri; but soon returned into the French do-

minions, and, passing through Dauphine, repaired to

Avignon, where he was received with extraordinary

honours by the pope's legate. In the meantime, his

arrest excited great nnirmuriugs at Paris; the inhabi-

tants blaming, without scruple, their king's conduct in

this instance, as a scandalous breach of hospitality, as

well as a mean proof of condescension to the king of

England; and many severe pasquinades, relating to this

transaction, were fixed up iu the most public places of

that metropolis.

APPEAPvANCE OF A RUPTUPE BETWEEN
RUSSIA AND SWEDEN.

Although peace was now re-established among the

principal powers of the continent, yet another storm

seemed ready to burst upon the northern parts of Europe,

in a fresh rupture between Russia and Sweden. Whether
tlie czariiua had actually obtained information that the

French faction meditated some revolution of government

at Stockholm, or she wanted a pretence of annexing Fin-

land to her empire; certain it is, she affected to appre-

hend that the prince-successor of Sweden waited only for

the decease of the reigning king, who was very old and

infirm, to change tlie form of government, and resume

that absolute authority which some of the monarchs, his

predecessors, had enjoyed. She seemed to think that a

prince thus vested with arbitrary power, and guided by
the councils of France and Prussia, with which Sweden
had lately engaged in close alliance, might become a

very troublesome and dangerous neighbour to her in the

Baltic; she therefore recruited her armies, repaired her

fortifications, filled her magazines, ordered a strong body
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of troops to ailv.incc towanls the fiontiers of FinLiml, and

(luclaied iu plain terms to the court of Stofklmlm, that

if any step shoiihl be taken to alter the governineut,

which she hail hoiiiul herself hy treaty to iiir.inlaiii, her

troops should enter the territory of Sweden, and she

would act up to the spirit of her engagements. Tlie

Swedish ministry, alarmed at these peremptory proceed-

ings, had recourse to their allies; and in the nieantimo,

made repeated declarations to the court of I'etersburgh,

that there w;is no design to make the least innovation in

the nature of their established government; but little or

no regard being paid to these represeutaions, they began

to put the kingdom in a posture of defence; and the old

king gave the czarina to understand, that if, notwith-

standing the satisfaction he had offered, her forces should

pass the frontiers of Finland, he would consider their

uiorch as an hostile invasion, and employ the means

which God bad put iu his power for the defence of his

dominions.

INTERPOSITION OF THE KING OF PRUSSIA.

This declaration, in all probability, did not produce

such effect as the interposition of his I'russiin ni.ajcsty,

the most enterprising prince of his time, at the head of

one hundred and forty thousand of the best troops that

Germany ever trained. Perhaps he was not sorry that

the empress of Muscovy fuinished him with a plausible

pretence for maintaining such a formidable army, after

the peace of Europe had been ascert;iined by a formal

treaty, and all the surrounding states had diminished the

number of their forces, lie now wrote a letter to his

uncle the king of Great Britain, complaining of the in-

sults and menaces whicli had been ofl'ered by the czarina

to Sweden; declaring, that ho was bound by a defensive

nlliauco, to whicli France had acceded, to defend tlie

government at present cst.-ib!ished in Sweden; and that

he would not sit still, and tamely see that kingdom at-

tacked by any power whatsoever, without acting up to

his engagements; he therefore cutreated his Britannic

majesty to interpose liis good offices, in conjunction with

Franco and him, to compromise the disputes which

threatened to embroil the northern parts of Europe. By
this time the Russian army had approached the frontiers

of Finland: the Swedes had assembled their troops, re-

plenished their magazines, and repaired their marine;

and the king of Deumark, jealous of the czarina's designs

with regard to the duchy of Slesnick, which was con-

tested with him hy the prince-successorof Russia, kept his

army and navy on the most respectable footing. At this

critical juncture the courts of London, Versailles, and

Berlin, co-operated so effectually by remonstrances and
declarations at Pctersburgh and Stockholm, that the em-
press of Russia thought proper toowu herself satisfied, and

all those clouds of trouble were immediately dispersed.

Yet, in all pmbability, her real aim was disappointed;

and, however she might dissemble her sentiments, she

never heartily forgave the kiug of Prussia for the share he

had in this transaction. That monarch, without relaxing

in his attention to the support of a very formidable mil-

itary power, exerted very extraordinary endeavours in

cultivating tlie civil interests of his countiy. lie reform-

ed the laws of Brandenbnrgh, and rescued the adminis-

tration ofjustice from the frauds of chicanery, lie en-

couraged tlie arts of agriculture and manufacture; and
even laid the foundation of naval commerce, by estab-

lishing an East-India company in the port of Embden.
Xor did the French ministry neglect any incisure that

might contribute to repair the damage which the king-

d>m had sustained in the course of the war. One half

of the army was disbanded: the severe imposition of the

tenth penny was suspended by the king's edict: a scheme
of economy was proposed with respect to the finances;

and the utmost diligence used in procuring materials,

an well a* workmen, for ship-building, that the navy of

France might speedily retrieve its former importance. In

the miiUt of these truly patriotic schemes, the court of

A'ersaUIca betrayed a littleness of gciiiui, and spirit of

tyranny, joined to fanaticism, in quancling with their

parliament alxiut superstitious forms of religion. The
sacraments had been denied to a certain person on his

ileath-bed, because he refused to subscribe to the bull

Unigcnitus. The nephew of the defunct preferred a

complaint to the parliament, who.se province it was to

take cognizance of the alTair ; a deputation of that body
attended the king with the report of the resolutions; and
and his m.ajesty commanded them to suspend all proceed-

ings relating to a matter of such conseiiuence, concern-

ing which he would take an opportunity of signifying his

royal pleasure. This interposition was the source of dis-

putes between the crown and parliament, which had like

to have filled the whole kingdom with intestine troubles.

CONDUCT OF DIFFERENT EUROPEAN
PO\VEli.S.

At Vienna, the cmprcss-quccn was not more solicitous

iu promoting the trade and internal manufactures of her

dominions, by sumptuary regulations, necessary restric-

tions on foreign superfluitioB, by opening her ports in the

Adriatic, and giving proper encouragement to com-

merce, than she was careful and provident iu reforming

the economy of her finances, maintaining a respectable

body of forces, and guarding, by defensive alliances,

against the enterprise of his Prussian majesty, on whose

military power she looked with jealousy and distrust. In

Holland, all the authority and influence of the stadthol-

der were scarcely sufficient to allay the ferments excited

among the people by the provisional taxation, which had

succeded the abolition of the patcliers, and was indeed

very grievous to the subject. As this was no more than

a temporary expedient, the prince of Orange proposed a

more equitable plan, whicii was approved by the states,

I and established with great dfliculty. In Italy the sys-

tem of politics seemed to change its coni])lexion. The
king of Sardinia effected a match between one of the in-

fantas of Spain and the prince of Piedmont; and whether

irritated by the conduct of the Austrians in the last war,

or apprehensive of such a powerful neighbour in the

Milanese, he engaged with the kings of France and Spain

in a defensive alliance, comprelieuding the king of the

Two Sicilies, the republic of Genoa, and the dukes of

Modena and Parma. His most catholic majesty, sin-

cerely disposed to cultivate the arts of peace, and en-

courage every measure that could contribute to the ad-

vantage of his country, was no sooner released from the

embarrassments of war, than he began to execute plans

of internal economy; to reduce unnecessary pensions,

discharge the debts contracted in the war, replenish his

arsenals, augment his navy, promote manufactures, and

encourage an active commerce by sea, the benefits of

which the kingdom of Spain had not known since the

first discovery and conquest of the West Indies.

INSOLENCE OF THE BARBARY CORSAIRS.

The preparations for refitting and increasing the navy
of Spain were carried on with such extraordinary vigour,

that other nations believed an expedition was intended

against the corsairs of Algiers, who had for some time

grievously infested the trade and coasts of the Medi-

terranean. The existence of this and other predatory

republics, which entirely subsist upon piracy and rapine,

petty states of barbarous ruffians, maintained as it were

in the midst of powerful nations, which thej' insult with

impunity, and of which they even exact an annual con-

tribution, is a flagrant reproach upon Christendom; a

reproach the greater, as it is founded upon a low, sel-

fish, illiberal maxim of policy. All the powers that

border on the Mediterranean, except France and Tus-

cany, are at perpetual war with the Moors of Barbary,

and for that reason obliged to emjjloy foreign ships fur

the transportation of their merchandise. This employ-

ment naturally devolves to those nations whose vessels

are in no danger from the depredations of the barbarians;

namely, the nubjectsof the niaiitime powers, who for
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this punv ailvantase, not only tolerate tlie piratical

states of Barbary, but even supply tliem with anas and

ammunition, solicit their passes, and purchase their for-

bearance ivith annual presents, •which arc, in effect,

ccxuivalent to a tribute ; whereas, by one vigorous ex-

ertion of their power, tliey might destroy all their ships,

lay t!>eir towns in ashes, and totally extirpate those

pernicious broods of dcspei'ate banditti. Even all the

condescension of those who disgrace themselves with

the title of allies to these miscreants, is not always suf-

ficient to restrain them from acts of cruelty and rapine.

At this vcrj- period four cruisers from Algiers made a

capture of an English packet-boat, in her voyage from

Lisbon, and conveyed her to their city, where she was

]ilundeied of money and effects to the amount of one

iumdred thousand pounds, and afterwards dismissed.

In consequence of this outrage, commodore Keppel was

sent with seven ships of war to demand satisfaction, as

well as to compromise certain differences which had

arisen on account of arrears claimed of the English by

the doy of Algiers. The Mussulman frankly owned,

that the money having been divided among the captors,

could not possibly be refunded. The commodore re-

turned to Gibraltar; and, in the sequel, an Algcrine am-

bassador arrived in London, with some presents of wild

beasts for his Britannic majesty. This transaction was
succeeded bj' another injurious affront offered by the

governor or alcayde of Tctuan to Jlr. Latton, an Eng-

lish ambassador, sent thither to redeem the British

subjects who had been many years enslaved in the do-

minions of the king of Morocca. A revolution having

lately happened in this empire, Mully Abdallah, the

reigning ruffian, insisted upon the ambassador's paying

a pretended balance for the ransom of the captives, as

well as depositing a considerable sum, which had already

been paid to a deceased pacha; alleging, that as he,

the emperor, received no part of it, the payment was
illegal. Mr. Latton refusing to comply with this arbi-

rary demand, his house was surrounded by a detach-

ment of soldiers, who violently dragged his secretary

from his presence, and threw him into a dismal subter-

ranean dungeon, where he continued twenty daj's. The
English slaves, to the number of twenty-seven, were
condemned to the same fate; the ambassador himself

was degraded from his character, deprived of his allow-

ance, and sequestei'ed from all communication. All the

letters directed to him were intercepted, and interpreted

to the alcayde; two negro porters were intrusted with

the keys of all his apartments, and a couple of soldiers

posted at his chamber-door; nay, this Moorish governor

tlireatened to load him with irons, and violently seized

part of the presents designed by his Britannic majesty

for the emperor. At length, finding that neither Mr.

Latton nor the governor of Gibraltar, to whom he had
written, would deposit the money, without fresh instrac-

tions from the court of London, the barbarian thought
proper to relax in his severity: the prisoners were en-

larged, the restrictions removed from the person of the

ambassador, and, after all these indignities offered to

the honour of the British nation, the balance was paid,

and the affair quietly adjusted.

DISTURBANCES IN ENGLAND.

Britain, in the meanwhile, was .altogether barren of

'events which might deserve a place in a general history.

Commerce and manufacture flourished again, to such a
degree of increase as had never been known in the
island; but this adv.antagc was attended with an irre-

sistible tide of lu.\ury and excess, wliich flowed through
all degrees of the people, breaking down all the mounds
of civil polity, and opening a way for license .and im-
morality. The highway's were infested witli rapine and
assassination; the cities teemed witli the brutal votaries

of lewdness, intemperance, and profligacy. The whole
land was overspread with a succession of tumult, riot,

and insurrection, excited in different parts of the king-
dom by the. erection of ne-.v turapikes, which the legis-

lature judged nccessaiy for the convenience of inland

carriage. In order to quell thefe disturbances, reoonrsu

was bad to the military power; several indi\iduals wcr«

slain, and some were executed as examples.

SESSION OPENED.

In the month of November the session ofparliamenl

was opened with a speech from the throne, in which hi^

ni.-ijestv expressed a particular pleasure in meeting them

at a time when the perfect re-establishment of a general

peace had restored to his people the blessings of quiet

and tranquillity. He said, the good effects of tlicse

already appeared in the flourishing condition of national

commerce, and in the rise of public credit, which were

the foundations of strength and prosperity to these king-

doms. He declared, that, during the summer, he had

used every opportunit_v of cementing and securing the

peace; that it was bis firm resolution to do everything

in his power for the preservation of it, and religiously

.adhere to the engagements into which he h.ad entered.

Einally, he took notice of the good disposition he had

found in the other contracting parties to the treaty of

Aix-la-Chapelle to cherish the public tranquillity of Eu-

rope; and he earnestly recommended to the two houses

the maintenance of a strong naval power, .as the bulwark

of national security.

A\'lien the motion was made for an address of thanks

in the bouse of commons, the first paragraph of bis

majesty's speech furnished the opposition with a h.andle

to declaim against the late treaty. Sir John Hinde

Cotton observed, that the peace could not be properly

styled complete, as nothing had been stipulated with

respect to the article of " No search;" alluding to the

interruption our commerce bad sustained from the Span-

iards in the West Indies; a stipulation, without which

both houses of parliament had formerly voted that there

.•ihould be no peace with that kingdom.—1749. In the

present conjuncture of affairs, such an objection savoured

rather of party than of patriotism; and indeed sir John
decl.arcd, that the remarks he made upon the occasion

were rather in disch.arge of the duty he owed to his

country, than in hope of seeing his sentiments espoused

by the majority. Some sharp altercation was used in

the debate which arose on this subject ; and many severe

invectives were levelled at those who negotiated, as well

as at those who approved and confirmed the treaty. But

Mr. Pelham, who sust.ained the whole weight of the

debate on the side of the administration, answered every

olijection with equal candour and .ability; and if he failed

in proving that the terms of peace were as favourable

as could be expected considering the unfortunate events

of the war, and the situation of the contending powers;

lie at least demonstrated, th.at it would be the interest

of the kingdom to acquiesce for the present in the treaty

which had been concluded, and eaideavour to remedy
its imperfections by subsequent conventions, amicably

opened among those powers between whom an)' cause

of dispute remained. With respect to the vote of both

houses, mentioned by sir John Hinde Cotton, he declared

that he had never approved of that step, when it was
first taken; or if he had, times and circumstances, which

could not be foreseen, would have justified his deviating

from it in the re-est.ablishment of peace. He reminded

them th.at a p.arliamcnt of Great Britain had once voted
" no peace while any part of the West Indies should

remain in possession of the Spanish king;" yet a train of

incidents, wliich they could not possibly foresee, .after

wards rendered it expedient to adopt a peace without

insisting upon the accomplishment of that condition.

In a word, we must own, that, in the majority of de-

bates excited in the course of this session, the ministry

derived their triumphs from the force of reason, as well

as from the weight of influence. AVe shall always,

however, except the efforts that were made for reducing

the number of land-forces to fifteen thousand, and main-

taining a greater number of seamen than the ministry

proposed. On these constitutional points the carl of
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^rnioiit, nnil tlie otlior cliicfs of tlio opposition, expn-

tintc'l with all the energy of eloqiiciice; which however
was frustrateil hy the power of superior numbers. Ten
thoiisnntl ss.imcn were voted for tlie service of the cn-

fuiiig year, notwithstanding his majesty's injunction to

maintain a considerahle navy; and the number of land-

forces was continued at eighteen thousand eight luindred

and til"ty-scven. The sums granted for making good

his majesty's engagements with the electors of liavaria

and Mentz, and the duke of Bninswick Wolfenbuttle,

amounted to fifty-three thousand two hundred and twen-

ty-five pounds sterling. The services done by the colo-

nies in North America, during the war, were gratified

with the sum of one hundred and twenty-two thousand

two hundred and forty-six pounds. The expense incur-

red by the new colony of Nova-Scoti.i exceeded seventy-

six thousand pounds. A small sum was voted for the

improvement of Georgia; and ten thousand pounds were
granteil towards the support of the British forts and
settlements on the co.ist of Afric.i. The sum total

granted in this session aro.se to four millions one hun-

dn-d and I'orty-onc thousand six hundred and sixty-one

pounds, nine shillings and eleven pence halfpenny, to

be raised by the land-tax, at three shillings in the pound;

the malt, and other duties, the surplus of divers impo-

silions remaining in the bank and exchequer; one

million by annuities at three per cent., charged on the

sinking fund, until redeemed by parliament; and nine

hundred thousand pounds out of the excess or overplus of

monies denominated the sinking fund.

SCHEME FOR REDUCING THE INTEREST OF
THE NATIONAL DEBT.

But the capit.'J measure which distinguished this

session of parliament was the reduction of the interest

on the public funds; a scheme which was pl.inned and
executed by the minister, without any national disturb-

ance or disquiet, to the astonishment of all Europe; the

different nations of which could not comprehend how it

would be possible for the government, at the close of a

'ong expensive war, which h.ad so consider.ably drained

the country, and augmented the enormous burden of

national debt, to find money for paying off such of the

public creditors as might choose to receive the principal,

rather than submit to a reduction of the interest. It

was not very much for the honour of the opposition, that

some of its leading members endeavoured to impede this

great machine of civil economy, by taking opportunities

of affirming in parliament, in opposition to his majesty's

speech, that the nation, far from being in a flourishing

condition, was almost entirely exhausted; that commerce
drooped and declined; that public credit stood tottering

on the brink of ruin; and that all the treaties lately con-

cluded among the different powers of Europe were, in

cffeet, disadvantageous and prejudicial to the interests

of Great Britain. In answer to these assertions, Mr.
Pelham undertook to prove, from the register of exports

and iniiwrts, that the commerce of the kingdom was
more extensive at this than at any former period; and
that the public credit was strong enough to admit of an
experiment, which he would not presume to hazard, ex-

cept i\pnn a moral certainty of its being firmly rooted

beyond the pov.cr of acoident and faction to shake or

overturn. He declared, tliat his design of reducing the

interest upon the funds was the result of the love he
bore his country, and an opinion that it was the duty of

the scnrants of the crown to ease the burdens of the

people. He said, he had confeiTcd on this subject with
persons of the most approved knowledge, and undoubted
experience; and chose to promulgate the method pro-

posed for alleviating the load of the national debt, that

the public, in knowing the particulars of the scheme,
might have time to consider them at leisure, and start

snch objections as should occur to their reflection, before

it might be too late to adopt amendments. He observed,
that nothing could more clearly demonstrate the vigour
of p'lblic credit, and the augniuitation of uational com-

YouII.

nierce, than the price of stock, whieli InJ within threo

years risen to a very considerable increase; and the

duties on imports, which In nine months had added ono
million to the sinking fund, notwithstanding a very ex-

traordinary sum which had been jiaid as bounties for

exported corn. He expressed great temlcrness and re-

gard for the interests of those who had advanced their

money for the .service of the government; declaring,

that his aim was to contrive a fair, honest, and equitable

method for lessening the national incumbrances, by
lowering the interest, conformable to parliamentary

faith, and agreeable to the ralesof eternal justice. His
plan was accordingly communicated, canvassed, and ap

proved in the house of commons, and an act passed for

reducing the interest of the funds which constitute the

national debt. [Se vote 2 Q, at tlie end of this Vol.]

In pursuance of this act for the reduction of the interest,

the greater part of the creditors complied with the terms

proposed, and subscribed their respective annuities be-

fore the end of February; but the three great companies

at first kept aloof, and refused to subscribe any part of

their capital.

About the middle of March the commons oidered the

proper officers to lay before them an account of the sums
which had been subscribed, and these were taken into

consideration by a committee of the w hole house. It was
then that Mr. I'elham, as chancellor of the exchequer,

observed, that besides the debts due to the three great

companies in their corporate capacity, all the rest, carry-

ing four per centum interest, h.ad been subscribed, ex-

cept about eight or nine millions, the proprietors of

which had forfeited the favour designed them by par-

liament ; but as many of these h.ad been misled by evil

counselloi-s, who perhaps were more intent on distress-

ing the government, than solicitous to serve tluirfriends;

and as many were foreigners, residing beyond sea, who
had not time to take proper advice, and give the neces-

sary instruction ; and as these could not possibly be dis-

tinguished from such as refused to subscribe from mere

obstinacy or disaffection, it might be thought cniel to

take the most rigorous advantage of the forfeiture they

had incurred. AVith respect to the proprietors of the

stock or capital belonging to the three great companies,

he asserted, that many of them would willingly have

subscribed their properties within the time limited, but

were necessarily excluded by the majority on the ballot;

and as it was equally impossible to know those who
were against the question on the ballot, he thought that

some tenderness was due even to the proprietors of those

three companies; his opinion tliercfore was, that they

and the uncomplying annuitants should be indulged

with further time to complete their .subscription; but,

in order to preserve the authority of parliament, and the

respect due to that august assembly, they ought not to

be gratified with such advantageous terms as were al-

lowed to the annuitants who at first cheerfully complied

with the proposals offered by the legislature. For these

reasons he proposed, that although the term of subscrib-

ing should be protracted till the thirtieth day of May,
the encouragement of three pounds ten ••ihillings per

centum per annum should not be continued to the se-

cond subscribers longer th.an till the fifth day of Decem-
ber, in the year one thousand seven hundred and fifty-

five. The proposal being approved, a liill was framed

for this purpose, as well as for redeeming such annui-

ties as should not he subscribed, which passed througli

both houses, and was enacted into a law, after having

received an additional clause, empoweritig the East

India company, in case they should subscribe all their

stock bearing an interest of four per centum, to borrow,

with the consent of the treasury, any sums not exceed-

ing four millions two hundred thousand pounds, after

the several rates of interest before proposed to he paid

by the public, and one million more at three per centum

per annum. They were also vested with a power to

raise money by bonds as formerly; yet so as the whole,

including the annuities, should not exceed what they

were by former acts empowered to borrow. The obiec-

2T
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tioiis to tho execution of tins project, wliicli by many
were deemed insunuountaUe, cntiicly vanished before

tbe fortituue, pcrscrerance, and caution of the minister;

who had secured, among the monied men of the nation,

the promise of such sums as would have been sufficient

to pay off tbe capital belonging to those creditors who
might refujc to accept the interest thus reduced. The
seccT.d s!ib"criptiou bad tbe desired effect. Tl;e three

great companies acquiesced, and their example was fol-

lowed by the other scrupulous annuitants; the national

burden was comfortably lightened, and tbe sinking fund

considerably increased, without producing the least per-

Jilexitj' or disturbance in the commonwealth; a circum-

stance that could not fail to excite the admiration aud
envy of all Christendom.

NEW MUTINY BILL.

1750. The mutiny bill for the ensuing year was mi-

tigated with an essential alteration, relating to tbe oath

of secrecy imposed upon the members of every court-

martial, who were now released from this reserve if re-

quired to give evidence, by due course of law, in any
court ofjudicature; and whereas, by the former mutiny
bill, a general was empowered to order the revival of

any sentence by a court-martial as often as he pleased,

aud, on that pretence, to keep in confinement a man
who had been acquitted upon a fair trial; it was now
enacted, that no sentence pronounced by any court-

martial, aud signed by the president, should be more
than once liable to revisal. Colonel George Townshcnd,
sou of lord viscount Townsbend, who bad equally dis-

tinguished himself by his civil and military accomplish-

ments, proposed another clause, for preventing any non-

conmiissioned officer's being broke or reduced into the

ranks; or any soldier's being punished, but by the sen-

tence of a court-martial. He gave tbe house to under-

stand, that certain persons attended at the door, who
from the station of non-commissioned officers had been
broke, and reduced into the ranks, without trial, or any
cause assigned; and he expatiated not only upon tbe

iniquity of such proceedings, but also upon tbe danger
of leaving such arbitrary power in the hands of any in-

dividual officer. A warm debate was the consequence
of this motion, which, however, was overruled by the

m.ajority.

BILL FOR ENCOURAGING the IMPORTATION
OF IRON FROM AMERICA.

Among other regulations made in the course of this

session for tbe encouragement of the Biitisb manufac-
tures, a large duty was laid upon Irish sail-cloth, which
being sold at an under price, was found to interfere with
the same species of commodity 'abrieated in tbe island

of Great Britain; and, for thf farther benefit of this last,

the bounty upon the exportation of it, which had been
deducted from a defective fund, was now made payable
out of tbe customs. This measure, however, was not
of such importance to the nation, as the act which they
passed for encouraging the importation of pig and bar
iron from the British colonies in North America. Every
well-wisher to his country reflected w itb concern on the
nature of tbe British trade with Sweden, from which
kingdom tbe subjects of his Britannic majesty imported
more irou and steel than all the other countries in Eu-
rope. For this article, they paid a very great balance
in ready money, which tbe Swedes again expended in

purchasing from the French, and other mercantile
powers, those necessaries and superfluities with which
they might have been as cheaply furnished by Great
Britain. In the meantime, the English colonies in

America were restricted by severe duties from making
advantage of their own produce, in exchanging their

iron for such commodities as tliey were under the ne-
cessity of procuring from their mother countiy. Such
l-estrictions was not only a cruel grievance upon our
own settlements, but also attended with manifest pre-

judice to the interest of Great Britain, annually drained

of great sums in favour of an ungrateful nation, from

which no part of them returned; whereas the iron im-

ported from America must of necessity come in exchange

for our own manufactures. The commons having ap-

pointed a, day for taking this affair into consideration,

carefully examined into the state of tbe British com-

merce carried on wiih Sweden, as well as into the ac-

counts of iron imported from the plantations of America;

and a committee of tbe whole house having resolved,

that the duties on American pig and bar iron should be

removed, a bill [See note 2 R, at the end of this Vol.] wiis

brought in for that purpose, containing a clause, how-
ever, to prevent his majesty's subjects from making
steel, and establishing mills for slitting and rolling iron

within the British colonics of America: this precaution

being taken, that the colonists might not interfere with

the manufactures of their mother cotmtry.

ERECTION OF THE BRITISH HERRING
FISHERY.

The next commercial improvement of which we shall

take notice, was tbe bill for the encouragement of the

British white herring and cod fisheries. This was like-

wise the result of mature deliberation, importing, that

a bounty of thirty shillings per ton should be granted,

and paid out of the customs, to all new vessels from

twenty to fourscore tons burden, which should be built

for that pui-jiose, and actually employed in tbe fishery;

that a society should be incorporated, under the name
of the Free British Fishery, by a charter, not exclusive,

with power to raise a capital not exceeding five hundred
thousand pounds; and that three pounds ten shillings

per centum per annum, should be granted and paid out

of tbe customs to tbe proprietors for fourteen years, for

so much of the capital as should be actually employed
in the said fisheries. Corresponding chambers were
proposed to be erected in remote parts of North Britain,

for taking in subscriptions, and prosecuting the trade,

imder the directions of the company at London; and the

nation in general seemed eager to dispute tliis branch of

commerce with the subjects of Holland, whom they con
sidered as ungrateful interlopers. In the house of peers,

however, the bill met with a formidable opposition from
the earl of Winchelsea and lord Sandys, wlio justly ob-

served, that it was a crude indigested scheme, wbicli

in the execution would never answer the expectations

of the people; that in contending with tbe Dutch, who
are the patterns of unwearied industry and the most
rigid economy, nothing could be more absurd than a

joint-stock company, which is always clogged with ex-

traordinary expense; and the resolution of fitting out

vessels at the port of London, where all sorts of ma-
terials, labour, and seamen, are so much dearer than in

any other part of the united kingdom, exclusive of the

great distance and dangerous voyage between the me-
tropolis and the sound of Brassa in Shetland, the rendez-

vous at which all the herring-busses were to assemble

in the beginning of the fishing season. They likewise

took notice of the heavy duty on salt, used in curing the

fish for sale, and the beef for provisions to the mariners;

a circumstance of itself suilicicut to discourage adven-

turers from embarking in a commerce which, at best,

)ields but very slender profits to the trade in particular,

how important soever it might prove to the community
in general. These objections were answered by the duke
of Argyle and the earl of Granville, w ho seemed to think

that this branch of tiade could not be fairly set on foot,

without such a considerable sum of money as no single

individual would care to advance; that a joint-stock

company would be able to prosecute the fishery at a

smaller expense than that which particular traders must
necessarily incur; that the present spirit of the nation,

which was eagerly bent upon trying the experiment,

ought not to be balked by delay, lest it should evapor-

ate; aud that though the plan was not luiexceptionable,

the defects of it might in the sequel be remedied by tha
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legislature. In a worJ, the bill was adopted l>y tlio

ninjoiitv, with a small amendment in tlic title, wliiih

prodiieod some disquiets in the lower house; but tliis

dispute was compromised, and it wa.s enacted into a law

towards the close of the session. Nothing could be more

agree;>ble to the public than the sanction of the legisla-

ture to this favourite plan, which was ardently promo-

ted, and patronised by men of the greatest eminence for

wealth and popularity. The company chose for their

governor the prince of W.ales, who received this proof

of their attachment and respect with particular marks

of ."latisfaction; the president and vice-president were

both aldermen of London ; and the council was composed

of thirty gentlemen, the majority of whom were mem-
bers of parliament. Great pains were t;iken, and some
artifice was used, to learn the Dutch method of curing

the fish. People crowded with their subscriptions; n

number of hands were employed in building and equip-

ping the busses or vessels used in the fishery; and the

most favourable consequences were expected from the

general vigour and alacrity which animated these pre-

parations. But the success did not gratify the sanguine

lopes of the projectors and adventurers. The objections

made in the house of lords soon appeared to have been

well founded; these co-operating with mismanagement
in the directors, the spirit of the company began to flag,

the natural consequences of commercial disappointment

;

and now the British fishery seems to languish under the

neglect of the legislature.

NEW AFRICAN COMPANY.

Touching the trade to the coast of .\frica, petitions

were renewed by the company and its creditors, the

merchants of Bristol, Liverpool, and Lancaster; and a

remonstrance was presented by the planters and mer-

chants interested in the Biitish sugar settlements in

America; but the commons adhered to their former re-

solutions of laying open the trade, maintaining the forts

at the public expense, and regulating the commerce bj-

a committee of merchants, representing the cliicf trad-

ing towns in the kingdom, to be superintended by the

board of traJe and plantations. The bill was accoidingly

framed and pivsented, and having proceeded through
both houses without opposition, obtained the royal as-

sent. Over and above these wise, salutaiy, and patri-

otic measures for the improvement of commerce, they

encouraged the importation of raw silk by an act, re-

ducing the duties formerly payable on that which was
the growth of China to the same that is raised on the

raw silk from It^ily, and allowing the same drawback
upon the exportation of the one which had been usually
granted on the other. A secoud bill was brought in for

the encouragement of the growth and culture of silk in

Carolina and Georgia, where it had been lately produced
with extraordinary success, by freeing from all duties

that which should be imported from his majesty's do-

minions in America; and a third was framed, pemiit-
ting raw silk of the giowth or produce of Persia, pur-
chased in Russia, to be imported into Great Britain, from
any port or place belonging to the empire of Russia.

Divers efforts were made, by dilfereut members in the
opposition, to rectify certain abuses in the army and
administration; some bills were brought in, and several

petitions were left on the tabic; but all of them proved
abortive, from the power and influence of the minister,

who seemed res(dved that no Ijonefit should flow upon
the nation through any channel but his own. Never-
tlieless, it must be acknowledged, for the honour of his

memory, that there is no session on record so productive
as this was of measures advantageous to the community.

WESTMINSTER ELECTION.

The people, however, were not entirely satisfied with
the conduct of the administration, if we may judge from
the ferment and commotions raised during the progress
of an election for a citizen to represent the city of West-

minster in parliament. The Beat which had been filled

by lord Trentham, eldest son of earl Gower, having be-

come vacant, in consequence of that nobleman's accep-

ting a place at tlie board of admiralty, he again declared
hiinself a candidate, and met with a violent opposition.

Those who styled tliemselves tlie independent electors

of Westminster, being now incensed to an uncommon
degree of turbulence by the interposition of ministerial

influence, determined to use their utmost endeavours to

baffle the designs of the court, ami at the same time take

I

vengeance on the family of carl Gower, who had entirely

abandoned the opposition, of which he was formerly one
: of the most respected leadcr-s. With this view they

held consultations, agreed to resolutions, and set up a

private gentleman, named sir George Vandeput, as the

^

competitor of lord Trentham, declaring that they would
, support his pretensions at their own expense, being the

more encouraged to this enterprise by the countenance

and assistance of the prince of Wales and his adherents.

They accordingly opened houses of entertainment for

their partisans, solicited votes, circulated remonstrances,

and propagated abuse; in a word, they canvassed, witli

surprising spirit and perseverance, against the whole

interest of St. James'. Mobs were hired and proces-

sions made on both sides, and the city of Westminster
was filled with tumult and uproar. The mutual ani-

mosity of the parties seemed every day to increase dur-

ing the election, and a great number of unqualified votes

were presented on both sides; all the powers of insinu-

ation, obloquy, and ridicule, were employed to vilify

and depreciate both candidates. At length the poll

being closed, a majority of votes appeared in behalf of

lord Trentham; but a scmtiny being demanded by the

other side, the returning officer complied with their re-

quest. The speaker of the lower house had issued his

wanant for a new writ of election about the middle of

November; and towards the end of February, Mr. Fox,

secretary at war, standing up and observing that no re-

turn had yet been made, thought proper to move thai

the clerk of the crown, the messenger-extraordinary

attending tlie gicat seal, the under-sheriff of Middlesex,

and the high-bailitT of Westminster, should attend next
morning and give an account of their issuing, deliver

ing, and executing the writ of election. These being

examined, and the high-bailiff declaring that he would
proceed with all possible despatch in the scrutiny which
had been demanded andwas begun, Mr. Speaker explained
to him some particulars of his duty, in the discharge of

which, he was given to understand, he might depend
upon the protection of the house, should he meet with

any obstruction which he could not otherwise surmount
By the violence and caprice with which a great numbei
of votes were contested on both sides, the scrutiny was
protracted a long time, and the return attended with

some extraordinary consequences, which shall be par-

ticularized among the transactions of the next }"ear. In

the meantime, the present session of parliament was
closed on the twelfth day of April, with a speech from
the throne, commending the commons for having seized

the very first opportunity of reducing the interest of the

nation.al debt, without the least infringement upon the

faith of parliament; and congratulating them on the

flourishing state of the public credit, which could not

fail to add strength and reputation to the government,
both at home and abroad. Immediately after the rising

of the parliament, his majesty appointed a regency to

govern the kingdom in his absence, and embarked for

the continent in order to visit his German dominions.

EARTHQUAKES IN LONDON.

The month of Janu.ary and the beginning of February
were distinguished, the first day by a very remarkable

Aurora liorealis appearing at night to the north-cast, of

a deep and dusky red colour, like the reflection of some
great fire, for which it was by many people mistaken

;

and the coruscations, unlike those that are generally

observed, did not meet in the zenith, but in a point some
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degrees to tlie soutliwarcl. Febniavy was ushered in by
terrible peals of thunder, flashes of lightninjr, and such
a tempest of wind, hail, and rain, as overwhelmed with
fear and consternation the inhabitants of Bristol, where
it chieSy raged. On the eighth day of the same mouth,
between twelve and one in the afternoon, the people of
London w.:,e still more dreadfully alarmed by the shock
of an carthcpaake, which shook all the houses with such
violence, that the furniture rocked on the floors, the
pewter and porcelain rattled on the shelves, the cham-
ber-bells rang, and the whole of this commotion was
attended by a clap of noise resembling that produced
by the fall of some heavy piece of furniture. The shock
extended through the cities of London and Westminster,
and was felt on both sides of the river Thames, from
Greenwich to the westward of London; but not percep-
tible at a considerable distance. On the very same day
of the next month, between five and si.x o'clock in the

morning, the inhabitants of the metropolis were again
affrighted by a second shock, more violent than the first,

and abundantly more alarming, as it waked the greater

part of the people from their repose. It was preceded
by a succession of thick low flashes of lightning, and a

rumbling noise, like that of a heavy carriage rolling

over a hollow pavement. The shock itself consisted of
repeated vibrations, which lasted some seconds, and
violently shook every house from top to bottom. Again
the chairs rocked, the shelves clattered, the small bells

rang, and in some places public clocks were heard to

strike. Many persons, roused by this terrible visitation,

started naked from their beds, and ran to their doors and
windows in distraction; yet no life was lost, and no house
overthrown by this concussion, though it was so dread-
ful as to threaten an immediate dissolution of the globe.

The circumstance, however, did not fail to make a deep
impression upon ignorant, weak, and superstitious minds,
which were the more afTected by the consideration that
the two shocks were periodical; that the second, which
happened exactly one month after the first, had been the
more violent; and that the next, increasing in proportion,

might be attended with the most dismal con.sequences.
This general notion was confirmed, and indeed propaga-
ted, among all ranks of people, by the admonitions of a
fanatic soldier, who publicly pre.achcd up repentance,
and boldly prophesied that the next shock wouhl happen
on the same day of April, and totally destroy the cities

of London and Westminster. Considering the infectious

nature of fear and superstition, and the emphatic man-
ner in which the imagination had been prepared and
prepossessed, it was no wonder that the prediction of
this illiterate enthusiast should have contributed, in a
great measure, to augment the general terror. The
churches were crowded with penitent sinners; the sons
of riot and profligacy were overawed into sobriety and
decorum, 'i'he streets no longer resounded with exe-
rations, or the noise of brutal licentiousness; and the
«and of charity was liberally opened. Those whom
fortune had enabled to retire from the devoted city, fled

to the country with hurry and precipitation, insomuch
that the highways were encumbered with horses and
carriages. Many who had in the beginning combated
these groundless fears with the weapons of reason and
ridicule, began insensibly to imbibe the contagion, and
felt their hearts fail in proportion as the hour of proba-
tion approached; even science and philosophy were not
proof against the unaccountable eflVcts of this commu-
nication. In after ages it will hardly be believed, that
on the evening of the eighth day of April, the open fields
that skirt the metropolis were fdled with an incredible
number of people assembled in chairs, in chaises, and
coaches, as well as on foot, who waited in the most fear-
ful suspense until morning, and the return of day dis-
proved the truth ot the dreaded prophecy. Then their
fears vanished; they returned to their respective habi-
tations in a transport of joy; and were soon reconciled
to their abandoned vices, which they seemed to resume
with redoubled affection, and once more bade defiance
to the vengeance of heaven.

PESTILENTL\.L FEVER AT THE SESSION IN
THE OLD BAILEY.

By this time all the gaols in England were filled with

the refuse of the army and navy, which having been

dismissed at the peace, and either averse to labour or

excluded from employment, had naturally preyed upou

the commonwealth. Great numbers of those wretches

who, by proper regulations, might have been rendered

serviceable to the community, were executed as exam
pies; and the rest perished miserably, amidst the stench

and horrors of noisome dungeons. Even the prison of

Newgate was rendered so infectious by the uncommon
crowds of confined felons stowed together in close apart-

ments, that the very air they breathed acquired a pesti-

lential degi'ee of putrefaction. It was this putrefied air,

which, adhering to the clothes of the malefactors brought

to tri;il at the bar of the Old Bailey, in May, produced

among the audience a pestilential fever, which infected

and proved fatal to the lord mayor of Loudon, to one

alderman, two of the judges, divers lawj'ers who atten-

ded the session, the greatest part of the jury, and a cou

siderable number of the spectators. In order to prevent

such disasters for the future, the gaols were cleansed, and

accommodated with ventilators, which exhaust the foul

and supply a circulation of fresh air; aud other humane
precautions were taken for the benefit of the prisoners.

DISPUTES BETWEEN EUSSIA AND SWEDEN.

The affairs of the continent underwent no remai'kable

alteration. An ambassador-extraordinary being sent to

Petersburgh from the court of Loudon, declared to the

czarina's minister, that, in case of a rupture between
Russia and Sweden, occasioned by the hostilities com-
mitted by the former power, his Britannic majesty would
consider Russia as the aggressor, and the czarina could

not expect that he would supply her with the succours

which he was engaged by treaty to furnish for her de-

fence, in case she should be attacked. A declaration of

the same nature was made by the ambassador of her
Imperial majesty the queen of Hungary, while the min-
isters of France and Prussia, who were in strict alliance

with Sweden, gave her to understand that they would
punctually fulfil their engagements with the court of

Stockholm, should she actually invade the Swedish ter-

ritories of Finland. The spirit with which the king o£

Prussia exerted himself on tliis occasion, gave infinite

umbrage to the czarina, who, indeed, expressed her re-

sentment, by treating the minister of Brandenburgh
with contemptuous neglect, aud even refused to favour
him with an audience till he should be vested with the

character of ambassador. Tlius were sewn the seeds of

misunderstanding between those two powers, which, in

the sequel, grew up to the most bitter animosity, and
served to inflame those dissensions which have desolated

the fairest provinces of Germany. The remonstance of

his Prussian majesty, with respect to the troubles of the

North, was couched in such terms as gave dissatisfiiction

to the court of Petersburgh. The Russian minister re-

tired from Berlin without the ceremony of taking leave,

and the Prussian ambassador ^Varendorf was lecoUetl

from the court of the czarina.

PLAN FOR ELECTING the ARCHDUKE JOSEPH
KING OF THE ROMANS.

The attention of his Britannic majesty was not wholly
engrossed by the disputes between Russia and Sweden.
He had another object in view, which more nearly cou-

cerned the interests of his Geraian dominions; and had
set on foot two negotiations ol' tlie utmost importance
to the commerce and advantage of Great Britain. His
first and principal aim was, in conjunction with the
court of Vienna, to take such measures as would seciue
the succession of the Imperial dignity to the archduke
Joseph, eldest son and heir to the reigning emperor. As
the previous step to that elevation, it was proposed to
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elect this j-onng prince king of the Romans; and for

this purpose it was necc5S.-iry to procure a nmjority not

onlv of the electors, but also in the diet of the empire,

through which the pro|>osiil must have passcil. No stone

was left unturned to reconcile this expedient to the Ger-

man princes. Subsidies were ollVrecl by the maritime

powers of Enghind and the states-pcnenil to the electors

of Mentz and Cologn; and a treaty of the same nature

was concluded with the elector of Bavaria, who, in con-

sideration of an annual subsidy, amounting to forty

thousand pounds sterling, two-tliirds to be paid by Bri-

tain, and the rest by the states-general, engaged to keep

in readiness a body of six thousand infantry, as auxi-

liaries to the maritime powers, though not to act against

the emperor or empire; and to join the interest of his

Britannic m.-»je3ty in the diet, as well as in the electoral

college. In order to render the king of IVland, elector

of Saxony, propitious to this design, he was accommo-

dated with the loan of a very considerable sum, upon

the mortgage of certain bailiwicks and lonlships belong-

ing to the Sa.xon dominions. Thus a m.ijority of the

electors was secured, and such foundations were laid for

the success of this project, that it was generally believed

it would be accomplished in his Britannic majesty's next

visit to his German dominions. Hopes, it was said,

were given to the king of Sweden, that his concurrence

would be gratified by erecting the house of Hcsse-Cassel,

of which he was head, into a tenth electorate. Ar-

ganients of an interesting nature were used with the

king of Prussia, and the elector-palatine, that if possible,

the diet might unanimously approve of this measure, so

necessarj- for establishing the peace of the empirc, and

preventing such troubles as arose from a disputed suc-

cession at the death of Charles the Si.xth. These en-

deavours, however, did not succeed in their full extent.

The king of Prussia, as elector of Brandenburgh, op-

posed the election as unnecessary and improper, on ac-

count of the health and vigour of the reigning emperor,

and the tender years of the archduke. This monarch
had set himself up as a balance to the power of the

bouse of Austria, which had long aspired to absolute

dominion over its co-estates, and endeavoured to estab-

lish an hereditary right of succession to the empire; he
therefore employed all his influence to frustrate the

measure proposed, either actuated by a spirit of pure

patriotism, or inspired with designs which he had not

yet thought proper to declare. The opposition was joined

by the clector-palatiue, and countenanced by the French
king; who protested, that, for the sake of peace, he
would not oppose this election, though contrary to the

Golden Bull, provided it should be confirmed by the

unanimous consent of the electoral college; but should

any one member signify his dissent, and he or any state

of the empire claim the protection and assistance of his

most christian majesty, lie could not dispense with gran-

ting both, in consequence of his being guarantee of the

treaty of Westphalia; an engagement by which he was
obliged to succour those princes and states of the empire
who might have recourse to him, in case ofany grievance

t'dcy suflered contrary to what was stipulated in that

constitution. This declaration co-operating with the

known character of his Prussian majesty, whose great

army over-awed Hanover and Bohemia, in all probability

damped that vigour with which the courts of Vienna
and Ilcrenhausen had hitherto prosecuted this important
negotiation.

DISPUTES WITH THE FRENCH ABOUT THE
LIMITS OF NOVA SCOTIA.

The second object that employed the attention of the
British ministry, was the establi-shmcnt of the precise

limits of Acadia, or Nova .Scotia, where the new culony
had suffered great mischief and interruption from the
incursions of the Indians, excited to these outrages by
the subjects and emissaries of France. Commissaries
had been appointed, by Ixjth crowns, to meet at Paris
•uifi vuuiiiromise these disputes; but the conferences

were rendered abortive by every art of cavilling, chica-
neiy, and procrastination, which the French commis-
sioners opposed to the justice and perspicuity of the
English claims. They not only misinterpreted treaties,

though expressed with the utmost precision, and per-
plexed the conferences with ditlieulties and matter
foreign to the subject, but they carried the finesse of
perfidy so far as to produce false charts and maps of
the country, in which the rivers and Iniundaries were
misplaced and misrepresented. At this time also the
insincerity of the French court appeared in afiected do-
lays and artful objections, with respect to the evacua-
tion of the neutral islands in the West Indies; and the
govemors of the British plantations, in different parts
of North America, transmitted intelligence that tlio

French had begun to make encroachments on the back
of the English colonics.

TREATY WITH SPAIN.

Perhaps the precarious footing on which the peace
stood between Great Britain and Fr.ance at this junc-

ture, and the critical situation of affairs in Germany,
determined the ministry of England to compromise all

differences with Spain, upon such terms as at any other

time they would hardly have embraced. In order to

discuss those points between the two nations, wliieh

had not been settled by the treaty of Aix-la-Chnpelle,

conferences were also begun at JIadrid, and carried on
by Mr. ICecne, plenipotentiary to his Britannic majesty,
and don Joseph de Carwijnl and Lancastro, the Spanish
king's minister. At length a treaty was concluded on
these conditions—the king of Spain engaged to pay, in

three months, to the South-sea company of England,
one hundred thousand pounds sterling, as an indemnifi-

cation for all claims upon his crown, by virtue of the

assiento. In other respects, the trade and navigation

of the English to the ports of Spain were regulated by
former treaties. It was stipulated, that they should

p.ay no other duties than those that were exacted of

them in the reign of Charles 11. of Spain; that they
should be treated on the footing of the most favoured

nations; and continue to enjoy the privilege of taking

salt at the island of Tortuga. But there was no article

restricting the Spanish guarda costas from searching

the British vessels on the high seas; although, as we
have already observed, this insolent prerogative, as-

sumed without right, qnd exercised without humanity,
was in effect the original and sole cause of the late rup-

ture, which had been attended with such enormous ex-

pense to the nation. It must be owned, however, that

his catholic majesty w.as at this period extremely well

disposed to live upon good terms with Great Britain.

He was resolved to indulge his people with the blessings

of peace, to propagate a spirit of industry throughout
his dominions, and in particular to encourage commerce,
which he foresaw would prove a much more certain and
inexhaustible source of wealth, power, and influence,

than all the treasures he could drain from the mines of

Mexico and Peru. His resolutions on this interesting

subject were chiefly directed by don Ricardo Wall, who
now acted as his minister at London; a gentleman of

Irish extract, who had distinguished himself in the field

as well as in the cabinet, and possessed the joint quali-

fications of a general and a statesman. He had, by vir-

tue of a passport, come over privately to England before

the peace, in order to pave the way for the treaty, by a

secret negotiation with the English ministers; but im-

mediately after the peace was proclaimed, he appeared

in the cliaracter of ambassador. He was possessed of

the most insinuating .address, shrewd, penetrating, and
inquisitive. While he resided in London, he spared no
pains vi learning the nature of those manufactures, and

that commerce, by which Great Britain had been so

remarkably aggrandized; and on his return to Spain,

where in a little time he was placed at the helm of

affairs, he turned the knowledge he had thus acquired

to the advantage of his country. He not only promoted
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the useful arts, witliiii the kingdom of Spain, but de-

monstrated the infinite advantage that would accrue

from an active trade, which the .Spaniards had for many
ages neglected; and in a few years their ships were seen

to swarm in all the commercial ports of Europe. Of
other foreign events which distinguished this summer,
the most remarliable was the death of John, king of

Portugal, who perfectly understood, and steadily pur-

sued, the true interests of his country, and in wliom
many princely qualities were debased by a cruel spirit

of bigotry and superstition, lie was succeeded by his

eldest son Joseph, who, if ho has fallen short of his

father in some respects, cannot be justly charged with
having inherited this paternal weakness.

SESSION OPENED.

The king of Great Britain having returned to Eng-
land, opened the session of parliament in January with

a speech, importing, that he Inid concluded a. treaty

with the king of Spain, and amicably adjusted such

difierences as could not be so properly compromised in a

gener.al treaty; that the commerce of this nation with
that country was re- established upon the most advan-
tageous and sure foundations; and that there was the

greatest reason to hope the ancient friendship between
Great Britain and Spain would, from mutual inclination

as well as interest, he now eflcctually restored. He
told tlicm, that in conjunction with tlie empress-queen
and the states-general, lie had concluded a treaty with
tlie elector of Bavaria; and was employed in taking

sucli further measures as might best tend to strengthen

and secure the tranquillity of the empire, support its

system, and timely anticipate such events as had been
found by experience to endanger the common cause,

involve Europe in the calamities of war, and occasion

tlie loss of much blood and treasure to these kingdoms.
He promised that both these treaties should be suljjccted

to their perusal; he gave them to understand tliat he
had received from all tlie other contracting powers in

the definitive treaty of Aix-la-ChapcUe, the most full

and clear declarations of their resolution to preserve the

general peace; and that he had taken care to consoli-

date the ties of union and friendship between liim and
his allies, the better to secure tlieir mutual interests,

maintain the peace already subsisting, and prevent tlie

occasion of ar.y future rupture. Finally, he recom-
mended unanimity, the improvement of commerce, and
the effectual suppression of such outrages and violences

as are inconsistent with good order and government,
and endanger the lives and properties of the subject,

whose happiness and flourishing condition he had en-

tirely at heart.

AVlien the motion was made for an address of thanks,
couched in terms that savoured of tlie mcst implicit

complaisance, approbation, and acquiescence in the mea-
sures which the crown had taken, the earl of Egmont,
and some other auti-courtiers, aflirmed, that such an
address would be equally servile and absurd. Tliey
observed, tliat nothing could be more preposterous than
a blind approbation of measures which they did not
know; that nothing could be more ridiculous tlian tlieir

congratulations on the present happy tranquillity, wlien
almost every day's newspapers informed them of some
British ships being seized by the Spaniards, or some
new attack made by the French on our infant colony of
Nova Scotia. "With respect to the continent of Europe,
they affirmed, that the tranquillity of Germany would
liave been upon a much more solid foundation, had
England never interposed in the affairs of the empire:
in that case the princes wnuld of themselves have sup-
poitcd the constitution of their own eoimtry; tliat the
election of an infant for the king of the Romans was
much more likely to disturb than estaldish the tran-
quillity of Europe; because it would help to overturn
the constitution of the empire, by rendering the impe-
rial dignity hereditary in one house, instead of being
the result of a fiee election. They took notice that the

constitution had provided vicars to govern the empira

during the vacancj- of the imperial throuc; but had
made no provision of regents, protectors, or guardians,

for a minor emperor, because it was never supposed

that a minor would be chosen. They inveighed against

the late treaty with Spain; in which, they said, the

ministry, for the paltry sum of one hundred thousand

pounds, had given up the claims of the South-Sea com-
pany, and other British merchantB, who had suffered

from depredations to tlie amount of one million three

hundred thousand pounds; and bartered away the free-

dom of our trade and navigation, by leaving untouched

that prerogative which the Spaniards had assumed, of

searching the British ships in the open seas, and con-

fiscating them should they find on board the least

particle of what they called contraband merchandise.

They produced an instance of an English ship, lately

driven by stress of weather into one of the ports of tlio

Spanish West Indies, where she was searched, seized

and condemned, under this pretence. They reeapitu

lated the conduct of the French, who, in the midst ot

their declarations of peace and moderation, were still

employed in fortifying their settlements on the neutral

islands, as well as in harassing and encroaching upon
our plantations in North America. They exclaimed

against the treaty of subsidy with the elector of Ba-

varia, or any other prince in time of peace; observing,

that for some years the nation had paid such pensions

to the Danes and the Hessians; but, in the course of

the late war, the former abandoned our interests, and

the latter actually took arms against Great Britain.

They affirmed that the subsidy was greater than the

nation could spare; for, unless the land-tax should bo

continued at four shillings in the pound, they could not

allbrd a shilling to any prince in Germany, without en-

croaching upon the sinking fund. " At such a junc-

ture," said a certain member, " will any gentleman pre-

sume to propose the continuation of such an imposition

on the land-holder, for the sake of bribing the princes

of Germany to do what?—to preserve the freedom and
independency of their native country. I say, princes

of Gennany, because this subsidy to Bavaria will sig-

nify nothing unless we take half a score more of them
into our pay; and when we have thus indulged them
for seven years of peace, they may give us the slip, as

others have done, whenever another war should he de-

clared." Against these objections the motion was sup-

ported by Mr. AVilliam Pitt, at this time an advocate

for the ministry. He observed, that the address was
no more than the usual compliment to the throne, which

did not imply an obligation on the parliament to ap-

prove of measures which they might find cause to cen-

sure upon further inquiry. He said, the trivial disputes

still subsisting between this nation and the Spaniards,

or French, would soon be terminated amicably, and

could never affect the general tranquillity of Europe,

which was to he established upon a firm alliance be-

tween his majesty and such a confederacy upon the

continent, as would be an over-match for the house of

Bourbon. He expatiated upon his majesty's wisdom in

taking off from the French interest such a powerful

prince as the elector of Bavaria, and concerting other

salutary measures for preserving the balance '-( power

on the continent. He defended the articles of the late

treaty with Spain; observing, that what remained of

the assiento contract was a matter of very little conse-

quence to the South-Sea company; that the demands

of this company, and other British merchants, were all

cancelled by the rupture with Spair., and more than

recompensed to the nation by a great balance of cap-

tures during the war, as well as by the great traffic

carried on with the Spanish settlements in the West

Indies, after it had been laid open by the demolition of

their fortresses. He asserted, that by this treaty tho

court of Spain had made many important concessions;

they liad condescended to pay a great sum to the South-

Sea company; they had consented to the re-establish-

ment of the' British trade in Spain, upon a very ad\ an-
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tagcons and solid footing, by agreeing tlint the subjects

of Great Drilaiu sbould pay no other duties on mer-

chandize than those ex.aeted of his catholic majesty's

own subjects, and to abolish all innovations that had

been iiitrodueeJ into the commerce. He aftirmed, that

the article of No Search was a stipulation which it would

have been lidiculous to insist upon; and thought proper

to obviate a reproach whicli he foresaw the opposition

would throw up<m him, from the circumstance of his

having, upon a former occasion, heartily concurred in

a motion for an address, that no treaty of peace with

Spain should be adnutted, unless such a stipulation

should bo first obtained as a pivliminary. He owned
ho had strenuously contended for such a motion, because

at that time, being very young and sanguine, he thought

it right and reasonable; but he was now ten years

older, had considered nnittcrs more coolly, and was con-

vinced that the privilege of No Search, with respect to

British vessels sailing near the American shore, would
never be obtained, unless Spain should be brought so

low as to acquiesce in any terms we as victors might
propose. He likewise siguified his conviction, that all

addresses from the huuse of commons, during the course

of a war, for prescribing terms of peace, were in them-
selves ridiculous; and that every such address was au
cucro.achment on the king's prerogative, which had
always been attended with unlucky consequences. How
far these arguments are satisfactory, conclusive, and
consistent, we shall leave to the reader's determination,

t'ertain it is, they were adopted by the m.ajority, and
the address was presented without further opposition.

The two gr.and committees appointed to discuss the

supplies for the ensuing year, and the funds upon which
they were to be raised, proceeded, as usual, under the

direction of the ministry; yet not without some vehe-

ment opjKisition, in which certain servants of the crown
expressed the most hearty concurrence. When a motion
was made for reducing the number of seamen to eight

thousand, Mr. W. Pitt, Mr. Lyttelton, and Mr. G. Gren-
villc, opposed it with all their might of argument and
elocution; but they were overruled. Annual debates

were also revived, with the same success, upon the

number of troops constituting the standing army; but
the other resolutions of the grand committees met with
little or no opposition. The number of seamen for the

ensuing year was limited to eight thousand; and that

of the standing forces continued at eighteen thousand
eight hundred and fifty-seven effective men, including

one thousand eight hundred and fifteen invalids. The
commons granted a considerable sum of money for pay-
ing oflf the principal of such redeemable stocks as had
not been subscribed, in pursuance of two acts passed in

the last session for reducing the interest of annuities.

Thirty thousand pounds were given for fulfilling the

king's engagement with the elector of Bav.aria; large

grants were made for supplying deficiencies, and replac-

ing sums borrowed from the sinking fund. The ex-

pense incurred by the new colony of Nova Scotia, not

provided for by parliament, exceeded fifty-seven thou-

sand pounds; and the maintenance of it for the ensuing
yerr was fixed at fifty-three thousand nine hundred and
twenty-seven pounds, fourteen shillings and fourpence.

An enormous charge ! if we consider to how little purpose

all this bounty was bestowed. A fund was established

under the sanction of parliament, for the relief and
maintenance of the widows of sea officers, by allowing,

upon the books of every ship of war in sea pay, the

wages and victuals of one man for every hundred of

which the compliment shall consist, for such time only

as the number of men employed in the service of the

royal navy shall not exceed twenty thousand. This
was an additional indulgence, over and above the allow-

ance of one man granted by a former act of parliament.

f)n the whole, the provisions of this year amounted to

five millions one hundred and twenty-five thousand and
twenty-three pounds, eleven shillings and sevenpcnce,

lu bo raised by the usual duties; the sum of one million

twi-enty-six thousand four hundred and Bcveuty-six
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pounds, four shillings and sixpence, advanced by the
bank iif Kngland to pay oflT their own unsulMcribed an-
nuities, for which they accepted exchequer bills at three
pir cent, interest; by the land-tax at three shillings in

the pound; a lottery and annuities, at the rate of three
per cent, per annum, to be charged on the sinking-fund
redcenniblc by parliament. The annual measure called
the mutiny bill, was not p.assed without di.sputo and
altercation; some alterations were proposed, bnt mil
adopted; and the sentences of court- uiartials still sub-
jected to one revision.

DEATH AND CHARACTER OF THE PRINCE
OF WALES.

In the midst of these deliberations, the kingdom wa.s

alarmed with an event which overwhelmed the people

with grief and consternation. His royal highness the

prince of Wales, in consequence of a cold caught in his

garden at Kew, was seized with a pleuritic di.sordei

;

and, after a short illness, expired on the twentieth day
of March, to the unspeakable aflliclion of his royal eon-

sort, and the unfeigned sorrow of uU who wished well

to their country. This excellent priuce, who now died

in the forty-fil'tli year of his ago, was possessed of every
ajniablc quality which could engage the affection of the

people; a tender and obliging husband, a fond parent, a
kind master; liberal, generous, candid, and humane; a

munificent patron of the arts, an unwearied friend to

merit; well disposed to assert the rights of mankind in

general, and w.armly attached to the interest of Great
Britain. The nation could not but be alilicted at seeing

a prince of such expectations ravished from their hopes;

and their grief was the better founded, as the king had
already attained to an advanced age, and the heir-ap-

parent, George, now prince of AYales, was a minor.

SETTLEMENT OF A REGENCY IN CASE OF A
MINOR SOVEREIGN.

His majesty, foreseeing all the inconveniencies which
might arise from a minority, deliberated with his coun-

cil on this subject, and resolved to obtain a parliamen-

tarj' sanction for the measuresjudged uecessary to secure

the succession. AVith this view he sent a message to

both houses on the twenty-sixth day of April, import-

ing, that nothing could conduce so much to the preser-

vation of the protestant succession in his royal family,

as proper provisions for the tuition of the person of his

successor, and for the regular administration of the go-

vernment, in case the successor should be of tender

years; his m.ijesty therefore earnestly recommended
this weighty afi'air to the deliberation of parliament

;

and proposed, that when the imperi.il crown of these

realms should descend to any of the late prince's sons,

being under the age of eighteen yeare, bis mother, the

princess dowager of Wales, should be guardian of his

person, and regent of these kingdoms, until he should

attain the age of majority, with such powers and limit-

ations as should appear accessary and expedient for

these purposes. This message produced a very affec-

tionate address, promising to take the afi'air into their

serious consideration; and in the beginning of May the

duke of Newcastle presented to the house of peers a bill

to provide for the administration of government, in case

the crown should descend to a minor. The bill was
read a second time, and committed, when a second mes-
sage arrived from his majesty, recommending to their

consideration the settlement of such a council of regency

as the bill proposed, consisting of his royal highness the

duke of Cumberland, who at that time commanded the

army, the archbishoi) of Canterbury, the lord chancel-

lor, the lord high treasurer, or first lord commissioner

of the treasury, the president of the council, the lord

privy-seal, the lord high-admiral of Great Britain, or

first commissioner of the admiralty, the two principal

secretaries of state, and the lord chief justice of tho

king's-bcnch; all these gicat officci-s, except his roy.al
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highness tlie ilukc, for the time being. This bill did

not pass through the lower house without violent de-

bate and bitter sarcasms. The council of regency,

though espoused by all the ministry, including the pay-

master-general, met with fierce opposition, as .an unne-

cessary and fatal restriction that would impede the

machine of government, .and, as the council was con-

stituted, might be productive of the most pernicious

consequence. Some of the members ventured even to

insinuate the danger of leaving at the head of a large

standing army, a prince of the blood vested with a share

of the regency, ppssessed of great personal influence,

ihe darling of the soldiery, brave, popular, and enter-

prising; supposed not devoid of ambition, and not

at all remarkable for any symptoms of extraordinary

atTection towards the person of the heir-apparent. The
history of England was ransacked for invidious instances

of royal uncles and regents who had injured the sove-

reigns, and distressed the government, by their pride,

cruelty, and ambition. The characters of John Lack-

land, and John of Gaunt, Humphrey and Richard dukes

of Gloucester, were called in review, canvassed, com-

pared, and quoted, with some odious applications; but

the majority being convinced of the loyalty, virtue, in-

tegrity, and great abilities of his roy.al highness, to

whom the nation owed obligations of the most impor-

tant nature, passed the bill with a few amendments, in

which the lords acquiesced; and in a little time it re-

ceived the royal sanction.

GENERAL NATURALIZATION BILL.

The death of the prince of Wales was fatal to a bill

which had been brought into the house of commons, for

naturalizing all foreign protestants who should settle

within the dominions of Great Britain. Political arith-

meticians have generally taken it for granted, that to

every commercial nation an increase of people is an in-

crease of opulence; and this maxim is certainly true,

on the supposition that every individual is industrious,

and that tliere is a suiScient field for employment; but

.all these general maxims ought to he received under

certain qualifications. When all branches of manufac-

ture are overstocked, an addition of workmen will doubt-

less be an additional incumbrance on the community.

In the debates which this bill produced, the members
of the ministry were divided among themselves. The
measure was enforced by the chancellor of the exche-

quer, Mr. W. Pitt, and Mr. Lyttelton; and in opposing

it the earl of Egmont was joined by Mr. Fox, secretary

at war. Petitions and counter-petitions were presented

by the merchants of London, Bristol, and other trading

towns of the kingdom. All merchants .and traders of

foreign extraction exerted themselves vigorously in its

behalf, and it was without doubt countenanced by the

administration; but the project was odious to the people

in general. The lord mayor, aldermen, and commons
of Loudon, in common-council assembled, composed a

remonstrance to the lower house, setting forth the dan-

ger and inutility of a general naturalization of foreign

protestants. A petition of the merchants and principal

inhabitants of Bristol represented that such a law would
he prejudicial to the trade and commerce of this king-
dom, by preventing many industrious artificers from
procuring a suflicient support for themselves and their

families, .and of consequence increasing the rates of the
poor; that the introduction of such a number of foreign-

ers, instead of being a support to the present happy
establishment, might endanger the very basis of our
constitution; th.at it would greatly tend to the diminu-
tion of our manufactures, as many strangers would
doubtless come and reside in England for a time, in order
to learn the methods and management of our manufac-
turers and artificers; and, after having obtained this

instruction, return to their native countries, where they
would establish and carry on works of the same nature.

Tlie twentieth day of March being appointed for the
third reading of the bill, it was postponed in conse-

quence of the unfortunate death of the prince of W.alcs

;

.and other petitions from different cities of the kingdom
Iieing mustered against it in the sequel, the ministry

did not think proper to persist in any unpopular mea-

sure at such a delicate conjuncture; so the bill was no
more brought upon the carpet. Divers other regula-

tions, relating to civil policy as well as to the commerce
of Great Britain, were propounded in the house of com-

mons; but these proposals proved abortive, either be-

cause they appeared cnide and indigested in themselves,

or the house could not obtain proper information touch-

ing the allegations they contained.

CENSURE PASSED UPON A PAPER ENTITLED
" CONSTITUTIONAL QUERIES."

There were no other transactions in this session, ex-

cept the concurrence of both houses in stigmatizing a
printed paper, entitled " Constitutional Queries, ear-

nestly recommended to the serious consideration of every

true Briton;" and the steps taken by the commons, in

consequence of the commotions occasioned by the West-
minster election. The above-mentioned paper, which
had been conveyed by letter to the majority of both

houses, was communicated to the lords in the month of

January by the duke of Marlborough, who moved for

resolutions against it as a seditious libel, and that the

concurrence of the commons might be desired. A con-

ference accordingly ensued, and both houses concurred

in voting the paper a false, malicious, scandalous, in-

famous, and seditious libel; containing the most false,

audacious, and abominable calumnies and indignities

upon his majesty; and the most presumptuous and
wicked insinuations that our laws, liberties, and proper-

ties, and the excellent constitution of this kingdom,

were in danger under his majesty's legiil, mild, and
gracious government; witli intent to instil gi'oundless

suspicions and jealousies into the minds of his majesty's

good subjects, and to alienate their atfections from his

majesty and the royal family. It was therefore resol-

ved by the lords spiritual and temporal, and commons in

parliament assembled, that, in abhorrence and detesta-

tion of such abominable and seditious practices, "the

paper should be burnt by the hands of the common
hangman in the new Palace-yard of Westminster; ana
this sentence was executed accordingly. Then they
presented an address to his majesty, desiring that tho

most effectual me.ans might be taken for discovering

the author, printer, or publisher, that he or they might
be brought to condign punishment. Directions were
given for this purpose; but without eff'ect. Those con-

cerned in writing, printing, and circulating the paper,

biid acted with such caution that not one of them w.is

ever discovered.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMONS ON THE
AVESTMINSTER ELECTION.

The proceedings of the commons with respect to the

election of a burgess forWestminster were attended with

some extraordinary circumstances, which we shall now
record for the edification of those who pique themselves

on the privileges of a British subject. U'e have .already

observed, that a majority appearing on the poll for lord

Trentham, the adherents of the other candidate, sir

George Vandeput, demanded a scrutiny, which was
granted by the high bailifl* of Westminster, the return-

ing ofiiccr. During this tedious investigation, which
rolled chiefly on the qualifications of voters, he acted

with such address and seeming candour as gave entire

satisfaction to both parties, till at length he determined

in favour of lord Trentham, whom he returned as duly

elected. Those who styled themselves the independent

electors did not acquiesce in this determination without

clamour, reproach, menaces, and riot. Tliey taxed Jh.

Leigh, the high-bailiff, with partiality and injustice

;

they loudly affirmed that ministerial influence had been

used in the most scandalous manner; and, finally, jo'ined
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sir George VnnJeput In a petition to the lower Louse,

romplaiuing ot'an undue election and return of a mem-
ber for the city of \\'estniinster. The commons, in-

eiead of inquiring into the merits of these petitions,

ordered them to lie upon the table; and, without any
complaint from any person whatever, a motion was made
that Leigh, the higli-bailiff, should attend the house

immediately, in order to make them acquainted with

what ho had done in pursuance of the directions he had
formerly received from that house, touching the execu-

tion of the writ for electing a new member to represent

the city of Westminster. As this motion had been
preconcerted, Leigh was attending in the lobby, and
immediately called into the house to be examined on
this subject. Having, in the course of his examination,

.-lUeged that the election had been protracted by affected

delays, he was asked by whom, and by what means;
but, before he conld answer, the earl of Egraont, inter-

posing, objected to the question as improper, and moved
for the order of tho day. A debate immediately ensued,

in which tho impropriety of tho question was demon-
strated by Mr. llenley, now lord-keeper. Dr. Lee, and
some others, the most sensible and moderate members
of the house; but they were opposed with gre.it vio-

lence by lord viscount Corke, Henry Fo.t, esquire, sir

AVilliam Young, colonel Lyttelton, and the weight of

the ministry; so that the motion for the order of the

day was carried in the negative, and the high-bailiff

required to answer the q)iestion. Thus interrogated, he

declared that he had been impeded in tlie scrutiny, and
maltreated, by >Ir. Crowle, who had acted as counsel

for sir George Vandepnt, by the honourable Alexander
>Iurray, brother to lord Elibank, and one Gibson, an
upholsterer, who had been very active, zealous, and
tarbulcnt in his endeavours to promote the interest of

sir George Vandeput, or rather to thwart the preten-

sions of the other candidate, who was supposed to he

countenanced by the ministry. These three persons,

thus accused, were brought to the bar of the house, not-

withstanding the strenuous remonstrances of several

members, who opposed this method of proceeding, as a

species of oppression equally arbitrary and absnrd.

They obser^-ed, that, as no complaint had been prefer-

red, they had no right to take cognizance of the affair;

that if any undue influence had been used, it would
naturally appear when the merits of the election should

fall under their inquiry; that a complaint having been
lodged already against the returning oflicer, it was their

duty to investigate his conduct, and punish him if he
should be found delinquent; but that nothing could be
more flagrantly unjust, and apparently partial, than
their neglecting the petitions of the other candidate and
electors, and encouraging the high-bailiff" who stood

charged with iniquity, to recriminate upon his accusers,

that they might be disabled from giving evidence on the

inquiry into the merits of the election. What differ-

ence is it to the sulyect whether he is oppressed by an
arbitrary prince, or by the despotic insolence of a min-
isterial majority? Mr. Crowle alleged, in his own vin-

dication, that he had been employed as counsel by the

electors of Westminster, and attended the scrutiny in

that character; that after the high-bailiff had, in the

course of the last session, received the order of the

house to expedite the election, he hurried on the scru-

tiny with such precipitation as, ho apprehended, was
unjust and prejudicial to his clients; that, in this appre-

hension, he (Mr. Crowle) insisted upon the high-bailiff's

proceeding with more deliberation, and in so doing he
thought he did his duty to his employers. .Some evidence
being examined against him, decl.ared he had not only
protracted the scrutiny, but also spoken disrespectful

words of the house of commons ; he was therefore repri-

manded on his knees by the speaker, and discharged.

JIR. MURRAY SENT PRISONER TO NEWGATE.

Mr Murray being charged with having uttered some
threatening and affr«ntive expressions, the house ad-

YuL II.

joumed the consideration of this affair for some dayg,

at the cxi)iration of whicli .Mr. Murr.ay was to he heard
by bis counsel; but, in the meantime, they ordered him
to be taken into custody by the sergeant-at-arms attend-

ing the house. This step however was not taken with-
out a warm opposition by some of the most sedate and
intelligent members of the house, who considered it as n
cniel act of oppression. They obscr\'ed, that in cases
of breach of privilege, no person complained of was ever
tJikcn into custody until after he had been fully heard
in his defence; that this was literally prejudging tho

cause before it had been examined; and the oppression

was the greater, as the alleged offence consisted entirely

of words, of wliich no complaint or information had been

m,ide for above eight months after the supposed offence

had been committed; and, even then, not till an accusa-

tion had been lodged against the informant, upon the triiil

of which accusation the persons informed against might

very probably be the most material witnesses. They ob-

served, that in one of the highest offences which can be

committed by words, namely, that of denying tlie king's

right to the crown, or renouncing the trinity, the infor-

mation must bo brought in three or four days after tho

words are spoken; tho words must be proved to have

been spoken maliciously, directly, .and advisedly, and the

prosecution must commence in three niontlis after the

information. These suggestions made no more impres-

sion than if they had been uttered in a desert. Those
who were secure in their number, asserted that the house

of commons was not restricted by the forms or proceed-

ings at common law; and that it was necessary to vindi-

cate their own honour and dignity, by making examples

of those who seemed to hold them in contempt. Sir.

Murray was committed to the custody of the sergeant-

at-arms, and found bail; and Gibson was sent prisoner

to Newgate, from whence he was in a few days released,

upon presenting an humble petition, professing his sor-

row for having incurred the displeasure of the house,

to the bar of which he was brought, and received a re-

primand on his knees from the speaker. In the mean-

time, divers witnesses being examined before the housCi

declared. That Jlr. Murray had been seen, about the

time of the return of a member for Westminster, head-

ing and exciting a tumult to acts of violence against

the high-bailiff. The majority, therefore, after a long

and warm debate, agreed, that for his dangerous and
seditious practices, in violation and contempt of the

privileges of the house, and of tire freedom of elections,

he should be committed close prisoner to NewgatSi

Then, in the close of another violent debate, they re-

solved that he should he brouglit to the bar of the house,

to receive that sentence on his knees. He accordingly

appeared, and being directed by the speaker to kneel,

refused to comply. He knew that he could not be dis-

charged from Newgate during the session, without peti-

tioning, acknowledging his offence, and making such

concessions as he thought would imply a consciousness

of guilt; he considered this whole transaction as an op-

pressive exertion of arbitrary power, and, being apprized

of the extent of their authority, determined to bear the

brunt of their indign.ation, rather than make submissions

which he deemed beneath the dignity of his character.

\Vhen he refused to humble himself, the whole house
was in commotion; he was no sooner removed from tho

bar than they resolved, that his having in a most in-

solent and audacious manner refused to be on his knees
at the bar of that house, in consequence of their former

resolution, was a high and most dangerous contempt of

the authority and privilege of the commons; it was
therefore ordered, that lie should he committed close

prisoner to Newgate, debarred the use of pen, ink, and
paper; and that no person should have access to him
without the leave of the house. Finally, a committee

was appointed to consider what methods might be pro-

per to be taken by them, in relation to this instance of

contempt. Meanwhile, the petitioners against fbe re-

turn made by the high-bailiff, perceiving the temper of

the house, and the complexion of the majority, with-

2 11
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draw their petition; and the order wliich had passed for

hearinn- the merits of the election was discharged. Mr.

Murray hcing taken dangerously ill in Newgate, apidi-

cation was made to the commons, by some of his rela-

tions, that he might he removed to a more convenient

(ituation; and his physician being examined, gave it

as his opinion that he was inlected with the gaol dis-

temper. Upon this representation, the house agreed

that the speaker should issue a warrant for removing

him from Newgate to the custody of the sergeant-at-

arms, but this favour he refused to accept, and expressed

the warmest resentment against those relations who had

applied to the commons in his behalf. Thus he re-

mained sequestered even from his own brother and sis-

ter, under the displeasure of the commons of England,

who condescended so far as to make resolutions touch-

ing the physician, apothecary, and nurse who attended

this prisoner. But the prorogation of parliament having

put an end to their authority for that session, Mr. Murray

was discharged of course, and conducted by the sheriIVs

from Newgate to his own house, in procession, with

flags and streamers exhibiting the emblems of liberty.

SESSION CLOSED. STYLE ALTERED.

In the month of Juno the session was closed with a

speech from the throne, in which bis majesty thanked

both houses for the zeal and aifection they had mani-

fested towards him and his government; and congratu-

lated the commons in particular, upon their firniness

and prudence in reducing the interest of the national

debt, a measure as agreeable to him as essential to the

strength and welfare of the kingdom. [See note 2 S, at

the end of this Vol.]—The interior economy of Great

Britain produced, within the circle of this year, nothing

else worthy of historical regard, except a series of enor-

mous crimes, arising from the profligacy of individuals,

which reflected disgrace upon the morals and the polity

of the nation. Rapine and robbery had domineered with-

out intermission ever since the return of peace, which
was attended with a reduction of the army and navy;

but now crimes of a deeper die seemed to lift up their

heads, in contempt of law and humanity. [Sec note 2 T,

at the end of this Vol.] Every day almost produced fresh

instances of perjury, forgery, fraud, and circumvention;

and the kingdom exhibited a most amazing jumble of

virtue and vice, honour and infamy, compassion and
obduracy, sentiment and brutality.
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DEATH OF THE QUEEN OF DENMARK AND
I'EINCE OF ORANGE.

THE royal family of England had sustained three
severe shocks in the compass of a few months. Be-

sides tbg loss of the prince of Wales, which tlie nation
lamented as irrcp;\rable, bis majesty was deeply aftiieted
by the untimely death of bis youngest daughter, the
queen of Denmark, who died at Copenhagen ou tho

nineteenth day of December, in tho prime of youth.

Slio was one of the most amiable princesses of tho ago in

which she lived, whether we consider the virtues of her

heart, or the accomplishments of her person; generous,

mild, and tender hearted; beloved even almost to ador-

ation by her royal consort, to whom she had borne a

prince and two princesses; and universally admired and

revered by the subjects of his Danish majesty. Her
death had been preceded about two months by that of

her brother-in-law, the prince of Orange, no less regret-

ted by the natives of the United Provinces i'or his can-

dour, integrity, and hereditary love to his country.

Though he had not distinguished himself by the lustre

of a superior genius, he had been at grc.'>t pains to cul-

tivate his understanding, and study the true interest

of that community of which he was a member. He
had always approved himself a good and zealous citizen,

and, since his elevation to the stadtholdership, taken

many salutary steps for the advantage of his country.

Among other excellent schemes which he suggested, ho

left a noble plan with the states-general for restoiing

their conmierce to its former lustre, and lived long

enough to receive their warmest acknowledgments fur

this last proof of his prudence and patriotism. His sou

and daughter being both infants, the administration cl

the government devolved upon the princess, as gover-

nanto during her son's minority; and as such she suc-

ceeded to all the power which her husband had enjoyed.

MISUNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE
CZARINA AND KING OF PRUSSIA.

With respect to the affairs of tho continent, tho

peace of the north seemed still as precarious as ever;

for though the difference between Russia and Sweden
had been compromised, tlie mutual disgust between the

czarina and the king of Prussia had gained such acces-

sion from reciprocal insults, ill offices, and inllannnatory

declarations, that these two powers seemed to be on the

eve of a rupture, and e:icli was employed in making
extraordinary preparations for war. The courts of

Vienna and Great Britain, foreseeing that such a rup-

ture would emljroil the empire, and raise insurmountalilo

obstructions to their favourite scheme of electing tlio

archduke .losepli king of the Romans, resolved to em-
ploy all their influence in order to efl'ect a reconciliation

between the courts of Petersburgh and Berlin. His
Prussian majesty had signified to the king of Great
Britain and the s.tatcs-general, the situation in which
ho stood with the czarina, and solicited their interposi-

tion, that the diff'erense might be amicably accommo-
dated. At the same time, he sent an envoy-extraordin-

ary to Versailles, to negotiate with the French king for

a very considerable body of auxiliaries, in case he should

be attacked. These circumstances induced the mari-

time powers, and tlie court of A'ienna, to use their

utmost endeavours for the prevention of a rupture; and
accordingly they made remonstrances on this subject

by their ministers at Petersburgh, proposing that the

quarrel should be terminated witliout bloodshed, and all

cause of animosity be buried in oblivion.

MEASURES FOR ELECTING A KING OF THE
ROMANS.

In the meantime they sagerly prosecuted the design
of the election; and the Imperial minister at Berlin not
only conimuiiieated to bis Prussian majesty the senti-

ments of the kin» of England on tliis expedient, but
even solicited bis vote for the archduke Joseph, when
the election of a king of the Romans should be proposed
in the electoral college. To this proposal ho replied,

that he was extremely well disposed to manifest his

regard for their imperial majesties, and to give the most
genuine proofs of it, even in the proposed election of a
king of the Romans, considering the great merit of the
present candidate the archduke Joseph; but be left it

to the consideration of their imperial majesties, whether
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the election woiiW not be n little prcninture, if trons-

jictcd at a time when liis imperial majesty was in the

flower of his ape; enjoying perfect liealth; an^l when
nil Kurope, piirticnlarly the cnipire, was huslicil in the

bosom of tranqnillity, so that no circumstance sceuieil

to proguosticato the necessity of such an election; or of

putting in execution the motives mentioneil in the capi-

tulation of tlio reigning eniperor"s election; especially

as the examination of these motives belonged to the

whole empire, ami ought to precede the election, by

virtue of the eighth article of tlie treaty of Westphalia.

He observed, that in case of the emperor's death, (Jer-

niany would find herself in a very disagreeable situa-

tion under the government of a minor. For these

reasons, he said, he could not help advising their im-

perial majesties to wait until the archduke should be of

age, when his election might be carried on more con-

formably to the laws and constitutions of the empire,

and more suitable to the majesty of the whole Germanic

body. This reply bo circulated among the electors,

and in particular transmitted it to the king of tireat

Britain, desiring they would deliberate maturely on this

subject, and confer together in a body, as well as in

private, that they might proceed according to the an-

cient custom of the electoral college, and take sue!)

ineasurcs as should be judged expedient for the honour
and advantage of the community. This circular letter

was answered both by the king of England and the

elector of Bavaria, who demonstrated, that it was the

privilege of the electoral college only, without any par-

ticipation of the other princes of the empire, to elect a

king of the Romans during the life of tlie emperor, in

order to maintain the peace and preserve the liberties of

Germany; and that the neglect of this wise precaution

hath produced bloody wars, and many fatal consequences

to the empire. They observed, that nothing could more
contribute to the establishment of the public tranquillity

than this measure, so ardently desired by tlio ni.ijority

of the German princes; and that, although the arch-

duke Joseph wanted a few years of being of age, and it

might possibly happen that the reigning emperor should

die during tliat prince's minority, yet it would be much
less prejudicial to the empire to have a minor chief,

than to see the succession altogether unsettled. His

Prussian majesty received a declaration to the same
puriK)se from the elector of Slentz; and understanding

that this prince, as archchancellor of the empire, intended

to convoke an elector.il diet in order to propose the elec-

tion of a king of the Komans, he wrote an elaborate letter

to his electoral highness, explaining at more length his

reasons for postponing the election. He quoted that

sentence of the treaty of Westphalia which expressly

declares, that the election of a king of the Komaus shall

be discussed and ordained by the common consent of the

states of the empire; ami, therefore, he could not con-

ceive what right the electoral college liad to anogate
this privilege to themselves, excluding the other states

of the empire. He observed, that the imperial capitu-

lations, which were the only laws of the empire that

treated of this subject, mentioned only three cases in

which it was lawful to proceed to such an election;

namely, the emperor's leaving, and long ai)sence from,

Germany; his .advanced age, or an indisposition, ren-

dering him incapable of managing the reins of govern-

ment; and any case of emergency in which the preser-

vation of the empire's prosperity is interested. He
affirmed that none of these motives at present existed;

that, in case the imperial crown should devolve to a

minor, many mi.-chiefs and disorders must ensue, as the

constitutions of the empire have established no rcgul.a-

tions nor regency in that event; th.at an election of this

nature, carried on under the power, inllvencc, and
authority of the head of the empire, would strike at the

fundamental privileges of the princes and states; con-

sequently, in time overtuni tlie constitution of the em-
pire, which, from being an elective dignity, conferred

by the free and independent sufl'ragcs of the electoral

college and states of Germany, under certain capitula-

tions, obliging the prince thus chosen to govern .iccord-

ing to law, would hecouie an hereditary succession,

perpetuated in one family, which of course must be

aggrandized to the prejudice of its co-estates, and tho

rniu of the Germanic liberties. In a word, all Germany
in general, and Uatisbon in particular, was filled with
writings published on both sides: by the emperor and
his adherents, to demonstrate that the election of n king
of the IJomans, during the life of the emperor, had often

happened, and at this present time was necessiij-y, and
would be advantageous to the empire; while the king
of Prussia and his friends laboured to prove that such
an election, at the present juncture, w ould be ill-timed,

irregular, and of dangerous consequence. Perhaps, if

tho truth was known, this enterprising prince had pro-

jected some great scheme, with the execution of which
this proposed establishment would have interfered.

Certain it is, he exerted himself witli that spirit and

perseverance wliich were peculiar to bis character, to

frustrate tho intention of the courts of Vienna and Lon-

don in this particular, and was assisted with all the in-

trigue of the French ministry. Their joint endeavours

were so elTectu.al, tliat the elector of Cologn renounced

his subsidiary treaty with the maritime powers, and

once more threw himself into the arms of France. The
elector p.alatine being solicited by the empress-queen

and his Britannic m.ijesty to co-operate with tlieir views,

insisted, as a preliminary article, upon being indemni-

fied by the court of Vienna for the ravages committed

in his territories by tho Austrian troops, during tlie

course of the last war: the king of Poland, elector ol

Saxony, made the same demand of the lilic indemnifi-

cation, which was granted by tho mediation of king

George; and then he suliscribed to a subsidiary treaty,

obliging himself to furnish a body of six thousand auxi-

liaries, in case they should be required by the maritime

powers; and to act as an elector, in concert with the

house of Austria, in every thing relating to the welfare

of his country that should square with the fundamental

laws of the empire. The courts of London and Vienna
had this election so much at heart, that they sounded

almost all the powers of Europe, to know how they

stood aflfected towards the measure proposed. The king

of Spain declined intermeddling in a domestic affair ol

the empire. The French king retumed an ambiguous
answer; from whence it was concluded that nothing

but opposition could be expected from that quarter.

The Swedish monarch was rendered propitious to the

project by assurances that the house of Hcsse-Cassel,

of which he was the head, should be elevated into an

electorate. They even endeavoured to soften his Prus-

sian majesty, by consenting, at last, that the treaty of

Dresden, confirming to him the possession of Silesia,

should be guaranteed by the diet of tlie empire; a sanc-

tion which he now actually obtained, together with the

ratification of his imperial majesty. Notwithstanding

this indulgence, he still persisted in raising fresh objec-

tions to tlie favourite project, on pretence of concerting

measures for preventing the inconvenicneies that might
result from a minority; for regulating the capitulations

to be agreed on with the king of the Komans; securing

the freedom of future elections, and presenting the pre-

rogatives and privileges of the Germanic body in all its

members. In consequence of these obstacles, joined to

the apostacy of tho elector of Cologn, the obstinacy of

the elector palatine, and the approaching diet of Hun-
gary, at which their imperial m.TJesties were obliged

personally to preside, the measures for the election wert

suspended till next summer, when his Britannic m.ajesty

was expected at Hanover to put the finishing stroke to

this great event in favour of the house of Austria.

DEATH OF THE KING OF SWEDEN.

Another dis.appointracnt, with respect to this election,

the promoters of it sustained in tlie deatli of his Swedish

majesty, who expired in a good old age, and was suc-

ceeded by Adolphus Frederick, duke of 'lolstein Eutin,
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IjisTiop of Luljcck, uiion wliom tho succession had liccn

settled for some years, by the unanimous concniTcnce

of the states of the kingdom. This prince ascended tlic

throne of Sweden -nithout the least disturhance; and,

of his own accord, took an oatli in full senate, that he

would never attempt to introduce a despotic authority;

hut maintain their liberties with his blood, and govern

liis subjects in all respects according to the laws and

the form of government established in Sweden. This

public act, which was communicated to all the foreigi)

ministers, and particularly to the envoy from Peters-

burgh, met with such a favourable reception from the

czarina, that she expressed her satisfaction in a public

declaration; and tlic good understanding bctweeu the

two courts was perfectly restored.

SESSION OPENED.

^Mien the parliament of England was opened in the

month of November, the king, in his speech from the

throne, gave them to understand, that for the same

purposes which suggested the treaty with tlie elector

of Bavaria, he bad now, in conjunction with the states-

genera!,' concluded another with the king of Poland,

elector of Saxony. lie told them that the unfortunate

death of the prince of Orange had made no alteration in

the state of aflfairs in Holland; and that he had received

the strongest assurances from the states, of their firm

resolution to maintain the intimate union and friendship

happily subsisting between his majesty and those an-

cient and natural allies of his crown. lie exhorted both

houses to consider seriously of some effectual provisions

to suppress those audacious crimes of robbery and vio-

lence, gi-own so frequent about the capital, proceeding

in a great measure from that profligate spirit of irreli-

gion, idleness, gaming, and extravagance, which had of

late extended itself in an uncommon degree, to the dis-

honour of the nation, and the great ofl'ence and preju-

dice of the sober and industrious part of the people.

Tlie paragr.iphs of this speech were, as usual, echoed

back to the throne in addresses replete with expressions

of loyalty, affection, and approbation. Opposition was
by this time almost extinguished; and the proceedings

of both houses took place with such unanimity as was
hardly ever known before this period in a British par-

liament. The commons, however, seem to have assem-
bled with such sentiments as did no great honour to

their temper and magnanimity. In a few days after

the session opened, lord viscount C e, a young noble-

man, whose character entitled him to very little regard
or influence among men of sense and probity, made a

motion, that Mr. Murray, who had been so severely

persecuted in the last session for refusing to humble
himself on his knees before them, should be again com-
mitted close prisoner to Newgate for the same offence.

This proposal, which supposed a power that the com-
mons had never before exercised, was sharply disputed
by the earl of Egniont, and others, who had not resigned
all sense of moderation ; but the m.ajority adopted the
measure with great eagerness, and the speaker was
ordered to issue his warrant accordingly. Then the house
resolved, that the said Alexander Murray should receive
the sentence, for his now being committed close prisoner
to his majesty's gaol of Newgate, at the bar of the
house, upon his knees; and the sergeant-at-arms was
commanded to take him into custody for this purpose.
Their indignation, however, was eluded by the caution
of the dclinfinent, who, having foreseen the effects of
their resentment, had prudently retired to another coun-
tiy. They determined, nevertheless, to proceed against
liim as a person of some consequence in the common-
wealth; for, being informed of his retreat, they con-
descended so far as to present an address to his m.ajesty,
desiring that his royal proclamation miglit bo issued
for apprehending the said Mr. Murray, promising a re-
ward to him who should have the good fortune to appre-
hend this fugitive—a request with which his m.ajesty
most graciously complied.

PROCEEDINGS upon a PAMPHLET, ENTITLED
"THE CASE OF MK. ilUliUAY."

Nor was this the only address presented to the king
upon such an important subject. A pamphlet, entitled

"The Case of the Hon. Alexander Murray, esquire, in

an Appeal to the People of Great Britain," was first

stigmatized in a conipl liut to the house, and was after-

wards produced and read at the (able. The piece w;is

written with great acrimony, and abounded with severe

animadversions, not only upon the conduct of the re-

turning officer, but also on the proceedings of the com-
mons. The violent members immediately took fire, and
the flame extended itself to the majority. Nay, the

house unanimously resolved, that the pamphlet was an
impudent, malicious, scandalous, and seditious libel,

falsely and most injuriously reflecting upon, and asper-

sing the proceedings of the house, tending to create

misapprehensions in the minds of the people, to the great

dishonour of the said bouse, and in violation of the pri-

vileges thereof. They furthermore presented an address

to the king, desiring his majesty would be graciously

pleased to give directions to bis attorney-general to pro-

secute the authors or author, tlie printers or printer, and
the publishers or publisher of the said scandalous libel,

that they might be brought to condign punishment.
Directions were accordingly given for this purpose, and
a prosecution commenced against the publisher, who
had some reason to be dismayed, considering the great

weight of influence he was doomed to encounter—influ-

ence arising from a prosecution of the crown, instituted

at the request, and founded on a vote, of the bouse of

commons. Nevertheless, when the cause was heard
Iicfore the lord-chief justice of England, a jury of free-

Ijom Englishmen, citizens of London, asserted their

privilege of judging the law as well as the fact, and
acquitted the defendant with a truly admirable spirit of

independency. They considered the pamphlet as an
appeal against oppression ; and, convinced that the con-

tents were true, they could not in conscience adjudge it

a false libel, even though it had been so declared by one
of the branches of the legislature.

1752. The commons, in regulating the supplies of

the ensuing year, voted the continuation of eighteen
thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven men for the

land-service, though not without some opposition from
certain patriots, wlio, rather from a sense of duty than
from any hope of influencing the majority, affirmed that

sixteen thousand men in time of peace would answer
all the ends proposed by a standing army. The num-
Ijer of seamen was fixed at ten thousand; large sums
were granted to make up deficiencies, and fulfil the en-

gagements of the crown with the electors of Bavaria

and Saxony, as well as for the maintenance of Nova
Scotia and Georgia, and the castles on the coast of

Guinea; and one hundred and twelve thousand one

hundred and fifty-two pounds, three shillings and three-

pence, were voted, as a full compensation to the old

royal African company for their exclusive charter and
property, to be applied for the relief of their creditors. *

The laws enacted for the encouragement of traffic,

and the regulations of civil polity, consisted in an act

for licensing pawnbrokers, and for the more effectual

preventing the receiving of stolen goods; another for

preventing thefts and robberies, by which places of en-

tertainment, dancing, and music, in London, Westmin-
ster, and within twenty miles of the capital, were sup-

pressed and prohibited, unless the proprietors of them

* Those expenses were defmyed by a contiiniation of tlie duties
on malt, &c.; a land-ta.x at tlircc shillings in the pound; a duty on
licences, to be yearly paid by pawnhrukers and dealers in second-
hand goods, within the bills of mortality; the sum of one million
four hinidred thousand pounds advanced by tlie bank, according to

a ju-oposal made for that purpose; five hundred thousand pounds to

be issued from the sinking-iund; a duty laid on gum Senegal; and
the continuation of divers other occasional impositions. The grants
for the year amounted to something less than four millions, and the
provisions made for this expense exceeded it in the sum of two liun-
dred and seventy-one thousand and tn'cnly-foiu: pounds, ten shillings
and sixpence halfpenny.
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coiilJ pljtaui licenses from tlic justioos of tlio peace, em-
powered for that puii)ose; a tliinl for annexing tlie for-

feited estates in Scotland unalienably to tlie crown,

after having made satisfaction to the lawful creditors;

establishing a method of leasing these estates, and ap-

jdying the rents and profits of them for the better civil-

izing and improving the highlands, and preventing

futnre disorders in that part of the united kingdom.

Nothing could be more salvitary than the purposes of

these regulations. The suburbs of the metropolis aboun-

ded with an incredible number of pnblic houses, which
continually resounded with the noise of riot and intem-

perance; they were the haunts of idleness, fraud, and
rapine; and the seminaries of drunkenness, debaneheiTr

extravagance, and every vice incident to human nature;

yet the suppression of these receptacles of infamy was
attended with an incouvenience, which, in some cases,

arose even to a degree of oppression. The justices being

vested by the legislature with the power of granting or

refusing licenses, were constituted, in eft'( ct, the arbiters

on whose decision the fortunes and livelihood of many
individuals absolutely depended. JIany of those who
exercised this species of magistracy within the bills of

mortality, were, to the reproach of goveninient, men of

profligate lives, needy, mean, ignorant, and rai>acious,

and often acted from the most scandalous principles of

Ecltisb avarice.

LAW KKL.VTIXG TO THE FORFEITED
ESTATES IN SCOTLAND.

The law relating to the highlands of Scotland was
well calculated for promoting, among the inhabitants of

that country, such a spirit of industry as might detach

them from their dangerous connexions, and giadually

supersede that military genius which had been so pro-

ductive of danger and alarm to the southern part of

Great Britain. The king, by this act, was empowered
to appoint commissioners for managing the forfeited

estates, who were enabled to grant leases of small farms,

not above twenty pounds a-year, to individuals, who
should take an oath to government to reside upon and
cultivate the lands thus let. It was al.so provided, that

no lease should be granted for a longer tenn than twenty-

one years; and that the leases should not pay above

three-fourths of the annual value. Although tliesc for-

feited estates were generally encumbered with claims

l)eyond their re.al value, and the act directed that they
should be disposed of by public sale; yet, as they lay

in the most disaffected parts of the highlands, it was
thought necessary that they should remain in the pos-

session of the crown, because, in case of their being

publicly sold, they might be purchased in trust for the

families of the persons by whom they were forfeited,

and thus the spirit of disaffection would still survive.

A valuation, therefore, was made by the court of session

in Scotland, at the joint suit of the crown and the cre-

ditors; and the value being ascertained, the just claim-

ants were paid out of the next aids granted by parlia-

ment. The bill met with considerable opposition in the

house of peers from the duke of Bedford and the earl of

Bath, who probably foresaw that the good effects of this

scheme, so laudable in itself, would be frustrated in the

execution; and that the act, instead of answering the

purposes for which it was intended, would serve only

as a job to gratify the rapacious retainers to the govern-

ment, and their emissaries in that country. After a

warm debate, however, it was adopted by a great ma-
jority, and obtained the royal assent.

KEW CONSOLIDATION OF FUNDS.

A third law related to certain articles of the national

debt, which was now converted into several joint-stocks

of annuities, transferable at the bank of England, to be

charged on the sinking fund. A great number of dif-

ferent funds for annuities, established at different times

and by different acts, subsisted at this period, su that it

was necessary to keep ninny different accounts, which
could not bo regulated without considerable trouble and
expense, for the removal of which the bill was calculated.

TWO rOUT.^ OPENED FOR THE ISIFORTA-
TION OF 1U1.-<1I WtlOL.

In consequence of petitions from the woollen manu-
facturers of Westmoriland and Yorkshire, two bills were
brought in, .and passed through both houses, by which
the ports of Lancaster and Great Yarmouth were opened
for the importation of wool and woollen yarn from Ire-

land; but why this privilege was not extended to all

the frequented ports of the kingdom it is not easy to

conceive, without supposing a little national jealousy

on one hand, and a great deal of grievous restraint on

the other. Over and above these new l.iws, some un-

successful endeavours were used in behalf of commerce
and police. A bill was offered for laying further re-

strictions on pawnbrokers and brokers, tliat they might

no longer suck the blood of the poor, and act as the

accessaries of theft and robbery, which was canvassed,

debated, and made its way through the lower house;

but the lords rejected it as a crude scheme, which they

could not amend, because it was a money-bill, not cog-

niz.ablc by their house, without engaging in a dispute

with the commons. Another bill was prepared, for

giving power to change the punishment of felony, in

certain cases, to confinement and hard labour in dock-

yards or garrisons. It was the opinion of many who
wished well to their country, and were pro)ierly quali-

fied to prosecute such inquiries, thut the practice of con-

signing such a number of wretches to the hands of the

executioner, served only, by its frequency, to defeat the

purpose of the law, in robbing death of all its terror,

and the public of many subjects, who might, notwith-

standing their delinquency, be in some measure ren-

dered useful to society. Such was the motive that

influenced the promoters of this bill; by which it was
proposed, in imitation of that economy practised in other

countries, to confine felons convicted under certain cir-

cumstances to hard labour upon the public works of the

kingdom. The scheme was adopted by the lower hou.se,

but rejected by the lords, who seemed apprehensive of

its bringing such discredit upon his majesty's dock-yards,

as wotrld discourage persons who valued their reputation

from engaging in such employment. Of still greater

importance to the nation was the next measure proposed,

in a bill for making the militia of England more useful,

presented by Mr. Thornton, a gentleman of Yorkshire,

who had distinguished himself by his lo3-alty and pa-

triotism. It was canvassed in a committee of the whole

house, and underwent divers amendments; but miscar-

ried, through the .aversion of the ministry to any project

tending to remove or lessen the necessity of maintaining

a standing army. A considerable number of petitions

for different regulations, in respect to commerce and

convenience of traflic, were presented, considered, and

left upon the table. A remonstrance from the prisoners

confined in the gaol of the king's-bcrch, complaining of

their miserable situation, arising from want of room and

other conveniences, being taken into consideration by a

committee, among other evidences, they examined tliat

remarkable personage who had signalized himself in

different [larts of Christendom, under the name of Theo-

dore, king of Corsica. Tliough formerly countenanced

and even treated as a sovereign prince by the British

ministry, he was now reduced to the forlorn condition

of a confined debtor; and, to the reproach of this king-

dom, died in prison, surrounded with all the misery of

indigence, and overwhelmed witli the infirmities of old

age. liut the most remarkable circumstance of the

parliamentary transactions that distinguished this ses-

sion, was a motion made in both houses for an address

to the king, beseeching his majesty, that in time of

public tranquillity, he would bo graciously pleased to

avoid entering into sul)sidiary treaties with foreign

princes, which are so burdensome, to tliis nation. Thii
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extraordlnaiy proposal was made and strentiously urged

by the ilukc of B , and a vehement debate ensued,

in which the earls of G , S , and H , op-

posed it with an execution of superior abilities; and the

question being put, Tvas carried in the negative with-

out a division. The same fate attended it in the house

of commons, where it was introduced by lord H y,

and supported by some distinguished orators. The ses-

sion ended in the latter end of March, when his ma-
jesty, having given his assent to ninety-five public and

private bills, harangued both houses, and prorogued the

parliament.*

THE KING SETS OUT FOR IIAXOVER.

Immediately after the prorogation, the king appointed

a regency and set out for Hanover, in order to complete

the great scheme lie had projected for electing a king

of the Romans. Great Britain, in the meantime, pro-

duced no event of importance, or any transaction that

deserves historical mention, except the ratification of

two treaties of peace and commerce with the states of

Tripoli and Tunis on the coast of Barbary, concluded

by the British consuls in those cities, under the influ-

ence and auspices of an English squadron, commanded
by commodore Keppel, son to the earl of Albemarle.

Tlie tide of luxury still flowed with an impetuous cur-

rent, bearing down all the mounds of temperance and

decoa'um; while fraud and profligacy struck out new
cluuniels, through which they eluded the restrictions of

the law, and all the vigilance of civil policy. New arts

of deception were invented, in order to ensnare and ruin

the unwary; and some infamous practices in the way
of commerce, were countenanced by persons of rank

and importance in the comnionweaUh. A certain mem-
ber of parliament was obliged to withdraw himself from

his country, in consequence of a discovery, by which

it appeared that he had contrived and executed schemes
for destroying his own ships at sea, with a view to de-

fraud the insurers.

In the course of this year the affairs of the continent

did not undergo any material alteration. In France,

the religious dispute concerning the doctrine of Jansen-

ius still subsisted between the clergy and the parliament;

and seemed to acquire additional fuel from the violence

of the archbishop of Paris, a haughty turbulent prelate,

wliose pride and bigotry were sufficient to embroil one

half of Christendom. The nortliern powers enjoyed a

perfect tranquillity; the states-general of the United
Provinces were engrossed by plans of national economy.
Spain was intent upon extending her commerce, bring-

ing her manufactures to perfection, and repressing the

insolence of tlie Barbary corsairs. His Portuguese ma-
jesty endeavoured, by certain peremptory pi-ecautions,

to cheek the exportation of gold coin from bis dominions,

and insisted upon inspecting the books of the Britisli

merchants settled at Lisbon; but they refused to com-
ply with this demand, which was contrary to a treaty

subsisting between the two crowns; and he thought
proper to acquiesce in their refusal. He was much
better employed in obtaining from the pope an abolition

of tlie annual procession called the Auto-da-fe, one of

the most horrid triumphs of spiritual tyranny. The
peace of Italy was secured by a defensive treaty conclu-
ded at JIadrid between the emperor, his catliolic majesty,
the king of the two Sicilies, and the' duke of Parma; to
which treaty the king of Sardinia afterwards acceded.

DISPUTE BETWEEN HANOVER AND PRUSSIA.

With respect to the great scheme of electing the
archduke Joseph king of the Romans, fresh objections

$ccmed to rise from difierent quarters. The good under-

* Among the proceedings of this session, it may not be improper
to mention a new act for the prevention of mnnlei's, wliich had l.een
phoclcin^'Iy frefiucut of late, importing, tiiat every criminal convicted
of this horrid crime shonid \k executed in one day after liis sentence,
nd ]iis b<jdy delivered to the surgeons for dissection—an expedient
n-hich bid been found producUvc of veo* fialutary consequences.

standing between the courts of Berlin and Hanover re-

received an additional shock, from a dispute conceniing

the property of East Friezeland, which his Prussian

majesty had secured, as heir to tlie last possessor. His

Britannic majesty, as elector of Hanover, having preten-

sions to the same inheritance, his minister delivered a

memorial to the diet of the empire assembled at Ratis-

bon, demanding that the king of Prussia, as elector of

Brandenburgh, should be referred to the decision of the

Aulic council, in regard to his claim to the estates of

East Friezeland; but the king being ah-oady in posses-

sion, refused to submit his right to the determination of

that or any other tribunal; and when the diet presumed

to deliberate on this ailair, liis envoy entered a strong

protest against thcjr proceedings. At the same time,

he presented the other minister^ with a memorial, tend-

ing to refute the elector of Hanover's pretensions to tlw

principality in question.

MISUNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE COURTS
OF LONDON AND BERLIN.

At this juncture his Prussian majesty made no scruple

of expressing his resentment against the court of Lon-

don, which he seemed to consider as an officious cabal,

that had no right to intermeddle in the affairs of Ger-

many. His resident at London complained to the Bri-

tish ministry, that divers ships, sailing under the Pnis-

sian flag, bad been stopped at sea, and even seized by
English cruisers, and that his subjects had been iU

treated and oppressed; he therefore demanded repar.a-

tion in a peremptory tone; and in the meantime discon-

tinued the payment of the Silesia loan, which be had
charged himself with by an article in the treaty of

Brcslau. This was a sum of money amounting to two
hundred and fifty thousand pounds, which the emperor
Charles VI., father of the reigning empress,had borrowed
of the subjects of Great Britain, on condition of paying an
interest of six per cent., and moi'tgaging the silver mines
of Silesia for the repayment of the principal. These
devolved to the Icing of Prussia with this incumbrance,

and he continued to pay the interest punctually till this

juncture, when the payment was stopped; and he pub-

lished a paper, entitled, "An Exposition of the Motives

which influenced his Conduct on this occasion." In his

memorial to the ministry of Great Britian, he alleged,

that eighteen Prussian ships, and thirty-three neutral

vessels, in which the subjects of Prussia were concerned,

had been unjustly seized by English privateers; his

account of damages amounted to a very considerable

sum ; and he demanded, in the most dogmatic terms,

that the affiiir should be finally discussed in the term of

three months from the date of his remonstrance. The
exposition and memorial were subjected to the examina-
tion of the ablest civilians in England, who refuted every

article of the charge with equal precision and perspi-

ciiit)'. They proved, that captures by sea fell properly

under the cognizance of those powers under whose juris-

diction the seizures were made; and therefore his Prus-

sian majesty could not, consistent with the law of

nations, determine these disputes in his own tribunals.

They demonstrated, by undoubted evidence, the falsity

of ni»ny facts alleged in the memorial, as well as the

fairness of the proceedings by which some few of the

Prussian vessels had been condemned; and made it

appear, that no insult or injury had been offered to the

subjects of Prussia. Finally, they observed, that the

Silesia loan was a private transaction of such a nature,

that, even if a war had happened between the emperor
Charles VI. and his Britannic majesty, this must have
been held sacred and inviolable; that when the empress-

queen ceded Silesia to the king of I'mssia, this monarch
charged himself with the repayment of the loan, whieli,

being a private debt, and transferable, was now diffused

into dill'erent countries, and become the property of

manj' others besides the subjects of Great Britain. They
wound up their chain of reasoning iiy observing, that,

according to agreement with the emperor, the whole of
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this loan sboiild h.ivc been repaid in the year one tlioii-

Bnnd seven hundred and Ibrty-five; whereas the com-

nlnints siiecitiud in the Prussian memorial were founded

on facts posterior to that period. ^Vhcther his Trussian

majesty was convinced h_v these reasons, and desisted

from principh'. or thought proper to give up liis claim

upon other political considerations; certain it is, he no

longer insisted ujion satisfaction, but ordered the pay-

ment of the Silesia loan to be continued without furtlur

interruption. A report, indeed, was circulated, that ad-

vantage had been taken of the demur by a certain

prince, who employed bis agents to buy up a great part

of the loau at a considerable discount.

IJirEOVEMENT OF rOMER.^NIA.

How much soever the king of Prassia may be the

subject of censure on this occasion, it must be allowed

that, with regard to his own subjects, he acted as a wise

legislator, and the father of his country. He peopled

the deserts of Pomcrania, by encouraging, with royal

bounties, a great nnmber of industrious emigrants to

settle in that province; the face of which in a vcrj' few

years underwent the most agrccahVo alteration. Above
sixty new villages arose amidst a barren waste, and

every part of the country exhibited marks of successful

cultivation. Those solitary and desolate plains, where

no human footsteps had for many ages been seen, were

now converted into fields of com. The farms were

regularly parcelled out; the houses multiplied, and

teemed with population; the happy peasants, sheltered

in a peculiar manner under their king's protection,

sowed their grounds in peace, and reaped their harvests

in security. The same care and indulgence were ex-

tended to the unpeopled parts of other provinces within

the Prussian dominions, and extraordinary encourage-

ment was granted to all French protestants who should

come and settle under the government of this political

sago.

TREATY WITH THE ELECTOE PALATINE.

The courts of Vienna and Hanover still employed
their chief attention upon the scheme of electing a king

nf the Romans; and the elector of Mentz, influenced by
the m.ijority of the college, had convoked an electoral

diet for that purpose; but strong protests against this

convocation were entered by the electors of C'ologn and

Palatine, insomuch that it was thought expedient to

conciliate this last, by taking some steps in his favour,

with respect to the satisfaction he demanded from the

empress-queen and his Britannic majesty. His claim

upon the court of Vienna amounted to three millions of

florins, by way of indemnification for the losses he had
sustained during the war. lie demanded of the king
of England twenty thousand pounds sterling, for provis-

ions and forage furnished to the Ihitish troops while

they acted on the Maine; and the like sum for the like

purposes from the states-general ofthe United Provinces.

The empress-queen could not help remonstrating against

this demand as exorbitant in itself, and the more un-

reasonable, as the elector palatine, at the death of her

father, had openly declared against the pragmatic sanc-

tion, which he had guaranteed in the most solemn man-
ner; she therefore observed, that the damage he had
sustained in consequence of that declaration, ought to be

considered a.s the common fate of war. These reasons,

though conclusive and irrefragable in the usual way of

arguing, made no impression upon the palatine, who
perfectly well understood his own importance, and was
determined to seize this opportunity of turning it to the

best advajitage. The court of ^ienna, and the maritime
powers, finding him thus obstinately attached to his

own interest, resolved to bring him over to their views
at any rate, and commenced a negotiation with him,
tvhieh produced a fonnal treaty. By this convention
his demands in money were fixed at twelve hundred
thousand Dutch florins, to be paid at three iastalmcnts;

five hundred thousand by the empress-queen, and the

remaining seven hundred thousand by the king of Circat

liritain and the states-general, according to the propor-

tion established in former treaties. The privilege of

.V<m appelUmlo for tho duchy of Deux-ponts was con-

firmed to his electoral highness, together with some
other rights and pretensions, in consideration of his con-

curring with the other electors in tho choice of a king
of the Romans, to be elected according to the customs
prescribed by the laws and constitutions of the empire.

He likewise engaged to join them in -settling the articles

of the capitulation with the king of tho liomans, empe-
ror 111 future. Yet, even after the coneunence of this

prir.cc was secured, tho purposed election proved abor-

tive, from the strong objections that were started, and
tlie strenuous opposition which was made by his I'nis-

sian m.ajosty, who perhaps aspired in secret at tho im-

perial dignity, which tho empress-queen took all this

pains to perpetuate in her own family.

SESSION OPENED.—1753.

Tho king of Great Britain returning from the conti-

nent, opened the session of parliament on the eleventh

day of Jaimary, with a speech, implying that all his

views and negotiations had been calculated and direc-

ted to preserve and secure the duration of the general

peace, so agreeable and necessary to the welfare of all

Europe; that he had the satisfaction to be assured of a

good disposition in all the powers that were his allies,

to adhere to the same salutary object. He exhorted

tliem to continue their attention to the reduction of tho

national debt, the augmentation of the sinking fund,

and the improvement of the public revenue. He recom-

mended to their serious consideration what further laws

and regulations might be necessary for suppressing

those crimes and disorders, of which the public had so

justly complained; and concluded with an assurance,

that his hearty concurrence and endeavours should

never be wanting in any measure that might promote

their welfare and prosperity. The addresses in answer
to this speech were couched in the usual form of implicit

approbation ; but that of the commons did not pass with-

out question. The eail of Egmont took exceptions to one

paragraph, in which they acknowledged his majesty's

wisdom, as well as goodness, in pursuiug such measures
as must contribute to maintain and render permanent
the general tranquillity of Europe; and declared their

satisfaction at the assurances bis majesty had received

from his allies, that they were all attached to the same
salutary object. His lordship expatiated on the absur-

dity of these compliments at such a juncture, when the

peace of Europe was so precarious, and the English na-

tion had so much cause of complaint and dissatisfaction.

He was seconded by some other individuals, who de-

claimed with great vivacity against continental con-

nexions; and endeavoured to expose tho weakness and
folly of the whole system of foreign measures which our
ministry had lately pursued. It must be owned, indeed,

that they might have chosen a better opportunity to

compliment their sovereign on the permanency of tho

peace than at this juncture, when they must have seen

themselves on the very brink of a new rupture with
the most formidable power in Europe. But the trnth

is, these addresses to the throne had been long consid-

ered as compliments of course, implying no more than
a respectful attachment to their sovereign; accordingly,

both houses agreed to their respective addresses without
division. The two grand committees of supply and of

ways and means, being established, the business of tho

house was transacted without much altercation; and
the people had great reason to be satisfied with their

moderate proceedings. Ten thousand seamen, and the

usual number of land forces, were retained for the ser-

vice of the ensuing year. They provided for the niain-

tenanec of the new colony of Nova f^cotia, the civil

establishment of Georgia, the support of tlie castles on

the coast of Guinea, and the erection of a new fort nt
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Anauiabo, wljcro the French had attempted to make a

settlement; and they enabled his majesty to fnlfil his

engagements with the king of Poland and the elector of

ISavaiia.

The supplies, including grants for former deficiencies

and services for which no provision had been made in

the course of the last year, did not exceed two millions

one hundred and thirty-two thousand seven hundred and

seven pounds, seventeen shillings and twopence half-

penny. In order to defray which expense, they assigned

(lie duty on malt, &c., the land-tax at two shillings iu

the pound, the surplus of certain funds in the exchetjuer,

and the sum of four hundred and twenty thousand pounds

cut of the sinking fund; so that the exceedings amoun-
ted to near three Imndred thousand pounds.* As for the

rational debt, it now stood at tlie enormous sum of sev-

enty-four millions three hundred and sixty-eight thou-

sand four hundred and fifty-one pounds, fifteen shillings

and one penny ; and the sinking fund produced one mil-

lion seven hundred and thirty-five thousand five hundred

and twenty -nine pounds, six shillings and tcnpenceone

farthing.

GAME ACT.

One of the first measures brought upon the carpet iu

the course of this session, was an act containing regula-

tions for the better preservation of the game, of which
so great havoc had been made by poachers, and other

persons unqualified to enjoy that diversion, that the to-

tal extirpation of it was appreheuded.

ACT FOR PERFORMING QUARANTINE.

The next step taken by the commons was an aflfair of

much greater consequence to the community, being a

bill for obliging ships the more effectually to perform

quarantine, iu order to prevent the plague from being

imported from foreign countries into Great Britain. For
this purpose it was ordained, that if this dreadful visita-

tion should appear in any ship to the nortlnvard of cape

Finisterre, the master or commander should immediately
proceed to the harbour of New Grimsby, in one of the

islands of 8cilly, and there communicate the discovery

to some oflicer of the customs; who should, with the

first opportunity, transmit this intelligence to another

custom-house oftieer in the nearest port of England, to

be by him fonvarded to one of his majesty's prineijial

secretaries of state. In the meantime the ship should
remain at the said island, and not an individual presume
to go ashore until his majesty's pleasure sliould he
known. It was also provided, that in case the master
of a ship thus infected should not be able to make the
islands of 8cilly, or be forced up either channel by vio-

lent winds, he should not enter any frequented harbour;
hut remain in some open road, until he could receive

orders from his majesty, or the privy council; that, dur-
ing this interval, he should avoid all intercourse with
the shore, or any person or vessel whatsoever, on pain
of jjcing deemed guilty of felony, and suifering death
without benefit of clergy.

ACT FOR PREVENTING THE PLUNDERING
OF SHIPWRECKED VESSELS.

In order the more effectually to repress the barbarous
practice of plundering ships which h.ave the misfortune
to suffer shipwreck—a practice which prevailed upon
many difi"erent parts of the British coast—to the dis-

grace of the nation, and the scandal of human nature;
a bill was prepared, containing clauses to enforce the
laws against such savage delmqucnts, who prowl along
the shore like hungry wolves, in hope of preying upon

_

* Several duties on salt, as well as on rod and nliitc herrings dc-
livered out for liome conKumjition, were rendered iK-rpetiml, tlinuf:h
Biil>jcct to be redeemed by parliament; and it was jirovided that tl.e
debt c«>ntracted upon the'se duties being discliarged, all tlie after-
produce of tlieni bhould become part of the sinking fund.

their fellow-creatures; and certain provisions for the

relief of the unhappy sufferers.* When the mutiny
hill fell under deliberation, the earl of Egmont proposed

a new clause for empowering and requiring regimental

courts-martial to examine witnesses upon oath in all

their trials. The proposal occasioned a debate, in which
the ministry were pretty equally divided; but the clause

was disapproved by the majority, and this annual hill

was enacted into a law without any alteration.

BILL RELATING TO THE BOUNTY OF CORN
EXPORTED.

The next bill was framed in consequence of divers

petitions presented by the exporters of corn, who com-
plained that the bounties were not paid, and prayed
that the house would make proper provision for that

purpose. A hill was accordingly brought in, importing,

that interest after the rate of three per cent, should he
allowed upon every debenture, for the bounty on the ex-

portation of corn, payable by the receiver-general or

cashier of the customs, until the principal could be dis-

charged out of such customs or duties as are appropri-

ated for the payment of this bounty. This premium on

the exportation of corn ought not to be granted, except

when the lowness of the market price in Great Britain

proves that there is a superabundance in the kingdom;
othei"wise the exporter will find his account in depriv-

ing our own labourers of their bread, in order to supply
our rivals at an easier rate; for example, suppose wheat
in England should sell for twenty shillings a quarter,

the merchant might export into France, and aflford it to

the people of that kingdom for eighteen shillings, be-

cause the bounty on exportation would, even at that

rate, afl'ord him a considerable advantage.

TURKEY TRADE LAID OPEN.

A great number of merchants having presented peti-

tions from different parts of the kingdom, representing

that the trade of Turkey was greatly decreased, ascrib-

ing this diminution to the exclusive charter enjoyed by
a monopoly, and praying that the trade might be laid

open to all his majesty's subjects, one of the members
for Liverpool moved for leave to bring in a bill for this

purpose. Such a measure had been twice before pro-

posed without success; but now it was adopted without
opposition. A bill was immediately introduced; and,

notwithstanding all the interest and eft'orts of the Tur-
key company, who petitioned the house against it, and
were heard by their counsel, it passed through both

houses, and received the royal sanction. By this regu-

lation any British subject may obtain the freedom of the

Turkey company, by paying or rendering a fine of

twenty pounds; and all the members are secured from
the tyranny of oppressive bye-laws, contrived by any
monopolizing cabal, f

NATURALIZATION OF THE JEWS.

But this session was chiefly distinguished by an act

for naturalizing Jews, and a bill for the better prevent-

* By the new law, the clerk of the peace in the county where the
crime shall be committed, is obliged, upon receiving proper informa-
tion, to prosecute the oflenders at the expense of the county. It was
liltewise proposed, tliat in case no prosecution of this nature should
be commenced witliin a certain limited time after the information
should have been legally given, in that case the county might bo
sued by the person who had sustained the damage, and obliged to
indemnify him for his loss; but this clause was rejected by the ma-
jority ; aiid the bill having made its way through both houses, re-
ceived the royal assent.

t Several o'ther bills were passed; one for regulating the nnnibtr
of public houses, and the more easy conviction of persons selling ale
and strong liquors without license—an act which empowered the
justices of peace to tyrannize over their fellow-subjects: a second,
enabling the magistrates ol Edinburgli to improve, enlarge, and
adorn the avenues and streets of that em-, according to a concerted
plan, to be e-xecuted by voluntary subscription: a third, allowing
the exportation of wool and woollen yarn from Ireland into any pert
in Great Britain : and a fourth, prescribing the breadth of the wheelB
belonging to lieavy carriages, that the high roads of the kingdom
might be the better preserved.
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ing clandestine marringcs. Tlic first of these, which

passed without much opposition in the house of lords,

frxim whence it descended to the commons, was entitled,

"An act to permit persons professing the Jewish reli-

gion to be naturalized by parliament, and for otlier pur-

poses therein mentioned." It was supported by some

petitions of merchants and manufacturers, who, upon

examination, appeared to bo Jews, or their dependents;

and countenanced by the ministry, who thought they

foresaw, in the consequences of such a naturalization, a

groat accession to the monied interest, and a consider-

able increase of their own influence among the indivi-

duals of that community. They boldly affirmed, that

such a law would greatly conduce to the advantage of

the nation; that it would encourage persons of wealth

to remove with their effects from foreign parts into Great

Britain, increase the commerce and the credit of the

kingdom, and set a laudable example of industry^ tem-

perance, and frugality. Such, however, were not the

sentiments of the lord-mayor, aldermen, and commons
of the city of Ix>ndon in common-council assembled,

who, in a petition to parliament, expressed their appre-

hension that the bill, if passed into a law, would tend

greatly to the dishonour of the christian religion, en-

danger the excellent constitution, ami be highly preju-

dicial to theinterest and trade of the kingdom in general,

and of the city of London in particular. Another peti-

tion to the same purpose was next d.\v presented to the

house, subscribed by merchants and traders of the city

of London; who, among other allegations, observed, that

the consequences of such a naturalization would greatly

affect their trade and commerce with foreign nations,

particularly with Spain and Portugal. Counsel was
beard, evidence examined, and the bill produced violent

debates, in which there seemed to be more passion than

patriotism, more declamation than argument. The ad-

versaries of the bill affirmed, that such a naturalization

would deluge the kingdom with brokers, usurers, and
beggars; that the rich Jews, under the shadow of this

indulgence, would purchase lands, and even advowsons;

so as not only to acquire an interest in the legislature,

but also to influence the constitution of the church of

Christ, to which they were the inveterate and professed

enemies; that the lower class of that nation, when thus

admitted to the right of denizens, would interfere with

the industrious natives who earn their livelihood by
their labour; and by dint of the most parsimonious fru-

gality, to which the English are striingers, work at an

under price; so as not only to share, but even in a man-
ner to exclude them from all employment; that sucli

an adoption of vagrant Jews into the community, from
all parts of the world, would rob the real subjects of

their birthright, disgrace the character of the nation,

expose themselves to the most dishonourable participa-

tion and intrusion, endanger the constitution both in

church and state, and be an indelible reproach upon the

established religion of the country. Some of these ora-

tors seemed transported even to a degree of enthusiasm.

They prognosticated that the Jews would multiply so

much in number, engross sucli wealth, and acquire so

great power and influence in Great Britain, that their

persons would be revered, their customs imitated, and
Judaism become the fashionable religion of the English.

Finally, they affirmed that such an act was directly

I

flying in the face of the prophecy, which declares, that

the Jews shall be a scattered people, without country
or fixed habitation, until they sh.ill be converted from
their infidelity, and gathered together in the land of

their forefathers. These arguments and apprehensions,

which were in reality frivolous and chimerical, being

industriously circulated anrong the vulgar, naturally

prejudiced against the Jewish people, excited such a

ferment throughout the nation, as ought to have de-

terred the ministry from the prosecution of such an un-
popular measure; which, however, they had courage
enough to maintain against all opposition. The bill

passed the ordeal of both houses, and his majesty
TOnchsafed the royal sanction to tluB law in favour of

Vol. 11.

the Hebrew nation. The truth is, it might have in-

creased the wealth, and extended the commerce of (lieat

Britain, had it been agiceable to the people; and aa the
naturalized Jews would still have been excluded from
all civil and military ofliet^s, as well as from other pri-
vileges enjoyed by their cliristian brethren, in all pro-
bability they would have gradually forsaken their own
unprofitable and obstinate infidelity, opened their eyes
to the shining truths of the gospel, and joined their fel-

low-subjects in embracing the doctrines of Christianity.

But no ministry ought to risk an experiment, how plau-
sible soever it might be, if they find it, as this was, an
object of the people's unconquerable aversion. What
rendered this unpopular measure the more impolitic,

was the unseasonable juncture at which it was carried

into execution; that is, at the eve of a general election

for a new parliament, when a minister ought carefully

to avoid every step which may give umbrage to the

body of the people. The earl of Egmont, who argued
against the bill with equal power and vivacity, in de-

scribing the effect it might have upon th.it occasion,
" I am amazed,' said he, " that this consideration makes
no impression.—When tliat day, which is not far off,

shall arrive, I shall not fear to set my foot upon any
ground of election in the kingdom, in opposition to any
one man among you, or any new christian, who has
voted or appeared in favour of this naturalization."

MARKIAGE ACT.

Another bill, transmitted from the upper house, met
with a reception equally unfavourable among the com-
mons, though it was sustained on the shoulders of th©
m.njorit}-, and thus forced its way to the throne, where
it obtained the royal approbation. The practice of so-

lemnizing clandestine marriages, so prejudicial to the

peace of families, and so often productive of misery to

the parties themselves thus united, was an evil that pre-

vailed to such a degree as claimed the attention of the

legislature. The sons and daughters of great .and opu-

lent families, before they had acquired knowledge and
experience, or attained to the years of discretion, wei'o

every day seduced in their affections, and inveigled

into matches big with infamy and ruin; and these were
greatly facilitated by the opportunities that occurred of

being united instantaneously by the ceremony of mar-
riage, in the first transport of passion, before the des-

tined victim had time to cool or deliberate on the subject.

For this pernicious purpose, there was a band of profli-

gate miscreants, the refuse of the clergy, dead to every

sentiment of virtue, abandoned to all sense of decency
and decorrim, for the most part prisoners for debt or do-

linqueQCy,and indeed the verj- outcasts of human society,

who hovered about the verge of the Fleet-prison to inter-

cept customers, plying like porters for employment, and
performed the ceremony of marriage without license or

question, in cellars, garrets, or ale-houses, to thq scandal

of religion, and the disgrace of that order which they pro-

fessed. The ease with which this ecclesiastical sanction

was obtained, and the vicious disposition of those wret-

ches, open to the practices of fraud and corruption, were
productive of polygamy, indigence, conjugal infidelity,

prostitution, and every curse that could embitter the

married state. A remarkable case of this nature hav-
ing fallen under the cognizance of the peers, in .in ap-

peal from an inferior tribunal, that house ordered the

judges to prepare a new bill for preventing such abuses;

and one was accordingly framed, under the auspices of

lord Hardwicke, at that time lord high chancellor of

England. In order to anticipate the bad effects of clan-

destine m.arriages, this new statute enacted, th.at the

banns should be regularly published three successive

Sundays, in the church of the parish where the parties

dwell ; that no license should be granted to marry in

any place, where one of the parties has not dwelt at

least a month, except a special license by the archbishop;

that if any marriage should be solemnized in any other

place than a church or a chapel without a special license,

2X
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or in a public cliapcl without having puhlishecl the banns,

or obtained a license of some person properly qualified,

the marriage should be void, and the person who solem-

nized it transported for seven years; that marriages by

license, of parties under age, without consent of parent

or guardian, should be null and void, unless the party

under age be a widow, and the parent refusing consent

a widow married again: that when the consent of a

mother or guardian is refused from caprice, or such pa-

rent or guardian be non compos mentis, or beyond sea, the

minor should have recourse for relief to the court of

chancery; that no suit should be commenced to compel

a celebration of marriage, upon pretence of any contract;

that all marriages should be solemnized before two wit-

nesses, and an entry be made in a book kept for that

purpose, whether it was by banns or license, whether

either of the parties was under age, or the marriage

celebrated with the consent of parent or guardian, and

this entry to be signed by the minister, the parties, and

the witnesses; that a false license or certificate, or de-

stroying register books, should be deemed felony, either

in principal or accessary, and punished with death. The
bill, when first considered in the lower house, gave rise

to a variety of debates; in which the members appeared

to be divided rather according to their real sentiments,

than by the rules of any political distinction; for some
principal servants of the government freely diflered in

opinion from the minister, who countenanced the bill;

while on the other hand, he was on this occasion sup-

ported by certain chiefs of the opposition, and the dis-

putes were maintained with extraordinary eagerness

and warmth. The principal objections imported, that

snch restrictions on marriage would damp the spirit of

love and propagation; promote mercenary matches, to

the ruin of domestic happiness, as well as to the preju-

dice of posterity and population; impede the circulation

of property, by preserving the wealth of the kingdom
among a kind of aristocracy of opulent families, who
would always intermarry within their own pale; subject

the poor to many inconveniencies and extraordinary

expense, from the nature of the forms to be observed;

and throw an additional power into the hands of the

chancellor. They affirmed, that no human power had
a right to dissolve a vow solemnly made in the sight of

heaven; and that, in proportion as the bill prevented

clandestine marriages, it woirid encourage fornication

and debaucheiy, insomuch as the parties restrained from
indulging their mutual passions in an honourable man-
ner, would be tempted to gratify them by stealth, at the

hazard of their reputation. In a word, they foresaw a

great number of evils in the train of this bill, which have
not yet been realized. On the other side, its advocates

endeavoured to refute these arguments, and some of

them spoke with great strength and precision. The bill

underwent a great number of alterations and amend-
ments; which were not effected without violent contest

and altercation. At length, however, it was floated

through both houses on the tide of a great majority, and
steered into the safe harbour of royal approbation. Cer-
tain it is, the abuse of clandestine marriage might have
been removed upon much easier terms than those im-
posed upon the subject by this bill; which, after all, hath
been found ineffectual, as it may be easily eluded bv a
short voyage to the continent, or a moderate jouniey to
North Britain, where the indissoluble knot may be tied
without scruple or interruption.

di:liberations concerning the sugar
colonies.

Over and above these new statutes, there were some
other subjects which occasionally employed the atten-
tion of the commons; such as the state of the British
sugar colonies, which was considered, in consequence of
petitions presented by the sugar refiners and grocers of
London, Westminster, and Bristol, complaining of the
exorbitant price demanded and given for sugars impor-
ted from Jamaica; desiring that the proprietors of lauds

in Jamaica might be obliged to cultivate greater quan-

tities of gi-ound for raising sugar-canes, or that they

(the petitioners) might have leave to import muscovado

sugars from other countries, when the price of those im-

ported from Jamaica should exceed a certain rate. This

remonstrance was taken into consideration by a com-

mittee of the whole house; and a great number of evi-

dences and papers being examined, they resolved, that

the peopling of Jamaica with white inhabitants, and

cultivating the lands thereof, would be the most proper

measure for securing that island, and increasing the

trade and navigation between it and Great Britain, and
other parts of his majesty's dominions; that the endea-

vours hitherto used by the legislature of Jamaica to in-

crease the number of white inhabitants, and enforce the

cultivation of lands, in the manner that might best con-

duce to the security and defence of that island, had not

been effectual for these purposes. The house ordered

a bill to be founded on these resolutions; but this was
postponed until the ministry should receive more full

information touching the true state of that island The
planters of Jamaica laboured under many grievances

and hardships, from divers heavy impositions and re-

strictions; and a detail of these was transmitted in a
representation to his majesty, which was referred to the

consideration of the commissioners of trade and planta-

tions. The cause of the planters was defended vigorously,

and managed in the house of commons by alderman
Beckford, a gentleman of vast possessions in the island

of Jamaica, who perfectly well understood, and strenu-

ously supported, the interest of that his native country.

FATE OF THE REGISTER BILL.

Abortive also proved the attempt to establish a law
for keeping an annual register of marriages, births,

deaths, the individuals who received alms, and the total

number of people in Great Britain. A bill for this pur-

pose was presented by Mr. Potter, a gentleman of preg-

nant parts and spirited elocution; who, enumerating the

advantages of such a law, observed, that it would ascer-

tain the number of the people, and the collective strength

of the nation ; consequently, point out those places where
there is a defect or excess of population, and certainly

determine whether a general naturalization would be
advantageous or prejudicial to the community; that it

would decide what number of men might, on any sudden
emergency, be levied for the defence of the kingdom;
and whether the nation is gainer or loser, by sending

its natives to settle, and our troops to defend distant

colonies; that it would be the means of establishing a

local administration of civil government, or a police

upon certain fixed principles, the want of which hath
been long a reproach to the nation, a security to vice,

and an encouragement to idleness; that in many cases

where all other evidence is wanting, it would enable

suitors to recover their right in courts of justice, facili-

tate an equal and equitable assessment in raising the

present taxes, and laying future impositions; specify

the lineal descents, relations, and alliances of families;

lighten the intolerable burdens incurred by the public,

from innumerable and absurd regulations relating to the

poor; provide for them by a more equal exertion of hu-

manity, and effectually screen them from all risk of

perishing by hunger, cold, cruelty, and oppression.

Whether such a law would have answered the sanguine

expectations of its patron, we shall not pretend to do-

termine; though, in our opinion, it must have been at-

tended with very salutary consequences, particularly

in restraining the hand of robbery and violence, in de-

tecting fraud, bridling the ferocity of a licentious people,

and establishing a happy system of order and subordin-

ation. At first the bill met with little opposition, ex-

cept from Jlr. Thornton, member for the city of Tork,
who inveighed against it with great fervour, as a mea
sure that savoured of French policy, to wliich the Jiug-

lish nation ever had the utmost aversion. He afiirmed,

that the method in which it was proposed this registei
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slimiM be kept, would funiisli the ciioiiiics orf Great

liriluin with continual opportunities of knowinp; the

strcuKth or weakness of the nation; that it wouM em-
power an ill-ilesiprning minister to execute any scheme
subversive of public liberty, invest parish anil petty

otficers of the peace with exorbitant powers, ami cost

the nation about fifty thousand pounds a-year to carry

the scheme into execution. These arguments, which,

we apprehend, are extremely frivolous and inconclusive,

had great weight with a considerable number who joined

in the opposition, while the ministry stood neutral.

Ncvertheless.afterhavingnndcrgonc some amendments,

it was conveyed to the lords, by whom it was, at the

second reading, thrown out as a scheme of very dan-

gerous tendency. The legislature of Great Uritain have,

on some occasions, been more startled at the distant

shadow of a bare possibility, than at the real approach

of the most dangerous Innovation.

MR IIAXS SLOANE-S MUSEUM TUKCIIASED
BY PAULIAMENT.

From the usual deliberations on civil and commercial

concerns, the attention of the parliament, which had
seldom or never turned upon literary avocations, was
called off by an extraordinary subject of this nature.

Sir Hans Sloane, the celebrated physician and naturalist,

well known through all the civilized countries of Europe
for his ani|de collection of rarities, culled from the ani-

mal, vegetable, and mineral kingdoms, as well as of

antiquities and curiosities of art, had directed, in his

last will, that this valuable museum, together with his

numerous library, should be offered to the parliament,

for the use of the public, in consideration of their pay-

ing a certain sum in compensation to his heirs. His
terms were embraced by the commons, who agreed to

pay twenty thousand pounds for the whole, supposed to

be worth four times that sum; and a bill was prepared

for purch.asing this museum, together with the Harlciau

collection of manuscripts, so denominated from its foun-

der, Robert Harley, earl of Oxford, lord-high-treasurcr

of England, and now offered to the public by his daugh-
ter, the duchess of Portland. It was proposed, that

these purchases should be joined to the famous Cottonian

library, and a suitable repository provided for them and
the king's library, which had long lain neglected and
exposed to the injuries of the weather in the old dormi-

tory at Westminster. Accordingly, trustees and go-

vernors, consisting of the most eminent persons of the

kingdom, were appointed, and regulations established

for the management of this noble museum, which was
deposited in Montagu-house, one of the most magnificent

edifices in England, where it is subjected, without re-

serve, to the view of the public, under certain necessary

restrictions, and exhibits a glorious monument of na-

tional taste and liberality.* In the beginning of June
the session of parliament was closed by his m.ijesty,

who mentioned nothing particular in his speech, but

that the state of foreign affairs had suffered no altera-

tion since their meeting.

The genius of the English people is perhaps incom-
patible with a state of perfect tranquillity; if it was not

ruffled by foreign provocations, or agitated by unpopu-
lar measures of domestic administration, it will undergo
temporary fermentations from the turbulent ingredients

inherent in its own constitution Tumults are excited,

and faction kindled into rage and inveteracy, by iuci-

• The libmry of sir Hans Sloane consisted of above fifty thon&and
volumes, including atyjut iLree hundred and fifty books of drawings,
and three thousand tive hundred and sixteen manuscripts, bcsidt.-s

» multitude of prints. The museum comprehended an infinite num-
ber of medals, coins, urns, utensils, seals, cameos, intaglios, precious
tones, vessels of aj^te and jasper, cr>'stals, spars, fossils, metals,
minerals, ore, earths, sands, salts, bitumens, sulphurs, ambergrisc,
tales, mine, tesiacea, corals, sponges, echini, echenites, asteris',

trochl, crUBtatia, stelltc marinie, fishes, birds, eggs and nests, vipers,
erpenta, qnadnipeda, ins4-cLs, human calculi, anatomical prepara-
tkms, s^eds, ^ms, roots, dried pliint.s. pictures, drawings, and ma-
thematical iiutruments. All these articles, with a short account r,f

each, arc specified in thirty-eight volumes ia folio, and eight in
qoarttj.

dents of the most frivolous nature. At this juncturtj

the metrtipolis of England was divided and discomjMised

in a surprising manner, by a dispute in itself of so little

consequence to the community, that it could not de-

serve a i>laco in a general history, if it did not serve to

convey a characteristic idea of the English nation. In
the beginning of the year an obscure damsel, of low de-

gree, whose name was Elizabeth Canning, promulgated
a report, which in a little time attracted the attention

of the public. !<lie affirmed, that on the first day of the
new year, at night, she was seized under Hedlam-wall
by two ruflians, who having stripped her of her upper
apparel, secured her mouth with a gag, and threatened

to murder her should she m.aUe the least noise; that

they conveyed her on foot about ten miles, to a place

called Enfiold-wash, aad brought her to the house of

one Mrs. Wells, where she was pillaged of her stays;

and because she refused to turn prostitute, confined in a

cold, damp, separate, and unfurnished ap.artmcnt; where
she remained a whole month, without any other sus-

tenance than a few stale crusts of bread, and about a

gallon of water; till at lengtli she forced her way
through a window, and ran home to her mother's house

almost naked, in the night of the twenty-ninth of Janu-
ary. This story, improbable and unsupported, operated

so strongly on the passions of the people in the neigh-

bourhood of Aldermanbury, where Canning's mother
lived, and particularly among fanatics of all denomina-
tions, that they raised voluntary contributions, with
surprising eagerncs.s, in order to bring the supposed

delinquents to justice. Wan-ants were granted for ap-

prehending Wells, who kept the house at Euf.eld-wash,

and her accomplices, the sen'ant maid, whose name was
Virtue Hall, and one Squires, an old gipsey-woman,
which last was charged by Canning of having robbed
her of her stay.s. Wells, though acquitted of the felony,

was punished as a bawd. Hall turned evidence for

Canning, but afterwards recanted. Squires, the gipsey,

was convicted of the robbery, though she produced un-

doubted evidence to prove that she was at Abbotsbury
in Dorsetshire that very night in which the felony was
said to be committed, and Canning and her friends fell

into divers contradictions during the course of the trial.

By this time the prepossession of the common people in

her favour had risen to such a pitch of enthusiasm, that

the most palpable truths which appeared on the other

side, had no other effect than that of exasperating them
to the most dangerous degree oi'rage and revenge. Some
of the witnesses for Squires, though persons of unblem-
ished character, were so intimidated, that they durst

not enter the court; and those who had resolution enough
to give evidence in her behalf, ran the risk of assassina-

tion from the vulgar that surrounded the place. On
this occasion, sir Crisp Gascoyne, lord-mayor of London,
behaved with that Liudable courage and humanity which
ought ever to distinguish the chief magistrate of such a
metropolis. Considering the improbability of the charge,

the heat, partiality, and blind enthusiasm with which it

was prosecuted, and being convinced of the old woman's
innocence by a great number of aflidavits, voluntarily

sent up from the country by persons of unquestionable
credit, he, in conjunction with some other worthy citi-

zens, resolved to oppose the torrent of vulgar prejudice.

Application was made to the throne for mercy; the case

was referred to the attorney and solicitor-general, who,
having examined the evidences on both sides, made their

report in favour of Squires to the king and council; and
this poor old creature was indulged with his majesty's
pardon. This affair was now swelled up into such a
faction as divided the greater part of the kingdom, in-

cluding the rich as well as the poor, the high as well its

the humble. Pamphlets .and pasquinades were pub-
lished on both sides of the dispute, which became the

general topic of conversation in all assemblies, and peo-

ple of all ranks espoused one or other party with as much
warmth and animosity as had ever inflamed the whigs
and tones, even at the most rancorous period of their

opposition. Subscriptions were opened, and large snms
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levied, on one siJe, to prosecute for perjury the persons

on whose eviticnce the pardon had been granted. On
the other hand, those who had interested themselves for

the gipsey resolved to support her witnesses, and, if pos-

sible, detect the ini|X)sture of Canning. Bills of per-

jury were preferred on both sides. The evidences for

Squires were tried and acquitted: at first Canning ab-

sconded; but afterwards surrendered to take her trial,

and being, after a long hearing, found guilty, was trans-

ported to the British colonies. The zeal of her friends,

however, seemed to be inflamed by her conviction; and

those who carried on the prosecution against her were

insulted, even to the danger of their lives. They sup-

plied her with necessaries of all sorts, paid for her trans-

portation in a private ship, where she enjoyed all the

comforts and conveniences that could be aflbrded in that

situation, and furnished her with such recommendations

as secured to her a very agreeable reception in New
Ivngland.

EXECUTION OF UR. CAMERON.

Next to this very remarkable transaction, the inci-

dent that principally distinguished this year in Eng-
land, was the execution of Doctor Archibald Cameron,

a native of North Britain, and brother to Cameron of

Lochiel, chief of that numerous and warlike tribe who
had taken the field with the prince-pretender. After

the battle of CuUoden, where he was dangerously

wounded, he found means to escape to the continent.

His brother, the doctor, had accompanied him in all his

expeditions, though not in a military capacity, and was
included with him in the act of attainder passed against

those who had beeu concerned in the rebellion. Notwith-

standing the imminent danger attending such an at-

tempt, the doctor returned privately to Scotland, in order,

as it was reported, to recover a sum of money belonging

to the pretender, which had been embezzled by his

adherents in that country. Whatever may have been his

inducement to re-visit his native country under such a

predicament, certain it is, he was discovered, appre-

hended, and conducted to Loudon, confined in the Tower,
examined by the privy-council, and produced in the

court of king's-bench, wliere his identity being proved
by several witnesses, he received sentence of death, and
was executed at Tyburn. The terror and resentment
of the people, occasioned by the rebellion, having by
this time subsided, their humane passions did not fail

to operate in favour of this unfortunate gentleman;
their pity was mingled with esteem, arising from his

personal character, which was altogether unblemished,
and his deportment on this occasion, which they could

not help admiring as the standard of manly fortitude

and decorum. The populace, thougli not very subject

to tender emotions, were moved to compassion and even
to tears, by his behaviour at the place of execution ; and
many sincere well-wishers to the present establishment
thought that the sacrifice of this victim, at such a junc-
ture, could not redound either to its honour or security.

TUMULTS IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE
KINGDOM.

The turbulent spirit, which is never totally extin-
guished in this island, manifested itself in sundi-y tu-
mults that broke out in diflTerent parts of South Britain.
The price of provisions, and bread in particular, being
raised to an exorbitant rate in consequence of an absurd
exportation of com, for the sake of the bountv, a for-

midable body of colliers, and other labouring people,
raised an insurrection at Bristol, began to plunder the
corn vessels in the harbour, and commit such outrages
in the city, that the magistrates were obliged to have
recourse to military power. A troop of dragoons were
Bent to their assistance, and the insurgents were quel-
led, though not without some bloodshed. Commotions
of the same kind were excited in Yorkshire, Manchester,
and several other places in the northern counties At

Leeds, a detachment of the king's troops were obliged

in their own defence to fire upon the rioters, eight or

nine of w hom were killed on the spot ; and, indeed, so

little care had been taken to restrain the licentious in-

solence of the vulgar by proper laws and regulations,

duly executed under the eye of civil magistracy, that a

military power was found absolutely necessary to main-

tain the peace of the kingdom.

DISTURBANCES IN FRANCE.

The tranquillity of the continent was not endangered

by any new contest or disturbance; yet the breach be-

tween the clergy and the parliament of Paris was every

day more and more widened, and the people were pretty

equally divided between superstition and a regard for

civil liberty. The parliament having caused divers eccle-

siastics to be apprehended, for having refused to adminis-

ter the sacraments to persons in extremity, who refused

to subscribe to the bull Unigenitus, all of them declared

they acted according to the direction of the archbishop of

Paris. Application being made to this haughty prelate,

he treated the deputies of the parliament with the most
supercilious contempt, and even seemed to brave the

power and authority of that body. They, on the other

hand, proceeded to take cognizance of the recusant

clergy, until their sovereign ordered them to desist.

Then they presented remonstrances to his majesty, re-

minding him of their privileges, and the duty of their

station, which obliged them to do justice on all their de-

linquents. In the meantime they continued to perform

their functions, and even commenced a prosecution

against the bishop of Orleans, whom they summoned to

attend their tribunal. Next day they received from
Versailles a tettre de cachet, accompanied by letters pa-

tent, commanding them to suspend all prosecutions re-

lating to the refusal of the sacraments; and ordering

the letters patent to be registered. Instead of obeying

these commands, they presented new remonstrances, for

answers to which they were refened to the king's for-

mer declarations. In consequence of this intimation,

they had spirit enough to resolve, *'That, whereas cer-

tain evil-minded persons had prevented truth from
reaching the throne, the chambers remained assembled,

and all other business should be suspended." The af-

fair was now become very serious. His majesty, by
fresh letters patent, renewed his orders, and commanded
them to proceed with their ordinary business, on pain of

incurring his displeasure. They forthwith came to ano-

ther resolution, importing, that they could not obey this

injunction without a breach of their duty and their oath.

Next day Idtres de cachet were issued, banishing to dif-

ferent parts of the kingdom all the members, except

those of the great chamber, which the court did not find

more tractable than their brethren. They forthwith re-

solved to abide by the two resolutions mentioned above;

and, as an instance of their unshaken fortitude, ordered

an ecclesiastic to be taken into custody for refusing the

sacraments. This spirited measure involved them in

the fate of the i-est; for they were also exiled from Paris,

the citizens of which did not fail to extol their conduct

with the loudest encomiums, and at the same time to ex-

press their resentment against the clergy, who could not

stir abroad without being exposed to violence or insult.

The example of the parliament of Paris was followed by
that of Rouen, which had courage enough to issue or-

ders for apprehending the bishop of Evreux, because he
had refused to appear when summoned to their tribunal.

Their decrees on this occasion being anuUed by the

king's council of state, they presented a bold remon-
strance, which, however, had no other effect than that

of exasperating the ministry. A grand deputation be-

ing oidered to attend the king, they were commanded to

desist from intermeddling in disputes relating to the re-

fusal of the sacraments, and to register this injunction.

At their return they had recourse to a new remon-
strance; and one of their principal counsellors, who had
spoken freely in the debates on this subject, was arres-
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teJ by a p.irty of liriigoons, who carried hiiu prisoner to

the castle of Douilens. hi a word, the body of the peo-

ple declared for the parliament, in opposition to ecelc-

Biastical tyranny ; and liad they not been overawed by

a formidable standing army, would certainly have taken

up arms in defence of their liberties; while the nmnareh

weaklv suflered himself to be governed by priestly de-

lusions; and, secure in his military appointment, seemed

to set the rest of his subjects at defiance. Apprehensive,

however, that these disputes would put an entire stop

to the administration ofjustice, he, by letters patent, es-

tablished a ixiyal chamber for the prosecution of suits

civil and criminal, which was opened with a solemn mass
performed in the queen's chapel at the Louvre, wliere

all the members assisted. On this occasion another dif-

ficulty occurred. The letters patent, constituting this

new court, ought to have been registered by the parlia-

ment which was now no more. To remedy this defect,

application was made to the inferior court of the Chate-

let, which refusing to register them, one of its members
was committed to the Haslile, and another absconded.

Intimidated by this exertion of despotic power, they
r.Uowed the kings officers to enter the letters in their

register; but afterwards adopted more vigorous resolu-

tions. The lieutenant, -civil appearing in their court, all

the counsellors rose up and retired, leaving him alone,

and on the table an <irrt7, importing, that whereas the

confinement of one of their members, the prosecution of

another, who durst not appear, and the present calam-
ities of the nation, gave them just apprehensions for their

own persons; they tad, after mature deliberation,

thought proper to retire. Thus a dangerous fenncnt

was excited by the king's espousing the cause of spirit-

ual insolence and oppression against the general voice of

his people, and the pluinoik dictates of reason and com-
mon sense.

PROCEEDIXGS OF THE DIET RELATIVE TO
EAST FRIEZELAND.

The properly of East Friezeland continued still to be
the source of contention between the tlectors of Bran-
denburgh and Hanover. The interest of his Brit.innic

majesty being powerfully supported by the house of

Austria, the minister of that power at the diet proposed
that the affair should be taken into immediate consider-

ation. He was seconded by the minister of Brunswick;
but the envoy from Brandenburgh, having protested in

form against this procedure, withdrew from the assem-
bly, and the Brunswick minister made a comiter-pro-

tcstation, after which he also retired. Then a motion
being made, that this dispute should be referred to the

decision of the Aulic council at ^'ienna, it was carried

in the affirmative by a majority of fourteen voices.

His Prussian majesty's final declaration with regard to

this affair was afterwards presented to the diet, and
answered in the sequel by a memorial from his Britan-

nic majesty as elector of Hanover. Some other petty
disputes likewise happened between the regency of

Hanover and the city of Munster; and the former claim-
ing some bailiwicks in the territories of Bremen, seques-
tered certain revenues belonging to this city, in Stade
and Ferden, till these claims should be satisfied.

EXTRAORDINARY TREATY.

The court of Vienna having dropped for the present

the scheme for electing a king of the Romans, concluded
a very extraordinary treaty with the duke of Modcna,
stipulating that his serene highness should be appointed
per|)etual governor of the duchy of Milan, with a salary

of ninety thousand florins, on condition that he should
maintain a body of four thousand men, to be at the dis-

posal of the empress-queen; that her imperial majesty
should have a right to place garrisons in the citadels of
Mirandola and Reggio, as well as in the castle of Massa-
Carrara: that the archduke Peter Leopold, tliird son of
their imperial majesties, should espouse the daughter of

the hereditary prince of Modena, by the heiress of

Massa-t'arrara; and in case of her dying without heirs

male, the estates of that liouse and the duchy of Miran
dola should devolve to the arcliduke; hut in case of hoi

having male issue, tliat she should enjoy the principality

of Ferinia, and other possessions in Hungary, claimed
by the duke of Modeii;i, for her fortune; finally, that on
the extinction of the male blanch of tlie house of Este,

all the dominions of the duku of Modena should devolve

to the house of Austria.

CONFERENCES 'WITH RESPECT TO NOVA
SCOTIA BROKE UP.

AA'hile the powers on the continent of Europe were
thus employed in stie^igtheiiing their respective inter-

ests, and concerting measures for preventing any inter-

ruption of the general tranquillity, matters were fast

ripening to a fresh rupture between the subjects of Great

Britain and France, in ditl'erent parts of North America.

We have already observed that commissaries had been

appointed, and conferences opened at Paris, to deter-

mine the disputes between the twocrowns, relating to the

boundaries of Nova Scotia; and we took notice in gen-

eral of the little arts of evasion practised by the French
commissaries, to darken and ]ierplex the dispute, and
elude the pretensions of his Britannic m.njesty. They
persisted in employing these arts of chicanery and cavil

with such perseverance, that the negotiation proved

abortive, the conferences broke up, and every thing

seemed to portend approaching hostilities. But, before

we proceed to a detail of the incidents which were the

immediate forerunners of the war, we will endeavour to

convey a just idea of the dispute concerning Nova
Scotia; which, we apprehend, is but imperfectly under-

stood, though of the utmost importance to the interest

of Great Britain.

DESCRIPTION OF NOVA SCOTIA.

Nova Scotia, called by the French Acadia, lies be-

tween the forty-fourth and fiftieth degrees of north lati-

tude, having New England and the Atlantic ocean to

the south and south-west, and the river and gulph of

St. Lawrence to the north and north-east. The winter,

which continues near seven months in this country, is

intensely cold; and without the intervention of any
thing that can be called spring, it is immediately suc-

ceeded by a summer, the heat of which is almost insup-

portable, but of no long continuance. The soil in general

is thin and barren, though some parts of it are said to

be equal to the best land in England. The whole coun-

try is covered with a perpetual fog, even after the sum-
mer has commenced. It was first possessed by the

French, before they made any establishment in Canada;
who, by dint of industry and indefatigable persever-

ance, in struggling with tlie many difficulties they
necessarily laboured under in the infancy of this settle-

ment, subsisted tolerably well, and increased consider-

ably, with veiy little assistance from Europe; whilst

we, even now, should lose the immense expen.se we
have already been at to settle a colony there, and should

see all our endeavours to th:\t end defeated, if the sup-

port of the royal hand was withdrawn but for a moment.
This country, by the possession of which an enemy
would be enabled greatly to annoy all our other colo-

nies, .and, if in tlie hands of the French, would be of

singular .ser\'ice both to their fishery and their sugar
islands, has frequently changed hands from the French
to the English, and from the English back again to the

French, till our right to it was finally settled by the

twelfth article of the treaty of Utrecht, by which all

the country included within the ancient limits of what
was called Nova Scotia or Acadia, was ceded to the

English. This article was confiiined by the treaty of

Aix-la-Chapelle, but, for want of ascertaining distinctly

what were the bounds intended to be fixed by the two
nations with respect to this prpvince, disputes arose,
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and commissaries, as we have observed, were appointed
|

by both sides to adjust the litigation.

The commissaries of the king of Great Britain con-

formed themselves to the nile laid down t_v the treaty

itself, and assigned those as the ancient limits of this

country, which had always passed as such, from the

Very earliest time of any certainty, down to the conclu-

sion of the treaty; which the two crowns had frequently

declared to be such, and which the French had often

admitted and allowed. These limits arc, the southern

bank of the river St. Lawrence to the north, and Penta-

goet to the west: the country situated between these

boundaries is that which the French received by the

treaty of St. Germain's, in the year one thousand six

hundred and thirty-two, under the general name of

Acadia. Of this country, thus limited, they continued

in possession from that period to the year one thousand

six hundred and fifty-four, when a descent was made
upon it, under the command of colonel Sedgwick. That
these were then the undisputed limits of Acadia, his Bri-

tannic majesty's commissaries plainly proved, by a let-

ter of Louis XIII. to the sieurs Charnisay and La Tour,

regulating their jurisdictions in Acadia; by the subse-

quent commissions of the French king to the same per-

sons, as governors of Acadia, in the sequel; and by that

which was afterwards granted to the sieur Denys, in

the year one thousand six hundred and fifty-four; all

of which extend the bounds of this country from the

river St. Lawrence to Pentagoet and New England.
That these were the notions of the French with respect

to the ancient limits of this province, was further con-

firmed by the demands made by their ambassador in

the course of that same year, for the restitution of the

forts Pentagoet, St. John's, and Port Royal, as forts

Bituated in Acadia. In the year one thousand six hun-
dred and sixty-two, upon the revival of the claim of

France to the country of Acadia, which had been left

undecided by the treaty of Westminster, the French
ambassador, then at the court of London, assigned Pen-
tagoet as the western, and the river St. Lawrence as

the northern, boundary of that country; and alleged the
restitution of Acadia in the year one thousand six hun-
dred and thirty-two, and the possession taken by France
in consequence thereof, as well as the continijation of

that possession, with the same limits, to the year one
thousand six hundred and fifty-four, as proofs of the
equity and validity of the claim he then made; in which
claim and in the manner of supporting it, he was parti-

cularly approved of by the court of France. The same
court afterwards thought it so clear, upon former deter-

minati ms, and her own former possessions, that the
true ancient boundaries of Acadia were Pentagoet to

the west, and the river St. Lawrence to the north, that
she desired no specification of limits in the treaty of
Breda, but was contented with the restitution of Acadia,
generally named; and, upon a dispute which arose in

the execution of this treaty, France re-asserted, and
Great Britain, after some discussion, agreed to the
above-mentioned limits of Acadia; and France obtained
possession of that country, so bounded, under the treaty
of Breda. The sense of France upon this subject, in

the years one thousand six hundred and eighty-five, and
one thousand six hundred and eighty-seven, was also
clearly manifested in the memorials delivered at that
time by the French ambassador at the court of London,
complaining of some encroachments made by the Eng-
lish upon the coast of Acadia: he described the country
as extending from isle Perpge, which lies at the entrance
of the river St. Lawrence, to St. George's island; and
again, in a subsequent complaint, made by Mons. Baril-
lon and Mons. Bonrepaus to the court of Great Britain,
against the judge of Peinaquid, for having seized the
effects of a French merchant at Pentagoet, which, said
they, was situated in Acadia, as restored to France by
the treaty of Breda. To explain the sense of France,
touching the bounds of Acadia in the year one thousand
seven hundred, the British commissaries produced a
proposal of the French ambassador, tlion residiu," in

Great Britain, to restrain the limits of that country to

the river St George. They also instanced the surren-

der of Port Royal in the year one thousand seven hun-

dred and ten, in which Acadia is described with the

same limits with which France had received it in the

years one thousand si.x hundred and thirty -two, and one

thousand six hundred and sixty-seven. And further to

ascertain the sense of both orowns, even at the treaty

of Utrecht itself, they produced the queen of Great Bri-

tain's instructions to her ambassadors, in the year one

thousand seven hundred and eleven, in which they were

directed to insist, " That his most christain majesty

should quit all claim or title, by virtue of any former

treaty, or otherwise, to the country called Xova Scotia,

and expressly to Port Royal, otherwise Annapolis

Royal." To these they added a manifest demonstration,

founded on indisputable facts, proving that the recital

of the several sorts of right which France had ever pre-

tended to this country, and the specification of both

terms, Acadia or Xova Scotia, were intended by Great

Britain to obviate all doubts which had ever been made
concerning the limits of Acadia, and to comprehend with

more certainty all that counti-y which France had ever

received as such; finally, to specify what France con-

sidered as Acadia. During the treaty, they referred to

the offers of that crown in the year one thousand seven

hundred and twelve, in which she proposed to restrain

the boundary of Acadia to the river St. George, as a

departure from its real boundary, in case Great Britain

would restore to her the possession of that country.

From all these facts it plainly appears that Great Bri-

tain demanded nothing but what the fair constmction

of the words of the treaty of Utrecht necessarily implies;

and that it is impossible for any thing to have more
evident marks of candour and fairness in it, than the

demand of the English on this occasion. From the

variety of evidence brought in support of this claim, it

evidently results that the English commissaries assign-

ed no limits as the ancient limits of Acadia, but those

which France herself determined to be such in the year

one thousand six hundred and thirty-two; and which
she possessed, in consequence of that determination, till

the year one thousand six hundred and fifty-four; that

in one thousand six hundred and sixty-two, France
claimed, and received in one thousand si.x hundred and
sixty-nine, the country which Great Britain now claims

as Acadia, restored to France by the treaty of Breda
mider that general denomination; that France never

considered Acadia as having any other limits than those

which were assigned to it from the year one thousand

six hundred and thirty-two, to the year one thousand

seven hundred and ten; and that, by the treaty of Ut-

recht, she engaged to transfer that very same country

as Acadia, which France has always asserted and pos-

sessed, and Great Britain now claims, as such. Should

the crown of France, therefore, be ever wUling to de-

cide what are the ancient limits of Acadia, by her own
declarations so frequently made* in like discussions upon
the same point, by her possessions of this counti-y for

almost a century, and by her description of Acadia, dur-

ing the negotiation of that very treaty upon which this

doubt is raised, she cannot but admit the claim of Great

Britain to be conformable to the treaty of Utrecht, and
to the description of the country transferred to Great

Britain by the twelfth article of that treaty. There is

a consistency in the claim of the English, and a com-
pleteness in the evidence brought in support of it, which
is seldom seen in discussions of this sort; for it rarely

happens, in disputes of such a nature between two
crowns, that either of them can safely offer to have its

pretensions decided by the known and repeated declara-

tions, or the possessions of the other. To answer the

force of this detiiil of conclusive historical facts, .tnd to

give a new turn to the real question in dispute, the
French commissaries, in their memorial, laid it down as

a distinction made by the treaty of Utrecht, that the
ancient limits of Acadia, referred to by that treaty, are

different from any with which that cou!itry may 'lave
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uassol uniler the treaties of St. Germain's ami Breda;

anil then eniieavoureJ to show, upon the tcslimonies of

maps ami historians, that AcnJia ami its limits were

anciently confined to the south-eastern part of the pen-

insula.
'
In support of this system, the French commis-

saries had recourse to ancient maps and historians,

who, as they asserted, had ever confined Acadia to tlie

limits they assigned. Tliey alleged, that those com-

missions of the French government over Acadia, whii-li

the English cited as evidence of the limits they claimed,

were given as commissions over Acadia and tlie country

arouud it, and not over Acadia only; that tlie whole of

the country claimed by the English as Acadia, could

not possibly be supposed ever to be considered as such,

because many parts of that territory always did, and

still do, presene particular and distinct names. They

affirmed New France to bo a province in itself; and

argued that many parts of what we claim as Acadia

can never have been in Acadia, because historians and

the French commissions of government exp^e^s^y place

them in New France. They asserted, that no evidence

can be drawn of the opinion of any crown, with respect

to the limits of any country, from its declaration during

the negotiation of a treaty: and, in the end, relying

tipon maps and historians for the ancient limits of Aca-

dia, they pretended that the express restitution of St.

licrmain's, and the possession taken by France in con-

sequence of the treaty of Breda, after a long discussion

rf the limits and the declaration of France during the

ncprotiation of the treaty of Utrecht, were foreign to the

jwint in question. In refutation of these maxims, the

English commissaries proved, from on examination of

the maps and historians cited by the French in support

of their system, that if this question was to be decided

upon the authorities which they themselves allowed to

belong, and to be applicable to, this discussion, the

limits which they assigned were utterly inconsistent

with the best maps of all countries, which are authori-

ties in point for almost every part of the claim of (ireat

Britain. They showed that the French historians,

Champlain and Denys, and particularly this last, with

his commission in the year one thousand six hundred

and fifty-five, assigned the same northern and western

limits to Acadia which they did; and that Escarbot, an-

other of their historians, as far as any evidence can be

drawn from his writings, agrees entirely with the for-

mer two. They observed, that all the.se evidences fall

in with and confirmed the better authorities of treaties,

and the several transactions between the two crowns for

near a century past; and that the French commissnries,

by deviating from treaties, and the late p40c<;cdings of the

two crowns, to ancient histori<ins and maps, only made a
transition from an authentic to an insuflieient sort of evi-

dence, and led the English commissaries into an inquiry

which proved that both the proper and the improper, the

regular and the foreign evidence, upon which this matter

had been rested, equally confuted the limits alleged by
the French commissaries as the ancient limits of Acadia.

CHAPTER IX.

Ammllo™ S<-beroc« ofthe Fwnch In North America-—Riw And Condurt of (t»e

Ohio rompsnv LfIter fniiu tlie Ooventor of VirjpniA to the Fren'-h Coni-

m&n,ler at Biviet^^ao- IVuf -Perfldious Practlcv* of the Fr>-nch in Nova

Scotia Majiir Laurenc- d-?featj4 the French Nt'vtralj Hriti-.h Anil.ft.'a-
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Le Se-.>lon cl.w^ Death of Mr. P.-lIiam Chancre In the
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the Ooieroment of Areot Mahommetl Ali Khan sopporte«i hy the Eni: sh
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Chunda Saib lalten ainl pot to Death, and hi. Arrov route<] Convenli.m

between tiie F.a»t India Companies of En^lanil and France General View

of the llriii.h Colonies In North America New England and New York
New Jersey Penn.ylrania Marj land Virginia The two Car-

olinas GeoTfria The French surprise Locs-Town. on the Ohio Con-
ference with the Indians at Alhany Colonel Washinpton defeated and
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dosetL

AMBITIOUS SCHEMES OF THE FRENCH.

"IT^'HILE the British ministry depended upon the

I \ success of the conferences between the commis-

saries of the two crowns at Paris, the French were

actually employed in executing their plans of encroach-

ment upon the British colonies of North America. Their

scheme was to engross the whole fur trade of that con-

tinent; and they had already made great progress in

extending a chain of forts, connecting their settlements

on the river Mississippi with their possessions in Canada,

along the great lakes of Erie and Ontario, which last

issues into the river St. Lawrence. By these means
they hoped to exclude the English from all communica-
tion ami traffic with the Indian nations, even those that

lay contiguous to the British settlements, and confine

them within a line of their drawing, beyond which thev'

should neither extend their trade nor plantations. Their

commercial spirit did not keep pace with the gigantic

strides of their ambition; they could not supply all

those Indians with the necessaries they wanted, so that

many of the natives had recourse to the English settle-

ments; and this commerce produced a connexion, in

consequence of which the British adventurers ventured

to travel with merchandise as far aa the banks of the

river Ohio, that mns into the Jlississippi, a great way
on the other side of the Apalachian mountains, beyond
which none of our colonists had ever attempted to pene-

trate. The tract of country lying along the Ohio is so

fertile, pleasant, and inviting, and the Indiiins, called

Twightees, who inhabit those delightful plains, were so

well disposed towards a close alliance with the English,

that, as far hack as the year one thousand seven hun-

dred and sixteen, Mr. Spotswood, governor of Virginia,

proposed a plan for erecting a company to settle such

lands upon this river as shmild be ceded to them by
treaty with the natives; but the design was at that

time fnistrated, partly hy the indolence and timidity of

the British ministry, who were afraid of giving umbrage
to the French, and partly by the jealousies and divi-

sions subsisting between the different colonies of Great

Britain. The very same circumstances encouraged the

French to proceed in their project of invasion. At
length they penetrated from the banks of the river St.

Lawrence, across lake Champlain, and upon the terri-

tory of New York, built with impunity, and indeed

without opposition, the fort of Crown Point, the most
insolent and dangerous encroachment that they had
hitherto carried into execution

RISE AND CONDUCT OF THE OHIO COMPANY.

Governor Spotswood"s scheme for an Ohio company
was revived immediately after the peace of Aix-la-Cha-

pelle, when certain merchants of London, who traded to

JIaryland and Virginia, petitioned the government on
this subject, and were indulged not only with a grant

of a great tract of ground to the southward of Pennsyl-

vania, which they promised to settle, but also with an
exclusive privilege of trading witli the Indians on the

banks of the river Ohio. This design no sooner trans-

pired, than the French governor of Canada took the

alarm, and wrote letters to the governors of New York
and Pennsylvania, giving them to understand, that as

the English inland traders had encroached on the French
territories and privileges, by trading with the Indians

under the protection of his sovereign, he would seize

them wherever they could be found, if they did not im

mediately desist from that illicit practice. No regard
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being paid to this intimation, he next year caused three

Uritish traders to be arrested. Their effects were con-

fisoated, and they themselves conveyed to Quebec, from

whence they were sent prisoners to Eochelle in France,

and there detained in confinement In this situation

they presented a remonstrance to the earl of Albemarle,

at that time English ambassador in Paris, and he claim-

ing them as British subjects, they were set at liberty.

Although, in answer to his lordship's memorial, the

court of Versailles promised to transmit orders to the

French governors in America, to use all their endeavours

for preventing any disputes that might have a tendency

to alter tl>c good correspondence established between

the two nations; in all probability the directions given

were seemingly the very reverse of these professions,

for the French commanders, partisans, and agents in

America, took every step their busy genius could sug-

gest, to strengthen their own power, and weaken the

influence of the English, by embroiling them with the

Indian nations. This task they found the more eas)-,

as the natives had taken offence against the English,

when they understood that their lands were given away
without their knowledge, and that there was a design

to build forts in their country without their consent and
concurrence. Indeed, the person whom the new com-
pany employed to survey the banks of the Ohio, concealed

his design so carefully, and behaved in other respects

in such a dark mysterious manner, as could not fail to

arouse the jealousy of a people naturally inquisitive,

and very much addicted to suspicion. How the com-
pany proposed to settle this acquisition in despite of the

native possessors, it is not easy to conceive, and it is

still more unaccountable that they should have neglected

the natives, whose consent and assistance they might
have procured at a very small expense. Instead of act-

ing such a fair, open, and honourable part, they sent a
Mr. Gist to make a clandestine sun'ey of the country,

as far as the falls of the river Ohio; and, as we have
observed above, his conduct alarmed both the French
and Indians. The erection of this company was equally

disagreeable to the separate traders of Virginia and
Pennsylvania, who saw themselves on the eve of being
deprived of a valuable branch of traffic, by the exclusive

charter of a monopoly; and therefore they eniplnved

their emissaries to foment the jealousy of the Indians.

The French having in a manner commenced hostili-

ties against the English, and actually built forts on the

territories of the British allies at Niagara, and on the

lake Erie, Mr. Hamilton, governor of Pennsylvania,
communicated this intelligence to the assembly of the

province, and represented the necessity of erecting

truck-houses, or places of strength and security, on the
river Ohio, to which the traders might retire in case of

insult or molestation. The proposal was approved, and
money granted for the purpose; but the assembly could
not agree about the manner in which they should be
erected; and in the meantime the French fortified them-
selves at leisure, and continued to harass the traders
belonging to the British settlements. Repeated com-
plaints of these encroachments and depredations being
represented to Mr. Diuwiddie, governor of Virginia, he,

towards the latter end of this very year, sent major
Washington with a letter to the commanding officer of

a fort which the French had built on the Kiviere-au-
Beuf, which falls into the Ohio, not far from the lake
Erie. In this letter Mr. Dinwiddie expressed his sur-
prise that the French should build forts and make set-

tlements on the river Ohio, in the western part of the
colony of Virginia, belonging to the crown of Great Bri-
tain. He complained of these encroachments, as well
as of the injuries done to the subjects of Great Britain,
in open violation of the law of nations, and of the treaties
actually subsisting between the two crowns. He desired
to know by whose authority and instructions his Britan-
nic majesty's territories had been invaded; and required
him to depart in peace, without further prosecuting a
plan which must interrupt the harmony and good under-
Btanding which his majesty was desirous to contini e

and cultivate with the irost christian king. To this

.spirited intimation the officer replied, that it was not

his province to specify the evidence, and demonstrate

the right of the king his master to the lands situated on

the river Ohio; but he would transmit the letter to the

marquis du Quesne, and act according to the answer he

should receive from that nobleman. In the meantime,

he said he did not think himself obliged to obey the

summons of the English governor; that he commanded
the fort by virtue of an order from his general, to which

he was determined to conform with all the precision and

resolution of a good officer. Mr. Dinwiddie expected

no other reply, and therefore had projected a fort to be

erected near the forks of the river. The province un-

dertook to defray the expense, and the stores for that

purpose were already provided ; but by some fatal ovei •

sight, the concurrence of the Indians was neither ob-

tained nor solicited, and therefore they looked upon this

measure with an evil eye, as a manifest invasion of their

property.

PERFIDY OF THE FRENCH.

AVhile the French thus industriously extended their

encroachments to the southward, they were not idle in

the gulf of St. Lawrence, but seized every opportunity

of distressing the English settlement of Nova Scotia.

We have already observed, that the town of Halifax

was no sooner built, than they spirited up the Indians

of that neighbourhood to commit hostilities against the

inhabitants, some of whom they murdered, and others

they carried prisoners to Louisbourg, where they sold

them for arms and ammunition, the French pretending

that they maintained this traffic from motives of pure

compassion, in order to prevent the massacre of the

English captives, whom, however, they did not set at

liberty without exacting an exorbitant ransom. Ab
these skulliiug parties of Indians were generally direc-

ted and headed by French commanders, repeated com-
plaints were made to the governor of Louisbourg, who
still answered, that his jurisdiction did not extend over

the Indians, and that their French conductors were
chosen from the inhabitants of Annapolis, who thought

proper to remain in that country after it was ceded to

the English, and were in fact the subjects of Great Bri-

tain. Even while the conferences were caiTied on for

ascertaining the limits of Nova Scotia, the governor of

Canada detached M. la Corne, with some regular troops,

and a body of militia, to fortify a post on the bay of

Chignecto, on pretence that this and a great part of the

peninsula belonged to his government. Tho possession

of this post not only secured to the Indians of the con-

tinent a free entrance into the peninsula, and a safe

retreat in case of pursuit; but also encouraged the

French inhabitants of Annapolis to rise in open rebellion

against the English government.

MAJOR LAURENCE DEFEATS THE FRENCH
NEUTRALS.

In the spring of the year one thousand seven hundred

and fifty, general Comwallis, governor of Halifax, de-

tached major Laurence with a few men to reduce them

to obedience. At his approach they burned their town

to ashes, forsook their possessions, and threw themselves

under the protection ofM. la Come, who, thus reinforced,

fonnd himself at the head of fifteen hundred men, well

provided with arms and ammunition. Major Laurence

being unable to cope with him in the field, demanded

an interview, at which he desired to know for what
cause the French inhabitants of Nova Scotia had shaken

off thoir allegiance to the crown of Great Britain, and

violated tho neutrality which they had hitherto affected

to profess. The French officer, without pretending to

account for their behaviour, gave him to understand in

general terms, that he had orders to defend bis post, and

these orders he was determined to obey. The English

major finding himself too weak to attack their united
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force, and liaving no orJcrs to commit liostilities .igainst

i'liy but tlic Indians arxi their open alicttors, returned

t j Halifax, without having been able to fulfil the pur-

pose of his expedition. Immediately after his retreat,

the French neutrals (so tlicy v.ero called) returned to

their habitations which they had abandoned, and, in

Ci-'njuuclion with the Indians, renewed their depreda-

tions upon the inhabitants of Ualifiix iind its dependent

settlements. Tlie English governor, justly incensed at

these outrages, and seeing they would neither submit

to the Engli^:h govenimcnt themselves, nor allow others

to enjoy it with tranquillity, resolved to expel them
effectually from the country they so ill deserved to pos-

sess. Major Laurence was again detached with a thou-

sand men, transported by sea to Chignccto, where he

found the French and Indians intrenched in order to

dispute his landing. Notwithstanding this opposition,

ho miide a descent with a few comp.anios, received and
returned a smart fire, and rushing into their intrench-

mcnts, obliged them to fly with the utmost precipitation,

leaving a considerable number killed and wounded on

the spot. The fugitives saved themselves by crossing

a river, on the farther bank of which la Come stood at

the head of his troops, drawn up in order to receive

them as friends and dependents. He had by this time

erected a fort, which he denominated Beau Sejonr; and
now the English built another on the opposite side of

the river, which was called after its founder St. Lau-
rence. This being provided with a good garrison,

served as a check upon the French, and in some mea-
sure restrained the incursions of these barbarians. Not
that it effectu.ally answered this purpose; for the Indi-ana

and Neutrals s<ill seized every opportunity of attacking

the English in tlie interior parts of the peninsula. In

the course of the succeeding year they surprised the

little town of Dartmouth, on the other side of Ilalifax-

bay, where they killed and scalped a great number of

licoplc, and carried off some prisoners. For these ex-

peditions the French always supplied them with boats,

Cinoes, arms, and .immunition; and indeed they were
conducted with such care and secrecy, that it was al-

most impossible to prevent their success. One sure

remedy against the sudden and stiden incursions of

those savages might hare been fotmJ in the use of

staunch hounds, which would have run upon the foot,

detected the skulking parties of the Indians, and frus-

trated all their ambuscades; but this expedient, so easy

and practicable, was never tried, though frequently re-

commended in public to the attention of the govern-

ment, and the consideration of the colonists. The In-

dians continued to plunder and massacre the British

(ubjects with impunity, and were countenanced by the

French government in that country, who now strength-

ened their lodgement on the neck of the peninsula with
an additional fort, distinguished by the name of Baye-
erte; and built a third at the mouth of St. John's river,

on the north side of the bay of Fundy

BRITISH AMBASSADOR AT PARIS AMUSED
WITH GENERAL PROMISES.

All these previous steps to a rupture with England
were taken ivith great deliberation, while the commis-
saries of both nations were disputing about the limits
>{ the very country which they thus arrogantly usurped

;

and they proceeded to perfect their chain of forts to the
southward, without paying the least regard to the ex-

postulations of the English governors, or to a memorial
presented at Versailles by the earl of Albemarle, the
British minister. He dem.-mded that express orders

should be sent to SI. dc la .Jonquire, the commander for

the French in America, to desist from violence against
the British subjects in that country; that the fort of
Niagara should be immediately razed ; that the subjects
of Great Britain, who had been made piisoncrs, should
be set at liberty, and indemnified for the losses they
had sustained; and that the persons who had commit-
t^ these excesses should he punished in an exemplary

manner. True it is, six Englishmen, whom they h.id
unjustly t.iken, were immediately dismissed; and the
ambassador anmsed with general promises of sending
such instructions to the French governor in America,
as should anticipate ."ny cause of complaint for the
future; but, far from having any intention to perform
these promises, tho court of Versailles, without all
doubt, exhorted la Jonquire to proceed iu bringing its
ambitious schemes to perfection.

SESSION OPENED.

Every incident in America seemed to prognosticate
war, when tl;e session of parliament was opened on the
fifteenth day of November; yet his majesty, on this
occasion, told them that the events of tho year had not
made it necessary for him to ofler any thing in particu-

lar to their consideration relating to foreign affairs.

He even declared that tho continuance of the public
tranquillity, and tho general state of Europe, remained
upon the same footing as when they last parted; and
assured them of his steadiness in pursuing the most
effectual measures to preserve to his people the bless-

ings of peace. lie expressed uncommon concern that
the horrid crimes of robbery and murder were of late

rather increased than diminished, and earnestly recom-
mended this important object to their serious attention.

Affectionate addresses were presented by both houses
in answer to this harangue; and, what was very re-

markable, they were proposed and passed without ques-
tion or debate.

The commons continued the same number of seamen
and land-forces for the ensuing year, which had been
granted in the last session, and made suital)le provision

for all the exigences of the state. The whole supply
amounted to two millions seven hundred and ninety-
seven thousand nine hundred and sixteen pounds, tea
shillings and twopence, to bo raised by a laud-tax of

two shillings in the pound, a malt-tax, a continuation

of certain duties on wine, vinegar, cider, and beer im-
ported, a sum taken from the sinking-fund, and the
overplus of certain grants, funds, and duties. The pro-

visions made considerably exceeded the grants; but
this excess was chargeable with the interest of what
should be borrowed upon the credit in the land or malt-

tax, there being a clause of credit iu both, as also with
the deficiency (if any should happen) in the sums they
were computed to produce. Tlie house agreed to all

these resolutions almost unanimously; indeed, no oppo-

sition was made to any of them, but that for continuing

the same number of land-forces, which was carried by
a great m.ajority.

REPEAL OF THE ACT FOR NATURALIZING
JEWS.

The act for permitting Jews to be naturalized, which
had, daring the last session, triumphed over such an
obstinate opposition, was by this time become the object

of national horror and execration. Every part of the
kingdom resounded with the reproach of the ministry
who had enforced such an odious measure ; and the two
brothers, who engrossed the greater part of the admin-
istration, trembled at the prospect of what this clamour
might produce at the general election, this being the

last session of the present parliament. So eager were
the ministers to anniU this unpopular measure, that, im-

mediately after the peers had agreed to the nature and
fonns of an address to his majesty, the duke of New-
castle, with that precipitation so peculiar to his charac-

ter, poured forth an abrupt harangue in that house,

importing, that the disaffected had made a handle of the

act passed last session in favour of the Jews, to raisa

discontents among many of his majesty's good subjects;

and as tho act was in itself of little importance, he was
of opinion it ought to be repealed; for this pui-poao he pre-

sented abill readyframed, which wasreadandoommitted,
though not witboot (omc debate. The naturaliy.at'ou

•iY
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bill, now devoted as a sr.crifice to the rescntnient of the

p^ojile, contaiuiug a clause disabling all natuializcil

Jews from purchasing, inheriting, or receiving any ail-

vowson or presentation, or right to any ecclesiastical

benefice or promotion, school, hospital, or donative; and

by the first draft of the hill, which his grace now pre-

sented, it was intended that this clause shouU not be

repealed. It was the opinion, however, of the majority,

that such a clause standing unrepealed might imply,

tliat the Jews, by being thus expressly excluded from

the possession of any ecclesiastical right ofpresentation,

would ho considered as having the power and privilege

of purchasing and inheriting any lay-property in the

kingdom. On this consideration an amendment was
made in the bill, the clause in question was left out,

and the whole act of naturalization repealed without

exception.* Though the lords, in general, concurred

in the expediency of the repeal, it was opposed by some
few, as too great a snerifice to the idle and unfounded

clamours of the multitude; and upon this side of the

debate a great power of elocution was displaj-ed by e.irl

Temple, who had lately succeeded to this title on the

death of his mother, a nobleman of distinguished .abil-

ities, and the most amiable disposition, frank, liberal,

humane, and zealously attached to the interest and
honour of his country. In the lower house, the mem-
bers of both parties seemed to vie with each other in

demonstrations of aversion to this unpopular act. On
the very first day of the session, immediately after the

motion for an address to his majesty, sir James Dash-
wood, an eminent leader in the opposition, gave the

commons to understand, that he had a motion of very
great importance to make, which would require the

attention of every member, as soon as the motion for

the address should be discussed; he therefore desired

they would not quit the house, until he should have an
opportunity to explain his proposal. Accordingly, thev
had no sooner agreed to the motion for an address of

thanks to his majesty, than he stood up again, and
having expatiated upon the just and general indigna-
tion which the act of the preceding session, in favour

of the Jews, had raised among the people, he moved to

order that the house should be called over on Tuesday
the fourth day of December, for taking that act into

consideration; but being given to underst.ind, that it

was not usual to appoint a call of the house for any par-

ticular purpose, he agreed that the motion should be
general. It was seconded by lord Parker, his opposite

in political interests; the house agreed to it without op-

position, and the call was ordered accordingly. Tlicy
were anticipated, however, by the lords, who framed
and transmitted to them a bill on the same subject, to

the purport of which the commons made an objection;

for every member, having the fear of the general elec-

tion before his eyes, carefully avoided every expression
which could give umbrage to his constituents; but vio-
lent opposition was made to the preamble, which ran in
the following strain:—"AYhereas an act of parliament
was made and passed in the twenty-fifth year of his ma-
jesty's reign, intituled, An act to permit persons pro-
fessing the Jewish rehgion, to be naturalized by parlia-
ment, and for other pui-poses therein mentioned; and
whereas occasion has been taken, from the said act, to
raise discontents and disquiets in the minds of his ma-
jesty's subjects, be it enacted, &c." This introduction
was considered as an unjust reflection upon the body
of the people in general, and in particular upon those
who had opposed the biU in the course of the preceding
session. Sir Roger Xewdigate therefore moved, that
the expression should be varied to this cfTect : " Whereas
great discontents and disquietudes had from the said
act arisen." The consequeuce of this motion was an
obstinate debate, in which it was supported by the earl

•The reverend Iwnch of bishops ha.fl, wiih a laiid.iWo spirit ofchriBlun mceliiicss and philantlimpy, pvnerallv approvpd of llic in-dulgence granted to their Hc.hre»- brc.htm; iud now they acqulMccd inthc proposed repeal with the same passive discretion, thoneh

or Aewcaatle had peconiniended.

of Egmont, and divers other able orators; but Mr. Pel

bam and Jlr. Pitt were numbered among its opponents.

The question being put for the proposed alteration, it

was of course carried in the negative ; the bill, after

the third reading, passed J!«;nm<; amtradiccnte, and in due

time obtained the royal a.sseut.

MOTION FOR EEPEALING A FOEMEPv ACT
FATOUIiABLE TO THE JEW,S.

Even this concession of the ministry did not allay tho

resentment of the people, and their apprehension of en-

croachment from the Jews. Another act still subsisted,

by virtue of which any person professing the Jewish
religion might become a free denizen of Great Eritaiu,

after having resided seven years in any of his majesty's

colonies in America; and this was now considered as a

law, having the same dangerous tendency, of which tho

other was now in a fair way of being convicted. It was
moved, therefore, in the lower house, that a part of this

former act might be read; then the same member made
a motion for an address to his majesty, desiring that

the house might have the perusal of the lists transmit-

ted from the American colonies to the commissionere

for trade and plantations, containing the names of all

such persons professing the Jewish religion, as had en-

titled themselves to the benefit of the said act, since the

year one thousand seven hundred and forty. These lists

were accordingly presented, and left upon the table for

the perusal of the members; but as this act contained

no limitation of time within which the benefit of it should

be claimed, and as this claim was attended with a good

deal of trouble and some expense, very few persons had
availed themselves of it in that period. Nevertheless,

as a great number of Jews were already entitled to claim
this indulgence, and as it remained an o])cn channel
through which Great Britain might be deluged with
those people, all of whom the law would hold as natural-

born subjects, and their progeny as freed from all the

restriction contained in the act with respect to natu>-a-

lized foreigners, lord Harley moved for leave to bring
in a bill to repeal so much of the said act as related to

persons professing the Jewish religion, who should come
to settle in any British colony after a certain time. The
motion was seconded by sir James Dashwood, and sup-

ported by the earl of Egmont; but being found unequal
to the interest and elocution of Mr. Pelham and ilr.

Pitt, was rejected by the majority.

EAST-IXDIA MUTINT BILL. 1751.

The next object that claimed the attention of the com-
mons, was a hill for improving the regulations already

made to prevent the spreading of a contagious distem-

per, which raged among the horned cattle in different

parts of the kingdom. The last bill of this session that

had the good fortune to succeed, was brought in for

punishing mutiny and desertion of officei-s and soldiers

in the service of the East India company, and for the

punishment of offences committed in the East Indies

and the island of St. Helena. This being a measure of

a very extraordinary nature, all the members were or-

dered to attend the house on the day fixed for the second
reading; at the same time all charters, commissions,

and authorities, by which any power relative to a mili-

tary jurisdiction, or the exercise of martial law, had
been granted or derived from the crown to the said com-
pany, were submitted to the perusal of the members.
The bill was by many considered a.s a dangerous exten-
sion of military power, to the prejudice of tho civil

rights enjoyed hy British subjects, and as such violently

contested by the eail of Egmont, lord .Strange, and Mr.
Alderman Bcekford. Their objections were answered
by the solicitor-general and Mr. Yorke. The bill, after

some warm debates, being espoused by the ministry,
was enacted into a law, and despatched to the East
Indies by the first opportunity.

Some other motions were made, and petiiions prt-
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(cntcil on different sulijccte, which, ns they miscarried,

it will bo unueccssary to particul irizc. It may not bo

amisa, however, to record an exemplary act oi" justice

done by the commons on a person belonging to a i)nblic

office, whom they dotcoteJ in the practice of fraud luid

imposition. Notwithstanding the particular care taken

in the last session, to prevent the monopolizing of tic-

kets in the state lottery, all those precautious had been

eladcd in a scandalous manner by certain individuals,

intrusted with the charge of delivering the tickets to

the contributors, according to tho intent of the act,

which expressly declared that not more than twenty

should be sold to any one )>erson. Instead of conform-

ing to these directions of the legislature, they and their

friends engrossed great numbers, sheltering themselves

under n false list of feigned names for the purpose; by
which means they not only defeated the equitable in-

tention of the connnons, but in some measure injured the

public credit; inasmuch as their avarice had prompted

them to subscribe for a greater number than they had

cash to purchase, so that there was a deficiency in the

lirst payment, which might have had a bad ctFcct on

tho public affairs. These practices wore so flagrant and
notorious ns to attract the notice of the lower house,

where an inquiry was begun, and prosecuted with a

spirit of real patriotism, in opposition to a scandalous

cabal, who endeavoured with equal eagerness and per-

sevcrancfl to screen the delinquents. All their efforts

however proved abortive; and a committee, appointed

to examine particulars, agreed to several severe resolu-

tions against one Le , who had amassed a large

fortune by this and other kinds of peculation. They
voted him guilty of a breach of trust, and a direct viola-

tion of the lottery act; and an address was presented

to his majesty, desiring he might be prosecuted by the

attorney-general for these offences. Ho was accordingly

sued in the court of king's bench, and paid a fine of

one thousand pounds, for having committed frauds by
which he had gained forty times that sum ; but he was
treated with such gentleness as remarkably denoted the

clemency of that tribunal.

SESSrOX CXOSED.

The session ended in the beginning of April, when the
king gave the parliament to understand, that he should

say nothing at present on foreign affairs; but assured

them of his fixed resolution to exert his whole power
in maintaining the general tranquillity, and adhering to

such measures for that purpose as he had hitherto pur-

sued in conjunction with his .illics. He, in very .".ffec-

tionate terms, thanked both houses for the repeated
proofs they had given of their zealous attachment and
loyalty to his person and government. He enumerated
the salutan,- measures they had taken for lessening the

national debt, and augmenting the public credit, ex-

tending navigation and commerce, refoiming the morals
of the people, and improving the regulations of civil

_
economy. He concluded with declaring, that he se-

curely relied upon the loyalty and good affection of his

people, and had no other aim than their permanent hap-
piness. In a little time after the close of this session

they were dissolved by proclamation, and new writs

issued by the lord-chancellor for convoking a new par-

liament. Tho same ceremonies were practised with
respect to the convocations of Canterbuiy and York,
though they no longer retained their former importance

;

nor indeed were they suffered to sit and delilwrate U]ion

the subjects which formerly fell under their cognizance
and discussion.

DEATH OF JIK. PELHAM. CTIAXGE IN THE
IIINISTKY.

In the beginning of March, the ministry of Great
liritain had bLcn left without a hc.id by the death of

Mr. i'elbam, which was not only sincerely lamented by
hii sovorei^, but also regretted by the nation iu gen-

eral, to whoso affection ho had powerfully recommendc I

himself by the candour and luimanily of his conduct
.and character, even wliile he pursued measures which
thoy did not entirely approve. The loss of such a min-
ister was tho more deeply felt by tho govemnient at

this juncture, being tho eve of a pener.al election for a
new parliament, when every administration is supposed
to exert itself with redoubled vigilance ami circumspec-
tion. He had already concerted the measures for se-

curing a majority, and his plan was faithfully executed
by his friends and adherents, who still engrossed tho
administration. His brother, tho duke of Newcastle,
was appointed first lord cominissioncr of tho treasury,

and succeeded as secretary of state by sir Thomas Rob-
inson, who had long resided as ambassador at the court

of Vienna. Tho other department of this oflico was
still retained by the earl of Holderncsse, and the func-

tion of chancellor of tho exchequer was performed as

usual by tho lord chief-justice of tho king's bench, until

a proper person could bo found to fill that important

oflicc; but in the course of tho summer it was bestowed

npon Mr. Legge, who acquitted himself with equal

honour and capacity. Divers other alterations were

made of less importance to tho public, sir George Lyt-

telton w,i8 appointed cofferer, and the earl of Hills-

borough comptroller of tho household. Mr. George
Grenville, brother to earl Temple, became treasurer

of the navy; and Mr. Charles Townsliend, of whom
we shall have occasion to speak in tho sequel, took his

place as a commissioner at the board of admiralty, in

the room of lord Barrington, made master of tho ward-

robe. Lord H.irdwickc, the chancellor, was promoted

to the dignity of an carl. The place of lord chief-jus-

tice of the king's-bench becoming vacant by the death

of sir AN'illiam Lee, was filled with sir Dudley liyder,

and he was succeeded by Jlr. JIurray iu the office of

attorney-general.

NEW PAELIAMENT ASSEMBLED AND
PEOROGUED.

The elections for the new parliament generally snc-

ceeded according to the wish of the ministry; for op-

position was now dwindled down to the lowest state of

imbecility. It had received a mortal wound by the

death of the late prince of Wales, whose adherents were
too wise to pursue an ignis fatuus, without any prospect

of success or advantage. Some of them had prudently

sung their palinodia to the ministry, and been gratified

with profitable employments; while others, setting too

great a price upon their own importance, kept aloof till

the market was over, and were left to pine in secret

over their disappointed ambition. The maxims of tory-

ism had been relinquished by many, as the barren prin-

ciples of a losing game; the body of the people were
conciliated to the established government; and the har-

mony that now, for the first time, subsisted among all

the branches of the royal family, had a wonderful effect

in acquiring a degree of popularity which they had
never before enjoyed. The writs being retuined, the

new parliament was opened on the last day of Jlay by
the duke of Cumberland, and some other peers, who
acted by virtue of a commission from his majesty. Tho
commons having chosen for their speaker the right

hon. Arthur Onslow, who had honourably filled that

high office in four preceding parliaments, he was pre-

sented and approved by the commissioners. Then the

lord high-chancellor harangued both houses, giving
them to understand, that his majesty had indulged them
with this early opportunity of coming together, in order

to complete without loss of time certain parliamentary

proceedings, which he judged would be for the satisfac-

tion of his good subjects; but he did not think proper

to Lay before them any points of gcnoral business, re-

serving every thing of that nature to the usual time of

their assembling in the winter. On tho fifth day of

Jnnc this short session was closed, and the parliament

prorogued by the lordg-comraiEsioneii.
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DISPUTES IN THE IRISH PARLIAMENT.

Ill the beginning of this yenr violent disputes .irose

between the government and the house of commons in

IrelanJ, on the almost forgotten subjects of privilege

and prerogative. Tlie commons conceived they had an
undoubted right to apply the surplus of their revenue

tovrards national purposes, without tlie consent of their

sovereign; and accordingly, in the year one thousand

seven hundred and forty-nine, prepared a bill with this

preamble, "Whereas, on the twenty-fifth day of March
last, a considerable balance remained in the hands of the

vice-treasurer or reccivers-gener.al of the kingdom, or

their deputy or deputies, unapplied; and it will be for

your majesty's service, and for the ease of your faithful

subjects in this kingdom, that so much thereof as can

be conveniently spared should be paid, agreeably to

your majesty's most gracious intentions, iu discharge of

part of the national debt.'' This .appropriation gave

great ofl'ence to the advocates for prerogatives in Eng-
land, who affirmed that the commons had no right to

apply any part of the unappropriated revenue, nor even

to take any such affair into consider.ation, without the

previous consent of the crown, expressed in the most
explicit terms. It was in consetiuence of this doctrine,

that the duke of Dorset, lord-lieutenant of Ireland, told

them in the next session of parliament, held in the year

one thousand seven hundred and fifty-one, he was com-
manded by the king to aquaint them, that his majesty,

ever .attentive to the case and happiness of his subjects,

would graciously consent and recommend it to them, that

such a part of the money then remaining in the treasury,

as should be thought consistent with the public service,

be applied towards the further reduction of the national

debt. This declaration alarmed the commons, zealous

as they were for the preserv.ition of their privileges; and
in their address of thanks, which, like that of the par-

liiiment of Great Britain, used alw.ays to echo back the

words of the speech, they made no mention of his ma-
jesty's consent; but only acknowledged his gracious

attention to their case and happiness, in recommending
to them tlie application of the surplus. They accord-

ingly resolved to apply one hundred and twenty thou-

sand pounds of tliat overplus towards the discharge of

the national debt; and, in the preamble of the bill,

framed for this purpose, made no mention of his majes-

ty's consent, though before they had acknowledged his

goodness in recommending this application. The min-
istry in England were highly ofi'ended at this purposed
omission, which they construed into a wilful encroach-
ment on the prerogative; and the bill was sent back
with an alteration in tlie preamble, signifying his m:i-

jesty'B consent as well as recommendiition. The Irish

house of commons being at that time deeply engaged in

a minute inquiry into the conduct of a gentleman, a
servant of the crown, and a member of their own house,
accused of having misapplied a large sum of money,
with which he had been intrusted for rebuilding or re-

pairing the barracks, were now unwilling to embroil
themselves farther with the government, until this af-

fair should be discussed. They therefore passed the
bill with the alteration, and proceeded with their in-
quiry. The person was convicted of having misapplied
tlie public money, and ordered to make the barracks fit

for the reception and accommodation of the troops at
his own expense. Tliey did not, however, neglect to
assort what they tbouglit their rights and privileges,
when the next opportunity occurred. The duke of Dor-
6Ct, wlien he opened the session of this year, repeated
the expression of his m.ajesty's gracious consent, in
mentioning the surplus of the public money. Thoy
again omitted that word iu their address; and resolved,
in their bill of apjdicatiou, not only to sink this odious
term, but likewise to abate in tlieir complaisance to the
crown, by leaving out that gxpression of graleful ac-
knowledgment, which had met with such a cold recep-
tion above. By this time the contest had kindled up
two violent factions, .'iml difiuscd a general spirit of

resentment through the wliole Irish nation. The com-

mittee who prepared tlie bill, instead of inserting the

usual compliments in the preamble, mentioned nothing

but a recital of facts, and sent it over in a very plain

dress, quite destitute of all embroidery. The ministry,

intent upon vindicating the prerogative from such an

unmannerly attack, filled up the omissions of the com-

mittee, and sent it back with this alteration: "And
your majesty, ever attentive to the ease and happiness

of your faithful subjects, has been graciously pleased to

signify that you would consent, and to recommend it to

us, tliat so much of the money remaining in your ma-
jesty's treasury as should be necessary to be applied to

the discharge of the national debt, or such part thereof

as should be thought expedient by parliament." This

then being the crisis which was to determine a consti-

tutional point of sucli importance, namely, whether the

people in parliament assembled have a right to delib-

erate upon, and vote the .application of any part of the

unappropriated revenue, without the previous consent

of the crown; those who were .the most zealously ,at-

tiiched to the liberties of their country, resolved to exert

themselves in opposing what they conceived to be a

violation of those liberties; and the bill, with its alter-

ations, was rejected by a m.ajority of five voices. The
success of their endeavours was celebrated with the

most extravagant rejoicing, as a triumph of patriotism

over the arts of ministerial corruption; and, on the other

hand, all the servants of the crown, who liad joined the

popular cry on this occasion, were in a little time dis-

missed from their employments. The rejection of the

bill was a great disappointment to the creditors of tlie

public, and the circulation of cash was almost stagnated.

These calamities were imputed to arbitrary designs in

the government; and the people began to be inflamed

with an enthusiastic spirit of independency, which might
have produced mischievous effects, had not artful steps

been taken to bring over the demagogues, and thus

divert the stream of popular clamour from the ministry

to those very individuals who had been the idols of pop-

ular veneration. The speaker of the house of commons
was promoted to the dignity of an carl; and some otlier

patriots were gratified with lucrative employments. His
mfijesty's letter arrived for paying off seventy-five thou-

sand five hundred pounds of tho national debt. The
circulation was thus animated, and the resentment of

the populace subsiding, tho kingdom retrieved its for-

mer tranquillity.

TRANSACTIONS IN THE EAST INDIES.

The ambition and intrigues of the French court, by
whicli the British interest was invaded and disturbed on

the continent of Americii, had also extended itself to

the East Indies, where they endeavoured to embroil tlio

English company with divers nabobs or princes, who go-

verned ditferent parts of the peninsula intra. Gangem.
That the reader may have a clear .and distinct idea of

these transactions, we shall exhibit a short sketcli of

the English forts and settlements in that remote coun-

try. The first of these we shall mention is Surat, [See

note 2 U, at the end of this ^^ol,] in the province so called,

situated between the twenty-first and twenty-second

degrees of north latitude; from hence tho peninsula

stretches into the Indian ocean as far as the latitude of

eight north, ending in a point at Cape Comorin, which
is the southern extremity. To the northward this pen-

insula joins to Indostan, and at its greatest breadth ex-

tends seven hundred miles. Upon the west, cast, and
south, it is washed by the sea. It comprehends the

kingdoms of Malabar, Dccan, Golconda, and Bi.snagar,

with the principalities of Gingi, Tanjaour, .and Madura.
The western side is distinguished by the name of the

IMalabar coast : the eastern takes the denomination of

C.'oromandel ; and in dilTerent parts of this long sweep,

from Surat round Cape Comorin to the bottom of the

bay of Bengal, the English and other European powcr.i

have, with the consent of the mogul, established forts
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aiiil trading settlements All those kingdoms, properly

i]ic.iking, belong to the mogul; but his jiower was so

wcakencJ by the last invasion of Koiili Khan, that he

has not been able to assort his empire over this remote

wuntry; the tributary princes of which, and even the

nabobs, who were originally govemore appointed umler

their authority, have rendered themselves independent,

.ind exert an absolute dominion over their respcctivi

territories, without acknowledging his superiority eitlKr

by tribute or homage. These princes, when they quar-

rel among tliemselves, naturally have recourse to the

assistance of such European powers as are settled in or

near their dominions; and in the same manner the Ivist

Indian companies of the European powers which hap-

pen to he at war with each other, never fail to interest

the nabobs in the dispute.

ACCOUNT OF THE ENGLl.?n SETTLEMENTS.

The next English settlement to Suraf, on the coast

of the peninsula, is Uonibay, in the kingdom of Decan,

.1 small island, with a very convenient harbour, above

five-and-forty leagues to the south of Surat. The town
is very populous; but the soil is barren, and the climate

unhealthy; and the commerce was rendered very pre-

carious by the neighbourhoo<l of the famous corsair

Angria, until his port of Gcriawas takeu, and his forti-

fications demolished. The English company likewise

carry on some tratlic at Dabul, about forty leagues fur-

ther to the south, in the province of Cuncan. In the

s-auic southerly progression, towards the point of the

peninsula, we arrive at Carwar, in the latitude of fifteen

degrees, where there is a small fort and factory belong-

ing to the comp.auy, standing on the south side of a

bay, with a river capable of receiving ships of pretty

large burden. The climate here is remarkably salu-

brious; the country abounds with provisions of all sorts,

and the best pepper of India grows in this neighbour-

hood. The next English settlement we find at Tilli-

cherry, where the company has erected a fort, to defend

their commerce of pepper and cardamomoms from the

insults of the r.ajah, who governs this part of Malabar.

Hither the English trade was removed from Calicut, a

large town that stands fifteen leagues to the southward
of Tillicherrj-, and was as well frequented as any port on
the coast of the Indian peninsula. The most southerly

Ecttlemcnt which the English possess on the JIalabar

coast, is that of Anjengo, between the eighth and ninth

degrees of latitude. It is defended by a regular fort,

situated on a broad river, which falls into the sea, and
would be very commodious for trade, wei'e not the water
on the bar too shallow to admit ships of considerable

burden. Then turning the Cape, and passing through
the strait of Chilao, formed by the island of Ceylon, we
arrive on the coast of Coromandel, which forms the

eastern side of the isthmus. Prosecuting our course

in a northern direction, the first English factory we
reach is tliat of Fort St. David's, formerly called Tega-
patan, situated iu the latitude of eleven degrees forty

minutes north, within the kingdom of Gingi. It was,
abojt six and-twenty years ago, sold by a Mahratta
prince to the East India company, and, next to liombay,

is the most considerable settlement we have yet men-
tioned.* Its territoiy extends about eight miles along

the coast, and half that sp.ace up to the country, which
is delightfully watered by a r.iricty of rivere ; the soil

is fertile, and the climate healthy. The fort is regular,

well provided with cannon, ammunition, and a numer-
ous garrison, which is the more necessary, on account

of the neighbourhood of the French settlement at Pon-
dichony. I'ut the chief settlement belonging to the

company on this coast is that of Madras, or Fort St.

George, standing farther to the northward, between the

thirteenth and fourteenth degrees of latitude, and not

a great way from the diamond mines of Golconda. It

is seated on a flat, barren, scorching sand, bo near the

• The trad*, cnnsints of If.nj; clntJi^ of different colours, sallam-
prre^ mor**^, iliiiatics, glnj^hams, and succatioiu.

sea, that iu bad weather the walls are endangered by
the mighty surges rolled in from the ocean. As the
soil is barren, the climate is so intensely hot that it

would be altogether uninhabitable, were not the heat
mitigated by the sea breezes. On the land side it is

defended by a salt water liver, which, while it contri-

butes to the security of the pl.ace, robs the inhabitants
of one great comfort, by obstructing the springs of fresh

water. The fort is a regular square, the town sur-

rounded with walls well mounted with artillery, and the

place, including the lilaek Town, is very populous.

Madras, with several villages in the neighbourhood,

was purchased of the king of Golconda, before the mo-
gul became sovereign of this country. The governor
of this place is not only president of Fort St. George,

but .also of all the other settlements on the coasts of

Malabar and Coromandel, as far as the island of Suma-
tra. Ho lives in great pomp, having inferior judges,

who pass sentence of death occasionally on malefactors

of any nation, except the subjects of Great Britain. All

the comp.any's afl'airs are directed by him and his coun-

cil, who are invested with the power of inflicting cor-

poral punishment, short of life and member, upon such

Europeans as are in the service, and dispose of all places

of trust and profit. By virtue of an act passed in the

course of this very session, the military ofiiccrs belong-

ing to the company were permitted to hold courts-mar-

tial, and punish their soldiers according to the degree of

their delinquency. In a word, Madras is of the utmost
importance to the company for its strength, wealth, and
the great returns it makes in calicoes and muslins.

Towards the latter end of the last centuiy, the English

company had a flourishing factory at Masulipatam,

standing on the north side of the river Xagundi, which
separates the provinces of Golconda and Bisnagar, in

the latitude of sixteen degrees and thirty minutes; but

now ihere is no European settlement here, except a

Dutch factory, maintained for carrying on the chintz

commerce. At Visgapatam, situated still farther to the

northward, the English possess a factory regularly

fortified on the side of the river, which, however, a dan-

gerous bar has rendered unfit for navigation. The ad-

jacent country aflbrds cotton cloths, and the best stripped

muslins of India. It is chiefly for the use of this settle-

ment that the company maintains a factory at Ganjam,
the most eastern town in the province or kingdom of

Golconda, situated in a country abounding with rice and

sugar-canes. Still farther to the north coast, in the

latitude of twenty-two degrees, the company maintains

a factory at Balasore, which was formerly very consid-

erable ; but hath been of veiy little consequence since

the navigation of the river Iluguely was improved. At
this place every European ship bound for Bengal and

the Ganges takes iu a pilot. The climate is not counted

very salubrious; but the adjacent country is fruitful to

admiration, and here are considerable manufacture of

cotton and silk. Without skilful pilots, the English

would find it very diilicult to navigate the different

channels through which the river Ganges discharges

itself into the sea at the bottom of the bay of Bengal.

On the southern branch is a town called I'epely, where
there was formerly an English factory, but this was re-

moved to Huguely, one hundred and sixty miles farther

up the river; a place which, together with the com-

pany's settlement at Calcutta, were the emporiums of

their commerce for the whole kingdom of Beng.al. In-

deed Huguely is now abandoned by the English, and

their whole trade centers at Calcutta or Fort William,

which is a regular fortification, containing lodgings for

the factors and writers, store-liouses for the company's

merchandise, and magazines for their ammunition. As
for the governor's house, which likewise stands within

the fort, it is one of the most regular structures in all

India. Besides these settlements along the sea-coast

of the peninsula, and on the banks of the Ganges, the

English East India company possess certain inland fac

tories and posts for the convenience and defence of their

commerce, cither purchased of the nabobs and rajahs, or
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conquered !n tlie course of tlie war. As the operations

we propose to record were confined to the coasts of Slal-

abar and Coromandel, or the interior countries which

form the peninsula intra Gangem, it will he unneces-

sary to deseiibe the factory at Bcncoolen, on the island

of J^uniatra, or any settlement which the English possess

in other parts of the East Indies,

DISPUTE ABOUT THE GOVERNMENT OF
AECOT.

In order to understand the military transactions of the

English company in India, the reader will take notice,

that immediately after the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle,

mons. Dupleix, who commanded for the French in that

coimtry, began by his intrigues to sow the seeds of dis-

sension among the nabobs, that he might be the better

able to fish in troubled waters. Nizam AlaiuIucU, the

mogul's viceroy of Decan, having the right of nominat-

ing a governor of the Caruatic, now more generally

known by the name of the n.ibob of Arcot, appointed

Anaverdy Klian to that office, in the year one thousand

seven hundred and forty-fire. The viceroy dying, was
succeeded in his viceroyalty, or subaship, by his second

son Nazirzing, whom the mogul confirmed. He was
opposed in his pretensions by his own cousin Jluzaph-

erzing, who had recourse to the assistance of M. Dupleix,

and obtained from him a reinforcement of Europeans

and artillery, in consideration of many presents and
promises, which he fulfilled in the sequel. Thus rein-

forced, and joined by one Chunda Saib, an active Indian

chief, he took the field against his kinsman Nazirzing,

who was supported by a body of English troops under
colonel Laurence. The French, dreading an engage-
ment, retired in the night; and iluzapherzing, seeing

himself abandoned by all his own troops, appealed to

the clemency of his cousin, who spared his life, but de-

tained him as a state prisoner. In this situation, he
formed a conspiracy against his kinsman's life, with
Nazirzing's prime minister, and the nabobs of Cadu-
pab and Condaneor, then in his camp; and the conspira-

tors were encouraged in their scheme by Dupleix and
Chunda Saib, who had retired to Pondicherry. Thus
stimulated, they murdered Nazirzing in his camp, and
proclaimed iluzapherzing viceroy of Decan. In the

tents of the murdered viceroy they found an immense
treasure, of which a great share fell to JI. Dujdeix,
whom Muzaphcrzing the usurperat this time associated

in the government. By virtue of this association, the
Frenchman assumed the state and formalities of an
eastei-u prince; and he and his colleague Iluzapherzing
appointed Chunda Saib nabob of Arcot; Anaverdy Khan,
the late nabob, had been, in the year one thousand seven
hundred and forty-nine, defeated and slain by Iluzaph-
erzing and Chunda Saib, with the assistance of their
French auxiliaries; and his son JIahommed Ali Khan
had put himself under the protection of the English at
Madras, and was confirmed by Nazirzing, as his father's
suecessorin the nabobship, or government of Arcot. This
government, therefore, was disputed between Mahom-
med Ali Khan, appointed by the legal viceroy Nazir-
zing, supported by the English company, and Cimnda
Saib, nominated by the usurper Jluza'pherzing, and
protected by Dupleix, who commanded at Pondicherry.
Muzaphcrzing did not long survive his usurpation. In
the year one thousand seven hundred and fifty-one, tlie
same nabobs who had promoted him to his "kinsman's
place, thinking themselves ill rewarded for their services,
fell upon him suddenly, routed his troops, and put hini
to death

:
and next d.ay the chiefs of the army proclaimed

Sallabatzing, brotlier to Nazirzing, viceroy ofDecan; on
the other hand, the mogul appointed Gauzedy Khan, who
was the elder brother of Sallabatzing; and this prince
confirmed Mahommed Ali Khan in the govcmnu-ut of
Areot; but the affairs of the mogul's court were then
in such confusion, that lie could not spare an army to
support the nomination he had made. Cliunda Saib,
'.abob of Aicot, having been deposed by the gieat

mogul,, who placed Anaverdy Khan in his room, he

resolved to recover his government by force, and had

recourse to the French general at Pondicherrv-, who rein-

forced him with two thousand sepoys, or soldiers of the

country, sixty cail'rees, and four hundred and twenty

Frencli troops, on condition that, if he proved success-

ful iu his enterprise, he should cede to the French the

town of "\'elur, iu the neiglibourhood of Pondicherry,

with its dependencies, consisting of forty-five villages.

Thus reinforced, he defeated his rival Anaverdy Klian,

who lost his life in the engagement, reassumed the gov-

ernment of Arcot, and punctually performed the condi-

tions which had been stipulated by his French allies.

MAHOMMED ALT KHAN SUPPOETED BY
THE ENGLISH.

Slahommed Ali Khan, at the death of his father, had

fled to Tirucliirapalli,* and solicited the assistance of

the English, wlio favoured him with a reinforcement of

money, men, and ammunition, under the conduct of

major Laurence, a brave and experienced ofiicer. By
dint of this supply, he gained some advantages over the

enemy, who were obliged to retreat; but no decisive

blow was given. Mahommed afterwards repaired in

person to fort St. David's, to demand more powerful

succours, alleging that his fate was connected with the

interest of the English company, which in time would
be obliged to abandon the whole coast, should they

allow the enemy to proceed in their conquests. In con-

sequence of these representations, he received another

strong reinforcement, under the command of captain

Cope; but nothing of importance was attempted, and
the English auxiliaries retired. Then Mahommed was
attacked by the enemy, who obtained a complete vic-

tory over him. Finding it impossible to maintain his

footing by his own strength, he entered into a close

alliance with the English, and ceded to them some com-
mercial points whicli had been long in dispute. Then
they detached captain Cope to put Tiruchirapalli in a
posture of defence; while captain de Gingins, a Swiss
oflicer, maiched at the head of four hundred Europeans
to the nabob's assistance. The two armies being pretty

equal in strength, lay encamped in siglit of each other

a whole month; during which nothing happened but a
few skirmishes, which generally terminated to the ad-

vantage of the English auxiliaries. In order to make
a diversion, and divide the French forces, the company
resolved to send a detachment into the province of .Vr-

cot; and this was one of the first occasions upon which
the extraordinary talents of Mr. Clive were displiycd.

He had entered into the service of the East India com-
pany as a writer, and was considered as a person vei-y

indifferently qualified for succeeding in any civil station

of life. He now ofl'ered bis service in a military capa-

city, and actually began his march to Arcot, at the

head of two bundled and ten Europeans, with five hun-
dred sepoys.f

MR. CLIVE TAKES ARCOT.

Such was the resolution, secrecy, and despatch, with
which he conducted this enterprise, that the cuemy
knew nothing of his motions until he was in possession

of the capital, which he took without opposition. The
inhabitants, expecting to be plundered, offered him a
large sum to sp.aie their city; but they derived their

security from the generosity and discretion of the con-

queror. He refused the proffered ransom, and issued a

proclamation, intimating, that those who were willing

to remain in their houses should be protected from in-

sult and injury, and the rest have leave to retire witli

all their effects, except provisions, for which he promised

* Tirucliirap.iUi, commonly called Tricbinoply, situated nrar tlio

riVLT L'auveri, above two liiitidred miles to the sout'nward of Madras,
is the capital oCa smalt kingdom beloDgiog to the governnieat of
Arcot, and bounded on the cast by the kingdom of Tanjore.

t The sepoys are the mercenaries of the country, who are hired
as soldiers occasionally by all parties.
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to pay tlic full valito. Hy tliis sngo cfinduct lio cnn-

ciliatt'il tlie an'cticni of tlio pcojilc so eiitiicly, that oven

those wlio quutud the pl.ico siipplieil him wIlli exact

intelligence of tlic enemy's ilesigns, wlieu ho was be-

sicgeil in the secjiiel. The town was in a little time

invested by 1!ajah Saib, son of Chundn .Saib, at the head

of a nnineions army, and the operations of the siege

were eondncted by Knropean engineers. Though their

approaches were retarded by the repeated and resolute

tallies of Mr. Clive, they at length ellected two breaches

supposed to bo practicable; and on the fourteenth day

of tictober, in the year one thousand seven hundred and

fifty-one, gave a general assault. Mr. Clive, having

received intimation of their design, had made such pre-

parations for their reception, that they were repulsed in

every quarter with great loss, and obliged to raise the

siege with the utmost precipitation.

This gallant Englishman, not contented with the re-

putation he had acquired from his noble defence, was
no sooner reinforced by a detachment under captain

Kirkpatrick from Trichino|)oly, than he marched in pur-

suit of the enemy, whom ho overtook in the plains of

Arani. There, on the third day of December, he at-

tacked them with irresistible impetuosity; and, after

an obstinate dispute, obtained a complete victory at a
very small expense. Tlie forts of Timery, Canjeverani,

and Arani, surrendered to the terror of his name, rather

than to the force of his arms; and he returned to Fort

St. David's in triumph, lie had enjoyed a very few
weeks of repose, when he was summoned to the fleld

by fresh incursions of the cneniy. In the beginning of

the year one thousand seven hundred and fifty-two, ho
marched with a small detachment to Madras, where he
was joined by a reinforcement from Bengal, the whole
number not exceeding three hundred Kuropeans, and
assembled a body of the natives, that he might have
at least the appearance of an army. 'With these he
proceeded to Koveripauk, about fifteen miles from Ar-
cot, whera he found the French and Indians, consisting

of fifteen hundred sepoys, seventeen hundred horse, a

U)dy of natives, and one hundred and fifty Europeans,

with eight pieces of cannon. Though they were advan-
tageou>ly posted and intrenched, and tlie day was al-

ready far advanced, Mr. Clive advanced against thorn

with his usual intrepidity; but the victoiy remained
for some time in suspense. It was now dark, and the

battle doubtful, when Mr. Clive sent round a detach-

ment to fall in the rear of the French battery. Tliis

attack was executed with great resolution, while the

English in front entered the entrenchments with their

bayonets fixed; and, though very little tinctured with
discipline, displayed the spirit and activity of hardy
veterans, 'i'his double attack disconcerted the enemy
in such a manner, that they soon desisted from all oppo-

sition. A considerable carnage ensued; yet the greater

part of the enemy, both horse and foot, saved themselves

by flight, under cover of the darkness. The French,

to a man, threw down their arms, and surrendered
themselves prisoners of war; and all the cannon and
baggage fell into the hands of the victor.

MB. CLITE REDOCES THREE FORTS, &c.

The province of Arcot being thus cleared of the
enemy, Jlr. Clive with his forces returned to Fort .St.

David's, where he found major Laurence just arrived

from England,* to take upon him the command of the

troops in tlie company's service. On the eighteenth
day of March, this offic«r, accompanied by Mr. Clive,

look the fiehl. and was joined by captain de fiingins at

Tiruchirapalli. From hence he detached Mr. Clive with
four hundred European soldiers, a few Mahratta horse,

and a bo<Iy of .sepoys, to cut oflf the enemy's retreat to

I'ondicherry. In the course of this expedition he dis-

lodged a strong body of the foe po,~ted at .*Sainiavciam,

and obliged Chunda Saib to throw a body of troops into

* Utiar Laurence had uilcd i^r Englnocl in tho ynv 17o0.

a strong I'ortified temple, or pnjoda, npon tho river
Koleroon, which was immediately invested. Tlie com-
ni.anding oflieer, in attempting to escape, was slain with
some others, and tho rest surrendered at discretion.

Tliey were still in possession of another fortified templo,
which he .also besieged in form, and reduced by capitu-
lation. Having subdued these forts, he marched directly
to \'oleonda, whither ho understood tho French com-
mander d'.Vnteuil had retired. IIo found that oflicer

iiitivnched in a village, from whence ho drove him with
precipitation, and made himself master of the French
cannon. The enemy attempted to save themselves in

a neighbouring fort; but tho gates being shut against
them by the governor, who was apprehensive that they
would be followed pell-mell by the English, Mr. Clivo

attacked them wiih great fnry, and made a considerablo

slaughter; but his humanity being shocked at this car-

nage, he sent a flag of truce to tho vanquished, with
terms of capitulation, which they readily embraced.
These articles imported, that D'Antouil, and three other
oflicers, should remain prisoners on parole for one year;

that the garrison should he exchanged, and tho money
and stores bo delivered to the nabob whom the Englisli

supported.

CnUNDA SAIB TAKEN AND PUT TO DEATH.

During these transactions, Chunda Saib lay encamped
with an army of thirty thousand men at Syrinham, an
island in the neighbourhood of Tiruchirapalli, which ho
longed eagerly to possess. Hither m.ajor Eaurenco
marched with his Indian allies,* .and took his measures
so well, that the enemy's provisions were entirely in-

tercepted. Chunda Saib, in attempting to lly, was taken
prisoner by the nabob of Tanjore, an ally of the English
company, who ordered his head to be struck off, in order

to prevent the disputes which othei'wiso would have
arisen among the captors.f The main body of the

army being attacked by major Laurence, and totally

defeated, the ishuid of Syrinh.am was surrendered, and
about a thousand European French soldiers, under the
command of Mr. Law, nephew to the famous Law who
schemed the Mississippi company, fell into the hands of

the conquerors, including thirty officers, with forty

pieces of cannon, and ten mortars. M. Dupleix, though
exceedingly mortified by this disaster, resolved to main-
tain the cause which he had espoused. He proclaimed
Rajah Saib, the sou of Chunda Saib, n.abob of Arcot;
and afterwards pretended tliat he himself had received

from the mogul sauids or commissions, appointing him
govenior of all the Carnatic, from the river Kristnah
to the sea; but these sanids appeared in the sequel to

bo forged. In order to complete the comedy, a supposed
messenger from Delhi was received at romliclierry as

ambassador from the mogul. Dupleix, mounted on an
elephant, preceded by music and dancing women, in the

oriental manner, received in public his commission from
the hands of the pretended ambassador. He afl"ected

the eastciTi state, kept his Durbar or court, where he
appeared sitting cross-legged on a sofa, and received

presents as prince of the country from his own council,

as well as from the natives. In the meantime, hostili-

ties continued between the forces of the two companies,

as auxiliaries to the contending nabobs. The English,

under major Kinnier, made an unsuccessful attempt
upon Giiigec, a strong town situated to the west of

I'ondieherry. Major Laurence defeated a strong body
of French and natives, commanded by Dupleix's nephew,

' nis army consisted of twelve bnndred EimipCAns and Topassea
in balt.ili'tus. two thtiusand sepoys, MilJi Ihe I'lTces of the nalx)b, tho
kin;,'->ol"'l'unjore, Muissack, and the Muhratta^; amounting to fifteen

liinidred liorse and ten thousand infantry. Tojtasscs are descendants
frtmi the Portugncse. The Malimttas arc native Indians of a very
nnmerous and powerful nation, which hath more than once givoa
law to the mo{»uI.

t Ctiiinda Saib demanded leave of the Tanjore general to pass
(hn^iii^h hL>i camp to Tanjore, and ttits request was tp-auted ; but iu-

Btcad of U^inf; allowed to pass, he wai detained prisoner, and as llw
allies ci^uld not a'.ri'ee alxait the nuiinier iit which he shotUd be db:-

|)osed of, some of the Tanjore ollicers, of thwirowu accord, endod the

dispatjl by cutting olT luB Uead.
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JI. dc ICcrjcan, in t!ie neigli'bourliool of Pondiclicrry,

and took liim jn iso'.ier, together with tiftcen officers;

after this succe?>:, Mr. C'live reduced the forts of Cove-

long and Chcng.ilput, the last very strong, situated

about forty miles to the southward of JIadras. On the

otlicr hand, M. Dupleix intercepted at sea capt.ain

Schaub, with his whole Swiss compiiny, whom he de-

tained prisoners at rondichen-y, .iltbougli the two
nations were not at war with each other. During these

transactions, SalLabatzing, witli a body of French undor

M. de Bussy, advanced towards Aurengabad, which was
the seat of government; but he n'as opposed by a chief

of the Mahrattas, at the head of a numerous army.

In the meantime, Gauzedy Khan, the elder brother of

Sallabatzing, whom the mogul bad appointed viceroy

of Decan, took possession of his govcrnmeut at Auren-

g.abad, where, in fourteen days after his amval, he was
poisoned by his ovrn sister. The mogul immediately

appointed bis son Schah Abadin Khan to succeed bis

father; and this prince actually raised an army to come
and take possession; but the mogul's afEiirs requiring

Iiis presence at Delhi, he was obliged to postpone I'.is

design, so that Sallabatzing was left without a competi-

tor, and made a present to the French of all the English

settle ments to the northward. Thus concluded the year

one thousand seven hundred and fifty-two. Next cam-
paign was chiefly confined to the neighbourhood of

Trichinopoly, where m.ijor Laurence made several vigor-

ous attacks upon the enemy's ai'my, and obtained many
advantages; which, however, did not prove decisive, be-

cause he was so much out-numbered that he could never

follow bis blow.

CON^'ENTION BETWEEN THE EAST INDIA
COMPANIES OF ENGLAND AND FRANCE.

lu the course of this year, the mogul was deposed by
his general Pch.ah Abadin Khan, the viceroy of Decan,

who raised to the throne Allum Geer, another prince of

the blood. In the succeeding year, a negotiation was
set on foot by Mr. Saunders, governor of Madras, and
M. Dupleix; and conferences -n-ere opened at Sadrass,

a Dutch settlement between Pondicbcrry and Fort St.

George; but this proved abortive; and many other gal-

lant efforts were made by major Laurence in the terri-

tory of Trichinopoly, which still continued to be the

scene of action. In the course of this year admiral

'Watson arrived on the coast of Coromandel with a squa-

dron of ships of war, having on board a regiment com-
manded by colonel Aldercroon; at the same time the

ships from France brought over to Pondicberry the
siour Godeheu, commissary-general and governor-gcn-
cr.al of all their settlements, at wliose arrival Dupleix
departed for Europe. The new governor immcdiatcl_v

n-rote a letter to Mr. Saunders, professing the most
p'lcific inclinations, and proposing a suspension of arms
iietwcen the two companies until their disputes could
be amicably adjusted. This proposal was very agree-
able to the governor and council at Madras, and a ces-

sation of arjus actually took place in the month of
October, in the year one thousand seven hundred and
fifty-four. Deputies being sent to Poudieherry, a pro-
vision.al treaty and truce were concluded, on condition
that neither of the tv,-o companies should for the future
interfere in any difference that might arise between the
])rinces of the country. The other articles related to
the places .and settlements that should be retained or
jwssessed by the respective comp.anies, until fresh orders
relating to this agreement should arrive from the courts
of London and \'ersailles, transmitted by the two East
India comp.anies of France and England. Until such
orders should arrive, it was stipulated that neither
nation should be allowed to procure any new grant or
cession, or to build forts for the defence of new estab-
lishments; and that they should not proceed to any
cession, retroccssiou, or evacuation of what they then
possessed; but everything should remain on the foot-

iug of uli pcsiiJctU. lluw pacific soever the sentiments

of the French subjects might have been at this period

in the East Indies, certain it is, the designs of the

French govcniors in America were altogether hostile,

and their conduct hastening towards a rupture, which

kindled up a bloody war in every division of the globe.

GENERAL VIE\\ OF THE BRITISH COLONIES
IN NORTH AMERICA.

As this war may he termed a native of America, and
the principal scenes of it were acted on that continent,

we shall, for the information of the reader, sketch out

the situation of the then British colonies as they Ixir-

dcred on each other, and extended along the sea coast,

from the gulf of St. Lawrence as far south as the coun-

try of Florida. 'We shall enumerate the Indian nations

that lie scattered about their confines, and delineate the

manner in which the Freiich hennncd them in by a

surprising lino of fortifications. Should we comprehend
Hudson's Bay, with the adjacent countries, and the

banks of Newfoundland, in this geographical detail, we
might affirm that Great Britain at that time possessed

a territory along the sea-coast, extending seventeen

hundred miles in a direct line, from the sixtieth to the

thirty-first degree of northern latitude; but as these

two countries were not concerned in this dif^nitc, we
shall advance from the northward to the soutlicrn side

of the gulf of St. La'wrence; and beginning with Acadia

or Nova Scotia, describe our settlements as they lie in

a southerly direction, as far as the gulf of Florida.

This great tract of country, stretching fifteen degrees

of latitude, is washed on the east by the Atlantic Ocean

;

the southern boundary is Spanish Florida; but to the

westward the limits are inicertain, some affirming that

the jurisdiction of the colonies penetrates through the

whole continent, as far as the South Sea; while others,

with more moderation, think they are naturally boun-

ded by the river Illionois that runs into the Mississippi,

and in a manner connects that river with the chain of

lakes known by the names of Michigan, Huron, Erie,

aud Ontario, the three first comnmuicatiug n'ith each

othei', and the last discharging itself into the river St.

Lawrence, which, running by Montreal and Quebec,

issues into the bay of the same denomination, forming

the northern boundary of Nova Scotia. Tlie French,

who had no legal claim to any lands on the south side

of this river, nevertheless, with an insolence of ambi-

tion peculiar to themselves, not only extended their

forts from the source of the St. Lawrence, through an

immense tract of that country, as far as the Alississippi,

which disembogues itself into the gulf of Florida; but

also, by a series of unparalleled encroachments, endea-

voured to contract the English colonies within such nar-

row limits as would have cut oft" almost one half of their

possessions. As we have already given a geogra[)hical

description of Nova Scotia, and mentioned the particu-

lars of the new settlement of Halifax, we shall now only

observe, that it is surrounded on three sides by the sea,

the gulf, and river of St. Lawrence; that its original

Ijoundary to the west was the river Peutagoet; but it

is now contracted within the river St. Croix, because

the crown of Great Britain did, in the year one thou-

sand six hundred and sixt3'-tbree, grant to the duke of

York the territory of Sagadahack, stretching from St.

Croix to the river of this name ; which n-as in the sequel,

by an express charter from the crown, aunexed to the

province of Massachusett's Bay, one of the four govern

ments of New England. This country, situated next to

Nova Scotia, lies between the forty-first and forty-fifth

degrees of nortli latitude, extending near three bundrct

miles in length, and about two hundred in breadtli,

if we bound it by those tracts which the French pos-

sessed: no part of the settlements of this country, how-
ever, stretches above sixty miles from the sea. Tlio

summer is here intensely hot, and the wiiiter propor-

tionably severe; nevertheless, the climate is healthy, and
the sky generally serene. The soil is not favoui'able

to any of the European kinds of grain; but producci
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gic.it plenty of m.'uze, which the people balco into hrcnd,

nnd brew into htor, though their favourite iliink is ni.iilc

of molasses Imppeil, ami inipregnatod with the tops of

the spruce-fir, wliich is a native of this country. The
grounil raises ijooil flax nnd tolerable hemp. Here are

great herds of black cattle, some of them very l.irge in

size, a v.ast number of excellent hogs, a breed of small

horses, graceful, swiff, and hardy; and large flocks of

shco|>, whose wool, though not so fine as that of Kng-
l.ind, is manufactured with great success.

New England is composed of the four provinces known
by the names of New Hampshire, Massachusett's Hay,

Uhodc Island, and Connecticut. It is bounded on the

south by New York, extending northerly on both sides

of the river Hudson, .about two hundred miles into the

country possessed by the Indians of the Five Nations,

whom the French distinguish by the name of the Irro-

quois; but in breadth this province docs not exceed

fifty miles, though it comprehends Long Island, lying

to the southward of Connecticut. The capital, which
derives from tlie province the name of New York, is

situated on an excellent harbour in the island of Mana-
hatton, extending fourteen miles in length, and five in

breadth, at the mouth of the noble river Hudson, which
is navigable for above two hundred miles. At the dis-

tance of one hundred .and fifty miles from New York,

stands the to>vii of .\lbany, upon the same river. In

this place .all the treaties and other transactions were
negotiated between the Knglish and the Irroquois, a

confederacy of five Indian nations, who, by their union.

courage, and military skill, had reduced a great num-
ber of other Indian tribes, and subdued a tciritoiy more
extensive than the whole kingdom of France. They
were about fourscore years ago able to bring ten thou-

sand warriors into the field; but now their number is

so greatly diminished by wars, epidemical diseases, and
the use of spirituous liquors, that they cannot raise

above fifteen hundred men, even though they have ad-

mitted into their confederacy the nation of the Tusca-
ror-as, whom the English drove from the confines of

Carolina. The Jlohawk Indians inhabit the country
odvanced from Albany. Tho northern extremities of

New H.ampshire and New York are divided by the lakes

Champlain and S;icrament, between which the French
had raised the fort of Crown Point.

Contiguous to New York, and lying along the coast,

in a southerly direction, is the small province of New
Jersey, bounded on the west by the river Delaware,
which divides it from Pennsylvania, extending about

one hundred and fifty miles in length, but in breadth

not more than one third of that extent. The climate,

soil, and produce of these two provinces, as well as of

Pennsylvania, arc similar. They yield great quantities

of grain, sheep, horses, hogs, and homed cattle; all

kinds of poultry .and game in great abundance; vege-

tables of every sort in perfection, .and excellent fruit,

particularly peaches and melons. Their vast forests

abound with o.ak, ash, beech, chesnut, cedar, walmit-
trce, cypress, hickory, sassafras, and pine; but the tim-

ber is not counted so fit for shipping as that of New
England and Nova Scotia. These provinces produce

great quantities of flax and hemp. New York affords

mines of iron, and very rich copper ore is found in New
Jersey.

Pennsylvania, lying to the southward of New York
and New Jersey, is bounded on the other side by Mary-
land, stretching two hundred and fifty miles in length,

two hundred in breadth, .and having no communication
Trith the sea, except by the month of the river Dela-

ware. This province was originally settled by Quakers,

under the auspices of the celebrated William Penn,
whose descendants are still proprietaries of the country.

Philadelphia, the capital, stands on a tongue of laml

at the confluence of the two navigable rivers, the Dela-

ware nnd Sculkel, disposed in the form of a regular ob-

long, and designed by the original plan to extend from
the one to the other. The streets, which are broad,

spacious, and uniform, cross each other at right angles,

Vol. II.

leaving proper spaces for churches, markets, and other

public edifices. The houses arc neatly built of brick,

the quays spacious and magnificent, the warehouses
large and numerous, and the docks commodious and
well contrived for ship building. Pennsylvania is un-

dei-stood to extend as far northerly .as the banks of the

lake Erie, where the I'reneh erected a fort. They also

raised another at some distance to the .southw.ard of the

Uivicrc-au-Iicuf, and made other encroachments on this

colony.

Adjoining to part of Pennsylv.ania, on the sea-coast,

lies the province of Maryland, a tract of land situated

along the hay of Chesapeak, in length about one hun-
dred and forty miles, nnd nearly of the same breadth,

Iioundcd on the north by Pennsylvania, on the east by
the Atlantic Ocean, .and by the river Potowmack on the

south. This country was first planted with Konian

catholics by lord Baltimore, to whom Charles 11. granted

it by patent. In the sequel, however, people of all re-

ligions were admitted into this settlement, and indulged

with liberty of conscience, and at present the reigning

religion is that of the English church. The climate is

very sultry in summer, and not very salubrious. The
soil is fniitful, and produces a great quantity of tobacca,

wliich the people cultivate as their staple commodity.

The scat of goverament is established at Annapolis, a

small town beautifully situated on the river I'atuxent.

Tracing the se.a-coast still southerly, the next settle-

ment is S'irgiiiia, watered on the north by the river

Potowmack, which is the boundary between this and

the colony last described, having the bay of Chesapeak

to tho east, hounded on the south by Carolina, and ex-

tending westw.ard without any prescribed limits, though

the plantations have reached no farther than the great

.\llegany mountains; so that the province, as now pos-

sessed, stretches in length above two hundred .and forty

miles, and in breadth not above two hundred, lying be-

tween the fifty-fifth and fortieth degrees of latitude.

In sailing to Virginia, navigators steer through a strait

formed by two points, called the Capes, into the bay ot

Chcsapciik, a large inlet that runs three hundred miles

into the country from south to north, covered from the

Atlantic Ocean by the eastern si.'.e of Maryland, and a

small portion of Virginia on the same peninsula. This

noble biiy is .about eighteen miles broad for a consider-

able space, and seven at its narrowest part, yielding

generally nine fathoms depth of water; on both sides

it receives nianj^ navig.ablc rivers, those on the ^'irginia

side being known by the names of James River, York
River, the Rappahannock, and Potowmack. This coun-

try, especially towards the sea, lies very low and

swamp}', and the soil is extremely fertile. The air and

weather are variable, the heats of summer excessive,

the frosts of winter sudden, and intensely cold; so that,

upon the whole, the climate is neither very agi-ecablc

nor healthy, the people being particularly subject to

agues and pleuritic disorders. The province .abounds

with vast forests of timber; the plains arc covered with a

surprising Inxuriancy of vegetables, flowers, and flower-

ing shrubs, dift'using the most delicious fragrance. The
ground yields plenty of corn, and every sort of fruit in

great abund.ance and perfection. Horned cattle .and

hogs have here multiplied to admiration, since they

were first imported from Europe. The animals, natives

of this and the neighbouring countries, are deer, pan-

thers or tigers, bears, wolves, foxes, squiirels, racoons,

and creatures called opossums, with an infinite variety

of beautiful birds, and a diversity of serpents, among
which the rattlesn.ake is the most remarkable.

Virginia is hounded to the south by the two Carolinas,

situated between the forty-sixth and thirty-first degrees

of latitude; the length amounting to upw.ards of four

hundred miles, and tho breadth extending near three

hundred, as far as the Indi.an nations called the Cat.aw-

bas, the Creeks, and Cherokees. Tho country of Caro-

lina is divided into two governments, of which the most

northern is the most inconsiderable. The climate in

both is the same, .as well as the soil: tho first ib warm,
2Z
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though not vinhealthy; the last extremely fertile, yiclJ-

ing every thing in plenty •nhich is produced in Virginia,

besides abundance of excellent oranges, and some com-
modities which are not found to the northward. North

Carolina, though not so opulent, is more populous than

the southern part. The colonists of North Caroliria

carry on a considcrahle traflic in tar, pitcli, turpentine,

staves, shingles, lumber, com, peas, pork, and beef;

tobacco, deer skins, indigo, wheat, rice, bee's-wax, tal-

low, bacon, and hog's-lard, cotton, and squared timber;

live cattle, with the skins of heavci', racoon, fox, minx,
wild-cat, and otter. South Carolina is much better cul-

tivated; the people are more civilized, and the com-
merce more important. The capital of this province,

called Charles Town, is finely situated at the confluence

of two navigable rivers, having the advantage of a

commodious harbour. Tlieir tiade, exclusive of the

articles we have already mentioned as common to this

government and that of North Carolina, consists of two
chief staple commodities, rice and indigo, which they

cultivate with great success; and they have likewise

niaile some progress in the culture of silk.

The most southern of all our settlements on this coast

is Georgia, extending about sixty miles from north to

south, along the sea-shore; but widening in the inland

parts to above one hundred and fifty, and stretching

almost three hundred from the sea to the Apalacliian

mountains. This country diftcrs very little from that

of iSonth Carolina, with which it borders
;
yet the

summer is here more hot, and the soil not so fertile.

Savannah, the capital, stands commodiously for trade,

about ten miles from the sea, on a river of the same
name, navigable witli large boats two hundred miles
farther up to the second town called Augusta, a place

that flourishes by the Indian trade of skins, which the

inhabitants carry on with their neighbours the Creeks,

the Chickesaws, and the Cherokees, who are the most
numerous and powerful tribes in America. Georgia is

bounded on the south by the river Attamaha, at no
great distance from the Spanish fort of St. Augustine.

THE FRENCH SURPRISE LOG'S TOWN.

ITaving thus exhibited a succinct view of the British

colonies in North America, for the information of the

reader, we shall now resume the thread of our history,

and particularize the transactions by which the present

year was distinguished on this extensive contLnent. The
government of England having received nothing but
evasive answers from the court of France, touching the
complaints that were made of the encroachments in

America, despatched orders to all the governors of that

country to repel force by force, and drive the French
from their settlements on the river Ohio. Accordingly,
the provinces of Virginia and Pennsylvania took this

important affair into their consideration; but while they
deliberated, the French vigorously prosecuted their de-
signs on the other side of the mountains. They sur-
prised Log's Town, which the Virginians had built upon
the Ohio; made themselves masters of the Block-house
and Truck-house, where they found skins and other
commodities to the amount of twenty thousand pounds,
and destroyed all the British traders, except two who
found mcaais to escape. At the same time, M. de Con-
trecoeur, with a thousand men and eighteen pieces of
cannon, anived in three hundred canoes from ^'enango,
a fort they had raised on the banks of the Ohio, and re-
duced by surprise a British fort wliich the 'N'irgiuians
had built on the forks of the Wouangahela, that runs
into the sam« river,

CONFERENCE WITH THE INDIANS.

These hostilities were followed by divers skirmishes
between the people of the two natiijus, whicli were fought
with various success. At length the governors of the
English setllenieutg received orders from Ihigland to

form a political confederacy for their mutual defence;

and the governor of New York w.is directed to confer

with the chiefs of the f-ix Nations, with a view to detach

them from the French interest Ijy dint of promises and

presents of value, sent over for that purpose. A con-

gress was accordingly appointed at Albany, to which

place the governor of New York repaired, accompanied

by commissioners from all the other British settlements;

but a very small number of Indians arrived, and even

these seemed to bo indiflerent to the advances and ex-

hortations that were made by the English orator. The
truth is, the French had artfully weaned them from their

attachment to the subjects of Great Britain. Neverthe-

less, they accepted the presents, renewed their treaties

with the king of England, and even demanded his as-

sistance in driving tlie French from the posts and pos-

sessions they had usurped within the Indian territories.

It was in consequence of the measures here taken, that

colonel Washington was detached from Virginia with

four hundred men, and occupied a post on tho banks of

the river Ohio, where ho thre%v up some works, and
erected a kind of occasional fort, in hopes of being able

to defend himself iu that situation, until he should be

joined by a reinforcement from New York, which, how
ever, did not arrive.

COLONEL WASHINGTON DEFEATED AND
TAKEN BY THE FRENCH.

AYhilc he remained in this situation, de Viller, a French
commander, at the head of nine hundred men, being on

his march to dislodge Washington, detached one Janion-

ville, an inferior oflicer, with a small party, and a formal

summons to colonel Washington, requiring him to quit

the fort, which he protended was built on ground be-

longing to the French, or their allies. So little regard

was paid to this intimation, that the English fell upon
this party, and, as the French aflirm, without the least

provocation, either slew or took tlie whole detachment.

De Viller, incensed at these unprovoked hostilities,

marched up to the att:\ck, whicli Washington for some
timesustaincd under manifold disadvantages. At length,

however, he surrendered the fort upon capitulation, for

the performance of which he left two ollicers as hostages

in the hands of the French; and in his retreat was ter-

ribly harassed by the Indians, who plundered his bag-
gage, and massacred his people. This event was no
sooner known in England, than the British .nrabassador

at Paris received directions to complain of it to the

French ministry, as an open violation of the peace; hut
this representation had no effect.

DIVISIONS AMONG THE BRITISH COLONIES

Both nations bj' this time foresaw that a rupture

would bo inevitable, and each resolved to make suitable

preparations. France continued to send reinforcements

of men, and supplies of ammunition to Quebec, for the

prosecution of her ambitious projects; and the ministry

of Great Britain transmitted salutary cautions to the

governors of the provinces in North America, exhorting

them to join their endeavours for repelling the incur-

sions of the enemy Such an union as seemed neces-

sary for their common preservation was not easily effec-

ted. The dift'ercnt colonies were divided by diflerent

views and.intercsts, both religious and political; besides,

every settlement was distracted into f'.ctions, formed by
the governor and the demagogues of the assembly; in

other words, an opposition like that in parliament, and
a continual struggle between the liberties of the people

:".n(l the prei'ogulive of the proprietor, whether sovereii;u

or subject. Mr. Dinwiddie, governor of Virginia, hav-
ing demanded a certain perquisite orfee for every patent

lie should ))ass for land, ttie assembly voted his demand
illegal, arbitrary, and oppressive. They declared that

every man who paid it should be deemed an enemy to

his country, and sent over an agent to London to so-

licit the suppression of this imposition. Tho represen-

tatives of the people in Pennsylvania wasted the licio
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in vain deliberations niul violent (lippntcs witli their pro-

prietors, while the enemy infested their frontiei-s. The
colony of New York was tilled with discontent and ani-

mosity, t'ir Danvers Osboni, who had been appointed

governor of this province, died immediately after his

arrival at New York, and the instructions ho hail re-

ceived were exposed to public eensurc. Tlie preanil le

inveighed severely against the want of duty, allegiance,

loyally, and unanimity, which had lately appeared so

BOtorious in the assembly of that province, wlio had

riolated the royal commission and instructions, by as-

suming to themselves the power to dispose of public

money in the laws which they had occasionally passed.

This gentleman was, therefore, directed to insist upon

the reformation of all those public abuses, and upon the

establishment of a certain supply for the service of the

government, as well as upon the settlement of a salary

for himself. Moreover, his m.ajesty, in these instruc-

tions, signified his will and pleasure, that all money
raised for the supply and support of govcniment, or

upon any cnurgency for immediate service, should be

disposed of and applied properly to the use for which it

might be granted, by warrant from the governor, by
and with the advice and consent of the council of the

province, and no otherwise; that, nevertheless, the as-

sembly should bo permitted, from time to time, to view
and examine the accounts of money disposed of, by vir-

tue of laws which they had enacteil; that if any mem-
ber of the council, or officer holding place of trust or

profit within the government, sliould, in any manner
whatever, give his assent to, or in anywise advise or

concur with the assembly in passing any act or vote,

whereby the royal prerogative might be lessened or im-

paired, or any money be raised or disposed of for the

public service, contrary to, or inconsistent witli, the

metho<l prescribed by these instnictions, tlie governor
should forthwith remove or suspend such counsellor or

olficer so otlendiug, and give au immediate account of

his proceedings to the commissioners of trade and plan-

tations. These were peremptory injunctions, which
plainly proved that the ministry was dctemiined to sup-

port the prerogative with a high hand; but it must be

owned, at the same time, that abundance of provocation

had been given by the insolent opposition of some tur-

bulent individuals, who had exerted all their influence

in disturbing and distressing the views and designs of

the government. While the Uritish colonies in America
were, by these divisions, in a great measure disa))lcd

from making vigorous efforts against the common ene-

my, the administration at home began to exert itself for

their defence. Officers were appointed for two regiments,

consisting of two battalions each, to be raised in Ame-
rica, and commanded by sir William Peppercl and go-

vernor Shirley, who had enjoyed the same command in

the last war, and a body of troops was destined for the

same service.

HEREDITARY PRINCE op HESSE-CAPSEL PRO-
FES.-5E8 TUE catholic RELIGION.

The most remarkable incident that marked this year

on the continent of Europe, was the conversion of the

hereditary prince of llesse-t'assci, who had espoused the

princess Mary of England. He now declared himself a

Itoman-catholic, and was supposed to have been cajoled

to this profession by the promises of certain jjowcrs, who
flattered his ambition, in order to weaken the protestant

interest in Germany. His father, though deeply afTec-

ted by his son's apostacy, did not fail to take immediate
measnres for preventing the evil consequences whicli

might otherwise have tlowcd from his defection. He
forthwith assembled the states of the landgraviat*', in

order to take such measures as might apjiear nccessar)-

to maintain the religion, laws, and constitution of the

country; and the prince was laid under certain restric-

tions, which he did not find it an easy task to set aside.

It w,as enacted, that when the regency should devolve
to him by succession, he should not have it in his power

to alter the eslihlished 1 .ws, or grant any church to

persons of the Roman communion, for the public exer-
cise of their religion; and that he should bo excluded
from all share in the education of bis sons, the eldest of
whom should bo put in possession of the country of
Ilanauupon his father's accession to the regency of the
landgraviate. These resolutions were guaranteed by the
kings of Prussia and Denmark, by the maritime powers,
and the evangelic body of the empire.

PARLIAMENT OF PARI.S RECALLED FROM
EXILE.

The exile of the parliament of Paris, far from having
intimidated the other tribunals from performing what
they apprehended to be their duty, served only to in-

flame the discontents of the people, and to animate all

the courts of justice to a full exertion of their authoiity.

The chatclot continued to prosecute those priests, who
refused the sacrament to persons whoso conscience?

would not allow them to subscribe to the bull Unigeni
tus, even after three of their members were sent to th*

liastile. The same jirosccutions were carried on, and
bold remonstrances published by, the parliaments of Aix
and Rouen. In a word, the whole kingdom was filled

with such confusion as threatened a total suppression

ofjustice, in a general spirit of disaffection .and universal

anarchy. The prelates, meanwhile, seemed to triumph
in the combustion they had raised. They entered into

associations to support each other; they intrigued at

court, and harassed the king with insolent declanitions,

till he grew tired of their proceedings, and opened his

eyes to the fatal consequences of their pride and obstin-

acy. He even took an opportunity of exhorting the

archbishop of Paris to act more suitably to the charac-

ter of a clergyman. He recalled the parliament from

exile, and they retunied in triumph, amidst the accla-

mations of the people, who celebrated their arrival at

Paris with the most extr.avagant demonstrations of joy

;

and the archbishop, notwithstanding the king's express

declaration to the contraiy, still persisting in counte-

nancing the recusant priests, was banished to Conflans-

sous-Charenton.

AFFAIRS OF SPAIN AND PORTUGAL.

In Spain, the interest of Great Britain was so wannly
espoused, and so powerfully supported by Mr. Wall, who
had been resident in England, that the French party,

though countenanced by the quocn-mother, and sus-

tained with all the influence of the marquis de la En-
senada, the prime minister, was totally defeated. The
king being convinced that it would bo for the interest

of his subjects to live on good terms w ith England, and
well apprized of Enscnada's intrigues, ordered that min-
ister to be arrested and confined, and bestowed upon Mr.
Wall the best part of his employments. Nevertheless,

the .Spaniards in the West Indies continued to oppress

the subjects of Great Britain, employed in cutting log-

wood in the bay of Honduras; and representations on
this head being made to the court of Madrid, the dispute

was amicably adjusted between Mr. Wall and sir Ben-
jamin Keene, the British ambassador. While the in-

terest of Britain thus triumphed in Spain, it seemed to

lose ground at the court of Lisbon. His Portuguese
m.ajesty had formed vast projects of an active commerce,
and even established an East India comp.iny; in the

meantime be could not help manifesting his chagrin at

the great quantities of gold w hicU were yearly exported

from his dominions, as the balance due from his subjects

on English commodities. In his endeavours to check
this traffic, which he deemed so detrimental to his sub-

jects, lie inflicted hardships on the British merchants
settled at Lisbon: some were imprisoned on frivolous

pretences; others deprived of their property, and obliged

to quit the kingdom. He insisted upon layilig an im-

position of two jier cent, on .all the Portuguese gold that

should be exported; but the profits of the trade would
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not bear such an exaction. Jreanwhile, tbcve being a

scarcity of corn in Portugal, the kingdom w.as supplied

from England; and the people having nothing but gold

to purchase this necessary supply, the king saw the

necessity of conniving at the exportation of his coin,

and the trade reverted into its former channel.

SESSION OPENED.

On the fourteenth day of November, the king of Great

Britain opened the session of parliament Avith an ha-

rangue, which intimated nothing of an approaching

rupture. He said, that the gcner.il state of affairs in

Europe had undergone very little .alteration since their

last meeting; that he had lately received the strongest

assurances from his good brother the king of Spain, of

friendship and contiJence, which he would cultivate

with harmony and good faith. He declared his princi-

pal view should bo to strengtlicn the foundation, and

secure the duration of a general peace; to improve the

present advantages of it for promoting the trade of bis

good subjects, and protecting those possessions which

constituted one gi-eat source of their wealth and com-

merce. Finally, he exhorted them to complete their

plan for .appropriating the forfeited estates in the high-

lands to the service of the public. He probably avoided

mentioning the encroachments of France, that he might

supply no handle for debates on the address, which was

carried in both houses almost without opposition. The
government seemed determined to humble the insolence

of the French councils; and tliis disposition was so agree-

able to the people in general, that they grudged no ex-

pense, and heartily concurred with the demands of the

ministry.

Tbe commons granted for the service of the ensuing

year, four millions seventy-three thousand seven hun-
dred and twenty-nine pounds; one million of that sum
expressly given to enable bis niiijesty to augment his

forces by land and sea. Thirty-two thousand pounds

were allotted as a subsidy to the king of Poland, .and

twenty thousand to the elector of Bavaria. These

gratifications met with little or no opposition in tbe

committee of supply; because it was taken for granted,

that, in case of a rupture, France would endeavour to

avail herself of her superiority by land, by invading bis

Britannic majesty's German dominions; and therefore

it might be necessary to secure the assist.ance of such

allies on the continent. That the}' prognosticated aright,

with respect to the designs of that ambitious power,

will soon appear in the course of this history; which
will also demonstrate how little dependence is to be

placed upon the professed attachment of subsidiary

princes. Tlie supplies were raised by the standing

branches of the revenue, the land-tax and malt-tax,

and a lottery for one million; one liundred thousand

pounds of it to be deducted for the service of the public,

and the remaining nine hundred thousand to be charged
on the produce of the sinking-fund, at tbe rate of three

per cent, per annum, to commence from the fifth day of

January, in the year one thous.and seven hundred and
fifty-six. The civil transactions of this session were
confined to a few objects. Divers new regulations were
made for encouraging .and improving the whiile .and

white herring fishery, as well as for finishing and put-
ting iu a proper state of defence a new fort, lately built

It Anamabo on the coast of Africa.

BILL IN BEHALF OF CHELSEA PENSIONERS.

Mr. Pitt, the paymaster-general of the forces, brought
in a bill, which will ever remain a standing monument of

his humanity. The poor disabled veterans who enjoyed
the pension of Chelsea hospital, were so iniquitously

oppressed by a set of miscreants, who supplied them
with money per advance, at the most exorbitant rates of

USU17, that many of them, with their families, were in

danger of starving; and the intention of government in

granting such a comfvutablo subsistence, was in a great

measure defeated. Jlr. Pitt, perceiving that this evil

originally flowed from the delay of the first payment,

which the pensioner could not touch till the expiration

of a whole year after he had been put upon the list, re-

moved this necessity of borrowing, by providing in the

bill, that half a year's pension should be advanced half

a year before it is due; and the practice of usury was

effectu.ally prevented by a clause, enacting, that all con-

tracts should be void by which any pension might ho

mortgaged. This humane regulation was unanimously

approved, and having passed through both houses with

uncommon expedition, received the roy.al assent.

Notwithst.anding the unanimity manifested by the com-
mons, in cveiy thing relating to the measures for acting

vigorously against the common enemy of the nation, they

were remarkably disturbed and divided by a contested

election of members for Oxfordshire. In tbe course of

this dispute, the strength and influence of what they

called the old and new interest, or, to speak more intelli-

gibly, of the tories and whigs in that county, were fully

displayed. The candidates sustained on the shoulders

of the old interest, were lord viscount Wenman and sir

James Dashwood; their competitors, whom tbe new in-

terest supported, and of consequence the ministry coun-

tenanced, were lord Parker and sir Edw.ird Turner.

Never was .any contention of this kind maintained with

more spirit and animosity, or carried on at a greater ex-

pense. One would have imagined that each side consi-

dered it as a dispute which must h.ave determined whe-

ther the nation should enjoy its ancient liberty, or tamely

submit to the fetters of corruption. Noblemen and gen-

tlemen, clergymen and ladies, employed all their t.alents

and industry in canvassing for either side, throughout

every township and village in the county. Scandal

emptied her whole quiver of insinuation, calumny, and
lampoon; corruption was not remiss in promises and pre-

sents: houses of entertainment wereopened; and nothing
was for some time to be seen but scenes of tumult, riot,

and intoxication. The revenue of many an indepen.

dent prince on the continent, would not have been suf-

ficient to afford such sums of money as were expended
in the course of this dispute. At length they proceeded

to election, and the sheriff made a double return of all

the four candidates, so that not one of them could sit,

and the county remained without a representative until

this ambiguous affair could be decided in the house of

commons. About the middle of November, petitions be-

ing presented by the four candidates, as well as by the

gentlemen, clergy, and other freeholders of tbe county,

complaining of an undue election, and double return,

the matter of these petitions was heard .at the bar of the

house on the third day of December. The counsel for

lord ^^'enraan and sir James Dashwood alleged that

they had the majority of votes upon the poll, and this cir-

cumstance was admitted by the counsel on the other

side; then they proceeded to prove by evidence, that, af-

ter closing the poll, the sheriff declared the m.ajority of

votes to he in favour of these two candidates, and ad-

journed the court from the twenty-third day of April to

the eighth of May; so that the scrutinj' demanded and
granted on the behalf of lord Parker and sir Edward
Turner could not be discussed before the last day of the

month, when the writ v/as return.able; that the scnitiny

did not begin till the ninth day of May, when tbe time

was protracted by disputes about the manner in which
it should be carried on; that lord P.arker and sir Edward
Turner were allowed to object, through the whole poll,

to the votes on the other side, on pretence that their com-
petitors should he permitted to answer these objections,

and, in their turn, object through the whole poll to

the voters for lord Parker and sir Edward Turner, who
should, in the last place, have leave to answer: that lord

Wenman and sir James Dashwood had disapproved of

this method, because they apprehended it might induco

their competitors to make such a number of frivolous ob-

jections, that they should not have time to answer one

half of them, much less to m.ake olijections of their own
;
bcforo the writ should be returned: that they foresaw
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siK-h a nuniLer of frivolous objections wove made, as en-

::ro~scil tlie nttontie'ii of the court till the twenty-seventh

,[uy of May; 50 that they could not begin to answer any

of these objectious till the twenty-eighth; and on the

thirtieth, the sherilT, having closed the scriuiny, made
the double return. The proof being exhibited, the coun-

sel insisted, that as they had established a majority on

the poll, and demonstrated that tliis majority neither was
nor could be overthrown by such an uiilinishcd scrutiny,

it was incumbent on the other side to proceed upon the

merits of the election, by endeavouring to overthrow

that majority of which their clients were in possession.

A question in the house being carrieil to the same pur-

pose, lord Wenman and sir James Uashwood objected

to five hundred and thirty voters on the other side, whom
they proposed to disqualify. Their counsel examined
several witnesses, to prove the partiality of the sherift"iu

favour of lord Parker and sir Edward Turner, and to

detect these candidates in the practice of bribery; for

which purpose they produced a letter in their own hiuid-

writing.—1755. They afterwards proceeded to disqualify

particular voters, and summed up their evidence on the

twenty-first day of January. Then the counsel for the

other side began to refute the charge of partiality and

comiptiou; and to answer the objections that had been

made to particular voters. They produced evidence to

prove, that customary freeholds, or customary holdings,

had voted in elections in the counties at Glamorgan,
Monmouth, tilouccster, AVells, and Hereford; and that

the customary tenants of the manor of Woodstock, in Ox-
fordshire, had been reputed capable of voting, and even

voted at elections for that county. In a word, they con-

tinued to examine evidences, argue and refute, prove and
di.sprovc, nntil the twenty-third day of April, when, af-

ter some warm debates and divisions in the house, lord

Parker and sir Edward Turner were declared duly elec-

ted; and the clerk of the crown was ordered to amend the

return, by erasing the names of lord Wenman and sir

James Uashwood. JIany, who presumed to think for

themselves, without recollecting the power and influ-

ence of the administration, were astonished at the issue

of this dispute, which, however, might have easily been
foreseen; inasmuch, as, during the course of the proceed-

ings, most if not all of the many questions debated in

the house, were determined by a great majority in favour

of the new interest. A great number of copyholders had
been admitted to vote at this election, and the sheriff in-

curred no censuie for allowing them to take the oath ap-

pointed by law to be t;iken by freeholders: nevertheless,

the commons carefully avoided determining the ques-

tion, whether copyholders possessed of the yearly value
of forty shillings, clear of all deductions, have not a right

to vote for knights to represent the shire within which
tlicir copyhidd estates arc situated? This point being
left doubtful by the legislature, puts it often in the

power of the sheriff to return which of the candidates he
pleases to support ; for if the majority of the voting copy-
holders adheres to the interest of his favourite, he will

admit their votes both on the poll and the scrutiny;

whereas, should they be otherwi.sc disposed, he will re-

ject them as unqualified What effect this practice may
have upon the independency of parliament, every person

must perceive who reflects, that, in almost all tlic coun-
ties of England, the high sheriffs are annually appointed

by the minister for the time being.

MESSAGE FKOM THE KING TO THE HOUSE
OF COMMONS.

The attention of the legislature was chiefly turned

upon the conduct of France, which preserved no medium,
but seemed intent upon striking some important blow,

that might serve as a declaration of w.ar. At Brest, and
other ports in that kingdom, the French were employed
in equipping a powerl'ul armament, and made no scru-

ple to own it was intLuded lor Xorth America. Towarils

the latter end of March, sirThonnus llobiuson, secretary

of ."itate, brought a message from the king to the parlia-

ment, intimating, that his majesty having at the begin-

ning of the session declared his principal object wai
to prescrie the public tnuiquillity, and at tho same time
to protect those possessions which constitute one great
source of tho commerce and wealth of his kingdoms, he
now found it necessary to acquaint tho house of com-
mons, that the present situation of nllairs made it requi-

site to augment his forces by sea and land, and to take
such other measures as might best tend to preserve tho
general peace of Europe, and secure the just rights and
possessions of his crown in America, as well as to repel

any attempts whatsoever that might be ni.adc to support

or countenance any designs which should be formed
against his majesty and his kingdoms; and his majesty

doubted not but his faithful commons, on whose afl'ec-

tion and zeal he entirely relied, would enable him to

make such augmentations, and to take such measures

for supporting the honour of his crown, and the tnio

interest of his people, and for the security of his domin-

ions in the present critical conuincturc, as the exigency

of affairs might require; in doing which his majesty

would have as much regard to the ease of his good sub-

jects as should be consistent with their safety and

welfare. In answer to this message, a very warm and

affectionate address was presented to his majesty; and
it was on this occasion that the million was granted for

augmenting his forces by sea and land. [Sec notf-X

at the end of this^'ol.] The court of Yei'sailles, notwith-

standing the assiduity and despatch which they were
exerting in cqiiipping armaments, and embarking
troops, for the support of their ambitious schemes in

.Vmerica, still continued to amuse the British ministry

with general declarations, that no hostility was intended,

nor the least iufiiiigcmcut of the treaty.

COUKT OF VERSAILI.es AMU.SES THE
ENGLISH MINISTKY.

The e.irl of Albemarle, the English ambassador at

Paris, having lately died in th.it city, these assurances

were communicated to the court of London by the mar-

quis de Mirepuix, who resided in England with the same
eliaracter wliieh he had supported since his first arrival,

with equal honour .and politeness. On this occasion he

himself was so far imposed upon by the instructions he

had received, that he believed the professions of his

court were sincere, and seriously endeavoured to prevent

a rupture between the two nations. At length, how-
ever, their jireparations were so notorious that he began

to suspect the consequence; and the English ministry

produced such proofs of their insincerity and double

dealing, that he seemed to be struck with astonishment

and chagrin. He rejinired to France, and upbraided

the ministry of Versailles for having made him the tool

of their dissimulation. They referred him to the king,

who ordered him to return to London, with fresh assur-

ances of his pacific intentions; but his practice agreed

so ill with his professions, that the ambassador had

scarce obtained an audience to comnuiuicate them, when
undoubted intelligence arrived, tliat a powerful arma-
ment was ready to sail from Brest and Eochfort. The
government of Gi-eat Britain, roused by this information,

immediately took the most expeditious methods for

equipping a squadron; .ind towards the latter end of

April, admiral Boscawcn sailed with eleven ships of the

line and one frigate, having on board a considerable num-
ber of laud forces, to attend the motions of the enemy;
but more cert;iin and particular intelligence arriving

soon after touching the strength of the French fleet,

which consisted of twenty -five ships of the line, besides

frigates and transports, with a t'leat quantity of warlike

stores, and four thonsaud regular troops, commanded
by the baron Dieskan, ailniiral Holbourne was detached

with six ships of the hue, and one frigate, to reinforce

Mr. Boscawen; and a great number of capital ships

were put iu commission. In the beginning of May the

French fleet, commanded by Mr. Macnaniara. an officci

of Irish extraction, sailed from Brest, directing his course
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to North America; but, after baring proceeded beyond

the cbyps of the Englisli clianncl, lie returned with nine

of the capital ships, -nhile the rest of the armament con-

tinued their course, under the direction of il. liois dc

la Jlothc.

SESSION CLOSED.

On the twenty-fifth day of April the king ivcnt to

the house of lords, where, after giving the royal assent

to the bills then depending; for granting a certain sum
out of the sinking fund for the relief of insolvent debtors,

for the better regulation of marine forces on shore, for

the better raising of marines and seamen, and to several

other public and private bills; his majesty put an end

to the session of parliament by a speech, in which he

acquainted the two houses, that the zeal they had shown

for sujiporting the honour, rights, and possessions of

liis crown, had atForJed him the greatest Siitisfaction;

that his desire to preserve the public tranquillity had

been sincere and uniform; that he had religiously ad-

hered to the stipulations ofthe treaty of Ais-la-Chapelle,

aud made it his care not to injure or offend any power

whatsoever; but that he never could entertain a thought

of purchasing the name of peace at the expense of suf-

fering encroachments upon, or of yielding up, what
justly belonged to Great Britain, either by ancient pos-

session or by solemn treaties; that the vigour and firm-

ness of his parliament, on this important occasion, had

enabled him to be prepared for such contingencies as

might happen; that if reasonable and honourable terms

of accommodation could be agreed upon, he would be

satisfied, and, at all events, rely on the jnstiee of his

cause, the effectual support of his people, and the pro-

tection of Divine Providence. The parliament was
then prorogued to the twenty-seventh of May.

CHAPTER X.

Frepamtions for TTar Earl Paulet's Motion against the King's going to Han-
over Regency appointed during his Majesty's Aljsoncp Bofcawcn's
Expedition Alcido and Lya taken Frv-nch Amba^-^ador recalled——
Tbeir Trade greatly distressed Affairs of the Encli^h in America Col.

Mouckton lakes ifeau-Scjour General Bratidixjk's unfortunate ExT>edi>
tion De falls into an Araljuscade; isdefeateti. and Itilled Piiaprucmcnt
between the Governor and Assembly of Pennsjliani^ Expedition a^'ainst
Crown Point and Niagara resolved on Gen. Johnson encamps at Lake
George where he is attacked hy the French, who are enlirely defeated

Braver}- of Captain SIGinnes Gen. Julmson created a Caronet
Description of Fort Oswego and Lake Ontario——Nejrlect of the English In
not fortifying it Eipfdition against Niagara Gen. Shirley n-lums to
Albany End of the Campaign in America Fruitless Intrigtios of the
French in Spain and Germany Treaty of the King of Great lirltain w ith

the Landgrave of Ue**e- Ca shJ Sews of the Caplure of the Alcide ami
Lys reaches England The King returns from Hanover, and concludes a
Treaty with Ru^ia I>Cil;i ration of the French Miui^tr}' at the Court of
S'ienna Spirited Declaration of the Kicgof Prussia The French make
another unsuccessful Attempt upon the Court of Spain The Imperial
Court refuses Auxiliaries to England—The French take the Dlandfurd
Man of War, but return it State of the English and Ftench Navies
Session opened Remarkable Addresses of tho Lords and Commons His
Majesty's Answer——Alterations ic the Ministry Mr. Fox made Secretary
of Slate^ SurpUes voted Earthquake at Lisbon Relief voted by Par-
liament to the Portuguese Troops, Ac, voted Mutiny Bill, Marine, and
Mariners' Act* continm-d——Act for rnifing a Hecimcnt'of Foot in Nunh
America Maritime Laws of England extended to America ^Quiet of
Ireland restored-—Trvaty concluded with Prussia New Militia Bill
passed by the Commonf, but rejected by the Lords——Session closed.

PREPAEATIONS FOR WAR.

TXTHILST all Europe was in suspense about the fate

t V of the English aud French squadrons, prepara-
tions for a vigorous sea war were going forward in
England with an unparalleled spirit and success. Still

the French court flattered itself that Great Britain, out
of tenderness to his majesty's German dominions, would
abstain from hostilities. Mircpoix continued to have
frequent conferences with the British ministry, who
made no secret that their admirals, particularly Bos-
cawcn, had orders to attack the French ships wherevoi-
they should meet them; ou the other hand, lions, de
Slirepoix declared, that his master would consider the
first gun fired at sea in an hostile manner as a declara-
tion of war. This menace, far from intimidating the
English, animated them to redouble their preparations
for war. The press for seamen was carried on with

extraordinary vigour in all parts of this kingdom, as

well as in Ireland; and great premiums were given not

only by the government, but also, over and above his

majesty's bount}', hy almost ail the considerable cities

and towns in England, to such as should enlist volun-

tarily for sailors or soldiers. Other branches of the public

service went on with equal alacrity; and such was the

eageniess of the people to lend their money to the govern-

ment, that instead of one million, which was to he raised

by way of lottery, three millions eight hundred and

eighty thousand pounds were subscribed immediately.

EAEL PAULET« MOTION.

The situation of affairs requiring hisTnajesty to go
to Germany this summer, great apprehensions arose in

the minds of many, lest the French should cither iuter-

cept him in his journey, or prevent his return. Earl

Paulet had made a motion in the house of lords, humbly
to represent to his majesty, " That it was an article in

the original act of settlement by which the succession

of these kingdoms devolved to his electoral house, that

the king should not go to his foreign dominions with-

out the consent of parliament; and that this was a

principal article in the compact between the crown and
the people; that though this article was repealed in the

late reign, yet, till of late, it had always been the cus-

tom for his m.njesty to acquaint the parliament with his

intended departure to his German dominions, both in

regard to the true sense and spirit of the act that placed

him on the throne, as well as for the paternal kindness

of his royal heart, and the condescension he had been

so good to show to his parliament on all occasions; but

that his majesty's declaration of his design to visit bis

electoral estates had always come on the last day of a

session, when it was too late for the great constitu-

tional council of the crown to offer such advice as might
otherwise have been expedient and necessaiy; that his

majesty's leaving his kingdoms in a conjuncture so

pregnant with distress, so denunciative of danger, would
not only give the greatest advantage to such as might

be disposed to stir up disaffection and discontent, and

to the constitutional and national enemies of England;

but would also fill his loyal subjects with the most

affecting concern, and most gloomy fiars, as well for

their own safety, as for that of their sovereign, whose
invaluable life, at all times of the utmost consequence

to his people, was then infinitely so, by reason of his

great experience, the affection of every one to his royal

person, and the minority of the heir apparent." Such
was the purport of this motion; but it was not seconded

by any of the other lords.

EEGENCY APPOINTED.

The general uneasiness, on account of his majesty's

departure, was greatly increased by an apprehension

that there would, during his absence, he no good agree-

ment amongst the regenc}', which consisted of the fol-

lowing persons: his royal highness AVilliara duke of

Cumberland; Thomas lord archbishop of Canterbury;

Philip earl of Hardwicke, lord high chancellor; John earl

of Granville, president of the council; Charles duke of

Marlborough, lord privy-seal; John duke of Eutland,

steward of the household ; Charles duke of Grafton,

lord-chamberlain; Archibald duke of Argylc ; the duke
of Newcastle, first commissioner to the treasury; the

duke of Dorset, master of the horse; the earl of Hol-
dernesse, one of the secretaries of state; the earl of

Eochford, groom of the stole; the marquis of Harting-

ton, lord lieutenant of Ireland; lord Anson, first com-
missioner of the admiralty; sir Thomas Eobinson, se-

cretary of state; and Henry Fox, esq., secretary at

war. His majesty set out from St. James' on the

twenty-eighth of April early in the morning, and em-
barked at Harwich in the afternoon, landed the next
day at Helvoetsluys, and arrived in Hanover on the

second of May.
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COSCAWEX'S EXrEDlTIOX.

Ailmiral Boscawcii, witli cloven ships of the line niul

a frigate, having taken on boanl two regiments nt Tlj-

roouth, sailed from thenco on the twenty-seventh of

April for the hanks of NewfouniUnnd, and in a few days

after his arrival there, the French fleet from Prcst came

to tho same station, under the command (^f M. IJois do

la Motho. But the thick fi'gs wliich prevail upon these

coasts, especially nt that time of tho year, kept the two

armaments from seeing each other; and part of tho

French squadron escaped up the river St. Lawrence,

whilst another p.art of them went round, and got into

the same river through the straits of Hellcisle, by a way
which was never known to bo attempted before by ships

of tho line. However, whilst tho English licet lay ofl"

Capo Race, which is the southcrniost point of Xew-
fonndliind, and was thought to ho the most piopcr situ-

ation for intercepting the enemy, two French ships, tho

Alcide, of sixty-four guns and four hundred and eighty

men, and the Lys, pierced for fifty-four guns, but mount-

ing only twenty-two, h.aving eight companies of land-

forces on board, being separated from the rest of their

fleet in the fog, fell in with the Dunkirk, captain Howe,
and the Defiance, captain Andrews, two sixty gun ships

of the English squadron; and after a smart engage-

ment, which lasted some hours, and in which captain

(afterwards lord) Howe behaved with the greatest skill

and intrepidity, were both taken, with several consider-

able officers and engineers, and about eight tliousand

pounds in money. Though tho capture of these ships,

from which the commencement of the war may in fact

be dated, fell greatly short of what wf.s hoped for from

this expedition; yet, when tho news of it reached Eng-
land, it was of infinite service to the public credit ol

every kind, .and animated tho whole nation, who now
saw plainly that the government was determined to

keep no further measures with the French, hut justly

to repel force by force, and put a stop to their sending

more men and arms to invade the property of the Eng-
lish in America, as they had hitherto done with im-

punity. The French, who, for some time, did not even

attempt to make reprisals on our shipping, would gladly

have chosen to avoid a war at th.it time, and to have
continued extending their encroachments on our settle-

ments, till they had executed their griind pl.an of secur-

ing a communication from the Jlississippi to Canada, by
a line efforts, many ofwhich they had already erected.

FEENCU AJIBASSADOR RECALLED.

Upon the arrival of the news of this action at Tarls,

the French ambassador, M. do llirepoix, was recalled

from London, and JI. de Bussy from Hanover, where
he had just arrived, to .attend tho king of England in a

public character. They complained loudly of Hos-

cawen's attacking the ships, as a breach of nation,al

faith; but it was justly retorted on the part of England,
that their encroachments in America had rendered rc-

pris.als both justifiable and necessary. Tho resolution

of making them was the eflect of mature deliberation

in the English council. The vast increase of the French
marine of late years, which in all probability would
soon be employed against Great Britain, occasioned an
order for making reprisals general in Europe as well as

in America; and that .all French ships, whether out-

yard or homeward bound, should be stopped, and brought
into British ports. To give the greater weight to these

orders, it was resolved to .send out those admirals who
had distinguished themselves most towards the end of

the last war. Accordingly, on the twenty-first of .July,

sir Edward Ilawko sailed on fi cruise to the westward,
with eighteen ships'of tho line, a frigate, and a sloop;

but, not meeting witli the French fleet, the.'-o ships ro-

tuined to England about the latter end of September
and the beginning of October; on the fourteenth of
which last month another fleet, consisting of twenty-
two ships of the line, two frigates, and two sloops, sailed

again on a crui-se to tho westward, under admiral Byng,
in hopes of intercepting tho French squadron under

Uuguay, and likewise that commanded by La Jlothe,

in case of its return from America. But this fleet like-

wise returned to .Spithead on the twenty-second of No
venibcr, without h.aving been able to effect any thing,

though it was allowed by all that the admiral had acted
judiciously in the choice of his stations.

AVliile these measures were pursued, for tho general
security of the British coasts and trade in Europe, sev-

eral new ships of war were begun, and finished with
tho titmost expedition, in his majesty's docks: twelve

frigates and sloops, contracted for in private yards, were
completed by the month of August; .and twenty-four

ships and twelve colliers were then t.aken into the ser-

vice of the government, to be fitted out as vessels of

war, to carry twenty guns and one hundred and twenty

men each. In tho meantime the French trade was so

annoyed by tho English cruisers, that before the end

of this year three hundred of their nierch.ant ships,

many of whieb, from St. Domingo and Martinique, were

extremely rich, and eight thousand of their sailors were

brought into English ports. By these captures the

British ministry answered many purposes: they de-

prived tho French of a great body of seamen, and with-

held from them a very large property, the want of

which greatly distressed their people, and ruined many
of their traders. Their outward-bound merchant ships

were insured at the rate of thirty per cent., wliilst the

English paid no more than tho common insurance.

This intolerable burden was felt by all degrees of peo-

ple amongst them: their ministry was publicly reviled,

even by their parliaments; and the French name, from

being the ten-or, began to be the contempt of Europe.

Their uneasiness was also not a little heightened by
new broils between their king and tho parli;iment ol

I'aris, occasioned by tho obstinacy of the clergy of that

kingdom, who seemed determined to sujiport the church,

in .all events, against the secular tribunals, and as much
as possible to enforce the observance of tho hull Uni-

genitus, which had long been the occasion of so many
disputes among them. However, the parliament con-

tinuing firm, and the French king approving of its con-

duct, the ecclesiastics thought proper to submit for the

present, and in their general assembly this year, granted

him a free gift of sixteen millions of livres, which ho
demanded of them—a greater sum than they had ever

given before, even in time of war.

AFFAIRS OF THE ENGLISH IX AMERICA.

In the beginning of this year the assembly of Massa-
chusett's Bay in New England, passed an act prohibit-

ing all correspondence with the French at Louisbourg;
and early in the spring they raised a body of troops,

which was transported to Nova Scotia, to assist lieu-

ten.int-govemor Laurence in driving the French from
the encroachments they had made upon that province.

Accordingly, towards the end of Jlay, the governor sent
a large detachment of troops, under tho command of

lieutenant-colonel Monckton, upon this service ; and
three frigates aud a sloop were despatched np the b.ay

of Fundy, under the command of captain Rous, to give
their assistance by sea. Tho troops, upon their arrival

at the river Massaguasli, found the passage stopped by
a large number of regular forces, rebel neutr.als, or Aca-
dians, and Indians, four hundred and fifty of whom
occupied a block-house, with cannon mounted on their

side of the river; and the rest were posted within a
strong breast-work of timber, thrown up by way of out-
work to the block-house. The English provincials at-

tacked this place with such spirit, that the enemy were
obliged to fly, and leave them in possession of the

breast-work; then tho garrison in the block-bouse de-

serted it, and left the passage of the river free. From
thence colonel Monckton advanced to the French fort

of Beau-Sejour, which he investid, as far at least as tho
small number of his troops would permit, on the twelfth
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of June; r.nd after four <lays tombardmont, obliged it

to Eurreiicler, though the French had twenty-six pieces

of cannon mounted, and plenty of ammunition, and the

Englisli had not yet placed a single cannon npou their

batteries. The garrison was sent to Louisbourg, on

condition of not bearing arms in America for the t^pace

of six mouths; and the Acadians, who had joined the

French, were pardoned, in consideration of their having

been forced into that service. Colonel Monckton, after

putting a garrison into this place, and changing its

name to that of Cumberland, the next day attacked and

reduced the other French fort upon the river Gaspereau,

which runs into Kay Verte; where he likewise found a

largo quantity of provisions and stores of all kinds, that

being the chief magazine for supplying the French In-

dians and Acadians with arms, ammunition, and other

necessaries. He then disarmed these last, to the num-

ber of fifteen thousand; and in the meantime, captain

Kous with his ships sailed to the mouth of the river St.

John, to attack the new fort the French had erected

there; but they saved him that trouble, by abandoning

it upon his appearance, after having burst their cannon,

blown up their magazine, and destroyed, as far as they

had time, all the works they had lately raised. The
English had but twenty men killed, and about the same
number -wounded, in the whole of this expedition, the

success of ivhich secured the tranquillity of Nova Scotia.

BRADDOCK'S UNFORTUNATE EXPEDITION.

While the new Englanders -were thus employed in

reducing the French in Nova Scotia, preparations were

made in Virginia for attacking them upon the Ohio. A
fort was built, which was likewise called Fort Cumber-
land, and a camp formed at AVill's-Crcek. On the

fourteenth of January of this year, major-general Brad-

dock, wilh colonel Dunbar's and colonel Halket's regi-

ments of foot, sailed from Cork, iu Ireland, for Virginia,

where they all landed safe before the end of February.

This general might consequently have entered upon
action early in the spring, bad he not been unfortunately

delayed by the ^'irginian contractors for the army, who,
when he was ready to march, bad neither provided a
sufficient quantity of provisions for his troops, nor a
competent number of carriages for his army. This
accident was foreseen by almost every person who knew
any thing of our plantations upon the continent of

America; for the people of Virginia, who think of no
produce but their tobacco, and do not raise corn enough
even for their own subsistence, being, by the nature of

their country, well provided with the convenicncy of

water conveyance, have but few wheel carriages, or

beasts of burden; whereas Pennsylvania, which abounds
in corn, and most other sorts of provisions, has but little

water-carriage, especially in its western settlements,

where its inhabitants have great numbers of carts, wag-
gons, and horses. Mr. Braddoek should therefore cer-

tainly, in point of prudence, have landed in Pennsyl-
vania: the contract for supplying his troops should have
been made with some of the chief planters there, who
Eould easily have pei-formed their engagements; and if

lis camp had been formed near Frank's Town, or some-
»'here upon the south-west borders of that province, he
ft-ould have had but eighty miles to march from thence
to Fort l)u Quesno, instead of an hundred and thirty
niiles that be had to advance from "WiU's-Creek, where
he did encamp, through roads neither better nor more
practicable than tlic other would h.ave been. This error,
in the very beginning of the expedition, whether owin"-
to an injudicious preference fondly given to the Vir-
ginians iu the lucrative job of supplying these troops,
or to any other cause, delayed the march of the army
for some weeks, during which it was in the utmost dis-

tress for necessaries of all kinds; and v.ould probably
have defeated the expedition entirely for that summer,
had not the contractors found means to procui'c some
assistance from the back settlements of Pennsylvania.
But even when these supplies did arrive, they consisted

of only fifteen waggons, and an hundred draft horses,

instead of an hundred and fifty waggons and three hun-

dred horses, which the Virginian contractors had en-

gaged to furnish, and the provisions were so bad that

they could not be used. However, some gentlemen iu

Pennsylvania, being applied to iu this exigency, amply

made up for these deficiencies, and the troops were by
this means supplied with every thing they wanted.

Anotlicr, and still more fatal error was committed in the

choice of the commander for this expedition. Major-

general Braddoek, who Tvas appointed to it, was un-

doubtedly a man of courage, and expert in all the

punctilios of a review, having been brought up in the

English guards; but he was naturally very haughty,
positive, and difficult of access; qualities ill suited to

the temper of the people amongst whom he was to com-
mand. His extreme severity in matters of discipline

had rendered him unpopular among the soldiers; and
the strict military education in which he had been
trained from his youth, and which he prided himself on
scrupulously following, made him hold the American
militia in great contempt, because they could not go
through their exercise with the same dexterity and re-

gularity as a regiment of guards in Hyde Park, little

knowing, or indeed being able to form any idea of the

difference between the European manner of fighting,

and an American expedition through woods, deserts,

and morasses. Before he left England, he rec-ived, in

the hand-writing of colonel Napier, a sot of instructions

from the duke of Cumberland. By these, the attempt

upon Niagara was in a great measure referred to him,

and the reduction of Crown Point was to be left chiefly

to the provincial forces. But above all, his royal high-

ness, both verbally and in tliis writing, frequently cau-

tioned him carefully to beware of an ambush or surprise.

Instead of regarding this salutary caution, his conceit

of his own abilities made him tlisdain to ask the opinion

of any under his command; and the Indians, who would
have been his safest guards against this danger in par-

ticular, were so disgusted by the haughtiness of his

behaviour, that most of them forsook his banners. Un-
der these disadvantages he began his march from Fort

Cumberland on the tenth of June, at the head of about

two thousand two hundred men, for the meadows, where
colonel Washington was defeated the year before. Upon
his arrival there, he was informed tliat the French at

Fort du Quesue, which had lately been built on the same
river, near its confluence with the MonangaheJa, ex-

pected a reinforcement of five hundred regular troops:

therefore, that he might march with a greater despatch,

he left colonel Dunbar with eight hundred men, to

bring up the provisions, stores, and heavy baggage, as

fast as the nature of the service would permit; and with

the other twelve hundred, together with ten pieces of

cannon, and the necessary ammunition, and provisions,

he marched on with so much expedition, that he seldom

took any time to reconnoitre the woods or thickets ho

was to pass through; as if the nearer he approached

the enemy, the farther he was removed from danger.

On the eighth of July, he encamped within ten miles

of Fort du Quesne. Though colonel Dunbar was then

near forty miles behind him, and his officers, particularly

sir Peter Ilalketi earnestly entreated hiui to proceed

with caution, and to employ the friendly Indians who
were with him, by way of advanced guard, in case of

ambuscades; yet he resumed his march tlic next day,

without so much as endeavouring to obtain any intelli-

gence of the situation or disposition of the enemy, or

even sending out any scouts to vi.<it the woods and
thickets on both sides of him, as well as in front. With
this carelessness he was advancing, when, about noon,

he was saluted with a general fire upon his front, and
all along his left flank, from an enemy so artfully con-

cealed behind the trees and bushes, that not a man of

them could be seen. The vanguard inmiedlately fell

back upon the main body, and in an instant the piuiio

and confusion became general; so that most of the troops

fled with great precipitation, notwithstanding all that
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tlicir officers, some of whom belmved very frillnmty,

could do to stop tliuir career. As to linidiioek liiinself,

instead of scouriiijj the tluckets and blislies from whence
the 6re came, with grape sliot from tlio ten pieces of

cannon ho had with him, or orderir.g tlanking ])arties

of his Indians to advance against the enemy, he obsti-

nately remained upon the spot wliere he was, and gave

orders for the few brave officers and men who staid with

hiin, to form reguhirly, and advance. Meanwhile his

men fell thick about him, aiul almost .ill his officers were

singled out, one after another, and killed or wounded;
for the Indians, who always take aim wlien they fire,

and aim chietiy at the officers, distinguished them by
their dress. At last, the general, whose obstin.icy seemed
to increase with the danger, after having bad some horses

shot under him, received a musket shot through the

right arm and lungs, of which he died in a few hours,

having been carried off the field by the bravery of lieu-

tcsant-colonel Gage, another of his oflicers. When he
dropped, the confusion of the few that remained turned

it into a downright and very disorderly flight across a

river which they had just passed, though no enemy
appeared, or attempted to attack them. All the artillery,

ammunition, and baggage of the army were left to the

enemy, and, among the rest, the general's cabinet, with
all his letters and instructions, which the French court

afterwards made ({reat use of in their printed memorials

or mauifestoes. The loss of the English in this unhapjiy

affair amounted to seven hundred men. Their officers,

in particular, sufiered much more than in the ordinary

proportion of battles in liurope. Sir Peter Halket fell

by the very first fire, at the head of his regiment; and
the general's secretary, son to governor Shirley, was
killed soon after. Neither the number of men which
the enemy bad in this engagement, nor the loss which
they sustained, could be so much as guessed at; but

the French afterwards gave out, that their number did

not, in the whole, exceed four hundred men, mostly In-

dians; and that their loss was quite inconsiderable, as

it probixbly was, because they lay concealed in such a

manner that the English knew not whither to point

their muskets. The panic of these last continued so

long, that they never stopped till they met the rear

division; and even then they infected those troops with
their terrors; so that tlie army retreated without stop-

ping, till they reached Fort Cumberland, though the

enemy did not so nuicn as attempt to pursue, nor ever

appeared in sight, either in the battle, or after the de-

feat. On the wlnile, this was perhaps the most extra-

ordinary victory that ever was obtained, and the lar-

thest flight that ever was made.
Had the shattered remains of this army continued at

Fort Ctimberland, and fortified themselves there, as they
might easily have done, during the rest of the summer,
they would have been such a check upon the French
and their sc;ilping Indians, as would have prevented

many of those ravages that were committed in the ensu-

ing winter upon the western borders of Virginia and
I'ennsylvania; but, instead of taking that prudent step,

their commander left only the sick and wounded at that

fort, under the protection of two companies of the pro-

vincial militia, posted there by way of garrison, and
began bis march on the second of August, with about

sixteen hundred men, for Philadelphia; where those

troops could be of no immediate service. From thence

they were ordered away to Albany, in New York, by
j

general Shirley, on whom the chief command of the

troops in America had devolved by the death of majors

general ISraddock. A'irginia, Maryland, and Pennsyl-
j

vania, were by these means left entirely to the care of

themselves, which they might have done efu;ciunlly,

bad they been united in their councils; but the usual

'

disputes between their governors and assemblies, de- I

fcated every salutary plan that was proposed. Penn-
|

sylvania, the most powerful of the three, was rendered

quite impotent, either for its own defence or that of its

neighbours, by these unhappy contests; though, at last,

the assembly of that province, sensible of the danger to
j

Vol. II,

w hicli they wore exposed, and seeing the absolute neces-
sity of providing a standing military force, and of erect-
ing some forts to defend their western fi-ontier, passed
a bill for raising fifty thousand pounds, lint even this

sum, small as it was, even to a degree of ridicule, con-
sidering the richness of the province and the extent of
its frontier, could not be obtained; the governor ix)si-

tively refusing to give his assent to the act of the as-
sembly, because they had taxed the proprietaries cstateb
equally with those of the inhabitants, which, he said,

he was ordered by bis instructions, not to consent to,

nor indeed any new tax upon the proprietaries: and the
assembly, consisting chiefly of members whose estates

lay in the eastern or interior parts of the province, as

positively refusing to alter their bill. One would be
apt to think, that, in a case of such urgent necessity,

the governor might have ventured to give his assent to

tlie bill under a protest, that it should not prejudice the

rights of the proprietaries upon any future occasion; but
as ho did not, the bill was drop])ed, and the province

left defenceless; by which means it afterwards sufl'ered

severely, to the destruction of many of the poor inhabi-

tants upon the western frontier, and to the impressing

the Indians with a contemptible opinion of the Euglish,

and the highest esteem of the French.

EXPEDITION AGAIN.ST CliOWN POINT AND
NIAGARA KESOLVED OX.

Our colonies to the north of Pennsylvania were more
active, and more successful in their preparations for

war. New York, following the example of New Eng-
land, passed an act to prohibit the sending of provisions

to any French port or settlement on the continent of

North America, or .any of the adjacent islands; and also

for raising forty-five thousand pounds, on estates reiJ

and personal, for the better defence of their colony, which
lay more exposed than any other to a French iuvasiiia

from Crown Point. However, this sum, great as it

might seem to them, was far from being suflicient; nor,

indeed, could they have provided properly for their se-

curity, witliout the assistance of our other colonies to

the east of tliem; but with their help, .and the additional

succour of tlie small body of regular troops expected un-

der Colonel Dunljar, they boldly resolved upon oft'ensive

measures, which when practicable are always the safest;

and two expeditions, one against the French fort at

Crown Point, and the other against their fort at Nia-

gara, between the lakes Ontario .nnd Erie, were set on
t'oot at the same time. The former of these expeditious

was appointed to be executed under the command of

general Johnson, a native of Ireland, who had long re-

sided upon the Mohawk river, in the weatfirn parts of

New York, where he had acquired a considerable estate^

and was universally beloved, not only by the inhabi-

tants, but also by the neighbouring Indians, whose
language be had learnt, and whose affections be had
gained by his humanity towards them. Tlie expedition

against Niagara was commanded by general SlUrley

himself.

The rendezvous of the troops for both these expedi-

tions was appointed to be at Albany, where most of

them arrived before the end of June; but the artillery,

batteaux, provisions, and other necessaries for the .at-

tempt upon Crown Point, could not be prepared till the

eighth of August, when geueral Johnson set out v/Mi
them from Albany for the Carrying-place from Hudson's
river to Lake George. There the troops had already

arrived, under the command of major-general I.yman,

and consisted of between five and si.\ thousand men,
besides Indians, raised by the governments of Boston,

Connecticut, New Hampshire, Khode Island, and New
York. Every thing was then prepared as fast as pos-

sible for a m.arch ; and towards the end of the month,

general Johnson advanced about fourteen miles forward

with his troops, and encamped in a very strong situa-

tion, covered on each side by a thick wooded swamp, by
Lake George in his rear, and by a breast-work of trcce,

3 A
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cut down for that purpose, in bis front. Here he re-

solved to wait the arrival of his batteaux. and afterwards

to proceed to Ticonderoga, at the other end of the lake,

from whence it was but about fifteen miles to the fort

at the south end of Lake Colaer, or Champlain, called

Fort Frederick by the French, and by us Crown Point.

Whilst he was thus encamped, some of his Indian scouts,

of which he took care to send out numbers along both

sides, and to the farther end of Lake George, brought

him intelligence that a considerable number of the en-

emy were then on their march from Ticonderoga, by the

way of the south bay, towards the fortified encampment,

since called Fort Edward, which general Lyman had

built at the Carrying-place; and in which four or five

hundred of the New Hampshire and Xew York men had

been left as a garrison. Upon this information general

Johnson sent two expresses, one after the other, to col-

onel Blanchard their commander, with orders to call in

all his out-parties, and to keep his whole force within

the intrenchments. About twelve o'clock at night,

those who had been sent upon the second express re-

turned with an acconnt of their having seen the enemy
within four miles of the camp at the Carrying-place,

which they scarcely doubted their having by that time

attacked. Important as the defence of this place was
for the safety of the whole army, and imminent as the

danger seemed to be, it does not appear that the gen-

eral then called any council of war, or resolved upon
any thing for its relief; but early the next morning lie

called a council, wherein it was unadvisedly resolved to

detach a thousand men, with a number of Indians, to

intercept, or, as the general's expression was in his let-

ter, to catch the enemy in their retreat, cither as victors,

or as defeated in their design. This expedient was re-

solved on, though no one knew the number of the enemy,
nor could obtain any information in that respect from
the Indian scouts, because the Indians have no words
or signs for expressing any large number, which, when
it exceeds their reckoning, they signify by pointing to

the stars in the firmament, or to the hair of their head;
and this they often do to denote a number less than a
thousand, as well as to signify ten thousand, or any
greater number.

E-etween eight and nine o'clock in the morning a
thousand men, with two hundred Indians, were de-

tached under the command of colonel Williams; but
they had not been gone two hours when those in the
camp began to hear a close firing, at about three or

four miles' dist.mce, as they judged; as it approached
nearer and nearer, they rightly supposed that the de-
tachment was overpowered, and retreating towards the
camp; which was soon confirmed by some fugitives,

and presently after by whole companies, who fled back
in great confusion. In a very short time after, the ene-
my appeared marching in regular order up to the centre
of the camp, where the consternation was so great,
that, if they had attacked the breastwork directly, they
might probably have thrown all into confusion, and ob-
tained an easy victory; but fortunately for the English,
they halted for some time at about an hundred and fiftv

yards' distance, and from thence began their attack with
platoon firing, too far olf to do much hurt, espccialh
against troops who were defended by a strong breast-
work. On the contrary, this ineft'octnal fire served onl\-
to raise the spirits of these last, who, having prepare.!
their artillery during the time that the Fren'ch halted,
began to play it so briskly upon the enemy, that the
Canadians and Indians in their senice fled immediatelv
into the woods on each side of the camp, and there
squatted under bushes, or skulked behind trees, from
whence they continued firing with very little execution
most of their shot being intercepted by the brakes and
thickets; for they never had the courage to advance to
(he vfirge of the wood. Baron Dieskau, who commanded
the French, being thus left alone with his regular troops
at the front of the camp, finding he could not make a
close attack upon the centre with his small number of
men, mov^d prst to the left, and then to the right, at

both which places he endeavoured to force a passage,

Imt was repulsed, being unsupported by the irregulars.

Instead of retreating, as he ought in prudence to have

done, he still continued his platoon and bush firing till

four o'clock in the aftp'-noon, during which time his reg-

ular troops suS'ered greatly by the fire from the camp,

and were at last thrown into confusion; which was no

sooner perceived by general Johnson's men, than they,

without waiting for orders, leaped over their breast-

work, attacked the enemy on all sides, and after killing

and taking a considerable number of them, entirely dis-

persed the rest. The French, whose numbers at the

beginning of this engagement amounted to about two
thousand men, including two hundred grenadiers, eight

hundred Canadians, and the rest Indians of different

nations, had between seven and eight hundred men
killed, and thirty taken prisoners; among the latter

was baron Dieskau himself, whom they found at a little

distance from the field of battle, dangerously wounded,

and leaning on the stump of a tree for his suppoi't. The
English lost about two hundred men, and those chiefly

of the detachment under Colonel Williams; for they had

very few either killed or wounded in the attack upon
their camp, and not any of distinction, except colonel Tit-

comb killed, and the general himself and major Xichols

wounded. Among the slain of the detachment, which
would probably have been entirely cut off had not lieu-

tenant-colonel Cole been sent out from the camp with

three hundred men, with which he stopped the enemy's

pursuit, and covered the retreat of his friends, were

colonel Williams, major Ashly, six captains, and several

subalterns, besides private men; and the Indians reck-

oned that they had lost forty men, besides the brave old

Hendrick, the Mohawk sachem, or chief captain.

BRAVEEY OF C.APTAIX 51'GINNES.

When baron Dieskau set out from Ticonderoga, his

design was only to surprise and cut ofi' the intreachei

camp, now called Fort Edward, at the CaiTving-place,

where there were but four or five hundred men. If he

had executed this scheme, our army would have been

tin-own into great difficulties; for it could neither have

proceeded farther, nor have subsisted where it was, and

lie might have found an opportunity to attack it with

great advantage in its retreat. But when he was within

four or five miles of that fort, his people were informed

that there were several cannon there, and none at the

camp; upon which they all desired to be led on to this

last, which he the more readily consented to, as he him-

self had been told by an English prisoner, who had left

this camp but a few days before, that it was quite de-

fenceless, being without any lines, and destitute of can-

non; which, in eS'BCt, was true at that time; for the

cannon did not an-ive, nor was the breast-work erected,

till about two days before the engagement. To this

misinformation, therefore, must be imputed this step,

which would otherwise be inconsistent with the general

character and abilities of baron Dieskau. A less justi-

fiable error seems to have been committed by general

Johnson, in not detaching a party to pursue the enemy
when they were defeated and fled. Perhaps he was
prevented from so doing by the ill fate of the detach-

ment he had sent out in the morning under colonel

Willi.ams. However that may be, his neglect in this

respect had like to have been fatal the next day to .-i

detachment sent from Fort Edward, consisting of an

hundred and twenty men of the Xew Hampshire regi-

ment, under captain Jl'Ginnes, as a reinforcement to

the army at the camp. This party fell in with between

three and four hundred men of Dieskau's troops, near

the spot where colonel Williams bad been defeated tlie

day before; but M'Ginnes, having timely notice by his

scouts of the approach of an enemy, made such a dis-

position, that be not only repulsed the assailants, but

defeated and entirely dispersed them, with the loss onlv

of two men killed, eleven wounded, and five missing

lie himself uufortunately died of the wounds be received
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ii' this en^r.iprcmenf, a few tiays after lie arrived at tlic

crinip witli Iiis party. It was now judged U>n late in

the year to proceed to the attack of frown Point, as it

would have been necessary, in that case, to build a

strong fort in the place where the camp then was. in

order to secure a communication with .Vlbany, from

whence only the troops could expect to be reinforced,

or supplied with fresh stores of ammunition or provi-

sions. They therefore set out upon their return soon

after this enjrasrement. h.^ving first erected a little stock-

aded fort, at the hither end of Lake George, in which

they left a small garrison, as a future prey for the

enemy; a misfortune which might easily have been

foreseen, because this whole army being country militia,

was to be disbanded, and return to their respective

homes, as they actually did soon after tlieir retreat to

Albany. This was all the glory, this all the advantage,

that the English nation acquired by such an expensive

e:?pedition. But so little had the English been accus-

tomed of late to hear of victory, that they rejoiced at this

advantage, as if it had been an action of the greatest

consequence. The general was highly applauded for

his conduct, and liberally rewarded ; for he was created

a baronet by his majesty, and presented with five thou-

sand pounds by the parliament.

DESCRIPTION OF FOKT OSWEGO, &o.

The preparations for general Shirley's expedition

against Niagara, were not only deficient, but shamefully

slow; though it was well known that even the possibil-

ity of his sucess must, in a great measure, depend upon
his setting ont early in the year, as will appear to any
person who considers thesitu.itionof our fort at Oswego,
this being the only way by which he could proceed to

Niagara. Oswego lies on the south-east side ol the lake

Ontario, near three hundred miles almost due west from

Albany in New York. The way to it from thence,

though long and tedious, is the more convenient, as the

far greatest part of it admits of water carriage, by what
the inhabitants called batteaux. which are a kind of light

flat-bottomed boats, widest in the middle, .and pointed at

each end, of about fifteen hundred weight burden, and
managed by two men called batteau-men, with paddles

and setting poles, the rivers being in many places too

narrow to admit of oai-s. From Albany to the village of

Shenactady, about sixteen miles, is a good waggon road.

From thence to the Httle falls in the Mobawk-river,
being sixty-five miles, the passage is by watcr-caiTiage

up that river, and consequently against the stream,

which in many places is somewhat rapid, and in others

so shallow, that, when the river is low, the watermen are

obliged to get out and draw their batteaux over the riffs.

At the little falls is a postage or land-carriage for about

a mile, over a ground so marshy that it will not bear any
wheel carriage; but a colony of Germans settled there,

attend with sledges, on which they draw the loaded bat-

teaux to the next place of embarkation upon the same
river. From thence they proceed by water up that river

for fifty miles, to the Carrying-place, near the head of

it, where there is another postage, the length of which
depends upon the dryness or wetness of the season, but

is generally above six or eight miles over in the sum-
mer months. Here the batteaux are again carried upon
sledges, till they come to a narrow river, called AVoods
CYcek, down which they are wafted on a gentle stream

for about forty miles into the lake Oneyada, which
stretches from cast to west about thirty miles, and is

passed with great case and safety in calm weather.

At the western end of the lake is the river Onondaga,
which. aftcra course of between twenty and thirtymiles,

unites with the river Cayuga, or .Seneca, and their united

streams run into the lake Ontario, at the place where
Oswego fort is situated. But this river is so rapid as to

be sometimes dangerous, besides its being full of rifts and
rocks; and al)out twelve miles en this side of Oswego I

tliere i» a fall of eleven feet perpendicular, where Iheie

is oonsoquently a postage, wnich however, docs not ex-

ceed forty yards. From tlicncc the passage Is easy

quite to Oswego. The lake Ontario, on which this fort

stands, is near two hundred and eighty leagues in cii

cumferencc; its figure is oval, and its depth runs (Vom
twenty to twenty-live fathoms. On the north side of It

arc several little gulfs. There is a communication be-

tween this lake and that of the llurons by the river

Tanasuate, from whence it is a laml-carriagc of six oi

eight leagues to the river Toronto, which falls into it.

The French liave two forts of consequence on this hike;

Frontenac, which commands the river St. Lawrence,
where the lake communicates with it; and Niagara,

which connuands the eonimuication between the lake

Ontario and the lake Erie. But of these forts, and this

last lake, which is one of the finest in the world, we shall

have occasion to sjieak hereafter.

Though we had long been in possession of fort Oswego,
and though it lay greatly exposed to the French, particu-

larly to those of Canada, upon any rupture between the

two nations, we had never taken care to render it toler.;

ably defensible, or even to build a single vessel fit for

navigating the lake: nor was this strange neglect ever

taken efteetual notice of, till the beginning of tliis year,

when, at a meeting which general Biaddock had in April

with the governors and chief gentlemen of several of

our colonies at Alexandria, in A'irginia, it was resolved

to strengthen both tlie fort and garrison at Oswego, and
to build some large vessels at that place. Accordingly
a number of shipwriglits and workmen were sent thither

in May and .Jiuie. At the same time captain Bradstreot

marched tliithcr with two companies of an hundred met:

each, to reinforce the hundred that "n-ere there before

under captain King, to which number tlie garrison had
been increased since our contests with France began to

grow serious. For a long time before, not above twenty-

five men were left to defend this post, which from its

great importance, and the situation of aft'airs at thisjunc-

ture, most certainly required a much stronger garrison

than was ])ut into it even at this juncture; but economy
was the chief thing consulted in the beginning of this

war, and to that iu a great measure was owing its long

duration.

EXPEDITION AGAINST NIAGARA.

From the above description of the passage from Albany
to Oswego, it is plain how necessary it was that the

troops intended for this expedition should have set out

early in the spring. But instead of that, the very first

of them, colonel Schuyler's New Jersey regiment, did not

begin their march till after the beginning of July, and
just as Shirley's and PeppereU's regiments were prepar-

ing to follow, the melancholy account of Braddock's dis-

aster arrived at Albany, where it so damped the spirits

of the people, and spread such a terror, that many of the

troops deserted, and most of the batteau-men dispersed

and ran home, by which means even all the necessary

stores could not be carried along with the tioc.ps. Not-
withstanding this disajipointment, Mr. Shirley set out
from Albany before the end of July, with as many of the

troops and stores as he could procure a conveyance for,_

hoping to be joined in his route by great numbers of the

Indians of the Six Nations, to whom he sent invitations

to tliat efl'ect as he passed by their settlements ; but thev,

instead of complying with his desire, .absolutely declared

against all hostilities on that side of tlie country; and
insisted that Oswego, being a place of traffic and peace,

ouglit not to be disturbed either by the English or the
French, as if they could have pcrstiaded both parties to

agrecto such a local truce. Upon this refusal, Mr. Shirley

proceeded forward, being joined by a very few Indians,

and arrived at Oswego on the seventeenth or eigliteenth

of August ; but the rest of the troops and artillery did not

aiTive till the last day of that month ; and even then, their

store of provisions was not sullieient to enable them to

go against Niagara, though some tolerably good vessels

had by thistimebeen built and got ready forthat purpose.

The general now resolved to take but six hundred men
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with him for the attack of Niagara, and to leave the rest

of liis army, consisting of about fourteen hundred more,

at Oswego, to defend that place, in case the French

should attack it in his absence, which there was reason

to appreliend they might, as they then had a considerable

force at fort Frontenac, from whence they could easily

cross over the lake Ontario to Oswego. However, he

was still obliged to wait at Oswego for provisions, of

which at length a small supply arrived on the twenty-

sixth of September, barely sufficient to support his men
during their intended expedition, and to allow twelve

days' short subsistence for those he left behind. But by

this time the rainy boisterous season had begun, on

which account most of his Indians had already left him

and were returned home; and the few that remained

with him declared that there was no crossing tlie lake

Ontario in batteaux at that season, or any time before the

next summer. In this perplexity he called a council of

war, whicli, after weighing all circumstances, unam-
niously resolved to defer the attempt upon Niagara till

the ne.xt year, and to employ the troops, whilst they re-

mained at Oswego, in building barracks, and erecting,

or at least beginning to erect, two new forts, one on the

east side of the river Onondaga, four hundred and fifty

yards distant from the old fort, which it was to command,
as well as the entrance of the harbour, and to be called

Ontario-fort; and the other four hundred and fifty yards

west of the old fort, to be called Oswego new fort.

r.ENERAL SHIRLEY EETUKNS TO ALBANY.

These things being agreed on, general Shirley, with
the greatest part of the troops under his command, set

out on his return to Albany on the twenty-fourth of Oc-
tober, leaving colonel Mercer, with a garrison of about
seven hundred men, at Oswego; though repeated advice

had been received, that the French had then at least a
thousand men at their fort at Frontenac, upon the same
lake; and, what was still worse, tlie new forts were not

yet near completed; but left to be finished by the hard
labour of colonel Mercer and his little garrrison, with the

addition of this melancholy circumstance, that, if be-

sieged by the enemy in the winter, it would not be possi-

ble for liis friends to come to his assistance. Thus ended
this year's unfortunate campaign, during which the
Frencli, with the assistance of their Indian allies, con-
tinued their murders, scalping, captivating, and laying
waste the western frontiers of Vii'ginia and Pennsyl-
vania, during the whole winter.

Tlie ministers of the two jarring powers were very
busily employed this year at most of the courts of

Europe; but tlieir transactions were kept extremely
secret. The I-'reuch endeavoured to inspire the Span-
iards with a jealousy of the strength of the English by
sea, especially in America; and the Spanish court seemed
inclined to accept of the office of mediator; but Mr.
Wall, who was perfectly well acquainted with the state

of affairs between England and France, seconded the
representations of the British ministry, which demon-
strated, that, however willing Great Britain might be
to accept of the mediation of Spain, she could not agree
to any suspension of arms in America, which France
insisted on as a preliminary condition, without hazard-
ing the whole of her interest there; and that the cap-
tures which had been made by the English were the
Jiecessary .conse(|ueuces of the encroachments and in-
justice of the French, particularly in that country.
Upon this remonstrance, all furtlier talk of the media-
tion of Spain was dropped, and the ministry of Versailles
had recourse to the princes of Germany ; amongst whom
the elector of C'ologn was soon brought over to their
parly, so as to consent to their forming magazines in
bin territories in Westphalia. This was a jdain indica-
tion of their design against Hanover, which they soon
after made his Britannic majesty, who was then at
Hanover, an offer of sparing, if he would agree to cer-
tain conditions of neutrality for that electorate, which
be rejected with disdain. 'Theu the count d'Aubcterre,

envoy-extraordinary from France at the court of Vienna,

proposed a secret negotiation with the ministers of the

empress-queen. The secret articles of the treaty of

Peter.sburgh, between the two empresses, had stipulated

a kind of partition of the Prussian territories, in case

that prince should infringe the treaty of Dresden; but

his Britannic majesty, though often invited, had always

refused to agree to any such stipulation; and the king

of Poland, howsoever he might be inclined to favour

the scheme, did not dare to avow it formally, till mat-
ters should be more ripe for carrying it into execution.

The court of Vienna, whose favourite measure this was,

began to listen to d'Aubcterre 's insinuations, and by
degrees entered into negotiations with him, which, in

the end, were productive of that unnatural confederacy

between the empress-queen and the king of France, of

which further notice will be taken in the occurrences

of the next year, when the treaty between them, into

which they afterwards found means secretly to bring

the empress of Russia, was concluded at Versailles.

TREATY WITH THE LANDGRAVE OF HESSE-
CASSEL.

The king of England taking it for granted that the

French would invade Hanover, in consequence of their

rupture with Great Britain, which seemed to be near

at hand, began to take measures for the defence of that

electorate. To this end, during his stay at Hanover, he
concluded, on the eighteenth day of June, a treaty with
the landgrave of Ilesse-Cassel, by which his serene high-

ness engaged to hold in readiness, during four years, for

his majesty's service, a body of eight thousand men, to

be employed, if required, upon the continent, or in Bri-

tain, or Ireland; but not on board the fleet or beyond
the seas; and also, if his Britannic majesty should judge
it necessary or advantageous for his ser%'ice, to furnish

and join to this body of eight thousand men, within six

months after they should be demanded, four thousand
more, of which seven hundred were to be horse or

dragoons, and each regiment of infantry to have two
field pieces of cannon. [See note 2 Y, at the end of thh

Vol.] Another treaty was begun with Russia about
the same time; but this did not take effect during his

majesty's residence at Hanover: that others were not

concluded was the more surprising, as our subsidy-

treaty with Saxony had then expired, and that with
Bavaria was near expiring, and as the securing of these

two princes in our interest was at least as necessary

towards forming a sufficient confederacy upon the con-

tinent for the defence of Hanover, as it was to secure

the landgrave of Hesse-C'assel. If the reason of their

not being engaged, and no other seems so probable, was,

that the)' refused to renew their treaties with England
upon any terms, all that can be said is, that they were
guiltv of flagrant ingratitude, as they had both received

a subsidy from this kingdom for many years in time of

peace, when they neither were nor could be of any ser-

vice to the interest of Great Britain.

NEWS OF THE CAPTURE OF THE ALCIDE
AND LYS REACHES ENGLAND.

On the fifteenth of July, an express arrived from ad-

miral Boscawen, with an account of his haTiiig taken
the two French ships of war, the Alcide and the Lys.

This was certainly contrary to the expectation of the

court of France; for had they apprehended any such
attack, they would not have ordered jMr. Macnauiara to

return to Brest with the chief part of their squadron;
nor was it perhaps less contrajy to the expectation of

some of our own ministry; but as matters had been car-

ried so far, it was then too late to retreat; and, there-

fore, orders were soon after given to all our ships of war
to make reprisals upon the French, by taking tlicir

sln'ps wherever they should meet thtm. !<ir Edward
Hawke sailed from Portsmouth on the twenty-first of

July, with eighteen ships of war, to watch the return
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of the French fleet from America; which, however,

escapeil him, iiiul arrived at Brest on the third day of

Scpteiiil'or. Commodore Frankland sailed from Spithead

for the West Indies on the thirteenth of August, with

four ships of war, furnislied with orders to commit hos-

tilities, as well as to protect our trade and sugar-islands

from any insult that the French might olTer; and the

duke de Mirepoix, their ambassador at the court of Lon-

don, set out for Paris on tho twenty-sccoud of July,

without taking leave.

THE KING RKTURNS FKOM HANOVER, AND
CONCLUDES A TREATY WITH RUSSIA.

A war being thus in some measure begun, his majesty
thouglit proper, perhaps for that reason, to return to

Iiis British dominions sooner than usual; for he left

Hanover on the eighth of September, and arrived on tlie

fifteenth at Kensington, where the treaty of alliance

between him and the empress of Russia, which he had
begun during his absence, was concluded on the thir-

tieth of the same month. By this treaty her Russian
majesty engaged to hold in readiness in Livonia, upon
the frontiers of Lithuania, a l)ody of troops consisting

of forty thousand infantry, witli the necessary artillery,

and fifteen thousand cavalry; and also on the coast of

the same province, forty or fifty galleys, with the neces-

sary crows; to be ready to act, upon the first order, in

his majesty's service, in case, said the fifth article,

which was the most rem.irkable, that the dominions of

his Britannic majesty in Germany should be inv.aded

on .account of the interests or disputes which regard his

kingdoms; her imperial m.ajesty declaring that she

would look upon such an invasion as a case of the alli-

ance of the year one thousand seven hundred and forty-

two; and that the said dominions should be therein

comprised iu this respect; but neither these troops nor
galleys were to be put in motion, unless his Britannic

majesty, or his allies, should be somewhere att.ickcd;

in which case the Russian general should march as soon
as possible after requisition, to make a diversion with
thirty thousand infantry, and fifteen thousand cavalry;

and should embark on bo,ard the galleys the other ten

thousand infantry to make a descent according to the

exigency of the affair. On the other side, his Britannic

majesty engaged to pay to her Russian majesty an an-

nual subsidy of an hundred thousand pounds sterling a

year, each year to be paid in advance, and to be reckoned
from the day of the exchange of the ratifications, to the

day that these troops should upon requisition march out

of Russia; from which day the annual subsidy to her

imperial majesty was to be five hundred thousand pounds
sterling, to be paid always four months in advance, un-

til the troops should return into the Russian dominions,

and for three months after their return. His Britannic

majesty, who was to be at liberty to send once every

year into the said province of Livonia a commissary, to

see and ex.amine the number and condition of the said

troops, further engaged, that, in case her Russian ma-
jesty should be disturbed in this diverson, or attacked

herself, he would furnish immediately the succour stip-

ulated in the treaty of one thousand seven hundred
and forty-two, and that in case a war should break out,

he should send into the Baltic a squadron of his ships,

of a force suitable to the circumstances. This was the

chief substance of the treaty, which, by agreement of

both parties, was to subsist for four years from the ex-

change of the ratifications; but in the seventh article

these words were unluckily inserted: " Considering also

the proximity of the countries wherein the diversion in

question will probably be made, and the facility her

troops will probably h.ave of subsisting immediately in

an enemy's country, she takes upon herself alone, dur-

ing such a diversion, the subsistence and treatment of

the said troops by sea and land." And in the eleventh

article it was stipulated, that all the plunder the Rus-

sian army snould take from the enemy should belong to

them. That his Britannic majesty, who now knew

enough of the court of Vienna to bo sensible that ho
coulil expect no assistance from thence, in case his (ier-

man dumiuions were invaded, should enter into this

convention with the empress of Russia, in order to

strengtlien liisdefeneeupon the continent, wasextremely
natural; especially as be had lately lived in great friend-

ship with her, and her transactions with the court of

France had been so secret, by passing through only that
of Vienna, that he had not yet been informed of them;
neither had the project of the treaty of Versailles then
come to his knowledge, or to that of the king of Prussia,

nor had cither of these princes yet made any formal

advances to tho other.

DECLARATION OF THE FRENCH MINISTRY
AT THE COURT OF VIENNA.

The first intimation that appeared publicly of the

negotiations of France with tho empress of Germany,
was when the French minister, count d'Aubeterre, de-

clared at Vienna, " That the warlike designs with which
the king his master was charged, were sufliciently con-

futed by his great moderation, of which all Europe had
manifold proofs; that his majesty was persuaded this

groundless charge had given as much indignation to

their imperial majesties as to himself; that he was
firmly resolved to preserve to Christendom that tran-

quillity which it enjoyed through his good faith, in

religiously obsen-ing the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle; but

that if his Britannic majesty's allies should take part in

the war which was kindled in America, by furnishing

succours to the English, his majesty would be authorized

to consider and treat them as principals in it." France
likewise made tho same declaration to other courts.

SPIRITED DECLARATION OF PRUSSIA.

The words and stipulation in the above-recited clause,

in the seventh article of the treaty of Great Britain with
Russia, were looked on as a menace levelled at the king
of Prussia, who, having some time found means to pro-

cure a copy of this treaty, and seeing it in that light,

boldly declared, by his ministers at all the courts of

Europe, that he would oppose, with his utmost force,

the entrance of any foreign troops into the empire, un-

der any pretence whatever. This declaration was par-

ticularly displeasing to the French, who had already

marched large bodies of troops towards the frontiers of

the empire, and erected several great magazines in

Westphalia, with the permission of the elector of Co-

logn, for which the English minister at his court was,

in August, ordered to withdraw from thence without

taking leave. However, as soon as this declaration of

the king of Prussia was notified to the court of Versail-

les, they sent an ambassador-extraordinary, the duke
de Niveniois, to Berlin, to try to persuade his majesty
to retract his declaration, and enter into a new alliance

with them. His Prussian majesty received this ambas-
sador in such a manner as seemed to denote a disposi-

tion to agree to every thing he had to propose. This
awakened in England a jealousy that his declaration

alone was not to be relied on, but that it was necessary

to bring him under some solemn engagement; especi-

ally as the French had by this time a numerous army
near the Lower Rhine, with magazines provided for

their march all the way to Hanover; and if the king of

Prussia suffered them to pass through bis dominions,

that electorate must be swallowed np before the Rus-
sian auxiliaries could possibly be brought thither, or

any army be formed for protecting it.* For this reason

a negotiation was set on foot by Great Britain at Berlin

,

but as it w.as not concluded before the beginning of tho

next year, we shall defer entering into the particulars

of it till wc come to that period.

• Perhaps the elector of Hanover was more nfimld of tho Pnuwlan
monaTY:li than of the most clnistian kinjr, knowing with what ease
and rapidity this cntt>rprising nui^hbour could, in a few days, 8ul>
due the whole electorate.
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^-HE FRENCH MAKE ANOTHER UNSUCCESS-

FUL ATTEMPT UPON THE COURT OF SPAIN.

Meanwhile the French made another attempt upon

the court of MadriJ, loudly complaining of the taking

their two men of war hy IJoscawen's squadron, before

any declaration of war was made, representing it as a

most unjustiiiable proceeding, which threatened a dis-

solution of all faith amongst nations. This produced a

strong memorial from sir Benjamin Keene, our minister

at that court, importing, " That it was well known that

the French fleet carried troops, ammunition, and every

thing necessary for defending the countries which the

French had unjustly usurped in America, and of which

the English claimed the property; that the rules of

self-defence authorize every nation to render fruitless

any attempt that may tend to its prejudice; that this

risrht had been made use of only in taking the two

French ships of war; and that the distinction of place

might be interpreted in favour of the English, seeing

the two ships were taken on the coasts of the countries

where the contest arose." In answer to this observa-

tion, the French minister represented the vast number

of ships which had been taken in the European seas;

for in fact the English ports soon began to be filled with

them, in consequence of the general orders for making

reprisals. But the court of Madrid was so far from be-

ing persuaded by any thing he could say, that it gave

his Britannic majesty the strongest assurances of its

friendship, and of its intention to take no part in the

differences between him and France, but such as should

be conciliatory, and tending to restore the public tran-

quillity.

THE IMPERIAL COURT REFUSES AUXILI-
ARIES TO ENGLAND

On the other hand, his Britannic majesty required,

.IB king of Great Britain, the auxiliaries stipulated to

him by treaty from the empress-queen. But these were

refused, under pretence, that as the contest between

him and France related to America only, it was not a

case of the alliance ; though at the same time the

French made no scruple of owning, that they intended

to make a powerful descent on Great Britain early in

the spring. When, a little while after, France being

employed in making great preparation for a land war in

Europe, the king of England required her to defend her

own possessions, the barrier in the Low Countries, with

the number of men stipulated by the treaty, which
countries, acquired by English blood and English trea-

sure, had been given to her on that express condition,

she declared that she could not spare troops for that

purpose, on account of her dangerous enemy the king

of Prussia; and afterwards, when he was secured by his

treaty with England, she urged that as a reason for her

alliance with France. It must be owned, however, for

the sake of historical truth, that this was no bad rea-

son, considering the power, the genius, and the charac-

ter of that prince, who hovered over her dominions with
an army of one hundred and fifty thousand veterans.

It must likewise be owned, that she undertook to pro-

cure the French king's consent to a neuti'ality for Han-
over, which would have effectually secured that elector-

ate from the invasion of every other power but Prussia
itself; and it is no strained conjecture to suppose, that
the dread of this very power was the true source of
those connexions in Germany, which entailed such a
rainous continental war upon Great Britain.

THE FRENCH TAKE THE BLANDFORD.

Though the English continued to make reprisals upon
the French, not only in the seas of America, but also in

those of Europe, by taking every ship they could meet
with, and detaining them, their cargoes, and crews; yet
the French, whether from a consciousness of their want
of power by eea, or that they might have a more plau-

sible plea to represent England as the aggressor, wero

so far from returning these hostilities, that their fleet,

which escaped sir Edward Hawke, having, on the thir-

teenth of August, taken the Blandford ship of war, with

governor Lyttelton on board, going to Carolina, they

set the governor at liberty, as soon as the court was in-

foi-med of the ship's being brought into Nantes, and
shortly after released both the ship and the crew.

However, at the same time, their preparations for a

land war still went on with great diligence, and their

utmost arts and efforts were fruitlessly exerted to per-

suade the Spaniards and Dutch to join with them against

Great Britain.

STATE OF THE ENGLISH AND FRENCH
NAVIES.

In England the preparations by sea became greater

than ever, several new ships of war were' put in com-
mission, and many others taken into the service of the

government; the exportation of gunpowder was forbid;

the bounties to seamen were continued, and the number
of those that either entered voluntarily, or were pressed,

increased daily, as did also the captures from the French,
among which was the Esperance, of seventy guns,
taken as she was going from Rochefort to Brest to be
manned. The land-forces of Great Britain were like-

wise ordered to be augmented; several new regiments
were raised, and all half-pay ofiicers, and the out-pen-

sioners belonging to Chelsea-hospital, were directed to

send in their names, ages, and time of service, in order

that such of them as were yet able to serve might be
emplo3'ed again if wanted. The English navy, so early

as in the month of September of this year, consisted oi

one ship of an hundred and ten guns, five of an hundred
guns each, thirteen of ninety, eight of eighty, five of

seventy-four, twenty-nine of seventy, four of sixty-six,

one of sixty-four, thirty-three of sixty, three of fifty-

four, twenty-eight of fifty, four of forty-four, thirty-five

of forty, and forty-two of twenty, four sloops of war of

eighteen guns each, two of sixteen, eleven of fourteen,

thirteen of twelve, and one of ten, besides a great num-
ber of bomb-ketches, fire-ships, and tenders; a force

sutficient to oppose the united maritime strength of all

the powers in Europe; whilst th.it of the French, even
at the end of this year, and including the ships then upon
the stocks, amounted to no more than six ships of eighty

guns, twenty-one of seventy-four, one of seventy-two,

four of seventy, thirty-one of si.vty-fuur, two of sixty,

six of fifty, and thirty-two frigates.

SESSION OPENED.

Such was the situation of the two kingdoms, when,
on the thirteenth of November, the parliament met, and
his majesty opened the session with a speech from the

throne, in which he acquainted them—" That the most
proper measures had been taken to protect our posses-

sions in America, and to regain such parts thereof as

had been encroached upon, or invaded; that to preserve

his people from the calamities of war, as well as to pre-

vent a general war from being lighted up in Europe, he
had been always ready to accept reasonable and honour-

able terms of accommodation, but that none such had
been proposed by France; that he had also confined his

views and operations to hinder France from making
new encroachments, or supporting those already made;
to exert his people's right to a satisfaction for hostilities

committed in time of profound peace, and to disappoint

such designs, as, from various appearances and prepar-

ations, there was reason to think had been formed
against his kingdoms and dominions; that the king
of Spain earnestly wished the preservation of the public

tranquillity, and had given assurances of his intention

to continue in the same pacific sentiments; that he him-
self had greatly increased his naval armaments, and
augmented his land-forces in such a manner as might
be least burdensome; and, finally, that he had concluded
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a treaty with tbc empress of Russin, nnd anotlier with

the landgrave of Hesso-Cassel, wbicli should be laid

before them."

REMARKABLE ADRESSES OF BOTH HOUSES.

In answer to this speech, both houses voted most

loyal addresses, but not without a warm opposition, in

each, to some of the particular expressions; for it hav-

ing been proposed in the bouse of lords to insert in their

address the wonls following, viz.: "That they looked

jpon themselves as obliged, by the strongest ties of

duty, gratitude, nnd honour, to stand by nnd support

bis majesty in all such wise and necessary measures

and engagements ns his majesty might have taken in

vindication of the rights of his crown, or to defeat any
attempts which might be made by Trance in resentment

for such measures, and to assist his majesty in disap-

pointing or repelling all such enterprises as might be

formed, not only against his kingdoms, but also against

any other of his dominions (though not belonging to

the crown of Great Britain), in case tliey shouM be at-

tacked on account of the part which his majesty had

taken for maintaining the essential interests of his

kingdoms;" the inserting of these words in their address

was opposed by earl Temple, and several other lords;

because, by the first part of them, they engaged to ap-

prove of the treaties with Russia and Hesse-Cassel,

neither of which they had ever seen; nor could it be

supposed that either of them could be of any advantage

to this nation; and by the second part of these words

it seemed to bo resolved, to engage this nation in a

continental connexion for the defence of Hanover, which

it was impossible for England to support, and which

would be so far from being of any advantage to it at

sea, or in America, that it might at last disable the

nation from defending itself in either of those parts of

the world. But upon putting the question, the insert-

ing of these words was agreed to by a great majority,

and accordingly they stand as part of the address of the

bouse upon that occasion.

niS MAJESTY'S ANSWER.

To this remarkable address his majesty returned the

following as remarkable answer: " My lords, I give you

my hearty thanks for this dutiful and atTectionate ad-

dress. I see, with the greatest satisfaction, the zeal

yon express for my person and government, and for the

true interest of your country, which I am determined

to adhere to. The assurances which you give me for

the defence of my territories abroad, are a strong proo!

of your affection for rae, and regard for my honoui-.

Nothing shall divert me from pursuing those measures

which will effectually maintain the possessions and

rights of my kingdoms, and procure reasonable ami

hononrable terms of accommodation."—The address ot

the house of commons breathed the same spirit of zeal

and gratitude, and was full of the warmest assurances

of a ready support of his majesty, and of his foreign

dominions, if .attacked in resentment of bis maintaining

the rights of bis crown and kingdom; and bis m.ijesty's

answer to it was to the same effect as that to the house

of lords. The same, or nearly the same words, relating

to the treaties concluded by his majesty, and to the de-

fence of his foreign dominions, were proposed to be in-

serted in this address, which was opposed by William

Pitt, esq., then paymaster of his majesty's forces; the

right hon. Henrj- Legge, esq., then chancellor and un-

der-treasurer of his majesty's exchequer, and one of the

commissioners of the treasury; and by several other

gentlemen in high posts under the government, as well

as by many others; but, upon putting the question, it

was by a considerable majority agreed to insert the

words objected to; and very soon after, Mr. Pitt, Mr.
Legge, and most, if not all. of the gentlemen who had
appeared in the opposition, were dismissed from their

employments. In the meantime, a draft came over

from Russia for part of the new subsidy stipulated to

that crown; but some of the ministry, who were then
at the head of the tinjiiice», refused to pay it, at least
before the treaty should he approved of by parliament.

ALTERATIONS IN THE MINISTRY.

Sir Thomas Robinson had not been long in possession
of the oflice of secretary of state, before it was generally
perceived, that, though an honest well meaning uian,
and a favourite with tho king, bis abilities were not
equal to the functions of that post. Much less were
they so at this juncture, when the n.-ition was on the
point of being engaged in a diflicult nnd expensive war,
and plunged into foreign measures and connexions,

which would require the utmost skill of an able politi-

cian to render them palatable to the people. Mr. Pitt

nnd Mr. Fox, though they scarce ever agreed in any
other particular, had generally united in opposing bis

measures, and their superior influence in the house

of commons, and universally acknowledged abilities,

though of very different kinds, had always prevailed;

uncommon as it was, to see two persons who held con-

siderable places under the government, one of them be-

ing paymaster-general, and the other secretary at war,

oppose, upon almost every occasion, a secretary of state

who was supposed to know and speak the sentiments
of his master. Sir Thomas himself soon grew sensible

of his w.ant of sufficient weight in the senate of the na-

tion; and therefore, of his own accord, on the tenth of

November, wisely and dutifully resigned the seals of

his office to his majesty, who delivered them to Mr.
Fox, and appointed sir Thomas master of the wardrobe,

with a pension to him during his life, and after his death
to his sons. Lord Barrington succeeded Mr. Fo.x as

secretary at war; and soon after sir George Lvttelton

was made chancellor of the exchequer, and a lord of

the treasury, in the room of Mr. Legge, who had de-

clared himself against the new continental system.

However, notwithst.xnding these changes in the min-
istry, very warm debates arose in both houses, when
the treaties of Russia and Hesse-Cassel came to be con-

sidered by them ; some of the members were for refemng
them to a committee; but this motion was over-ruled,

iu consideration of his majesty's having engaged in

them to guard against a storm that seemed ready to

break upon bis electoral dominions, merely on account

of our quarrel with the French. They were at length

approved of by a majority of three hundred and eighteen

against one hundred and twenty-six, in the house of

commons; and by eighty-four against eleven, in the

house of lords.

The house of commons then proceeded to provide for

the service of the ensuing year, and for the deficiencies

of the provisions for the former. Fifty thousand seamen,
including nine thousand one hundred and thirty-eight

marines, were voted, on the twenty-fourth of November,
for the service of the year one thousand seven hundred
and fifty-six, together with two millions six hundred
thousand pounds for their maintenance; and thirty-four

thousand two hundred and sixty-three land soldiers,

with nine hundred and thirty thousand six hundred and
three pounds, six shillings and ninepence, for their

support. An hundred thousand pounds were voted as

a subsidy to the empress of Russia; fifty-four thousand
one hundred and forty pounds, twelve shillings and
sixpence, to the landgrave of Hessc-C'a.ssel ; and ten

thousand pounds to the elector of Bavaria.

EARTHQUAKE AT LISBON.

Duringthese transactions, the public was overwhelmed
with consternation by the tidings of a dreadful earth-

quake, which, on the first November, shook all Spain

and Portugal, and many other places in Europe, and
laid the city of Lisbon in ruins. When the news of

this great calamity first reached England, it was feared

the consequences of it might affect our public credit,
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coiisiderinp; t}i« vast interest which the English mcr-

tliants had in the I'ortnguese trade ; hut foitnnately,

it aftei-n-aids proved inconsiderable, in comparison of

what had Ijcen apprehended ; the quarter in which the

English chiefly lived, and where they had their ware-

houses, having suffered the least of any part of the city;

and most of the English merchants then residing there,

together with their families, being at their country

houses, to avoid the insults to which they might have

been exposed from the Portuguese populace, during the

celebration of their auto-cla-fe, which was kept that very

dav. The two first shocks of this dreadful visitation

continued near a quarter of an hour, after which the

water of the river Tagus rose perpendicularly above

twenty feet, and suhsiiled to its natural bed in less than

a minute. Great numbers of houses, of which this city

then contained about thirty-six thousand, extending in

length near six miles, in form of a crescent, on the ascent

of a hill upon the north shore of the mouth of the river

Tagus, within nine miles from the ocean, were thrown

down by the repeated commotions of the earth, together

with several magnificent churches, monasteries, and

public buildings. But what entirely completed the

ruin of this then most opulent capital of the Portuguese

dominions, was a devouring conflagration, partly for-

tuitous or natural, but chiefly occasioned by a set of

impious villains, who, unawedby the tremendour scene

at that very instant passing before their eyes, with a

wickedness scarcely to be credited, set fire even to the

falHng edifices in different parts of the city, to increase

the general confusion, that they might have the better

opportunity to rob and plunder their already desolated

fellow-citizens. Out of three hundred and fifty thou-

sand inhabitants, which Lisbon was then supposed to

contain, about ten thoiisand perished by this calamity;

and the survivors, deprived of their habitations, and
destitute even of the necessaries of life, were forced to

seek for shelter in the open fields.

RELIEF VOTED TO THE PORTUGUESE.

As soon as his majesty received an account of this

deplorable event, from his ambassador at the court of

Madrid, he sent a message to both houses of parliament,

on the twenty-eighth of November, acquainting them
therewith, and desiring their concurrence and assistance

towards speedily relieving the unhappy sufferers; and
the parliament thereupon, to the honour of British hu-
manity, unanimously voted, on the eighth of December,
A gift of an hundred thousand pounds for the distressed

people of Portugal. A circumstance which enhances
the merit of this action is, that though the English
themselves were, at that very time, in great want of

grain, a considerable part of the sum was sent in com,
flour, rice, and a large quantity of beef from Ireland

;

supplies which came very seasonably for the poor Portu-

guese, who were in actual want of the necessaries of

life. Their king was so affected by this instance of

British generosity, that, to show his gratitude for the

timely relief, he ordered Mr. Castres, the British resident

at his court, to give the preference, in the distribution

of these supplies, to the British subjects who had suf-

fered by the earthquake; accordingly, about a thirtieth

part of the provisions, and two thousand pounds in

money, were set apart for that purpose; and his Portu-
guese majesty returned his thanks, in very warm terms,
to the British crown and nation.

The report of an intended invasion of these kingdoms
by the French increasing daily, on the twenty-second
day of January lord lianington, as secretary at war,
laid before the house an estimate for defraying the
charge of ten new regiments of foot, over and above the
thirty -four thousand two hundred and sixty-three land
soldiers before ordered to be raised; and a sum ofninety-
5ne thousand nine hundred and nineteen pounds, ten
shillings, was voted for these additional forces; U])on

another estimate presented a little after by the same
lord, and founded upon the same reasons, for raising,

for the further defence of the kingdom, eleven troops

of light dragoons, forty-nine thousand six hundred and

twenty-eight pounds, eleven shillings and threepence,

were voted for the ensuing year; together with eighty-

one thousand one hundred and seventy-eight pounds,

sixteen shillings, for a regiment of foot to be raised in

North America; two hundred and ninety-eight thousand

five hundred and thirty-four pounds, seventeen shillings

and tenpence halfpenny, for the maintenance of our

forces already established in our American colonies; and

seventy-nine thousand nine hundred and fifteen pounds,

six shillings, for six regiments of foot from Ireland, to

serve iu North America and the East Indies. Besides

all these supplies, Mr. Fox, on the twenty-eighth of

.lanuary, presented to the house a message from the

king, desiring them to take into consideration the faith-

ful services of the people of New England, and of some
other parts of North America; upon which one hundred
and fifteen thousand pounds more were voted, and five

thousand pounds as a reward to sir William Johnson in

particular. In short, including several other sums, as

well as for defraying the expense of the army and navy,

as for a subsidy of twenty thousand pounds to the king

of Piiissia, and one hundred and twenty-one thousand

four hundred and forty-seven pounds, two shillings and
sixpence, for Hanoverian troops, of which two last arti-

cles further notice will be taken hereafter, the whole
of the supplies granted by parliament in this session,

amounted to seven millions two hundred and twenty-

nine thousand one hundred and seventeen pounds, four

shillings and sixpence three farthings. For raising

this sum, besides the malt tax, and the land tax of four

shillings in the pound, the whole produce of the sinking

fund, from the fifth of January one thousand seven hun-
dred and fifty-six, till it should amount to one million

five hundred and fifty-five thousand nine hundred and
fifty-five pounds, eleven shillings and elevenpence half

penny, was ordered to be applied thereunto; together

with a million to be raised by loans or exchequer hills,

at three per cent, interest; one million five hundred

tliousand pounds, to be raised by the sale of redeemable

annuities at three and a half per cent., and five hundred

thousand pounds to be raised by a lottery, at three per

cent. All which sums, with eighty-three thousand

four hundred and twelve pounds, two shillings, and five-

pence halfpenny, then remaining in the exchequer,

amounted to seven millions four hundred and twenty-

seven thousand two hundred and sixty-one pounds, five

shillings and sevenpence.

MUTINY BILL, MARINE, AND MARINERS'
ACTS CONTINUED.

The clause inserted in the mutiny hill last year, sub-

jecting all officers and soldiers raised in America, by
authority of the respective governors or governments
there, to the same rules and articles of war, and the

same penalties and punishments, as the British forces

were liable to; the act passed at the same time for reg-

ulating the marine forces, while on shore, and that for

the more speedy and effectual manning of his majesty's

navy, were not only confirmed now, but it was further

enacted, with respect to this last, as well as for the more
speedy and eflectual recruiting of his majesty's land-

forces, that the commissioners appointed by the present

act should be empowered to raise and levy, within their

respective jurisdictions, such able-bodied men as did not

followany lawful calling or employment; or had not some
other lawful and sufficient support; and might order,

wherever and whenever they pleased, a general search to

be made for such persons, in order to their being brought
before them to be examined; nay, that the parish or town
officers might, without any such order, search for and se-

cure such persons, in order to convey them before the said

commissioners to be examined; that ifany three commis-
sioners should find any person, so brought before them,
to be within the above description, and if the reciuiting

officer attending should judge him to be a man fit for
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his majesty's service, thi-y should cnusc him to he de-

livered to such olliccr, who might secure liira in any

place of safety provided by the justices of peace for that

purpose, or even in any public prison; and that every

such man was from that time to bo deemed a listed sol-

dier, and iiot to be taken out of his majesty's service by

any process, other than for some criminal matter. Noth-

ing could more plainly show either tlio zeal of the jiar-

liament for a vigorous prosecution of the war, or their

confidence in the justice and moderation of our ministry,

than their agreeing to this act, which was to continue

in force till the end of the next session; and which, in

the hands of a wicked and enterprising administration,

might have been made such an use of, as would have

been inconsistent with that security which is provided

by our happy constitution for the liberty of tlie subject.

ACT FOR R.\ISINCi A RKGIMENT OF FOOT
IN NORTH AMERICA.

The next object of the immediate attention of parlia-

ment in this session, was the raising of a new regiment

of foot in North America; for which purpose the sum of

eighty-ono thousand one hundred and seventy-eight

pounds, sixteen shillings, to which the estimate thereof

amounted, was voted. This regiment, which was to

consist of four battalions of a thousand men each, was
intended to be raised chiefly out of the Germans and
Swiss, who, for many years past, had annually trans-

ported themselves in great numbers to the British plan-

tations in America, where waste lands had been .tssigned

them upon the frontiers of the provinces; but, very

injudiciously, no care had been taken to intcrmi.'c them
with the English inhabitants of the place. To this

circumstance it is owing, that they have continued to

correspond and converse only with one another; so that

very few of them, even of tliose who have been bom
there, have yet learned to speak or understand the Eng-
lish tongue. However, as they were all zeal, luspro-

testants, and in gencr.'J strong hardy men, and accus-

tomed to the climate, it was judged that a regiment of

good and faithful soldiers might be raised out of them,
particularly proper to oppose the French; but to tliis

end it was necessary to appoint some officers, especially

subalterns, who understood military discipline, and could

speak the German language; and as a sufficient number
of such could not be found among the English officers, it

was necessary to bring over and grant commissions to

several German and .Swiss officers and engineers; but

this step, by the act of settlement, could not be taken

without the authority of parliament; an act was now
passed for enabling his majesty to grant conuuissions

to a certain number of foreign protcstants, who had
served abroad as officers or engineers, to act and rank
as officers or engineers in America only. An act was
likewise passed in this session, strictly forbidding, under
pain of death, any of his majesty's subjects to serve as

officers under the French king, or to enlist as soldiers

in his scr^'icc, without his majesty's previous license;

and also for obliging such of his majesty's subjects as

should, in time to come, accept of commissions in the

Siotch brig:ule in the Dutch service, to take the oaths

of allegiance and abjuration, on pain of forfeiting Ave
hundi-ed pounds.

MARITIME LAWS OF ENGLAND EXTENDED
TO AMEiaCA.

Ak it had been resolved, lii tlia hegiuiiing of the pre-

eeili'.ig summer, to build vessels of force upon tho lake

Ontario, an act was now passed for extending the mari-

time laws of England, relating to the government of his

majegtj-'s ships and forces by sea, to such oflicers, sea-

men, and others, as should serve on board liis majesty's

•hips or vessels employed upon the lakes, great waters,

or rivera in North America ; and also, but not without
oppo«itk>n to this last, for the better recruiting of his

majesty's forces upon the continent of America; to

which end, by a new claniw now addod to a former act,

a recniiling officer was empowered to enlist and detain
an indented servant, even though his master should
reclaim him, upon paying to the master such a sum aa
two justices of peace within the precinct should adjudge
to be a re.-isonable equivalent for the original purchase
money, and tho remaining time such servant might
have to serve.

QUIET OF IRELAND RESTORED.

The intestine broils of Ireland were happily com-
posed this year, by the prudent management of the
marquis of Ilartington, lord lieutenant of that kingdom.
By his steady and disinterested conduct, his candour
and humanity, the Irish were not only brought to a
much better temper, even among themselves, than they
were before their late outrageous riots and dangerous
dissensions happened; but also prevailed upon to acqui-

esce in the measures of England, witliout tliis last be-

ing obliged to give uji any one point of her supcrinrity.

Tlie leading men in the parliament of Ireland were the

first that conformed; and though the ferment continued

very high for some time after, among the middling and
lower ranks of people, it was at length entirely allayed

by the wisdom of the lord lieutenant, and the excellent

law which he encouraged and passed for the benefit of

that nation.* Tho primate of Ireland, who had been
very busy in fomenting many of the late disturbiinces,

was, by his majesty's command, struck off the list of

privy-counsellors; and the greatest part of those patriots,

whom faction had turneil out of their employments
there, were reinstated with honour.

TREATY CONCLUDED -WITH PRUSSIA.

1756. The parliament of England, which had ad-

journed on the twenty-third day of December, met
again: the house of commons on the thirteenth of Janu-
ary, and the lords on the nineteenth. On the sixteenth

of the same montli, the treaty between his Britannic

majesty and the king of Prussia was signed, importing,

that, for the defence of their common country, Germany,
and in order to preserve her peace and tranquillity,

which it was feared was in danger of being disturbed,

on account of the disputes in America, the two kings,

for that end only, entered into a convention of neutral-

ity, by which they reciprocally bound themselves not
to suff'er foreign troops of any nation whatsoever to en-

ter into Germany, or pass through it during the troubles

aforesaid, and the consequences tliat miglit result from
them; but to oppose the same with their utmost might,
in order to secure Germany from the calamities of war,
maintain her fundamental laws and constitutions, and
preserve her peace uninterrupted. Thus, the late treaty

with Russia was virtually renounced. Tlieir majesties,

moreover, seized this favourable opportunity to adjust

the differences that had subsisted between them, in re-

lation to the remainder of the !<ilesia loan due to the
subjects of his Britannic majesty, and the indemnifica-
tion claimed by the subjects of his Prussian majesty
for their losses by sea during the late war; so that the
attaeliment laid on the said debt was agreed to be taken
off, as soon as the ratification of this treaty should he
exchanged.

NEW MILITIA-BILL.

On the twenty-first of January the house took into

• Among other objects of the attention of the legislature of that
country, ten thniisand pounds were granted for making the river
Nore navigable from the city of Kilkenny to the town of Inne^talge;
twenty thousand pounds towards carrj'ing on an inland navigation
from tlie city of Dublin to the river Sliannon ; four thousand pounds
for making the river Ncwr>- navigable ; a thousand pounds ii year
for two years, for the encouragement of English protestant Fchools;
Beveral sums, to be distributed in preniiunis, for the encouragement
of the camLric, hempen, and flaxen manufactures; and three hurulred
thousand pounds to his majesty, towanls supporting the spveial
branches of the establishment, and for detraying the expensea of the
goveniraent for two years.

3 B
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t^.nsUlcriivion tlio laws then in being relating to the

militia of this kingdom; and, finding them insufficient,

ordered a new bill to be prepared, and brought in, for

the bettor regulating of the militia forces in the several

counties of England. A bill was accordingly prepared

to that effect, and presented to the house on the twelfth

of Slarch, by the hon. Charles Townshend, esq., who, to

his honour, was one of the chief promoters of it. After

receiving many amendments in the house of commons,

it was on the tenth of May passed, and sent to the

lords; but several objections being made to it by some

of the peers, and it seemed to them that some further

amendments were still necessary, which they thought

they could not in tliat session spare time to consider so

maturely as the importance of the subject required, a

negative of fifty-nine against twenty-three was put upon

the motion for passing the bill; though every one must

have been sensible, not only of the propi-iety, but even

of the absolute necessity of such a law, which was

ardently desired by the whole nation.

SESSION CLOSED.

On the twenty-seventh of May, his majesty went to

the house of peers, and, after having given the royal

.assent to the bills then depending, thanked his parlia-

ment, in a speech from the throne, for their vigorous

and effectual support. He acquainted them, that the

injuries and hostilities which had been for some time

committed by the French against his dominions and
subjects, were then followed by the actual invasion of

the island of Minorca, though guaranteed to him by all

the great powers in Europe, and particularly by the

French king; that he had, therefore, found himself

obliged, in vindication of the honour of his crown, and
of the rights of his people, to declare war in form against

France; and that he relied on the Divine Protection,

and the vigorous assistance of his faithful subjects, in

so just a cause. The parliament was then adjourned

to the eighteenth of June; and from thence afterwards

to the eighteenth of July, and then it was prorogued.

CHAPTER XL
Letter from M. Rau1I16 to the Secrelan,- of StRte The two Nations recrirainale

on each other The French threaten Great Britain with an Inva>U'n
Requisition of six thou<^nnd Dutch Troops .loeMiilintr to Treaty Mew^npe
from the Kin^ to the Pftrliament A Hody of Hi-s?ians anil Hanoverians
transporti'd into England——French Preparaiinn* nt Toulon Admiral
Byng sails for the Medilerranean -He arrives at Gitirallar eng.Tges M
de la Galissonniere off Minorca and returns to Gihrallar Ferment cf
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LETTER FROM M. ROUILLE.

IN the month of January, Mr. Fox, lately appointed
secretary of state, received a letter from M. Kouille,

minister and secretary of state for foreign affairs to the
king of France, expostulating, in the name of his sove-
reign, upon the orders and instructions for committing
hostilities, which his Britannic majesty had given to

general Uraddock, and admiral Boscawen, in diametri-

cal opposition to the most solenm assurances so often

repeated by word of mouth, as well as in writing. He
complained of the insult which had been offered to his

master's flag in attacking and taking two of his ships in

Ihe open sea, without any previous declaration of war;
H< al-'i Vy committing Jopredation" "" the commerce of

his most christian majesty's subjects, in contempt of the

law of nations, the faith of treaties, and the usages

established among civilised nations. He said, the sen-

timents and character of bis Britannic majesty gave the

king his master room to expect, that, at his return to

London, he would disavow the conduct of his admiralty;

but seeing that, instead of punishing, he rather encour-

aged those who had been guilty of such depredations,

his most christian majesty would be deemed deficient in

what he owed to bis own glory, the dignity of his crown,

and the defence of his people, if he deferred any longer

demanding a signal reparation for the outrage done to

the French flag, and the damage sustained by his sub-

jects. He therefore demanded immediate and full resti-

tution of all the French ships, which, contrary to law

and decorum, had been taken by the English navy,

together with all the ofincers, soldiers, mariners, guns,

stores, and merchandise. He declared, that should this

restitution be made, he should be willing to engage in a

negotiation for what further satisfaction he might claim,

and continue desirous to see the differences relating to

America determined by a solid and equitable accommoda-
tion; but if, contr(iry to all hopes, these demands should

be rejected, he would consider such a denial of justice

as the most authentic declaration of war, and as a formed

design in the court of London to disturb the peace of

Europe. To this peremptoiy remonstrance the British

secretary was directed to answer, that though the king

of England would readily consent to an equitable and

solid accommodation, he would not comply with the

demand of immediate and full restitution as a prelim-

inary condition; for his majesty had taken no steps but

such as were rendered just and indispensable by the

hostilities which the French began in time of profound

peace, and a proper regard for his own honour, the rights

and possessions of his crown, and the security of his

kingdoms.

Without all doubt the late transactions had afforded

specious arguments for both nations to impeach the

conduct of each other. The French court, conscious of

their encroachments in Nova Scotia, affected to draw a

shade over these, as particulars belonging to a disputed

territory, and to divert the attention to the banks of the

Ohio, where Jamonville and his detachment had been

attacked and massacred by the English, without the

least provocation. They likewise inveighed against the

capture of their ships, before any declaration of war, as

flagrant acts of piracy; and some neutral powers of Eu-
rope seemed to consider them in the same point of view.

It was certainly high time to check the insolence of the

French by force of arms, and surely this might have

been as effectually and expeditiously exerted under the

usual sanction of a formal declaration; the omission of

wliich exposed the administration to the censure of oui

neighbours, and fixed the imputation of fraud and free-

booting on the beginning of the war. The ministry

was said to have delayed the ceremony of denouncing
war from political considerations, supposing that, should

the French be provoked into the first declaration of this

kind, the powers of Europe would consider bis most
christian majesty as the aggressor, and Great Britain

would reap all the fruits of the defensive alliances in

which she had engaged. But nothing could be more
weak and frivolous than such a conjecture. The ag-

gressor is he who first violates the peace; and every ally

will interpret the aggression according to his own interest

and convenience. The administration maintained the

appearance of candour in the midst of their hostilities.

The merchant ships, of which a great number had been

taken from the French, were not sold and divided among
the captors, according to the practice of war; but careful-

ly sequestered, with all their cargoes and effects, in order

to be restored to the right owners, in case the disputes

between the two nations should not be productive of an
open rupture. In tliis particular, however, it was a pity

that a little common sense had not been blended with
their honourable intention. Great part of the cargocH

consisted of fish, and other perisiiaole commodities,
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which were left to rot niid putrofv, and afterwards

thrown overlxwrd, to iTovciit contagion; so that tlio

owners and captors were equally disappointed, and the

value of them lost to both nations.

THE FREXCn TIIRK.VTEN r.UKAT BRITAIN
WITH .VN IN\ ASIO.N.

The court of Versailles, while they presented remon-

strances which they knew would prove ineffectual, and

exclaimed against the conduct of Oreat liritain with all

the arts of c;duinny and exaggeration at every court in

t'hristendoni, continued nevortheliss to make such pre-

parations as denoted a design to prosecute the war with

uncommon vigour. They hegin to repair and fortify

Dunkirk; orders were published that all British sub-

jects should quit the dominions of France; many Eng-
lish vessels were seized in the different ports of that

kingdom, and their crews sent to prison. At the same
time an edict was issued, inviting the French subjects

to equip privateers, offering a premium of forty livres

for every gun, and as much for every man they should

take from the enemy; and promising that, in case a

peace should be speedily concluded, the king would
purchase the privateers at prime cost. They employed
great numbers of artificers and seamen in equijiplng a

Ibrmidable squadron of ships at Hrest; and assembling

a strong body of land-forces, as well as a considerable

number of transports, threatened the island of Great

Britain with a dangeroas invasion.

REQUISITION OF SIX THOUSAND DUTCH
TROOPS.

The English people were seized with consternation;

the ministry were alarmed and perplexed. Colonel

Yorke, t!ie British resident at the Hague, was ordered

by his majesty to make a requisition of the six thousand

men whotn the states-general are obliged by treaty to

furnish, when Great Britain shall be threatened with

an invasion; and in Februitry he presented a meniorial

for this puqiose. Xlousieur d'Affry, the French kings
minister at the Hague, ha^nng received intimation of

this demand, produced a counter-memorial from his

master, charging the English as the aggressors, and

giring the states-general plainly to understand, that,

should they grant the succours demanded by Great

Britain, he would consider their compliance as an act

of hostility against himself. The Dutch, though divided

among themselves by faction, were unanimously averse

to any measure that might involve them in the approach-

ing war. Their commerce was in a great measure de-

cayed, and their finances were too much exhausted to

admit of an immediate augmentation of their forces,

which for many other reasons they strove to avoid.

They foresaw a great increase of trade in their adhering

to a punctual neutrality; they were afraid of the French
by land, and jealous of the English by sea; and perhaps

enjoyed the prospect of seeing these two proud and
powerful nations humble and impoverish each other.

Certain it is, the states-general protracted their answer
to Mr. Yorke's memorial by such affected delays, that

the court of London perceived their intention, and, in

order to avoid the mortification of a flat denial, the king
ordered his resident to acquaint the princess 'egent,

that he would not insist upon his demand. The states,

thus freed from their perplexity, at length delivered an
answer to Mr. Y'orke, in which they expatiated on the

difficulties they were laid under, and thanked his Bri-

tannic majesty for havtng freed them by his declaration

fioiii iliat embarrassment into which they were thrown

by his first demand and the counter-memorial of tlie

French minister. The re.il sentiments of those people,

however, more plainly aj)peared in the previous resolu-

tion delivered to the states of Holland by the towns of

Amsterdam, Dort, Haerlem, Gouda, Rotterdam, and
Cnckhnysen, declaring flatly that England was uncon-
trovertibly the uffgr^znT in Europe, by seizing u con-

siderable number of French vessels; that the threatened

invasion of Great Britain did not affect the republic's

guarantee of the protestant succession, inasmuch as it

was only intendeil to obtain reparation for the injury

sustained by the subjects of his most christian majesty;

finally, that the succours domandeil could be of no ad-

vantage to the king of England, as it appeared by thr

declaration of bis most christian majesty; that their

granting these succours would immediately hiy them
under the necessity of demanding, in their turn, assist-

ance from Great Britain. From this way of arguing,

tlie English may perceive what they have to txpect in

cases of emergency from the friendship of their nearest

allies, who must always be furnished with the same

excuse, whenever they find it convenient or necessary

to their own interest. S^uch a consideration, joined to

other concurring motives, ought to induce the British

legislature to withdraw its dependence from all foreign

connexions, and provide such a constitutional force

within it-elf, as will be fully sufficient to bailie all the

efforts of an external enemy. The apprehensions and

distraction of the people at this juncture plainly evinced

the expediency of such a national force; but different

parties were divided in their opinions about the nature

of such a provision. Some of tlic warmest friends of

tlieir country proposed a well regulated militia, as an

institution that would effectually answer the purpose of

defending a wide extended sea-coast from invasion;

while, on the other liand, this proposal was ridiculed

and refuted as impracticable or useless by all the re-

tainers to the court, and all the officers of the standing

army. In the meintinie, as the experiment could not be

immediately tried, and the present juncture demanded

some instant determination, recourse was had to a

foreign remedy.

Towards the latter end of March, the king sent a

written message to parliament, intimating, thjit he had

received repeated advices from different persons and

places, that a design had been formed by the Frenct

court to invade Great Britain or Ireland; and the great

preparations of forces, ships, artillery, and warlike stores,

then notoriously making in the ports of France opposite

to the British coasts, together with tlie language of the

French ministers in some foreign courts, left little room

to doubt the reality of such a design; that his majesty

had augmented his forces both by sea and land, and

taken proper measures and precautions for putting his

kingdom in a posture of defence; that, in order further

to strengthen himself, he had made a requisition of J»

body of Hessian troops, pursuant to the late treaty, to

be forthwith brought over, and for that purpose ordered

transports to be prepared; that he doubted not of being

enabled and supported by his parliament in taking such

measures as might be conducive to an end so essential

to the honour of his crown, the preservation of the pro-

testant religion, and the laws and liberties of these king-

doms. This message was no sooner received, than both

houses voted, composed, and presented very warm and

afl'ectionate addresses, in which his majesty was thanked

fur the requisition he had made of the Hessian troops;

a measure which at any other time would have been

stigmatized with all the satire and rhetoric of the op-

position.

HESSIANS AND HANOVERIANS TRANSPORTED
INTO ENGLAND.

Even this precaution was not thought sufficient to

secure the island, and quiet the tenors of the people.

In a few days Mr. Fox, the new minister, encouraged

by the unanimity which had appeared so conspicuous

in the motions for the late addresses, ventured to move
again in the house of commons, that .aaother address

slionld be presented to the king, beseeching his majesty,

that for the more effectu:il defence of this island, and

for the better security of the religion and liberties of his

subjects, against the threatened attack by a foreign

enemy, he would be graciously pleas d tc order twelve
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battalions of his electoral troops, together with the usual

detachment of artillery, to be forthwitli bmuclit into

this kingdom. There was a considerable party in the

house, to whom such a motion was odious and detestable;

but considering the critical situation of affairs, tliey were
afraid that a direct opposition might expose them to a

more oiiious suspicion; they therefore moved for the

order of the day, and insisted on the question's being put

upon that motion; but it was carried in the negative by
a considerable majority, which also agreed to the other

proposal. The resolution of the house was commtini-
cated to the lords, who unanimously concurred; and tlieir

joint address being presented, Iiis majesty assui'cd them
he would immediately comply with their request. Ac-
cordingly, such expedition was used, that in tlie course

of the next month both Hanoverians and Hessians

arrived in England, and encamped in different parts of

the kingdom.—As tlie fears of an invasion subsided in

the minds of the people, their antipathy to these foreign

auxiliaries emerged. They were beheld with the eyes

ofjealousy, suspicion, and disdain. They were treated

with contempt, reserve, and rigour. The ministry was
execrated for having reduced the nation to such a low
circumstance of disgrace, as that they should owe their

security to German mercenaries. There were not want-
ing some incendiaries, who circulated hints and insinu-

ations, that the kingdom had been purposely left unpro-
vided; and that the natives of South Britain had been
formerly subdued and expelled by a body of Saxon aux-
iliaries, whom they had hired for their preservation.

In a word, the doubts and suspicions of a people naturally

blunt and jealous, were inflamed to such a degree of

animosity, that nothing would have restrained them
from violent acts of outrage, but the most orderly,

modest, and inoffensive behaviour by which both tlje

Hanoverians and Hessians were distinguished.

FRENCH PREPARATIONS AT TOULON.

Under the cloak of an invading armament, which
engrossed the attention of the British nation, the French
were actually employed in preparations for an expedi-

tion, which succeeded according to their wish. In the

beginning of the year, advice was received that a French
squadron would soon be in a condition to sail from Tou-
lon; this was afterwards confirmed by repeated intelli-

gence, not only from foreign gazettes, but also from
English ministers and consuls residing in Spain and
Italy. They affirmed that the Toulon squadron con-
sisted of twelve or fifteen ships of the line, with a great

number of transports; that they were supplied with
provisions for two months only, consequently could not

be intended for America; and that strong bodies of troops

were on their marcli from different parts of the French
dominions to Dauphine and Provence in order to be em-
barked. Notwithstanding these particulars of informa-
tion, which plainly pointed out Minorca as the object of
their expedition; notwithstanding the extensive and
important commerce carried on by the subjects of Great
Britain in the Mediterranean; no care was taken to send
thither a squadron of ships capable to protect the trade,

and frastrate the designs of the enemy. That great
province was left to a few inconsiderable ships and
frigates, which could serve no other purpose tlian that
of carrying intelligence from port to port, and enriching
their commanders by making prize of mercliant vessels.
Nay, the ministry seemed to pay little or no regard to
the remonstrances of general Blakeney, deputy governor
of Minorca, wlio, in repeated advices, represented the
weakness of the garrison which he commanded in St.

Philip's castle, the chief fortress on tlie island. Far
from strengthening the garrison with a proper reinforce-
ment, they did not even send thither the officers belong-
ing to it, who were in England upon leave of absence,
nor give directions for any vessel to transport them,
until the French armament was ready to make a de-
Bcent upon that island. {See note 2 Z, at the end of tliie

ni.]

ADMlFvAL BYNG SAILS FOE THE MEDI-
TEERANEAN.

At length, the destination of the enemy's fleet being
universally known, the ministry seemed to rouse from
their lethargy, and, like persons suddenly waking, acted
with hurry and precipitation. Instead of detaching a
squadron that in all respects should be superior to the

French fleet in the Mediterranean, and bestowing the
command of it upon an officer of approved courage and
activity, they allotted no more than ten ships of the line

for this service, vesting the command of them in admiral
Byng, who had never met witli any occasion to signalize

his courage, and wliose character was not very popular
in the navy; but Jlr. West, the second in command,
was a gentleman universally respected for his probity,

ability, and resolution. The ten ships destined for this

expedition were but in very indifferent order, poorly
manned, and unprovided with either hospital or fire-ship.

They sailed from Spithead on the seventh day of April,

having on board, as part of their complement, a regiment
of soldiers to be landed at Gibraltar, with major-general
Stuart, lord Effingham, and colonel Comwallis, whose
regiments were in garrison at Minorca, about forty in-

ferior officers, and near one hundred recruits, as a rein-

forcement to St. Philip's fortress.

ADMIRAL BYNG ARRIVES AT GIBRALTAR.

After all the intelligence which had been received,

one would imagine the government of England was still

ignorant of the enemy's force and destination; for the

instructions delivered to admiral Byng, imported, that

on Iiis arrival at Gibraltar, he sliould inquire whether
any French squadron had passed through the straits

;

and tliat, being certified in the affirmative, as it was
probably designed for North America, he sliould imme-
diately detach rear-admiral ^Vest to Louisbourg, on the

island of cape Breton, with such a number of ships, as,

when joined with those at Halifax, would constitute a
force superior to the armament of the enemy. On the

second day of May, admiral Byng arrived at Gibraltar,

where he found captain Edgecumbe, with the Princess

Louisa ship of war, and a sloop, who informed him that

the French armament, commanded by M. de la Galisson-

niere, consisting of thirteen ships of the line, with a
great number of transports, having on board a body of

fifteen thousand land-forces, had sailed from Toulon on
the tenth day of April, and made a descent on the island

of Minorca, from whence he, captain Edgecumbe, had
been obliged to retire on their approach. General Fowke,
who commanded at Gibraltar, had received two succes-

sive orders from the secretary at war, with respect to

Jiis sparing a battalion of troops, to be transported by
Mr. Byng, as a reinforcement to Minorca; but as the

two orders appeared inconsistent or equivocal, a council

of war was consulted, and a majority were of opinion

that no troops should be sent from thence to Minorca,

except a detachment to supply the deficiency in the little

squadron of captain Edgecumbe, who had left a good
number of his seamen and mariners, tinder the command
of captain Scroop, to assist in the defence of fort St.

Philip's. These articles of intelligence the admiral des-

patched by an express to the lords of the admiralty, and
in his letter made use of some impolitic expressions,

whicli, in all probability, it would have been well for

him had ho omitted. He said, if he had been so happy
as to have arrived at Mahon before the French had lan-

ded, he flattered himself he should have been able to

prevent their getting a footing on that island. He com-
plained, that tliere were no magazines in Gibraltar for

supplying the squadron with necessaries; that the ca-

reening wharfs, pits, and store-houses were entirely de-

cayed, so that he should find the greatest difficulty in

cleaning the ships that were foul; and tliis was the case

with some of those he carried out fi'om England, as well

as with those which had been for some time cruising in

the Mediterranean. He signified hie opinion, that, even if
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it sliould be found practicable, it would be very impolitic

to throw any ""on into !>t. I'liiliii's cistle, wliicb could

not be saved without a liind-l'orcc sutlicient to raise the

seige; therefore, a small reinforcement woubl only add

so many men to the number which must fall into the

hands of the enemy. He observed, that such ouErinccrs

and artillery-men in Gibraltar as had been at Minorca,

were of opinion that it would be impossible to throw any

number of men into St. Philip's, if the French had erec-

ted batteries on the two shores near the entrance of the

harbour, so as to bar all passage up to the sally-port of

the fortress; and with this opinion he signitied the con-

currence of his own sentiments. The first part of this

letter was a downright impeachment of the ministry,

for having delayed the expedition, for having sent out

ships unfit for service, and for having neglected the

magazines and wharfs at Gibraltiu-. In the latter part

he seemed to prepare them for the subsequent account

of his misconduct and miscarriage. It cannot be sup-

posed that they underwent this accusation without ap-

prehension and resentment; and as they foresaw the

loss of Minorca, which would not fail to excite a national

clamour, perhaps they now began to take measures for

gratifying their resentment, and transferring the blame
from themselves to the person who had presumed to hint

a disapprobation of their conduct : for this pur])ose they

could not have found a fairer opportunity than Mr.

Byng's subsequent behaviour afforded.

HE ENGAGES M. DE LA GALISSONNIEBE
OFF MINORCA.

The admiral being strengthened by Mr. Edgecumbe,
and reinforced by a detachment from the garrison, set

sail from Gibraltar on the eighth day of May, and was
joined off Majorca by his majesty's ship the Phoenix,

under the command of captain Hcrvey, who confirmed

the intelligence he had already received, touching the

strength and destination of the French squadron. When
he approached Minorca, he descried the British colours

still tlying at the castle of St. Philips, and several bomb-
batteries playing upon it from different quarters where
the French banners were displayed. Thus informed, he

detached three ships a-head, with captain Ilervey, to

reconnoitre the harbour's mouth, ajid land, if possible,

a letter for general Blakeney, giving him to understand

the fleet was come to his assistance. Before this attempt

could be made, the French fleet appearing to the south-

e<ast, and the wind blowing strong off shore, he recalled

his ships, and formed the line of battle. About six

o'clock in the evening, the enemy, to the number of

seventeen ships, thirteen of which appeared to be very

large, advanced in order; but about seven tacked, with

a view to gain the weather-gage. Mr. Byng, in order

to preserve that advantage, as well as to make sure of

the land-wind in the morning, followed their example,

being then about five leagues from (ape Mola. At day-

light the enemy could not be descried; but two tartanes

appearing close to the rear of the Englisli squadron, they

were immediately chased by signal. One escaped, and
the other being taken, was found to have on board two
French captains, two lieutenants, and about one hundred
private soldiers, part of six hundred who had been sent

oat in tartanes the preceding day, to reinforce the ene-

my's squadron. This soon re-appe.iring, the line of battle

was formed on each side, and about two o'clock admiral

Byng threw out a signal to bear away two points from

the wind and engage. At this time his distance from
the enemy was so great, that rear-admiral West, per-

ceiving it impossible to comply with both orders, bore

away with his division seven points from the wind, and
closing down upon the enemy, attacked them with snch
impetuosity, that the ships which opposed bini were in

a little time driven out of the line. Had he been pro-

perly sustained by the van, in all probability the liritisli

fleet would have obtained a complete victory; but the

other division did not bear down, and the enemy's centie

keeping that station, re.ir-adniiral West could not pur-

sue his advantage without running the risk of seeing his

communication with the rest of the line entirely cut nff.

In the beginning of the action, the Intrepid, in Mr.
Byng's division, was so disabled in her rigging that she
could not be managed, and drove on the ship that was
next in position; a circumstance which obliged several
others to throw all aback in onler to avoid confusion,
and for some time retarded the action. Certain it is,

that Mr. Byng, though accommodated with a noble ship

of ninety guns, made little or no use of his artillery, but
kept aloof, cither from .in overstrained observance of
discipline, or timidity. When his captain exhorted him
to bear down upon the enemy, he very coolly reidied,

that he would avoid the error of admiral Matthews, who,
in his eng.igement with the French and Spanish squa-

drons off Toulon, during the preceding war, had broke

the line by his own precipitation, and exposed himself

singly to a fire which he could not sustain. Mr. Byng,
on the contrary, was determined against acting, except

with the line entire; and, on pretence of rectifying the

disorder which had happened among some of the ships,

hesitated so long, and kept at such a wary distance, that

he never was proporlyengaged, though he received some
few shots in his hull. M. de la Galissionniere seemed
equally averse to the continuance of the battle; part of

his squadron had been fairly obliged to quit the line

;

.nnd though he was rather superior to the English in

number of men and weight of metal, he did not choose

to iibide the consequenceof a closer fight with an enemy
so expert in naval operations : he therefore took advan-

tage of Mr. Byng's hesitation, and edged away with an

easy sail to join his van, which had been discomfited.

The English admiral gave chase; but the French ships

being clean, he could not come up and close them again,

so they retired at their leisure. Then he put his squa-

dron on the other tack, in order to keep the wind of the

enemy; and next morning they were altogether out of

sight.

While he lay-to with the rest of the fleet, at the dis-

tance of ten leagues from Mahon, he detached cruisers

to look for some missing ships, which joined him accor-

dingly, and made an inquiry into the condition of the

squadron. The number of killed amounted to forty-two,

including captain Andrews of the Defiance, and about

one hundred and sixty-eight were wounded. Three of

the capital ships were so damaged in their masts, that

they could not keep the sea with any regard to their

safety; a great number of the seamen were ill, and there

was no vessel which could be converted into an hospital

for the sick and wounded. In this situation he called

a council of war, at which the land-officers were present.

He represented to them that he was much inferior to

the enemy in weight of metal and number of men; that

they had the advantage of sending their wounded to

Minorca, from whence at the same time they were re-

freshed and reinforced occasionally ; that in his opinion

it was impracticable to relieve St. Philip's fort, and,

therefore, they ought to make the best of their way back
to Gibraltar, which might require immediate protection.

They unanimously concurred with his sentiments, and
thither he directed his course accordingl}-. How he Ciime

to be so well acquainted with the impracticability of re

lieving general Blakeney, it is not easy to determine, as

no experiment was made for that purpose. Indeed, the

neglect of such a trial seems to have been the least ex-

cusable part of his conduct; for it afterwards appeared

that the oflicers and sohliers belonging to the garrison

might have been landed at the sally-port, without run-

ning any great risk; and a gentleman, then in the fort,

actually passed and repassed in a boat, unhurt by any
of the enemy's batteries.

Mr. Byng's letter to the admiralty, containing a detail

of this action, is said to have arrived some days before it

was m.ade public; and when it appeared, was curtailed

of divers expressions, and whole paragraphs, which

either tended to his own justification, or implied a cen-

suie on the conduct of his superiors. Whatever ujje

might have beeu made of this letter while it rum.ained
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a seciet to tlie pnUic, we shnll not pretentl to explain;

but sure it is, that, on the sixteenth day of June, sir

Edward Ilawke and admiral Saunders sailed from Spit-

head to Gibraltar, to supersede the admirals Byng and

West ill tlieir commands of the Mediterranean squadron;

and Jlr. Byng's letter was not published till the twenty-

Bixth day of the same month, when it pi-oduced all the

eff<^^ct which that gentleman's bitterest enemies could

have desired. The populace took fire like a train of the

most hasty combustibles, and broke out into such a cl^'.m-

our of rage and indignation against the devoted admiral,

as could not have been exceeded ifhe had Inst the whole

navy of England, and left the coasts of the kingilnm

naked to invasion. This animosity was carefully fo-

mented and maintained by artful emissaries, who min-

gled with all public assemblies, from the drawing-room

in St. James' to the mob at Charing-cross. They expa-

tiated upon the insolence, the folly, the cowai-dice, and

misconduct of the unhappy admiral. They even pre-

sumed to make their sovereign in some measure an in-

strument of their calumny, by suggesting, that his

majesty had prognosticated Byng's misbehaviour from

(he contents of his first letter, dated at Gibr.altar. They
ridiculed and refuted the reasons he had given for re-

turning to that fortress, after his scandalous rencounter

with the French squadron; and, in order to exasperate

them to the most implacable resentment, they exagger-

ated the terrible consequences of losing Minorca, which
must now be subdued through his treachery or w.ant of

resolution. In a word, he was devoted as the scape-goat

of the ministry, to whose supine negligence, ignorance,

and misconduct, the loss of that important fortress was
imdoubtedly owing. Byng's miscarriage was thrown
out like a ban'el to the whale, in order to engage the

attention of the people, that it might not be attracted

by the real cause of the national misfortune. In order

to keep up the flame which had been kindled against

the admiral, recourse was had to the lowest artifices.

Agents were employed to vilify his person in all public

places of vulgar resort, and mobs were hired at different

parts of the capital to hang and burn him in effigy.

ADMIRAL BYNG SUPERSEDED AND SE.NT
nOME PRISONER.

The two officers who succeeded to the command in

the Mediterranean, were accompanied by lord Tyrawley,
whom his majesty had appointed to supersede general

Fowke in the government of Gibraltar, that gentleman
having incurred the displeasure of the ministry, for not

having understood an order which was unintelligible.

By the same conveyance, a letter from the secretary to

the admiralty was transmitted to Mr. Byng, giving him
notice th.at he was recalled. To this intimation he
replied in such a manner as denoted a consciousness of

having done his duty, and a laudable desire to vindicate

his own conduct. His answer contained a further ac-

count of the engagement in which he was supposed to

have misbehaved, intermixed with some puerile calcu-

lations of the enemy's superiority in weight of metal,

which served no other purpose than that of exposing his

character still more to ridicule and abuse; and he was
again so impolitic as to hazard certain expressions,

which added fresh fuel to the resentment of his enemies.
Directions were immediately despatched to sir Edward
Hawke, that Byng should be sent home in arrest ; and
an order to the same purpose was lodged at every port
in the kingdom; precautions which, however unneces-
sary to secure the person of a man who longed ardently
to justify his character by a public trial, were yet pro-

ductive of considcriible effect in augmenting the popular
odium. Admiral Byng immediately embarked in the
ship which had carried out his successor, and was accom-
panied by Mr. AVest, general Fowke, and several other
officers of that garrison, who were also recalled, in con-
sequence of having subscribed to the result of the council
nf vnr, which we have mentioned above. When they
arrived in England, Mr. West met with such a gracious

reception from his majesty as was thouglit due to his

extraordinary merit; but Mr. Byng was committed closa

prisoner in an apartment of Greenwich hospital.

ACCOUNT OF THE SIEGE OF ST. PHILIP'S
FORT IN MINORCA.

In the meantime, the siege of St. Philip's fort in

Minorca was prosecuted with unremitting vigour. The
annament of Toulon, consisting of the fleet commanded
by M. de la Galissonniere, and the troops under the

duke de Richelieu, arrived on the eighteenth dav of

April at the port of Ciudadella, on that part of the island

opposite to Mahon, or St. Philip's, and immediately be-

gan to disembark their forces. Two d.ays before they
reached the island, general Blakcney had, by a packet
boat, received certain intelligence of their approach, and
began to make preparations for the defence of the castle.

The fort which he comm.anded was very extensive, sur-

rounded with numerous redoubts, ravelins, and other

outworks; and provided with subterranean galleries,

mines, and traverses, cut out of the solid rock with in

credible labour. Upon the whole, this was one of the
best fortified places in Europe, well supplied with artil-

leiy, ammunition, and provisions; and, without all doubt,

might have sustained the most desperate siege, had it

been defended by a numerous garrison, conducted by
able engineers, under the eye and auspices of an active

and skilful commander. All these adv,antages, however,
did not concur on this occasion. The number of troops

in Minorca did not exceed four regiments, whereas the

nature of the works required at least double the number;
and even of these, above forty officers were absent. The
chief engineer was rendered lame by the gout, and the

general himself oppressed with the infirmities of old age.

The natives of the island might have been serviceable

as pioneers, or day-labourers, but from their hatred to

the protestant religion, they were generally averse to

the English government, although thej' had lived hap-
pily and grown wealthy under its influence.

PRECAUTIONS taken by GENERAL BLAKENEY.

The governor ordered his officers to beat up for volun-

teers in the adjacent town of St. PhUip's; but few or

none would enlist under his banners, and it seems he
would not venture to compel them into the service. He
recalled all his advanced parties; and, in particular, a

companj' posted at Fomelles, where a small redoubt had
been raised, and five companies at Ciudadella, a post

fortified with two pieces of cannon, which were now
withdrawn as soon as the enemy began to disembark
their forces. At the same time major Cunningham was
detached with a pirty tobreak down the bridges, and
break up the roads between that place and St. Philip's;

but the task of destroying the roads could not be per-

formed in such a hurry, on account of the hard rock

which runs along the surface of the ground through

this whole island; nor was there time to demolish the

town of St. Philip's, which stood so near the fort, that

the enemy could not fail to take advantage of its neigh-

bourhood. The streets served their for trenches, Which
otherwise could not have been dug through the solid

rock. Here they made a lodgement close to the works;

here they found convenient barracks and quarters of

refreshment, masks for their batteries, and an effectual

cover for their mortars and bombardiers. The general

has been blamed for leaving the town standing; but if

we consider his uncertainty concerning the destination

of the French armament, the odious nature of such a

precaution, which could not fail to exasperate the inhab-

itants, and the impossibility of executing such a scheme
after the first appearance of the enemy, he will be found

excusable, if not altogether blameless. Some houses
and windmills were actually demolished, so as to clear

the esplanade and the approaches. All the wine in the
cellars of St. Philip's town was destroyed, and the bu'*?

were carried into the castle, where they might serve lor
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pjbions and traverses. Five-nnd-twenty Minorquin

bakers were hireil, and a large number of cattle brouglit

into the fort, for the benefit of the garrison. The ports

were walled up, the posts assigned, the sentinels placed,

and all the different guards appointed. Comniodore

Edgecumbe, who then anchored in the harbour of Mahon
close under the walls of the castle, sailed away with bis

little squadron, consisting of the Chesterfield, Princess

Louisa, Portland, and Dolphin, after having left all his

marines, a detachment from Gibraltar, the whole crew

of the Porcupine sloop, and the greater part of the Dol-

phin's, as a reinforcement to the fort, under the imme-
diate direction and command of captain Scroop of the

Dolphin, who, with great gallantry, offered himself for

this severe duty, and bravely signalized himself during

the whole siege. The French admiral might certainly

have blocked up this harbour in such a manner, as would

have prevented the escape of these ships, and divers

other rich merchant vessels, which happened then to be

at Mahon; hut in all probability, they purposely allowed

them to abandon the place, which, on any emergency
or nssanlt, their crews and officers would have consider-

ably reinforced. The enemy were perfectly acquainted

with the great extent of the works, and the weakness

of the garrison, from which circumstance they derived

the most sanguine hopes that the pl.nce might be sud-

denly taken, without the trouble of a regular siege.

After Mr. Edgecumbe had sailed from Gibraltar, and
general Blakcney had ordered a sloop to be sunk in the

channel that leads to the harbour, the French squadron

m.tde its appearance at this part of the island; but with-

out having attempted anything against the fort, fell to

leeward of Cape Mola. Next day they came in sight

again, but soon bore away, and never afterwards, during

the whole course of the siege, approached so near as to

give the g.irrison the least disturbance.

On the twenty-second day of April, the governor sent

a drummer to the French general with a letter, desiring

to know his reasons for invading the island. To this

an answer was returned by the duke de Richelieu, de-

claring he was come with intention to reduce the islaud

under the dominion of his most christian majesty, by
way of retaliation for the conduct of his master, who
had seized and detained the ships belonging to the king
of France and his subjects. If we may judge from the

first operations of this nobleman, he was but indifferently

provided with engineers; for instead of beginning his

approaches on the side of St. Philip's town, close by the

outworks, wiiere be might have been screened from the

fire of the garrison, his batteries were erected at Cape
Mola, on the other side of tlie harbour, where they were
more exposed, their fire much less effectual, and indeed

at too great a distance to be of any ser\-ice. The fire

of St. Philip's was so severe, and the cannon so well

served on this quarter, that in a little time the enemy
thought proper to change their plan of attack, and ad-

vance on the side of St. Philip's town, which ought to

have been the first object of their consideration, espe-

cially as they could find little or no earth to fill their

gabions, and open their trenches in the usual form. On
the twelfth of M.ay, about nine at night, they opened
two bomb-batteries, near the place where the windmills
had been destroyed; and from that period an incessant

fire was kept up on both sides, from mortars and cannon,
the French continuing to raise new batteries in every
situation from whence they could annoy the besieged.

On the seventeenth day of the month, the garrison

were transported with joy at sight of the British squa-

ron, commanded by admiral Byng; and Mr. Boyd, com-
missary of the stores, ventured to embark in a sm.nll

boat, with six oars, which passed from St. Stephen's

cove, a creek on the west side of the fortification, througli

a shower of cannou and musketry from the enemy's
post on the other side, and actually reached the open
sea, his design being to join the squadron ; but this being
at a great distance, stretching away to the south w.inl,

and Mr. Boyd perceiving nimself chased by two of the

enemy's light vessels, he returned oy tlie »ame route to

the ganison, without having sustained the least damage;
a circumstance which plainly confutes the notion of Mr.
Byng, that it was impracticable to open n communica-
tion with the garrison of St. Philip's. Next day the

hopes of the besieged, which had prognosticated a naval
victory to the British squadron, a speedy relief to them-
selves, and no less than captivity to the assailants, wero
considerably damped by the appearance of the French
fleet, which quietly returned to their station off the har-

bour of Mahon. That same evening they were told by
a deserter, that the English fleet had been worsted in

an engagement by M. de la Galissonniere; and this in-

formation was soon confirmed by a general discharge,

orfeu-di-jiiie, through the whole French camp, to cele-

brate the victory they pretended to have obtained. How
little soever they had reason to boast of any advantage

in the action, the retreat of the English squadron was
undoubtedly equivalent to a victory; for had Mr. Byng
acquired and maintained the superiority at sea, the

French forces which had been disembarked in Minorca,

would, in all probability, have been obliged to surrender

prisoners of war to his Britannic majesty. The case

was now much altered in their favour: their squadron

cruised about the island without molestation, and they

daily received, by means of their transports, reinforce-

ments of men and ammunition, as well as contant sup

plies of provisions.

The English garrison, however mortified at finding

themselves thus ab:indoned, resolved to acquit them-

selves with g.allantry in the defence of the place, not

without some remaining hope that the English squadron

would be reinforced and return to their relief, in the

meantime, they sustained and retorted the enemy's fire

with undaunted resolution. They remounted cannon,

the carriages of which had been disabled; they removed
them occasionally to places from whence it was judged

they could do the greatest execution; they repaired

breaches, restored merlins, and laboured with surprising

alacrity, even when they were surrounded by the num-
erous batteries of the foe; when their embrasures and
even the parapets were demolished, and they stood ex-

posed not only to the cannon and mortars, but also to

the musketry which fired upon tliera wii.'iout ceasing,

from the windows of the houses in the town of St. Philip.

By this time they were invested with an armj' of twenty
thousand men, and plied incessantly from sixty-two

battering cannon, twenty-one mortars, and four howit-

zers, besides the small arms; nevertheless, the loss of

men within the fortress was very inconsiderable, the

garrison being mostly secured in the subterranean works
which were impenetrable to shells or shot. By the

twenty-seventh d.ay of June they had made a practica-

ble breach in one of the ravelins, and damaged the other

outworks to such a degree, that they determined this

night to give a gener.al assault. Accordingly, between
the hours of ten and eleven, they advanced to the attack

from all quartere on the land side. At the same time

a strong detachment, in armed boats, attempted to force

the harbour, and penetrate into the creek called St.

Stephen's Cove, to storm fort Cliarles, and second the

attack upon fort Marlborough, on the farther side of

the creek, the most detached of all the outworks. The
enemy advanced with great intrepedity, and their com-
mander, the duke de Richelieu, is said to have led them
up the works in person. Such an assault could not but

be attended with great slaughter; tliey were mowed
down as they approached, with grape shot and musketry;
and several mines were sprung with great effect, so that

the glacis was almost covered wi»h the dying and the

dead. Nevertheless, they persevered with uncommon
resolution; and though repulsed on every other side, at

length made a lodgement in the queen's redoubt, which
had been greatly damaged by their cannon. Whether
their success in this quarter was owing to the weakness
of the pl.ace, or to the timidity of the defender, certain

it is, the enemy were in possession before it was known
to the oflicers of the garrison; for lieutenant-colonel

Jcfrrie.s the second in command, who had acq,aitted him-
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self since the beginning of the siege with etiual courage,

still, and activity, in liis visitation of tliis post, was
Eud.luiily surrounded and talieu by a file of French

grenadiers, at a time wlien he never dreamed they had

made a lodgement. Major Cunningham, who accom-
panied him, met with a severer fate, though he escajied

wptivity; he was run through the arm with a bayonet,

and the piece being discharged at the same time, shat-

tered the bones of his hand in such a manner, that lie was
maimed for life. In this shocking condition he retired

behind a traverse, and was carried home to his quarters.

Thus the governor was deprived of his two principal

assistants, one bei-ng t.iken, and the other disabled.

The enemy having made themselves masters of An-

struther's and the queen's redoubts, from which perhaps

they might have been dislodged, had a vigorous eftbrt

been made for that purpose before they had leisure to

secure themselves; the duke de Richelieu ordered a par-

ley to be beat, in order to obtain permission to bury the

dc.id, and remove the wounded. This request was
granted with more humanity than discretion, inasmuch

as the ensuiy took this opportunity to throw a reinforce-

ment of men privately into the places where the lodge-

ments had been made, and these penetrated into the

gallery of the mines, which communicated with all the

other outworks. During this short cessation, general

Blakcney summoned a council of war to deliberate upon
the state of the fort and garrison; and the majority

declared for a capitulation. The works were in many
places ruined; the body of the castle was shattered;

many guns were dismounted, the embrasures and para-

pets demolished, the palisadoes broken in pieces, the

garrison exhausted with hard duty and incessant watch-
ing, and the enemy in possession of the subterranean
communications. Besides, the governor had received

information from prisoners, that the duke de Richelieu

was alarmed by a report that the marshal duke de Bel-

leisle would be sent to supersede him in the command,
and for that reason would hazard another desperate

assault, which it was the opinion of the majority the

garrison could not sustain. These considerations, added
to the despair of being relieved, induced him to demand
a capitulation. But this measure was not taken with
the unanimous consent of the council. Some officers

observed, that the garrison was very little diminished,

and still in good spirits; that no breach was made in

the body of the castle, nor a single cannon erected to

batter ia breach; that the loss of an outwork was never
deemed a sufficient reason for surrendering such a for-

tress; that the counterscarp was not yet taken, nor, on
account of the rocky soil, could be taken, except by as-

sault, which would cost the enemy a greater number
than they had lost in their late attempt; that they could
not attack the ditch, or batter in breach, before the
counterscarp should be taken, and even then they must
have recourse to galleries before they could pass the
foss^, which was furnished with mines and counter-
mines; finally, they suggested, that in all probability
the British squadron would be reinforced, and sail back
to their relief; or if it should not return, it was the duty
of the governor to defend the place to extremity, without
having any regard to the consequences. These remarks
being overruled, the ohamade was beat, a conference
ensued, and very honourable conditions were granted
to the garrison, in consideration of the gallant defence
they had made. This it must be owned was vigorous
while it lasted, as the French general was said to have
lost live thousand men in the siege; whereas the loss
of the garrison, which at first fell short of three thousand
men, did not exceed one hundred. The capitulation
imjiorted, that the garrison should march out with all

the honours of war, and be conveyed by sea to Gibraltar.
The French were put in possession of one gate, as well
as fort Charles and Marlborough redoubt; but the Eng-
lish troops remained in the other works till the seventh
day of July, when they embarked. In the meantime
reciprocal civilities passed between the commanders and
olTicia-s of both nations.

SIR E. HAWKE SAILS TO MINORCA.

The articles of capitulation were no sooner executed,

than monsieur de la Galissonniere sailed back to Toulon,

with all the prizes which had lain at anchor in the har-

bour of JIahon, since the fort of St. Philip was first in-

vested. In all probability, the safety of himself and his

wliole squadron was owing to this e-xpeditious retreat;

for in a few days after the surrender of the fort, sir Ed-
ward Hawke's fleet, augmented by five ships of the line,

which had been sent from England when the first tid-

ings arrived of Minorca's being invaded, now made its

iippearance oft' the island ; but by this time Galissonniere

was retired, and the English admiral had the mortifica-

tion to see the French colours flying upon St. Philip's

castle. What, perhaps, chagrined this gallant officer

still more, he was not provided with frigates, sloops, and
small craft, to cruise round the island and intercept the

supjilies which were daily sent to the enemy. Had he
reached Minorca sooner, he might have discomfited the

French squadron; but he could not have raised the siege

of St. Philip's, becau.se the duke de Richelieu had received
his reinforcements, and such a train of artillery as no
fortification could long withstand. Indeed, if the garri

son had been considerably reinforced, and the commu-
nication with it opened by sea, the defence wonid have
been protracted, and so many vigorous sallies might
have been made, that the assailants would have had
cause to repent of their enterprise.

AVhen the news of this conquest was brought to Ver-
sailles, by the count of Egmont, whom the duke de Riche-

lieu had dispatched for that purpose, the people of France
were transported with the most extravagant joy. Noth-
ing was seen but triumphs and processions, nothing
heard but anthems, congratulations, and hyperbolical

encomiums upon the conqueror of Minorca, who was
celebrated in a thousand poems and studied orations;

while the conduct of the English was vilified and ridi-

culed in ballads, farces, and pasquinades. Nothing more
argues the degeneracy of a warlike nation than the pride

of such mean triumph, for an advantage, which, in moi-e

vigorous times, would scarce have been distinguished by
the ceremony of a Te Devm Laudamus. Nor is this

childish exultation, that disgraces the laurels of victory,

confined to the kingdom of France. Truth obliges us to

own, that even the subjects of Great Britain are apt to

be elevated by success into an illiberal insolence of self-

applause, and contemptuous comparison. This must be
condemned as a proof of unmanly arrogance, and absurd
self-conceit, by all those who coolly reflect that the

events of war generally, if not always, depend u])on the

genius or misconduct of one individual. The loss of

Minorca was severely felt in England, as a national dis

grace; but, instead of producing dejection and despon-

ilence, it excited an universal clamour of rage and resent-

ment, not only against Mr. Byng, who had retreated

from the French squadron; but also in reproach of the

administration, which was taxed with having neglected

the security of Jlinorca. Nay, some politicians were
inflamed into a suspicion, that this important place had
been negatively betrayed into the hands of the enemy,
that in case the arms of Great Britain should prosper in

other parts of the world, the French king might have
some sort of equivalent to restore for the conquests which
should be abandoned at the peace. This notion, however,

seems to have been conceived from prejudice and party,

which now began to appear with the most acrimonious

aspect, not only throughout the united kingdoms in

general, but even in the sovereign's councils.

GALLANTRY OF FORTUNATUS 'WRIGHT.

Sir Edward Hawke, being disappointed in his hope of

encountering La Galissonniere, and relieving the Eng-
lish garrison of St. Philip's, at least asserted the empire
of Great Britain in the MediteiTanean, by annoying the

commerce of the enemy, and blocking up the squadron
in the harbour of Toulon. Understanding that the Aus-
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trian gOTemmeiit at Leghorn had detained an English

privateer, and imprisoned the captain, on pretence that

ho had viohited the uentrality of the port, ho detached

two ships of war, to insist, in a peremptory manner, on

the release of the ship, eft'ects, crew, and captain ; and

thev thought proper to comply with this demand, even

without waiting for orders from the court of Vienna.

The person in whoso behalf the .admiral thus interposed,

was one Fortunatus Wright, a native of Liverpool ; who,

though a stranger to a sea life, had in the last war
equipped a privateer, and distinguished himself in such

a manner by his uncommon vigilance and valour, that,

if he had been indulged with a command suitable to his

genius, he would have deserved as honourable a place in

the annals of the navy, as that which the French have

bostowcd upon their boasted Guai Trouin, Dii Bart, and

Tliurot. An uncommon exertion of spirit was the occa-

sion of his being detained at this juncture. 'While he lay

at anchor in the harbour of Leghorn, commander of the

St. George privateer of Liverpool, a small ship of twelve

guns and eighty men, a Large French xebeque, mounted
with si.xteen cannon, and nearly three times the number
of his complement, chose her station in view of the har-

bour, in order to interrupt the British commerce. The
gallant Wright could not endure this insult: notwith-

standing the enemy's superiority in metal and number of

men, he weighed anchor, hoisted his sails, engaged him
within sight of the shore, and alter a very obstinate dis-

pute, in which the captain, lieutenant, and above three-

score of the men Iwlonging to the xebeque were killed

on the spot, he obliged them to sheer off, and returned to

the harbour in triumph. This brave corsair would, no
<loubt, have signalized himself by many otlier exploits,

had ho not, in the sequel, been overtaken in the midst

of his career by a dreadful storm, in which the ship foun-

dering, he and all his crew perished.

GENERAL BLAKENEY CREATED A BARON.

Sir Edward Hawke, having scoured the Mediterran-

ean, and insulted the enemy's ports, returned with the

home-ward bound trade to Gibraltar; from whence about

the latter end of the year he set sail for England with

part of his squadion, leaving the rest in that bay for the

protection of our commerce, which, in those parts, soon

began to suffer extremely from French privateers that

now swarmed in the Mediterranean. General Blakeney
had arrived, with the gai-rison of Minorca, at Ports-

mouth, in the month of November, and been received

with expressions of tumultuous joy: every pl.ice through
which he passed celebrated his return with bonfires,

illuminations, bell-ringiiig, and acclamations: every

mouth was opened in his praise, extolling him for the

gallant defence he had made in the castle of St. I'hilip.

In a word, the people's veneration for Blakeney increased
i:i proportion to their abhorrence of Byng: the first was
lifted into an idol of admiration, while the other sunk
into an object of reproach; and they were viewed at dif-

ferent ends of a false perspective, through the medium
of prejudice and p<assion; of a perspective artfully con-

trived, and applied by certain ministers for the purposes
of self-interest and deceit. The sovereign is said to have
Iwen influenced by the prepossession of the secret. Mr.
Bhkency met with a gracious reception from his ma-
jesty, who raised him to the rank of an Irish baron in

consideration of his faithful services, while some malcon-
tents murmured at this mark of favour, as an unreason-

able sacrifice to popular misapprehension.

SIEASURES TAKEN FOR THE DEFENCE
GREAT BRITAIN.

OF

In the beginning of the year, the measures taken by
the government in England seem to have been chiefly

(liclatcd by the dread of an invasion, from which the
ii:ini; ters did not think themselves secured by the guard-
iihips and cniiscrs on different parts of the coast, or the

I landing aimy of the kingdom, though reinforced by tho
Vnr.. II.

two bodies of German auxiliaries. A considerablo num-
ber of new troops was levied; the success of recruiting

was not only promoted by the land-holders throughout
the kingdom, who thought theii' estates were at stake,

and for that reason encouraged their dependents to en-
gage in tho service; but also in a great measure owing
to a dearth of corn, which reduced tho lower class of la-

bourers to such distress, that some insurrections were
raised, and many enlisted with a view to obtain a liveli-

hood, which otherwise they could not earn. New ships

of war were built, and daily put in commission; but it

W.1S found impracticable to man them, without having
recourse to the odious and illegal practice of impressing

sailors, which must always be a reproach to every freo

people. Notwithstanding large bounties, granted by tho

government to volunteers, it was found necessary to lay

an embargo upon all shipping, and impress all the sea-

men that could be found, witliout any regard to former

protections; so that all the merchant ships were stripped

of their hands, and foreign commerce for some tinio

wholly suspended. Nay, tho expedient of compelling

men into the service was carried to an unusual degree of

oppression; for rewards were publicly offered to those

who should discover where any seamen lay concealed;

so that those unhappy people were in some respects

treated like felons, dragged from their families and con-

nexions to confinement, mutilation, and death, and to-

tally cut oft" from the enjoyment of th.at liberty which,

perhaps at the expense of their lives, their own arms had
helped to preserve, in favour of their ungrateful country.*

About eighty ships of the line and three-score frigates

were already equipped, and considerable bodies of land-

forces assembled, when, on the third day of February, a

proclamation was issued, requiring all officers, civil and
military, upon the first appearance ofany hostile attempt

to land upon the coasts of the kingdom, immediately to

cause all horses, oxen, or cattle, which might be fit for

draught or burden, and not actually employed in tho

king's service, or in the defence of the countiy, and al.'o

(so far as might be practicable) all other cattle and pro-

visions, to be driven and removed twenty miles at least

from the place where such hostile attempt should bo

made, and to secure the same, so as that they might not

full into the hands or power of those who should mako
such attempt: regard being had, however, that the res-

pective owners should suffer as little damage as might bo

consistent with the public safety

EAEL OF LOUDON APPOINTED COMMANDER-
IN-CHIEF IN AMERICA.

As the ministry were determined to make their chief

efforts against the enemy in North America, where tho

first hostilities had been committed, and where the strong

est impression could be made, a detachment of two regi-

ments was sent thither under the conduct of general

Abercrombie, appointed as successor to general Shirley,

whom they recalled, as a person nowise qualified to con-

duct military operations; nor, indeed, could any success

in war bo expected from a man who had not been trained

to arms, nor ever acted but in a civil capacity. But
the conmiand in chief of all the forces in America was
conicn'ed upon the carl of Loudon, a nobleman of an
amiable character, who had already distinguished him-
self in the service of his country. Over and above this

command, he was now appointed governor of Virginia,

and colonel of a royal American regiment, consisting of

four battalions, to be raised in that country, and disci-

plined by officers of experience invited from foreign ser-

vice. Mr. Abercrombie set sail for America in March

;

• At tliis juncture, a number of public &piri:cd mcrclmuts of tbo
city of London, and otbors, fomiod themselves into a very Inudablo
a.s.sociation, un.U'r tiic name of the Marino Society, am! c^>n(ribu!».;l

considerable sums of money for eiinipping such orplians, tricndk-ss,

and fijiora Ijoys, as wero willing to engage in the service of (lie navy.
In cnni=*'qnencc of this excellent plan, which Ma.': etccntod u i'h equal
zeal and dibcrvtion, many thousandii were rescued from mi,:cry. ami
rendered useful members of tliat tcciety, of which they nmst ba\t
tieen the banc and rei>roncli, vitbotit \Ms bun:anc iuterjionitioii
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but the earl of Loudon, who directed in chief the plan

of operations, and was vested with power and autliority

little inferior to those of a viceroy, did not onibarU till

the latter end of May.

lIlS DKITANNIC MAJESTY'S DECLARATION
OF WAK.

AH these previous measures being taken, his majesty,

in the course of the same month, thought proper to

publish a declaration of war [See note s A, at the end of

this Vol.] against the French king, importing, that since

the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, the usurpations and en-

croachments made upon the British territories, in Amer-

ica, had been notorious; that his Britannic majesty had,

in divers serious representations to the court oi Versail-

les, complained of these repeated acts of violence, and

demanded satisfaction; but notwithstanding the repeated

assurances given by the French king, that every thing

should be settled agreeably to the treaties subsisting

between the two crowns, and particularly that the evac-

uation of the four neutral islands in the West Indies

should be eftected, the execution of these assurances, and

of the treaties on which they were founded, had been

evaded under the most frivolous pretences ; that the un-

justifiable practices of the French governors, and officers

acting under their authority, were still contiuued, until

they broke out in opeu acts of hostility, in the year one

thousand seven hundred and fifty-four; when, in time

of profound peace, without any declaration of war, with-

out any previous notice given, or application made, a

body of French troops, commanded by an oflicer hearing

the French king's commission, attacked in an hostile

manner, and took possession of an English fort on

the river Ohio, in North America; that great naval

armaments were prepared in the ports of France, and a

considerable body of French troops embarked for that

countr}'; that although the French ambassador was

sent back to England with specious professions of a de-

sire to accommodate these diflerences, it appeared their

real design was only to amuse and gain time for the

passage of these supplies and reinforcements, which they

hoped would secure the superiority of the French forces

in America, and enable them to carry their ambitious

and oppressive projects into execution; that inconse-

quence of the just and necessary measures taken by
the king of Great Britain for preventing the success of

such a dangerous design, the French ambassador was
immediately recalled from England, the fortifications of

Dunkirk were enlarged, great bodies of troops marched
down to the sea-coasts of France, and the British do-

minions threatened with an invasion; that though the

king of England, in order to frustrate these intentions,

had given orders for seizing at sea the ships of the

French king and his subjects, yet he had hitherto con-

tented hiuiself with detaining those ships which had
been taken, and preserving their cargoes entire, without
proceeding to confiscation; but it being at last evident

from the hostile invasion of Minorca, that the court of

Versailles was determined to reject all proposals of ac-

commodation, and carry on the war with the utmost
violence, his Britannic majesty could no longer, consis-

tently with the honour of his crown, and the wellave of

his subjects, remain within those bounds, which from a
desire of peace he had hitherto observed. A denuncia-
tion of war followed in the usual form, and was con-
cluded with an assurance, that all the French subjects

residing in Great Britain and Ireland, who should de-
mean themselves dutifully to the government, might
depend upon its protection, and be safe in their persons
and cfifects.

SUBSTANCE OF THE FRENCH KING'S
DF.CLAKATION.

In the beginning of June the French king declared
war in his turn against his Britannic majesty, and his

iluclaralirn was couched in tonus of uncommon asperity.

He artfully threw a shade over the beginning of hostil-

ities in North America, referring to a memorial which

had been delivered to the several courts of Europe, con-

taining a summary of those facts which related to the

present war, and the negotiations by which it bad been

preceded. He insisted on the attack made by the king

of England, in the year one thousand seven hundred and

fifty-four, on the French possessions in North America;

and afterwards by the English navy on the navigation

and commerce of the French subjects, in contempt of

the law of nations, and direct violation of treaties.

He complained that the French soldiers and sailors un-

derwent the harshest treatment iu the British isles,

exceeding those bounds which are prescribed to the

most rigorous rights of war, by the law of nature, and

common humanity. He afiirmed, that while the Eng-

lish ministry, under the appearance of sincerity, imposed

upon the P'rench ambassador with false protestations,

others diametrically opposite to these deceitful assur-

ances of a speedy accommodation were actually carry-

ing into execution in North America; that while the

court of London employed every caballing art, and

squandered away the subsidies of England, to instigate

other powers against France, his most christain majesty

did not even ask of these powers the succours which

guarantees and defensive treaties authorised him to

demand; but recommended to them such measures only

as tended to their own peace and security; that while

the English navy, by the most odious violences, and

sometimes by the vilest artifices, made captures of French

vessels navigating iu full security under the safeguard

of public faith, his most christian majesty released an

English frigate taken by a French squadron; and Bri-

tish vessels traded to the ports of Frauce without moles-

tation. That the striking contrast formed by these dif-

ferent methods of proceeding would convince all Europe,

that one court was guided by motives of jealousy, am-
bition, and avarice, and that the conduct of the other

was founded on principles of honour, justice, and moder

ation; that the vague imputations contained in the king

of England's declaration, had in reality no foundation;

and the veiy manner in which they were set forth

would prove their futility and falsehood ; that the men
tion made of the works at Dunkirk, and the trooj

assembled on the coasts of the ocean, implied the most

gr.oss attempt to deceive mankind into a belief that

these were the points which determined the king of

England to issue orders for seizing the French vessels;

whereas the works at Dunkirk were not begun till after

two French ships of war had been taken by an English

squadron; and depredations had been conmiitted six

mouths upon the subjects of France before the first bat-

talions began their march for the sea-side. In a word,

the most christian king, laying aside that politeness

and decorum on which his people value themselves

above all the nations upon the face of the earth, very

roundly taxes his brother monarch's administration with

piracy, perfidy, inhumanity, and deceit. A charge con-

veyed iu such reproachful terms, against one of the

most respectable crowned heads in Europe, will appear

the more extraordinary and injurious, if we consider

that the accusers were well acquainted with the fiilsity

of their own imputations, and at the same time conscious

of having practised those very arts which they afl'ected

so much to decry. For after all, it must be allowed,

that nothing could be justly urged against the English

government, with respect to France, except the omission

of a mere form, which other nations might interpret

into an irregularity, hut could not construe into perfidi-

ous dealing, as the French had previously violated the

peace by their insolence and encroachments.

ADDRESS OF THE CITY OF LONDON.

AMiatever might have been the opinion of other na-

tions, certain it is, the subjects of Great Britain heartily

approved of the hostilities committed and intended

against a people whom they have always consideroH as
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their natnral enemies, imi tho incendiaries of Europe.

They cheerfully contributed to tho expense of arnin-

nieuts,* and seemed to approve of their destination, in

hopes of K'ing alile to wipe off tho disgraces tliey had

sustained in tho defeat of Braddock, and tlie loss of

Minorca. Tho lust event made a deep impression upon

the minds of the community. .\n adilicss was presented

to the king by the lord-mayor, ahlermen, and conmion-

couneil of London, containinp strong hints to the dis-

advantage of tho ministry. They expressed their ap-

prehension, that tho loss of the important fortress of

St. Philip and island of Minorca, possessions of the ut-

most consequence to the commerce and naval strength

of Great Uritain, without any attempt by tinuly and

cflectual succours to prevent or defeat an attack, after

such early notice of the enemy's intentions, and when
his majesty's navy was so evidently superior to theirs,

would bo an indelible reproach on the honour of the

l^ritish nation. They expatiated upon tho imminent
danger to which tho British possessions in America
were exposed, by the mismanagement and delays which
had attended the defence of thoso invaluable colonies,

the object of the present war, the principal source of

the wealth and strength of these kingdoms. They
lamented the want of a constitutional and well-regulated

militia, the most natural and certain defence against all

invaders whatsoever. They signified their hope, th.it

the authors of the late losses and disappointments would
be detected, and brought to condign punishment; that

his majesty's known intentions of protecting and de-

fending his subjects in their rights and possessions,

might be faithfully and vigorously carried into execu-

tion ; and the large supplies, so necessarily demanded,
and so cheerfully granted, might be religiously applied

to tho defence of these kingdoms, their colonies, and
their commerce, as well as to tho annoyance of their

inveterate and perfidious enemies, tho only sure means
of obtaining a lasting and honourable peace. In answer
to this address, the king assured them that he would
not fail to do justice upon any persons who should have
Ixen wanting in their duty to liim and their country;

to enforce obedience and discipline in his fleets and
armies; and to support the authority and respect due
to his government. Remonstrances of the same kind
were presented by different counties and corporations;

and the popiJace clamoured aloud for inquiry aud justice.

TRIAL OF GENERAL FOWKE.

The first victim offered to the enraged multitude was
the unfortunate general Fowke, who had been deputy-

governor of Gibraltar, and behaved with remarkable
conduct and integrity in the exercise of that important

office, till that period when he fell under the displea-

sure of the government, lie was now brought to trial

before a board of general officers, and accused of having
disobeyed the orders he had received from the secretary

at war in three successive letters [See note 3 B, at the

end of tin's VoJ.] , touching the relief of Minorca. Mr.
Fowke alleged in his own defence, that the orders were
confused and contradictory, and implied a discretionary

power; that the whole number of his garrison did not

exceed two thousand six hundred men, after he had
spared two hundred and seventy-five to the ships com-
manded by Mr. Edgecumbe; that the ordin.iry duty of

the garrison requiring eight hundred men, the whole

number was not sufficient for three reliefs; that, if he

had detached a battalion on board the fleet, he should

not have had above two reliefs, at a time when he be-

lieved the place was in danger of being attacked, for

good reasons, which he did not think himself at liberty

to mention; that his orders being doubtful, he held a

council of war, which was of opinion, that as undoubted

* ImmeillAtely after tlic declBration of war, the Frencli ships and
cnrgoea which had \iecn taken were tried, and condcniiied as leKal
prizes, expoited to public 6ale, and their produce lodu'ed in the l>anlc

;

bill in what manner this money, amounting to a I^irtfo gum, wag
diatlibuted or employed, wc have nut Leen able to discover.

intelligence was received of the French army's being
landed at Minorca, to the nunil.or of between thirteen

and sixteen thousand men, and tli it a l-'rench squadron
of sixteen ships was stationed oft' the harbour, the send-
ing a detachment equal to n battalion from Gibraltar
would bo an incft'cclual supply for the reliLf of tho
place, mid a weakening of the garrison from which they
must be sent, lie observed, that suppuslng the orders
to hive been positive, and seven liumlied men detached
to Minorca, the number remaining at Gibraltar would
not have exceeded one thousand live hundred and fifty-

six: a deduction of seven hundred more, neenrding to

the oilier of May the twelfth, would have left n remain-
der of eight hundred and fifty-six; that the men daily

on duty in tho garrison, including artificers and labour-

ers in tho king's works, amounted to eight hundred and
thirty-nine; so that if he had complied with the Oiders

as they arrived, he would not have had more than seven-

teen men over and above the number necessary for the

daily work of the garrison; thus the important fortress

of Gibraltar must, at this critical conjuncture, havo
been left almost naked and defenceless to the attempts

of the enemy; and had those detachments been actually

sent abroad, it afterwards appeared that they could not

have been landed on the island of Minorca. The order

transmitted to gener.il Fowke to detain all empty ves-

sels, for a further transportation of troops, seems to

have been superfluous; for it can hardly be supposcil

he could have occasion for them, unless to embark tho

whole garrison, and abandon the place. It seems like-

wise to have been unnecessary to exhort the general to

keep his giirrison as alert as possible, during that criti-

cal time; inasmuch as it would have been impossible for

the men to have enjoyed the least repose or intromis-

sion of duty, had the orders been punctually aud liter-

ally obeyed. What other assistance it might havo
been in the governor's power to give for the relief of

Minorca, or in what manner he could avoid fatiguing

his garrison, while there was an impossibility of reliev-

ing the guards, it is not easy to comprehend. Be that

as it may, when the trial was finished, and the question

put to acquit or suspend for one year, the court w.is

equally divided; and in such cases the casting vote be-

ing vested in tho president, he threw it into the scale

against the prisoner, whom his majesty thought fit to

dismiss from his service.

AFFAIRS OF AMERICA.

The expectation of the public was now eagerly turned

towards America, the chief, if not the sole scene of our

militaiy operations. On the twenty-fifth day of June,

Mr. Abercrombic anived at .Vlbain-, the frontier of New
York, and assumed the command of the forces there

assembled, consisting of two regiments which had served

under Braddock, two battalions raised in America, two
regiments now transported from England, four inde-

pendent companies which had been many years main-
tained in New York, tho New Jersey rigiment, four

companies levied in North Carolina, and a body of pro-

vincial forces raised by tlie government of New England.

Those to the southward, including Pennsylvania, Mary-
land, and Virginia, had not yet determined on any re-

gular plan of operation, and were niorcover hard pressed

in defending their western frontier from the French and
Indians, who, in skulking parties, made sudden irrup-

tions upon their unguarded settkincnts, burning, plunder-

ing, and massacring with the most savage inhumanity.

As for .South Carolina, the proportion of negro slaves

to the number of white inhabitants was so great in th.Tt

colony, that the government could not, with any regard

to the safety of the province, spare any reinforcement

for the general enterprise. The plan of this undertak-

ing had been settled in the preceding year in a council

of war, held at New York. There it was resolved to

attack the fort of Niagara, situated between the lakes

Ontario and Erie, in order to cut off the communication

between Canada and Louisiana, and prevent the French
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from supporting tlieir new fortresses on the Obio; to re-

duce TiconJerago .Tnd Crown Point, so that the frontier

of New York might he delivered from the danger of an

invasion, and Great Britain become master of the lake

Champlain, OTer which the forces might be transported

iu any future attempt; to besiege fort Du Quesne upon

the Ohio; aud to detach a body of troops by the river

Kennebec, to alarm the capital of Canada. This plan

was too extensive for the number of troops wliicli had

been prepared; the season was too far advanced heCore

the regiments im-ived from England, the different colo-

nies were divided in their opinions, and Jlr. Abcrcrom-

bio postponed the execution of .nny import'ant scheme

till the arrival of lord Loudon, who was daily expected.

The reasons that delayed the reinforcement, and detain-

ed his lordship so long, we do not pretend to explain;

tUough we may be .allowed to observe, that many fair

opportunities have been lost, by the neglect and pro-

crastination of an English ministry. Certain it is, tho

unaccountable delay of this armament rendered it use-

less for a whole year, afforded time and leisure to the

enemy to take their pi'ccautions against any subsequent

attacli, and, in the meantime, to proceed unmolested iji

distressing the British settlements. Even before this

period, they had attacked and reduced a small post in

the country of the Five Nations, occupied by twenty-

five Englishmen, who were cruelly butchered to a man,
in the midst of those Indians whom Great Britain had
long numbered among her allies.

Soon after this expedition, h.iving received intelli-

gence that a considerable convoy of provisions and
stores, for the garrison of Oswego, would in a little time

set out from Schenectady, and be conveyed in batteaux

up the river Onondaga, they formed an ambuscade
among the woods and thickets on the north side of that

river; but understanding the convoy had passed before

they reached the place, they resolved to wait the return

of the detachment. Their design, however, was frus-

trated by the vigilance and valour of colonel Bradstreet,

who expected such an attempt, and had taken his mea-
sures accordingly. On the third day of July, while he
stemmed the stream of the river, with his batteaux
formed into three divisions, they were saluted with the

Indian war-hoop, and a general discharge of musketry
from the north shore. Bradstreet immediately ordered

his racu to land on the opposite bank, and with a few
of the foremost took possession of a small island, where
he was forthwith attacked by a party of the enemy,
who had forded the river for that purpose; but these

were soon repulsed. Another body having passed a

mile higher, he advanced to them at the head of two
hundred men, and fell upon them, sword in hand, with
such vigour, that many were killed on the spot, and
the rest driven into the water with such precipitation

that a considerable number of them were drowned.
Having received information that a third body of them
had passed at a ford still higher, he marched thither

without hesitation, aud pursued them to the other side,

where they were entirely routed and dispersed. In this

action, which lasted near three hours, about seventy of

the b,attean-men were killed or wounded, but the enemy
lost double the number killed, and above seventy taken
prisoners. In all probability the whole detachment of
the French, amonntiug to seven hundred men, would
have been cut off, haU not a heavy rain interposed, and
disabled colonel Bradstreet from following his blow; for
that same night he was joined by captain Patten with
his grenadiers, in his march from Oneida to Oswego,
and next morning reinforced with two Inmdred men,
detached to his assistance from the garrison of Oswego;
but by this time the rivulets were so swelled by the
rain, that it was found impracticable to pursue the
enemy through the woods aud thickets. Patten and
his gren.idiers accompanied the detachment to Oswego,
while Bradstreet pursued his voj-age to .Schenectady,
from whence he repaired to Albany, and communicated
to general Abercrombic the intelligence he had received
from the prieoners, that a large body of the enemy were

encamped on the eastern side of the lake Ontario, pixj-

vided with artillery, and all other implements, to besiege

the fort of Oswego.

EAKL OF LOUDON AEFvIVES AT NEW YORK.

In consequence of this information, major-general

AVcbb was ordered to hold himself iu readiness to march
with one regiment to the relief of that garrison; but,

before they could be provided with necessaries, the earl

of Loudon arrived at the head-quarters at Albany, on

the twenty-ninth day of July. The army at this time

is said to liave consisted of regular troops to the num-
ber of two thousand six hundred, about seven thousand

provincials, supposed to be in readiness to march from

tort ^^'illiam-Henry, under the command of general

Winslow, over and above a considerable number of

battcau-men at Albany and Schenectady. The garrison

at Oswego amounted to fourteen hundred soldiers, be-

sides three hundred workmen and sailors, either in the

fort, or posted in small parties between the fort and
place called Burnet's Field, to secure a safe passage

through the couutr}' of the Six Nations, upon whose
friendship there was no longer any reliance. By the

best accounts received of the enemy's forces, they had
about three thousand men at Crown Point and Ticon-

derago upon the lake Champlain; hut their chief strength

was collected upon the banks of the lake Outario, where
their purpose undoubtedly was to reduce the English

fort at Oswego. The immediate object, therefore, of

lord Loudon's attention was the relief of this place; but

his design was strenuously opposed by the province el

New York, and other northern governments, who were
much more intent upon the reduction of Crown Point,

and the security of their own frontiers, which they ap-

prehended was connected with this conquest. They
insisted upon Winslow's being joined by some regiments

of regular troops before he should march ag.ainst this

fortress; and stipulated that a body of reserve should

be detained at Albany, for the defence of that frontier,

in case Winslow should fail in bis enterprise, and he

defeated. At length they agreed, that the regimeat

which Mr. Abercrombie had destined for that purpose

should he detached for the relief of Oswego; and on the

twelfth day of August major-general Webb began his

march with it from Albany; but on his arrival at tho

Carrying-place, between the Mohawk's river and ^^'ood's

creek, he received the disagreeable news that Oswega
was taken, .and the garrison made prisoners of war.

Mr. Webb, apprehending himself in danger of being

attacked by the besieging army, began immediately to

render the creek impassable, even to canoes, by felling

trees, and throwing them into the stream ; while the

enemy, ignorant of his numbers, and apprehensive of a

like visitation from him, took the very same method of

preventing his approach; in consequence of this appre-

hension, he was permitted to retire unmolested.

OSWEGO REDUCED BY THE ENEMY.

The loss of the two small forts called Ontario and Os-

wego, was a considerable national misfortune. They
were erected on the south side of the great lake Ontario,

standing on the opposite sides of the mouth of the Ou-
oudago river, that discharges itself into the lake, and

constituted a post of great importance, where vessels'

had been built to craise upon the lake, which is a kind

of inland sea, aud interrupt the commerce as well as the

motions and designs of the enemy. The garrison, as wo
have already observed, consisted of fourteen hundred
men, chiefly militia and new-raised recruits, under tho

command of lieutenant-colonel Mercer, .an ofHcer of cou-

rage and experience; but the situation of tlio forts was
very ill chosen ; the materials mostly timber or logs of

wood; the defences wretched!)- contrived and unfinishei!;

and, in a word, the place altogether untenable .ngainsl

any regular approacli. Such were the forts which th";

cucmy wisely resolved to reduce. Being under uo .ap
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prehension for Crowu Point, they nssenihleil a boily of

titKips, consistins of thirteen hundred regulars, seven-

teen hundred C.nnadinns, and a considcr.iblc number of

Indian auxiliaries, under the command of the marquis de

Montcalm, a vijilant and enterprising ollicer, to whom
the conduct of the siege was entrusted by the marquis

de Vaudreuil, governor and lieutenant-gener.al of New
France. The first step taken by Montcalm was to block

np Oswego by water with two large nrined vessels, and

post a strong body of Canadians on the road between

Albany and the forts, to cut off all communication of

succour and intelligence. In the meantime he embarked

liis artillery and stores upon the lake, and landed them

in the bay of Nixouri, the place of general rendezvous.

At another creek, within half a league of Oswego, he

erected a battery for the protection of his vessels, and

on the twell'th day of August, at midnight, after his dis-

positions had been ni.ide, ho opened the trenches before

fort Ontario. The gfinison having fired away all their

shells and ammunition, spiked up the cannon, and de-

serting the fort, retired next day across the river into

Oswego, which was even more exposed than the other,

especially when the enemy had taken possession of On-
tario, from whence they immediately began to fire with-

out intermission. Colonel Mercer being on the thirteenth

killed by a c.innon ball, the fort destitute of all cover,

the officers divided in opinion, and the garrison in con-

fusion, they next day demanded a capitulation, and sur-

rendered prisoners of war, on condition that they should

be exempted from plunder, conducted to Montreal, and

treated with hum.anity. These conditions, however, the

marquis did not punctually observe. The British otJicers

and soldiers were insulted by the savage Indians, who
robbed them of their clothes and baggage, massacred

several men as they stood defenceless on the parade,

sssassinated lieutenant de la Court as he lay wounded
in his tent, under the protection of a French officer, and

barbarously scalped all the sick people in the hospital

:

finally, Montcalm, in direct violation of the articles, as

well as in contempt of common humanity, delivered up
above twenty men of the garrison to the Indians, in lieu

of the same number they had lost during the siege; and

in all probability these miserable captives were put to

death by those barbarians, with the most excruciating

tortures, according to the execrable custom of the coun-

try. Those who countenance the perpetration of cruel-

ties, at which human nature shudders with horror, ought

to be branded as infamous to all posterity. Such, how-
eTcr, were the trophies that, in the course of the Amer-
ican war, distinguished the operations of a people who
pique themselves upon politeness, and the virtues of

humanity. The prisoners taken at Oswego, after hav-

ing been thus barbarously treated, were conveyed in

battcaux to Montreal, where they had no reason to com-
plain of their reception; and before the end of the year

they were exchanged. The victors immediately demol-

ished the two forts (if they deserve that denomination.)

in which they found one hundred and twenty-one pieces

of artillery, fourteen mortars, with a great quantity of

ammunition, warlike stores, and provisions, besides two
sloops, and two hundred batteaux, which likewise fell

into their hands. Such an important magazine, deposi-

ted in a place altogether indefensible, and without the

reach of immediate succour, was a flagrant proof of

egregious folly, temerity, and misconduct.

FURTHER PROCEEDINGS IN AMERICA.

The carl of Loudon finding the season too far advanced
to admit of any enterprise against the enemy, exerted

all bis endeavours in making preparations for an early

campaign in the spring, securing the frontiers of the

English colonies, in forming an uniform plan of actien,

and promoting a spirit of harmony among the different

governments, which had been long divided by j.arring

interests, and other sources of dissension. Meanwhile,
the forts Edward and William-Henry were put in a pro-

per postmt! of defence, and secured with numerous gar-

ri.sons j and the forces put into winter quarter? at Albany
where comfortable barracks were built for that purpo.'sc.

Fort (Jranvillc, on the confines of Pennsylvania, an in-

considerable block-house, was surprised by a party of

French and Indians, who made the garrison prisoners,

consisting of two-and-twenty soldiers, with a few wo-
men and children. These they loaded with flour and
provisions, and drove them into captivity; but the fort

they reduced to ashes. Many shocking murders were
perpetrated upon defenceless people, without distinction

of age or sex, in different parts of the frontiers; but

these outrages were in some measure balanced by tho

advantages resulting from a treaty of peace, whicli the

governor of Pennsylvania concluded with the Delaware
Indians, a powerful tribe that dwell upon the river Sas-

quehanna, forming, as it were, a line along the southern

skirts of the province. At the same time the governor

ofViiginia secured the friendship and alliance of tho

Cherokccs and Catawbas, two powerful nations adjoin-

ing to that colony, who were able to bring three thou-

sand fighting men into tho field. All these circumstance s

considered. Great Britain had reason to expect that tho

ensuing campaign would be vigorously prosecuted in

America, especially as a fresh reinforcement of troops,

with a great supply of warlike stores, were sent to that

country in fourteen transports, under convoy of two

shijis of war, wliich sailed from Cork in Ireland about

the beginning of November.

NAVAL OPERATIONS IN AMERICA.

No action of great importance distinguished tho nav;i

transactions of this year on the side of America. In the

beginning ofJune, captain Spry, who commanded a small

squadron cruising off Louisbourg, in the island of Capo

Breton, took the Arc en Cicl, a French ship of fifty guns,

having on board near six hundred men, with a large

quantity of stores and provisions for the gan-ison. He
likewise made prize ofanother French ship, with seventy

soldiers, two hundred barrels of powder, two large brass

mortars, and other stores of the like destination. On tho

twenty-seventh day of Jul}-, commodore Holmes, being

in the same latitude, with two large ships and a couple

of sloops, engaged two French ships of the line and four

frigates, and obliged them to sheer off after an obstinate

dispute. A great number of privateers were equipped

in this country, as well as in the West India islands

belonging to the crown of Great Britain; and as those

seas swamicd with French vessels, their cruises proved

very advantageous to the adventurers.

TRANSACTIONS IN THE EAST INDIES.

Scenes of higher import were this year acted by tho

British arms in the East Indies. The cessation of hos-

tilities between the English and French companies on

the peninsula of Indus, though it encouraged Mr. C'live

to visit his native country, was not of long duration; for

in a few months both sides recommenced their operations,

no longer as auxiliaries to the princes of the country,

but as principals and rivals both in arras and commerce.

Major Laurence, who now enjoyed the chief command
of the English force, obtained divers advantages over

the enemy; and prosecuted his success with such vig-

our, as, in all probability, would in a little time have

terminated the war according to his own wish, when
the progress of his amis was interrupted and suspended

by an unfortunate event at Calcutta, the cause of which

is not easily explained; for extraordinary pains have

been taken to throw a vail over some transactions from

whence this calamity was immediately or remotely

derived.

CALCUTTA BESIEGED.

The old suba or viceroy of Bengal, Bahar, and Orixa,

dying in the month of April, in the year one thousand

seven hundred and fifty-six, was succeeded by his adop-
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ted son, Sur Eaja al Dowlat, a youns man of violent

passions, without ininciple, fortitinle, or gooil faitli, who

bo o'an his adiniiiistration with acts ofperfidy and violence.

Ill all probability, his design against the Englislisettle-

im-nts was suggested by his rapacious disposition, on a

brlief that they abounded with treasure; as the preten-

ces which he used for commencing hostilities, were al-

gethcr inconsistent, false, and frivolous. In tlie month

of May, he caused the English factory at Cassinibuzzar

to be invested, and inviting Mr. Watts, the chief of the

factory, to a conference, under the sanction of a safe

conduct, detained him as prisoner; then, by means of

fraud and force intermingled, made himself mastei- of

tlie factory. This exploit being achieved, lie made no

secret of liis design to deprive the English of all their

settlements. With this view he marched to Calcutta at

tlie head of a numerous army, and invested the place,

wliich was then in no posture of defence.

FATE OF THOSE WHO PERISHED IN THE
DUNC4E0N AT CALCUTTA.

The governor, intimidated by the number and power
of the enemy, abandoned the fort, and with some prin-

cipal persons residing in the settlement, took refuge on

hoard a ship in the river, carrying along with them their

most valuable eflfects, and the books of the company.
Tims the defence of the place devolved to Mr. Holwell,

the second in command, who, with the assistance of a few

gallant officers, and a very feeble garrison, maintained

it wirti uncommon courage and resolution against seve-

lal attacks, until he was overpowered by numbers, and
tlie enemy had forced their way into the castle. Then
lie was obliged to submit; and the suba, or viceroy, pro-

mised on the word of a soldier, that no injury should be

done to him or his garrison. Nevertheless, they were
all driven, to the number of one hundred and forty-six

persons of both sexes, into a place called the Black Hole

I'rison, a cube of about eighteen feet, walled up to the

eastward and southward, the only quarters from which
they could expect the least refreshing air, and open to

the westward by two windows strongly barred with

iron, through which there was no perceptible circulation.

The humane reader will conceive with hoiTor the miser-

able situation to which they must have been reduced,

when thus stewed up in a close sultry night under such

a climate as that of Bengal, especially when he reflects

that many of them were wounded, and all of them fa-

tigued with hard duty. Transported with rage to find

themselves thus b.irharously cooped up in a place where
they must be exposed to sulToeation, those hapless vic-

tims endeavoured to force open the door that they might
I'ush upon the swords of the barbarians by whom they
were surrounded; but all their eflbrts were ineft'ectual

;

the door was made to open inwards, and being once shut

upon them, the crowd pressed upon it so strongly as to

lender all their endeavours abortive ; then they were
overwhelmed wfth distraction and despair. Mr. Holwell,

who had placed himself at one of the windows, accosted

a jemmautdaar, or Serjeant of the Indian guard, and
having endeavoured to excite liis compassion, by draw-
ing a pathetic picture of their suflferings, promised to

gratify him with a thousand rupees in the morning, if

!io could find means to remove one half of them into a
separate apartment. The soldier, allured by the pro-
mise of such a reward, assured him he would do his en-
deavour for their relief, and retired for that purpose, but
in a few minutes returned and told them that the suba,

by whose order alone such a step could be taken, was
asleep, and no person durst disturb his repose. By this

time a profuse sweat liad broke out on every individual,

and this was attended with an insatiable thirst, which
became the more intolerable as the body was drained of
its moisture. In vain those miserable objects stripped

themselves of their clothes, squatted down on their hams,
and fanned the air with their hats, to produce a refresh-

ing undulation. Many were unable to rise again from
this posture, but falling down, were trod to death or

suftocated. The dreadful symptom of thirst was now
accompanied with a difficulty of respiration, and every

individual gasped for breath. Their despair became

outrageous: again they attempted to force the door, and

provoke the guard to fire upon them by execration and

abuse. The cry of " Water! water!" issued from cveiy

mouth. Even the jemmautdaar was moved to compas-

sion at their distress. He ordered his soldiers to bring

some skins of water, which seiwed only to enrage the ap-

petite, and increase the general agitation. There was no

other way of conveying it through the windows but by
hats, and this was rendered inefi'ectual by the eagerness

and transports of the wretched prisoners, who at sight

of it struggled and raved even into fits of delirium. In

consequence of these contests, very little reached those

who stood nearest the windows, while the rest, at the

farther end of the prison, were totally excluded from all

relief, and continued calling upon their friends for assis-

tance, and conjuring them by all the tender tics of pity

and affection. To those who were indulged it proved

pernicious, for instead of allaying their thirst, it enraged

their impatience for more. The confusion became gen-

eral and horrid; all was clamour and contest; those who
were at a distance endeavoured to force their passage to

the window, and the weak were pressed down to the

ground never to rise again. The inhuman ruffians with-

out derived entertainment from their misery; they sup-

plied the prisoners with more water, and held up liglits

close to the bars that they might enjoy the inliuinan

pleasure of seeing them fight for the baneful indulgence.

Mr. Holwell seeing all his particular friends lying dead

around him, and trampled upon by the living, finding

himself wedged up so close as to be deprii'ed of all mo-

tion, begged, as the last instance of their regard, that

they would remove the pressure, and allow him to retire

from the window, that he might die in quiet. Even in

those dreadful circumstances, which might he supposed

to have levelled all distinction, the poor delirious wret-

ches manifested a respect for his rank and character

:

they forthwith gave way, and he forced his passage in-

to the centre of the place, which was not crowded so

much, because by this time about one-third of the num-
ber had perished, and lay on small compass on the floor,

while the rest still crowded to both windows. He re-

tired to a platform at the farther end of the room, and

lying down upon some of his dead friends, i-ecommended

his soul to heaven. Here his thirst grew insupportable;

his difHenlty in breathing increased, and he was seized

with a strong palpitation. These violent sjnnptoms,

which he could not bear, urged hira to make another

effort: he forced his way back to the window, and cried

aloud, "Water! for God's sake!" He had been supposed

already deadby his wretchedcompanions, but finding him
still alive, they exhibited another extraordinary proof of

tenderness and regard to bis person: " Give him water,"

they cried; nor would any ofthem attempt to touch it un-

til he had drank. lie now breathed more freely, and the

palpitation ceased; but finding himself still more thirsty

after drinking, he abstained from water, and moistened

his mouth from time to time by sucking the perspiration

from his shirt sleeves.* The miserable prisoners, per-

ceiving that water rather aggravated than relieved their

distress, grew clamorous for air, and repeated their in-

sults to the guard, loading the suba and his governor

with the most virulent reproach. From railing they had

recourse to prayer, beseeching heaven to put an end to

their misery. They now began to drop on all hands

;

but then a steam arose from the living and the dead, as

pungent and volatile as spirit of hartshorn; so that all

who could not approach the windows were suffocated.

Mr. Holwell, being weary of life, retired once more to

the platform, .and stretched himself by the Rev. Mr. Jer-

vis Bellani)', who, together with his son, a lieutenant,

lay dead in each other's embrace. In this situation he

* In his dc.ip^iir of obt.tining water, this unhappy p^jnfh'inan h.itl

attempted to drinlc liis own nrine, but found it intoler.iltly hitter;

whereas the nioistm-e that flowed from Ihe pores of Uis body, waa
soft, pleasant, and rclVcshiug.
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was soon deprivcil of scnsf, find \:\y to all nppe.irancc

I'.c.iJ till day broke, wlien liis body was discovcicil niid

ivmovod by his snrviving friends to one of tbc windows,

where the frcsb air revived Iiiin, and lie was restored to

Ills sight and senses. Tbc suba, at last, being informed

that tlio greater part of the prisoners were sull'ocated,

iiKjuiied if the chief was alive; and being answered in

the aflirniative, sent an order for tlieir immediate release,

when no more than twenty -three survived of an hnndred

and forty-si.t who bad entered alivo.

ADDITIONAL CRUELTIES EXERCISED ON
MR. UOLWELL.

Nor was tbc late deliverance, even of these few, ow-
ing to any sentiment of compassion in flic viceroy, lie

had received intimation that there was a considerable

treasure secreted in the fort, and that >Ir. llolwell knew
the place where it was deposited. That gentleman, who,
with his surviving companions, bad been seized with a

putrid fever immediately upon their release, was drag-

ged in that condition before the inhuman suba, who
questioned him about the treasure, which existed no-

where but in bis own imagination; and would give no
credit to bis protestations, when he solemnly declared

lie knew of no such deposit. Mr. llolwell and tliicc of

his friends were loaded with fetters, and conveyed three

miles to the Indian camp, where they lay all night ex-

posed to a severe rain; next morning they were brought

back to town still manacled, under the scorching beams
of a sun intensely hot, and must infallibly have expired,

had not nature expelled the fever in large painful boils,

that covered almost the whole body. In this piteous

condition they were embarked in an open boat for Mux-
adavad, the capital of Bengal, and underwent such cruel

treatment and misery in their passage, as would shock

the humane reader should he peruse the particulars. At
Maxadavad they were led through the city in chains, as

a spectacle to the inhabitants, lodged in an open stable,

and treated for some days as the worst of criminals. At
length the suba's grandmother interposed her mediation

in their behalf, and as that prince was by this time con-

vinced that there was no treasure concealed at Calcutta,

he ordered them to be set at liberty. AVlieii some of his

sycophants opposed this indulgence, representing that

Mr. llolwell had still enough left to pay a considerable

ransom, he replied, with some marks of compunction
and generosity, ' If he has anything left, let him keep
it: his sufferings have been great: he shall have his

liberty." Mr. llolwell and his friends were no sooner

unfettered, than they took water from the Dutch Tank-
sail or mint, in the neighbourhood of that city, where
they were received with great tenderness and humanity.
The reader, we hope, will excuse us for having thus

particularized a trans.iction so interesting and cxtraor-

dinory in all its circumstances. The suba having de-

stroyed Calcutta and dispersed the inhabitants, extorted

large sums from the French and Dutch factories, that

he might display a spirit of impartiality against all the

Europeans, even in his oppression, retunied to his city

of Mu.xadavad in triumph. By the reduction of Cal-

cutta, the English East India company's affairs were so

much embroiled in that part of the world, that perhaps
nothing could have retrieved them but the interposition

of a national force, and the good fortune of a Clive,

whose enterprises were always crowned with success.

As the English East India Company had, for a whole
century, been at a considerable expense in maintaining
a marine force at Bombay, to protect their ships from
the piracies of the Angrias, who h.ad rendered themselves
independent princes, and fortified Geriah in that neigh-

bourhood; many unsuccessful attempts had been made
to destroy their naval power, and reduce the fortress,

under which they always took shelter. In the year one
thousand seven hundred and fil"ty-four, the fleet of Tul-
lagrce Angria, the reigning prince, attacked three Dutch
ships of force, which they cither took or destroyed.

Elated with this success, he boasted that he should in a

little time sweep the seas of the Eui-opcani, and began
to build some largo ships, to reinforce bis grabs and
gallivats, which were the vessels on which he had for

nierly depended. Next year his neighbours, the Mali

r.ittas, having signified to the presidency of Bombay,
that they were disposed to join in the necessary service

of hiiinbling this common enemy, so formidable to the

whole Malabar coast, commodore James was detached
with some ships of force to attack Angria, in conjunc-

tion with those allies. They accordingly joined him
with seven grabs and sixty gallivats. Tliey proceeded

to the harbour of .Severndioog, where Aiigiia's fleet lay

at anchor; but they no sooner received intelligence of

his approach, than they slipped their cables and stood

out to sea. He chased them with all the canvass ho

could carry, but their vessels being lighter than his they

escaped; and he returned to Sevcrndroog, which is a

fortress situated on an island within musket shot of

the main land, strongly but irregularly fortified, and

mounted w itii fifty-four pieces of cannon. There were

three other small forts on the continent, the largest of

which was called Goa. On the second day of April the

commodore began to batter and bombard the island, fort,

and fort Goa, at the same time. That of Seveindroog

was set on fire; one of the magazines blew up; a general

conilagiation ensued; the garrison was overwhelmed

with fire and confusion; the English seamen lauded un

der cover of the fire from the ships, and took the placo

by storm, with very little loss. The other forts wero

immediately surrendered, and all of these, by treaty,

delivered to the Mahi'attas. On the eighth of April the

commodore anchored oft' Bancote, now called fort \ic-

toiia, one of the most northern parts of Angria's domin-

ions, which surrendered without opposition, and still

remains in the hands of the English East India com-

pany, by tbc consent of the Mahrattas. The harbour

is good, and here is great trade for salt and other cin-

modities sent hither from Bombay.

FOUT GEUIAH TAKEN BY ADMIRAL WATSON
AND MK. CLIVE.

It was in November following that the squadron un-

der admiral AVatson arrived at Bombay, where it w as

resolved to give Angria the finishing stroke, still in

conjunction with the Mahrattas. Meanwhile commo-
dore James was sent to reconnoitre Geriah, the capital

of his dominions, and to sound the depth of the harbour,

a service which he successfully performed. The admiral

being joined by a division of ships, fitted out at the coin

pany's expense, having on board a body of troops com-

manded by colonel Clive, sailed on the seventeenth day

of January, and found in tbc neighbourhood of Geriah

the Mahratta fleet, consisting of four grabs, and forty

smaller vessels called gallivats, lying to the northward

of the place, in a creek called Rajipore; and a land-army

of horse and foot, amounting to seven or eight thousand

men, the whole commanded by Rhamagee Punt, who
had already taken one small fort, and was actually treat-

ing about tlie surrender of Geriah. Angria himself had

quitted the place, but his wife and family remained I'l"-

der the protection of his brother-in-law; who, being

summoned to surrender by a message from the admiral,

replied, that lie would defend the place to the last ex-

tieniity. In consequence of this refusal, the wholo
English fleet, in two divisions, sailed on the twelfth day

of February into the harbour, and sustained a warm fire

from the enemy's batteries as they passed, as well as

from the grabs posted in the harbour for that purpose;

this, however, was soon silenced after the ships wero

brought to their stations, so as to return the salutation.

Between the houi-s of four and five in the aftenioon, a

shell being thrown into one of Angria's armed vessels,

set her on fire; and the flames communicating to tho

rest, they were all destroyed: between six and seven

the fort was set on fire by another shell; and soon after

the firing ceased on both sides. The admiral, suspec-
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ting thnt tlie governor of the jilacc woulj' surrender it

to tUo Mahrattas. rather than to the English, disem-
barked all the troops under Mr. Clive, that he might he
at hand, in case of emergency, to take possession. In

the meantime, the fort was bombarded; the line of bat-

tle ships were warped near enough to batter in breach,

and then the admiral sent an officer with a flag of truce
to the governor, requiring him to surrender. His pro-

posal being again rejected, the English ships renewed
their fire next day with redoubled vigour. About one
o'clock the magazine of the fort blew up, and at four

the garrison hung out a white flag for capitulation.

The parley that ensued proving ineS'ectual, the engage-
ment began again, and continued till fifteen minutes
after five; when the white flag was again displayed,

and now the governor submitted to the conditions which
were imposed. Angria's flag was immediately hauled

down ; and two English captains taking possession of

the fort with a detachment, forthwith hoisted the Bri-

tish ensign. To these captains, whose names were
Buchanan and Forbes, the Slahrattas offered a bribe of

fifty thousand nipees, if they would allow them to pass

their guards, that they might take possession of the

fnrt for themselves; but this offer was rejected with
disdain, and immediately disclosed to colonel Clive, who
took efiectual measures to frustrate their design. In

this place, which was reduced with very inconsiderable

loss, the conquerors found above two hundred cannon,
six brass mortars, a large quantity of ammunition, with
money and effects to the value of one hundred and thirty

thousand pounds. The fleet which was desh-oyed con-

sisted of eight grabs, one Ship finished, two upon the

stocks, and a good number of gallivats. Among the

prisoners, the admiral found Angria's wife, children, and
mother, toward whom he demeaned himself with great

humanity.* Three hundred European s^liiers, and cs

many sepoys, were left to guard the fort; and four of

the company's armed vessels remained iu the harbour
for the defence of the place, which was extremely well

situated for commerce.
Ti'.e admiral and Mr. Clive sailed back to Madras in

triumph, and there another plan was formed for restor-

ing the company's affairs upon the Ganges, recovering

Calcutta, and taking vengeance on the cruel viceroy of

Bengal. In October they set sail again for the bottom

of the bay ; and about the beginning of December ar-

rived at Balasore, in the kingdom of Bengal. Having
crossed the Braces, they proceeded up the river Ganges
as far as Falta, where they foimd governor Drake, and
the other persons who had escaped on board of the ships

when Calcutta was invested. Colonel Clive was disem-

barked with his forces to attack the fort of Busbudgia
b}- land, while the admiral battered it by sea; but the

place being ill provided with cannon, did not hold out

above an hour after the firing began. This conquest'

being achieved at a very easy purchase, two of the great

ships anchored between Tanny fort and a battery on
the other side of the river, which were abandoned before

one shot was discharged against either; thus the passage

was laid open to Calcutta, the reduction ofwhich we shall

record among the transactions of the ensuing year.

* Wlien the admiiBl entered their apartment, the whole family,
shedding floods of tears, fell with their faces to the ground ; from
which Ijeing raised, the mother of Angria told him, in a piteous
tone, " the people had no king, she no son, herdaugliternohusband,
their children no father." The admiral replying, *• they must look
upon him as their father and their friend," the youngest boy, about
six years of age, seized hira by the hand, and sobbing exclaimed,
'• Then you shall be my father." Mr. AVatson was so atfecled with
this pathetic address, that the teai-s trickled down his cheeks, while
he assured them they migh depend upon his protection and friend-

ship.

CHAPTER XII.

UoUrea of the War in Cermany Conspiracj- in Sweden Mensures taken
by the King of Pru;*ia and Elector of Hanover En'ieavoura of the Court
of Vienna to frustrate them His Pmssi.Tn Majesty demands an Explana-
rion from the Kmpreas-ljtijen Her Ansjver The Prussian Army enters
Saiony, and publisher a Maoifeslo Prince Ferdinand takes Leipsic
King of Pruwia talies Possession of Dresden, and hlotka up the King of
Poland at Pima——Pnif^ian Army penetrates into Eohemi.r and fights the
Battle of Lowoschuiz Saion Army surrenders Kinp of Pohind's Me-
morial to the States-General Imperial Decrees publUlted against the
King of Prussia Declarations of ditferent Powers Bis Prussian Majes-
ty's Answer to the .-Sason Memoriril and JustiUcation of his Conduct
Remarks on twth those Pieces.. Disputes between the Parliament of Paris
and the Clergy Dearth of Com in Entrland Hanoverian Auxiliaries
tont b.\ck Session opened Debates on the Address Bill passed for
prohibiting the Exportation of Com Message to the Hou"^ concerning
Admiral Bynp Supplies granted Reflections on the Continental War

Message from the Kine to the Parliament Measures taken to remove
the Scarcity of Corn-— ilililia Bill^— Petit ions for and against it Al-
tered by the Lords^ Bill for quartering the Foreign Troops, and for regu-
lating the Marines while on Shore Bill for the more speedy recruiting the
Land-Forces and Marines Act relating to Pawnbrokers and Gaming-
Housea—r?-*"'-* relating to the Wages of Weavers, and to the Iroproveraent
of the British Fishery Act for importing American Iron Duly free
Regulations with respect to the Importation of SUk Smugglers encour-
aged to enter into his Majesty's Service Inquirj- into the Scarcitj- of Com

Investigation of the Losj of Minorca Examination of the American
Contract Inquiry- into the Conduct of Admiral Knowles. as Governor of
Jamaica Resolutions concerning Milford-Haven Session closed
Trial of Admiral Byng-—Recommended to Mercy Message from the
King to the Parliament respecting the Sentence ^Bill to release the Mem-
bers of Ihe Court-Marlial from their Oath of Secrecv Execution of Ad-
miral B\-ng Pnj>er delivered by him to the Marshal of the Adnoiraltv
iUmarks on his Fate.

IklOnVES OF THE WAR IN GERMANY,

HAVING thus, to the best of our power, given a
faithful and exact detail of every material event

in which Great Britain was concerned, either at home,
or in her settlements abroad, duiing the greatest part
of the year one thousand seven hundred and fifty-six,

we shall now retarn to Europe, and endeavour to ex-
plain the beginning of a bloody war in Germanv, which
then seemed to have become the chief object of the
British councils. On the eve of a rupture between
France and England, it was natural for his Britannic
majesty to provide for the safety of his electoral domin-
ions, the only quarter by which he was at all accessible
to the efforts of the enemy, who he foresaw would not
Cail to annoy him through that avenue. He, at that

lime, stood upon indifferent terms with the king of

Prussia, who was considered as a partisan and ally of

France; and he knew that the house of Austria alone

would not be sufficient to support him against two such

powerful antagonists. In this emergency, he had re-

course to the empress of Russia, who, in consequence

of a large subsidy granted by England, engaged to fur-

nish a strong body of forces for the defence of Hanover.
His Prussian majesty, startled at the conditions of this

treaty, took an opportunity to declare that he would
not suffer foreign forces of any nation to enter the em-
pire, either as principals or auxiliaries; a declaration

which probably flowed from a jealousy and aversion he

had conceived to the court of Petershurgh, as well as

from a resolution he had formed of striking some great

stroke in Germany, without any risk of being restricted

or controlled. He knew he should give umbrage to

the French king, who had already made prepai-ations

for penetrating into Westphalia; but he took it for

granted he should he able to exchange his coimexions

with Fiance for the alliance with Great Britain, which
would be much less troublesome, and much more pro-

ductive of advantage : indeed, such an alliance was the

necessary consequence of his declaration. Had his Bri-

tannic majesty made a requisition of the Russian auxili-

aries, he must have exposed himself to the resentment

of a warlike monarch, who hovered on the skirts of his

electorate at the head of one hundred and forty thou-

sand men, and could have subdued the whole country

in one week; and if he forbore to avail himself of the

treaty with the czarina, he did not know how soon the

king of Prussia might be reconciled to his most chris-

tian majesty's design of invasion. -4s for the empress-

queen, her attention was engrossed by schemes for her

interest or preservation ; and her hands so full, that she

either could not. or wotfld not, fulfil the engagements

she had contracted witii her former and finnest allies.

In these circumstances the king of England eought and
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obt.'unct] tlio olli.inoe of IViifsij, v.liicli, to tlie best of

our coniprelicnsion, cntnilcd upon Grent Britain tlic

enormous burJcn of extvavap;aiit subsidies, together
with the intolerable expense of a contineutnl war, with-

out being productive of one advantage, either positive

or negative, to England or Hanover. On tlie contrary,

this connexion throw tlie cmpress-quecu into the arms
of France, whoso friendship she bought at the expense
of tho barrier in the Netherlands, acquired with infinite

labour, by the blooJ and treasure of the nmritiinc powers

;

it gave birlh to a confederacy of despotic princes; suf-

ficient, if tleir joint force was fully exSrted, to over-

throw the liberties of all the free states in Europe; and,

after all, Hanover has been overrun, and subdued by
the enemy; and the king of Prussia put to the b:(n of

the empire. All these consequences are, wc apprehend,
fairly deduciblc from the resolution which his Prussian
majesty took, at this juncture, to precipitate a war with
the house of Austria. The apparent motives that

prompted him to this measure we shall presently ex-
plain. In tho meantime, the defensive treaty between
the cmpress-qneon and I'ranco was no sooner ratified,

than the czarina was invited to accede to tho alliance,

and a private minister sent from Paris to Petcrsburgh,
to negotiate the conditions of this accession, which the

empress of Russia accordingly embraced : a circumstance
60 agreeable to the court of A'crsailles, that the marquis
de I'Hopital was immediately appointed ambassador-
extraordinary and plenipotentiary to the court of Russia.

Applications were likewise made to the courts of Madrid
and Turin, soliciting their concurrence; but their catho-

lic and Sardinian majesties wisely resolved to observe

a neutrality. At the same time, intrigues were begun
by the French emissaries in the senate of Sweden, in

order to kindle up a war between that nation and Prus-

sia; and their endeavours succeeded in the sequel, even
contrary to the inclination of their sovereign. .\t pre-

sent, a plot was discovered for altering tho form of

government, by increasing the power of the crown ; and
several pci-sons of rank being convicted upon trial, were
beheaded as principals in this conspiracy. Although it

did not appear that the king or queen were at all con-

cerned in the scheme, his Swedish majesty thought
himself so hardly treated by the diet, that he threatened

to resign his royalty, and retire into liis own hereditary

dominions. This design was extremely disagreeable

to the people in general, who espoused his cause in op-

position to the diet, by whom they conceived themselves

more oppressed than they should have been under an
nnlimited monarchy.

MEASURES TAKEN DY THE KING OF PRUSSIA
AND ELECTOR OF HANOVER.

The king of Pnissia, alarmed at these formid.able alli-

ances, ordered all bis forces to be completed, and held

in readiness to march at the first notice; and a report

was industriously circulated, that by a secret article in

the late treaty between France and the house of Austria,

these two powers had obliged themselves to destroy the

protest.int religion, and overturn the freedom of the

empire, by a forced election of a king of the Romans.
The ciy of religion was no impolitic measure; but it no
longer produced the s.ime effect as in times past. Re-

ligion was made a pretence on both sides; for the par-

tisans of the empress-queen insinuated, on all occasions,

that the ruin of the catholic faith in Germany was the

principal object of the new alliance between the kings

of Great Britain and Prussia. It was in consequence

of such suggestions, that his Britannic ni.ajesty ordered

his electoral minister at the diet, to deliver a memorial to

all the ministers at Ratisbon, expressing his surprise to

find the treaty he had concluded with the king of Prus-

sia industriously represented as a ground of apprehen-

eion and umbrage, especially for religion. He observed,

that as France had made open dispositions for invading

the electorate of Hanover, and disturbing the peaco of

the empire ; that as he had been denied, by the cmpruss-

Vol. IL

queen, tho succours slipulafo.l in treaties of iillinnce;

and as ho was refused assistance by certain stati'S of
tho empire, who even seemed disposed to favour such a
diversion: ho had, in order to provide for tho security
of bis own dominions, to establish peace and tranquil-
lity in the empire, and maintain its system and privi-

leges, without any prejudice to religion, concluded a
defensive treaty with tlie king of Prussia; that, by this

instance of patriotic zeal for the welfare of Gcrm.iny, ho
had done an essential service to tho cmpress-qneeni and
performed the part which the head of tho empire, in

dignity and duty, ought to have acted; that time would
demonstrate how little it was the interest of the em-
press-queen to engage in a strict alliance with a foreign

power, which, for upwards of two centuries, had rav-

aged the principal provinces of the empire, maintained
repeated wars against the archducal house of Austria,

and always endeavoured, as it suited her views, to ex-

cite distrust and dissension among the princes and states

that compose the Germanic body.

The court of A'ienna formed two considerable armipB

in Bohemia and Moravia; yet pretended that they had
nothing in view but self-preservation, and solemnly dis-

cl.aimed both the secret article, and the design which
had been laid to their charge. His most christain ma-
jesty declared, by his minister at Berlin, that he h.ad no
other intention but to maint.ain the public tranquillity

of Europe; and, this being the sole end of all his men
sures, ho beheld with surprise the preparations and
armaments of certain potentates; that, whatever might
be the view with which they were made, he was dis

posed to make use of the power which God had put into

his hands, not only to maintain the public peace of

Europe against all who should attempt to disturb it,

but also to employ all his forces, agreeably to his en-

gagements, for the assistance of his ally, in case her

dominions should be attacked; finally, that he would

act in the s.amc manner in behalf of all the other powers

with whom he was in alliance. This intimation made
very little impression upon the king of Prussia, who
bad already formed his plan, and was determined to

execute his purpose. ^Vhat his original plan might have

been, we sb.all not pretend to disclose; nor do wc be-

lieve he imparted it to any confidant or ally. It must
be confessed, however, that the intrigues of the court

of Vienna furnished him with a specious pretence for

drawing the sword, and commencing hostilities. The
empress-queen had some reason to be jealous of such a

formidable neighbour. She remembered his irruption

into Bolicmia, in the year one thousand seven hundred

and forty-four, at a time when she thought that conn-

tr3', and all her other dominion^, secure from bis inva-

sion by the treaty of Breslau, which she had in no

particular contr.avened. She caballed against him in

diiTcTent courts of Europe; she concluded a treaty with

the czarina, which, though seemingly defensive, im-

plied an intention of making conquests upon this mon-
arch; she endeavoured to engage the king of Poland,

elector of Saxony, as a contracting power in this con-

federacy; and, if ho had not been afraid of a sudden

visit from his neighbour of Prussia, it cannot be sup-

posed but he would have been pleased to contribute to

the humiliation of a pi-incc, who had once before, with-

out tho least provocation, driven him from his dominions,

taken possession of bis capital, routed his troops, and

obliged him to pay a million of crowns, to indemnify

him for the expcnso of this expedition; but be carefully

avoided taking such a step as might expose him to an-

other invasion, and even refused to accede to the treaty

of Petersburgh, though it was expressly defensive; the

casus fialerus being, his Prussian m.ajcsty's attacking

cither of the contracting parties. It appears, however,

that count de Bruhl, prime minister and favourite of the

king of Poland, had, in conjunction with some of tho

Austrian ministers, carried on certain scandalous in-

trigues, in order to embroil the king of Prussia with tlvi

empress of Russia, between whom a misunderstanding

had long subsisted.

sn
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THK KING OF PRUSSIA DEMANDS AN EX-
PLANATION.

His Prussian majesty, perceiving the military pro-

paratious of tlie court of Vienna, and having outained
intelligence of their secret negotiations with diflerent

powers of Europe, ordered M. do Klingraafe, his minis-

ter at the imperial court, to demand whether all those
preparations of war, on the frontiers of Silesia, were
designed against him, and what were the intentions of

her imperial majesty? To this demand the empress
replied, that in the present juncture she had found it

necessary to make armaments, as well for her own de-

fence as for that of her allies; but that they did not

tend to the prejudice of any person or state whatever.
The king, far from being satisfied with this general an-

swer, sent fresh orders to Klingraafe, to represent, that

after the king had dissembled, as long as he thought
consistent with his safety and honour, the bad designs

imputed to the empress would not suffer him longer to

disguise his sentiments: that he was .acquainted witli

the oflensive projects which the two courts had formed
at Petersburgh; that he knew they had engaged to at-

tack him suddenly with an army of two hundred thou-

sand men; a design which would have been executed
in the spring of the year, had not the Russian forces

wanted recruits, their fleet mariners, and Livonia a
sufhcient quantity of com for their support; that he
constituted the empress arbiter of peace or war: if she
desired the former, ho required a clear and formal de-

claration, or positive assurance, that she had no inten-

tion to attack him either this year or the next; but he
should look upon an ambiguous answer as a declaration

of war; and he called heaven to witness, that the em-
press alone would be guilty of the innocent blood that
should be spilt, and all the dismal consequences that

would attend the commission of hostilities.

A declaration of this nature might have provoked a

less haughty court than that of Vienna, and, indeed,

seems to have been calculated on purpose to exasperate
the pride of her imperial nmjesty, whose answer he
soon received to this effect: that his majesty the king
of Prussia had already been employed, for some time,

in all kinds of the most considerable preparations of

war, aiul the most disquieting with regard to the public
tranquillity, when he thought fit to demand explana-
tions of her majesty, touching the military dispositions

that were makiug in her dominions; dispositions on
which she had not resolved till after the preparations of
Ids Prussiani najesty had been made; that though her
majesty might have declined explaining herself on those
subjects, which required no explanation, she had been
(ileased to declare, with her own mouth, to M. de Klin-
graafe, that the critical state of public affairs rendered
the measures she was taking absolutely necessary for

her own safety, and that of her allies; but that, in other
respects, they tended to the prejudice of no person
whatsoever; that her imperial majesty had undoubtedly
a right to form what judgment she pleased on the cir-

cumstances of the times; and likewise that it belonged
to none but herself to estimate her own danger; that
her declaration was so clear, she never imagined it

could be thought otherwise; that being accustomed
to receive, as well as to practise, the decorums which
sovereigns owe to each other, she could not hear with-
out astonishment and sensibility the contents of the
memorial now presented by M. de Klingraafe; so extra-
ordinary, both in the matter and expressions, that she
would find herself under a necessity of transgressing
the bounds of that moderation which she had prescribed
to herself, were she to answer the whole of its contents;
nevertheless, she thought proper to declare, that the
information communicated to his Prussian ni;)jesty, of
an offensive alliimce against him, subsisting between
lierself and the empress of P.ussia, togctlier with the
circumstances and pretended stipulations of that .alli-

ance, were absolutely false and forged, for no such
treaty did exist, or ever had existed. She concluded

with observing, that this declaration would enable all

Europe to judge of what weight and quality thosj

dreadful events were which Klingraafe's memorial an-

nounced; and to perceive that, in any CMsc, they could

not be imputed to her imperial m.ajosty. This answer,

though seemingly explicit, was not deemed sufficiently

categorical, or, at least, not suitable to the purposes of

the king of Prussia, who, by his resident at >'ienna,

once more declared, that if the empress-queen would
sign a positive assurance that she would imt attack his

Prussian m,ajesty, either this year or the next, he would
directly withdraw his troops, and let things be restored

to their former footing. This demand was ev.adcd, on

pretence that such an assurance could not be more
binding than the solemn treaty by which he was already

secured; a treaty which the empress-qucon had no in-

tention to violate. But, before an answer could be

delivered, the king had actually invaded Saxony, and
published his declaration against the court of Vienna.

The court of Vienna believing that the king of Prussia

was bent upon employing his arms somewhere; being

piqued at the dictatorial manner in which his demands
were conveyed; unwilling to Lay themselves under fur-

ther restrictions; apprehensive of giving umbrage to

their allies, and confident of h.aving provided for their

own security, resolved to nui the risk of his resentment,

not without hopes of being indemnified in the course cf

the war, for that part (if Silesia which the queen had
been obliged to cede in the treaty of Breslau.

THE PRUSSIAN ARMY ENTERS SAXONY.

Both sides being thus prep.ared, and perhaps equally

eager for action, the king of Prussia would no longer

suspend his operations, and the storm fell first upon
Saxony. He resolved to penetrate through that coun-

try into Bohemia; and even to take possession of it as

a frontier, as well as for the convenience of ingress .and

egress to and from the Austrian dominions. Besides,

he had reason to believe the king of Poland, elector of

Saxony, was connected with the czarina and the em-
press-queen; therefore, he thought it would be imfohtic
to leave that prince in any condition to give him the

least disturbance. His army entered the Saxon terri-

tory towards the latter end of August, when he pub-

lislied a declaration, importing, that the unjust conduct

and dangerous views of the court of Vienna against his

m.ajcsty's dominions, laid him under the necessity of

taking proper measures for protecting his territories

and subjects; that for this purpose he could not forbear

taking the disagreeable resolution to enter with his

troops the hereditary dominions of his m.ajest)' the king
of Poland, elector of .Saxony; but he protested before

God and man, that on account of his personal esteem
and friendship for that prince, he would not h.ave pro-

ceeded to this extremity, had he not been forced to it

by the laws of war, the fatality of the present conjunc-

ture, and the necessity of providing for the defence and

security of his subjects. He reminded the public of the

tenderness with which he had treated the elector of

.Saxony, during the campaign of the year one thousand

seven hundred and forty-four, and of the bad conse-

quences resulting to that monarch from his engagements
with the enemies of Prussia. He declared that the ap-

prehensions of being exposed again to such enterprises,

had obliged him to take those precautions which pru-

dence dictated; but he protested in the most solemn

manner, that he had no hostile views against his Polish

m.ajesty, or his dominions; that his troops did not enter

Saxony as enemies, and ho had taken care that they

should observe the best order, and the most exact dis-

cipline; that he desired nothing more !U-dcntly than the

happy minute that should procure him the satisfaction

of restoring to liLs Polish m.ajesty his hereditary domin-

ions, which he had seized only as a s.acred depositum.

By his minister at Dresden, he had demanded a free

passage for his forces through the Saxon dominions;

and this the king of Poland was ready to grant, with
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re.nsonaUc limitations, to be settled Ly commissaries
nppointeil for that purpose. lUit these were foniialitics

which did not at all suit with his Prussian majesty's
disposition or desiini. Even before this requisition Avas

made, a body of his troops, amounting to fifteen thou-
sand, under the command of prince Ferdinand, brotlier

to the duke of Brunswick, took possession of I.eiiisic

on the twentieth day of September. Here ho publislicd

a declaration, signifying that it was his Pnissian majes-
ty's intention to consider and defend the inhabitants of
that electorate as if they were his own subjects ; and
that he h.ad given precise orders to his troops to observe
the most exact discipline. As the first mark of his

affection, he ordered them to provide the army with all

sorts of provisions, according to a certain rate, on pain
of military execution. That same evening notice was
given to the corporation of merchants, th.at their depu-
ties should pay all taxes and customs to the king of
Prussia; then he took possession of the custom-house,
and excise oflice, and ordered the magazines of com and
meal to be opened for the use of his soldiers.

The king of Poland, apprehensive of such a visitation,

had ordered all the troops of his electorate to leave their
quarters, and assemble in a strong camp marked out for

them, between Pima and Konigstein, which was in-

trenched, and provided with a numerous train of artil-

lery. Thither the king of Poland repaired with his two
sons Xaverius and Charles; but the queen and the rest

of the royal family remained at Dresden. Of this capi-

tal his Prussian majesty, with the bulk of his army,
took possession on the eighth day of September, when
he was visited by lord Stormont, the English ambassa-
dor at that court, accompanied by count Salmonr, a
Saxon minister, who, in his master's name, proposed a
neutrality. The king of Prussia professed himself ex-
tremely well pleased with the proposal; and, as the
most convincing proof of his neutrality, desired the king
of Poland would separate bis army, by ordering his

troops to return to their fomier quarters. His Polish
majesty did not like to be so tutored in his own domin-
ions; he depended for his own safety more upon the
valour and attachment of his troops thus assembled,
than upon the friendship of a prince who had invaded
his dominions, and sequestered his revenue, without
provocation ; and he trasted too much to the situation

of his camp at Pima, which was deemed impregnable.
In the meantime, the king of Prussia fixed his head-
quarters at Scidlilz, about half a German league distant
from Pima, and posted his army in such a manner, as

to be able to intercept all convoys of provisions designed
for the Saxon camp; his forces extended on the right

towards the frontiers of Bohemi.i, and the vanguard
actually seized the passes that lead to the circles of

Satzer and Leutmeritz, in that kingdom; while prince
Ferdinand of Bmnswick marched with a body of troops

along the Elbe, and took post at this last place without
opposition. At the same time, the king covered his

own dominions, by assembling two considerable bodies

in Upper and Lower Silesia, which occupied the passes

that communicated with the circles of Buntzlau and
Koningsgratz. Hostilities were commenced on the thir-

teenth day of September, by a detachment of Prasslan

hussars, who attacked an Austrian escort to a convoy
of provisions, designed for the Saxon camp; and having
routed them, caiTied olf a considerable number of loaded

waggons. The magazines at Dresden were filled with
an immense quantity of provisions and forage for the

Prussian army, and the bakers were ordered to prepare

a vast quantity of bread, for which purpose thirty new
ovens were erected. ^Vhen the king of Prussia first ar-

rived at Dresden, he lodged at the house of the countess

Moczinska, and gave orders that the queen and royal

family of Poland should be treated with all due venera-
tion and respect: [See note 3 C, at the end of thU Vol.']

even while the Saxon camp was blocked up on every
side, he Bometlmes permitted a waggon, loaded with
fresh provisions and game, to pass unmolested, for the

nsc of his Polish majesty.

PRUSSIANS PENETRATE INTO BOHEMIA.

During these transactions, the gnatcst part of ths
Prussian army advanced intii Uohemia, under the com-
mand of veldt-moreschal Keith,* who redueiil the town
and palace of Tetchcn, took possession of nil the passes,
and encamped near Aussig, a small town in liuhcmia,
at no great distance from the imperial amiy, amounting
to I'fi'ty thousand men, commanded by count Hrown, an
oflicer of Irish extract, who h.id often distinguished him-
self in the field by his courage, vigihmce, and conduct.
His Pmssian majesty having left a considerable body of
troops for the blockade of Pima, assumed in person the
command of mareschal Keith's corps, and advanced to

give battle to the enemy. On the twenty-ninlli day of

September he formed his troops in two columns, and iu

the evening arrived with his van at Wclmlna, from
whence he saw the Austrian army posted with his right

at Lowosebutz, and its left towards the Egra. Having
occupied with six battalions a hollow way, and some
rising grounds which commanded the town of Lowos-
chutz, he remained all night under arms at Welmlna;
and on the first day of Octolwr, early in the morning,
formed his whole army in order of battle; the first line,

consisting of the Infantry, occupying two hills, and a
bottom betwixt them; the second line being formed of

some battalions, and the third composed of the whole
cavalry. The .\ustrian general had taken possession

of Lowosebutz, with a great body ofinfantry, and placed

a battery of cannon in front of the town; he had formed
his cavalry chequerwise, in a line between Lowosebutz
and the village of Sanschitz; and posted about two
thousand Croats and Inegulai-s in tlic vineyards and
avenues on his right. The morning was darkened with
a thick fog, which viinished about seven: then the Pms-
sian cavalry advanced to attack the enemy's horse; but

received such a fire from '.he irregulars, posted in vine-

yards .and ditches, as well as from a numerous artillery,

that they were obliged to retire for protection to the

rear of the Prussi.an infantry and cannon. There, be-

ing formed, and led back to the charge, they made an
impression on the Austrian cav.alry, and drove the irre-

gulars, and other bodies of infantry, from the ditches,

defiles, and vineyards which they pos.scssed ; but they
suffered so severely in this dangerous service, that the

king ordered them to reascend the hill, and take post

again behind the infantry, from whence they no more
advanced. In the meantime, a furious cannonading was
maintained on both sides with considerable effect. At
length the left of the I'russian infantry was ordered to

attack the town of Lowosebutz in flunk; but met with

a very warm reception, and in all likelihood would have
miscarried, had not veldt-maresehal Keith headed them
in person: when he drew his sword, and told them he
would lead them on, he was given to understand that

all their powder and shot were exhausted: he turned

immediately to them with a cheerful countenance, said he
was very glad they had no more ammunition, being well

assured the enemy could not withstand them at push of

bayonet; so saying, he advanced at their head, and
driving the Austrians from Lowosebutz, set the suburbs

on fire. The Infantry had been already obliged to quit

the eminence on the right; and now their whole army
retired to Budin, on the other side of the Egra. Some
prisoners, colours, and pieces of cannon, were taken on

both sides; and the loss of each might amount to two
thousand five hundred killed and wounded; so that, on
the whole, it was a drawn battle, though both generals

cl.aimed the victory. The detail of the action, published

at IJerlin, declares, that the king of Prussia not only

gained the battle, but that same day establislicd his

head quarters at Lowosebutz; whereas the Austrian

gazette affirms, that the mareschal count BroAvn obliged

his Prussian majesty to retire, and remained oil night

• rrr.thor to thr i-\T\ mf.r. .lir\l . f .^o^flatii). a prntlemfln wlin haj
sipiializt-d liim>^i'1t' ns ,i j; n.r.il in tlir I:^:.'^l:ln ftnuy, anj v.a.< ao-

cuuntMt one of tlie Ih»ri oflin-ni of hU tune; not more adnilre^ f'T

iiijt warLiXc gcniiis, tiiui amiable in his dupoaiUon.
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en the field of battle; but next ilay, finding liis troops

in want of water, he repaired to the camp of Budin. If

the battle was at all decisive, the advantage certainly

fell to the Austrians; for his Pnissian majesty, who in

nil probability had hoped to winter at Pi-ague, was

obhged by the opposition he met with, to resign his

plan, and retreat before winter into the electorate of

Saxony.

SAXON AKilY SURRENDERS.

The Prussian army having rejoined that body which

had been left to block up the Saxons at Tima, his Polish

majesty and his troops were reduced to such extremity

of want, that it became indispensably necessary either

to attempt an escape, or surrender to the king of Prus-

sia. The former part of the alternative was chosen, and

the plan concerted with count Brown, the Austrian

general, who, in order to facilitate the execution, ad-

vanced privately with a body of troops to Lichtendoi-f,

near Schandeau; but the junction could not be effected.

On the fourteenth day of October the Saxons threw a

bridge of boats over the Elbe, near Konigsteiu, to which

castle they removed .all their .artillery; then striking

tlicir tents in the night, passed the river undiscovered

by the enemy. They continued to retreat with all pos-

sible expedition; but the roads were so bad, they made
little progress. Next day, when part of them h.ad ad-

vanced .'.bout half way up a hill opposite to Konigstein,

and the rest were entangled in a narrow plain, where

there was no room to act, they perceived that the Pnis-

sians were in possession of all the passes, and found

themselves surrounded on every side, fainting with

hunger .and fatigue, and destitute of eveiy convenience.

In this deplorable condition they remained, when the

king of Poland, from the fortress of Konigstein, sent a

letter to bis general, the veldt-niareschal count Rutow-

ski, vesting him with full and discretionary power to

surrender, or take such other measures as he should

judge most conducive to the preservation of the oflicers

and soldiers. [See note 3 D, at the end of this Vol.] By
this time count Brown had retired to Budin, so that

there was no choice left. A capitulation was demanded;

but, in effect, the whole Saxon army was obliged to sur-

render at discretion; and the soldiers were afterwards,

by compulsion, incorporated with the troops of Prussia.

The king of Poland being thus deprived of his electoral

dominions, his troops, arms, artillery, and ammunition,
thought it high time to provide for his own safety, and
retired with all expedition to Poland. Ilis Prussian

majesty cantoned his forces in the neighbourhood of

Scidlitz, and along the Elbe towards Dresden. His
other army, which had entered Bohemia, under the

command of the count de Ichwei-in, retired to the con-

fines of the county of Glatz, where they were distributed

in quarters of cantonment; so that this short campaign
was finished by the beginning of November.

KING OF POLAND'S MEMORIAL TO THE
STATES-GENERAL.

The king of Poland, in his distress, did not fail to im-
plore the assistance and mediation of neutral powers.
His minister at the Hague presented a memorial to the
states-general, complaining that the invasion of Saxony
was one of those attacks against the law of nations,
which from the great respect due to this law, demanded
the assistance of every power interested in the preser-
vation of its own liberty and independency. He ob-
served, that from the first glimpse of misunderstanding
between the courts of Vienna and Berlin, he had ex-
pressly enjoined his ministers at all the courts of I-^urope

to dccl.are, that it was his firm resolution, in the present
conjuncture of affairs, to observe the strictest neutrality.

He represented that a free and neutral state bad been,
in the midst of pe.aee, invaded by an enemy, who dis-

guised himself under the mask of friendship, without
alleging the least complaint, or any pretension whatso-

ever; but founding himself solely on his own conveni-

ence, made himself master, by armed force, of all the

cities .and towns of the electorate, dismantling some and

fortifying others; that he had disarmed the burghers;

carried off the magistrates as host igcs for the payment

of unjust and enormous contributions of provisions and

forage; seized the coffers ; confiscated the revenues of

the electorate; broke open the arsenals, and transported

the arms and artillery to his own town of Magdcburgii:

abolished the iirivy-council, and, instead of the lawful

government, established a directory, which acknow-

ledged no other law but his own arbitrary will. He
gave them to understand, that all these proceedings

were no other th.an preliminaries to the unheard of treat-

ment which was reserved for a queen, whose virtues

ought to biive comraauded respect, even from her ene-

mies; that, from the h.ands of that august princess, the

archives of the st.ate were forced away by menaces and

violences, notwithst.auding the security which her ma-
jesty had promised herself under the protection of all

laws, human and divine; and notwithst.anding the re-

peated assm'ances given by the king of Prussia, that

not only her person, but the place of her residence,

should be absolutely safe, aud that even the Prussian

garrison should be under her direction. He observed,

that a prince who declared himself protector of the pro-

tcstant religion, had begun the war by crushing the

very state to which th.at religion owes its est.ablishment,

and the preseiwation of its most inv.alu.able rights; that

he had broken through the most respectable laws which

constitute the union of the Germanic body, under colour

of a defence which the empire stood in no need of except

against himself; that the king of Prussia, while he in-

sists on having entered Saxony as a friend, demands his

army, the administr.ation of his dominions, and, in a

word, the sacrifice of his whole electorate; and that the

Prussian directory, in the declaration of motives, pub-

lished under the nose of a prince to whom friendship

was pretended, thought it superfluous to allege even any

pretext, to colour the usurpation of his territories and

revenues.—Though this was certainly the case, in his

Prussian majesty's first exposition of motives, the omis-

sion was afterwards supplied, in a subsequent memorial

to the states-general; in which he charged the king

of Poland as an accomplice in, if not an accessary to,

the treaty of Petersburgh; .and even taxed him with

having agreed to a partition ofsome Prussian territories,

when they should be conquered. This treaty of parti-

tion, however, appeivrs to h.ave been made in time of

actual war, before all cause of dispute was removed by
the peace of Dresden.

IMPERIAL DECREES PUBLISHED AGAINST
THE KING OF PRUSSIA.

Wliile the Austrian and Pmssian armies were in the

field, their respective ministers were not idle at Ratisbnn,

where three imperial decrees were published against his

Prussian majesty; the first, summoning that prince to

withdraw his troops from the electorate of Saxony; the

second, commanding all the vassals of the empire era-

ployed by the king of Prussia to quit that service imme-
diately; and the third, forbidding the members of the

empire to suffer any levies of soldiers, for the Prussian

service, to be raised within their respective jurisdictions.

The French minister declared to the diet, that the pro-

ceedings of his Prussian majesty having disclosed to the

world the project concerted between that prince and t'jo

king of Engl.and, to excite in the empire a religious war
which might be favourable to their particular views,

his most christi.an m.ajesty, in consequence of his engage-

ment with the empress-queen, and many other princes

of the empire, being resolved to succour them in the

most efficacious m.anner, would forthwith send such a

nrnnber of troops to their aid, as might be thought ne-

cessary to preserve the liberty of tlie Germanic body.

On the other hand, the Prussian minister assured the

diet, that hiB master would very soon produce the proofs
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that were coiuo to his Iiands of the plan couecrled by

the courts of A'ieiinn ami Dresden, for the subversion of

bis electoral house, and for imposing upon him a yoke,

whicli seemed to threaten the whole empire.

DECLAKATION OF DIFIERKNT POWERS.

About the s-iuie time, the Russian resident at the

Hague communicated to tlic states-general a declaration

from bis mistress, importing, that her imperial m.njesty

having seen a memorial presented at the court of A'ienna

by the king of Pnissia's envoy extraordinary, was there-

by convinced that bis Prussian majesty's intention was

to attack the territoiies of the cmprcss-quecn; in which

case, she, the czarina, was ineviUibly obliged to suc-

cour her ally with .iU her forces; for which end she had

ordered all her troops in Livonia to be forthwith assem-

bled on the frontiers, and hold themselves in readiness

to march; that, moreover, tlio Russi;ui admiralty had

been enjoined to provide immediately a sufficient num-
ber of galleys for transporting a large body of troops to

Lubeck. The ministers of the empress-queen, both at

the Hague and at Londou, delivered memorials to the

statcs-geuer.il and bis Britannic majesty, demanding the

succours which these two powers were bound to afford

the house of Austria by the treaty of Aix-laChapelle;

but their high mightinesses kept warily aloof, by dint

of evasion, and the king of Great Britain was far other-

wise engaged. The invasion of .Saxony had well nigh

produced tragedies in the royal family of France. The
dauphiuess, who was far advanced in her pregnancy,

no sooner learned the distressful circumstances of her

parents, the king and queen of Poland, than she was
seized with violent fits, which occasioned a miscarriage,

and brought her life into the most imminent danger.

The Prussian minister was immediately ordered to quit

Versailles; and directions were despatched to the French

minister at Berlin, to retire from that court without

takiug leave. Finally, the emperor of Germany con-

cluded a new convention with the French king, regulat-

ing the succours to be derived from that quarter; he

claimed, in all the usual forms, the assistance of the

Germanic body, as guarantee of the pragmatic sanction

and treaty of Dresden ; and Sweden was also addressed

on the same subject.

HIS PRUSSIAN MAJESTY'S ANSWEE TO THE
SAXON MEMORIAL.

The king of Pnissia did not passively bear all the

impntations that were fixed upon bis conduct. His
minister at the Hague presented a memorial, in answer
to that of the Saxon resident, in which he accused the

court of Dresden of having adopted every part of the

scheme which his enemies bad formed for his destruc-

tion. He affirmed that the Saxon ministers had, in all

the courts of Europe, played off every engine of unwar-
rantable politics, in order to pave the way for the exe-

cution of their project; that they had endeavoured to give

an odious turn to bis most innocent actions; that they

had spared neither malicious insinuations, nor even the

most atrocious caltunnies, to alienate all the world from
his majesty, and raise up enemies against him everj--

whore. He s.-iid, he had received information that the

court of Saxony intended to let his troops pass freely, and
afterwards wait for events of which they might avail

themselves, cither by joining his enemies, or making
!\ diversion in his dominions; that in such a situation

he could not avoid having recourse to the only means
which were left him for preventing bis inevitable ruin,

by putting it out of the power of Saxony to increase the

number of his enemies. He asserted, that all the mea-
sures he had pursued in that electorate were but the

necessary consequences of the first resolution he was
forced to take for his own preservation; that he had
ilone nothing but deprived the court of Saxony of the
tneaas of hurting him; and this h.id been done with all

fo'^siblc moderation; that the country enjoyed all the

security and all tlie quiet which could be expected in

the very midst of peace, the Prussian troops observing

the most exact discipline; that all due respect was shown
to tlio queen of Poland, who had been prevailed upon,

by the most suitable representations, to suH'er .>iomc

p.ipers to be taken from the paper oflicc, of which his

Prussian majesty already bad copies; and thought it

necessary, to ascertain the dangerous design of tho
Saxon ministry against him, to secure the originals; the

existence and reality of which might otherwise have
been denied. He observed, that every ra.an has a right

to prevent the mischief with which he is threatened,

and to retort it upon its author; and that neither tlie

constitutions nor the laws of the empire could obstruct

the exertion of a right so superior to all others as that

of self-preservation and self-defence; especially when
the depository of these laws is so closely united to

the enemy, as manifestly to abuse his power in her

favour.

But the most important step which his Prussian ma-

jesty took in his own justification, was that of publishing

another memorial, specifying the conduct of the courts

of Vienna and Saxony, and their dangerous designs

against his person and interest, together with the origi-

nal documents adduced as proofs of these sinister inten-

tions. As a knowledge of these pieces is requisite to

form a distinct idea of the motives which produced the

dreadful war upon the continent, it will not bo amiss to

usher the substance ofthem to the reader's acquaintance.

His Prussian m.-ijesty affirms, that to arrive at the source

of the vast plan upon which the courts of Vienna and

Saxony had been employed against him ever since the

peace of Dresden, we must trace it as far back as the

war which preceded this peace; that the fond hopes

which the tv.o allied courts had conceived upon the suc-

cess of the camp.aign in the year one thousand seven

hundred and forty-four, gave occasion to a treaty of

eventual partition, stipulating that the court of Vienna

should possess the duchy of Silesia and the county (.t

Glatz; while the king of Poland, elector of Saxony,

should share the duchies of Magdcburgh and C'roisscn;

the circles of ZuUichow and Swibus, together with the

Prussian part of Lusatia; that after the peace of Dresden,

concluded in the year one thousand seven hundred and

forty-five, there was no further room for a treaty of this

nature; yet the court of Vienna proposed to that of Sax-

ony a new alliance, in which the treaty of eventual par-

tition should be renewed; but this last thought it neces-

sary, in the first place, to give a greater consistency to

their plan, by grounding it upon an alliance between

the empress-queen and the czarina. Accordingly, these

two powers did, in fact, conclude a defensive alliance at

Pctersburgh in the course of the ensuing year; but the

body, or ostensible part of this treaty, was composed

merely with a view to conceal from the knowledge of

the public six secret articles, the fourth of which was
levelled singly against Prussia, according to the exact

copy of it which appeared among the documents. In

this article, the empress-queen of Uungaiy and Bohemia

sets out with a protestation, that she will religiously

obsene the treaty of Dresden; but explains her real

way of thinking upon the subject, a little lower, in the

following terms: '• If the king of Prussia should be the

first to depart from this peace, by attacking either her

majesty the emprcss-quecn of Hungary and Bohemi.i,

or her majesty the empress of Russia, or even the re-

public of Poland; in all these cases, the rights of the

empress-queen to Silesia and the county of Glatz would

again take place, and recover their full efl'ect; the two
contracting parties should mutually assist each other

with sixty thousand men to achieve these conquests.'

The kiug observes upon this article, that everywar whicli

can arise between him and Russia, or the republic of Po-

land, would be looked upon as a manifest infraction of

the pc.ice of Dresden, and a reviv.-.l of the rights of the

house of Austria to Silesia; though neither Russi.i wt
the republic of Poland is at all coucenied in the treaty

of Dresden; and though the latter, with v;hich the kinj
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lived in the most intimate frieiulsLip, was not even in

alliiuice witli thn court of Vienna; that, aecoiding to the

principles of the hiw of nature, received among all civil-

ized nations, the most the court of A'ienna could be

authorized to do in such cases, would be to send those

succours to her allies which are due to them by treaties,

witliout her having the least pretence on that account,

to free herself from the particular engagements subsist-

ing between her and the king: he appealed, therefore,

to tlie judgment of the impartial world, whether in this

secret article the contracting powers had kept within

tlie bounds of a defensive alliance; or whether this article

did not rather contain a plan of an offensive alliance

against the king of Prussia. He affirmed it was obvious,

from this article, that the court of ^'icnna had prepared

three pretences for the recovery of Silesia; and that she

thought to attain her end, either by provoking the king

to commence hostilities against her, or to kindle a war

between his majesty and Kussia, by her secret intrigues

and maeliinafions. He alleged tliat the court of Saxony,

being invited to accede to this alliance, eagerly accepted

the invitation; furnished its ministers at Petersburgh

with full powers for that purpose; and ordered them to

declare that their master was not only ready to accede

to the treaty itself, but also to the secret article against

Prussia; and to join in the regulations made by the two
courts, provided effectual measures should be taken, as

well for the security of Saxony, as for its indemnification

and reeompence, in proportion to the efforts and progress

that might be made; that the court of Dresden declared,

if upon any fresh attack from the king of Prussia, the

cnipross-riueen should, by their assistance, not only re-

conquer Silesia and the county of Glatz, but also reduce

him within narrow bounds, the king of Poland, as elec-

tor of Saxony, would abide by the partition formerly

stipulated between him and the empress-queen. He
also declared that count Loss, the Saxon minister at

Vienna, was charged to open a pi'ivate negotiation for

lettrmg an eventual partition of the conquest which
might be made on Prussia, by laying down, as the basis

of it, the treaty of Leipsic, signed on the eighteenth

day of May, in the year one thousand seven hundred
and forty-five, as would appear by the documents affixed.

He owned it had been supposed, through the whole of

this negotiation, that the king of Prussia should be the

aggressor against the court of Vienna; hut he insisted,

that even in this case the king of Poland could have no
right to make conquests on his Prussian majesty. He
likewise acknowledged, that the court of Saxony had not

yet acceded in form to the treaty of Petersburgh; but

be observed, its allies were given to understand again

and again, that it was ready to accede without restric-

tion, whenever this could he done witliout risk; and the

advantages to ho gained should be secured in its favour.

Circumstances proved by divers autlientic documents,
particularly by a letter from count Fleming to count de

Bruhl, informing him that count Uhleficld had charged
him to represent afresh to his court, that they could not

take too secure measures against the ambitious views
(if the king of Prussia; that Saxony in particular ought
to be cautious, as being the most exposed; that it was
of the highest importance to strengthen their old en-

gagements, upon the footing proposed by the late count
do Harrach, in the year one thousand seven hundred
and forty-five; a step which might be taken on occasion
of his Polish m.njesty's accession to the treaty of Peters-
burgh. Tlie answer of count Erulil to this despatch
imported, that the king of Poland was not averse to

treat in the utmost secrecy with the court of Vienna
about succours, by private and confidential declarations

relating to the fourth secret article of (he treaty of

Petersburgh, on condition of reasonable terms and ad-
vantages, which in this case ought to be granted to his

majesty. Ho quoted other despatches to prove the
unwillingness of his Polish majesty to declare himsLif
ttntil the king of Prussia should be attacked, and his

forces divided; and that this scruple was admitted by
thn allici" of Saxony. From these premises ho deduced

this inference, that the court of Dresden, without having

acceded in form to the treaty of Petersburgh, was not

less an aceonipliee in the dangerous designs which tho

court of Vienna had grounded upon this treaty; and that

having been dispensed with from a formal concurrence,

it had only waited for that moment when it might,

without running any great risk, conquer in cfl'cct, and

share the spoils of its neighbour. In expectation of

this period, he said, the Austrian and Saxon ministers

laboured in concert and underhand with the more ardour

to bring the casus faHleriis into existence; for it being laid

down as a principle in the treaty, that any war what-

ever between him and Kussia would authorise the em-
press-queen to take Silesia, there was nothing more to

be done btit to kindle such a war; for which purpose no

method was found more proper than that of embroiling

the king with the empress of Russia; and to provoke
that princess with all sorts of false insinuations, impos-

tures, and the most atrocious calumnies, in laying to

his majesty's charge a variety of designs, sometimes

against Russia, and even the person of the czarina;

sometimes views upon Poland, and sometimes intrigues

in Sweden. By these and other such contrivances, ho

aflirmed they had kindled the animosity of the empress

to such a degree, that in a council held in the month of

October, in the year one thousand seven hundred and
fifty-three, she had resolved to attack the king of Prus-

sia, without any further discussion, whether he should

fall upon any of the allies of Russia, or one of them
should begin with him; a resolution which for that time

was frustrated by their want of seamen and magazines;

but the preparations were continued under pretence of

keeping themselves in a condition to fulfil their engage-

ments, contracted in the last subsidiary convention with

England; and when all were finished, the storm would
fall on the king of Prussia.

This is the substance of that famous memorial pub-
lished by his Prussian majesty, to which the justifying

pieces or authentic documents were annexed ; and to

which a circumstantial answer was exhibited by the

partisans of her imperial majesty. Specious reasons

may, doubtless, be adduced on either side of almost any
dispute, by writers of ingenuity; but, in examining this

contest, it must be allowed that both sides adopted

illicit practices. The empress-queen and the elector of

Saxony had certainly a right to form defensive treaties

for their own preservation ; and without all doubt, it was
their interest and their duty to secure themselves from

the enterprises of such a formidable neighbour; but at

the same time, the contracting parties seem to have
carried their views much farther than defensive mea-
sures. Perhaps the court of Vienna considered the ces-

sion of Silesia as a circumstance altogether compulsive,

and therefore not binding against the rights of natural

equity. She did not at all doubt that the king of Prussia

:vould be tempted by his ambition and great warlike

power, to take some step which might be justly inter-

preted into an infraction of the treaty of Dresden; and

in that case she was determined to avail herself of the

confederacy she had formed, that she miglit retrieve tho

countries she had lost by the unfortunate events of tho

last war, as well as bridle the dangerous power and
disposition of the Prussian monarch; and in all proba-

bility the king of Poland, over and above the same con-

sideration, was desirous of some indemnification for the

last irruption into his electoral dominions, and the great

sums he had paid for the subsequent peace. AVhether

they were authorised by the law of nature and nations

to make reprisals by an actual partition of the countries

they might conquer, supposing hiui to be the aggressor,

we shall not pretend to determine; but it does not at all

appear, that his Prussian majesty's danger was such as

entitled him to take those violent steps which he now
attempted to justify. By this time the flame of war
was kindled up to a blaze that soon filled the empire
with ruin and desolation; and the king of Prussia had
drawn upon himself the resentment of the three greatest

powers of Europe, who laid aside their former animosi-
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tiiS, and every consideration of that balance wliicli it

liad cost such blood and treasure to preserve, in order

to conspire his destruction. The king himself could not

but foresee this confederacy, and know the power it

niio'lit exert; but probably he confided so much in the

number, the valour, and discipline of his troops; in the

skill of his oflicers; in his own conduct and activity;

that ho hoped ti) crush the house of Austria by one rapid

endeavour at the latter end of the season, or at least

establish himself in Bohemia, before her allies could

move to her assistance. In this hope, however, he was

disappointed by the vigilance of the Austrian councils.

lie found the empress-queen in a condition to make
head against him in every avenue to her dominions; and

in a fair way of being assisted by the circles of the em-

pire. He saw himself threatened with the vengeance

of the Russian empress, and the sword of France gleam-

ing over his head, without any prospect of assistance

but that which he might derive from his alliance with

Great Britain. Thus the king of Englaud exchanged

the alliance of Russia, who was his subsidi.irv', and the

friendship of the empress queen, his old and natural

ally, for a new connexion with his Prussian ni.ijcsty,

who could neither act as an auxiliar)- to Great Britain,

nor as a protector to Uauover; and for this connexion,

the advantage of which was merely negative, such a

price was paid by England as bad never been given by

any other potentate of Europe, even for services of the

greatest importance.

DISPUTES BETWEEN THE PARLIAMENT OF
PARIS AND THE CLERGY.

About the latter end of November, the Saxon minis-

ter at Ratisbon delivered to the diet a new and ample

memorial, explaining the lamentable state of that elec-

torate, and imploring afresh the assistance of the em-
pire. The king of Prussia had also addressed a letter

to the diet, demanding succour of the several states,

agreeable to their guarantees of the treaties of West-
phalia and Dresden; but the minister of Mentz, as

director of the diet, having refused to lay it before that

assembly, the minister of Brandenburgh ordered it to be

printed, and sent to his court for further instructions.

In the meantime his Prussian majesty thought proper

to intimate to the king and senate of Poland, that should

the Russian troops be permitted to march through that

kingdom, they might expect to see their country made
a scene of war and desolation. In France, the pros-

pect of a general and sanguinary war did not at all allay

the disturbance which sprang from the dissension be-

tween the clergy and parliament, touching the bull

Unigenilus. The king being again brought over to the

ecclesiastical side of the dispute, received a brief from

the pope, laying it down as a fundamental article, that

whosoever refuses to submit to the bull Unigenitus, is

in the way of damnation; and certain cases are specified,

in which the sacraments are to be denied. The parlia-

ment of Paris, considering this brief or bull as a direct

attack upon the rights of the Galilean church, issued an

arret or decree, suppressing the said bull; reserving to

themselves the right of providing against the incon-

veniences with which it might be attended, as well as

the privilege to maintain in their full force the preroga-

tives of the crown, the power and jurisdiction of the

bishops, the liberties of the Galilean church, and the

customs of the realm. The king, dissatisfied with

their interposition, declared his design to hold a bed

of justice in person at the palace. Accordingly, on

the twelfth day of November, the whole body of his

guards, amounting to ten thousand men, took post in

the city of Paris; and next day the king repaireil with

the usual ceremony to the palace, where the b«d of

justice was held: among other regulations, an edict

was issued for suppressing the fourth and fifth cham-
bers of inquests, the members of which had remarkably
distinguished themselves by their opposition to the bull

Unigenitus.

DEARTH OF CORN IN ENGLAND.

In England, the dearth of corn, arising in a great

measure from the iniquitous practicu of engrossing, was
so severely felt by the common peajjle, that insurrec-

tions were raised in Shroiishiro and Warwickshire by
the populace, in conjunction with the colliers, who
seized by violence all the provisions they could find; pil-

laging without distinction the millers, farmers, grocers,

and butchers, until tlicy were dispersed by the gentle-

men of the country, at the head of their tenants and
dependants. Disorders of the same nature were excited

by the colliers on tlie forest of Dean, and tliose euiploycd

in the works in Cumberland. The corporations, noble-

men, and gentlemen, in ditlercnt parts of the kingdom,

exerted themselves for the relief of the poor, who wero

greatly distressed; and a grand council being assembled

at St. James' on the same subject, a proclamation was
published, for putting the laws in speedy and effectual

execution against the forestallers and engrossers of corn.

The fear of an invasion having now subsided, and

Hanover being supposed in greater danger than Great

Britain, the auxiliaries of that electorate were trans-

ported from England to their own country. At the lat-

ter end of the season, when the weather became severe,

the inn-keepers of England refused to admit the Hessian

soldiers into wintcr-quartt-rs, as no provision had been

made for that purpose by act of parliament; so that

they were obliged to hut their camp, and remain in tlie

open fields till January; but the rigour of this uncom-
fortable situation was softened by the hand of generous

charity, which liberally supplied them with all numner
of refreshment, and other conveniences; a humane in-

terposition, which rescued the national character from

the imputation of cruelty and ingratitude.

SESSION OPENED.

On the second day of December, his majesty opened

the session of parliament with a speech that seemed

to be dictiited by the genius of England. He expressed

bis confidence, that, under the guidance of Divine Pro-

vidence, the union, fortitude, and affection of his people

would enable him to surmount all difiiculties, and vin-

dicate the dignity of bis crown against the ancient

enemy of Great Britain. He declared, that the succour

and preservation of America constituted a main object

of his attention and solicitude; and observed, that the

growing dangers to which the British colonies might

stand exposed, from late losses in that country, deman-

ded resolutions of vigour and despatch. He said, an

adequate and firm defence at home should maintain the

chief place in his thoughts; and in this great view he

had nothing so much at heart as to remove all grounds

of dissatisfaction from his people; for this end, be re-

commended to the care and diligence of tlie parliament

the framing of a national militia, planned and regulated

with equal regard to the just rights of his crowi) f.iid

people; an institution which might become one good

resource in time of general danger. He took notice

that the unnatural union of councils abroad, the cala-

mities which, in consequence of this unhappy conjunc-

tion, might, by irruptions of foreign armies into the

empire, shake its constitution, overturn its system, and

threaten oppression to the protestant interest on tlie

continent, wero events which must sensibly aflfect the

minds of the British nation, and had fixed the eyes of

PZurope on this new and dangerous crisis. He gave

them to understand that the Ijody of his electoral troop^,

which were brought hither at the desire of his parlia-

ment, he had now directed to return to his dominions

in Germany, relying with pleasure on the spirit and

zeal of his people, in defence of his person and realm,

lie told the commons that he confided in their wisdom,

for preferring more vigorous efforts, though more ex-

pensive, to a less effectual, and therefore less frugal

plan of war; that he had placed before them the dan-

gers and necessities of the public; and it was their duty
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to lay tbe Tjurdeiis they should judge Huavoidable in

such a m.inucr as ivould least disturb and exhaust his

people. He expressed his concern for the su6reriugs of

the poor, arising from the present dearth of corn, and

for the disturbances to which it had given rise; and ex-

horted his parliament to consider of proper provisions for

preventing the like mischiefs hereafter. He concluded

with remarking, that unprosperous events of war in tlie

Mediterranean, had drawn from his subjects signal proofs

how deai'ly they tendered the honour of his crown ; there-

fore, they could not, on his part, fail to meet with just

returns of unwcaiicd c:>re, .and unceasing endeavours for

the glory, prosperity, and h.appiness of his people.

DEBATES ON THE ADDRESS.

The king having retired from the house of peers, the

speech was read by lord Sandys, appointed to act as

speaker to that house; then earl Gower moved for an

address, which, however, was not caiTicd without ob-

jection. In one part of it his majesty was thanked for

having caused a body of electoral troops to come into

England at the request of his p.irliament ; and this arti-

cle was disiigi-eeable to those who had disapproved of

the request in the last session. They said they wished
to see the present address unanimously agreed to by
the lords ; a satisfiiction they could not have, if such a

paragraph should be insei-ted; for they still thought the

bringing over Hanoverian troops a preposterous mea-
sure; because it had not only loaded the mation with
an enormous expense, but also furnished the court of

France with a plausible pretence for inv.ading the elec-

torate, which otherwise it would have no shadow of

reason to attack; besides, the expedient was held in

reprobation by the subjects in general, and such a para-

graph might bo considered as an insult on the people.

Notwithstanding these exceptions, which did not seem
£o be very important, the address, including this para-

graph, was approved by a great m.TJority.

BILL PASSED FOK PROHIBITING THE EX-
rOP.TATION OF CORN.

In the address of the commons no such paragraph
was inserted. As soon as the speaker had recited his

m.njesty's speech, Sir. Charles Towushcnd proposed the

heads of an address, to which the house unanimously
agreed; and it was presented accordingly. This neces-

sary foi-m was no sooner discussed, th.au the house, with
a warmth of humanity and benevolence suitable to such
an assembly, resolved itself into a committee, to deli-

berate on that part of his majesty's speech which related

to the dearth of com that so much distressed the poorer
class of people. A bill was immediately framed to pro-

hibit, for a time limited, the exportation of corn, malt,
meal, flour, bread, biscuit, and starch; and a resolution

unanimously taken to address the sovereign, than an
embargo might be forthwith laid upon all ships laden
or to be laden with these commodities, to be exported
from the ports of Great Britain and Ireland. At the
same time, vice-admiral Boscawen, from the board of
admii-alty, informed the house, that the king and the
board having been dissatisfied with the conduct of ad-
miral Byng, in a late action with the French fleet in the
Mediterranean, and for the appearance of his not having
acted agreeably to his instructions for the relief of
Jlinorca, he was then in custody of the marshal of the
admiralty, in order to be tried by a court-martial; that
although this was no more than what was usual in like
cases, yet as admiral B)Tig was then a member of the
house, and as his confinement miglit detain him some
time from his duty there, the board of admiralty thought
it a respect due to the house to inform them of the com-
mitment and detainer of the said admir.al. Tliis message
being delivered, tbe joui-n.il of the house in relation to
rear-admiral Knowles [See note 3 E, at the end of tliia

V<A.'\ was read, and what Mr. Boscawen now communi-
cnted was also inserted.

The committees of supply, and of ways and means,

being appointed, took into consideration the necessities

of the state, .and made very- ample provision for enabling

his majesty to maintain the war with vigour.—1757.

They granted fifty-five thousand men for the sea-sei-vice,

including eleven thousand four hundred and nineteen

marines; and for the land-service, forty-nine thousand

seven hundred and forty-nine efi'ective men, compre-

hending four thousand and eight invalids. The sujiply

was granted for the maintenance of these forces, as well

as for the troops of Hesse and Hanover; for the ord-

nance; the levy of new regiments; for assisting his

m.ajesty in forming and maintaining an army of obser-

vation, for the just and necessary defence and presen-a-

tion of his electoral dominions, and those of his allies;

and tow.ards enabling him to fiJCl his engagements with
the king of Prussia; for the security of the empire
against the irruption of foreign armies,* as well as for

the support of the common cause; for building and re-

pairs of ships, hiring transports, payment of half-pay

officers, and the pensions of widows; for enabling his

majesty to discbarge the like sum, raised in pursuance
of an act passed in the last session of parliament, and
charged upon the first aids or supplies to be granted in

this session; for enabling the governors and guardians

of the hospital for the maintenance and education of

exposed and deserted young childi-en, to receive .all such
children, under a certain age, as should be brought to

the said hospital within the compass of one year;f for

maintaining and supporting the new settlement of Nova
Scotia; for repairing and finishing military roads ; for

making good his majesty's engagement with the Land-

grave of Hesse-Cassel; for the expense of marching,
recruiting, and remounting German troops in the pay of

Great Britain; for empowering his majesty to defray

any extraordinary expenses of tbe war, incui'red, or to

be incurred, for the service of the ensuing year, and to

take all such measures as might be necessary to disap-

point or defeat any enterprises or designs of his enemies,

as the exigency of affairs should require; for the pay-

ment of such persons, in such a manner as his m.ajesty

should direct; for the use .and relief of his subjects in

the several provinces of North and South Carolina and
Virginia, in recompenee for such services as, with the

approbation of his majesty's commander-in-chief in

^Vmerica, they respectively had performed, or should

perform, either b)" putting these provinces in a state of

defence, or by acting with vigour against the enemy;
for enabling the East India company to defr.ay the ex-

pense of a military force in their settlements, to bo
maintained in them, in lieu of a battalion of his m.ijes-

ty's forces withdrawn from those forts and factories; for

tlic maintenance and support of the forts on the coast of

Africa: for widening the avenues, and rendering more
safe and commodious the streets and passages leading

from Charing Cross to the two houses of parliament, the

court of justice, and the new bridge at Westminster.;

Such were the articles uuder which we may specify the

* Kothing could more gloriously evince the generosity of a Bri-

tish parliament, than this interposition for defendijig the liberties of

Genuauy, in conjanction with two electors only, against the sense
ot the other seven, and in direct opposition to the measures taken
by the head of tliu empire, who, in the sequel, stigmatized these
two princes as rebels, and treated one of them as an outlaw.

t This charity, established by voluntary contribution, might, un-
der proper restrictions, prove beneficial to the commonwealth, by
rescuing deserted children from misery and death, and qualifying
tliem for being serviceable members of the community; but since

the liberality of parliament hath enabled the governors and corpor-

ation to receive all the childi'en that are presented, without question
or limitation, the yearly expense I'.ath swelled into a national griev-

ance, and the humane purjioses of the original institution are, in .1

great measm-e, defeated. Instead ot an asylum for poor forlorn

orphans and abandoned foundlings, it is become a general receptacle
for the offspring of the tiissolute, who care not to work for the luain-

teuauce of their families. The liospital itself is a plain edifice, well
contrived for economy and convenience, standing on the north side
of the city, and a little detached from it, in an agreeable and salii-

btious situation. The halt is adorned with some good painting;;, the
chapel is elegant, and the regulations arc admirable.

+ The bridge at Westminster may be ce'in^idcred as .1 nniionnt
oni.ament. It was bliiit at tbu public expense, fi-oni tli;: neighboi:r-
hood of Wc-iiminster Hall to the opposite side of the river, taxi^*

ctnsista of thirteen nrcUcs, coustiiicL-d nUh equal clri,anrc ai.J

Ktaylicitj-.
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fupplies of tliis year, on tlic wliole amounting to eight

millions three hundred and fifty thousand three hundred

and twenty-five pounds, nine shillings and three pence.

It must he acknowledged, for the honour of the admini-

stration, that the house of commons could not have ex-

hibited stronger marks of their attachment to the crown

and person of their sovereign, as well as of their desire

to see the force of the nation exerted with hecoming

spirit. The sums granted by the committee of supply

did not exceed eight millions three hundred and fifty

thousand three hundred and twenty-five pounds, nine

shillings and three pence; the funds established amoun-

ted to eight millions six hundred and eighty-nine thou-

sand and fifty-ono pounds, uiueteeu shillings and seven-

pence; so that there was an overplus of three hundred
and thirty-eight thousand seven hundred and twenty-

six pounds, ten shillinL,'8 and four pence ; an excess

which was thought necessary, in case the lottery, which
was founded on a new plan, should not succeed.

KEFLECTIONS ON THE CONTINENTAL WAK.

Some of these impositions were deemed grievous hard-

ships by those upon whom they immediately fell; and
many friends of their country exclaimed against the pro-

jected army of observation in Germany, as the com-
mencement of a ruinous continental war, which it was
neither the interest of the nation to undertake, nor in

their power to maintain, without starving the operations

by sea, and in America, founded on British principles;

without contracting such an additional load of debts and
taxes, as could not fail to terminate in bankruptcy and
distress. To those dependents of the ministry, who ob-

sc^^•cd that as Hanover was threatened by France for its

connexion with Great Britain, it ought, in common giat-

itude, to be protected, they replied, that every state, in

assisting any ally, ought to have a regard to its own pre-

servation: that, if the king of Englani" enjoyed by in-

heritance, or succession, a province in the heart of

France, it would be equally absurd and unjust, in case of

a rupture with that kingdom, to exhaust the treasures of

(ireat Britain in the defence of such a provinct;; and yet

the inhabitants of it would have the same right to com-
plain that they sufferedfortbeirconnexion with England.
They observed, that other dominions, electorates, and
principalities in Germany, were secured by the constitu-

tions of the empire, as well as by fair and equal alliances

with their co-estates; whereas Hanover stood solitary,

like a hunted deer avoided by the herd, and had no other

shelter but that of shrinking under the extended shield

of Great Britain: that the reluctance expressed by the
German princes to undertake the defence of these domin-
ions, flowed from a firm persuasion, founded on experi-

ence, that EngliUid would interpose as a principal, and
not only draw her sword against the enemies of the elec-

torate, but concentrate her chief strength in that object,

and waste her treasures in purchasing theirconcurrence

;

that exclusive of an ample revenue drained from the

sweat of the people, great part of which had been ex-

pended in continental efforts, the whole national debt in-

curred, since the accession of the late king, had been con-

tracted in pursuance of measures totally foreign to the

interest of these kingdoms: that, since Hanover was the

favourite object, England would save money, and great

quantities of British blood, by allowing Franco to take

possession of the electorate, paying its ransom at the

peace, and indemnifying the inhabitants for the damage
they might sustain; an expedient that would be pro-

ductive of another good consequence, it would rouse

the German princes from their affected indiflTercnco,

and oblig'j them to exert themselves with vigour, in

order to avoid the detested neighbourhood of such an
interprising invader.

MESSAGES FEOJI THE KING TO THE
r\ra iament.

The article of the snindy relating to the army of
Vol. II.

observation, took rise fi-om a message signed by his ma-
jesty, and presented by >Ir. Pitt, now promoted to the
ollice of principal secretary of state ; a gentleman who
had, upon sundry occasions, combated the gigantic plan
of continental connexions with all the strength of reason,
and all tlio powers of eloquence. Ho now imparted to
the house an intimation, importing, it was always with
reluctance that his majesty asked extraordinary supplies
of his people; but as the united councils, and formidable
preparations of France and her allies threatened Europe
in general with the most alarming consequence; and as
these unjust and vindictive designs were particularly

and immediately bent against his majesty's electoral do-

minions, and those of his good ally the king of Prussia,

his majesty confided in the experienced zeal and affec-

tion of his faithful commons, that they would cheerfully

assist him in forming and maintaining an army of obser-

vation, for the just and necessary defence and preserva-

tion of those territories, and enable him to fulfil his en-

gagements with his Prussian majesty, for the security

of the empire against the irruption of foreign armies, and
for the support of the common cause. I'osterity will

hardly believe, that the emperor and all the princes of

Germany were in a conspiracy against their country,

except the king of Prussia, the elector of Hanover,
and the landgrave of Hcsse-Cassel; and they will, no
doubt, bo surprised, that Great Britain, after all tho

treaties she had made, and the numberless subsidies she

had granted, should not have an ally left, except one
prince, so embarrassed in his own affairs, that he could

grant her no succour, whatever assistance he might
demand. The king's message met with as favourable a

reception as he could have desired. It was read in tho

house of commons, together with a copy of the treaty

between his majesty and the king of Prussia, including

the secret and separate article, and the declaration signed

on each side by the plenipotentiaries at AVestminster:

the request was granted, and the convention approved.

With equal readiness did they gratify his majesty's in-

clination, signified in another message, delivered on tho

seventeenth day of May, by lord Bateman, intimating,

that in this critical juncture, emergencies might arise of

the utmost importance, and be attended with the most
pernicious consequences, if proper means should not be

immediately applied to prevent or defeat them ; his

majesty was, tlicrefore, desirous that the house would
enable bira to defray any extraordinary expenses of tho

war, incurred or to be incurred for the service of the cur-

rent year; and to take all such measures as might be ne-

cessary to disappoint or defeat any enterprises or designs

of his enemies, as the exigency of affairs might require.

The committee of supply forthwith granted a very large

sum for these purposes, including the charge of German
mercenaries. A like message being at the same timo
communicated to the upper house, their lordships voted

a very loyal address upon the occasion; and when the

article of supply, which it produced among the commons,
fell under their inspection, they unanimously agreed to

it, by way of a clause of appropriation.

MEASURES TAKEN TO REJIOVE THE
SCARCITY OF COKX.

AVe have already observed, that the first bill which
the commons jiassed in this session, was for the relief of

the poor, by prohibiting the exportation of com; but tliis

remedy not being judged adequate to the evil, another

bill was framed, removing, for a limited time, the duty

then payable upon foreign corn and flour imported; as

also permitting, for a certain time, all such foreign corn,

grain, meal, bread, biscuit, and flour, as had been or

should be taken from the enemy, to bo landed and ex«

pendcd in the kingdom duty free. In order still more
to reduce tho high price of corn, and to prevent any sup-

ply of provisions from being sent to cur enemies in

America, a third bill was brought in, prohibiting, for a

time therein limited, the exporlation of com, grain, meal,

inalt, flour, broad, biscuit, starch, beef, pork, bacon, ot

3£
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other rictunl, from any of tlie British iilatitations, uulcss

to Great Britiiin or Irchiml.or from one colony to anotlicr.

To this act two clauses irere addcil, for allowing those

necessaries, mentioned above, to be imported in foreign

built gbips, and from any state in aniitj- with his ma-

jesty, either into Great Britain or Ireland; and for ex-

porting from Southampton or Exeter to the Isle of Man,
for the use of the inhabitants, a quantity of wheat, bar-

ley, oats, meal, or flour, not exceeding two thousand five

hundred quarters. The commons would have still im-

proved their humanity, had they contrived and estab-

lished some elfectual method to punish those unfeeling

villains, who, by engrossing and hoarding up great quan-

tities of grain, had created this artificial scarcity, and de-

prived their fellow-creatures of bread, with a view to

their own private advantage. Upon a subsequent report

of the committee, the house resolved, that, to i)revent the

high price of wheat and bread, no spirits should bo dis-

tilled from wheat for a limited time. While the bill,

formed on this resolution, was in embryo, a petition was

presented to the house by the brewers of London, West-

minster, Southwark, and parts adjacent, representing,

that, when the resolution passed, the price of malt, which

was before too high, immediately rose to such a degree,

that the petitioners found themselves utterly incapable

of carrying on business at the price malt then bore, occa-

sioned, as thej' conceived, from an apprehension of thene-

cessity the distillers would be under to make use of the

best pale malt, and substitute the best barley in lieu of

wheat: that, in such a case, the markets would not be

able to supply a sufficient quantity of barley for the de-

mands of both professions, besides other necesssary uses:

they therefore prayed, that, in regard to the public rev-

enue, to which the trade of the petitioners so largely con-

tributed, proper measures might be taken for preventing

the public loss, and relieving their particular distress.

The house would not lend a deaf ear to a remonstrance

in which the revenue was concerned. The members ap-

pointed to prepare the bill, immediately received insti-uc-

tions to make provision in it to restrain, for a limited

time, the distilling of barley, malt, and all grain what-
soever. The bill was framed accordingly, but did not

pass without strenuous opposition. To this prohibition

it was objected, that there are always large quantities

of wheat and barley in the kingdom so much damaged,
as to be unfit for any use but the distillery, consequently

a restriction of this nature would ruin many farmers,

and others employed in the trade of malting. Particu-

lar interests, however, must often be sacrificed to the
welfare of the community; and the present distress pre-

vailed over the prospect of this disadvantage. If they
had allowed any sort of grain to be distilled, it would
have been impossible to prevent the distilling of every
kind. The prohibition was limited to two months; but
at the expiration of that term, the scarcity still contin-
uing, it was protracted by a new bill to the eleventh day
of December, with a provi.so, empowering his majesty
to put an end to it at any time after the eleventh day of

May, if such a step should be judged for the advantage
of the kingdom.

MILITIA BILL.

The next bill that engaged the attention of the com-
mons, was a measure of the utmost national importance,
though secretly disliked by many individuals of the leg-
islature, who, nevertheless, did not venture to avow their
disapprobatiun. Tlie establishment of a militia was a
very popular and desirable object, but attended with
numberless difficulties, and a competition of interests
which it was impossible to reconcile. It had formerly
been an inexhaustible source of contention between the
crown and the commons; but now both apparently con-
curred in rendering it serviceable to the commonwealth,
though some acquiesced in the scheme, who were not at
all hearty in its favour. On tlie fourth day of Decem-
ber, a motion was made for the bill, by colonel George
TowiiBliend, eldest son of lord viscount Townsliend, a

gentleman of courage, sense, and probity; endued with

penetration to discern, and honesty to pursue, the real

interest of his country, in defiance of power, in contempt

of private advantages. Leave being given to bring in

a bill for the better ordering of the militia forces in the

several counties of England, the task of preparing it was
allotted to Mr. Townshend, and a considerable number
of the most able members in the house, comprehending

his own brother, Jlr. Charles Townshend, whose genius

shone with distinguished lustre: he was keen, discern-

ing, eloquent, and accurate; possessed a remarkable vi-

vacity of parts, w ith a surprising solidity of understand-

ing; was a wit without arrogance, a patriot without pre-

judice, and a coiu'tier without dependance.

While the militia bill remained under consideration in

the house, a petition for a constitutional and well-i'egu-

lated militia was presented by the mayor, jurats, and
commonalty of the king's town and parish of MaidstonCj

in Kent, in common-council assembled. At the same
time remonstrances were ofJered by the protestant dis-

senting ministers of the three denominations in and
about the cities of London and Westminster; by the pro-

testant dissenters of Shrewsbury ; the dissenting minis-

ters of Devonshire; the protestant dissenters, being free-

holders and burgesses of the town and county of the

town of Nottingham, joined with other inhabitants of the

church of England, expressing their apprehension, that,

in the bill then depending, it might be proposed to enact,

that the said militia should be exercised on the Lord's

day, commonly called Sunday, and praying that no
clause for such purpose might pass into a law. Though
nothing could be more ridiculously fanatic and imper-

tinent than a declaration of such a scruple against a prac-

tice so laudable and necesssary, in a country where that

day of the week is generally spent in merry-making, riot,

and debauchery, the house paid so much regard to the

squeamish consciences of those puritanical petitioners,

that Monday was pitched upon for the day of exercise

to the militia, though on such working days they might
be much more profitably employed, both for themselvcj

and their country; and that no religious pretence should

bo left for opposing the progress and execution of the

bill, proper clauses were inserted for the relief of the

quakers. Another petition and counter-petition were
delivered by the magistrates, freeholders, and burgesses

of the town of Nottingham, in relation to their particu-

lar franchises, which were accordingly considered in

framing the bill.

After mature deliberation, and divers alterations, it

passed the lower house, and was sent to the lords for their

concurrence: here it underwent several amendments, one
of which was the reduction of the number of militia-men

to one half of what the commons had proposed; namely,

to thirty -two thousand three hundred and forty men for

the whole kingdom of England and Wales. The amend-
ments being canvassed in the lower house, met with some
opposition, and divers conferences with their lordships

ensued; at length, however, the two houses agreed to

every article, and the bill soon received the royal sanc-

tion. No provision, however, was made for clothes,

arms, accoutrements, and pay: had regulations been
made for these purposes, the act would have become a

money-bill, in which the lords could have made no
amendment: in order, therefore, to prevent any differ-

ence between the two houses, on a dispute of privileges

not yet determined, and that the house of peers might
make what amendments they should think expedient,

the commons left the expense of the militia to be regu-

lated in a subsequent bill, during the following session,

when they could, with more certainty, compute what
sum would be necessary for these purposes. After all,

the bill seemed to be crtule, imperfect, and inefl'ectual,

and the promoters of it were well aware of its defects;

but they were apprehensive that it would have been
dropped altogether, had they insisted upon the scheme
being executed in its full extent. They were eager to

seize this opportunity of trying an experiment, which
might afterwards be improved to a greater national ad-
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vantage; anil, therefore, they acquiesced iu many rc-

ttrictions and alterations, wliicU otherwise! wonld not

have bten adojited.

BILL FOB QUARTERING FOREIGN TROOP)?, &c.

The next measure that fell under the consideration of

the house, was rendered necessary by the inhospitable

I'crsevcrance of the publicans and innboUUi-s, who con-

ceived themselves not obliged by law to receive or give

quarters in their houses to any foreign troops, and ac-

cordingly refused adniiltancu to the Hessian auxiliar-

ies, who began to he dreadfully incommoded by the se-

verity of the weather. This objection implying an at-

tack upon the prerogative, the government did not think

f;t, at this juncture, to dispute any other way, than by

procuring a new law in favour of those foreigners. It

was intituled, " A bill to make provision for quartering

the foreign troops now in this kingdom," prepared by
lord Harrington, the chancellor of the exchequer, and the

solicitor-general, and immediately passed without oppo-

Eition. This step being taken, another bill was brought

in, for the regulation of the marine forces while on shore.

This was almost a transcript of the mutiny act, with

this material difference: it empowered the admiralty to

grant commissions for holding general courts-martial,

and to do every thing, and in the same manner, as his

majesty is empowered to do by the usual mutiny bill;

consequently every clause was adopted without ques-

tion.

BILL FOR THE JIORE SPEEDY RECRUITING
THE LAND-FORCES AND MARINES, &c.

The same favourable reception was given to a bill for

the more speedy and effectual recruiting his majesty's

land-forces and marines; a law which threw into the

h.aods of many worthless magistrates an additional

power of opprcssingtheirfellow-creatures: all justices of

lUc pe.ace, commissioners of the land-tax, magistrates of

corporations and boroughs, were empowered to meet by
direction of the secretary at war, communicated in pre-

cepts issued by the high sheriffs, or their deputies, with-

in their respective divisions, and at their usual place of

meeting, to qualify themselves for the execution of the

act: then they were required to appoint the times and
places for their succeeding meetings; to issue precepts to

the proper officers for these succeeding meetings; and to

give notice of the time and place of every meeting to

such milit.ary ofEcer, as, by notice from the secretary at

war, should be directed to attend that service. The an-

nual bill for preventing mutiny and desertion met with

no objections, and indeed contained nothing essentially

different from that which had passed in the last session.

The next law enacted, was, for further preventing em-
bezzlement of goods and apparel, by those with whom
they are intrusted, and putting a stop to the practice of

gaming in public houses. By this bill a penalty was
inflicted on pawnbrokers, in a summary way, for re-

ceiving goods, knowing them not to be the property of

the pledger, and pawned without the authority of the

owner. [See note 3 F, at the end of tins Vol.^ SVith re-

spect to gaming, the act ordained that .ill publicans suf-

fering journeymen, lalxmrers, servants, or apprentices,

to game with cards, dice, shuffleboards, mississippi, or

billiard fables, skittles, nine-pins, &c. should forfeit forty

shillings for the first offence, and for every subsequent

offence, ten pounds shall be levied by distress.

Divers inconveniences having resulted from the inter-

position of justices, who, in pursuance of an act of par-

liament passed in the present reign, assumed the right

of establishing rates for the payment of wages to

weavers, several petitions were offered to the house of

commons, representing the evil consequences of such an
establishment; and although these arguments were an-

swered and opposed in counter-petitions, the commons,
actuated by a laudable concern for the interest of the

woolen manufacture, after due delilicration, removed the

gricvanco by a new bill, rcpcjiling so much of the former

act as empowered justices of ]ieace to make rates for the

piyment of wages. [*te note 3 G, of the eudo/lliU !'«/.]

'ihc commons were not more forward to provide supjdies

for prosecuting Iho war with vigour, than ready to adopt

new regulations for the advantage of trade and manu-
factures. Tho societyofthcfree liritish fishery presented
a petition, alleging, that they had employed tho sum of

one hundred and thirty thousand three hundred and flvo

pounds, eight shillings and sixjience, together with tho
entire produce of their fi^di, and all the monies arising

from the sevci-al branches allowed on the tonna jo of their

shipping, and on tho exportation of their f sh, in carry-

ing on tho said fishery; and that, from their being

obliged, in the infancy of the undertaking, to incur a
much larger expense than was at that time foreseen,

they now found themselves so far reduced in their cap-

ital, as to bo utterly incajiablc of further prosecuting tho

fisheries with any hope of success, unless indulged with

the further assistance of parliament. They prayed,

therefore, that, towards enabling them to carry on tho

said fisheries, they might have liberty to make use of

such nets as they should find best adapted to the said

fisheries; each buss, nevertheless, carrying to sea the

same quantity and depth of netting, which, by the fish-

cry acts, they were then bound to carry : that tho bounty

of thirty shillings per ton, allowed by the said acts on

the vessels employed in the fishery, might be increased;

and forasmuch as many of the stock proprietors were un-

able to advance any further sum for prosecuting this

branch of commerce; and others unwilling in the pre-

sent situation, and under the present restraints, to risk

any further sum in the undertaking; that the stock of

the society, by the said acts made unalienable, except

in case of death or bankruptcy, for a term of years, might

forthwith be made transferable; and that the petitioners

might be at liberty, between the intervals of the fishing

seasons, to employ the busses in such a manner as they

should find for the advantage of the society. Wliile tho

committee was employed iu deliberating on the partic-

ulars of this remonstrance, another was delivered from

the free British fishery chamber of AVhitehaven in Cnm-
berland, representing, that as the law then stood, they

went to .Shetland, and returned at a great expense and

loss of time; and while the war continued, durst not stay

there to fish, besides being obliged to run the most im-

minent risks, by going and returning without convoy:

that, ever since the institution of the present fishery,

experience had fully shown the fishery of Shetland nut

worth following, as thereby the petitioners had lost two

months of a much better fishery in St. George's channel,

within one day's sail of Whitehaven: they took notice,

that the free British fishery society had applied to tho

house for further assistance and relief; and prayed that

Campbelton, in Argyleshire, might he appointed tho

place of rendezvous for the busses belonging to White-

haven, for the summer as well as the winter fishery,

that tliey might be enabled to fish with greater advan-

tage. The committee having considered the matter of

both petitions, were of opinion that the petitioners should

be at liberty to use such nets as they should find best

adapted to the white heixing fishery: that the bounty of

thirty shillings per ton should be augmented to fifty:

that the petitioners should be allowed, during the inter-

vals of the fishing seasons, to employ their vessels in

any other lawful business, provided they should have

been employed in the herring fishery during the proper

seasons: that they might use such barrels for packing

the fish as ihey then used, or might hereafter find best

adapted for that purpose: that they should have liberty

to make use of any waste or uncultivated land, one

hundred yards at the least above high water mark, for

the purpose of drying their nets- and that Campbelton

would be the most proper and convenient place for tho

rendezvous of the busses belonging to Whitehaven,

This last resolution, however, was not inserted in tho

bill which contained the other five, and in a little time

received the royal assent.
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ACT FOn IMrOETING AMEKICAN lEON DUTY
FKEE.

Snch are the connexions, dependencies, and relations

subsisting between the mecliauical arts, agriculture, and

manufactures of Great Britain, that it requires study,

deliberation, and inquiry in the legislature to discern

and distinguish the whole scope and consequences of

many projects ofJ'ered for the benefit of tlie common-
wealth. The society of mercliant adventurers in the city

of Bristol, alleged, in a petition to the house of commons,

that great quantities of bar-iron were imported into

Great Britain from .Sweden, Russia, and other parts,

chiefly pureliased witli ready money, some of which iron

was exported again to Africa and other places: and the

rest wrought up by the manufacturers. They afHrmed

that bar-iron, imported from North America, would

answer the same purposes; and the importation of it tend

not only to the great advantage of the kingdom, by in-

creasing its shipping and navigation, but also to the

benefit of the British colonies: that by an act passed in

the twenty-third year of his present majesty's reign, the

importation of bar-iron from America into the port of

London, duty free, was permitted; but being carried

coastwise, or farther by land than ten miles, had been

prohibited; so that several very considerable manufac-

turing towns were deprived of the use of American iron,

and the out-ports prevented from employing it in their

export commerce: they requested, therefore, that bar-

iron might be imported from North America into Great
Britain, duty free, by all his majesty's subjects. This
request being reinforced by many other petitions from
ditJercnt parts of the kingdom, other classes of men, who
thought their several interests would be affected by such

a measure, took the alarm: and, in divers counter-peti-

tions, specified many ill consequences which they alleged

would arise from its being enacted into a law. Pam-
phlets were published on both sides of the question, and
violent disputes were kindled upon this subject, which
was justly deemed a matter of national importance. Tlie

opposers of the bill observed, that large quantities of iron

were yearly produced at home, and employed multitudes

of poor people, there being no less than one hundred and
nine forges in England and Wales, besides those erected

in Scotland, the whole producing eighteen thousand tons

of iron: that as the mines in Great Britain are inex-

haustible, the produce would of late years have been
considerably increased, had not the people been kept
under continual apprehension of seeing American iron

admitted duty free: a supposition which had prevented
the traders from extending their works, and discouraged
many from engaging in this branch of traffic; they al-

leged that the iron works, already carried on in England,
occasioned a consumption of one hundred and ninety-
eight thousand cords of wood, produced in coppices that
grow upon ban-en lands, which could not otherwise be
turned to any good account: that as the coppices aflord
shade, and preserve a moisture in the ground, the pas-
ture is more valuable with the wood, than it would be
if the coppices were grubbed up; consequently all the
estates, where these now grow, would sink in their
yearly value; that these coppices, now cultivated and
preserved for the use of the iron works, are likewise
absolutely necessary for the manufacture of leather, as
they furnish bark for the tanners, and that, according
to the management of these coppices, they produced a
great number of timber trees, so necessary for the piu'-
poscs of building. They asserted, that neither the
Americau iron, nor any that had yet been found in Great
Britain, was so proper for converting into steel as tliat

which comes from Sweden, particularly that sort called
ore ground; but as there are mines in tlie northern parts
of Britain, nearly in the same latitude with those of
Sweden, furnished with suflielent quantities of wood,
KnA rivers for mills and engines, it was hardly to be
doubted but that people would find metal of tlie same
quality, and, in a few years, bo able to prevent the
necessity of importing iron either from Sweden or Rus-

i

sia. They inferred that American iron could never

interfere with that which Great Britain imported from

Sweden, because it was not fit for edged-tools, anchors,

chain plates, and other particulars necessary in ship

building; nor diminish the importation of Russian iron,

which was not only harder than the American and Bri-

ti.sh, but also could be afforded cheaper than that brought

from our own plantations, even though the duty of tliis

last should be removed. The importation of American

iron, therefore, duty free, could interfere with no othei-

sort but that produced in Britain, with which, by means
of this advantage, it would clash so much, as to put a

stop in a little time to all tlie iron works now carried

on in the kingdom, and reduce to beggary a great num-
ber of families whom they support. To these objections

the favourers of the bill solicited replied, that when a

manufacture is much more valuable than the rough
materials, and these cannot be produced at home in

sufficient quantities, and at such a price as is consistent

with the preservation of the manufacture, it is the in-

terest of the legislature to admit a free importation of

these materials, even from foreign countries, although

it should put an end to the production of that material

in this island: that as the neighbours of Great Britain

are now more attentive than ever to their commercial

interests, and endeavouring to manufacture their rough

materials at home, this nation must take every method
for lowering the price of materials, otherwise in a few

years it will lose the manufacture; and, instead of sup-

plying other countries, be furnished by them with all

the fine toys and utensils made of steel and iron; that

being in danger of losing not only the manufacture but

the produce of iron, unless it can be procured at a

cheaper rate than that for which it is sold at present,

the only way of attaining this end is by diminishing

the duty payable upon the importation of foreign iron,

or by rendering it necessary for the undertakers of the

iron mines in Great Britain to sell their produce cheaper

than it has been for some years afforded; that the most
cfl'ectual method for this purpose is to raise up a rival, by
permitting a free importation of all sorts of iron from

the American plantations; that American iron can never

be sold so cheap as that of Britain can be afl'orded; for,

in the colonies, labour of all kinds is much dearer than

in England: if a man employs his own slaves, he must
reckon in his charge a great deal more than the common
interest of their purchase money, because, when one of

them dies, or escapes from his master, he losses both

interest and principal; that the common interest of

money in the plantations is considerably higher than in

England, consequently no man in that country will era-

}iloy his money in any branch of trade by which he
cannot gain considerably more per cent, than is expected

in Great Britain, where the interest is low, and profit

moderate; a circumstance which will always give a
great advantage to the British miner, who likewise en-

joys an exemption from freight and insurance, which
lie heavy upon the American adventurer, especially in

time of war. ^Vith respect to the apprehension of the

leather tanners, they observed, that as the coppices

generally grew on barren lands, not fit for tillage, and
improved the pasturage, no proprietor would be at the
expense of grubbing up the wood to spoil the pasture,

as he could make no other use of the land on which it

was produced. This wood must be always worth some-
thing, especially in counties where there is not plenty
of coal, and the timber trees would produce considerable

advantage; therefore, if there was not one iron mine iu

Great Britain, no coppice would be grubbed up, unless
it grew on a rich soil, which would produce com instead
of cord-wood; consequently, the tanners have nothing
to fear, especially as planting hath become a prevailing
taste among the landholders of the island. The com-
mittee appointed to prepare the bill, serious!}' weighed
and canvassed these arguments, examined disputed
facts, and inspected papers and accounts relating to the

produce, importation, and manufactory of iron. At
length Sir. John Pitt reported to the house their opinion,
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implying tliU the liberty granted by nu act passed in

the tiveiity-thirJ year of his majesty's rtign, of import-

ing bar-inin from the Uritish colonies in America into

the port of London, should be extended to all the other

ports of Great Britain; and that so much of that act as

related to this clause should bo repealed. The house

having agreed to these resolutions, and the bill being

brought in accordingly, another petition was presented

by several noblemen, gentlemen, freeholders, and other

proprietors, owners, and possessors of coppices and wood-

lands, in the West Hiding of Yorkshire, alleging, that a

permission to import American bar-iron, duty-free, would

be attended with numberless ill consequences both of a

public and private nature; specifying certain hardships

to which they in particular would be exposed; and

praying, that, if the bill should pass, they might bo re-

lieved from the pressure of an act passed in the reign

of Uenry VIII. obliging the owners of coppice woods
to preserve them, under sovei'e penalties; and bo per-

mitted to fell and grub up their coppice woods, in order

to a more proper cultivation of the soil, without being

restrained by the fear of malicious and interested pro-

secutions. In consequence of this remonstr.iiiee, a

clause was added to the bill, repealing so much of the

act of Henry VUI. as prohibited the conversion of cop-

pice or under-woods into pasture or tillage; then it

passed through both houses, and received the royal

sanction. As there was not time, after this aftair Ciime

upon the carpet, to obtain any new accounts from iVme-

rica, and as it was thought necessary to know the

quantities of iron made in that country, the house pre-

sented an address to his m.ajesty, desiring he would be

pleased to give directions tliat there should be laid be-

fore them, in the next session of parliament, an account

of the quantity of iron made in the Ameiican colonies,

from Christmas, in the year one thousand seven hundred
and forty-nine, to the fifth day of January, iu the year

one thousand seven hundred and fifty-sis, each year

being distinguished.

EEGULATIOXS WITH RESPECT TO THE IM-
PORTATION OF SILK.

From this important object, the parliament converted

its attention to a regulation of a much more private

nature. In consequence of a petition by the lord-mayor,

aldermen, and commons of the citj' of London, a bill was
brought in, and passed into a law without opposition,

for the more effectual preservation and improvement of

the fry and spawn of fish in the river Thames, and
waters of Medway, and for the better regulating the

fishery in those rivers. The two next measures taken
for the benefit of the public were, first, a bill to render

more effectual the several la»vs then in being, for the

amendment and preservation of the highways and turn-

pike-roads of the kingdom; the other for the more
effectually preventing the spreading of the contagious

distemper which, at that time, raged among the homed
cattle. A third arose from the distress of poor silk

manufacturers, who were destitute of employment, and
deprived of all means of subsisting, through the inter-

ruption of the Levant trade; occasioned by the war,

and the delay of the merch.ant ships from Italy. In

order to remedy this inconvenience, a bill was prepared,

enacting, that any person might import from any place,

in any ship or vessel whatsoever, till the fust day of

December, one thousand seven hundred and fifty-seven,

organzine thrown silk of the growth or production of

Itily, to bo brought to the custom-house of London,

wheresoever landed; but that no Italian thrown silk,

coarser than Uologna, nor any tram of the growth of

Italy, nor any other thrown silk of the growth or pro-

duction of Turkey, Persia, East Indies, or Cliina, should

be imported by this act,, under the penalty of the for-

feiture thereof. Notwithst-anding several petitions, pre-

sented by the merchants, owners, and commanders of

ships, and others trading to Leghorn, and other ports of

Italy, aa well as by the importers and manufacturers of

raw silks, representing the evil consequences that would
inobably attend the passing of such a bill, the parlia-

iiKUt agreed to this temporary deviation from the fam-
ous act of navigation, for a present supply to the poor
manufacturers.

The next civil rcgnlation established in this session
of parliament was in itself judicious, and, had it been
more earnestly suggested, might have been more bene-
ficial to the public. In order to discoui-age the practice
of smuggling, and prevent the desperadoes concerned
therein from enlisting in the service of the enemy, a law
was passed, enacting, that every person who had been,
before the first of May in the present year, guilty of
illeg.ally running, concealing, receiving, or carrying

any wool, or prohibited goods, or any foreign commodi-
ties liable to duties, the same not h.-jving been paid or

secured; or of aiding therein, or had been found •vith

fire-arms or weapons, in order to be aiding to such

oftenders; or had been guilty of receiving such goods

after seizure; or of any act whatsoever, whereby per-

sons might be deemed runners of foreign goods; or of

hindering, wounding, or beating any oilicer in the exe-

cution of his duty, or assisting therein,—should bo in-

demnified from all such ofl'ences, concemiug which no

suit should then have been commenced, or composition

m.ade, OQ condition that he should, before being appre-

hended 01' prosecuted, and before the first day of De-
cember, enter himself with some commissioned oflicer

of his majesty's fleet, to serve as a common sailor; and
should, for three years from such entry, unless sooner

duly discharged, actually serve and do duty in that

station, and register his name, &c., with the clerk of the

peace of the county where he resided, as the act pre-

scribes. An attem])t was made in favour of the seamen
employed in the navy, who l^ad been very irregularly

paid, and subject to grievous hardships iu consequence

of this irregularity. Mr. Grenville, brother to earl

Temple, moved for leave to bring in a bill for the en-

couragement of seamen employed in his majesty's navy,

and for establishing a regular method for the punctual,

speedy, and certain payment of their wages, as well as

for rescuing them from the arts and frauds of imposi-

tion. The proposal was con'oborated by divers petitions:

the bill was prepared, read, printed, and, after it had
undergone some ameudment, passed into the house of

lords, where it was encountered with several objections,

and dropped for this session of parliament.

INQUIRY INTO THE SCARCITY OF CORN.

The house of commons being desirous of preventing,

for the future, such distresses as the poor had lately

undergone, appointed a committee to consider of proper

prorisions to restrain the price of corn and bread within

due bounds for the future. For this purpose they weio

empowered to send for persons, papers, and records; and

it was resolved, that all who .attended the committee

should have voices. Having inquired into the causes

of the late scarcity, they agreed to several resolutions,

and a bill was brought in to explain and amend the

laws against regratevs, forestallers, and engrossers of

corn. The committee also received instraetions to in-

quire into the abuses of millers, mealmen, and bakers,

with regard to bread, and to consider of proper methods

to prevent them in the sequel; but no further progress

was made in this important affair, which was the more
interesting, as the lives of individuals, in a great mea-
sure, depended upon a speedy reformation; for the mil-

lers and bakers were said to have adulterated their

(lour with common whiting, lime, bone ashes, alum,

and other ingredients pernicious to the human consti-

tution; a consummation of villany for which no .ade-

quate punishment could be inflicted. Among the mea-

sures proposed in parliament which did not succeed,

one of the most remarkable was a bill prepared by Mr.

Rose Fuller, Mr. Charles Townshcnd, and Mr. Banks,

to explain, amend, and render more effectual a law

passed in the reign of king 'William the Third, intituled,
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" An .let to punish governors of plantations, in tliis

'

kingilom, for crimes committed ty them in the planta-

tion." This bill was proposed in consequence of some

complaints, specifying acts of cruelty, folly, and oppres-

sion, b}' which some British governors had hecu lately

distinguished; hut, before the bill could he brought in,

the parliament was prorogued.

INVESTIGATION OF THE LOSS OF MINOKCA.

But no step taken by the house of commons, in the

course of this session, was moi-e interesting to the ho.ly

of the people than the inquiry into the loss of Minorca,

which had excited such loud and universal clamour.

By addresses to the king, unanimously voted, tlie com-

mons requested that liis majesty vould give directions

for laying before them copies of all the letters and

p;ipers containing any intelligence received by the se-

cretaries of state, the commissioners of tlie admiralty,

or any others of his majesty's ministers, in relation to

the equipment of the French fleet at Toulon, or tlic de-

signs of the French on Minorca, or any other of his

majesty's possessions in Europe, since the first day of

January, in the year one thousand seven hundred and

fifty-five, to the first day of August, one thousand seven

hundred and fifty-six. They likewise desired to peruse

a list of the ships of war that were equipped and made
ready for sea, from the first of August, in the year one

thous.and seven hundred and fifty-five, to the thirtieth

day of April in the following year; with the copies of

all sailing orders sent to the commanders during that

period; as also the state and condition of his majesty's

ships in the several ports of Great Britain at the time

of admiral Byng's departure, with the squadron under

his command, for the relief of fort St. Philip, during the

period of time above-mentioned, according to the monthly
returns made by the admiralty, with t!ie number of

seamen mustered and home aboard the respective ships.

They demanded copies of all orders and instructions

given to that admiral, and of letters written to and re-

ceived from him, during his continuance in that com-
mand, either by the secretaries of state, or lords of the

admiralty, relating to the condition of his squadron, and
to the execution of his orders. In a word, they required

the inspection of all papers which could, in any man-
ner, tend to explain the loss of Slinorca, and the miscar-

riage of Sir. Byng's squadron. His majesty complied

with every article of their request: the papers were
presented to the house, ordered to lie upon the table for

the perusiil of the members, and finally referred to the

consideration of a committee of the whole bouse. In

the course of their deliberations they addressed his ma-
jesty for more information, till at length the trath

seemed to he smothered under such an enonnous bur-

den of papers, as the efforts of a whole session could

not have properly removed. Indeed, many discerning

persons without doors began to despair of seeing the

mystery unfolded, as soon as the inquiiy was under-
taken by a committee of the whole house. They ob-

served, that an affair of such a dark, intricate, and sus-

picious nature, ought to have been refened to a select

and secret committee, chosen by ballot, empowered to

send for persons, p.-po.s, and records, and to examine
witnesses in the most solemn and deliberate manner;
that the names of the committee ought to have been
publislicd for the satisfaction of the people, who could
have judged, with some certainty, whetlier the inquiry
would be carried on with such impartiality as the na-
tional misfortune required. They suspected that this

reference to a committee of the whole house was a mal-
contrivance, to prevent a regular and minute investiga-
tion, to introduce confusion and contest, to puzzle, per-
plex, and obumbrate; to tcazc, fatigue, and disgust the
inquirers, that the examination might he hurried over
in a snperfieial and perfunctory manner; and the minis-
try, fro;n this anarchy and confusion of materials, half
explored and undigested, derive a general parliamentary
approbation, to which thcv might appeal from the accu-

sations of the people. A select committee would haro

probably examined some of the clerks of the respectivi"

offices, that they might certainly know whether any

letters or papers had been suppressed, whether the ex-

tracts had been faithfully made, and whether tliere might

not be papers of intelligence, which, though proper to

be submitted to a select and secret committee, could

not, consistently with the honour of the nation, be com-

municated to a committee of the whole house. Indeed,

it docs not appear that the ministers had any foreign

intelligence or correspondence that could be much de-

pended upon in any matter of national importance, and

no evidence was examined on the occasion; a circum-

stance the less to he regretted, as, in times past, evil

ministers have geuei-ally found means to render such

inquiries ineffectual; and the same arts would, at any
rate, have operated with the same efficacy, had a secret

committee been employed at this juncture. Be that as

it may, several resolutions were reported from the com-

mittee, though some of them were not carried by the

majority without violent dispute and severe altercation.

The first and last of their resolutions require particular

notice. By the former, it appeared to the committee,

that bis majesty, from the twenty-seventh day of

August, in the year one thousand seven hundred and

fifty-five, to tlie twentieth day of April in the succeed-

ing year, received such repeated and concun-ent intelli-

gence, as gave just reason to believe that the French

king intended to invade his dominions of Great Britain

or Ireland. In the latter they declared their opinion,

that no greater number of ships of war could be sent

into the MediteiTanean, than were actually sent thither

under the command of admiral Byng; nor any greater

reinforcement than the regiment which was sent, and
the detachment, equal to a battalion, which was ordered

to the relief of fort St. Philip, consistently with the state

of the navy, and the various services essential to the

safety of his majesty's dominions, and the interest of his

subjects. It must have been something more powerful

than ordinary conviction that suggested these opinions.

Whatever reports might have been circulated by tho

French ministry, in order to amuse, intimidate, and

detach the attention of the English government from

America and the Mediterranean, where they really in-

tended to exert themselves, yet, the circumstances of

the two nations being considered, one would think there

could have been no just grounds to fear .in invasion of

Great Britain or Ireland, especially when other intelli-

gence seemed to point out much more prob.able scenes

of action. But the last resolution is still more incom-

prehensible to those who know not exactly the basis

on v.hich it was raised. The number of ships of war
in actual commission amounted to two hundred and

fift}-, having on board fifty thousand seamen and ma-
rines. Intelligence and repeated information of the

French design upon Minorca had been conveyed to the

ministry of England, about six months before it was

put in execution. Is it credible, that in all this time

the nation could not equip or spare above eleven ships

of the line and six frigates, to save the important island

of ilinorca? Is it easy to conceive, that from a stand-

ing army of fifty thousand men, one regiment of troops

could not have been detached to reinforce a garrison,

well known to be insufficient for the works it was des-

tined to defend? To persons of common intellects it

appeared, that intelligence of the armament at Toulon

was conveyed to the admiralty as early as the month of

September, in the year one thousand seven hundred and

fifty-five, with express notice that it would consist of

twelve ships of the line: that the design against Minorca

was communicated as early as the twenty-seventh day

of .\ugust, by consul Banks, of Carthagena; confirmed

by letters from consul Bertes, at Genoa, dated on tho

seventeenth and twenty-sixth of January, and received

Ijy Mr. Fox, secretary of state, on the fourtli and eleventh

of February, as well as by many subsequent intim.a-

tions; that, notwithstanding these repeated advices,

even after hostilities had commenced in Europe, wiica
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Ihe garrison of JFinorca amounted to no nioro tlian four

incomplete regiments, .-uid one company of artillery,

forty-two ofiieers being absent, and the place otherwise

unprovided for a siege, when the Mediterranean squa-

dron, commanded by Mr. Edgeoumbe, consisted of two
ships of the line, .ind five frigates; neither stores, am-
munition, or provisions, the absent officers belonging to

the garrison, recruits lor the regiments, though ready

raised, minors, nor any additional troops, were sent to

the island, nor the squadron angmentcd, till admir.il

Byng sailed from Spithead on the sixth day of April,

with no more ships of the lino than, by the most early

and authentic intelligence, the government were in-

formed would sail from Toulon, even wlien Mr. Byng
should have been joined by commodore Edgecumbe; a

junction upon which no dependence ought to have been
hiid; that this squadron contained no troops but such
as belonged to the four regiments in garrison, except

one battalion to serve in the fleet as marines, unless we
include the order for another to be embarked at Gibral-

tar; which order was neither obeyed nor understood:

that, considering the danger to which Minorca was ex-

posed, and the forwardness of the enemy's preparations

at Toulon, admiral Osbonie, with thirteen sliips of the

line and one frigate, who returned on the sixteenth of

Februarj', after having convoyed a fleet of merchant
ships, might have been detached to Minorca, without
hazarding the coast of Great Britain; for at that time,

exclusive of this squadron, there were eight ships of the

line and thirty-two frigates ready manned, and thirty-

two ships of the line and five frigates almost equipped;

that admiral Hawke was sent with fourteen ships of the

line and one frigate to cruise in the bay of Biscay, after

repeated intelligence had been received that the French
fleet had sailed for the West Indies, and the eleven

ships remaining at Brest and Kochefort were in want
of hands and cannon, so that they could never serve to

x'ovor any embarkation or descent, consequently Sir.

Uawke's squadron might have been spared for the re-

\['J of Minorca; that, instead of attending to this im-

portant object, the admiralty, on the eighth day of

March, sent two ships of the line and three frigates to

intercept a coasting convoy oflt Cape Barfleur: on the

eleventh of the same month they detached two ships of

the line to the West Indies, and on the nineteenth two
more to North America, where they could be of little

immediate service; on the twenty-third, two of the line

and three frigates a convoy-hunting off Cherbourg; and
on the first of April five ships of the line, including

three returned from tliis last seiTice, to reinforce sir

Edward Uawke, already too strong for the French fleet

bound to Canada; that all these ships might have been
added to Mr. Byng's squadron, without exposing Great

Britain or Ireland to any hazard of invasion: that at

length Mr. Byng was detaclied with ten great ships

only, and even denied a frigate to repeat signals, for

which he petitioned; although at that very time there

were in port, exclusive of his squadron, seventeen ships

of the line and thirteen frigates ready for sea, besides

eleven of the line and nineteen frigates almost equip-

ped. From these and other circumstances, particular-

ized and urged with great vivacity, many individuals

inferred, that a greater number of ships might have
been detached to the Mediterranean than were actu-

.illy sent with admiral Byng; that the not sending

an earlier aud stronger force was one great cause of

Minorca's being lost, and co-operated with the delay

of the ministry in sending thither reinforcements of

troops, their neglect in sufl'ering the officers of the gar-

rison to continue absent from their duty, aud their

omitting to give orders for raising miners to serve in

the fortress of Mahon.

EXAMINATION op the AMERICAN CONTRACT.

The next inquiry in which llie house of commons en-

gaged, related to the contracts for victualling the forces

in America, which were supposed by some patriots to

bo fraudulent and unconscionable. This suspicion aroso

from an ambiguous expression, on which the contractor

being interrogated by the conimitteo appointed to exa-
mine the particuUii-s, ho prudently interpreted it in such
a manner, as to screen himself from the resentment of

tho legislature. The house, therefore, resolved that
the contract entered into on tho twenty-sixth day of
March, in tho year one thousand seven hundred and
fifty-six, by the commissioners of tho treasury, with
William Baker, Cliristophor Kilby, and Richard Baker,

of London, merchants, for furnishing provisions to tho

forces under the command of the carl of Loudon, was
prudent and necessary, and properly adapted to tho

securing a constant and circctu:il supply for those forces

in America.

INQUIRY INTO THE CONDUCT OF ADMIRAL
KNOWLES, &c.

The preceding session .an addi-ess had been presented

to the king by the house of commons, desiring his ma-
jesty would give orders for laying before them scvei'al

papers relating to disputes which had lately happened

between his excellency Charles Knowles, esq., and some

of the principal inhabitants of tho island of Jamaica.

This governor was accused of many illegal, cruel, and
arbitrary acts, during the course of his administration;

but these imputations he incurred by an exertion of

power, which was in itself laudable, and well intended

for the commercial interest of the island. This was his

changing the seat of government, and procuring an act

of assembly for removing the several laws, records,

books, papers, and writings belonging to several offices

in that island, from Spanish Town to Kingston; and
for obliging the several officers to keep their offices,

and hold a supreme court of judicature, at this last

place, to which he had moved the seat of government.

Spanish Town, otherwise called St. Jago de la Vega,

the old capital, was an inconsiderable inland place, of

no securit}-, trade, or importance; whereas Kingston

was the centre of commerce, situated on the side of a
fine harbour filled with ships, well secured from the in-

sults of an enemy, large, wealthy, and flourishing.

Here the merchants dwell, and ship the greatest part

of the sugars that grow upon the island. They found

it extremely inconvenient aud expensive to take out

their clearances at Spanish Town, which stands at a

considerable distance; and the same inconvenience and

expense being felt by the rest of the inhabitants, who
had occasion to prosecxite suits at law, or attend the

assembly of the island, they joined in representations

to the governor, requesting, tliat, in consideration of

these inconveniences, added to that of the weakness of

Spanish Town and the importance of Kingston, the seat

of govei"nmcnt might be removed. He complied with

their request, and in so doing entailed upon himself the

hatred and resentment of certain poworfid planters, who
possessed estates in and about the old town of St. Jago
de la Vega, thus deserted. This seems to have been

the real source of the animosity and clamour incurred

by Mr. Knowles, against whom a petition, signed by
nineteen members of the assembly, had Ijcen sent to

England, and presented to his majesty.—In the two
sessions preceding this year, the affair had been brought

into the house of commons, where this governor's char-

acter was painted in frightful colours, and divers papers

relating to the disjjuto were examined. Mr. Knowles
having by this time returned to England, the subject

of liis administration was revived, and referred to a

committee of the whole house. In tho meantime, peti-

tions were presented by several merchants of London
and Livci-pool, concerned in the trade to Jamaica, al-

leging, that the removal of the public courts, offices, and

records of the island of Jamaica to Kingston, and fixing

the scat of government there, had boon productive of

many important advantages, by rendering the strength

of the island more formidable, the property of tlic traders

and itUiabitanta more secure, and tUo prosecution i.t j.il
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commercial business moru expeditious aud less expen-

sive than formerly; therefore, praying tliat tlic purposes

of the act passed in .Jamaica for tliat tnd might be car-

ried into efFcctnnl execution, in such manner as the

house should tliink proper. The committee, having

examined a great number of i)apers, agreed to some
resolutions, importing, that a certain resolution of tlie

assembly of Jamaica, dated on the twenty-ninth da_y of

October, in the j'car one thousand seven hundred and

fifty-three, implying a claim of right in that assembly

to raise and apply public money without the consent of

the governor and council, was illegal, repugnant to the

terms of his majesty's commission to his governor of the

said island, and derogator_v of the riglits of tlie crown

and people of Great Britain ; ttiat the six last resolutions

taken in the as?ombly of Jamaica, on the twenty-ninth

d.ay of October, in tlie year one thousand seven hundred

and fifty-three, proceeded on a manifest misapprehen-

sion of the Icing's instruction to his governor, requiring

him not to give his assent to any bill of .an unusual or

extraordinaiy nature aud importance, wherein his ma-

jesty's prerogative, or the property of his subjects,

might be prejudiced, or the trade or shipping of the

kingdom any-w.aj'S affected, unless tlicre should be a

clause inserted, suspending the execution of such bill

until his majesty's pleasure should be known; that such

instruction was just and necessary, and no alteration

of the constitution of the island, nor any w.ay derogatory

to the rights of the subjects in .Jamaica. From these

resolutions the reader may perceive the nature of tlic

dispute which had arisen between the people ofJamaica
and their governor, vice-admiral Knowles, whose con-

duct on this occasion seems to have been justified by
the legislature. The parliament, however, foreborc to

determine the question, whether the removal of the

courts of judicature from Sp.inish Town to Kingston

was a measure calculated for the interest of the island

ill general.

RESOLUTIONS conckbsinq MILFORD-HAVEN.

The last object which we shall mention, as h.aving

fallen under the cognizance of the commons during this

session of parliament, was the state of Milford-haven on

the coast of Wales, one of the most capacious, safe, and
commodious harbours in Great Brit.ain. Here the coun-

try affords many conveniences for building ships of war,

and erecting forts, docks, qu,ays, and magazines. It

miglit be fortified at a very small expense, so as to be

quite secure from any attempts of the enemy, and ren-

dered by far the most useful harbour in the kingdom
for fleets, cruisers, trading ships, and p.acket boats,

bound to and from the westward; for from hence they
may put sea almost with .any wind, and even at low
water; they m.ay weather Scilly .and Cape Clear when
no vessel can stir from the British channel, or out of tlie

French ports of Brest and Rochefort, and as a post can
travel from hence in three days to London, it might be-

come the centre of very useful sea intelligence. A peti-

tion from several merchants In London was presented,

and recommended to the house in a message from the
king, specifying the advantages of this harbour, .and

the small expense at which it might be fortified, and
praying that the house would take this important sub-
ject into consideration. Accordingly, a committee was
appointed for this purpoHi, with power to send for per-
sons, papers, and recoi-ds, and every circumstance re-

lating to it was examined with accuracy and delibera-
tion. At length the report being made to tlie house by
Mr. Charles Townshend, they unanimously agreed to

an address, representing to his majesty, that many great
losses had been sustained by the tr.ade of the kingdom,
in time of war, from the want of a safe harbour on the
western coast of the island, for the reception and pro-

tection of merchants' .ships, and sending out cniisers;

tliat tlio h.arbour of Milford-haven, in the county of

Pembroke, is most advantageously situated, and if pro-

perly dcl'endcd aud secured, in every respect adapted to

the answering those imptrtant purposes; they, ther>j-

fore, humbly besought his majesty, that he would give

immediate directious for erecting batteries, with proper

cover, on the sides of the said harbour, in the most con-

venient places for guarding the entrance called llubber-

stone-road, and .also such other fortifications as migiit

be necessary to secure the interior parts of the harbour,

aud that, until such batteries and fortifications could bo

completed, some temporary defence might be provided

for the immediate protection of the ships and vessels

lying in the said harbour; finally, they assured him tlic

liouse would make good to bis m.ajesty all such expenses
as should be incurred for these purposes. The address

mot with a gracious reception, and a promise that such
directious should be given. Tlie harliour was actually

surveyed, the places were pitched upon for batteries,

and the estimates prepared, but no further progress

hath since been made.

SESSION CLOSED.

We have now finished the detail of all the material

tr.ansactions of this session, except what relates to the

fate of admiral Byng, which now claims our attention.

In the meantime, we may observe, that on the fourtli

day of July the session was closed with his m.ajesty's

harangue, the most remarkable .and pleasing paragraph
of which turned upon his royal assurance, th.at the suc-

cour and preservation of his dominions in America had
been his constant care, and, next to the security of bis

kingdoms, should contiuue to be his great and principal

object. He told them he had taken such measures as,

he trusted, by the blessing of God, might effectually

disappoint the designs of the enemy in those parts; th.'^.t

he had no further view but to vindicate the just rights

of his crown and subjects from the most injurious en-

croachments; to preserve tranquillity, as far as the cir-

cumstances of things might admit; to prevent the true

friends of Britain, and the liberties of Europe, from be-

ing oppressed and endangered by any unprovoked and
unnatural conjunction.

TRIAL OF ADMIRAL BYNG.

Of all the transactions that distinguished this year,

the most extraordinary was the sentence executed on

admiral Byng, the son of that great officer who had
acquired such honour by his n.aval exploits in the pre-

ceding reign, and was ennobled for his services by the

title of lord viscount Torrington. His second son, John
Byng, had from his earliest youth been trained to his

father's profession ; and was generally esteemed one of

the best officers in the n.avy, when he embarked in that

expedition to Minoi'ca, which covered his character with

disgrace, and even exposed him to all the hoiTors of an

ignominious death. On the twenty-eighth day of De-
cember his trial began before a court-martial, held on

board the ship ,St. George, in the harbour of Portsmouth,

to which place Mr. Bjnig had been conveyed from

Greenwich by a party of horse-guards, and insulted by
the populace in every town and village through wliieli

he passed. The court having proceeded to examine tlie

evidences for the crown and the prisoner, from day 1

1

day, in the course of a long sitting, agreed unanimously
to thirty-seven resolutions, implying their opinion, that

.admiral Byng, duruig the engagement between the

British and French fleets, on the twentieth day of May
last, did not do his utmost endeavour to take, seize, and

destroy the ships of the French king, which it was his

duty to have engaged, and to assist such of liis m.ajes-

ty's ships as were engaged, wliicU it was his duty to

h.ave assisted; and that he did not exert his utmost

power for the relief of St. Philip's castle. They, tlicre-

fore, unanimously agreed that iic fell under part of the

twelfth article of an act of parliament passed in the

twenty-second year of the present reign, for amending,
explaining, and reducing into one act of parliament, the

laws relating to the government of his m.ajesty's ships,
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vessel:^:, .iiiil foives by se.i; .niul .is tli.if article po.<itively

prescribed (le.ntli, witliout any altcnialive left to tlie

discretion of the court umlcr any variation of cireiiin-

Btanccs, tlicy iin;iniinniisly adjiulgcd the said admiral

John liyng to bo shot to death, at such time, .and on

board of such ship, as the lords comuiissioncrs of the

admiralty should plea-^e to direct, liut as it appeared.

by the evidence of the oflieers who were near the ad-

miral's pei'son, that no backwardness was perceivable

ill him during the action, nor any mark of fear or con-

fusion cither in his connteiiance or behaviour; but that

he delivered bis orders coolly and distinctly, without

secuiing deficient in personal courage; and, from other

cir03;ustauccs, they believed his misconduct did not

arise cither from cowardice or disaffection, they unanim-

ously and earnestly recommended Iiiin as a proper ob-

ject of mercy. The admiral bimself belmved through

tlio whole trial with the most cheerful composure,

seemingly the ellcct of conscious innocence, upon which,

perhaps, he too much relied. Even after he beard the

evidence examined against him, and finished his own
defence, bo lai<l his account in being honourably Acquit-

ted; .and ordered his coach to he ready for conveying

him directly from the tribunal to London. A gentle-

man, bis friend, by whom he was attended, having re-

ceived intimation of the sentence to be pronounced,

thouglit it his duty to prepare him for the occasion, that

he might summon ail his fortitude to his assistance, and
accordingly made him actiuainted with the information

he had received. The admiral gave tokens of surprise

and resentment, but betrayed no marks of fear or dis-

order, either then or in the court when the sentence

was pronounced. On the contrary, while divers mem-
bers of the court-martial manifested grief, anxiety, and

trepidation, shedding tears, and sighing with extraor-

dinaiy emotion, he be.ird bis doom denounced without

undergoing the least alteration of feature, and made a
low obeisance to the president and the other members
of the court, as be retired.

The officers who composed this tril)unal were so sen-

sible of the law's severity, that they unanimously sub-

scribed a letter to the board of admiralty containing this

remarkable paragraph :—" We c.mnot help laying the

distresses of our minds before your lordships on this

occasion, in finding ourselves under necessity of con-

demning a man to death, from the gi'e.at severity of the

twelfth article of war, part of which he falls under,

which admits of no mitigation if the crime should be

committed by an error in judgment; and, tliereforc, for

our own consciences' sake, as well as iu justice to the

prisoner, we pray your lordships, in the most eiimest

manner, to recommend him to bis majesty's clemency."

The lords of the admiralty, instead of complying with

the request of the cotirt-martial, transmitted their letter

to the king, with copies of their proceedings, and a

letter from themselves to his m.ajesty, specifying a doubt

with regard to the legality of the sentence, as the criuie

of negligence, for whicli the admiral had been con-

demned, was not expressed in any part of the proceed-

ings. At the same time, copies of two petitions from

George lord viscount Torrington, in behalf of his kins-

man admiral Byng, were submitted to bis m.ijesty's

royal wisdom and determination. All the friends and
relations of the unhappy convict employed and exerted

their influence and interest for his pardon; and, as the

circumstances had appeared so strong in his favour, it

was supposed that the sceptre of royal mercy would be

extended for bis preservation ; but infamous arts were

used to whet the savage appetite of the populace for

blood, 'ihe cry of vengeance was loud throughout the

land: fiullen clouds of suspicion and malevolence inter-

posing, were said to obstruct the genial beams of the

best virtue that adorns the throne; and the sovereign

was given to understand, that the execution of admiral

Kyng wa.? a victim absolutely necessary to anpease the

fury of the people. His m.ijesty, in consequence of the

representation made by the lords of the admiralty, re-

fen-ed the sentence to the consideration of tlie twelve

Vol. II.

judges, who were unanimously of opinion that (be fen-

teiiee was legal. Tliis report being transmitted from
the privy-council to the ndinir.ilty, tlieir lordships issued

a warrant for executing the sentence of death on tlia

twcnty-eightli day of February. One gentleman at tlio

board, however, refused to suliscribo the warrant, as-

signing for bis refusal the reasons which vro have in-

serted by way of note, for the satisfaction of the reader.

[&e note 3 11, at the end of this Vol.}

Though mercy was denied to the criminal, the crown
seemed determined to do nothing that should be thought
inconsistent willi law. A member of |mrliainent, who
had sat upon the court-martial at Portsmoutli, rose up
iu his place, and made api>lication to the house of com-
mons in behalf of himseU and several other members of

that tribunal, praying the aid of the legislature to be

released from the oath of secrecy imposed on courts-

martial, that they miglit disclose the grounds on which
sentence of dc.atb had passed on .admiral Byng, and,

pcrh.aps, discover such circumstances as might show
the sentence to bo improper. Althougli this application

produced no resolution in the house, the king, on tlio

twenty-sixth day of February, sent a message to the

commons by Mr. Secretary Pitt, iiuporting, that, though

be bad determined to let the law take its course with

relation to admiral Byng, and resisted all solicitations

to the contrary, yet, as a member of the house had ex-

pressed some scruples about the sentence, his m.ijesty

had thought fit to respite the execution of it, that there

might be an opportunity of knowing, by the separate

examination of the members of the court-martial, upon
oath, what grounds there were for such scruples, and

that his m.ajcsty was resolved still to let the sentence

be carried into execution, unless it should appear from

the said examin.ation, that admiral Byng was unjustly

coudemued. The sentence might be strictly legal, and,

at the same time very severe, according to the maxim,
sitnwmvi jus, siimma injuria. In sucb cases, and per-

haps in such cases only, the rigour of the law ought tc

be softened by the lenient band of the royal prerogative.

That this was the case of admiral Byng appears from

the warm and eager intercession of his jury, a species

of intercession which hath generally, if not always,
' prevailed at the foot of the throne, when .any thing

favour.able for the criminal had appeared in the course

of the trial. How much more then might it b.ave been

[

expected to succeed, when earnestly urged as a case of

t conscience, in behalf of a man whom his judges bad
expressly .acquitted of cowardice and treachery, the only

two imputations that rendered him criminal in the eyes

of the nation! Such an interposition of the crown in

parliamentary transactions was irregular, unneccssarj',

j

and at another juncture might have been productive of

i

violent beats and declamation. At present, however,

it passed without censure, as the effect of inattention,

I

rather than a design to encroach upon the privileges of

the house.

BILL TO RELEASE THE MEMBERS OF THE
COURT-MARTIAL, &c.

The message being communicated, a bill was imme-
diately brought in, to release the members of the court-

martial from theobligationof secrecy, and passed through

the lower house without opposition; but in the house of

lords it appeared to be destitute of a proper foundation.

They sent a message to the commons, desiring them to

give leave that such of the members of the court-mar-

tial as were members of that house might attend their

lordships, in order to be examined on the second read-

ing of the bill; accordingly tbcy, and the rest of the

court-martiiil, attended, and answered all questions

without hesitation. As they did not insist upon .any

excuse, nor produce any satisfactory reason for showing

that the man tlioy had condemned was a proper object

of mercy, their lordships were of opinion tliat there was
no occasion for passing any such bill, which, tliereforc,

*.hev almost unaniinoHslv rejected. It is not easy to

3F
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concuivo what stronger reasons could bo given for

proving Mr. Byng an oljject of mercy, tlian those

mentioned in the letter sent to the hoard of admiralty

by the nicmljers of the court-martial, who were

empowered to try the imputed offence, consequently

must have been deemed well qualified to judge of his

conduct.

EXECUTION OF ADMIKAL BYNG.

The unfortunate admiral being thus abandoned to the

stroke of justice, prepared himself for death with resig-

nation and tranquillity. He maintained a surprising

cheerfulness to the last; nor diil he, from his condem-

nation to his execution, exhibit the least sign of impa-

tience or apprehension. During that interval he had

remained on board of the Monarque, a tliird-rate ship of

war, anchored in the harbour of Portsmouth, under a

strong guard, in custody of the marshal of the admiralty.

On the fourteenth of March, the day fixed for his exe-

cution, the boats belonging to the squadron at Spithead

being manned and armed, containing their captains and

officers, with a detachment of marines, attended this

solemnity in the harbour, which was also crowded with

an infinite number of other boats and vessels filled with

spectators. About noon, the admiral having taken
leave of a clergyman, and two friends who accompanied
him, walked out of the great cabin to the quarter-deck,

where two files of marines were ready to execute the

sentence. He .advanced with a firm dolibertite step, a

composed and resolute countenance, and resolved to

sutler with his face uncovered, until liis friends, repre-

senting that his looks would possibly intimidate tlie

soldiers, and prevent their t.aking aim properly, he sub-

mitted to their request, threw bis hat on the deck,

kneeled on a cushion, tied one white handkerchief over
his eyes, and dropped the other as a signal for his exe-

cutioners, who fired a volley so decisive, that five balls

passed through his body, and he dropped down dead in

an instant. Tlie time in which this tragedy was acted,

from his walking out of the cabin to his being deposited
in the coflui, did not exceed three minutes.
Thus fell, to the astonishment of all Europe, admiral

John Byug; who, whsitever his errors and indiscretions

might have been, seems to have been rashly condemned,
meanly given up, and cruelly sacrificed to vile consider-

ations. The sentiments of his own fate he avowed on
the verge of eternity, when there was no longer any
cause of dissimulation, in the following declar.ation,

which, immediately before his death, be delivered to

the marsh.al of tlio admiralty: "A few moments will

now deliver me from the virulent persecution, and frus-

trate the further malice of my enemies: nor need I envy
them a life subject to the sensations my injuries, and
the injustice done me, must create. Persuaded I am,
that justice will be done to my reputation hereafter: the
manner and cause of raising and keeping up the popular
clamour and prejudice against mo, will be seen tbrougli.
I shall be considered (as I now perceive myself) a vic-
tim destined to divert the indignation and resentment
of an injured and deluded people from the proper objects.
My enemies tliemselves must now think me innocent.
Happy for me, at thia my last moment, that I know my

own innocence, and am conscious that no part of my
country's misfortunes can be owing to mo. 1 heartily

wish the shedding my blood may contribute to the hap
piness and service of my country; but cannot resign

my just claim to a fiiithful discharge of my duty accord-

ing to the best of my judgment, and the utmost exer-

tion of ray ability for his majesty's honour, and my
country's service. I am sorry that my endeavours were
not attended with more success, and that the armament
under my command proved too weak to succeed in an
expedition of such moment. Truth has prevailed over

calumny and falsehood, and justice has wiped off the

ignominious stain of my supposed want of personal

courage, and the charge of disaffection. My heart ac-

quits me of these crimes; but who can be presumptU'
ously sure of his own judgment? If my crime is an
error in judgment, or differing in opinion from my judges,

and if yet the error in judgment should be on their

side, God forgive them, as I do; and may the distress

of their minds, and uneasiness of their consciences,

which in justice to me they have represented, be re-

lieved' and subside as my resentment has done. The
supreme judge sees all hearts and motives, .and to him
I must .submit tlie justice of my cause."

REMARKS ON ADMIRAL BYNG'S FATE.

Notwithstanding all that has been said in his favour,

notwithstanding the infamous arts that were practised

to keep up the cry against him, notwithstanding this

solemn appeal to heaven in his last moments, and even
self-conviction of innocence, the character of admiral

Byng, in point of personal courage, will still, with many
people, remain problematical. They will still be of

opinion, that if the spirit of a British admiral had been
properly exerted, the French fleet would have been de-

feated, and Minorca relieved. A man's opinion of dan-
ger varies at diffei'cnt times, in consequence of an irre-

gular tide of animal spirits, and he is actuated by
considerations which ho dares not avow. After an offi-

cer, thus influenced, has hesitated or kept aloof in the

hour of trial, the mind, eager for its own justification,

assembles, with surprising industry, every favourable

circumstance of excuse, and broods over them with
parental partiality, until it becomes not only satisfied,

but even enamoured of their beauty and complexion,

like a doating mother, blind to the deformity of her own
offspring. Whatever Mr. Byng's internal feelings might
have been, whatever consequences might have attended

bis behaviour on that occasion; as the tribun.al before

which he was tried acquitted him expressly of cowardice

and treachery, he w.as, without all doubt, a proper object

for royal clemency; and so impartial posterity will

judge him, after all those dishonourable motives of fac-

tion and of fear, by which his fate was influenced, shall

be lost in oblivion, or remembered with disdain. The
people of Great Britain, naturally fierce, impatient, and
clamorous, havd been too much indulged, upon every

petty miscarriage, with trials, courts-martial, and dis-

missions, whicli tend only to render their military com-
manders rash and precipitate, the populace more licen-

tious and intractable, and to disgrace the national

ch.ai'.acter in the opinion of mankind.
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CHAPTER XIII.
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MR. PITT AND MR. LEGGE TAKEN INTO
THE ADMINISTRATION. 1757.

THOUGH the p.iiliament of Gre.it Britain uuanim-
ously concurred in strengthening the hands of

government for a vigorous prosecution of the war, those

liberal supplies had like to have proved ineffectual

through a want of harmony in her councils. In the

course of the last year the clamorous voice of dissatis-

faction had hcen raised by a scries of disappointments

and miscarriages, which were imputed to want of intel-

ligence, sag.icity, and vigour in the administration.

The defeat of liraddock, the reduction of Oswego, and
other forts in America, the dehay of armaments, the ne-

glect of opportunities, inefiectual cruises, absurd disposi-

tions of fleets and squadrons, the disgrace in the Medi-

terranean, and the loss of Minorca, were numbered
among the misfortunes that flowed from the crude de-

signs of a weak dispirited ministry; and the prospect

of their acquiescing in a continental war brought them
still farther in contempt and detestation with the body

of the people. In order to conciliate the good-will of

those whom their conduct had disobliged, to acquire a

fresh stock of credit with their fellow-subjects, and re-

move from their own shoulders part of what future cen-

sure might ensue, they admitted into a share of the

administration a certain set of gentlemen, remarkable

for their talents and popularity, headed by Mr. Pitt and

Mr. Lcgge, esteemed the two most illustrious patriots

of Great Britain, alike distinguished and admired for

their unconquerable spirit and untainted integrity. The
former of these was appointed secretary of state, and

tho other chancellor of the exchequer; and their friends

were vested with other honourable though subordinate

bfliccs.

So far the people were charmed with the promotion

of individuals, upon whoso virtues and abilities they

had the most perfect reliance; but these new ingredients

would never thoroughly mix witli the old leaven. The
administration hecanie an enildem of tho image that

Nebuchadnezzar saw in his dream, the leg was of iron,

and the foot was of clay. The old junta found their

new associates very unfit for their purposes. They
could neither persuade, cajole, nor intimidate them into

measures which they thought repugnant to the true

interest of their country. The new ministers combated

iu council every such jilan, however p.atroniscd; they

openly opposed in parliament every design which they

deemed unv.-orthy of tlie crown, or prejudicial to the

people, even though distinguished by the predilection

of the RovereiRn. Far from b irgaining for their places,

and surrendering their principles by capitulation, they

niaint lined in ollico their independency and canduur

with tho most vigilant circuniKivecliou, ond seemed
determined to show, that he is the best nunister to tho

sovereign who acts with tho greatest probity towardH

tlic subject. Those who inmiediately surrounded tht

throne were supposed to have concealed tho true char
acters of these faithful servants from the knowledge ol

their royal master; to have represented them as obstin-

ate, imperious, ignorant, and even lukewarm in their

loyalty; and to have declared, that with such colleagues

it would be impossible to move the machine of govoni-

nient according to his majesty's inclination. These
suggestions, artfully inculealeil, jirodueed the desired

effect: on tlie ninth day of April, Mr. Pitt, by bis ma-
jesty's command, resigned the seals of secretary of state

for the southern department. In tlic room of Mr. Lcgge,

the king was pleased to grant the oflice of chancellor of

tho exchequer to the right honourable lord Mansfield,

chief-justice of the court of king's bench, the same per-

sonage whiim wo have mentioned before under tho

name of Mr. Murray, solicitor-general, now promoted

and ennobled for his extraordinary merit and important

services. The fato of Mr. Pitt was extended to some
of his principal friends: the board of admiralty was
changed, and some other removals were made with the

same intention.

What was intended as a disgrace to Mr. Pitt and

Mr. Legge turned out one of the most shining circum-

stances of their characters. The whole nation seemed

to rise up, as one man, in the vindication of their fame;

every mouth was opened in their praise; and a great

number of respectable cities and corporations presented

them with tho freedom o/ their respective societies, en-

closed in gold boxes of curious workmanship, as testi-

monies of their peculiar veneration. What the people

highly c.'itccm, they in a manner idolize. Not contented

with making offerings so flattering and grateful to con-

scious virtue, they conceived the most violent preju-

dices against those gentlemen who succeeded in the

administration; fully convinced, that the same persons

who had sunk the nation in the present distressful cir-

cumstances, who had brought on her dishonour, and

reduced her to the verge of destruction, were by no

means the fit instruments of her delivery and redemp-

tion. The whole kingdom caught fire at the late

changes; nor could the power, the cunning, and the

artifice of a faction, long support itself against the

united voice of Great Piritain, which soon pierced the

ears of the sovereign. It was not possible to persuade

the people that salutary measures could he suggested

or pursued, except bj' the few, whoso zeal for the hon-

our of their country, and steady adherence to an up-

right disinterested conduct, had secured their confidence,

and claimed their vener-ation. A groat number of ad-

dresses, dutifully and loyally expressed, solicited tho

king, ever ready to meet half-way the wishes of his

faithful people, to restore Mr. Pitt and Mr. I^cgge to

their former employments. Upon this they rested the

security and honour of the nation, as well as the public

expectation of the speedy aud successful i.ssuc of a war,

hitherto attended with disgraces aud misfortunes. Ac-
cordingly, his majesty was graci<iusly pleased to re-

deliver the seals to Mr. Pitt, appointing him secretary

of state for the southem department, on the twenty-

ninth day of June; and, five days after, the office of

chancellor of the exchequer was restored to Mr. Legge;

promotions that afforded universal satisfaction.

COALITION OF PARTIES.

It would not, perhaps, bo possible to cxclndc, from a

share iu the administration, all who were not perfectly

agreeable to the (jcople: however unpopular the late

ministry might appear, still they possessed sufficient

influence in the privy-council, and credit in the house

of commons, to thwart every measnro in which they

did not themselves partake. Tliis consideration, and
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very recent experience, probaWy dictated the necessity

of a coalition, salutary in itself, and prudent, because

it was the only means of assuaging the rage of faction,

and healing those divisions, more pernicious to the

public than the most mistaken and blundering councils.

Sir Robert llenley was made lord-keeper of the great

seal, and sworn of bis majesty's privy-council, on the

thirteenth day of June; the custody of the privy-seal

was committed to earl Temple; bis grace the duke of

Newcastle, Mr. Legge, Mr. Nugent, lord visconnt Dun-
cannon, and Mr. Grenville, were appointed commission-

ers for executing the ofBcc of treasurer to bis majesty's

exchequer. Lord Anson, admirals Boscawen and For-

bes, Dr. Hay, Mr. West, Mr. Hnnter, and Mr. Elliot,

to preside at the board of admiralty; Mr. Fox was grati-

fied with the office of receiver and paymaster-general of

all bis majesty's guards, garrisons, and land-forces; and

the earl of Tliomond was made treasurer of the king's

household, and sworn of bis majesty's privy-council.

Other promotions likewise took place, with a design to

gratify the adherents of either part)': aud so equally

was the royal favour distributed, that the utmost har-

mony for a long time subsisted. Ingredients, seem-

ingly heterogeneous, consolidated into one uniform

mass, so as to produce elfeets far exceeding the most

sanguine expectations; and this prudent arrangement

proved displeasing only to those whom violent party

attachment bad inspired with a narrow and exclusive

spirit.

DESCENT ON THE COAST OF FRANCE
MEDITATED.

The accumulated losses and disappointments of the

preceding year, made it absolutely necessary to retrieve

the credit of the British arms and councils by some vi-

gorous and spirited enterprise, which should, at the same
time, produce some change in the circumstances of his

Prussian majesty, already depressed by the repulse at

Kolin, and in danger of being attacked by the whole
power of France, now ready to fall upon him, like a

torrent, which bad so lately swept before it the army of

observation, now on the brink of disgrace. A well-plan-

ned and vigorous descent on the coast of France, it was
thought, would probably give a decisive blow to the

marine of that kingdom, and at the same time effect a

powerful diversion in favour of the Prussian monarch
and the duke of Cumberland, driven from all his posts

in the electorate of Hanover, by drawing a part of the

French forces to the defence and protection of their own
coasts. Both wei'e objects of great concern, upon which
the sovereign and ministry were sedulously bent. His
royal highness the duke, in a particular manner, urged
the necessity of some enterprise of this nature, as the

only expedient to obviate the shameful convention now
in agitation. The ministry foresaw, that, by destroying
the enemy's shipping, all succours would be cut off from
America, whither they were daily transporting troops;

the British commerce secured, without those convoys
so inconvenient to the board of admiralty, and to the
merchants; and those ideal fears of an invasion, that

had in some measure affected the public credit, wholly
dispelled.

COMMAND OF THE FLEET GIVEN TO SIR
EDAVARD HAWKE, &c.

From these considerations, a powerful fleet was or-
dered to be got in readiness to put to sea on the sliortest

notice, and ten regiments of foot were marched to the
Isle of Wight. The navalarmamcnt, consisting of eigh-
teen ships of the line, besides frigates, fireships, bomb-
ketches, and transports, was put under the command of

Bir Edward Ilawke, an officer whose faithful sei-viccs

recommended him, above all others, to this command;
and rear-admiral Knowlcs was ap])ointcd bis subaltern.

Sir .Tohn Mordaunt was preferred to take the command
of the land-forces; and both strictly enjoined to act with

the utmost unanimity and harmony. Europe beheld

with astonisbinent these mighty preparations. Tlie

destination of the armament was wrapped in the most

profound secrecy : it exercised the penetration of poli-

ticians, and fdled France with very serious alarms

Various were the impediments which obstructed the

embarkation of the troops for several weeks, while Mr.

Pitt expressed the greatest uneasiness at the delay, and

repeatedly urged the commander-in-chief to expedite his

departure; but a sufficient number of transports, owing

to some blunder in the contractors, bad not yet arrived.

The troops expressed an eager impatience to signalize

themselves against the enemies of the liberties of En-
rope; but the superstitious drew unfiivourable presages

from the dilatoriuess of the embarkation. At last the

transports arrived, the troops were put on board with

all expedition, and the fleet got under sail on the eighth

day of September, attended with the prayers of cvei-y

man warmed with the love of his country, and solicitous

for her honour. The public, big with expectation, du-

bious where the stroke would fall, but confident of its

success, were impatient for tidings from the fleet ; but
it was not till the fourteenth, that even the troops on
board began to conjecture that a descent was meditated

on the coast of France, near Rocbefort or Rocbclle.

ADMIRAL KNOWLES SENT TO TAKE AIX.

On the twentieth, the fleet made the isle of Oleron,

and then sir Edward Hawke sent an order to vice-ad-

miral Knowlcs, requiring him, if the wind permitted the

fleet, to proceed to Basque road, to stand in as near to

the isle of Aix as the pilot would carry him, with such

ships of his division as he thought necessary for the

service, and to batter the fort till the garrison should

either abandon or surrender it. But the immediate
execution of this order was frustrated by a French ship

of war standing in to the very middle of the fleet, and
continuing in that station for some time before she dis-

covered her mistake, or any of the captains had a signal

thrown out to give chase. Admiral Knowlcs, when too

late, ordered the Magnanime, captain Howe, and Torbay,

captain Keppel, on that service, and thereby retarded

the attack upon which be was immediately sent. A
stroke of policy greatly to be admired, as from hence

be gained time to assure himself of the strength of the

fortifications of Aix, before be ran bis majesty's ships

into danger.

ATTACK AND SURRENDER OF AIX.

AVhile the above ships, with the addition of the Royal

William, were attending the French ship of war safe

into the I'iver Garonne, the remainder of the fleet was
beating to windward off the isle of Oleron; and the

commander-in-chief publishing orders and regulations

wliicb did credit to bis judgment, and would have been

highly useful, bad there ever been occasion to put them
in execution. On the twenty-third the van of the fleet,

led by captain Howe in the Magnanime, stood towards

Aix, a small island situated in the mouth of the river

C'harente, leading up to Kocbcfort, the fortifications half

finished, and mounted with about thirty cannon and

mortars, the garrison composed of six hundred men, and

the whole island about five miles in circumference. As
the Magnanime approached, the enemy fired briskly

upon her; but captain Howe, regardless of their faint

endeavours, kept on his course without flinching, drop-

ping bis anchors close to the walls, and poured in so

incessant a fire as soon silenced their artillery. It was,

however, near an hour before the fort struck, when some

forces were landed to take possession of so important a

conquest, with orders to demolish the fortifications, the

care of which was intrusted to vice-admiral Knowlcs.

Inconsiderable as this success might appear, it greatly

elated the troops, and was deemed a happy omen of fur-

ther advantages; but, instead of embarking the troops

that night, as was universally expected, several succcs-
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give (lays were spent in councils of war, soundings of

tho coast, and deliberations wlietlier the king's express

orders were praeticable, or to be complied with. Eight

days were elapsed since the first appearance of the tieet

on the coast, and tlio alann was given to tho enemy.

?ir Edward llawke, indeed, proposed laying a sixty gun

ship against Fouras, and battering thit fort, which it

was thought would help to secure tlie landing of the

troops, and facilitate the enterprise on Kochcfort. This

a French pilot on board, Thierry, undertook; but after

n ship bad been lighted for the purpose, vice-admiral

Knowles reported, that a bomb-ketch had run a-ground

at aljove the distance of two miles from the fort; upon

which tlw project of battering or bombarding tlie fort

was abandoned. The admiral likewise proposed to bom-

bard Rwhelle; but this overture was over-ruled, for

reasons which we need not mention. It was at length

determined, in a council of war held on the eighth, to

make a descent, and attack tho forts leading to and upon

the mouth of the river Charentc. An order, in conse-

quence of this resolution, was immediately issued for the

troops to be ready to embark from tho transports in the

boats precisely at twelve o'clock at night. Accordingly

the boats were prepared and tilled with the men at the

time appointed, and now they remained beating against

each other, and the sides of tho ships, for the space of

four hours, while the council were determining whether,

after all the trouble given, they should land; when at

length an order was published for tho troops to return

to their respective transports, and all thoughts of a

descent, to appearance, were wholly abandoned. Tlie

succeeding daj's were employed in blowing up and de-

molishing the fortifications of Aix; after which, the land

officers, in a council of war, took the final resolution of

returning to England without any further attempts,

fully satisfied they had done all in their power to exe-

cute the designs of the ministry, and choosing rather to

oppose the fro^vns of an angry sovereign, the murmurs
of an incensed nation, and the contempt of mankind,
than fight a handful of dastaidly militia. Such was the

issue of an expedition that raised the expectations of all

Europe, threw the coasts of France into the utmost con-

fusion, and cost the people of England little less than

n million of money.

THE FLEET RETURNS TO SPITUEAD.

The fleet was no sooner returacd than the whole na-

tion was in a ferment. The public expectation had been

wound up to the highest pitch, and now the disappoint-

ment was proportioned to the sanguine hopes conceived,

that the pride of France would have been humbled by
EO formidable an armament. The ministry, and with

them the national voice, exclaimed against the com-
manding oflncers, and the military men retorted the

calumny by laying the blame on the projectors of the

enterprise, who had put tiie nation to great expense

before they had obtained the necessary information.

Certain it was, that blame must fall somewhere, and
the raii.istry resolved to acquit themselves and fix the

accusation, by requesting his majesty to appoint a board

of officers of chai'acter and ability, to inquire into the

causes of the late miscarriage. This alone it was that

could appease the public clamonrs, and afford general

satisfaction. The enemies of Mr. Pitt endeavoured to

wrest the miscarriage of the expedition to his prejudice,

but the whispers of faction were soon drowned in the

voice of the whole people of England, who never could

persuade themselves that a gentleman raised to the

height of power and popularity by mere dint of superior

merit, integrity, and disinterestedness, would now sac-

rifice his reputation by a mock armament, or hazard in-

curring the derision of Europe, by neglecting to obtain

all the necessary previous information, or doing what-
ever might contribute to the success of the expedition.

It was asked. Whether reason or justice dictated, that

a late unfortunate admiral should be capitally punished
for not trying and exerting his utmost ability to relieve

fort St. Philip, invested by a powerful army, and sur-

rounded with a numerous licet, while no charge of

negligence or cowardice was brought against those who
occasioned the miscarriage of a well-concerted and well-

appointed expedition ? The jieople, they said, were not
to be quieted with the resolutions of a council of war,
composed of men whose inactivity might frame excuses
for declining to expose themselves to danger. It was
publicly mentioned, that such backwardness appeared
among the general ofliccrs before the fleet reached the

isle of Oleron, as occasioned the admiral to declare, with
warmth, that he would comply with bis orders, and go
into l!asque-road, wliatcvcr might be the consequence.

It was asked, Why the army did not land on the night

of tho twenty-third or twenty-fourth, and wliether the

officers sent out to reconnoitre, had returned witli such

intelligence as seemed to render a descent impracticable?

It was asked, Wliether tho commander-in-chief had

complied with liis majesty's orders, " To attempt, as far

as sliould be found practicable, a descent on the coast of

France, at or near Rochefort, in order to attack, and, by
a vigorous impression, force that place; and to bum
and destroy, to the utmost of his power, all docks, mag-
azines, ai-scnals, and shipping, as shall be found there?"

Such nimours as these, everywhere propagated, ren-

dered an inquiry no less necessary to the reputation of

tho officers on the expedition, than to the minister who
liad projected it. Accordingly, a board consisting of

three officers of rank, reputation, and .ability, was
appointed by his majesty, to inquire into the reasons

why tho fleet returned without having executed his

ni.ajcsty's orders.

The three general officers, who met on tho twenty-

first of tho same mouth, were, Charles duke of Marl-

borough, lieutenant-general, major-generals lord George

Sackville and John Waldegrave. To judge of tho practi-

cability of executing his miijesty's orders, it was neces-

sary to inquire into the nature of the intelligence upon

which tho expedition was projected. The first and most

important was a letter sent to sir John, afterwards lord

Ligonier, by lieutenant-colonel Clark. This letter had

been frequently examined in the privy-council, and con-

tained, in substance, that colonel Clark, in returning

from Gibraltar, in the year one thousand seven hundred

and fifty four, had travelled along the western coast of

France, to observe the condition of the fortifications,

and judge how far a descent would be practicable, in

case of .a rapture between Great Britain and France.

On his coming to Rochefort, where he was attended by
an engineer, he was surprised to find the greatest part

of a good rampart, with a revetment, flanked only with

redans; no outworks, no covered-way, and in many
places no ditch, so that the bottom of the wall was seen

at a distance. He remembered, that iu other places,

where the earth had been taken out to form the rampart,

there was left around them a consider.able height of

ground, whence an enemy might draw a great advan-

tage; that for above the length of a front, or two or

three hundred yards, there was no rampart, or even
iutrenchmcnt, but only sm.all ditches, in the low and
marshy grounds next the river, which, however, were

dry at low water, yet the bottom remained muddy and

slimy. Towards the river, no rampart, no batteries,

no parapet, on cither side .appeared, and on the land-side

he observed some high ground within tho distance of

one hundred and fifty or two hundred yards of the town;

in which condition, the colonel was told by the engineer

the place had remained for above seventy years. To
prevent giving umbrage, he drew no plan of the place,

and even burnt the few sketches he had by him: how-
ever, as to utility, the colonel declared himself as much
satisfied as if he had taken a plan. He could not ascer-

tain the direct height of the rampart, but thought it

could not exceed twenty-five feet, including the parapet.

The river might he about one hundred and tliirty feet

broad, and the entrance defended by two or three small

redoubts. As to forces, none are ever garrisoned at

Rochefort, except marines, which at the time the colunul
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was on the spot amounted to nljout one tliousand. This

was the first intelligence the ministry received of the

state of lloehefort, which afl'orded sufricient room to

believe, that an attack by surprise miglit be attended

with happy consequences. It was true that colonel

Clark made his observations in time of iieace; but it was
likewise probable that no great alterations were made
on account of the war, as the place had remained in tlie

same condition during the two or three last wars with

France, wlien they had the same reasons as now to

expect their coasts would be insulted. The next infor-

mation was obtained from Joseph Thierry, a French

pilot, of the protcstant religion, who passed several

examinations before the privy-coiincil. This person

declared, that he had followed the business of a pilot on

the coast of France for the space of twenty years, and

served as first pilot in several of the king's ships; that

lie liad, in particular, piloted the Magnanime, before she

was taken by the English, for about twenty-two months,

and had often conducted her into the road of the isle

of Aix; and that he was pei'feetly acquainted with the

entrance, which indeed is so easy as to render a pilot

almost unuecessary. The road, he said, afforded good

anchorage in twelve or fourteen fathoms water, as far

as Cayenne ; the channel between the islands of Oleron

and l!he was three leagues broad, and the banks neces-

sary to be avoided lay near the land, except one called

the Boiard, which is easily discerned by the breakers.

lie affirmed, that the largest vessels might di'aw up
close to the fort of Aix, which he would undertake the

Magnanime alone should destroy; that the largest ships

might come up to the Vigerot, two miles distant from

tlic mouth of the river, with all their cannon and stores;

that men might be landed to the north of fort Fouras,

out of sight of the fort, upon a meadow v>here the ground
is firm and level, under cover of the cannon of the fleet.

This landing-place he reckoned at about five miles from

Hoehefort, the way dry, and no way intercepted by
ditches and morasses. He said, great part of the city

v.'as encompassed by a wall; but towards the river, on

both sides, for about sixty paces, it was enclosed only

with pallisadoes, without a fossfi. To the intelligence

of colonel Clark and Thierry, the minister added a secret

account obtained of the strength and distribution of the

French forces, whence it appeared highly probable that

no more than ten thousand men could bo allowed for

the defence of the whole coast, from St. Valery to Konr-

deaux. In consequence of the above information the

secret expedition was planned; instructions were given

to sir John Slordaunt and admiral Hawke to make a

vigorous impression on the French coast, and all the

other measures projected, which, it was imagined, would
make an effectual diversion, by obliging the enemj' to

employ a great part of their forces at home, disturb and
shake the credit of their public loans, impair the

strength and resources of their navy, disconcert their

extensive and dangerous operations of war, and, finally,

give life, strength, and lustre to the common cause and
his majesty's arms. The board of inquiry took next
into consideration the several letters and explanatory

instructions sent to sir John Mordaunt, in consequence
of some difficulties which might possibly occur, stated

by that general in letters to the minister, previous to

his sailing. Then they examined the report made to

sir Edward Ilawke by admual Broderick, and the cap-

tains of the men of war sent to sound the French shore
from IJochelle to fort Fouras, dated September the
twcnty-nintli; the result of the councils of war on the
twenty-fifth and twenty-eighth; sir Edward Hawke's
letter to sir John Mordaunt on the twenty-seventh, and
the general's answer on the twenty-ninth: after which
sir John Mordaunt was called upon to give his reasons

for not putting his majesty's instructions and orders into

execution. This he did in substance as follows: the
attempt on rochefort, he understood, was to have been
on the footing of a coi//) dc main or surprise, which it

would be impossible to execute if the design was dis-

covered, 0": the alarm taken. Ho also understood that

an attempt could not be made, nay that his majesty did

not require it should, unless a proper place for debarking,

and a safe retreat for the troops was discovered, partic-

ularly where the ships could protect them; and a safe

communication with the fleet, and conveyance of sup-

plies from it, were found. His sentiments, he said, were
confirmed by a paper to this purpose, delivered to him
by sir John Ligonier, on his first being appointed to

command the expedition. It was likewise probable, he
thought, that although Kochefort should have remaiuL-d

in the situation in whicli colonel Clark and the pilot

Thierry had seen it three years before, yet that a few
days' preparation could make it sufliciently defensible

against a covp tie main. Judging therefore the depen-

dence on such an operation alone improper, he applied

to the ministry for two more old battalions, and artUlery

for a regular attack to force the place, which, from its

construction, appeared as difJicnlt to be made defensible

against the latter, as easily secured against the former.

But this request being refused, he still thought it his

duty to obey his orders on the footing on which the ex-

pedition was planned, especiaUy as ho understood his

instructions were discretionary, regarding the circum-

stances of the time, the condition of the place, and the

nature of the service. He recited the positive and
credible intelligence received, as well before the em-
barkation as during the voyage, of the alarm given to

France, and the preparations made along the French
coasts from Brest and St. Maloos to Kochefort; the ac-

cidents that kept the fleet hovering along the coasts,

and prevented the possibility of an attempt by surprise;

the reports of all the gentlemen employed in sounding
the coasts, so contrary to the intelligence given by
Thierry the pilot; the opinion of the council of war, by
which he was enjoined to act, and with which his own
judgment concurred; the endeavours used, after tha

twenty-sixth, to find out some expedient for annoying
the enemy and executing his majesty's instructions;

the attempt made to land, in consequence of the resolu-

tion of the second council of war, which was prevented

by boisterous and stormy weather; and lastly, the rea-

sons that determined him, in concert with the other land

officers, to return to England.

Having considered all these circumstances, and exa-

mined several officers who served in the expedition, the

court of inquiry gave in the following report to his

majesty:— " It appears to us, that one cause of the ex-

pedition having failed is, the not attacking fort Fouras

by sea, at the same time that it could have been attacked

by land, agreeably to the first design, which certainly

must have been of the greatest utility towards carrying

your majesty's instructions into execution. It was at

first i-esolved by admiral Hawke; (Thierry, the pilot,

having undertaken the safe conduct of a ship to fort

Fouras for that purpose) , but afterwards laid aside, upon
the representation of vice-admiral Knowles, that the Bar-

fleur, the ship designed for that senice, was a-ground,

at the distance of between four and five miles from the

shore; but as neither sir Edward Hawke nor the pilot

could attend to give any information upon that head,

we cannot presume to offer any certain opinion there-

upon. We conceive another cause of the failure of tha

expedition to have been, that, instead of attempting to

land when the report was received, on the twenty-fourth

of September, from rear-admiral Broderick, and the cap-

tains who had been out to sound and reconnoitre, a

council of war was summoned and held on the twenty-

fifth, in which it was unanimously resolved not to land,

as the attempt on Kochefort was neither advisable nor

practicable; but it docs not appear to us that there were
then or at any time afterwards, either a body of troops

or batteries on shore sufficient to have prevented the

attempting a descent, in pursuance of the instructions

signed by your majesty; neither does it appear to us

that there were any reasons sufficient to induce the

council of war to believe that Kochefort was so changed
in respect to its strength, oi- posture of defence, since

the expedition was first resolved on iu England, as to
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prevent nil attempts of an attack upon the place, in

ortlcr to bum ami destroy the docks, magazines, arsenals,

and shipping, in obedience to your majesty's command.

And wo think ourselves obliged to remark, in the council

of war on the twenty-eighth of September, that no rea-

son could have existed sufficient to prevent the attempt

of landing the troops, as the council then unanimously

resolved to land with all possible despatch. ^Ve beg

leave also to remark, that alter its being unanimously

resolved to land, in the council of war of the twenty-

eighth of September, the resolution was taken of return-

ing to England, without any regular or general meeting

of the said council; but as the whole operation was of

so inconsiderable a nature, we do not oiler this to your

majesty as a cause of the failure of the expedition ; since

wo cannot but look upon the expedition to have failed

from the time the great object of it was laid aside in

the council of war of the twenty-filth."

SIR JOHX MORDAUNT TRIED BY A COURT-
MARTIAL.

This report, signed by the general officers, Marlborough,

Sackville, andWaldegrave, probably laid the foundation

for tlie court-martial which sat soon after upon the con-

duct of the commander-in-chief of the expedition. The
enemies of the minister made a handle of the miscarriage

to lessen him in the esteem of the public, by laying the

whole blame on his forming a project so expensive to

the nation, on intelligence not enly slight at the first

view, but false upon further examination. But the

people were still his advceates; they discerned some-

thing mysterious in the whole conduct of the comman-
der-in-chief. They plainly perceived that caution took

the place of vigour, and that the hours for action were

spent in deliberations and councils of war. Had he de-

b.arked the troops, and made such an attack as would
have distinguished his courage, the voice of the people

would have acquitted him, however unsuccessful, though

I)i'udence perhaps might have condemned him. Even
Braddock's rashness they deemed preferable to Mor-
daunt's inactivity: the loss of so many brave lives was
thought less injurious and disgraceful to the nation, than

the too safe return of the present armament. The one

demonstrated that the British spirit still existed; the

other seemed to indicate the too powerful inlliienee of

wealth, luxury, and those manners which tend to de-

bauch and emasculate the mind. A public trial of the

commander-in-chief was expected by the people, and it

was graciously granted by his majesty. It is even
thought that Sir John ilordaunt himself demanded to

have his conduct scrutinized, by which method alone ho
was sensible his character could he re-established. His
majesty's warrant for holding a court-martial was ac-

cordingly signed on the third day of December. The
court was composed of nine lieutenant-generals, nine

major-genei'als, and three colonels, who sat on the four-

teenth, and continued by several adjournments to the

twentieth. Lieutenant-general SirJohn Mordaunt came
prisoner before the court, and the following charge was
exhibited against him; namely, that he being appointed,

by the king, commnnder-in-chief of his majesty's forces

sent on an expedition to the coast of France, and having
received orders and instructions relative thereto, from

his majesty, under his royal sign-manual, and also by
one of his principal secretaries of state, had disobeyed

his majesty's said orders and instioictions. The pro-

ceedings of this court were nearly similar to those of

the court of inquiry. The same evidences were exam-
ined, with the addition of sir Edward Hawkc's deposi-

tion; and a defence, difTering in no essential point from
the former, made by the prisoner; but the judgment
given was clear and explicit. Sir John Mordaunt was
unanimously found Not Guilty, and therefore acquitted,

while the public opinion remained unaltered, and many
persons inveighed as bitterly against the lenity of the
present court-martial, as they had formerly against the

Severity of the sentence passed upon a late unfortunate

admiral. The evidence of one gentleman in particular

drew attention: he was accused of tergiversation, and

of showing that partial indulgence which his own con-

duet required. He publicly defended his character: his

performance was censured, and himself dismissed the

Bcrvico of his Bovercign.

FLEETS SENT TO THE EAST AND WEST
INDIES.

Besides tho diversion intended by a descent on the

coast of France, several other methods were employed
to amuse the enemy, as well as to protect tho trade o(

the kingdom, secure our colonies in tlie West Indies, and
ensure the continuance of the extraordinary success

which had lately blessed his majesty's arms in the East

Indies; but these we could not mention before without

breaking the thread of our narration. On tlie ninth of

February, admiral West sailed w itli a squadron of men
of w.ar to the westward, as did admiral t'oatcs with the

fleet under his convoy to tho West Indies, and commo-
dore Steevens with the trade to the East Indies, in tho

month of JIarcli. Admiral Holbourn and commodore
Holmes, witli eleven ships of the line, a fire-ship, bomb-

ketch, and fifty transports, sailed from St. Helen's for

America in April. The admiral had on board six thou-

sand two hundred eQ'cctive men, exclusive of officers,

under the con\mand of general Hopson, assisted by lord

Charles Hay. In May, admiral Osbonie, who had been

forced back to Plymouth with his squadron by stress of

weather, set sail for the Mediterranean, as did two sliips

of war sent to convoy the American trade.

In the meantime, the privateers fitted out by private

merchants and societies, greatly annoyed the French

commerce. The Antigallican, a private ship of war,

equipped by a society of men who assumed tliat name,

took the duke de Peuthievre Indiaman, off the prut of

Coitmua, and carried her into Cadiz. The prize was

estimated worth two hundred thousand pounds, and im-

mediate application was made by France to the court of

Spain for restitution, while the proprietors of the Anti-

gallican were squandering in mirth, festivity, and riot,

the imaginary wealth so easily and unexpectedly ac-

quired. Such were the remonstrances made to his ca-

tholic majesty with respect to the illegality of the prize,

which the French East India company asserted was
taken within shot of a neutral port, that tho Penthievra

was first violently wrested out of the hands of the cap-

tors, then detained as a deposit, with sealed hatches, and

a Spanish guard on board, till the claims of both parties

could be examined, and at last adjudged to be an Illegal

capture, and consequently restored to the French, to tho

great disappointment of the owners of the privateer.

Besides the success which attended a great number of

other privateei"S, the lords of the admiralty published a

list of above thirty ships of war and privateers taken

from the enemy in the space of four mouths, by the En-
glish sloops and ships of war, exclusive of tlie duke de

Aquitaine Indiaman, now fitted out as a ship of war,

takeu by the Eagle and Medway; the Pondicherry I;i-

diaman, valued at one hundred and sixty thousand

pounds, taken by the Dover man of war; and above six

privateers brought into port by tlic diligent and bravo

captain Lockhart, for which he was honoured witli a
variety of presents of plate by several corporations, in

testimony of their esteem and regard. This nin of good

fortune was not, however, without some retribution on
the side of the enemy, who, out of twenty-one ships

homeward bound from Carolina, made prize of nineteen,

whence the merchants sustained considerable damage,
and a great quantity of valuable commodities, indigo in

particular, was lost to this country.

RIOTS OCCASIONED BY THE HIGH PRICE
OF CORN.

Notwithstanding the large imports of grain from dif-

ferent parts of Europe and America, the artifice of en-
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grossers still kept up the price of com. So incensed

were tlie populace at the iniquitous combinations en-

tered into to frustrate the endeavonrs of the legislature,

and to oppress the poor, that they rose iu a tumultuous

manner in several counties, sometimes to the number of

five or six thousand, and seized upon the grain brouglit

to market. Nor was it indeed to be wondered at, con-

sidering tlie distress to -which many persons were re-

duced. The difficulty of obtaining the necessaries ol'

life, raised the price of labour at the most unseasonable

time, wlicn all manufacturers were overstocked for want

of a proper market, which obliged them to dismiss above

half the hands before employed. Hence arose the most

pitiable condition of several thousands of useful indus-

trious subjects; a calamity attended only with one ad-

vantage to the public, namely, the facility with which

rccraits were raised for his majesty's service. At last

the plentiful crops v.ith which it pleased Providence to

bless these kingdoms, the prodigious quantities of corn

imported from foreign countries, and the wise measures

of the legislature, broke all the villanous schemes set

on foot by the forestallers and engrossers, and reduced

the price of corn to the usual standard. The public joy

on tins occasion was greatly augmented by the safe ar-

rival of the fleet from the Leeward islands, consisting

of ninety-two sail, and of the Straits fleet, estimated

worth three millions sterling, whereby the silk manu-
facturers in particular were again employed, and their

distresses relieved. About the same time the India

company was highly elated with the joyful account of

the safe arrival and spirited conduct of three of their

ciptains, attacked in their passage homewards by two

French men of war, one of sixty-four, the other of twen-

ty-six guns. After a warm engagement, which contin-

ued for three hours, they obliged the French ships to

sheer of, with scarce any loss on their own side. When
the engagement began, the captains had promised a

reward of a thousand pounds to the crews, by way of

incitement to their valour; and the company doubled

the sum, in recompence of their fidelity and courage.

His majesty having taken into consideration the incred-

ible damage sustained by the commerce of these king-

doms, for want of proper harbours and forts on the wes-

tern coast to receive and protect merchantmen, was
graciously pleased to order, that a temporary security

should be provided for the shipping which might touch

at Milford-haven, until the fortifications voted iu par-

liament could be erected. How far his majesty's di-

rections wore complied with, the number of merchant
ships tal-.en by the enemy's privateers upon that coast

sufliciently indicated.

OPERATIONS IN AMERICA.

'Whatever reasons the government had to expect the

campaign should be vigorously pushed in America, al-

most every circumstance turned out contrary to expec-

tation. Not all the endeavours of the earl of Loudon to

quiet the dissensions among the different provinces, and
to establish unanimity and harmony, could prevail,

t'ireumstances required that he should act the part of

a mediator, in order to raise the necessary supplies for

prosecuting the war, without which it was impossible

lie could appear in the character of a general. The
enemy, in the meantime, were pursuing the blow given
at Oswego, and taking advantage of the distraction that
appeared in the British councils. By their successes
ill the preceding campaign, they remained masters of

all the lakes. Hence tliey were furnished with the

means of practising on the Indians, in all the different

districts, and obliging them, by rewards, promises, and
menaces, to act in their favour. Every accession to

their strength, was a real diminution of that of the Bri-

tish commander; but then the ignorance or pusillanimity

of some of the inferior officers in our back settlements
was, in effect, more beneficial to the enemy than all the

vigilance and activity of Montcalm. In consequence
of the shameful loss of Oswego, they voluntarily aban-

1

doned to the mercy of the French general the whole

country of the Five Nations, the only body of Indians

who had inviolably perforaied their engagements, or in-

deed who had preserved any sincere regard for the Bri-

tish government. The communication with these faith-

ful allies was now cut off, by the imprudent demolition

of the forts we possessed at the great Carrying-place.

A strong fort indeed was built at AVinchcster, and called

fort Loudon, after the comniander-iu-cbief, and four

hundred Cherokee Indians joined the English forces at

fort Cumberland; but this reinforcement by no means
counterbalanced the losses sustained in consequence of

our having imprudently stopped up Wood-creek, and
filled it with logs. Every person the least acquainted

with the country, readily perceived the weakness of

these measures, by which our whole frontier was left

open and exposed to the irruptions of the savages in

tlie French interest, who would not fail to profit by our
blunders, too notorious to escape them. I5y the removal
of these barriers, a path was opened to our fine settle-

ments on those grounds called the German Flats, and
along the Mohawk's river, which the enemy destroyed

with fire and sword before the end of the campaign.

LORD LOUDON'S CONDUCT IN AMERICA.

Ill the meantime, lord Loudon was taking the most
eft'ectual steps to unite the provinces, and raise a force

sufficient to strike some decisive blow. The attack on

Crown-Point, which bad been so long meditated, was
laid aside as of less importance than the intended expe-

dition to Louisbourg, now substituted in its place, and

undoubtedly a more considerable object in itself. Ad-

miral Ilolbourn arrived at Halifax, with the squadron

and transports under his command, on the ninth day of

July; and it was bis lordship's intention to repair thi-

ther with all possible diligence, in order to take upon
him the command of the expedition; but a variety of

accidents interposed. It was with the utmost difficulty

he at length assembled a body of six thousand men, with

which he instantly began his march to join the troops

lately arrived from England. When the junction was
effected, the whole forces amounted to twelve thousand

men; an army that raised great expectations. Imme-
diately some small vessels were scut out to examine and

reconnoitre the condition of the enemy, and the inter-

mediate time was employed in embarking the troops as

soon as the transports arrived. The return of the scouts

totally altered the face of affairs: they brought the un-

wclcorae news, that M. de Bois de la Tilotbe, who sailed

in the month of May from Brest, with a large fleet of

ships of war and transports, was now safe at anchor in

the harbour of Louisbourg. Their intelligence was sup-

ported by the testimony of several deserters; yet still

it wanted confirmation, and many persons believed their

account of the enemy's strength greatly magnified.

Such advices, however, could not but occasion extraor-

dinary fluctuations in the councils of war at Halifax.

Some -were for setting aside all thoughts of the expedi-

tion for that season ; while others, more warm in their

dispositions, and sanguine in their expectations, were

for prosecuting it with vigour, in spite of all dangers

and difficulties. Their disputes were carried on with

great vehemeuce, when a packet bound from Louis-

bourg for France, was taken by one of the English

ships stationed at Newfoundland. She had letters on

board, which put the enemy's superiority beyond all

doubt, at least by sea. It clearly appeared, there were

at that time in Louisbourg six thousand regular troops,

three thousand natives, and one thousand three hundred

Indians, with seventeen ships of the line and tliree fri-

gates moored in the harbour; that the place was well

supplied with ammunition, provisions, and every kind

of military stores; and that the enemy wished for noth-

ing more than an attack, which it was probable would

terminate to the disgrace ol the assailants, and ruin of

the British afiairs in America. Tlie commanders at

Halifax were fully apprized of tlie loiisofiuonces of an
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vinsuccessful attempt; it was, tlioroforc, almost uunni-

uiously rosolveil to postiJoiie the cx|ic(litioii to some
more convenient opportunity, cspceially as the season

was now far advanced, wliich alone would be sullieient

to frnstrate their endeavours, and lender the enterprise

abortive. This resolution seems, indeed, to have been

the most eligible in their circumstances, whatever con-

struction might afterwards be given, with inteniion to

jirejudico the public against the commander in-chief.

FoKT WILLI.VM-UENUY TAKEN bv tue FKENCII,

Lord Loudon's departure from New-York, with all

the forces he was able to collect, aftbrded the marquis

dc iloutcalm the fairest occasion of improving the suc-

cesses of the former campaign. That general had, in the

very commcneemont of the season, made three ililVt rent

uitaeks on fort Williaui-Uenry, in all of which he was
repulsed by the vigour and resolution of the garrison.

15nt his disappointment here was balanced by an advan-

tage g.iined by a party of legulars and Indians at Ti-

conderoga. Colonel John I'arkcr, with a detachment

of near four hundred men, went by water, in whale and
bay boats, to attack the enemy's advanced guard at that

place. Landing at uight on an island, ho sent before

dawn three boats to the main land, which the enemy
waylaid and took. Having procured the necessary

intelligence from the prisoners of the cidonel's designs,

they contrived their measures, placed three hundred
men iu ambush behind the point where he proposed

landiuf);, and sent three battcaux to the place of rendez-

vous. Colonel Parker mistaking these for liis own
boats, eagerly put to shore, was surrounded by the en-

emy, reinforced with four hundred men, and attacked

with such impetuosity, that, of the whole detacluuc.it,

only two oilieors and seventy private men escaped.

Flushed with this advantage, animated by tlie absence

nf the liritish connnandcr-in-chief, then at Halifa.x, and
fired with a desire to revenge the disgr.ice he had lately

sustained before fort Henry, Montc<alm drew together

all his forces, with intention to lay siege to that place.

I'ort William-Henry stands on the southern coast of

Lake George ; it was built with a view to protect and
cover the frontiers of the English colonies, as well as to

command the lake; the fortifications w^cre good, defended

by a garrison of near three thousand men, and covered

by an army of four thousand, under the conduct of

general Webb, posted at no great distance. AVhen the

marquis dc Montcalm had assembled all the forces at

Crown-l'oiut, Tieonderoga, and the adjacent posts, to-

gether with a consider.ible body of Canadians and Indi-

ans, amounting in the whole to near ten thousand men,

he marched directly to the fort, made his ajiproaches,

and began to batter it with a numerous train of artil-

lery. On the very day he invested the place he sent a

letter to colonel Monro the govcnioi', telling him, he

thought himselfobliged, in humanity, to desire he would
surrender the fort, and not provoke the great number of

savages in the French army by a vain resistance. " A
detachmentof your garrison has lately," says ho, "expe-

rienced their cruelty ; 1 have it yet in my power to re-

strain them, and oblige them to observe a capitulation,

as none of them hitherto are killed. Your persisting in

the defence of your fort can only retard its fate a few

days, and must of necessity expose an unfortunate gar-

rison, who can possibly receive no relief, considering the

precautions taken to prevent it. 1 demand a decisive

answer, for which purpose I have sent the sieur Funt-

bruue, one of my aids-dc-camp. You may credit what
he will inform you of, from Montcalm." General Webb
beheld his preparations with an inditference and security

bordering on infatuation. It is credibly reported, that

ho had private intelligence of all the French general's

dcsiprna and motions
;
yet, either despising his strength,

or discrediting the information, he neglected collecting

the militia in time ; which, in conjunction with his own
forces, would probably have obliged Jlontcalm to re-

liiKjnish the attempt, or at least have rendered bis suc-

Vor.. ir.

cess very doubtful and hazardous. The enemy meeting
with no disturbance from the cjuartcr they most dreaded,

prosecuted the siege with vig.iur, and were warndy re-

ceived by the garrison, who lired with great spirit till

thiy had burst almost all their cannon, and expended
their ammunition. Neither Montcalm's promises or
threats could prevail upon thum to surrender, while
they were in a condition to defend themselves, or couhl
reasonably expect assistance from gcnend \Vebb. They
even persisted to hold out after prudence dictated they
ought to surrender. Colonel Monro was sensible of the
importance of his charge, and imagined that general
Webb, though slow in his motions, would surely make
some vigorous eil'orts either to raise the siege, or force a
supply of ammunition, provisions, and other necessaries,

into the garrison. At length necessity obliged him,

after sustaining a siege from the third to the ninth day
of August, to hang out a (lag of truce, which was im-

mediately answered by the French conunander. Host-

ages were exchanged, and articles of capitulation signed

by both parties. It was stipulated, that the garrison of

fort AVilliam-Hcniy, and the troops in the intrenched

camp, should march out with their arms, the baggago
of the ofliccrs and soldiers, and all the usual necessaries

of war, escorted by a detachment of French troops, and
interpreters attached to the s.avages; that the gate of

the fort should be delivered to tlie troops of the most
christain king, immediately after signing the capitula-

tion; and the retrenched camp, on tlie departure of tho

Uritish forces; that the artillery, warlike stores, pro-

visions, and in general every thing, except the effects of

soldiers and oiliecrs, should, upon honour, be delivered

to the French troops; for which purpose it was agreed

there should be delivered, with the capitulation, an ex-

act inventory of the stores and other particulars speci-

fied; that the garrison of the fort, and the troops iu the

retrenchment and dependencies, should not serve for

the space of eighteen months, from the date of tho cap-

itulation, against his most christian majesty, or bis al-

lies; that with the capitulation there should be delivered

.an exact state of the troops, specifying the names of the

ofiieers, engineers, artillery men, commissaries, and all

employed; that the officers and soldiers, Canadians, wo-

men, and savages, made prisoners by land since tho

commencement ofthe war in North America, should be

delivered in the space of three months at Carillon; in

return for whom au equal number of the garrison of fort

William-Henry should be capacitated to serve agreeably

to the return given by the English officer, and the re-

ceipt of the French commanding ofliccrs, of the prison-

ers so delivered: that an oflicer .should remain as an

hostage, till the safe return of the escort sent with the

troops of his liritaunic majesty ; that the sick and

wounded, not in a condition to be transported to fort

Edward, should remain under the protection of the mar-

quis de Montcalm; who engaged to use them with ten-

derness and humanity, and to return them as soon as

recovered : that provisions for two days should be issued

out for the British troops: that in testimony of his es-

teem and respect for colonel Monro and his garrison, on

account of their gallant defence, the marquis de Mont-
calm should return one cannon, a six-pounder. Whether
the marquis de Montcalm was really assiduous to have

these articles punctually executed we cannot pretend to

determine; but certain it is, they were perfidiously

broke in almost every instance. The savages in the

French interest either paid no regard to the capitulation,

or were permitted, from views of policy, to act the most

treacherous, inhuman, and insiduous part. They fell

upon the Uritish troops as they marched out, despoiled

them of their few remaining effects, dragged the Indians

in the English service out of their ranks, and assas-

sinated them with circumstances of unheard-of bar-

barity. Some British soldiers, with their wives and

children, are said to have been savagely murdered by
those brutal Indians, whose ferocity the French com-

mander could not effectually restrain. The greater part

of tho English garrison, however, arrived at fort Ed-
3(i
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wnvd, under tlie protection of the French escort. Tho
enemy demolished the fort, carried off the effects, pro-

visions, artillery, and every tiling else left by the gar-

rison, together with the vessels preserved in the lake,

and departed, without pursuing their success by any

other attempt. Thus ended the third campaign in

America, where, with an evident superiority over tho

enemy, an army of twenty thousand regular troop?, a

great number of provincial forces, and a prodigous naval

power, not less than twenty ships of the line, wo aban-

doned our allies, exposed our people, suffered them to be

cruelly massacred in sight of ourtroops, and relinquished

.1 large and valuable tract of country, to tho eternal re-

proach and disgrace of tho British name.

NAA^VL TRANgACTlONS IN AMERICA.

As to the naval transactions in this country, though

lcs3 infamous, they were not less unfortunate. Im-

mediately on lord Loudon's departure from Halifax,

admiral llolbourn, now freed from tho care of the tran-

sports, set E:;il for Louisbonrg, with fifteen ships of the

line, one ship of fifty gun.s, three small frigates, and a

fire-ship. What the object of this cruise might have

been can only be conjectured. Some imagine curiosity

was the admiral's sole motive, and the desii'e of inform-

ing himself with certainty of the enemy's strength, while

others persuade themselves that he was in hopes of

drawing M. de la Motho to an engagement, notwith-

standing his superiority in number of ships and weight
of metal. Ee this as it may, tho British squadron .ap-

peared off Louisbonrg on the twentieth d.ay of August,
and approaching withhi two miles of the batteries, saw
the French admiral m.tke the signal to luimoor. Sir.

Holbourn was greatly inferior in strength, and it is ob-

vious that his design was not to fight the enemy, as ho
immediately made the best of his w.ay to Halifax. About
the middle of September, being reinforced with four

ships of the line, he again proceeded to Louisbonrg, pro-

bably with intention, if possible, to draw the enemy to

an engagement; but he found de la Jlothe too prudent

to hazard an unnecess.iry battle, the loss of which would
have greatly exposed all the French colonies. Here
the English squadron continued cruising until the twen-
ty-fifth, when they w'cre overtaken by a terrible storm
from tho southward. When tho hurricane began, t!ic

fleet were about forty leagues distant from Louisbonrg;
but were driven in twelve hours within two miles of tho

i-ocks and breakers on that coast, when tho wind pro-

videntially shifted. The ship Tilbury was wrecked
upon the rocks, and half her crew di'owned. Eleven
ships were dismasted, others threw their guns over-

board; and all returned in a very shattered condition to

Enghind, at a very unfavourable season of the year.

In this manner ended the expedition to Louisbourg,
more unfortunate to the nation than the preceding de-

signs upon Kochefort ; less disgraceful to tlie command-
ers, but equally the occasion of ridicule and ti'iumph to

our enemies. Indeed, the unhappj- consequences of the

political disputes at home, the instability of the admin-
istration, and tho frequent revolutions in our councils,

were strongly manifested by that langour infused into

all our military operations, ."nd general unsteadiness in

our pursuits. Faction, in the mother-country, produced
divisions and misconduct in the colonies. No ambition
to signalize themselves .appeared among the oflieers,

from tlic nncertainty whether their seiwices were to be
rewarded or condemned. Their attachment to partic-

ular persons weakened the love they ought to have en-
tertained for their country in general, and destroyed
that spirit of enterprise, that firmness and resolution
which constitutes the commander, and without which
the best capacity, joined to the most nncorruptible in-

tegrity, can effect nothing.
The French king not only exerted himself against

tho English in America, but even extended his oper-
ations to their settlements in Africa, where he sent one
of his naval (;ommau<)(>rf!, with a small squadron, to ro-

duco. This gcntlem,-in, whose name was Kcrsin, had

scoured the coast of Guinea, and made prize of several

English trading ships; but bis chief aim was to reduce

the castle at Cape-coast, of wliich, had he gained pos-

session, the other subordinate forts would have submitted

without opposition. When Mr. Bell, the governor of

tliis castle, received intelligence that M. de Kersin was

a few leagues to windward, and certainly intended to

attack Cape-coast, his whole garrison did not exceed

thirty white men, exclusive of a few mulatto soldiers:

his stock of ammunition was reduced to half a barrel of

gunpowder; and his fortifications were so crazy and
inconsiderable, that, in the opinion of the best engineers,

they could not Imve sustained for twenty minutes tho

fire of one great ship, had it been properly directed and

maintained. In these circumstances, few people would

have dreamed of making any preparation for defence;

but Mr. Bell entertained other sentiments, and acquit-

ted himself with equal coui-ago and discretion. Ho
forthwith procured a supply of gunpowder, and a rein-

forcement of about fifty men, from certain trading ves-

sels that happened to be upon that part of the coast.

He mounted some spare cannon upon an occasional bat-

tery, and assembling a body of twelve hundred negroes,

well armed, under the command of their chief, on whoso
attachment he could depend, and ordered them to take

post at the place where he apprehended tlie enemy would
attempt a landing. These precautions were hardly

taken, when the French squ.adron, consisting of two
ships of tlio lino and a large frigate, appeared, and in a

little time their attack began; but they met with such

a warm reception, that in less than two hours they de-

sisted, leaving the castle very little damaged, and im-

mediately made sail for tho West Indies, very much to

the disappointment and mortification of the Dutch of-

ficers belonging to the fort of Elmina, in the same
neighbourhood, who made no scruple of expressing their

wishes publicly in favour of the French commodore,
and at a distance viewed the engagement with the most
partial eagerness and impatience. JI. de Kersin was
generally blamed for his want ofconduct and resolution

in this attempt; but he is said to have been deceived in

his opinion of the real state of Cape-coast castle, by the

vigorous and resolute exertions of the governor, and
was apprehensive of losing a mast in the engagcmeut

;

a loss which he could not have repaired on the whole
coast of Africa. Had the fort of Cape-coast been re-

duced ou this occasion, in all probability every petty

republic of the negroes, settled under tho protection of

tho forts on tho Gold-coast, would have revolted from

the Biitish interest; for while the French squadron, in

their progress along-shore, hovered in the oiling at An-
namaboe, an English settlement a few Icanges to lee-

ward of Cape-coast, John Corrantec, the caboceiro, chief

magistrate and general of the blacks on that part of the

coast, whose adopted son had a few years before been
caressed, and even treated as a prince in England, taking

it for granted that this enterprise of the French would
be attended with success, actually sent some of his de-

pendants, with a present of refreshments for their com-
modore; the delivery of which, however, was prevented

by Mr. Brew, the English chief of the fort, who shat-

tered in pieces the canoe before it could be launched,

and threatened with his cannon to level the black town
with tho dust. The caboceiro, though thus anticipated

in his design, resolved to be among the first who shouhl

compliment M. de Kersin on his victory at Cape-coast;

and, with this view, prepared an embassy or deputation

to go thereby land; but understanding that tho French
had failed in their attempt, ho shifted his design, with-

out the least hesitation, and despatched the same em-
bassy to Mr. Bell, whom he congratulated on his victory,

assuring him he had kept his men ready anned, to

march at the first summons to bis assistance.

STATE OF AFFAIRS IN THE EAST INDIES

In the East Indies the scene war changed greatly to
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llie bonour ani ailvnutiigc of Gi-c.it Dritniii. Tlicro the
cominniulei-s actoil witli tliat ll.^r:llOlly, spirit, ami un-
animity becoming lliitons, zealous for tlio credit of

their king and tho interest of their country. Wo left

admiral Watson and colonel Clivo advancing to Cal-

cntta, to revenge the cruel tragedy acted upon their

conntiymcn the preceding year. On tho twenty-eighth
of December, the fleet proceeded up the river: next day
colonel Clive landed, and with the assistance of tho

squadron, in twenty-four houi-s ni.ado himself master
of Busbiulgi 1, a place of great strength, though very
ill defended. On tho first of January the admiral, with
two ships, appeared befnre the town of Calcutta, and
W.1S received by a brisk (ire from tho batteries. This
salute was returned so warmly, «hat the enemy's guns
were soon silenced, and in less than two hours tlic place

and fort were abandoned. Colonel C'livc, on the other
side, h.'vl invested tho town, and made his attack with
that vigour and intrepidity peculiar to himself, which
greatly contributed to the sudden reduction of the set-

tlement. As soon as the fort was sniTcndered, the
brave and active captain C'oote, with his majesty's ti-oops,

took posession, and found ninety-one pieces of cannon,
four mortars, abundance of anmiunition, stores, and pro-
visions, with every requisite for sustaining an obstinate
siege. Thus tho English were re-established in the
two strongest fortresses in the Ganges, with the incon-

siderable loss of nine seamen killed, and three soldiers.

\ few days after, Ilughlcy, a city of great trade, sit-

uated higher up the river, w.is reduced with as little

difficulty, but infinitely greater prejudice to the nabob,
as here his storehouses of salt, and vast granaries for

the support of his army, were burnt and destroyed.

Incensed at the ahnost instantaneous loss of all his con-

quests, and demolition of the city of Ilughley, the
viceroy of Bengal discouraged all advances to an ac-

commodation which was proposed by tlie admiral and
chiefs of thecompany, and assembled an army of twenty
thoasand horse and fifteen thousand foot, fully resolved

to c.^pel the English out of his dominions, and take
ample vengeance for the disgraces he had lately sus-

tained. He was seen marchixig by the English camp
in bis way to Calcutta on the second of Fcbruarv-, where
he encamped, about ,1 mile from the town. Colonel
Clive immediately made application to tlie admiral for

a reinforcement; and six hundred men, under the com-
mand of captain ^Varwick, were accordingly drafted

from the different ships, and sent to assist his little ai-my.

Clive drew out his forces, advanced in three columns
towards the enemy, and began the attack so vigorously,

that the viceroy retreated, after a feeble resistance, with
the loss of a thousand men killed, wounded, and taken
prisoners, five hundred hoi'sos, great numbers of draft

bullocks, and four elephants. Thougli this advantage
was less decisive than could be wished, yet it sufficiently

intimidated the nabob into concessions much to the

honourand advantage of the company. Admiral Watson
gave him to understand in a letter, that this was no
more than a specimen of what the British arms, wlieu

provoked, could perform. The suba desired the ne-

gotiation might be renewed, and in a few days the

treaty was concluded. He promised nut to disturb the

English in any of those privileges or possessions speci-

fied in the firm, and granted by the Mogul; that all

uierch.andise belonging to the company should pass and
repass, in every part of the province of Bengal, free of

duty: that all the English factories seized the preceding

year, or since, should be restored, with the money, goods,

and effects appertaining; that all damages sustained by
the English should bo repaired, and their losses repaid:

that the EngUsh should have lil)erty to fortify Calcutta
in whatever manner they thought proper without in-

terruption: that they should have the liberty of coining
all the gold and bullion they imported, which should
p.LSS current in the province: that he would remain in

strict friendship and alli.mcc with the Englisli, use his

utmost endeavours to heul up the late divisions, and
restore the former good understanding between tli'-m.

All which several articles waro solemnly signed and
scale.l with tho n.abob's own hand.

KEDUCTIOX OF CIIANDEnNAGORE.

Such were tho terms obtained for the company, by the
spirited mid gallant conduct of the two Engiis'i com-
manders. Tlu-y had, however, too much discoTiimont
to rely on tho promises of n barbarian, who had so

prefidiously broken former engagements ; but they
prudently dissembled their sentiments, until they Imd
thoroughly reinstated the affairs of the company, and re-

duced the French power in this province. In order to

adjust tho points that reijuired discussion, tho select

committee for the company's alTairs appointed Mr.
Watts, who had been released from his former impris-

onment, as their commissary at the court of the suba,

to whom he was personally known, as well as to his

ministers, among whom he had acquired a considerable

influence. Nothing less could have balanced tlie interest

which the French, by their art of intriguing, had raised

among the favourites of the viceroy. While Mr. Watts
was employed at Muxadavad in counter-working those

intrigues, and keeping tho suba steady to his engage-
ments, the admiral and Mr. Clive resolved to avail them-

selves of their armament in attacking the French settle-

ments in Bengal. The chief object of their designs was
the reduction of Ch.andcrnagore, situated higher up the

river than Calcutta, of considerable strength, and tho

chief in importance of any possessed by that nation

in the bay. Colonel Clivo being reinforced by three

hundred men from Bombay, began his march to Chan-
deniagore, at tho head of seven Iiundred Europeans and
one thousand si.x hundred Indians, where, on his first

arrival, he took possession of all the out-posts except

one redoubt mounted with eight pieces of cannon, which
he left to be silenced by the admiral. On the cigliteenth

day of Marcli, the admir.ils A^'at.sonand Pocoke arrived

within two miles of the French settlement, with the

Kent, Tiger, and Salisbury men of war, and found their

passage obstructed by booms laid across the river, and

several vessels sunk in the channel. These difficultie;

being removed, they advanced early on the twenty-

fourth, and drew up in a line before the fort, which they

bettered with groat fury for three hours; while colonel

Clive was making his approaches on the land side, and
playing vigorously from the batteries he had raised.

Their united efforts soon obliged the enemy to submis-

sion. A flag of tnice was waved over the walls, and

the place surrendered by capitulation. The keys were

delivered to captain Latham of the Tiger; and in the

afternoon colonel Clive, with the king's troops, took pos-

session. Thus the reduction of a strong fortress, gar-

risoned by five Iiundred Europeans, and one thousand

two hundred Indians, defended by one hundred and

twenty-three pieces of cannon, and three mortars, well

provided with all kinds of stores and necessaries, and of

very great importance to the enemy's commerce in In-

dia, was accomplished with a loss not exceeding forty

men on the side of the conquerors. By the treaty of

capitulation the director, counselloi's, and inferior ser-

vants of tho settlement, were allowed to depart with

their wearing apparel: the Jesuits were permitted to

take away their church ornaments, and the natives to

remaiu in the full exertion of their liberties; but the

gan-ison were to continue prisoners of war. Tlie goods

and money found in the place were considerable; but

the principal advantage arose from the ruin of the head

settlement of the enemy on tltc Ganges, which could

not but interfere with the English commerce in these

parts.

COLOXEIi CLIVE DEFEATS THE SUBA AT
PLAISSEY, &c.

Success had hitherto attended all the operations of the

British eoniinanders, because they were concerted with

foresight and unanimity; and executed with that vigour
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and spirit which deservedly raised them high in the es-

teem of tlicir country. They reduced the n.ihob to

re.iPon.aljle terms of .iccoramod.ation before tlicy ahirmcd

the French; and now the power of tlie latter w.^s de-

stroyed, they entered upon measures to oblige the

treacherous viceroy to a strict performance of the treaty

he had so lately signed. However specious his promises

were, they found him extremely dilatory in the execu-

tion of several articles of the treaty, which, in efl'cct, was
the same to the Knglish commerce as if none had been

concluded. The company's goods were loaded with

liigh duties, and several other infractions of the peace

committed, upon such frivolous pretences, as evidently

demonstrated that he sought to come to an open rupture

as soon as his projects were ripe for execution. In a

word, ho discovered all along a manifest partiality to the

French, wliose emissaries cajoled him witli promises

tliat he should be joined by such a body of their Euro-

pean troops, under JI. de Bussy, as would enable him
to cnisli tlie power of the English, whom they had tauglit

him to fear and to hate. As recommencing hostilities

against so powerful a prince was in itself dangerous,

and if possiljle to bo avoided, the affair was laid before

the council of Culcutta, and canvassed with all the cir-

cumspection and caution that a measvrrc required, on

wliicli depended the fate of the whole trade of Bengal.

Mr. Watts, from time to time, sent them intelligence of

every transaction in the suba's cabinet; and altliougli

tliat prince publicly declared he would cause him to be

impaled as soon as the English troops should be put in

motion witliin tlie kingdom of Bengal, he bravely sac-

rificed liis own safety to tlie interest of the company, and
exhorted tlicni to proceed with vigo^^r in their military

operations. During these deliberations a most fortunate

incident occurred, that soon determined the council to

come to an open rupture. Tl>e leading persons in the

viceroy's court found themselves oppressed by hishaugh-
tiness and insolence. Tlie same .spirit of discontent ap-

peared among the principal officers of his army ; they
were well accjuainted with his prefidj', saw his prepara-

tions for war, and were sensible that the peace of the

country could never be restored, unless either the Eng-
lish were expelled, or the nabob deposed. In conse-

quence, a plan was concerted for divesting him of all his

power; and the conspiracy was conducted by Jatlier Ali

Khan, liis prime minister and chief commander, a nolde-

m.an of great influence and authority in the province.

The project was communicated by Ali Klian to Jlr.

AVatts, and so improved by the address of that gentle-

man, as in a manner to ensure success. A treaty was
actually concluded between this Meer JafKer Ali Klian
and the English company; and a plan concerted with
this nobleman and the otlier malcontents for their defec-

tion from the viceroy. These previous measures being
taken, colonel Clive was ordered to take the field with
his little army. Admiral Watson undertook the defence
of Cliandcrnagore, and the garrison was detached to

reinforce the colonel, together with fifty seamen to be
employed as gunners, and in directing the artillery.

Tlien Mr. W^atts, deceiving the suba's spies by whom he
was surrounded, withdrew himself from Muxadavad,
and reached the English camp in safety. On the nine-
teenth of .June a detachment was sent to attack C'utwa
fort and town, situated on that branch of the river form-
ing the island of Cassimbuzzar. This place surrendered
at tlie first summons; and here the colonel lialted with
tlie army for three days, expecting advices from Ali
Khan. Disappointed of the hoped for intelligence, he
crossed the river, and marched to Plaissey, where he
encamped. On the twenty-third, at day break, the suba
-idvanced to attack him, at the head of fifteen thousand
horse, and near thirty thousand infantry, with about
forty pieces of lieavy cannon, conducted and managed
by French gunners, on whose courage and dexterity he
placed great dependence. They began to cannonade the
English camp about six in the morning; but a severe
shower falling at noon they withdrew their artillery.

Colonel Clivo seized this opportunity to take possession

of a tank and two otlier posts of consequence, which

they in vain endeavoui"ed to retake. Then he stormed

.an angle of their camp, covered with a double breast-

work, together with an eminence which they occupied.

At the beginning of this attack, some of their chiei's

being slain, the men were so dispirited, that they soon

gave way; but still Jleer Jaffier Ali Khan, who com-

manded their left wing, forbore declaring himself openly.

After a short contest the enemy were put to flight, the

n.abob's camp, baggage, and fifty pieces of cannon taken,

and a most complete victory obtained. Tlie colonel,

pru'suing his advantage, marched to JIuxadavad, tlio

capital of the province, and was there joined by Ali Khan
and the m.aleontents. It was before concerted that this

nobleman should be invested with the dignit}' of nabob;

accordingly, the colonel proceeded solemnly to depose

Pur.ajah Dowlat, and, with the same ceremony, to sub-

stitute Ali Khan in his room, who was publicly acknow-
ledged by the people as suba, or viceroy, of the provinces

of Bengal, liahar, and Orixa. Soon after, the late vice-

roy was taken, and put to death by his successor, who
readily complied with all the conditions of his elevation.

He conferred on his .allies very liberal rewards, and
granted the company such extraordinary privileges, as

fully demonstrated how justly he merited their assis-

tance. By this alliance, and the reduction of Cliandcrna-

gore, the French were entirely excluded the commerco
of Bengal and its dependencies; the trade of the English

company was restored, and increased beyond their most

sanguine hopes; a new .ally was acquired, whose interest

obliged him to remain firm to his engagements: a vast

sum was paid to the company and the snfl'erers at C'al

cutta, to indemnify them for their losses: the soldiers

and seamen were gratified with six hundred thousand

pounds, as a reward for the courage and intrepidity they

exerted; and a v.iriety of other advantages gained,

which it would be unnecessary to enumerate. In a

word, in the space of fourteen days a great revolution

was efi'ected, and the goveniment of a vast country su-

perior in wealth, fertility, extent, and number of inhab-

itants to most European kingdoms, transferred by a

handful of troops, conducted b_v an ofliccr untutored in

the art of war, and a general rather by intuition, than

instruction and experience. But the public joy at these

sign.al successes was considerably diminished by tho

death of admiral Watson, and the loss of \'izag,apatam,

an English settlement on the C'oromandel coast. The
admiral fell a victim to the unwholcsomcness of the cli-

mate, on the sixteenth of August, universally esteemed

and regretted; and the factory and fort at Yizag.'ipatam

were surrendered to the French, a few days after col-

onel Clive had defeated the nabob.

ATTEMPTED ASSAS.SINATION OF THE KING
OF FRANCE.

We now tuni our eyes to the continent of Europe,

where we see the beginning of the year marked with a

striking instance of the dreadful eftects of frantic enthu-

siasm. France had long enjoyed a monarch, easy, com-

plying, good-natured, .and averse to all tliat wore the

ajipearancc of business or of war. Contented with the

pleasures of indolence, he sought no greatness beyond

wliat he enjoyed, nor pursued any ambitions aim through

the dictates of his own disposition. Of all men on earth

such a prince had the greatest reason to expect an ex-

emption from plots against his person, and cabals among
his subjects; }'et was an attempt made upon his life by
a m.an, who though placed in the lowest sphere of for-

tune, had resolution to face the greatest dangers, and

enthusiasm suflicient to sustain, without shrinking, all

the tortures which the cnielty of man could invent, or

his crimes render necessary. The name of this fanatic

was Rolicrt Francis Damien, born in the suburb of St.

Catharine, in the city of Arras. He had lived in tho

service of sever.al families, whence he was generally

dismissed on account of the impatience, the melancholy,

and suUenness of his disposition. So humble was tho
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station of a jKis^on, who was rcsolvcil fo step foilli fioiii

obscurity, .iiul. I'y <»>o tlcsi>cialc cH'oit, draw upon liini-

solf the attcniior. of all Kuropc. On the liflli day of

Jannary, as the king was stepping into his conch to

return to Trianon, whence lie had that day come to

Versailles, Damicn, mingling among his attendants,

stabbed him with a knife on the light side, between the

fonitli and fil'th ribs. His majesty applying his hand
inunediately to his side, cried out, " 1 am wounded !

fc^eize him; but do not hurt liirn." Happily the wound
was not dangerous; as the knife taking an oblique direc-

tion, missed the vital parts. As for the assassin, he
made no attempts to escape; but sulfering himself

quietly to be seized, w.is conveyed to the guard-room,

where, being interrogated if ho committed the horrid

action, he boldly answered in the aflirmative. A pro-

cess against liim was inst.antly commenced at Versailles:

many persons, supposed accessaries to the design upon
the king's life, Avere sent to the Bastilc; the ns.sassiu

himself was put to the torture, aud the most excruciating

torments were applied, with intention to extort a confes-

sion of the reasons that could induce bini to so execrable

an attempt upon his sovereign. Incisions were made
into the muscular parts of bis legs, arms, and thighs,

into which boiling oil was poured. Every refinement

on cruelty, that human invention could suggest, was
practised without eflect; nothing could overcome his

obstinacy; and his silence was constrvied into a pre-

sumption, that he must have accomplices iu the plot.

To render his punishment more public and conspicuous,

he was removed to I'aris, there to undergo a repetition

of all liis former tortures, with such additional circum-

stances as the most fertile and cruel dispositions could

devise for increasing his misery and torment. l?cing

conducted to the Concergcrie, an iron bed, which like-

wise ser\ed for a chair, was prepared for him, .ind to

this he was fastened with chains. The torture was
again applied, aud a physician ordered to attend, to see

what degree of pain he could support. Nothing, bow-
ever, material was extorted; for what he one moment
confessed, he recanted the next. It is not within our

province, and we consider it as a felicity, to relate all

the circumstances of this cruel and tragical event. f>uf-

ficient it is, that, after sufl'ering the most exquisite tor-

ments that human nature could invent, or man sujjport,

his judges thought proper to terminate bis misery by
a death shocking to imagination, and shameful to hu-

manity. On the twenty-eighth day of March he was
conducted, amidst a vast concourse of the populace, to

the Grisve, the common place of execution, stripped

naked, and fastened to the scafedd by iron gyves. One
of his hands was then burnt in liquid flaming sulphur;

his thighs, legs, and .arms, were torn with red hot pin-

cers; boiling oil, melted lead, resin, and sulphur, were
poured into the wounds; tight ligatures tied round his

limbs to prepare him for dismemberment; young and
vigorous horses applied to the draft, and the imhappy
criminal pulled, with all their force, to the utmost exten-

sion of his sinews, for the space of an hour; during all

which lime he preserved his senses and constancy. At
length the physician and surgeon attending declared, it

would be impossible to accomplish the dismemberment,

unless the tendons were separated; upon which orders

were given to the executioner to cut the sinews at the

joints of the arms and legs. The horses drew afresh;

a thigh .and an arm were separated, and, after several

pulls, the unfortunate wretch expired under the ex-

tremity of pain. His body and limbs were reduced to

ashes under the scafl'idd; his father, wife, daughter, and
family banished the kingdom for ever; the name of

Uaniien cflaccd and obliterated, and the innocent in-

volved iu the punishment of the guilty. Thus ended

the procedure against Damien and his family, in a
manner not very favourable to the avowed clemency of

Louis, or the acknowledged humanity of the rrcneh
nation. It appeared from undoubted evidence, that the

nttempt on the king's life was the result of insanity,

imd a disturbed imagination, {several instances of a

disordered mind had before been observed in his conduct,

and the detestation justly due to the enormity of his

crime ought now to have been absorbed in the considera-
tion of his misfortune, the greatest that can befal human
nature.

CIIAXGF.S IN THE FUENCTI MINISTRY.

Another remarkable event in France, in the begin-
ning of this year, was the change in the ministry of that
nation, by the removal of M. dc Maehaull, keeper of the
seals, from the post of secretary of state for the marine;
and of M. d'.Vrgenson from that of secretary at war.
Their dismission was sudden and unexpected; nor was
any particular reason assigned for this very unexpected
alteration. The French king, to show the queen of

Hungary how judiciously she had acted in forming an
alliance with the house of liourbon, raised two great

armies; the first of which, composed of near eighty

thousand men, the flower of the French troops, with a

large train of artillery, was connnandedby M. d'lClrecs,

a general of great reputation ; under whom served SI.

de Contades, M. C'hevert, and the count de .Saint Ger-

main, all oflieers of high character. This formidable

army passed the Rhine early in the spring, and marched

by Westphalia, in order to invade the king of Prussia's

dominions, in quality of allies to the empross-queen, and

guardians of the liberties of the empire. 15ut their real

view was to invade Hanover, a scheme which they

knew would make a powerful diversion of the IJritisli

force from the prosecution of the war in other parts of

the world, wheve the strength of France could not bo

fully exerted, and where their most valuable interests

were at stake. They flattered themselves, moreover,

that the same blow, by which they hoped to crush the

king of Prussia, might likewi.se force his Britannic ma-
jesty into some concessions with i-cgard to America.

The other army of the French, commanded by the prince

do .Soubise, was destined to strengthen the imperial

army of execution, consisting of twenty-five thousand

men, beside six thousand Bavarians, and four thousand

Wirtembcrgers. But before these troops, under Sou-

bise, passed the Rhine, they made themselves masters

of several places belonging to the king of Prussia, upon

the borders of the low Countries;* whilst a detachment

from d'Etrees's army seized upon the town of iMubden,

and whatever else belonged to the same monarch iu

East Friesland.

STATE OF THE CONFEDERACY.

At the close of the last campaign, the king of Prussia,

having gained a petty advantage over the Imperialists

under the command of maresehal Brown, and incorpo-

rated into his own troops a great part of the Saxon army
taken prisoners at Pima, as was observed before, retired

into winter-quarters, until the season should permit him
to iniprove these advantages. His majesty and mare-

sehal Keith wintered iu Saxony, having their canton-

ments between Pima and the frontier along the Elbe;

and mare-sehal Schwerin, returning into Silesia, took up

his quarters in the country of Glatz. In the meantime,

the empress-queen, finding the force which she had sent

out against the king of Prussia, was not sufiieient to

prevent his designs, made the necessary requisitions to

her allies, for the auxiliaries they h.ad engaged to fur-

nish. In consequence of these requisitions, the czarina,

true to her engagements, despatched above an hundred

thousand of her troops, who began their march in the

month of November, aud proceeded to the borders of

Lithuania, with design p.articularly to invade Ducal

Prussia, whilst a strong fleet was equipped in the Baltic,

to aid the oper.itions of this numerous army. The Aus-

trian ai-my, assembled in Bohemia, amounted to upwards

• The king of Prussia liad witlulra^-n liifi garrison from Clpvr%
not « illutut snspicion of liaving imrimscly loft tliis dnor open to the

i-ticniy, that thoir imiption into txeniiany might hasten tlic ivsoliv-

tious of tlic Uritisb minitilrf

.
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of fourscorc thousand men, commanded by prince Cliailes

of Lorraine and maresclial Brown. The .Swedes had

not vet openly dccl:;red tliemsclves; but it was well

known, that thougli their king was allied in blood and

inclination to his Prussian majesty, yet the jealousy

which the senate of Sweden entertained of their sove-

reign, .and the hope of recovering their ancient posses-

sions in Pomcrania, by means of the present troubles,

together with their old attachment to France, ne^vly

cemented by intrigues and subsidies, would certainly

induce Ihera to join the general confederacy. The duke

ofMeeklenburgh took the same party, and agreed tojoin

the Swedish army, when it should be .assembled, with

six thousand men. Besides all these preparations

against the king of Prussia, he was, in his quality of

elector of l!randen1)urgb, put under the ban of the empire

by the Aulic council ; declared deprived of .all bis rights,

privileges, and prerogatives; his fiefs were escheated into

the exchccjuer of the empire; and all the circles accor-

dingly ordered to furnish their respective contingencies

for putting this sentence in execution.

In this d.ingerous situation, thus menaced on .all sides,

and seemingly on the very brink of inevitable destruc-

tion, the Prussian monarch owed his preservation to bis

own courage and activity. The Russians, knowing that

the country they were to pass through in their way to

Lithuania would not be able to subsist their prodigious

numbers, had taken care to furnish themselves with

provisions for their march, depending upon the resources

they expected to find in Lithuania after their arrival in

that country. Tliese provisions were exhausted by the

time they reached the borders of that province, where
they found themselves suddenly and unexpectedly des-

titute of subsistence, either to return back or to proceed

forward. 'J'hc king of Prussia had, with great prudence

and foresight, secured plenty to himself, and distress

and famine to his enemies, by buying up all the corn

and forage of the country which these last were en-

tering. Notwithstanding these precautions, his Prus-

sian majesty, to guard as much as could be against every

possible event, sent a great number of gunners and nia-

trosses from Pomerania to Jleniel, with three regiments

of his troops, to reinforce the garrison of that place. lie

visited all the posts which his troops possessed in Silesia,

and gave the necessary orders for their security. lie

repaired to Neiss, where he settled witli raareschal

Schwerin the general plan of the operations of the ap-

proaching campaign. There it was agreed, that the

mareschiil's army in Silesia, which consisted of fifty

lliousand men, should have in constant view the motions

of the royal army, by which its own were to be regulated,

that they might both act in concert, as circumstances

should require. At tlio same time, other armies were
assembled by the king of Prussia in Lusatia and Voigt-

land; twenty thousand men were collected at Zwickaw,
on the frontiers of Bohemia, towards ligra, inider the

command of prince Maurice of Anhault-Dessau; and
sixty thousand chosen troops began their march towards

Great Seidlitz, where their head quarters were settled.

In the meanwhile, tlie Austrian troops began to form

on the frontiers of Saxony, where some of their detach-

ments appeared, to watch tlio motions of the Prussians,

who still continued to pursue their operations with great

activity and resolution. All possible care was taken
by the Prussians at Dresden to secure a retreat in case
of ,1 defeat. As only one I'egiment of Prussians could

be spared to renmin there in garrison, the burghers were
disarmed, their arms deposited in the arsenal, and a de-

tachment was posted at Konigstein, to oblige that for-

tress to observe a strict neutrality. All correspondence

with the enemy was strictly prohibited; and it h.aving

been discovered that the countess of Ogilvie, one of the

([Meen's maids of honour, had disobeyed bis m.ajesty's

linimands, she was arrested; but on the queen's inter-

cession afterwards released. Tlie countess of Bruld,

lady of the Saxon prime minister, was also arrested liy

his Prussian m.ijcsty's order; and on her making light

of her confin/?mcut, und resolving to sec company, she

was ordered to quit the court, and retire from Saxony.

M. Henwin, the French minister, was told that his

presence was unnecessary at Dresden: and on his re-

plying, that his master had commanded him to stay, ho

was again desired to depart; on which he thought pro-

per to obey. The count de Waekcrbath, minister of

tlie cabinet, and grand master of the household to the

prince royal of I'oland, was arrested, and conducted to

Cnstrin, by the express command of his m.ajcsty. Tlie

king of Prussia, having thrown two bridges over the

Ellie, early in the spring, ordered the several districts

of the electorate of Saxony to supply him with a gre:'t

number of waggons, each dr.awn by four horses. Tlie

circles Of Misiiia and Leipsie were enjoined to furnish

four hundred each, and the other circles in proportion.

SKIRMISHES BETWEEN THE PRUSSIANS AND
AUSTKIANS.

While the king of Prussia was taking these measures

in Saxony, two skiinnishcs happened on the frontiers of

Bohemia, between his troops and the Austrians. On the

twentieth of February, a body of six thousand Austrians

surrounded the little town of Ilirschfeld, in Upper Lu-

satia, garrisoned by a battalion of Prussian foot. The
first attack was made at four in the morning, on two

redoubts without the gater^, e.ich of which was defended

by two field ])ieccs: .and tliongh the Austrians were

sever.al times repulsed, they at last made themselves

masters of one of the redoubts, and carried off the two
pieces of cannon. In their retreat they were pursued

by the Prussians, who fell upon their rear, killed some,

and took many prisoners: this afl'air cost the Austrians

at least five hundred men. About a fortnight after, the

prince of Bevern marched out of Zittau, witli a body of

near nine thousand men, in order to destroy the remain-

ing strongholds possessed by the Austrians on the fron-

tiers. In this expedition he took the Austrian magazine
at Friedland in Bohemia, consisting of nine thousand

sacks of meal, and great store of ammunition; and after

making himself master of IJeicbcnberg, he returned to

Zittau. The van of his troops, consisting of an hundred
and fifty hussars of the regiment of Putkainmer, met
with a body of six hundred Croats, sustained by two
hundred Austrian dragoons of Bathiania, at their enter-

ing Bohemia; .and immediately fell upon them sword in

hand, killed about fift}', took thirty horses, and made
ten dragoons prisoners. The Prussians, it is said, did

not lose a single man on this occasion; and two soldiens

only were slightly wounded, the Austrians having made
but a slight resistance.

NEUTRALITY OF THE EMPEROR, AND BE-
HAVIOUR OF THE DUTCH.

Wliatever the conduct of the court of Vienna might

h.ave been to the allies of Great Britain, still, however,

proper regard was shown to the subjects of this crown:

for an edict was published at Florence on the thirteenth

of Februarj', wherein his imperial majesty, as grand duke

of Tuscany, declared his intention of observing the most

scrupulous neutrality in the then situation of affairs.

All the ports in that duchy were accoi-dingly enjoined

to pay ,a strict regard to this declaration, in all cases

relating to the French or English shi]is in the Mediter-

ranean. The good effects of this injunction soon ap-

peared; for two prizes taken by the English having put

into Porto Ferraro, the captains oftwo French privateers

addressed themselves to the governor, alleging, that

they were captures of a pirate, and requesting that they

might be obliged to put to sea; but the governor pru-

dently replied, that as they came in under Englisli

colours he would protect them, and forbade the privateers,

at their peril, to commit any violence. They, however,

little regarding the governor's orders, prepared for sail-

ing, .and sent their lioats to cut out one of the prizes,

The captain, firing at their boats, killed one of their

men, wliich, alarming the sentinels, notice was sent to
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the governor; anj he, in consequence, orJcred the two
|

privateers iinineiliately to dopiirt.—The couiinct of tlio

Datch was rather cautious than s])iriteil. Wliilst liis

rmssiiin ninjesty was cnipU\vcil on the sulo of Doheinin

and Saxony, tho French auxiliaries began their niarcli

lo harass his defenceless territories in the neighbourhood

of tho Low Countries. A free passage was demanded
of tho states-general through Naniur and Maestricht,

fur tho provisions, ammunition, and artillery belonging

to this new army; and though tlie ICngllsh ambassador

remonstrated against their eomjiliance, and represented

it as a breach of the neutrality their higli mightinesses

declared they would observe, yet, after some licsitation,

tho demiind was granted; and their inability to prevent

the passage of the French troops, should it be attempted

by force, pleaded in excuse of their conduct.

^•arco had the French army, commanded by the

prince de Soubise, set foot in tho territories of Juliers

and Cologn, when they found themselves in possession

of the duchy of Clevcs and the country of Marek, where
all things were left open to them, the Prussians, who
evacuated their posts, taking their route along the river

Lippe, in order tojoin some regiments from JIagdeburgh,
who were sent to facilitate their retreat. Tlio distressed

inhabitants, thus exposed to the calamities of war from

an unprovoked enemy, were instantly ordered to furnish

contributions, forage, and provisions for the use of their

invaders; and what was still more terrifying to them,

the partisan Fischer, whose cruelties the last war they

still remembered with hoiTor, was again let loose upon
them by the inhumanity of the empress-queen, Wescl
was immediately occupied by the French; Fmmerick
and Maseyk soon sliared the same fate; and the city of

Gueldres was besieged, the Prussians seeming resolved

to defend this last place; to which end they opened the

sluices, and laid the country under water. Tliosc who
retreated, filing off to tlie north-west of Paderborn, en-

tered the county of Kitberg, the property of count

Caunitz Ritberg, great chancellor to the cniprcss-queen.

After taking his castle, in which they found thirty

pieces of cannon, they raised contributions in the dis-

trict to the amount of forty thousand crowns. As the

Prussians retired, the French took possession of the

country they quitted in the name of the empress-queen,

whose commissary attended them for that purpose. The
general rendezvous of these troops, under prince Soubise,

was appointed at Neuss, in the electorate of Cologn,

where a large body of French was assembled by the first

of April. Tlie Austrians, in their turn, were not idle.

Mareschal Brown visited the fortifications of Brinn and
Koninsgratz; reviewed the army of the late prince

Picolomini, now under the command of general Ser-

belloni; and put his own army in march for Kostlitz

on the Kibe, where he i)roposed to establish his bead-

quartcis.

DECLARATION OF THE CZARINA AGAINST
THE KING OF PRUSSIA.

During the recess of the armies, while tho rigours of

winter forced them to suspend their hostile operations,

and the greatest preparations were making to open the

campaign with all possible vigour, count Bestuchcff,

great chancellor of Russia, wrote a circular letter to

tl.-e primate, senators, and ministers of the republic of

Poland, setting forth, " That the empress of Russia was
extremely affected with the king of I'oland's distress,

which she thought could not but excite the compassion

of all other powers, but more especially of his allies: that

the fatal consequences which might result from the rash

.step by the king of Prussia, not only with respect to the

tranquillity of Europe in general, but of each power in

particular, and more especially of the neighbouring
countries, were so evident, that the interest and safety

of the several princes rendered it absolutely necessary

they should make it a common cause; not only to obtain

proper satisfaction for those courts whose dominions had
been eo unjustly attacked, but likewise to prescribe such

bounds to the king of Prussia as might Boonre them fiMiii

any future apprehensions from so enterprising and rest-

less n neighbour: that with this view the empress was
determined to assist the king of Poland with a consider-

able body of troops, which were actually upon their

march,* under the command of general Apraxin; and
that, as there would be an ab^^olutc necessity for their

marching through part of tho territoricR of Poland, her
imperial majesty hoped tho republic would not fail to

facilitate their march as much as possible." She further

recommended to tho repulilic, to take some salutarj'

measures for frustrating the designs of the king of Prus-

sia, and restoring harmony among themselves, as tho

most conducive measure to tliese good purposes. In

this, however, the Poles wore so far from following her

advice, that, though sure of being sacrificed in this con-

test, which side soever prevailed, they divided into par-

ties with no less zeal than if they had as much to hope

from the prevalence of one siilc, as to fear from that of

the other. Some of tho Palatines were for denying a

passage to the Russians, and others were for iiffording

them tho utmost assistance in their power. With this

cause of contention, others of a more private nature fa

tally concurred, by means of a misunderstanding be

twccn the prince Czartorinski and count Mnisnec. Al-

most every inhabitant of Warsaw was involved in the

quarrel; and the violence of tliese factions was so great

that scarce a night passed without bloodshed, many
dead bodies, chiefly Saxons, being found in the streets

every morning.

In the meantime. Great Britain, unsettled in her

ministry and councils at home, unsuccessful in her at-

tempts abroad, judging peace, if it could be obtained on

just and honourable terms, more eligible than a conti-

nental war, proposed several expedients to the einprcss-

quecn for restoring the tranquillity of Germany; but

her answer was, " That whenever she perceived that

the expedients proposed would indemnify her for tho

extraordinary expenses she had incurred in her own de-

fence, repair the heavy losses sustained by her ally the

king of Poland, and afford a proper security for their

future safety, she would be ready to give the same proofs

she had always given of her desire to restore peace; but

it could not be expected she should listen to expedients

of which the king of Prussia was to reap the whole ad

vantage, after ha^nng begun the war, and wasted the

doniinious of a prince, who relied for his security upon

the faith of treaties, and the appearance of harmony
between them." Upon the receipt of this answer, the

court of London made several proposals to the czarina,

to interpose as mediatrix between the courts of Vicuna

and Berlin, but they were rejected with marks of dis-

pleasure and resentment. When sir Charles Hanbury
Williams, the British ambassador, continued to urge his

solicitations very strongly, and even with some hints of

menaces, an answer was delivered to him, by order oi

the empress, purporting, " Tliat her imperial m.njesly

was astonished at his demand, after he had already been

made acquainted with the measures she had taken to

effect a reconciliation between the courts of Vienna and

Berlin. He might easily conceive, as matters were then

situated, that the earnestness witli which he now urged

the same propositions, must necessarily surprise her

imperial m.njesty, as it showed but little regard to her

former declaration. The empress, therefore, comman-
ded his excellency to be told, that as her intentions con-

tained in her first answer remained absolutely invariable,

no ulterior propositions for a mediation would be listened

to; and that as for the menaces made use of by his ex-

cellency, and particularly that the king of Prussia him-

self would soon attack the Russian army, such threais

served only to weaken the ambassador s proposals; to

confiiin still more, were it possible, the empress in her

resolutions ; to justify them to the whole world, and to

render the king of Prussia more blameable."

• Thin letter was written in Dcccmticr, and the RiisstaTii, m vc
obserrod lieTore, began tbcir march lu November.
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KING OF PRUSSIA ENTERS BOHEMIA.

Tlic Ecnson now drawing on in which the troops of

the contending powei's would be ahle to take the fiehl,

and the alarming progress of the Russians being happily

stopped, his Prussian majesty, whose maxim it lias al-

ways been to keep the seat of war as far as possible from

his own dominions, resolved to carry it into Bohemia,

and there to attack the Austrians on all sides. To this

end he ordered his armies in Saxony, Misnia, Lusatia,

and .Silesia, to enter Bohemia in four different and op-

opposite places, nearly at the same time. The first of

these he commanded in person, assisted by ninreschal

Keith; thesecond was led by prince Jfauriceof Anhault-

Dessau, the third by prince Ferdinand of Brunswick-

Bevern, and the fourth by maresehal Seliwerin. In

consequence of this plan, maresehal Sohwcrin's army
entered Btihemia on the eigliteenth of April, in five co-

lumns, at as many diflerent places. The design was so

well concerted, that the .Vustri.ins had not the least

suspicion of their appro.ach until they were past the

frontiers, and then they filled the dangerous defile of

Gueldcr-Oesle with pandours, to dispute that passage;

but they wci-e no sooner discovered than two battalions

of Prussian grenadiers attacked them with theirbayonets

fixed, and routed them. The prince of Anhault passed

the frontiers from Misnia, and penetrated into Bohemia
on the twenty-first of April, without any resistance.

The prince of Bevern, on the twentieth of the same
month, having marched at the head of a boily of the

army, which was in Lusatia, from the quarters of can-

tonment near Zittan, possessed himself immediately of

the first post on the frontier of Bohemia, .at Krouttau and
Grasenstein, without the loss of a single man; drove

away the enemy the same day from Kratzen, and pro-

ceeded to ^Iichendorf, near Keichenberg. The same
morning Putkauimer's huss.ars, who formed part of a

corps, commanded by a colonel and major, routed some
hundreds of the enemy's cuirassiers, posted before

Kolin, under the conduct of prince Lichenstcin, took

three officers and upwards of sixty horse prisoners,

and so dispei-sed the rest, that they were scarcely

able to rally near Kratzen. Kight coming on obliged

the troops to remain in the open air till the next mor-
ning, when, at break of day, the I'rnssians marched
in two columns by Habendorf, towards the enemy's
army, amounting to twenty-eight thousand men, com-
manded by count Konigsegg, and posted near Reichcn-
bcrg. As soon as the troops were formed, they advanced
towards the enemy's cavalry, drawn up in three lines

of about thirty squadrons. The two wings were sus-

taiued by the infantry, which was posted among felled

trees and intrenchmeats. The Prussians immediately
cannonaded the enemy's cavalry, who received it with
resolution, having on their right liand a village, and on
their left a wood where they had intrenched themselves.

But the prince of Bevern having caused fifteen squad-
rons of dragoons of the second line to advance, and the
wood on his right to bo attacked at the same time by
the battalions of grenadiers of Kahldcn and of Moellen-
dorf, and by the regiment of the prince of Prassia, his

dragoons, who, by clearing the ground and possessing

the iutrenchment, had their flanks covered, entirely

routed the enemy's cavalry. In the meantime colonel

Putkammer and major Schenfield, with their hussars,
though flanked by tlse enemy's artillery, gave the Aus-
trian lioi-se grenadiers a very warm reception, whilst
gener.al Lestewitz, with the left wing of the Prussians,
attacked the redoubts that covered Rcichenbcrg.
Though there were many defiles and rising grounds
to pass, all occupied by the Austrians, yet the regiment
of Darmstadt forced the redoubt, and put to flight and
pursued the enemy, after some discharge of their artil-

lery and small arms, from one eminence to another, for

the distance of a mile, when they left off the pursuit.

The action began at half an hour after six, and contin-

ued till eleven. About one thousand of the Austrians
were killed and wounded; among the former were gen-

eral Porporati and count Ilohenfclds, and among the

latter prince Lichtcnstein and count Mansfeld. Twenty
of their oflicei-s, and four hundred soldiers, were taken

prisouers, and they also lost three standards. On tho

side of the Prussians seven subalterns .and about an

hundred men w le killed, and sixteen oflicers and au

hundred and lifty men wounded. After this battle

maresehal Schwerin joined the prince of Bevern, made
himself master of the greatest part of the ciicle of

Buntzlau, and took a considerable magazine from tho

Austrians, whom he dislodged. The prince Anliault-

Ucssau, with his corps, drew near the king of Prussia's

army; then the latter advanced as far as Budin, from

whence the Austriaus who had an advantageous camp
there, retired to Westwarn, half way between BudIn

and Prague; and his Prussian m.ijesty having passed

the Egia, his army, and that of maresehal Sehwerlu,

were so situated, as to be able to act jointly.

These advantages were but a prelude to a much more
decisive victory, whicli the king himself gained a few

days after. Preparing to enter Bohemia, at a distance

from any of the corps commanded by his generals, he
made a movement as if he had intended to march to-

wards Egra. The enemy, deceived by this feint, and

imagining he was going to execute some design, dis-

tinct from the object of the other armies, detached a body
of twenty thousand men to observe his motions; then

he made a suddeu and masterly movement to the left,

by which he cut off all communication between that de-

tachment and the main army of the .Vustrians, wliich,

having been reinforced by the army of Moravia, by the

reinaius of the corps lately defeated by the prince of

Bevern, and by several regiments of the garrison of

Prague, amounted to near a hundred thousand men.
They were strongly intrenched on the banks of the

Moldaw, to the north of Prague, in a camp so fortified

by every advantage of nature, and every contrivance of

art, as to be deemed almost impregnable. The left

wing of the Austrians, thus situated, was guarded by
the mountains of Ziseka, and the right extended as far

as Ilerboholi; prince Charles of Lorraine, and maresehal

Brown, who commanded them, seemed deterniiued to

maintain this advantageous post; but the king of Prus-

sia overlooked all difficulties. Having tlrrown several

bridges over the Jloldaw on the Cftli of Jlay, he passed

that river in the morning of the sixth, with thirty thou-

sand men, leaving the rest of the army under the com-

mand of the prince of Anhault-Dessan; and being im-

mediately joined by the troops under maresch.-il .Schwerin

and the prince of Bevern, resolved to attack the enemy
on the same d.ay. In consequence of this resolution,

his army filed off on the left by Potschcrnitz; and at tho

same time count Brown wheeled to the right, to avoid

being flanked. The Prussians continued their march to

Bichwitz, traversing several defiles and morasses, which

for a little time separated the infantry from the rest of

the army. The foot began the attack too precipitately,

and were at first repulsed, but they soon recovered

themselves. AVhIle the king of Pru.'sia took the enemy
in flank, niercschal Schwerin advanced to a marshy
ground, which suddenly stopping his army, threatened

to disconcert the whole plan of operation. In this emer-

gency, he immediately dismounted, and taking the

stand.ard of the regiment in his hand, boldly entered

the morass, crying out, " Let all brave I'russians follow

me." Inspired by the example of this great comman-
der, now eighty-two years of age, all the troops pressed

forw.ard, and though he was unfortunately killed by
the first fire, their ardour .abated not till they had totally

defeated the enemy. Thus fell maresehal Schwerin,

loaded with years and gloiy, an ofiiccr whose suj.crior

talents in the military art had been displayed in a long

course of faithful service. In the meantime, the Prus-

sian infantry, which had been separated in the march,

forming themselves afresh, renewed the attack on tho

enemy's right, and entirely broke it, while their cavalry,

after three charges, obliged that of the AustrLins to re-

tire in great confusion, the centre being nt the same
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time totally roiitcJ. The left wing of tlic rriissians

then niarclncl iinmeiU itoly towards .Micliuly, ami Ix'iiig

there joined by the Iioi-se, renewed their attaek, while

the oneniy were retreating hastily towards S;iszawar.

Meanwhile the troops on the right of the Prussian

army attacked the remains of the left wing of the Aus-
triiuis, and made themselves masters of three batteries,

liut the behaviour of the infantry in the last attack

W'ls so successful, as to leave little room for this part

of the cavalry to act. Prince Henry of Prussia, and
the prince of Uuvern, signalized themselves on this oc-

c;ision in storming two batteries; prince Ferdinand of

Brunswick took the left wing of the .Vustrians in flank,

while the king with his left, and a body of cavalry,

secured the passage of the Moldaw. In short, after a

very long and obstinate engagement, and many signal

examples of valour on both sides, the Austrians were
forced to abandon the field of battle, leaving behind
sixty pieces of cannon, all their tents, baggage, military

chest, and, in a word, their whole camp. The weight
of the battle fell upon the right wing of tlie Austrians,
the remains of which, to the amount of ten or twelve
thousand men, fled towards Beneschau, where they
afterwards assembled under M. Pretlach, general of
horse. The infantry retired towards Prague, and threw
themselves into tliat city with their conmianders, prince
Charles of Lorraine, and mareschal Brown; but they
were much harassed in their retreat by a detachment
of the Prussians under mareschal Keith. The Prussians
took, ou this occasion, ten st.indards, and upwards of

four thousand prisoners, thirty of whom were officers

of rank. Their loss amounted to about two thousand
five hundred killed, and about three thousand wounded.
Among the former were general d'Amstel, the prince of

Holstein-Beck, the colonels Goltzo and JIansteiu, and
lieutenant-colonel Roke. Among the latter, the gene-
rals Wenterfield, De la Mothe, Feuque, Hautcharmoy,
Blaukcnsce, and Pletteuberg. The number of the killed

and wounded on the side of the Austrians was much
greater. Among these last was mareschal Brown, who
received a wound, which, from the chagrin he suffered,

rather than from its own nature, proved mortal. The
day after the battle, colonel Jleyer was detached v.'ith

a battalion of Prussian pandours, and four hundred
hussars, to destroy a very considerable and valuable
magazine of the Austrians at Pilsen, and this service

he performed. He also completed the destruction of

several others of less importance; by the loss of which,
however, all possibility of subsistence was cut off from
any succours the Austi'ians might have e.xpected from
the empire.

PRAGUE INVESTED.

The Prussians, following their blow, immediately in-

vested Prague on both sides of the river, the king com-
manding on one side, and mareschal Keith on the otlier.

In four days the whole city was surrounded with lines

and intrenchments, by which all communication from
without was entirely cut off: prince Cliarles of Lorraine

and mareschal Brown, the two princes of .'^axony, the

prince of Modena, the duke d'^Viemberg, count Lascy,

and several other persons of great distinction, were shut

up within the walls, together with above twenty thou-

sand of the Austi'ian army, who had taken refuge in

Prague after their defeat. Every thing continued quiet

on both sides, scarce a cannon-shot being fired Ijy either

for some time after this blockade wat fonncd; and in

the meanwhile the Praesians made themselves masters

L'f Cziscaberg, an eminence which commands the town,

where the Austrians had a strong redoubt, continuing

likewise to strengthen their works. Already they had
made a sally, and taken some other ineffectual steps to

recover tliis post; but a more decisive stroke was neces-

nary. Accordingly, a design was formed of attacking

the Prussian .army in the night with a body of twelve

thousand men, to be sustained by all the grenadiers,

volunteers, pandours, and Hungarian infantry. In case

Vol II.

an impression could bo made ou the king's lines, it waa
intended to open a way, sword in hand, through tho
camp of tho besiegers, and to ease Prague of the multi-
tude of forces locked up useless within tho walls, serv-
ing only to consumo the provisions of the garrison, and
hasten the surrender of tho place. Happily a deserter
gave tho prince of Prussia intelligence of the enemy's
design about cloven o'clock at night. Proper measures
were immediately taken for their reception, and, in less
than a quarter of an hour, the whole army was under
arms. This design was conducted witli so niuch silence,
that though the Prussians were warned of it, they could
discover nothing before the enemy had charged their
advanced posts. Their attack was begun on the side
of the little town, against mareschal Keith's camp, and
the left wing of tlie Prussian army encamped on tlio

Moldaw. From hence it is probable tho Austrians pro-

posed not only to destroy the batteries that were raising,

but to attack tho bridges of communication which thu

Prursians threw over tlic Moldaw, at about a quarter of

a G ,'rmr,n mile above and below Prague, at Branig and
Podbaba. The greatest alarm began about two o'clock,

wlieu the enemy hoped to have come silently and un-
expectedly upon tho miners, but they had left work
about a quarter of an hour before. At the report of tho

first piece which they fired, the piquet of tlie third bat-

talion of Prussian guards, to the number of an hundred
man, who marched out of the camp to sustain the body
which covered the works, was thrown into some con-
fusion, from the darkness of the night, which prevented
their distinguishing the Austrian troops from their own.
Lieutenant Jork, detached with two platoons to recon-

noitre the enemy, attempting to discover their disposi-

tion by kindling a fire, captain Kodig, by the light of

this fire, perceived tlie enemy's situation, immediately
formed the design of falling upon them in flank, .and

gave orders to liis men to lire in platoons, which they
performed, mutually repeating the signal given by
their commander. The enemy fled witli the greater

precipitation, as they were ignorant of the weakness of

tho piquet, and as the shouting of the Prussian soldiers

made them mistalce it for a numerous body. JIany of

tliera deserted, manj' took shelter in Prague, and many
more were driven into the river and drowned. At tlie

same time this attack began, a regiment of horse-grena-

diers fell upon a redoubt whicli the Prussians had
thrown up, supported by the Huiigariau infantry: they
returned tliree times to the assault, and were as often

beat back by the Prussians, whom tliey found it impos-

sible to dislodge; though prince Ferdinand of Bruns-
wick's battalion, wliich guarded this post, suffered

extremely. During this attack the enemy kept an in-

cessant fire with their musquetry upon the whole front

of the Prussians, from tlie convent of St. JIargaret to

the river. At three in the morning the Prussians quit-

ted their camp to engage the enemy. The battalion of

Pannewjtz attacked a building called the Eed-house,
situated at the liottom of a declivity, before Wcllasto-

wilz. The pandours who had taken possession of this

house, fired upon them incessantly from all the doors

and windows until they were dislodged; and the Prus-

sian battalions were obliged to sustain the fire both of

cannon and musquetry for above two hours, when tho

enemy retired to the city, except the pandours, who
again took possession of the Red-house, which the Prus-

sians were forced to abandon, because the artillery of

Prague kept a continual fire upon it from the moment
it was known to be in their hands. The Austrians left

behind them many dead and wounded, besides deserters;

and the Prussians, notwithstanding the loss of several

officers and jirivate men, made some prisoners. Prince

Ferdinand, the king of Prussia's youngest brother, had
a horse killed under him, and was slightly wounded in

the face.

The Prussian works being completed, and heavy ar-

tillery arrived, four batteries, erected on the hanks of

the Moldaw, began to )day with great fury. Near three

hundred bombs, besides an infinity of ignited balls, were
3H
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tin-own into tlie city in the space of trrcnty-four liouvs.

The scene was lamentable, houses, men, and horses

wrapped in fiiimcs and reduced to ashes. The confu-

sion within, to_:;ethor with the want of proper artillery

and ammunition, obliged the Austrians to cease firiTig,

and furnished his Prussian majesty with all the oppor-

tunity he could wish of pouring destruction upon this

imfortunatc city. The horrors of war seemed to have
extinguished the principles of humanity. No regard

was paid to the distress of the inhabitants; the Austrians

obstinately maintained possession, and the Prussians

practised every strat:igcm, every barbarous refinement,

that constitutes the military art, to oblige them to capit-

ulate. After the conflagration had listed three days,

and consumed a prodigious number of buildings, the

principal inhabitants, burghers, and clergy, perceiving

their city on the point of being reduced to a heap of

rubbish, besouglit the commander, in a body, to hearken

to terms; but he was deaf to the voice of pity, and, in-

stead of being moved with their supplications, drove

out twelve thousand persons, the least useful in defend-

ing the city. Tlicse, by order of his Prussian majest}',

were again forced back, which soon produced so great

a scarcity of provisions within the walls, that the Aus-
trians were reduced to the necessity of eating horse-

flesh, forty horses being daily distributed to the troops,

and the same food sold at four-pence a pound to tlie

inhabitants. However, as there still remained great

abundance of corn, they were far from being brought to

the last extremity. Two vigorous and well-condncted

sallies were made, but they proved unsuccessful. The
only advantage resulting from them, was the perpetual

ahii-m in which they kept the Prussian camp, and the

vigilance required to guard against the attacks of a

numerous, resolute, and desperate garrison.

COUNT DAUN COMIVIANDS THE AUSTRIANS.

AVhatover difficulties might have attended the con-

quest of Prague, certain it is, that the affairs of the

e.nipress-quecn were in the most critical and desperate

situation. Her grand army dispersed in parties, and
dying for subsistence in small corps; their princes and
commanders cooped up in Prague; tliat capital in im-

minent danger of being taken, the flourishing kingdom
of Bohemia ready to fall into the hands of the conqueror;

a considerable army on the point of surrendering pri-

soners of war; all the queen's hereditary dominions
open and exposed, the whole fertile tract of country
from Egra to the Jloldaw in actual possession of the

Prussians, the distance to the archduchy of Austria not

very considerable, and secured only by the Danube;
Vienna under the utmost apprehensions of a siege, and
the imperial family ready to take refuge in Hungary;
the Prussian forces deemed invincible, and the sanguine
friends of that monarch already sharing with him, in

imagination, the spoils of the ancient and illustrious

house of Austria. 8uch was the aspect of affairs, and
such the difficulties to be combated, when Leopold,
count Daun, was appointed to the command of the Aus-
trian forces, to stem the torrent of disgrace, and turn
the fortune of th.c war. This general, tutored by long
experience under the best officers of Europe, and the
particular favourite of the great KevenhuUer, was now,
for the first time, raised to act in chief, at tlie head of
an army, on which depended the fate of Austria and the
empire. Born of a noble family, he relied solely upon
his own merit, without soliciting court favour; he as-

piivd after the highest preferment, and succeeded by
mere dint of superior worth. His progress from the
station of a subiiltoru was slow and silent; his promotion
to the chief conmiand was received with universal

esteem and apph.use. Cautious, steady, penetrating,

and sagacious, he was opposed as another Fabius to the

modern Hannibal, to check the fire and vigour of that

monarch by )n'udent foresight and wary circumsjjection.

Arriving at Boemisclibrod, within a few miles of Prague,
the day after the late doleat, he halted to collect the

I

fugitive corps and broken remains of the Austrian army,

and soon drew together a force so considerable as to at-

tract the notice of his Prussian majesty, who detached

the prince of Bevern, witli twenty battalions, and thirty

squadrons, to attack him before numlers sliould render

him formidable. Daun was too prudent to give battle,

with dispirited troops, to an army flushed with victory.

He retired on the first advice that the Prussians were

advancing, and took post at Kolin, where he intrenched

himself strongly, opened the way for the daily supply

of recruits sent to his army, and inspired the garrison

of Prague with fresh courage, in expectation of being

soon relieved. Here he kept close within his camp,
divided the Prussian force, by obliging the king to cm-
ploy near half his army in watching his designs, weak-
ened his etforts against Prague, harassed the enemy by
cutting off their convoys, and restored by degrees the

languishing and almost desponding spirits of his troops.

Perfect!}' acqu:iinted with the .ardotir and discipline of

the Prussian forces, v.'ith the enterprising and impetu-

ous disposition of that monarch, and sensible that his

situation would prove irksome and embarrassing to the

enemy, he improved it to the best advantage, seemed to

foresee all the consequences, and directed cverv mea-
sure to produce them. Thus he retarded the enemy's
operations, and assiduously avoided precipitating an

action luitil the Prussian vigour should be exhausted,

their strength impaired by losses and desertion, the

first fire and ardour of their genius extinguished by
continual fatigue and incessant alarms, and until the

impression made on his own men, by the late defeat,

should in some degree be ell'aced. The event justified

Daun's conduct. His army grew every day more num-
erous, while liis Prussian majesty began to express the

utmost impatience at the length of the siege. When
that monarch first invested Prague, it was on the pre-

sumption that the numerous forces witliin the walls

would, by consuming all the provisions, oblige it to

surrender in a few days; but perceiving that the Aus-
trians had still a considerable quantity of corn, that

coxtnt Daun's army was daily increasing, and would

soon be powerful enough not only to cope with the de-

tachment under the prince of Bevern, but in a condition

to raise the siege, he determined to give the count bat-

tle with one part of his army, while he kept Prague
blocked up with the other. 'J'lie Austrians, amounting

now to sixty thousand men, were deeply intrenched,

and defended by a numerous train of artillery, placed

on redoubts and batteries erected on the most advan-

tageous posts. Every accessible part of the camp was
fortified with lines and heavy pieces of battering can-

non, and the foot of the hills secured by difficult defiles.

Yet, strong as this situation might appear, formidable

as the Austrian forces certainly were, his Prussian ma-

jesty undertook to dislodge them with a body of hor.se

and foot not exceeding thirty-two thousand men.

KING OF PRUSSIA DEFEATED AT ICOLIN.

On the thirteenth day of June, the king of Prussia

quitted the camp before Prague, escorted by a few bat-

talions and squadrons, with which ho joined tlie prince

of Bevern at Milkowitz. Mareschal Keith, it is said,

strenuously opposed this measure, and advised either

raising the siege entirely, and attacking the AustriaiiS

with the united forces of Prussia, or postponing the at-

tack on the camp at Kolin, until his majesty slsould

cither gain jiossession of the city, or some attempts

should be made to oblige him to quit his posts. From
eitlier measure an advantage would have resulted.

AVith his whole army he miglit probably have defeated

count Daun, or at least have obliged him to retreat.

Had he continued within his lines at Prague, the Aus-
trian general could not have constrained him to raise

tlie siege without losing his own advantageous situa-

tion, and giving battle upon terms nearly equal. But
the king, elated with success, impetuous in his valour,

and confident of the sopenority of his own troops ia
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point of (ll?ci|'!inf, thought n\\ rcsist-iucc must shik un-

der the niiirht of his victorious mm, ami yield to th.ii

counige which Ii nl alrc.idy surmouutcil such iliflicultics,

disrccrMnleil tlie maroschal's s.igc counsel, and niaicliud

up to the attack undaunted, and even assured of suc-

ccs.«. By the eighteenth the two armies were in sight,

and his majesty found that count Dauu had not only

foititled his camp with all the lieavy cannon of Olmutz,

but was strongly reinforced with troops from Moravia

and .Vnstria, whicli had joined him after the king's dc-

paitnrc from I'r.igue. He found tlie Anstrians drawn

up in three lines upon the high grounds between Gen-

litz, and St. .Tohn tlie Uaptist. Ditlienit as it was to

approach their situ.ition, the Prussian infantry marched

up with firmness, while shot was poured like hail from

the enemy's bitteries, and began the attack aljout three

in the afternoon. They drove the Austrians with irre-

sistible intrepidity from two eminences secured with

heavy cannon, and two villages defended by several

battalions; but, in attacking the third eminence, were
flanked by the Austrian cav.alry, by grape-shot poured

Irom the batteries; and, after a violent couflict, and
prodigious loss of men, thrown into disorder. Animated
with the king's presence, they rallied, and returned with
double ardour to the charge, but were a second time

repulsed. Seven times snccessively did prince Ferdi-

nand renew the attack, performing every duty of a great

general and valiant soldier, though alw.ays with the

Bamc fortune. The inferiority of the Prussian infantry,

the disadvantages of ground, where the cavalry could

not act, the advantageous situation of the enemy, their

nnmcruns artillery, their intrenchments, numbers, and
obstinacy, joined to the skill and conduct of their gene-
ral, all conspired to defeat the hopes of the Prussians,

to surmount their valour, and oblige them to retreat.

The king then made a last and furious effort, at the

head of the cavalry, on the enemy's left wing, but witli

as little success as all the former attacks. Every effort

was made, and every attempt was productive only of

greater losses and misfortunes. At last, after exposing
his person in the most perilous situations, his Pnissiau
in.ajesty drew off his forces from the field of battle, re-

tiring in such good order, in sight of tlie enemy, as pre-

vented a pursuit, or the loss of his artillery and baggage.
Almost all the officers on either side distinguished them-
selves; and count Daun, whose conduct emulated that

of his Prussian majesty, received two slight wounds,
and had a horse killed under him. The losses of both
armies were very considerable; on that of the Prussians,

the killed and wounded amounted to eight thousand;
loss pernicious, however, to his ra.ajesty's cause than
the frequent desertion, and other innumerable ill con-

sefjuences that ensued.

When the Pnissian army arrived at Nimbnrgh, his

nnjesty, leaving the command with the prince of lie-

veni, took horse, and, escorted by twelve or fourteen

hussars, set out for Prague, where he arrived next
morning without halting, after having been the whole
preceding day on horseback. Immediately he gave
orders for sending off all his artillery, ammunition, and
fiaggage; these were executed with so much expedition,

that the tents were struck, and the army on their

march, before the garrison were informed of the king's

defeat. Thus terminated the battle of Kolin and siege

of Prague, in which the acknowledged enors of his

Prussian majesty were, in some measure, atoned by the

candour with which he owned his mistake, both in a

letter to the carl mareschal, [See note 3 I, at the end of
ihia Vol.] and in conversation with several of his gene-

r.il officers. Most people, indeed, imagined the king
highly blameable for checking the ardour of his troops

to stop and lay siege to Prague. They thought he
should have pursued his conquests, over-nm Austria,

Moravia, and all the hereditary dominions, from which
alone the empress-queen conld draw speedy succours.

A body of twenty or thirty thousand men wc^d have
blocked up Prague, while the remainder of l/ie Prus-

sian forces might havo obliged the imperial family to

retire from Vienna, and effectunriy prevented count
Daun from assembling another army. It was univer-

sally expected he would have bent hin march straight

to this capital; hut he dreaded leaving the numerous
army in Prague behind, and it was of great importance
to eompletu the conquest of liidiemia. The prince of

Prussia marched all night with his corps to Ninihurgli,

where he joined the prince of Peverii, and mareschal
Keith retreated next day. Count Urowu having died

before, of the wounds he received on the sixth of Mav,
prince Charles of Lorraine sallied out with a large boiiy

of Austrians, and attacked the rear of the Prussians;

but did no further mischief than killing about two hun-
dred of their men. The siege of Prague being thus

raised, the imprisoned Austrians received their deliverer,

count Daun, Avitli inexpressible joy, and their united

forces became greatly superior to those of the king of

Prussia, who was in a short time obliged to evacnatc

Bohemia, and take refuge in Saxony. The Austrians

harassed him .".a much as possible in his retreat; but

their armies, though superior in numbers, wci'e not in

a condition, from their late sufferings, to make any de-

cisive attempt upon him, as the frontiers of Saxony

abound with situations easily defended.

PREPARATIONS FOR THE DEFENCE OF
HANOVER.

Having thus described the pi-ogress of the Pnissians

in Bohemia, we must cast our eyes on the trans.actions

which distinguished the campaign in Westphalia. To
gnard against the storm which menaced Hanover in

jiarticular, orders were transmitted thither to recruit

the troops that had been sent back from luigland, to

augment each company, to remount the cavalry with

the utmost expedition; not to suffer any horses to be

conveyed out of the electorate; to furnish the magazines

in that country with all things necessary for fifty thou-

sand men. Of these, twenty-six thousand were to bo

Hanoverians, and, in consequence of engagements en-

tered into for that purpose, twelve thousand Hessians,

six thousand Brunswickers, two thousand Saxe-Gothans,

and a thousand Lunenbuighers, to be joined by a con-

siderable body of Prussians, the whole commanded by
his royal highness the duke of Cumberland. The king

of England having published a manifesto, dated at Han-
over, specifying his motives for taking the field in West-
phalia, the troops of the confederated states that were

to compose the allied army, under the name of an arnij'

of observation, began to assemble with all possible dili-

gence near Bielefeldt. Thither the generals, appointed

to command the several divisions, repaired to settle the

plan of operations with their commander, the duke of

Cumberland, wlio having left London on the ninth of

April, an-ived on the sixteenth at Hanover, and from

thence repaired to the army, which, having been joined

by three Pnissian regiments that retired from Wcsel,

consisted of thirty-seven battalions and thirty-four

squadrons. Of these, six battalions and six squadrons

were posted at Bielefeldt, under the command of lieu-

tenant-general baron do Sporcken; six battalions, under

lieutenant-general de Block, at Her\-ordeh ; six battalions

and four squadrons, under major-general I.edcbour, be-

tween Hervorden and Jlindcn; seven battalions and

ten squadrons, under lieutenant-general d'Oberg, in the

neighbourhood of Hamelen; and live b.attalions and four

squadrons, under major-general de llauss, ne.ar Nien-

burgh. The head-quarters of his royal highness were

at Bielefeldt.

SKIRMISHES WITH THE FRENCH.

In the meantime, the French on the Lower Rhine

continued filing off incessantly. The siege of Gueldres

was converted into a blockade, occasioned by the diffi-

culties the enemy found in raising batteries; and a party

of Hanoveriaus having jiassed the Weser, as well to

ravage the country of Paderborn as to reconnoitre the
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French, cai-ricd off several waggons loaded with wheat

and oats, destined for the territories of the elector of

Cologn. On tlie other hand, colonel Fischer having had

an engagement with a small hody of Hanoverians, in

the connty of Tecklenhurgh, routed them, and made
some prisoners. After several other petty skirmishes

between the French and the Hanoverians, the duke of

Cumberland altered the position of his camji, by phicinj

it between Bielefeldt and Hervorden, in hopes of frus

trating the design of the enemy; who, declining to at-

tack him on the side of Bracwede, after having recon-

noitred his situation several days, made a motion on

their left, as if they meant to get between him and the

Weser. This step was no sooner taken, than, on the

thirteenth of June in the afternoon, having received

advice that the enemy had caused a large body of troops,

followed by a second, to march on his right to Burghotte,

lie ordered his army to march that evening towards

Hervorden; and, at the same time, major-general llar-

denberg marched with four battalions of grenadiers, and

a regiment of horse, to reinforce that post. Count
Schulenberg covered the left of the march with a bat-

talion of grenadiers, a regiment of horse, and the light

troops of Buckenburgh. The whole army marched in

two colunuis. The right, composed of horse, and fol-

lowed by two battalions, to cover their passage through
the enclosures and defiles, passed by the right of Biele-

feldt; and the left, consisting of infantry, marched by
the left of the same town. The vanguard of the French
army attacked the rear guard of the allies, commanded
by major-general Einsicdel, very briskly, and at first

put them into some confusion, but they innnediately

recovered themselves. This was in the beginning of

the night. At break of day the enemy's reinforcements

returned to the charge, but were again repulsed, nor

could they once break through lieutenant-colonel Al-

feldt's Hanoverian guards, which closed the army's

march with a detachment of regular troops and a new
raised corps of hunters.

DUKE OF CUMBERLAND PASSES THE WESER.

The allies encamped at Cofeldt on the fourteenth, and
remained there all the next day, when the enemy's
detachments advanced to the gates of Hervorden, and
made a feint as if they would attack the town, after

liaving summoned it to surrender; but they retired

without attempting any thing further; and, in the

meantime, the troops that were posted at Hervorden,

and formed the rear guard, passed the Weser on the

side of Remen, without any molestation, and encamped
at Holtzuysen. A body of troops which had been left

at Bielefeldt, to cover the duke's retreat, after some
skirmishes with the French, rejoined the army in the

neighbourhood of Herfort: and a few days after, his

royal highness drew near his bridges on the 'iVcscr, and
sent over his artillery, baggage, and ammunition. At
the same time some detachments passed the river on
the right, between Jlindcn and Oldendorp, and marked
out a new camp advantageously situated, having the

Weser in front, and the right and left covered with
euiinenccs and marshes. There the army inider his

royal highness re-assenibled, and the Fiench fi.\ed their

head-quarters at Bielefeldt, which the Hanoverians had
quitted, leaving in it only a part of a magazine, which
had been set on fire. By this time the French were in

such want of forage, that M. d'Etrees himself, the

princes of the blood, and all the officers without excep-
tion, were obliged to send back part of their horses.

However, on the tenth of June, their whole army, con-

sisting of seventy battalions and forty squadrons, with
fifty-two pieces of cannon, besides a body of cavalry left

at Ruremonde for the conveniency of for.-ige, was put
in motion. In sj)ito of almost impassable forests, famine,

and every other obstacle that could be thrown in their

way by a vigilant and experienocd general, they at

length surmounted all diflieulties, and advanced into a

country abounding with jjlenty, and unused to the rav-

ages of war. It was imagined that the passage of tho

Weser, which defends Hanover from foreign attacks,

would have been vigorously opposed by the army of

the allies; but whether, in the present situation cC

affairs, it was thought advisable to act only upon the

defensive, and not to begin the attack in a country that

was not concerned as a principal in the war, or the duke
of Cunibeidand found himself too weak to make head

against the enemy, is a question we shall not pretend

to determine. However that may have been, the whole

French army passed the \\'eser on the tenth and eleventh

of July, without the loss of a man. The manner of

efl'ecting this passage is thus related: mareschal d'Et-

rees, being informed that his magazines of provisions

were well furnished, his ovens established, and the ar-

tillery and pontoons arrived at the destined places, or-

dered lieutenant-general Broglio, with ten battalions,

twelve squadrons, and ten pieces of cannon, to march
to Engheren; lieutenant-general M. de Clicvert, with

sixteen battalions, three brigades of carabineers, the

royal hunters, and six hundred hnssars, to march to

Hervorden, and lieutenant-general marquis d'.\rmen-

tieres, with twelve battalions, and ten squadrons, to

march to Ulriekhausen. All these troops being arrived

in their camp on the fourth of July, halted the fifth.

On the sixth, twenty-two battalions, and thirty-two

squadrons, under the command of the duke of Orleans,

who was now arrived at the army, marched to Ulriek-

hausen, from whence M. d'Armentieres had set out early

in the morning, with the troops under his command,
and by hasty marches got on tlie seventh, by eleven at

night, to Blankenhoven, where he found the boats which
Inul gone from Ahrensberg. Tlie bridges were built,

the cannon planted, and the intrenchmcnts at the head

of the bridges completed in the night between the

seventh and eighth. The mareschal having sent away
part of his baggage from Bielefeldt on the sixth, went
in person on the seventh at eleven o'clock to Horn, and

on the eighth to Braket. On advice that JI. d'Armeiv

tiercs had thrown his bridges across without opposition,

and was at work on his intrenchmcnts, he went on the

ninth to Blankenhoven, to see the bridges and intrench-

mcnts; and afterwards advanced to examine the first

position he intended for this army, and came down to

the right side of the Weser to the abljey of Corvey,

where he forded the river, with the princes of the blood,

and their attendants. On the tenth in the morning he

got on horseback by four o'clock, to see the duke of Or
lean's division file oft', which arrived at Corvey at ten

o'clock; as also that of M. d'Armentieres, which arrived

at eleven, and that of 11. Sonvre, which arrived at noon.

The mareschal having examined the course of the river,

caused the bridges of pontoons to be laid within gun-

shot of the abbey, where the viscount de Turenne passed

that river in the year one thousand six hundred and

seventy-three, and whero the divisions under Broglio

and Chevert now passed it on tho twelfth and thir-

teenth. These two generals being informed of what

was to be done upon the Upper AVeser, attacked Min-

den, and carried it, whilst a detachment of the French

entered the country of East Fricsland, under the com-

mand of the marquis d'Auvel; and, after taking posses-

sion of Lier, marched on the right side of the Ems to

Embden, the only sea-port the king of Pinssia had,

which at first seemed determined to make a defence;

but the inhabitants were not agreed upon the methods

to be taken for that purpose. They therefore met to

deliberate, but in the meantime, their gates being shut,

M. d'Auvel caused some cannon to be brought to beat

them down; and the garrison, composed of four hundred

Prussians, not being strong enough to defend the town,

the soldiers mutinied against their officers, whereupon
a capitulation was agreed on, and the gates were opened

to the French connnander, who made his troops enter

with a great deal of order, assured the magistrates that

care should be taken to make tlicm observe a good

discipline, and published two ordinances, one for the

security of the religion and commerce of the city, and
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tlio other for proliiliiting tlio exportation of corn mid
fornge out of that principiility. The inhabitants were,

however, ohligeJ to taUo an oath of allcgiauco to the

French king.

B.i.TTLE OF IIASTENBECK.

On Sunday, the twenty-fourth of July, the French,

after having laid part of tho electorate of Hanover un-

der contribution, niarelied in three columns, with their

artillery, towards the village of Latford, when uiajor-

peneral Furstenburgh, who commanded the out-ports

in tho village, sent an officer to inform the duke of

Cumberland of tlicir approach. His roy.nl highness im-

me.liately reinforced those posts with a body of troops,

under tho command of lieutenant-general Sporcken;

but finding it impossible to support the village, as it was
commanded by the heights opposite to it, which were
possessed by the enemy, and being sensible that it would
be always in his power to retake it, from its situation

in a bottom between two hills, ho withdrew his post

from Latford. The French then made two attacks, one

at the point of the wood, and the other higher up in tho

same wood, opposite to the grenadiers commanded by
m.ijor-gencral Hardenbcrg, but they failed in both; and
though tho fire of their artillery was very hot, they
were obliged to retire. The French army encamping
on the heights opposite to the duke of Cumberland's
posts, the intelligence received, that M. d'KtrOcs had
assembled all his troops, and was furnished with a very

considerable train of artillery, left his roj'al higlincss

no room to doubt of his intending to attack him. He,
therefore, resolved to change his camp for a more ad-

vantageous situation, by drawing up his array on the

eminence between the ^\'eser and the woods, leaving

the llamelen river on his right, tho village of Hasteu-

bcck in his front, and his left close to the wood, at the

point of which his royal highness had a battery of

twelve pouudci's and haubitzers. There was a hollow
way from the left of the village to the battery, and a
morass on the other side of llastenbeck to his right.

M.ajor-geueral Schulenberg, with the hunters, and two
battalions of grenadiers, was posted in tlie corner of the

wood upon the left of the battery; his roj'al highness
ordered the village of Hastenheck to be cleared to his

front, to prevent it being in the power of the enemy to

keep possession of it, and the ways by which the allies

had a communication with that village during their en-

campment to he rendered impassable. In the evening
he withdrew all his outposts, and in this position the

army lay upon their arms all night. On the twenty-
fifth, in the morning, the French army marched for-

wards in columns, and began to cannonade the allies

very severely, marching and counter-marching continu-

ally, and seeming to intend three attacks, on the right,

the left, and the centre. In the evening their artillery

appeared much superior to that of the allies. Tlie

army was again ordered to lie all night on their arms;
his royal highness caused a battery at the end of the

wood tc be repaired; count Schulenberg to he reinforced

with a battalion of grenadiers, and two field pieces of

cannon; and that battery to be also supported by four

more battalions of grenadiers, luider the command of

major-general Hardenberg. He likewise caused a bat-

tery to be erected of twelve six-pounders, beliind the

village of Hastenheck, and took all the precautions he
could think of to give the enemy a warm reception.

As soon as it was day light, he mounted on horseback

to reconnoitre the position of the enemy, whom ho found

in the same situation as the day before. At a little

after five a very smart cannonading began against the

battery behind the village, which was supported by tho

Hessian infantry and cavalry, who stood a most severe

fire with surprising stcadines,-, and resolution. Between
seven and eight the firing of small arms began on the

left of the allies, when his royal highness ordered major-

general Bchr, with three battalions of Brunswick, to

nustain the grenadiers in the wood, if their assistance

should be wantod. Tlie cannonading continnfcd above
six hours, during whieli the troops, that were exposed
to it, never once abated of their firmness. The fire of

the small arms on tho left increasing, and the French
seeming to gain ground, his royal highness detached
tho colonels Darkeiiliau.sen and liredcnbach, with three

Hanoverian battalions and six squadrons, round tho
wood by Allerdc, who, towards the close of tho day,
drove several s(|uadron3 of the enemy back to their

army, without giving them any opportunity to charge.

At length tho grenadiers in tlie wood, apprehensive of

being siirronnded, from the great numbers of tlie enemy
that appcai'cd there, and were marching round on that

side, though they repulsed every thing that appeared

in their front, thought it advisable to retire nearer tlie

left of the army, a motion whicli gave tho enemy an

opportunity of jiossessing themselves of that battery

without opposition. Here the hereditary prince of

Brunswick distinguished himself at the head of a bat-

talion of Wolfenbultle guards, and another of Hanover-

ians, who attacked and repulsed, with their bayonets,

a superior force of the enemy, and retook the battery.

But the French being in possession of an eminence which

commanded and flanked both the lines of the infantry

and the battery of the allies, and where they were able

to support their attack under the cover of a hill, liis

royal highness, considering tlie superior numbers of the

enemy, near double to his, and the impossibility of dis-

lodging tliein from their post, without exposing his own
troo]is too much, ordered a retreat; in consequence of

which his array retired, first to Hamclen, where he left

a garrison, then to Nienburgli, and afterwards to Iloya;

in the neighbourhood of wliieh town, after sending

away all tlie magazines, sick, and wounded, he en-

camped, in order to cover Bremen and Verden, and to

preserve a communication with Stade, to whieli place

the archives, and most valuable effects of Hanover had

been removed. In this engagement, colonel Brcdenbach

attacked four brigades very strongly posted, witli a bat-

tery of fourteen pieces of cannon, repulsed, and drove

them down a precipice, and took all their artillery and

ammunition; but preferring the care of his wounded to

the glory of carrying away the cannon, he brought oil

only six, nailing up and destroying the rest. The loss

of the allies in all the skirmishes, which lasted three

days, was three hundred and twenty-seven men killed,

nine hundred and seven wounded, and two hundred and

twcntj- missing, or taken prisoners; whilst that of the

Fieiieh, according to their own accounts, amounted to

fifteen hundred men.

The French, heiiig left masters of the field, soon re-

duced Hamelen, which was far from being well fortified,

obliged the garrison to capitulate, and took out of tho

town sixty brass cannon, several mortars, forty ovens,

part of tiie equipage of the duke's army, and large

quantities of provisions and ammunition, which they

found in it, together with a great many sick and

wounded, who, not being included in tlie capituhition,

were made prisoners of war. AVlietlier the court of

France had any reason to find fault with tlie conduct of

the mareschal d'Etiecs, or whether its monarch was
blindly guided by the counsels of his favourite the mar-

quese de Pompadour, who, desirous to testify her grati-

tude to the man who had been one of the chief instru-

ments of her high promotion, was glad of an opportunity

to retrieve his shattered fortunes, and, at the same time,

to add to her own already immense treasures, we shall

not protend to determine; though the event seems

plainly to speak the last. Even at the time, no com-

parison was made between the military skill of the

mareschal d'Etrees, and that of the duke de Richelieu;

but, however that may have been, this last, who, if he

had not shone in the cliaracter of a soldier, excelled all,

or at least most of his contemporaries in tlic more re-

fined arts of a courtier, was, just before the battle ive

have been speaking of, appointed to supersede the ft.r-

incr in the command if the French army in I.o-.ver

Sa.xony, where he arrived on the sixth of August, with
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the title of mareschal of France; and M. d'EtrCes im- 1

mediately resigned tlio command.

THE FRE^CH TAKE POSSESSION OF HAN-
OVER AND HESSE-CASSEL,

Immediately after the battle of Hastenbeclt, the

French sent a detachment of four thousand men to lay

under contribution the countries of Hanover and Bruns-

wiek-Wolfeubuttel, as well as the duchies of Bremen

.\nd Verden; and two days after the arrival of this new

commander, the duke de C'hevrouse was detached with

two thousand men to take possession of Hanover itself,

with the title of governor of that city. He accordingly

marched thither; and upon his arrival the Hanoverian

garrison was disarmed, and left at liberty to retire

where they pleased. About the same time M. de Con-

tades, with a detachment from the French army, was

sent to make himself master of the territories of Hesse-

Cassel, where he found no opposition. He was met at

Warbcrg by that prince's master of the horse, who de-

clared, that they were ready to furnish the Fiench

army with all the succours the country could afford;

and accordingly the magistrates of Cassel presented him

with the keys as soon as he-entered their city. Gottin-

gen was ordered by M. d'Armentieres to prepare for

him within a limited time, upon pain of military execu-

tion, four thousand pounds of white bread, two thousand

busliels of oats, a greater quantity tlian could be found

in the whole country, an hundred loads of hay, and

other provisions.

THE FRENCH REDUCE VERDEN akd BREMEN.

The duke of Cumberland remained encamped in the

neighbourhood of Iloya till the twenty-fourth of August,

when, upon advice that the eueray had laid two bridges

over the AUer in the night, and had passed that river

with a large body of troops, he ordered his army to

march, to secure the important post and passage of Ro-

thenbourg, lest they should attempt to march round on

his left. He encamped that night at Hansen, having

detached lieutenant-general Oberg, with eight battal-

ions and si.'i sfjuadror.s, to Ottersberg, to which place

he marched next day, and encamped behind tlie Wum-
roer, in a very strong situation, betweeu Ottersberg and

Rollicnbourg. The French took possession of Verden

on the twenty-sixth of August, and one of their detach-

ments went on the twenty-ninth to Bremen, where the

gates were immediately opened to them. The duke of

Cumberland, now closely pressed on all sides, and in

danger of having his communication with the Stade cnt

off, which the enemy was endeavouring to eifect, by
seizing upon all the posts round him, found it necessary

to decamp again; to abandon Rothenbourg, of which
the French innnediately took possession; to retreat to

Selsingcn, where his head-quarters were, on the first of

Septemher; and from thence, on the third of the same
montli, to retire under the cannon of Stade. Here it

was imagined that his army would have been able to

maintain their ground between tlie Aller and the Elbe,

till the severity of the season should put an end to the

campaign. Accordingly, his royal highness, upon his

taking this position, sent a detachment of his forces to

Bnck-Schantz, with some artillery, and orders to defend
that place to the utmost; but as it could not possibly

have held out many days, and as the French, who now
hemmed him in on all sides, by m.aking themselves
masters of a little fort at the mouth of the river Swinga,
would have cut off his communication with the Elbe,

so that four Engli.sh men of war, then in that river,

could have been of no service to him, he was forced to

accept of a mediation offered bj' the king of Denmark,
by his minister the count de Lynar, and to sign the

famous convention of Closter-Seven, [See nole 3 K, at Ilia

end of this Vol.] by ^vhich thirty-eight thousand Hsiu-

overiang laid down their arms, and were dispersed into

different (luartcrs of cantonment.

CHAPTER XIV.

The French enter th© Prus-mn Dominions, where they commit CTDfit Disorders

Reflections on the MUrontluct of the Al!ii?d Army Russlnn Fleet block*

up tho Prussian Poits in the Bnllic Rutsinns take Memel Declaration

of the King of Prussia on that occa-«Son Army of the Kmvire raised wiib

liim.-iihv The Austrians tftkeGabel and destroy Zittau Tho Prince

of Prussia le.aves the Aniiv Coraraunicalion between England and Ostend

broke off Ou.-ldres capitulates Skirmishea between the Prussians and
Au^trians and between tho Prussianj and Russians Mareschal Leli-

\vn\d attacks the Rust-iuns in their Intrenchmt^'nts near Norkitten Hasty
Rotreat of thfl Russians out of Prussia French and Imperialist-i tak<*

Gotlia Actii'n between the Prussians and Austrians near Goerlitz—Tlia

French oMiir'; Prince Ferdinand to retire Berlin laid under Contribution

hv tlio Au-ttians : and Leipaic subjected to railitarj- Execution by the Pnis-

efaiis Uattle of Rosbach The Austrians take .Schweidniti ; and di-f-jat

the Prince of Bevem near Breslau Mareschal Keith lays llohemia uivlor

Conlril.ution Kin<: of Prussia defeats tho Austrian* at Lin-a ; r. i;.k>^

^.re^h^u and SchiveidnitB, and becomes Master of all ^i^ilesia Ho^tiliiiL-a uf

the .Swedes in Pumerania Mareschal Lehwald forces the Swedes t<i mire
Mt>moria! presented to the Dutch by Colonel Torke. relative to Ostend

and Nieuport Kin? of Prufsia'a Letter to the Kint; of Great Britain

His Britannic Majesty's Declaration Disputes concerning the Conventicn
of Closter-Seven—^Progress of tho Hanoverian Army DL-ath of tho

Queen of Poland Transactions at Sea Fate of fnptnin Death Ses-

sion opened Supidies granted Funds for rai&ins the Supplies Mc;-
sa^es from the Kins ''^ the House of Commons Second Treaty witli llio

King of Prussia Bill for fortifying MUfot^ Raven Regulations with
respect to Corn Bills for the Encoura-rement of Seamen, and for explnin-

int; the Militia Act Act for repairing London Bridge Act for ascertain-

ing the Qualification of voting Bill for more effecinally manning tho Xavy
Amendments in the Habeas- Corpus Act Scheme in Favour of the

Foundling Hospital Proceedings relative lo the African Company—

—

Scssiiin closed Vigorous Preparations for War Death of the Prince?*
Caroline Sea Engagement otT Cape Francois liemnrkable *ucces-«. of

Captain Forest French evacuate Embden Success of Admiral Osl>orn>3

French Fleet driven ashore in Basque Road Admiral Broderick's

Ship burnt at Sea Descent at Cancalle-Bay Expedition against Cher-
iMJurg Descent at Sf Maloes English defeated at St Cas Caplure.i

from the Enemy Clamours of the Dutch Merclianta on Account of the
Ca'ilure of tlivlr Ships Their fau-ou3 Petition to tlio Stutes-^neraL

THE FRENCH ENTER THE PRUSSIAN
DOMINIONS.

rPHE Hanoverians being now quite subdued, and tho

X whole force of the French let loose against the king

of Prussia by this treaty, mareschal Richelieu immedi-

ately ordered lieutenant-general Berchini to march with

all possible expedition, with the troops under his com-

mand, to join the prince de Soubise: the gens-d'-arms,

and other troops that were in tho landgraviate of Hesse-

Cassel, received the same order; and sixty battalions of

foot, and the greatest part of the horse belonging to the

French army, were directed to attack the Prussian ter-

ritories. Iilareschal Richelieu himself arrived at Bruns-

wick on the fifteenth of September; and having, in a

few days after, assembled an hundred and ten battalions,

and an hundred and fifty squadrons, with an hundred

pieces of cannon, near Wolfenbuttel, he entered the

king of Prussia's dominions with his army on tho

twenty-seventh, twenty-eighth, and twenty-ninth of

the same month, in three columns, which penetrated

into Halberstadt and Brandenburgh, plundering the

towns, exacting contributions, and committing many
enormities, at which their genei'al is said to have con-

nived. In the meantime the duke of Cumberland re-

turned to England, where he arrived on the eleventh of

October, and shortly after resigned all his military com-

mands.
Had the allied army, after the battle of Hastenbeck,

marched directly to the Leine, as it might easily have

done, and then taken post on the otlier side of ^Volfon-

buttel, Halberstadt, and JIagdeburgh, it might have

waited securely under the cannon of the latter place

for the junction of the Prussian forces; instead of which,

they injudiciously turned off to the Lower AVeser, re-

tiring successively from Hamelen to Nicnburgh, '\'erden,

Rothenhurgh, Buxtchnde, and lastly to Stade, where,

for want of subsistence and elbow-room, the troops were

all made prisoners of war at large. They made a march
of an hundred and fifty miles to be cooped up in a nook,

instead of taking the other route, which was only about

an hundred miles, and would have led them to a place

of safety. By this unacconntable conduct, the king of

Prussia was not only deprived of the assistance of near

forty thousand good troops, which, in the close of the

campaign, might have put him upon an equality with

tho French and the army of the empire; but also exposed

to, and actually invaded by, his numerous enemies on

all sides, insomuch that his situation became now more
dangerous than ever; and the f.ite which seemed to have
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threatened the empress a few months hcfore, through his

means, was, to all appearance, turned against hinisell".

His ruin was predicted, nor could human pmdenco fore-

see how ho might bo extricated from his complicated

distress; for, besides the invasion of his territories by
the French under the duke de llielielicu, the Russians,

who had made for a long time a dilatory march, and

seemed uncertain of their own resolutions, all at once

quickened tlieir motions, and entered Ducal Trnssia,

under niarcschal Apraxin and general Fermor, marking
their progress by every inhumanity that unbridled

cruelty, lust, and rapine, can he imagined capable of

committing. A large body of Austrians entered !>ilesia,

and penetrated as far as lircslau; then, turning back,

they laid seige to the impo.-tant fortress of Schweidnitz,

the key of that country. A second body entered Lusa-

tia, another quarter of the Prussian territories, and made
thtmselves masters of Zittau. Twenty-two thousand

Swedes penetrated into Prussian Pomerania, took the

towns of .\nclnni and Demmin, and laid the whole conn-

try luidcr contribution. 'I'hc army of the empire, rein-

forced by that of prince Soubise, after many delays, was
at last in full march to enter Saxony; and this motion

loft the Austrians at liberty to turn the greatest part of

their forces to the reduction of Silesia. An Austrian

general penetrating through Lusatia, passed by the Prus-

sian armies, and suddenly presenting himself before the

gates of Berlin, laid the whole country under contribu-

tion; and though he retired on the approach of a body
of Prussians, yet he still found means to interrupt the

communication of these last with Silesia. The Prussians,

it is true, exerted themselves bravely on all sides, and

their enemies fled before them; but whilst one body was
pursuing, another gained upon thera in some other part.

The winter approached, their strength decayed, and
their adversaries multiplied daily. Their king h.arassed,

and almost spent with incessant fatigue both of body
and of mind, was in a manner excluded from the empire.

The greatest part of his dominions were either taken

from him, or laid under contribution, and possessed by
his enemies, who collected the public revenues, fattened

on the conti-ibutions, and with the riches which they
drcwfrom the electorate of Hanover, and otherconquests,

defrayed the expenses of the war; and by the convention

of Closter-Seven he was deprived of his allies, and left

without any assistance whatever, excepting what the

British parliament might think fit to supply. How dif-

tereiit is this picture from that which the king of Prus-

sia exhibited when he took arms to enter Saxony I But,

in order to form a clear idea of these events, of the sit-

uation of his Prussian majesty, and of the steps he took

to defeat the designs of his antagonists, and extricate

himself from his great and numerous distresses, it will

be proper now to take a view of the several transactions

of his enemies, as well during his stay in Bohemia, as

from the time of his leaving it, down to that which we
are now speaking of.

A RU.SSIAN FLEET BLOCKS UP THE PRUS-
SIAN PORTS I.\ THE BALTIC.

AVhilst the king of Prussia was in Bohemia, the em-
press of Russia ordered notice to be given to all masters
of ships, that if any of them were found assisting the

Prussians, by the transportation of troops, artillery, and
ammunition, they should be condemned as legal prizes;

and her fleet, consisting of fifteen men of war and fri-

gates, with two bomb-ketches, was sent to block up the

Prussian ports in the Baltic, where it took several ships

of that nation, which were employed in carrying pro'ins-

ions and merchandise from one port to another. One
of these ships of war ap])earing before Memcl, a town
of Pohind, but subject to Prussia, the commandant sent

an oflicer to the captain, to know whether he came as

a friend or an enemy? to which intenogation the Rus-
sian captain replied, that, notwithstanding the disposi-

tions of the empress of both the Ru.ssias were suflicieutly

known, yet he would further explain them, by declaring

that his orders, and those of the other Russian comman-
ders, were, in conformity to the laws of war, to seize on
all the Prussian vessels they met with on their cruise.

Upon which the conunandant of Memel immediately
gave orders for pointing the cannon to fire upon all Rus-
sian ships that should approach that place.

The land-forces of the Russians had now lingered on
their much upwards of six months; and it was pretty
generally doubted, by those who wore supposed to have
the best intelligence, whether they ever were designed
really to pass into the Prussian territories, not only on
account of their long stay on the borders of Lithuania,
but also because several of their cossacks had been se-

verely punished for plundering the waggons of some
Prussian peasants upon the frontiers of Courland, and
the damage of tlio peasants compensated with money,
though general Apra.xin's army was at the same time

greatly distressed by the want of provisions; when, on
a sudden, they quickened their motions, and showed
they were in earnest, determined to accomplish the ruin

of Prussia. Their first act of hostility was the attack

of Memel, which surrendered: and, by the articles of

capitulation, it was agreed that the garrison should

marcli out with all the honours of war, after having en-

gaged not to servo against the empress, or any of her

allies, for the space of one year.

His Prussian majest}',justly forcseeingthegreatenor-

mities that were to be expected from these savage ene-

mies, who were unaccustomed to make war, except upon
nations as barbarous as themselves, who looked upon
war only as an opportunity for plunder, and every coun-

try through which they happened to march as theirs

by right of conquest, published the following declar-

ation: "Itissuiliciently known, that the king of Prussia,

after the example of his glorious predecessors, has, ever

since his accession to the crown, laid it down as a maxim
to seek the friendship of the ifnperial court of Russia,

and cultivate it by eveiy method. Ilis Prussian majesty

hath had the satisfaction to live, for several successive

years, in the strictest harmony with the reigning em-
press: and this happy union would be still subsisting,

if evil-minded potentates bad not broke it by their secret

machinations, and carried things to such a height, that

the ministers on both sides have been recalled, and the

correspondence broken oii". However melancholy these

circumstances might be for the king, his majesty was
nevertheless most attentive to prevent any thing that

might increase the alienation of the Russian court. He
hath been particularly careful, during the disturbances

of the war that now unhappily rages, to avoid whatever

might involve him in a difference with that court, not-

withstanding the great grievances he hath to allege

against it; and that it was publicly known the court of

Vienna had at last drawn that of Russia into its destruc-

tive views, and made it serve as an instrument for fav

ouring the schemes of Austria. His majesty hath given

the whole world incontestible proofs, that he was under
an indispensable necessity of having recourse to the

measures he hath taken against the courts of Vienna
and Saxony, who forced him by their conduct to take

up arms for his defence. Yet, even since things have

been brought to this extremity, the king hath offered

to lay down his arms, if proper securities should be

granted to him. His majesty hath not neglected to ex-

pose the artifices by which the imperial court of Russia

hath been drawn into measures so opposite to the em-
press's sentiments, and which would excite the utmost
indignation of that great princess, if the truth could bo

placed before her without disguise. The king did more;

he suggested to her imperial majesty sufficient means
either to excuse her not taking any part in the present

war, or to avoid, upon the justest grounds, the execution

of those engagements which the court of Vienna claimed

by a manifest abuse of obligations, which they employed

to palliate their unlawful views. It wholly depended

upon the empress of Russia to extinguish the (lames of

the war, without unsheathing the sword, by pursuing

the measures suggested by the king. This conduct
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would liave immortalized her reign througliout all Eu-

rope. It would hare gained her more lasting glory than

can be acquired by the greatest triumphs. The king

finds with regret, that all his precautions and care to

maintain peace with the Russian empire are fruitles.s,

and that the intrigues of his enemies have prevailed.

His majesty sees all the considerations of friendship and

good neighbourhood set aside by the imperial court of

Russia, as well as the observance of its engagements
with his majesty. He sees that court marching its troops

through the territories of a foreign power, and, contrary

to the tenor of treaties, in order to attack the king in

his dominions; and thus taking part in a war, in whicli

liis enemies have involved the Russian empire. In such

circumstances, tlie king hath no otlicr part to take, but

to employ the power which God hath intrasted to him
in defending himself, protecting his subjects, and repel-

ling every unjust attack. His majesty will never lose

sight of the rules which are observed, even in the midst

of war, among civilized nations. But if, contrary to all

hope and expectation, these rules should be violated by
the troops of Russia, if they commit in the king's ter-

ritories disorders and excesses disallowed by the law of

arms, his majesty must not be blamed if he makes re-

prisals in Saxony ; and if, instead of that good order

and rigorous discipline which have hitherto been ob-

served by his army, avoiding all sorts of violence, lie

finds himself forced, contriuy to his inclination, to suffer

the provinces and subjects of Saxony to be treated in

the same manner as his own territories shall be treated.

As to the rest, the king will soon publish to the whole
world the futility of the reasons alleged by the imperial

court of Russia to justify its aggression; and as his ma-
jesty is forced upon making his defence, he has room to

hope, with confidence, that the Lord of Hosts will bless

his righteous amis: that he will disappoint the unjust

enterprises of his enemies, and grant him his powerful

assistance to enable him to make head against them."

ARMY OF THE EMPIRE RAISED.

AVlicn the king of Prussia was put under the ban of

the empire, the several princes who compose that body
were required, by the decree of the Aulic council, as we
observed before, to furnish their respective contingents

against him. Those who feared him looked upon this

Hs a fair opportunity of reducing him ; and those who
stood in awe of the house of Austria were, through ne-

cessity, compelled to support that power which they
dreaded. Besides, they were accustomed to the influ-

ence of a family in which the empire had, for a long time,

been in a manner hereditary; and were also intimidated

by tlie appearance of a confederacy the most formidable,

perhaps, that the world had ever seen. Yet, notwith-

standing all this, the contingents, both of men and
money, were collected slowly ; the troops \vero badly
composed; and many of tliose, not only of the protes-

taut princes, but also of the catholics, showed the utmost
reluctance to act against his Prussian m.ajesty, which,
indeed, none of them would have been able to do had it

not been for the assistance of the French under the
prince de Soubise. The elector palatine lost above a
thousand men by desertion. Four thousand of the troops
belonging to the duke of Wirtemberg being delivered to

the French commissary on the twenty-fourth of June,
were immediately reviewed; but the review was scarcely
finished, when they began to cry aloud that they were
eold. Next morning thirty of them deserted at once,
and were soon followed by parties of twenty and thirty
each, who forced their way through the detachments
that guarded the gates of Stntgard, and in the even-
ing the mutiny became general. They fired upon the
officers in their barracks, and let their general know
that if he did not inunediately withdraw, they would ])ut

him to death. Mcimwhile, some of the oflicers bavin"'

pursued the deserters, brought back a part of them pri-

soners, when the rest of the soldiers declared, that if

Omiij wcro not immediately released, they would set fire

to the stadthousc and barracks; upon which the prison-

ei-s were set at liberty late in the evening. Next morn-

ing the soldiers assembled, and having seized some of

the oflicei's, three or four hundred of them marched out

of the town at that time, with the music of the regi-

ments playing before them ; and in this manner near

three thousand of them filed off', and the remainder were

afterwards discharged.

THE AUSTRIANS TAKE GABEL.

The king of Pmssia, upon his leaving Bohemia after

the battle of Kolin, retired towards Saxony, as wc ob-

served before; and having sent his heavy artillery and

mortars up the Elbe to Dresden, fi.xed his camp on the

banks of the river, at Leitnieritz, where his main army
was strongly intrenched, whilst mareschal Keith, with

the troops under his command, encamped on the opposite

shore; a free communication being kept open by means
of a bridge. At the same time detachments were or-

dered to secure the passes into Saxony. As this position

of the king of Pi-ussia prevented the Austrians from be-

ing able to penetrate into Saxony by the way of the Elbe,

they moved, by slow marches, into the circle of Bunt-
zla, and, at last, with a detachment commanded by the

duke d'Aremberg and M. Macguire, on the eighteenth

of June fell suddenly upon, and took the important post

at Gabel, situated between Bocmish Leypa and Zittau,

after an obstinate defence made by the Prussian garrison,

under major-general Putkammer, consisting of four bat-

talions, who were obliged to surrender prisoners of war.

The Austrians having by this motion gained a march
towards Lusatia, upon a corps which had been detached
under the command of the prince of Pi-ussia to watch
them, his Prussian majesty thought proper to leave

Leitmeritz on the twentieth in the morning, and lay that

night at Lickowitz, a village opposite to Leitmeritz, of

which a battalion of his troops still kept possession,

while the rest of his army remained encamped in the

plain before that place. Next morning, at break of day,

prince Henry decamped, and made so good a disposition

for his retreat, that he did not lose a single man, though
he marched in sight of the whole body of Austrian ir-

regulars. He passed the bridge at Leitmeritz, after

withdrawing the battalion that was in the town, and
having burnt the bridge, the whole army united, and
made a small movement towards the passes of the moun-
tains; the king then lying at Sulowitz, near the field

where the battle of Lowoschutz was fought on the first

of October of the preceding year. The heavy baggage
was sent on in the afternoon, with a proper escort ; and
in the morning of the twenty-second the army marched
in two columns, and encamped on the high grounds at

Lusecbitz, a little beyond Lenai, where it halted on the

twenty-third. No attack was made upon the rear-guard,

though great numbers of Austrian hnssars, and other

irregulars, had appeared the evening before within can-

non-shot of the Prussian camp. On the twenty-fourth

the army marched to Nellendorf; on the tweflty-fifth

it encamped near Cotta, on the twenty-sixth near Pima,
where it halted the next day ; and on the tv.-enty-eighth

it crossed the river near that place, and entered Lusatia,

where, by the cud of the month, it encamped at Baut-

zen.

The king's army made this retreat with all the suc-

cess that could be wished; but the corps under the

prince of Prussia had not the same good fortune. For
the Austrians. immediately after their taking Gabcl,

sent a strong detachment against Zittau, a trading town
in the circle of Upper Saxony, where the Prussians had
large magazines, and a garrison of six battalions, and,

in his sight, attacked it with uncommon rage. Paying
no regard to the inhabitants as being friends or allies,

but determined to reduce the place before the king of

Prussia could have time to niai-ch to its relief, they no
sooner ariived before it, than they bombarded and can-

nonaded it with such fury, that most of the gfnison,
finding themselves unable to resist, made their escape,
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nud canicil off as mach as they could of the magazines,

leaving only three or four Imiulred men in the town,

-ander eolouel Dirieke, to hold it out as long as possible;

which he accordingly did, till the whole place was al-

most destroyed. The cannonading began on the twen-

ty-third of July, at eleven in the morning, and h\sted

till five in tlie evening. In this space of time four

thousand balls, many of them red hot, were fired into

this unfortunate city, with so little intermission, that

it was soon set on fire in several ])laces. In tho con-

fusion which the conflagration produced, the Austrians

entered tho town, and the inhabitants imagined that

they had then nothing furtJier to fear; aud that their

friends the Austrians would assist them in extinguish-

ing the flames, aud saving the place; but in tliis par-

ticular their expectations were disappointed. 'I'lic pan-

dours and Selavonians, who rushed in with regular

troops, made no distinction between tho I'russiaus and

tho inhabitants of Zittau: instead of helping to quench

the flames, they began to plunder the warehouses which

the fire had not reached: so that all the valuable mer-

chandise they contained was either carried off, or re-

duced to ashes. Upwards of si.x luuidi-ed houses, and

almost all the public buildings, the cathedrals of St.

John aud St. James, the orphan house, eight parsonage-

bouses, eight schools, the town-house and every thing

contained in it, the public weigh-house, the prison, the

archives, and all the otlierdocumentsof the town-coun-

cil, the plate and other tilings of value presented to

the town, from time to time, by the emperors, kings,

and other princes and noblemen, were entirely destroyed,

and more than four hundred citizens were killed in this

assault. Of the whole town there was left standing

only one hundi'ed and thirty-eight houses, two churches,

the council, library, aud the salt-work. The queen of

Poland was so affected by this melancholy account, that

she is said to have fainted aw.-iy upon hearing it. As
this city belonged to their friend the king of Poland,

the Austrians thought proper to publish an excuse for

their conduct, ascribing it entirely to the necessity they

uere under, and tho obstinate defence made by the

I'russian garrison. But what excuses can atone for

such b.irbority ?

THE PKl.NCE OF PRUSSIA LEAVES THE ARMY.

The corps under the prince of Prussia, which had
been witnesses to the destruction of this unhappy place,

was by the king's march to Bautzen, fortunately extri-

cated from the danger of being surrounded by the Aus-
trians, who, upon his m.ajesty's approach, retired from

their posts on the right. Soon after this event, the prince

of Prussia, finding his health much impaired by the fa-

tigues of the campaign,* quitted the army, and returned

to Berlin. In the meantime, mareschal Keith, who had
been left upon the frontier to guard the passes of the

mountains of Bohemia, arrived at Pirna, having been

much harassed in his march by the enemy's irregular

troops, and lost some waggons of provisions and bag-

gage. After resting a day at I'irna, he pursued his march
through DUesden with twenty battalions and forty squa-

drons, and encamped on the right ofthe Elbe, before the

gate of the new city, from whence he joined tlic king

between Bautzen and Coerlitz. The Prussian army, now
re-assembled at this place, amounted to about sixty

thousand men, besides twelve battalions and ten squa-

drons which remained in the famous camp at Pirna, un-

der the prince of Anh.iult-Dessau, to cover Dresden,

.secure the gorges of the mouutains, and check tho iu-

• Tliia iras the reason that was ptiblicly assi^cd for his quitting
'
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; the king h.is brolhor, could not refrain from cvpostu-
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cursions of tho .\ustrian irrcp^ilars, with whom, as they
were continually flying about the skirts of the Prussiait

army, as well in their eneamptnents as on their marches,
alnmst daily skirmishes happened, with various success.

Though some of these encounters were very bloody, they
cost the Prussians much fewer men than they lost by
desertion since the battle of Kolin. The reason seems
obvious:—the Prussian army had been recruited, in times
of peace, from all parts of Germany ; and though this

way of recruiting may bo very proper in such times, yet
it cannot he expected to answer in a state of actual war,

esi)ucially an unfortunate war: because the fidelity of

such soldiers can never be so much depended on as that

of natives, who serve their natural sovereign from prin-

ciple, and not merely for p.iy, and who must desert their

country, their parents, and their friends, at tho same timo

that they desert their prince,

COMMUNICATION BETWEEN ENGLAND AND
OSTEND BROKE OFF.

It will be proper here to take notice of some events

which could not easily bo mentioned before, without

breaking through the order wo have proposed to our-

selves in the writing of this history.—Tho empress-

queen, more embittered than ever against the king of

Prussia and his allies, recalled her ministers, count Col-

orcdo and monsieur Zohern, from London, towards the

beginning of July ; and about the same time count

Kaunitz, great chancellor of the empire, informed Mr.

Keith, the British minister at Vienna, that the court of

London, by the succours it had given, and still continued

to give, the king ofPrussia, as well as by other circum-

stances relating to the present state of affairs, having

broken th*", solemn engagements which united this crown

with the house of Austria, her majesty the empress-

queen had thought proper to recall her minister from

England, and consequently to break oft" all correspon-

dence. Mr. Keith, in pursuance of this notice, set out

from Vienna on the twenty-ninth of July; as did also

Mr. Desrolles, his Britanuic majesty's minister at tho

court of Brussels, from this last place, about the same

time. On the seventh of July, general Pisa, command-
ant of Ostend, Nicuport, and the maritime ports of Flan-

ders, sent his adjutant to the English vice-consul at

Ostend, at six o'clock in the morning, to tell him, that

by ordei's from his court all communication with Eng-

land was broke off; and desired the vice-consul to inti-

mate to the packet-boats and British shipping at Ostend,

Bruges, and Nicuport, to depart in twenty-four hours,

and not to return into any of tho ]iorts of the empress-

queen till further disposition should be made. The rea-

sons alleged by the court of Vienna for debarring the

subjects of his Britannic majesty from the use of these

ports, obtained for the house of Austria by the arms and

treasures of CJreat Britain, were, " That her imperial

majesty the empress-queen, could not, with indifference,

see England, instead of giving the succours due to her

by the most solemn treaties, enter into an alliance witli

her enemy tho king of Prussia, and actually afford him

all manner of assistance, assembling armies to oppose

those which the most chri.5tian king, her ally, had sent

to her aid, aud suffering privateers to exercise open vio-

leuce in her roads, under the cannon of her ports and

coasts, without giving the least satisfaction or answer

to the complaints made on that account; and the king

of Great Britain himself, at the very time she was offer-

ing him a neutrality for Hanover, publishing, by a mes-

sage to his parliament, that she had formed, with the

most christian king, dangerous designs agaiust that

electorate; therefore, her majesty, desirous of providing

for the security of her ports, judged it expedient to give

the forementioned orders; and at tho same time to de-

clare, that she could no longer permit a free commun-
ication between her subjects and the English, which

had hitherto been founded upon treaties that Great Bri-

tain had, without scruple, openly violated." Notwitli-

standiug these orders, the English packet-boats, with

o X
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letters, were allo-wed to pass as usual to and from Ostend;

the ministers of her imperial majesty -wisely considering

how good a revenue the postage of English letters brings

in to the post-office of the Austrian Netherlands. Ostend

and Xicuport, by orderof her imperial majesty, received

each of them a French garrison; the former on the nine-

teenth of July, and the latter next day, under the com-
mand ofM. de la Motte, upon whose arrival the Austrian

troops evacuated those places; though the empress-queen
still reserved to herself, in both of them, the full and
free exercise of all her rights of sovereignty; to which
purpose an oath was administered to the French com-
mandant by her majesty's miuister-pleniijotentiary for

the government of the Low-Countries. At the same
time, their imperial and most christian majesties noti-

fied to the magistracy of Hambui'gh, that they must not

admit any English men of war, or transports, into their

port, on pain of having a French garrison imposed on

them. The city of Gueldres, which had been blocked

up by the French ever since the beginning of summer,
was forced by famine to capitulate on the twenty-fourth

of August, and the garrison marched out with all the

honours of war, in order to be conducted to Berlin; but

so many of them deserted, that when they passed by
Cologn, the whole garrison consisted only of the com-
mandant and forty-seven men. By the surrender of

this place the whole country lay open to the French and
their allies quite up to Magdeburgh; and the empress-

queen immediately received two hundred thousand

crowns from the I'evcnues of Clevesand la Marcke alone.

To return to the aft'airs more immediately relating to

the king of Prussia. The advanced posts of the prince

of Anhault-Dessau at Pirna were attacked, on the tenth

of August, by a body of hussars and other irregular

troops of the Austrians; but the Prussians soon obliged

them to retire, with the loss of several men and two
pieces of cannon. On the nineteenth of the same mouth,
early in the morning, a great number of Austrian pan-

dours surrounded a little town called C4otliebe, in which
a Prussian gan'isou was quartered, with a design to take

it by surprise. The pandours attacked it on all sides,

and in the beginning killed twenty-three Prussians, and
wounded many; but the Prussians having rallied, re-

pulsed the assailants with great loss. These, however,
were but a sort of preludes to much more decisive ac-

tions which happened soon after. Silesia, which had
hitherto been undisturbed this year, began now to feel

the effects of war. Baron Jahnus, an Austrian colonel,

entering that countr}- with only an handful of men, made
himself master of Hirschberg, Waldenberg, Gottesbcrg,

Frankenstein, and Landshut. They were, indeed, but

open places; and he was repulsed in an attempt upon
Strigau. On the side of Franconia the army of the em-
pire was assembling with all speed, under the prince of

Saxe-Hildburghausen; the French were marching a se-

cond army from their interior provinces into Alsace, in

order to join the Imperialists: the first division of their

troops had already entered the empire, and were advan-
ced as far as Hanau. The Swedes were now preparing,

with the utmost expedition, to send a numerous army
into Pomerania; and the Russians, who since the tak-

ing of Memel had not done the king of Prussia much
damage, besides that of obliging him to keep .an army
in Prussia to oppose them, and interrupting the trade of

Konigsberg by their squadrons, were again advancing
with hasty strides towards Prussia, marking their steps

with horrid desolation. Field-marescbal Lehwald, who
liad been left in Prussia with an army of thirty thou-
sand men, to guard that kingdom during the absence of

his master, was encamped near Velau, when the Eus-
sians, to the number of eighty thousand, after taking
Memel, advanced against the territories of the Prussian
king, whose situation now drew upon him the attention
of all Europe. In the night between the seventh and
eighth of August, colonel M.alaehowsti, one of marcsclial
Lehwald's officers, marched to reconnoitre the position

of the enemy, when a skirmish ha]ipencd, which lasted
near two hours, between his advanced ranks and a Rus-

sian detachment three times stronger than the Prus-
sians. The Russians were repulsed, and fled into the

woods, after having fifty men killed and a great num-
ber wounded. The Prussians lost but one luan, and had
fourteen wounded.

MARESCHAL LEHWALD ATTACKS THE RUS-
SIANS NEAR NORKITTEN.

Several other little skirmishes happened between
straggling parties of the two armies; and the Russians

went on pillaging and laying waste every thing before

them, till at length the two armies having approached

one another in Brandenburgh-Prussia, mareschal Leh-
wald, finding it impossible to spare detachments from so

small a number as his was, compared to that of the en-

emy, to cover the wretched inhabitants from the out-

rages committed on them by the Russian cossacks, and
other barbarians belonging to them, judged it absolutely

necessary to attack their main army; and accordingly,

notwithstanding his great disadvantag-e in almost every

respect, he resolved to hazard a battle on the thirtieth

of August. The Russians, consisting, as we before ob-

served, of eighty thousand regulars, under the command
of mareschal Apraxin, avoiding the open field, were in-

trenched in a most advantageous camp near Norkitten

in Prussia. Their army was composed of four lines,

each of which was guarded by an intrenchment, and the

whole was defended by two hundred pieces of cannon,

batteries being placed upon all the eminences. Mare-
schal Lehwald's army scarcely amounted to thirty thou-

sand men. The action began at five in the morning,

and was carried on with so much vigour, that the Prus-

sians entirely broke the whole first line of the enemy,
and forced all their batteries. The prince of Holstein-

Gottorp, brother to the king of Sweden, at the head of

his regiment of dragoons, routed the Russian cavalry,

and afterwards fell upon a regiment of grenadiers, which
was cut to pieces; but when the Prussians came to the

second intrenchment, mareschal Lehwald, seeing that

he could not attempt to carry it without exposing his

army too much, took the resolution to retire. The Prus-

sians returned to their former camp at Yelau, and the

Russians remained in their present situation. The loss

of the Prussians little exceeding two thousand killed and
wounded, was immediately replaced out of the discip-

lined militia. The Russians lost a much greater num-
ber. GeneralLapuchinwas wounded and taken prisoner,

with a colonel of the Russian artillery; but the former

was sent back on his parole. The Prussian irmy had,

at first, made themselves masters ofabove eight}' pieces

of cannon; but were afterwards obliged to abandon

them, with eleven of their own, for want of carriages.

Three Russian generals were killed; but the Prussians

lost no general or officer of distinction, of which rank

count Dohna was the only one that was wounded.

HASTY RETREAT OF THE RUSSIANS OUT
OF PRUSSIA.

After this engagement, mareschal Lehwald changed

the position of his army, by drawing towards Peters-

wald; and the Russians, after remaining quite inactive

till the thirteenth of September, on a sudden, to the

great surprise of every one, retreated out of Prussia with

such precipitation, that they left all their sick and

wounded behind them, to the amount of fifteen or six-

teen thousand men, together with eighty pieces of can-

non, and a considerable part of their military stores.

Mareschal Apraxin masked his design by advancing all

Ins irregulars towards the Prussian army; so that mare-

schal Lehwald was not informed of it till the third day,

when he detached prince George of Holstein with ten

thousand horse to pursue them but with little hopes

of coming up with them as they made forced marches,

in order to bo the sooner in their own country. How-
ever, the Prussians took some of them prisoners, and

many stragglers were killed by the country people in
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their flight toivnrils Tilsit, which they nhnndoned, though

they still kept Memel, and shortly after added some new
fortifications to that place. They made their retreat in

two columns, one of which directed its course towards

Jlemel; while the other took the nearest way through

the bailiwick of Absterneu, and threw bridges over the

river Jura. Both columns burnt every village they

passed through without distinction. The Prussians

were obliged to desist from the pursuit of these barbar-

i.ms, because the bridges, thrown over the river Meniel,

h.td been destroyed by the violence of the stream. The
Hussian army suflered greatly for want of bread, as all

the countries were ruined through which it passed, so

that they could procure no sort of subsistence butherb-

.nge and rye-bread. All the roads were strewed witli

dead bodies of men and horses. The real cause of tliis

sudden retreat is as great a mystery as the reason of

stopping so long, the year before, on the borders of Li-

thuania; though the occasion of it is said to have been
the illness of the czarina, who was seized with a kind
of apoplectic fit, and had made some new regulations in

case of a vacancy of the throne, which rendered it cx-

|)cdicnt that the regular forces should be at hand to sup-

port the measures taken by the government.

FRENCH AND IMrEEIALlSTS TAKE GOTHA.

The king of Prussia, after remaining for some time
encamped between Bautzen and Gocrlitz, removed his

head-quarters to Bernstedel; and on the fifteenth of

August his army came in sight of tlie Austrian camp,

and within cannon-shot of it: upon which the Austrians

struck their tents, and drew up in order of battle before

their camp. The king formed his army over against

them, and immediately went to reconnoitre the ground
between the armies; but, as it was then late, he deferred

the more exact examination of that circumstance till the

next day. The two armies continued under arms all

night. Nest morning at break of day, the king found
the Austrians encamped with their right at the river

Weisle; the rest of their army extended along a rising

ground, at the foot of a mountain covered with wood,
which protected their left; and before their front, at the

bottom of the hill on which they were drawn up, was a
small brook, passable only in three places, and for no
more than four or five men abreast. Towards the left

of their army was an opening, where three or four bat-

talions might have marched in front ; but behind it they
had placed three lines of infantry, and on a hill which
flanked this opening, within musket-shot, were placed
four thousand foot, with forty or fifty pieces of cannon

;

so that, in reality, this was the strongest part of their

camp. The king left nothing undone to bring the Aus-
trians to battle; but finding them absolutely bent on
avoiding it, after lying four days before them, he and
his army returned to their camp at Benistedel. They
were followed by some of the enemy's hussars and pan-
dours, who, however, had not the satisfaction to take

the smallest booty in this retreat. The Austrian army,
which thus declinedeugaging, was, by their own account,

;m hundred and thirty thousand strong, more than double
the number of the king of Prussia, who, the day he re-

turned to Bernstedel, after he had retired about two thou-
.sand yards, again drew up his army in line of battle, and
remained so upwards of an hour, but not a man stirred

from the Austrian camp. The army of the empire, com-
manded by the prince of Saxe-Hildburghauscn, and that

of the French under the prince de Soubise, making to-

gether about fifty thousand men, half of which were
French, had by this time joined, and advanced as far as

Erfurth in Saxony; upon which his Prussian m.njesty,

finding that all his endeavours could not bring the Aus-
trians to an engagement, set out from Lusatia, accom-
panied by mareschal Keith, with sixteen battalions and
forty squ.adrons of his troops, and arrived at Dresden on
the twenty-ninth of August, leaving the rest of the army
in a strong camp, under the prince of Bcvern. With
this dctar.hment, which, by thejunction of several bodies

of troops, amounted to about forty thousand men, ho
made a quick march, by the way of Leipsic towards Er-
furth, to give battle to the united army of the French
and the empire. But by the time he arrived at Erfurth,
which was on the fourteenth of .September, the enemy
had retreated towards Gotha; and upon his further ap-
proach, they retired to Eye.scnach, where tliey intrenched
tliemselves in a very strong camp. His m.ajesty's head-
quarters were at Kirschlaben, near Erfurth. While tho
two armies were thus situated, major-general Seydclitz,
who occupied the town of Gothii, being informed, on tho
nineteenth, that a large body of the enemy was coming
towards hiui, and that it consisted of two regiments of
Austrian hussars, one regiment of French hussars, and
a detachment made up of French grenadiers, troops of

the army of the empire, and a great number of Croats

and pandoure, retired, and posted himself at some dis-

tance. The enemy immediately took possession of tho

town and castle; but general Ijeydelitz, havingbeen re-

inforced, attacked the enemy witli such vigour, that ho
soon obliged them to abandou this new conquest, and to

retire with great precipitation; a report having been
spread, that the Prussian army was advancing against

them, with the king himself in person. The Prussian
hussars took a considerable booty on this occasion, and
general Scydelitz sent prisoners to the camp, one lieu-

tenant-colonel, three majors, four lieutenants, and sixty-

two soldiers of the cuemy, who had also about an hun-
dred and thirty killed. After tliis action his Prussian
majesty advanced near Eyesenach, with a design to at-

tack the combined army; but they were so strongly in-

trenched, that he found it impracticable. His provisions

falling short, he was obliged to retire towards Erfurth,

and soon after to Naumburgh, on the river Sala; where-
upon the combined army marched, and again took pos-

session of Gotha, Erfurth, and Weiman : which last place,

however, they soon after quitted.

ACTION BETWEEN THE rRUS.SIANS AND
AUSTRIANS NEAR GOERLITZ.

Upon the king of Prussia's leaving Bernstedel, the

Austrians took possession of it on the sixth of Septem-
ber, and made prisoners a Prussian battalion wliich h.ad

been left there. The next day fifteen thousand Aus-
trians attacked two battalions of general WinterfieM's

troops, being part of the prince of Bevern's army, who
were posted on a high ground on the other side of tlie

Neiss, near Ilunnersdorff, in the neighbourhood of Goer-

litz; and, after being repulsed several times, at last

made themselves masters of the eminence. The loss,

in this action, was considerable on both sides, but great-

est on that of the Prussians, not so much by the num-
ber of their slain, which scarcely exceeded that of tlie

Austrians, as by the death of their brave general Win-
terfield, who, as he was leading up succours to the

battalions that were engaged, received a shot from a
cannon, of which he died the night following. Tho
generals Nadasti and Clerici, count d'Arberg, colonel

Elriekhausen, and several other persons of distinction,

were wounded, and the young count of Groesbeck and
the marquis d'Asquc killed, on the side of the -Austrians,

who took six pieces of the Prussian cannon, six pair of

tlieir colours, and made general Kemekc, the count
d'Anhalt, and some other officers, prisoners. After this

skirmish, the prince of Bcvern, with the Prussian army
under his command, retreated from Goerlitz to Rothen-
berg, then passed the Queiss at Sygersdorff, from whence
he marched to Buntzlaa, in Silesia, and on the first of

October reached Breslau, witliout suffering any loss,

though the numerous army of tho Austrians followed

him for some days. Upon his arrival there, he chose a
very strong camp on the other side of the Oder, in order

to cover the city of Breslau, to the fortifications of

which he immediately added several new works.

Though neither side had any very sign.al advantage in

this engagement, more than th.it the Austrians remained

masters of the field, yet great rejoicings were made at
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Viunua on account of it. The death of general Win-
tcrfielJ was, indeed, au irreparable loss to his Prussian

majesty, who received at the same time the news of

this misfortune, and of the Swedes having now actually

begun hostilities in Pomerania.

THE FRENCH OBLIGE FERDINAND TO
RETIRE.

A body of the French, who, let loose against the king
of Prussia by the ever-memorable and shameful con-

vention of Closter-Seven, had entered the territories of

Halberstadt and JIagdeburgh, were worsted at Eglen
by a party of six hundred men, under the command of

count Horn, whom prince Ferdinand of Brunswick had

detached from a body of troops with which his Prussian

majesty had sent him to defend those countries. The
Prussians took prisoners the count de Lusignau, colonel,

eighteen other French ofEcers, and four hundred sol-

diers, and made themselves masters of a considerable

booty in baggage, &c., with the loss of only two men;
and, moi'covcr, a French ofBcer and forty men were made
prisoners at Halberstadt. Upon this check the French
evacuated the country of Halberstadt for a little while,

but returning again on the twenty-ninth of September,
with a considerable reinforcement from mareschal Riche-

lieu's army, which he now could easily spare, prince

Ferdinand was obliged to retire to Winslcbeu, near the

city of Magdeburgh. The dangers which Iiad been
hitherto kept at a distance from the Prussian dominions,

by the surprising activity of their king, now drew
nearer, and menaced them on all sides. Mareschal
Richelieu, with eighty battalions and an hundred squa-
drons, entered the country of Halberstadt, and levied

immense contributions; whilst the allied army of the
French and Imperialists, being joined by six thousand
men under general Laudohn, who had just defeated a
regiment of Prussian cavalry near Erfurth, marched to

WeissenfeUs, a city in the very centre of Thuriugia. The
Swedes had actually taken some towns in Pomerania,
and were advancing to besiege Stetin, and the Austri-

ans, who had made themselves masters of Lignitz, and
a considerable part of Silesia, had now laid siege to

Schweidnitz, and were preparing to pass the Oder, in

order to attack the prince of Bevera in his camp near
Breslau. In the meantime they made frequent and
always destructive incursions into Brandenburgli ; to

oppose which his Prussian majesty ordered detachments
from all his regiments in those parts to join the militia

of the countr}', and sent the prince of Anhault-Dessau
from Leipsic, with a body of ten thousand men, to

guard Berlin, whilst lie himself marched with the troops
under his command to Interbeck, on the frontier of tlie

Lower Lusatia, to be the more at hand to cover Bran-
denburgh, and to preserve the communication with
Silesia.

While these precautions were taking, general Had-
dick, with fifteen or sixteen thousand Austrians, entered
Brandenburgh on the sixteenth of October, and the next
day arrived before Berlin, of which city he demanded a
contribution of six hundred thousand crowns; but con-
tented himself with two hundred and ten thousand.
The Austrians pillaged two of the suburbs; but before
tliey could do any further mischief, they were obliged
to retire in great haste, at the approach of the prince of
Anhault-Dessau, whose vanguard entered the city in
the evening of their departure. This alarm, however,
obliged the queen and the royal family of Prussia to
remove to Magdeburgh on the twenty-third; and the
most valuable records were sent to the fort of Spandau,
at the conHux of the Havel and the Sphre. On the
other hand, the unfortunate inhabitants of Leipsic now
felt most severely the cruel effects of the power of their
new master. The Prussian commandant in that city
had, by order of the king, demanded of them three hun-
dred thousand crowns, a sum far greater than it was in
their pciwer to raise. This trath they represented, but
in vain. The sliort time allowed them to furnish their

contingents being expired, and all their efforts to com
ply with this demand having proved ineffectual, they

were subjected to the rigours of military execution; in

consequence of which their houses were occupied by
the soldiery, who seized upon the best apartments, and
lived at discretion; but the sum demanded could not be

found. Such was tlie situation of this distressed city,

when, on the fifteenth of October, an express arrived,

with advice that bis Prussian majesty would soon be
there; and accordingly he aiTived a few minutes after,

attended by his life-guards. At the same time, a rum-
our was spread that the city would be delivered up to

pillage, which threw the inhabitants into the utmost
consternation. Their fears, however, in that respect

were soon abated, by his majesty's declaring, that he

was wiUing to spare the place, upon condition that half

the sum required should be immediately paid. All that

could be done was to collect among the merchants,

traders, and others, fifty thousand crowns; bills of ex-

change were drawn upon Amsterdam and London for

seventy thousand crowns, and hostages were given, by
way of secm'ity, for the payment of thirty thousand
more within a time which was agreed on. But still,

notwithstanding this, the military execution was con-

tinued, even with greater rigour than before, and all

the comfort the wretched inhabitants could obtain w;is,

that it should cease whenever advice should be re-

ceived that their bills were accepted.

BATTLE OF ROSBACH.

The king of Pnlssia had tried several times to bring

the combined army under the princes Saxe-Hilburghau-

sen and Soubise to an engagement upon fair gi'ound, but
finding them bent on declining it, notwithstanding the

superiority of their numbers, he had recourse to one of

those strokes in war, by which a general is better seen

than by the gaining of a victory. He made a feint,

soon after the beginning of October, as if he intended

nothing more than to secure his own dominions, and
march his aimy into winter-quarters back to Berlin,

leaving mareschal Keith, with only seven or eight thou-

sand men, to defend Leipsic. Upon this the enemy
took courage, passed the Sala, and having marched up
to the city, summoned the mareschal to surrender; to

which he answered, that the king, his master, had or-

dered him to defend the place to the last extremity, and
he would obey his orders. The enemy then thought of

besieging the city; but, before the}' could prepare any
one implement for th.at purpose, they were alarmed by
the approach of the king of Prussia, who, judging that

his feint would probably induce them to take the step

they did, had, by previous and private orders, collected

together all his distant detachments, some of which
were twenty leagues asunder, and was advancing, by

long marches, to Leipsic; upon notice of which the

enemy repassed the Sala. The Prussian army was
re-assembled on the twenty-seventh of October, and

remained at Leipsic the twenty-eighth and twenty-ninth,
when everybody expected a battle would be fought in

the plains of Lutzen. On the thirtieth, the king drew
nigh that place, and on the thirty-first, in his way
through WeissenfeUs and Meresbourg, he made five

hundred men prisoners of war. The combined army
had repassed the Sala at WeissenfeUs, Meresbourg, and

Halle, where they broke down the bridges; but these

were soon repaired, and the whole Prussian army,

amounting to no more than twenty thousand men, hav-

ing passed that river, through these towns, in each of

which they left a battalion, joined again on the third of

November, in the evening, over against the enemy,

whose forces consisted of forty thousand French, and

twenty-five thousand Imperialists. On the fifth, about

nine o'clock in the morning, the Prussians received in-

telligence that the enemy were every where in motion.

They likewise heard the drums beating tlie march, and,

so near were the two armies to each other, plainly per-

ceived from their camp that their ,vhole infantry, which
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had drawn nearer upon the rising grounds over against

them, was filing ofi' towards their right. No certain

judgment could, however, yet be formed of the enemy's

real design, and as they were in want of bread, it was
thought probable that they intended to repass the Un-
Btrut; but it was soon perceived that their several

motions were contradictory to e.ich other. At the same

time that some of their infantry were filing olT towards

their right, a large body of c.ivalry wheeled round to-

wards their left, directing its march all along to the

rising grounds with which the whole Prussian camp,

that lay in a bottom between the villages of Kederow
nnd Kosbach, was surrounded within the reach of large

cannon. Soon after that the cavalry were seen to halt,

nnd afterwards to fall back to the right; though some

of them still remained where they were, whilst the rest

marched back. About two in the afternoon the doubts

of the Prussians were cleared up; it plainly appearing

then that the enemy intended to attack them, and that

their dispositions were made with a view to surround

them, and to open the action by attacking them in the

rear. A body of reserve was posted over against Re-

derow, to fall upon their routed troops, in case they

should he defeated, and to prevent their retiring to

Xlercsbourg, the only retreat which could then have

been left them. In this situation the king of Prussia

resolved to attack them, llis majesty had determined

to make the attack with one wing only, and the dis-

position of the enemy made it necessary that it should

be the left wing. The very instant the battle was go-

ing to begin, his majesty ordered the general who com-

manded the right wing to decline engaging, to take a

proper position in consequence thereof, and, above all,

to prevent his being surrounded. All the cavalry of the

right wing of the Prussians, except two or tliree squa-

drons, had already marched to the left at full gallop;

and being arrived at the place assigned them, they

formed over against that of the enemy. They then

moved on immediately, the enemy advanced to meet
them, and the charge was very fierce, several regiments

of the French coming on with great resolution. The
advantage, however, was entirely on the side of the

Prussians. The enemy's cavalry being routed, were

pursued for a considerable time with great spirit, but

having afterwards reached an eminence, which gave

them an opportunity of rallying, the Prussian cavalry

fell upon them afresh, and gave them so total a defeat,

that they fled in the utmost disorder. This happened

at four in the afternoon. Whilst the cavalry of the

Prussians charged, their infantry opened. The enemy
cannonaded them briskly during this interval, and did

some execution, but the Prussian artilleiy was not idle.

After this cannonading bad continued on both sides a

full quarter of an hour, without the least intermission,

the fire of the infantry began. The enemy could not

stand it, nor resist the valour of the Prussian foot, who
gallantly marched up to their batteries. The batteries

were carried one after another, and the enemy were

forced to give way, which they did in great confusion.

As the left wing of the Prussians advanced, the riglit

changed its position, and having soon met with a small

rising ground, they availed themselves of it, by plant-

ing it with sixteen pieces of heavy artillei-y. The fire

from thence was partly pointed at the enemy's right,

to increase the disorder there, and took their left wing
in front, which was excessively galled thereby. At
five the victory was decided, the cannonading ceased,

and the enemy fled on all sides. They were pursued as

long as there was any light to distinguish them, and it

may be said, that night alone was the preservation of

this army, which had been so formidable in the morn-

ing. They took the benefit of the darkness to hurry

into Fribourg, and there to repass the Unstrut, which

they did on the morning of the sixth, after a whole

night's march. The king of Pnissia set out early in

the morning to pursue them with all his cavalry, sup-

ported by four battalions of grenadiers, the infantry

following them in two columns. The enemy had passed

the Unstrut at Fribourg, when the Pruss'ans arrived
on its hanks, and as tliey had burnt the bridge, it Ijc-

camc necessary to make another, wliieh, however, was
soou done. The cavalry passed first, but could not
come up with the enemy till five in the evening, upon
the hills of Eekersbcrg. It was then too late to force
tlicm tliere, for which reason the king thought proper
to c.inton his army iu the nearest villages, and to bo
satisfied with the success his hussars had in faking
near three hundred baggage waggons, and every thing
they contained. The whole loss of the Prussians in

this important engagement, did not exceed five hundred
men killed .and wounded. Among the former was gen-
eral Mcincke, and among the latter pi-inco Henry and
general Seydclitz. The enemy lost sixty-four pieces

of cannon, a great many standards and colours, near

three thousand men killed on the field of battle, and
upwards of eight thousand taken prisonei's,among whom
were several generals, and other officers of distinction.

Three hundred waggons were sent to Leipsic, laden

with wounded French and .Swiss. Upon the approach

of the Prussians towards Eekcrsberg, the enemy re-

treated with great precipitation; and, after m.arching

all night, arrived the next day at Erfurth, in the utmost

want of every necessary of life, not having had a mor-

sel of bread for two days, during which they had been

obliged to live upon tnrnips, radishes, and other roots,

which they dug out of the earth. The French, under

the duke de Richelieu, were prep.aring to go into win-

ter-quarters; but, upon the news of this defeat of the

combined army, tlicy again put themselves in motion,

and a large detachment of them advanced as far as

Uuderstadt, to favour the retreat of their countrymen

under the prince de Soubise, who, with great precipi-

tancy, made the best of their w.ay from Erfurth to the

county of Hohenstein, and from thence bent their march
towards Halberstadt. Of the remains of the imperial

army, which was now almost entirely dispersed, whole

bodies deserted, and went over to the king of Prussia

soon after the battle.

THE AU.STEIANS TAKE SCHWEIDNITZ.

AVliilst his Prussian majesty was thus successful

against the French and Imperialists, the Austrians, wl;o

had carefully avoided coming to an open engagement
with him, gained gi'ound apace in Silesia. A detach-

ment of their army, under the command of count

Nad.asti, had already invested Schweidnitz, and opened

the trenches before it on the twenty-sixth of October.

Tlie Prussian garrison, commanded by general de la

Slotte Fouquet, determined to defend the place as long

as possible; Jind accordingly on the thirtieth they made
a sally, in which they killed, wounded, and took pris-

oners, eight hundred of the besiegers, and did some

damage to their works; but on the sixth of November
the Austrians began to cannonade the city furiously,

and on the eleventh made themselves masters of the

ramp.irts by assault. The garrison, however, having

taken care, during the siege, to throw up a strong in-

trenchment in the market-place, retreated thither, nnd

held out till the next day, when they surrendered them-

selves prisoners of war. After the reduction of this

place, general Nadasti, leaving in it a suflicicnt garri-

son, marched with the remainder of his troops, and

joined the main army of the Austrians, under the com-

mand of i>rince Charles of Lorraine and maresch.il Daiui,

who, whilst he was busied in the siege of Schweidnitz.

had invested IJreslau on the left of the Oder; the prince

of Bevern defending it on the right, where he wis

strongly encamped, with his little anny, under the can-

non of the city. The whole army of the Austrians be-

ing now rc-asscmbled, .and intelligence having been

brought not only of the king of Prussia's late victory

near Leipsic, but .also that he was advancing to the

relief of the prince of Beveni, it was resolved imme-
diately to attack tho last in his intrenchments. Ac-

cordingly, on the twenty-second of November, about
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niue in tlie moniino;, the Austriaiis began a most furi-

ous discharge of their cannon, forty of -which were

twenty-four pounders, and this continued without ceas-

ing till one, when it was succeeded hy a severe fire of

their small arms, which lasted till five in the evening.

The Prussians, with undaunted resolution, stood two

of the most violent attacks that were ever made; hut at

the third, overpowered by numbers, and assailed on

both sides, they began to lose ground, and were forced

to retire from one intrenchment to another. In this

extremity, night coming on, the Prussian generals fear-

ing their intrenchments would be entirely forced, and

that they should then be totally defeated, thought pro-

per to retreat. The prince of Bevern, with the greatest

part of the army, retired to an eminence on the banks

of the Oder, whilst the rest of the troops threw them-

selves into Breslau, which they might have defended,

in all probability, till the king had come to its relief.

But, on the twenty -fourth, their commander-in-chief,

the prince of Bevem, going to reconnoitre the enemy,

with only a single groom to attend him, fell in among
a party of Croats, who took him prisoner.* His army,

thus deprived of their general, retreated northward that

night, leaving in Breslau only four battalions, who, the

next da}', suiTendered the place by capitulation, one of

the articles of which was, that they should not serve

against the empress, or her allies, for two years. All the

magazines, chests, artillery, &c., remained in the hands
of the Austrians. The garrison marched out with all

military honours, conducted by general Leswitz, gover-

nor of Breslau. Though the Austrians sung Te Deiim
for this victory, they owned that such another would
put an end to their army, for it cost them the lives of

twelve thousand men; a number almost equal to the

whole of the Prussian army before the battle. They
had four almost inaccessible intrenchments to force,

planted thick with cannon, which fired cartridge shot

from nine in the morning till the evening, and the Pnis-

sians, when attacked, were never once put into the least

confusion. Among the slain on the side of the Aus-
trians, were general Wurhen, and several other officers

of distinction. The loss of the Prussians did not much
exceed three thousand men, in killed, wounded, and
prisoners, of which last there were about sixteen hun-
dred. Their general Kleist was found dead on the field

of battle.

MAEESCHAL KEITH LAYS BOHEMIA UNDER
CONTRIBUTION.

The king of Prussia, who, like Cajsar, thought no-

thing was done while any thing was left undone, stayed

no longer at Rosbach than till the routed forces of the

French and Imperialists, whom he had defeated there

on the fifth of November, were totally dispersed. Then
lie marched directly with the greatest part of his army
for Silesia, and on the twenty-fourth of that month ar-

rived at Naumburgh on the Queiss, a little river which
runs into the Bobber, having in his route detached
mareschal Keith, with the rest of his army, to clear

.Saxony from all the Austrian parties, and then to make
an irruption into Bohemia, a service which he performed
so effectu.ally, as to raise large contributions in the cir-

cles of Satz and Leitmeritz, and even to give an alarm
to Prague itself. His majesty reserved for himself

• Wi^ are toM, that he mistook these Croats for Prussian hussars.
But some of the circumstances of this mysterious affair were inter-
preted into a in-emeditated design in tlie prince to he taken prisoner.
It cannot otliera-ise be supposed that a man of his rank, a prince, a
commander-in.chicf, should officiously undertake the ahvays danger-
ous task of reconnoitcring the enemy with so slight an attendance
as only one man, and that but a groom, even if he had judged it
necessary to see things with his on-n eyes. Some secret dissatis-
faction, hitherto unknown to us, may possibly have been the cause
of his taking this step; or, which seems still more probable, he might
be ashamed, or, perhaps, even afraid, to see the king his master,
a!ter having so injudicinusly abandoned the defence of Breslau, by
ciuitling his lines, which, it is as-,crted, his Prussian majesty had
»ent him express orders not to fjuit on any account whatever, for
thai he would certainly be with him by the fifth of December in
^hich we shall find he kept his word.

only fifteen thousand men, with whom he advanced,

with his usual rapidity, to Barchweitz, where, notwith-

standing all that had happened at Schweidnitz and at

Breslau, he was joined by twenty-four thousand more;

part of them troops which he had ordered from Saxony,

part the remains of the army lately commanded by the

prince of Bevern, and part the late garrison of Schweid-

nitz, which had found means to escape from the Austri-

ans, and accidentally joined their king upon his march.*

With this force, though greatly inferior in number to

that of the euemy, he resolved to attack the Austrians,

who were intrenched at Lissa, near Breslau. On the

fourth of December he seized upon their ovens at Neu-

marck, and upon a considerable magazine, guarded by
two regiments of Croats, who retired to a rising ground,

where his majesty ordered his hussars to surround them,

and send a trumpet to summon them to surrender them-

selves prisoners of war. Upon their refusal, the hus-

sars of Ziethen fell npon them sabre in hand, and some
hundreds of them having been cut in pieces, the rest

threw down their arms, begging for quarter on their

knees. After this seizure, and after having distributed

to his army the bread prepared for his enemies, he be-

gan again the next morning his march towards Lissa.

General Ziethen, who led the vanguard of light-horse,

about seven in the morning fell in with a body of Aus-

trian hussars, and three regiments of Saxon dragoons,

which were the very best cavalry the enemy had left

after the battle of the twenty-second. They had been

detached by the Austrians, in order to retard the king's

march, and to conceal their own, till their batteries

should be completed; for, as they held the small num-
ber of the Prussians in contempt, their intention was to

have met the king two German miles from their in-

trenchments. The Austrian cavalry having been vigor-

ously repulsed to a considerable distance, generitl Zie-

then perceived that their whole army was forming. He
immediately acquainted the king with what he had
discovered, and his majesty, after having himself obser-

ved the disposition of the enemy, made his own with

that sagacity and despatch for which he has always

been remarkable. The action began by att.icking a

battery of forty pieces of large cannon, which covered

the right wing of the enemy. The two battalions of

guards, with the regiments of the margrave Charles

and of Itzenplitz, marched up amidst a most terrible

fire to the very mouths of the cannon, with their bayo-

nets screwed. In this attack the Prussians sustained

their greatest loss, though the battery was carried as

soon almost as they could reach it; then the enemy's

artillery, now turned against themselves, played furi-

ously upon them with their own powder. From that

instant the two wings and the centre of the Prussians

continued to drive the enemy before them, advancing

all the time with that firm and regular pace for which

they have always been renowned, without ever halting

or giving way. The ground which the Austrians occu-

pied was very advantageous, and every circumstance

that could render it more so had been improved to the

utmost by the diligence and skill of count Daun, who,

remembering his former success, was emboldened to

enter the lists again with his royal antagonist. The
Prussians, however, no way terrified by the enemy's

situation nor their numbers, went calmly and dread-

fully forward. It was almost impossible in the begin-

ning for the Prussian cavalry to act, on account of the

While the Austrians were conducting them to prison, on their

route they chanced to hear of the victory their master had gained

at Rosbach. Animated by these tidings, they unanimously rose

upon the escort that guarded them, which happening not to be veJ7

strong, they entirely dispersed. 'Thus freed, they marched on, not

ver>- certain of their way, in hopes to rejoin some corps of the Prus-

sian troops, their countrj-raen. The same fortune which freed them
led them directly to the army commanded by the king himself,

which was hastening to their relief, as well as to that of the prince

of Bevem. This une.\-pected meeting was equally pleasing to both,

the prisoners not having heard any thing of his majesty's march;
and, at the same time, this lucky incident, whilst it added a con-

siderable strength to the army, added likewise to Us confidence, for

the slightest occurrence is construed into au omen hy an army at

the eve of an engagement
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Impediments cf fallen irccs, which tho enemy hail cut

down anil laid in the field of battle, to retard their a]i-

proncli; bnt a judicious disposition which tho king made
overcame that dis.adv.antagc. When he first formed his

artny, he h,ad placed four batt.alions behind the cavalry

of his right wing, foreseeing that general Nadasti, who
W!is placed with a corps of reserve on the enemy's left,

designed to take him in fl.ank. It happened as he had

foreseen, this general's horse attacked the king's right

wing with great fury; but he was received with so

severe a fire from the four batt.alions, that he was obliged

to retire in disorder. The enemy gave way on all sides;

6ut at some distance recovered themselves, and rallied

three times, animated by their officers, and by the supe-

riority of their numbers. Every time they made a

itand, the Prussi.ms .attacked them with redoubled vig-

our, and with success equal to their bravery. Towards
night, the enemy, still retreating, foil into disorder.

Their two wings fled in confusion; one of them, closely

pressed by the king, retired towards Hreslau, and took

shelter under the cannon of that city; the other, pur-

sued by the gi-eatcst part of the light cavalry, took their

flight towards Canth and Schweidnitz. Six thousand
Austrians fell in this engagement, and the Prussi.ans,

who had only five hundred men killed, and two thou-

sand three hundred wounded, made upwards of ten

thousand of the enemy prisoners, among whom were
two hundred and ninety-one ofliccrs. They took also

an hundred and sixteen cannon, fifty-one colours and
stiindards, and four thousand waggons of ammunition
and baggage. The consequences that followed this

victory declared its importance. Future ages will read

with astonishment, that the same prince, who but a few
months before seemed on the verge of inevitable rain,

merely by the dint of his own abilities, without the as-

sistance of .any friend whatever, with troops perpetually

harassed by long and p.ainful marches, and by continual

skirmishes and battles, not only retrieved his affairs,

which almost every one, except himself, thought past

redress; but, in the midst of winter, in countries where
it was judged nest to impossible for any troops to keep
tho field at that season, conquered the united force of

France and the empire at Rosbach, on the fifth of No-
vember; and on the same day of the very next month,
with a great part of the same army, was at Lissa,

where he again triumphed over all the power of the

house of Austria. Pursuing his adv.antage, he imme-
diately invested Breslau, and within two days after

this great victory every thing was in readiness to be-

siege it in form. His troops, flushed with success, were
at first for storming it, but the king, knowing the

strength of the gan'ison, which consisted of upwards of

thirteen thousand men, and considering both the fati-

gues which his own soldiers had lately undergone, and
the fatal consequences that might ensue, should they

fail of success in this attempt, ordered the approaches

to be carried on in the usual form. His commands were
obeyed, and Breslau surrendered to him on the twen-

tieth of December in the moniing. The garrison, of

which ten thousand bore arms, and between three and

four thousand lay sick or wounded, were made pri-

soners of war. Fourteen of these prisoners were officers

of high rank. The military chest, a vast treasure,

with eighty pieces of cannon, fell into the hfmds of the

victors, who lost only about twenty men in their ap-

proaches. During the siege, a magazine of powder was
set on fire by a bomb, which occasioned great confusion

among the besieged, and damaged one of the bastions.

The strong fortress of .*chweidnitz still rem.ained in the

enemy's possession, defended by a garrison so numer-
ous, that it might bo compared to a sm.all army, and
whilst that continued so, the king of Prussia's victories

in Silesia were of no decisive ctfcct. For this reason,

though it was now the dead of winter, and the soldiers

stood in need of repose, his m.ajesty resolved, if possible,

to become master of that place before the end of the

year; bnt as a close siege was impracticable, a blockade
wag formed, as strictly as the rigour of the season would

permit.* It was not, however, till the beginning of tliu

ensuing campaign that this place was taken. The
Prussians opened their trenches before it on the third

of April, one thousand seven hundred and fifty-eight,

and erected two large batteries, which kept a continual
fire upon the town. The artillery of the besiegers con-
sisted of three hundred pieces of cannon, of different
dimensions, and eighty mortars; an amazing artillery,

and such as we have never heard of in former cam-
paigns. On the night of tho fourteenth, tho Prussians
carried one of tlie chief works by assault, and lodged
themselves therein: the conmiandant capitulated the

next day, with the garrison, which was now greatlj'

reduced in number, being not h.aU'of what it amounted
to at tho beginning of the blockade. Tlius, all the

parts of Silesia which the king of Prussia had lost by
one unfortunate blow, fell again into his possession;

and his affairs, which but a few months before seemed
irretrievable, were now re-established upon a firmer

basis than ever. The Prussian parties not only re-pos-

sessed themselves of those parts of Silesia which be-

longed to their king, but penetrated into the Austrian

division, reduced Jagerndorf, Troppau, Tretchen, and

several other places, and left the ein]n'ess-queen scarce

any footing in that country, in which, a few days be-

fore, she reckoned her dominion perfectly established.

HOSTILITIES OP the SWEDES in POMERANIA.

The Swedes, after many debates between their king

and senate, had at length resolved upon an open decla-

r.ation against the king of Prussia, and, in consequence

of that resolution, sent so many troops into Pomerania,

that by the end of August, their ai-my in that country

amounted to twenty-five thousand men. Their first

.act of hostility w.as the seizure of Anclam and Dem-
min, two towns that hay in the w.ay to Stetin, against

which their principal design was levelled. But before

they proceeded farther, general Hamilton, their com-

mander, by way of justifying the conduct of his master,

published a declaration, setting forth, " That the king

of Sweden, as guarantee of the treaty of 'Westphalia,

could not help sending his troops into the upper part of

the duchy of Pomerania belonging to the king of Prus-

sia; and that, therefore, all the officers appointed to

receive the public revenue in that country must pay

what money they had in their hands to him, who was
commissioned to receive it for his Swedish majesty;

that, moreover, an exact account was required, within

eight days, of the revenues of the country; but th.at no

more than ordinary contributions would be demanded
of the inhabitants, who might rest assured th.at tho

Swedish troops should observe the strictest discipline."

After this declaration, they attacked the little fortress

of Pcnemunde, upon the river Pene, and on the twenty-

third of September, after a siege of nine days, obliged

the garrison, which consisted only of militia, to surren-

der themselves prisoners of war. This alternative the

commanding officer chose, rather than engage not to

serve for two years, observing, that such an engage-

ment was inconsistent with his honour, wliilst his prince

had so much occasion for his service; .and the Swedish

gener.al, touched with this noble way of thinking, was,

on his part, so generous as to give him his liberty.

On the other hand, general M.antcnfTel, who commanded
the Prassian forces then in Pomerania, amounting to

twelve thousand men, with whom he was encamped
before Stetin, to cover that place, published in answer

to this a decl.ir.ition, enjoining the inhabitants of Po-

merania to remain f.iitliful to the king of Prussia, their

lawful sovereign, under pain of incurring his just indig-

nation, and absolutely ffabidding them to pay any re-

gard to the Swedish manifesto.

• Such was the rigour of the season, tliat some himd.THls of the
ficnlincls dropped down dead on their several posts, unable to sus-

tain tile severity of the cold. The Germans lie under the general

reproach of paying very little regard to the lives of their soldiers,

and indeed this practice of winter campaigns, in such a cold coun-

try, bespeaks very little regard to the dictates of humanity.
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111 flic meantime, mavcscliRl Lehwal;!, inimciliately

after the battle of Kcrkitteu, when the Kussiaus hegan

their retreat, detached prince George of IIolstein-Got-

torp, witli a cousidcrahle body offerees, to the rcUef of

Pomei'ania; and, shortly after, the Russian forces hav-

ing totally evacuated every part of Prussia, except

Jlcracl, and most of them being actually gone into

winter-quarters, he himself followed with an additional

reinforcement of sixteen thousand men. Upon his ap-

proach, the Swedes, who were then encamped at Ferdi-

uandshoff, and had begun to fill up the harljour of

Swinnemunde, by way of previous preparation for the

siege of Stetiu, retired witli such pi'eeipitation, that

thny did not allow themselves time to draw off a little

garrison thoy had at Wollin, consisting of two hundred
and ten men, who were made prisoners of war. Dem-
min was cannonaded by the Prussians on the twenty-

ninth of December; .and the Swedes having lost one

officer and forty men, desired to capitulate. As, in

order to ease the troops, it was not thought proper to

continue the siege in so sharp a season, their request was
granted, and they had leave to retire with two pieces

of cannon. The Prussians took possession of the town
on the second day of January, after the Swedes had, on
the thirtieth of December, likewise given up Anclam,
where the conquerors took an hundred and fifty prison-

ers, and found a considerable magazine of provisions

and ammunition. Mareschal Lehwald then passed the

Pene, entered Swedish Pomerania, and reduced Gutz-
kow, Loitz, Ti-ipsus, and Nebringen. At the same
time, lieutenant-general Schorlemmer passed with his

corps from the isle of Wollin into the isle of Usedom,
and from thence to Wolgast, the Swedes having aban-
doned this town, as well as Schwinemunde, and the fort

of Pcnemunde. The prince of Holstein advanced as f.ar

lis Grimm and Grieffwalde, and the Swedes, losing one
town after another, till they had nothing left in Pome-
rania but the port of Stralsund, continued retreating

till they had reached this last place. The French party
in Sweden, to comfort the people, called this retreat, or

rather flight, going into winter-quarters. The Prussian
hussars were not idle wherever they penetrated; for,

besides plundering and pillaging, they raised a contri-

bution of an hundred and sixty thousand crowns in

Swedish Pomerania. The Mecklenburghers, who had
joined the Swedes with six thousand of their troops,

now found cause to repent of their forwardness, being
left quite exposed to the resentment of the victors, who
chastised them with the most severe exactions. The
ai-my of the Swedes, though they did not fight a battle,

was, by sickness, desertion, and other accidents, reduced
to half the number it consisted of when they took the
field. The landgrave of Hcsse-Cassel, soon after his
territories were invaded by the French, in consequence
of their advantage iu the affair of Hastenbeck, had ap-
plied to the king of Sweden, as one of the guarantees
of the treaty of Westphalia, desiring him to employ his

good offices with the court of France, to obtain a more
favourable treatment for his dominions; but his Swedish
majesty, by the advice of the senate, thought proper to
refuse complying with this request, alleging, that as
the crown of Sweden was one of the principal guaran-
tees of the treaty of 'Westphalia, it would he highly im-
proper to take such a step in favour of a prince who had
not only broke the laws and constitution of the empire,
in refusing to funiish his contingent, but had even as-
sisted, with his troops, a power known to be its declared
enemy. The Aulie council too, seeing, or pretending
to see, the behaviour of the landgrave in the same light,
issued a decree against his serene highness towards the
end of this year.

MEMORIAL PRESENTED TO THE DUTCH.

The court of Great Britain, justly displeased with the
Dutch, on account of the extreme facility with which
they had granted the French a free passage through
Namur and JIaestricht for their provisions, ammunition,

and artillery, in the beginning of this camp.aign, had

very properly remonstrated against that step, before it

was absolutely resolved on, or at least declared to be so;

but in vain ; a pusillanimous answer being .all the satis-

faction that was obtained. The tamencss and indifter-

encc with which the states-general has since seen Os-

tend and Nieuport put into the hands of the French,

drew upon their high mightinesses a further remon-

strance, which was delivered to them on the twenty-

eighth of November of this year by colonel Yorke, his

Britannic majesty's plenipotentiary at the Hague, in the

following terms, well calculated to awaken in them a

due sense of their own danger, as well as to evince the

injustice of the proceedings of the house of Austria:

—

" Considering the critical situation which Europe has

been in during the course of this year, in consequence

of measures concerted to embroil all Europe, the king
of Great Britain was willing to flatter himself that the

courts of Vienna and Versailles, out of regard to the cir-

cumspect conduct observed by your high mightinesses,

would h,ave at least informed you of the changes they

have thought proper to make in the Austrian Nether-

lands. It was with the utmost surprise the king heard,

that without any previous consent of yours, and almost

without giving you any notice, the court of Vienna had
thought proper to put the towns of Ostend and Nieuport

into the hands of the French troops, and to withdraw
her own, as well as her artillery and stores, whilst

France continues to send thither a formidable quantity

of both. The conduct of the court of Vienna towards

his majesty is indeed so unmerited and so extraordinary,

that it is difhcult to find words to express it; but what-

ever fallacious pretexts she may have made use of to

palliate her behaviour towards England, it doth not

appear that they can be extended so far as to excuse tho

infringement, in concert with France, of the most solemn
treaties between her and your high mightinesses. The
king never doubted th.at your high mightinesses would
have made proper representations to the two courts

newly allied, to demonstrate the injustice of such a pro-

ceeding, and the danger that might afterwards result

from it. Your high mightinesses will have perceived

that your silence on the first step encouraged the two
courts, newly allied, to attempt others, and who can say

where they will stop ? The pretext at first was, the

need which the cnipress-qucen stood iu of the troops for

the war kindled in the empire, and the necessity of pro-

viding for tho safety of those important places, and after-

wards of their imaginary danger from England. But,

high and mighty lords, it is but too evident that the two
powers who have taken these measures iu concert, have
other projects in view, and have made new regulations

with regard to that country, which cannot but alarm
the neighbouring states. The late demand made to

3'ourhigh mightinesses, of a passage for a large train of

warlike implements through some of the barrier towns,

in order to be sent to Ostend and Nieuport, could not

fail to awaken the king's attention. The sincere friend-

ship, and parity of interests, of Great Britain and Hol-
land, require that the)' should no longer keep silence,

lest in the issue it should he considered as a tacit consent,

and as a relinquishment of all our rights. The king
commands me, therefore, to recall to your high mighti-

nesses the two-fold right you have acquired to keep the

Austrian Netherlands under the government of the

house of Austria; and that no other has a title to m.'dcc

the least alteration therein, without the consent of youi

high mightinesses; unless the new allies have resolved

to set aside all prior treaties, and to dispose at pleasure

of everything that may suit their jjrivate interest. In

the treaty between your high mightinesses and the

crown of France, signed at Utrecht on the eleventh ol

April, one thous.and seven hundred and thirteen, in tho

fifteenth article are these words; " It k; also agreed, that

no province, fort, town, or city of the said Netherlands,

or of those which are given up by his catholic majesty,

shall ever be ceded, transferred, or given, or shall ever

devolve to the crown of France, or any prince or priu-
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C«S3 cf the h.^n^.; or line of France, either by virtue of

«nv gift, exch:iup;, m.irriage contract, succession by
will, or by .any other title wh.itever, to the power and
othoritr of the most christian king, or of any prince or

princess of the house or line of France." Jn the fcurier-

treaty these Tery stipulations are repeated in the first

article: "Uis imperial and catholic m-ijosty promises

and engages, that no province, city, town, fortress, or

territory of the said country, shall bo ceded, transferred,

given, or devolve to the crown of France, or to any other

bat the successor of the German dominions of the house

of Austria, cither by don.ition, sale, exchange, marriage -

contract, heritage, testamentary succession, nor under

any other pretext whatsoever; so that no province, town,

fortress, or territory of the said Netherlands shall ever

be subject to any other prince, but to the successor of

the states of the house of Austria alone, excepting what
has been yielded by the present treaty to the said lords

the states-general. " A bare reading of these two arti-

cles is suffieie-it to evince all that I have just represented

to your high mightinesses : and whatever pretext the

ecmrts of Vienn;; and Versailles may allege, to cover the

in&action of these treaties, the thing remains neverthe-

less evident, whilst these two courts are unable to prove

that the towns of Ostend and Xieuport are not actually

in the power of France. If their designs are just, or

agreeable to those treaties, they will doubtless not scru-

ple, in the least, to make your high mightinesses easy
on that Ifcad, by openly explaining themselves to a quiet

and pacific neighbour, and by giving you indisputable

proofs of their intentions to fulfil the stipulations of the

said two treaties with regard to the Xetherlands. The
king hath so much confidence in the good sense, pru-

dence, and friendship of your high mightinesses, that

he makes not the least doubt of your taking the most
efficacious measures to clear up an affair of such impor-

tance; and of your being pleased, in concert with his

majesty, to watch over tlie fate of a country whose situ-

ations and independence have, for more than a century,

been regarded as one of the principal supports of yonr
liberty and commerce." It does not appear that this

remonstrance had the desired effect upon the states-

general, who were apprehensive of embroiling them-
selves with an enemy so remarkably alert in taking all

advantages. The truth is, they were not only unpre-

pared for a rupture with France, but extremely unwil-

ling to forego the commercial profits which they derived

from their neutrality.

The king of Prussia, about this period, began to har-

bour a suspicion that certain other powers longed eagerly
to enjoy the same respite from the dangers and incon-

veniences of war, and that he ran the risk of being aban-

doned by his sole patron and ally, who seemed greatly

alarmed at his defeat in Bohemia, and desirous of detach-

ing himself from a connexion which might be prodncrive

of the most disagreeable consequences to his continental

interest. Stimulated by this opinion, his Prussian ma-
jesty is said to have written an expostulatory letter

[See iwle 3 L, at the end ofthis Toi.] to the king of Great
Britaia, in which he very plainly taxes that monarch
with having instigated him to commence hostilities; and
insists upon his remembering the engagements by which
he was so solemnly bound. From the strain of this

letter, and the Prussian kings declaration to the British

minister when he first set out for Saxony, importing

that he was going to figlit the king of England's battles,

a notion wr.s generally conceived that those two powers
had agreed to certain private pacta or conventions, the

panicnlirs of which have not yet transpired. Certain
:. '-. i

' claration was delivered to the Prussian resident

: L n : n, which appears to have been calculated as an
answer to the letter. In that paper the king of Great

Britain declared, that the overtures made by his ma-
jesty's electoral ministers in Germany, touching the

checks received on the continent, should have no influ-

ence en his m.njesty as king; that he saw, in the same
light as before, the pernicious effects of the union be-

tween the cocrts oi Vienna and Versailles, threatening

Vol. II.

a subversion of the whole system of jmLlic liberty, and
of the indepemlencc of the European powers; that ho
considered as a fatal consequence of this dangerous con-

nexion, the cession made by tlie court of Vienna of the

ports in the \etherland.s to France, in such a critical

situation, and contrary to the faith of the most .solemn

treaties; that, whatever might bo tlio success of his

arms, his majesty was determined to act in constant
concert with the king of Prussia in employing the most
efiicacious means to frustrate the unjust and oppressive

designs of their common enemies. lie concluded with

assuring the king of Prussia, that the British crown
would continue to fulfil, with the greatest punctuality,

its engagements with his Prussian m.ijesty, and to sup-

port him with firmness and vigour. Such a represen-

tation could not fail of being agreeable to a prince, who,

at this juncture, stood in need of an extraordinary cor-

dial. He knew he could securely depend, not only on

the good faith of an English ministry, but also on tlie

gixKi plight of the British nation, which, like an indul-

gent nurse, hath always presented the nipple to h'jr

meagre German allies. Those, however, who pretended

to consider and cinvas events, without prejudice ."uid

prepossession, could not help owning their surprise at

hearing an allianco stigmatized as pernicious to the

system of public liberty, and subversive of the inde-

pendence of the European powers, as they remembered

that this alliance was the effect of necessity, to which

the house of Austria was reduced for its own preserva-

tion; reduced, as its friends and partisans affirm, by

those very potentates that now reproached her with

these connexions.

DISPUTES CONCERNING THE CON\'ENTION
OF CLOSTER-SEVEN.

His Britannic majesty was resolved that the king of

Prussia should have no cause to complain of his indif-

ference, whatever reasons he had to exclaim against the

convention of Closter-Seven, which he did not scmple

to condemn as a very scandalous capitulation, as much
as he disapproved of the conduct, in consequence of

which near forty thousand men were so shamefully

disarmed, and lost to his cause. Those stipulations al^o

met with a very unfavourable reception in England,

where the motions of the allied army, in their retreat

before the enemy, were very freely censured, and some

great names exposed to the ridicule and contempt of

the public. This event, so singular in itself, and so

important in its consequences, attracted the attention

of the privy-council, where it is said to have been can-

vassed with great warmth and animosity of altercation.

The general complained that he was restricted by per-

emptory orders from the regency of Hanover; and they

were reported to h.ave used recriminations in their de-

fence. In all probability, every circumstance of the

dispute was not explained to the satisfaction of all par-

tics, inasmuch as that great commander quitted the

harvest of military glory, and, like .mother Cincinnatus,

retired to his plough. The convention of Closter-Seven

was equally disagreeable to the courts of London and

Versailles. The former saw the electorate of Hanover
left, by this capitulation, at the mercy of the enemy,

who had taken possession of the whole country, seized

the revenues, exacted contributions, and changed the

whole form of government, in the name of his most

christian majesty; whilst the French army, which had

been employed in opposing the Hanoveri.in, was now
at liberty to throw their additional force into the scale

against the king of Prussia, who, at that period, seemed

to totter on the verge of destruction. On the other

hand, the French ministry thought their general had

granted too favourable terms to a body of forces, whom
he had cooped up in such a manner that, in a little

time, they must have surrendered at discretion. They,

therefore, determined either to provoke the Hanover-

ians by ill usage to an infraction of the treaty, or, should

that be found impracticable, renounce it as an imperfect

3K
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convention, estaWislied witliout proper authority. Both

expedients were used without reserre. They were no

fooncr informed of the capitulation, than they refused

to acknowledge its T.ilidity, except on condition that

the llanovevian troops should formally cngafjc to desist

from all service against France and her allies during

the present war, and he disarmed on their return to

their own country. At the same time her general, who
commanded in the electorate, exhausted the country hy
levying exorbitant contributions, and connived at such

outrages as degraded his own dignity, and reflected dis-

grace on the character of his nation. The court of

London, to make a merit of necessity, affected to con-

sider the conventional act as a provisional armistice, to

pave the way for a negotiation that might terminate in

a general peace, and proposals were offered for that pur-

pose; but the French ministry kept aloof, and seemed
resolved that the electorate of Hanover should be an-

nexed to tlieir king's dominions. At least, they were

bent upon keeping it as a precious depositum, which, in

the plan of a general pacification, they imagined, would
counterbalance any advantage that Great Britain might
obtain in other parts of the world. Had they been
allowed to k(.ep this deposit, the kingdom of Great Bri-

tain would have saved about twenty millions of money,
together with the lives of her best soldiers; and West-
phalia would have continued to enjoy all the blessings

of security and peace. But the king of England's ten-

derness for Hanover was one of the chief sources of the

misfortunes which befel the electorate. He could not

hear the thoughts of seeing it, even for a season, in the

hands of the enemy; and his own sentiments in this

particular were reinforced by the pressing remonstrances
of the Prussian monarch, whom, at this juncture, he
thought it dangerous to disoblige. Actuated by these

motives, he was pleased to see the articles of the con-

vention so palpably contravened, because the violation

unbound his hands, and enabled him, consistently with
good faith, to take effectual steps for the assistance of

his ally, and the recovery of his own dominions. He,
therefore, in quality of elector of Brunswick-Lunen-
burgh, published a declaration, observing, " That his

royal highness the duke of Cumberland had, on his part,

honestly fulfilled all the conditions of the convention;

but the duke de Richelieu demanded that the troops

should enter into an engagement specified above, and
lay down their arms; although it was expressly stipu-

lated in the convention, that they should not be regarded
as prisoners of war, under which quality alone they
could be disarmed: that the French court pretended to

treat the convention as a military regulation only; and,

indeed, it was originally nothing more; but as they had
expressly disowned its validity, .and a negotiation had
been actually begun for disarming the auxili.arios, upon
certain conditions, though the French general would
never answer categorically, but waited always for fresh

instructions from Versailles, the nature of that act was
totally changed, and what was at first an agreement
between general .and gencr.il, was now become a matter
of state between the two courts of London and Versailles:

that, however hard the conditions of the convention
appeared to be for the troops of Hanover, his Britan-
nic ni.ajesty would have acquiesced in them, had not
the French glaringly discovered their design of totally

ruining his army and his dominions; and, by the most
outrageous conduct, freed his Britannic majesty from
every obligation under which he had been laid by the
convention: that, in the midst of the .armistice, the
most open hostilities had been committed; the castle
of Schartzfels had been forcibly seized and pillaged,
and the garrison made prisoners of war; the prisoners
made by the French before the convention had not
been restored, according to an express article stipu-

lated between the generals, though it had been fulfilled

on the part of the electorate, by the immediate re-

lease of the French prisoners; the bailies of those dis-

tricts, from which the French troops were excluded
Ly mutual agreement, had been summoned, on pain

of militarj' execution, to appear before the French com-
missary, and compelled to deliver into his hands the

public revenue: the French had appropriated to them-

selves part of those magazines, which, by express agree-

ment, were destined for the use of the electoral troops;

and they had seized the houses, revenue, and corn, be-

longing to the king of England in the city of Bremen,

in violation of their engagement to consider that city as

a place absolutely free and neutral. He took notice,

that they h.ad proceeded to menaces unheard of among
civilized people, of burning, sacking, and destroying

every thing that fell in their way, should the least hesi-

tation be made in executing the convention according

to their interpretation."—Such were the professed con-

siderations that determined his Brit.annie m.ijesty to re-

nounce the agreement which they had violated, and have

recourse to arms for the relief of his subjects and allies.

It was in consequence of this determination that he con-

ferred the command of his electoral army on prince Fer-

dinand of Branswick, brother to the duke of that name,

who had distinguished himself in the Prussian army by
his great military talents, and was, by blood and in-

clination, as well as interest, supposed warmly att.ached

to his Britannic majesty. The truth is, the king of

Prussia recommended him to this command, because he

knew he could depend upon his concurring with all his

measures, in conducting the operations of the British

.army. The duke de Eichelieu was no sooner informed

of these particulars, than he sent a letter to pilnce Fer-

dinand, specifying, " That .although for some days he

had perceived the Hanoverian troops in motion, in order

to form themselves into a body, he could not imagine

the object of these movements was to infringe the con-

vention of neutrality which had been established be

tween the duke of Cumberland and himself, as French
general ; th.at he was blinded so far by his confidenca

in the good faith of the elector of Hanover, who had

signed that convention, as to believe the troops were

assembled for no other purpose than to be distributea

into winter-quarters, which had been assigned them by
the agreement; but his eyes were at last opened by
repeated advices which he had received from all quar-

ters, importing, that the Hanoverians intended to in-

fringe those articles which ought to be sacred and in-

violable; he affirmed, the king his master was still

willing to give fresh proofs of his moderation, and his

desire to spare the effusion of human blood: with that

view he declared to his serene highness, in the n.ame of

his most christian majesty, tliat he persisted in his re-

solution of fulfilling exactly .all the points of the conven

tion, provided that they should be equally observed by
the Hanoverian army; but he could not help apprising

his serene highness, that if this army should take any

equivocal step, and, still move, should it commit any

act of hostility, he would then push matters to the last

e.xtremity, looking upon himself as authorized so to do

by the rules of war: that he would set fire to all palaces,

houses, and g.ardens; sack all the towns and villages,

without sparing the most inconsiderable cottage, and

subject the country to all the horrors of war and devas-

tation. He conjured his serene highness to reflect on

these particulars, and begged he would not lay him

under the necessity of taking steps so contrary to his

own personal character, as well as to the natural hu-

manity of the French nation." To this letter, which

was seconded by the count de Lynar, the Danish am-

bassador, who had mediated the convention, prince

Ferdin.and returned a very Laconic answer, intimating,

that he would give the duke de Richelieu his answer

in person at the head of his army. At this particular

juncture, the French general was disposed to abide by

the original .articles of the convention, rather than draw

upon himself the hostilities of an army which he knew
to be brave, resolute, and well appointed, and which ho

saw at present animated with an eager desire of wiping

out the disgr.ace they had sustained by the capitulation,

as well as of relieving their country from the grievous

oppression under which it groaned.
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PROGRESS OF THE HANOVERIAN ARMY.

About tlie latter eml of November, tbe Ilimoverian

army was wliolly assembled at Stadc, uuder the auspices

of prince Ferdinand, who resolved without delay to

drive the French from the electorate, whither they now
began their march. Part of the enemy's rear, consisting

of two thousand nieu, was, in their march b.ick to Zell,

attacked in the bailiniekof EbstorIT, and entirely defeated

by gener.il Schuylenbourg; and, in a few days after this

action, another happened upon the river Aller, between
two considerablo bodies ofeach army, in which the Han-
overians, commanded by general Zastrow, remained mas-
ters of the field. These petty advantages served to en-

courage the allies, and put them in possession of Luncn-
burgh, Zell, and part of the Brunswick dominions, which
the enemy were obliged to abandon. The operations of

prince Ferdinand, however, were retarded by the reso-

lution and obstinate perseverance of the French officer

who commanded the garrison of Ilarbourg. When the

Hanoverian troops made themselves masters of the town,

he retired into the castle, which he held out against a
considerable detachment of the allied army, by whom
it was invested; at length, however, the fortifications

being entirely demolished, lie surrendered upon capitu-

lation. On the si.xth d.ay of December, prince Ferdinand
began his march towards Zell, where the French army
had t.aken post, under the comm.andof the duke de Riche-

lieu, who, at the approach of the Hanoverians, called

in his advanced parties, .abandoned several magazines,

burned all the farm-houses and buildings belonging to

the sheep-walks of his Britannic majesty, without pay-

ing the least regard to the representations made by
prince Ferdinand on this subject; reduced the suburbs

of Zell to ashes, after having allowed his men to plun-

der the houses, and even set fire to the orphan hospital,

in which a great number of helpless children are said to

have perished. One cannot, without horror, reflect upon
such brutiil acts of inhumanity. The French troops on
divers occasions, and in different parts of the empire,

acted tragedies of the same nature, which are not easily

rcconcileable to the character of a nation famed for sen-

timent and civility. The Hanoverians having advanced
within a league of Zell, the two armies began to cannon-

ade each other; the French troops, posted on the right

of the Aller, burned their mag.izines, and retired into

the town, where they were so strongly intrenched, that

prince Ferdinand could not attempt the river, the passes

of which were strongly guarded by the enemy. At the

same time, his troops were exposed to great hardships

from the severity of the weather; he, therefore, retreated

to Ultzen and Luncnburgh, where hisarmy was put into

winter-quarters, and executed several small enterprises

by detachment, while the French genertU fixed his head-

quarters in the city of Hanover, his cantonments ex-

tending as far as Zell, in the neighbourhood of which
many sharp skirmishes were fought from the out-parties

with various success. Their imperial majesties were
no sooner apprized of these transactions, which they con-

sidered as infractions of the convention, than they sent

an intimation to the baron de Steinberg, minister from

the king of Gre<at Britain as elector of Hanover, thathe

should appear no more at court, or confer with their

ministers; and that his residing at Vienna, as he might
easily conceive, could not be very agreeable: in conse-

quence of which message ho retired, after having ob-

tained the necessary passports for his departure. The
chagrin occasioned at the court of Vienna by the Hano-
verian army's having recourse to their arms again, was,

in some measure, alleviated by the certain tidings re-

ceived from Petersburgh, that the czarina had signed

her accession in form to tbe treaty between the courts

of Vienna, Versailles, and Stockholm.

DEATH OF THE QUEEN OF POLAND, &c.

Tn closing our account of this year's transactions on
tins continent, we may obscr^-e, that on the sixtwnth

day of November the queen of Putand died at Pcilin of
an apoplexy, supposed to bo occasioned by the shook
she received on hearing that the French were totally

defeated at Rosbach. She was a lady of exemplary
virtue and piety; whose constitution had been broke
by grief and anxiety conceived from the distress of her
own family, as well as from the misery to which she
saw her people exposed. With respect to the European
powers that were not actually engaged as principals in

the war, they seemed industriously to avoid every step

thatmightbeconstrucdasadeviation from the mostseru-
pulous neutrality. Tlic states-general proceeded with
great circumsiiection, in the middle course between two
powerful neighbours, equally jealous and formidable;
and the king of Spain was gratified for his forbearance

with a convention settled between him and the belli-

gerent powers, implying, that his subjects should per-

sue their commerce at sea witliout molestation, provided

they should not transport those articles of merchandise

which were deemed contrabiind by all nations. The
operations at sea, during the course of this year, either

in Europe or America, were far from being decisive or

imjiortant. The commerce of Great Britain sustained

considerable damage from the activity and success of

French privateers, of which a groat number had been
equipped in the islands of Martinique and Gaudaloupe.
The Greenwich ship of war, mounted with fifty guns,

and a frigate of twenty, fell into the hands of the ene-

my, together with a very considerable number of trad-

ing vessels. On the other hand, the English cruisers

and priv.ateers acquitted themselves with equal vigil-

ance and valour. The due d'Aquitaine, a large ship of

fifty guns, was taken in tbe month of June by two
British ships of war, after a severe engagement; and,

about the same time, the Aquilon, of nearly the same
force, was driven ashore and destroyed near Brest by
the Antelope, one of the British cruisers. A French
frigate of twenty-six guns, called the Emeraude, was
taken in the channel, after a warm engagement, by an
English ship of inferior force, under the command of

captain Gilchrist, a g.illant and alert officer, who, in tho

sequel, signalized himself on divers occasions, by very

extraordinary acts of valour. All the sea officers

seemed to be animated with a noble emulation to dis-

tinguish themselves in the service of their country, and
the spirit descended even to the capt.ains of privateers,

who, instead of imitating the former commanders of

that class, in avoiding ships of force, and centering their

whole attention in advantageous prizes, now encoun-

tered the armed ships of the enemy, and fought with tho

most obstinate valour in the pursuit of national glory.

FATE OF CAPTAIN DEATH.

Perhaps history cannot afford a more remarkable in-

stance of desperate courage than that which was exerted

in December of the preceding year, by the ofiicers and
crew of an English privateer, named the Terrible, under

the command of captain William Death, equipped with

twenty-si.x carriage guns, and manned with two hun-

dred sailors. On the twenty-third day of tho month he

engaged and made prize of a large French ship from St.

Domingo, after an obstinate battle, in which he lost his

own brother and sixteen seamen; then he secured with

forty men his prize, which contained a valuable cargo,

and directed his course to England; but in a few days

he had tho misfortune to fall in with the Vengeance, a

privateer of St. Malocs, carrying thirty-six large cannon,

witli a complement of three hundred and sixty men.

Their first step was to attack the prize, which was
easily retaken; then the two ships bore down upon the

Terrible, whose main-mast was shot away by the first

broadside. Notwithstanding this disaster, the Terrible

maintained such a furious engagement against both as

can hardly be paralleled in the annals of Britain. Tho
French commander and his second was killed, with two-

thirds of his company; but the gallant captain Death,

with the greater part of his officers, and almost hi3
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wliole crew, having met witli the same fate, Lis ship

was hoarclctl bj- the enemy, who found no more than
twent}--six persons alive, sixteen of whom were muti-

lated 1)}' tho loss of leg or arm, and the other ten grie-

vously wounded. The ship itself was so shattered, that

it could scarce be kept above water, and tlie whole ex-

liibited a scene of blood, horror, and desolation. The
victor itself lay like a wreck on the surface; and in tliis

condition made shift, with great difficulty, to tow the

Terrible * into St. JIaloes, wliere she was not beheld
without astonishment and terror. This adventure was
no sooner known in England, than a liberal subscription

was raised for the support of Death's widow, and that

part of the crew whieli survived the engagement. In

this, and every sea reincounter that happened within

the present year, the superiority in skill and resolution

was ascertained to the British marinci-s; for even when
they fought against great odds, their courage was gen-

erally crowned with success. In the month of No-

vember, captain Loekhart, a young gentleman who
had already rendered himself a terror to the enemj' as

commander of a small frigate, now added considerably

to his reputation by reducing the Jlelampe, a French
j)rivateer of Bayonne, greatly superior to liis own ship

in number of men and weight of metal. This exploit

was seconded by another of the same nature, in his con-

qiiest of another French adventurer, called tlie Countess

of Gramont; and a third large privateer of Bayonne
was taken by captain Saumarez, commander of the

Antelope. In a word, the narrow seas were so well

guarded, that in a little time scarce a French ship durst

appear in tlie English channel, which the British traders

navigated without molestation.

SESSION OPENED.

On the first day of DecemTjcr, the king of Great Bri-

tain opened the session of parliament with a speech frcm
the throne, which seemed calculated to prepare the na-

tion for the expense of maintaining a new war on the

continent of Europe. His majesty graciously declared

that it would have given him a most sensible pleasure

to acquaint them, at the opening of the session, that his

success in carrying on the war had been equal to tlie

justice of his cause, and the extent and vigour of the

measures formed for that purpose. He expressed the

firmest confidence, that the spirit and bravery of the

nation, so renowned in nil times, which had fonnerly

surmounted so man)' difficulties, were not to be abated

by a few disappointments, which, he tnisted, might be

retrieved by the blessing of God, and the zeal and ar-

dour of his parliament for his majesty's honour and the

advantage of their country. He said it was bis deter-

mined resolution to apply his utmost eflbrts for the se-

curity of his kingdoms, and for the recovery and pro-

tection of the iiossessions and rights of his crown and
subjects in America and elsewhere, as well by the

strongest exertion of his naval force, as by all other

methods. He signified, that another great object which
he had at heart, was the preservation of the protestant

religion and the liberties of Europe ; and, in that case,

to encourage and adliere to his allies. For this cause,

he assured them, he would decline no inconveniencies,

and in tliis cause he earnestly solicited their hearty

concurrence and vigorous assistance. He observed, that

the late sig.ial success in Germany had given a happy
turn to aft'airs, which it was incumbent on them to im-
prove; and tliat, in such a critical conjuncture, the eyes
of all Europe were upon tliem. He particularly recom-
mended to them, that his good brother and ally the king
of Prussia might be supported in such a manner as liis

magnanimity and active zeal for the common cause ap-

peared to deserve. To the commons he expressed his

concern that the large supplies they had already gr.anted

did u^ produce all the good fi-uits they had reason to

• There was a strange combination of names lxrlnn',-in^ to tins

privatefr; the Terrible, oquipiwd at Execution Docli, coinmandcti
by cai)!ain Death, whose lielltcn*n; wail called Devil, and ivlio had
onu host lor :^ul'geon.

expect; but lie had so gi'cat a reliance on their wisdom,

as not to doubt of their perseverance. He only desired

such supplies as should be necessary for the public ser-

vice, and told them they might depend upon it, that

the best and most faithful economy should be used.

He took notice of that spirit of disorder which had

shown itself among the common people in some parts

of the kingdom; he laid injunctions upon them to use

their endeavours for discouraging and suppressing such

abuses, and for maintaining the laws and lawful autho-

rity. He concluded with observing, that nothing wonM
so efiectually conduce to the defence of .all that was dear

to the nation, as well as to the reducing their enemies to

reason, as union and harmony among themselves. The
time was, when every paragraph of this harangue,

which the reader will perceive is not remarkable for its

elegance and propriety, would have been canvassed and

impugned by the country party in the house of com
mens. They would have imputed the bad success of

the war to the indiscretion of the ministry, in taking

preposterous measures, and appointing commanders un-

equal to the service. Thej' would have inquired in

what manner the protestant religion was endangered;

and, if it was, how it could be preserved or promoted

by adlieriug to allies, who, without provocation, had

well nigh ruined the first and principal protestant coun-

try of the empire. They would have started doubts

with respect to the late signal success in Germany, and

hinted, that it would only serve to protract the burden

of a continental war. They would have owned that

the eyes of all Em-ope were upon them, and drawn this

consequence, that it therefore Ijehoved them to act with

the more delicacy and caution in discharge of the sacred

trust reposed in them by their constituents: .1 trust

which their consciences would not allow to be faithfully

discharged, should they rush precipitately into the de-

stnictive measures of a rash and prodig.al ministry;

squander away the wealth of the nation, and add to

the grievous incumbrances under which it gi'oaned, in

support of connexions and alliances that were equally

foreign to her consideration, and pernicious to her in-

terest. They would have investigated that cause which

was so warmly recommended for support, and pretended

to discover that it was a cause in which Great Britain

ought to h.ave had no concern, because it produced a

certainty of loss without the least prospect of advan-

tage. They would have varied essentially in their

opinions of the necessary supplies, from the sentiments

of those who prepared the estimates, and even declared

some doubts about the economy to be used in managing
the national expense: finally, they would have repre-

sented the impossibility of union between the two par-

ties, one of which seemed bent upon reducing the other

to beggaiy and contempt. Such was the strain that

used to flow from an opposition, said to consist of dis-

loyalty and disappointed ambition. But that malignant

spirit was now happily extinguished. The voice of the

sovereign was adored as the oracle of a divinity, and

those happy d.ays were now approaching that saw the

commons of England pour their treasures, in support of

a German prince, with such a generous hand, that pos-

terity will be amazed at their liberality.

1758. To the speech of his majest j- the house of lords

returned an address, in such terms of complacency as

had long distinguished that illustrious assembly. The
commons expressed their approbation and confidence

with equal ardour, and not one objection was made to

the form or the nature of the address, though one gen-

tleman, equally independent in his mind and fortune,

took exceptions to some of the measures which had been

lately pursued. Their complaisance was more substan-

tially specified in the resolutions of the house, as soon

as tlie two great committees of supply were appointed

They gi-anted for the sea-service of the ensuing year

sixty thousand men, including fourteen thousand eight

hundred and forty-five marines; and the standing army,

comprehending four thousand invalids, was fixed .-.t

fifty-three thousand seven hundred and seventy-seven
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cftective men, coinmissiou auJ non-commission officers

incluiletl. For tlic maintenance of these forces, by sea

and lauJ, tlie cliarge of guards and garrisons at liomo

and abroad, the expense of the ordnance, and m order

to make good the sum wliich had been issued by liis

majesty's orders, in pursuance of the address from tlie

commons, they now allotted foj.ir millions twenty-two

thousand eight hundred and seven pounds, seven shil-

lings and three-pence. They unanimously granted, as

a present supply in the then critical exigency, towards

enabling his majesty to maintain and keep together the

army formed last year in his electoral dominions, and

then again put in motion, and actually employed against

the common enemy, in concert with the king of Prussia,

the sum of one hundred thousand pounds; for the or-

dinary of the navy, including half pay to the sea-officers,

tliey allowed two hundred and twenty-four thousand
four hundred and twenty-one pounds, five shillings and
eight-pence; towards the building and support of the

three hospitals for seamen at Gosport, Plymouth, and
Greenwieli, thirty thousand pounds; for the reduced
C'fficcrs of the land-forces and marines, pensions to the

widows of officers, and other such military contingencies,

forty thousand nine hundred and twenty-six pounds,

seventeen shillings and eleven-pence; towards building,

rebuilding, and repairs of his majesty's ships for the en-

suing year, the sum of two hundred thousand pounds;

for defraying the charge of two thousand nine hundred
and twenty horse, and nine thousand nine hundred
iniixutry, together with the general and staft'-officers,

the officers of the hospital and the train of artillery,

l)eing the troops of the landgrave of Hesse-Cassel in the

pay of Great Britain, for sixty days, together with the

subsidy for the said time, pursuant to treaty, they as-

Eigned thirty-eight thousand three hundred and sixty

pounds, nineteen shillings and ten-pence three farthings.

To the Foundling hospital they gave forty thousaud
pounds, for the maintenance and education of deserted

young children, as well as for the reception of all such

as should be presented under a certain age, to be limi-

ted by the governors and guardians of that charity.

Three hundred thousand pounds were given towards

discharging the debt of the navy, and two hundred and
eighty-four thousaud eight hundred and two pounds for

making up the deficiency of the grants for the service

of the preceding year. The landgrave of Hessc-Casscl

was, moreover, gratified with the further sum of two
hundred and three thousand five hundred and thirty-

six pounds, four shillings and nine-pence farthing, for

the maintenance of his forces, and the remainder of his

subsidy. They granted six hundred and seventy thou-

sand pounds for enabling his majesty to make good his

engagements with the king of Prussia, pursuant to a

convention lately concluded with that potentate. For

defraying the charge of thirty-eight thousand men of

the troops of Hanover, "Wolfenbuttel, Saxc-Gotha, and
the count of Buckebourg, together with that of general

and staff-officers actually employed against the common
enemy, in concert with the king of Prussia, from the

twenty-ciglith day of November in the last, to the

twenty-fourth of December in the present year, inclu-

sive, to be issued in advance every two months, they

allotted the sum of four hundred and sixty-three thou-

sand and eighty-four pounds, six shillings and ten-

pence; and furthermore, they granted three huudi'ed and
eighty-six thousand nine hundred and fifteen pounds,

thirteen shillings and two-pence, to defray the charges

of forage, bread-waggons, train of artillery, provisions,

wood, straw, and all other extraordinary expenses, con-

tingencies, and losses whatsoever, incurred, or to be in-

curred, on account of his majesty's arm)', consisting of

thirty-eight thousand men, actually employed against

the common enemy, in concert with the king of Prussia,

from November last to next December inclusive. For
the extraordinary expenses of the land-forces, and other

services, incun-ed in the course of the last year, and not
provided for by parliament, they allowed one hundred
and forty-five thousand four hundred and fifty-four

pounds, fifteen shillings and one farthing. They pro-

vided eight hundred thousand pounds to enable his ma-
jesty to defray the like sum raised in pursuance of an
act made in the last session of parliament, and charged

upon the first aids and supplies to be granted in the

current session. Twenty-si.x thousand pounds were
bestowed on the out-pensioners of Chelsea hospital;

above twenty thousand for the expense of maintaining

the colonies of Nova-Scotia and Georgia; for reimburs-

ing to the province of Massachusett's-bay, and the co-

lony of Connecticut, their expense in furnishing provi-

sions and stores to the troops raised by them for his

majesty's service, in the campaign of the year one thou-

sand seven hundred and fifty-six, the sum of forty-one

thousand one hundred and seventeen pounds, seventeen

shillings and sixpence halfpenny; to be applied towards

the rebuilding of London bridge, carrying on the works

for fortifying and securing the harbour of Milford, and

repairiug the parish church of St. Jlargaret, in West-

minster, they allotted twenty-nine thousand pounds.

The East India company were indulged with twenty

thousand pounds on account, towards enabling them to

defray the expense of a military force in their settle-

ments, to be maintained by them in lieu of the battalion

of his majesty's forces withdrawn from those settlements;

the sum of ten thousand pounds was given, as usual, foi

maintaining and supporting the British forts and settle-

ments on the coast of Africa; and cloven thousand four

hundred and fifty pounds were granted as an augmenta-

tion to the salaries of the judges in the superior courts ot

judicature. They likewise provided one hundred thou-

sand pounds for defraying the charge of pay and cloth-

ing to the militia, and advanced eight hundred thousand

pounds to enable his majesty to defray any extraordi-

nary expenses of the war, incurred, or to be incurred,

for the service of the current year; and to take all such

measures as might be necessary to disappoint or defeat

any enterprise or designs of his enemies, as the exigency

of his aft'airs might require. The whole supplies of this.'

session amounted to the enormous sum of ten ndllions

four hundred and eighty-six thousand four hundred and

fifty-seven pounds, and one penny. Nothing could so

plainly demonstrate the implicit confidence which the

parliament, at this juncture, reposed in the sovereign

and the ministry, as their conduct iu granting such

liberal supplies, great part of which were bestowed in

favour of our German allies, whom the British nation

thus generously jjaid for fighting their own battles.

Besides the sum of one million eight hundred and sixty-

one thousand eight hundred and ninety-seven pounds,

four shillings and eight-pence, expressly assigned for

the support of these continental connexions, a sum con-

siderably exceeding the wliole of the revenue raised in

the reign of Charles the Second, and what part of the

sum granted to the king for extraordinary expenses

might be applied to the same use, the article might not

improperly be swelled with the vast expense incurred

by expeditions to the coast of France; the chief, if not

sole, design of wliich seemed to be a diversion in favour

of the nation's allies in Germany, by preventing France

from sending such numerous armies into that country

as it could have spared, had not its sea-coasts retjuired

a considerable body of forces for its defence against the

attempts of the English. Indeed, the partisans of the

ministry were at great pains to suggest and inculcate

a belief, that the war in Germany was chiefly supported

as a necessary diversion in favour of Great Britain and
her plantations, which would have been exposed to in-

sult and invasion had not the enemy's forces been

otherwise employed. But the absurdity of this notion

will at once appear to those who consider, that by this

time Great Britain was sole mistress of the sea; that

the navy of France was almost ruined, and her com-
merce on the ocean quite extinguished; that she could

not, with the least prospect of success, hazard Kny ex-

pedition of consequence against Great Britain, or any
part of her dominions, while the ocean was covered

with such powerful navies belonging to that nation;
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and that if onc-tliird part of the money, annually en-

guliihcd in the Geiman Tortex, had been employed in

augmenting the naval forces of England, and those

forces properly exerted, not a single cruiser would have

been able to stir from the harbours of France; all her

colonies in the AYest Indies would have fallen an easy

prey to the arms of Great Britain; and, thus cut off

from the resources of commerce, she must have been

content to embrace such terms of peace as the victor

should have thought proper to prescribe.

The funds established by the committee of ways and
means, in order to realize those articles of supply, con-

sisted of the malt-tax, the land-tax at four shillings in

the pound, sums remaining in the exchefjuer produced

from the sinking fund, four millions five hundred thou-

sand pounds to be raised by annuities at three pounds

ten shillings per cent, per annum, and five hundred thou-

sand pounds by a lottery, attended with annuities re-

deemable by parliament, after the rate of three pounds

per cent, per annum ; these several annuities to be trans-

ferable at the bank of England, and charged upon a

fund to be established in this session of parliament for

payment thereof, and for which the sinking fund should

be a collateral security

—

[See note 3M, at the endofthis

Vol.]—one million six hundred and six thousand and
seventy-six pounds, five shillings and one penny far-

thing, issued and applied out of such monies as should

or might arise from the surpluses, excesses, and other

revenues composing the sinking fund—a tax of one

shilling in the pound to be annually paid from all sal-

aries, fees, and perquisites of offices and employments in

Great Britain, and from all pensions and other gratuities

payable out of any revenues belonging to his majesty
in Great Britain, exceeding the yearly value of one hun-
dred pounds—an imposition of one shilling annually

upon every dwelling-house inhabited within the king-

dom of Great Britain, over and above all other duties

already chargeable upon them, to commence from the

fifth day of April—an additional tax of sixpence yearly

for every window or light in every dwelling-house in-

habited in Britain which shall contain fifteen windows
or upwards; a continuation of certain acts near expir-

ing, with respect to the duties payable on foreign sail-

cloth imported into Great Britain, the exportation of

British gunpowder, the securing and encouraging the

trade of his majesty's sugar colonies in America, and
the empowering the importers and proprietors of spirits

from the British sugar plantations, to land them before

payment of the duties of excise, and to lodge them in

warehouses at their own expense—an annual tax of

forty shillings for a license to be taken out by every

person trading in, selling, or vending gold or silver

plate, in lieu of the duty of sixpence per ounce on all

silver plate, made or wrought, or which ought to be

touched, assayed, or marked in this kingdom, which
duty now ceased and determined—a cessation of all

drawbacks payable on the exportation of silver plate

—

a law prohibiting all persons from selling, by retail, any
sweet or made wine, without having first pi-ocured a

license for that purpose—and a loan, by exchequer bills,

for eight hundred thousand pounds, to be charged on

the first aids to be granted in the next session of par-

liament. These provisions amounted to the sum of

eleven millions and seventy-nine thousand seven hun-
dred and twenty-two pounds, six shillings and ten-

pence, exceeding the grants in the sum of five hundred
and ninety-three thousand two hundred and sixty-five

pounds, six shillings and nine-pence, so that the nation

had reason to hope that this surplus of above half a

million would prevent any denoand for deficiencies in

the next session. By these copious grants of a house
of commons, whoso complaisance knew no bounds, the

national debt was, at this juncture, swelled to the as-

tonishing sum of eighty-seven millions three hundred
and sixty-seven thousand two hundred and ten pounds,
nineteen shillings and ten-pence farthing; a load that
would have crushed the national credit of any other
state in Christendom.

The liberality of the parliament was like the rock in

the wilderness, which flowed with the welcome stream

when touched by the rod of Moses. The present sup-

ply which the commons granted for the subsistence of

the Hanoverian amiy, was, in pursuance of a message
from his majesty, communicated to the house by Mr.
Secretary Pitt, signifying, that the king had ordered

his electoral army to be put again in motion, that it

might act with vigour against the common enemy, in

concert with his good brother and ally the king of

Prussia; that the exhausted and ruined state of the

electorate h.aving rendered it incapable of maintaining

that army, until the further necessary charge thereof,

as well as the more particular measures then concerting

for the effectual support of his Prussian majesty, could

be laid before the house; the king, relying on the con-

stant zeal of his faithful commons for the support of the

protcstant religion and of the liberties of Europe, against

the dangerous designs of France and her confederates,

found himself, in the meantime, under the absolute ne-

cessity of recommending to the bouse the speedy con-

sideration of such a present supply as might enable his

majesty, in this critical conjuncture, to subsist and keep
together the said aijmy. This address was no sooner

recited by the speaker, than it was unanimously referred

to the committee of supply, who gratified his majesty's

wish with an immediate resolution; and, considering

their generous disposition, doubtless the same compli-

ance would have appeared, even though no mention had
been made of the protcstant religion, which, to men of or-

dinary penetration, appeared to have no natural concern

in the present dispute between the belligerent powers, al-

though fonner ministers had often violently introduced

it into messages and speeches from the throne, in order

to dazzle the eyes of the populace, even while, they in-

sulted the understanding of those who were capable of

exercising their own reason. This pretext was worn
so threadbare, that, among the sensible part of mankind,

it could no longer be used without incurring contempt
and ridicule. In order to persuade mankind that the

protcstant religion was in danger, it would have been

necessary to specify the designs that were formed

against it, as well as the nature of the conspiracy, and
to descend to particulars properly authenticated. In

that case, great part of Europe would have been justly

alarmed. The states-general of the United Provinces,

who have made such glorious and indefatigable efforts

in support of the protcstant religion, would surely have
lent a helping hand towards its preservation. The
Danes would not have stood tamely neutral, and seen

the religion they profess exposed to the rage of such a

powerful confederacy. It is not to be imagined that

the Swedes, who have so zealously maintained the

purity of the protcstant faith, would now join an asso-

ciation whose aim was the ruiu of that religion. It is

not credible that even the Hungarians, who profess the

same faith, and other protcstant states of the empire,

would enter .so heartily into the interests of those who
were bent upon its destruction; or that the Russians

would contribute to the aggrandizement of the catholic

faith and discipline, so opposite to that cf the Greek
church, which they espouse. As, therefore, no parti-

cular of such a design was explained, no act of oppres-

sion towards an)' protcstant state or society pointed

out, except those that were exercised by the protestanls

themselves; and as the court of Vienna repeatedly dis-

avowed any such design, in the most solemn manner,

the unprejudiced part of mankind will be apt to con-

clude that the cry of religion was used, as in former

times, to arouse, alarm, and inflame; nor did the artifice

prove altogether unsuccessful. Notwithstanding the

general lukewarmth of the age in matters of religion,

it produced considerable effect among the fanatic sec-

taries that swarm through the kingdom of England.

The leaders of those blind enthusiasts, either actuated

by the spirit of delusion, or desirous of recommending
themselves to the jirotection of the higher powers, im-

medi;"tely seized the hint, expatiating Tchemcntly on
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the danger that impended over God's people; and ex-

erting all their faculties to impress the belief of a re-

ligious war, whieli never fails to exasperate and impel

the minds of men to such deeds of cruelty and revenge

as must discredit all religion, and even disgrace hu-

manity. The signal trust and confidence wliich the

parliament of England reposed in the king, at this

juncture, was in nothing more conspicuous than in

le-iving to the crown the unlimited application of the

sum granted for augmenting the salaries of tlie judges.

In the reign of king William, when the act of settle-

ment was passed, the parliament, jealous of the influ-

ence which the crown might .acquire over the judges,

provided, by an express clause of that act, that the

commissions of the judges should subsist quamdiu se

Icnc gesscrtnt, and that their salaries should be estab-

lished! but now we find a sum of money granted for

the augment.ation of their s.alaries, and the crown vested

with a discretionary power to proportion and apply this

augmentation; a stretch of complaisance, which, how
safe soever it may appear during the reign of a prince

fimed for integnty and moderation, will perhaps one
diiy be considered as a very dangerous accession to the

prerogative.

SECOND TREATY WITH PRUSSIA.

So fully persuaded were the ministry that the com-
mons would cheerfully enable them to pay what sub-

sidies they might promise to their German .allies, th.at

on the eleventh of April they concluded a new treaty

of convention with his Prussi.an majesty, which, that it

might have the firmer consistence and the greater au-

thority, was, on the part of Great Britain, transacted

and signed by almost all the privy-counsellors who had

any share in the administration.* This treaty, which
was signed at Westminster, imported, " Tliat the con-

tracting powers li.iving mutually resolved to continue

their efforts for their reciprocal defence and security,

for the recovery of their possessions, the protection

of their allies, and the support of the liberties of the

Germanic body, his Britannic majesty had, from these

considerations, determined to grant to his Prussian ma-
jesty an immediate succour in money, as being the most

ready .and the most eflicicious; and their m.ajesties hav-

ing judged it proper that thereupon a convention should

be made, for declaring and fixing their intentions upon
this head, they had nominated and authorized their re-

spective ministers, who, after h,aving communicated
their full powers to one another, agreed to the follow-

ing stipulations:—The king of Great Britain engaged
to pay in the city of London, to such persons as should

be authorized to receive it by his Prussian msyesty, the

sum of four millions of German crowns, amounting to

six hundred and seventy thousand pounds sterling, to

be paid at once, and in one whole sum, immediately

after the exchange of ratification, upon being demanded
by his Prussian majesty. This prince, on his part,

obliged himself to apply that sum to the maintaining

and augmenting his forces, which should act in the best

manner for the good of the common cause, and for the

purpose of reciprocal defence and mutual security pro-

posed by their said majesties. Jloreover, the high con-

tracting parties engage not to conclude any treaty of

peace, truce, or neutrality, nor any other sort of con-

vention or .agi-eement, with the powers engaged in the

present war, but in concert and by mutual agreement,

wherein both should he nominally comprehended.

Finally, it was stipulated that this convention should

be ratified, and the ratifications exchanged on both sides,

within the term of six weeks, to be computed from the

• These were, sir Robert Henly, lord keeper of the great seal;

John, carl of Granville, president of the council; Thomas Holies,
dnke of NeTrca-Stle, first c'inimissioii.:!r of the treasury; RolM-rt, earl

of HoMomeise, one of the principal secretaries of state; Philip, earl

of ilarilwicke; and Williaui Pitt, esq., .another of the principal se-

rretaries of state. In the name and on the part of his Prussian
majestr, the Sicnra U:ulo lleni^', baron of Knyphauscn, his privy-
ormns<-ilor of embassy, and mitiister-plenii>oteiitiary at the court of
London; and Louis Michel, his resident and charg<$ d'afTaiivfl.

day of signing this prosont conrention, or gooiicr, if

possible."

All the resolutions to which the committee of ways
and means agreed were executed by bills, or clauses in

bills, wliich afterwards received the royal sanction.

The militia still continued to bo an object of parliamen-
tary care and attention; but the institution was not yet
heartily embraced, because seemingly discountenanced
by the remnant of the old ministry, which still main-
tained a capital pl.ace in the late coalition, and indeed
altnost wholly engrossed the distribution of pensions
and places. The commons having presented an ad-
dress to his m.ijesty, witli respect to the harbour of

Milford-haven, a book of plans and estimates for forti-

fying that harbour was laid before the house, and .1

committee appointed to examine the particulars. They
were of opinion that the mouth of the harbour was too

wide to .admit of any fortification, or eflectu.il defence;

but that the pas.sage called Naihmd-point, lying higher

than IIul)l)crstone-rcsd, might be fortified, so ,as to af-

ford safe riding and proteetion to the trade and navy of

Great Britain ; that if it slioulil be thought proper here-

after to establish a yard and dock for building and

equipping fleets at Milford, no place could, from the

situation, n.ature, soil, and a gener.al concurrence of all

necessary local circumstances, be more fitted for such

a design; th.at if <a proper use were niiadc of tliis valu-

able, though long-neglected harbour, tlie distressful

delays too often embarrassing and disappointing the

nation in her n.aval operations, might be in a great

measure happily removed, to the iufinito relief and

enlargement of tlie kingdom in the me.ans of improving

its naval force; the necess.ary progress and free execu-

tion of whicli was now so unhappily and frequently re-

strained and frusfi-ated, by the want of a harbour like

tliat of Milford-haven, framed by nature with such local

advantages. This report appeared to bo so well sup-

ported by evidence, that a bill was framed, and passed

into an act, for gr.anting ten thousand pounds towards

carrying on the works for fortifying and securing the

harbour of Milford in the county of Pembroke. Other

laws of national consequence were enacted, iu the course

of this session, with little or no opposition. On the

very first day of their sitting, the commons received a

petition from the mayor, magistrates, merchants, and

inhabitants of Liverpool, complaining of the high price

of wheat and other grain ; expressing their apprehen-

sion that it would continue to rise, unless the time for

the importation of foreign corn, duty free, should be

prolonged, or some other salutary measure taken by
parliament, to prevent dealers from engrossing corn;

submitting to the wi.sdom of the house a total prohibi-

tion of distilling and exporting grain while the high

price should continue; praying they would take the

premises into consideration, and grant a seasonable re-

lief to the petitioners, by a continuance of a free im-

portation, and taking such other effectual means to

reduce the growing price of corn as to them should

seem necessary and expedient. This being an urgent

case, that equally interested the humanity of the legis-

lature and the manufacturers of the kingdom, it was
deliljerated ui)on, and discussed with rem.arkable de-

spatch. In a few days a bill was prepared, passed

through both houses, and enacted into a law, continu-

ing till the twenty-fourth day of December, in the pre-

sent year, the three acts of last session; for proliibiting

the exportation of corn; for prohibiting the distillation

of spirits; and for allowing the importation of com,

duty free. A second law was est.iblished, regulating

the price and assize of bread, and subjecting to severe

penalties those who should bo concerned in its adul-

teration. In consequence of certain resolutions taken in

a committee of the whole house, a bill was presented for

prohibiting the payment of the bounty upon the exporta-

tion of corn, unless sold at a lower price than is allowed

in an act passed in the first year of the reign of William

and Mary; but this bill, after having been read a seconL

time and committed, was neglected, and proved abortive
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BILLS FOE THE ENCOUKAGEMENT OF
SEAMEN, &c.

In consequence of a motion made by Mr. Grenville,

rt liuniane bill was prepared and brought in for the en-

couragement of seamen employed in the royal navy,

establishing a regular method for the punctual, frequent,

and certain payment of their wages; enabling them
nipve easily and readily to remit money for the support

of their wives and families, and preventing the frauds

and abuse attending such payments. This bill, having

passed the lower house, engaged in a very particular

manner the attention of the lords, who, by divers mes-
sages to the house of commons, desired the attendance

of several members. These messages being taken into

consideration, several precedents were recited; a debate

arose about their formality, and the house unanimously

resolved that a message should be sent to the lords, ac-

quainting thcra that the house of commons, not being

sufficiently informed by their messages upon what
grounds, or for what purposes, their lordships desired

the house would give leave to such of their members as

were named in the said messages to attend the house of

lords, in order to be examined upon the second reading

of the bill, the commons hoped their lordships would
make them acquainted with their intention. The lords,

in answer to this intimation, gave the commons to im-

derstand, that they desired the attendance of the mem-
bers mentioned in their messages, that they might be

examined as witnesses upon the second reading of the

bill. This explanation being deemed satisfactoiy, the

members attended the house of lords, where they were
carefully and fully examined, as persons conversant iu

sea afi'airs, touching the iucouveniencies which had for-

merly attended the sea-service, as well as the remedies

now proposed; and the bill having passed through their

house, thougli not without warm opposition, was enac-

ted into a law by liis majesty's assent. The militia

act, as it passed in the last session, being found upon
trial defective, Mr. Townshend moved for leave to bring

in a new bill, to explain, amend, and enforce it; this

was accordingly allowed, prepared, and passed into a

law, though it did not seem altogether free from ma-
terial objections, some of which were of an alarming

nature. The power vested by law in the crov.n over

the militia, is even more independent than that which
it exercises over the standing army; for this last ex-

pires at the end of the year, if not continued by a new
act of parliament; whereas the militia is subjected to

the power of the crown for the term of five years, dur-

ing which it may be called out into actual service with-

out consent of parliament, aud consequently employed
for sinister purposes. A commission-officer in the militia

may be detained, as subject to the articles of war, until

the crown shall allow the militia to return to their re-

spective parishes; and thus engaged, he is liable to

death as a mutineer, or deserter, should he refuse to

appear in arms, and fight iu support of the worst mea-
sures of the worst minister. Several merchants and
manufacturers of silk offered a petition, representing,

that in consequence of the act passed in the last session,

allowing the importation offine organzine Italian thrown
silk till the first day of December, in the year one thou-
sand seven hundred and fifty-seven, they had given
orders to their correspondents abroad to send large quan-
tities of such silk through Germany to Hamburgh and
Holland, which, in the common course of things, might
probably have arrived in London before the act expired,

if their carriage had not been protracted by the great
rains and inundations in Italy aud Germany, iu the
months of August and September last, which rendered
the roads for many weeks impassable; that from un-
lucky accidents on shore, and storms and contraiy winds
after the silk was shipped, it could not possibly arrive

within the time limited by the act; and unless it should
bo admitted to an entry, they, the petitioners, would
be great sufferers, the manufacturers greatly prejudiced,

aud the good «;nd and purpose of the act in a great mea-

sure frustrated; they, therefore, prayed leave to bring

in a bill for allowing the introduction of all such fine

Italian organzined sQk as should appear to have been
shipped in Holland and Hambui-gh for London, on or

before the first day of December. The petition being

referred to a committee, which reported that these al-

legations were true, the house complied with their re-

quest, and the bill having passed, was enacted into a law
in the usual form. A speedy passage was likewise

granted to the mutiny bill, and the other annual mea-

sure for regulating the marine forces, which contained

nothing new or extraordinary. A committee being ap-

pointed to inquire what laws were already expired, or

near expiring, they performed this difficult task with

indefatigable patience and perseverance; and, in pur-

suance of their resolutions, three bills were prepared

and passed into laws, continuing some acts for a certain

time, and rendering others perpetual. [See note 3N,
at ilie end of this VolJ\

The lord-mayor, aldermen, and commons of the city

of London, in common council assembled, having di'awn

uj) a petition to the house of commons, alleging that the

toll upon loaded vessels or other craft, passing through

the arches of Loudon bridge, granted by a former act,

passed iu the year one thousand seven huudred and fifty,

for improving, widening, and enlarging the passage

both under and over the said bridge, was altogether pre-

carious, and insufficient to defray the expense, including

that of a temporary wooden bridge already erected ; and
praying that a bill might be prepared, for explaining

and rendering that act effectual; a committee was ap-

pointed to examine the contents, and a bill brought in

according to their request. This, however, was opposed

by a petition from several persons, owners of barges, aud
other craft navigating the river Thames, who affirmed,

that if the bill should pass into a law as it then stood,

it would be extremely injurious to the petitioners in

particular, and to the public in general. These were
heard by their counsel before the committee, but no
report was yet given, when the temporary bridge was
reduced to ashes. Then the mayor, aldermen, and
commons of London presented another petition, alleg-

ing that, in pursuance of the powers vested in them by
act of parliament, they had already demolished a good
number of the houses on London bridge, and directed

the rest that were standing to be taken down with all

convenient expedition ; that two of the arches might bo

laid into one for the improvement of the navigation;

that they had, at a very great expense, erected a tem-

porary wooden bridge, to preserve a public passage to

and from the city, until the great arch could be finished,

which temporary bridge being consumed by fire, they

must rebuild it with the greatest expedition, at a further

considerable expense ; that the sum necessary for carry-

ing on and completing this great and useful work, in-

cluding the rebuilding of the said temporary bridge,

was estimated at fourscore thousand pounds; and as tlie

improving, widening, and enlarging London bridge was
calculated for the general good of the public, for the ad-

vancement of trade and commerce, and for making the

navigation upon the river Thames more safe and secure;

they, therefore, prayed the house to take the premises

into consideration. This petition being recommended
by his majesty to the consideration of the house, was re-

ferred to the committee of supply, aud produced the re-

solution of granting fifteen thousand pounds towards

the rebuilding of London bridge. A bill was prepared,

under the title of an act to improve, widen, and enlarge

the passage over and through London bridge, enforcing

the payment of the toll imposed upon loaded vessels,

whicli had been found extremely burdensome to trade;

but this incumbrance was prevented by another petition

of several merchants, tradesmen, and other inhabitants

of the borough of Southwark, taking notice of the fifteen

thousand pounds granted towards the repair of London
bridge, and, as they were informed, intended to mako
the said bridgo free for all his m.ajesty's subjects: they

said they hoped to partake of this public bounty; but
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aflcrwarils lieaiing that the bill then depending was
ConBned to the tolls formeily granted for iciiaiiing the

said bridge, tliey represented the hardships which they

and all traders would continue to labour under; they

alleged, that the surveyors and workmen then employ eil

upon this work, had discovered tlio true principles on

irbieh the bridge was built; that the foundation of the

piers consisted of hard durable stone, well cemented to-

gether, and now as strong and firm as when first built

;

that when the bridge should be finished, great savings

would be made in keeping it in repair, from the sums
formerly expended, on a mistaken opinion, that the

foundation was of wood: that there were very consider-

able estates appointed solely for the repairs of the bridge,

which they apprehended would be sufficient to maintain
it without any toll; or if they should not be thought
adequate to that purpose, they hoped the deficiency

would not be made up by a toll upon trade and com-
merce, but rather by an imposition on coaches, chariots,

chaises, and saddle-horses. This remonstrance made
no impression on the house. The bill being, on a mo-
tion of sir John Philips, read a third time, passed through
Ijotli bouses, and obtained the royal assent.

ACT FOR ASCERTAINING THE QUALIFICA-
TION OF VOTING.

The interest of the manufacturers was also consulted

in an act encouraging the growth of madder, a plant

essentially necessary in dj^ing and printing calicoes,

which may be raised in England without the least iu-

convenienee. It was judged, upon inquiry, that the

most ctfectnal means to encourage the growth of this

commodity would be to ascertain the tithe of it; and a
bill was brought in for that purpose. The rate of the

tithe was established at five shillings an acre; and it

was enacted, that this law should continue in force for

urteen years, and to the end of the next session of

jj.irliament ; but wherefore this encouragement was
miide temporary it is not easy to determine.—The laws
relating to the poor, though equally numerous and op-

pressive to the subject, having been found defective, a
new clause, relating to the settlement of servants and
apprentices, was now added to an act passed in the

twentieth year of the present reign, intituled, " An act

for the better adjusting and more easily recovering of

the wages of certain servants, and of certain appren-

tices." No country in the universe can produce so

many laws made in behalf of the poor as those that are

daily accumulating in England: in no other country is

there so much money raised for their support, by private

charity, as well as public taxation; yet this, as much
o any couutry, swamis with vagrant beggars, and
ms with objects of misery and distress; a sure sign

itherof misconduct in the legislature, or a shameful
ivlix.ition in the executive part of the civil administra-

tion.—The scenes of corruption, perjury, riot, and in-

temperance, which every election for a member of par-

liament had lately produced, were now grown so infam-

ously open and intolerable, and the right of voting
ivas rendered so obscure and perplexed by the pieten-

jos and proceedings of all the candidates for O.xford-

shire in the last election, that the fundamentals of the

constitution seemed to shake, and the veiy essence of

parliaments to be in danger. Actuated by these ap-

prehensions, sir John Philips, a gentleman of Wales,
who had long distinguished himself in the opposition

by his courage and independent spirit, moved for leave

to bring in a bill that should obviate any doubts which
might arise conccniing the electors of knights of the

Rhiro to fervc in parliament for England, and further

regulate the proceedings of such elections. lie was
accordingly permitted to bring in such a bill, in con-

inction with Mr. Townsheud, Mr. Cornwall, and lords

•irth and Craysfort; and in the usual course, the bill

iug prepared, was enacted into a law, under the title

'. "An act for further explaining the laws touching
the rlcctoi-s of knight.'j of the shire to servo in parlia-

V.it.. II.

mcnt for that part of Great Rritain called England.'
The preamble specified, that though, by an act passed
in the eighteenth year of the present reign, it was pro-
vided, that no person might vote at tho election of a
knight or knights of a shire within England and Wales,
without having a freehold estate in tho county foi

which he votes, of the clear yearly value of forty shil-
lings, over and above all rents and charges, payable out
of or in respect to the same; nevcrlheless, certain per-
sons, wlio hold their estates by copy of court-roU, pre-
tend to a right of voting, and have at certain times
presumed to vote at such elections; this act, therefore,

ordained, that from and after the twenty-ninth day ol

June in tho present year, no person who holds his
estate by copy of court-roll should he entitled thereby

to vote .at the election of any knight or knights of a
shire within England or Wales; but every such vole

should be void, and tho person so voting should forfeit

fifty pounds to any candidate for whom such vote should

not have been given, and who should first sue for the

same, to be recovered with full costs, by .iction of debt,

in any court of judicature.* So far the act, thus pro-

cured, may be attended with salutary consequences;

but, in all probability, the intention of its first movers
and patrons was not fully answered ; inasmuch as no
provision was made for putting a stop to that spirit of

license, drunkenness, and debauchery, which prevails

at almost every election, and has a very pernicious efiect

upon tho morals of the people.

BILL l^OR MORE EFFECTUALLY MANNING
THE NAVY.

Among the bills that miscarried in the course of this

session, some turned on points of great consequence to

the community. Lord Harrington, Mr. Thomas Gore,

and Mr. Charles Townshend, were ordered by the house

to prepare a bill for the speedy and eft'ectual recraiting

his majesty's lund-forees and marines, which was no
more than a transcript of the temporary act passed in

the preceding session under the same title; but the ma-
jority were averse to its being continued for another

year, as it was attended with some prejudice to the lib-

erty of the subject. Objections of the same nature might

have been as justly started against another bill, for the

more effectually manning of his majesty's navy, for pre-

venting desertion, and for the relief and encouragement

of seamen belonging to ships and vessels in the service

of the merchants. The purport of this project was to

establish registers or muster-rolls of all seamen, fisher-

men, lightermen, and watermen; obliging .ship-masters

to leave subscribed lists of their respective crews at

offices maintained for that pui-pose, that a certain number
of them might be chosen by lot for his majesty's service,

in any case of emergency. This expedient, however, was
rejected, as an uimeccssary and ineffectual incumbrance

on commerce, which would hamper navigation, and, in a

little time, diminish thenumberofseamen, ofconsequenco

act diametrically opposite to the purpose for which it

was contrived.—Numberless frauds having been com-

mitted, and incessant law-suits produced, by private and

clandestine conveyances, a motion was made, and leave

given, to form a bill for the public registering of all

deeds, eouTeyances, wills, and other incumbrances, that

might effect any honours, manors, lands, tenements, and

hereditaments, within the kingdom of England, wherein

public registers were not already appointed by act of

parliament; but this measure, so necessary to the ascer-

• For fhp more oasv recovery of Hiis forfeit, it was enarted, that

the plaintitr in such action might only 6Ct fortli, in the declaration

or bill, that the ilcrenilant «ns indebted to him in tho sum of fifty

pounds, alle^int: the oftoncc for which tho suit should I)0 bixjnght,

and that the defendant had acted contrary to tliio act, withoni men-
tioning tlic writ of Rummons to parliament, or tho rettim thereof;

and, upon trial of any issue, the jdaintiti' should n"t bo obliged li>

prove tho writ of .'Summons tn parliainent, or tho return thereof, or

aiiv \Mirr:ri' i r nit'ifrity to tin? slo'ritT upon any such writ; that
* lid be C'lolilenced within iiine months aAer
:: id that, if the plaintiff should disc^ntiniio his

r. ! I, or have judj^jliirnt pivcli against hiin, tliu

dofciiJant siiuuld roC'jvcr treble costii.

.TL
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taininent and possession of property, met with a violent

opposition; and was finally dropped, as some people

imagine, through the influence of those who, perhaps,

Iiad particular reasons for countenancing the present

mysterious forms of conveyancing. Such a bill must
also have been disagreeable and mortifying to the pride

of those landholders whose estates were incumbered,

because, in consequence of such a register, every mort-

gage under which they laboured would be exactly

known.—The next object to which the house converted

its attention, was a bill explaining and amending a lato

act for establishing a fish-market in the city of West-

minster, and preventing scandalous monopolies of a few

engrossing fishmongers, who imposed exorbitant prices

on their fish, and, in this particular branch of traftic,

gave law to above six hundred thousand of their fellow-

citizens. Abundance of pains were taken to render

this bill effectual, for putting an end to such flagrant

impositions. Inquiries were made, petitions read, coun-

sel heard, and alterations proposed; at length the bill,

having passed through the lower house, was conveyed

to the lords, among whom it was suffered to expire, on
pretence that there was not time sufficient to deliberate

maturely on the subject.

HABEAS-CORPUS ACT AMENDED.

The occasion that produced the next bill which mis-

carried we shall explain, as an incident equally extra-

ordinary and interesting. By an act passed in the pre-

ceding session, for recruiting his majesty's land-forces

and marines, we have already observed, that the com-
missioners thereby appointed were vested with a power
of judging ultimately, whether the persons brought be-

fore them were such as ought, by the rules prescribed

in the act, to be impressed into the service; for it was
expressly provided, that no person, so impressed by
tliose commissioners, should be taken out of his majesty's

seiwice by any process, other than for some criminal

accusation. During the recess of parliament, a gentle-

man having been impressed before the commissioners,

and confined in the Savoy, his friends made application

for a Jiaheos-corpus, which produced some lie.^itation,

and indeed an insurmountable difficulty; for, according

to the writ of huhcas-corpus, passed in the reign of

diaries the Second, this privilege relates only to per-

sons committed for criminal or supposed criminal mat-
ters, and the gentleman did not stand in that predica-

ment. Before the question could be determined he was
discharged, in consequence of an application to the

secretary at war; but the nature of the case plainly

pointed out a defect in the act, seemingly of tlie most
dangerous consequence to the liberty of the suliject.

In order to remedy this defect, a bill for giving a more
speedy relief to the subject, upon the writ of haheas-

corpus, was prepared, and presented to the house of

commons, which formed itself into a committee, and
made several amendments. It imported, that the se-

veral provisions made in the aforesaid act, passed in

the reign of Charles II. for the awarding of writs of

habcas-corpiis, in cases of commitment or detainer for

any criminal or supposed criminal matter, should, in like

manner, extend to all cases where any person, not be-
ing committed or detained for any criminal or supposed
criminal matter, should be confined, or restrained of his

or lier liberty, under any colour or pretence whatsoever;
tliat, upon oath made by such person so confined or
arrested, or by any other on his or her behalf, of any
actual confinement or restraint, and that such confine-
ment or restraint, to the best of the knowledge and be-
lief of the person so applying, was not by virtue of
any commitment or detainer for any criminal or sup-
posed criminal matter, an haleas-corpus, directed to the
person or jiersons so confining or restraining the party,
as aforesaid, should be awarded and granted, in the
Bame manner as is directed, and under tlie same pen-
alties as are provided by tlie said act, in tlie case of
persons committed and detained for any criminal or

supposed criminal matter; that the person or persons

before whom the party so confined or restrained should

be brought, by virtue of any habcas-corpns granted in

the vacation time, under the autliority of this act, might
and should, within three days after the return made,
proceed to examine into the facts contained in such

return, and into the cause of sucli confinement and
restraint; and thereupon either discharge, or bail, or

remand the parties so brought, as the case should re-

quire, and as to justice should appertain. Tlie rest of

the bill related to the return of the writ in three days,

and tlie penalties incurred by those who should neglect

or refuse to make the due return, or to comply with

any other clause of this regulation. The commons
seemed hearty in rearing up this additional buttress to

the liberty of their fellow-subjects, and passed the bill

with the most laudable alacrity; but in the house of

lords such a great number of objections were started,

that it sunk at the second reading, and the judges were
ordered to prepare a bill for the same purpose, to be laid

before that house in the next session.

SCHEME IN FAVOUR OF THE FOUNDLING
HOSPITAL.

His majesty having recommended the care of the

Foundling hospital to the house of commons, which
cheerfully granted forty thousand pounds for the sup-

port of that charity, the growing annual expense of it

appeared worthy of furtlier consideration, and leave was
granted to bring in a bill for obliging all the parishes

of England and Wales to keep registers of all their

deaths, births, and marriages, that from these a fund
miglit be raised towards the support of the said hospital.

The bill was accordingly prepared by a committee ap-

pointed for the purpose; but before the house could tako
the report into consideration, the parliament was pro-

rogued.—The proprietors of the privateer called the

Antigallican, which had taken a rich French ship home-
ward bound from China, and carried her into Cadiz,

where the Spanish government had wrested her by
violence from the captors, and delivered her to the

French owners, now presented a petition to the house
of commons, complaining of this interposition as an act

of partiality and injustice; representing the great ex-

pense at which the privateer had been equipped, the

legality of the capture, the loss and hardsliips which
they the petitioners had sustained, and imploring such
relief as the house should tliink requisite. Though
these allegations were supported by a species of evi-

dence that seemed strong and convincing, and it might
be thought incumbent on the parliament to vindicate

the honour of the nation, when thus insulted by a fo-

reign power, the house, upon this occasion, treated the

petition with the most mortifying neglect, either giving

little credit to the assertions it contained, or unwilling

to take any step which might at this juncture embroil

tlie nation with the court of Spain on sucli a frivolous

subject. True it is, the Spanish government alleged,

in their own justification, that the prize was taken un-

der the guns of Corunna, insomuch that the shot fired

by the privateer entered that place, and damaged some'

liousos; but this allegation was never properly sus-

tained, and the prize was certainly condemned as legal

by the court of admiralty at Gibraltar.

PROCEEDINGS RELATIVE TO THE AFRICAN
COMPANY.

As we have already given a detail of the trial of sir

Jolin Mordaunt, it will be unnecessary to recapitulate

any cii'cninstances of that afl'air, except such as relate

to its connexion witli the proceedings of parliament.

In the beginning of this session. lord Banington, as

secretary at war, informed the house, by his majesty's

command, that lieutenant-general sir Jolin Mordaunt,
a member of that house, was in arrest for disobedience

of his majesty's orders, while employed on the lato 6X-
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peditlon to the coast of France. The commons Inimo-

diatcly resolved, that an address should bo presented to

his majesty, returning him the thanks of this house for

his gracious message of that day, in the communiofttion

he had been pleased to make of the reason for putting

lieutenant-general sirJohn Jlordauut in arrest.—.\niong

the vaiious objects of comnicrco that employed the at-

tention of the house, one of tlie most considerablu was
the trade to tho coast of Africa, for the protection of

which an annual sum had been granted for some years,

to bo expended in the maintenance and repairs of castles

and factories. AVhilo a committee was employed in

perusing the accounts relating to the sum granted in

the preceding session for tliis purpose, a petition from
the committee of tho African company, recommended
iu a message from his majesty, was presented to the

bouse, soliciting further assistance for the ensuing year.

In the meantime, a remonstrance was ofl'ered by certain

planters and merchants, interested in trading to tho

British sugar colonies in America, alleging, that tho

price of negroes was greatly advanced since the forts

and settlements on the coast of Africa had been under
the direction of the committee of the company of mer-
chants trading to that coast; a circumstance that greatly

distressed and alarmed the petitioners, prevented the

cultivation of the British colonies, and was a great de-

triment to the trade and navig.ition of the kingdom;
that this misfortmie, they believed, was in some mea-
sure owing to the ruinous state .and condition of the

forts and settlements; that, in their opinion, the most
effectual method for maintaining the interest of that

trade on a respectable footing, next to that of an incor-

porated joint-stock company, would be putting those

forts and settlements under the sole direction of the

commissioners for tr.ade and plantations; that the pre-

servation or ruin of the American sugar colonies went
hand in hand with that of the slave trade to Africa;

that, by an act passed in the year one thousand seven

hundred and fifty, for extending .and improving this

trade, the British subjects were debarred from lodging

their slaves and merch.andise in the forts and settle-

ments on the coast; they, therefore, prayed that this

part of the act might be repealed ; that all commanders
of British and American vessels, free merchants, and
all other his majesty's subjects, who were settled, or

might at any time thereafter settle in Africa, should

have free liberty, from sunrise to sunset, to enter the

forts .and settlements, and to deposit their goods and
merchandise in the ivarehouses thereunto belonging;

to secure their slaves or other parchases without pay-

ing any consideration for the same; but the slaves to

be victualled at the proper cost and charge of their re-

spective owners. The house having taken this petition

into consideration, inquired into the proceedings of the

company, and revised the act for extending and im-

proving the tr.ide to Africa, resolved, that the commit-
tee of the African company had faithfully discharged

the trust reposed in them, and granted ten thous.and

pounds for maintaining the British forts and settlements

in that part of the world. The enemy were perfectly

well acquainted with the weakness of the British castles

on the coast of Africa ; and had they known as well ho

w

to execute with spirit, as to plan with sagacity, the at-

tempt which, in the course of the preceding year, they

made upon the princip.al British fort in Guinea, would
have succeeded, .and all the other settlements would
have fallen into their hands without opposition.*

• Robert Hunter Morris represented, in a petition to the honse,
that as no &alt was made in the Dritish colonies in America, they
were obli^'cd to depend upon a precarious supply of tliat commodity
from foreiCTicrs; he, therefore, oflTered to undertake tlie making of

marine salt at a moderate price in one ofctiiose colonies, at liis own
riAk and charge, provided he could be secured in tho enjoyment of
the prnfits whicii the work might produce, f-ir such a term of years
as mit^lit seem to the house a prf'per and adequate compensation for

CO great an undertaking. The petition wa-s ordered to lie upon the
table; afterwards read and referred to a committee, whicli, however,
made no report. A circumstance not easily acc-tunted for, unless
we suppose the house of commons were of opinion, tliat such an en-
terprise might contribute towards rendering our colonics too inde-
pcD(!ent of their molhercotmtry.—Equally unaccjuntablc was the

SESSION CLOSED.

The longest and warmest debate which wag main-
tained in the course of this session, arose from a motion
for leave to bring in a bill for shoiiening tho term and
duration of future parliaments; a measure truly patrio-
lie, against wliieh no substantial argument could be pro-
duced, although tlio motion was rejected by the majority,
on preteuce, that whilst the nation was engaged in such
a dangerous and expensive war, it would be improper
to think of introducing such an alteration iu the form of
government. Ecasons of equal strength and solidity

will never !je wanting to tlie patrons and ministers tjf

corruption and venality. The alteraticm proposed was
nothing less than removing and annulling an encroach-
ment which had been made on tlio constitution; it might
have been effected witliout the least pang or convulsion,

to the general satisfaction of the nation; far from being
unreasonable at this jnncture, it would have cnh.inced

the national reputation abroad, and rendered tho war
more formidable to the enemies of Groat Britain, by con-
vincing them tliat it was supported by a ministry and
parliament who stood upon such good terms with the
people. Indeed, a quick succession of parliaments might
have disconcerted, and perhaps expelled that spirit of

confidence and generosity which now so remarkably
espoused and gratified the sovereign's predilection for

the interest of Hanover.—Other committees were estab-

lished, to enquire into the expense incurred by new lines

and fortifications raised at Gibraltar; to examine the
original standards of weights and measures used in

England; consider the laws relating to them, and report

their observations, together with their opinion of tho

most effectu.al means for ascertaining and enforcing

uniform standards to be used for the future. The com-
mons were perfectly satisfied with the new works which
had been raised at Gibr.iltar; and with respect to the

weights and measures, the committee agreed to certain

resolutions, but no further progress was made in this

inquiry, except an order for printing these resolutions,

with the appendix; however, as the boxes containing
the standards were ordered to be locked up by the clerk

of the house, in all probability their intention was to

proceed on this subject in some future session. On tho

ninth day of June sundry bills received the royal assent

by commission, his majesty being indisposed ; and on the

twentieth day of the same month, flie lords commis-
sioners closed the session Tvith a speech to both houses,

expressing his m.ajesty's deep sense of their loyalty and
good affection, demonstrated in their late proceedings,

in their ze.al for his honour and real interest in all parts,

in their earnestness to surmount everj- difficulty, in their

ardour to maintain the war with tlic utmost vigour;

proofs which must convince mankind that the ancient
spirit of the British nation still subsisted in its full force.

They were given to undcrst.and that the king had taken
all such measures as appeared tho most conducive to

the accomplishment of their public-spirited views and
wishes; that with tlieir assistance, crowned by the bles-

sing of God upon the conduct and bravery of the com-
bined army, his m.ijesty had been enabled, not only to

deliver his dominions in Germany from the oppressions

and devastations of the French, but also to push his

advantages on this side the Ehine; that he had cemented
the union between him and his good brother the king of

Prussia, by new engagements; that the British fleets

and armies were now actually employed in such expedi-

tions as appeared likely to annoy the enemy iu the most
sensible manner, and to promote the welfare and pros-

perity of these kingdoms; in p.articular, to preserve the

British rights and possessions in America, and to make
France feel, in those parts, the real strength and impor-

tance of Great Britain. The commons were thanked

for the ample supplies which they had 80 freely and

miscarriage of another bill, brought in for regtilntlng the mannci of
licensing alehouses, which was read for the lirst Ihue; but when a
motion was made frT a second reading, the question was put, au>l it

passed in the ncjjntiAc.
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ananimously given, and assiuoti on the part of his ma-

jesty tliat tliey should be managed with the most frugal

economy. Tliey were desired, in consequence of the

kings earnest recommendation, to promote harmony

and good agreement amongst his faithful subjects;

to make the people acquainted with the rectitude and

purity of In's intoitions and measures, and to exert them-

selves in maintaining the peace and good order of the

country, by enforcing obedience to the laws and lawful

authority.

VIGOROUS TREPARATIONS FOR WAR, &c.

Never, surely, had any sovereign more reason to be

pleased witli tlTe conduct of his ministers, and the spirit

of his people. The whole nation reposed the most un-

bounded confidence in the courage and discretion, as

well as in the integrity of the minister, who seemed

eager upon prosecuting the war jvith such vigour and

activity as appeared almost unexampled in the aunals

of Great Britain. New levies were made, new ships put

in commission, fresh expeditions undertaken, and fresh

conquests projected. Such was the credit of the ad-

ministration, that people subscribed to the government

loans with surprising eagerness. An uuusual spirit of

enterprise and resolution seemed to inspire all the indi-

viduals that constituted the army and navy; and the

passion for militaiy fame diffused itself through all ranks

in the civil departments of life, even to the very dregs

of the populace; such a remarkable change from indo-

lence to activity, from indifference to zeal, from timorous

•caution to fearless execution, was effected by the influ-

oncc and example of an intelligent and intrepid minister,

who, chagrined at the inactivity and disgraces of the

preceding campaign, had on a very solemn occasion,

lately declared his belief that there was a determined

resolution, both in the naval and military commanders,
against any vigorous exertion of the national power in

the service of the country. Ho affirmed, that though
his majesty appeared ready to embrace every measure
proposed by his ministers for the honour and interest of

his British dominions, yet scarce a man could be found

with whom the execution of any one plan in which there

was the least appearance of any danger could with con-

fidence be trusted. He particularised the inactivity of

one general in North America, from whose abilities and
personal bravery the nation had conceived great expec-

tations; he complained, that this noble commander had
expressed the most contemptuous disregard for the civil

power, from which he derived his authority, b)' neglec-

ting to transmit, for a considerable length of time, any
other advice of his proceedings but what appeared on
a written scrap of paper; he observed, that with a force

by land and sea greater than ever the nation had here-

tofore maintained, with a king and ministr)' ardently

desirous of redeeming her glory, succouring her allies,

and promoting her true interest, a shameful dislike to

the service everywhere prevailed, and few seemed af-

fected with any other zeal than that of aspiring to the

highest posts, and grasping the largest salaries. The
censure levelled at the commander in America was
founded on mistake; the inactivity of that noble lord

was not more disappointing to the minisfrj' than dis-

agreeable to his own inclination. He used his utmost
endeavours to answer the expectation of the public, but
his hands were effectually tied by an absolute impossi-
bility of success, and his conduct stood justified in the
eyes of his sovereign. A particular and accurate detail

of his proceedings he transmitted through a channel,
which he imagined would have directly conve^-ed it to

the foot of the throne; but the packet was said to have
been purposely intercepted and suppressed. Perhaps
he was not altogether excusable for having corresponded

BO slightly with the secretary of state; but he was said

to have gone abroad in full pei'suasion that the ministry
would be changed, and therefore his assiduities were
principallj' directed to the great personage, who, in that

case, would have superintended and directed all tho

operations of the army. All sorts of military prepara-

tions in founderies, docks, arsenals, raising and exer-

cising troops, and victualling transports, were now
carried on with such diligence and despatch as seemed

to promise an exertion that would soon oljlit^rate the

disagreeable remembrance of past disgrace. The be-

ginning of the year was, however, a little clouded by a

p-eneral concern for the death of his majesty's third

daughter, the princess Caroline, a lady of the most ex-

emplary virtue and amiable character, who died at the

age of forty-five, sincerely regretted as a pattern of

unaffected piety, and imbounded beuevolunee.

The British cruisers kept the sea during all the se-

verity of winter, in order to protect the commerce of

the kingdom, and annoy that of the enemy. They
exerted themselves with such activity, and their vigi-

lance was attended with such success, that a groat

number of prizes were taken, and the trade of France
almost totally extinguished. A very gallant exploit

was achieved by one captain Bray, commander of the

Adventure, a small armed vessel in the government's

service : falling in with the JIachault, a large privateer

of Dunkirk, near Dungenness, he ran her aboard, fas-

tened her boltsprit to his capstan, and, after a warm
engagement, compelled her commander to submit. A
French frigate of thirty-six guns was taken by captain

Parker, in a new fire-ship of inferior force. Divers

privateers of the enemy were sunk, burned, or taken,

and a great number of merchant ships fell into the

hands of tho English. Nor was the success of the

British ships of war confined to the English channel.

At this period the board of admiralty received informa-

tion from admiral Coats, in Jamaica, of an action which
happened off the island of Hispaniola, in the month of

October of the preceding year, between three English

ships of v.'ar and a French squadron. Captain Forrest,

an officer of distinguished merit in the service, had, in

the ship Augusta, sailed from Port Royal in Jamaica,

accompanied by the Dreadnought and Edinburgh, un-

der the command of the captains Suckling and I.ang-'

don. He was ordered to cruise off Cape Francois, and
this service he literally performed in the face of the

French squadron under Kersin, lately arrived at that

place from the coast of Africa. 'This commander,
piqued at seeing himself thus insulted by an inferior

armament, resolved to come forth and give them battle;

and that he might either take them, or at least drive

them out of the seas, so as to afford a free passage to a
great number of merchant ships tlien lying at the Cape,

bound for Europe, he took every precaution which he

thought necessary to ensure success. He reinforced

his squadron with some store ships, mounted with guns,

and armed for the occasion, and supplied the deficiency

in his complements, by taking on board seamen from
the merchant ships, and soldiers from the garrisou.

Thus prepared, he weighed anchor, and stood out to

se.Tj, having under his command four large ships of the

line, and three stout frigates. They were no sooner

perceived advancing, than captain Forrest held a short

council with his two captains. " Gentlemen," said he,

" you know your own strength, and see that of the

enemy ; shall we give them battle ?" They replying

in the affirmative, be added, " Then fight them we will:

there is no time to be lost; return to your ships, and

get them ready for engaging." After this laconic con-

sultation among these three gallant officers, they bore

down upon the French squadron without further hesi-

tation, and between three and four in the afternoon

the action began with great impetuosity. Tlie enemy
exerted themselves with uncommon spirit, conscious

that their honour was peculiarly at stake, and that

they fought in sight, ,|_s it were, of their own coast,

which was lined with people, expecting to see them
return in triumph. But, notwithstanding all their

endeavours, their commodore, .nfter having sustained a

severe engagement, that lasted two hours and a half,

found his ship in such a shattered condition, that ho

made signal for one of his frigates to come and tow him
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out of the line. Ilis example w.is followed by the lost

of his squadron, wliich, by this assistance, with tlio

favour of the land breeze and the approach of night,

made shift to accomplish their escape from the tlucc

British ships, which were too much disabled in their

masts and rigging to prosecute their victory. One of

the French sciuaih'oi\ was rendered altogether unser-

viceable for action. Their loss in men amounted to three

hundred killed, and as many wounded ; whereas that

of the English did not much exceed one-third of this

number. Nevertheless, they were so much damaged,
that, being unable to keep the sea, they returned to

Jamaica, and the French commodore seized the oppor-

tunity of sailing with a great convoy for Kurope. The
courage of captain Forrest was not more conspicuous
in this engagement with the French squadron near
Capo Francois, than his conduct and sagacity in a sub-

sequent adventure near Port-au-Prince, a French har-

bour, situated at the bottom of a bay on the western
part of llispaniola, behind the small island of Gonave.
After JI. de Kersin had taken his departure from Cape
Fran(;ois for Europe, admiral Coats, beating up to wind-
ward from Port-Royal in Jamaica with three ships of

the line, received intelligence that there was a French
fleet at Port-au-Prince, ready to sail on their return to

Europe. Captain Forrest then presented the admiral

with a plan for an attack on this place, and urged it

earnestly. This, however, was declined, and captain

Forrest directed to cruise off the island Gonave for two
days only, the admiral enjoining him to return at the

e.tpiration of the time, and rejoin the squadron at Capo
Kicholas. Accordingly captain Forrest, in the Augusta,

proceeded up the bay, between the island Gonave and
Hispaniola, with a view to execute a plan which he had
himself projected. Next day, in the afternoon, though
he perceived two sloops, he forbore chasing, that he
might not risk a discovery; for the same purpose he
huisted Dutch colours, and disguised his ship with tar-

paulins. At five in the afternoon he discovered seven

sail of ships steering to the westward, and hauled from

them to avoid suspicion ; but at the approach of niglit

gave chase with all the sail he could cany. About
ten he perceived two sail, one of which tired a gun,

and the other made the best of her way for Looganne,
another harbour in the bay. At this period captain

Forrest reckoned eight sail to leeward, near another

port called Petit Goave. Coming up with the ship

which bad fired the gtin, she submitted without oppo-

sition, after he had hailed and told her captain what
he was, produced two of his largest cannon, and threat-

ened to sink her if she should give the least alarm.

lie forthwith shifted the prisoners from this prize, and

placed on board of her five-and-thirty of his own crew,

with orders to stand for Petit Goave, and intercept any
of the fleet that might attempt to reach that harbour.

Then he made sail after the rest, and in the dawn of

the morning, finding himself in tlie middle of thair

fleet, he began to fire at them all in their turns, as he

could bring his guns to bear. They returned the fire

for some time ; at length the JIargucritc, the Solide,

and the Theodore struck their colours. These being

secured, were aftenvards used in taking the JIaurice,

Le Grand, and La Flore; the Brilliant also submitted,

and the Mars made sail, in hopes of escaping, but the

Augusta coming up with her about noon, she likewise

fell into the hands of the victor. Thus, by a well-

conducted stratagem, a whole fleet of nine sail were

taken by a single ship, in the neighbourhood of four or

five harbours, in any one of which they would have

found immediate shelter and security. The prizes,

which happened to be I'iehly laden, were safely con-

veyed to Jamaica, and there sold at public auction, for

the benefit of the captors, who may safely challenge

history to produce such another instance of success.

THE FRENCH EVACUATE EMBDEN.

The ministry having determined to make vigorous

efforts against the enemy in North America, admiral
lioscAwen was vested with the command of the fleet

destined for that service, and sailed from St. Helen's
on the nineteenth day of Febnrary, when the Invincible,

of seventy-four guns, one of the best ships that consti-

tuted his squadron, ran aground, and perished ; but her
men, stores, and artillery were saved. In the course
of the succeeding month, sir Edward Ilawkc steered
into the bay of Biscay w ith another squadron, in order
to intercept any supplies from I'ranee designed for Cape
Breton or Canada ; and about tlie same time the town
of Kmbden, belonging to his Prussian majesty, which
had fallen into the hands of the enemy, was suddenly
retrieved by the conduct of commodore Holmes, sta-

tioned on that coast, who sent up two of Iiis sm.all ships

to anchor in the river between Knok and the city.

The garrison, amounting to three thousand seven hun-

dred men, finding themselves thus cut off from all com-

munication with the countr}' below, abandoned the place

with great precipitation, and some of their baggage
being sent oft" by water, was taken by the boats which
the commodore armed tor that purpose. It was in the

same month that the admiralty received advice of an-

otlier advantage by sea, which had been gained by
admiral Osborne, while he cruised between Cape do

Gatt and Cartliagena, on the coast of Spain. On the

twenty-eighth day of March ho fell in with a French
squadron, commanded by the marquis du Quesne, con-

sisting of four ships, namely, the Foudroyant, of eighty

guns, theOrphee, of sixty-four, the Oriilamme, of fifty,

and the Pleiado frigate, of twenty-four, in their pas-

sage from Toulon to reinforce M. de la Clue, who had

for some time been blocked up by admiral Osborne in

the harbour of Carthagena. The enemy no sooner

perceived the English squadron tlian they dispersed,

and steered difierent courses: then Mr. Osborne de-

tached divers ships in pursuit of each, while he himself,

with the body of his fleet, stood off for tlie bay of Car-

thagena, to watch the motions of the French squadron

which lay there at anchor. About seven in the even-

ing, the Orphee, having on board five hundred mer,

struck to captain Storr, in the Revenge, who lost the

calf of one leg in the engagement, during which bo

was sustained by the ships Berwick and Preston. The
Monmouth, of sixty-four guns, commanded by captain

Gardener, engaged the Foudroyant, one of the largest

ships in the French navy, niomitcd with fourscore can-

non, and containing eight hundred men, under the

direction of the marquis du Quesne. The action was
maintained with great fury on both sides, and the gal-

lant captain Gardener lost his life ; nevevtlieless, the

fight was continued with imabating vigour by his lieu-

tenant, Mr. Carkctt, and the Foudroyant disabled in

such a manner, that her commander struck, as soon as

the other English ships, the Swiftsurc and the Hamp-
ton-court, appeared. This mortifying stej), however,

ho did not take until he saw his ship lie like a wreck
upon the water, and the decks covered with eaniage.

The Oriflamme was driven on shore under the castle of

Aiglos, by the ships Montague and Monarque, com-
manded by the captains Rowley and Montague, who
could not complete their destruction without violating

the neutrality of Spain. As for the Pleiade frigate,

she made her escape by being a prime sailer. This

was a severe stroke upon the enemy, wlio not only lost

two of her capital ships, but .saw them added to the

navy of Great Britain ; and the disaster was followed

close by another, which they could not help feeling

with equal sensibility of mortification and chagrin. In

the beginning of April, sir Edward Ilawkc, steering

witli his squadron into Basque-road, on the coast of

Poietou, discovered, off the isIeofAix, a French fleet

at anchor, consisting of five ships of the line, with six

frigates, and forty transports, having on board threo

thousand troops, and a large quantity of stores and

provisions intended as a supply for their settlements i:i

North America. They no sooner saw the English

admiral advancing, than they began to slip their cables,
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and fly in the utmost confusion. Some of tliem escaped

by sen, Viut a great number ran into sboal water, wliere

they could not be pursued; and next morning they

appeared aground, lying on their broadsides. Sir Ed-

ward Hawke, who had rode all night at anchor abreast

of the isle of Aix, furnished the ships Intrepid and
Medway with trusty pilots, and sent them farther in

when the flood began to make, with orders to sound

ahead, that he might know whether there was any
poi!sibility of attacking the enemy; but the want of a

suflicient depth of water rendered the scheme imprac-

ticable. In the meantime, the French threw overboard

their cannon, stores, and ballast ; and boats .and launches

from Kochefort were employed in carrying out warps,

to drag their ships through the soft mud, as soon as

they should be water-borne by the flowing tide. By
these means their large ships of war, and many of their

transports, escaped into the river Charente ; but their

loading was lost, and the end of their etiuipment totally

defeated. Another convoy of merchant ships under

the protection of three frigates, sir Edward Hawke, a

few days before, had chased into the harbour of Saint

Martin's, in the isle of Kh6, where they still remained,

waiting an opportunity for hazarding a second depar-

ture. A third, consisting of twelve sail, bound from
Bourdeaux to Quebec, under convoy of a frigate and
armed vessel, was encountered at sea by one British

ship of the line and two fire-ships, which took the

frigate and armed vessel, and two of the convoy after-

wards met with the same fate ; but this advantage was
overbalanced by the loss of captain James Hume, com-
mander of the Pluto fire-ship, a brave accomplished

officer, who, in an unequal combat with the enemy,
refused to quit the deck even when he was disabled,

and fell gloriously, covered with wounds, exhorting

the people, with his latest breath, to continue the en-

gagement while the ship could swim, and acquit them-
selves with honour iu the service of their country.

ADMIRAL BRODERICK^S SHIP BURNT.

On the twenty-ninth day of May, the Raisonable, a

French ship of the line, mounted with sixty-four can-

non, having on board sis hundred and thirty men,
commanded by the prince de Mombazou, chevalier de

Rohan, was, in her passage from Port I'Orient to Brest,

attacked by captain Dennis, in the Dorsetshire, of

seventy guns, and taken after an obstinate engage-
ment, iu which one hundred and sixty men of the

prince's complement were killed or wounded, iiud he
sustained great damage in his hull, sails, and rigging.

These successes were, moreover, chequered by the tid-

ings of a lamentable disaster that befel the .ship Prince

George, of eighty guns, commanded by rear-admiral

Broderick, in his passnge to the Mediterranean. On the

thirteenth day of April, between one and two in the af-

ternoon, a dreadful fire broke out in the fore part of the

ship, and raged with such fury, that notwithstanding

all the efforts of the officers and men for several hours,

the flames increased, and the ship being consumed to

the water's edge, the remnant sunk about si.x o'clock in

the evening. The horrot and consternation of such a

scene arc not easily described. When all endeavours
proved fruitless, and no hope of preserving the ship re-

mained, the barge was hoisted out for the preservation
of the admiral, who entered it accordingly; but all dis-

tinction of persons being now abolished, the seamen
rushed into it in such crowds, that in a few moments it

overset. The admiral, foreseeing that this would be the

case, stripped off his clothes, and committing himself to

the mercy of the waves, was saved by the boat of a
merchant ship, after he had sustained himself in the sea

a full hour by swimming. Captain Payton, who was
the second in command, remained upon the quarter-deck
ns long as it was possible to keep that station, and then
descending by the stern ladder, had the good fortune to

be taken into a boat belonging to the Aldemey sloop.

Tho hiJl of the ship, mast.s and rigging, were now in

a blaze, bursting tremendously In several parts through

horrid clouds of smoke; nothing was beard but the

crackling of the flames, mingled with the dismal cries

of terror and distraction; nothing was seen but acts of

frenzy and desperation. The miserable wretches, af-

frighted at the horrors of such a conflagration, sought a

fate less dreadful by plunging into the sea, and about

three hundred men were preserved by the boats belong-

ing to some ships that accompanied the admiral in his

voyage, but five hundred perished in the ocean.

DESCENT AT CAKCALLE BAY.

The king of Great Britain being determined to renew

his attempt upon the coast of Fr.inee, ordered a very

formidable armament to be equipped for that purpose.

Two powerful squadrons by sea were destined for the

serriee of this expedition: the first, consisting of eleven

great ships, was commanded by lord Anson and sir Ed-

ward Hawke; the other, composed of four ships of the

line, seven frigates, six sloops, two fire-ships, two bombs,

ten cutters, twenty tenders, ten store-ships, and one

hundred transports, was put under the direction of com-

modore Howe, who had signalized himself by his gal-

lantry and conduct in the course of the last fruitless

expedition. The plan of a descent upon France having

been adopted by the ministry, a body of troops, consist-

ing of sixteen regiments, nine troops of light horse, and

six thousand marines, was assembled for the execution

of this design, and embarked under the command of the

duke of Marlborough; a nobleman, who though he did

not inherit all the military genius of his grandfather,

yet far e.KCelled him in the amiable and social qualities

of the heart: he was brave beyond all question, generous

to profusion, and good-natured to excess. On this oc-

casion he was assisted by the councils of lord George

Sackville, second in command, son to the duke of Dorset

;

an officer of experience and reputation, who had, in the

civil departments of government, exhibited proofs of

extraordinary genius and uncommon application. The
troops, having been encamped for some time upon the

Isle of Wight, were embarked in the latter end of May,
and the two fleets sailed in the beginning of June for

the coast of Bretagne, leaving the people of England

flushed with the gayest hopes of victory and conquest.

The two fleets parted at sea: lord Anson, with his

squadron, proceeded to the bay of Biscay, in order to

watch the motions of the enemy's ships, and harass their

navigation; while commodore Howe, with the land-

forces, steered directly towards St. Maloes, a strong place

of considerable commerce, situated on the coast of Bre-

tagne, against which the purposed invasion seemed to

be chiefly intended. The town, however, was found

too well fortified, both by art and nature, to admit of

an attempt by sea with any prospect of success; and,

therefore, it was resolved to make a descent in the neigh-

bourhood. After the fleet had been, by contrary winds,

detained several days in sight of the French coast, it

arrived in the bay of Cancalle, about two leagues to the

eastward of St. Maloes; and Jlr. Ilowe having silenced

a small battery which the enemy had occasionally raised

upon the beach, the troops were landed without further

opposition on the sixth day of June. The duke of

Marlborough immediately began his march towards St.

Servan, with a view to destroy such shipping and ma-

gazines as might be in any accessible parts of the river;

and this scheme was executed with success. A great

quantity of naval stores, two ships of war, several pri-

vateers, and about fourscore vessels of different sorts,

were set on fire and reduced to ashes, almost under the

cannon of the place, which, however, they could not

pretend to besiege in form. His grace having received

repeated advices that the enemy were busily employed

in assembling forces to march against him, returned to

Cancalle, where Mr. Howe had made such a masterly

disposition of the boats and tr.ansports, that the re-em-

barkation of the troops was performed with surprising

case and expedition. The forces, wlyle they remained
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on shore were rcstrnined from all ontrago by the most
severe discipline; and the French houses, which their

inhabitants had abandoned, were left untouched. Im-
mediately after their l.inding, the duke of Marlborough,

as commander-in-chief, published and distributed a ma-
nifesto, addressed to the people of Brctagne, giving tliera

to understand, that his descent upon the coast was not

effected with a design to make war on the inhabitants

of the open conntrj', except such as should be found in

arms, or otherwise opposing the operations of his Bri-

tannic majesty; that all who were willing to continue

in peaceable possession of their effects, might remain
unmolested in their respective dwellings, and follow

their usual occupations; that, besides the customs and
taxes they used to p.iy to their own king, nothing should

Iw required of them but wh.it was absolntely necessary
for the subsistence of the army; and that, for all pro-

visions brought in, they should be paid in ready money.
He conclnded this notice with declaring, that if, not-

withstanding these assurances of protection, they shonld
carry off their effects and provisions, and abandon the

places of their habit^ttion, he would treat them as ene-
mies, and destroy their houses with fire and sword. To
the magistracy of St. M.iloes he likewise sent a letter,

importing, that as all the inhabitants of the towns and
Tillages between Dinant, Rennes, and Doll, now in his

possession, had deserted their habitations, probably to

avoid the payment of the usual contributions; and he
being informed that the magistrates had compelled the

people of the country to retire into the town of St.

Maloes; he now g.ave them notice, that if they did not

immediately send them back to their houses, and come
themselves to his head-quarters, to settle the contribu-

tions, he should think himself obliged to proceed to mili-

tary execution. These threats, however, were not put in

force, although the magistrates of St. Maloes did not
think proper to comply with his injunction. But it was
found altogether impossible to prevent irregularities

among troops that were naturally licentious. Some
houses were pillaged, and not without acts of barbarity;

but the offenders were brought to immedi.itc justice;

and it must be owned, as an incontestable proof of the
general's humanity, that in destroying the magazines
of the enemy at St. Sei-van, which may be termed the

suburbs of St. JIaloes, he ordered one small-store house
to be spared, because it could not be set on fire without
endangering the whole district. The British forces

being re-embarked, including about five hundred light-

horse, which bad been disciplined and carried over with
a view to scour the country, the fleet was detained by
contrary winds in the bay of Cancalle for several days,

during which a design seems to have been formed for

attacking Granville, which had been reconnoitred by
some of the engineers; but, in consequence of their re-

port, the scheme was laid aside, and the fleet stood out

to sea, where it was exposed to some rough weather.

In a few d.ays, the wind blowing in a northern direction,

they steered again towards the French coast, and ran

in with the land near Havre-de-Grace, where the flat-

bottomed boats, provided for landing, were hoisted out,

and a second disembarkation expected. But the wind
blowing violently towards the evening, the boats were
re-shipped, and the fleet obliged to quit the land in

order to aToid the dangers of a lee-shore. Is'ext day,

the weather being more moderate, they returned to the

same station, and orders were given to prepare for a

descsnt ; but the duke of Marlborough having taken a

view of the coast in an open cutter, accompanied by
commodore Howe, thonght proper to waive the attempt.

Their next step was to bear away before the wind for

Cherbourg, in the neighbourhood of which place the fleet

came to anchor. , Here some of the transports received

the fire of six different batteries; and a considerable

Iiody of troops appeared in arms to dispute the landing;

nevertheless, the general resolved that the forts Quer-
qacvillc, I'Hommet, and Gallot, should be attacked in

the night by the first regiment of guards. The soldiers

were actually distributed in the flat-bottomed boats, and

every preparation made for tliui enterprise, when tho
wind began to blow with such violence, that the troops

could not be landed without tho most iinininent danger
and diftieulty, nor properly siisl lined in case of a repulse,

even if the disembarkation conhl have Ix'Cn effected.

This attempt, therefore, was laid aside, but at the same
time a resolution taken to stand in towards the shore with
the whole fleet, to cover a general landing. A disposi-

tion was made accordingly; but the storm increasing,

the transports r.m foul of each other, and the ships were
exposed to all the perils of a lee-shore, for the gale blew
directly upon the coast; besides, the provisions began
to fail, and tlie hay for the horses was almost consumed.
These concurring reasons induced the commanders to

postpone the disembarkation to a more favourable op-

portunity. The fleet stood out to sea, and the tempest

abating, they steered for the Isle of Wight, and next

day anchored at St. Helen's. Such was the issue of an
enterprise achieved with considerable success, if we
consider the damage done to the enemy's shipping, and
the other objects which the minister h.ad in view;

namely, to secure the navigation of the ch.innel, and
make a diversion in favour of the German allies, by
alarming the French king, and obliging him to employ

a great number of troops to defend his coast from insult

and invasion; but whether such a mighty armament
was necessary for the accomplishment of these petty

aims, and whether the same armament might not have

been employed in executing schemes of infinitely gi'cater

advantage to the nation, we shall leave to the judicious

reader's own reflection.

EXPEDITION AGAINST CHERBOURG.

The designs tipon the coast of France, though inter-

rupted by tempestuous weather, were not as yet laid

aside for the whole season; but, in the meantime, the

troops were disembarked on the Isle of Wight; and one

brigade marched to the northward, to join a body of

troops, with which the government resolved to augment

the .army of the allies in Germany, commanded by prince

Ferdinand of Brunswick. The duke of Marlborough

and lord George Sackville being appointed to conduct

this British corps upon the continent, the command of

tlie marine expeditions devolved to lieutenant-general

Bligh, an old experienced officer, who had served with

reputation ; and his royal highness prince Edward, after-

wards created duke of York, entered as a volunteer with

commodore Howe, in order to learn the rudiments of the

sea-ser\-ice. The remainder of the troops being re-era-

barked, and everything prepared for the second expedi-

tion, the fleet sailed from St. Helen's on the first of

August; and after a tedious passage, from calms and

contrary winds, anchored on the seventh in the bay of

Clierbourg. By this time the enemy had intrenched

themselves within a line, extending from the fort Ec-

ceurdeville, which st.ands about two miles to the west-

w.ard of Cherbourg, along the coast for the space of four

miles, fortified with several batteries at proper distances.

Behind this retrenchment a body of horse and infantry

appeared in red and blue uniforms; but as they did not

advance to the open beach, the less risk was run in land-

ing the British forces. At first a bomb-kotch had been

sent to anchor near the town, and throw some shells

into the pl.ice, as a feint to amuse the enemy, and de-

ceive them wift regard to the place of disembarkation,

while the general had determined to land about a league

to the westward of Querqueville, the most western fort

in the hay. The other bomb-ketches, being posted along

shore, did considerable execution upon the intrench-

ments, not only by throwing shells in the usu.al way,

but also by using ball-mortnrs, filled with great quan-

tities of b.-iUs, which may be thrown to a great distance,

and, by scattering as they fly, do .abundance of mischief.

While the ketches fired without ceasing, the grenadiers

and guards were rowed regularly ashore in the flat-bot-

tomed bo.at8, and, landing without opposition, inst.antly

formed on a small open portion of the beach, with a
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natural bi'cast-work in (hyir front, Laving on tlie otlicr

side a hollow way, and a vilk-.ge rising beyond it with

a sudden ascent ; on the left, the ground was intersected

hy hedges, and covered with orchards, and from this

quarter the enemy advanced in order. The British

troops immediately quitted the breast-work, in order to

meet them half way, and a straggling tire began; but

the French edging to the left, took possession of the

hill, from whence they piqueered with the advanced
posts of the English. In the meantime, the rest of the

infantry were disembarked, and the enemy at night re-

tired. As the light troops were not yet landed, general

Bligh encamped that night at the village of Erville, on
a piece of ground that did not extend .".hove four hundred

paces; so that the tents were pitched in a crowded and

irregular mannei-. Next morning, the general having
received intelligence that no parties of the enemy were

seen moving on the hill, or in the plain, and that fort

Querqueville was entirely abandoned, made a disposi-

tion for marching in two columns to Cherbourg. An
advanced party took immediate possession of Querque-
ville; and the lines and batteries along the shore were
now deserted by the enemy. The British forces march-
ing behind 8t. Aulne, Ecosurdeville, Hommet, and La
Galet, found the town of Cherbourg likewise abandoned,

and the gates being open, entered it without opposition.

The citizens, encouraged by a manifesto containing a

promise of protection, which bad been published and
distributed in order to quiet their apprehensions, re-

ceived their new guests with a good grace, overwhelm-
ing them witli civilities, for which they met with a very
ungrateful return; for as the bulk of the army was not

regularly encamped and superintended, the soldiers were
at liberty to indulge themselves in riot and licentious-

ness. All night long they ravaged the adjacent country
without restraint; and as no guards had been regularly

placed in the streets and avenues of Cherbourg, to pre-

vent disorders, the town itself was not exempted from
pillage and brutality. These outrages, however, were
no sooner known, than the general took immediate steps

for putting a stop to them for the present, and prevent-

ing all irregularities for the future. Next morning, the

place being reconnoitred, he determined to destroy,

without delay, all the forts and the basin; and the exe-

cution of this design was left to the engineers, assisted

by the oiiiccrs of the fleet and artillery. Great sums of

money had been expended upon the harbour and basin

of Cherbourg, which at one time was considered by the

French court as an object of great importance, from its

situation respecting the river Seine, as well as the op-

posite coast of England; but as the works were left

unfinished, in all appearance the plan had grown into

disreputation. The enemy bad raised several uncon-
nected batteries along the bay; but the town itself was
quite open and defenceless AVhile the engineers were
employed in demolishing the works, the light horse
scoured the country, and detachments were every day
sent out towards Walloign,at the distance of four leagues
from Cherbourg, where the enemy were encamped, and
every hour received reinforcements. Several skir-

mishes were fought by the out-parties of each army, in

one of which captain Lindsay, a gallant young officer,

who had been very instrumental in training the light
horse, was mortally wounded. The harbour and basin
of Cherbourg being destroyed, together with all the
forts in the neighbourhood, and .about twenty pieces of
brass cannon secured on board the English ships, a con-
tribution, amounting to about three thousand pounds
sterling, was exacted upon the town, and a plan of re-

embarkation concerted; as it appeared from the reports
of peasants and deserters, that the enemy were already
increased to a formidable number. A slight intrer.ch-

nient being raised, sufficient to defend the last division
that should bo re-embarked, the stores and artillery

were shipped, and the light horses conveyed on board
their respective transports, by means of platforms laid

in the flat-bottomed vessels. On the sixteenth day of
August, at three o'clock iu the morning, the forces

marched from Cherbourg down to the beach, and re-

embarked at fort Galet, without the least disturbance

from the enemy.

DESCENT AT ST. MALOES.

This service being happily performed, the fleet set

sail for the coast of England, and anchored in the road

of Weymouth, under the high land of Portland. In two

days it weighed and stood again to the southward; but

was obliged by contrary winds to return to the same
riding. The second effort, however, was more effectual.

The fleet with some difficulty kept the sea, and steering

to the French coast, came to anchor in the bay of St.

Lunaire, two leagues to the westward of St. Maloes,

against which it was determined to make another at-

tempt. The sloops and ketches being ranged along

shore to cover the disembarkation, the troops landed on

a fair open beach, and a detachment of grenadiers was
seut to the harbour of St. Briac, above the town of St.

Maloes, where they destroyed about fifteen small vessels;

but St. JIaloes itself being properly suiweyed, appeai'ed

to be above insult, either from the land-forces or the

shipping. The mouth of the river that forms its basin

extends above two miles in breadth at its narrowest part,

so as to bo out of the reach of land batteries, and the

entrance is defended by such forts and batteries as the

ships of war could not pretend to silence, considering the

difficult navigation of the channels ; besides fifty pieces of

large cannon planted on these forts and batteries, the ene-

my had mounted forty on the west side of the town ; and
the basin was, moreover, strengthened by seven frigates

or armed vessels, whose guns might have been brought

to bear upon any batteries that could be raised on shore,

as well as upon ships entering by the usual channel. For
these substantial reasons the design against St. Maloes
was dropped; but the general being unwilling to re-em-

birk, without having taken some step for the further

annoyance of the enemy, resolved to penetrate into the

country ; conducting his motions, however, so as to be

near the fleet, which had by this time quitted the bay
of St. Lunaire, where it could not ride with any safety,

and anchored in the bay of St. Cas, about three leagues

to the westward.

ENGLISH DEFEATED AT ST. CAS.

On Friday the eighth of September, general Bligh,

with his little army, began his march for Guildo, at the

distance of nine miles, which he reached in the evening;

next day he crossed a little gut or inlet of the sea, at

low water, and his troops being incommoded by the

peasants, who fired at them from hedges and houses, ho

sent a priest with a message, intimating, that if they

would not desist, he would reduce their houses to ashes.

\o regard being paid to this intimation, the hou5es were

actually set on fire as soon as the troops had formed

their camp about two miles on the other side of the inlet.

Next moraing he proceeded to the village of Matignon,

where, after some smart skirmishing, the French piquets

appeared, drawn up in order, to the number of two bat-

talions; but having sustained a few shots from the Eng-
lish field-pieces, and seeing the grenadiers advance, they

suddenly dispersed. General Bligh continuing his route

through the village, encamped in the open gi-ound, about

three miles from the bay of St. Cas, which was this day

reconnoitred for re-embarkation; for he now received

undoubted intelligence, that the duke d'.\iguillon had

advanced from Brest to Lambale, within six miles of

the English camp, at the head of twelve regular bat-

talions, six squadrons, two regiments of militia, eight

mortars, and ten pieces of cannon. The bay of St. Cas

was covered by an inti"enchment whicli the enemy had

thrown >ip, to prevent or oppose any disembarkation;

and on the outside of this work there was a range of

sand hills extending along shore, which could have

served as a cover to the enemy, from whence they might

have annoyed the troops in re-embarking; for this rca-
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son a proposal was made to the general, tbat the forces

f liotiU be rc-cmbaikeil from a fair open beach on the

left, between St. Cas and GuiKlo; but tliis ajvlcc was

rejected, and, indeed, the subsequent operations of tlic

army savoured strongly of blind security and rash pre-

sumption. Had the troops decamped in the night with-

out noise, in all probability they would have arrived at

the beach before the French had received the least in-

telligence of their motion; and in that case, the whole

ai-my, consisting of about six thousand men, might have

been re-cmbarked without the least interruption; but

inste.id of this cautious manner of proceeding, the drums

were beaten at two o'clock in the morning, as if with

intention to give notice to tho enemy, who forthwith re-

peated the same signal. Tho troops were in motion

before three, and though the length of the march did

not exceed three miles, tho halts and interruptions were

80 numerous and frequent, that they did not arrive on

the beach of St. Cas till nine. Then the embarkation

was begun, and might have been h.appily finished, had

the transports lain near the shore and received the men
as fast as the boats could have conveyed them on board,

without distinction; but many ships rode at a consider-

able distance, and eveiy boat canied the men on board the

respective transports to which they belonged; a punctilio

of disposition by which a great deal of time was unneces-

sarily consumed. The small ships and bomb-ketches

were brought near the shore, to cover the embarkation;

and a considerable number of sea-officers were stationed

on the beaeli, to superintend the boats' crews, and regu-

late the service; but notwithstanding all their attention

and authority, some of the boats were otherwise em-

ployed than in conveying the unhappy soldieis. Had
all the cutters and small craft belonging to the fleet

been properly occupied in this service, the disgrace and

disaster of the day would scarce have happened. The
British forces had skirmished a little on the march, but

no considerable body of the enemy appeared until the

embark.ation was begun ; then they took possession of

an eminence by a windmill, and forthwith opened a

battery of ten cannon and eight mortars, from whence
they fired with considerable efi^jct upon the soldiers on

the beach, and on the boats in their passage. They af-

terwards began to march down the hill, partly covered

by a hollow way on their left, with a design to gain a

wood, where they might form and extend themselves

along the front of the English, and advance against them
under shelter of the sand-hills: but in their descent they

pufiered extremely from the cannon and mortars of the

shipping, which made great havock and threw them into

confusion. Their line of march down the hill was stag-

gered, .and for some time continued in suspense; then

they turned off to one side, extended themselves along

a hill to their left, and advanced in a hollow way, from

whence they suddenly rushed out to the attack. Though
tlie greater part of the British troops were already em-

barked, the rearguard, consisting of all the grenadiers

and half of the first regiment of guards, remained on the

shore, to the number of fifteen hundred, under the com-

mand of major-general Dury. This officer, seeing the

l-'rench advance, ordered his troops to form in grand

divisions, and march from behind the bank that covered

them, in order to charge the enemy before they could be

formed on the plain. Had this step been taken when
it was first suggested to Mr. Dury, before the French

were disengaged from the hollow way, perhaps it might

have so far succeeded as to disconcert and throw them

into confusion; but by this time they had extended

themselves into a very formidable front, and no hope

remained of being able to withstand such a superior

number. Instead of attempting to fight against such

odds in an open field of battle, they might have retreated

r.long the beach to a reck on the left, in which progress

their right flank would have been secured by the in-

trenchment; and the enemy could not have pursued

them along the shore, without being exposed to such a

fire from the shipping, as in all probability they could

Dot have sustained. This scheme was likewise proposed

ToL. U.

to Mr. Dury; but ho Kocmed to be ncluated by a spirit

of infatuation. The Kiiglish line king drawn up in

uneven ground, began the action with an irregular fire

from right to left, wiiicli the enemy returned; but their

usu.il fortitude and resolution scenud to forsake them
on this occasion. They saw themselves in danger of

being suiToundcd and cnt in pieces; their ofiiccrs dropped
on every side; and all hope of retreat was now inter-

cepted. In this cruel dilemma, their spirits failed; they

were seized with a panic; they fauUered, they broke;

and in less than five minutes after the engagement be-

gan, they fled in the utmost confusion, pursued by the

enemy, who no sooner saw them give way than they

fell in among them with their bayonets fixed, and made
a great carnage. General Dury being dangerously

wounded, ran into tho sea, where he perished; and this

was the fate of a great number, officers as well as sol-

diers. Many swam towards tho boats and vessels,

which were ordered to give them all manner of assis-

tance; but by far the greater number were either but-

chered on the beach, or drowned in the water: a small

body, however, instead of throwing themselves into the

sea, retired to the rock on the left, where they made a

stand, until they hixd exhausted their ammunition, and

then surrendered at discretion The havock was more-

over increased by the shot and shells discharged from

the battery which the enemy had raised on the hill.

The slaughter would not have been so great, had not

the French soldiers been exasperated by the fire from

the frigates, which was still maintained even after the

English troops were routed; but this was no sooner

silenced by a signal from the commodore, than the

enemy exhibited a noble example of moderation and

humanity, in gr.anting immediate quarter and protec-

tion to the vanquished. About one thousand chosen

men of the English army were killed and taken prisoners

on this occasion: nor was the adv.antage cheaply pur-

chased by the French troops, amorg whom the shot .and

shells from the frigates and ketches had done great

execution. The clemency of the victors was the more

remarkable, as the British troops in this expedition

had been shamefully guilty of marauding, pillaging,

burning, and other excesses. War is so dreadful

in itself, and so severe in its consequences, that the

exercise of generosity and compassion, by which its

horrors are mitigated, ought ever to be applauded, en-

couraged, !Uid imitated. We ought also to use our best

endeavours to deserve this treatment at the hands of a

civilised enemy. Let us he humane in our tm'n to thoso

whom the fate of war has subjected to our power : let

us, in prosecuting our military operations, maintain the

most rigid discipline among the troops, and religiously

abstain from .all acts of violence and oppression. Thus

a laud.ablc emulation will undoubtedly ensue, and the

powers at war vie with e.ich other in humanity and

politeness. In other respects the conmiander of an in-

vading armament will always Cud his account in being

well with the common people of the country in which

the descent is made. By civil treatment and seasonable

gratifications, they will be encouraged to bring into the

camp regular supplies of provision and refreshment ; they

will mingle with the soldiers, and even form friendships

among them ; serve as guides, messengers, and inter-

preters; let out their cattle for hire as draft-horses; work
with their own persons as day-labourers; discover pro-

per fords, bridges, roads, passes, and defiles; and, if art-

fully managed, comnutnicate many useful hints of

intelligence. If great care and circumspection be not

exerted in maintaining discipline, .and bridling the licen-

tious dispositions of the soldier.s. such invasions will bo

productive of nothing but miscarriage and disgrace : for

this at best is but a piratical w.ay of carrying on war;

and the troops engaged in it are, in some measure, de-

bauched by the nature of the service. They are crowded

together in transports, where tho minute particular of

military order cannot be observed, even though the

good of the service greatly depends upon a due obser-

vance of these forms. The soldiers grow negligent,

3M
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and inattentive to cleanness and tlie exterior ornaments

of dress: tliey Ijccome slorcnly, slutlifiil, and altogether

unfit for a return of duty: they arc tumhled ahout occa-

sionally in ships and hoats, landed and re-cmbarked in

a tunuiltnous manner, under a divided and disorderly

command: they arc accustomed to retire at the first

report of an approaching enemy, and to take shelter on

another element; nay, their small pillaging parties are

often obliged to fly before unarmed peasants. Their

duty on such occasions is the most unmanly part of a

soldier's office; namely, to ruin, ravage, and destroy.

They soon yield to the temptation of pillage, and are

habituated to rapine: they give loose to intemperance,

riot, and intoxication; commit a thousand excesses; and,

when the enemy appears, ran on board the ships with

their booty. Thus the dignity of the service is debased;

they lose all sense of honour and of shame ; the}' are

no longer restricted by military laws, nor overawed by

the authority of officers; in a word, they degenerate

into a species of lawless buccaneers. From such a total

relaxation of morals and discipline, what can ensue but

riot, confusion, dishonour, and defeat? All the advan-

tage that can be expected from these sudden starts of

invasion, will scarce overbalance the evils we have

mentioned, together with the extraordinary expense of

equipping armaments of this nature. True it is, these

descents oblige the French king to employ a considerable

number of his troops for the defence of his maritime

places: they serve to ruin the trade of his subjects, pro-

tect the navigation of Great Britain, and secure its coast

from invasion; but these purposes might be as effectu-

ally answered, at a much smaller expense, by the ship-

ping alone. Should it be judged expedient, however,

to prosecute this desultory kind of war, the commanders
employed in it will do well to consider, that a descent

ought never to be hazarded in an enemy's country,

without having taken proper precautions to secure a

retreat; that the severest discipline ought to he pre-

served during all the operations of the campaign ; that

a general ought never to disembark but upon a well-

concerted plan, nor commence his luilitary transactions

without some immediate point or object in view; that a

re-embarkation ought never to be attempted, except

from a clear open beach, where the approaches of an
enemy may be seen, and the troops covered by tlie fire

of their shipping. Those who presume to reflect upon
the particulars of this last expedition, owned themselves

at a loss to account for the conduct of the general, in

remaining on shore after the design upon St. Maloes
was laid aside; in penetrating so far into the country

without any visible object; neglecting the repeated in-

telligence which he received; communicating, by beat

of drum, his midnight motions to an enemy of double

his force; loitering near seven hours in a march of three

miles; and, lastly, attempting the re-embarkation of the

troops at a place where no proper measures had been
taken for their cover and defence. After the action of

St. Cas, some civilities, by message, passed between the

duke d'Aiguillon and the English commanders, who were
favoured with a list of the prisoners, including four sea

captains; and assured that the wounded should receive

all possible comfort and assistance. These matters being
adjusted, commodore Howe returned with the fleet to

iSpithead, and the soldiers were disembarked.
The success of the attempt upon Clierbourg had ele-

vated the people to a degree of childish triumph ; and
the govemment thought proper to indulge this petulant
spirit of exultation, by exposing twenty-one pieces of

French cannon in Hyde-park, from whence they were
drawn in procession to the Tower, amidst the acclama-
tions of the populace. From this pinnacle of elation

and pride they were precipitated to the abyss of de-

Bpondenco or dejection, by the account of the miscar-

riage at St. Cas, which buoyed up the spirits of the

French in the same proportion. The people of that

nation began to stand in need of some such cordial after

the losses they had sustained, and the ministry of Ver-
sailles did not fail to make the most of this advantags:

they publi-shed a pompous narrative of the battle of St.

Cas, and magnified into a mighty vietoiy the puny
check which they had given to the rear-guard of an

inconsiderable detachment. The people received it

with implicit belief, because it was agreeable to their

passions, and congratulated themselves upon their suc-

cess in hyperboles, dictated by that vivacity so peculiar

to the French nation. Indeed, these are artifices which

the ministers of every nation find it necessary to use at

certain conjunctures, in goveming the turbulent and

capricious multitude. After the misfortune at St. Cas,

nothing further w'as attempted by that armament; nor

was any enterprise of importance achieved by the Bri-

tish ships in Europe during the course of this summer.

Tlie cruisers, however, still continued active and alert.

Captain Hervey, in the ship Monmouth, destroyed a

French ship of forty guns in the island of Malta; an

exploit of which the Maltese loudly complained, as a

violation of their neutrality. About twenty sail of

small French vessels were driven ashore on the rocks

of Erctagne, by some cruisers belonging to the fleet

commanded by lord Anson, after a smart engagement
with two frigates, under whose convoy they sailed. In

the month of November, the Belliqueux, a French ship

of war mounted with sixty-four guns, having by mis-

take nm up St. George's channel, aud anchored in

Lundy-road, captain Saumarez of the Antelope, then

lj"ing in King-road, immediately weighed and went in

quest of her, according to the advice he had received.

When he appeared, the French captain heaved up his

anchor, and made a show of preparing for an engage-

ment; but soon hauled down his colours, and, without

firing a shot, surrendered, with a complement of four

hundred and seventeen men, to a ship of inferior force

both in number of hands and weight of metal. By this

time the English privateers swarmed to such a degree

in the channel, that scarce a French vessel durst quit

the harbour, and consequently there was little or no

booty to be obtained. In this dearth of legal prizes,

some of the adventurers were tempted to commit acts

of piracy, and actually rifled the ships of neutral na-

tions. A Dutch vessel, having on board the baggage

and domestics belonging to the marquis de Pignatelli,

ambassador from the court of Spain to the king of Den-

mark, was boai-ded three times successively by the crews

of three different privateers, who forced the hatches,

rummaged the hold, broke open and rifled the trunks

and boxes of the ambassador, insulted and even cruelly

bruised his officers, stripped liis domestics, and carried

off his effects, together with letters of credit, and a bill

of exchange. Complaints of these outrages being made
to the court of London, the lords of the admiralty pro-

mised, in the gazette, a reward of five hundred pounds,

without deduction, to any person who should discover

the offenders concerned in these acts of piracy. Some
of tliem were detected accordingly, and brought to con-

dign punishment.

CLAMOUKS OF THE DUTCH MERCHANTS, &c.

The Dutch had for some time carried on a very con-

siderable traffic, not only in taking the fair advantages

of their neutrality, but also in supplying the French

with naval stores, and transporting the produce of the

French sugar-colonies to Europe, as carriers hired by

the proprietors. The English government, incensed

at this unfair commerce, prosecuted with such flagrant

partiality for their enemies, issued orders for the cruisers

to arrest all ships of neutral powers that should have

French property on board; and these orders were exe-

cuted with rigour and severity. A great number of

Dutch sliips were taken and condemned as legal prizes,

both in England and Jamaica: sometimes tlie owners

met with hard measures, and some crews were treated

with insolence and barbarity. Tlie snlijects of the

United Provinces raised a loud clamour against the

English, for having, by these captures, violated the law

of nations, and tho particular treaty of commerce Siib-
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sisting between Great Britain and the republic. Re-
monstrances were made to the Kngllsh ministry, who
expostulated, in their turn, with the deputies of the

8tfltcs-gciicr.ll; and the two nations were intlamcd

agiiinst each other with the most bitter animosity.

The Uritish resident at the Hague, in a conference with

tlio states, represented that the king his master could

not liopo to see peace speedily re-established, if the

ncutr.al princes shonld assume a, right of carrying on

the trade of his enemies; that he expected, from their

known justice, and the alliance by which they were so

nearly connected with his subjects, they would honestly

abandon this tVaudulent commerce, and agree that naval

stores should bo comprehended in the class of contra-

band commodities. Ho answered some .articles of tho

complaints tliey had made with an appcar.anco of can-

dour and moderation; declared his majesty's abhorrence

of the violences which biid been committed upon the

subjects of the United Provinces; explained the steps

which had Iwen t.aken by tho English government to

bring the olTeuders to justice, as well as to prevent such
outrages for the future; and assured them that his

Britauuic majesty had nothing more at heart, than to

renew and maintain, in full force, the mutu:U confulence

and friendship by which the maritime powers of Eng-
land and Holland h.ad been so long united.

These professions of esteem ,nnd atfcction were not

sufficient to quiet the minds and appease the resent-

ment of the Dutch merchants; and the French party,

which was both numerous and powerful, employed all

their .art and influence to exasperate their passions, and
widen the breach between the two nations. The court

of Versailles did not fail to seize this opportunity of in-

sinuation : while, on one hand, their ministers and emis-

saries in Holland exaggerated the indignities and in-

juries which the states had sustained from the insolence

and rap.icity of the English; they, on the other band,

flattered and cajoled them with little advantages in

trade, and formal professions of respect.—Such was the

memorial delivered by tho count d'AfTry, intimating
that the empress-queen being under an abscdiile neces-

sity of einidoying all her forces to defend her hereditary
doniiniuns in Liermany, she had been obliged to with-
draw her troo)>s from t)stend and Nicuport, and applied
to tho French king, as her ally nearest ut hand, to gar-
rison these two places; which, however, should be re-

stored at the peace, or sooner, should her imperial ma-
jesty Ihiuk proper. The spirit of the Dutch merchants,
at this juncture, and their sentiments with respect to

England, appeared with very high colouring in a me-
morial to tho states-general, subscribed by two hundred
and sixty-nine traders, composed and presented with
equal secrecy .and circumspection. In this famous re-

monstrance they complained, that the violences and
unjust depredations committed by tho English ships of

war .and privateers, on the vessels .and eiiccts of them
and their fi How-subjects, were not only continued, but

daily multiidied; and cruelty and excess carried to such

a pitch of wanton b.arbarity, that the petitioners were

forced to implore the assistance of their high mighti-

nesses to protect, in the most ctVicacious manner, the

commerce and navigation, which were the two sinews

of the republic. I'or this necessary purpose they ofl'urcd

to contribute each his contingent, and to arm at their

own charge; and other propositions were made for an

immediate augmentation of the marine. While this

party industriously exerted all their power and credit

to effect a rupture with England, the princess-gouver-

naiite employed all her interest and address to divert

them from this object, and .alarm them with respect to

the power and designs of France; against which she

earnestly exhorted them to augment their niilit.ary forces

by land, that they miglit be prepared to defend them-

selves .against all invasion. At the same time slie spared

no pains to adjust the differences between her husband's

country and her father's kingdom; and without doubt,

her healing councils were of great cflicaey in prevent-

ing matters from coming to a very dangerous extremity.

CHAPTER XV.
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EXPEDITION AGAINST SENEGAL.

'piIE whole strength of Great Britain, during this

JL campaign, was not exhausted in petty descents

upon the coast of France. The continent of America
was the great theatre on which her chief vigour was
displayed; nor did she fail to exert herself in successful

efforts against tho French settlements on the coast of

Africa. The whole gtim trade, from Cape Blanco to

the river Gambia, an extent of five hundred miles, Lad

been engrossed by the French, who built Fort Louis

within the mouth of the .Senegal, extending their fac-

tories near three hundred leagues up that river, and on

the same coast h.ad fortified the island of Gorcc, in which
they maintained a considerable garrison. The gum
senega, of which a great quantity is used by the manu-
facturers of England, being wholly in the hands of the

enemy, the English dealers were obliged to buy it at

second-hand from the Dutch, who purchased it of the

French, and exacted an exorbitant price for thr<t com-
modity. This consideration forwarded the pl.an for an-

nexing the country to the possession of Great Brit.iin.

The project was first conceived by Mr. Thomas Gum-
ming, a sensible quaker, who, as a private merchant,

had made a voyage to Portenderrick, an adjoining part

of the coast, and contracted a personal .acquaintance

with Amir, the moorish king of I.egibclli.* He found

this African prince extremely well disposed towards the

subjects of Great Britain, whom he publicly preferred

to all other Europeans, and so exasperated .against tho

French, that he declared he shonld never be easy till

they were exterminated from the river .Sencg.al. At
that very time he had commenced hostilities ag.ainst

them, and earnestly desired that the king of England
would send out an arnianient to reduce Fort I.ouis and

Goree, with sonio ships of force to protect the traders.

In that case, he promised to join his Britannic m.aicsty 's

forces, and grant an exclusive trade to his subjects.

Mr. Gumming not only perceived the advantages that

would result from sucli an exclusive privilege with rc-

• Tlip nanio Ihn natives pive to tlmt part of South Rarliary, );iiAwn

to iiiurchanLs and navigators by that of the Gum Coast, and cUIed
[u maps, the .Sandy Dercrt of Sara, and sometimes Zaia.
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gard to the gum, but foresaw many otlicr iraporfant

consctnienccs of an extcnsiTe trade in a comitiy, wliicli,

over and above the gum senega, contains many valuable

articles, such as gold dust, elephants' teeth, hides, cot-

ton, bees' wax, slaves, ostrich feathers, indigo, amber-

gris, and civet. Elevated with a prospect of an acqui-

sition so valuable to his country, this honest qnaker

was equally minute and indefatigable in liis inquiries

touching the commerce of the coast, as well as the

strength and situation of the French settlements on the

river Senegal; and, at his retui-n to England, actually

formed the plan of an expedition for the conquest of

l-'ort Louis. This was presented to the board of trade,

by whom it was approved, after a severe examination

;

but it required the patriotic zeal, and invincible perse-

verance of Gumming, to surmount a variety of obstacles

before it was .adopted b}' the ministry; and even then

it was not executed in its full extent. He was abridged

of one large ship, and in lieu of six hundred land-forces,

to be drafted from diftereut regiments, which he in vain

demanded, first from the duke of Cumberland, and after-

wards from lord Ligouier, the lords of the admiralty

allotted two hundred marines only for this service.

After repeated solicitation, he, in the year one thousand

seven hundred and fifty-seven, obtained an order, that

the two annual ships hound to the coast of Guinea should

be joined by a sloop and two busses, and make an at-

tempt upon the French settlement in the river .Senegal.

These ships, however, were detained by contr.ary winds
until the season was too far advanced to admit a pro-

bability of success, and therefore the design was post-

poned. In the beginning of the present year, Mr.
Cumming being reinforced with the interest of a con-

siderable merchant in the city, to whom he had com-
municated the plan, renewed his application to the min-
istry, and they resolved to hazard the enterprise. A
small squadron was equipped for this expedition, under
the command of captain JIarsli, having on beard a body
of marines, commanded by m.ijor Mason, with a detach-

ment of artillery, ten pieces of cannon, eight mortars,

and a considerable quantity of warlike stores and am-
munition. Captain Walker was appointed engineer;

and Mr. Cumming was concerned as a principal director

and promoter of the expedition.* This little armament
sailed in the beginning of March; and in their passage

touched at the island of Tenerili'e, where, while the

ships supplied themselves with wine and water, Sir.

Cumming proceeded in the Swan sloop to Portendcrrick,

being charged with a letter of credence to his old friend

the king of that countiy, who had favoured him in his

last visit with an exclusive trade on that coast, by a
former charter, written in the Arabic language. This
prince was now xip the country, engaged in a war with
his neighbours, called the Diable JIoors;f and the

queen-dowager, who remained at Portenderrick, gave
Mr. Cumming to understand, that she could not at pre-

sent spare any troops to join the English in their expe-
dition ag.ainst Senegal ; but she assured him, that, should
the French be exterminated, she and their subjects would
go thither and settle. In the meantime, one of the chiefs,

called prince Amir, despatched a messenger to the king,
with advice of their arrival and design. He declared
that he would, with all possible diligence, assemble three
hundred warriors to join the English troops, and that,

in his opinion, the king would reinforce them with a de-
tachment from his army. By this time, captain Marsh,

* On this occasion Mr. dimming may seem to have acted dirccllv
contrary to the tenets of his religious profession ; but he ever de'-
clarod to tlie ministry, tliat he was fully persuaded his schemes
might he accomplished n-ithout the effusion of human blood; and
tliat if he tlmuplit othonvisc, he would by no means have concerned
him.sc!f about them. He also desircd, let tlic consequence be what
it might, his brethren slionid not be charj^eahle Avith what was his
own single act. If it was the fij'st military scheme of any quakor,
let it be remembered it was also the first successful expedition of
tliis war, and one of the first that ever was can-ied on according to
tile pacific svstcm of the quakers, w ithout tlie loss of a drop of blood
on eitlier side.

t This is the n.ame by which the subjects of I.egibelli distinguish
those of Brackua, wiio inhabit the countiT farther up the river Sene-
gal, «Qd arc in constant alliance with the French.

with the rest of the armament, had arrived at Porten-

dcriick, and fearing that the enemy might receive inti-

mation of his design, resolved to proceed on the expe-

dition without waiting for the promised .auxiliaries. On
the twenty-second day of April he weighed anchor, and
next day, at four o'clock, discovered the French flag

tlying upon Fort Louis, situated in the midst of a preMy
considerable town, which exhibited a very agreeable

appearance. The commodore having made prize of a

Dutch ship, richly laden with gum, which lay at anchor
without tlie bar, came to anchor in Senegal-road at the

mouth of the river; and here he jjerceived several armed
sloops which the enemy had detached to defend the

passage of the bar, which is extremely dangerous. All

the boats were employed in conveying the stores into

the small craft, while three of the sloops continued

exch.anging fire over a narrow tongue of land with the

vessels of the enemy, consistiug of one brig and six

armed sloops, mounted with great guns and swivels.

At length the channel being discovered, and the wind,

which generally blows down the river, chopping about,

captain Millar, of the London buss, seized that oppor
tunity ; and, passing the bar with a flowing sheet, drop

ped anchor on the inside, where he lay till night

exposed to the whole fire of the enemy. Next day he
was joined by the other small vessels, and a regular
engagement ensued. This was warmly maintained on

both sides, until the busses and one dogger running
aground, immediately bulged, and were filled with
water. Then the troops they contained took to their

boats, and with some difficulty reached the shore; when
they formed in a bndy, and were soon joined by their

companions from the other vessels; so that now the

whole amounted to three hundred and ninety marines,

besides the detachment of artillery. As they laid their

account with being attacked by the natives who lined

the shore at some distance, seemingly determined to

oppose the descent, they forthwith threw up an intrench-

ment, and began to disembark the stores, great part of

which lay under water. ^A'hile they were employed in

raising this occasional defence, the negroes came in

great numbers and submitted; and on the succeeding

day they were reinforced by three hundred and fifty

seamen, who passed the bar in sloops, with their

ensigns and colours flying.

FORT LOUIS AND SENEGAL TAKEN.

They had made no further progress in their opera-

tions, when two French deputies arrived at the intrench-

raent,. with proposals for a capitulation from the gover-

nor of Fort Louis. After some hesitation, captain

Marsh and m.ajor Mason agreed, that all the white
people belonging to the French company at Senegal
should be safely conducted to France in an English
vessel, without being deprived of their private efiects,

provided all the merchandise and uncoined treasure

should be delivered up to the victors; and that all the
forts, store-houses, vessels, arms, provisions, and every
article belonging to the company in that river, should

be put into the hands of the English immediately after

the capitulation could be signed. Tliey promised that

the free natives living at Fort Louis should remain in

quiet possession of their efiects, and in the free exercise

of their religion; and that all negroes, mnlattoes, and
others, who could prove themselves free, should have
it in their option either to remain in the place, or

remove to any other part of the country.* 'The cap-

tains Campbell .and Walker were immediately sent up
the river with a flag of truce, to see the articles signed

and executed ; but they were so retarded by the rapiditj'

of the stream, that they did not appro.ach the fort till

tiirce in the morning. As soon as the day broke they
hoisted their flag, and rowed up towards a battery on a

* The victors, however, committed a ven- great mistake in allow-
ing lliem to carrj' off th.'ir books and accounts, the pcnisal of which
would have been of imiiiitc Kei*vicc to tlie Kuglish merchants, by
iuf"rniliig tliein of the eominoditioi!, their value, the proper seasons^
ftiul methods of prosecuting the trade.
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point of the islanJ, where they lay upon their oars very

near a full hour, beating the chamiule; but no notice

was taken of their approach. This reserve appe.iring

mysterious, they retired down the river to their in-

trcnchment, where they understood that the negroes

on the island were in arms, and had blocked up the

French in Fort Louis, resolving to defend the pl.icc to

the last extremity, tinless they should bo included in

the capitulation. This intelligence was communicated
in a second letter from the governor, who likewise in-

formed the English commander, that unless the French
director-general should be permitted to remain with

the natives, as a surety for that article of the capitula-

tion in which they were concerned, they would allow

themselves to be cut in pieces rather than submit.

This request being granted, tho Knglish forces began
their march to Fort Louis, accompanied by a number
of long boats, in which the artillery and stores had been
embarked. The French seeing them advance, imme-
diately struck their flag; and m.ajor JIasoa took posses-

sion of the castle, where he found ninety-two pieces of

cannon, with treasure and merchandise to a considerable

value. Tho corporation and burgliers of the town of

Senegal submitted, and swore allegiance to his Britannic

majesty: the neighbonring princes, attended by nume-
rous retinues, visited the commander, and concluded
treaties with the English nation; and the king of Fort-

endenick, or LegibcUi, sent an ambassador from his

camp to major Mason, with presents, compliments of

congratulation, and assurances of friendship. The
number of free independent negroes and mulattoes,

settled at Senegal, amounted to three thousand; and
many of these enjoyed slaves and possessions of their

own. The two French factories of Poilore and Galam,
the latter situated nine hundred miles farther up the

river, were included in the capitulation; so that Great

Britain, almost without striking a blow, found herself

possessed of a conquest, from which, with proper man-
.igemeut, she may derive inconceivable riches. This
important acquisition was in a great measure, if not

entirely, owing to the sagacity, zeal, and indefatigable

efforts of Mr. Cumming, who not only formed the plan,

and solicited the armament, but also attended the exe-

cution of it in person, at the hazard of his life, and to

the interruption of his private concerns.

Fort Louis being secured with an English garrison,

.ind some armed vessels left to guard the passage of the

bar, at the mouth of the river, tlie great ships proceeded

to make an attempt upon the island of Goree, which
lies at!- the distance of thirty leagues from Senegal.

There the French company had considerable magazines

and warehouses, and lodged the negro slaves until they

eould be shipped for the "West Indies. If the additional

force which Jlr. Cumming proposed for the conquest of

this island had been added to the armament, in all pro-

bability the island would have been reduced, and in

that case the nation would have saved the considerable

expense of a subsequent expedition against it, under

the conduct of commodore Keppel. At present, the

.hips by which Goree was attacked were found unequ^d

to the attempt, and the expedition miscarried accoid-

ingly, though the miscarriage was attended with little

or no damage to the assailants.

EXPEDITION TO CAPE-BEETON.

Scenes of still greater importance were acted in North

.\mcrica, where, exclusive of the fleet and marines, the

•jovernment had assembled about fifty thousand men,

including two-and-twenty thousand regular troops. The
carl of Loudoun having returned to England, the chief

command in America devolved on major-general Ahcr-

(Tombie; but as the objects of operation were various,

the forces were divided into three detached bodies, under

f.a m.any different comm.anders. Abont twelve thousand

were destined to undertake the siege of Louishourg, on

the island of Cape-Breton. The general himself reserved

near sixteen thousand for the reduction of Crown-Point,

a fort situated on lake Champlain; eight thous.ind undci
the conduct of brigadier-general Forbc!, were allotted
for the conquest of Fort du Quesne, wliich stood a great
way to the southward, near tho river Ohio; and a con-
siderable garrison was left at Annapolis, in Nova-Scotia.
The reduction of Louishourg and tho island of Capc-
Hrcton being an object of immediate consideration, was
undertaken with all possible despatch. Major-general
Amherst being joined by admiral Boscawcn with tho
ticet and forces from England, the whole armament, con-
sisting of one hundred .and fifty-seven sail, took their
dcpaiture from the harbour of Halifax, in Nov,i-Scotia,
on the twenty-eighth of ilay ; and on the second of June
part of tho transports anchored in the bay of Gabanis,
about seven miles to the westward of Louishourg. The
garrison of this place, commanded by the chevalier Dru-
cour, consisted of two thousand five hundred regular

troops, three hundred militia, formed of the burghers,

and towards the end of the siege they were reinforced

by three hundred and fifty Canadians, including three-

score Indians. The h.arbour was secured by six ships

of the line, and five frigates,* three of which the enemy
sunk across the harbour's mouth, in order to render it

inaccessible to the English shipping. The fortifications

were in bad repaii', many parts of them crumbling down
the covered way, and several bastions exposed in such
a manner as to be enfiladed by tho besiegers, and no part

of the town secure from the effects of cannonading and
bombardment. The governor had taken all the precau-

tions in his power to prevent a landing, by establishing

a chain of posts, that extended two leagues and a half

along the most inaccessible part of the beach; intrench-

ments were thrown up, and batteries erected; but there

were some intermediate places, which could not be pro-

perly secured, and in one of these the English troops

were disembarked. The disposition being made for

landing, a detachment, in several sloops under convoy,
passed by the mouth of the harbour towards Lorembee,
in order to draw the enemy's attention that way, while

the landing should really be effected on the other side

of the town. On the eighth day of June, the troops

being assembled in the boats before day-break, in three

divisions, several sloops and frigates, that were stationed

along shore in the bay of Gabarus, began to scour the

beach with their shot; and after the fire had continued

about a quarter of an hour, the boats, containing tho

division on the left, were rowed toward the shore, under
the command of brigadier-general Wolfe, an accom-
plished officer, who, in the sequel, displayed verj' extra-

ordinary proofs of military genius. At the same time

the two other divisions, on the right and in the centre,

commanded by the brigadiers AVhitmore and Laurence,

made a show of landing, in order to divide and distract

the enemy. Notwithstanding an impetuous surf, by
which many boats were overset, and a veiy severe fire

of cannon and musketry from the enemy's batteries,

which did considerable execution, brigadier Wolfe pur
sued his point with admirable courage and deliberation.

The soldiers leaped into the water with the most eager

alacrity, and, gaining the shore, attacked the enemy in

such a manner, that in a few minutes they abandoned
theirworks and artilleiy, and fled in the utmost confusion.
The other divisions lauded also, but not without an ob-

stinate opposition; and the stores, with the artillerj',

being brought on shore, the town of Louishourg was
formally invested. Tho difiiculty of landing stores and
implements in boisterous weather, and the nature of tlie

ground, which being marshy, was unfit for the convey-

ance of heavy cannon, retarded the operations of tho

siege. Jlr. Amherst made his approaches with great

circumspection, securing his camp with redoubts and

cpaulements from any attacks of Canadians, of which

he imagined there was a considerable body behind him
on the island, as well as from the fire of the French

• The I*nident, of scvnity-foiT piin^:
:

'

ly-four puis; tfipCapricioux, C'--'i-1)r«.', m
Riins Ciicli; ibc .AjKilIo, of fifty unm; :

Diana, and Echo, frigates.

nt,of scvcn-
f Pixtv-fi'i:t
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sliipping in the harbour which would otherwise have

annoyed him extremely in his advances.

LOUISBOUKG TAKEN.

The governor of Louisbourg having destroyed the

grand battery, which was detached from the body of the

place, and recalled his out-posts, prepared for making a

vigorous defence. A very severe fire, well directed, was
maintained against the besiegers and their works, from

the town, the island battery, and the ships in the hai--

bour; and divers sallies were made, though without

much effect. In the meantime brigadier Wolfe, with a

strong detachment, had marched round the north-east

part of the harbour, and taken possession of the Light-

house-point, where he erected several batteries against

the ships and the island fortification, which last was

soon silenced. On the nineteenth day of June, the Echo,

a French frigate, was taken by the English cruisers,

after having escaped from the harbour. From the officers

on board of this ship the admiral learned that the Bi-

zarre, another frigate, had sailed from thence on the day

of the disembarkation, and the Comete had successfully

followed her example. Besides the regular approaches

to the town, conducted by the engineers under the im-

mediate command and inspection of general Amherst,

divers batteries were raised by the detached corps under

brigadier AVolfe, who exerted himself with amazing
activity, and grievously incommoded the enemy, both

of the town and shipping. On the twenty-first day of

July the three great ships, the Entreprenant, Capricieux,

and Celebre, were set on fire by a bomb-shell, and burned

to ashes, so that none remained but the Prudent and
Bienfaisant, which the admiral undertook to destroy.

For this purpose, in the night between the twenty-fifth

and twenty-sixth days of the month, the boats of the

squadron were in two divisions detached into the har-

bour, under the command oftwo young captains, Laforey

and Balfour. They accordingly penetrated in the dai'k

through a terrible fire of cannon and musketiy, and

boarded the enemy sword in hand. The Prudent, being

aground, was set on fire and destroyed, but the Bien-

faisant was towed out of the harbour in triumph. In

the prosecution of the siege, the admiral and general

co-operated with remarkable harmony; the former cheer-

fully assisting the latter with cannon and other imple-

ments; with detachments of marines to maintain posts

on shore, with parties of seamen to act as pioneers, and

concur in working the guns and mortars. The fire of

the town was mjinaged with equal skill and activity,

and kept up with great perseverance; until, at length,

their shipping being all taken and destroyed, the caserns

ruined in two principal bastions,* forty out of fifty-two

pieces of cannon dismounted, broke, or rendered unser-

viceable, and divers practicable breaches effected, the

governor, in a letter to 5Ir. Amherst, proposed ,. capit-

ulation on the same articles that were granted to the

English at Port-Mahon. In answer to this proposal he

was given to understand, that he and his garrison must
surrender themselves prisoners of war, otherwise he
might next morning expect a general assault by the

shipping under admiral Boscawen. The chevalier Dru-
cour, piqued at the severity of these terms, replied, that

he would, rather than comply with them, stand an as-

sault; but the commissary-general, and intendant of

the colony, presented a petition from the traders and
inhabitants of the place, in consequence of which he
submitted. On the twenty-seventh day of July, three

companies of grenadiers, commanded by major Far-
quhar,took possession ofthewestern gate; and brigadier

AVhitmore was detached into the town, to see the gar-

rison lay down their arms, and deliver up their colours

* It may not be amiss to observe, that a CAv.ilier. irliicli admiral
Knowlcs iiaJ built at an enormous expense to tlie nation, vliile
Louisbourg remained in the iiands of the Englisli in the last var,
w.'is, in the course of this siege, entirely demolished by two or three
shots from one of the British batteries; so admirably had this piece
of fortification been contrived ami executed, under the eye of that
rfjfound engineer.

on the esplanade, and to post the necessary guards on
the stores, magazines, and ramparts. Thus, at the

expense of about four hundred men killed and wounded,
the English obtained possession of the important island

of Cape-Breton, and the strong town of Louisbourg, in

which the victors found two hundred and twenty-one

pieces of cannon, with eighteen mortars, and a consi-

derable quantity of stores and ammunition. The mer-
chants and inhabitants were sent to France in English

bottoms; but the garrison, together with the sea-officers,

marines, and mariners, amounting in all to five thou-

sand six hundred and thirty-seven prisoners, were trans-

ported to England. The loss of Louisbourg was the

more severely felt by the French king, as it had been
attended by the destruction of so many considerable

ships and frigates. The particulars of this transaction

were immediately brought to England in a vessel de-

spatched for that purpose, with captain Amherst, bro-

ther to the commander, who was also intrusted with
eleven pair of colours taken at Louisbourg; these were,

by his majesty's order, carried in pompous parade, es-

corted by detachments of horse and foot-guards, with
kettle-drums and trumpets, from the palace of Kensing-
ton to St. Paul's cathedral, where they were deposited

as trophies, under a dischaj'ge of cannon, and other

noisy expressions of triumph and exultation. Indeed,

the public rejoicings for the conquest of Louisbourg
were diffused through every part of the British domin-
ions, and addresses of congratulation were presented to

the king, by a great number of flourishing towns and
corporations.

After the reduction of Cape-Breton, some ships were
detached, with a body of troops under the command of

lieutenant-colonel lord Rollo, to take possession of the

island of >St. John, which also lies in the gulf of St.

Laurence, and by its fertility in com and cattle, had,

since the beginning of the war, supplied Quebec with
considerable quantities of provisions. It was likewise

the asylum to which the French neutrals of Annapolis
fled for shelter from the English government; and the

retreat from whence they and the Indians used to make
their sudden irruptions into Nova-S^cotia, where they

perpetrated the most inhuman barbarities on the de-

fenceless subjects of Great Britain. The number of

inhabitants amounted to four thousand one hundred,

who submitted and brought in their arms; then lord

Eollo took possession of the governor's quarters, where
he found several scalps of Englishmen, whom the sav-

ages had assassinated, in consequence of the encourage-

ment they received from their French patrons an(falhes,

who gratified them with a certain premium for every

scalp they produced. The island was stocked with

above ten thousand head of black cattle, and some of

the farmers raised each twelve hundred bushels of com
annuiUly for the market of Quebec.

ATTEJIPT UPON TICONDEROGA.

The joy and satisfaction arising from the conquest of

Louisbourg and St. John, was not a little checked by
the disaster which befel the main body of the British

forces in America, under tlie immediate conduct of gen-

eral Abercrombie, who, as we have already observed,

had proposed the reduction of the French forts on the

lakes George and Champlain, as the chief objects of

his enterprise, with a view to secure the frontier of the

British colonies, and open a passage for the future con-

quest of Canada. In the beginning of July his forces,

amounting to near seven thousand regular troops, and
ten thousand provincials, embarked on tlie lake George,

in the neighbourhood of lake Champlain, on board pf

nine hundred batteaux, and one hundred and thirty-five

wh.ale-boats, with provisions, artillery, and ammunition;
eeveial pieces of cannon being mounted on rafts to cover

the purposed landing, which was ne.xt day effected with-

out opposition. The general's design was to invest

Ticonderoga, a fort situated on a tongue of land, ex

tending between lake George and a narrow gut that
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eominunicates with lake Champlain. This fortification

was on three sides surrounded with water, and in front

nature had secured it with a morass. The English

troops being disembarlsed, were immediately formed

into three columns, and began their march to the ene-

my's adv.inced post, consisting of one battalion, en-

camped behind a breast-work of logs, which they now
abandoned with precipitation, after having set them on

fire, and burned their tents and implements. The Bri-

tish forces continued their march in the same order; but

the route lying through a thick wood that did not admit

of any regular progression or passage, and the guides

proving extremely ignorant, the troops were bewildered,

and the columns broken by falling in one upon anotlier.

Lord Howe being advanced at the he.id of the right

centre column, encountered a French detachment who
had likewise lost their way in the retreat from the ad-

vanced post, and a wanu skirmish ensuing, the enemy
were routed with con? iderable loss, a good number were
killed, and one hundred and fortj'-eight were taken
prisoners, including five officers. This petty advantage
w.TS dearly bought with the loss of lord Howe, who fell

in the beginning of the action, unspeakably regretted

as a young nobleman of the most promising talents, who
had distinguished himself in a peculiar manner by his

courage, activity, and rigid observation of military dis-

cipline, and h.id acquired the esteem and affection of

the soldiery by his generosity, sweetness of manners,

and engaging address. The gener.al perceiving the

troops were greatly fatigued and disordered, from want
of rest and refreshment, thought it advisable to march
ba?k to the landing-place, which they reached .nbout

eight in the morning. Then he detached lieutenant-

colonel Bradstreet, with one regular regiment, six com-
panies of the Royal Americans, with the batteaux-men,

and a body of rangers, to take possession of a saw-mill

in the neighbourhood of Ticonderoga, which the enemy
had abandoned. This post being secured, the general ad-

vanced again towards Ticonderoga, where, he understood

from the prisoners, the enemy had assembled eight bat-

talions, with a body of Canadians and Indians, amount-
ing in all to six thous.and. These, they said, being en-

camped before the fort, were emplo^-ed in making a

fjrmidable intrenchmcnt, where they intended to w.ait

for a reinforcement of three thousand men, who had been
detached under the command of M. de Levi, to make a

diversion on the side of the Mohawk river;* but, upon
intelligence of Mr. Abercrombie's approach, were now
r,'called for the defence of Ticonderoga. This informa-

tion determined the English general to strike, if possible,

some decisive stroke before the junction could be effected.

He therefore, early next morning, sent his engineer

across the river on the opposite side of the fort, to recon-

noitre the enemy's intrenchments; and he reported that

the works being still unfinished, might be attempted
witli a good prospect of success. A disposition was
made accordingly for the attack, and, after proper guai"ds

had been left at the saw-mill and the landing-place, the

whole army was put in motion. They advanced with
great alacrity towards the intrenchmcnt, which, how-
ever, they found altogether impracticable. The breast-

work was raised eight feet high, and the ground before

it covered with an abbatis, of felled trees, with their

boughs pointing outwards, and projecting in such a

manner as to render the intrenchmcnt almost inacces-

sible. Notwithstanding these discouraging difficulties,

the British troops marched up to the assault with an
undaunted resolution, and sustained a terrible fire with-

out flinching. They endeavoured to cut their way
through these embarrassments with their swords, and
Rome of them even mounted the parapet; but the enemy
were so well covered, that they could deliberately direct

their fire without the least danger to themselves: the

• TliSs officer intended to have made an irruption throngh the
pass of Oneida on the Jlohank river, but was recalled before he
c-^tild execute his design. General Abercrombie afterwards sent
thither brigadier Stanwix, with a considerable body of provin-
cials, and this important pass was secured by a fort buUt at tliat
Juncture.

carnage was therefore considerable, and the troops

began to fall into confusion, after several repeated at-

tacks, which lasted above four hours, under the most
disadvantageous circumstances. The general, by this

time, saw plainly that no hope of success remained; and,

in order to prevent a total defeat, took measures for the
retreat of the army, which retired unmolested to their

former camp, with the loss of about eighteen hundred
men killed or wounded, including a great number of

officers. Every corps of regular troops behaved, on this

unfortunate occasion, with reni.arkable intrepidity; but
the greatest loss was sustained by lord John Jliirray's

Highland regiment, of which above one half of the pri-

vate men, and twenty-five officers, were either slain

upon the spot, or desperately wounded. Mr. Aber-
crombie, unwilling to stay in the neighbourhood of the

enemy with forces which had received such a dispiriting

check, retired to his batteaux, and re-embarking the

troops, returned to the c.tmp at lake George, from

whence he had taken his departure. Censure, which
always attends miscarriage, did not spare the chai'acter

of this comm.inder; his attack was condemned as rash,

and his retreat as pusillanimous. In such a case allow-

ances must be made for the peevishness of disappoint-

ment, and the clamour of connexion. How far Mr.
Abercrombie acquitted himself in the duty of a general

we shall not pretend to determine; but if he could de-

pend upon the courage and discipline of his forces, he
surely had nothing to fear, after the action, from the

attempts of the enemy, to whom he would have been
superior in number, even though they had been joined

by the expected reinforcement; he might therefore h.avc

remained on the spot, in order to execute some other

enterprise when he should be reinforced in his turn; for

general Amherst no sooner heard of his disaster, than ho
returned with the troops from Cape-Breton to New
England, after having left a strong garrison in Louis-

bourg. At the head of six regiments he began his

march to Albany about the middle of September, in

order to join the forces on the hake, that they might
undertake some other service before the season should

be exhausted.

FORT FRONTENAC TAKEN AND DESTROYED
BY THE ENGLISH.

In the meantime, general Abercrombie had detached

lieutenant-colonel Bradstreet, with a body of three

thousand men, chiefly provincials, to execute a plan

which this officer had formed against Cadaraqui, or fort

Frontonac, situated on the north side of the river St.

Laurence, just where it takes its origin from the lake

Ontario. To the side of this lake he penetrated with his

detachment, and embarking in some sloops and batteaux,

provided for the purpose, landed within a mile of fort

Frontenac, the garrison of which, consisting of one hun
dred and ten men, with a few Indians, immediately
surrendered at discretion. Considering the importance

of this post, which in a gi'cat measure commanded the

mouth of the river St. Laurence, and served as a maga-
zine to the more southern castles, the French general

was inexcusable for leaving it in such a defenceless con-

dition. The fortification itself was inconsiderable and
ill-contrived; nevertheless, it contamed sixty pieces of

cannon, sixteen small mortars, with an immense quan
tity of merchandise and provisions, deposited for the

use of the French forces detached against brigadier

Forbes, their western garrisons, and Indian allies, as

well as for the subsistence of the coi'ps commanded by
M. de Levi, on his enterprise against the Mohawk river.

Mr. Bradstreet not only reduced the fort without blood-

shed, but also made himself master of all the enemy's

shipping on the lake, amounting to nine armed vessels,

some of which caiTied eighteen guns. Two of these

Mr. Bradstreet conveyed to Oswego, whither he returned

with his troops, after he had destroyed fort Frontenac,

with all the artillery, stores, provisions, and merchandise,

which it contained. In consequence of this exploit, the
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Frencli troops <o tlie southward were exposed to the

hazard of stai-ving; but it is not easy to conceive the

general's reason for giving orders to abandon aud destroy

a fort, -n-hich, if properly strengthened and sustained,

might have rendered the English masters of the lake

Ontario, and grievously harassed the enemy both iu

their commerce and expeditions to the westward. In-

deed, great part of the Indian trade centered at Fronte-

nac, to which place the Indians annually repaired from

all parts of America, some of them at the distance of a

thousand miles, and here exchanged their furs for Eu-
ropean commodities. So much did the French traders

excel the English in the art of conciliating the affection

of those savage tribes, that great part of them, in their

yearly progress to this remote market, actually passed

by the British settlement of Albany, in Now York,

where they might have been supplied with what articles

they wanted, much cheaper than they could purchase

them at Frontcnac or Montreal; naj-, the French traders

used to furnish themselves with those very commodities

from the merchants of New York, and found this traffic

much more profitable than that of procuring the same
articles from France, loaded with tlie expense of a tedious

and dangerous navigation, from the sea to the source of

the river St. Laurence.

BRIGADIEK FOEBES takks FORT DU QUESNE.

In all probability, the destruction of Frontenac facili-

tated the expedition against Fort du Quesne, intrusted

to the conduct of brigadier Forbes, who, with his little

army, began his march iu the beginning of July froir;

Philadelphia for the river Ohio, a prodigious tract of

country very little known, destitute of military roads,

incumbered with mountains, morasses, aud woods, that

were almost impenetrable. It was not without inocdi-

ble exertion of industry, that he procured provisions and
carriages for this expedition, formed new roads, extended
scouting parties, secured camps, and surmounted many
other difficulties in the course of his tedious march,
during which he was also harassed by small detach-

ments of the enemy's Indians. Having penetrated with
the main body as far as Ray's-Town, at the distance of

ninety miles from Fortdu Quesne, aud advanced colonel

Bouquet with two thousand men, about fifty miles far-

ther, to a place called Lyal-Henuing, this offieer detached
major Grant at the head of eight hundred men, to recon-

noitre the fort and its out-works. The enemy perceiving

him approach, sent a body of troops against him, suf-

lieient to surround his whole detachment; a very severe

action began, wliich the English maintained vi-ith their

usual courage for three hours, against cruel odds; but
at length, being overpowered by numbers, tliey were
obliged to give way, and retired in disorder to Lyal-
ilcnning, with the loss of aboBt three hundred men
killed or taken, including major Grant, who was carried

prisoner to Fort du Quesne, aud uinetecn officers. Not-
withstanding this mortifying check, brigadier Forbes
advanced with the army, resolved to prosecute his oper-

ations with vigour; but the enemy, dreading the pros-

pect of a siege, dismantled and abandoned the fort, and
retired down the river Ohi.o, to their settlements on the
Jlississippi. They quitted the fort on the twenty-fourth
day of November, and next day it was possessed by the
British forces. As for the Indians of this country, they
seemed heartily to renounce their connexions with
France, and bo perfectly reconciled to the government
of his Britannic majesty. Brigadier Forbes having re-

paired the fort, changed its name from du Quesne to

Pittsburgh, secured it with a garrison of provincials,

and concluded treaties of friendship and alliance with
the Indian triljes. Tlicn he marched back to Pliila-

delpliia, and in his retreat built a bloek-housc, near
Lyal-Henning, for the defence of Pennsylvania; but he
himself did not long survive these transactions, his

constitution having been exhausted by the incredible

fatigues of the service.—Thus have we given a particu-
lar detail of all the remarkable operations by which this

campaign was distinguished on the continent of America;
the reader will be convinced, that, notwithstanding the

defeat of Tioonderoga, and the disaster of the advanced
party in the neighbourhood of Fort du Quesne, the arms
of Great Britain acquired many important advantages;

and indeed paved the way for the reduction of Quebec,

and the conquest of all Canada. In the meantime, tlio

admirals Boscawen and Hardy, having left a consider-

able squadron at Halifax in Nova-Scotia, returned witli

four ships of the line to England, where they arrived in

the beginning of November, after having given cha.';o

to six large French ships, which they descried to the

westward of Scilly, but could not overtake or bring to

an engagement.
The conquest of the French settlement in the river

Senegal being deemed imperfect and incomplete, whilst

France still kept possession of the island of Goree, the

ministry of Great Britain resolved to crown the campaign
in Africa with the reduction of that fortress. For this

purpose commodore Keppel, brother to the earl of Albe-

marle, was vested with the command of a squadron,

consisting of four ships of the line, several frigates, two
bomb-ketches, and some transports, having on board

seven hundred men of the regular troops, commanded
by colouel Worge, aud embarked in the harbour of Cork
in Ireland, from whence this whole armament took its

departure on the eleventh day of November. After a
tempestuous passage, in which they touched at the isle

of Teneriife, they arrived at Goree in the latter end of

December, aud the commodore made a disposition for

attacking this island, which was remarkably strong by
nature, but very indifFerently fortified. Goree is a small

barren island, extending about three quarters of a mile

in length, of a triangular form; and on the south-west

side rising into a rocky hill, on which the paltry fort of

St. Michael is situated. There is another still more
inconsiderable, called St. Francis, towards the other ex-

tremity .of the island; and several batteries were raised

around its sweep, mounted with about one hundred
pieces of cannon, and four mortars. The French gov
ernor, M. deSt. Jean, had great plenty of ammunition,

and his garrison amounted to about three hundred men,
exclusive of as many negro inhabitants. The flat-bot-

tomed boats, for disembarking the troops, being hoisted

out, and disposed alongside of the different transports,

the commodore stationed his ships on the west side of

the island, and the engagement began with a shell from
one of the ketches. This was a signal for the great

ships, which poured in their broadsides without inter-

mission, and the fire was returned with equal vivacity

from all the batteries of the island. In the course of

the action the cannonading from the ships became so

severe and terrible, that the French garrison deGji-ted

their quarters, in spite of all the efibrts of the governor,

who acquitted himself like a man of honour; but he was
obliged to strike his colours, aud surrender at discretion,

after a short but warm dispute, in which the loss of the

British commodore did not exceed one hundred men
killed and wounded. The success of t'ue day was the

more extraordinary, as the French garrison had not lost

a man, except one negro killed by the burstiug of a

bomb-shell, and the number of their wounded was very

inconsiderable. While the attack lasted, the opposite

shore of the continent was lined with a concourse of

negroes, assembled to view the combat, v.dio expressed

their sentiments and surprise in loud clamour and un-

couth gesticulations, and seemed to be impressed with

awe and astonishment at the power and execution of the

British squadron. Tlie French colours being struck,

as a signal of submission, the commodore sent a detach-

ment of marines on shore, who disarmed the garrison,

and hoisted the British flag upon the castle of St. Mi-

chael. Iu the meantime, the governor and the rest of

the prisoners were seeiu'cd among the shipping. Tluis

the important island of Goree fell into the hands of the

Englisli, together with two trading vessels that chanced

to bo at anchor in the road; and stores, money, and mer-

ohandiac, to the value of twenty thousand pound \ Pari
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of tlie troops being left in garrison at Goree, under the

command of major Newton, together with three sloops

for Ills service, the squadron, being watered and rcfreslied

from the continent, that part of which is governed by

one of the Jalof kings, and the prisoners, with their

baggage, being dismissed in three cartel ships to France,

the commodore set sail for Senegal, and reinforced fort

Louis with the rest of the troops, under colonel Worge,

who was at this juncture favoured with a visit by the

king of Legihelli; but very little pains were taken to

dismiss this potentate in good humour, or maintain the

disposition he professed to favour the commerce of Great

Britain. True it is, he was desirous of engaging the

English in his quarrels with some neighbouring nations;

and such engagements were cautiously and politically

avoided, because it was the interest of Great Britain to

be upon good terms with every African prince who could

promote and extend the commerce of her subjects.

SHIPAVKECK OF CAPTAIN BARTON.

Commodore Keppel having reduced Goree, and rein-

forced the garrison of Senegal, returned to England,

where all his ships arrived, after a very tempestuous

voyage, in which the squadron had been dispersed.

This expedition, however successful in the main, was
attended with one misfortune, the loss of the Lichfield

ship of war, commanded by captain Barton, which, to-

getlier with one transport and a bomb-tender, was
wrecked on the coast of Barbary, about nine leagues

to the northward of Saffy, in the dominions of Jlorocco.

"t)ne hundred and thirty men, including several ofiieers,

perished on this occasion; but the captain and the rest

of the company, to tlie number of two hundred and

twenty, made shift to reach the shore, where they ran

the risk of starving, aud were cruelly used by the na-

tives, although a treaty of peace at that time subsisted

between Great Britain and Morocco; nay, they were
even enslaved by the emperor, who detained them in

captivity until they were ransomed by the British go-

vernment: so little dependence can be placed on the faith

of such barbarian princes, with wlioni it is even a dis-

grace fur any civilized nation to be in alliance, wliatever

commercial advantages may arise from the conuexion.

GALLANT EXPLOIT OF CAPTAIN TYKREL.

The incidents of the war that happened in the West
Indies, during these occurrences, may be reduced to a

small compass. Nothing extraordinary was achieved

in the neighbourhood of Jamaica, where admiral Coats

commanded a small squadron, from which he detached

cruisers occasionally for the protection of the British

commerce; and at Antigua the trade was effectually

secured by the vigilance of captain Tyrrel, whose cour-

age and activity were equal to his conduct and circum-

sptction. In the month of March, this gentleman,

with his own ship the Buckingham, and the Cambridge,

anotlier of the line, demolished a fort on the island o!

Martinique, aud destroyed four privateers riding under

its protection; but his valour appeared much more con-

spicuous in a subsequent engagement, which happened
in the month of November. Being detached on a cruise

in his own ship, tlie Buekinghara, by commodore Moore,

who commanded at the Leeward Islands, he fell in with

the Weazle sloop, commanded by captain Boles, between
the islands of Montserrat and Gaudaloupe, aud imme-
diately discovered a fleet of nineteen sail, under convoy
of a French ship of war carrying seventy-four cannon,

and two large frigates. Captain Tyrrel immediately
gave chase with all the sail he could carry, and the

Weazle running close to the enemy, received a whole
broadside from tlie large ship, which, however, she sus-

tained without much damage; nevertheless, Mr. Tyrrel

ordered her commander to keep aloof, as lie could not

be supposed able to bear the shock of large metal, and
he himself prepared for the engagement. The enemy's
large ship, the Florissant, thougli of much greater force

Vol. II.

than the Buckingham, instead of lying-to for his com-
ing up, made a rnnning fight with her stern-chase,

while the two frigates annoyed him in his course, some-

times raking him fore and aft, and sometimes lying or'

his quarter. At length he came .alongside of the Flo-

rissant, within pistol shot, and poured in a whole broad-

side, wliieh did considerable execution. The salutation

was returned with equal vivacity, and a furious en-

gagement ensued. Captain Tyrrel was wounded in the

face, and lost three fingers of his right hand; so that,

being entirely disabled, he was obliged to delegate the

command of the ship to his first lieutenant, Mr. Mar-
shal, who continued the battle with great gallantry

until he lost his life; then the charge devolved to the

second lieutenant, who acquitted himself with equal

honour, and sustained a desperate fight against three

ships of the enemy. The officers and crew of the Buck-

ingham exerted themselves with equal vigour and de-

liberation, aud captain Troy, who commanded a detach-

ment of marines on the poop, plied his small arms so

clTectually, as to drive the French from tlieir quarters.

At length, confusion, terror, aud uproar, prevailing on

board the Florissant, her firing ceased, and her colours

were hauled down about twilight; but her commander
perceiving that the Buckingliam was too much damaged
in her rigging to pursue in any hope of success, ordered

all his sails to be set, and fled in the dark with his two
consorts. Nothing but this circumstance could have
prevented a British ship of sixty-five guns, indifferently

manned in respect to numbers, from taking a French
ship of the line, mounted with seventy-four pieces of

cannon, provided with seven hundred men, and assisted

by two large frigates, one of thirty-eight guns, and the

other wanting two of this number. The loss of the

Buckingham, in this action, did not exceed twenty men
killed aud wounded; whereas the number of the slain

on board the Florissant did not fall short of one hundred
and eighty, and that of her wounded is said to have ex-

ceeded three hundred. She was so disabled in her hull,

that she could hardly be kept afloat until she reached

Martinique, where she was repaired; aud the largest

frigate, together with the loss of forty men, received

such damage as to be for some time quite unserviceable.

TRANSACTIONS IN THE EAST INDIES.

In the East Indies the transactions of the war were
chequered with a variety of success; but, on the whole,

the designs of the enemy were entirely defeated. The
French commander, M. de Bussy, had, in tlie year one
thousand seven hundred and fifty-six, quarrelled with
Salabatzing, viceroy of Decan, because this last would
not put him in possession of tlie fortress of Goleonda.

In the course of the next year, while the English forces

were employed in Bengal, M. de Bussy made himself

master of tlie British foctories of Ingerara, Bandermal-
anka, aud Vizagapatam, and the reduction of this last

left the enemy in possession of the whole coast of Coro-
inandel, from Ganjam to Massulapatam. While a body
of the English company's forces, under captain Caillaud,

endeavoured to reduce the important fortress and town
of Madura, the French, under M. d'Anteuil, invested

Trichinopoly. Caillaud no sooner received intelligence

of the danger to which this place was exposed, tliau he
hastened to its relief, and obliged the enemy to abandon
the siege. Then he returned to Sladura, and, after an
unsuccessful assault, made himself master of it by ca-

pitulation. During these transactions, colonel Fordo
made an attempt upon the fort of Nelloure, a strong
place at the distance of twenty-four miles from Madras,
but miscarried; and this was also the fate of an expe-

dition against Wandewash, undertaken by colonel Al-

dercron. The first was repulsed in storming the place,

the other was anticipated by the French army, which
marched from Pondicherry to the relief of the garrison.

The French king liad sent a considerable reinforcement

to the East Indies, under the command of general Jjally,

an ofiicer of Irish extraction, together with such a ij-uji-

3N
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bcr of ships as rcntlercd the sciuadron of M. d'Apchg

superior to that of admiral Pococke, who liad succeeded

admiral Watson, lately deceased, in the comniaud of the

English squadron stationed on the coast of Coromandel,

which, in the beginning of this year, was reinforced from

England with several ships, under the direction of com-
modore Stevens. Immediately after this junction, wliich

was effected in the road of Madras on the twenty-fourth

day of March, admiral Pococke, who had already sig-

nalized himself by his courage, vigilance, and conduct,

sailed to windward, with a view to intercept the French

squadron, of which he had received intelligence. In

two days he descried in the road of fort St. David the

enemy's fleet, consisting of nine ships, which imme-

diately stood out to sea, and foi-med the line of battle

a-head. The admiral took the same precaution, and

bearing down upon M. d'Apchfi, the engagement began

about three in the afternoon. The French commodore,

having sustained a warm action for about two hours,

bore away with his whole fleet, and being joined by two

ships, formed a line of battle again to leeward. Admiral

Pococke's own ship, and some others, being greatly

damaged in their masts and rigging, two of his captains

having misbehaved iu the action, and night coming on,

he did not think it advisable to pursue them with all

the sail he could carry; but, nevertheless, he followed

them at a proper distance, standing to the south-west,

in order to maintain the weather-gage, in case he should

be able to renew the action in the morning. In this

expectation, however, he was disappointed; the enemy
showed no lights, nor made any signals that could be

observed; and in the morning not the least vestige of

them appeared. Mr. Pococke, on the supposition that

they had weatliered him in the night, endeavoured to

work np after them to windward; but finding he lost

ground considerably, he dropped anchor about three

leagues to the northwardof Madras, and received intel-

ligence from the chief of that settlement, that one of

the largest French ships, having been disabled in the

engageTnent, was run ashore to the southward of Alem-

parve, whore their whole squadron lay at anchor. Such

was the issue of the first action between the English

and French squadrons in the East Indies, which, over

and above the loss of a capital ship, is said to have cost

the enemy about five hundred men, whereas the British

admiral did not lose one-fifth part of that number. Be-

ing dissatisfied with the behaviour of three captains,

he, on his return to Madras, appointed a court-martial

to inquire into their conduct; two were dismissed from

the service, and the third was sentenced to lose one

year's rank as a post-captain.

In the meantime, Mr. Lally had disembarked his

troops at Pondicherry, and, taking the field, immedi-

ately invested the fort of St. David, while the squadron

blocked it up by sea, Two English ships being at an-

chor in tlie road when the enemy arrived, their captains

seeing no possibility of escaping, ran them on shore,

sot thcni on fire, and retired with their men into the

fortress, which, however, was in a few days surrendered.

A much more resohite defence was expected from the

courage and conduct of major Poller, who commanded
the garrison. When he arrived at Madras he was sub-

jected to a court of inquiry, whicli acquitted him of

cowardice, but were of opinion that the place might

have held out much longer, and that the terms on which

it surrendered were shameful, as the enemy were not

even masters of tlie outward covered way, as they had

made no breach, and had a wet ditcli to fill up and pass,

before the town could have been properly assaulted.

Poller, in order to wipe off this disgrace, desired to serve

as a volunteer with colonel Draper, and was mortally

wounded in a sally at the siege of Madras. Admiral

Pococke having, to the best of his power, repaired his

shattered ships, set sail again on the tenth of M.iy, in

order to attem|)t the relief of fort St. David's; but, not-

withstanding his utmost endeavours, he could not reach

it in time to be of any service. On the thirtieth day of

the month, ho came in sight of Poudicbcrry, from

whence the French squadron stood away early next
morning, nor was it in his power to come up with them,
though he made all possible eflbrts for that purpose.

Then receiving intelligence that fort St. David's was
surrendered to the enemy, he returned again to Madras,
in order to refresh his squadron. On the twenty-fifth

day of July, he sailed a third time in quest of M.
d'ApchC, and in two days perceived his squadron, con-

sisting of eight ships of the line and a frigate, at anchor

in the road of Pondicherry. They no sooner descritd

him advancing than they stood out to sea as before, and
he continued to chase, in hopes of bringing them to an
engagement; but all his endeavours proved fruitless till

the third day of August, when, having obtained the

wcather-gagc, he bore down upon them in order of

battle. The engagement began with great impetuosity

on both sides; but in little more than ten minutes, M.
d'Apche set his foresail, and bore away, his whole squa-

dron following his example, and maintaining a running
fight in a very irregular line. The British admiral then
hoisted the signal for a general chase, which the enemy
perceiving, tliougbt proper to cut away their boats, and
crowd with all the sail they could carry. They escaped,

by favour of the night, into the road of Pomlicherry,

and Mr. Pococke anchored with his squadron off Cari-

cal, a French settlement, having thus obtained an un-

disputed victory, with the loss of thirty men killed, and
one hundred and sixteen wounded, including commodore
Stevens and captain Martin, though their wounds were
not dangerous. The number of killed and wounded on

board the French squadron amounted, according to re-

port, to five hundred and forty; and their fleet was so

much damaged, that in the beginning of September

their commodore sailed for the island of Bourbon, in the

same latitude with Madagascar, in order to refit; thus

leaving the command and sovereignty of the Indian

seas to the English admiral, whose fleet, from the be-

ginning of this campaign, had been much inferior to the

French squadron iu number of ships and men, as well

as in weight of metal.

Mr. Lally having reduced Cuddalore and fort St.

David's,* resolved to extort a sum of money from the

king of Tanjour, on pretence that, in the last war, he

had granted an obligation to the French governor for a

certain sura, whicli had never been paid. Lally accor-

dingly marched with a body of three thousand men into

the dominions of Tanjour, and demanded seventy-two

lacs of rupees. This extravagant demand being re-

jected, he plundered Negare, a trading town on the sea-

coast, and afterwards invested the capital; but after ho

had prosecuted the siege until a breach was made, his

provisions and ammunition beginning to fail, several

vigorous sallies being made by the forces of the king of

Tanjour, and the place well defended by European gun-

ners, sent from tlie English garrison at Trichinopoly,

he found himself obliged to raise the siege, and retreat

with precipitation, leaving his cannon behind. He ar-

rived at Carical about the middle of August, and from

thence retired to Pondicherry towards the end of Sep-

tember. He afterwards cantoned his troops in the pr«

vince of Arcot, entered the city without opposition, and

began to make preparations for the siege of Madras,

which shall be recorded among the incidents of the suc-

ceeding year. In the meantime, the land-forces belong-

ing to the East India company were so much out-num-

bered by the reinforcements which arrived with Mr.

Lally, that they could not pretend to keep tlie field, but

were obliged to remain on the defensive, and provide as

well as they could for the security of fort St. George,

and the other settlements in that part of India.

TRANSACTIONS on the CONTINENT op EUROPE.

Ilaving particularizftd the events of the war which

• Cudtlalore w.'ts in such a defenceless condilimi, that it conld

make no resisliince ; ami there being no place in furt St. David's

li"ml)-|iroof, nor any provisions or frcsli water, tlie garrison surron-

dered in twelve days, on capitulation, after having sustimcd a M
vere bombardmoiit.
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distinguished this year in America, Africa, and Asia

—

those remote scenes in which the interest of Great

Britain was immediately and intimately concerned— it

now remains to record the incidents of the military

operations in Germany, supported hy British suhsidies,

and enforced by British troops, to favour the abominable

designs of an ally, from whose solitary friendship the

British nation can never reap .any solid benefit; and to

defend a foreign elector, in whose behalf she had already

lavished an immensity of treasure. Notwithstanding

the bloodshed and ravages which had signalized the

former campaign, the mutual losses of the belligerent

powers, the incredible expense of money, the difficulty

of recruiting armies thinned by sword and distemper,

tlie scarcity of forage and provisions, the distresses of

.Saxony in particular, and the calamities of war, which
desolated the greatest part of the empire—no proposition

of peace was hinted by either of the parties concerned;

but the powers at variance seemed to be exasperated

against each other with the most implacable resentment.

Jarring interests were harmonized, old prejudices rooted

up, inveterate jealousies assuaged, and even inconsis-

tencies reconciled, in connecting the confederacy which
was now formed and established against the king of

Prussia; and, on the other hand, the king of Great
Britain seemed determined to employ the whole power
and influence of his crown in sui)porting this monarch.
Yet the members of the grand confederacy were difTer-

cntly actuated by disagreeing motives, which, in the

sequel, operated for the preservation of his Prussian

majesty, by preventing the full exertion of their united

strength. The empress-queen, over and above her

desire of retrieving Silesia, which was her primary aim,

gave w.ay to the suggestions of personal hatred and
revenge, to the gratification of which she may be said

to have sacrificed, in some measure, the interests of her

family, as well as the repose of the empire, by admitting

the natural enemies of her house into the Austrian

Netherlands, and inviting them to invade the dominions
of her co-estates with a formidable army. France,

true to her old political maxims, wished to see the

house of Austria weakened by the divisions in the

empire, which she accordingly fomented: for this reason

it could not be her interest to effect the ruin of the

house of Brandenburgh; and therefore she had, no
doubt, set bounds to the prosecution of her schemes in

concert with the court of Vienna. But her designs

against Hanover amounted to absolute conquest. In

pursuance of these, she sent an army of one hundred
and twenty thousand men across the Rhine, instead of

four and twenty thousand, which she had engaged to

furnish by the original treaty with the empress-queen
of Hungary, who is said to have shared in the spoils of

the electorate. The czarina, by co-operating with the

houses of Bourbon and Austria, gratified her personal

disgust towards the Prussian monarch, augmented her

finances by considerable subsidies from both, and per-

haps amused herself with the hope of obtaining an

establishment in the German empire; but whether she

waivered in her own sentiments, or her ministry fluctu-

ated between the promises of France and the presents

of Great Britain, certain it is, her forces had not acted

with vigour in Pomerania; and her general Apraxin,

instead of prosecuting his advantage, had retreated im-

mediately after the Prussians miscarried in their attack.

He was indeed disgraced, and tried for having thus

retired without orders; but in all probability, this trial

was no other than a farce, acted to amuse the other

confederates while the empress of Eussia gained time
to deliberate upon the offers that were made, and deter-

mine with regard to the advantages or disadvantages
that might accrue to her from persevering in the en-

gagements which she had contracted. As for the

.Swedes, although they had been instigated to hostilities

against Prussia by the intrigues of France, and flattered

with hopes of retrreving Pomerania, they prosecuted
the war in such a dispirited and ineiTectual manner, as
plainly provod that oither the ancient valour of that

people was extinct, or that the nation was not heartily

engaged in the quarrel.

\Vhen the Russian general Apraxin retreated from

Pomerania, mareschal Lehwahl, who commanded the

Prussians in that country, was left at liberty to turn
liis arms against the Swedes, and accordingly drove
them before hira almost without opposition. By the
beginning of January they had evacuated all Prussian
Pomerania, and Lehwald invaded their dominions in

his turn. He, in a little time, made himself master of

all Swedish Pomerania, except Stralsund and the isle

of Rugen, and possessed himself of several magazines
which the enemy had erected. The Austrian array,

after their defeat at Breslau, had retired into Bohemia,
where they were cantoned, the head-quarters being

fixed at Koningsgi'atz. The king of Prussia having

cleared all his part of Silesia, except the town of

Schweidnitz, which he circumscribed with a blockade,

sent detachments from his army cantoned in the neigh-

bourhood of Breslau, to penetrate into the Austrian or

southern part of Silesia, where they surprised Troppau
and Jaggernsdorf, while he himself remained at Bres-

lau, entertaining his ofiicers with concerts of music.

Not that he suffered these amusements to divert his

attention from subjects of greater importance. He laid

Swedish Pomerania under contribution, and made a
fresh demand of five hundred thousand crowns from the

electorate of Saxony. Having received intimation that

the duke of Mecklenburgh was employed in providing

magazines for the French army, he detached a body of

troops into that country, who not only secured the

magazines, but levied considerable contributions; and
the duke retired to Lubeck, attended by the French

minister. The states of Saxony having proved a little

dilatory in obeying his Prussian majesty's injunction,

received a second intimation, importing that they should

levy and deliver, within a certain time, eighteen thou-

sand recruits for his army, pay into the hands of his

commissary one year's revenue of the electorate in ad-

vance; and Leipsic was taxed with an extiaordinary

subsidy of eight hundred thousand crowns, on pain of

military execution. The states were immediately con-

voked at Leipsic in order to deliberate on these demands;

and the city being unable to pay such a considerable

sum, the Prussian troops began to put their monarch's

threats in execution. He justified these proceedings,

by declaring that the enemy had practised the same
violence and oppression on the territories of his allies;

but how the practice of his declared enemies, in tha

countries which they had invaded and subdued in com-
mon course of war, should justify him in pillaging and
oppressing a people with whom neither he nor his allies

were at war, it is not easy to conceive. As little can
we reconcile this conduct to the character of a prince,

assuming the title of protector of the protestant religion,

which is the established faith among those very Saxons
who were subjected to such grievous impositions; im-

positions the more grievous and unmerited, as they had
never taken any share in the present war, but cau-

tiously avoided every step that might be construed into

provocation, since the king of Prussia declared they

might depend upon his protection.

STATE OF THE ARMIES on the CONTINENT.

Before we proceed to enumerate the events of the

campaign, it may be necessary to inform the reader,

that the forces brought into the field by the empress-

queen of Hungary, and the states of the empire, the

czarina, the kings of France and Sweden, fell very little

short of three hundred thousand men; and all these

were destined to act against the king of Prussia and

the elector of Hanover. In opposition to this formid-

able confederacy, his Prussian majesty was, by tlia

subsidy from England, the spoils of Saxony, .and the

revenues of Brandenbourg, enabled to maintain an army
of one hundred and forty thousand men: while the

elector of Hanover assembled a body sf sixty thousand
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men, composed of liis own electoral troops, witb tbe

auxiliary inerccn.iries of Hcsse-Cassel, Buckehourg,

Saxe-Gotlia, ami Brunswick Wolfeiibuttcl, all of them
maintained by the pay of Great Britain. At this junc-

ture, inileod, there was no other fund for their subsis-

tence, as the conntrics of Hanover and Hesse were pos-

sessed by the enemy, and in the foi'mer the government
was entirely changed.

THE FKENCH KIXG CHANGES THE ADMINIS-
TKATIOX OF HANOVER.

In the month of December in the preceding year, a
farmer of the revenues from Paris arrived at Hanover,

where he established bis ofiice, in order to act by virtue

of powers from one John Faidy, to whom the French

king granted the direction, receipt, and administration

of all the duties and revenues of tbe electorate. This

director was, by a decree of the council of state, era-

powered to receive tbe revenues, not only of Hanover,

but .also of .all other countries that should be subjected

to his most christian majesty in the course of tbe cam-
paign; to remove tbe receivers who bad been employed
in any part of the direction, receipt, and administration

of the duties .and revenues of Hanover, and appoint

others in their room. The French king, by the same
decree, ordained, that all persons who bad been intrusted

under the preceding government, with titles, papers,

accounts, registers, or estimates, relating to the admin-
istration of the revenues, should communicate them to

John Faidy, or his attorneys; that tbe magistrates of

tbe towns, districts, and commonalties, as well as those
who directed the administration of particular states and
provinces, should deliver to the said John Faidy, or bis

attorneys, the produce of six years of the duties and
revenues belonging to the said towns, districts, and
provinces, reckoning from the first of January in tbe

year one tliousand seven hundred and fifty-one, together

with .an authentic account of the sums they bad paid
during that term to tbe preceding sovereign, and of the

charges necessarily incurred. It appears from tbe

nature of this decree, which was dated on the eighteenth
day of October, that immediately .after the conventions
of Closter-Seven and Bremonworden,* the court of

Versailles htid determined to change the government
and system of the electorate, contrary to an express
article of the eapitul.ation granted to the city of Hanover,
when it surrendered on the ninth day of August; and
that the crown of France intended to take advantage
of tbe cessation of arms, in seizing places .and provinces
which were not 3'et subdued; for, by the decree .above-

mentioned, the administration of John Faidy extended
to tlic countries which might hereafter be conquered.
With what regard to justice, then, could tbe French
government charge the elector of Hanover with the
infraction of articles? or what respect to good faith and
humanity did the duke de Richelieu observe, in tbe
order issued from Zell, towards tbe end of the year, im-
porting, that as tbe treaty made with the country of

Hanover had been rendered void by the violation of the
articles signed at Closter-Seven, all tbe effects belong-
ing to the officers, or others, employed in the Hanove-
rian army, sliould be confiscated for tbe use of his most
christian majesty?
The landgrave of Hcsse-Cassel, being desirous of

averting a like storm from bis dominions, not only pro-
mised to renounce all connexion with the kings of
Great Britain and Prussia, but even solicited the court
of France to receive him among the nuniber of its de-
pendents; for, on tbe eighteenth day of October, the
minister of tbe duke de Deuxponts, delivered at Ver-
E.ailles, in the name of the landgrave, the plan of a
treaty founded on '.he following conditions: The land-
grave, after having expressed an ardent desire of attacb-

• Six diiys after the ccinvontion was signed at Closter-Seven,
another act of acconimodatinn was c.^ncltided at Bromcnwordcn,
oeliveeii the generals Sjinrcken and Vi;iemur, relating to the releo-se
of prltionon:, aud some uilicr iioiiiti omitted in the coavcntion.

ing himself wholly toFrance, proposed these articles

—

That he should enter into no engagement against the
king and his allies; and give no .assistance, directly or
indirectly, to tbe enemies of bis majesty and his allies:

that be should never give bis vote, in the general or

particular assemblies of the empire, against his majesty's

interest; but, on tlie contrary, employ bis interest,

jointly with France, to quiet the troubles of the empire:
that, for this end, his troops, which bad served in the

Hanoverian army, should engage in the service of

France, on condition that tliey should not act in the

present w.ar against his Britannic majesty: that, im-
mediately after the ratification of the treaty, his most
christian majesty should restore the dominions of the

landgrave in the s.ame condition they were in when
subdued by the French forces: that these dominions
should be exempted from all further contributions, either

in money, corn, forage, wood, or cattle, though already

imposed on tbe subjects of Hesse; and the French troops

pay for all tbe provisions with which they might be
supplied; in which case the landgrtive should exact no
toll for warlike stores, provisions, or other articles of

that nature, which might pass through his dominions:

that the king of France should guarantee all bis estates,

all the rights of the house of Hesse-Cassel, particularly

tbe act of assurance signed by his son, the hereditary

prince, with regard to religion; use his interest with
the emperor and tbe empress-queen, that, in considera-

tion of the immense losses and damages his most serene

highness had suflered since the French invaded his

country, and of the great sums he should lose with
England in arrears and subsidies by this accommoda-
tion, he might be excused from furnishing his contin-

gent to the army of the empire, as well as from paying
the Roman months granted by the diet of tbe empire;
and if, in resentment of this convention, the states of

his serene highness should be attacked, his most chris-

tian m.ajesty should afford the most speedy and effectual

succours.—These proposals will speak for themselves
to the reader's apprehension; and if he is not blinded

by the darkest mists of prejudice, exhibit a clear and
distinct idea of a genuine German ally. The landgrave
of Hesse-Cassel bad been fed with tbe good things of

England, even in time of pe.ace, when his friendship

could not avail, nor his aversion prejudice, the interests

of Great Britain; but be was retained in that season of

tranquillity as a friend, on whose services tbe most im-

plicit dependence might be placed in any future storm
or commotion. How far be merited this confi lence and
favour might have been determined by reflecting on
his conduct during the former war: in the course of

which his troops were hired to the king of Great Britain

and his enemies alternately, as the scale of convenience
happened to preponderate. Since the commencement
of the present troubles, be had acted as a mercenary
to Great Britain, iUtbough he was a principal in tlio

dispute, and stood connected with her designs by so-

lemn treaty, as well as by all the ties of gratitude and
honour; but now that the cause of Hanover seemed to

be on the decline, and his own dominions bad sufl'ered

by the fate of the war, he not only appeared willing to

abandon his benefactor and ally, but even sued to be

enlisted in the service of his adversary. This intended

defection was, however, prevented by a sudden turn of

fortune, which he could not possihh- foresee; and his

troops continued to act in conjunction with the Hano-
verians.

TREATY BETWEEN THE FRENCH KING AND
THE DUKE OF BRUNSWICK.

The landgrave of Hesse-Cassel was not singular in

making such advances to the French monarch. The
duke of Brunswick, still more nearly connected with

the king of Great Britain, used such uncommon expe-

dition in detaching himself from tbe tottering fortune

of H.anover, that in ten days after the convention of

Closter-Seven, he liad concluded a treaty with tlie courts
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of Vienna and Versailles; so that tlie negotiation must
have been begun before that convention took place.

On the twentieth day of September, his minister at

Vienna, by virtue of full powers from the duke of

Brunswick, accepted and signed the conditions which

the French king and his Austrian ally thought proper

to impose. These imported, that his most christian

majesty should keep possession of the cities of Bruns-

wick and Wolfenbuttel during the war, and make use

of the artillery, arms, and military stores deposited in

their arsenals: that the duke's forces, on their return

from the camp of the duke of Cumberland, should be

disbanded and disarmed; and take an oath that they

should not, during the present war, serve against the

king or his allies: that the duke should be permitted

to maintain a battalion of foot, and two squadrons of

horse, for the guard of his person and castles; but the

regulations made by mareschal Richelieu and the in-

tendant of his army, should subsist on tlieir present

footing: that the duke should furnish his contingent in

money and troops, agreeably to the laws of the empire:

that his forces should immediately join those which the

Germanic body had assembled; and that he should order

his minister at Ratisbon to vote conformably to the

resolutions of the diet, approved and confirmed by the

emperor. In consideration of all these concessions, the

duke was restored to the favour of the French king,

who graciously promised that neither his revenues nor

his treasure should be touched, nor the administration

of justice invaded; and that nothing further should be
demanded, but winter-quarters for the regiments which
should pass that season in tlie country of Brunswick.
How scrupulously soever the duke might have intended

to observe the articles of this treaty, his intentions were
frustrated by the conduct of his brother prince Ferdi-

nand, who, being invested with the command of the

Hanoverian army, and ordered to resume the operations

of war against the enemy, detained the troops of Bruns-
wick, as well as his nephew the hereditary prince, not-

withstanding the treaty which his brother had signed,

and the injunctions which he had laid upon his son to

quit the army, and make a tour to Holland, The duke
wrote an expostulatoiy letter to prince Ferdinand, pa-

thetically complaining that he had seduced his troops,

decoyed his son, and disgi-aced his family; insisting

npon the prince's pursuing his journey, as well as upon
the return of the troops; and threatening, in case of

non-compliance, to use other means that should be more
effectual. [See note 3 0, at the ejul of this Vol.] Not-

withstanding this warm remonstrance, prince Ferdi-

nand adhered to his plan. He detained the troops and
the hereditary prince, who, being fond of the service,

in a little time signalized himself by very extraordinary

acts of bravery and conduct; and means were found to

reconcile his father to measures that expressly contra-

dicted his engagements with the courts of Vienna and
Versailles.

DECREE OF THE AULIC COUNCTL.

The defeat of the French army at Eosbach, and the

retreat of the Russians from Pomerania, had entirely

changed the face of affairs in the empire. The French
king was soon obliged to abandon his conquests on that

sids of the Rhine, and his threats sounded no longer
terrible in the ears of the Hanoverian and Prussian
allies. As little fonnidable were the denunciations of

the emperor, who had, by a decree of the Aulic council,

communicated to the diet certain mandates, issued in

the month of August in the preceding year, on pain of

the ban of the empire, with avocatory letters annexed
against the king of Great Britain, elector of Hanover,
and the other princes acting in concert with the king
of Prussia. The French court likewise published a
virulent memorial, after the convention of Closter-Seven
had been violated and set aside, drawing an invidious
parallel between the conduct of the French king and
the proceedings of his Britannic majesty; in which the

latter is taxed with breach of faith, and almost every
meanness that could stain the character of a monarch.
In answer to the emperor's decree and this virulent

charge, baron Gimmeugen, the electoral minister of

Brunswick-Lunenbourg, presented to the diet, in No
vember, a long niemorial, recapitulating the important
services his sovereign had done the house of Austria,
and the ungrateful returns he had reaped, in the queen's
refusing to assist him, when his dominions were threat-

ened with an invasion. He enumerated many instances
in which she had assisted, encouraged, and even joined

the enemies of the electorate, in contempt of her former
engagements, and directly contrary to the constitution

of the empire. He refuted every article of the charge
which the Fi-ench court had brought against him in

their virulent libel, retorted the imputations of perfidy

and ambition, and, with respect to France, justified every

particular of his own conduct.

BREMEN TAKEN AND RETAKEN.

While the French and Hanoverian armies remained
in their winter-quarters, the former at Zell, and the

latter at Lunenbourg, divers petty enterprises were
executed by detachments with various success. The
Hanoverian general Juncheim, having taken post at

Halberstadt and Quedlimbourg, from whence he made
excursions even to the gates of Brunswick, and kept

the French army in continual alarm, was visited by a

large body of the enemy, who compelled him to retire

to Achersleben, committed great excesses in the town
of Halberstadt and its neighbourhood, and carried off

hostages for the payment of contributions. General

Hardenberg, another Hanoverian officer, having dis-

lodged the French detachments that occupied Burgh,

Vogelsack, and Ritterhude, and cleared the whole ter-

ritory of Bremen, in the month of January the duke de

Broglio assembled a considerable corps of troops that

were cantoned at Ottersburg, Rothenburg, and the ad-

jacent country, and advancing to Bremen, demanded
admittance, threatening that, in case of a refusal, he

would have recourse to extremities, and punish the in-

habitants severely, should they make the least opposi-

tion. When their deputies waited upon him, to desire

a short time for deliberation, he answered, " Not a mo-
ment—the duke de Richelieu's orders are peremptory,

and admit of no delay." He accordingly ordered the

cannon to advance; the wall was scaled, and the gates

would have been forced open, had not the magistrates,

at the earnest importunity of the people, resolved to

comply with his demand. A second deputation was
immediately despatched to the duke de Broglio, signi-

fying their compliance; and the gates being opened, he
marched into the city at midnight, after having pro-

mised upon his honour that no attempt should be made
to the prejudice of its rights and jirerogatives, and no
outrage offered to the privileges of the I'egency, to the

liberty, religion, and commerce of the inhabitants. This

conquest, however, was of short duration. Prince Fei--

dinand of Brunswick beingjoined b)' a body of Prussian

horse, under the command of prince George of Holstein-

Gottorp, the whole army was put in motion, and ad-

vanced to the country of Bremen about the middle of

February. The enemy were dislodged from Rothen-

burg, Ottersburg, and Verden, and they abandoned the

city of Bremen at the approach of the Hanoverian gen-

eral, who took possession of it without opposition.

By this time the court of Versailles, being dissatisfied

with the conduct of the duke de Richelieu, had recalled

that general from Germany, where his place was sup-

plied by the count de Clermont, to the general satisfac-

tion of the army, as well as the joy of the Hanoverian

subjects, among whom Richelieu had committed many
flagrant and inhuman acts of rapine and oppression.

The new commander found his m.aster's forces reduced

to a deplorable condition, by the accidents of war, and

distempers arising from hard dut}', severe weather, and

the want of necessaries. As he could not pretend, wit!)
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such a wretoiieJ remnant, to oppose the designs of prince

Ferdinand in the field, or even maintain the footing

•which his predecessor had gained, he found himself

under the necessity of retiring with all possihle expe-

dition towards tlie Rhine. As the allies advanced, his

troops retreated from their distant quarters with such

precipitation, as to leave hehind all their sick, together

•with a great part of their baggage and artillery, besides

a great number of officers and soldiers, that fell into the

hands of those parties by whom they were pursued. The
inhabitants of Hanover, perceiving the French intended

to abandon that city, were overwhelmed with the fear

of being subjected to every species of violence and abuse

;

but their apprehensions were happily disappointed by
the honour and integrity of the duke de Randan, the

French governor, who not only took effectual measures

for restraining the soldiers within the hounds of the

most rigid discipline and moderation, but likewise ex-

hibited a noble jiroof of generosity, almost without ex-

ample. Instead ofdestroying his magazine ofprovisions,

according to the usual practice of war, he ordered the

whole to he either sold at a low price, or distributed

among the poor of the city, who had been long exposed

to the hoiTors of famine : an act of godlike humanity,

ivliich ought to dignify the character of that worthy
noblemau above jill the titles that military fame can

deserve, or arbitrary monarchs bestow. The regency

of Hanover were so deeply impressed with a sense of

his heroic behaviour on this occasion, that they grate-

fully acknowledged it, in a letter of thanks to him and
the count de Clermont; and on the day of solemn thanks-

giving to heaven for their being delivered from their

enemies, the clergy, in their sermons, did not fail to

celebrate and extol the charity and benevolence of the

duke de Randan. Such glorious testimonies, even from

enemies, must have afforded the most exquisite pleasure

to a mind endued with sensibility; and this, no doubt,

may be termed one of the fairest triumphs of humanity.

THE FRENCH ABANDON HANOVER.

The two grand divisions of the French army, quar-

tered at Zell and Hanover, retired in good order to Ha-
mclcn, where they collected all their troops, except

those that were left iu Hoya, and about four thousand

men placed in garrison at Minden, to retard the opera-

tions of the combined army. Towards the latter end
of February, prince Ferdinand of Brunswick, having
received intelligence that the count de Chabot was
posted with a considerable body of troops at Hoya, upon
the AVeser, detached the hereditary prince of Brunswick,
with four battalions, and some light troops and dragoons,

to dislodge them from that neighbourhood. This enter-

prise was executed with the utmost intrepidity. The
hereditary prince passed the Weser at Bremen with part

of his detachment, while the rest advanced on this side

of the river: and the enemy, being attacked in front

and rear, were in a little time forced, and thrown into

confusion. The bridge being ab.andoned, and near
seven hundred men taken prisoners, the count de Cha-
bot threw himself, with two battalions, into the castle,

where he resolved to support himself, in hope of being
relieved. The regiment of Bretagne, and some detach-
ments of dragoons, were actually on the march to his

assistance. The hereditary prince being made acquain-
ted with thiscircumst.ince, being also destitute of heavv
artillery to besiege the place in form, and taking it for

granted he should not be able to maintain the post after

it might be taken, he listened to the terms of capitula-
tion proposed by the French general, wliose garrison

was suffered to march out with the honours of war; but
their cannon, stores, and ammuuition were surrcndei'ed
to the victor. This was the first exploit of the heredi-
t.ary prince, whose valour and activity on many subse-
quent occasions shone with distinguished lustre. Ho
had no sooner reduced Hoya, than ho marched to the
attack of Minden, which he invested on the fifth day of
March, and on the fourteenth the garrison surrendered

at discretion. After the reduction of this city, the com
hined army advanced towards Hamelen, where the

French general had estjihlished his head-quarters; but

he abandoned them at the approach of the allies, and

leaving behind all his sick and wounded, with part of

his magazines, retired without halting to Paderhorn,

and from thence to the Khine, recalling in his march

the troops that were in Embden, Cassel, and the land-

graviate of Hesse, all which places were now evacuated.

They were terribly harassed in their retreat by the Prus-

sian hussars, and a body of light horse, distinguished

by the name of Hanoverian huntei-s, who took a great

number of prisoners, together with many baggage-wag-

gons, and some artillery. Such was the precipitation

of the enemy's retreat, that they could not find time to

destroy all their magazines of provision and forage: and

even forgot to call in the garrison of Vecht, a small for-

tress in tbe neighbourhood of Diepholt, who were made
prisoners of war, and here was found a complete train

of battering cannon and mortars. The count de Cler-

mont, having reached the banks of the Ehine, distri-

buted his forces into quarters of cantonment in Wesel
.and the adjoining country, while prince Ferdinand can-

toned the allied army iu the bishopric of Munster; here,

however, he did not long remain inactive. In the latter

end of ilny he ordered a detachment to pass the Rhine

at Duysbourg, under the command of colonel ^beither,

who executed bis order without loss, defeated three bat-

talions of the enemy, and took five pieces of cannon.

In the beginning of June the whole army passed the

Rhine on a bridge constructed for the occasion, defeated

a body of French cavalry, and obtained divers other ad-

vantages in their march towards Wesel. Keiserwacrt

was surprised, the greater part of the ganison either

killed or taken; and prince Ferdinand began to make
preparations for the siege of Dusseldorp. In the mean-
time, tbe count de Clermont, being unable to stop the

rapidity of his progress, was obliged to secure bis troops

with strong iutreuchments, until he should be properly

reinforced.

PRINCE FERDINAND DEFEATS THE
^
FRENCH, &c.

The court of Versailles, though equ.ally mortified and

confounded at the turn of their affairs in Germany, did

not sit tamely and behold this reverse; hut exerted their

usual spirit and expedition in retrieving the losses they

had sustained. They assembled a body of troops at

H.anau, under the direction of the prince de Soubise,

who, it was said, had received orders to penetrate, by

the way of Donawert, Ingoldstadt, and Arnberg, into

Bohemia. In the meantime, reinforcements daily ar-

rived in the camp of the count de Clermont; and, as

repeated complaints had been made of the want of dis-

cipline and subordination in that army, measures were

taken for reforming the troops by severity and example.

Tbe mareschal duke de Belleisle, who now acted as se-

cretary at war with uncommon ability, wrote a letter,

directed to all tbe colonels of infantry, threatening

them, in the king's name, with the loss of their regi-

ments, should they connive any longer at the sc;»ndal-

ous practice of buj-ing commissions; an abuse which

had crept into the service under various pretexts, to the

discouragement of merit, the relaxation of discipline,

and the total extinction of laudable emulation. The
prince of Clermont having quitted bis strong camp at

Kliinefeldt, retired to Xuys, a little higher up the river,

and detached a considerable corps, under the command
of tbe count de St. Germain, to take post at Crcveldt,

situated in a plain between his army and the camp of

the aUies, which fronted the town of Jleurs. .Vfter

several motions on both sides, prince Ferdinand re-

solved to attack the enemy, .and forthwith made a dis-

position for this purpose. He assigned the command
of the whole left wing, consisting of eighteen battalions

and twenty-eight squadrons, to licutenant-tionpral

Sporcken ; the conduct of the right win?, composed oi
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sixteen battalions and fourteen squadrons, was intrusted

to the hereditary prince and major-general Wangen-
heim; the squadrons, with the addition of two regiments

of Prussian dragoons, were under the immediate direc-

tion of the prince of Holstein, while the hereditai-y

prince commanded the infantry. The light troops, con-

sisting of five squadrons of hussars, were divided be-

tween the prince of Holstein and lieutenant-general

Sporcken. Major Luckner's squadron, together with

Scheither's corps, were ordered to observe the flank of

the enemy's right, and with this view were posted in

the village of Papendeick; and a battalion of the troops

of Wolfenbuttel were left in the town of Hulste, to cover

the rear of the army. Prince Ferdinand's design was
to attack the enemy on their left flank ; but the execu-

tion was rendered extremely difficult by the woods and
ditches that embarrassed the route, and the numerous
ditches that intersected this part of the country. On
the twenty-third day of June, at four in the morning,
the army began to move; the right advancing in two
columns as far as St. Anthony, and the left marching
up within half a league of Crevelt. The prince having
viewed the position of the enemy from the steeple of St.

Anthony, procured guides, and having received all the

necessary hints of information, proceeded to the right,

in order to charge the enemy'a left flank by the villages

of AVorst and Anrath; but, in order to divide their at-

tention, and keep them in suspei;se with respect to the

nature of his principal attack, he directed the generals

Sporcken and Oberg to advance against them by the

way of Crevelt and St. Anthony, and, in particular, to

make the most of their artillery, that, being employed
in three different places at once, they might be pre-

vented from sending any reinforcement to the left, where
the chief attack was intended. These precautions be-

ing taken, prince Ferdinand, putting himself at the

head of the grenadiers of the right wing, continued his

march in two columns to the village of Anrath, where
he fell in with an advanced party of the French, which,

after a few discharges of musketry, retired to their

camp and gave the alarm. In the meantime, both
armies were drawn up in order of battle; the troops of

the allies in the plain between the villages of Anrath
and Willich, opposite to the French forces, whose left

was covered with a wood. The action began about one
iu the afternoon, with a severe cannonading on the part

of prince Ferdinand, which, though well supported,

proved ineffectual in drawing the enemy from their

cover; he therefore detei-mined to dislodge them from
the wood by dint of small arms. The hereditary prince

immediately advanced with the whole front, and a very
obstinate action ensued. Meanwhile, the cavalry on
the right in vain attempted to penetr.ate the wood on
the otiier side, where the enemy had raised two batteries,

which were sustained by forty squadrons of horse.

After a terrible fire had been maintained on both sides

till five in the afternoon, the grenadiers forced the in-

trenchments in the wood, which were lined by the

French infantiy. These giving way, abandoned the

wood in the utmost disorder; but the pursuit was
checked by the conduct and resolution of the enemy's
cavalry, which, notwithstanding a dreadful fire from
the artillery of the allies, maintained their ground, and
covered the foot in their retreat to Xuys. 'The success

of the day was in a good measure owing to the ar-

tillery on the left and in the centre, with which the

generals Spoi'cken and Oberg had done great execution,

and employed the attention of the enemy on that side,

while prince Ferdinand prosecuted his attack on the

other quarter. It must be owned, however, that their

right wing and centre retired in great order to Nuys,
though the left was defeated, with the loss of some
standards, colours, and pieces of cannon, and six thou-

sand men killed, wounded, or taken prisoners.* This

* Amonj the French officers who lost their lives in this cnt^s^-
nient, was the count de Gisors, only son of the maresclui! dnke de
1Ji:llt;isle, and last hope of thatilhLStrious family, a youn;; nohlcman
' c:.-traoniinaiy.iccompURUmcnt3, who finished a short IJfe of hon-

victory, however, which cost the allies about fifteen

hundred men, was not at all decisive in its consequences;
and, indeed, the plan seemed only calculated to disjilay

the enterprising genius of the Hanoverian general.

True it is, the French army took refuge under the can-
non of Cologn, where they remained witliout hazarding
any step for the relief of Dusseldorp, which prince Fer-
dinand immediately invested, and in a few days reduced,
the garrison being allowed to march out with the hon-
ours of war, on condition that they should not, for the

space of one year, carry arms against the allies.

PRINCE OF YSEMBOUEG DEFEATED.

It was at this period that count de Clermont resigned

his command, which was conferred upon M. de Contades,

and the French army was considerably reinforced. He
even threatened to attack prince Ferdinand in his turn,

and made some motions with that desigir, but was pre-

vented by the little river Erff, behind which the prince

resolved to lie quiet, until he should be joined l)y the

body of the British troops under the command of the

duke of Marlborough, the first division of whicli had just

landed at Embden. He flattered himself that the prince

of Ysembourg, at the head of the Hessian troops, would
find employment for the prince de Soubise, who had
mai-ched from Hanau, with a design to penetrate into

tile landgraviate of Hesse-Cassel : his vanguard had been
already surprised and defeated by the militia of the

country; and the prince Ysembourg was at the head of

a considerable body of regular forces, assembled to op-

pose his further progress. Prince Ferdinand therefore

hoped that the operations of the French general would

be effectually impeded, until he himself, being joined by
the British troops, should be in a condition to pass tho

Maese, transfer the seat ofwar into the enemy's country,

thns make a diversion from the Rhine, and perhaps

oblige the prince de Soubise to come to the assistance

of the principal French army commanded by M. de Con-

tades. He had formed a plan which would have an-

swered these purposes effectually, and, in execution of

it, marched to Ruremond on the Maese, when his mea-

sures were totally disconcerted by a variety of incidents

which he could not foresee. The prince of Ysembourg
was, ou the twenty-third day of July, defeated at San-

garshausen by the duke de Eroglio, whom the prince de

Soubise had detached against him with a number of

troops greatly superior to that which the Hessian gen-

eral commanded. The duke de Broglio, who commanded
the corps that formed the vanguard of Soubise's army,

having learned at Cassel that the Hessian troops, under

the prince of Ysembourg, were retiring towards Munden,
he advanced, on the twenty-third of Julj-, with a body

of eight thousand men, to the village of Sangarshausen,

where he found them diawn up iu order of battle, and

forthwith made a disposition for the att.ack. At first

his cavalry were repulsed by the Hessian horse, which

charged the French infantry, and were broke in their

turn. The Hessians, though greatly inferior in number
to the enem}-, made a very obstinate resistance, by favour

of a rock in the Fulde that covered their right, and a

wood by which their left was secured. The dispute

was so obstinate, that the enemy's left was obliged to

give ground; but the duke de Broglio, ordering a fresh

corps to advance, changed the fortune of the day. The
Hessians, overpowei'ed by numbers, gave way; part

plunged into the river, where many perished, and part

threw themselves into the wood, tliruugh which they

escaped from the pursuit of the hussars, who took above

two hundred soldiers and fifty officers, including the

count de Canitz, who was second in command. They
likewise found on the field of battle seven pieces of can-

non, and eight at ilunden; but the caniage was pretty

considerable, and nearly equal on both sides. The

number of the killed and wounded, ou the side of the

our in the emhrace of military glory, and fell ^llantly tightinj^ at

the h&id of his own regiment,' to tlie inexpressible grief of his aj;ed

father, and the universal regret of his country.
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French, exc;;eaea two thousand; the loss of the Hessians

was not so great. The prinee of Tsemhourg, having

collected the remains of his little army, took post at

Eimbeck, where he soon was reinlorced, and found him-

self at the head of twelve thousand men; but, in conse-

quence of this advantage, the enemy became masters of

the Weser, and opened to themselves a free passage into

Westphalia.

GENERAL IMHOFF DEFEATS M. DE CHEVERT.

The progress of prince Ferdinand upon the Macse,

had been retarded by a long succession of heavy rains,

which broke up the roads, and rendered the country

impassable; and now the eertain information of this

unlucky check left hira no alternative but a battle or a

retreat across the Rliine: the first was carefully avoided

by the enemy; the latter resolution, therefore, he found

himself under a necessity to embrace. In his present

position he was hampered by the French army on one

wing, on the other by the fortress of Gueldres, the gar-

rison of which had been lately reinforced, as well as by
divers other posts, capable of obstructing the convoys

and subsistence of the combined army; besides, he had

reason to apprehend, that the prince de Soubise would

endeavour to intercept the British troops in their march
from Embden. Induced by these considerations, he

determined to repass the Rhine, after having offered

battle to the enemy, and made several motions for tliat

purpose. Finding them averse to an engagement, he

made his dispositions for forcing the strong pass of

Wachtendonek, an island surrounded by Niers, of very

difficult appi'oach, and situated exactly in his route to

the Rhine. This service was performed by the heredi-

tary prince of Brunswick, who, perceiving the enemy
had drawn up the bridge, rushed into the river at the

head of his grenadiers, who drove them away with their

bayonets, and cleared the bridges for the passage of

the army towards Rhinebergcn. At this place prince

Ferdinand received intelligence that M. de Chevert,

reputed one of the best officers in the French service,

had passed the Lippe with fourteen battalions and sev-

eral squadrons, to join the garrison of Wesel, and fall

upon lieutenant-general Imhoff, who commanded a de-

tached corps of tlie combined army at Meer, that he

might be at hand to guard the bridge which the jirince

had thrown over the Rhine at Rees. His sereue high-

ness was extremely desirous of sending succours to

general Imlioff; but the troops were too much fatigued

to begin anotlier march before morning; and the Rhine
had overflowed its banks in such a manner as to render

the bridge at Rees impassable, so that M. Imhoff was
left to the resources of his own conduct and the bravery

of his troops, consisting of six battalions and four squa-

drons, already weakened by the absence of different

detachments. This general having received advice,

on the fourth of August, that the enemy intended to

pass the Lippe the same evening with a considerable

train of artiller)', in order to burn the bridge at Rees,

decamped with a view to cover this place, and join two
battalions %vhieh had passed the Rhine in boats, under
the counnand of general Zastrow, who reinforced him
accordingly; but the enemy not appearing, he concluded
the information was false, and resolved to resume his

advantageous post at Meer. Of this he had no sooner

repossessed liimself, than his advanced guards were en-

gaged with the enemy, who marched to the attack from
Wesel, under the command of lieutenant-general de

Chevert, consisting of the whole corps intended for the
siege of Dusseldorp. Imholf's front was covered by
coppices and ditches, there being a rising ground on his

light, from whence he could plainly discern the wliole

force that advanced against him, together with the

manner of their approach. Perceiving them engaged
in that diflicult ground, he posted one regiment in a
coppice, with orders to fall upon the left flank of the

enemy, which appeared quite uncovered; and as soon

as their fire began, advanced with the rest of his forces

to attack them in front. The bayonet was used on this

occasion, and the charge given with such impetuosity

and resolution, that after a short resistance, the enemy
fell into confusion, and fled towards Wesel, leaving on
the spot eleven pieces of cannon, with a great number
of waggons and other carriages; besides the killed and

wounded, who amounted to a pretty considerable num-
ber, the victor took three hundred and fifty-four prison-

ers, including eleven officers; whereas, on his part the

victory was purchased at a very small expense.

GENERAL OBERG DEFEATED bt the FRENCH.

Immediately after this action, general Wangenheim
passed the Rhine with several squadrons and battalions,

to reinforce general Imhoff, and enable him to prosecute

the advantage he had gained, while prince Ferdinand

marched with the rest of the army to San ten: from

whence he proceeded to Rhinehergen, where he intended

to pass; but the river had overflowed to such a degree,

that here, as well as at Rees, the shore was hiaccessible;

so that he found it necessary to march farther down
the river, and lay a bridge at Griethuyzen. The enemy
had contrived four vessels for the destruction of this

bridge; but they were all taken before they could put

the design in execution, and the whole array passed on

tlie tenth day of Aiigust, without any loss or further

interruption. At the same time tlie prince withdrew

his garrison from Dusseldorp, of which the French im-

mediately took possession. Immediately after his pas-

sage he received a letter from the duke of Marlborough,

ac luainting him that the British troops had arrived at

Lingen, in their route to Coesfeldt: to which place

general Imhoff was sent to receive them, with a strong

detachment. Notwithstanding this junction, the two
armies on the Rhine were so equally matched, that no

stroke of importance was struck on either side during

the remaining part of the campaign. M. de Contades,

seeing no prospect of obtaining the least advantage

over prince Ferdinand, detached prince Xaverius of

Saxony with a strong reinforcement to the prince de

Soubise, who h-id taken possession of Gottengeu, and

seemed detemiined vo attack the prince of Ysembourg
at Eircbeck. That th'.s officer might be able to give

him a proper reception, prince Ferdinand detached

general Oberg with ten thousand men to Lipstadt, from

whence, should occasion require, they might continue

their march, and join the Hessians. The whole body,

when thus reinforced, did not exceed twenty thousand

men, of whom general Oberg now assumed the com-

mand: whereas the troops of Soubise were increased to

the number of thirty thousand. The allies had taken

post upon the river FulJe at Saugarshauseu, wliere

they hoped the French would attack them ; but the

design of Soubise was first to dislodge them from that

advantageous situation. With this view, he made a

motion, as if he had intended to turn the camp of the

allies by the road of Munden. In order to prevent the

execution of this supposed design, general Oberg de-

camped on the tenth of October, and, passing by the

village of Landwernhagen, advanced towards Lutten-

berg, where, understanding the enemy were at his heels,

he forthwith formed his troops in order of battle, his

right to the Fulde, and his left extending to a thicket

upon an eminence, where he planted five field-pieces.

The cavalry supported the wings in a third line, tho

village of Luttenberg was in the rear, and four pieces

of cannon were mounted on a rising ground that flanked

this village. The French having likewise passed Land-

wernhagen, posted their left towards the Fulde, their

right extending far beyond the left of tho allies, and

their front being strengthened with above thirty pieces

of cannon. At four in the afternoon the enemy began
tlie battle with a severe cannonading, and at the same
time lliu first line of their infiuitry attacked major-

general Zastrow, who was posted on the left wing of

the allies. This body of the French was repulsed; but

in the same moment, a considerable line of cavalry ad-
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Taiiciiig, ;liargcjl the allies in front anil flank. These
were supported by a fresh boJy of infantry with can-

non, wliieh, after a warm dispute, obliged the confeder-

ates to give way; and general Oberg, in order to pre-

vent a total defeat, made a disposition for a retreat,

which was performed in tolerable order; not but that

he suflered greatly, in passing through a defile, from

the fire of the enemy's cannon, which was brought up
.ind managed under the direction of the duke de Brog-

lio. Having marched througli Munden by midnight,

tlie retiring army lay till morning imdcr arms in tlie

little plain near Grupcn, on the other side of the Wcser;
but at day-break prosecuted their march, after having
withdrawn the garrison from Munden, until they ar-

rived in the neiglibourhood of Guntersheim, where they
encamped. In this engagement general Oberg lost

about fifteen hundred men, his artillery, baggage, and
ammunition. He was obliged to abandon a magazine
of hay and straw at Munden, and leave part of his

wounded men in that place to the humanity of the

victor. But, after all, the French general reaped very
little advantage from his victory.

DEATH OF THE DUKE OF MARLBOROUGH.

By this time prince Ferdinand had retired into West-
phalia, and fixed his head-quarters at Munstcr, while

JI. de Contades encamped near Ham upon the Lippe;

so that, although he had obliged the French armj- to

evacuate Hanover and Hesse in the beginning of the

year, when they were weakened by death and distem-

per, and even driven them beyond the Rhine, where
they sustained a defeat; yet they were soon put in a

condition to baffle all his future endeavours, and pene-

trate again into Westphalia, where they established

their winter-quarters, extending themselves in such a

manner as to command the whole course of the Rhine
on both sides, while the allies were disposed in the

landgraviate of Hesse-Cassel, and in the bishoprics of

Munster, Paderborn, and Hildesheim. The British

S-roops had joined them so late in the season that they
had no opportunity to signalize themselves in the field;

yet the fatigues of the campaign, which they had se-

verely felt, proved fatal to tlieir commander, the duke
of Marlborough, who died of a dysentery at Munster,

universally lamented.

OPERATIONS OF THE KING OP PRUSSIA.

Having thus particularized the operations of the

allied amiy since the commencement of the campaign,

we shall now endeavour to trace the steps of the king

of Prussia, from the period to which his army was as-

sembled for action. Having collected his force as soon

as the season would permit, he undertook the siege of

Schweidnitz in form on the twenty-first day of March;
and carried on his operations with such vigour, that in

thirteen days the garrison sun-endered themselves pri-

soners of war, after having lost one half of tlieir num-
ber in the defence of the place. While one part of his

troops were engaged in this service, he himself, at the

head of another, advanced to the eastern frontier of

Bohemia, and sent a detachment as far as Trauteuaw,

garrisoned by a body of Austrians, who, after an obsti-

nate resistance, abandoned the place, and retreated to-

wards their grand army. By this success he opened to

liimself a way into Bohemia, by which he poured in

detachments of light troops, to raise contributions and

harass the out-posts of the enemy. At the same time

the baron de la Mothe Fouquet marched with another

body against the Austrian general Jahnus, posted in

the county of Glatz, whom he obliged to abandon all

the posts he occupied in that country, and pursued as

far as Nashod, within twenty miles of Koningsgratz,

where the grand Austrian army was encamped, under

the command of raareschal Daun, who had lately anived

from Vienna. Over and above these excursions, the

king ordered a body of thirty thousand men to be as-
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sembled, to act under the command of his brother prince

Henry,* an accomplished warrior, against the army of

the empire, which the prince de Deux-ponis, with great

difficulty, made a shift to form again near Bamberg, in

Franconia.

The king of Prussia, whose designs were perhaps
even greater than he cared to own, resolved to shift the
tlieatre of the war, and penetrate into Moravia, a fer-

tile country, which had hitherto been kept sacred from
ravage and contribution. Having formed an army of
fifty thousand choice troops, near Neiss, in Silesia^ he
divided them into three columns; the first commanded
by mareschal Keith, the second by himself in person,
and the third conducted by prince Maurice of Anliault-

Dessan. In the latter end of April they began their

marcli towards Moravia; and general De la Ville, who
commanded a body of troops in that countiy, retired as

they advanced, after having thrown a strong reinforce-

ment into Olmutz, which the king was determined to

besiege. Had he passed by this fortress, wlilch was
strongly fortified and well providedfor a vigorous defence,

he miglit have advanced to the gates of Vienna, and re-

duced the emperor to the necessity of suing for peace
on his own terms; but it seems he was unwilling to

deviate so far from the common maxims of war as to

leave a fortified place in the rear; and, therefore, he
determined to make himself master of it before he sliould

proceed. For this purpose it was immediately invested:

orders were issued to hasten up the heavy artillery, and
mareschal Keith was appointed to superintend and
direct the operations of the siege. Meanwhile the

Austrian commander, count Daun, being informed of

his Prussian majesty's motions and designs, quitted his

camp at Leutomyssel in Bohemia, and entered Moravia
by the way of Billa. Being still too weak to encouiiter

the Prussians in t'ue field, he extended his troops in the

neighbourhood of the king's army, between Gewitz and
Littau, in a mountainous situation, where he ran little

or no risk of being attacked. Here he remained for

some time in quiet, with the fertile country of Bohemia
in his rear, from whence he drew plentiful supplies,

and received daily reinforcements. His scheme was
to relieve the besieged occasionally, to harass the be-

siegers, and to intercept their convoys from Silesia;

and this scheme succeeded to his wish. Olmutz is so

extensive in its works, and so peculiarly sitnateil on
the river Morava, that it could not be completely in-

vested without weakening the posts of the besieging

arraj', by extending them to a prodigious circuit; so

that, in some parts, they were easily forced by detach-

ments in the night, who fell upon them suddenly, and
seldom failed to introduce into the place supplies of

men, provisions, and ammunition. 'The forage in the

neighbourhood of the city having been previously de-

stroyed, the Prussian horse were obliged to m.ake

excursions at a great distance, consequently exposed

to fatigue, and liable to surprise; and, in a word, the

Prussians were not very expert in the art of town-
taking.

Count Daun knew how to take advantage of these

circumstances without hazarding a battle, to which
the king provoked him in vain. While the garrison

made repeated sallies to retard the operations of the

besiegers, the Austrian general harassed their foraging

parties, fell upon different quarters of their army in the

night, and kept them in continual alarm. Neverthe-

less, the king finished his first parallel; and proceeded

with such vigour as seemed to promise a speedy reduc-

tion of the place, when hisilesign was entirely fnistrated

by an untoward incident. Mareschal Daun, having

received intelligence that a large convoy had set out

* At this juncture the Prussian commandant of Dresden bcyip
admiiled into tlie Japan palace, to see the curious porcelaine with
whicli it is adorned, perceived a door built up; and ordering the

passa.^e to he opened, entered a large apartment, where he found

three "thousand tents, and otlier field utensils. These had been con-

cealed here when the Prussians tirst took possession of the city
they were immediately seized by the commandant and distributed

among the troops oi prince Henry's army.

30
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from Silesia for the Prussian camp, resolved to seize

this opportunit}' of compelling the king to desist from

his enterprise. He sent general Jahnus, with a strong

body of troops, towards Bahrn, and another detachment

to Stadtoliehe, with instructions to attacli the convoy
on different sides; while he himself advanced towards

the besiegers, as If he intended to give them battle.

The king of Prussia, far from biing deceived by this

feint, began, from the motions of the Austrian general,

to suspect his real scheme, and immediately despatched

general Ziethen, with a strong reinforcement, to pro-

tect the convoy, which was escorted by eight battalions,

and about four thousand men, who had been sick, and

iverc just recovered. Before tliis officer joined them,

the convoy had been attacked on the twenty-eighth

day of June; but the assailants were repulsed with

considerable loss. Mareschal Daun, however, took care

that they should be immediately reinforced; and next

day the attack was renewed with much greater effect.

Four hundred waggons, guarded by four battalions, and
about one thousand troopers, had just passed the defiles

of Domstadt, when the Austrians charged them furi-

ously on every side; the communication between the

head and the rest of the convoy was cut off; and general

Ziethen, after having exerted all his efioi'ts for its pre-

servation, being obliged to abandon the waggons, retired

to Troppau. Thus the whole convoy fell into the hands
of the enemy, who took above si.x hundred prisoners,

together with general Putkammer; and the king of

Prussia was obliged to relinquish his enterprise. This
was a mortifying necessity to a prince of his high spirit,

at a time when he saw himself on the eve of reducing
the place, notwithstanding the gallant defence which
had been made by general Marshal the governor.

Kothing now remained but to raise the siege, and re-

tire without loss in the face of a vigilant enemy, pre-

pared to seize every opportunity of advantage: a task

which, how hard soever it may appear, he performed
with equal dexterity and success. Instead of retiring

into yilesia, he resolved to avert the war from his own
dominions, and take the route to Bohemia, the frontiers

of which were left uncovered by mareschal Daun's last

motion, when he advanced his quarters to Posnitz, in

order to succour Olmutz the more effectually. After

the king had taken his measures, he carefully concealed

his design from the enemy, and, notwithstanding the
loss of his convoy, prosecuted the operations of the siege

with redoubled vigour till the first day of July, when
he decamped in the night, and began his march to

Bohemia. He himself, with one division, took the road

to Konitz; and mareschal Keith having brought away
all the artillery, except four mortars and one disabled

cannon, pursued his march by the way of Littau to

Muglitz and Tribau. Althougli his Prussian majesty
had gained an entire march upon the Austrians, their

light troops, commanded by the generals Buccow and
Laudohn, did not fail to attend and harass his army in

their retreat; but their endeavours were in a great

measure frustrated by the conduct and circumspection
of the Prussian commanders. After the rear of the
army had passed the defiles of Krenau, general Lasci,

who was posted at Gibau with a largo body of Austrian
troops, occupied the village of Krenau with a detach-
ment of grenadiers, who were soon dislodged; and the
Prussians pursued their march by Zwittau to Leuto-
myssel, where they seized a magazine of meal and
forage. In the meantime general de Ratzow, who
conducted the provisions and artillery, found the hills

of HoUitz possessed by the enemy, who cannonaded
him as he advanced; hut mareschal Keith coming up,
ordered them to be attacked in the rear, and they fled

into a wood with precipitation, with the loss of six

ofilcers and three hundred men, who were taken priso-

ners. 'While the mareschal was thus emphiyed, the
king proceeded from Leutomysscl to Koningsgratz,
where general Buccow, who had got the start of liira,

was posted with seven thousand men behind the Elbe,
and in the intrenchments which they had thrown up

all around the city. Tlie Pnissian troops as thev ar.

rived passed over the little river Adler, and .as the
enemy had broken down the bridges over the Elbe, tho
king ordered them to be repaired with all expedition,

being determined to attack the Austrian intrenchments;

but general Buccow did not wait for his approach:
he abandoned his intrenchments, and retired with his

troops to Clumetz; so that the king took possession of

the most important post of Koningsgratz without fur-

ther opposition. An Austrian corps having taken post

between him and Hollitz, in order to obstruct the march
of the artillery, he advanced against them in person,

and having driven them from the place, all his cannon,
military stores, provisions, with fifteen hundred sick

and wounded men, arrived in safety at Koningsgratz,
where the whole army encamped. His intention was
to transfer the seat of war from Moravia to Bohemia,
where he should be able to maintain a more easy com-
munication with his own dominions; but a more power-
ful motive soon obliged him to change his resolution.

PROGEESS OF THE RUSSIANS.

After tho Russian troops under Apraxin had retreated

from Pomerania in the course of the preceding year,

and the czarina seemed ready to change her system,
the courts of Vienna and Versailles had, by dint of sub-

sidies, promises, presents, and intrigues, attached her,

in all appearance, more fii-mly than ever to the confe-

deracy, and even induced her to augment the number
of troops destined to act against the Pnissian monarch.
She not only signed her accession in form to the qua-
draple alliance with the empress-queen and the kings
of France and Sweden; but, in order to manifest her

zeal to the common cause, she disgraced her chancellor,

count Bcstuchef, who was supposed averse to the war:
she divided her forces into separate bodies, under the

command of the generals Former and Browne, and or-

dered them to put their troops in motion in the middle
of winter. Former accordingly began his march in the

beginning of January, and on the twent3'-secoud his

light troops took possession of Koningsberg, the capital

of Prussia, without opposition: for the king's forces had
quitted that country in order to prosecute the war in

the western parts of Pomerania. Tliey did not, how-
ever, maintain themselves in this part of the country;

but, after having ravaged some districts, returned to

the main body, which halted on the Vistula, to the no
small disturbance of the city of Dantzic. The resident

of the czarina actually demanded that the magistrates

should receive a Russian garrison ; a demand which they

not only peremptorily refused, but ordered all the citi-

zens to arms, and took every other method to provide

for their defence. At length, after some negotiation

with general Former, the affair was compromised: he

desisted from the demand, and part of his troops passed

the Vistula, seemingly to invade Pomerania, in the

eastern part of which count Dohna had assembled an

anny of Prussians to oppose their progress. But after

they had pillaged the ojien country, they rejoined their

main body; and general Former, turning to the left,

advanced to Silesia in order to co-operate with the

other Russian army commanded by Browne, who had

taken his route through Poland, and already passed

the Posna. By the first of July both bodies had reached

the frontiers of Silesia, and some of their cossacks,

penetrating into that province, had committed dreadful

ravages, and overwhelmed the inhabitants with conster-

nation. Count Bohna, with the Prussian army under

his command, had attended their motions, and even

passed the Oder at Frankfort, as if he had intended to

give them battle; but ho was too much inferior in

number to hazard such a step, which became an object

of his sovereign's own personal attention. Mareschal

Daun had followed the king into Bohemia, and, on tho

twenty-second day of July, encamped on the hills of

Liljisch.au, a situation almost inaccessible, where ho

resolved to remain and watch the motions of the Pnifl-
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elan monaicli, until some opportuuity sliould ofl'er of

acting to advantage. Kature seems to have expressly

formed tbis commander with talents to penetrate the

de.-igns, embarrass the genius, and check the impetu-

osity, of the Prussian monarch. He ivas justly cum-

pared to Fabius Maximus, distinguished by the epithet

of Cunctator. He possessed all the vigilance, caution,

and sagacity of that celebrated Roman. Like, him, he

hovered on the skirts of the enemy, harassing their

parties, accustoming the soldiers to strict discipline,

hard service, and the face of a formidable foe, and

watching for opportunities, wlii'ch he knew how to seize

with equal courage and celerity.

THE PRUSSIANS DEFEAT THE RUSSIANS.

The king of Prussia, being induced by a concurrence

of motives to stop the progress of the Russians in Sil-

esia, made his dispositions for retreating from Bohemia,

and on the twenty-fifth day of July quitted the camp
at Koningsgratz. He was attended in his march by
three thousand Austi'ian light troops, who did not fail

to incommode his rear; but, notwithstanding these im-

pediments, he passed the Mittau, proceeded on his route,

and on the ninth day of August arrived at Laudshut.

From thence he hastened with a detachment towards
Frankfort on the Oder, and joined the army commanded
by lieutenant-general Dohna at Gorgas. Then the whole
army passed the Oder by a bridge thrown over at Ga-
tavise, and having rested one day, advanced to Dert-

mitzel, where he encamped. The Russians, under
general Fermer, were posted on the other side of the

little river Jlitzel, their right extending to the village

of Zieker, and their left to Quertchem. The king be-

ing determined to hazard a battle, passed the Mitzel on
the twenty-fifth in the morning, and turning the flank

of the enemy, drew up his army in order of battle in

the plain between the little river and the town of Zom-
dorf. The Russians, by whom he was outnumbered,
did not decline the dispute; but as the ground did not

permit them to extend themselves, they appeared in

four lines, forming a front on every side, defended by
cannon and a clievaux-de-frise, their right flank covered

by the village of Zwicker. After a warm cannonade,
the Prussian infantry were ordered to attack the village,

and a body of grenadiers advanced to the assault; but

this brigade unexpectedly giving way, occasioned a con-

siderable opening in the line, and left the whole left

flank of the infantry uncovered. Before the enemy
could take advantage of this incident, the interval was
fiUed up by the cavalry under the command of general

Seydlitz; and the king, with his usual presence of mind,

substituted another choice body of troops to cai-ry on
the attack. Tbis began about noon, and continued for

some time, during which both sides fought with equal

courage and perseverance: at length general Seydlitz,

Laving routed the Russian cavalry, fell upon the flank

of the infantry with great fury, which being also dread-

fully annoyed by the Prussian artillery, they abandoned

the village, together with their military chest, and great

part of their baggage. Notwithstanding this loss, which
had greatly disordered their right wing, they continued

to stand their ground, and terrible havoc was made
among them, not only with the sword and bayonet, but

also by the cannon, whicli were loaded with grape shot,

and, being excellently served, did great execution. To-

wards evening the confusion among tliem increased to

such a degree, that in all probability they would have

been entirely routed, had they not been favoured by the

approaching darkness, as well as by a particular opera-

tion which was very gallantly performed. One of the

Russian generals perceiving the fortune of the day
turned against him, rallied a select body of troops, and
made a vigorous impression on the right wing of the

Prussians. This efi'ort diverted their attention so

strongly to that quarter, that the right of the Russians

enjoyed a respite, during which they retired in tolerable

order, and occupied a new post on the right, where the

rest of their forces were the more easily assembled. In

this battle they are said to have lost above fifteen thou-

sand men, thirty-seven colours, five standards, twelvs

mortars, the greater part of their baggage, and above
one hundred pieces of cannon. Among the prisoners

that fell into the hands of the victor, were several gen-
eral officers, and a good number lost their lives on the

field of battle. The victory cost the king above two
thousand men, including some ofticers of distinction,

particularly two aldecamps, who attended his own per-

son, which he exposed without scruple to all the perils

of the day. It would have redounded still more to his

glory, had he put a stop to the carnage; for, after all

resistance was at an end, the wretched Russians were
hewn down without mercy. It must be owned, indeed,

that the Prussian soldiers were, in a peculiar manner,

exasperated against this enemy, because they had laid

waste the countiy, burned the villages, ruined the pea-

sants, and committed many horrid acts of barbarity,

which the practice of war could not aitthorize. [<S<:e

note a F, at the end of litis Vol.] The Prussian aniiy

passed the night under arms, and next morning the

cannonade was renewed against the enemy, who, never-

theless, maintained their position without flinching. On
the twenty-seventh, they seemed determined to hazard

another action, and even attack tlie conquerors; instead

of advancing, however, they took the route of Lands-

bcrg; but afterwards turned off towards Vietzel, and

posted themselves between the rivers AVarta and that

village. Immediately after the battle, general Former,*

who had received a slight wound in the action, sent a

trarapet with a letter to lieutenant-general Dohna, de-

siring a suspension of arms for two or three daj's to

bury the dead, and take care of the wounded; and pre-

senting to his Prussian majesty the humble request of

general Browne, who was much weakened with the loss

of blood, that he might have a passport, by virtue of

which he could be removed to a place where he should

find such accommodation as his situation required. In

answer to this message, count Dohna gave the Russian

general to understand, that as his Prussian majesty re-

mained master of the field, he would give the necessary

orders for interring the dead, and taking care of the

wounded on both sides: he refused a suspension of arms,

but granted the request of general Browne; and con-

cluded his letter by complaining of the outrages wliich

the Russian troops still continued to commit, in pillag

ing and burning the king's villages.

The king of Prussia had no sooner repulsed the ene-

my in one quarter, than his presence was required in

another. When he quitted Bohemia, mareschal Daun,

at the head of the Austrian army, and the prince de

Deuxponts, who commanded the forces of the empire,

advanced to the Elbe, in order to surround the king's

brother, prince Henry, who, without immediate succour,

would not have been able to preserve his footing in

Saxony. The Prussian monarch, therefore, determined

to support him with all possible expedition. In a few

days after the battle he began his march from Custrin,

with a reinforcement of twenty-four battalions and great

part of his cavalry, and pursued his route with such

unwearied diligence, that by the fifth day of September

lie reached Torgau, and on the eleventh joined his bro-

ther. Mareschal Daun had posted himself at Stolpen,

to the eastward of the Elbe, in order to preserve an easy

communication with the army of the empire encamped

in the neighbourhood of Koningstein, to favour the

operations of general Laudohn, who had advanced

through the Lower Lusatia to the frontiers of Brand-

enburgh; to make a diversion from the southern parts

of Silesia, where a body of Austrian troops acted under

the command of the generals Harsche and de Ville;

and to interrupt the communication between prince

Henry and the capital of Saxony. On the fifth day of

September, the garrison in the strong fortress of Kon-

ingstein surrendered themselves prisoners of war, after

• General Fermer was of Scottish extract, and general Broirtie

actually a native of Nortli Britain.
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a very fecUe resistance, to the piince de Dcuxpoiits,

ivlio forllnvitli took possession of the strong camp at

Piraa. When the king of Prussia therefore arrived at

Dresden, he found the army of the cnipiro in this posi-

tion, and marcschal Daun in a still stronger situation

at Stolpen, with bridges of communication thrown over

the Elbe, so that he couM not attack them with any
prospect of advantage. He had no other resolution to

take but that of endeavouring to cut tliem off from sup-

plies of provisions, and with this view he marched to

Bautzen, which he occupied. This motion obliged the

Austrian general to quit his camp at Stolpen, but he

chose another of equal strength at Libau; yet he after-

wards advanced to Eittlitz, that he might be at h.and

to seize the first favourable occasion of executing the

resolution he had formed to attack the Prussians. The
king having detached general Ratzow on his left, to

take possession of Wcissenberg, marched forwards with

the body of his army, and posted himself in the neigh-

bourhood of Hochkirehen, after having dislodged the

Austrians from that village. Matters were now brought

to such a delicate crisis, that a battle seemed inevitable,

and equally desired by both parties, as an event that

would determine whether the Austrians should be

obliged to retreat for winter-quarters into Bohemia, or

be enabled to maintain their ground in Saxony. In this

situation mareschal Daun resolved to act otlensively;

and formed a scheme for attacking the right ilank of

the Prussians by surprise. This measure was sugges-

ted to him by an oversight of the Prussians, who had
neglected to occupy the heights that commanded the

village of Hochkirehen, which was only guarded by a

few free companies. He determined to take the ad-

vantage of a very dark night, and to employ the flower

of his whole array on this important service, well know-
ing, that should they penetrate through the flank of the

enemy, the whole Prussian army would be disconcerted,

and in all probability entirely ruined. Having taken

his measures with wonderful secrecy and circumspec-

tion, the troops began to move in the night between the

thirteenth and fourteenth of October, favoured by a

thick fog, v/hich greatly increased the darkness of the

night. Their first care was to take possession of the

hill that commanded Hochkirehen, from whence they

poured down upon the village, of which they took pos-

session, after having cut in pieces the free companies

posted there. Tlie action began in this quarter about

four in the morning, and continued several hours with

great fury, for, notwithstanding the impetuous eiforts

of the Austrian troops, and the confusion occasioned

among the Prussians by the surprise, a vigorous stand

was made by some general officers, who, with admirable

expedition and presence of mind, assembled and ar-

ranged the troops as they could take to their arms, and
led them up to the attack without distinction of regi-

ment, place, or precedence. T\"bile the action was ob-

stinately and desperately maintained in this place,

amidst all the horrors of darkness, carnage, and confu-

sion, the king being alarmed, exerted all his personal

activity, address, and recollection, in drawing regularit}'

from disorder, arranging the different corps, altering

positions, reinforcing weak posts, encouraging the sol-

diery, and opposing the efforts of the enemy; for al-

though they made their chief impression upon the right,

by the village of Hochkirehen, marcschal Daun, in

order to divide the attention of the king, made another

attack upon the left, which was with difficulty sus-

tained, and effectually prevented him from sending
reinforcements to the right, where mareschal Keith,

under the greatest disadvantages, bore the brunt of the

enemy's chief endeavours. Thus the battle raged till

nine in the morning, when this gallant ofllcer was shot

through the heart. Prince Francis of Brunswick had
met with the same fate; prince Maurice of Auhault was
wounded and taken prisoner, and many others were
either slain or disabled. As the right wing had been
surprised, the tents continued standing, and greatly

embarrassed them iu their defence. The soldiers had

never been properly drawn up in order; the enemy still

persevered in their attack with successive reinforce-

ments and redoubled resolution; and a considerable

slaughter was made by their artillery, which they had
brought up to the heights of Hochkirehen. All these

circumstances concurring, could not fail to increase the

confusion and disaster of the Prussians; so that about

ten the king was obliged to retire to Dobreschutz, with

the loss of seven thousand men, of all his tents, and
part of his baggage. Nor had the Austrian general

much cause to boast of his victory. His loss of men
was pretty nearly equal to that of the Prussian mon-
arch ; and, whatever reputation he might have acquired

in foiling that enterprising prince, certainly his design

did not take effect in its full extent, for the Prussians

were next day in a condition to hazard another engage-

ment. The king of Pnassia had sustained no damage
which he could not easilj' repair, except the death of

mareschal Keith, which was doubtless an irreparable

misfortune. [See note 3 Q, at tlie end of tins Vol.']

His Prussian majesty remained with his army ten

days at Dobreschutz, during which he endeavoured to

bring the Austrians to a second engagement ; but count

Daun declined the invitation, and kept his forces ad-

vantageously posted on eminences planted with artilleiy.

His aim having been frustrated at Hochkirehen, where
he fought with many advantages on his side, he would
not hazard another battle upon equal terms, with such

an enterprising enemy, rendered more vigilant by the

check he had received, already reinforced from the army
of prince Henry, and eager for an opportunity to re-

trieve the laurel which had been snatched from him by
the wiles of stratagem, rather than by the hand of

valour. Count Daun, having nothing more to hope

from the active operations of his own army, contented

himself with amusing the Prassian monarch in Lusatia,

while the Austrian generals, Harsche and De Ville, should

prosecute the reduction of Neiss and Cosel in Silesia,

which they now actually invested. As the Prassian

monarch could not spare detachments to oppose every

different corps of his enemies that acted against him in

diffei-ent parts of his dominions, he resolved to make up
in activity what he wanted in number, and, if possible,

to raise the siege of Neiss in person. With this view

he decamped from Dobreschutz, and, in sight of the

enemy, marched to Goerlitz without the least interrup-

tion. From thence he proceeded towards Silesia with

his usual expedition, notwithstanding all the endeavours

and activity of general Larulohn, who harassed the rear

of the Prussians, and gained some petty advantages ovei

them. Count Daun not only sent this detached corps to

retard them iu their march; but at the same time, by
another route, detached a strong reinforcement to the

army of the besiegers. In the meantime, having re-

ceived intelligence that the army of prince Henry in

Saxony was considerably weakened, he himself marched

thither, in hopes of expelling the prince from that coun-

try, and reducing the capital in the king's absence. In-

deed, his designs were still more extensive, for he pro-

posed to reduce Dresden, Leipsic, and Torgau, at the

same time; the first with the main body under his own
direction, the second by the army of the empire under

the prince de Deuxponts, and the third by a corps under

general Haddick, while the forces directed by Laudohn
should exclude the king from Lusatia. In execution

of this plan he marched directly to the Elbe, which he

pnssed at Pirna, and advanced to Dresden, which he

hoped would surrender without putting him to the

trouble of a formal siege. The army of prince Heiny
had already ret-red to the westward of this cnpital be-

fore the prince de Deuxponts, who had found means to

cutoff his conimu'-iicalion with Leipsic, and even in-

vested that city. During these transactions general

Haddick advanced against Torgau.

SUBURB."? OF DRESDEN BURNT.

The fioid-mareschal counf Dnnn appearing ii' the
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Bixth day of Xovemter within sight of Dresden, at the

head of sixty thousand men, encamped next day at

Lockon-itz, and on the eighth his advanced troops at-

tacked the Prussian hussars and independent battalions,

•which ivere posted at Striessen and Grueuewicse. Count

Schmettau, who commanded the garrison, amounting to

ten thousand men, apprehensive that, in the course of

skirmishing, the Austrian troops might enter the sub-

urbs pell-mell, posted colonel Itzenplitz, with seven

hundred men, in the redoubts that surrounded the sub-

urbs, that in case of emergency they might support the

irregulars; at the same time, as the houses that con-

stituted the suburbs were generally so high as to over-

look the ramparts and command the city, he prepared

combustibles, and gave notice to the magistrates that

they would be set on fire as soon as au Austrian should

appear within the place. This must have been a dread-

ful declaration to the inhabitants of these suburbs, which

compose one of the most elegant towns in Europe. In

these bouses, which were genei-ally lofty and magnifi-

cent, the fashionable and wealthy class of people resided,

and here a number of artists carried on a variety of

curious manufactures. In vain the magistrates im-

plored the mercy and forbearance of the Prussian go-

vernor, and represented, in the most submissive strain,

that as they were nnconceraed in the war, they hoped

they should be exempted from tlie horrors of devasta-

tion. In vain the royal family, who remained at Dres-

den, conjured him to spare that last refuge of distressed

royalty, and allow them at least a secure residence, since

they were deprived of every other comfort. He con-

tinued inflexiljle, or rather determined to execute the

orders of his master, which indeed he could not disobey

with any regard to bis own safety. On the ninth day
of November, about noon, the Austrian vanguard at-

tacked the advanced post of the garrison, repelled the

hussars, drove the independent battalions into the sub-

urbs, and forced three of the redoubts, while their cannon

played upon the town. The governor, expecting a vigor-

ous attack next day, recalled his troops within the city

after they had set fire to the suburbs. At three in the

morning the signal was made for this terrible conflagra-

tion, which in a little time reduced to ashes the beauti-

ful suburbs of Pima, which had so lately flourished as

the seat of gaity, pleasure, and the ingenious arts.

Every bosom warmed with benevolence must be affec-

ted at the recital of such calamities. It excites not

only our compassion for the unhappy sufferers, but also

our resentment against the pei'petrators of such enor-

mity. Next day mareschal Daun sent an officer to

count Schmettau, with a message, expressing his sur-

prise at the destntction of the suburbs in a royal resi-

dence, an act of inhumanity unheard ofamong christians.

He desired to know if it was by the governor's order

this measure was taken ; and assured him, that he should

be responsible in his person for whatever outrages had
been or might be committed against a place in which a

royal family resided. Schmettau gave him to xinder-

stand, that he had orders to defend the town to the last

extremity, and that the preservation of what remained
depended entirely on the conduct of his excellency; for,

should he think proper to attack the place, he (the go-

vernor) would defend himself from house to house, and
from street to street, and even make his last effort in

the royal palace, rather than abandon the city. He
excused the destruction of the suburbs as a necessary

measure, authorized by the practice of war; but he
would have found it a difHcult task to reconcile this

step to the laws of eternal justice, and far less to the

dictates of common humanity. Indeed, if the scene

had happened in an enemy "s country, or if uo other step

could have saved the lives and liberties of himself and
his garrison, such a desperate remedy might have stood

excused by the law of nature and of nations; but on
this occasion he occupied a neutral city, over which he
could exercise no other power and authority but that
which he derived from illegal force and violence; nor
vraa he at all reduced to the necessity of sacrificing the

place to his own safety, inasmuch as he might have
retired unmolested, by virtue of au honourable capitu-

lation, which, however, he did not demand. Whether
the peremptory order of a superior will, m foro consci-

cnticp, justify an officer who hath committed an illegal

or inhuman action, is a question that an English
reader will scarce leave to the determination of a Ger-
man casuist with one hundred and fifty thousand armc'J
men in his retinue. Be this as it will, Mr. Ponickau
the Saxon minister, immediately after this tragedy
was acted, without waiting for his master's orders,

presented a memorial to the diet of the empire, com-
plaining of it as an action reserved for the history of
the war which the king of Prussia had kindled in Ger-
many, to be transmitted to future ages. He affirmed
that, in execution of Schmettau "s orders, the soldiers

had dispersed themselves in the streets of the Pima and
Witchen suburbs, broke open the houses and shops, set

fire to the combustibles, added fresh fuel, and then shut
the doors; that the violence of the flames was kept up
by red-hot balls fired into the houses, and along the
streets; that the wretched inhabitants, who forsook
their burning houses, were slain by the fire of the can-
non and small arms; that those who endeavoured to

save their persons and effects were pushed down and
destroyed by the bayonets of the Prussian soldiers posted
in the streets for that purpose : he enumerated particular
instances of inhuman barbarity, and declared that a
great number of people perished, either amidst the
flames, or under the ruins of the houses. The destruc-
tion of two hundred and fifty elegant houses, and the
total ruin of the inhalntants, were circumstances in

themselves so deplorable, as to need no aggravation;
but the account of the Saxon minister was shamefully
exaggerated, and all the particular instances of cruelty
false in every circumstance. Baron Plotho, the minister

of Braudenburgh, did not fail to answer every article of

the Saxon memorial, and refute the particulars therein

alleged, in a fair detail, authenticated by certificate.?

under the hands of the magistrates, judges, and principal

inhabitants of Dresden. The most extraordinary part

of this defence or vindication was the conclusion, in

which the baron solemnly assured the diet, that the

king of Prussia, from his great love to mankind, always
felt tlie greatest emotion of soul, and the most exquisite

concern, at the effusion of blood, the devastation of cities

and countries, and the horrors of war, by which so many
thousand fellow-creatures were overwhelmed; and that

if his sincere and honest inclination to procure peace to

Germany, his dear country, had met with the least re-

gard, the present war, attended with such bloodshed

and desolation, would have been prevented and avoided.

He, therefore, declared that those who excited the pre-

sent troubles, who, instead of extinguishing, threw oil

upon the flames, must answer to God for the seas of

blood that had been and would be shed, for the devas-

tation of so many countries, and the entire ruin of so

many innocent individuals. Such declarations cost

nothing to those hardened politicians, who, feeling no
internal check, are determined to sacrifice every consi-

deration to the motives of rapacity and ambition. It

would be happy, however, for mankind, were princes
taught to believe that there is really an omnipotent
and all-judging power, that will exact a severe account
of their conduct, and punish them for their guUt, with
out any respect to their persons; that pillaging a whole
people is more cruel than robbing a single person; and
that the massacre of thousands is, at least, as criminal

as a private murder.

THE PEUSSIANS RAISE THE SIEGE OF NEISS,
AND RELIEVE DRESDEN.

While count Datin was employed in making a fruit-

less attempt upon the capital of Saxony, the king of

Prussia proceeded in his march to Neiss, which was
completely invested on the third d.iy of October. The
operations of the siege were carried on with great
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vigour by the Austrian general De Harscho, and the

place was as vigorously defended by the I'riissian gov-

ernor, Theskau, till the tirst day of November, wlien

the Prussian monarch approached, and obliged the be-

siegers to abandon their enterprise. M. de Harsche
having raised the siege, the king detached general

Fouquet with a body of troops across the river Neiss,

and immediately the blockade of Cosel was likewise

abandoned. De Harsche retired to Boliemia, and De
Villc hovered about Jagcrnsdorf. The fortress of Neiss

was no sooner relieved, than the king of Prussia began
his march on his return to Saxony, where his immediate

presence was required. At the same time, the two
bodies under the generals Dohna and Wedel penetrated

by different routes into that country. The former had

been left at Custrin, to watch the motions of the Rus-

sians, who had by this time retreated to the Vistula,

and even crossed that river at Thorn ; and the other had,

during the campaign, observed the Swedes, who had

now entirely evacuated the Prussian territories, so that

Wedel was at liberty to co-operate with the king in

Saxony. He accordingly marched to Torgau, the siege

of which had been undertaken by the Austrian general

Haddick, who was repulsed by Wedel, and even pursued

to the neighbourhood of Eulenhourg. Wedel, being

afterwards joined by Dohna, drove him from thence

with considerable loss, and then raised the siege of

Leipsio. Meanwhile, the king prosecuted his march
towards the capital of Saxony, driving before him the

body of Austrian troops under Laudohn, who retreated

to Zittau. On the tenth day of November count Daun
retired from Dresden, and with the army of the empire
fell hack towards Bohemia; and on the twentieth the

king arrived in that city, where he approved of the

govecnor's conduct. The Eussian general foreseeing

that he should not be able to maintain his ground dur-

ing the winter in Pomerania, unless he could secure

some sea-port on the Baltic, by which he miglit be sup-

plied with provisions, detached general PaUnbach, with
fifteen thousand men, to besiege the town of Colberg,

an inconsiderable place, very meanly fortified. It was
accordingly invested on the third day of October; hut

the besiegers were either so ill provided with proper

implements, or so little acquainted with operations of

this nature, that the garrison, though feeble, maintained
the place against nil their attacks for six-and-twenty

days; at the expiration of which they abandoned their

enterprise, and cruelly ravaged theopen country in their

retreat. Thus, by the activity and valour of the Prus-
sian monarch, his generals and officers, six sieges were
raised almost at the same period, namely, those of Col-

berg, Neiss, Cosel, Torgau, Leipsic, and Dresden.

INHABITANTS OF SAXONY OPPRESSED.

The variety of fortune which the king of Prussia
experienced in the course of this campaign was very
remarkable; butthespiritofhisconduct, and the rapidity

of his motions, were altogether without example. In
the former campaign we were dazzled with the lustre of

his victories; in this we admii-e his fortitude and skill

in stemming the different torrents of adversity, and
rising superior to his evil fortune. One can hardly
without astonishment recollect, that in the course of a
few months he invaded Moravia, invested Olmutz, and
was obliged to relinquish that design, that he marched
through an enemy's country, in the face of a great
army, which, though it harassed him in his retreat,

could not, in a route of an hundred miles, obtain any
advantage over him ; that in spite of his disaster at
Olmutz, and the difficulties of such a march, he pene-
trated into Bohemia, drove the enemy from Konings-
gratz, executed another dangerous and fatiguing march
to the Oder, defeated a great army of Russians, and
returned by the way of Saxony, from whence he drove
the .\ustrian and Imperial armies; that after his defeat
at Iloehkirchen, where he lost two of his best generals,
and was obliged to leave his tents standing, he baftied

the vigilance and superior number of the victorious

army, rushed like a whirlwind to the relief of Silesia,

invaded by an Austrian army, which ho compelled to

retire with precipitation from that province; that, with

the same rapidity of motion, he wheeled about to .Saxony,

and once more rescued it from the hands of hi? adver-

saries; that in one campaign he made twice the circuit

of his dominions, relieved them all in their tui ns, and
kept all his possessions entire against the united efforts

of luimerous armies, conducted by generals of consum-

mate skill and undaunted resolution. His character

would have been still more complete, if his moderation

had been equal to his courage; but in this particular

we cannot applaud bis conduct. Incensed by the per-

secuting spirit of his enemies, he wrecked his vengeance

on those who had done him no injury; and the cruelties

which the Russians had committed in his dominions

were retaliated upon the unfortunate inhabitants of

Saxony. In the latter end of September, the president

of the Prussian military directory sent a letter to tha

magistrates of Leipsic, requiring them, in the king's

name, to pay a new contribution of six hundred thou-

sand crowns, and to begin immediately with the pay-

ment of one-third part, on pain of military execution.

In answer to this demand, the magistrates represented

that the city having been exhausted by the enormous
contributions already raised, was absolutely incapable

of furnishing furtlier supplies; that the trade was stag-

nated and ruined, and the inhabitants so impoverished,

that they could no longer pay the ordinary taxes. This

remonstrance made no impression. At five in the morn-
ing the Prussian soldiers assembled, and were posted

in all the streets, squares, market-places, cemeteries,

towers, and steeples; then the gates being shut, in order

to exclude the populace of the suburbs from the city,

the senators were brought into the town-hall, and ac-

costed by general Hauss, who told them, the king bis

master would have money; and, if they refused to part

with it, the city should be plundered. To this peremp-

tory address they replied to this effect:
—" We have no

more money,—we have nothing left but life; and we
recommend ourselves to the king's mercy." In conse-

quence of this declaration, dispositions were made for

giving up the city to be plundered. Cannon were
planted in all the streets, the inhabitants were ordered

to remain within doors, and every house resounded

with dismal cries and lamentations. The dreaded pil-

lage, however, was converted into a regular exaction.

A party of soldiers, commanded by a suhaltei'n, went
from house to house, signifying to every burgher, that

he should produce all his specie, on pain of immediate

pillage and massacre; and every inhabitant delivered

up his all without further hesitation. About six in the

evening, the soldiers returned to their quarters; but

the magistrates were detained in confinement, and all

the citizens were overwhelmed with grief and conster-

nation. Happy Britain, who knowest such grievances

only by report ! 'When the king of Prussia first entered

Snxnuy, at the beginning of the war, he declared he had

no design to make a conquest of that electorate, but

only to keep it as a depositum for the security of his

own dominions, until he could oblige his enemies to

acquiesce in reasonable terms of peace; but upon his

last arrival at Dresden he adopted a new resolution.

In the beginning of December, the Prussian directory

of war issued a decree to the deputies of the states of

the electorate, demanding a certain quantity of flour

and forage, according to the convention formerly settled;

at the same time signifying, that though the king of

Prussia had hitherto treated the electorate as a country

taken under his special protection, the face of affairs

was now changed in such a manner, that for the future

he would consider it in no other light than th.it of a

conquered country. The Russians had seized in Prus-

sia all the estates and effects belonging to the king's

officers: a retaliation was now made upon the effects

of the Saxon officers, who served in the I!«ssian army.

Sealfl were put on all the cabinets containing papers
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belono'ing to the privy-counsellors of liis Polish majesty,

and they themselves ordered to depart for Warsaw at a

very short warning. Though the city had been im-

poverished by former exactions, and very lately subjec-

ted to military execution, the king of Prussia demanded

fresh contributions, and even extorted them by dint of

severities that shock humanity. He surrounded the

exchange with soldiers, and confining the merchants to

straw beds and naked apartments, obliged tliem to draTv

bills for very large sums on their foreign correspondents:

a method of proceeding much more suitable to the des-

potism of a Persian sophi towards a conquered people

who professed a difierent faith, than reconcileable to the

character of .1 protestant prince towards a peaceable

nation of brethren, with whom he was connected by the

common ties of neighbourhood and religion. Even if

they had acted as declared enemies, and been subdued

with arms in their hands, the excesses of war on the

side of the conqueror ought to have ceased with the

hostilities of the conquered, who, by submitting to his

swav, would have become his subjects, and in that

capacity had a claim to his protection. To retaliate

upon the Saxons, who had espoused no quarrel, the bar-

barities committed by the Russians, with whom he was

actually at war; and to treat as a conquered province

a neutral country, which his enemies had entered by
violence, and been obliged to evacuate by force of arms,

was a species of conduct founded on pretences which

overturn all right, and confound all reason.

PROGRESS OF THE SWEDES IN POMEEANIA.

Having recorded all the transactions of the campaign,

except those in whicli the Swedes wei-o concerned, it

now remains that we should particularize the progress

which was made in Pomerania by the troops of that

nation, under the command of count Hamilton. We
have already observed, that in the beginning of the

year the Prussian general, Lehwald, had compelled

thera to evacuate the whole province, except Stralsnnd,

which was likewise invested. This, in all probability,

would have been besieged in form, had not Lehwald

resigned the command of the Prussians, on account of

his great age and infirmities; and his successor, count

Dohna, been obliged to withdraw liis troops in order to

oppose the Russian army on the other side of Pomerania.

The blockade of Stralsund being consequently raised,

and that part of the country being entirely evacuated

by the Prussians, the Swedish troops advanced again

from the isle of Rugen, to which they had retired; but

the supplies and reinforcements they expected from

Stockholm wei-o delayed in such a manner, either from

a deficiency in the subsidies promised by France, or

from the management of those who were averse to the

war, that great part of the season was elapsed before

they undertook any important enterprise. Indeed,

while they lay encamped under the cannon of Stralsund,

waiting for these supplies, their operations were retarded

b)' the explosion of a whole ship-load of gunpowder in-

tended for their use; an event imputed to the practices

of the Prussian party in Sweden, which at this period

seemed to gain ground, and even threatened a change

in the ministry. At length the reinforcement arrived

about the latter end of June, and their general seemed

determined to act with vigour. In the beginning of

July, his army being put in motion, he sent a detach-

ment to dislodge the few Prussian troops that were left

at Anclam, Demmin, and other places, to guard that

frontier; and they retreated accordingly. Count Hamil-

ton having nothing further to oppose him in the field,

in a very little time recovered all Swedish Pomerania,

and even made hot incursions into the Prussian ter-

ritories. Meanwhile, a combined fleet of thirty-three

Russian .and seven Swedish ships of war appeared in

the Baltic, and anchored between the isles of Dragoc
and Amagh; but they neither landed troops nor com-
mitted hostilities. The Swedish general advanced as

far as Fehrbellin, sent out parties that raised contribu-

tions within five ,ind twenty miles of Berlin, .and threw

the inhabitants of that capital into the utmost conster-

nation. The king of Prussia, alarmed at their progress,

despatched general Wedel from Di'esden, with a body
of troops that were augmented on their marcli; so that,

on the twentieth of September, he found himself at

Berlin with eleven thousand effective men, at the head
of whom he proceeded against count Hamilton, while
the prince of Bevcrn, with five thousand, advanced on
the other side from Stetin. At their ajiproach, the

Swedish commander retired, after having left a garrison

of fourteen hundred men at Fehrbellin in order to retard

the Prussians, and secure the retreat of his army. The
place was immediately attacked by general Wedel; and
though the Swedes disputed the ground from house to

house with uncommon obstinacy, he at last drove them
out of the town, with the loss of one half of their num-
ber either killed or taken prisoners. The body of the

Swedish army, without hazarding .any other action,

immediately evacuated the Prussian territories, and re-

turned to the neiglibourhood of Stralsund, intending to

take winter-quarters in the isle of Rugen. Count
Hamilton, either disgusted at the restrictions he had
been laid under, or finding himself unable to act in such

a manner as might redound to the advantage of his

reputation, threw up his command, retired from the

army, and resigned all his other employments.

PRINCE CHARLES OF SAXONY ELECTED
DUKE OF COUELAND.

The king of Prussia was not only favoured by a con-

siderable party in Sweden, but he had also raised a

sti-ong interest in Poland, among such Palatines as had
always opposed the measures of the reigning family.

These were now reinforced by many patriots, who
dreaded the vicinity and suspected the designs of the

Russian army. The diet of the repuMic was opened

on the second day of November; and, after warm de-

bates, M. iMalachowski was unanimously elected mar-

eschal; but no sooner had the chambers of nuncios be-

gun their deliberations, than a number of voices were

r.aised ag.ainst the encroachments of the Russian troops,

who had taken up their residence in Poland; and heavy

complaints were made of the damages sustained from

tlieir cruelty and rapine. Great pains were taken to

appease these clamours; and many were prevailed upon

to refer these grievances to the king in senate; but

when this difficulty seemed almost surmounted, Pad-

horski, the nuncio of A'olhinia, stood up, and declared

that he would not permit any other point to be discussed

in the diet while the Russians maintained the least

footing within the territories of the republic. Vain

were all the attempts of the courtiers to persuade and
mollify this inflexible patriot, he solemnly protested

against their proceedings, and hastily withdrew; so

that the mareschal was obliged to dissolve the assembly,

and recourse was had to a scnatiis consilium, to concert

proper measures to be taken in the present conjuncture.

The king of Pohand was on this occasion likewise dis-

appointed in his views of providing for his son, prince

Charles, in the duchy of Courland. He had been re-

commended by the court of Russia, and even approved

by the states of that country; but two difhculties oc-

curred. The states declared, they could not proceed to

a new election during the life of their former duke,

count Biron, who was still alive, though a prisoner in

Siberia, unless their duchy should be declared vacant

by the king and republic of Poland; and, according to

the laws of that country, no prince could be elected

until he should have declared himself of the Augsburgh
confession. His Polish majesty, however, being deter-

mined to surmount all obstacles to his son's interest,

ordered count Malachowski, high cliancellor of Poland,

to deliver to prince Charles a diploma, by which the

king granted permission to the states of Courland to

elect that prince for their duke, and appointed the day

for his election ijid instalment; which accordingly took
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place in the month of January, notwithstanding tlic

clamour of many Polish grandees, who persisted in

affirming that t!ie king liad no power to grant such
permission without the consent of the diet. The vicis-

situdes of the campaign had produced no revolutions in

the several systems adopted by the diftorent powers in

Europe. The czarina, who in the montli of Juno had
signified her sentiments and designs against the king
of Prussia, in a declaration delivered to all the foreign

ministers at Petersburgh, seemed now, more than ever,

determined to act vigorously in behalf of the empress-
queen of Hungary, and the unfortunate king of Poland,
who still resided at Warsaw. The court of Vienna
distributed among the imperial ministers at the several

courts of the empire, copies of a rescript explaining the

conduct of her generals since the beginning of the cam-
paign, and concluded with expressions of self-approba-

tion to this efteet: " Though the issue of the eamjiaign

be not as yet entirely satisfactory, and such as might
be desired, the imperial court enjoys, at least, the sin-

cere satisfaction of reflecting, tliat, according to the

change of circumstances, it instantly took the most vig-

orous resolutions; that it was never deficient in any
thing that might contribute to the good of the common
cause, and is now employed in making preparations,

from which the most happy conseriuences may be
expected."

THE KING OF ENGLAND'S MESIOEIAL.

We have already hinted at a decree of the Aulio
council of the empire, published in the month of Au-
gust, enjoining all directors of circles, all imperial towns,
and the noblesse of the empire, to transmit to Vienna
an exact list of all those who had disobeyed the avoca-
toria of the empire, and adhered to the rebellion raised

by the elector of Brandenburgh; that their revenues
might be sequestered, and themselves punished in their

honours, persons, and effects. As the elector of Han-
over was plainly pointed out, and, indeed, expressly

mentioned in this decree, the king of Great Britain, by
the hands of baron Gemmegcn, his electoral minister,

presented a memorial to the diet of the empire in the
month of November, enumerating the instances in

which he exerted himself, and even exposed his life,

for the preservation and aggrandizement of the house
of Austria. In return for these important services, he
observed, that the empress-queen had refused him the
assistance stipulated in treaties against an invasion
planned by France, whose hatred he had drawn upon
himself by his friendship to that princess; and his im-
perial majesty even denied him the dictatorial letters

which he solicited; that the court of Vienna had signed
a treaty with the crown of France, in which it was stip-

ulated that the French troops should pass the Weser,
and invade the electorate of Hanover, where they were
joined by the troops of the empress-queen, who ravaged
his Britannic majesty's dominions with greater cruelty
tlian even the French had practised; and the same duke
of Cumberland, who had been wounded at Dettingen in

the defence of her imperial majesty, was obliged to fight

at llastenbeck against the troops of that very princess,

ill defence of his father's dominions; that she sent com-
missaries to Hanover, who shared with the crown of

France the contributions extorted from that electorate;

rejected all proposals of peace, and dismissed from her
court the minister of Brunswiek-Lunenbourg ; that his

imperial majesty, who had sworn to protect the empire,

and oppose the entrance of foreign troops destined to

oppress any of the states of Germany, afterwards re-

quired the king of England to withdraw his troops from
tlic countries which they occupied, tliat the French army
might again have free passage into his Germau domin-
ions

; that the emperor had recalled these troops, released

them from their allegiance to their sovereign, enjoined
t'liem to abandon their posts, their colours, and the ser-

vice in whicli they were embarked, on pain of being
punished in body, honour, and eata.tc: and that the king

of England himself was threatened with the ban of the
empire. He took notice, that, in quality of elector, he
Iiad been accused of refusing to concur with the resol-

utions of the diet taken in the preceding year; of enter-

ing into alliance with the king of Prussia; joining his
troops to the armies of that prince; employing auxiliaries

belonging to the states of the empire; sending English
forces into Germany, where they had taken possession

of Embden; and exacting contributions in different parts

of Germany. In answer to these imputations, he al-

leged that he could not, consistent with his own safety

or the dictates of common sense, concur with a majority
iu joining his troops, which were immediately necessary
for his own defence, to those which, from the arbitrary

views of the court of Vienna, were led against his friend

and ally the king of Prussia, by a prince who did not
belong to the generality of the empire, and on whom
the command had been conferred without a previous
conclusum of the Germanic body; that, with respect to

his alliance with the king of Prussia, he had a right,

when deserted by his former allies, to seek assistance

wheresoever it could be procured; and surely no just

ground of complaint could be offered against that which
his Prussian majesty lent, to deliver the electoral states

of Brunswick, as well as those of Brunswick-Wolfen-
buttel, Hesse, and Buckebourg, from the oppressions of

their common enemy. Posterity, he said, would liardly

believe, that at a time when the troops of Austria, the

Palatinate, and Wirtemberg, were engaged to invada
the countries of the empire, other members of the Ger-

manic body, who employed auxiliaries in their defence,

should be tin-eatened with outlawry and sequestration.

Ho owned, that, in quality of king, he had sent over

English troops to Germany, and taken possession of

Embden ; steps for which he was accountable to no
power upon earth, although the constitutions of the

empire permit the co-estates to make use of foreign

troops, not indeed for the purpose of invasion or con-

quest in Germany, but for their defence and preserva-

tion. He also acknowledged that he had resented the

conduct, and chastised the injustice, of those co-estates

who had assisted his enemies, and helped to ravage his

dominions; inferring, that if the crown of France was
free to pillage the estates of the duke of Brunswick and

the landgrave of Hesse-Cassel, because they had sup-

plied the king of England with auxiliaries ; if the em-
press-queen had a right to appropriate to herself half of

the contributions raised by the French king in these

countries; surely his Britannic majesty had an equal

right to make those feel the burden of the war who had
favoured the unjust enterprises of his enemies. He ex-

pressed his hope, that the diet, after having duly con-

sidered these circumstances, would, by way of advice,

propose to his imperial majesty that ho should annul

his most inconsistent mandates, and not only take eflfec-

lual measures to protect the electorate and its allies,

but also give orders for commencing against the em-
press-queen, as archduchess of Austria, the elector Pa-

latine, and the duke of Wirtemberg, such proceedings

as she wanted to enforce against his Britannic majesty,

elector of Brunswiek-Lunenbourg. For this purpose the

minister now requested their excellencies to ask imme-

diately the necessary instructions for thcii^' principals.

The rest of this long memorial contained a justification

of his Britannic majesty's conduct in deviating from

the capitulation of Closter-Sevcn; with a refutation of

the arguments adduced, and a retortion of the reproaches

levelled against the king of England, in the paper or

manifesto composed and published under tlic direction

of the French ministry, and intituled, " A parallel of the

conduct of the king of France with that of tlio king of

England, relative to the breach of the capitulation of

Closter-Seveu by the Hanoverians." But to this invec-

tive a more circumstantial answer was published; in

which, among other curious particulars, the letter of

expostulation, said to have been written by the Prussian

monarch to the king of Great Britain after the defeat i

Koliu, is treated as an infamous piece of forgery, l."-
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Juccd by some venal pen employed to impose upon tlic

public. The author also, in his enileavours to demon-

strate his Britannic majesty's aversion to a contincnt.al

war, very justly obsen-es, that "none but such as arc

unacquainted with the maritime force of England, can

believe, that, without a diversion on the continent, to

employ part of the enemy's force, she is not in a coudi-

tioirto hope for success, and maintain ber superiority at

soa. England, therefore, had no interest to foment

quarrels or wars in Europe; but, for the same reason,

there was room to fear that France would embrace a

different system; accordingly, she took no pains to con-

ceal her views, and her envoys declared publicly that a

war upon the continent was inevitable, and that the

king's dominions in Germany would be its principal

object." He afterwards, in the course of bis argumen-
tation, adds, " That they must be very ignorant indeed,

who imagine that the forces of England are not able to

resist tbo.=e of France, unless the latter be hindered

from turning all ber efforts to the sea. In case of a

war upon the continent, the two powers must pay sub-

sidies; only with this difference, that France can em-
ploy ber own land-forces, and aspire at conquests."

Such were the professed sentiments of the British min-

istry, founded upon eternal truth and demonstration,

and openly avowed, when the business was to prove

.that it was liot the interest of Great Britain to maintain

a war upon the continent; but afterwards, when this

continental war was eagerly espoused, fostered, and
cheiished by the blood and treasure of the English na-

tion, then tlie partisans of that very ministry, which
had thus declared that England, without any diversion

ou the continent of Europe, was an overmatch for France

by sea, which may be tei'med the British element; theu

their partisans, their champions, declaimers, and de-

pendents, were taught to rise in rebellion against their

former doctrine, and, in defiance of common sense and
reflection, affirm that a diversion in Germany was ab-

solutely necessary to the successful issue of England's

operations in Asia, Africa, and America. Notwithstand-

ing all the facts and arguments assembled in this ela-

borate memorial, to expose tbe ingratitude of the em-
press-queen, and demonstrate the oppressive measures
adopted by tbe imperial power, it remains to be proved,

that the member of a community is not obliged to yield

obedience to tbe resolutions taken, and the decrees pub-
lished, by tbe majority of those who compose this com-
munity; especially when reinforced with the authority

of the supreme magistrate, and not repugnant to the

fundamental constitution ou which that community was
established.

DEATH OF POPE BENEDICT.

If tbe empress-queen was not gratified to the extent

of her wishes in the fortune of the campaign, at least

her self-importance was flattered in another point, which

could not fail of being interesting to a princess famed for

a glowing zeal and inviolable attachment to the religion

of Komc. In tbe month of August the pope conferred

upon her the title of apostolical queen of Hungary, con-

veyed by a brief, in which he extolled ber piety, and

launched out into retrospective eulogiums of ber prede-

cessors, the princes of Hungary, who bad been alwaj's

accustomed to fight and overcome for the catholic faith

under his holy banner. This compliment, however, she

did not derive from the regard of Prosper Lambertini,

who exercised tbe papal sway under tlie assumed name
of Benedict XIV. 'That pontiff, universally esteemed
for his good sense, moderation, and humanity, bad
breathed his last in tbe montb of April, in the eighty-

fourth year of his age ; and in July was succeeded in

the papacy by cardinal Charles Eezzonico, bishop of

Padua, by birth a Venetian. He was formerly auditor

of the Rota ; afterwards promoted to the purple by pope
Clement XII. at tbe nomination of tbe republic of Venice;

was distinguished by tlie title of St. Maria d'Ara C'a;li,

''-a piincip.il convent of the Cordeliers, and nominated
Vol. il.

protector of tbe Pandours, or Illyrians. 'When he as-

cended the papal chair, be assumed the name of Clement
XIII. in gratitude to the last of that name, who was big

benefactor. Though of a disagreeable person, and even
deformed in bis body, be enjoyed good health, and a
vigorous constitution. As an ecclesiastic, bis life was
exemplary; his morals were pure and unimpeached;
in his character be is said to have been learned, diligent,

steady, devout; and, in every respect, v/ortby to succeed
such a predecessor as Benedict.

KING OF PORTUGAL ASSASSINATED.

The king of Spain wisely persisted in reaping tbe ad-

vantages of a neutrality, notwitl.standing the intrigues

of the French partisans at tbe court of Madrid, who en-

deavoured to alarm his jealousy by the conquests which
the English had projected in America. The king of

Sardina sagaciously kept aloof, resolving, in imitation
of his predecessors, to maintain bis power on a respect-

able footing, and be ready to seize all opportunities to

extend and promote the interest of bis crown, and the

advantage of his country. As for the king of Portugal,

he had prudently embraced tbe same system of forbear-

ance ; but in the latter end of tbe season, his attention

was engrossed by a domestic incident of a very extra-

ordinary nature. A\'betber be bad, by particular in-

stances of severity, exasperated tbe minds of certain in-

dividuals, and exercised bis dominion in such acts of

arbitrary power as excited a general spirit of disaffection

amoug his nobility ; or, lastly, by the vigorous measures
pursued against the cncroacliing Jesuits in Paraguay,
and their correspondents in Portugal, had incurred the

resentment of that society, we shall not pretend to de-

termine : perhaps all these motives concurred in giving

birth to a conspiracy against bis life, which was actually

executed at this juncture with the most desperate resol-

ution. On the third day of h^eptcmber, the king, accor-

ding to custom, going out in a carrriage to take tlie

air, accompanied by one domestic, was, in tbe night, at

a solitary place near Belem, attacked by three men on
horseback, armed with musquetoons, one of whom fired

bis piece at tbe coachman without effect. The man,
however, terrified both on his own account and tliat of

bis sovereign, drove the mules at full speed ; a circum-

stance which, in some measure, disconcerted the other

two conspirators, who pursued him at full gallop, and

having no leisure to take aim, discharged their pieces

at random through tbe back of tbe carriage. The slugs

with which they were loaded happened to pass between
the king's right arm and his breast, dilacerating the parts

from the shoulder to tbe elbow, but without daniagiug

the bone, or penetrating iuto the cavity of tbe body.

Finding himself grievously wounded, and the blood

flowing apace, he, with such presence of mind as cannot

be sufficiently admired, instead of proceeding to tbe pal-

ace, which was at sonic distance, ordered the coacbm.in to

return to Junqueria, where his principal surgeon resided,

and there his wounds were immediately dressed. By
this resolution he not only prevented the irreparable

mischief that might have arisen from an excessive effus-

ion of blood ; but, without all doubt, saved bis life from

tbe bands of other assassins, posted on tbe road to ac-

complish the regicide, in case be should escape alive from

the first attack. This instance of the king's recollection

was magnified into a miracle, on a supposition that it

must have been the efl'ect of divine inspiration; and,

indeed, among a people addicted to superstition, might

well pass for a favourable interposition of Providence.

The king being thus disabled in his right arm, issued

a decree, investing the queen with the absolute power of

government. In tbe meantime, no person had access

to his presence but herself, tlie first minister, tbe car-

dinal de Saldanba, tbe physicians, and surgeons. An
embargo was immediately laid on all the shipping in the

port of Lisbon. Rewards were publicly offered, together

with the promise of pardon to tbe accomplices, for de-

tecting any of the assassins ; and such other measures

3 P
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nscil, that ill a little time tlie wliole conspiracy was dis-

coveied: a conspiracy tlie more dangerous, as it appeared

to have been formed by persons of the first quality and

iufluciico. The duke de Aveiro, of the family of Mas-

carenhas; the marquis do Tavora, -nho had been vice-

roy of Goa, and now actually enjoyed the commission

of gcueral of the horse ; the count de Attougui, the mar-

quis de AUoria, together with their wives, children, and

whole families, vrcre arrested immediately after the as-

sassination, as principals in the design ; and many other

accomplices, including some Jesuits, were apprehended

in the sequel. The further proceedings on this myster-

ious affair, with the fate of the conspirators, will he par-

ticularized among the transactions of the following year.

At present it will be sufficient to observe, that the king's

wounds were attended with no h.ad consequences ; nor

did the imprisonment of those noblemen produce any

disturbance in the kingdom.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE FRENCH MINISTRY.

The domestic occurrences of France were tissued with

a continuation of the disputes between the parliaments

and clergy, touching the bull Unigenitus. In vain the

king had interposed his authority : first proposing an

accommodation ; then commanding the parliament to

forbear taking cognizance of a religious contest, which

did not fall under their jurisdiction ; and, thirdly, ban-

ishing their persons, and abrogating their power. He
afterwards found it necessary to the peace of his do-

minions to recall and reinstate those venerable patriots;

and being convinced of the intolerable insolence and

turbulent spirit of the archbishop of Paris, had exiled

that prelate in his turn. He was no sooner rc-admitted

to his function, than he resumed bis former conduct,

touching the denial of the sacraments to those who re-

fused to acknowledge the bull Unigenitus : be even

acted with redoubled zeal ; intrigued with the other

prelates; caballed among the inferior clergy ; and not

only revived, but augmented, the troubles throughout

the whole kingdom. Bishops, curates, and monks, pre-

sumed to witlihold spiritual consolation from persons in

extremity, and were punished by tlie civil power. Other
parliaments of the kingdom followed the example ex-

hibited by that of Paris, in asserting their authority

and privileges. The king commanded them to desist,

on pain of incurring his indignation ; they remonstrated,

and persevered ; while the archbishop repeated his in-

junctions and censures, and continued to inflame the

dispute to such a dangerous degree, tliat he was given

to understand he should be again obliged to quit the

capital, if bo did not proceed with more moderation.

But the chief care of the French ministry was employed
in regulating the finances, and establishing funds of

credit for raising money to pay subsidies, and maintain

the war in Europe and America. In the course of this

year they had not only considerably reinforced their

armies in Germany, but made surprising efforts to sup-

ply the colony of Canada with troops, artillery, stores,

and ammunition, for its defence against the operations

of the British forces, which greatly outnumbered the

French upon the continent. The court of Versailles

practised every stratagem to elude the vigiLmce of the
English cruisers. The ships destined for America they
detached, both single and in convoys, sometimes from
the Mediterranean, sometimes from their harbours in the
channel. They assembled transports in one port, in

order to withdraw the attention of their enemies from
another, where their convoys lay ready for sailing; and
in boisterous weather, when the English could no longer
block up their harbours, their store-ships came forth,

and hazarded the voyage for the relief of their American
settlements. Those that had the good fortune to arrive

on the coast of that continent, were obliged to have re-

course to different expedients for escaping the British

squadrons stationed at Halifax, or cruising in the bay
of St. Laurence. They either ventured to navigate the
river before it was clear of the ice, so early in the spiinsr,

that the enemy had not yet quitted the harbour of Nova-
Scotia; or they waited on the coast of Newfoundland for

such thick fogs as might screen them from the notice of

the English cruisers, in sailing up the gulf; or, lastly,

they penetrated through the straits of Belleisle, a dan-

gerous passage, which, however, led them directly into

the river St. Laurence, at a considerable distance above

the station of the British squadron. Though the French

navy was by this time so reduced, that it could neither

face the English at sea nor furnish proper convoys for

commerce, her ministry nevertheless attempted to alarm

the subjects of Great JBritain with the project of an in-

vasion. Flat-bottomed boats were built, transports

collected, large ships of the line equipped, and troops

ordered to assemble on the coast for embarkation ; but

this was no more than a feint to arouse the apprehension

of the English, disconcert the administration, prejudice

the national credit, and deter the government from send-

ing forces to keep alive the war in Germanj'. A much
more efiectual method they took to distress the trade of

England, by laying up their useless ships of war, and
encouraging the equipment of stout privateers, which
did considerable damage to the commerce of Great

Britain and Ireland, by cruising in the seas of Europe
and America. Some of them lay close in the harbours of

the channel, fronting the coast of England, and darted

out occasionally on the trading ships of this nation, as

they received intelligence from boats employed for that

purpose. Some chose their station in the North sea,

where a great number of captures were made upon the

coast of Scotland; others cruised in the cho.ps of tha

channel, and even to the westward of Ireland ; but the far

greater number scoured the seas in the neighbourhood of

the Leeward Islands in the "West Indies, where they took

a prodigious number of British shi|is, sailing to and from

the sugar colonies, and conveyed them to their own
settlements in Martinique, Guadaloupe, or St. Domingo.

CONDUCT OF THE KING OF DENMARK.

With respect to the war that raged in Germany, the

king of Denmark wisely pursued that course, which
happily preserved him from being involved in those

trouliles by wliich great part of Europe was agitated,

and terminated in that point of national advantage which

a king ought ever to have in view for the benefit of his

people. By observing a scrupulous neutrality, he en-

hanced bis importa-nce among his neighbours : he saw
himself courted by all the belligerent powers : he saved

the blood and treasure of his subjects: he received large

subsidies, in consideration of his forbearance ; and en-

joyed, unmolested, a much more considerable share of

commerce than he could expect to carry on, even in

times of universal tranquillity. He could not perceive

that the protestant religion had anything to apprehend

from the confederacy which was formed against the

Prussian monarch ; nor was he misled into all the ex-

pense, the perils, and disquiets of a sanguinary war, by

that ignis fatuvs which hath seduced and impoverished

other opulent nations, under the specious title of the

balance of power in Germany. Howsoever he might

be swayed by private inclination, he did not think it

was a point of consequence to his kingdom, whether

Pomeraniawas possessed by Sweden or Prussia ; whether

the French army was driven back beyond the Rhino,

or penetrated once more into the electorate of Hanover:

whether the empress-queen was stripped of her remain-

ing possessions in Silesia, or the king of Prussia cir-

cumscribed within theoriginalboundof his dominion. Ha
took it for granted that France, for her own sake, -n-ould

prevent the ruin of that enterprising monarch; and that

the house of Austria would not be so impolitic and blind

to its own interest, as to permit the empress of Russia

to make and retain conquests in the empire; but even

if these powers should be weak enough to sacrifice all

the maxims of sound policy to caprice or resentment, he

did not think himself so deeply concerned in the event,

as (or the distant prospect of what might possibly hap-
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pen, to pluiigo headlong into a war that must he at-

tenjeil with certain and immediate disadvantages. True

it is, he had no hereditary electorate in Germany that

was threatened with invasion ; nor, if he had, is it to be

supposed that a prince of his sagacity and patriotism

would have impoverished his kingdom of Denmark, for

the precarious defence of a distant territory. It was
reserved for another nation to adopt the pernicious

absurdity of wasting its blood and treasure, exhaust-

ing its revenues, loading its own back with the most
grievous impositions, incurring an enormous debt, big

with banlu'uptcy and ruin; in a word, of expending
above an hundred and fifty millions sterling in fruitless

efforts to defend a distant country, the entire property

of which was never valued at one twentieth part of that

sura ; a country with which it had no natural connexion,

but a common alliance arising from accident. The king
of Denmark, though himself a prince of the empire, and
possessed of dominions in Germany almost contiguous

to the scenes of the present war, did not yet think him-
self so nearly concerned in the issue, as to declare him-

self either principal or auxiliary in the quarrel
;
yet he

took care to maintain his forces liy sea and land upon a

respectable footing ; and by this conduct, he not only

provided for the security of his own country, hut over-

awed the belligerent powers, who considered him as a

prince capable of making either scale preponderate, just

as he might choose to trim the balance. Thus he pre-

served his wealth, commerce, and consequence luidi-

minished ; and instead of being harassed as a party,

was honoured as an umpire.

The United Provinces, though as adverse as his Dan-
ish majesty to any participation in the war, did not,

however, so scrupulously observe the neutrality they pro-

fessed ; at least, the traders of that republic, either from

an inordinate thirst of lucre, or a secret bias in favour of

the enemies of Great Britain, assisted the French com-
tneree with all the appearance of the most flagrant par-

tiality. We have, in the beginning of this year's trans-

actions, observed, that a great number of their ships

were taken by the English cniisers, and condemned as

legal prizes for having French property on board: that

the Dutch merchants, exasperated by their losses, ex-

claimed agaiust the English as pirates and robbers, pe-

titioned the states for redress in very high terms, and
even loudly clamoured for a war against Groat Britain.

The charge of violence and injustice, which they brought
againstthe English for taking and confiscating the ships

that transported to Europe the produce of the French
islands in the ^Vest Indies, they founded on the tenth

article of the treaty of commerce between Great Britain

and the states-general of the United Provinces, conclu-

ded in the year one thousand six hundred and sixty-

eight, stipulating, "That whatever shall be found on
board the ships of the subjects of the United Provinces,

though the lading, or part thereof, may belong to the

enemies of Great Britain, shall be free and unmolested,

except these be prohibited goods, which are to be served

in the manner described by the foregoing articles." From
this article the Dutch merchants argued, that, if there

be no prohibited goods onboard, the Englishhad no right

to stop or molest any of their ships, or make the least

inquiry to whom the merchandise belonged, whence it

was brought, or whither bound. This plea the English

casuists would by no means admit, for the following

reasons,—a general and perpetual license to carry on the

whole trade of their enemy would be such a glaring ab-

surdity, as no convention could authorize: common sense

has dictated, and Grotius declared, that no man can be

supposed to have consented to an absurdity ; therefore,

the interpretation given by the Dutch to this article,

could not be supposed to be its true and genuine mean-
ing; which, indeed, relates to nothing more than the

common course of trade, as it was usually carried on in

time of peace. But even sliould this interpretation be

accepted, the article, and the treaty itself, woirld be su-

perseded and annulled by a subsequent treaty, conclu-

ded between the two nations in the year one thousand

fix hundred and seventy-five, and often confirmed since
that period, stipulating, in a secret article, that neither
of the contracting parties should give, nor consent, that
any of their subjects and inh.abitants should give any
aid, favour, or counsel, directly or indirectly, by laud or
sea, or on the fresh waters; nor should furnish, or per-
mit the suljjects or inhabitants of their respective ter-

ritories to furnish, any ships, soldiers, seamen, victuals,
monies, instruments of war, gunpowder, or any other
necessaries for making war, to the enemies of eithei
party, of any rank or condition soever. Xow, the Dutch
have infringed this article in many instances during tho
present war, both in Europe and America; and, as they
have so openly contravened one treaty, the English are
not obliged to obseiTO another. They, moreover, for-

feited all right to the observance of the treaty in ques-
tion, by refusing the succours with which they were
bouud, in the most solemn manner, to furnish the king
of Great Britain, in case any of his territories in Europe
should be attacked : for nothing could be more weak and
frivolous than the allegation upon which this refusal

was founded, namely, that tho hostilities iu Europe
were commenced by the Englisli, when they seized and
confiscated the vessels of France; and they, being the

aggressors, had no right to insist upon the succours stip-

ulated in a treaty which was purely defensive. If this

argument has any weight, the treaty itself can have no
signification. The French, as in the present case, will

alwiiys commence the war iu America; and when their

ships, containing reinforcements and stores for the main-
tenance of that war, shall be taken on the European
seas, perhaps in consequence of their being exposed for

that purpose, they will exclaim that the English were
the aggressors in Europe, consequently deprived of all

benefit accruing from the defensive treaty subsisting

between them and the states-general of the United Pro-

vinces. It being impossible for the English to terminate

the war, while their enemies derive tho sinews of it from
their commerce carried on in neutral bottoms, they are

obliged to suppress such collusions, by that necessity

which Grotius himself hath allowed to be a sufficient

excuse for deviating from the letter ofany treaty what-

soever. In time of peace no Dutch ships were permitted

to carry the produce ofany French sugar island, or even

to trade in any of the French ports in America or the

West Indies; consequently, the treaty which they quote

can never justify them in carrying on a commerce,

which, as it did not exist, and was not foreseen, could

not possibly be guarded against when that convention

was ratified. Grotius, whose authority is held in such
veneration among the Dutch, has determined that every

nation has a right to seize and confiscate the goods of

any neutral power, which shall attempt to carry them
into any place which is blocked up by that nation, either

by land or sea. The French islands in the West Indies

were so blocked up by the English cruisers, that they

could receive no relief from their own government, con-

sequently no neutral power could attempt to supply

them without falling under this predicament* It was
for these reasons that the king of England declared, by
the mouth of Mr. Yorke, his minister plenipotentiary at

the Hague, in a conference held in the month of August
with the deputies of the states-general, that though he

was ready to concur in every measure that should bo

proposed for giving satisfaction to their high mighti-

nesses, with whom he h.ad always studied to live in the

most perfect union, he was nevertheless determined not

• In the reign of king William, when the English and Dutch were
engaged in a war against France, the northern powers of Sweden
and Denmark attempted to carry on the French commerce, under the

shade of neutrality ; but the Dutch and English joined in seizing the
vessels that were thus employed. Complaints of these captui-es were
made at London and the Hague, and the complainants were given to

understand at both places, that they should not be allowed to carry
on any trade with France, but what was usual in time of peace. In
consequence of this dedication, Mr. Groning foi-med the design of

writing a treatise on the freedom of navigation, and communicated
the plan of his work to the celebrated PnfTendorfT, who signified his

sentiments in a letter, v.-hich is preserved by the learned Uarbeyrac.

in his notes upon that author's treatise outhe Law of Nature and
Katioos.
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to suffui- the trade of the French colouies in America to

be can-ied on by tlic subjects of other powers, under the

specious pretext of neutrality: nor to permit words to

be intcqn-eted as a license to drive a trade -svith his euc-

niics, which, though not particularly specified in the

articles of contrabaud, was nevertheless rendered such

ra all respects, and in every sense, by the nature of the

circumstances. It is not at all more surprising that the

Dutch merchants should complain, than that the English

government should persist in confiscating the ships that

were found to contain the merchandise of their enemies.

The individual traders of every mercantile nation will

run considerable risks in extending their particular com-

merce, even when they know it must be detrimental to

the general interest of their country. In the war main-

tained by the confederates against Louis XIV. of France,

the merchant ships of the Dutch carried on an uninter-

rupted trade to the French ports; and, notwithstanding

the repeated solicitations of England, the states-general

could never he prevailed upon to prohibit this commerce,

which undoubtedly enabled France to protract the war.

The truth is, they gave the British ministry to under-

stand, that uulcss they connived at this trafnc, their

subjects could not possibly defray their proportion of the

expense at which the war was maintained. It is well

known through all Europe, that the subjects of the

United Provinces reaped considerable advantage, not

only from this branch of illicit trade, but also by provid-

ing for both armies in Flanders, and by the practice of

.stock-jobbing in England; consequently, it was not the

interest, either of the states-general, or the English gene-

ral, between whom there was a very good understanding,

to bring that war to a speedy conclusion: nor indeed

ought we to fix the imputation of partiality upon a whole

nation, for the private conduct of individuals, influenced

by motives of self-interest, which co-operate with the

same energy in Holland, and among the subjects of

Great Britain. In the course of the former war, such

a scandalous appetite for gain prevailed in different parts

of the British dominions, that the French islands were
actually supplied with provisions, slaves, and lumber,

from Ireland and the British colonies in North America

;

and Slartinique, in particular, must have surrendered to

the commander of the English squadron stationed in

those seas, had it not been thus supported by English

subjects. Certain it is, the Dutch had some reason to

complain that they were decoyed into this species of

traffic by the article of a treaty, which, in their opinion,

admittedof no limitation; and that the government of

Great Britain, without any previous warning, or explain-

ing its sentiments on this subject, swept the sea at once

of all their vessels employed in this commerce, and con-

demned them, without mitigation, to the entire ruin of

many thousand families. Considering tlie intimate con-

nexion of mutual interest subsisting between Great

Britain and the states of the United Provinces, they
seem to have had some right to an intimation of this

nature, which, in all probability, would have induced

them to resign all prospect of advantage from the pro-

secution of such traffic.

CONFERENCES AT THE HAGUE.

Besides the universal clamour excited in Holland,

and the famous memorial presented to the states-gen-

eral, which we have already mentioned in another place,

a deputation of merchants waited four times successively

on the princess regent to explain their grievances, and
demand her concurrence in augmenting the navy for

the preservation of their commerce. She promised to

interpose her best offices with the court of Great Britain;

and these co-operating with representations made by
the states-general, the English minister was empowered
to open conferences at the Hague, in order to bring all

matters in dispute to an amicable accommodation.
These endeavours, however, proved inefl'eetual. The
British cniisers continued to take, and the British courts

to condemn, all Dutch vessels containing the produce

of the French sugar islands. The merchants of Holland

and Zeirland renewed their complaints with redoubled

clamour, and all the trading part of the nation, rein-

forced by the whole party that opposed the house of

Orange, cried aloud for an immediate augmentation of

the marine, and reprisals upon the pirates of England.

The princess, in order to avoid extremities, was obliged

not only to employ all her personal influence with the

states-general, but also to play off one faction against

another, in the waj' of remonstrance and exclamation

As far back as the month of June, she presented a

memorial to the states-general, reminding them, that

in the beginning of the war between France and Eng-

land, she liad advised an augmentation should be made
in their land-forces, to strengthen the garrisons of tho

frontier towns, and cover the territories of the republic

from invasion. She gave them to understand, that tho

provinces of Gueldres and Ovciyssel, intimidated by tho

proximity of two formidable armies, had resolved to

demand that the augmentation of their land-forces

should be taken into consideration by the other pro-

vinces; and requested her to reinforce their solicitations

that this measure might immediately take place. This

request, she said, she the more readily granted, as sha

could not but be sensible of the imminent danger that

threatened the republic, especially since the Hanoverian

army had passed the Ehine; and as it behoved the stato

to put itself in a condition to hinder either army from

retiring into the temtories of the republic, if it should

be defeated; for iu that case the conqueror, being au-

thorized to pursue his enemj- wherever he can find him,

would bring the war into the heart of their country.

This representation had no other effect than that of sus-

pending the measure which each party i)roposed. The
princess, in her answer to the fourth deputation of the

merchants, declared that she beheld the present state of

their trade with the most anxious concern; that its

want of protection was not her fault, but that of the

towns of Dort, Haerlem, Amsterdam, Torgau, Eotter-

dam, and the Brilie, to whose conduct it was owing,

that the forces of the state, by sea and land, were not

now on a better footing. The deputies were after-

wards referred to her minister, M. de la LaiTey, to

whom they represented, that the augmentation of tho

land-forces, and the equipment of a fleet, were matters

as distinct from each other as light from darkness; that

there was no pressing motive for an augmentation of the

army, whereas, innumerable reasons rendered the equip-

ment of a fleet a matter of the most urgent necessity.

In a few days after this representation was made, tho

princess, iu an assembly of the states-general, requested

their high mightinesses, that, seeing their earnest and

repeated efforts to induce the provinces of Holland,

Zealand, Fricsland, and AYest Friesland, to acquiesce in

the proposed augmentation of forces by sea and land,

had not hitherto met with success, they would now con-

sider and deliberate upon some expedient for termini^-

ting this affair, and the sooner the better, in order on 0D8

hand to satisfy the strong and well-grounded instances

made by the provinces of Gueldres, Utrecht, Overyssel,

and Groningon; and, on the other, to comply with tho

ardent and just desires expressed by the commercial in-

habitants of the country. She told them, that the depu-

tation which waited on her consisted of forty merchants,

a number that merited attention, no less than the speech

they pronounced, of which a great number of printed

copies were distributed through all parts of the country.

Without making any particular remarks on the ha-

rangue, she only observed, that the drift of it did not tend

to facilitate the negotiation begun with Great Britain,

nor to induce the nation to prefer a convention to a

rupture with that crown. From this circumstance she

inferred, it was more than time to finish the delibera-

tions on the proposal for augmenting the forces both by
sea and land; a measure, without whicli, she was con-

vinced in her conscience, the stato was, and would
always remain, exposed to all sorts of misfortnno and
danger both now and hereafter.
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In consequence of this interposition, the states-

general that same clay sent a letter to the states of

Holland and West Friesland, communicating the senti-

ments of the princess-regent, and insisting upon the

necessity of complying with her proposal of the double

augmentation. Tliey observed, that an augmentation

of the land-forces, for the defence of the frontiers, was
unavoidable, as nell as an equipment by sea for the

security of commerce; that the states of the provinces

of Gncldres, Utrecht, Overyssel, and Groningen, joined

with them in the same opinion; and accordingly had
uisisted, by divers letters and propositions, on those

two points so essential to the public interest. They
represented the danger of delay, and the fatal effects

of discord; they proposed, tliat by a reciprocal indul-

gence one party should comply with the sentiments of

the other, in order to avoid a schism and dangerous
division among the confederates, the consequences of

which would be very deplor.ible; while the republic,

in the meantime, would remain in a defenceless con-

dition, both by sea and land, and depend upon the

arbitrary power of its neighbours. They conjured

them, therefore, as they valued the safety of their

country, and all that was dear to them; as they re-

garded the protection of tlie good inliabitants, the

concord and harmony which at all times but especially
,

at the present critical juncture,was of the last necessity,
that they would seriously reflect upon the exhortations
of her royal highness, as well as on the repeated in-

stances of the majority of the confederates, and take
a wise and salutary resolution with regard to the
proposed augmentation of the land-forces, so that this

addition, together with an equipment at sea, might, tho
sooner the better, be unanimously brought to a con •

elusion. It was undoubtedly tlie duty of all who
wished well to their country, to moderate the heat and
precipitation of those, who, provoked by thoir losses,

and stimulated by resentment, endeavoured at this

period to involve their nation in a war witli Great
Britain. Had matters been puslicd to tliis extremity,

in a few months the republic would, in all probability,

have been brought to the brink of ruin. Tlie Dutcli

were distracted by internal divisions; they were alto-

gether unprovided for hostilities by sea; the ocean

was covered with their trading vessels; and the naval
armaments of Great Britain were so numerous and
powerful, as to render all resistance on that element
equally vain and pei"nicious. Tlie English could not

only have scoured the seas, and made prize of their

shipping, but were also in a condition to reduce or

demolish all their towns in Zealand, where they would
hardly have met with any opposition.

CHAPTEE XVI.

I)(HiiesHc Occurrences in Great Britain Trials of I>rs. Hensoy and Shcbbeare
Institution of the WagJalen Asyluro Society for the cnoourace-

inent of ^rts Session openctl New Treaty with (he King of Prus-'la

Supf.lios granted Tho Kine's Mf^sa^e to the Conimons Bill relating

to the bistilU'ry, and tho ExiH>rtatiooof Corn ^Poiition from the Justices

cf Norfolk Bill fur the Importation of salted Ceof from Trclanrt coniinued
. Rcgii;atk)n3 with rei-poct to Privateers New MiiitiaLaws Act for

the Ri-liL-f of Debtors revived -Eilh for the Iinpon.-ition of Iri.sh E.^f and
Tallow -Act relative to MtlfoitJ-Haven Bill relative to the Uuty on
Pi-nsions Act relative to the Duty on Plate Cambric Act Vnsuc-
cestftil Dills Caso of the Insolvent Debtors Case of Capt- Walker
Remarks oa the llankrupt Lawa Inquiry into the State of the Poor
Regulations of Weights and Measures Resolutions concerning the Found-
ling Hospital Messajres from the King to the Parliament Si-3--ion

closed Preparations fur War Death of the Prir.ctss of Orr.rge ar.d

Princess £Uz.'ibeth Caroline Examples made of Pirates -Account-i of
some remarkable Murvk'rs— Munit r of Daniel Clarke Majority of the
Prince of Wale-' Kes.'Iulions concerning a new Bridge at Blackfriars
Fire in ComhiU Method contrived to iiiid out tho Iv^ngitude Instal-
lation at Oxford Deplorable Incident at Sea Captures made hy Sepa-
rate Cruisers Captain Roud takes tho Jkllona and Captain U:iriin':-

ton the Count de St. Florcntin Captain Falkn:r takes a French Eait
lodianiao Priie taken in the West Indies Engagement between the
Horcules and the Florisiiant Havro-de-Grace bombard'>d by Admiral
Rodney Admiral Boscawen defeats M. de la Clue Preparations made
by the French for invading EndanJ Account of Thurot Frencii Fleet
Bails from Brest Admiral llawke defeats M, de Conflans Proceedings
oi the Irish Parliament Loyalty of the Irish- Catholics Daogerous
Insurrection ia Dublin Aloriu of a Descent in Scotland.

w
DOMESTIC OCCURRENCES.

I
IIILE the operations of the war were prosecuted

» through the four quarters of the globe, the island

of Great Britain, which may be termed the centre that

gave motion to this vast machine, enjoyed all the tran-

quillity of the most profound peace, and saw nothing of

war but the preparations and trophies, which served

only to animate the nation to a desire of further con-

quest; for the dejection occasioned by the misfortune

at St. Cas soon vanished before the prospect of victory

and success. Considering the agitation naturally pro-

I

, duced among the common people, by the practice of

' ' pressing men into the service of tho navy, which, in

tlie beginning of the year, had been carried on with
unusual violence, the levy of so many new corps of

soldiers, and the endeavours used in fonuing the na-
tional militia, very few disturbances happened to

interrupt the internal repose of the nation. From
private acts of malice, fraud, violence, and rapine, no
community whatsoever is exempted. In the month of

I
'

April, the temporary wooden bridge over the Thames,
built for the conveniency of carriages and passengers,
while the workmen should be employed in widening
and repairing London bridge, was maliciously set on
fire in the night, and continued burning till uocn next

day, when the ruins of it fell into the river. Tho
destruction of this conveniency proved very detri-

mental to the commerce of the city, notwitlistanding

the vigilancy and discretion of the magistrates, in ap-

plying remedies for this misfortune. A promise of the

king's pardon was offered in a public advertisement,

by the secretary of state, and a reward of two hundred
pounds by the city of London, to any person who should
discover the pei'petrator of such wicked outrage; but
nevertheless he escaped detection. No individual, nor

any society of men, could have tlie least interest in the
execution of such a scheme, except the body of London
watermen; but as no discovery was made to the pre-

judice of any person belonging to that society, the deed
was imputed to the malice of some secret enemy to

the public. Even after a new temporaiy bridge was
erected, another attempt was made (in all probability

by the same incendiary) to reduce the whole to ashes,

but happily miscarried, and a guard was appointed to

prevent any such atrocious efforts in the sequel. Dan-
gerous tumults were raised in and about M;inchester,

by a prodigious number of manufacturers v,-ho had left

off working, and entered into a combination to raise,

by force, the price of their labour. They had formed
a regular plan, and collected large sums for the main-
tenance of tlie poorer sort, while they refused to work
for their families. They insulted and abused all those

who would not join in this defection , dispersed incen-

diary letters; and denounced terrible threats against

all such as should presume to oppose their proceedings.

But these menaces had no effect upon the magistrates

and justices, who did their duty with such discretion

and courage, tliat the ringleaders being singled out

and punished by law, the rest were soon reduced to

order.

TRIALS OF DES. HENSEY AND SHEBBEARE

In the month of June, Florence Ilensey, an obscure

physician, and native of Ireland, who had been appre-

hended for treasonable practices, was tried in the court

of king's-bench, on an indictment for high treason. In
the course of the trial it appeared that he had been
employed as a spy for the French ministry; to which,

iu consideration of a paltry pension, lie sent intelligence

cf eveiy material occurrence in Great Britain. The
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corresponilcnce was m.inageil by bis brotbei", >a Jesuit,

\Tbo .TCted ns cb.iplaiu and secretary to the Sp.Tiiish

aiiibLissnilor at the Hague. The British resident .at

that court having learned from the Spanish minister

some secrets I'olating to England, even before they

were communicated to liim from the English ministry,

was induced to set on foot .an inquiry touching the

source of tliis information, and soon received an assur-

ance, that the sccret.ary of the Spanish ambassador had

a brother, a physician in London. The suspicion

naturally arising from this circumstance being imparted

to the ministry of Engl.and, Hensey was narrowly

w.atched, and twenty-nine of his letters were inter-

cepted. From the contents of these he was convicted

of h.aving given the French court the first notice of the

expedition to North America, the capture of the two

ships, the Alcide and Lys, the sailing and destination

of every squadron and armament, and the difliculties

that occuired in raising money for the service of the

public. He had even informed them, that the secret

expedition of the foregoing year was intended against

Eochefort, and advised a descent upon Great Britain,

at a certain time and place, as the most effectual method

of distressing the government, and affecting the public

credit. After a long trial he was found guilty of trea-

son, and received the sentence of death usually pro-

nounced on such occasions; but whether he earned

forgiveness bj' some material discover}', or the minister

found him so insensible and insignificant that ho was
ashamed to t.ake his life, he escaped execution, and was
pardoned, on condition of going into perpetual exile.

The severity of the government was much about the

same period exercised on Dr. Shebbeare, a public writer,

who, in a series of printed letters to the people of Eng-
land, bad animadverted on the conduct of the ministry

in the most acrimonious tei'ms, stigmatized some great

names with all the virulence of censure, and even as-

saulted the throne itself with oblique insinuation and

ironical satire. The ministry, incensed at the bold-

ness, and still more enraged at the success of this au-

thor, whose writings were bought with avidity by the

public, determined to punish him severely for his arro-

gance and abuse, and he was apprehended by a warrant

from the secretary's ofHcc. His sixth letter to the

people of England was pitched upon as the foundation

of a prosecution. After a short trial in the court of

king's bench, be was found guilty of h.aving written

the sixth letter to the people of England, adjudged a

libellous pamphlet, sentenced to stand in the pillory,

to pay a small fine, to be imprisoned three years, and
give security for his future good behaviour; so th.it, in

effect, this good man suffered more for h.aving given

vent to the unguarded effusions of mistaken zeal,

couched in tlio language of passion and scurrility, than

was inflicted upon Hensey, a convicted traitor, who
had acted as spy for France, and betrayed his own
country for hire.

INSTITUTION OF THE MAGDALEN AND
OTHER ASYLUilS.

Amidst a variety of crimes and disorders, arising

from impetuosity of temper, unreined passions, luxury,

extravagance, and an almost total want of police and
subordination, the virtues of benevolence ai'e always
springing up to an extraordinary growth in the Britisli

soil; .and here charities arc often est.ablisbed by the

humanity of individuals, which in any other country
would be honoured as national institutions: witness

the great number of hospitals and infirmaries in Lon-
don and AVcstminster, erected and maintained by volun-
tary contributions, or raised by the princely donations
of private founders. In the course of this year the

public began to enjoy the benefit of several admirable
Institutions. Mr. Henry Ilainc, a priv.ate gentleman
of Middlesex, had, in his lifetime, built and endowed
•.;;i hospital for the maintenance of forty poor maidens.
By his will he bequeathed a certain sum of money to

accumulate at interest, under the m.inagenient of trus-

tees, until the yearly produce should amount to two
hundred and ten pounds, to be given in marriage por-

tions to two of the maidens educated in his hospital, at

the age of twenty-two, who should be the best recom-

}uended for piety and industry by the masters or mis-

tresses whom they had served. In the month of March,

the sum destined for this laudable purpose was com-

pleted: when the trustees, by public advertisement,

summoned the maidens educated in the hospital to ap-

pear on a certain d.ay, with proper certificates of their

behaviour and circumstances, that six of the most
deserving might be selected to draw lots for the prize

of one hundred pounds, to bo paid as her marriage

portion, provided she married .1 man of i\n unblemished

character, a member of the church of England, residing

within certain specified parishes, and apiu-oved by the

trustees. Accordingly, on the first of May the candi-

dates appeared, and the prize being gained by one young
woman, in presence of a numerous assembly of all

ranks, attracted by curiosity, the other five maidens,

with a sixth, added in lieu of her who had been suc-

eesssfiil, were marked for a second chance on the same
day of the following year, when a second prize of the

same value would bo presented: thus a new candidate

will be added every year, that every maiden who has

been educated in tbis hospital, and preserved her char-

acter without reproach, may h.ave a chance for the

noble donation, which is also accompanied with the

sum of five pounds to defray the expense of the wed-
ding entert.ainment. One scarce knows whether most

to .admire the plan, or commend the humanity of this

excellent institution.—Of equ.al and perhaps superior

merit was .another charit.able establishment, which also

took efl'ect about this period. A small number of hu-

mane individn.als, chiefly citizens of London, deeply

affected with the situation of common prostitutes, who
are certainly the most forlorn of .all human creatures,

formed a generous resolution in their favour, such as

even the best men of the kingdom had never before

the courage to avow. They considered that many of

these unhappy creatures, so wretched in themselves,

and so productive of mischief to society, had been se-

duced to vice in their tender years by the perfidious

artifice of the other sex, or the violence of unruly pas-

sion, before they bad acquired experience to guard

against the one, or foresight to perceive the fat.al con-

sequences of the other; that the jewel, reputation, be-

ing thus irretrievably lost, perhaps in one ungu.arded

moment, they were covered with shame and disgrace,

abiindoned by their families, excluded from all pity,

regard, .and assistance; that, stung by self-conviction,

insulted with reproach, denied the privilege of penitence

and contrition, cut ofi' from all hope, impelled by indi-

gence, and maddened by despair, they b.ad plunged into

a life of infamy, in which they were exposed to deplor-

able vicissitudes of miser)', and the most excruciating

pangs of reflection that any human being could sustain;

that whatever remorse they might feel, liowsoever they

might detest their own vice, or long for an opportunity

of amendment, they were entirely destitute of all means

of reformation. They were not only deprived of all pos-

sibility of profiting by those precious moments of repent-

ance, and becoming again useful members of society;

but, in order to earn a miserable subsistence, were

obliged to persevere in the paths of prostitution, and

act as the instruments of heaven's vengeance in propa-

gating distemper and profligacy, in ruining the bodies

and debauching the rninds of their fellow-creatures.

Moved to sympathy and compassion by these considera-

tions, this virtuous band of associates detormincil to

provide a conifort.able asylum for female penitenis, to

which they might fly for shelter from tlie rcccptaclca

of vice, the miseries of life, and the scorn of mankind;

where they might indulge the salutary sentiments of

remorse, make their peace with heaven, accustom them-

selves to industry and temperance, and bo profitably

reunited to society, from which they had been so un-
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liappily disscvcreJ. The plan of this excellent insti-

tution being rormeil, w.is put in execution by means of

voluntary subscription, and the house opened in Good-
man's-fickls, under the name of the Magdalen-hospital,

in the month of August, when fifty petitions were pre-

sented by penitent prostitutes, soliciting admittance.

Another asylum was also opened by the hand of private

charity, on the Surrey-side of Westminster-bridge, for

the reception and education of female orphans, and chil-

dren abandoned by their parents.

SOCIETY FOE THE ENCOURAGEMENT
OF ARTS.

Nor was encouragement refused to those who dis-

tinguished themselves by extraordinary talents in any
branch of the liberal and useful arts and sciences, though
no Msecenas appeared among the ministers, and not the

least ray of patronage glimmered from the throne. The
protection, countenance, and gratification secured in

other countries by the institution of academics, and the

liberalities of princes, the ingenious in England derived

from the generosity of a public, endued with taste and
sensibility, eager for improvement, and proud of patro-

nising extraordinary merit. Several }-ears had already

elapsed since a society of private persons was instituted

at London, for the encouragement of arts, manufactures,

and commerce. It consisted of a president, vice-presi-

dent, secretary, register, collector, and other officers,

elected from a very considerable number of members,
who. pay a certain yearly contribution for the purposes

of the institution. In the course of every year they

held eight general meetings in a largo assembly-room,

built and furnished at the common expense; besides

the ordinary meetings of the society, held every week,
from the second Wednesday in November to the last

Wednesday iu May; and in the intenuediate time, on

the first and third Wednesday of every month. At
these ordinary meetings, provided the number then pre-

sent exceeded ten, the members had a right to proceed

on business, and power to appoint such committees as

they should think necessary. The money contributed

by this association, after the necessary expense of the

society had been deducted, was expended in premiums
for planting and husbandry; for discoveries and im-

provements in chemistry, dying, and mineralogy; for

promoting the ingenious arts of drawing, engraving,

casting, painting, statuary, and sculpture; for the im-

provement of manufactures and machines, in the vari-

ous articles of hats, crapes, druggets, mills, marbled-

paper, ship-blocks, spinning-wheels, toys, yarn, knit-

ting, and weaving. They likewise allotted suras for

the advantage of the British colonies in America, and
bestowed premiums on those settlers who should excel

in curing cochineal, planting logwood-trees, cultivating

olive-trees, producing myrtle-was, making potash, pre-

serving raisins, curing safBonr, making silk and wines,

importing sturgeon, preparing isinglass, planting hemp
and cinnamon, extracting opium and the gum of the

pcrsimon-tree, collecting stones of the mango, which
should be found to vegetate in the West Indies; rais-

ing silk-grass, and laying out provincial gardens. They
moreover allowed a gold medal in honour of him who
should compose the best treatise on the arts of peace,

containing an historical account of the progressive im-

provements of agriculture, manufactures, and commerce
in the kingdom of England, with the eflects of those

improvements on the morals and manners of the people,

and pointing out the most proper means for their future

advancement. In a word, the society is so numerous,
the contributions so considerable, the plan so judiciously

laid, and executed with such discretion and spirit, as to

promise much more cfTeofcral and extensive advantage to

the public tlian ever accrued from all the boasted acade-
mies of Christendom. The artists of London had long
maintained a private academy for improvement in the art

of drawing from living figures; but iu order to extend
this advantage, whichwas not attained without difficulty

and expense, the duke of Richmond, a young coblcmaii

of the most amiable character, provided a large apart-

ment at Whitehall, for the use of those who studied the

arts of painting, sculpture, and engraving; and furnished

it with a collection of original plaster casts from tho
best anti(iue statues and busts at Rome and Florcnca,
Here any learner had liberty to draw, or make models,
under tlio eye and instructions of two eminent artists;

and tv^ioe a year the munificent founder bestowed pre-

miums of silver medals on the four pupils who excelled

the rest in dra^ving from a certain figure, and making
the best model of it iu basso-relievo. [See note 3 R, at

the end of this Vol.]

On the twenty-third day of November both houses

of parliament met at Westminster, when his majesty

being indisposed, the session was opened by commission,

and tho lord-keeper harangued them to this efl'ect. Ho
told them, his majesty had directed the lords of tho

commission to assui-e his parliament that he always

received the highest satisfaction in being able to lay

before them any event that might promote the honour

and interests of his kingdoms; that iu consequence of

their advice, and enabled by the assistance which they

unanimously gave, his majesty had exerted his endea-

vours to carry on the war in the most vigorous manner,

in order to attain that desirable end, always to be wished,

a safe and honourable peace:* that it had pleased the

Divine Providence to bless his measures and arms with

success in several parts, aud to make the enemies of the

nation feel, that the strength of Great Britain is not to

be provoked with impunity: that the conquest of the

strong fortress of Louisbourg, with the islands of Cape-

Breton and St. John; the demolition of Frontenac, of

the highest importance to his operations in America,

and the reduction of Senegal, could not fail to bring

great distress on the French commerce and colonies,

and, in proportion, to procure great advantages to those

of Great Britain. He observed, that France had also

been made sensible, that whilst her forces are sent forth

to invade and ravage the dominions of her neighbours,

her own coasts are not inaccessible to his majesty's fleets

and armies^a truth which she had experienced in the

demolitiou of the works at Cherbourg, erected at a great

expense, with a particular view to annoy Englaud, as

well as in the lo.;s of a great number of ships and vessels

;

but no treatment,however injurious to his majesty,could

tempt him to make retaliation on the innocent subjects

of that crown. He told them, that in Germany his ma-

jesty's good brother the king of Prussia, and princa

Ferdinand of Brunswick, had found full employment

for the enemies of France and her confederates, from

winch the English operations, both by sea and in Ame-
rica, had derived the most evident advantage: their

successes owing, under God, to their able conduct, and

the bravery of his majesty's troops, and those of his

allies, having been signal and glorious. The king,

moreover, commanded them to declare, that the com-

mon cause of liberty and independency was still making
noble and glorious efforts against the unnatural union

formed to oppress it : that the commerce of his subjects,

the source of national riches, had, by the vigilant pro-

tection received from his majesty's fleet, flourished in a

manner not to be paralleled during such troubles. In

this state of things, he said, the king in his wisdom
thought it unnecessary to use many words to persuade

them to bear up against all difiiculties, effectually to

stand by and defend his majesty, vigorously to support

the king of Prussia and the rest of his majesty's allies,

and to exert themselves to reduce their enemies to equit-

able terms of accommodation. He observed to the house

of commons, that tho uncommon extent of this war, in

different parts, occasioned it to be uncommonly expen-

sive: that the king had ordered them to declare to the

commons, that he sincei-ely lamented, aud deeply felt,

• In the month of Aiisiist, the king, in quality of elector of Han-
over, having occasion for two hundred thousand pounds, a loan by
snbscriDtion for that snra was opened at the bank, and tilled imm©-
diatczr zy seven or eight mouey-dealers of Loudon.
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for *hc bui\leiis of Iiis f eople: that the fcveral csti.n.-.tcs

. were ordcreJ to bo laid before thein: and that he de-

sired only such supplies as should be recjuisite to push
the war -n-ith advantage, and be adequate to the ncces-

eary services. lu the last place, he assured them the

king took so much satisfaction in that good harmony
Tvhich subsisted among his faithful subjects, that it was
more proper for him now to thank them for it, than to

repeat his exhortation to it: that this union, necessary
at all times, was more especially so in such critical con-

junctures; and his majesty doubted not but the good
effects the nation bad found from it would be the

strongest motives to them to pursue it.—The render

will, no doubt, be surprised to find this harangue abound
with harshness of period and inelegancy of expression;

he will wonder that, in particularizing the successes of

the year in America, no mention is made of the reduc-

tion of fort Du Quesne on the river Ohio; a place of

great importance, both from its strength and situation,

the erection of which had been one great motive to the

war between the two nations ; but he will be still more
surprised to hear it declared from the thi-one, that the

operations, both bj' sea and in America, had derived the

most evident advantage from the war in Germany. An
assertion the more extraordinary, as the British ministry,

in their answer to tlie Parallel, which we have already

mentioned, had expressly affirmed, that " none but such
as are unacquainted with the maritime force of England
can believe, that without a diversion on the continent,

to employ part of the enemy's force, she is not in a con-

dition to hope for success and maintain her superiority

at sea. That they must be very ignorant indeed, who
imagine that the forces of England are not able to resist

those of France unless the latter be hindered from turn-
ing all her efforts to the sea." It is very remarkable
that the British ministry should declare that the war
in Germany was favourable to the English operations

by sea and in America, and almost in the same breath
accuse the French king of having fomented that war.

Let us suppose that France hud no war to maintain in

Europe; and ask in what manner she, in that case,

would have opposed the progress of the British arms
by sea and in America? Her navy was reduced to such
a condition that it durst not quit her harbours; her
mci'chant ships were all taken, her mariners confined in

England, and the sea was covered with British cruisers:

in these circumstances, what expedients could she have
contrived for sending supplies and reinforcements to

America, or for opposing the naval armaments of Great
Britain in any other part of the world?—None. With-
out ships and mariners, her troops, ammunition, and
sto:os were, in this respect, as useless as money to a
man sliipwrecked on a desolate island. But granting
that the war in Germany had, in some measure, diverted
tlie attention of the French ministry from the prosecu-
tion of their operations in America, (and this is grant-
ing more than ought to be allowed,) the question is not,

\Vhether the hostilities upon the continent of Europe
prevented France from sending a greater number of
troops to Canada; but whether the war in Germany
was either necessarv or expedient for distressing tlie

French more effectually in oilier parts of the world?
Surely every intelligent man of candour must answer
in the negative. The expense incurred by England for

subsidies and armies in the empire exceeded three
millions sterling annually; and this enormous expense,
witliout being able to protect Hanover, only served to
keep the war alive in different parts of Germany. Had
one half of tliis sum been employed in augmenting and
extending the naval armaments of Great Britain, and
in reinforcing her troops in America and the SVest
Indies, France would have been, at tliis day, deprived
of all her sugar colonies, as well as of her settlements
on the continent of America; and being absolutely cut
off from these sources of wealth, would have found it

iinpracticable either to gratify her subsidiaries, or to

maintain such formidable armies to annoy her nci'^h-

bours. Thcs3 are truths, which will appear to the

conviction of the public, when the illusivi spells of un-
substanti.il victory are dissolved, and time shall havo
dispersed the thick mists of prejudice which now seem
to darken md perplex the understanding of the people.

NEW TREATY WITH THE KING OF PRUSSIA.

The conduct of the administration was so agreeable

to both houses of parliament, that in their address to

the throne they expressed their unshaken zeal and
loyalty to bis majesty's person, congratulated him on
the success of his arms, and promised to support his

measures and allies with steadiness and alacrity.* It

was probably in consequence of this assurance that a
new treaty between Great Britain and Prussia was con-
cluded at London on the seventh day of December, im-
porting. That as the burdensome war in wliicli the kino-

of Pnissia is engaged, lays him under the necessity of

making fresh efforts to defend himself against the mul-
titude of enemies who attack his dominions, he is obliged

to take new measures with the king of England, for

their reciprocal defence and safety; and his Britannic
majesty bath at the same time signified his earnest de-

sire to strengthen the friendship subsisting between tho
two courts ; and, in consequence thereof, to conclude a
formal convention, for granting to bis Pi-ussian ma-
jesty speedy and powerful assistance, their majesties

have nominated and authorized their ministers to con-

cert and settle the following articles:—All formal
ti-eaties between the two crowns, particularly that
signed at Westminster on the sixteenth day of Janu.ary

in the year 175G, and the convention of the eleventh of

April in the year 1758, are confirmed by the present

convention of the eleventh of April in the year 1758, in

their whole tenor, as if they were herein inserted word
for word. The king of Great Britain shall cause to be
paid at London, to such person or persons as shall be
authorized by the king of Prussia for that end, the sum
of four millions of rix-dollars, making six hundred and
seventy thousand pounds sterling, at one payment,
immediately on the exchange of the ratification, if the

king of Prussia should so require. His Prussian ma-
jesty shall employ the said sum in supporting and aug-
menting his forces, which shall act in such manner as
shall 1)0 of the greatest service to the common cause,

and contribute most to the mutual defence and safety

of their said majesties. Tlie king of Great Britain, both
as king and elector, and the king of Prussia, recipro-

cally bind themselves not to conclude with the powers
that have taken part in tho present war, any treaty of

peace, truce, or other such like convention, but by com-
mon advice and consent, each expressly including therein
the other. The ratification of the present convention
sliall be exchanged within six weeks, or sooner, if pos-

sible. In effect, this treaty was no other than a renewal
of tho subsidy from year to year, because it was not

thought proper to stipulate in the first subsidiary con-

vention an annual supply of such importance until the

war should be terminated, lest tlie people of England
should be alarmed at the prospect of sueh successive

burdens, and the complaisance of the commons be in

some future session exhausted. On the whole, this was
perhaps the most extraordinary treaty that ever was
concluded; for it contains no specification of articles,

except the payment of the subsid}-; every other article

was left to the interpretation of his Prussian majesty.

* That the charjre of disaffection to the king's person, which inu
so loudly trumpeted by former ministers and their adhcn^nls against
those v.ho had honesty and courage to oppose the measures of a
weak and comipt administration, was entirely false and without
foundation, appeared at tliis juncture, when in the midst of a cniel,

oppressive, and continental war, maintained by the hlood and trea*
svn'e of Gre^at Britain, all opposition ceased in both houses of parlia-
ment. The addresses of thanks to his majesty, viiich are always
dictated by the immediate serv.ants of 4ie crown, were tinauimonsly
adopted in both houses, and not only couched in tonus of applause,
but even inflated with expressions of rapture and admiration. They
declared themselves sensible, that the operationa of Great Britain,
b'lth by sea and in America, had received the most evident and im-
portant advantages from the maintenance of the war in Germany,
and seemed eager to espouse any measure that might gratify Ulc
inclination of the sovereign.
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SUPPLIES GKANTED. 1759.

nio pni-liament, having performed the ceremony of

addresses to the throne, immediately proceeded to the

great work of the supply. The two committees in the

liouse of commons were immediately established, and

continued by adjournments to the month of Jlay, by

the twenty-third day of which all their resolutions were

taken. Tliey voted sixty thousand men, including

fourteen thousand eight hundred and forty-five mar-

ines, for the service of the ensuing year; and for the

operations by laud, a body of troops amounting to fifty-

two thousand five hundred and fifty-three effective men,

besides the auxiliaries of Hanover, Hesse, Brunswick,

Baxe-Gotha, and Buckebourg, to the number of fifty

thousand, and five battalions on the Irish establishment

in actual service in America and Africa. For the main-

ten.ince of the sixty thousand men employed in the

sea-service, they granted three millions one hundred and

twenty thousand pounds; for the land-forces, one million

two hundred and fil'ty-six thousand one hundred and

thirty pounds, fifteen shillings and two-pence; for the

charge of the additional five battalions, forty thousand

eight hundred and seventy-nine pounds, thirteen shil-

lings and nine-pence; for the pay of the general and
staff-officers, and hospitals of the land-forces, fifty-two

thousand four hundred and eighty-four pounds one shil-

ling and eight-pence; for maintaining the garrisons in

the Plantations, Gibraltar, Nova-Scotia, Newfoundland,

Providence, Cape-Breton, and Senegal, the sum of seven

hundred and forty-two thousand five hundred and thirtj'-

one pounds, five shillings and seven-pence; for the

charge of ordnance for laud-service, two hundred and

twenty thousand scvenhundred and eighty-nine pounds,

eleven shillings and nine-pence; for extraordinary ser-

vice performed by the same ofiioe, and not provided for

by parliament in the course of the preceding year, three

hundred and twenty-three thousand nine hundred and

eighty-seven pounds, thirteen shillings .and three-pence;

for the ordinary of the navy, including half-pay to sea-

oflicers, two hundred and thirty-eight thousand four

hundred and ninety-one pounds, nine shillings and eight-

pence; towards the support of Greenwich-hospital, and

for the out-pensioners of Chelsea-college, the sum of

thirty- six thousand pounds. They allotted for one

year's expense, incurred by the foreign troops in the

pay of Gre.it Britain, one million two hundred thirty-

eight thousand one hundred and seventy-seven pounds,

nineteen shillings and ten-pence, over and above sixty

thousand pounds for ciiabling his majesty to fulfil his

engagements with the landgrave of Hesse-Cassel, pur-

su.ant to the separate article of a new treaty concluded

between them in the month of Januaiy of this current

year, stipulating, that this sum should be paid to his

serene highness in order to facilitate the means by

which he might again fix his residence in his own
dominions, and b}' his presence give fresh courage to

his faithful sulijects. Eighty thousand pounds were

gr.inted for enabling his majesty to discharge the like

sum raised in pursuance of an act passed in the preced-

ing session, and charged upon the first aids or supplies

to be granted in this session of parliament. The sura

of two hundred thous.and pounds was voted towards the

building and repairing ships of war for the ensuing

year. Fifteen thousand pounds were allowed for im-

proving London bridge; and forty thousand on account,

for the Foundling-hospital. For the chai-ge of trans-

ports to be employed in the course of the year ^hcy

assigned six hundred sixty seven thousand seven hun-

dred and twenty-one pounds nineteen shillings and

seven-pence: for maintaining the colonies of Nova-

Scotia and Georgia they bestowed twenty-five thousand

two hundred .and thirty-eight pounds thirteen shillings

and five-pence. To replace sums taken from the sink-

ing fund, thirty-three thousand two hundred and fifty-

two pounds eighteen shillings and ten-pence halfpenny;

for maintaining the British forts and settlements en

the coast of Africa, ten thousand pounds, and for pav-
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ing off the mortgage on an estate devised for the endow-

ment of a professorship in the university of Cambridge,

the sum of twelve hundred and eighty pounds. For

the expcnee of the militia they voted ninety thousand

pounds: for extraordinary expenses relating to the land-

forces, incurred in the course of last year, and unpro-

vided for by parliament, the sum of four hundred fifty-

six thousand seven hundred and eighty-five pounds ten

shillings and five-ponce three farthings. For the pur-

chase of certain lands and hereditaments, in order to

secure the king's docks at Portsmouth, Chatham, and

Plymouth, they granted thirty-six thousand nine hun-

dred and sixty-six pounds two shillings and ten-pence.

They voted two hundred thousand pounds for enabling

his majesty to give proper compensation to the respec-

tive provinces in North-America, for the expenses that

had been incurred in levying and maintaining troops

for the service of the public. They gr.anted twenty

thousand pounds to the East-India company, tow.ard3

enabling them to defray the expense of a military force

in their settlements: and the same sum was gr.anted

for carrying on the fortification to secure the harbour

of Jlilford. To make good several sums issued by his

majesty, for indemnifying the inn-holders and victual •

Icrs of Hampshire for the expenses they had incurred

in qu.artering the Hessian auxiliaries in England; foi

an addition to the salaries of judges, and other less con-

siderable purposes, they allowed the sum of twenty-six

thousand one hundred aud seventy-eight pounds sixteen

shillings and six-pence. Finally, they voted one mil-

lion, upon account, for enabling the king to defray any

extraordinary expense of the war, incurred, or to be

incurred, for the service of the current year; and to

take all such measures as might be necessary to disap-

point or defeat any entei'prises or designs of his enemies,

as the exigency of affairs should require. The sum of

all the grants voted by the committee of supply,

amounted to twelve millions seven hundred sixty-one

thousand three hundred and ten pounds nineteen shil-

lings and five-pence.

KING'S MESSAGE TO THE COMMONS.

The commons were still employed in deliberations

on ways and means on the twenty-second d.ay of ilay,

when Jlr. secretary Pitt communicated to them a mes-

sage from the king, couched in these terms: "His
m.ajesty, relying on the experienced zeal and affection

of his faithful commons, and considering that, in this

critical conjuncture, emergencies may arise, which

may be of the utmost importance, and be attended with

the most pernicious consequences, if proper means

sliould not immediately be applied to prevent or defeat

them, is desirous that this house will enable him to

defray any extraordinaiy expenses of the war, incurred,

or to be incurred, for the service of the year one thou-

sand seven hundi'ed and fifty-nine, and to take all such

measures as m.ay be nccess.ary to disappoint or defeat

any enterprises or designs of his enemies, and as the

exigencies of aftairs may require." This message be-

ing read, a motion was made, and agreed to item. con.

that it should be refeiTed to the committee, who forth-

with formed upon it the resolution, whereby one mil-

lion was granted, to be raised by loans or exchequer

bills, chargeable on the first aids that .should be given

in the next session. This produced a bill enabling his

m.ajesty to raise the sum of one million, for the uses

and purposes therein mentioned, comprehending a

clause, allowing the Bank of England to advance on

the credit of the loan therein mentioned any sum not

exceeding a million, notwithstanding the act of thf

fiftli and sixth year in the reign of 'William and Mary,

by which the bank was established.

BILLS RELATING TO THE DISTILLERY, &c.

The bills relating solely to the supply being discus-

sed and expedited, the house proceeded, as usual, to aii-

3 Q
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act other laws for the aclvantnge of tlie commnnify,

Petitions having been preseutetl by the cities of Bristol

and New-Saiuni, alleging, that sinca the laws prohibiting

the making of low wines and spirits froin grain, meal,

and flour, had been in force, the commonalty appeared

more sober, healthy, and industrious: representing the

ill consequences which they apprehended would attend

the repeal of these laws, and therefore praying their

continuance. A committee of the whole house resolved

that the prohibition to export corn should be continued

to the twenty-fourth day of December, in the year one

thousand seven hundred and fifty nine ; subject never-

theless to such provisions for shortening the said terra

of its continuance as should therefore be made by an act

of that session, or by his majesty with the advice of his

privy-council during the recess of parliament ; that the

act for discontinuing the duties upon corn and flour im-

ported, or brouglit in as prize, was not proper to be fur-

ther continued; and that the prohibition to make low

wines or spirits from any sort of grain, meal, or flour,

should be continued to the twenty-fourth day of Decem-
ber, in the year one thousand seven hundred and fifty-

nine. Hefore the bill was formed on these resolutions,

petitions arrived from Liverpool and Bath, to the same
purport as those of Bristol and Sarum : while on the

other hand, a remonstrance was presented by a great

number of the malt-distillers of the city and suburbs of

London, alleging, that it having been deemed expedient

to proliibit the distilling of spirits from any sort of grain,

to the twenty-fourth day of December then instant, some
of the petitioners had entirely ceased to carry on the

business of distilling, while others, merely with a view
to preserve their customers, the compound distillers, and
employ some of their servants, horses, and utensils, had
submitted to carry on the distillation of spirits from mo-
lasses and sugars under great disadvantages, in full hope

that the restraint would cease at the expiration of the

limited time, or at least when the necessity which oc-

casioned that restraint should be removed ; that it was
with great concern they observed a bill would be brought

in for protracting the said prohibition, at a time when
the price of all manner of grain, and particularly of wheat
and barley, was considerably reduced, and, as they hum-
bly conceived, at a reasonable medium. They expatia-

ted on the great loss they, as well as many traders and
artificers dependent upon them, must sustain in case

the said bill should be passed into a law. They prayed

the house to take these circumstances into consideration,

and either permit them to carry on the distillation from

wheat, malt, and other grain, under such restrictions as

should be judged necessary ; or to grant them such other

relief, in respect of their several losses and incum-
brances, as to the house shall seem reasonable and expe-

dient. This petition, though strenuously urged by a

powerful and clamorous body without doors, did not

meet great encouragement within. It was ordered to

lie upon the table, and an instruction was given to the

committee, empowering them to receive a clause or

clauses to allow the transportation of certain quantities

of meal, flour, bread, and biscuit, to the islands of Guern-
sey and Jersey, for the sole use of the inhabitants; and
another to prohibit the making of low v.ines and spirits

from bran, iluch more attention was paid to a peti-

tion of several farmers in the county of Norfolk, re-

presenting, that their farms consisted chiefly of ar.abie

land, which produced much greater quantities of corn

than could be consumed within that county ; tliat iu

the last hai-vest there was a great and plentiful crop

of all sorts of grain, the greatest part of which had
by unfavourable weather been rendered unfit for sale

at London, or other markets for home cor.sump-

tion; that large quantites of malt were then lying

at London, arising chiefly from the crops of bailey

growing in the year one thousand seven hundred and
fifty-beven, the sale of which was stagnated; that the

petitioners being informed the house had ordered in a

bill to continue the prohibition of corn exported, they

liegfTcd leave to observo, that, should it pass into a laW|

it would be extremely prejudicial to all, and luin many
fanners of that county, as they had offered tlicir c<nu
for sale at divers ports and markets of the said county:

but the merchants refused to buy it at any price, alleg-

ing, its being unfit for the London market, the great

quantity of corn with which that market was already

overstocked, and their not being allowed either to ex-

port it or make it into malt for exportation. They
therefore prayed this prohibition might be removed, or

they tho petitioners indulged with some other kind
of relief. Although this remonstrance was duly con

sidered, the bill passed with the amendments because

of the proviso, by which his majesty in council was
empowered to shorten the date of the prohibition with
respect to the exportation of corn during the recess of

parliament; but the temporary restraint laid upon dis-

tillation was made absolute, without any such condi-

tion, to the no small disappointment and mortification

of the distillers, who had spared no pains and expense

by private solicitation, and strenuous dispute in the

public papers, to recommend their cause to tl'.e favour

of the community. They urged that malt-spirits, when
used in moderation, far from being prejudicial to the

health of individuals, were in many damp and marshy
parts of tlie kingdom absolutely necessary for preserv-

ing the field labourers from agues and other distempers

produced by the cold and moisture of the climate; that

if they were debarred the use of malt-spirits, they would
have recourse to French brandy, with which, as they
generally reside near the sea-coast, the smugglers would
provide them almost as cheap as the malt-spirits could

be alforded: thus the increased consumption of French
spirit would drain the nation of ready money to a con-

siderable amount, and prejudice the king's revenue in

the same proportion. They observed, that many dis-

tillers had already quitted that branch of trade and
disposed of their materials; that all of them would
probably take the same resolutions should the bill pass

into a law, as no man could foresee when the prohibi-

tion would cease, should it be continued at a time when
all sorts of grain abounded in such plenty, that tho

very waste of materials by disuse, over and above the

lying out of the money, would be of great prejudice to

the proprietor : thus the business of distilling, by which
so many families were supported, would be banished

from the kingdom entirely; especially, as the expense

of establishing a large distillery was so great, that no
man would choose to employ his money for this pur-

pose, judging from experience that some future acci-

dent:U scarcity of corn might induce the legislature to

interpose a ruinous delay in this branch of business.

They affirmed, that from the excessive use of malt-

spirits no good argument could be drawn against this

branch of traffic, no more than against any other con-

veniency of life; that the excessive use of common
beer and ale was prejudicial to the health and morals

of the people, yet no person ever thought of putting an
end to the practice of brewing, in order to prevent tho

abuse of brewed liquors. They urged that iu all parts

of Great Britain there are some parcels of land that pro-

duce nothing to advantage but a coarse kind of barley

called big, which, though neither fit for brewing nor for

baking, may nevertheless be used in the distillery, and is

accordingly purchased by those concerned in this branch

at such an encouraging price, as enables many farmers to

pay a higher rent to their landlords than they could other-

wise aflbrd; that there are every year some parcels of

all sorts of grain so damaged bj' unseasonable weather,

or other accidents, as to be rendered altogether unfit for

bread or brewery, and would prove a very great misfor-

tune to the farmer, if there was no distillery, for the use

of which he could sell his damaged commodity. They
asserted, that malt-spirits were absolutely necessary for

prosecuting some branches of foreign commerce, par-

ticularly the trade to the coast of Africa, for which

traffic no assortment could be made up without a large

quantity of geneva, of which the natives .are so fond,

that they will not traflic with any merchant who has
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not a consuleiaUc qunntitj', not only for sale, but also

for presents to tlieir chiefs and rulers; that the mer-
chants of Great Britain must either have tliis commodity
of their own produce, or import it at a great national

expense from Holland; that the charge of this impor-

tation, tofrether with the duties payable upon it, some
part of which is not to be drawn back on exportation,

will render it impossible for the traders to sell it so cheap
on the co.nst of Africa as it might he sold by the Dutch,
who are the great rivals of Great Britain in this branch

of commerce. To these arguments, all of which were
plausible, and some of them unanswerable, it was re-

plied, that malt-spirits might be considered as a fatal

and bewitching poison which had actually debauched
the minds, and enervated the bodies, of the common
people to a very deplorable degree; that, without en-

tering further into a comparison between the use and
abuse of the two liquors, beer and geneva, it would be
sufficient to ob^:crve, that the use of beer and ale had
produced none of those dreadful eflects which were the

consequences of drinking geneva; and since the pro-

hibition of the distilling of malt-spirits had taken place,

the common people were become apparently more sober,

decent, health}-, and industrious: a circumstance suf-

ficient to induce the legislature not only to intermit, but
even totalh' to abolish the practice of distillation, wliich

has ever been productive of such intoxication, riot, dis-

order, and distemper, among the lower class of the

people, as might be deemed the greatest evils incident

to a well-regulated commonw-ealth. Their assertion

with respect to the coarse kind of barley, called big,

was contradicted as a deviation from truth, inasmuch
as it was used in making malt, as well as in making
bread: and with respect to damaged corn, those who
understood the nature of grain affirmed, that it was
spoiled to such a degree as to be altogether unfit for

either of these pui-poses, the distillers would not pur-

chase it at such a price as would indemnify the farmer
for the charge of threshing and carriage ; for the dis-

tillers are very sensible, that their great profit is derived
from their distilling the malt made from the best barley,

so that the increase of the produce far exceeded in pro-

portion the advance of the price. It was not, however,
an easy matter to prove that the distillation of malt-
spirits w-as not necessary to an advantageous prosecu-

tion of the commerce on the coast of Guinea, as well as

among the Indians in some parts of North America.
Certain it is, that, in these branches of traflic, the want
of geneva may be supplied by spirits distilled from sugars
and molasses. After all, it must be owned, that the

good and salutary eflects of the prohibition were visible

in every part of the kingdom, and no evil consequence
"nsucd, except a diminution of the revenue in this article;

:i consideration which, at all times, ought to he sacrificed

to the health and morals of the people: nor will this con-

sideration be found of any great weight, when we reflect

(hat the less the malt-spirit is drunk, the greater quan-
tity of beer and ale will be consumed, and the produce
of the duties and excise upon the brewery be augmented
accordingly.

In the meantime, all sorts of grain continuing to fall

in price, and great plenty appearing in every part of the

kingdom, the justices of the peace, and of the grand
juries, assembled at the general quarter sessions of the

peace held for the county of Norfolk, composed and
])resented to the house of commons, in the beginning of

February, a petition, representing, that the we.ather

proving unfavourable in the harvest, great part of the

barley raised in that county was much damaged, and
rendered unfit for any other use than that of being

made into malt for exportation ; that unless it should

be speedily manufactured for that purpose, it would be
entirely spoiled, and perish in the hands of the grower's

;

a loss that must be very sensibly felt by the land owners:
they, therefore, entreated that leave might be given for

the exportation of malt; and that they might be favoured

with such further relief, as to the house should seem just

and reasonable. In consequence of this petition, the

house resolved itself into a committee to deliberate upon
the subject; and as it appeared, upon examination, that

the price of grain was reduced very low, and great abun-
dance dilTiised through the kingdom, they resolved, that

the continuance of tliat part of the act, prohibiting the

exportation of grain, ought to be abridg:d and shortened,

and the exportation of these commodities allowed under
proper regulations, with respect to the time of such ex-

portation and the allowance of bounties thereupon. A
hill being founded on these resolutions, was discussed,

and underwent several amendments : at length it was
sent with a new title to the lords, who passed it without
further alteration, and then it obtained the royal sanction.

AVhile tliis afi'air was under the deliberation of the

committee, the commons unanimously issiied an order

for leave tobringin a bill to continue, for aliniitedtime,

the act of last session, permitting the impftrtation of salted

beef from Ireland into Great Britain, with an instruction

to receive a clause extending this permission to all sorts

of salted pork, or hog-meat, as the officers of the custom-

house had refused to admit hams from Ireland to an en-

try. The bill likewise received another considerable

alteration, importing. That, instead of the duty of one

shilling and three-pence, charged by the former act on

every hundred weight of salted beef or pork imported

from Ireland, which was found not adequate to the duty

payable for such a quantity of salt as is requisite to be

used in curing and salting thereof; and to prevent as

well the expense to the revenue, as the detriment and

loss which would accrue to the owner and importer

from opening the casks in which the provision is gen-

erally deposited, with the pickle or brine proper for pre-

serving the same, in order to ascertain the net weight of

the provision liable to the said duties : for these reasons

it was enacted. That from and after the twenty-fourth

day of last Decembei', and during the continuance of

this act, a duty of three shillings and four-pence should

be paid upon importation fin- every barrel or cask of

salted beef or pork containing thirty-two gallons; and

one shilling and three-pence for every hundred weight

of salted beef called dried beef, dried neats-tongues, or

dried hog-meat, and so in proportion for any greater or

lesser quantity.

REGULATIONS with RESPECT to PRIVATEERS.

Repeated complaints having been made to the govern-

ment by neutral nations, especially the Dutch, that their

ships had been plundered, and their crews maltreated

by some of the English privateers, the legislature re-

solved to provide efl'eetually against any such outrage-

ous practices for the future: and with this view the

commons ordered a hill to be brought in for amending
and explaining an act of the twenty-ninth year of his

late majesty's reign, intituled, "An act for the encour-

agement of seamen, and more speedy and eficctual man-
ning of bis majesty's navy." While the committee was
emplo3-ed in perusing commissions and papers relating

to private sliips of war, that they might be fully ac-

quainted with the nature of the subject, a considerable

number of merchants and others, inhabiting the islands

of Guernsey and Jersey, presented a petition to the house,

alleging, that the inhabitants of those islands which lie

in the British channel within sight of the French coast,

had now, as well as in former wars, embarked their for-

tunes in equipping small privateers, which used to run

in close with the French shore, and being disguised like

fishing boats, had not only taken a considerable num-
ber of prizes, to the great annoyance of the enemy, but

also obtained material intelligence of their designs on

many important occasions; that these services could

not be performed bj' large vessels, which durst not ap-

proach so near the coast, and indeed could not appear

without giving the alarm, which was communicated

from place to place by appointed signals. Being in-

formed that a bill was depending, in order to prohibit

privateers of small burden, they declared that such a

law, if extended to privateers equipped in those islands.
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woiili] ruin sucli as hail invested tlicii- fortunes in small

lirivatecrs, and not only deprive the ldi;gdom of tlie be-

fore-mentioned advantages, but expose Great Britain

to infinite prejudice from the small armed vessels of

France, which the enemy, in that case, could pour
abroad over the whole channel to the great annoyance
of navigation and commerce. They prayed, therefore,

that such privateers as belonged to the islands of Guern-
sey and Jersey might be wholly e.-ccepted from the pen-
•ilties contained in the bill, or that they, the petitioners,

might be beard by their counsel, and be indulged with
such i-clief as the house .should judge expedient. This
representation being referred to the consideration of the

committee, produced divers amendments to the bill,

which at length obtained the royal assent, and contained
these regulations: That, after the fiist day of January
in the present year, no commission should be granted

to a privateer in Europe under the burden of one hun-
dred tons, the force of ten carriage guns, being three-

pounders or above, with forty men at the least, unless the

lords of the admiralty, or persons authorized by them,
should think fit to grant the same to any ship of inferior

force or burden, the owners thereof giving such bail or

security as should be prescribed: that the lords of tlie

admiralty might at any time revoke, by an order in

writing under their hands, any commission granted to

a privateer; this revocation being subject to an appeal
to liis majesty in council, whose determination should

be final: that, previous to the granting any commission,
the persons proposing to be bound, and give security,

should Eeverally make oath of their being respectively

worth more money than the sura for which they were
then to bo bound, over and above the payment of all

their just debts: that persons applying for such com-
missions should make application in writing, and therein

set forth a particular and exact description of the vessel,

specifying the burden, and the number and nature of

the guns on board, to what place belonging, as well as

the name or names of the principal owner or owners,
and the number of men: these particular.? to be inserted

in the commission; and every commander to produce
such commission to the custom-house ofliccr who should

examine the vessel, and, finding her answer the descrip-

tion, give a certificate thereof gratis, to bo deemed a

necessary clearance, without which the comm.ander
should not depart: that if, after the first day of July,
any captain of a privateer should agree for the ransom
of any neutral vessel, or the cargo, or any part thereof,

after it should h.ave Ijccn taken as prize, and in pursuance
cf such agreement should actually discharge such prize,

he should be deemed guilty of piracy; but that with
rei'pect to contraband meichandise, he might take it

on Ijoard his own ship, with the consent of the com-
mander of the neutral vessel, and then set her at liberty;

and that no person should purloin or embezzle the said

merchandise before condemnation: that no judge, or

other person belonging to any court of admiralty, should

be concerned in any privateer: that owners of vessels,

not being under fifty, or above one hundred tons, whose
commissions are declared void, should be indemnified
for their loss by the public: that a court of oyer and
terminer, and gaol delivery, for the trial of oftences

committed within the jurisdiction of the admiralty,

should be held tv.-iee a-year in the Old llailey at Lou-
don, or in such other pl.Tce within Kngland as the board
of admiralty should appoint: that the judge of any
court of admiralty, after an appeal interposed, as well
ns before, should, at the request of the captor or claim-

ant, issue an order for apprai.sing the capture, when the

parties do not agree upon the value, and an inventory

to be taken; then exact security for the full value, and
cause the capture to be delivered to the person giving
such security; but, should objection bo made to the

taking such security, the judge should, at the I'equest

of citlier party, order such merchandise to be entered,

landed, and sold at ]niblic auction, and tlie produce to be
deposited at the bank, or in some public securities: and
in case of security being given, the judge should grant

a pass in favour of the capture. Finally, the force cf

tliis act was limited to the duration of the then w.ar

with France only. This regulation very clearly de-

monstrated, that whatever violences might have been
committed on the ships of neutral nations, they were by
no means countenanced by the legislature, or the body
of the people.

NEW MILITIA LAWS.

Every circumstance relating to the reformation of the

marine, must be an important object to a nation whose
wealth and power depend upon navigation and com-
merce; but a consideration of equal weight was the

establishment of the militia, which, notwithstanding
the repeated endeavours of the parliament, was found
still incomplete, and in want of further assistance from
the legislature. His majesty having, by the chancellor
of the exchequer, recommended to the house the mak-
ing suitable provision for defraying the charges of the

militia during the current year, the accounts of the

expense already incurred by this establishment were
referred to the committee of supply, who, after having
duly perused them, resolved, that ninety thousand
pounds should be granted on account, towards defray-

ing the charges of pay and clothing for the militia,

from the last day of the last year, to the twenty-fifth

day of March in the j'car one thousand seven hundred
and sixty, and for repaying a sum advanced by the

king for this service. Leave was given to bring in

one bill pursuant to this resolution, and another to en-

force the execution of the laws rel.ating to the militia,

remove certain difiiculties, and prevent the inconveni-

encies by which it might be attended. So intent were
the majority on both sides upon this national measure,
that they not only carried both bills to the throne, where
they received the royal assent, but they presented an
address to the king, desiring that his majesty would
give directions to his lieutenants of the several countiesi

ridings, and places in England, to use their utmost
diligence and attention for carrying into execution the

several acts of parliament relating to the militia. By
this time all the individuals that constituted the repre-

sentatives of the people, except such as actually served

in the army, were become very well disposed towards
this institution. Those who really wished well to their

country had always exerted themselves in its favour;

and it was now likewise espoused by those who foresaw

that tlie establishment of a national militia would enable

the administration to send the greater numljer of regular

troops to fight the battles of Germany. Yet how zeal-

ous soever the legislature might be in promoting this

institution, and notwithstanding the success with which
many patriots exerted their endeavours through dift'er-

ent parts of the kingdom, in raising and disciplining the

militia, it was found not only difficult, but almost im-

practicable, to execute the intention of the parliament

in some particular counties, where the gentlemen were

indolent and enervated, or in those places where they

looked upon their commander with contempt. Even
Middlesex itself, where the king resides, was one of the

last counties in which the militia could be arr.ayed. In

allusion to this backwardness, the preamble or first

cl.ause in one of the present acts imported, that certain

counties, ridings, and places in England had made some
progress in establishing the militia, without completing

the same, and that, in certain other counties, little pro-

gross had been made therein, his majesty's lieutenants

and the deputy-lieutenants, and all others within such

counties or districts, were therefore strictly required

speedily and diligently to put these acts in execution.

The truth is, some of these unwarliko commanders
failed through ignorance and inactivity; others gave,

or ofiercd commissions to snch people as threw a ridicule

and contempt upon the whole establishment, o.nd con-

sequently hindered many gentlemen of worth, spirit,

an<l capacity, from engaging in the service. Tlic mu-
tiny-bill, and that for the regulation of the marine-forciS
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wliilo on sUoic, passed thrnngli the usual fovms, as annual

measures, ivitV.ont any dispute or alteration. [See note

3 S, at the end of this Vol.]

ACT FOR THE KELIEF OF DEBTORS
EEVIVED.

A committee having been appointed to inquire what
Uws wore expired, or near expiring, and to report their

opinion to the house touching the revival or continua-

tion of these laws, they agreed to several resolutions;

in consequence of wliich the following bills were brought

in, and en.actcd iuto laws; namely, an act for regulat-

ing the lastage and ballastage of tlie river Thames; an

act for continuing the law relating to the jpunishmeut

of persons going armed or disguised; an act for con-

tinuing several laws near expiring; an act concerning

the admeasurement of coals; an act for the relief of

debtors, with respect to the imprisonment of their per-

sons. This last was almost totally metamorphosed by
alterations, amendments, and additions, among whicli

the most remarkable were these : that where more
creditors than one shall charge any prisoner in execu-

tion, and desired to have him detained in prison, they
shall only respectively pay him each such weekly sum,
not exceeding one shilling and sixpence per week, as

the court, at the time of his being remanded, shall

direct; tliat if any prisoner, described by the act, shall

remain in prison three months after being committed,

any creditor may compel him to give into court, upon
oath, an account of his real and personal estate, to be

disposed of for the benefit of his creditors, they consent-

ing to his being discharged. AVhy the huniErnity of

this law was confined to those prisoners only who are

not charged in execution with any debt exceeding one
hundred pounds, cannot easily be conceived. A man
who, through unavoidable misfortunes, hath sunk from

affluence to misery and indigence, is generally a greater

object of compassion than he who never knew the deli-

cacies of life, nor ever enjoyed credit sufficient to con-

tract debts to any considerable amount; yet the latter

is by this law entitled to his discharge, or at least to a

maintenance in prison; while the former is left to starve

in gaol, or undergo perpetual imprisonment amidst all the

horrors of misery, if he owes above one hundred pounds
to a revengeful and unrelenting creditor. AV'herefore, in

a country, the people of which justly pique themselves

upon charity and benevolence, an unhappy fellow-citi-

zen, reduced to a state of bankruptcy by unforeseen

losses in trade, should be subjected to a punishment,
which of all others must be the most grievous to a

freeborn Briton, namely, the entire loss of liberty ; a

punishment which the most flagrant crime can hardly

deserve in a nation that disclaims the torture; for, doubt-

less, perpetual imprisonment must be a torture infinitely

more severe than death, because protracted through a

series of years spent in misery and despair, without one

glimmering ray of hope, without the most distant pros-

pect of deliverance? Wherefore the legislature should

extend its humanity to those only who are the least

sensible of the benefit, because the most able to struggle

under misfortune? and wherefore many valuable indi-

viduals should, for no guilt of their own, he not only

ruined to themselves, but lost to the community ? are

questions which we cannot resolve to the satisfaction

of the reader. Of all imprisoned debtors, those who
are confined for large sums may he deemed the most
wretched and forlorn, because the}' have generally fallen

from a sphere of life where they had little acquaintance

with necessity, and were altogether ignorant of the arts

by which the severities of indigence are alleviated. On
the other hand, those of the lower class of mankind,
whose debts are small in proportion to the narrowness
of their former credit, have not the same delicate feel-

ings of calamity : they are inured to hardship, and
accustomed to the If.bour of their hands, by which, even
in a prison, they cau earn a subsistence: their reverse

i>f fortune is not so great, nor t!ie transition so affect-
j

iug: their sensations are not delicate; nor are they,

like their betters in misfortune, cut oft' from hope, which
is the wretch's last comfort. It is the man of senti-

ment and sensibility, who, in this situation, is over-

whelmed with a complication of misery and ineffable

distress: the mortification of his pride, his ambition
blasted, his family undone, himself deprived of liberty,

reduced from opulence to extreme want, from the el'e-

ganeies of life to the most squalid and frightful scenes
of poverty and afiliction; divested of comfort, destitute
of hope, and doomed to linger out a wretched being in
the midst of insult, violence, riot, and uproar; these
are reflections so replete with horror, as to render him,
in all respects, the most miserable object on the face of

the earth. He, alas! though possessed of talents that
might have essentially served and even adonied societv,

while thus restrained in prison, and affected in mind,
can exert no faculty, nor stoop to any condescension,

by which the horrors of his fate might be assuaged:
he scorns to execute the lowest offices of menial ser-

vices, particularly in attending those who are the ob-

jects of contempt or abhorrence; he is incapable of

exercising any mechanic art, which might afl'ord a
happy though a scanty independence: shrunk within
his dismal cell, surrounded by haggard poverty, and
her gaunt attendants, hollow-eyed famine, shivering

cold, and wan disease, he wildly casts his eyes around;

he sees the tender partner of his heart weeping in silent

woe; he hears his helpless babes clamorous for susten-

ance; he feels himself the importunate cravings of hu-
man nature, which he cannot satisfy; and groans with
all the complicated pangs ofinternal anguish, horror, and
despair. These are not the fictions of idle fancy, but
real pictures, drawn from nature, of which almost eveiy
prison in England wiU afford but too many originals.

BILLS FOR THE IJIPOETATION OF IRISH
BEEF AND TALLOW.

Among other new measures, a successful attempt
was made in favour of Ireland, by a bill, permitting the
free importation of cattle from that kingdom for a
limited time. This, however, was not carried through
both houses without considerable opposition, arising

from the particular interests of certain counties and
districts in several parts of Great Britain, from whence
petitions against the bill were transmitted to the com-
mons. Divers artifices were also used within doors to

saddle the hill with such clauses as might overcharge

the scheme, and render it odious or alarming to the

public; but the promoters of it being aware of the de-

sign, conducted it in such a manner as to frustrate all

their views, and convey it safely to the throne, where
it was enacted into a law. The like success attended
another effort in behalf of our fellow-subjects of Ireland.

The bill for the importation of Irish cattle was no sooner
ordered to be brought in, tlum the house proceeded to

take into consideration the duties then pay.able on the

importation of tallow from the same kingdom; and sev-

eral witnesses being examined, the committee agreed
to a resolution, that these duties should cease and de-

termine for a limited time. \ bill being formed accor-

dingly, passed through both houses without opposition,

though in the preceding session a bill to the same pur-

pose had miscarried among the peers: a miscamage
probably owing to their being unacquainted with the
sentiments of his majesty, as some of the duties upon
tallow constituted part of one of the branches appropri-

ated for the civil list revenue. This objection, however,
was obviated in the case of the present bill, by the

king's message to the house of commons, signifying

his majesty's consent, as far as his interest was con-

cerned in the aft'air. By this new act the free impor-

tation of Irish tallow was permitted for the tei-m of five

years.

In the month of February the commons presented an
address to his majesty, requesiing that he would give

directions for haying before the house an account of
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viliat had been done, since the beginning of last year,

towards securing the harbour of Milford, in pursuance

of any directions from his majesty. These accounts

being perused, and the king having, by the chancellor

of the exchequer, exhorted them to make provision for

fortifying the said harbour, a bill was brought in to ex-

plain, amend, and render more effectual, the act of the

last session relating to this subject; and, passing through

both houses, received the royal assent without opposi-

tion. By this act several engineers were added to the

commissioners formerly appointed; and it was ordained

that fortifications should be erected at Peter-church-

point, Westlanyon-point, and Neyland-point, as being

the most proper and best situated places for fortifying the

interior parts of the harbour. It was also enacted, that

tlie commissioners should appoint proper secretaries,

clerks, assistants, and other officers, for carrying the

two acts into execution, and that an account of the ap-

plication of the money should be laid before parliament,

within twenty days of the opening of every session.

What next attracted the attention of the house was an

aflair of tlie utmost importance to the commerce of the

kingdom, which equally affected the interest of the

nation, and the character of the natives. In the latter

end of February complaint was made to the house,

that, since the commencement of the war, an infamous

traffic had been set on foot by some merchants of Lon-

don, of importing French cloths into several ports of

the Levant, on account of British subjects. Five per-

sons were summoned to attend the h(mse, and the fact

was fully proved, not only by their evidence, but also

by some papers submitted to the house by the Turkey
company. A bill was immediately contrived for put-

ting a stop to this scandalous practice, reciting in the

preamble, that such traftic was not only a manifest dis-

couragement and picjudice to the woollen manuf;ctures

of Great Britain, but also a relief to the enemy, in con-

sequence of which they were enabled to maintain the

war against these kingdoms.

The next object that employed the attention of the

commons, was to explain and amend a law made in the

last session for granting to his majesty several rates

and duties upon ofiiccs and pensions. The directions

specified in the former act for levj-ing this imposition

having been found inconvenient in many respects, new
regulations were now established, importing, that those

deductions should be paid into the hands of receivers

appointed by the king for that purpose; that all sums
deducted under this act should be accounted for to such

receivers, and the accounts audited and passed by them,

and not by the auditors of the impress, or of the ex-

chequer: that all disputes relating to the collection of

this duty should be finally, and in a summary way, de-

termined by the barons of the exchequer in England
and Scotland respectively: that the commissioners of

the land-tax should fix and ascertain the sum total or

amount of the perquisites of every office and employ-
ment within their respective districts, distinct from the

salary thereunto belonging, to be deducted under the

said act, independently of any former valuation or as-

sessment of the same to the land-tax; and should rate

or assess all offices and employments, the perquisites

whereof should be found to exceed the sum of one hun-
dred pounds per annum, at one shilling for every twenty
thence arising; that the receivers should transmit to

the commissioners in every district where any office or

employment is to be assessed, an account of such officers

and employments, that, upon being certified of the truth

of their amount, they might be rated and assessed ac-

cordingly; that in all future assessments of the land-

tax, the said offices and employments should not be

valued at higher rates than those at which they were
assessed towards the land-tax of the thirty-first year of

the present reign ; that the word perquisite should be
understood to mean such profits of offices and employ-
ments as arise from fees established by custom or autho-

lity, and payable either by the crown or the subjects,

in consideration of business done in thn conrse of exe-

cuting such offices and employments; and that a com-
missioner possessed of any office or employment, might
not interfere in the execution of the said act, except in

what might rclutfl to his own employment. By the

four last clauses, several salaries were exempted from
the p.ayment of this duty. The objections made with-

out doors to this new law, were the accession of pecu-
niary influence to the crown by the creation of a new
office and officers, whereas this duty might have been
easily collected and received by the commissioners of

the land-tax already appointed, and the inconsistency

that appeared between the fifth and seventh clause: iu

the former of these the commissioners of the land-tax.

were vested with the power of assessing the perquisites

of every office within their respective districts, inde-

pendent of .any former valuation or assessment of the

same to the land-tax; and by the latter, they are re-

stricted from assessing any office at a higher rate than
that of the thirty-first year of the reign of George 11.

In the beginning of March, petitions were offered to

the house by the merchants of Birmingham in AVar-

wickshire, and Sheffield in Yorkshire, specifying that

the toy trade of these and many other towns consisted

generally of articles in which gold and silver might ba

said to be manufactured, though in a small proportion,

inasmuch as the sale of them depended upon slight or-

naments of gold and silver: that by a clause passed in

the last session of parliament, obliging every person

who should sell goods or wares iu which any gold or

silver was manufactured to take out an annual license

of forty shillings, they the petitioners were laid under
great difficulties and disadvantages; that not only the

first seller, but every person through whose hands tho

goods or wares passed to the consumer, was required to

take out tho said license: they therefore requested that

the house should Lake these hardships and inequalities

into consideration, and indulge them with reasonable

relief. The committee, to which this affair was refer-

red, h.aving resolved that this imposition Tvas found
detrimental to the tO)' and cutlery trade of the kingdom,

the house agreed to the resolution, and a bill being pre-

pared, under the title of "An act to amend the act

made in the last session, for repealing the duty granted

by an act of the sixth year of the reign of his late ma-
jesty, on silver plate, .and for gi-anting a duty on licenses

to be taken out bj- all persons dealing in gold and silver

plate," was enacted into a law by the royal sanction.

B}- this new regulation, small quantities of gold and
silver plate were allowed to be sold without license.

Instead of tlic duty before p.ayable upon licenses, another

was granted, to bo taken out by ccrt;un dealers in gold

and silver plate, pawnbrokers, and refiners. This af-

fair being discussed, the house took into consideration

the claims of the proprietors of lauds purchased for tliB

better securing of his majesty's docks, ships, and stores

at Chatham, Portsmouth, and Plymouth; and for bet-

ter fortifying the town of Portsmouth, and citadel of

Plj-montb, in pursuance of an act passed iir the last

session. We have already specified the sum granted

for this purpose, in consequence of a resolution of the

house, upon which a bill being founded, soon passed

into a law without opposition.*

In the month of April, a bill was brought in for the

more eflectual preventing the fraudulent importation

of cambrics ; and while it was under deliberation, several

merchants and wholesale drapers of the city of London

presented a petition, representing the grievances to

' TUo next bill which was brought iuto tho house rel.itcd to the

summons issued by the commissioners of tlie excise, and justices of

the peace, for the appearance of persons offending against, or for

foifcitures incurred by, the lairs of excise. As some doubts had
arisen with respect to the method of summoning in such cases, this

bill, which obtained the roval assent in due coiu^e, enacted, that

the summons left at the house, or usual place of rcsideuce, or with

the wife, child, orracnial servants of the person so summoned, sliould

be lield (ws legal notice, as well as the leaving such notice al tlio

house, workhouse, warehouse, shop, cellar, vault, or usual pl.icc of

residence, of such person, directed to him by his right or assumed

name; and all dealers in coffee, tea, or chocolate, wei-e subjected to

the penalty of twenty pounds, as often as they should neglect to at-

tend the commissioners of excise, when summoDcd in this manudr.
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wliich they, and many thons.ind of other traders, would
bo suhjcctcil, should the hill, ns it then stood, be passed
into a law. According to their request, they were
heard by their counsel on the merits of this reraon-

str.incc, aud some amendments were made to the hill

in their favour. At length it received the royal assent,

and became a law to the following efl'ect : It enacted,

that no cambrics, French lawns, or lineus of this kind
usually entered under the denomination of cambrics,

should be imported after the first day of next August,

but in bales, cases, or boxes, covered with sackcloth or

canvas, containing each one hundred whole pieces, or

two hundred half pieces, on penalty of forfeiting the

whole ; that cambrics and French lawns should be im-
ported for exportation only, lodged in the king's ware-
houses, and delivered out under like security, and
restrictions as prohibited East India merchandise, and,

on importation, pay only the half subsidy: that all

cambrics and French lawns in the custody of any per-

sons should he deposited, by the first of August, in the

king's warehouses, the bonds thereupon he delivered

up, and the drawback on exportation paid; j-et the

goods should not be delivered out again but for expor-

tation: that cambrics and French lawns exposed to

sale, or found in the possession of private persons, after

the said day, should be forfeited, and liable to be
searched for, and seized, in like manner as other pro-

hibited and uncustomed goods are; and the offender

should forfeit two hundred pounds over and above all

other penalties and forfeitures inflicted by any former
act: that if any doubt should arise concerning the

species or quality of the goods, or the place where they
were manufactured, the proof should lie on the owner:
finally, that the pen.ilty of five pounds inflicted by a
former act, and payable to the informer, on any person

that should wear any cambric or French lawns, should

still remain in force, and be recoverable, on conviction,

by oath of one wituess, before one justice of the peace.

—The last successful bill which this session produced,

was that relating to the augmentation of the salaries

of the judges in his majesty's superior courts of justice.

A motion having been made for an instruction to the

committee of supply, to consider of the said augmenta-
tion, the chancellor of the exchequer acquainted the

house, that this augmentation was recommended to

them by his majesty. Nevertheless, the motion was
opposed, and a wann debate ensued. At length, how-
ever, being carried in the aflirmative, the committee
agreed to certain resolutions, on which a bill was
founded. While it remained under discussion, a

motion was made for an instruction to the committee,

that they should have power to receive a clause or

clauses for restraining the judges, comprehended with-

in the provisions of the bill, from receiving any fee,

gift, present, or entertainment, from any city, town,

borough, or corporation, or from any sheriff, gaoler, or

other officer, upon their several respective circuits, and
from taking any gratuity from any officer or officers of

any of the courts of law. Another motion was made,
for a clause restraining such judges, barons, and jus-

tices, as were comprehended within the provisions of

the bill, from interfering, otherwise than by giving

their own votes, in any election of members to serve

in parliament; but both these proposals, being pat to

the vote, were cai'ried in the negative. These two
motions being over-ruled by the majority, the bill

underwent some amendments; and having passed

through both houses in the ordinary course, was en-

acted into a law by the royal sanction. With respect

to the import of this act, it is no other than the estab-

lishment of the several stamp-duties, applied to the

augmentation, and the appropriation of their produce

in such a manner, that the crown cannot alter the ap-

plication of the suras thus granted in parliament. But
on this occasion, no attempt was made in favour of the

independency of the judges, which seems to have been
invaded by a late interpretation of, or rather by a de-

viation from, the act of settlement; in which it is

expressly ordained, that the commissions of the judge!
should continue in force qiiamdiu se bene gcsserhit; (liat

their salaries should be fixed, and none of them remove-
able but by an address of both houses of parliament.
It was then, without all doubt, the intention cf the
legislature that every judge sliould enjoy his office

during life, unless convicted, by .legal trial, of some
njisbih,aviour,orunless both houses of parliament should
concur in desiring his removal: but the doctrine now
adopted imports, tliat no commission can continue in
force longer than the life of the king by whom it was
granted; that therefore the commissions of the judges
must be renewed by a new king at Ids accession, wlio
should have it in his power to employ either those whom
he finds acting as judges at his accession, or confer
their offices on others, with no other restraint than that
the condition of new commissions, should be qiiamdiu,

se Icne gesserlnt. Thus the office of a judge is mora
precarious, and the iuflnenco of the crown receives a
considerable reinforcement.

Among the bills that miscarried in the course of the
session, we may number a second attempt to carry into

execution the scheme which was oft'ered last year for

the more effectual manning the navy, preventing de-

sertion, and relieving and encouraging the seamen of

Great Britain. A bill was accordingly brought in,

couched in nearly the same terms which had been re-

jected in the last session ; and it was supported by a
considerable number of members, animated with a trae

spirit of patriotism: but to the trading part of the
nation it appeared one of those plausible inojects, which,
though agreeable in speculation, can never be reduced
into practice, without a concomitancy of greater evils

than those they were intended to remove. AVhile the
bill remained under the consideration of the house,

petitions were presented against it by the merchants
of Bristol, Scarborough, Whitby, Kingston-upon-Ilidl,
and Lancaster, representing, that by such a law, the
trade of the kingdom, which is the nursery and sup-
port of seamen at all times, and that spirit of equipping
private ships of war, wliicli had been of distinguished

service to the nation, would be laid under such diffi-

culties as might cause a great stagnation in the former,

and a total suppression of the latter; the bill, there-

fore, would be highly prejudicial to the marine of the
kingdom, and altogether ineft'ectual for the pui-poscs

intended. A great number of hooks and papers, relat-

ing to trading ships and vessels, as well as to seamen
and other persons protected or pressed into the navj-,

and to expenses occasioned by pressing men into tlie

navy, were examined in a committee of the whole
house, and the bill was improved with many amend-
ments: nay, after it was printed and engrossed, several

clauses were added by way of rider; 3-et still the ex-

periment seemed dangerous. The motion for its being
past was violently opposed; warm debates ensued;
they were adjourned, and resumed; and the arguments
against the bill appeared at length in such a striking

light, that, when the question was put, the majority

declared for the negative. The regulations which had
been made in parliament during the twenty-sixth, the

twenty-eighth, and thirtieth years of the present reign,

for the preservation of the public roads, being attended

with some inconveniencies in certain parts of the king-
dom, petitions were brought from some counties in

'\Vales, as well as from the freeholders of Hertfordshire,

tlie farmers of Middlesex, and others, enumerating the

difficulties attending the nse of broad wheels, in one

case, and the limitation of horses used in drawing
carriages with narrow wheels, in the other. The mat-
ter of these remonstrances was considered in a com-
mittee of the whole house, which resolved, that the

weight to be carried by all waggons and carts, travel-

ling on the turnpike roads, should be limited. On this

resolution a bill was framed, for amending and reducing

into one act of parliament the three acts before men-
tioned for the preservation of the public highways; but

some objections being started, and a petition interposed
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by the land-holders oi Suffolk and Norfolk, alleging

that the bill, if passed into a law, would render it im-

possible to bring fresh provisions from those counties

to London, as the supply depended absolutely upon the

quickness of conveyance, the further consideration of

it was postponed to a longer day, and never resumed
in the sequel: so that the attempt miscarried.

CxVSE OF THE INSOLVENT DEBTOKS.

Of all the subjects, which, in the course of this session,

fell under the cognizance of parliament, there was none

that more interested the humanity, or challenged the

redress, of the legislature, than did the case of the poor

insolvent debtors, who languished under all the miseries

of indigence and imprisonment. In the month of Feb-

ruary a petition was offered to the commons in behalf

of banknipts, who represented, that having scrupulously

conformed to the laws made concerning bankruptcy, by
suiTendeiing their all upon oath, for the benefit of their

creditors, they had nevertheless been refused their cer-

tificates, without ,iny probability of relief; that by this

cruel refusal, many bankrupts have been obliged to ab-

scond, while others were immured in prison, and these

unhappy sufferers groaned under the particular hardship

of being excluded from the benefit of laws occasionally

made for the relief of insolvent debtors ; that the power
vested in creditors of refusing certificates to their bank-

rupts, was, as the petitioners conceived, founded upon a

presumption thatsuch powerwould be tenderly exercised,

and never but in notorious cases ; but the great increase in

tlie number of bankrupts within two years past, and in

the small proportion of those who had been able to obtain

tlieir certificates, seemed to demonstrate that the power
had been used for cruel and unjust purposes, contrary

to the intention of the legislature : that as the greater

part of the petitioners, and their fellow-sufferers, must
inevitably and speedily perish, with their distressed

families, unless seasonably relieved by the interposition

of parliament, they implored the compassion of the house,

from which they hoped immediate favour and relief.

Tliis petition was accompanied with a printed case, ex-

plaining the nature of the laws relating to bankrupts,
and pointing out their defects in point of policy as well

as humanity ; but little regard was seemingly paid to

cither remonstrance. Other petitions, however, being
presented by insolvent debtors, imprisoned in different

gaols within the kingdom, leave was given to bring in a
bill for their relief, and a committee appointed to examine
the laws relating to bankruptcy.

C.\SE OF CAPTAIN WALKER.

Among other petitionary remonstrances on this sub-

ject, the members were separately presented with the
piinted case of captain George Walker, a prisoner in the

gaol of the king's bench, who had been declared a bank-
rupt, and complained, that he had been subjected to

some flagrant acts of injustice and oppression. The
case contained such extraordinary allegations, and the

captain's char.acter was so remarkably fair and interest-

ing, that the committee, which were empowered to send
for persons, papers, and records, resolved to inquire into

the particulars of his misfortune. -V motion was made
and agreed to, tliat the marshal of the prison should
brin g the captain before the committee : and the speaker's
warrant was issued accordingly. The prisoner was
produced, and examined at several sittings, and some
of the members expi-csscd a laudable eagerness to do
him justice; but his antagonists were very powerful,
and left no stone unturned to frustrate the purpose of

the inquiry, which was dropped of course at tlie end of

the session. Thus the unfortunate captain AValker,
who had, in the late war, remarkably distinguished
himself at sea by his courage and conduct, repeatedly
signalizing himself against the enemies of his country,
was sent back without redress to the gloomy mansions
of a giUfI, whore he had already pined for sever.al years,

useless to himself, and lost to the community, while ho
might have been profitably employed in retrieving his

own fortune, and exerting his talents for the general

advantage of the nation. While this affair was in agi-

tation, the bill for the relief of insolvent debtors was
prepared, printed, and read a second time; but, when
the motion was made for its being committed, a iIe')ato

arose, and this was adjourned from time to time till the

end of the session. In the meantime, the committee

continued to deliberate upon the laws relating to bank-

ruptcy; and in the beginning of June reported their

resolution to the house, that, in their opinion, some
amendments might be made to the laws concerning

bankruptcy; to the advantage of creditors, and relief of

insolvents. Such was the notice vouchsafed to the cries

of many British subjects, deprived of liberty, and desti-

tute of the common necessaries of life.

REMARKS ON THE BANKRUPT-LAWS.

It would engage us in a long digressive discussion

were we to inquire how the spirit of the laws in England,

so famed for lenity, has been exasperated into such se-

verity against insolvent debtors ; and why, among a

people so distinguished for generosity and compassion,

the gaols should be more filled with prisoners than they

are in any other part of Clnistendom. Perhaps both

these deviations from a general character are violent ef-

forts of a wary legislature made in behalf of trade, which

cannot be too much cherished in a nation that principally

depends upon commerce. The question is, whether this

laudable aim may not be more effectually accomplished,

without subjecting individuals tooppression, arising from

the cruelty and revenge of one another. As the laws

are modelled at present, it cannot be denied that the

debtor, in some cases, lies in a peculiar manner at the

mercy of his creditor. By the original and common law
of England, no man could be imprisoned for debt. The
plaintiff in any civil action could have no execution upon

his judgment, against either the body or the lands of

the defendant: even with respect to his goods and chat-

tels, which were subject to execution, he was obliged to

leave him such articles as were necessary for agriculture.

But, in process of time, this indulgence being found pre-

judicial to commerce, a law was enacted, in the reign

of Edward I. allowing execution on the person of the

debtor, provided his goods and chattels were not suf-

ficient to pay the debt which he had contracted. This

law was stillattended with a very obvious inconvenience:

the debtor, who possessed an estate in lands, was temp-

ted to secrete his moveable effects, and live in conceal-

ment on the produce of his lands, while the sheriff con-

nived at his retirement. To remove this evU, a second

statute was enacted in the same reign, granting immedi-

ate execution against the body, lands, and goods of the

debtor
;
yet his effects could not be sold for the benefit

of his creditors till the expiration of three months, duiing

which he himself could dispose of them for ready money,
in order to discharge his incumbrances. If the creditor

was not satisfied in this manner, he continued in pos-

session of the debtor's lands, and detained the debtor

himself in prison, where he was obliged to supply him
with bread and water for his support, until the debt was
discharged. Other severe regulations were made in the

sequel, particularly in the reign of Edward III. which
gave rise to the writ of cajnas ad satisfacietidum. Tliis

indeed rendered the preceding laws, called statute-

merchant, and statute-staple, altogether unnecessary.

Though the liberty of the subject, and the security of

tlie landholder, were thus in some measure sacrificed

to the advantage of commerce, an imprisoned debtor

was not left entirely at the mercy of an inexorable credi-

tor. If he made all the satisfaction in his power, and
could show that his insolvency was owing to real mis-

fortunes, thecourt of chancery interposed on his petition,

and actually ordered him to be discharged from prison,

when no good reason for detaining him could be assigned.

This interposition, which seems naturally to belong to
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a court of equity, constituted with a view to mitigate

the rigour of the common law, ceased, in all probability

after the restoration of Charles the Second, and of con-

sequence the prisons were filled with debtors. Then the
legislature charged themselves with the extension of a

power, which perhaps a chancellor no longer thought
himself safe in exercising; and in the year one thousand

six hundred and seventy, passed the first act for the

relief of insolvent debtors, granting a release to all pri-

soners for debt, without distinction or inquiry. By this

general indulgence, which has even in a great measure
continued in all subsequent acts of the same kind, the

lenity of the parliament may be sometimes misapplied,

inasmuch as insolvency is often criminal, arising from
profligacy and extravagance, which deserve to be se-

verely punished. Yet, even for this species of insol-

vency, perpetual imprisonment, aggravated by the mis-

erics of extreme indigence, and the danger of perishing

through famine,may be deemed a punishment too severe.

How cruel then must it be to leave the most innocent
banknipt exposed to this punishment, from the revenge
or sinister design of a merciless creditor; a creditor, by
whose fraud tlie prisoner became a bankrupt, and by
whose craft he is detained in gaol, lest by his discharge
from prison, he should be enabled to seek that redress

in chancery to which he is entitled on a fair account

!

The severity of the law was certainly intended against

fraudulent bankrupts only ; and the statute of bank-
ruptcy is, doubtless, favourable to insolvents, as it dis-

charges from all former debts those who obtained their

certificates. As British subjects, they are surely en-

titled to the same indulgence which is gi-anted to other

insolvents. They were always included in every act

passed for the relief of insolvent debtors, till the sixth

year of George I. when they were first excepted from
this benefit. By a law enacted in the reign of queen
Anne, relating to bankniptcy, any creditor was at lib-

erty to object to the confirmation of the bankrupt's cer-

tificate ; but the chancellor had power to judge whether
the objection was frivolous or well-founded: yet, by a
latter act, the chancellor is obliged to confirm the cer-

tificate, if it is agreeable to four-fifths in number and
value of the creditors; whereas he cannot confirm it,

should he be opposed, even without any reason assigned,

by one creditor to whom the greatest part of the debt
is owing. It might, therefore, deserve the consideration

of parliament, whether, in extending their clemency to

the poor, it should not be equally diffused to bankrupts
and other insolvents; whether proper distinction ought
not to be made between the innocent bankrupt who fails

through misfortune in trade, and him who becomes in-

solvent from fraud or profligacy: and finally, whether
the inquiry and trial of all such cases would not pro-

perly fall within the province of chancery, a tribunal

instituted for the mitigation of common law.

INQUIRY INTO THE STATE OF THE POOE.

The house of commons seems to have been deter-

mined on another measure, which, however, does not

admit of explanation. An order was made in the month
of February, that leave should be given to bring in a

bill to explain, amend, and render effectual, so much of

an act passed in the thirteenth 3earof George II. against

the excessive increase of horse-races, and deceitful gam-
ing, as related to that increase. The bill was accord-

ingly presented, read, printed, and ordered to be com-
mitted to a committee of the whole house; but the order

was delayed from time to time till the end of the session.

home progress was likewise made in another affair of

greater consequence to the community. A committee
was appointed in the month of March, to take into con-

sideration the state of the poor in England, as well as

the laws enacted for their maintenance. The clerks of

the peace belonging to all the counties, cities, and towns
in England and Wales, were ordered to transmit, for the

perusal of the house, an account of the annual expense
Cfn;is!n2' vagrants through their respective divisions

Vouir.

and districts for four years: and the ccmmittce began
to deliberate on this important subject. In the lattea

end of May the house was made acquainted with their

resolutions, importing, that the present methoils of re-

lieving the poor in the respective parishes, where no
workhouses have been provided for their reception and
employment, are, in general, very burdensome to the

inhabitants, and tend to render the poor miserable to

themselves, and useless totbecommimity: that the pre-

sent method of giving money out of the parochial rates

to persons capable of labour, in order to prevent them
from claiming an entire subsistence for themselves and
their families, is contrary to the spirit and intention of

the laws foi- the relief of the poor, is a dangerous power
in the hands of parochial oflieers, a misapplication of the

public money, and a great encouragement to idleness

and intemperance ; that the employment of the poor,

under proper direction and management, in such works
and manufactures as are suited to their respective ca-

pacities, would be of great utility to the public: that

settling the poor in workhouses, to be provided in the

several counties and ridings in England and Wales, un-

der the direction and management of governors and
trustees to be appointed for that purpose, would be the

most effectual method of relieving such poor persons, as,

by age, infirmities, or diseases, are rendered incapable

of supporting themselves by their labour: of employing
the aisle and industrious, reforming the idle and profli-

gate, and of educating poor children in religion and in-

dustry: and that the poor in such workhouses would bo

better regulated and maintained, and managed with

more advantage to the public, by guardians, governors,

or trustees, to be especially appointed, or chosen for that

pui-pose, and incoi-porated with such powers, and under

such restrictions, as the legislature should deem proper,

than by the annual parochial officers : that erecting

workhouses upon the waste lands, and appropriating a
certain quantity of such lands to be cultivated, in order

to produce provisions for the poor in the said houses,

would not only be the means of instructing and employ-

ing many of the said poor in agriculture, but lessen the

expense of the public: th.at controversies and law-suitg

concerning the settlements of poor persons, occasioned

a very great, and in general an useless expense to the

public, amounting to many thousand pounds per annum;
and that often more money is expended in ascertaining

such settlements by each of the contending parishes

than would be sufficient to maintain the paupers: that

should workhouses be established for the general recep-

tion of the poor, in the respective counties and ridings

of England, the laws relating to the settlements of the

poor, and the passing of vagrants, might be repealed:

that while the present laws relating to the poor subsist,

the compelling parish-ofiieers to grant certificates to the

poor, would in all probability prevent the hardships they

now suffer, in being debarred gaining their livelihood,

where they can do it most usefully to themselves and
the public. From these sensible resolutions, the reader

may conceive some idea of the misconduct that attends

the management of the poor in England, as well as of

the grievous burdens entailed upon the people by the

present laws which constitute this branch of the legis-

lature. The committee's resolves being read at the table,

an order was made that they should be taken into con-

sideration on a certain da}", when the order was again

put off, and in the interim the parliament was prorogued.

While the committee deliberated upon this affiiir,' leave

was given to prepare a bill for preventing tenants, under
a certain yearly rent, from gaining settlements in .any

particular parish, by being there rated in any land-tax

assessment, and paying for the landlord the money so

charged. This order was afterw.ards discharged; and
another bill brought in to prevent any person from gain-

ing a settlement, by being rated by virtue of r.n act of

parliament for gi'anting an aid to his majesty by a land-

tax, and paying the same. The bill was accordingly

presented, read, committed, and passed the lower house;

but among the lords it miscarried. It can never be ex-

3R
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pected tbat the poor will be managed vrith economy and

integi-ity, while the execution of the laws relating to

their maintenance is left in the hands of low tradesmen,

who derive private advantage from supplying them with

necessaries, and often favour the imposition of one an-

other with the most scandalous collusion. This is an

evil which will never be remedied, until persons of in-

dependent fortune, and unblemished integrity, actuated

by a spirit of true patriotism, shall rescue their fellow-

citizens from the power of such interested miscreants,

by taking the poor into their own management and
protection. Instead of multiplying laws with respect

to the settlement and management of the poor, wliicli

serve only to puzzle and perplex the parisli and peace

officers, it would become the sagacity of the legislature

to take some effectual precautions to prevent the in-

crease of paupers and vagrants, which is become an in-

tolerable nuisance to the commonwealth. Towards this

salutary end, surely nothing would more contribute than

a reformation of the police, that would abolish those in-

famous places of entertainment, which swai-m in every
corner of tlie metropolis, seducing people of all ranks to

extravagance, profligacy, and ruin; and would restrict

within due bounds the number of public-houses, which
are augmented to an enormous degree, affording so many
asylums for riot and debauchery, and corrupting the

morals of the common people to such a pitch of licentious

indecency, as must be a reproach to every civilized na-

tion. Let it not be affirmed, to the disgrace of Great
Britain, that such receptacles of vice and impurity sub-

sist under the connivance of the government, according

to the narrow views and confined speculation of those

shallow politicans, who imagine that the revenue is in-

creased in proportion to the quantity of strong liquors

consumed in such infamous recesses of intemperance.

Were this in reality the case, that administration would
deserve to be branded with eternal infamy, which could

sacrifice to such abase consideration the health, the lives,

and the morals of their fellow-creatures: but notliing

can be more fallacious than the supposition, that the

revenue of any government can be increased by the aug-
mented intemper.ance of the people; for intemperance
is the bane of industry, as well as of population ; and
what the government gains in the articles of the duty
on malt, and the excise upon liquors, will always
be greatly overbalanced by the loss in other articles,

arising from the diminution of hands, and the neglect of

labour.

REGULATION OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

Exclusive of the bills that were actually prepared,

thougli they did not pass in the course of the session,

the commons deliberated on other important subjects,

which, however, were not finally discussed. In the

beginning of the session, a committee being appointed

to resume the inquiry touching the regulation of weights
and measures, a subject we have mentioned in the his-

tory of the preceding session, the box which contained

a troy pound weight, locked up by order of the house,

was again produced by the clei'k in whose custody it

had been deposited. This affair being carefully inves-

tigated, the committee agreed to fourteen resolutions.

[(Sec note 3 T, at the end of this Vol.] In the meantime,
it was ordered that all the weights referred to in the
report, should be delivered to the clerk of the house, to

he locked up and brought forth occasionally.

THE FOUNDLING HOSPITAL.

The house of commons, among other .articles of do-
mestic economy, bestowed some attention on the hos-

pital for foundlings, which was now, more than ever,

become a matter of national consideration. The ac-

counts relating to this charity having been demanded,
aiKl sulycotcd to the inspection of the members, were,
together with the king's recommendation, referred to

tbo committee of supply, where they produced the re- I

solutions which we have already specified among tie
other grants of the year. The house afterwards re-

solved itself into a committee to deliberate on the state

of the hospital, and examine its accounts. On the third

day of May, their resolutions were reported to the fol-

lowing effect: that the appointing, by the governors

and guardians of the said hospital, places in the several

counties, ridings, or divisions in this kingdom, for the

first reception of exposed and deserted young children,

would be attended with many evil consequences; and
that the conveying of cliildren from the country to the

said hospital is attended with many evil consequences,

and ought to be prevented. A bill was ordered to be

brought in, founded upon this last resolution, but never
presented; therefore the inquiry produced no effect.

Notwithstanding the institution of this chanty, for the

support of which great sums are yearly levied on the

public, it does not appear that the bills of mortality,

respecting new-born children, are decreased, nor the
shocking crime of infant-murder rendered less frequent

than heretofore. It may, therefore, not be improperly
styled a heavy additional tax for the propagation of

bastardy, and the encouragement of idleness among
the common people; besides the tendency it has to ex-

tinguish the feelings of the heart, and dissolve those

family ties ofblood by which the charities are connected.

In the month of March, leave was given to bring in

a bill for the more effectual preventing of the melting
dowH and exporting the gold and silver coin of the king-

dom, and the persons were nominated to prepare it; but
the bill never appeared, and no further inquiry was made
about the matter. Perhaps it was supposed that such
a measure might be thouglit an encroachment on the

prerogative of the crown, which hath always exercised

the power of fixing the standard, and regulating the

currency of the coin. Perhaps such a step was de-

ferred on account of the war, during which a great

quantity of gold and silver was necessarily exported to

tlie continent, for the support of the allies and armies
in the pay of Great Britain. The legislature, however,
would do well to consider this eternal maxim in com-
putation, that when a greater quantity of bullion is

exported, in waste, than can be replaced by commerce,
the nation must be hastening to a state of insolvency.

Over and above these proceedings in this session of

parliament, it may not be unnecessary to mention sev-

eral messages which were sent by the king to the

house of commons. That relating to the vote of credit

we have already specified in our account of tlie supply.

On the twenty-sixth day of April, tlie chancellor of the

exchequer presented to the house two messages signed

by his majesty, one in favour of his subjects in North

America, and the otiier in behalf of the East India

company: the former recommending to their considera-

tion the zeal and vigour with which his faithful subjects

in North America had exerted themselves in defence of

his just rights and possessions; desiring he might be

enabled to give tliem a proper compensation for the ex-

penses incurred by the respective provinces in levying,

clothing, and paying the troops raised in that country,

according as the active vigour and strenuous efforts of

the several colonies should appear to merit: in the

latter, he desired the house would empower him to

assist the East India company in defraying the expense

of a military force in the East Indies, to be maintained

by them, in lieu of a battalion of regular troops with-

drawn from thence, and returned to Ireland. Both

tliesc messages were referred to the committee of sup-

ply, and produced the resolutions upon each subject

wliich we h.ave already explained. The message re-

lating to a projected invasion by the enemies of Great

Britain, we shall particularize in its proper place, when
we come to record the circumstances and miscarriage

of that design. In the meantime, it may not be im-

proper to observe, that the thanks of the house of com-
mons were voted and given to admiral ISoscawen and
major-general Amherst, for the services they had done

their king and country in North America; and the same
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compliment was p.ild to admiral Osborne, for the suc-

cess of his cruise in the Mediterranean.

The session was closed on the second day of June,

with a speech to both houses from the commissioners

appointed by his majesty for that purpose. In this

harangue the parliament was given to understand, that

the king approred of their conduct, and returned tliem

his thanks for their condescension; that the hopes he had

conceived of their surmounting the difficulties which

lay in the way, were founded on the wisdom, zeal, and

aftection of so good a parliament, and that his expecta-

tions were fully answered; that they had considered

the war in all its parts, and notwithstanding its long

continuance, through the obstinacy of the enemy, had

made such provision for the many different operations

as ought to convince the adversaries of Great Britain,

that it would be for their interest, as well as for the case

and relief of all Europe, to embrace etiuitable and hon-
ourable terms of accommodation. They were told that,

by their assistance, the combined army in Germany had
been completed; powerful squadrons, as well as numer-
ous bodies of land-forces, were employed in America, in

order to maint.ain the British rights and possessions, and
annoy the enemy in the most sensible manner in that

country: that, as France was making considerable pre-

parations in her different ports, he had taken care to

put his fleet at home in the best condition, both of

strength and situation, to guard against and repel any
attempts that might be meditated against his kingdoms:
that all his measures had been directed to assert the

honour of his crown; to preserve the essential interests

of his faithful subjects; to support the cause of the pro-

testant religion, and public liberty: he therefore trusted

that the uprightness of his intentions would draw down
the blessing of heaven upon his endeavours. He ex-

pressed his hope, that the precautions they had taken
to prevent and coiTcct the excesses of the privateers

would produce the desired effect: a consideration which
the king had much at heart; for, though sensible of the

utility of that service, when under proper regulations,

he was determined to do his utmost to prevent any in-

juries or hardships which might be sustained by the

subjects of neutral powers, as far as might be practicable

and consistent with his majesty's just right to hinder

the trade of his enemies from being collusively and frau-

dulently covered. He not only thanked the commons,
but applauded the firmness and vigour with which they

had .acted, as well as their prudence in judging, that

notwithstanding the present burdens, the making ample
provision for carrying on the war was the most probable

means to bring it to an honourable and h.appy conclu-

sion. He assured them that no attention should be
w.anting, on his p.irt, for the faithful application of

what h.ad been granted. They were informed he had
nothing further to desire, but that they would carry

down the same good dispositions, and propagate them
in their several counties, wliich they had shown in their

proceedings during the session. These declarations be-

ing pronounced, the parliament was prorogued.

PREPAEATION.S FOR WAR.

The people of England, provoked on one hand by the

intrigues, the hostilities and menaces of France, and
animated on the other by the pride .and triumph of suc-

cess, which never fails to reconcile them to difficulties,

howsoever great, .and expense, however enormous, at

this period breathed nothing but war, and discoursed

about nothing but new plans of conquest. We have
seen how liberally the parliament bestowed the nation's

money; and the acquiescence of the subjects in general

under the additional burdens which had been imposed,

appeared in the remarkable eagerness with which they
embarked in the subscription planned by the legislature;

in the vigorous assistance they contributed towards man-
ning the navy, recmiting the .army, .and levying addi-

tinn.al forces; .and the warlike spirit which began to

diifuse itself thro!!P;h all r.anks of the people. This was

a spirit which the ministry carefully cherished and cul-

tivated, for the support of the war, which, it must bo

owned, was prosecuted with an ardour and efficacy pe-

culiar to the present administration. True it is, the

German war had been for some time adopted as an
object of import.ance by the British councils, and a re-

solution was taken to maintain it without flinching: at

the same time, it must be allowed, that this considera-
tion had not hitherto weakened the attention of the
ministry to the opei'ations in America, where alone
the war may be said to have been carried on .and

prosecuted on British principles, so as to distress the
enemy in their most tender part, and at the same time,

acquire the most substantial adv.intages to the sub-
jects of Britain. For these two purposes, every prepar-

ation was made that sagacity could suggest, or vigour
execute. The n.avy was repaired and augmented; and,

in order to man the different squadrons, the expedient

of pressing, that disgrace to a British administration,

was practised both by land and water with extraordinary

rigour and vivacity. A proclamation was issued, offer-

ing a considerable bounty for every seaman and every

landman that should by a certain day enter voluntarily

into the serrice. As an additional encouragenrent to

this class of people, the king promised his pardon to all

seamen who had deserted from their respective ships to

which they belonged, provided they should return to

their duty by the third day of July; but at the same
time he declared, that those who should neglect this op-

portunity, at a time when their country so much re-

quired their service, would, upon being apprehended,
incur the penalty of a court-martial, and if convicted,

be deemed unfit objects of the royal mercy. All justices

of the peace, mayors, and magistrates of corporatious

throughout Great Britain, were commanded to make
particular search for straggling seamen fit for the ser-

vice, and to send all that should be found to the nearest

se.a-port, that they might be sent on board by the sea-

officer there comm.anding. Other methods, more gentle

and effectual, were taken to levy and recruit the land-

forces. New regiments were raised, on his m.ajesty's

promise that every man should be entitled to his dis-

charge at the end of three years, and the premiums for

enlisting were increased. Over and above these indul-

gences, considerable bounties were offered and given by
cities, towns, corporations, and even by individu.als,

so universally were the people possessed with a spirit of

chiv.alry and adventure. The ex.ample was set by the

metropolis, where the common-council resolved, that

voluntary subscriptions should be received in the cham-
ber of London, to be appropriated as bounty-mouey to

such persons as should engage in his majesty's service.

The city subscribed a considerable sum for that purpose

;

and a committee of aldermen and commoners was ap-

pointed to attend at Guildh<ill, to receive and .apply the

subscriptions. As a further encouragement to volun-

teers, they moreover resolved, that every person so en-

tering should be entitled to the freedom of the city, at

the expiration of three years, or sooner if the war should

be brought to a conclusion. These resolutions being

communicated to the king, he was pleased to signify his

approbation, iind return his thanks to the city, in a let-

ter from the secretary of state to the lord-mayor. Large
sums were immediately subscribed by different com-
piinies, and some private persons; and, in imitation of

the capital, bounties were oft'ered by many different

communities in every quarter of the United Kingdom.
At the same time, such care and diligence were used in

disciplining the militia, th.at, before the close of the

year, the greater part of those truly constitutional bat-

talions rivalled the regular troops in the perfection of

their exercise, and seemed to be, in all respects, as fit

for actual service.

DEATH OF THE PRINCESS OF ORANGE, &c.

Before we proceed to record the transactions of the

campaign that succeeded these prep.arations, we shall
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take notice of some domestic events, which, though not

very important ill thepjselves, may nevertheless claim

a place in the History of England. In the beginning

of the year, the court of London was overwhelmed with

affliction at the death of the princess dowager of Orange
and Nassau, governante of tlie United Provinces in the

minority of her son, the present stadtholdor. She was
the eldest daughter of his Britannic majesty, possessed

of many personal accomplishments and exemplary vir-

tues; pious, moderate, sensible, and circumspect. She
had exercised her authority with equal sagacity and
resolution, respected even hy those who were no friends

to the house of Orange, and died with great fortitude

and resignation.* In her will she appointed the king

her fatlier, and the princess dowager of Orange her

mother-in-law, honorary tutors, and prince Louis of

Brunswick acting tutor to her cliildren. In the morn-

ing after her decease, the states-general and the states

of Holland were extraordinarily assembled, and having
received notice of this event, proceeded to confirm the

regulations which had been made for the minority of

the stadtholder. Prince Louis of Brunswick was in-

vited to assist in the assembly of Holland, where he
took the oaths, as representing the captain-general of

the union. Tlien he communicated to the assembly
the act hy which the princess had appointed him guai--

dian of her children. He was afterwards invited to

tlie assembly of the states-general, who agreed to the

resolution of Holland, with respect to his guardianship;

and in the evening the diflerent colleges of the govern-
ment sent formal deputations to the young stadtholder,

nnd the princess Caroline, his sister, in whose names
nnd presence they were received, and answered hy
their guardian and representative. A formal intima-

tion of the death of the princess was communicated to

the king her father, in a pathetic letter, by the states-

general; who condoled with him on the irreparable loss

which he as well as they had sustained by this melan-
choly event, and assured him they would employ all

their care and attention in securing and defending the
riglits and interest of the young stadtholder and the
princess his sister, whom they considered as the chil-

dren of the republic. The royal family of England
suffered another disaster in the course of this year, I\v

the decease of the princess Elizabeth-Caroline, second
daughter of liis late royal higlniess Frederick prince of

Wales, a lady of the most amiable character, wlio died

at Kew in the month of September, before she had at-

tained the eighteenth year of her age.

EXAMPLES MADE OF PIEATES.

Certain privateers continuing their excesses at sea,

and rifling neutral ships witlnut distinction or author-
ity, the government resolved to vindicate tlie honour
of the nation, by making examples of those pirates, who,
as fast as they could be detected and secured, were
brought to trial, and upon conviction sacrificed to jus-
tice. Wiiilc these steps were taken to rescue the nation
from the reproach of violence and rapacity, which her
neighbours had urged with such eagerness, equal spirit

was exerted in convincing neutral powers that they
should not with impunity contravene the law of nations,
in favouring the enemies of Oreat Britain. A great
number of causes were tried relating to disputed cap-
tures, and many Dutch vessels, with their cargoes,
were condemned, after a fair hearing, notwithstanding

• Feeling her end approaching, she delivered a key to one of her
attendants, directing liim to fetcli two papei-s, wliicli she signed
witli lier own hand. One was a contract of marriage between lier
(laughter and the prince of Nassau Weilburgh; tlie other was a
letter to tlie states-general, beseeching them to consent to this mar-
riage, and preserve inviolate the regulations she had made touch-
ing the education and tutelage of the young stadtholder. These
two papers being signed and sealed, she sent for her childrtii, ei-
hortcd them to make proper improvements on the education they
had received, and to live in Iiarniony with each other. Then she
Implored Heaven to shower its blessings on them both, and em-
braced them with the most aticcting marks of maternal teudcr-
Iiess. She afterwards continued to converse calmly and del'beratoly
With her friends, and in a few honra oxjiiied.

the loud clamours of that peojilo, and the repeated re-

monstrances of the states-generttl.

The reputation of the English was not so much
afl'ected by the irregularities of her privateers, armed
for rapine, as by the neglect of internal police, and an
ingredient of savage ferocity mingled in the national

character; an ingrcdier.t that appeared but too conspic-

uous in the particulars of several shocking murders
brought to light about this period.—One Halsey, who
commanded a merchant ship in the voyage from Ja-
maica to England, liaving conceived some personal

dislike to a poor sailor, insulted him with sucli abuse, ex-

posed him to such hardships, and punished him with such
wantonness of barbarity, that the poor wretch leaped
overboard in despair. His inhuman tyrant envying
him that death, which would have rescued a miserable

object from liis brutality, plunged into the sea after

him, and brought him on board, declaring, he should

not escape so while there were any torments left to in-

flict. Accordingly, he exercised his tyranny upon him
witli redoubled rigour, until the poor creature expired,

in consequence of the inhuman treatment he had sus-

tained. This savage ruffian was likewise indicted for

the murder of another mariner, but being convicted on
the first trial, the second was found unnecessary, and
the criminal sufi'ered death according to the law, wliieh

is perhaps too mild to malefactors convicted of such
aggravated cruelty.—Another barbarous murder was
perpetrated in the country, near Birmingham, upon a

sherifTs ofSeer, by the sons of one Darby, whose efleets

the bailiff had seized, on a distress for rent. The two
young assassins, encouraged by the father, attacked
tlic unhappy wretch with clubs, and mangled him in a
terrible manner, so that he hardly retained any signs

of life. Not contented with this cruel execution, tliey

stripped him naked, and dragging him out of tlia

house, scourged him with a waggoner's whip, until the

flesh was cut from the hones. In this miserable con-

dition he was found weltering in his blood, and con-

veyed to a neighbouring house, where he immediately
expired. The three barbarians were apprehended, after

having made a desperate resistance. They were tried,

convicted, and executed; the sons were hung in chains,

and the body of the father dissected.—The widow of a

timber-merchant in Rotherhithe being cruelly murdered
in her own house, Mary Edmonson, a young woman,
her niece, ran out into the street with her arms cut

across, and gave the alarm, declaring her aunt had
been assassinated by four men, wlio forced their way
into the house, and that she (tlie niece) had received

those wounds in attempting to defend her relation.

According to the circumstances that appeared, this un-

natural wretch had cut the throat of her aunt and
benefactress with a case-knife, tlieu dragged the body
from the wash-house to tlie parlour; that she had stolen

a watch and some silver spoons, and concealed them,

together with the knife and her own apron, which was
soaked with the blood of her parent. After having
acted this horrid tragedy, the bare recital of which the

humane reader will not peruse without horror, che put

on another apron, and wounded her own flesh, the bet-

ter to conceal her guilt. Notwitlistanding these pre-

cautions she was suspected, and committed to prison.

Being brought to trial, she was convicted and con-

demned upon circumstantial evidence, and finally ex-

ecuted on Kcnnington-comraon, tliough she denied the

fact to the last moment of her life. At the place of

execution she behaved with great composure, and, after

having spent some minutes in devotion, protested she

was innocent of the crime laid to her charge. "What

seemed to corroborate this protestation, was the con-

dition and character of the young woman, who had
been educated in a sphere above tlie vulgar, and main-

tained a reputation without reproach in the country,

where she was actually betrothed to a clergyman. On
the other hand, the circumstanoos that appeared against

her almost amounted to a certainty; tliough nothing

weaker than proof positive ought to determine a jury
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in capital cases to give a verdict against the iicrson

accused. After all, tliis is one of those problematic

events whicli elude the force of all evidence, and serve

to confound the pride of human reason.—A miscreant,

whose name was Haines, having espoused the daughter

of a farmer in the nsighbourhood of Gloucester, who
possessed a small estate, which he intended to divide

among seven children, was so abandoned as to form the

design of poisoning the whole family, that by virtue of

his wife he might enjoy the whole inheritance. For the

execution of this infernal scheme, he employed his own
father to purchase a quantity of arsenic; part of which

he administered to three of the children, who were im-

mediately seized with the dreadful symptoms produced

by this mineral, and the eldest expired. He afterwards

mixed it with three apple-cakes, which be bouglit for

the purpose, and presented to the three other children,

who underwent the same violence of operation which
had proved fatal to the eldest brother. The instan-

taneous eflects of the poison created a suspicion of

Haines, who, being examined, the whole scene of vil-

lany stood disclosed. Nevertheless, the villain found

means to escape.—The uncommon spirit of assassina-

tion which raged at this period, seemed to communicate
itself even to foreigners who breathed English air.

Five French prisoners confined on board the king's ship

the Eoyal Oak, were convicted of having murdered one

Jean de JIanaux, their countryman and fellow-prisoner,

in revenge for his having discovered that they had
forged passes to facilitate their escape. Exasperated

at this detection, they seized this unfortunate informer

in the place of their confinement, gagged his mouth,
stripped him naked, tied him with a strong cord to a

ring-bolt, and scourged bis body with the most brutal

perseverance. By dint of struggling, the poor wretch

disengaged himself from the cord with which he had
been tied: then they finished the tragedy, by leaping

and stamping on his breast, till the chest was broke,

and he expired. They afterwards severed the body
into small pieces, and these they conveyed at different

times into the sea, through the funnel of a convenience

to wliich they had access: but one of the other prison-

ers gave information of the murder; in consequence of

which they were secured, brought to trial, condemned,

and punished with death.—Nor were the instances of

cruel assassination which prevailed at this juncture

confined to Great Britain. At the latter end of the

foregoing year, an atrocious massacre was perpetrated

by two Genoese mariners upon the master and crew of

an English vessel, among whom they were enrolled.

These monsters of cruelty were in different watches, a

circumstance that favoured the execution of the horrid

plan they had concerted. When one of them retired

to rest with his fellows of the watch, consisting of the

mate and two seamen, he waited till the}' were fast

asleep, and then butchered them all with a knife.

Having so far succeeded without discovery, he returned

to the deck, and communicated the exploit to his as-

sociate: then they suddenly attacked the master of the

vessel, and cleft his head with a hatchet, which they

likewise used in murdering the man that stood at the

helm; a third was likewise despatched, and no English -

man remained .alive but the master's son, a boy, who
lamented his father's death with incessant tears and

cries for three days, at the expiration of which he was
likewise sacrificed, because the assassins were disturbed

by his clamour. This barbarous scene was acted within

sixty leagues of the rock of Lisbon; but the vessel was

taken within the capes Ortugal and Finisterre, by the

captainof theFrcnch privateercalled La Favourite, who
seeing the deck stained with blood, and finding all the pa-

pers of the ship destroyed, began to suspect that the mas-

ter and crew had been murdered. He accordingly taxed

them with the murder, and they confessed the particu-

lars. Tlie privateer touched at Vigo, where the captain

imparted this detail to the English consul; but the prize,

with the two villains on board, was sent to Bayonne in

Tiance, v^here they were brought to condign punishment.

MURDER OF DANIEL CLARKE.

We shall close this register of blood with the account
of a murder remarkable in all its circumstances, for

which a person, called Eugene Aram, sufl'ered at York,
in the course of this year. This man, who exercised

the profession of a schoolmaster at Knaresborongh, had,

as far back as the year one thousand seven hundred
and forty-five, been concerned with one Houseman, in

robbing and murdering Daniel Clarke, whom they
had previously persuaded to borrow a considerable

quantity of valuable effects from different persons in

the neighbourhood, on false pretences, that he might
retire with the booty. He had accordingly filled a sack

with these particulars, and began his retreat with his

two perfidious associates, who suddenly fell upon him,

deprived him of life, and, having buried the body in a

cave, took possession of the plunder. Though Clarke

disappeared at once in such a mysterious manner, no
suspicion fell on the assassins; and Aram, who was the

chief contriver and agent in the murder, moved his

habitation to another part of the country. In the sum-
mer of the present year, Houseman being employed,

among other labourers, in repairing the public high-

way, they, in digging for gravel by the road side, dis-

covered the skeleton of a human creature, which the

majority supposed to be the bones of Daniel Clarke.

This opinion was no sooner broached, than Houseman,

as it were by some supernatural impulse which he could

not resist, declared that it was not the skeleton of

Clarke, inasmuch as his body had been interred at a

place called St. Robert's Cave, where they would find

it, with the head turned to a certain corner. He was
immediately apprehended, examined, admitted as evi-

dence for the crown, and discovered the particulars of

the murder. The skeleton of Clarke being found ex-

actly in the place and manner he had described, Eugene
Aram, who now acted as usher to a grammar-school in

the county of Norfolk, was secured, and brought to

trial at the York assizes. There, his own wife cor-

roborating the testimony of Houseman, be was found

guilty, and received sentence of death; notwilhstani

ing a very artful and learned defence, in which he

proved, from argument and example, the danger of

convicting a man upon circumstantial evidence. Find-

ing all his remonstrances ineflectual, he recommended

himself in pathetic terms to the king's mercy; and if

ever murder was entitled to indulgence, perhaps it

might have been extended not improperly to this man,

whose genius, in itself prodigious, might have exerted

itself in works of general utility. He had, in spite of

all the disadvantages attending low birth and straitened

circumstances, by the dint of his own capacity and in-

clination, made considerable progress in mathematics

and philosophy, acquired all the languages aucient and

modern, and executed part of a Celtic dictionary, whicli,

had he lived to finish it, might have thrown some

essential light upon the origin and obscurities of the

European history. Convinced, at last, tliat he had

nothing to hope from the clemency of the government,

he wrote a short poem in defence of suicide; and, on

the day fixed for his execution, opened the veins of his

left arm with a razor, which he had concealed for that

purpose. Though he was much weakened by the effu-

sion of blood, before this attempt was discovered, yet,

as the instrument had missed the artery, he did not

expire until he was carried to the gibljct, and under-

went the sentence of the law. His body was conveyed

to Knaresborough-forest, and hung in chains, near the

place where the murder was perpetrated.—These are

some of the most remarkable that appeared amongst

many other instances of homicide: a crime that prevails

to a degree alike deplorable and surprising, even in a

nation renowned for compassion and placability. But

this will generally be the case among people whose

passions, naturally impetuous, are ill restrained by laws,

and the regulations of civil society; which the licen-

tious do not fear, and the wicked hope to evade.
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MAJORITY OF THE TKINCE OF WALES.

The prince of Wales having, in the beginning of

June, entered the two-and-twontieth year of his age,

the anniversary of his birth was celebrated with great

rejoicings at court, and the king received compliments
of congratulation on tlie majority of a prince, who
seemed born to fulfil the hopes, and complete the haj)-

piness, of Great Britain. The city of London presented
an address to the king on this occasion, replete witli

expressions of loyalty and aifection, assuring his ma-
jesty, that no hostile threats could intimidate a people

animated by the love of libLM-tj", who, confiding in the

Divine Providence, and in his majesty's experienced

wisdom and vigorous councils, were resolved to exert

their utmost efforts towards enabling their sovereign to

repel the insults and defeat the attempts made by the

ancient enemies of Iiis crown and kingdom. Congratu-

lations of the same kind were offered by other cities,

towns, corporations, and communities, who vied with
each other in professions of attachment; and, indeed,

there was not the least trace of disaffection perceivable

at this juncture in any part of the island.

A NEW BRIDGE AT BLACKFRIARS.

So little were the citizens of London distressed by
the expense, or incommoded by tlie operations of the

war, that they found leisure to plan, and funds to exe-

cute, magnificent works of art, for the ornament of the

metropolis, and the convenience of commerce. They
had obtained an act of parliament, empowering them to

build a new bridge over tlie Thames, from Blackfriars

to the opposite sliore, about midway between those of

London and Westminster. Commissioners were ap-
pointed to put this act in execution; and, at a court of

common-council, it was resolved that a sum not exceed-

ing one hundred and forty-four thousand pounds should

be forthwitli raised, within the space of eight years, by
instalments, not exceeding thirty thousand pounds in

one year, to be paid into the chamber of London; that

the persons advancing the money should have an in-

terest at the rate of four pounds per cent, per annum,
to be paid half-yeaidy by the chamberlain, yet redeem-
able at the expiration of the first ten years; and that

tlie chamberlain should affix the city's seal to such in-

struments as the committee might think fit to give for

securing the payment of the said annuities. Such were
the first effectual steps taken towards the execution of

a laudable measure, which met with the most obstinate

opposition in the sequel, from the narrow views of par-

ticular people, as well as from the prejudice of party.

FIRE IN CORNHILL.

The spirit that now animated the citizens of London
was such as small difficulties did not retai-d, and even
considerable losses could not discourage. In the month
of November the city was exposed to a dangerous con-
fligration, kindled in the night by accident in the
neighbourhood of the Roj'al Exchange, wliieh burned
with great fury, and, notwithstanding the assistance of

the firemen and engines, employed under the personal
direction of the magistracy, consumed a great number
of houses, and damaged many more. That whole
quarter of the town was filled with consternation:
some individuals were beggared; one or two perished
in the flames, and some were buried in the ruins of the
houses that sunk under the disaster.

METHOD CONTRIVED TO FIND OUT THE
LONGITUDE.

The ferment of mind so peculiar to the natives of

Great Britain, excited by a strange mixture of genius
and caprice, passion and philosophy, study and conjec-

ture, produced at this period some flowers of improve-
ment, in difl'ercnt ai-ts and sciences, that seemed to

promise fruit of public utility. Several persons invented
methods for discovering the longitude at sea, that great

desideratum in navigation, for the ascertainmentof which
so many nations have offered a public recompense, and
in the investigation of which so many matliematical

heads have been disordered. Some of those who now
appeared candidates for the prize deserved encourage-

ment for the ingenuity of their several systems; but
he who seemed to enjoy the pre-eminence in the opinion

and favour of the public was Mr. Irwin, a native of

Ireland, who contrived a chair so artfully poised, that a
person sitting in it on board a ship, even in a rough
sea, can, through a telescope, observe the immersion
and emersion of Jupiter's satellites, without being in-

terrupted or incommoded by the motion of the vessel.

This gentleman was favoured with the assistance and
protection of commodore lord Howe, in whose presence
the experiment was tried in several ships at sea with
such success, that he granted a certificate, signifying

his approbation; and in consequence of this, Mr. Irwin
is said to have obtained a considerable reward from the

board of admiralty.

INSTALLATION AT OXFORD.

The people of England, happy in their situation, felt

none of the storms of war and desolation which ravaged
the neighbouring countries; but, enriched by a surprising

augmentation of commerce, enjoyed all the security of

peace, and all the pleasures of taste and afHuence. The
university of Oxford having conferred the office of their

chancellor, vacant by the death of the earl of Arran,

upon another nobleman of equal honour and integrity,

namely, tlie earl of Westmoreland, he made a public

entrance into that celebrated seat of learning with great

magnificence, and was installed amidst the Encaenia,

which were celebrated with such classical elegance of

pomp, as might have rivalled the chief Roman festival

of the Augustan age. The chancellor elect was attended

by a splendid train of the nobility and persons of dis-

tinction. The city of Oxford was filled with a vast con-

courseof strangers. The processions were contrived with
taste, and conducted with decorum. The installation

was performed with the most striking solemnity. The
congratulatory verses and public speeches breathed the

spirit of old Rome ; and the ceremony was closed by
Dr. King, that venerable sage of St. Mary Hall, who
pronounced an oration in praise of the new chancellor

with all the flow of TuUy, animated by the fire of De-
mosthenes.

We shall conclude the remarkable incidents of this

year,* that are detached from the prosecution of the war,

with the detail of an event equally surprising and de-

plorable:—A sloop called the Dolphin, bound from the

Canaries to New York, met with such unfavourable

weather, that she was detained one hundred and sixty-

five days in the passage, and the provision of the ship

was altogether expended before the first fifty days were

elapsed. The wretched crew had devoured their dog,

cat, and all their shoes on board: at length, being reduced

to the utmost extremity, they agreed to cast lots for

their lives, that the body of him upon whom the lot

should fall might serve for some time to support the

* In tlio spring of the year the lihoral arts sustained a lamontjiblo

loss in the death of George Frcileriek IJandcl, tlie most cclehrated

master in music which this age had produced, lie was hy hirth a
German; but had studied in Italy, and afterwards settled in Eng-
land, where he met with the most favourable rcccptiou, and resided

.above half a century, universally admired forhis stupendous genius

in the sublime parts of musical composition.
One would be apt to imagine, that there was something in the con-

stitution of the air at this period, which was particularly unfavoui^

al)le to old age ; inasmuch as, in the compass of a few months, tho

fullowing persons, remarkable for their longevity, died in the king-

dom of Scotland. William Barnes, who had been above scvenly

ye.irs a servant in the family of Brodic, died tliere, at the age of ono

hundred and nine. Catherine Mackeuzie died in Koss-shirc, at the

age of one hundred and eiglitccn. Janet IJlair, deceased at Mono-
musk, in the shire of Aberdeen, turned of one hundred and twelve.

Alexander Stejihcns, in Baulfshire, at the age of one hundred and

eight. Janet Harper, at Hainsholes, at the age of one hundred and

seven. Daniel Cameron, in Kaunach, nuirried when he was turned

of one hundred, and survived his marriagii thirty years.
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Eurvivors. nie wretched victim was one Antoni Ga-

latia, a Spanish gentleman and passenger, llim they

shot with a muslset; and having cut off liis head, tlu'ew

it overboard; but the entrails and the rest of the carcase

they greedily devoured. This horrid banquet having, as

it. were, fleshed the famished crew, they began to talk

of another sacrifice, from which, however, they were

diverted by the influence and remonstrances of their

captain, who prevailed upon them to be satisfied with

a miserable allowance to each per cTiem, cut from a pair

of leather breeches found in the cabin. Upon this ca-

lamitous pittance, reinforced with the grass which grew
plentifully upon the deck, these poor objects made shift

to subsist for twenty days, at the expiration of which

they were relieved, and taken on board by one captain

Bradshaw, who chanced to fall in with them at sea. By
this time the whole crew, consisting of seven men, were

so squalid and emaciated, as to exhibit an appearance at

once piteous and terrible ; and so reduced in point of

strength, that it was found necessary to use ropes and

tackle for hoisting them from one ship to the other.

The circumstance of the lot falling upon the Spaniard,

who was the only foreigner on board, encourages a sus-

picion that foul play was offered to this unfortunate

stranger; but the most remarkable part of this whole
incident is, that the master and crew could not contrive

some sort of tackle to catch fish, with which the sea

every where abounds, and which, no doubt, might be

caught witli the help of a little ingenuity. If imple-

ments of this kind were provided in every ship, they

would probably prevent all those tragical events at sea

that are occasioned by famine.

CAPTURES MADE BY CRUISERS.

Previous to the more capital operations in war, we
shall pai'ticularizo the most remarkable captures that

were made upon the enemy by single ships of war, dur-

ing the course of this summer and autumn. In the

month of February, a French privateer belonging to

Granville, called the Marquis de Marigny, having on

board near two hundred men, and mounted with twenty
cannon, was taken by captain Parker, commander of his

majesty's ship the Montague; who likewise made prize

of a smaller armed vessel, from Dunkirk, of eight cannon

and sixty men. About the same period, captain Graves,

of the Unicorn, brought in the Moras privateer, of St.

Haloes, carrying two hundred men, and two-and-twenty

cannon. Two large merchant-ships, laden on the French

king's account for Martinique, with provisions, clothing,

and arms, for the troops on that island, were taken by
captain Lendrick, commander of the Brilliant ; and an
English transport from St. John's, having four hundred
French prisoners on board, perished near the Western
islands. Within the circle of the same month, a large

French ship from St. Domingo, richly laden, fell in with
the Favourite ship of war, and was carried into Gibraltar.

In the month of February, captain Hood, of his ma-
jesty's frigate the Vestal, belonging to a small squadron

commanded by admiral Holmes, who had sailed for the

West Indies in January, being advanced a considerable

way ahead of the fleet, descried and gave chase to a sail,

which proved to be a French frigate called the Bellona,

of t770 hundred and twenty men, and two-and-thirty

great guns, commanded by the count de Beauhonoire.

Captain Hood, having made a signal to the admiral, con-

tinued the chase until he advanced within half musket-
shot of the enemy, and then poured in a broadside, which
was immediately retorted. The engagement thus begun
was maintained with great vigour on both sides for the

space of four hours ; at the expiration of which the Bel-

lona struck, after having lost all her masts and rigging,

together with about forty men killed in the action. Nor
was the victor in a much better condition. Thirty men
were killed and wounded on board the Vestal. Imme-
diately after the enemy submitted, allhcrriggingbeing
destroyed by the shot, the topmasts fell overboard; and
she was otherwise so much damaged, that she could not

proceed on her voyage. Captain Hood, therefore, re-

turned with his prize to Spithead ; and afterwards met
with a gracious reception from his majesty, on account
of the valour and conduct he had displayed on this

occasion. The Bellona had sailed in January from the
island of Martinique, along with the Florissant, and
another French frigate, from which she had been scpa-
r.atcd in the passage. Immediately after this exploit,
captain Elliot, of the .^olus frigate, accompanied by
the Isis, made prize of a French ship, the Mignonno, of
twenty guns, and one hundred and forty men, one of
four frigates employed as convoy to a large fleet of mer-
chant-ships, near the island of Rhfie.

In the month of March, the English frigates the
.Southampton and Melampe, commanded by the captains
Gilchrist and Hotham, being at sea to the northward on
a cruise, fell in with the Danae, a French ship of forty

cannon, and three hundred and thirty men, which was
engaged by captain Ilotham in a ship of half the force,

who maintained the battle a considerable time with ad-

mirable gallantry, before his consort could come to his

assistance. As they fought in the dark, captain Gil-

christ was obliged to lie by for some time, because ho
could not distinguish the one from the other ; but no
sooner did the day appear, than he bore down upon the

Danaii with his usual impetuosity, and soon compelled
her to suiTender: she did not strike, however, until

thirty or forty of her men were slain ; and the gallant

captain Gilchrist received a grape-shot in his shoulder,

whicli, though it did not deprive him of life, yet ren-

dered him incapable of future service: a misfortune the

more to be lamented, as it happened to a brave otBcer in

the vigour of his age, and in the midst of a sanguinary
war, wliich might have afforded him many other op-

portunities of signalizing his courage for the honour and
advantage of his country. Another remarkable exploit

was achieved about the same juncture by captain Bar-

rington, commander of the .ship Achilles, mounted with
sixty cannon; who, to the westward of Cape Finisterre,

encountered a French ship of equal force, called the Count
de Saint Florintin, bound from Cape Francjois, on the

island of Hispaniola, to Eochefort, under the command
of the sieur de Montay, who was obUged to strike, after

a close and obstinate engagement, in which he himself

was mortally wounded, a great number of his men slain,

and his ship so damaged, that she was with difficulty

brought into Falmouth. Captain Barrington obtained

the victory at the expense of about five-and-twenty

men killed and wounded, and all his rigging, which the

enemy's shot rendered useless. Two small privateers

from Dunkirk were also taken : one called the Marquis

de Bareil, by the Brilliant, which canied her into Kin-

sale in Ireland ; the other called the Carrilloneur, which
struck to the Grace cutter, assisted by the boats of the

ship Rochester, commanded by captain Duff, who sent

her into the Downs.
About the latter end of March, captain Samuel Falk-

ner, in the ship Windsor, of sixty guns, cruising to the

westward, discovered four large ships to leeward, which,

when he approached them, formed the line of battle

ahead, in order to give him a warm reception. He ac-

cordingly closed with the stemmost ship, wdiich sus-

tained his fire about an hour: then the other three

bearing away with all the sail they could carry, she

struck her colours, and was conducted to Lisbon. She

proved to be the Due de Chartres, pierced for sixty

cannon, though at that time carrying no more than

four-and-twenty, with a complement of three hundred

men, about thirty of whom were killed in the action.

She belonged, with the other three that escaped, to the

French East India company, was laden with gunpowder

and naval stores, and bound for Pondicherry. Two pri-

vateers, called Le Cliasseur .and Le Conquerant, the one

from Dunkirk, and the other from Cherbourg, were

taken and carried into Plymouth by captain Hughes, of

his majesty's frigate the Tamer. A third, called the

Despatch, from Slorlaix, was brought into Penzance by

the Diligence sloop, under the command of captain East-
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wood. A fourth, called the Basque, from Bayonne, fur-

nished with two-and-twenty guns, and above two hun-

dred men, fell into the hands of captain Parker of the

Brilliant, who conveyed her into Plymouth. Captain

Antrobus of the Surprise, took the A'ieux, a privateer

of Bourdeaux; and a fifth, from Dunkirk, struck to

captain Knight of the Liverpool, off Yarmouth. In the

month of Slay, a French frigate called the Arethusa,

mounted with two-and-thirty cannon, manned wiih a

large complement of hands under the command of the

marquis de Yaudreuil, submitted to two British frigates,

the Venus and the Thames, commanded by the captains

Harrison and Colby, after a warm engagement, in which

sixty men were killed and wonnded ou the side of the

enemy. In the beginning of June, an armed ship be-

longing to Dunkirk was brought into the Downs by
captain Angel, of the Stag; and a privateer of force,

called the Countess de la Serre, was subdued and taken,

after an obstinate action, by captain Moore, of his ma-

jesty's ship the Adventure.

PRIZES TAKEN IN THE WEST INDIES.

Several armed ships of the enemy, and rich prizes,

were taken in the West Indies, particularly two French
frigates, and two Dutch ships with French commodities,

all richly laden, by some of the ships of the squadron

which vice-admiral Coats commanded on the Jamaica
station. A fifth, called the A'elour, from St. Domingo,
with a valuable cargo on board, being fortified with

twenty cannon, and above one hundred men, fell in

with the Favourite sloop of war, under the command
of captain Edwards, who, after air obstinate dispute,

carried her in triumph to Gibraltar. At St. Christo-

pher's, in the West Indies, captain CoUingwood, com-
mander of the king's ship the Crescent, attacked two
French frigates, the Amethyste and Berkeley; the for-

mer of which escaped, after a warm engagement, in

which the Crescent's rigging was so much damaged
that she could not pui-sue; but the other was taken,

and conveyed into the harbour of Basseterre. Not-

withstanding the vigilance and courage of the English

cruisers in those seas, the French privateers swarmed
to such a degree, that in the course of this year they

took above two hundred sail of British ships, valued at

six hundred thousand pounds sterling. This their suc-

cess is the more remarkable, as by this time the island

of Gnadaloupe was in possession of the English, and
commodore Moore commanded a numeroos squadron in

those very latitudes.

ENGAGEMENT BET'tVEEN THE HERCULES
AND THE FLORISSANT.

In the beginning of October, the Hercules ship of

war, mounted with seventy-four guns, under the com-
mand of captain Porter, cruising in the chops of the

channel, descried to windward a large ship, which
proved to be the Florissant, of the same force with the

Hercules. Her commander, perceiving the English
ship giving chase, did not seem to decline the action,

but bore down upon her in a slanting direction, and the
engagement began with great fury. In a little time,

the Hercules having lost her top-mast, and all her rig-

ging being shot away, the enemy took advantage of

this disaster, made the best of his way, and was pur-
sued till eight o'clock next morning, when he escaped
behind the isle of Oleron. Captain Porter was woun-
ded in the head with a grape-shot, and lost the use of

HAYRE-DE-GRACE BOMBARDED.

Having taken notice of all the remarkable captures
nr.d exploits that were made and achieved by single

ships since the commencement of the present year, we
sh.ill now proceed to describe the actions that were per-

formed in this period by the dilFerent squadrons that

constituted the naval power of Great Britain. Intelli*

gence having been received that the enemy meditated

an invasion upon some of the British territories, and
that a number of flat-bottomed boats were prepared at

Havre-de-Grace, for the purpose of disembarking troops,

rear-admiral Rodney was, in the beginning of July,

detached with a small squadron of ships and bombs to

annoy and overawe that part of the coast of France,

He accordingly anchored in the ro.id of Havre, and
made a disposition to execute the instructions he had
received. The bomb vessels, being placed in the nar-

row channel of the river leading to Honfleur, began to

throw their shells, and continued the bombardment for

two-and-fifty hours, without intermission, during which
a numerous body of French troops were employed in

thi'owing up intrenchments, erecting new batteries, and
firing both with shot and shells upon the assailants

The town was set on fire in several places, and burned
with great fury; some of the boats were overturned,

and a few of them reduced to ashes, while the inhabi-

tants forsook the place in the utmost consternation:

nevertheless, the damage done to the enemy was too

inconsiderable to make amends for the expense of the

armament, and the loss of nineteen hundred shells and
eleven hundred carcasses, which were expended in this

expedition. Bombardments of this kind are at best but

expensive and unprofitable operations, and may bo
deemed a barbarous method of prosecuting war, inas-

much as the damage falls upon the wretched inhabi-

tants, who have given no cause of offence, and who are

generally spared by a humane enemy, unless they have
committed some particular act of provocation.

bosca'wt;n defeats m. de la clue.

The honour of the British flag was much more effec-

tually asserted by the gallant admiral Boscawen, who,
as we have already observed, was intrusted with the

conduct of a squadron in the Mediterranean. It must
be owned, however, that his first attempt savoured of

temerity. Having in vain displayed the British flag

in sight of Toulon, by way of defiance to the French
fleet that lay there at anchor, he ordered three ships of

the line, commanded by the captains Smith, Harland,

and Barker, to advance and bum two ships that lay

close to the mouth of the harbour. They accordingly

approached with great intrepidity, and met with a very

warm reception from divers batteries, which they had

not before perceived. Two small forts they attempted

to destroy, and cannonaded for some time with great

fury; but being overmatched by superior force, and the

wind subsiding into a calm, they sustained considerable

damage, and were towed off T>ith great difficulty in a

very shattered condition. The admiral seeing three of

his best ships so roughly handled in this enterprise,

returned to Gibraltar in order to refit; and M. de la

Clue, the French commander of the squadron at Toulon,

seized this opporttmity of sailing, in hopes of passing the

Straits' month unobserved, his fleet consisting of twelve

large ships and three frigates. Admiral Boscawen, who
commanded fourteen sail of the line with two frigates,

.and as many fire-ships, having refitted his squadi«D,

detached one frigate to cruise off Malaga, and another

to hover between Estepona and Ccuta-point, with a view

to keep a good look-out, and give timely notice in case

the enemy should approach. On the seventeenth day

of August, at eight in the evening, the Gibraltar frigate

made a signal that fourteen sail appeared on the Bar-

bary shore, to the eastward of Ceuta; upon which the

English admiral immediately heaved up his anchors and

went to sea. At day-light he descried seven large ships

lying-to; but when the English squadron forbore to

answer their signal, they discovered their mistake, set

all their sails, and made the best of their way. This

was the greater part of the French squadron, comman-

ded by M. de la Clue, from whom five of his large ships

and three frigates had separated in the night. Even

now, perhaps, he might Inve escaped, had he not been
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o])ll"'e(l to wait for the Som-craine, wliicli was a heavy

sailer. At noon the wind, which had blown a heavy

gale, died away, and although admiral BoFcawcn had

made signal to chase, and engage in a line of battle

ahead, it was not till half an hour after two that some

of his headmost ships could close with the rear of the

enemy, which, though greatly out-numbered, fought

with uncommon braver_v. The English admiral, with-

out waiting to return the fire of the sternmost, vrhich

he received as he passed, used all his endeavours to

come up with the Ocean, which II. de la Clue comman-
ded in person; and about four o'clock in the afternoon,

running athwart her hawse, poured into her a furious

hroadside : thus the engagement bsgau with equal

vigour on both sides. This dispute, however, was of

short duration. In about half an hour admiral Bos-

cawen's mizen-mast and topsail-yards were shot away,

and the enemy hoisted all the sail they could carry.

Mr. Eoscawen having shifted his flag from the Namur
to the Newark, joined some other ships in attacking

the Cent-aur, of seventy-four guns, which, being thus

overpowered, was obliged to surrender. The British

admiral pursued them all night, during which the

Souverainc and the Guerricr altered their course, and
deserted their commander. At da3'-brcak, M. de la Clue,

whose left leg had been broke in the engagement, per-

ceiving the English squadron crowding all their sails

to come up with him, and finding himself on the coast

of Portugal, determined to burn his ships rather than

they should fall into the hands of the victors. The
Ocean was run ashore two leagues from Lagos, near the

fort of Almadana, the commander of which fired three

.shots at the English; another captain of the French
squadron followed the example of his commander, and
both endeavoured to disembark their men ; but the sea

being rough, this proved a very tedious and difiicult

attempt. The captains of the Temeraire and Modeste,

instead of destroying their ships, anchored as near as

they could to the forts Xavicr and Lagrcs, in hopes of

enjoying their protection; hut in this hope they were
disappointed. 51. de la Clue had been landed, and the

command of the Ocean was left to the count de Carne,

who, having received one broadside from the America,

struck I'.is colours, and the English took possession of

this noble prize, the best ship in the French nav}',

mounted with eighty cannom. Captain Bentley of the

Warspite, who had remarkably siguahzed himself by
his courage during the action of the preceding day, at-

tacked the Temeraire, of seventy-foiu' guns, and brought

her otT with little damage. Vice-admiral Broderick, the

second in conunaud, advancing with his division, burned
the Redoubtable, of seventy-four guns, which wasbulged,
and abandoned by her men and officers; but they made
prize of the Jlodeste, carrying sixty-four guns, which
had not been much injured in the engagement. This

victory was obtained by the English admiral at a very

small expeuse of men; the whole number of the killed

and wounded not exceeding two hundred and fifty on

board of the British squadron, though the carnage among
the euemj' must have been much more considerable, as

II. de la Clue, in his letter to the French ambassador

at Lisbon, owned, that on board of his own ship, the

Ocean, one hundred men were killed on the spot, and
seventy dangerously wounded. But the most severe

circumstance of this disaster was the loss of four capital

ships, two of which were destroyed, and the other two
brought in triumph to England, to be numbered among
the best bottoms of the British navy. 'What augmented
the good fortune of the victors was, that not one officer

lost his life in the engagement. Captain Bentley, whom
the admiral despatched to England with the tidings of

his success, met with a gracious reception from the

Hn^, who knighted hira for his gallantry.

PREPAKATIOXS JIADE BY THE FRENCH FOR
INVADING ENGLAND.

Aa we proposs to throw together all the naval trans-
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actions of the year, especially those that happened in

the European seas, that they may be comprehended, as

it wore, in one view, wo must now, without regarding
the order of time, postpone many previous events of im-
portance, and record the last action by sea, that in the

course of this year distinguished the flag of Great
Britain. The court of Versailles, in order to embarrass
the British ministry, and divert their attention from all

external expeditions, had in the winter projected a plan

for invading some part of the British dominions; and
in the beginning of the year had actu-iUy begun to

make preparations on different parts of their coast for

carrying this design into execution. Even as far back
as the latter end of May, messages from the king to

both houses of parliament were delivered by the earl

of Holdernesse and Mr. Pitt, the two secretaries of

state, signifying that his majesty had received advices

of preparations making by the French court, with a

design to invade Great Britain : that though persuaded,

by the universal zeal and affection of his people, any
such attempt must, under the blessing of God, end in

the destruction of those who engaged in it; yet lie ap-

prehended he should not act consistent with that pater-

nal care and concern which he had always shown for

the safety and preservation of his subjects, if he omitted

any means in his power which might be necessary for

their defence: he, therefore, acquainted the parliament

with his having received repeated intelligence of the

enemy's preparations, to the end that his m.ajesty might,

if he should think proper, in pursuance of the late act

of parliament, cause the militia, or such parts thereof

as should be necessary, to be drawn out and embodied,

in order to march as occasion should require. These
messages were no sooner read, than each house separ-

ately resolved to present an address, thanking his

majesty for having communicated this intelligence;

assuring him, that they would, with their lives and
fortunes, support hira against all attempts whatever

;

that, warmed with aft'ection and zeal for his person and
government, and animated by indignation at the daring

designs of an enemy whose fleet had hitherto shunned
the terror of the British navy, they would cheerfully

exert their utmost efforts to repel all insults, and efl'ee-

tually enable their sovereign not only to disappoint the

attempts of France, hut, by the blessing of God, turn

them to their own confusion. The commons at the

same time resolved upon another address, desiring his

majesty would give directions to his lieutenants of the

several counties, ridings, and places within South
Britain, to use their utmost diligence and attention in

executing the several acts of parliament made for the

better ordering the militia.

ACCOUNT OF TIIUROT.

These and other precautionary steps were accord-

ingly taken; but the administration wisely placed their

chief dependence upon the strength of tlie navy, part

of which was so divided and stationed as to block up
all the harbours of France in which the enemy were
known to prepare any naval armament of consequence.

Wc have seen in what manner rear-admiral Rodney
visited the town and harbour of Ilavre-de-Grace, and
scoured that part of the coast in successive cruises:

we have also recorded the expedition and victory of

admiral Boscawcn over the squadron of La Clue, which
was equipped at Toulon, with a design to assist in the

projected invasion. Notwithstanding this disaster, the

French ministry persisted in their design; towards the

execution of which they had prepared another consid-

erable fleet, in the harbours of Rochefort, Brest, and
Port-Louis, to be commanded by M. de Confians, and
reinforced by a considerable body of troops, which were
actually assembled under the duo d'AiguUlnn, at A'an-

nes, in Lower Brctagne. Flat-bottomed boats a)id

transports to be used in this expedition, were prepared

in different ports on the coast of France: and a snirdl

squadron was equipped at Dunkirk, under the command
3 8
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of an enterprising adventurer called Tliurot, who had,

in the course of the preceding year, signalized his cour-

3"-e and conduct in a large privateer-called the Belleisle,

.vbich had scoured tlio North Beas, taken a number of

ships, and at one time maintained an obstinate battle

against two English frigates, which were obliged to

desist, after having received considerable damage.

This man's name became a terror to the merchants of

Great Britain; for his valour was not more remarkable

in battle than his conduct in eluding the pursuit of the

British cruisers, who were successively detached in

truest of him, through every part of the German Ocean
and North Sea, as far as the islands of Orkney. It

must be likewise owned, for 'the honour of human
nature, that this bold mariner, though destitute of tlie

advantages of birth and education, was remarkably

distinguished by his generosity and compassion to those

who had the misfortune to fall into his power; and that

his deportment in every respect entitled him to a much
more honouralile rank in the service of his country.

The court of Versailles was not insensible to his merit.

He obtained a commission from the French king, and

was vested with the command of the small armament
now fittingoutintlie harbour of Dunkirk. The British

government, being apprized of all these particulars, took

such measiires to defeat the purposed invasion, as must
have conveyed a very high idea of the power of Great

Britain, to those who considered, that, exclusive of the

force opposed to this design, they at the same time

carried on the most vigorous and important operations

of war in Germany, America, the East and West Indies.

Thurot's armament at Dunkirk was watched by an
English squadron in the Downs, commanded by com-

modore Boj's; the port of Havre was guarded by rear-

admiral Rodney ; Mr. Boscawen had been stationed off

Toulon, and the coast of Vannes was scoured by a small

squadron detached from sir Edward Ilawke, who had,

during the summer, blocked up the harbour of Brest,

where Conflans lay with his fleet, iu order to be joined

by the other divisions of the armament. These different

squadrons of the British navy were connected by a chain

of separate cruisers ; so that the whole coast of France,

from Dunkirk to the extremity of Bretagne, was dis-

tressed by an actual blockade.

FRENCH FLEET SAILS FROM BREST.

The French fleet being thus hampered, forbore their

attempt upon Britain; and the projected invasion

seemed to hang in suspense till the month of August,
in the beginning of which their army in Germany was
defeated at Minden. Their designs in that country

being baffled by this disaster, they seemed to convert

their chief attention to their sea armament; the pre-

parations were resumed with redoubled vigour; and,

even after the defeat of La Clue, they resolved to try

their fortune in a descent. Thoy now proposed to dis-

embark a body of troops in Ireland. Thurot received

orders to sail from Dunkirk with the first opportunity,

and shape his course round the northern parts of Scot-

land, that he might alarm the coast of Ireland, and
make a diversion from that part where Conflans in-

tended to effectuate tlie disemljarkation of his forces.

Tlie transports and ships of war were assembled at

Brest and Eochefort, having on board a train of artil-

lery, with saddles, and other accoutrements for cavalry,

to he mounted in Ireland; and a body of French troops,

including part of the Irish brigade, was licpt in readi-

ness to embark. The execution of this scheme was,
however, prevented by the vigilance of sir Edward
Ilawke, wlio blocked up the harbour of Brest with a
fleet of twenty-three capital ships; while another squa-
dron of smaller ships and frigates, under the command
of captain Duff, continued to cruise along the French
coast, from Port L'Orient in Bretagne, to the point of

ft. Gilles in Poitou. At Icngtli, however, in tlie be-

ginning of November, the Britisli squadron, commanded
by sir Edward Hawkc, sir Charles Hardy, and rear-

admiral Geary, were driven from the coast of Franco
by stress of weather, and on the ninth day of the month
anchored in Torhay. The French admiral, Conflans,
snatched this opportunity of sailing from Brest, with
one-and-twenty sail of the line and four frigates, In
hopes of being able to destroy the English squadron
commanded by captain Duff, before the large fleet could
return from the coast of England. Sir Edward Hawke,
having received intelligence that the French fleet had
sailed from Brest, immediately stood to sea in order to

pursue them; and, in the meantime, the government
issued orders for guarding all those parts of the coast
that were thought the most exposed to a descent. The
land-forces were put in motion, and quartered along the
shore of Kent and Sussex: all the ships of war in the
different harbours, even those that had just arrived from
America, were ordered to put to sea, and every step
was taken to disconcert the designs of the enemy.

ADMIRAL HAWKE defeats 51. DE CONFLANS.

While these measures were taken with equal vigour
and deliberation, sir Edward Hawke steered his course
directly for Quiberon, on the coast of Bretagne, which
he supposed would be the rendezvous of the French
squadron: but, notwithstanding his utmost efforts, he
was driven by a hard gale considerably to the west-
ward, where he was joined by two frigates, the Slaid-

stone and theCoventry. These he directed tokeepahead
of the squadron. The weather growing more moderate,
the former made the signal for seeing a fleet on the
twentieth day of November, at half an hour past eight
o'clock in the morning, and in an hour afterwards dis-

covered them to he the enemy's squadron. They were
at that time in chase of captain Duffs squadron, which
now joined the large fleet, after having run some risk

of being taken. Sir Edward Hawke, who, wlien the
Jlaidstone gave the first notice, had formed the line

abreast, now perceiving that the French admiral en-
deavoured to escape with all the sail he coul I carry,

threw out a signal for seven of his ships that were
nearest the enemy to chase, and endeavour to detain

them, until they could be reinforced by the rest of the
squadron, which were ordered to form into a line-of-

battle ahead, as they chased, that no time might be

lost in the pursuit. Considering the roughness of the
weather, which was extremely tempestuous; the natui'e

of the coast, which is in this place rendered very haz-

ardous by a great number of sand-banks, shoals, rocks,

and islands, as entirely unknown to tlie British sailors

as they were familiar to the French navigators; the

dangers of a short day, dark night, and lee-shore—it

required extraordinary resolution in the English admiral

to attempt hostilities on this occasion: but sir Edward
Hawke, steeled with the integrity and fortitude of his

own heart, animated by a warm love for his country,

and well acquainted with the importance of the stake

on which the safety of that country in a great measure
depended, was resolved to run extraordinary risks in

his endeavours to frustrate, at once, a boasted scheme
projected for the annoyance of his fellow-subjects.

With respect to his ships of the line, he had but the

advantage of one in point of number, and no superiority

in men or metal; consequently, JI. do Conflans might
have hazarded a fair battle on the open sea, without

any imputation of temerity ; but he thought proper to

play a more artful game, though it did not succeed ac-

cording to his expectation. He kept his fleet in a body,

and letired close iu shore, with a view to draw the

English squadron among the shoali and islands, on

which he hoped they would pay dear for their rashness

and impetuosity, while he and his officers, who were

perfectly acquainted with the navigation, could either

stay and take advantage of the disaster, or, if hard

pressed, retii-e through channels unknown to the British

pilots. At half an hour after two, the van of the Eng-
lish fleet began tlie engagement with tlic rear of the

enemy, in the neighbourV.o id of Belleisle. Everj- ship.
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as slie advanced, poured in a broadside on the sternmost

of the Fiench, and bore down upon their van, leaving

the rear to those that came after. Sir Edward Hawke,
in the Koyal George, of one hundred and ten guns, re-

served his fire in passing through the rear of the enemy,
and ordered his master to bring biin alongside of the

French admiral, who commanded in person on board

the Soliel Royal, a ship mounted with eighty cannon,

and provided with a complement of twelve hundred men.

When the pilot remonstrated that he could not obey his

command without the most imminout risk of running

upon a shoal, the veteran replied, " You have done your
duty in showing the danger; now you are to comply
with my order, and lay me alongside the Soleil Eoyal."

Ilis wish was gratilled: the Eoyal George ranged up
with the French admiral. The Thesee, another large

ship of the enemy, iiinning up between the two com-
manders, sustained the iire that was reserved for the

Solid Royal; but in returning the first broadside foun-

dered, in consequence of the high sea that entered her

lower deck-ports, and filled her with water. Notwith-

stamling the boisterous weather, a great number of ships

on both sides fought with equal fury and dubious suc-

cess, till about four in the aftemoon, when the Formid-
able struck her colours. The Superb shared the fate

of the Thcsee in going to the bottom. TIio Hero hauled

down her colours iu token of submission, and dropped

anchor; but the wind was so high that no boat could

be sent to take possession. By this time day-light be-

gan to fail, and the greater part of the French fleet

escaped under cover of the darkness. Night approach-

ing, the wind blowing with augmented violence on a

lee-shore, and the British squadron being entangled

among unknown shoals and isLands, sir Edward Ilawke
made the signal for anchoring to the westward of the

sm.iU island Dumet; and here the fleet remained all

niglit in a very dangerous riding, alarmed by tlie fury

of the storm, and the incessant firing of guns of distress,

without their knowing whether it proceeded from friend

or enemy. The Soliel Eoyal had, under favour of the

niglit, anchored also in the midst of the Britisli squa-

di'on ; but at day-break II. de Conflans ordered her cable

to be cut, and she drove ashore to the westward of

Crozie. Tlie English admiral immediately made signal

to the Essex to slip cable and pursue her; and, in obey-

ing this order, she ran unfortunately on a sand-bank
called Lefour, where the Eesolution, another ship of the

British squadron, was already gi-ounded. Here they

were both irrecoverably lost, in spite of all the assist-

ance that could be given; but all their men, and part

of tlieir stores, were saved, and the wrecks were set on

fire by order of the admiral. He likewise detached the

Portland, Chatham, and Vengeance, to destroy the Soleil

Royal, which was bunicd by her own people before

the English ships could appro.ach; but they arrived in

time enough to reduce the Hero to ashes on the Lefour,

where she had b^jen also stranded; and the Juste, an-

other of their great ships, perished in the mouth of tl'.e

Loire. The admiral, perceiving seven large ships of

the enemy riding at anchor between Point Penvas and
the mouth of the river Vilaiue, made the signal to weigh,

in order to attack them; but the fury of the storm in-

creased to such a degree, that he was obliged to remain
at anchor, and even ordered the top-gallant masts to be

struck. In the meantime, the French ships being
lightened of their cannon, their officers took advantage
of the flood, and a more moderate gale under the land,

to enter tlie Yilaine, where they lay within half a mile

of the entrance, protected by some occasional batteries

erected on the shore, and by two large frigates moored
across the mouth of the harbour. Thus they were
effectually secured from any attempts of small vessels;

and as for large ships, there was not water sufficient to

float them within fighting distance of the enemy. On
the whole, this battle, in which a very considerable

number of lives was lost, may be considered as one of

the most perilous and important actions that ever hap-
pened iu any war between the two nations; for it not

only defeated the projected invasion, which had hung
menacing so long over the apprehensions of Great Bri-

tain; but it gave the finishing blow to the naval power
of France, which was tot.ally disabled from undertaking
anything of consequence iu the sequel.* By this time,
indeed, Thurot had escaped from Dunkirk, and directed
his course to the North Sea, whither he was followed
by commodore Boys, wlio nevertheless was disappointed
in his pursuit; but the fate of that enterprising adven-
turer falls under the annals of the ensuing year, among
the transactions of which it sliall be recorded. As for

sir Edward Hawke, he continued craising off the coast
of Bretagne for a considerable time after the victory he
had obtained, taking particular care to block up the

mouth of the river Vilaiue, that the seven French ships

might not escape and join M. Conflans, who made shift

to reach Eochefort with the shattered remains of hie

squadron. Indeed, this service became such a consi-

derable object in the eyes of the British ministry, that

a large fleet was maintained upon this coast, apparently

for no other purpose, during a whole year; and, after

all, the enemy eluded their vigilance. Sir Edward
Hawke, having undergone a long and dangerous con-

flict with tempestuous weather, was at length recalled,

and presented to his sovereign, who gratified him with

a considerable pension, for the courage and conduct he
had so often and so long displayed in the service of his

country; and his extraordinary merit was afterwards

honoured with the approbation of the p.irliament. The
people of France were so dispirited by the defeat of their

army at Jlinden, and the disaster of their squadron at

Lagos, that the ministry of A'ersailles thought proper

to conceal the extent of their last misfortunes under a

palliating detail published in the gazette of Paris, as a

letter from M. Conflans to the count de St. Florentin,

secretary of the marine. In this partial misrepresen-

tation, their admiral was made to affirm, that the Bri-

tish fleet consisted of forty ships af the line of battle,

besides frigates; that the Soleil Eoyal had obliged the

Eoyal George to sheer oif; that the seven ships which
retreated into the river Vilaine had received very little

damage, and would be soon repaired; and that, by the

junction of Bompart's squadron, he should be soon able

to give a good account of the English admiral. These
tumid assertions, so void of truth, are not to be imputed

to an illiberal spirit of vain glory, so much as to a poli-

tical design of extenuating the national calamity, and

supporting the spirit of the people.

THE IRISH PAELIAMENT.

The alarm of the French invasion, which was thus

no happily frustrated, not only disturbed the quiet of

Great Britain, but also diffused itself to the kingdom
of Ireland, where it was productive of some public dis-

order. In the latter end of October, the two houses of

parliament, assembled at Dublin, received a formal

message froni the duke of Bedford, lord-lieutcnaut of

that kingdom, to the following eft'ect : That, by a letter

from the secretary of state, written by his majesty's

express command, it appeared that France, far from

resigning her plan of invasion, on account of the dis-

aster that befel her Toulon squadron, was more and

more confirmed in her purpose, and even instigated by
despair itself to attempt, at all hazards, the only' re-

source she seemed to have left for thwarting, by a di

version at home, the measures of England abroad in

prosecuting a war which hitherto opened, in all parts of

the world, so unfavourable a prospect to the views of

French ambition: that, in case the body of French

troops, amounting to eighteen thousand men, under the

* During this war, the English hriil already taken and destroyed

tweniy-seven French ships of the liue, and tJiirty-onc fri.i^'ates : two
of tlieir great ships and fonr frigates perished; so that their wholu
loss, in this particular, ainonnted to sisty-fonr: whereas, the loss

of Great Britain did not exceed seven sail of the line and live fri-

gates. It may be easily conceived how the French marine, at first

greatly inferior to the naval power of Britain, mast have b'jcu af-

fected bj this diYuidful balance to its prejudice.
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cmmmnd of tlio cltic d'Aiguillon, nssumljlui! at A''ar.nc?,

T\licre also a sufficient number of transports was pre-

pared, slionlil be able to elncle the British squailron,

Ireland would, in all probability, be one of their cliicf

objects; bis grace thought it therefore incumbent upon
him, in a matter of such high importance to the welfare

of that kingdom, to communicate this intelligence to

llic Irish parliament. IIo told them, his majesty would
make no doubt but that the zeal of his faithful protcs-

taut subjects in that kingdom had been already suflici-

cntly quickened by the repeated accounts received of

tlie enemy's dangerous designs and actual preparations,

made at a vast expense, in order to invade the several

parts of the British dominions. He gave them to un-

derstand ho had received his sovereign's commands, to

use his utmost endeavours to animate and excite his

loy.al people of Ireland to exert their well-known zeal

and spirit in support of his majesty's government, and
in defence of all tliat was dear to them, by timely pre-

paration to resist and frustrate any attempts of the

enemy to disturb the quiet and shake the security of

this kingdom; he there-fore, in the strongest manner,
recommended it to them to manifest, upon this occa-

sion, that zeal for the present happy establishment, and
that afl'ection for his majesty's person and government,

by which the parliament of that nation had been so

often distinguished. Immediately after this message
was communicated, the house of commons unanimously
resolved to present an address to tlie lord-lieutenant,

tlianking his grace for the care and concern he had
sliown for the safety of Ireland, in having imparted in-

telligence of so great importance; desiring him to make
use of such means as should appear to him the most
cficctual for the security and defence of the kingdom;
and assuring him, that the house would make good
whatever expense should be necessarily incurred for

tliat purpose. This intimation, and the steps that

were taken in confequence of it for the defence of

Ireland, produced such apprehensions and distraction

among the people of that kingdom, as had well nigh
proved fatal to the public credit. In the first trans-

ports of popular fear, there was such an extraordinary

run upon the banks of Dublin, that several considerable

bankers were obliged to stop payment; and the circu-

lation was in danger of being suddenly stagnated, when
the lord-lieutenant, the members of both houses of par-

liament, the lord-mayor, aldermen, merchants, and prin-

cipal traders of Dublin, engaged in an association to

support public credit, by taking the notes of bankers in

payment: a resolution which effectually answered the

purpose intended.

LOYALTY OF THE IRISH CATHOLICS.

Howsoever the court of Versailles might have flat-

tered itself that their invading army would in Ireland

be joined b)' a great number of the natives, in all pro-

bability it would have been disappointed in this hope,

had their purposed descent even been carried into

execution, for no signs of disaffection to the reigning

family appeared at this juncture. On the contrary, the

wealthy individuals of the Romish persuasion offered to

accommodate the government with large suras of money,
in qase of necessity, to support the present establish-

ment against all its enemies; and the Roman catholics

of the city of Cork, in a body, presented an address to

the lord-Iioutenant, expressing llieir loyalty in the

warmest terms of assurance. After having congratu-

lated his grace on the luiparalleled success whicli had
attended his majesty's arms, and expressed their sense

of tlio king's paternal tenderness for his kingdom of

Ireland, they acknowledged, with tlie deepest sense of

gratitude, that protection and indulgence they had en-

joyed under his majesty's mild and auspicious reign.

'J'licy professed the warmest indignation at the threat-

ened invasion of the kingdom by an enemy, who, grown
desperate from repeated defeats, might possibly make
th.it attempt as a last effort, vainly flattered with tlie

imaginary hope of assistance in Ireland, from the former
attachment of their deluded predecessors. They as-

sured his grace, in the most solemn manner, that such
schemes were altogether inconsistent with their prin-

ciples and intentions: that they would, to the utmost
exertion of their abilities, with their lives and fortunes,

join in the defence and support of his majestj''s roj-al

person and government against all invaders whatsoever:
tliat they sliould be always ready to concur in such
n-.easures, and to act such parts in defence of the king-

dom, in common with the rest of his majesty's subjects,

as his grace in his great wisdom should be pleased to

appoint; and think themselves particularly happy to

be under the direction and command of so known an
asscrtor of liberty, such an important and distinguished

governor. Finally, they expressed the most earnest

wish, that his majesty's arms might be crowned with
such a continuance of success as should enable him to

defeat the devices of all his enemies, and obtain a speedy
and honourable peace. This cordial address, which was
transmitted to the earl of Shannon, and by him jn-esentcd

to the duke of Bedford, must have been very agreeable

to the government at such a critical conjuncture.

INSURRECTION IN DUBLIN.

Although no traces of disaffection to liis m.ajcsty's

family appeared on this trying occasion, it must never-

theless be acknowledged, that a spirit of dissatisfaction

broke out with extraordinary violence among the popu-

lace of Dublin. The present lord-lieutenant was not

remarkably popular iu his administration. He had be-

stowed one place of considerable importance upon a gen-
tleman whose person was obnoxious to many people in

that kingdom, and perhaps failed in that aft'ability and
condescension which a free and ferocious nation expects

to f.nd in the character of him to whoso rule they are

subjected. AMiethcr the ofl'cnce taken at his deport-

ment had created enemies to his person, or the nation

in general began to entertain doubts and jealousies of

the government's designs, certain it is, great pains were
taken to propagate a belief among the lower sort of

people, that an union would soon be effected between
Great Britain and Ireland; in which case this lastking-

dom would be deprived of its parliament and indepen-

dency, and be subjected to the same taxes that are levied

upon the people of England. , This notion inflamed the

populace to such a degree, that they assembled in a

prodigious multitude, broke into the house of lords, in-

sulted the peers, seated an old woman on the throne, and

searched for the journals, which, had they been found,

they would have committed to the flames. Not content

with this outrage, they compelled the members of both

houses, whom they met in the streets, to take an oath

that they never would consent to such an union, or give

any vote contrary to the true interest of Ireland. Divers

coaches belonging to obnoxious persons were destroyed,

and their horses killed ; and a gibbet was erected for one

gentleman in particular, who narrowly escaped the un-

governable rage of those riotous insurgents. A body

of horse and infantry were drawn out on this occasion,

in order to overawe the multitude, which at night dis-

persed of itself. Next day addresses to the lord-lieu-

tenant were agreed toby both houses of parliament, and

a committee of inquiry appointed, that the ringleaders

of the tumult might be discovered and brought to con-

dign punishment.

ALARM OF A DESCENT IN SCOTLAND.

When the ministry of England received the first ad-

vice, that M. Thurot had escaped from Dunkirk with a

small squadron of armed ships, h.aving on board a body

of land-troops, designed for a private expedition on the

coast of Scotland or Ireland, expresses were immediately

despatched to the commanding ofiicers of the forces in

North Britain, witli orders to put the forts along tho

coast of that kingdom in the best posture of defence

;
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miJ to hold every tiling in readiness to repel tlie enemy,
in case tlicy sliould attempt a descent. Inconsequence
of these instmctions, beacons were erected for the iiu-

mediatu communication of intelligence; places of ren-

dezvous appointed for the regular troops and militia;

>and stiiet orders issued that no ofiicer should absent
himself from his duty, on any pretence whatever. The
greatest encomium that can bo given to the character of

this partisan, is an account of the alarm which the sailing

of his pun)' .armament spread through the whole extent

of such a powerful kingdom, whose fleets covered the

ocean. Perhaps Thurot's career would have been soonei

stopped, had commodore Boys been victualled for a

longer cruise ; hut this commander was obliged to put
into Leith for a supply of provisions, at the very time
when Thurot was seen hovering on the coast near Aber-
deen ; an<l, before the Englisli squadron was provided
for the prosecution of the cruise, the other had taken
shelter at Gottenhurgh, in Sweden.

CHAPTER XVII.

S(«(* of the Wand of Xrartinique Expedition atyninstthat Island Attempt
uiMJii St ri.Tro Descent ontlic Island of Giiailaloupe Skirmishes with
tlie Islanilers Fort JvOuis reduced—Fate of folouel DebrLsay The
Englisli Floet sails to Dominique Gem-ral Harrington takes Gosior. and
B'orms thi> Post of Licorne He takes PetUhonrg and .st. Mary's Tho
Ishtnd capitulates Island of M.irigalante taken hy General itariin;^ton

lie returns to Ent^land Treaty wilh tho Indians in North America
Plan of the Campaign Trconderoga and Crown Point abandunod by

the French General Amherst embarks on Ijtke CTiatupKiin Niagara
reduced Xntroduolion to the Expedition against Quebec General Wulfe
lands on tho Island of Oileans, and iakcs Point Levi Tho English P'leot

diniag;ed by a Storm General Wolfe encamps near the Falls of the River
Monlmorenci, and attacks the French Intrenchments thore. but is repulsed

HrigAdii?r Murrav detached up the Rivor Council of War called
Tlio Ti-bops land at the Hcifrhta of Abraham Battle of Quebec Quebec
taken imoicings in England.

STATE OF THE ISLAND OF MARTINIQUE.

HAVING finished the detail of the actions achieved

in the European seas by tlic naval force of Great
Britain, within the compass of the present year, we
shall now proceed to record the exploits of the British

arms within the tropics, and particularly the expedition

to Martinique and Gnadaloupe, which is said to have
succeeded even beyond the expectation of the ministry.

A plan had been formed for improving the success of

the preceding year in North America, by carrying the

British arms up the river St. Laurence, and besieging

Quebec, the capital of Canada. The armament employed
against the French islands of Martinique and Guada-
loupe constituted part of this design, inasmuch as the

troops embarked on that expedition wore, in case of a

miscarriage at Martinique, intended to reinforce the

British army in North America, which was justly con-

sidered as the chief seat of the war. What hope of suc-

cess the administration conceived from an attempt upon
Martinique, mry be guessed from the state of that island,

as it appeared in a memorial presented by tho French
king's lieutenants of its several districts, to the general

of the French island, in consequence of an order issued

in November, for holding them in readiness to march
and defend the island from tlie English, of whoso design

they were apprized. They represented that the trade

with the Dutch was become their sole dependence: that

tliey could expect no succour from Extrope, by which
they had been abandoned ever since the commencement
of the war: that the traders vested with the privileges

of trafficking among them had abused the intention of

the general; and, instead ofbeing of service to the colony,

had fixed an arbitrary price for all tho provisions which
they brought in, as well as for tho commodities which
they exported; of consequence, the former was valued
at as high a price as their avarice could exact, and the

latter sunk as low in value as their own selfish hearts

could conceive: that the colony for two montlis had been

destitute of all kinds of provision; the commodities of

the planters lay apon their hands, and their negroes
were in danger of perishing through hunger; a circum-
stance that excited the apprehension of the most dread-
ful consequences

; as to slaves, half starved, all kinds
of bondage were equal; and people reduced to such a
situation were often driven to despair, seeking in anar-
chy and confusion a remedy from the evils by which
they were oppressed ; tliat the best provided ot" the in-
habitants laboured under the want of the common ne-
cessaries of life ; and others had not .so much as a grain
of salt in their houses: that there was an irreparable
scarcity of slaves to cultivate their land; and the ])lan-

ters were reduced to the necessity of killing their own
cattle to support the lives of those who remained alive •

so that the mills were no longer worked, and the inhabi-
tants consumed beforehand what ought to bo reserved for

their sustenance, in case of being blocked up by the
enemy. They desired, therefore, that the general would
suppress the permission granted to particular merchants,
and admit neutral vessels freely into their ports, that
they might trade with the colonists unmolested and un-
restrained. They observed, that the citadel of Port-
Royal seemed the principal object on which the safety

and defence of the country depended; as tho loss of it

would bo necessarily attended with the reduction of the
whole island: they therefore .advised that this fort should
be properly provided with every thing necessary for its

safety and defence; and that magazines of provision, as

well as ammunition, should bo established in different

quarters of tho island.—This remonstrance plainly

proves that the island was wholly unprepared to repel

the meditated invasion, and justifies the [ilan adopted by
the ministry of Great Britain. The regular troops of

Martinique consisted of about twenty independent com-
panies, greatly defective in point of number. The militia

was composed of burghers and planters distressed and
dissatisfied, mingled witli a parcel of wretched negro
slaves, groaning under the most intolerable misery, from
whence they could have no hope of deliverance but by
a speedy change of masters; their magazines wero
empty, and their fortifications out of repair.

EXPEDITION AGAINST THAT ISLAND.

Such was the state of JIartinique, when the inhabi-

tants every day expected a visit from the Britisii arma-
ment, whose progress we shall now relate. On the

twelfth day of November in the preceding year, captain

Hughes sailed from St. Helen's with eiglit sail of the

line, one frigate, four bomb-ketches, and a fleet of tran-

sports, having on board six regiments of infantry, and
a detachment of artillery, besides eight hundred marines
distributed among the ships of war; this whole force

being under the command of major-general Hopson, an

old experienced ofiicer, assisted by major-general Bar-

rington, the colonels Arniigerand Haldane, the lieuten-

ant-colonels Trapaud and Clavering, acting in the

capacity of brigadiers. After a voyage of seven weeks
and three daj-s, the fleet arrived at Barbadocs, and
anchored in Carlisle-bay ; where they joined commodore
Moore, appointed by his majesty to command the united

squadron, amounting to ten ships of the line, besides

frigates and bomb-ketches. Ten days were employed
in supplying the fleet with wood and water, in waiting

for the hospital ship, in reviews, rc-embarkations, coun-
cils of war, assemblies of the council belonging to the

island, in issuing proclamations, and beating up for

volunteers. At length, every great ship being rein-

forced with forty negroes, to be emplo3'ed in drawing
the artillery; and the troops, which did not exceed five

tlionsand eight hundred men, being joined by two hun-
dred Highlanders, belonging to the second battalion of

the regiment conmiandedby lord John Murray in North
America, who were brouglit as recruits from Scotland

under convoy of tho ship Ludlow-castle; the whole
armament sailed from Carlisle-bay on the thirteentl.

day of January; hut by this time the troops, unaccus-

tomed to a hot climate, were considerably weakened
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anil I educed liy fevers, diarrlioeas, tlie scnrvy, and the

emall-pox; -ndiicli last disease had unhappily broke out

amongst tlie transports. Next morning ttic squadron

discovered the island of Martinique, which was the

phice of its destination. The chief fortification of Mar-
tinique was the citadel of Port-Royal, a regular fort,

garrisoned by four companies, that did not exceed the

number of one hundred and fifty men, thirty-six bom-

bardiers, eighty Swiss, and fourteen officers. One
hundred barrels of beef constituted their whole store of

provisions; and they were destitute of all other neces-

saries. They were almost wholly unprovided with

water in the cisfems, with spare carriages for their

cannon, match, wadding, and langrage; they had but

a small stock of other ammunition; and the walls were

in many parts decayed. The only preparations they

had made for receiving the English were some paltry

intrenchments thrown up at St. Pierre, and a place

called Casdenavires, where they imagined the descent

would probably be attempted. On the fifteenth day

of the month, the British squadron entered the great

bay of Port-Eoyal, some of the ships being exposed to

the shot of a battery erected on the isle de Ranieres, a

little island about half way up the bay. At their first

appearance, the Florissant, of seventy-four guns, which

liad been so roughly handled by captain Tyrrel in the

Buckingham, then lying under the guns of Fort-Negro,

along with two frigates, turned up under the citadel,

and came to an anchor in the Carenage, behind the

fortification. One frigate, called the Vestal, under

favour of the night, made her escape through the trans-

ports, and directed her course for Europe; where she

was taken by captain Hood, as we have already related.

Next daj' three ships of the line were ordered to attack

Fort-Negro, a battery at the distance of three miles

from the citadel, which, being mounted with seven

guns only, was soon silenced, and immediately possessed

by a detachment of marines and sailors; who, being

janded in flat-bottomed boats, clambered up the rock,

and entered through the embrasures with their bayonets

fixed. Here, however, they met with no resistance:

the enemy had abandoned the fort with precipitation.

The British colours were immediately hoisted, and sen-

tinels of marines posted upon the parapet. Tbo next

care was to spike and disable the cannon, break the

carriages, and destroy the powder which they found in

the magazine: nevertheless, the detachment was or-

dered to keep possession of the battery. This service

being successfully performed, three ships were sent to

reduce the other battery at Casdenavires, which con-

sisted only of four guns, and these were soon rendered

unserviceable. The French troops, reinforced with
militia which had been detached from the citadel to

oppose the disembarkation, pei'ceiving the whole British

squadron, and all the transports, already within the bay,

and Fort-Negro occupied by the marines, retired to Port-

Royal, leaving the beach open; so that the English
troops were landed without opposition; and, being
formed, advanced into the country towards Fort-Negro,

in the neighbourhood of which they lay all night upon
their arms; while the fleet, which had been galled by
bombshells from the citadel, shifted their station, and
stood farther up the bny. By ten next day, the English
officers had brought up some field-pieces to an eminence,
and scoured the woods, from whence the troops had
been greatly annoyed by the small shot of the enemy
during the best part of the night, and all that morning.
At noon the British forces advanced in order towards
the liill that overlooked the town and citadel of Port-
Royal, and sustained a troublesome fire from enemies
they could not sec; for the French militia were entirely

covered by the woods and bushes. This eminence,
called the Mornc Tortueson, though the most important
post of the whole island, was neglected by tlic general
of Martinique, who bad resolved to blow up the forti-

fications of the citadel: but, luckily for the islanders,

he had not prepared the materials for this operation,

which must have been attended with the immediate

destruction of the capital, and indeed of the whole coun-
try. Some of the inferior officers, knowing the impor-

tance of the Slorne Tortueson, resolved to defend that

post with a body of the militia, which was reinforced

by the garrisons of Fort-Negro and Casdenavires, as

well as by some soldiers detached from the Florissant: •
but, notwithstanding all their endeavours, as they were
entirely unprovided with cannon, extremely defective

in point of discipline, dispirited by the pusillanimity of

their governor, and in a great measure disconcerted by
the general consternation that prevailed among the in-

habitants, in all probability they could not have with-

stood a spirited and well-conducted attack by regular

forces. About tv.-o o'clock general Hopson thought

proper to desist from his attempt. He gave the com-
modore to understand that he could not maintain his

ground, unless the squadron would supply him with
heavy cannon, landed near the town of I'ort-Royal, at

a savannah, where the boats must have been greatly

exposed to the fire of the enemy; or assist him in at-

tacking the citadel by sea, while he should make his

approaches by land. Both these expedients* being

deemed impracticable by a council of war, the troops

were recalled from their advanced posts, and re-em-

barked in the evening, without any considerable moles-

tation from the enemy. Their attempt on the Morne
Tortueson bad cost them several men, including two
officers, killed or wounded in the attack; and, in revenge

for this loss, they burned the sugar-canes, and desolated

the country, in their retreat. The inhabitants of Mar-
tinique could hardly credit the testimony of their own
senses, when they saw themselves thus delivered from
all their fears, at a time when they were overwhelmed
with terror and confusion; when the principal indi

viduals among them had resigned all thought of further

resistance, and were actually assembled at the public

hall in Port-Royal, to send deputies to the English

general, with proposals of capitulation and surrender.

ATTEMPT UPON ST. PIERRE.

The majority of the British officers, who constituted

a council of war held for this purpose, f having given

their opinion, that it might be for his majesty's seiTico

to make an attack upon St. Pierre, the fleet proceeded

to that part of tlie island, and entered the bay on the

nineteenth. The commodore told the general, that he

made no doubt of being able to reduce the town of St,

Pierre; but as the ships might be disabled in the attack

so as not to be in a condition to proceed immediately on

any material service; as the troops might be reduced in

their numbers, so as to be incapable of future attacks;

and as the reduction of the island of Guadaloupe would

be of great benefit to the sugar colonies; Mr. Mooro
proposed that the armament should immediately pro-

ceed to that island, and the general agreed to the pro-

posal. The reasons produced on this occasion are, we
apprehend, such as may be urged against every opera-

tion of war. Certain it is, no conquest can be attempted,

cither by sea or land, without exposing the ships and

troops to a possibility of being disabled and diminished;

and the same possibility militated as strongly against

an attempt upon Ciuadaloupe, as it could possibly dis-

courage the attack of St. Pierre. Besides, Martinique

was an object of greater importance than GuadaIoupc;t

• The commodore offered to land the cannon on the other side of

Point-Nc£rro, at a place equally near the road from the English
army tu Purt-Koyal, and even cause them to he drawn up by the

seamen, without giving the troops tlie least trouhle. liut this offer

was nut accepted. General Hopson afterwards declared, that he did

not understand ilr. Moore's message in the sense which it was meant
to imply.

t The commodore did not attend at this council: it war, convolceil

to deliberate upon the opinion of the chief en^rineer, who tliou^'lu

they should make another landing to the southward of the Cai-en-

age. In this case, the pilots declared it would lie extremely ditllcuUf

if not impracticable, for the HeeC to keep up a cunimunicatiou with
the army.

X Only as being the seat of government; for Guadaloupe makes
a much greater quantity of sugar, and equipped a much greater

namlHT of privateiTs, with the assistance of the Dutch of St, Kua-
tatia, situated in its ncighbourhyud.
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as being the principal place possessed by tbe French in

•.hose seas, and that to which the operations of the arma-

ment were expressly limited by the instructions received

from the ministiy. St. Pierre was a place of consider-

able commerce; and at that very juncture, above forty

sail of merchant ships lay at anchor in the bay. The
town was defended by a citadel regularly fortified, but

at that time poorly garrisoned, and so situated as to bo

accessible to the fire of the whole squadron; for the

shore was bold, and the water sufficient to float any ship

of the line. Before the resolution of proceeding to Gua-

daloupe was taken, the commodore had ordered the bay

to be sounded; and directed the Kippon to advance, and

silence a. battery situated a mile and a half to the north-

ward of St. Pierre. Accordingly, captain Jekyll, who
commanded that ship, stood in, and anchoring close to

the shore, attacked it with such impetuosity, that in ,1

few minutes it was abandoned. At the same time the

Kippon was exposed to the fire of three other batteries,

from which she received considerable damage both in

her hull and rigging; and was in great danger of run-

ning aground, when orders were given to tow her out

of danger.

DESCENT 0\ GUADALOUPE.

The whole armament having abandoned the design

on Martinique, directed their course to Guadaloupe,

another of the Caribbce islands, lying at the distance of

thirty leagues to the westward, about fifteen leagues in

length, and twelve in breadth ; divided into two parts

by a small channel, which the inhabitants cross in a

ferry-boat. The western division is known by the name
of Basseterre; and here the metropolis stands, defended

by the citadel and other fortifications. The eastern part,

called Grandterre, is destitute of fresh water, which
abounds in the other division; and is defended by fort

Louis, with a redoubt, which commands the road in the

district of Gosier. Tlic cut, or canal, that separates the

two parts, is distinguislicd by the appellation of the

Salt-river, having a road or bay at each end; namely,
the great Cul de Sac, and the small C'ul de Sac. Gua-
daloupe is encumbered with high mountains and preci-

pices, to which the inhabitants used to convey their

valuable effects in time of d.anger; but here are also

beautiful plains watered by brooks and rivers, which
fertilize tbe soil, enabling it to produce a great quantity

of sugar, cotton, indigo, tobacco, and cassia; besilles

plenty of rice, potatoes, all kinds of pulse, and fruit

peculiar to tlie island. The country is populous and
flourishing, and the government comprehends two smal-

ler islands called All-Saints and Deseada, which appear
at a small distance from the coast, on the eastern side

of the isl-ind. The British squadron having arrived at

Bassaterre, it was resolved to make a general attack by
sea upon the citadel, the town, and other batteries by
which it was defended. A disposition being made for

this purpose, the large ships took their respective sta-

tions next morning, which was the twenty-third day of

January. At nine, the Lion, commanded by captain

Trclawney, began the engagement against a battery of

nine guns; and tlie rest of the fleet continued to place

tlierasclvcs abreast of the other batteries and the citadel,

which mounted forty-six cannon, besides two mortars.

The action in a little time bec-ame general, and was
maintained on both sides for several hours with great

vivacity; while the commodore, who had shifted his

pendant into the Woolwrch frigate, kept aloof without

.;un-shot, that he might be the more disengaged to view
the state of the b.attle,*" and give his orders with the

greater deliberation. This expedient of an admiral's

' He shiHed his broad pendant on board tlie 'Wooln-ich, as well
'n direct and keep the transports together in a proper posture for
; landing of the troops, as (f> cover the disemliarkatioii; and also
oonsiilt proper measures \rith the general, who saw the necessity
Mr. Moore's hein^ with him; and requested that he, with the
itiT general officers and engineers, might be admitted on hoard the

' 'r.lvvich, in order to consult, and take the earliest opportunity of
iah-.iing the troops, as the service necessarily required.

removing his dag, and retiring from the action while
Iiis own ship is engaged, however consonant to reasou.

wo do not remember to have seen ])raclised upon any
occasion, except in one instance, at Carlhagena, where
sir Chaloner Ogle quitted bis own ship, when she was
ordered to stand in and cannonade llie fort of Boca-
Chica. In this present attack, all the sea-commanders
behaved with extraordinary spirit and resolution, par-
ticularly the cajitains Leslie, Burnet, Gaytoa, Jekyll.
Trclawney, and Shuldain, who, in the liottest tumult of

the action, distinguished themselves equally by their
courage, impetuosity, and deliberation. About five in
the afternoon the fire of the citadel slackened. The
Burford and Berwick were driven out to sea: so that
captain Shuldam, in the Panther, was unsustaiued; and
two batteries played upon the Piippon, captain Jekyll,

who, by two in tbe afternoon, silenced the guns of one,

called the Morne-rouge; but at the same time could not
prevent his ship from running aground. The enemy
perceiving her disaster, assembled in great numbers on
the hill, and lined the trenches, from whence they poured
in, a severe fire of musketry. The militia afterwards
brought up a cannon of eighteen pound ball, and for two
hours raked her fore and aft with considerable effect:

nevertheless, captain Jekyll returned the fire with equal
courage and perseverance, though his people dropped
on every side, until all his grape-shot and wadding were
expended, and .all liis rigging cut to pieces; to crown
his misfortune, a box, containing nine hundred cart-

ridges, blew up on the poop, and set the ship on fire:

which, however, was soon extinguished. In the mean-
time, the captain threw out a signal of distress, to which
no regard was p.aid,* till captain Leslie of the Bristol,

coming from sea, and observing his situation, ran in be-

tween the Eippon and the battery, and engaged with such
impetuositj', as made an immediate diversion in favour

of captain Jekyll, whose ship remained aground, notwith-

standing all tbe assistance that could be given, till mid-
night, when she floated, and escaped from the very jaws
of destruction. At seven in the evening, all the other

large ships, having silenced the guns to which they had
been respectively opposed, joined the rest of the fleet.

The four bombs being anchored near the shore, began
to ply the town with shells and carcasses; so tb.at in a
little time the houses were in flames, tlie magazines of

gunpowder blew up with the most terrible explosion

;

and about ten o'clock the whole place blazed out in one
gener.al conflagration. Next day, at two in the after-

noon, the fleet came to an anchor in the road of Bas-

saterre, where they found the hulls of divers ships ivhich

the enemy had set on fire at their approach: several

ships turned out and endeavoured to escape, but were
intercepted and taken by the Knglish squadron. At
five, the troops landed without opposition, and took

possession of the town and citadel, which they found
entirely abandoned. They learned from a Genoese
deserter, that the regular troops of the island consisted

of five companies only, the number of the whole not
exceeding one hundred men; and that they had lain a

train to blow np the powder magazine in the citadel

:

but b.ad been obliged to retreat with such precipitation,

as did not permit them to execute this design. The
train was immedi.atcly cut off, and the magazine secured.

The nails with which they had spiked up their cannon
were drilled out by the niatrosses; and in the mean-
time the British colours were hoisted on the parapet.

Part of the troops took possession of an advantageous
post on an eminence, and part entered the town, W'hich

still continued burning with great violence. In the

morning at day-break, the enemy appeared, to the num-
ber of two thousand, about four miles from the town,

as if they intended to throw up intrenchments in the

neighbourhood of a house where the governor had
fixed his head-quarters, declaring he would maintain hia

ground to the last extremity. To this resolution, indeed,

he was encouraged by the nature of the ground, and the

* In all probability it was not perceived b>' tlui comniodoro.
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neighbourliooil of a pjiss calleil the Dos d'Ane, a cleft

through a mountainous riJge, opening a communication

with Capesterro, a more level and beautiful part of the

island. The ascent from Basseterre to this pass was so

very steep, and the way so broken and interrupted by
rochs and gullies, that there was uo prospect of attack-

ing it with success, except at the first landing, when the

inhabitants were under the dominion of a panic. They
very soon recovered their spirits and recollection, as-

Bcmbled and fortified themselves among the hills, armed
and arraj-ed their negroes, and affected to hold the in-

vaders at defi;mce. A flag of truce being sent, with

offers of terms to their governor, the chevalier d'Etriel,

he rejected them in a letter, with which his subsequent

conduct but ill agreed. [See note S U, at ihe end of this

Vol.] Indeed, from the beginning his deportment had

been such as gave a very unfavourable impression of

his character. When the British squadron advanced

to the attack, instead of visiting in person the citadel

and the batteries, in order to encourage and animate

his people by his exhortation and example, he retired

out of the reach of danger to a distant plantation, where
he remained a tame spectator of the destruction in which

his principal town and citadel were involved. Next
morning, when he ought to have exerted himself in pre-

venting the disembarkation of the English troops, who
had a difiicnlt shore and violent surf to surmount, and
when he might have defended the intrenchments and
lines which had been made to oppose their landing, he
abandoned all these advant.iges, and took shelter among
the mountains that were deemed inaccessible.

But, howsoever deficient the governor might have
lieen in the article of courage, certain it is, the inhabi-

tants behaved with great spirit and activity in defence

of their country. They continually harassed the .scour-

ing detachments, by firing upon them from woods and
Bugar plantations, which last the English burned about

their cars in resentment. Their armed negroes were
very expert in this kind of bush fighting. The natives

or militia appeared in considerable parties, and even en-

countered detached bodies of the British army. A lady

of masculine courage, whose name was Ducharmy, hav-
ing armed her slaves, they made several bold attempts

upon an advanced post occtipied by major Melville, and
threw up intrenchments upon a hill opposite to the sta-

tion of this ofiicer, who had all along signalized himself

by his uncommon intrepidity, vigilance, and conduct.

At length the works of this virago were stormed by a

regular detachment, which, after an obstinate and dan-

gerous conflict, entered the intrenclmient sword in hand,

and burned the houses and plantations. Some of the

enemy were killed, and a great number taken. Of the

English detachment twelve soldiers were slain, and
thirty wounded, including three subaltern ofiicers, one

ofwhom lost his arm. The greatest body of the enemy
always appeared at the governor's bead-quarters, where
they had raised a redoubt, and thrown up intrenchments.

From these a considerable detachment advanced on the

sixth day of February, in the morning, towards the cit-

adel, and fell in with an English party, wliom they en-

gaged with great vivacity: but, after a short though
warm dispute, they were obliged to retire with some
loss. Without all doubt, the inhabitants of Guadaloupc
pursued the most sensible plan that coiild possibly have
been projected for their own safety. Instead of hazard-
ing a general engagement against regular troops, in

which they could have no prospect of success, they re-

solved to weary them out by maintaining a kind of
petty war in separate parties, to alarm and liarass the
Engli.-;h with hard duty in a sultry climate, where they
were but indili'erently supplied with provisions and re-

freshments. Nor were their hopes in this particular

disappointed. Both the army and the navy were invaded
with fevers, and other diseases, epidemical in those hot
countries; and the regimental hospitals were so crowded,
that it was judged convenient to send five hundred sick

men to the islan \ of .iVutigua, where they might be pro-
perly attended.

FOKT-LOUIS REDUCED, &c.

In the meantime, the reduction of the islanders on
the side of Guadaloupe appearing more and more im-

practicable, the general determined to transfer the seat

of war to the eastern and more fertile part of the island,

called Grandterre, which, as we have already obsei-ved,

was defended by a strong battery, called Fort-Louis.

In pursuance of this determination, the great ships

were sent round to Grandterre, in order to reduce this

fortification, which they accordingly attacked on the

thirteenth day of February. After a severe cannonad-
ing, which lasted six hours, a body of marines being
landed, with the Highlanders,* they drove the enemy
from their intrenchments sword in hand; and, taking

possession of the fort, hoisted the English colours. In
a few days after this exploit, general Ilopson dying at

Basseterre, the chief command devolved on general

Barrington, who resolved to prosecute the final reduc-

tion of the island with vigour and despatch. As one
step towards this conquest, the commodore ordered two
ships of war to cruise off the island of .Saint Eustatia,

and prevent the Dutch traders from assisting the natives

of Guadaloupe, whom they bad hitherto constantly sup-

plied with provisions since theyretired to the mountains.
General Barrington, on the very first day of his com-
mand, ordered the troops who were encamped to strike

their tents .and huts, that the enemy might imagine he
intended to remain in this quarter; but in a few days
the batteries in and about Basseterre were blown up
and destroyed, the detachments recalled from the ad-

vanced posts, and the whole army re-embarked, except

one regiment, with a detachment of artillery, left in

garrison at the citadel, the command of which was be-

stowed on colonel Debrisay, an accomplished oflicer of

great experience. The enemy no sooner perceived the

coast clear than they descended from the hiUs, and en-

deavoured to take possession of the town, from which,
however they were driven by the fire of the citadel.

They afterwards erected a battery, from whence they
annoyed this fortification both with shot and shells, and
even threatened a regular attack; but as often as they

approached the place, they were repulsed by sallies

from the castle.f In the midst of these hostilities, the

gallant Debrisa}', together with major Trollop, one lieu-

tenant, two bombardiers, and several common soldiers,

were blown up, and perished, by the explosion of a

powder mag-izine at the flanked angle of the south-east

bastion. The confusion necessarily produced by such
an unfortunate accident, encouraged the enemy to came
pouring down from tlie bills, in order to make their ad-

vantage of the disaster; but they were soon repulsed

by the fire of the garrison. The general, being made
acquainted with the fate of colonel Debrisay, conferred

the government of the fort upon m.ajor Melville, and
sent thitlier the chief engineer to repair and improve
the fortifications.

ENGLISH FLEET SAILS TO DOMINIQUE.

In the meantime, commodore Moore having received

certain intelligence that monsieur de Bompart had ar-

rived at Martinique, with a squadron consisting of eight

sail of the line and three frigates, having on board a

whole battalion of Swiss, and some other troops, torehi-

force the ganisons of the island, he called in his cruisers,

and sailed immediately to the bay of Dominique, an

islaiul to windward, at the distance of nine leagues from

Guadaloupe, whence he could always sail to 0])pose any
design which the French commander might form against

the operations of the British armaments. For what
reason Mr. Moore did not sail ium-.ediately to the bay of

Port-Koyal in Martinique, where he knew the French

squadron lay at anchor, we shall not pretend to deter-

• A reinforcement of two or tbrec hundred Hislilandere, hnd j^inr i

the fli'ct immediately before the troops landed on Giiadaloepe.

t The bauer>- whi'cli they had raised was attacked at n«Min,t /-'-:'.

and destroyed hv t^^ptaiu Clomcr, of the sixty-first regiment
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mine. Had he taken tliatsicp, M. Bonipart must either

liavc given him huttle, or rctiied into the Carcnagc,

behind the citadel; in Tvhicli hist case, the English eom-
niander might have anchored hetweon Pigeon- Island

and Fort-Negro, and thus blocked him up eiTectually.

15y retiring to Dominique, he left the sea open to French
privateers, wlio rowed along tlie coasts of these islands,

and in a very little time carried into Martinique above

fourscore mcrcliant-ships, belonging to the subjects of

Great Ihitaiu. Tliese continual depredations, committed

under the nose of tlie English commodore, irritated tlie

planters of the English islands, some of whom are said

to have circulated unfavourable reports of that gentle-

man's character. [See note 3 S, at the end of this Vol.]

GENERAL BAErJNGTON TAKES GOSIER, &c.

General Barrington being left with no more than one

ship of forty guns for the protection of the transports,

formed a plan of prosecuting the war in Guadaloupe by
detachments, and the success fully answered his expec-

tation. He determined to make a descent on the division

of the island called Grandterre, and for that purpose al-

lotted six hundred men; who, under the command of

colonel Crump, landed between the towns of St. Anne
and St. Francois, aid destroyed some batteries of the

enemy, from whom he sustained very little opposition.

While he was thus employed, a detachment of three

hundred men attacked the town of Gosicr, which, not-

withstanding a severe fire, they took by storm, drove

the garrison into the woods, set fire to the place, and
demolished the battery and intrcnchment raised for its

defence. This service being happily performed, the

detachment v/as ordered to force their way to Fort-

Louis, while the garrison of that castle was directed to

make two sallies in order to favour their irruption. They
accordingly penetrated, with some loss sustained in

forcing a strong pass, and took possession of a battery

which tlie enemy had raised against the English camp,
in the neighbourhood of Fort Louis. The general,

having hitherto succeeded in his designs, formed the

scheme of surprising at one time the three towns of

Petitbourg, Gonoyave, and St. Mary's situated on the

Basseterre side of the little Cul de Sac, and committed
the execution of it to the colonels Crump and Clavering:

but the night appointed for the service proved exceed-

ingly dark and tempestuous; and the negro conductors

were so frightened, that they ran several of the flat-

bottomed boats on the shoals that skirt this part of the

island. Colonel Clavering landed with about eighty

men; but found himself so entangled with mangrove
trees, and tlie mud so impassably deep, that he was
obliged to re-embirk, though not before theeneni3'had

discovered his design. This project having miscarried,

the general detached the same commanders, whose gal-

lantry and conduct cannot be sufEeiently applauded,

with a detachment of fifteen hundred men, including

one hundred and fifty volunteers from Antigua, to laud

in a bay not far from the town of Arnonville, at the

bottom of the little Cul de Sac, under the protection of

his majesty's ship Woolwich. The enemy made no op-

position to their landing; but retreated, as the Englisli

advanced, to a strong intrcnchment thrown up behind

the river Licorne, a post of the utmost importance, as

it covered the whole country as far as the bay of Ma-
haut, where provisions and supplies of all sorts were
landed from St. Eustatia. The river was rendered inac-

cessible by a morass covered with mangroves, except

at two narrow passes, whicli they had fortified witli a

redoubt, and intrenchmcnts well pallisadoed, mounted
with cannon, and defended by a numerous militia : he-

sides, the narrow roads, through which only they couhl

be attacked, were intersected with deep and wide ditches.

Notwithstanding these disadvantages, the English com-
manders determined to hazard an assault. "While foui

field-pieces and two howitzers maintained a constant

fire upon the top of the intrenchmcnts, the regiment

of DuiT'iiro and the Highlanders advanced under this

ToL. n.

cover, firing by platoons with the utmost regularity.
The enemy, intimidated by tlieir cool and resolute be-
haviour, began to abandon the first intrcnchment on the
left. Tlien the Highlanders, drawing their swords, and
sustained by part of tlie regiment, threw themselves in
with their usual impetuosity, and followed thefugitives
pell-mell into the redoubt, of which they took posses-
sion: but they still maintained their ground within the
intrenchmcnts on the right, from wlienee they annoyed
the assailants both with mnsquetry and caiinon. In
half an hour, an occasional bridge being made, the En-
glish troops passed the river in order to attack this post,
which the enemy abandoned with precipitation ; not-
withstanding all their haste, however, about seventy
were taken prisoners, and among those some of the most
considerable inhabitants of the island. This advantage
cost the English two oflicers and thirteen men killed,

and above fifty wounded.
The roads being mended for the passage of the artil-

lery, the troops advancecMowards Petitbourg, harassed
in their inarch by flying bodies of the enemy, and arrived

late at night on the banks of the river Lizanle, the only
ford of which the French had fortified with strong in-

trenehments, protected by a battery of four cannon
erected on a rising ground in the rear. Colonel Cla-

voring, wliile he amused them all night at this place by
a constant fire into their lines, transported in two canoes,

which he launched about a mile and a half farther down
the river, a sufficieut number of troops, by day-break,

to attack them on the other side in flank, while he ad-

vanced in front at the head of his little army; but they
did not think proper to sustain the assault. On the

contrary, they no sooner perceived his intention, than

they forsook the post, and fled without order. Colonel

Clavering, having passed the river, pursued them to

Petit bourg, which they had also fortified; and here he

found captaiu Uvedale, of the Grenada bomb-ketch,

throwing shells into the redoubt. He forthwith sent

detachments to occupy the neighbouring heights; a cir-

cumstance which the enemy no sooner observed, than

tliey deserted the place, and retired with great expedf-

tiou. On the fifteenth day of April, captain Steel de-

stroyed a battery at Gonoyave, a strong post, whicli,

though it might have been defended against an arm)-,

the French abandoned at his approach, after having

made a hasty discharge of their artillery. At the same
time colonel Ci-unip was detached with seven hundred

men to the bay of JIahaut, where he burned the town
and batteries which he found abandoned, together with

a vast quantity of provisions which had been brouglit

from the island of St. Eustatia. Colonel Clavering,

having left a small garrison at Petitbourg, began his

marcli on the twentieth day of the month towards St.

Mary's, where he understood the enemy had collected

their whole force, thrown up intrenchmcnts, and raised

barricadoes; but they had left their rear unguarded.

The Euglish commander immediately detached colonel

Barlow with a body of troops to attack them from that

quarter, whilj he himself advanced against the front of

their intrcnchment. They stood hut one cannon-shot,

and then fled to their lines and batteries at St. Mary's,

the flanks of which were covered with woods anil pre-

cipices. "When they perceived the English troops en-

deavouring to surmount these difficulties, and turn their

lines, they quitted them in order to oppose the design,

and were immediately attacked with such vivacity, in

the face of a severe tire of musketry and cannon, that

they abandoned their ground, and fled in the utmost

confusion, leaving the field and all their artillery to

the victors, who took up their quarters for that night

at St. Mary's. Next day they entered the charming
country of Capestcrre, where eight hundi'ed and seventy

negroes belonging to one planter surrendered at discre-

tion. Here colonel Clavering was met by messieurs do

(lainvilliers and Duqueruy, deputed by the principal

inhabitants of the island to know what capitulation

would be granted. These he conducted to Petitbourg,

wiiere they were presented to general Barrin gton ; wlio,

3T
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considering the absence of the fleet, the small number

of his forces daily diminishing, the difficulty of the

country, and the possibility of the enemy's being rein-

forced from Martinique, wisely took the advantage of

the present panic, and settled terms of capitulation with-

out delay. The sanity of this resolution soon appeared.

The inhabitants had just signed the agreement, when a

messenger arrived in their camp with information that

M. de Beauharnois, the general of the French islands,

had lasded at St. Anne's, to the windward, with a

reinforcement from Martinique, consisting of six hun-

dred regulars from Europe, about fifteen hundred vol-

unteers, besides a great number of the militia drafted

from the companies of Martinique, with a great supply

of arms and ammunition, mortars and artillery, under

convoy of the squadron commanded by M. de Bompart,

who no sooner learned that the capitulation was signed,

than he re-embarked the troops and stores -with all pos-

sil)le expedition, and returned to Martinique. Thus we

see the conquest of this impdJtant island, which is said

to produce a greater quantity of sugar than is made in

any of the Enghsh plantations, was as much owing to

accident as to the valour of the troops and the conduct

of the gener.ll; for, had the reinforcement arrived an

hour sooner than it actually landed, in all probability

tlie English would have found it impracticable to finish

the reduction of Guadaloupe. Be that as it may, the

natives certainly deserved great commendation, not only

for persevering so gallantly in defence of their country,

but also for their fortitude in bearing every species of

distress. They now quitted the Dos d'Ane, and all their

other posts, and returned to their respective habitations.

The town of Basseterre being reduced to a heap of ashes,

the inhabitants began to clear away the rabbish, and

erect occasional sheds, where they resumed their several

occupations with that good humour so peculiar to the

French nation; and general Barrington humanely in-

dulged them with all the assistance in his power.

ISLAND OF MARIGALANTE TAKEN.

The small islands of Deseada, Los Santos, and Petit-

terre, were comprised in the capitulation of Guadaloupe.

The inhabitants of Marigalante, which lies about three

leagues to the south-east of Grandterre, extending

twenty miles in length, fifteen in breadth, flat and fer-

tile, but poorly watered and ill fortified, having refused

to submit when summoned by the squadron to surren-

der, general Barrington i-esolved to reduce them by force.

He embarked a body of troops on board of transports,

which sailed thither under convoy of three ships of war
and two bomb vessels from Prince Rupert's Bay, and at

their appearance the islanders submitting, received an
English garrison. Before this period, commodore Moore
having received intelligence that M. de Bompart had
sailed from Martinique, with a design to land a rein-

forcement on Guadaloupe, and that his squadron was
Been seven leagues to windward of Marigalante, he sailed

from Prince Rupert's Bay, and turned to windward.
After having been beating about for five days to very
little purpose, he received notice from one of his cruisers,

that the French admiral had returned to Martinique;
upon which information he retired quietly to his former
station in the bayof Dominique, the peopleofwhich were
so insolent as to afiirm, in derision, that the English squa-
dron sailed on one side of the island, and the French
upon the other, th.at they might be sure of not meeting;
but this, witliout doubt, was an impudent calumny. *

• The commodore declared that he cniTied a press-sail nigbt and
day, in order to come up with the French squadron, and toolc every
step that could be devised for that purpose, lie says, if he had
pursued any other course, the French commander might have nni
into the road of St. Kitt's. and destroyed or taken a great nunil)er
of merchant ships wliich were tlien loading with sugar for England.
He says he tried every stratjxgem he could contrive for bringing iM.

de Bompart to actiim. He even sent away part of his squadron out
of eight of the inliahitants of Dominique, tliat ther niiglit represent
to their friends at .Martinique his force much inferior to wliat it

really %vas; but this exjiedicnt had no efTect upon M. de Bompart,
who made the best of liis way to Cape Francois, on the island of
llispaaiolfi.

I

General Barrington, having happily finished the con-

quest of Guadaloupe, gave notice to the commodore,
that he intended to send back part of the troops with
the transports to England, about the beginning of

July. In consequence of this intimation, Mr. Moore
sailed with his squadron to Basseterre road, where ha
was next d.-iy joined by two ships of the line from Eng-
land, which rendered him greatly superior in strength

to the commander of the French squadron, who had
retired to the island of Grenada, lying about eight

leagues from Guadaloupe. Here he was discovered by
the ship Rippon, whose captain returned immediately

to Basseterre, to make the commodore acquainted with
tliis circumstance: but before he could weigh anchor,

a frigate arrived with iuformation, that Bompart had
quitted Grenada, and was supposed to have directed his

course to Hispauiola. The commodore immediately

despatched the Ludlow Castle with this intelligence to

admiral Coats, who commanded the squadron at Ja-
maica. General Barrington having made a tour of tho

ishmd, in order to visit and repair such fortifications as

he thought necessary to be maintained, and the affairs

relating to the inhabitants being entirely settled, he
sent the Highlanders, with a body of drafts, to North
Aiuerica, under convoy: he garrisoned the principal

strength of the island, and left the chief command to

colonel Crump, wlio had for some time acted as bri-

gadier-general; colonel Clavering having been sent

liome to England with the account of the capitulation.

Colonel Melville, who had signalized himself in a re-

markable manner ever since their first landing, con-

tinued governor of the citadel at Basseterre; and the

command at Grandterre was conferred on colonel Del-

garno. Three complete regiments were alloted as a
suSicient guard for the whole island, and the other

three were embarked for England. General Barrington

himself went on board the Roebuck in the latter end of

June, and look his departure for England. About a
month after, the transports, under convoy of captain

Hughes, with a small squadron, set sail for Great Bri-

tclin; while commodore Moore, with his large fleet,

directed his course to Antigua.

TREATY WITH THE INDIANS.

While this armament had been employed in the con-

quest of Guadaloupe, North America exhibited still more
sanguinary scenes of war and devastation; which, in

order properly to introduce, it will be necessary to ex-

plain the steps that were taken on this continent, pre-

vious to this campaign. In October of the preceding

year, a grand assembly was held at Easton, about ninety

miles from Philadelphia; and there, peace was estab-

lished, by a formal treaty, between Great Britain and
the several nations of Indians inhabiting the country

between the Apalachian mountains and the lakes. The
Twightwees, however, settled between the river Ohio
and the lakes, did not assist at this treaty, though some
steps had been taken towards an alliance with that

people. The conferences were managed by the gover-

nors of Pennsylvania and new Jersey, accompanied by
sir 'William Johnston's deputy for Indian affairs, four

members of the council of Pennsylvania, six members
of the assembly, two agents for the province of New
Jersey, a great number of planters and citizens of Phil-

adelphia, chiefly Quakers. They were met by tha

deputies and chiefs of the Mohawks, Oneidoes, Ononda-
goes, Cayugas, Senecas, Tuscaroras, Nanticoquos, and
Conoys; the Tuteloes, Chugnues, Delawares, and Un-
amies; the Minisinks, Moliicans, and Wappingcrs; tho

whole number, including their women and children,

amounting to five hundred. Some of the Six Nations,

tliinking themselves aggrieved by the British colonists,

who had imprisoned certain individuals of tlieir nation,

and liad killed a few, .and treated others with contempt,

did not fail to express tlieir resentment, which hadbecii

artfully fomented bv the French emissaries, even into

an open ni))ture. The Delawares and Minisinks, in
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particular, complained that the English had encroached

upon their lands, and on that account were provoked to

hostilities: but their chief, Tced)uscung,"had made over-

tures of peace ; and in the character of ambassador from

all the Ten Nations, had been very instrumental in

forming this assembly. The chiefs of the Six Nations,

though very well disposed to peace, took umbrage at

the importance assumed by one of the Delaware?, over

whom, as their descendants, they exercise a kind of

parental authority ; and on this occasion they made no

scruple to disclose their dissatisfatiou. The business,

therefore, of the English governors at this congress,

was to ascertain the limits of the lands in dispute, re-

concile the Six Nations with their nephews the Dela-

wares, remove every cause of misunderstanding between

the English and the Indians, detach these savages en-

tirely from the French interest, establish a firm peace,

and induce them to exert their influence in persuading

the Twightwees to accede to this treaty. Those In-

dians, though possessed of few ideas, circumscribed in

their mental faculties, stupid, brutal, and ferocious, con-

ducting themselves nevertheless, in matters of impoi'-

tanco to the community, by the general maxims of

reason and justice; and their treaties are always founded

upon good sense, conveyed in a very ridiculous manner.

Their language is guttural, harsh, and polysyllabical;

and their speech consists of hyperbolical metaphors and

similies, which invest it with an air of dignity and

heighten the expression. They manage their confer-

ences by means of wampum, a kind of bead formed of

a hard shell, either in single strings, or sewed in broad

belts of different dimensions, according to the impor-

tance of the subject. Every proposition is offered, every

answer made, every promise corroborated, every declar-

ation attested, and every treaty confirmed, by producing

and interchanging these belts of wampum. Tlie con-

ferences were continued from the eighth to the twenty-

sixth day of October, when every article was settled

to the mutual satisfaction of all parties. The Indian

deputies were gratified with a valuable present, consist-

ing of looking-glasses, knives, tobacco-boxes, sleeve-

buttons, thimbles, sheers, gun-locks, ivory combs, shirts,

shoes, stockings, hats, caps, handkerchiefs, thread,

clothes, blankets, gartering, serges, watch-coats, and a

few suits of laced clothes for their chieftains. To crown
their happiness, the stores of rum were opened; they

drank themselves into a state of brutal intoxication, and

next day returned in peace to their respective places of

habitation.

PLAN OF THE CAMPAIGN.

This treaty with the Indians, who had been debauched

from the interest of Groat Britain, auspiciously paved
the way for those operations which had been projected

against the French settlements in Canada. Instead of

employing the whole strength of the British arms iu

North America against one object, the ministry proposed

to divide the forces, and make impressions on three dif-

ferent parts at once, that the enemy might be divided,

distracted, and weakened, and the conquest of Can,ada

completed in one campaign. That the success might

be the more certain, the different expeditions were plan-

ned in such a mauner as to co-operate with each other,

and even join occasionally; so practicable was it thought

for them to maintain such a correspondence as would

admit of a junction of this nature. The project of this

campaign imported, that general Wolfe, who had dis-

tinguished himself so eminently in the siege of Louis-

bourg, should proceed up the river St. Laurence, as soon

as the navigation should be clear of ice, with a body of

eight thousand men, and a considerable squadron of

sliips from England, to undertake the siege of Quebec,

the capital of Canada: tliat general .\mherst, who com-
manded in chief, sliould, with another army of regular

troops and provincials, amounting to twelve thousand

men, reduce Ticonderoga and Crown Point, cross the

lakeChamplain, and, proceeding along the river Eichelieu

to the banks of the river St. Laurence, join general
\Volfo iu tlie siege of Quebec: that brigalicr-general
Pridcaux, with a tliird body, reinforced witli a consider-
able number of friendly Indians, assembled by the in-

fluence and under the command of sir William Johnston,
should invest the French fort erected at the fall or cat-
aract of Niagara, wliich was certainly the most impor
taut post of all French America, as it in a manner com-
manded all the interior parts of that vast continent. It
overawed the whole country of the Six Nations, who
were cajoled into a tame acquiescence in its being built
on their territory: it secured all the inland trade, the
navigation of the great lakes, the communication be-
tween Canada and Louisiana, and opened a passage for

inroads into the colonies of Cireat Britain. It was pro-

posed that the British forces, having reduced Niag.ira,

should be embarked on the lake Ontario, fall down the

river St. Laurence, besiege and take Montreal, and then
join or co-operate with Amherst's army. Besides these

larger armaments, colonel Stanwis commanded a smaller
detachment for reducing smaller forts, and scouring the

banks of the lake Ontario. Plow far this project was
founded on reason and military knowledge may be
judged by the following particulars, of which the pro-

jectors were not ignorant. The navigation of the river

St. Laurence is dangerous and uncertain. The city of

Quebec was remarkably strong from situation and for-

tification, from the bravery of the inhabitants, and the

number of the garrison. Monsieur de Montcalm, an
officer of great courage and activity, kept the field be-

tween Montreal and Quebec, with a body of eight or

ten thousand men, consisting of regular troops and dis-

ciplined militia, reinforced by a considerable number of

armed Indians; and another body of reserve hovered in

the neighbourhood of Montreal, which was the residence

of monsieur de Vaudreuil, governor -general of Canada.

The garrison of Niagara consisted of above six hundred
men; the march to it was tedious and embarrassed; and
monsieur de Levi scoured the country with a flying

detachment, well acqu.ainted with all the woods and
passes. With respect to general Amherst's share of

the plan, the forts of Ticonderoga and Crown-Point

stood in his way. The enemy were masters of the lake

Champlain, and possessed the strong fort of Chambly,

by the fall of the river Eichelieu, which defended the

J)ass to the river St. Laurence. Even had these obsta-

cles been removed, it was hardly possible that he and

Mr. Wolfe should arrive at Quebec in the same instant

of time. The first that reached it, far from being in

condition to undertake the siege of Quebec, would have

run the risk of being engaged and defeated by the cov-

ering army; in which case the other body must have

been exposed to the most imminent hazard of destruc-

tion, in the midst of an enemy's country, far distant

from any place of safety to which it could retreat. Had
these disasters happened (and, .according to the experi-

ence of war, they were the natural consequences of the

scheme), the troops at Niagara would in all probability

have fallen an easy sacrifice, unless they had been so

fortunate as to receive intelligence in time enough to ac-

complish their retreat before they could be intercepted.

The design would, we apprehend, have been more jus-

tifiable, or _at least not so liable to objection, had Mr.

Amherst left two or three regiments to protect the

frontiers of New-York, and, joining Mr. Wolfe with the

rest, sailed by the river St. Laurence to besiege Quebec.

Even in that case the wliole number of his troops would

not have been sufficient, according to the practice of

war, to invest the place, and cope with the covering

enemy. Nevertheless, had the enterprise succeeded,

Montcalm must either have hazarded an engagement

against great odds, or retired farther into the country;

then the route would have been open by land and water

to Montreal, which could have made little resistance.

The two principal towns being taken, and the navigation

of the river St. Laurence blocked up, all the dependent

forts must have surrendered at discretion, except Nia-

gara, which there was a baie possibility of supplying
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nt an inei edible trouble and expense, from the distant

Mississippi ; but, even then, it might have been besieged

in form, and easily reduceil. Whatever defects there

might have been in the plan, the execution, though it

miscarried in some essential points, was attended with

surprising success. The same good fortune that pros-

pered the British arms so remarkably in the conquest

of Guadaloupe, seemed to interpose still more astonish-

ingly in tlicir favour at Quebec, the siege of whicli we
shall record in its proper place. At present, we must
attend the operations of general Amherst, whose separ-

ate army was first iu motion, though such impediments

were thrown in his w.ay as greatly retarded the progress

of his operations; impediments said to have arisen from

the pride, insolence, and obstinacy of certain individuals,

who possessed great influence in that part of the world,

and employed it all to thw.irt the service of their country.

Tlie summer was already far advanced before general

Amherst could pass lake George with his forces, al-

though they met with no opposition, and reached the

neighbourliood of Ticonderoga, where, in the preceding

year, the British troops had sustained such a terrible

disaster. At first the enemy seemed determined to

defend this fortress: but perceiving the English com-
mander resolute, cautious, and well prepared for under-

taking the siege; having, moreover, orders to retreat

from place to place, towards the centre of operations at

Queliec, rather than run the least risk of being made
prisoners of war, they, in the night of July the twenty-

seventh, abandoned the post, after having in some mea-
sure dismantled the fortifications; and retired to Crown-
Point, a fort situated on the verge of lake Champlain,

General Amherst having taken possession of this im-

portant post, which effectually covered the frontiers of

New-York, and secured to himself a safe retreat in case

of necessity, ordered the works to be repaired, and al-

lotted a strong garrison for its defence. This acquisi-

tion, however, was not made witliout the loss of a bravo

accomplished j'oung officer, colonel Roger Townshend,
who, in reconnoitering the fort, was killed with acannon-
shot, and fell near the same spot which, in the former

year, had been enriched with the blood of the gallant

lord Howe, whom he strongly resembled in the circum-

stances of birth, age, qualifications and character.

GENERAL AMHERST EMBARKS OK LAKE
CHAMPLAIN.

Wliile the general superintended the repairs of Ti-

conderoga, and the men were employed iu preparing

imtteaux and other vessels, his scouting parties hovered

in tlie neighbourhood of Crown-Point, in order to watch
the motions of the enemy. From one of these detach-

ments he received intelligence, on the first day of Au-
gust, that the enemy had retired from Crown-Point. He
immediately detached a body of rangers before him to

take possession of the place: then he embarked with the

rest of the army, and on the fourth day of the month
landed at the fort, where the troops were immediately

encamped. His next care was to lay the foundation of

a new fort, to be maintained for the further security of

the British dominions in that part of the country; and
particularly for preventing the inroads of scalping

parties, by whom the plantations had been dreadfully

infested. Here information was received that the ene-

my had retired to the Isle aux Noix, at the other end of

the lake Champlain, five leagues on the hither side of

St. John's; that their force encamped in that place,

under the command of M. de Burlemaque, consisted of

three battalions and five piquets of regular troops, with
Canadians and marines, amounting in the whole to three

thousand five hundred effective men, provided with a
numerous artillery; and that the lake was occupied by
four large vessels mounted with cannon, and manned
with piquets of different regiments, under the command
and direction of M. lo Bras, a captain in the French
navy, assisted by iL de Rigal, and other sea-oflBcers.

In. consequence of this intimation, general Amherst,

who had for some time employed captain Loring to

superintend the building of vessels at Ticonderoga, be-

ing resolved to have the superiority on the lake, directed

the captain to build with all possible expedition a sloop

of sixteen guns, and a radeau eighty-four feet in length,

capable of carrying six large cannon. These, together

with a brigantine, being finished, victualled, and manned
by the eleventh day of October, the general embarked
witli the whole of the troops in batteaux, in order to at-

tack the enemy; but next day, the weather growing
tempestuous, was obliged to take shelter in a bay on the

western shore, wliere the men were landed for refresh-

ment. In the meantime, captain Loring, with his small

squadron, sailing down the lake, gave chase to a French
scliooner, and drove three of their ships into a bay, where
two of them were sunlv, and the third run aground by
their own crew, who escaped; one, however, was re-

paired and brouglit away by captain Loring, so that now
tlie French had but one schooner remaining. General

Amherst, after having been some days wind-bound, re-

embarked his forces, and proceeded down the lake; but

the storm, which had abated, beginning to blow willi

redoubled fury, so as to swell the waves mountains high,

the season for action being elapsed, and winter setting in

with the most rigorous severity, he saw the impossibility

of accomplishing his design, and was obliged to desist.

Returning to the same bay where he had been sheltered,

he landed the troops, and began his march for Crown-

Point, where he arrived on the twenty-first day of Oc-

tober. Having secured a superiority on the lake, he

now employed all his attention in rearing the new for-

tress at Crown-Point, together with three small outforts

for its better defence; in opening roads of communica-

tion with Ticonderoga, and the governments of Massa-

chusetts and New Hampshire; and in making disposi-

tions for the wiuter-quarters of his troops, so as to protect

the country from the inroads of the enemy.

NIAGARA REDUCED.

During this whole summer he received not the least

intelligence of Mr. Wolfe's operations, except a few

hints iu some letters relating to the exchange of pris-

oners, that came from the French general Jlontcalm,

who gave hiin to understand that Mr. Wolfe liad landed

in the neighbourhood of Quebec, and seemed determined

to undertake the siege of that city; that he had hon-

oured him (the French general) with several notes,

sometimes couched in a soothing strain, sometimes filled

with threats; that the French army intended to give

him battle, and a few days would determine the fate of

Quebec. Tbough Mr. Amherst was ignorant of the

proceedings of the Quebec squadron, his communication

continued open with the forces which undertook the

siege of Niag.ara; and he received an account of their

success before he had quitted the lines of Ticonderoga.

General Prideaux, with his body of troops, reinforced

by the Indian auxiliaries under sir William Johnston,

advanced to the cataract of Niagara, without being ex-

posed to the least inconvenience on his march; and in-

vesting the Frencli fortress about the middle of July,

carried on his approaches with great vigour till the twen-

tieth day of that month, wdicn, visiting the trenches,

he was unfortunately slain by the bursting of a cohorn.

T.Ir. Amherst was no sooner informed of his disaster,

than he detached brigadier-general Gage from Ticonde-

roga, to assume tlie command of that army. In tho

meantime it devolved on sir William Johnston, who
happily prosecuted the plan of his predecessor with all

the success tliat could have been desired. Tbe enemy,

alarmed with the appreheusion of lo.;ing a place of such

importance, resolved to exert their endeavours for its

relief. They assembled a body of ;-egular troops, amouu-

ting to twelve hundred men, drawn from Detroit, Ven-

ango, and Presque Isle; and these, with a number cf

Indian auxiliaries, were detached under the commauJl

of monsieur d'Aubry, on an attempt to reinforce thf

garrison of Niagara. Sir William Jolmston having re-
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ceiveil intelligence of tlieii- design, made a disposition

to intercept them in tlieir march. In the evening he
ordered the light infantry and picquets to post them-
selves to the left, on the road leading from Niagara Falls

to the fortress; these were reinforced in the morning
•with the grenadiers and part of the forty-sixth regiment,

commanded by lieutenant-colonel Massey; andanotlier

regiment, under lieutenant-colonel Farquhar, was posted

at the tail of the works, in order to support the guard of

the trenches. About eight in the morning, the enemy
being in sight, the Indians in the English army advanced
to speak with their countrymen who served under the

French banners; but this conference was declined by
tlie enemy. Then the French Indians having uttered

the horrible scream called the war-whoop, which by this

time had lost its effect among the British forces, the

enemy began the action with impetuosity; but they

met with such a hot reception in front, while the Indian
auxiliaries fell upon their flanks, that in a little more
than half an hour their whole army was routed, their

general, with all his officers, taken, and the pursuit con-

tinued through the woods for several miles with consi-

derable slaughter. This battle, which happened on the

twenty-fourth day of July, having been fought in sight

cf the French garrison at Niagara, sir William Johnston
sent major Harvey with a trumpet to the commanding
officer, to present him with a list of seventeen officers

taken in the engagement, and to exhort him to surren-

der before more blood was shed, while he had it in his

j'.ower to restrain the Indians. The commandant, hav-
ing certified himself of the truth, by sending an officer

1 3 visit the prisoners, agreed to treat, and in a few hours
tlie capitulation was ratified. The garrison, consisting

of si.x hundred and seven effective men, marched out

with the honours of war, in order to be embarked in

vessels on the lake, and conveyed in the most expediti-

rus manner to New-York. They laid down their arms
when they embarked; but were permitted to keep their

baggage, and by proper escort protected from the savage
insolence and rapacity of the Indians. All the women
v.-ere conducted, at their own request, to Montreal; and
t!ic sick and wounded, who could not bear the fatigue

of travelling, wei'c treated with humanity. This was
the second complete victory obtaiued on the continent

of North America, in the course of the same war, by sir

^Villiam Johnston, who, without the help of a military

education, succeeded so signally in the field by dint of

innate courage and natural sagacity. What rem.ark-

ably characterizes these battles, is tlie circumstance of

his having taken, in both, the commanders of the enemy.
Indeed, the war in general may be distinguished by the

singular success of this gentleman and the celebrated

lord Clive, two self-taught generals; who, by a series

of shining actions, have demonstrated that uninstructed

genius can, by its own internal light and efficacy, rival,

if not eclipse, the acquired art of discipline and experi-

ence. Sir William Johnston was not more serviceable

to his country by his valour and conduct in the field,

than by the influence and authority which his justice,

benevolence, and integrity, had acquired among the

Indian tribes of the Six Nations, whom be not only

assembled at Niagara to the number of eleven hundred,

but also restrained within the bounds of good order and
moderation.

INTRODUCTION TO THE EXPEDITION
AGAINST QUEBEC.

The reduction of Niagara, and the possession of

Crown-Point, were exploits much more easily achieved

tiian the conquest of Quebec, the great object to which
all these operations were subordinate. Of that we now
come to give the detail fraught with singular adven-

tures and surprising evonts; in the course of which a

loble spirit of enterprise was displayed, and the scenes

i>f war were e.xhibited in all the variety of desolation.

It was about the middle of February that a considerable

squadron sailed from England for Cape Pirston, under

the command of admirals Saunders and Holmes, two
gentlemen of worth and probity, who had on several
occasions sign.alised tlieir courage and conduct in the
service of their countr_v. By the twentv-first day of
April they were in sight of Louisbourg; but the harbour
was blocked up with ice in such a manner, that they
were obliged to bear away for Halifax in Nova-Scotia.
From hence rear-admiral Durell was detached with a
small squadron to sail up the river St. Laurence as far
as the Isle de Coudres, in order to intercept any supplies
from France intended for Quebec: he accordingly took
two store-ships; but ho was antieipiXted by seventeen
sail, laden with provision, stores, and some recruits, un-
der convoy of three frigates, which had already reached
the capital of Canada. Meanwhile admiral Saunders
arrived at Louisbourg ; and the troops being embarked,
to the number of eight thousand, proceeded up the river
without further delay. The operations by land were
intrusted to the conduct of major-general James Wolfo,
whose talents had shone with such superior lustre at the
siege of Louisbourg; and his subordinates in command
were the brigadiers ilonckton, Townshend, and Murray;
all four in the flower of their age, who had studied tho
military art with equal eagerness and proficiency, and
though young in ye.ars, were old in experience. The
first was a soldier by descent, the son of major-general
AVolfe, a veteran officer of acknowledged capacity : the
other three resembled each other, not only in years,

qualifications, and station, but also in family rank, all

three being thesonsof noblemen. The situation of briga-

dier Townshend was singular; he had served abroad
in the last war witli reputation, and resigned his com-
mission during the peace, in disdain at some hard usage
he had sustained from his superiors. That his miUtary
talents, however, might not be lost to his country, he
exercised them with equal spirit and perseverance in

projecting and promoting the plan of a national militia.

Wlien the command and direction of the army devolved
to a new leader, so predominant in his breast was the
spirit of p.atriotism and the love of glory, that though
heir-apparent to a British peerage, possessed of a very
affiuent fortune, remarkably dear to his acquaintance,

and solicited to a life of quiet by every allurement of

domestic felicity; he waived these considerations : ho
burst from all entanglements; proffered his services to

his sovereign ; exposed himself to the perils of a disa-

greeable voyage, the rigours of a severe climate, and
the hazard of a campaign peculiarly fraught with toil,

danger, and difficulty.

GENERAL WOLFE LANDS ON THE ISLAND
OF ORLEANS.

The armament intended for Quebec sailed up the river

St. Laurence, without having met with any internip-

tion, or having perceived any of those difficulties and
perils with which it had been reported that the navi-

gation of it was attended. Their good fortune in this

particular, indeed, was owing to some excellent charts

of the river, which had been found in vessels taken

from the enemy. About the latter end of Juno the land-

forces were disembarked in two divisions upon the isle

of Orleans, situated a little below Quebec, a large fer-

tile island, well cultivated, producing plenty of grain,

abounding with people, villages, and plantations. Gen-
eral Wolfe no sooner landed on tho island of Orleans,

than he distributed a manifesto among the French col-

onists, giving them to understand that the king his

master, justly exasperated against the French monarch,

had equipped aconsiderablearmament in orderto humble
his pride, and was determined to reduce the most con-

siderable French settlements in America. He declared

it was not against the iudustrious jieasants, their wives

and children, nor against the ministers of religion, that

he intended to make war; on the contrary, he Lamented

the misfortunes to which they must bo exposed by tho

quarrel; he offered them his projection; and promised

to maintain theja in their temi^oraJ possessions, as well
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as in the free exercise of their religion, provided they

would remain quiet, and take no part in the difference

between the two crowns. He observed, that tlie English

were masters of the liver St. Laurence, so as to intercept

all succours from Europe ; and had besides a powerful

army on the continent, under the command of general

Amherst. He affirmed, that the resolution they ought
to take was neither difficult nor doubtful; as the utmost
exertion of their valour would be useless, and sen'e onlj*

to deprive them of the advantages which they might
reap from their neutrality. He reminded them that

the cruelties exercised by the French upon the subjects

of Great Britain in America, would excuse the most se-

vere reprisals; but Britons were too generous to follow

such barbarous examples. He again offered to the

Canadians the sweets of peace, amidst the horrors of

war; and left it to themselves to determine their own
fate by their own conduct. He expressed his hope that

the world would do him justice, should they oblige him,

by rejecting these favourable terms, to adopt violent

measures. He expatiated upon the strength and power,

as well as upon the generosity, of Great Britain, in thus

stretching out the hand of humanity; a hand ready to

assist them on all occasions, even when France was by
her weakness compelled to abandon them in the most
critical conjuncture. This declaration produced no im-

mediate effect; nor indeed did the Canadians depend on
the sincerity and promised faith of a nation, whom their

priests had industriously represented as the most savage
and cruel enemy ou earth. Possessed of these notions,

which prevailed even among the better sort, they chose

to abandon their habitations, and expose themselves and
families to certain min, in provoking the English by
the most cruel hostilities, rather than be quiet, and con-

fide in the general's promise of protection. Instead of

pursuing this prudent plan of conduct, theyjoined the

scalping parties * of Indians who skulked among the

woods; and falling upon the English stragglers by sur-

prise, butchered them with the most inhuman barbaiity.

Mr. Wolfe, whose nature revolted against this wanton
and perfidious cruelty, sent a letter to the French gen-

eral, representing that such enormities were contrary

to the rales of war observed among civilized nations,

dishonourable to the service of France, and disgraceful

to human nature ; he therefore desired that the French
colonists and Indians might be restrained within due
bounds, otherwise he would bum their villages, desolate

their plantations, and retaliate upon the persons of his

prisoners whatever cruelties should, in the sequel, be
committed on the soldiers orsubjects of hismaster. In all

probability the French generals authority was not suf-

ficient to bridle the ferocity of the savages, who con-
tinued to scalp and murder, with the most brutal ap-

petite for blood and revenge, so that Mr. Wolfe, in order
to intimidate the enemy into a cessation of these out-

rages, found it necessary to connive at someirregularities
in the way of retaliation.

M. de Montcalm, who commanded the French troops,

though superior in number to the invaders, very wisely
resolved to depend upon the natural strength of the
conntrj', which appeared almost insurmountable, and
had carefully taken all his precautions of defence. The
city of Quebec was tolerably fortified, secured with a
numerous garrison, and plentifully supplied with pro-
visions and ammunition. Montcalm had reinforced the
troops of the colony with five regular battalions formed
of the best of the inhabitants, completely disciplined all

• The operation of scalping, which, to the shame of both nations,
was encouraged both by French and English, the savages performed
in this manner:—The hapless victim being disabled, or disarmed,
the Indian, with a sharp knife, provided and worn fur the purpose,
makes a circular incision to the bone round the upper part of the
head, and tears off the scalp with his fingers. Previous to this exe-
cution, he generally despatches the prisoner by repeated blows on
the head, with tlie hantnier-side of the instnmient called a toma-
hawk: but sometimes they save themselves the trouble, and some-
tiroes the blows prove iuefteclual; so that the miserable patient is
found alive, groaning iu the utmost agony of torture. The Indian
strings the scalps he has pn>cured, to be produced as a testimony of
his prowess, and receives a premium for each from the nation under
whose banners he has been enlisted.

the Canadians of the neighbourhcod capable of bearing

arms, and several tribes of savages. With this array

he had taken the field in a very advantageous situation,

encamped along the shore of Beaufort, from the river

St. Charles to the Falls of Montmorenci, every accessible

part being deeply intrenched. To undertake the siege

of Quebec against such odds and advantages, was not

only a deviation from the established maxims of war,

but a rash enterprise, seemingly urged in diametrical

opposition to the dictates of common sense. Mr. Wolfe
was well acquainted with all the difficulties of the un-

dertaking; but he knew at the same time he should

always have it in his power to retreat, in case of emer-

gency, while the British squadron maintained its station

in the river; he was not without hope of beingjoined by
general Amherst ; and he was stimulated by an appe-

tite for glory, which the prospect of accumulated dan-

gers could not allay. Understanding that there was a

body of the enemy posted, with cannon, at the Point of

Levi, on the south shore, opposite the city of Quebec,
he detached against them brigadier Monckton, at the

head of four battalions, who passed the river at night

;

and next morning, having skirmished with some of the

enemy's irregulars, obliged them to retire from that post,

which the English immediately occupied. At the same
time colonel Carlton, with another detachment, took

possession of the western point of the island of Orleans:

and both these posts were fortified, in order to anticipate

the enemy; who, had they kept possession of either,

might have rendered it impossible for any ship to lie at

anchor within twoniiles of Quebec. Besides, the Point of

Levi was within cannon shot of the city, against which a

battery of mortars and artillery was immediately erected.

Montcalm, foreseeing the effect of this manoeuvre, de-

tached a body of sixteen hundred men across the river,

to attack and destroy the works before they were com-
pleted; but the detachment fell into disorder, fired

upon each other, and retired in confusion. The battery

being finished without further interruption, the cannons

and mortars began to play with such success, that in a

little time the upper town was considerably damaged,
and the lower town reduced to a heap of rubbish.

ENGLISH FLEET DAMAGED BY A STORM.

In the meantime, the fleet was exposed to the most
imminent danger. Immediately after the troops had

been landed on the island of Orleans, the wind increased

to a furious storm, which blew with such violence, that

many transports ran foul of one another, and were dis-

abled. A number of boats and small craft foundered,

and divers large ships lost their anchors. The enemy
resolving to take advantage of the confusion which they

imagined this disaster must have produced, prepared

seven fire ships; and at midnight sent them down from

Quebec among the transports, which lay so thick as to

cover the whole surface of the river. The scheme,

though well contrived, and seasonably executed, was
entirely defeated by the deliberation of the British ad-

miral, and the dexterity of his mariners, who resolutely

boarded the fire ships, and towed them fast aground,

where they lay burning to the water's edge, without

having done the least prejudice to the English squadron.

On the very same day of the succeeding month they sent

down a raft of fire-ships, or radeaux, which were like-

wise consumed without producing any effect.

GENERAL WOLFE ENCAMPS NEAR THE
FALLS OF THE RIVER MONTMORENCI.

The works for the security of the hospital and the

stores, on the island of Orleans, being finished, the

British forces crossed the north channel in boats; and,

landing under cover of two sloops, encamped on the side

of the river Montmorenci, which divided them from the

left of the enemy. Next morning a company of rangers,

posted in a wood to cover some workmen, were attacked

by the French Indians, iind totally defeated; however,
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the nearest troops advancing, repulsed the Indians in

their turn with considerable loss. The reasons that in-

duced general Wolfe to choose this situation by the Falls

of Jlontmorenci, in which he was divided from Quebec
by this and another river called St. Charles, he ex-
plained in a letter to the secretary of state. He observed,
that the ground which he had chosen was high, and in

some measure commanded the opposite side on which
the enemy was posted: that there was a ford below the
Falls passable in every tide for some hours, at the latter

part of the ebb and beginning of the ilood; and he hoped
that means might be found of passing the river higher
up, so as to fight the marquis de Montcalm upon less

disadvantageous terras than those of directly attacking
his intrenchments. Accordingly, in reconnoitring the
river Montmorenci, a ford was discovered about three
miles above; but the opposite banks, which were na-
turally steep and covered with woods, the enemy had
intrenched in such a manner, as to render it almost in-

accessible. The escort was twice attacked by the In-

dians, who were as often repulsed; but these rencounters
cost the English about forty men killed and wounded,
including some officers. Some shrewd objections might
be started to the general's choice of ground on this oc-

casion. He could not act at all without passing the

river Montmorenci at a very great disadvantage, and
attacking an enemy superior to himself in number, se-

cured by redoubts and intrenchments. Had he even,

by dint of extraordinary valour, driven them from these

strong posts, the success mnst have cost him a great

number of officers and men: and the enemy might have
retreated behind the river St. Charles, which he also

must have passed under the same disadvantages, before

he could begin his operations against the city of Quebec.
Had his good fortune enabled him to surmount all these

difficulties, and after all to defeat the enemy in a pitched

battle, the garrison of Quebec might have been rein-

forced by the wreck of their army ; and he could not, with
any probability of success, have undertaken the siege

of an extensive fortified place, which he had not troops

sufficient to invest, and whose garrison would have been
nearly equal in number to the sum total of the troops

he commanded. At any rate, the chance of a fiiir en-

gagement in the open field was what he had little rea-

son to expect in that situation, from the known experi-

ence, and the apparent conduct, of the French general.

These objections appeared so obvious and important, that

general Wolfe would not determine to risk an attack,

until he had surveyed the upper part of the river St.

Laurence, in hopes of finding some place more favour-

able for a descent.

On the eighteenth day of July, the admiral, at his

request, sent two ships of war, two armed sloops, and

some transports with troops on board, up the river; and
they passed the city of Quebec, without having sus-

tained any damage. The general, being on board of this

little armament, carefully observed the banks on the

side of the enemy, which were extremely difficult from

the nature of the ground; and these difficulties were
redoubled by the foresight and precaution of the French
commander. Though a descent seemed impracticable

between the city and Cape Rouge, where it was inten-

ded, general Wolfe, in order to divide the enemy's force,

and procure intelligence, ordered a detachment, under

the command of colonel Carleton, to land higher up, at

the Point au Tremble, to which place he was informed

a great number of the inhabitants of Quebec had retired

with their most valu.able effects. This service was per-

formed with little loss ; and some prisoners were brought

away, but no magazine was discovered. The general,

thus disappointed in his expectation, returned to Mont-
morenci, where brigadier Townshend had, by maintain-

ing a superior fire across that river, prevented the enemy
from erecting a battery, which would have commanded
the English camp; and now he resolved to attack them,

though posted to great advantage, and everywhere pre-

pared to give him a warm reception. His design was,

first to reduce a detached redoubt close to the water's

edge, seemingly situated without gun-shot of the in-

trcnehraent on tlic hill. Sliould this fortification he
supported by the enemy, he foresaw that he should be
able to bring on a general engagement: on the contrary,
should they remain tame spectators of its reduction, he
could afterwards examine tlieir situation at leisure, and
determine the place at which they could be most easily
attacked. Preparations were accordingly made for
storming the redoubt. On the last day of July, in the
forenoon, part of brigadier Jlonckton's brigade was em-
barked in the boats of the fleet, to bo transported from
the Point of Levi. The two brigades, commanded by
the brigadiers Townshend and Murr.ay, were drawn out
in order to pass the ford when it should be necessary.
To facilitate their passage, the admiral had stationed
the Centurion ship of war in the channel, to check the
fire of the lower battery, by which the ford was com-
manded: a numerous train of artillery was placed upon
the eminence, to batter and enfilaele the left of the
enemy's intrenchment; and two flat-bottomed armed
vessels, prepared for the purpose, were run aground
near the redoubt, to favour the descent of the forces.

The manifest confusion produced among the French by
these previous measures, and by the fire of the Centu-
rion, which was well-directed and sustained, determined
Mr. Wolfe to storm this intrenchment without further

delay. Orders were issued that the three brigadiers

should put their troops in motion at a certain signal,

which was accordingly made at a proper time of the tide.

Many of the boats from Point Levi ran aground upon a

ledge that runsoff a considerable distance from the shore;

and this accident occasioned a disorder, by which so much
time was lost, that the general was obliged to stop the

march of brigadier Townshend's corps, which he per-

ceived to be in motion. In the meantime, the boats were
floated, and ranged in proper order, though exposed to a

severe fire of shot and shells; and the general in person
sounding the shore, pointed out the place where the

troops might disembark with the least difficulty. Thir-

teen companies of Grenadiers, and two hundred men of

the second American battalion, were the firstwho landed.

They had received orders to form in four distinct bodies,

and begin the attack, supported by the corps of briga-

dier Monckton, as soon as the other troops should have
passed the ford, and be near enough to contribute to

their assistance. These instructions, however, were
entirely neglected. Before Mr. Monckton had landed,

and while brigadier Townshend was on his march at a
considerable distance, the grenadiers, without waiting

to be drawn up in a regular form, impetuously rushed

towards the enemy's intrenchments in the utmost dis-

order. Their courage served only to increase their

misfortune. The first fire they received did such exe-

cution among them, that they were obliged to shelter

themselves under the redoubt which the French had
abandoned at their approach. In this uncomfortable

situation they remained some time, unable to form un-

der so hot a fire, notwithstanding the utmost efforts of

many gallant officers, who lavishly exposed, and even

lost their lives in the honourable discharge of their duty.

[See note 3 Y, at the end of this Vol.] The general, see-

ing all their eflforts abortive, ordered them to retreat,

and form behind Monckton 's brigade, which was by this

time landed, and drawn up on the beach in order. They
accordingly retired in confusion, leaving a considerable

number lying on the field, to the barbarity of the Indian

savages, who massacred the living, and scalped the dead,

even in the sight of their indignant companions. This
unhappy accident occasioned a new del.iy, and the day
was already far advanced. The wind began to blow
with uncommon violence, and the tide to make ; so that

in case of a second repulse, the retreat of brigadier

Townshend might have been rendered hazardous and
uncertain; Mr. AVolfe, therefore, thought proper te de-

sist, and retumed without fui-ther molestation to the

other side of the river Montmortnei. The admiral

ordered the two vessels which were agrouiid to be set

on fire, that they might not fall into the hands of the
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enemy. Tlie advantages that favouvccl an attack in this

l)art, "consiste.l of the following particulars:—All the

iirtillery could be used with good effect; all the troops

could act at once; and in case of a miscarriage, the

retreat was secure and open, at least for a certain time

of the tide. These, however, seemed to he over-bal-

.inced by other considerations. The enemy were posted

on a commanding eminence; the heach was covered

with deep mud, slippery, and broken into holes and
gullies; the hill was steep, and in some places impi-ac-

ticable; the enemy were numerous, and poured in a very

severe fire from their intrenchments. Had the attack

succeeded, the loss of the English must liave been very

heavy, and that of the French inconsiderable, because

the neighbouring woods afforded them immediate shel-

ter. Finally, the river St. Charles still remained to be

passed before the town could be invested.

BRIGADIER MURRAY DETACHED UP THE
KIVER.

Immediately after this mortifying check, in which

above five hundred men, and many brave officers, were

lost, the general detached brigadier JIurray, with twelve

hundred men, in transports, above the town, to co-ope-

rate with rear-admiral Holmes, whom the admiral had

sent up with some force against the French shipping,

v.-hich he hoped to destroy. The brigadier was likewise

instructed to seize every opportunity of fighting the

enemy's detachments, and even of provoking them to

battle. In pursuance of these directions, he twice at-

tempted to land on the north shore; but these attempts

v/ere unsuccessful. The third effort was more fortunate.

He made a sudden descent at Chambaud, and burned a

considerable magazine, filled with arms, clothing, provis-

ions, and ammunition. The enemy's ships being secured

in such a manner as not to be approached, and nothing

else occurring that rccjuired the brigadier's longer stay,

he returned to the camp, with intelligence obtained

from his prisoners, that the fort of Niagara was taken.

Crown Point abandoned, and general Amherst employed

i.n making preparations to attack the corps at the isle

r.ax Xois, commanded by M. Burlcmaque. The disaster

at the Falls of Montmorenci made a deep impression

on the mind of general Wolfe, whose spirit was too

great to brook the most distant prospect of censure or

disgi'ace. He knew the character of the English people

— rash, impatient, and capricious; elevated to exultation

by the least gleam of success, dejected even to despon-

dency by the most inconsiderable frown of adverse for-

tune; sanguine, even to childish hyperbole, in applaud-

ing those servants of the public who have prospered in

their undertakings; clamorous, to a degree of prosecu-

tion, against those who have miscarried in their en-

deavours, without any investigation of merit, without

any consideration of circumstances. A keen sense of

these vexatious peculiarities conspiring with the shame
of disappointment, and eager desire of retrieving the

laurel that he might by some be supposed to have lost

at the Falls of Montmorenci, and the despair of finding

such an occasion, e.\eited an internal agitation, which
visibly affected his e-xternal frame, and disordered his

whole constitution, which was naturally delicate and
tender. Among those who shared his confidence, he was
often seen to sigh; he was often heard to complain; and
even in the transports of his chagrin declare, that he
would never return without success, to be exposed, as

other unfortunate commanders had been, to the censure
and reproach of an ignorant and ungrateful populace.

This tumult of the mind, added to the fatigues of the

body he had undergone, produced a fever and dysentery,

by which for some time he was totally disabled.

Before he recovered any degree of strength, he de-

sired the general officers to consult together for the

puflftc utility. It was their opinion, that, the Points of

Levi and Orleans being left in a proper state ofdefence,

the rest of the troops should be conveyed up the river,

with a view to draw the enemy from their present situ-

ation, and bring them if possible to an engagement.
This measure, however, was not adopted, until the

general andadmiral had reconnoitred the town of Quebec,

with a view to a general assault ; and concluded from

their own observations, reinforced by the opinion of the

chief engineer, who was perfectly well acquainted with

the interior of the place, that such an attack could not

be hazarded with any prospect of success. The ships

of war, indeed, might have silenced tlie batteries of the

lower town, but they could not affect the upper works,

from which they must have sustained considerable

damage. When we consider the situation of this place,

and the fortifications witli which it was secured; the

natural strength of the country; the great number of

vessels and floating batteries they had provided for the

defence of the river; the skill, valour, superior force,

and uncommon vigilance of the enemy; their numerous
bodies of savages continually hovering about the posts

of the English, to surprise parties, and harass detach-

ments; we must own that there was such a combination

of difficulties as might have discouraged and perplexed

the most resolute and intelligent commander.

THE TROOPS LAND AT THE HEIGHTS OF
ABRAHAM.

In consequence of the resolution taken to quit the

camp at Montmorenci, the trooj)S and artillery were re-

embarked, and landed at Point Levi: they afterwards

passed up the river in transports, while admiral Holmes
made a movement with his ships to amuse the enemy
posted on the north shore; and the men being much
crowded on board, the general ordered one-half of them
to be landed for refreshment on the other side of the

river. As no possibility appeared of annoying the ene-

my above the town, the scheme of operations was totally

changed. A plan was formed for conveying the troops

farther down in boats, and landing them in the night

within a league of Cape Diamond, in hopes of ascending

the heights of Abraham, which rise abruptly with a

steep ascent from the banks of the river, that they

might take possession of the ground on the back of the

city, where it was but indifl'erently fortified. The
dangers and difficulties attending the execution of this

design were so peculiarly discouraging, that one would

imagine it could not have been embraced but by a spirit

of enterprise that bordered on desperation. The stream

was rapid; the shore shelving; the bank of the river

lined with sentinels; the landing place so narrow as to

be easily missed in the dark; and the ground so dilHeult

as hardly to be surmounted in the day-time, had no op-

position been expected. If the enemy had received

the least intimation from spy or deserter, or even sus-

pected the scheme; had the embarkation been disordered

in consequence of the darkness of the night, the rapidity

of the river, or the shelving nature of the north shore,

near which they were obliged to row; had one sentinel

been alarmed, or the landing place much mistaken; the

heights of Abraham must have been instantly secured

by such a force as would have rendered the undertak-

ing abortive; confusion would necessarily have ensued

in the dark; and this would have naturally produced

a panic, which might have proved fatal to the greater

part of the detachment. These objections could not

escape the penetration of the gallant Wolfe, who never-

theless adopted the plan without hesitation, and even

executed it in person; though at that time labouring

under a severe dysentery and fever, which had exhaus-

ted his constitution, and reduced him almost to an ex-

tremity of weakness. The previous steps being taken,

and the time fixed for this hazardous attempt, adniir.al

Holmes moved with his squadron farther up the river,

about three leagues above the place appointed for the

disembarkation, that he might deceive the enemy, and

amuse M. de Bougainville, whom Montcalm had de-

tached with fifteen hundred men to watch the motions

of that squadron; but the English admiral was directed

to sail down the river in the night, so as to protect the
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linding of the forces; and tlicso orders he punctunlly

liilfilleJ. On the twelfth day of September, au hour
after midnight, the first embarkatioa, consisting of four

complete regiments, the light infantry commanded by
colonel Ilowe, a detachment of Highlanders, and the

American grenadiers, was made in flat-bottomed boats,

I'.nder the immediate command of the brigadiers Monek-
tou and JIurray; though general 'Woll'e accompanied
lliem in person, and was among the first who landed;

and they began to fall down with the tide, to the in-

tended place of disembarkation, rowing close to the

north shore in order to find it the more easily. With-
out any disorder the boats glided gently along: but by
the rapidity of the tide, and the darkness of the night,

the boats over-shot the mark, and the troops landed a
little below the place at which the disembarkation was
intended. [See note 3 Z, attJte end of this T'o?.] As the

troops landed the boats were sent back for the second
embarkation, which was superintended by brigadier

Towushend. In the meantime, colonel Howe, with the

light infantry and the Highlanders, ascended the woody
precipices with admirable courage and activity, and
dislodged a sergeant's guard which defended a small

intrenched narrow path, by which alone the rest of the

forces could reach the summit. Then they mounted
without further molestation from the enemy, and the

general drew them up in order as they arrived. Mon-
sieur de Montcalm no sooner understood that the Eng-
lish had gained the heights of Abraham, which in a

manner commanded the town on its weakest part, than
lie resolved to hazard a battle; and began his march
without delay, after having collected his whole force

from the side of Bcauport.

BATTLE OF QUEBEC.

General Wolfe, perceiving the enemy crossing the

river St. Clmrles, began to form bis own line, which
consisted of six battalions and the Louisbourg grena-

diers; the right commanded by brigadier Monckton,
and the left by brigadier Murray: to the rear of the

left, colonel Howe was posted with his light infantry,

just returned from a four-gun battery, which they had
taken without opposition. M. de Montcalm advancing

in such a manner as to show his intention was to flank

the left of the English, brigadier Townshend was sent

thither with the regiment of Amherst, which he formed

en potcnee, presenting a double front to the enemy: he

was afterwards reinforced by two battalions; and the

reserve consisted of one regiment drawn np in eiglit

sub-divisions, with large intervals. The right of the

enemy was composed of half the colony troops, two

battalions, and a body of Canadians and savages; their

centre consisted of a column formed by two other reg-

ular battalions; and on the left one battalion, with the

remainder of the colony troops, was posted; the bushes

and corn-fields in their front were lined with fifteen

hundred of their best marksmen, who kept up an irreg-

ular galling fire, which proved fatal to many brave

officers, thus singled out for destruction. This fire, in-

deed, was in some measure cheeked by the advanced

posts of the British line, who piqueered with the enemy
fur some hours before the battle began. Both armies

were destitute of artillery, except two small pieces on

the side of the French, and a single gun which the Eng-

lish seamen made shift to draw up from the landing

place. This was very well served, and galled their col-

umn severely. At length, about nine in the morning,

the enemy advanced to the charge with great order and

vivacity, though their fire was irregular and ineffectual.

On the contrary, the British forces reserved their shot

until the French had approached within forty yards of

theirline: then they poured in a terrible discbarge; and

continued the fire with such dehberation and spirit, as

could not fail to produce a very considerable effect. Gen-

eral ^Volfe was stationed on the right, at the head of

Bragg's regiment and the Louisbourg grenadiers, where

the attack was most warm. As he stood conspicuous

Vet rx

in the front of the line, he h.id been aimed at bf tliii

enemy's marksmen, and received a shot in the v.rlst,

which however did not oblige him to quit the field.

Having wrapped a handkerchief round his hand, he con-
tinued giving orders without the least emotion ; and ad-
vanced at the head of the grenadiers with their bayonets
fixed ; when another ball unfortunately pierced the breast
of this young hero,* who fell in the arms of victory, just
as the enemy gave way. At that very instant, every
separate regiment of the British army seemed to exert
itself for the honour of its own peculiar character. AVhilo
the right pressed on with their bayonets, brigadier Mur-
ray briskly advanced with the troops under hisconmnrnd,
and soon broke the centre of the enemy: then the High
landers, drawing their broad-swords, fell in among them
with irresistible impetuosity, and drove tliem witli great

slaughter into the town, and the works they had raised

at the bridge of the river St. Charles. On the left and
rear of the English, the action was not so violent. Some
of the light infantry had thrown themselves into houses;

where, being attacked, they defended themselves with

great courage and resolution. Colonel Howe having
taken post with two companies behind a small copse,

sallied out frequently on the flanks of the enemy during

this attack, and often drove them into heaps; while

brigadier Townshend advanced platoons against their

front ; so that the right wing of the French were totally

prevented from executing their first intention. The
brigadier himself remained with Amherst's regiment,

to support this disposition, and to overawe a body of

savages posted opposite to the light infantry, waiting for

an opportunity to fall upon the rear of the 13ritish army.

General Wolfe being slain, and at the same time Mr.

Monckton dangerouslywounded at the head of Lascelles'

regiment, where he distinguished himself with remark-

able gallantry, the command devolved on brigadier

Townshend, who hastened to the centre ; and finding

the troops disordered in the pursuit, formed them again

with all possible expedition. This necessary task was

scarce performed, when M. de Bougainville, with a body

of two thousand fresh men, appeared in the rear of the

English. He had begun his march from Cape Eougc,

as soon as he received intelligence that the British troops

had gained the heights of Abraham, but did not come up

in time to have any share in the battle. Mr. Townshend
immediately ordered two battalions, with two pieces of

artillery, to adv.ance against this officer; who retired,

at their approach, among woods and swamps, where

general Townshend very wisely declined hazarding a

precarious attack. He had already obtained a complete

victoiy, taken a great number of French officers, and

was possessed of a very advantageous situation, which

it would have been imprudent to forego. The French

general, JL de Montcalm, was mortally wounded in the

battle, and conveyed into Quebec; from whence, before

he died, he wrote a letter to general Townshend, recom-

mending the prisoners to that generous humanity by

which the British nation is distinguished. His second

in command was left wounded on the field ; and next

day expired on board an English ship, to which he had

been conveyed. About one thousand of the enemy were

made prisoners, iucluding a great number of officers;

and about five hundred were slain on the field of battle.

The wreck of their army, after they had reinforced the

garrison of Quebec, retired to Point-au-Tremble; from

whence they proceeded to Jacques Quatiers, where they

remained intrenched until they were compelled by tho

severity of the weather to make the best of their way
to Trois Kivieres and Montreal. This important victory

w^as obtained at the expense of fifty men killed, including

nine ofiicers; and of about five hundred men wounded:

but the death of general Wolfe was a national loss, uui-

• 'When tho fatal ball took piece, general 'Wolfe, finding himself

unable to stand, leaned upon the shoulder of a lieutenant, who sat

downi fur that purpose. This officer seeing the French give way,

exclaimed, " They run ! they run !"—
" Who run ?" cried tlie gallant

"Wolfe, M-ith gi-eat cagemes's. When tlie lieutenant replied, "Tlio

French.''—"\Vhat!" said he, "do tlie cowartls run already? thou 1

die havpy." Go seyiug, the glorious youth expired.
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vei'sally lameiitecl. He inherited from natiire an anima-

ting fervouv of sentiment, an intuitive perception, an ex-

tensive capacity, ami a passion for glory, ^vhich stimu-

lated him to acquire every species of military knowledge
that study could compi'ehend, that actual service could

illustrate and confirm. This noble warmth of disposition,

seldom fails to call forth and unfold the liberal virtues

of the soul. Brave above all estimation of danger, he
was also generous, gentle, complacent and humane; the

pattern of the officer, the darling of the soldier: there

was a sublimity in his genius which soared above the

pitch of ordinary minds; and had his faculties been ex-

ercised to their full extent by opportunity and action,

had his judgment been fully matured by ago and ex-

perience, he would without doubt have rivalled in repu-

tation the most celebrated captains of antiquity.

QUEBEC TAKEN.

Immediately after the battle of Quebec, admiral

Saunders, who, together with his subordinates Durell

and Holmes, had all along co-operated heartily with the

land-forces for the advantage of the service, sent up all

the boats ofthe fleet with artillery and ammunition ; and

on the seventeenth day of the month sailed up with all

the ships of war, in a disposition to attack the lower

town, while the upper part should be assaulted by gen-

eril Townshend. This gentleman had employed thetime

from the d.ay of action in securing the camp with re-

doubts, in forming a military road for the cannon, in

drawing up the artillery, preparing batteries, and cut-

ting oS" the enemy's communication with the country.

On the seventeenth, before any battery could be finished,

a flag of trace was sent from the town, with proposals

of capitulation ; which, being maturely considered by
the general and admiral, were accepted, and signed at

eight next morning. They granted the more favourable

terms, as the euemy continued to assemble in the rear

of the British army ; as the season was become wet,

stormy, and cold, threatening the troops with sickness,

and the fleet with accident ; and as a considerable ad-

vantage would result from taking possession of the town
while the walls were in a state of defence. What ren-

dered the capitulation still more fortunate for the British

general, was the information he afterwards received

from deserters, that the enemy had rallied, and were re-

inforced behind cape Rouge, under the command of M.
do Levy, arrived from Montreal for that purpose, with

two regular battalions; and that M. de Bougainville, at

the head of eight hundred men, with a convoy of pro-

visions, was actually on his march to throw himself into

the town on the eighteenth, that very morning on which
it was surrendered. The place was not then completely

invested, as the enemy had broke the bridge of boats, and
posted detachments in very strong works on the other

side of the river St. Charles. The capitulation was no
sooner ratified, than the British forces took possession

of Quebec on the laud side; and guards were posted in

different parts of the town, to presciTC order and disci-

pline; at the same time captain PiiUiscr, with a body of

seamen, entered the lower town and took the same pre-

cautions. Next day about a thousand prisoners were
embarked on board transports, which proceeded to

France with the first opportunity. Meanwhile the in-

habitants of the country came in great numbers, to de-

liver up their arms, and take the oath of fidelity to the

English government. The death of Jlontcalm, which
was indeed an irreparable loss to France, in all proba-

bility overwbehned the enemy with consternation, and
confounded all their councils; otherwise we cannot ao-

couiit for the tame surrender of Quebec to a handful of

troops, even after the victory they had obtained : for

although the place was not regularly fortified on the

Imd-side, and most of the houses were in ruins, their

walls and piirapets had not yet sustained the least

damage; the besiegers were hardly sufficient to complete
the investiture ; a fresh army was assembled in the

neighbourhood, with which their communication con-

tinued open; the season was so far .advanced, that the

IJritish forces in a little time must have been forced to

desist by the severity of the weather, and even retire

with their fleet before the approach of winter, which
never fails to freeze up the river St. Laurence.

Immediately after the action at the Falls of Mont-
morenci, general Wolfe had despatched an officer to

England, with a detail of that disaster, written with

such elegance and accuracy, as would not h.ive dis-

graced the pen of a Ca;sar. Though the public acqui-

e.sced in his conduct, they were exceedingly mortified ,it

his miscaiTiage; and this mortification was the greater,

as he seemed to despair of being able to strike any other

stroke of importance for the accomplishment of their

hope, which had aspired at the absolute conquest of

Canada. The first transports of their cliagrin were not

yet subsided, when colonel Halo arrived iu the ship

Alcide, with an account of the victory and surrender of

Quebec; which was immediately communicated to the

people in an Extraordinary Gazette. The joy which
this excited among the populace rose in proportion to

the despondence which the former had produced: all

was rapture and riot; all was triumph and exultation,

mingled with the praise of the all-accomplished Wolfe,

which they exalted even to a ridiculous degree of hyper-

bole. The king expressed his satisfaction by conferring

the honour of knighthood upon captain Douglas, whose
ship brought the first tidings of this success; and gra-

tified him and colonel Hale with considerable presents.

A day of solemn thanksgiving was appointed by pro-

clamation through all the dominions of Great Britain.

The city of London, the universities, and many other

corporations of the kingdom, presented congratulatory

addresses to his majesty. The parliament was no sooner

assembled, than the secretary of state, in the house of

commons, expatiated upon the successes of the cam-
paign, the transcendent merit of the deceased general,

the conduct and courage of the admirals and officers who
assisted in the conquest of Quebec. In consequence of

this harangue, and the motion by which it was suc-

ceeded, the house unanimously resolved to present an

address, desiring bis majesty would order a monument
to be erected in AVestminster-.abbcy to the memory of

major-general Wolfe; at the same time they passed

another resolution, that the thanks of the house should

be given to the surviving generals and admirals em-
ployed in the glorious and successful expedition to

Quebec. Testimonies of this kind, while they reflect

honour upon the character of the nation, never fail to

animate individuals to a spirited exertion of their talents

in the service of the public. The people of England
were so elevated by the astonishing success of this cam-

paign, which was also prosperous on the continent of

Europe, that, far from expressing the least sense of the

enormous burdens which they bore, they, with a spirit

peculiar to the British nation, voluntarily raised large

contributions topurchase warm jackets, stockings, shoes,

coats, and blankets, for the soldiers who were exposed

to the rigours of an inclement sky in Germany and

America. But they displayed a more noble proof of un-

restrained benevolence, extended even to foes. The
French ministry, straitened in their finances, which

were found scarce sufficient to maintain the war, had

sacrificed their duty to their king, and every sentiment

of compassion for his unhappy subjects, to a thirst of

vengeance, and sanguinary viewsof ambition. They had

withdrawn the usual allowance from their subjects who
were detained prisoners in England; and those wretched

creatures, amounting in number to near twenty thou-

sand, were left to the mercy of those enemies whom their

sovereign had taken such pains to exasperate. The al-

lowance with which they were indulged by the British

government effectually secured them from the horrors

of famine; but still they remained destitute of other

conveniences, and particularly exposed to the miseries

of cold and nakedness. The generous English beheld

tliese forlorn captives with sentiments of sympathy and

compassion; they considered them as their fcllow-crea-
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tines nnd bretliren in humanity, and forgot tlicir coun-

try while they beheld their distress. A considerable

subscription was raised in their behalf; and in a few-

weeks they were completely clothed by the charity of

their British benefactors. This beneficent exertion was
certainly one of the noblest ti'iumphs of the human
mind, which even the most inveterate enemies of Great
Britain cannot but reg-ard with reverence and admira-

tion.—The city of Quebec being reduced, together with

great part of the circumjacent country, brigadier Town-
shend, who had accepted his commission with the ex-

press proviso that he should return to England at the

end of the campaign, left a garrison of five thousand
effective men, victualled from the fleet, under the com-
mand of brigadier Murray; and, embarking with ad-

miral Saunders, arrived in Great Britain about the be-

ginning of winter. As for brigadier Monckton, he was
conve\'ed to New York, where he happily recovered of

his wound.

CHAPTER XVIII.

Bltige of Madras——Colonel FoHe dofeats the Marquis de Conflans near Golft-
pool Captain Knox taUos Kajamundry and Narsipore Colonel Forde
taki^s Masmip:itani Sural taken by the English Unsuccessful Attacli
upon Wandowash Admiral Pococke defeats Monsieur d'Apch^ Hos-
tilities of the Dutch on the River of Bengal^ Colonel Cnolo takes Wande-
wash Defeats General Lally and conquers the Province of Arcot
State of the Belligerent Powers in Europe Frankfort seized by the
French Profrresa of the Ilercdilary Prince of TJrunswick Prince
Ferdinand attacks the French at Bergen The British Ministry appoint
an Inspector General of the Forage Prince Ferdinand retreat?* be-
fore the French Array Animosity between the General of the Allied Army
and the Commander of the British Forces The French encamp at Min-
den and are defeated by the Allies.—Duke de Brissac routed by the
Hereditary Prince of Brunswick General Imhoff takes Munster from the
French who retreat before Prince Ferdinand The Hereditary Prince
beats up the Duke of Wirtembers's Quarters at Fulda A Body of Prussians
make an incursion into Poland Piince Henry penetrates'into Bohemia

Ho enters Franconia, and obliges the Imperial Army to retire Ring
of Prussia vindicates his Conduct with respect to his Prisoners The
Prussian General Wedel defeated by the Russians at Zullichau——The King
of Prussia takes the Command of General Wedel's Corps Battle of
Cunerodorf Advantages gained by the Prussians in Saxony Prince
Henry surprises General Tenia General Finck. with his whole Corps of
Prussians, surrounded and taken by the Austrian General Disaster of
the Prussian General Diercke Conclusion of the Campaign Arret of
the Evangelical Body at Ratbbon The French Ministrj- stop Payment
• Tho States-General jend over Deputies to England Memorial pre-
sented to the States by Major-General Yorke A counter Memorial pre-
sented by tho French Minister Death of the King of Spain He is

succeeded by his brother Don Carlos, who makes a remarkalile Settlement
——Detection and Punishment of the Conspirators at Lisbon Session
opened in England Substance of the Addresses Supplies granted
Ways and Means. Annuities, <fet. Bills for granting several Duties on
Malt, Ac. Petitions for and against the Prohibition of the Malt Dis-
tillery Opposition to the Bill for preventing the excessive Use of
Spirituous Liquors-—Bill for continuing the Importation of Irish Beef—

—

Attempt to establish a Militia in Scotland—^Further Regulations relative
to the Militia of England Bill for removing the Powder Magaaine (rora
Greenwich Act for improving the Streets of London Bill relative to
the Sale of Fish in London and Westminster Kew Act for tucerlaioing
tho Quahilcations of Members of Parliament Act for consolidating the
Annuities granted in 1759— Bill for securing the Payment of Prize and
Bounty Money appropriated for tho Use of Greenwich Hospital——Act
In Favour of George Keith, late Earl Marshal of Scotland Session closed.

SIEGE OF MADRAS.

"VT7H1LE the arms of Great Britain triumphed in

VV Europe and America, her interest was not suf-

fered to languish in other parts of the world. This was

the season of ambition and activity, in which every

separate armament, every distinct corps, and indivi-

dual officer, seemed to exert themselves with the most

eager appetite of glory. The East Indies, which in the

course of the preceding year had been the theatre of

operations carried on with various success, exhibited

nothing now but a succession of trophies to the English

commanders. The Indian transactions of the last year

were interrupted at that period when the French gen-

eral, Lally, was employed in making preparations for

the siege of Madras. In the month of October he had

marched into Arcot without opposition; and in the be-

ginning of December, he advanced towards Madras.

On the twelfth he marched over Choultry plain, in three

divisions, cannonaded by the English artillery with con-

siderable effect, and took post at Egmore and .St. Thome.
Colonel Laurence, who commanded the garrison of Jla-

dras, retired to the island, in order to prevent the ene-

my from taking possession of the island bridge; and at

the same time ordered the posts to be occupied in the

Blacktown, or suburbs of Madras. In the morning of

the fourteenth, the enemy marched with their whole

force to attack this place; the English detachraonts re-

treated into the garrison; and within the hour n grand
sally was made, under the command of colonel Draper,
a gallant officer, who signalized himself remarkably on
this occasion. He attacked the regiment of Lorrain
with great impetuosity; and in all probability would
have beat them off, had they not been sustained by the
arrival of a fresh brigade. After a very warm dispute,
in which many officers and a groat number of men were
killed on each side, colonel Draper was obliged to re-

treat, not altogether satisfied with the conduct of his

grenadiers. As the garrison of Madras was not very
numerous, nothing further was .attempted on their side

without the works. In the meantime, the enemy used
all their diligence in erecting batteries against the fort

and town; which being opened on the sixth day of Jan-
uary, they maintained a continual discharge of shot and
shells for twenty d.ays, adv.ancing their trenches all the

time under cover of this fire, until they reached the

breast of the glacis. There they erected a battery of

four pieces of cannon, and opened it on the last day of

the month; but for five days successively they were
obliged to close their embrasures by the superior fire of

the fort, and at length to .abandon it entirely: never-

theless, they still maintained a severe fire from the first

grand battery, which was placed at the distance of four

hundred and fifty yards from the defences. This artil-

lery was so well served, as to disable twenty-six pieces

of cannon, three mortars, and eflect an inconsiderable

breach. Perhaps they might have had more success,

had they battered in breach from the beginning; but

M. Lally, in order to intimidate the inhabitants, had

cruelly bombarded the town, and demolished the houses:

he was, however, h.appily dis.appointed in his expecta-

tion by the wise .and resolute precautions of governor

Pigot; by the vigilance, conduct, and bravery of the

colonels Laurence and Draper, seconded by the valour

and .activity of m.ajor Brereton, and the spirit of the in-

ferior officers. The artillery of the g.arrison was so well

managed, that from the fifth day of February, the fire

of the enemy gradually decreased from twenty-three to

six pieces of cannon: nevertheless, they advanced their

sap along the sea-side, so as to embrace entirely the

north-east angle of the covered way, from whence their

musketry drove the besieged. They likewise endea-

voured to open a passage into tho ditch by a mine; but

sprung it so injudiciously, that they could m,ake no ad-

v.antage of it, as it lay exposed to the fire of several

cannon. While these preparations were carried on be-

fore the town, m.ajor Caillaud and captain Preston, with

a body of sepoys, some of the country horse, and a few

Europeans drawn from the English garrisons of Trichi-

nopoly and Chingalaput, hovered at the distiince of a

few miles, blocking up the reads in such a manner that

the enemy were obliged, four several times, to send large

detachments against them, in order to open the com-

munication : thus the progress of the siege was in a great

measure retarded. On the sixteenth day of February,

in the evening, the Queenborough ship of war, com-

manded by captain Kempenfeldt, and the company's

ship the Revenge, arrived in the road of Madras, with

a reinforcement of six hundred men belonging to colonel

Draper's regiment, and part of them was immediately

disembarked. From the beg-'.miug of the siege the

enemy hfid discovei-ed a backwardness in the service,

very unsuitable to their national character. They were

ill supplied by their commissaries and contractors: they

were discouraged by the ol stinate defence of the garri-

son, and .all their hope of success vanished at the arrival

of this reinforcement. After a brisk fire, they raised

the siege th.at very night, .abandoning forty pieces of

cannon; and having destroyed the powder-mills at Eg-

more, retreated to the territory of Arcot. [Sec note 4 A,

at lite end of this Vol.]

SUCCESS OF COLONEL FORDE.

M. Lally having weakened his forces that were at
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Masulipatam, nnScr the conilnct of tlie marquis Jo Con-

fl-ins, ill order to strengthen tlie army witli which he

nudertooU the siege of Madras, tlie rajah of A'izanapore

drove the French garrison from Vizagapatam, and lioisted

Knglish colours in the place. The marquis haying put

his troops in motion to revenge this insult, the rajah

folicitcd succour from colonel C'live at Calcutta; and,

with the consent of the council, a body of troops was
sent under the command of colonel Forde to his assis-

tance. They consisted of five hundred Europeans, in-

eluding a company of artillery, and sixteen hundred
sepoys; with about fifteen pieces of cannon, one how-
itzer, and three mortars. The forces of Conflans were
much more considerable. On the tn'enticth day of Oc-

tober colonel Forde arrived at Vizagapatam, and made
an agreement with the rajah, who promised to pay the

expense of the expedition, as soon as he should be put

in possession of Rajamundry, a large town and fort pos-

sessed by the Frencli. It was stipulated that he should

hare all the inland country belonging to the Indian

powers in the French interest, and at present in arms;

and that the English company should retain all the

conquered sea-coast from Vizagapatam to Masulipatam.

On the first of November colonel Forde proceeded on

liis march; and on the third joined the rajah's army,
consisting of between three and four thousand men.
On the third of December, they came in sight of the

enem}', near the village of Golapool; but the French

declining battle, the colonel determined to draw them
from their advantageous situation, or march round and
get between them and Rajamundry. On the seventh,

before day-break, he began his march, leaving the rajah's

forces on their ground; but the enemy beginning to can-

nonade the Indian forces, he, at tlie request of the r.ajah,

returned and took them under his protection. Then
they marched together to the village of Golapool, and
halted on a small plain about three miles from their

encampment. About nine he formed the line of battle.

About ten the enemy were drawn up, and began the

cannonade. The firing on both sides having continued

about forty minutes, the enemy's line advanced to the

charge with great resolution; and were so warmly re-

ceived, that, after several spirited elTorts, at eleven they

gave way, and retreated in disorder towards Rajamun-
dry. During this conflict the rajah's forces stood as

idle spectators, nor cguld their horse be prevailed upon
to pursue the fugitives. The victory cost the English

forty-four Europeans killed and wounded, including two
captains and three lieutenants. The French lost above
three times the number, together with their whole camp-
baggage, thirty-two pieces of cannon, and all their am-
munition. A great number of black forces fell on both

sides. The marquis de Conflans did not remain at Ra-
jamundry, hut proceeded to Masulipatam ; while captain

Knox, with a detachment from the English army, took

possession of the fort of Rojamundiy, which is the bar-

rier and key to the country of Vizagapatam. This was
delivered to the r.ajah on his paying tlie expense of the

expedition; and captain Knox being detached with a

battalion of sepoys, took possession of the French fac-

tory at Narsipore. This was also the fate of a small
fort at Coucate, which surrendered to captain Maclean,
.^fter having made an obstinate defence. In the mean-
time, however, the French army of observation made
shift to retake Rajamundry, where they found a con-
siderable quantity of money, baggage and effects, be-
longing to English officers.

Colonel Forde advancing to the neighbourhood of Ma-
sulipatam, the marquis de Conflans with his forces re-

tired within the place, which on the .seventh day of

March was invested. By the seventh day of April the

ammunition of the besiegers being almost expended,
colonel Forde determined to give the ass.ault, as two
breaches were already made, and made his disposition

accordingly. The attack w.as begun in the night,

and the assailants arrived at the ditch before they were
discovered. I'ut here they underwent a terrible dis-

charge of grnpc-shot and musquetry ; notwithstanding

which they entered the breaches and drove the enemy
from bastion to bastion. At length, the marquis de

Conflans sent an officer to demand quarter for the gar

rison, which was granted as soon as he ordered his men
to cease firing. 'Thus, with about three hundred and

forty Europeau soldiers, a handful of seamen, and seven

hundred sepoys, colcnel Forde took by assault the strong

town of Masulipatam, garrisoned by five hundred and

twenty-one Europeans, two thousand and thirty-nine

Cafi'res, Topasses, .and sepoys; and here he found.above

one hundreil and fifty pieces of cannon, with a great

qu.antity of ammunition. Salabatzing, the subaof De-
can, perceiving the success of the English here as well

as at M.adras, being sick of his Frencli alliance, and in

dread of his brother Nizam Alice, who had set up a

separate interest, and taken the field against him, made
advances to the company, with vi-hicli he forthwith con-

cluded a treaty to the following eft'oct:
—"The whole of

the circar of Masulipatam shall be given to the English

company. Salabatzing will not suffer the French to

have a settlement in this country, nor keep them in his

service, nor give them any assistance. The English,

on their part, will not assist nor give protection to the

suba's enemies."—In a few days after Masulipatam
was reduced, two ships arrived in the road with a rein-

forcement of four hundred men to the marquis do Con-

flans; but, understanding the fate of the place, made
the best of their way to Ganjam.

SURAT TAKEN BY THE ENGLISH.

The merchants residing at Surat, finding themselves

exposed to numberless dangers, and every species of op-

pression, by the sidce who commanded the castle on

one hand, by the governor of the city on the other, and
by the Mahrattas, who had a claim to a certain share

of the revenue, made application to the English presi-

dency at Bombay, desiring they would equip an expe-

dition for taking possession of the castle and tanka, and
settle the government of the city upon Pharass Cawn,
who had been naib or deputy-governor under Sie.ah

Atchund, and regulated the police to the satisfaction of

the inh.abitants. The presidency embraced the propos.al:

admiral Pocoeke spared two of his ships for this service.

Eight hundred and fifty men, artillery and inf.mtiy, with

fifteen hundred sepoys, under the command of captain

Richard Maitland, of the royal regiment of artillery,

were embarked on board the company's armed vessels

commanded by captain AVatson, who sailed on the ninth

of February. On the fifteenth they were landed at a

place called Dentiloury, about nine mUes from Surat

;

and here they were encamped for refreshment: in two
days he advanced against tlie French garden, in which
a considerable number of the sidee's men were posted,

and drove them from thence after a very ohstina.te dis-

pute. Then he erected a battery, from which he bat-

tered the wall in breach: but this method appearing

tedious, he called a council of war, composed of tlie land

and sea-ofiicers, and laid before them the plan of n

general attack, which was accordingly executed next

morning. The company's grab, and the bomb-ketches,

being warped up the river in the night, were ranged in

a line of battle opposite to the Bundar, which was the

strongest fortification that the enemy possessed; and

under the fire of these the troops being landed, took the

Bundar by assault. The outward town being thus

gained, he forthwith began to bombard the inner town
and castle with such fury, that next morning they both

surrendered, on condition of being allowed to march out

with their eflTects; and captain Maitland took possession

without further dispute. Meali Atchund was continued

governor of Surat, nnd Pharass Cawn was appointed

naib. The artillery and ammunition found in the castlo

were secured for the compain', until the mogul's plea-

sure was known; and in a little time a pliirniaund, or

grant, arrived from Delhi, appointing the English com-
pany admiral to tlie mogul; so that the ships and stores

belonged to them of coursei as part of the tanka; and
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tliey were now tleclavcd legal possessors of the castle.

This conquest, which cost about two huudred men, iu-

cludiug a few officers, was achieved with such expedition,

that captain Watson returned to Bombay by the nintli

day of April.

The main body of the English forces, which had been

centered at Madras, for the preservation of that impor-

tant settlement, took the field after tlie siege was raised,

and possessed themselves of Conjeveram, a place of great

consequence; which, with the fort of Schengelpel, com-

manded all the adjacent country, and secured the Britisli

possessions to the northward. M. Lally, sensible of the

importance of the post, took the same route in order to

dislodge them ; but finding all his attempts ineffectual,

he retired towards Waudewash, where his troops were

put into quarters of cantonment. No other operations

ensued till the month of September ; when major Brere-

ton, who commanded the English forces, being joined

by major Gordon with tliree hundred men of colonel

Coote's battalion, resolved to attack the enemy in his

turn. On the fourteenth day of the month he began his

march from Conjeveram for W'andewash, at the liead of

four hundred Europeans, seven thousand sepoys, seventy

European and three hundred black horse, with fourteen

pieces of artillery. In his march he invested and took

the fort of Trivitar ; from whence he proceeded to the

village of Wandewash, where the French, to the number
of one thousand, were strongly encamped under the

guns of a fort, commanded by a rajah, mounting twenty

cannon, under the direction of a, French gunner. On
the tliirteenth day of September, at two in the morning,

the English attacked the village in three different places,

and drove them from it after a very obstinate dispute;

but this advantage they were not able to maintain. The
black pioneers ran away during the attack, so that pro-

per traverses could not be made in the streets; and at

day-break the fort poured in upon them a prodigious

discharge of grape-shot with considerable effect. The
enemy had retired to a dry ditch, which served as an

intrcnchraent, from whence they made furious sallies
;

and a body of three hundred European horse were already

in motion, to fall upon and complete their confusion. In

this emergency, they retired in disorder; and might have
been entirely ruined, had not the body of reserve effec-

tually covered their retreat: yet this could not be effected

without the loss of several officers, and above three hun-

dred men killed and wounded. After this mortifying

check, they encamped a few days in sight of the fort,

and, the rainy season setting in, returned to Conjeveram.

Tlie fort of Wandewash was afterwards garrisoned by
French and sepoys; and the other forces of the enemy
were assembled by brigadier-general de Bussy, at Arcot.

ADMIRAL POCOCKE DEFEATS MONSIEUR
D'APCHE.

During these transactions by laud, the superiority at

sea was still disputed between the English and French

admirals. On the first day of September, vice-admiral

Pococke sailed from Madras to the southward, in quest

of the enemy, and next day descried the French fleet,

consisting of fifteen sail, standing to the northward,

lie forthwith threw out the signal for a general chase,

and stood towards them with all the sail he could carry;

but the wind abating, he could not approach near enough

to engage. During the three succeeding days, he used

his utmost endeavours to bring them to a battle, which

they still declined, and at last they disappeared. He
tlien directed his course to Pondicherry, on the suppos-

ition that they were bound to that harbour; and on the

eighth day of the month perceived them standing to the

southward : but he could not bring them to an engage-

ment till the tenth, when M. d'Apche, about two in the

afternoon, made the signal for battle, and the cannon-

ading began without further delay. The Britisii squa-

dron did not exceed nine ships of the line ; the enemy's

fleet consisted of eleven; but they had still a greater

advantage in number of men and artillery. Both saua-

drons fought with great impetuosity till about ten min-
utes after four, when the enemy's rcarbegan to give way:
this example was soon followed by their centre; and fin-

ally the van, with the whole squadron, bore to tlie south-

south-east, with all the canvass they could spread. The
British squadron was so much damaged in their masts and
rigging, that they could not pursue; so that M. d'ApehJ
retreated at his leisure unmolested. On the fifteenth,

admiral Pococke returned to Madras, where his squadron
being repaired by the twenty-sixth, he sailed again to

Pondicherry, and in the road saw the enemy lying at

anchor in line of battle. The wind being off shore, ho
made the line of battle a-head, and for some time con-

tinued in this situation. At length the French admiral

weighed anchor, and came forth; but instead of bearing

down upon the English squadron, which had fallen to

leeward, he kept close to the wind, and stretched aw.ay

to the southward. Admiral Pococke finding him averse

to another engagement, and his own squadron being in

no condition to pursue, he, with the advice of his cap-

tains, desisted, and measured back his course to Madra?

.

On the side of the English, above tliree hundred men
were killed in the engagement, including captain Michc,

who commanded the Newcastle, captain Gore of the

marines, two lieutenants, a master gunner, and boat-

swain: the captains Somerset and Biereton, with about

two hundred and fifty men, were wounded; and many
of the ships considerably damaged. The loss of the

enemy must have been much more considerable, be-

cause the English in battle always fire at the body of

the ship; because the French squadron was crowded

with men; because they gave way, and declined a

second engagement; and, finally, because they now
made the bast of their way to the island of Mauritius,

in order to be refitted, having on board general Lally

and some other officers. Thus they left the English

masters of the Indian coast; superiority still more con-

firmed by the arrival of rear-admiral Coniish, with four

ships of the line, who had sot sail from England in the

beginning of the year, and joined admiral Pococke at

Madras on the eighteenth day of October.

HOSTILITIES OF THE DUTCH.

The French were not the only enemies with whom
the English had to cope in the East Indies. The great

extension of their trade in the kingdom of Bengal, had

excited the envy and avarice of the Dutch factory, who
possessed a strong fort at Chiuchura, on the river of

Bengal ; and resolved, if possible, to engross the v.'hole

saltpetre branch of commerce. They had, without doubt,

tampered with the new suba, who lay uudcr such ob-

ligations to the English, and probably secured his con-

nivance. Their scheme was approved by the governor

of Batavia, who charged himself with tlie execution of

it; and, for that purpose, chose the opportunity when
the British squadron had retired to the coast of Mala-

bar. On pretence of reinforcing the Dutch garrisons

in Bengal, he equipped an armament of seven ships,

having on board five hundred European troops, and six

liundred Malayese, under the command of colonel lUis-

sel. This armament having touched at Negapatani,

proceeded up the bay, and arrived in the river of Ben-

gal about the beginning of October. Colonel Clive, wh'i

then resided at Calcutta, had received information of

their design, which he was resolved, at all events, to

defeat. He complained to the suba; who, npon such

application, could not decently refuse an order to the

director and council of Hugbley, implying that this ar-

mament should not proceed up the river. The colonel,

at the same time, sent a letter to the Dutch commodore,

intimating that, as he had received intimation of their

design, he could not allow them to land forces, ami

march to Chinchura. In answer to this declaration, the

Dutch commodore, whose whole fleet had not yet ar-

rived, assured the English commander that he had no

intention to send any forces to Chiuchura; and begged

liberty to land some of his troops for reiVeshmeut—

a
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favour tliat was granted, on condition that they should

not advance. Notwitlistanding the suba's order, and
his own engagement to this effect, the rest of the ships

were no sooner arrived, than ho proceeded up the river

to the neighbourhood of Tannah-fort, where Iiis forces

being disembarked, began their marcli to Chinehura. In
tlie meantime, by way of retaliating the aflront he pre-

tended to have sustained in being denied a passage to

their own factory, he took several small vessels on the

river belonging to the English company ; and the Cal-

cutta Indiaman, commanded by captain Wilson, home-
ward-bound, sailing down the river, the Dutchman gave
him to understand, that if be presumed to pass he would
sink him without further ceremony. The English cap-

tain seeing them run out their guns as if really resolved

to put their threats in execution, returned to Calcutta,

where two other India ships lay at anchor, and reported

his adventure to colonel Clive, who forthwith ordered

the three ships to prepare for battle, and attack the

Dutch armament. The ships being properly manned,
and their sides lined with saltpetre, they fell down the

river, and found the Dutch squadron drawn up in a

line of battle, in order to give them a warm reception,

for which indeed they seemed well prepared; for three

of them were mounted with thirty-six guns each, three

of them with twenty-six, and the seventh carried six-

teen. The duke of Dorset, commanded by captain For-

rester, being the first that approached them, dropped
anchor close to their line, and began the engagement
with a broadside, which was immediately returned.

A dead calm unfortunately intervening, this single ship

was for a considerable time exposed to the whole fire

of the enemy ; but a small breeze springing up, the

Calcutta and the Hardwick advanced to her assistance,

and a severe fire was maintained on both sides, till two
of the Dutch ships, slipping their cables, bore away,
and a third was driven ashore. Their commodore,
tlius weakened, after a few broadsides struck his flag

to captain Wilson, and the other three followed his ex-

ample. The victory being thus obtained, without the

loss of one man on the side of the English, captain

Wilson took possession of the prizes, the decks of which
were strewed with carnage, and sent the prisoners to

colonel Clive at Calcutta. The detachment of troops

which they had landed, to the number of eleven hun-
dred men, was not more fortunate in their progress.

Colonel Clive no sooner received intelligence that they
were in full march to Chinehura, than he detaolied col-

onel Forde with five hundred men from Calcutta, in

order to oppose and put a stop to their march at the

French gardens. He accordingly advanced to the

northward, and entered the town of Chandeniagore,
where ho sustained the fire of a Dutch party sent out

from Chinehura to join and conduct the expected rein-

forcement. These being routed and dispersed, after a

short action, colonel Forde in the morning proceeded to

a plain in the neighbourhood of Chinehura, wliere he
found the enemy prepared to give him battle on the

twenty -fifth day of November. They even advanced
to the charge with great resolution and activity; but
found the fire of the English artillery and battalion so

intolerably hot, that they soon gave way, and were
totally defeated. A considerable number were killed,

and tlie gi-eater part of those who survived the action

were taken prisoners. During this contest, the nabob,

at the head of a considerable army, observed a suspici-

ous neutrality; and in all likelihood would have declared

for the Dutch had they proved victorious, as he had
reason to believe they would, from their great superi-

ority in number. But fortune no sooner determined in

favour cf the English, than he made a tender of liis ser-

vice to tlie victor, and even offered to reduce Chinehura
with liis own army. In the meantime, proposals of ac-

commodation being sent to him by the directors and
council of the Dutch factory at Chinclmra, a negotiation

ensued, and a treaty was concluded to the satisfaction

of all parties. Above three hundred of the prisoners

entered into the service of Great Britain; the rest era-

barked on board their ships, which were restored as soon
as the peace was ratified, and set out on their return for

Batavia. After all, perhaps, the Dutch company meant
nothing more than to put their factory of Chinclmra on
a more respectable footing; and, by acquiring greater
weight and consequence among the people of the coun-
try than they formerly possessed, the more easily ex-
tend their commerce in that part of the world. At any
rate, it will admit of a dispute among those who profess

the law of nature and nations, whether the Dutch com-
pany could be justly debarred the privilege of sending
a reinforcement to tlicir own garrisons. Be that as it

will, the ships were not restored until the factory at

Chinehura had given security to indemnify the English
for the damage they had sustained on this occasion.

COLONEL COOTE TAKES WANDEWASH.

The success of the English army was still more con-

spicuous on tlie coast of Coromandel. The governor and
council of Madras having received information that the

French general, Lally, had sent a detachment of his

army to the southward, taking Syringham, and threat-

ened Trichinopoly with a siege, it was determined that

colonel Coote, who had lately arrived from England,
should take the field, and endeavour to make a diver-

sion to the southward. He accordingly began bis march
at the bead of seventeen hundred Europeans, including

cavalry, and three thousand blacks, with fourteen pieces

of cannon and one howitzer. On the twenty-seventh

day of November, he invested the fort of Wandewasb:
having made a practicable breach, the garrison, consis-

ting of near nine hundred men, surrendered prisoners

of war; and he found in the place forty-nine pieces of

cannon, with a great quantity of ammunition. Then
he undertook the siege of Carangoly, a fortress comman-
ded by colonel O'Kcnnely, at the head of one hundred
Europeans, and five hundred sepoys. In a few days he
dismounted the greater part of their guns; and they

submitted, on condition that the Europeans should be

allowed to march out with the honours of war, but the

sepoys were disarmed and dismissed.

General Lally, alarmed at the progress of this bravo,

vigilant, and enterprising officer, assembled all liis forces

at Arcot, to the number of two thousand two hundred
Europeans, including horse; three hundred Caifres, and

ten thousand black troops, or sepoys; with five-and-

twenty pieces of cannon. Of these he assumed the

command in person; and on the tenth day of Januaiy
began bis march in order to recover Wandewash. Colo-

nel Coote, having received intelligence on the twelfth

that he had taken possession of Conjeveram, endea-

voured by a forced march to save the place, which they

accordingly abandoned at his approach, and pui'suing

their march to Wandewash, invested the fort without

delay. The English commander passed the river I'alla,

in order to follow the same route; and, on the twenty-

first day of the month, understanding that a breach was
already made, resolved to give them battle without fur-

ther delay. The cavalry being formed, and supported

by five companies of sepoys, he advanced against the

enemy's horse, which being at the same time galled by
two pieces of cannon, retired with precipitation. Then
colonel Coote, liaving taken possession of a tank which
they had occupied, returned to the line, which was by
this time formed in order of battle. Seeing tlie men in

high spirits, and eager to engage, he ordered the whole

army to advance; and by nine in the morning they were

witliin two miles of the enemy's camp, where they halted

about half an hour. During this interval, the colonel

reconnoitred the situation of the French forces, who
were very advantageously posted; and made a move-

ment to the right, which obliged them to .alter their

di.sposition. They now advanced, in their turn, willihi

three quarters of a mile of the ICnglish Inir, and the

cannonading began with great fur)- on both sides. About

noon their Euro]ienn cavalry coming up with a residute

air to charge the left of the English, colonel Coote
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brought up some companies of sepoys, and two pieces

of cannon, to sustain tlie horse, which were ordered to

oppose them; and these advancing on their flank, dis-

turbed them so much that they broke, and were driven

by the English cavalry above a mile from the left, upon

the rear of their own army. Meanwhile, both lines con-

tinued advancing to each other; and about one o'clock

the firing with small-arms began with great vivacity.

One of the French tumbrils being blown up by an ac-

cidental shot, the English commander took immediate

advantage of their confusion. He ordered major Brerc-

ton to wheel Draper's regiment to the left, and fall upon

the enemy's flank. This service was performed with

such resolution and success, that the left wing of the

French was completely routed and fell upon their centre,

nowclosely engaged with the left of the English. About

two in the afternoon their whole line gave way, and fled

towards their own camp; which, perceiving themselves

closely pursued, they precipitately abandoned, together

with twenty-two pieces of cannon. In this engagement

they lost about eight hundred men killed and wounded,

besides about fifty prisoners, including brigadier-general

de Bussy, the chevalier Godeville, quarter-master-gen-

eral, lieutenant-colonel Murphy, three captains, five

lieutenants, and some other officers. On the side of

the English two hundred and sixty-two were killed or

wounded, and among the former the gallant and accom-

plished major Brereton, whose death was a real loss to

his country.

COLONEL COOTE CONQUERS AECOT.

General Lally having retreated with his broken troops

to Pondicherry, the baron de Vasserot was detached to-

wards the same place, with a thousand horse and three

hundred sepoys, to ravage and lay waste the French

territory. In the meantime, the indefatigable colonel

C'oote undertook the siege of Chilliput, which in two

days was surrendered by the chevalier de Tilly; himself

and his garrison remaining prisoners of war. Such also

was the fate of fort Timmery; which being reduced,

the colonel prosecuted his march to Arcot, the capital of

the province, against the fort of which he opened his

batteries on the fifth day of February. Wien he had

carried on his approaches within sixty yards of the crest

of the glacis, the garrison, consisting of two hundred

and fifty Europeans, and near three hundred sepoys,

surrendered as prisoners of war; and here the English

commander found two-and-twenty pieces ofcannon, four

mortars, and a great quantity of all kinds of military

stores. Thus the campaign was gloriously finished with

the conquest of Arcot; after the French army had been

routed and ruined by the diligence of colonel Coote,

whose courage, conduct, and activity, cannot be sufHci-

ently admired. The reader will perceive, that, rather

than interrupt the thread of such an interesting narra-

tion, we have ventured to encroach upon the annals of

the year one thousand seven hundred and sixty.

STATE OF THE BELLIGERENT POWERS IN
EUROPE.

Having thus followed the British banners through

the glorious tracks they pursued in different parts of

Asia and America, we must now convert our attention

to the continent of Europe, where the English arms, in

the course of this year, triumphed with equal lustre and

advantage. But first it may be necessary to sketch

out the situation in which the belligerent powers were

found at the close of winter. The vicissitudes of for-

tune with which the preceding campaign had been

chequered, were sufficient to convince every potentate

concerned in the war, that neither side possessed such

a superiority in strength or conduct as was requisite to

impose terms upon the other. Battles had been fought

with various success; and surprising efforts of military

skill had been exhibited, without producing one event

which tended to promote a general peace, or even en-

gender the least desire of accommoilation. On the con-

trary, the first and most violent transports of animosity

had by this time subsided into a confirmed habit of de-

liberate hatred; and every contending power seemed
more than ever determined to protract the dispute; while

the neutral states kept aloof, without expressing the

least desire of interposing their mediation. Some of

them were restrained by considerations of conveniency

;

and others waited in suspense for tlie death of the Span-
ish monarch, as an event which, they imagined, would
be attended with very important consequences in the

southern parts of Europe. With respect to the main-
tenance of the war, whatever difticulties niiglit have
arisen in settling funds to support the expense, and find-

ing men to recruit the different armies, certain it is all

these difficulties were surmounted before the opening

of the campaign. The court of Vienna, though ham-
pered by the narrowness of its finances, still found re-

sources in the fertility of its provinces, in the number
and attachment of its subjects, who more than any other

people in Europe acquiesce in the dispositions of their

sovereign; and, when pay cannot be afforded, willingly

contribute free quarters for the subsistence of the army.

The czarina, though she complained that the stipulated

subsidies were ill paid, nevertheless persisted in pursu-

ing those favourite aims which bad for some time influ-

enced her conduct; namely, her personal animosity to

the king of Prussia, and her desire of obtaining a per-

manent interest in the German empire. Sweden still

made a show of hostility against the Prussian monarch,

but continued to slumber over the engagements she had

contracted. France, exhausted in her finances, and

abridged of her marine commerce, maintained a resolute

countenance; supplied fresh armies for her operations

in Westphalia; projected new schemes of conquest; and

cajoled her allies with fair promises, when she had

nothing more solid to bestow. The king of Prussia's

dominions were generally di'ained, or in the hands of the

enemy; but to balance these disadvantages he kept pos-

session of Saxony; and enjoyed his annual subsidy from

Great Britain, which effectually enabled him to main-

tain his armies on a respectable footing, and open the

campaign with equal eagerness and confidence.

FRANCKFORT SEIZED BY THE FRENCH.

The Hanoverian army, commanded by prince Ferdi-

nand of Brunswick, was strengthened by fresh reinforce-

ments from England, augmented with German recruits,

regularly paid, and well supplied with every comfort and

convenience which foresight could suggest, or money
procure; yet, in spite of all the precautions that could

be taken, they were cut off from some resources which

the French, in the beginning of the year, opened to

themselves by a flagrant stroke of pei'fidy, which even

the extreme necessities of a campaign can hardly excuse.

On the second day of January, the French regiment of

Nassau presented itself before the gates of Franckfort-

on-the-Maine, a neutral imperial city; and, demanding a

passage, it was introduced, and conducted by a detach-

ment of the garrison through the city as far as the gate

of Saxenhausen, where it unexpectedly halted, and rm-

mediately disarmed the guards. Before the inhabitants

could recover from the consternation into which they

were thrown by this outrageous insult, five other French

regiments entered the place; and here their general, the

prince de Soubise, established his head-quarters. How
deeply soever this violation of the laws of the empire

might be resented by all honest Germans, who retained

affection for the constitution of their country, it was a

step from which the French army derived a very mani-

fest and important advantage; for it secured to them
the course of the Maine and the Upper Rhine; by which

they received, without difficulty or danger, every species

of supply from Mentz, Spire, AVorms, and even the coun-

try of Alsace, while it maintained their communication

with the chain formed by the Austrian forces and the

army of the empire.
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PKOGEESS OF THE HEREDITARY PRINCE OF
BRUNSAVICK.

The sclicine of operation for tlic ensuing campaign
was already formed between the king of Prussia and
prince Ferdinand of Brunswick; and lieforc tlie armies

took the field, several skirmishes were fought and quar-

ters surprised. In the latter end of February, the prince

of Ysembourg detached major-general Urst with four

battalions and a body of horse; who, assembling in Rho-
tonbourg, surprised the enemy's quarters in the night

between the first and second day of March, and drove

them from llirchfield, Vacha, and all the Hessian baili-

wicks of which they had taken possession ; but the Aus-
trians soon returning in greater numbers, and being sup-

ported by a detachment of French troops from Frauckfort,

the allies fell back in their tuni. In a few days, however,

they themselves retreated again with great precipitation,

though they did not all escape. The hereditary prince

of Brunswick, with a body of Prussian hussars, fell upon
them suddenly at Molrichstadt, where he routed and
dispersed a regiment of lloheuzoUern cuirassiers, and a

battalion ofthe troopsof Wurtzburg. He next day, which
was the first of April, advanced with a body of horse

and foot to Meinungon, where he found a considerable

magazine, took two battalions prisoners, and surprised

a third posted at Wafungen, after having defeated some
Austrian troops that were on the march to its relief

While the hereditary prince was thus employed, the

duke of Ilolstein, with another body of the confederates,

dislodged the French from the post of Freyiugstenau.

PRINCE FERDINAND ATTACKS THE FRENCH.

But the great object was to, drive the enemy from
Franckfort, before they should receive the expected

reinforcements. Prince Ferdinand of Brunswick being

determined upon this enterprise, assembled all his

forces near Fulda, to the amount of forty thousand choice

troops, and began his march on the tenth day of April.

On the thirteenth he carac in sight of the enemy, whom
he found strongly encamped about the village of Ber-

gen, between Franckfort and Ilanau. Their general,

the duke de Broglio, counted one of the best officers in

Franco with respect to conduct and intrepidity, having
received intelligence of the prince's design, occupied

this post on the twelfth ; the right of his army being
at Bergen, and his centre and flanks secured in such a

manner, that the allies could not make their attack

any other way but by the village. Notwithstanding
the advantage of their situation, prince Ferdinand re-

solved to give them battle, and made his dispositions

accordingly. Aljout ten in the morning, the grena-

diers of the advanced guard began the attack on the

village of Bergen with great vivacity, and sustained a

most terrible fire from eight German battalions, sup-

ported by several brigades of French infantry. The
grenadiers of the allied army, though reinforced Iiy

several battalions under the command of the prince of

Ysembourg, far from dislodging the enemy from the

village, were, after a very obstinate dispute, obliged to

retreat in some disorder, but rallied again behind a

body of Hessian cavalry. The allies being repulsed

in three diflei'ent attacks, their general made a new
disposition, and brought up his artillery, with which
the village, and different parts of the French line, were
severely cannonaded. They were not slow in retorting

an equal fire, which continued till night, when the

allies retreated to Windekin, with the loss of five

pieces of cannon, and about two thousand men, includ-

ing the princB of Ysembourg, who full in the action.

The French, by the nature of their situation, could not

sutler much ; but they were so effectually amused by
the artful disposition of prince Ferdinand, that instead

of faking measures to harass him in his retreat, they
carefully maintained their situation, apprehensive of

another general attack. Indeed, they hail great reason

to be satisfied with the issue of this battle, without

risking in any measure the advantage wbicb they had
gained. It was their business to remain quiet until

their reinforcements should arrive, and this plan they

invariably pursued. On the other hand, the allies, in

consequence of their miscarriage, were reduced to the

necessity of acting upon the defensive, and encoun-

tering a great number of difirculties and inconveniences

during great part of the campaign, until the miscon-

duct of the enemy turned the scale in their favour.

In the meantime, the prince thought proper to begin

his retreat in the night towards Fulda, in which his

rear sufl'cred considerably from a body of the enemy's

light troops under the command of M. de Blaisel, who
surprised two squadrons of dragoons and a battalion of

grenadiers. The first were taken or dispersed, the last

escaped with the loss of their baggage. The allied

army returned to their cantonments about Munstcr,

and the prince began to make preparations for taking

the field in earnest.

While the French enjoyed plenty in the neighbour-

hood of Dusseldorp and Creveldt, by means of the

Rhine, the allies laboured under a dearth and scarcity

of every species of provisions, because the country

which they occupied was already exhausted, and all

the supplies were brought from an immense distance.

The single article of forage occasioned such an enor-

mous expense, as alarmed the administration of Great

Britain, who, in order to prevent mismanagement and

fraud for the future, nominated a member of parliament

inspector-general of the forage, and sent him over to

Germany in the beginning of the year, with the rank

and appointments of a general officer, that the impor-

tance of his character, and the nature of his office,

might be a check upon those who wore suspected of

iniquitous appropriations. This gentleman is said to

have met with such a cold reception, and so many
mortifications in the execution of his office, that he

was in a very little time sick of his employment. An
inquiry into the causes of his reception, and of the

practices which rendered it necessary to appoint such

a superintendent, may be the province of some future

historian, when truth may be investigated freely, with-

out any apprehension of pains and penalties.

RETREAT OF PRINCE FERDINAND.

While great part of the allied army remained in

cantonments about Munstcr, the French armies on the

Upper and Lower Rhine, being put in motion, joined

on the third day of June near Marhurgh, under the

command of the raarcschal de Contades, who advanced

to the northward, and fixed his head-quarters at Cor-

bach, from whence he detached a body of light troops

to take possession of Cassel, which, at his approach,

was abandoned by general Imhoff. The French army
being encamped at Stadtberg, the duke de Broglio, who
commanded the right wing, advanced from Cassel into

the territories of Hanover, where he occupied Gottin-

gen without opposition ; while the allied army assem-

bled in the neighbourhood of Lipstadt, and encamped
about Soest and Werle. Prince Ferdinand, finding

himself inferior to the united forces of the enemy, was
obliged to retire as they advanced, after having left

strong garrisons in Lipstadt, Retberg, Munstcr, and

Minden. Tlicse precautions, however, seemed to pro-

duce little effect in his favour. Retberg was surprised

by the duke de Broglio, who likewise took Minden by
assault, and made general Zastrow, with his garrison

of fifteen hundred men, prisoners of war, a misfortune

considerably aggravated by the loss of an immense
magazine of hay and corn, which fell into the hands

of th'e enemy. They likewise made themselves masters

of JIunsfer, invested Lipstadt, and all their operations

were Iiitherto crowned with success. Tlie regency of

Hanover, alanued at their progress, resolved to provide

for flio worst, by sending their chancery and most

valuable efi'ects to Stade, from whence, in case of

necessity, tliey might be oonvoved by sea to England
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In the moantime- tliey exertCil all their iistlustry in

pressing men for recruitin^j and rciuforcing the armv
under prince Ferdinand, wlio still continued to retire';

and on the eleventh day of July removed his head-
quarters from Osnabruck to Bompte, near the Weser.
Here haying received advice that Jlinden was taken
by tl'.e French, he sent forward a detachment to secure

the post of Soltznau on that river, wlicre oa the fifteenth

ho encamped.

ANIMOSITY BETWEEN PRINCE FERDINAND
AND TUE BRITISH COMMANDER.

The general of the allied army had for some time
exhibited marks of animosity towards lord George
Sackville, t!ie second in command, whose extensive
understanding, penetrating eye, and inquisitive spirit,

could neither be deceived, dazzled, nor soothed into

tame acquiescence. He had opposed, witli all his in-

fluence, a design of retiring towards the frontiers of

Brunswick in order to cover that country. He sup-

ported his opposition by alleging, that it was the
enemy "s favourite object to cut off their communication
with the ^Veser and the Elbe, in which, should they
succeed, it would be found impossible to transport the
British troops to their own country, which was at that

time threatened with an invasion. He, therefore, insisted

on the array's retreating, so as to keep the communi-
cation open with Stade, where, in case of emergency,
the English troops might be embarked. By adhering
tenaciously to this opinion, and exhiljiting other in-

stances of a prying disposition, he had rendered him-
self so disagreeable to the commander-in-chief, that,

iu all appearance, nothing was so eagerly desired as an
opportunity of removing him from the station he filled.

THE FRENCH ENCAMP AT MINDEN.

Meanwhile the French general advancing to Minden,
encamped in a strong situation; having that toivu on
his right, a steep hill on his left, a morass in front, and
a rivulet in rear. The duke de Broglio commanded a
separate body between Hansbergen and Minden, on the
other side of the Weser; and a third, under the duke de

Brissac, consisting of eight thousand men, occupied a
strong post by the village of Coveldt, to facilitate the

route of the convoys from Paderborn. Prince Ferdi-

nand having moved his camp from Soltznau to Peter-

shagen, detached the hereditary prince on the twenty-
eighth day of July to Lubeck, from whence he drove
the enemy, and proceeding to Rimsel, was joined by
major-general Dreves, who had retaken Osnabruck, and
cleared all that neighbourhood of the enemy's parties

:

then he advanced towards Hervordeu, and fixed his

rpiarters at Kirchlinneger, to hamper the enemy's con-

voys from Paderborn. During these transactions, prince

Ferdinand marched with the allied army in three •ol-

umns from Petershagen to Hille, where it encamped,
having a morass on the right, the village of Fredewalde
on the left, and in front those of Northemmern and
Holtzenhausen. Fifteen battalions and nineteen squa-

(h-ons, with a brigade of heavy artillery, were left un-
der the command of general Wangenheim, on the left,

behind the village of Dodenhausen, which was fortified

with some redoubts, defended by two battalions. Colo-

nel Luckner, with the Hanoverian hussars and a brigade

of hunters, sustained by two battalions of grenadiers,

was posted between Buckcbourg and the ^^'eser, to ob-

perve the body of troops commanded by the duke de
I'rogUo on the other side of t'ne river.

On the last day of July, the mareschal de Contades,

resolving to attack the allied army, ordered the corps

of Broglio to repass the river; and, advancing iu eight

columns, about midnight, passed the rivulet of Barta,

that runs along the morass and falls into the Weser at

Jliiiden. At day-break he formed his army in order of

batile: part of it fronting the corps of general AVan-

gonheira at Dodenhausen, and part of it facing Hille;
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the two wings consisting of infantry, and the cavalry
being stationed in the centre. At three in the morning
the enemy began to cannonade the prince's quarters at
Hille, from a battery of six cannon, which they had
raised in the preceding evening on the dike of Eick-
horst. This was probably the first intimation he re-

ceived of their intention. He forthwith caused two
pieces of artillery to be conveyed to Hille ; and ordered
the officer of the piquet-guard posted there to defend
himself to the last extremity; at the same time he sent
orders to general Gicsen, who occupied Lubeck, to at-

tack the enemy's post at Eiekhorst; .and this service
was successfully performed. The prince of Anhalt,
lieutenant-general for the day, took possession with the
rest of the piquets of the village of Halen, where princa
Ferdinand resolved to support his right. It was already
in the hands of the enemy, but they soon abandoned it

with precipitation. The allied army being put in mo-
tion, advanced in eight columns, and occupied the
ground between Halen and Hemmern, while general

Wangenheim's corps filled up the space between this

last village and Dodenhausen. The enemy made their

principal c6Fort on the left, intending to force the in-

fantry of Wangenheim's corps, and penetrate between
it and the body of the allied army. For this purpose
the duke de Broglio attacked them with great fury; but
was severely checked by a battery of thirty cannon,
prepared for his reception by the count do Buekehouijr,

grand master of the artillery, and sei-ved with admirable

effect, imder his own eye and direction. About five in

the morning both armies cannonaded each other: at six

the fire of musketry began with great vivacity; and
the action became very hot towards th.e right, where
six regim.cnts of English infantry, and two battalions

of Hanoverian guards, not only bore the whole brunt
of tlie French carabineers and gendarmerie, but abso-

lutely broke every body of horse and foot that advanced

to attack them on the left and in the centre. The Hes-
sian cavalry, with some regiments of Holstein, Prussian,

and Hanoverian dragoons, posted on the left, performed

good service. The cavalry on the right had no oppor-

tunity of engaging. They were destined to support the

infantr}' of the third line: they consisted of the British

and Hanoverian horse, commanded by lord George
Sackville, whose second was the marquis of Grauby.

They were posted at a considerable distance from the

first line of infantry, and divided from it by a scanty

wood that bordered on a heath. Orders were sent, dur-

ing the action, to bring them up; but whetlier tlio.se

orders were contradictorj', unintelligible, or imperfectly

executed, they did not arrive in time to have any share

in the action [See note i B, at the endof tlis Vol.'] ; nor,

indeed, were they originally intended for that purpose

;

nor was there the least occasion for their service; nor

could they have come up in time .and condition to per-

form efl'eotual service, had the orders been explicit and
consistent, and the commander acted with all possible

expedition. Be that as it will, the enemy were repulsed

in all tiieir attacks with considerable loss; at length they

gave way in every part, and, about noon, abandoning

the field of battle, were pursued to the ramparts of Min-
den. In this action they lost a great number ofmen, with

forty-three large cannon, and many colours and stan-

dards; whereas the loss of the allies was very inconsider

able, as it chiefly fell upon a few regiments of British

infantry, commanded by the major-generalsWaldegravo
and Kiugsley. To the extraordinary pi-owess of these gal-

lant brigiides, and the fire of the British artillery, which
was admirably served by the captains Pliilips, Macbean,

Drummond, and Foy, the victory was in a great measure
ascribed. The same night the enemy passed the Weser.

and burnt the bridges over that river. Next d.iy the gar-

rison of Minden surrendered at discretion; .".nd hero the

victors found a great number of French oflieers wounded.

DUKE DE BRISSAC ROUTED.

At last the mareschal de Contades seemed inclined to

3X
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retreat tliroiigli the tiefiles of Wittekendstein to Pader-

bom; but he was fain to change his resohition, in con-

sequence of his having received advice, (hat on the very

day of his own defeat the duke de Brissac was van-

quished by the hereditary prince in the neighbourhood

of Coveldt, so that the passage of the mountains was
rendered impracticable. The duke de Brissac had been

advantageously encamped, with his left to the village

of Coveldt, having the 'Werra in his front, and his right

extending to the salt-pits. In this advantageous situation

he was attacked by the hereditaiy prince and general

de Kilmanseg, with such vivacity and address that his

troops were totally routed, with the loss of six cannon,

and a considerable number of men killed, wounded, or

taken prisoners. After the battle of Jlinden, colonel

Freytag, at the head of the light troops, took, in the

neighbourhood of Detmold, all the equipage of the raar-

eschal de Contades, the prince of Conde, and the duke

de Brissac, with part of their military chest and chan-

cery, containing papers of the utmost consequence. [&«
note * C, at ike end of this Vol.^

GENERAL IMHOFF TAKES MUNSTER.

Prince Ferdinand having garrisoned llindcn, marched
to Ilcrvordcn; and the hereditary prince passed the

Weser at Hamclen, in order to pursue the enemy, who
retreated to Cassel, and from thence by the way of

Marburg as far as Giessen. In a word, they were

continually harassed by that enterprising prince, who
seized every opportuuitj' of making an impression upon
their army, took the greatest part of their baggage,

and compelled them to abandon every place they pos-

sessed in AVestphalia. The number of his prisoners

amounted to fifteen hundred men, besides the garrison

left at Cassel, which suiTendered at discretion. He
likewise surprised a whole battalion, and defeated a

considerable detachment under the command of M.
d'Armentieres. In the meantime, the allied anny
advanced in regular marches; and prince Ferdinand,

having taken possession of Cassel, detached general

Imhoff with a body of troops to reduce the city of

Munster, which he accordingly began to bombard and
cannonade ; but d'Armentieres being joined by a fresh

body of troops from the Lower Rhine, advanced to

its relief, and compelled Imhoff to raise the siege. It

was not long, however, before this general was also

reinforced ; then he measured back his march to Mun-
ster, and the French commander withdrew in bis turn.

The place was immediately shut up by a close block-

ade, which, however, did not prevent the introduction

of supplies. The city of Munster being an object of

importance, was disputed with great obstinacy. Ar-
mentieres received reinforcements, and the body com-
manded by Imhoff was occasionally augmented ; but

the siege was not formally undertaken till November, I

when some heavy artillery being brought from Eng-
land, the place was regularly invested, and the opera-

tions carried on with such vigour, that in a few days
the city surrendered on capitulation.

Prince Ferdinand having possessed himself of the

town and castle of Marburg, proceeded with the army
to Neidar-Weimar, and there encamped; while Con-
tades remained at Giessen, on the south side of the river

Lahn, where he was joined by a colleague in the person

of the mareschal d'EtrCes. By this time he was become
very unpopular among the troops, on account of the
defeat at Minden, which he is said to have charged on
tbe misconduct of Broglio, who recriminated on him in

his turn, and seemed to gain credit at the court of Ver-
sailles. While the two armies lay encamped in the

neighbourhood of each other, nothing passed but skir-

mishes among the light troops, and little excursive ex-

peditions. Tlie French anny was employed in removing
their magazines, and fortifying Giessen, as if their in-

tention was to retreat to Franekfort-on-the-Maine, after

having consumed all the forage, and made a military

desert between the Lahn and that river. In the he-
ginning of November, the duke de Broglio returned

from Paris, and assumed the command of the army,

from whence Contades andd'Etrfies immediately retired

with several other general officers that were senior to

the new commander.
The duke of Wirtemberg having taken possession of

Fulda, the hereditary prince of Brunswick resolved to

beat up his quarters. For this purpose he selected a

body of troops, and began his march from Marburg
early in the moiTiing on the twenty-eighth day of No-

vember. Next night they lay at Augerbauch, where
they defeated the volunteers of Nassau ; and at one

o'clock in the morning of the thirtieth they marched
directly to Fulda: where the duke of Wirtemberg, far

from expecting such a visit, had invited all the fashion-

able people in Fulda to a sumptuous entertainment.

The hereditary prince having reconnoitred the avenues
in person, took such measures, that the troops of Wir-
temberg, who were scattered in small bodies, would
have been cut off if they had not hastily retired into

the town, where however they found no shelter. The
prince forced open the gates, and they retreated to

the other side of the town, where four battalions of

them were defeated and taken; while the duke himself,

with the rest of his forces, filed off on the other side of

the Fulda. Two pieces of cannon, two pair of colours,

and .all their baggage, fell into the hands of the victora;

and the hereditary prince advanced as far as Ruperten-

rade, a place situated on the right flank of the French
army. Perhaps this motion hastened the resolution of

the duke de Broglio to abandon Giessen, and fall back
to Friedberg, where he established his head-quarters.

The allied army immediately took possession of his camp
at Klcinlinues and Heuchelam, and seemed to make
preparations for the siege of Giessen.

A BODY OF PRUSSIANS MAKE AN INCURSION
INTO POLAND.

While both armies remained in this position, the

duke de Broglio received the staff as mareschal of

France, and made an attempt to beat up the quarters

of the allies. Having called in all his detachments, ho
marclied up to them on the twenty-fifth day of Decem-
ber; but found them so well disposed to give him a

warm reception, that he thought proper to lay aside

his design, and nothing but a mutual cannonade en-

sued; then he returned to his former quai-ters. From
Kleiulinnes the allied army removed to Corsdoff, where
they were cantoned till the beginning of January, when
they fell back as far as Marburg, where prince Fer-

dinand established his head-quarters. The enemy had
by this time retrieved their superiority, in consequence
of the hereditary prince being detached with fifteen

thousand men to join the king of Prussia at Fribourge,

in Saxony. Thus, by the victory at Minden, the do-

minions of Hanover and Brunswick were preserved,

and^he enemy obliged to evacuate that part of West-
phalia. Perhaps they might have been driven to the

other side of the Rhine, had not the general of the al-

lies been obliged to weaken his anny for the support

of the Prussian monarch, who had met with divers dis-

asters in the course of this campaign. It was not to

any relaxation or abatement of his usual vigilance and

activity, that this warlike princeowed the several checks

he received. Even in the middle of winter, his troops

under general Manteuffel acted with great spirit against

the Swedes in Pomerania. They made themselves

masters of Damgarten, and several other places which
the Swedes had garrisoned; and the frost setting in,

those who were quartered in the isle of Usedom passed

over the ice to Wolgast, which they reduced without

much difficulty. They undertook the sieges of Demmen
and Anclam at the same time; and the garrisons of

both surrendered themselves prisoners of war, to the

number of two thousand seven hundred men, including

oflicers. In Demmen they found four-and-twenty pieces

of cannon, with a large quantity of ammunition. In

Anclam there was a considerable magazine, with six-

and-thirty cannon, mortars, and howitzers. A large
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detachment under general KnoblocU surprised Erfurth,

and raised considerable contributions at Gotha, Isenacli,

and Fulda ; from whence also they conveyed all the

forage and provisions to Saxe-Xaumberg. In the latter

cud of Februar)', the Prussian major-general ^^'obcr-

snow marched with a strong body of troops from Glogau

in Silesia, to Poland; and, advancing by way of Lissa,

attacked the castle of the prince Sulkowski, a Polish

grandee, who had been very active against the interest

of the Prussian monarch. After some resistance lie

was obliged to surrender at discretion, and was sent

prisoner with his whole garrison to Silesia. From
hence Wohersnow proceeded to Posna, where ho made
himself master of a considerable magazine, guarded by
two tliousand cossacks, who retired at his approach

;

and having destroyed several others, returned to .Silesia.

In April, the fort of Penamunde, in Pomerania, was
surrendered to Manteuffel ; and about the same time a

detachment of Prussian troops bombarded Schwerin,

thecapitalofMecklenburgh. Meanwhile reinforcements

were sent to the Russian army in Poland, which in

April began to assemble upon the Vistula. The court

of Petersburgh had likewise begun to equip a large

fleet, by means of which the army might be supplied

with military stores and provisions; but this armament
was retarded by an accidental fire at Eerel, which de-

stroyed all the magazines and materials for ship-buikl-

ing to an immense value.

PRINCE HENRY PENETRATES isto BOHEMIA.

About the latter end of March, the king of Prussia

assembled his army at Ehonstock, near Strigau; and

advancing to the neighbourhood of Landshut, encamped
at Bolchenhayne. On the other hand, the Austrian

army, under the command of mareschal Daun, was as-

sembled at Munchengratz, in Bohemia; and the cam-

paign was opened by an exploit of general Beck, who
surprised and made prisoners a battalion of Prussian

grenadiers, posted under colonel Duringsheven, at Grief-

enberg, on the frontiers of Silesia. This advantage,

however, was more than counterbalanced by the activity

and success of prince Henry, brother to the Prussian

king, who commanded the army which wintered in Sax-

ony. About the middle of April, he marched in two col-

umns towards Bohemia, forced the pass of Peterswalde,

destroyed the Austrian magazine at Assig, burned their

boats upon the Elbe, seized the forage and provisions

T.iiich the enemy had left at Lowositz and Leutraeritz,

and demolished a new bridge v.-hieh they had built for

their convenience. At the same time general Hulsen

attacked the pass of Passberg, guarded by general Rey-

nard, who was taken, with two thousand men, including

fifty officers : then he advanced to Satz, in hopes of se-

curing the Austrian magazines ; but these the enemy
consumed, that they might not fall into his hands, and

retired towards Prague with the utmost precipitation.

Prince Henry having happily achieved these adven-

tures, and filled all Bohemia with alarm and consterna-

tion, returned to Saxony, and distributed his troops in

quarters of refreshment in the neighbourhood of Dres-

den. In a few days, however, they were again put in

motion, and inarched to Obelgeburgen; from whence

he continued his route through Voightland, in order to

attack the army of the empire in Franconia. He ac-

cordingly entered this country by the way of Hoff, on

the seventh of May, and next day sent a detachment to

attack general Macguire, who commanded a body of

imperialists at Asch, and sustained the charge with

great gallantry: but finding himself in danger of being

overpowered by numbers, he retired in the night towai'ds

Egra. The army of the empire, commanded by the

prince de Deux-Ponts, being unable to cope with the

Pnissian general in the field, retired from CuUembach
to Bamberg, and from thence to Nuremberg, where, in

r.ll probability, they would not have been suffered to

r.;'nain unmolested, had not prince Henry been re-

c.illed to Saxony. He had ab-^adv taken Cronach and

tlie cnstle of Eoltcnberg, and even advanced as far as
Bamberg, when he received advice tliat a body of Aus-
trians, under general Gemniingen, h.id penetrated into

Saxony. This diversion effectually saved the army ol

the empire, as prince Henry immediately returned to

the electorate, after having laid the bishopric of Bam-
berg and the marquisate of CuUembach under contri-
bution, destroyed all the magazines provided for the
imperial army, and sent fifteen hundred prisoners to
Leipsic. A party of imperialists, under count Palfy,
endeavoured to harass him in his retreat; but they we're
defeated near Hoff', with considerable slaughter : never-
theless, the imperial army, though now reduced to ten
thousand men, returned to Bamberg; and as the Prus-
sians approached the frontiers of Saxony, the Austrian
general, Gcmmingen, retired into Bohemia. Duiing all

these transactions, the mareschal count Daun remained
with the grand Austrian army at Schurtz, in the circle

of Koningsgratz ; while the Prussians commanded by
the king in person, continued quietly encamped between
Landshut and Schweiduitz. General Fouquet com-
manded a large body of troops in the southern part of

Silesia; but these being mostly withdrawn, in order to

oppose the Russians, the Austrian general de Fille, who
hovered on the frontiers of Moravia with a considerable

detachment, took advantage of this circumstance ; and
advancing into Silesia, encamped within sight of Neiss.

As mutual calumny and recriminations of all kinds

were not spared on either side, during the progress of

this war, the enemies of the Prussian monarcli did not

fail to charge him with cruelties committed at Schwerin,

the capital of Mecklenburgh, which his troops had bom-
barded, plundered of its archives, cannon, and all its

youth fit to carry arms, who were pressed into his ser-

vice : he besides taxed the duchy at seven thousand

men and a million of crowns, by w'ay of contribution.

He was also accused of barbarity, in issuing an order for

removing all the prisoners from Berlin to Spandau; but

this step he justified in a letter to his ministers at foreign

courts, declaring that he had provided for all the officers

that were his prisoners the best accommodation, and

permitted them to reside in his capital ; that some of

them had grossly abused the liberty they enjoyed, by
maintaining illicit correspondence, and other practices

equally offensive, which had obliged him to remove them
to the town of Spandau: he desired, however, that the

town might not be confounded with the fortress of that

name, from which it was entirely separated, and in

which they would enjoy the same ease they had found

at Berlin, though under more vigilant inspection. His

conduct on this occasion, he said, was sufficiently au-

thorized, not only by the law of nations, but also by the

example of his enemies; inasmuch as the empress-queen

had never suffered any of h is officers who had fallen into

her hands to reside at Vienna; and the court of Russia

had sent some of them as far as Casan. He concluded

with saying, that, as his enemies had let slip no oppor-

tunities of blackening his most innocent proceedings, he

had thought proper to acquaint his ministers with his

reasons for making this alteration with regard to his

prisoners, whether French, Austrians, or Russians.

GENERAL WEDEL DEFEATED BY THE
RUSSIANS.

In the beginning of June, the king of Prussia, under-

standing that the Russian army had begun their march

from the Vistula, ordered the several bodies of his

troops, under Hulsen and Wobersnow, reinforced by

detachments from his other armies, to join the forces

under count Dohna, as general in chief, and march into

Poland. Accordingly, they advanced to Meritz, where

the count having puljlished a declaration [See note i D,

at the end of this Vol.], he continued his march towards

Posna, where he found the Russian army, under count

Soltikoff, strongly encamped, having in their rear that

city and the river Warta, and in their front a formidable

intrenchment -lounted wilh a great number of cannon.
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Count Dohna, jutlging it irapracticaMe te attack them

in this situation witli any prospect of success, endeav-

oured to intercept their convoys to tlie eastward ; but

for -n-ant of provisions, was in a little time obliged to

retiuu towards the Oder: then the Kussians advanced

to ZuUichaw, in Silesia. The king of Prussia thinking

count Dohna had been rather too cautious, considering

the emergency of his affairs, gave him leave to retire

for the benefit of his health, and conferred his command
upon general Wedel, who resolved to give the Russians

battle without delay. Thus determined, he marched
against them in two columns, and on the twenty-third

day of July attacked them at Kay, near ZuUichaw,

v.herc, after a very obstinate engagement, he was re-

pulsed with great loss, AVohersnow being killed and
ilanteuffel wounded in the action ; and in a few days

the Kussians made themselves masters of Franckfort

upon the Oder.

By this time the armies of count Daun and the king

of Prussia had made several motions. The Austrians

liaviug (luitted their camp at Schurtz, advanced towards

Zittau in Lusatia, where having halted a few days,

they resumed their march, and encamped at Gorlithayn,

between Sudenberg and Mark-Dissau. His Prussian

majesty, in order to observe their motions, marched by
the way of Hertzberg to Lahn, and his vanguard
skirmished with that of the Austrians, commanded by
Laudobn, who entered Silesia by the way of GrirTcn-

lierg. The Austrian general was obliged to retreat

with loss ; while tiie king penetrated into Silesia, that

he might be at hand to act against the Russians, whoso
progress was now become the chief object of his ap-

prehension, lie no EOOiier received intimation that

Wcdel had been worsted, than he marched with a select

body of ten thousand men from his camp in Silesia, in

order to take upon him the command of Wedel's army,
leaving the rest of his forces strongly encamped, under
tlie direction of his brother prince Henry, who had
joined him before this event. Count Daun being ap-

prized of the king's intention, and knowing the Russians

were very defective in cavalry, immediately detached

a body of twelve thousand horse to join them, under
the command of Laudohn, and tliese, penetrating in

two columns through Silesia and Lusatia, with some
loss, arrived in the Russian camp at a very critical

juncture. Meanwhile the king of Prussia joined general

Wedel on the fourth d.ay of August, at Muhlrose, where
he assumed the command of the army; but finding it

greatly inferior to the enemy, he recalled general Fiuck,

whom he had detached some time before, with a body
of nine thousand men, to oppose the progress of the

imperialists in Saxony; for when prince Henry joined

his brother in Silesia, the army of the empire had
entered that electorate. Thus reinforced, the number
of the king's army at Sluhlrose did not e.\oeed fifty

thousand, whereas the Russians were more numerous
by thirty thousand. They had chosen a strong camp
at the village of Cunersdorf, almost opposite to Franck-
fort upon the Oder, and increased the natural strength

of their situation, by intrcnchments mounted witli a
numerous artillery. In other circurastauces it might
have been deemed a rash and ridiculous enterprise, to

attack such an army under such complicated disad-

vantages; but here was uo room for hesitation. The
king's affairs seemed to require a desperate effort, and
perhaps he was partly impelled by self-confidence and
animosity.

BATTLE OF CUNERSDORF.

Having determined to hazard an attack, he made his

disposition, and on the twelfth day of August, at two
in the morning, his troops were in motion. The army
Deing formed in a wood, advanced towards the enemy,
and about eleven the action was begun with a severe
cannonade. This having pi-oduced the desired effect,

he charged the left wing of the Russian army with his

best troops formed in columns. After a very obstinate

dispute, the enemy's intrcnchments were forced with
great slaughter, and seventy pieces of cannon fell into

the hands of the Prussians. A narrow defile was
afterwards passed, and several redoubts that covered

tlie village of Cunersdorf were taken by assault, one

after another: one-half of the task was not yet per-

formed ; the Russians made a firm stand at the village,

but they were overborne by the impetuosity of the

Prussians, who drove thenr from post to post up to the

last redoubts they had to defend. As the Russi.ans

kept their ground until they were hewn down in their

ranks, this success was not acquired without infinite

labour, and a consider.iblc expense of blood. After a

furious contest of si.K hours, fortune seemed to declare

so much in favour of the Prussians, that the king de-

spatched the following billet to the queen at Berlin :

—

" JIadara, we have driven the Russians from their m-
trenchmeuts. In two hours expect to hear of a glo-

rious victory." This intimation was premature, and
subjected the writer to the ridicule of his enemies.

The Russians were staggered, not routed. General

SoltikofT rallied his troops, and reinforced his left wing
under cover of a redoubt, which was erected on an
eminence called the Jews' Burying-ground, and hero

they stood in order of battle, with the most resolute

countenance, favoured by the situation, nhich was
naturally difficult of access, and now rendered almost

impregnable by the fortification, and a numerous
artillery, siil! greatly superior to that of the Prussians.

Had the king contented himself witli the advantage

already gained, all the world would have acknowledged
he had fought against terrible odds with astonishing

prowess, and th.at he judiciously desisted when ho
could no longer persevere, without incurring the im-

putation of being actuated by frenzy or despair. His
troops had not only suffered severely from the enemy's
fire, which was close, deliberate, and well directed;

but they were fatigued by the hard service, and faint-

ing with the he.at of the day, which was excessive.

His general officers are said to have reminded him of

all these circumstances, and to have dissuaded him
from hazarding an attempt attended with such danger

and diQleulty, as even an army of fresh troops could

hardly hope to surmount. He rejected this salutary

advice, and ordered his infantry to begin a new attack,

which being an enterprise beyond their strength, they

were repulsed with great slaughter. Being afterwards

rallied, they returned to the charge ; they miscarried

again, and their loss was redoubled. Being thus

rendered unfit for further service, the cavalry succeeded

to the attack, and repeated their unsuccessful efforts,

until they were almost broke, and entirely exhausted.

At this critical juncture, the whole body of the Aus-
trian and Russian cavalry, which had hitherto remained
inactive, and were therefore fresh and in spirits, fell

in among the Prussian horse witli gre.at fury, broke
their line at the first charge, .and forcing them back
upon the infantry, threw thein into such disorder as

could not be repaired. The Prussian army being thus

involved in confusion, was seized with a panic, and in

a few minutes totally defeated and dispersed, notwith-

standing the personal cfl'orts of the king, who hazarded
his life in the hottest parts of the battle, led on his

troops three times to the charge, had two horses killed

under him, and liis clotlies in several parts penetrated

with muskot-balls. His army being routed, and the

greater part of Iiis generals either killed or disabled

by wounds, nothing but the approach of night could

have saved him from total ruin. When he abandoned
the field of battle, he despatched another billet to the

queen, couched in these terras : " Remove from Berlin

with the royal family'. Let the archives be carried to

Potsdam. The town may make conditions with the

enemy." The horror and confusion which this inti-

mation produced at Berlin may be easily conceived

:

horror the more aggravated, as it seized them in the

midst of their rejoicings occasioned by tiie first Ac-

sp.atch; and this v.'as still :nore dreadfully augmented.
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by a Eubscfiuont indistinct relation, importing tli.it tlio

army was totally routed, the kino; missing, and the

enemy in full march to Berlin. The battle of Cuners-
(lorf Avas by far the most bloody action whicli hapnuned
since the commencement of hostilities. The carnage

was truly horrible : above twenty thousand Prnssians

I.iy dead on the field; and among these general Put-

kammer. The generals Seydlitz, Itzcnplitz, Hnlscn,

Finck, and Wedel, the priuce of Wirtcmberg, and five

major-generals, were wounded. Tlie loss of the enemy
amounted to ten thousand. It must be owned, that

if the king was prodigal of his own person, he was
likewise very free with the lives of his subjects. At
no time, since the days of ignorance and barbarity,

were the lives of men squandered away with such pro-

fusion as in the course of this German war. They
were not only unnecessarily sacrificed in various ex-

jiloits of no consequence, but lavishly exposed to all

the rigom- and distemper of winter campaigns, which
wore introduced on the continent, in despite of nature,

and in contempt of humanity. Such are the improve-

ments of warriors without feeling! such the refine-

ments of German discipline ! On the day that succeeded

tJie defeat at Cunersdorf, the king of Prussia, having
lost the best part of his army, together with his whole

train of artillery, repassed the Odei', and encamped at

Ketwin, from whence he advanced to Fustenwalde,

and saw with astonishment the forbearance of the

enemy. Instead of taking possession of Berlin, and
overwhelming the wreck of the king's troops, destitute

of cannon, and cut off from all communication with

prince Henry, they took no step to improve the victory

they had gained. Laudohn retired with his horse im-

mediately after the battle ; and count Soltikoft" marclied

^ith part of the Russians into Lusatia, where he joined

Daun, and held consultations with that general. Per-

Iiaps the safety of the Prussian mouarch was owing to

the jealousy subsisting among his enemies. In all pro-

babilit)', tlie court of Vienna would have been chagrined

to see the Russians in possession of Brandenbnrgii, and

tlicreforc thwarted their designs upon that electorate.

The king of Prussia bad now reason to be convinced,

that his situation could not justify such a desperate

attack as that in which he had miscarried at Cuners-

dorf; for if the Russians did not attempt the reduction

of his capital, now that he was totally defeated, and

the flower of his army cut off, they certainly v.-ould

not have aspired at that conquest while he lay encamped
in the neighbourhood with fifty thousand veterans,

inurevl to war, accustomed to conquer, confident of

success, and well supplied with provisions, ammunition,

and artillery. As the victors allowed him time to

breathe, he improved this interval with equal spirit

and sagacity. He ve-assembled and refreshed his

broken troops: he furnished bis camp with cannon

from the arsenal at Ecilin, which likewise supplied

him with a considerable number of recruits ; he recalled

general Kleist, with five tliousand men, from Pome-
rania, and in a little time retrieved his former impor-

tance.

ADVANTAGES GAINED BY THE PRUSSIANS
IN SAXONY.

The army of the empire having entered Saxony, where

it reduced Leipsic, Torgau, and even took possession of

Dresden itself, the king detached six thousand men
under general Wuncb, to check the progress of the im-

perialists in that electorate; and perceiving the Russians

intended to besiege Great Glogau, he, with the rest of

the army, took post between tliem and that city, so as

to frustrate their design. While the four great armies,

commanded by the king of Prussia, general Soltikoff,

prince Henry, and count Daun, lay encamped in Lusa-

tia, and on the borders of Silesia, watching the motions

of each other, the war was carried on by detachments

with great vivacitv. General Wunch having retaken

Leipsic, and joined Finck at Eulinbourg. the united

body began their march towards Dresden: and a d»-

taclnnent from the army of the empire, which had en-

camped near DobeKa, retired at their approach. As
they advanced to Nossin, general Iladdick abandoned
the advantageous posts he occupied near Roth -Seem-
berg; and, being joined by the whole army of the em-
pire, resolved to attack the Prussian generals, who now
encamped at Corbitz near Meissen. Accordingly, on
the twenty-first day of September, he advanced against
them, and endeavoured to dislodge them by a furious
cannonade, which was mutually maintained from morn-
ing to night, when he found himself obliged to retire with
considerable loss; leaving the field of battle, with about
five hundred prisoners, in the hands of the Prussians.

GENERAL FINCK SURROUNDED axd TAKEN.

This advantage was succeeded by another exploit of

prince Henry, who, on the twenty-tliird day of the

month, quitted his camp at Ilornsdorf, near Gorlitz;

and, after an incredible march of eleven German miles,

by the way of Rothenberg, arrived about five in the

afternoon at Iloyerswerda, where he surprised a body ol

four thousand men, commanded by general Vehla, killed

six hundred, and made twice that number prisoners;

including the commander himself. After tliis achieve-

ment he joined the corps of Finck and Wunch; while

mareschal D.aun likewise abandoned his camp in Lu-
satia, and made a forced march to Dresden, in order to

frustrate the prince's supposed design on that capital.

The Russians, disappointed in their scheme upon Glo

gau, had repassed the Oder at Neusaize, and were en

camped at Fraustadt; general Laudohn, with a Ijody

of Austrians, lay at Sclichtingskeim ; and the king ot

Prussia at Koben; all three on or near the banks o£ tliat

river. Prince Henry, perceiving his army almost sur-

rounded by Austrian detachments, ordered genend. Finck

to drive them fi'ora Vogelsang, which they abandoned

accordingly; and sent Wunch, with six battailous and

some cavalry, across the Elbe, to join the corps of gen-

eral Rebentish at Wittenberg, whither ho retired from

Dnben at the approach of the Austrians. On the twenty-

ninth day of October, the duke d'Arembcrg, with six-

teen thousand Austrians, decamped from Dannnitcb, in

order to occupy the heights near Pretsch, and was en-

countered by gener.al AVunch; who, being posted on two

rising grounds, cannonaded the Austrians on their march

with considcr.ible efi'ect; and the prince took twclvo

hundred prisoners, including lieutenant-general Gem-
mington, and twenty inferior officers, with some cannon,

great part of their tents, and a largo quantity of baggage.

The duke was obliged to change bis route, while Wunch
marched from Duben to Eulcnburgh; and general Was.

sersleben occupied Strebla, where next day the whole

army encamped. In this situation the prince remained

till the sixteenth day of November; when, being in

danger of h.aving his communication v,'ith Torgau cut

off by the enemy, he removed to a strong camp, where

bis left flank was covered with that city and the rive:-

Ell)e; his right Ijcing secured by a wood, and great part

of bis front by an impassable morass. Here he was re-

inforced witii about twenty thousand men from Silesia,

and joined by the king himself, who forthwith detached

general Finck, with nineteen battalions and thirty-five

squadrons, to take possession of the defiles of Maxen
and Ottendorf, with a view to hinder the retreat of the

Austrians to Bohemia. This motion obliged Daun to

retire to Plaucn; and the king advanced to Wilsduvf,

imagining that he had efTeotually succeeded in his de-

sign. Letters were sent to Berlin and l.Iagdehourg,

importing, that count Daun would be forced to hazard

a battle, as he had now no resource but in victory.

Finck had no sooner taken post on the hill near tho

village of Maxen, than the Austrian general sent MlH-

cers to reconnoitre his situation, and immediately re-

solved to attack him with the corps da reserve, andct

the baron de Sincere, which was encamped in the neigh-

bourhood of Dippodeswalda. It was forthwith divided
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into fotLf columns, -n-liicli filed off througli the neigli-

bonring tvoocIs; and the Prussians never dreamed of

tlieir approach until they saw tlieniselves entirely sur-

rounded. In tliis emergency they defended themselves

with their cannon and musketry until they were over-

powered hy numbers, and their battery was taken; then

they retired to another rising ground, where tliey ral-

lied, but were driven from eminence to eminence, until,

hy favour of the night, they made their last retreat to

Falkenhayn. In the meantime, count Dann had made
such dispositions, that at day-break general Kinck found

himself entirely enclosed, without the least possibility

of escaping, and sent a trumpet to count Daun to de-

mand a capitulation. This was granted in one single

article, importing, that he and eight other Prussi.au

generals, with the whole body of troops they comman-
ded, should be received as prisoners of war. He was
obliged to submit; and his whole corps, amounting to

nineteen battalions and thirty-five squadrons, with

sixty-four pieces of cannon, fifty pair of colours, and

twenty-five standards, fell into the hands of the Aus-

trian gen-erals. This misfortune was the more morti-

fying to the king of Prussia, as it implied a censure on

bis conduct, for having detached sucli a numerous body
of troops to a situation where they could not be sustained

by the rest of the army. On the other band, the court

of A'ienna exulted in this victory, as an infallible proof

of Dauu's superior talents; and, in point of glory and
advantage, much more than an equivalent for the loss

of the Saxon army, which, though less numerous, ca-

pitulated in the }'ear one thousand seven hundred and
fifty-six, after having held out six weeks against the

whole power of the Prussian monarch. General Hul-
scn had been detached, with about nine battalions and
thirty squadrons, to the assistance of Finck; but he
arrived at Klingcnberg too late to he of any service;

and, being recalled, was next day sent to occupy the

important post of Fribourg.

DISASTER OF THE PRUSSIAN GENERAL
DIEEGKE.

The defeat of general Finck was not the only disaster

which befel the Prussians at the close of this campaign.

General Diercke, who was posted with seven battalions

of infantry and a thousand horse, on the right bank of

the Elbe, opposite to Meissen, finding it impracticable

to lay a bridge of pontoons across the river, on account

of the floating ice, was obliged to transport his troops

in boats; and when all were passed except himself, with

the rear-guard, consisting of three battalions, be was,

on the third day of December, in the morning, attacked

by a strong body of Austrians, and taken, with all liis

men, after an obstinate dispute. The king of Prussia,

weakened by these two successive defeats that hap-

pened in the rear of an unfortunate campaign, would
hardly have been able to maintain his ground at Fri-

bourg, had be not been at this juncture reinforced by the

body of troops under tlie command of the hereditary

prince of Brunswick. As for Daun, the advantages he
had gained did not elevate bis mind above the usual
maxims of his cautious discretiou. Instead of attack-

ing the king of Prussia, respectable and formidable even
in adversity, he quietly occupied the strong camp at

Pirna, where he might be at hand to succour Dresden
in case it should be attacked, and maintain his commu-
nication with Bohemia.

CONCLUSION OF THE CAMPAIGN.

By this time the Russians had retired to winter-quar-
ters in Poland; and the Swedes, after a fruitless excur-
sion in the absence of llanteutTel, retreated to Stralsund
and the isle of Rugen. This campaign, thercfone, did

not prove more decisive than the last. Abundance of

lives were lost, and great part of Germany was exposed
to rapine, murder, famine, desolation, and every species

of misery tliat war could engender. In vain the con-

federating powers of Austria, Russia, and Sweden, united
their efforts to crush the Prussian monarch. Though
bis army had been defeated, and he himself totally over-

thrown with great slaughter in the heart of his own
dominions; though he appeared in a desperate situa-

tion, environed by hostile armies, and two considerable

detached bodies of his troops were taken or destroyed;

yet he kept all his adversaries at bay till the approach

of winter, which proved his best auxiliary, and even

maintained his footing in the electorate of Saxony,

which seemed to be the prize contested between him
and the Austrian general. Yet, long before the ap-

proach of winter, one would imagine he must have been

crushed between the shock of so many adverse hosts,

had they been intent upon closing him in, and heartily

concurred for his destruction; but, instead of urging the

war with accumulated force, they acted in separate

bodies, and with jealous eye seemed to regard the pro-

gress of each other. It was not, therefore, to any com-
punction, or kind forbearance, in the court of Vienna,

that the inactivity of Daun was owing. The resent-

ment of the bouse of Austria seemed, on the contrary,

to glow with redoubled indignation; and the majority

of the Germanic body seemed to enter with warmth
into her quarrel. [See note i E, at the end of this To/

|

ARRET OF THE EVANGELICAL BODY AT
EATISBON.

When the protestant states in arms against the court

of Vienna were put under tlie ban of the empire, the

evangelical body, thougli without the concurrence of

the Swedish and Danish ministers, issued an arret at

Ratisbon, in the month of November of the last year, and
to this annexed the twentieth article of tlie capitulation

signed by the emperor at his election, in order to de-

monstrate that the protestant states claimed nothing hut

what was agreeable to the constitution. They declared

that their association was no more than a mutual en

gagement, by which they obliged themselves to adhere

to the laws without suffering, under any pretext, that

the power of putting under the b.an of the empire should

reside wholly in the emperor. They affirmed that this

power was renounced, in express terms, by tlie capita

lation: they therefore refused to admit, as legal, any
sentence of the ban deficient in the requisite conditions;

and inferred that, according to law, neither the elector

of Brandenburgh, nor the elector of Hanover, nor the

duke of A\'olfenbuttel, nor the landgrave of Hesse, noi

the count of Lippe-Buekebourg, ought to be proscribed.

Theimperialprotestantcitieshaving acceded totbis arret

or declaration, the emperor, in a rescript, required thein

to retract their accession to the res(^utiou of tlie evan-

gelic body ; which, it must be owned, was altogether

inconsistent with their former accession to the resolu-

tions of the diet against the king of Prussia. This re-

script having produced no effect, the arret was answered

in February by an imperial decree of commission carried

to the dictature, importing, that the imperial court could

no longer hesitate about the execution of the ban,

without infringing th.it very article of the capitulation

which they had specified : tliat the invalidity of the ar-

ret was manifest, inasmuch as tlie electors of Branden-

burgh and Brunswick, the dukes of Saxe-Gotha and

Brunswiek-Wolfenbuttel, and the landgrave of Hesse-

Cassel, were the very persons who disturbed the empire;

this, therefore, being an aftair in which tliey tlicmsclves

were parties, they could not possibly be qualified to

concur in a resolution of this nature; besides, the number
of the other states which had acceded was very incon-

siderable: for these reasons, the emperor conhl not but

consider the resolution in question as an act wliereljy

the general peace of the empire was disturbed, botli by
the parties that had incurred tlie ban, and by tlie states

which had joined them, in order to support and favout

their frivolous pretensions. His imperial majesty ex-

pressed bis hope and confidence, tliat the other electors,

princes, and states of the empire, would vote the said
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resolution to be null and of no force; and never suffer

so small a number of states, who were adherents of, and
abettors to, the disturbers of the empire, to prejudice the

rights and prerogatives of the whole Germanic body

;

to abuse the name of the associated states of the Augs-
burgh confession, in order forcibly to impose a factum
entirely repugnant to the constitution of the empire

;

to deprive their co-estates of the right of voting freely,

and thereby endeavouring totally to subvert the system
of the Germanic body. These remarks will speak for

themselves to the reflection of the unprejudiced reader.

FKEXai MINISTRY STOP PAYMENT.

The implacability of the court of Vienna was equal-

led by nothing but the perseverance of the French
ministry. Though their numerous army had not gained

one inch of ground in Westphalia, the campaign on
that side having ended exactly where it had begun

;

though the chief source of their commerce in the West
Indies had Mien into the hands of Great Britain, and
they had already laid their account with the loss of

Quebec; though their coffers hung with emptiness, and
their confederates were clamorous for subsidies,—they

still resolved to maintain the war in Germanj'. This

was doubtless the most politic resolution to which they

could adhere ; because their enemies, instead of exert-

ing all their efforts where there was almost a certainty

of success, kindly condescended to seek them where
alone their whole strength could be advantageously
employed, without any great augmentation of their or-

dinary expense. Some of the springs of their national

wealth were indeed exhausted, or diverted into other

channels ; but the subjects declared for a continuation

of the war, and the necessities of the state were sup-

plied by the loj'alty and attachment of the people. They
not only acquiesced in the bankruptcy of public credit,

when the court stopped paj-ment of the interest on
twelve different branches of the national debt, but they
likewise sent in large quantities of plate to be melted
down, and coined into specie, for the maintenance of

the war. All the bills drawn on the government by the

colonies were protested to an immense amount, and a
stop was put to all the annuities granted at Marseilles

on sums borrowed for the use of the marine. Besides

the considerable savings occasioned by these acts of

state -bankruptcy, they had resources of credit among
the merchants of Holland, who beheld the success of

Great Britain with an eye of jealousy ; and were, more-

over, inflamed against her with the most rancorous re-

sentment, on account of the captures which had been
made of their West India ships by the English cruisers.

TuE STATES-GENERAL SEND OVER DEPUTIES
TO ENGLAND.

In the month of Februaiy, the merchants of Amster-
dam having received advice that the cargoes of their

^V'est India ships detained by the English, would, by
the British courts of judicature, be declared lawful

prizes, as being French propei'ty, sent a deputation,

with a petition to the states-general, entreating them
to use their intercession with the court of London, re-

presenting the impossibility of furnishing the proofs

required, in so short a time as that prescribed by the

British admiralty ; and that, as the island of St. Eus-
tatia had but one road, and there was no other way of

taking in cargoes but that of overschippen, * to which
the English had objected, a condemnation of these ships,

as legal prizes, would give the finishing stroke to the

trade of the colony. Whatever remonstrances the states-

general might have made on this subject to the min-

iStT ^^ Great Britain, they had no effect upon the pro-

ceedings of the court of admiralty, which continued to

condemn the cargoes of the Dutch ships as often as

they were proved to be French property ; and this re-

* The method called orerschippen is that of using French boats
rn ]o.id Dutch vessels with the produce oi~ France-

solute uniformity, in a little time intimidated the sub-

jects of Holland from persevering in this illicit branch
of commerce. The enemies of England in that republic,

however, had so far prevailed, that in the beginning of

the year the states of Holland had passed a Ibnnal re-

solution to equip five-and-twenty ships of war ; and
orders were immediately despatched to the officers of

the admiralty to complete the armament with all pos-
sible expedition. In the month of April, the states-gen-
eral sent over to London three ministers-extraordinaiy,

to make representations, and remove if possible the

causes of misunderstanding that had arisen between
Great Britain and the United Provinces. They de-

livered their credentials to the king with a formal har-

angue : they said his majesty would see, by the con-

tents of the letter they had the honour to present, how
ardently their high mightinesses desired to cultivate

the sincere friendship which had so long subsisted be-

tween the two nations, so necessary for their common
welfare and preservation ; they expressed an earnest

wish that they might be happy enough to remove those

difficulties which had for some time struck at this

friendship, and caused so much prejudice to the princi-

pal subjects of the republic ; who, by the commerce
they carried on, constituted its greatest strength and
chief support. They declared their whole confidence

was placed in his majesty's equity, for which the re-

public had the highest regard; and in the good-will he
had always expressed towards a state which on all oc-

casions had interested itself in promoting his glory—

a

state which was the guardian of the precious trast be-

queathed by a prince so dear to his affection. "Full

of this confidence (said they), we presume to flatter

ourselves that your majesty will be graciously pleased

to listen to onr just demands, and we shall endeavour,

during the course of our ministry, to merit your appro-

bation, in strengthening the bonds by which the two
nations ought to be forever united." In answer to this

oration, the kin-g assured them that he had always re-

garded their high mightinesses as his best friends.

He said, if difficulties had arisen concerning trade, they

ought to be considered as the consequences of a bur-

densome war which he was obliged to wage with France.

He desired they would assure their high mightinesses,

that he should endeavour, on his part, to remove the

obstacles in question ; and expressed his satisfaction

that they the deputies were come over with the same
disposition.—What representations thesedeputies made,

further than complaints of some irregularities in the

conduct of the British sea-officers, we cannot pretend to

specify; but as the subject in dispute related entirely

to the practice of the courts of judicature, it did not fall

properly under the cognizance of the government, which

hath no right to interfere with the administration of

justice. In all probability, the subjects of Holland

were by no means pleased with the success of this ne-

gotiation, for they murmured against the English nation

without ceasing. They threatened and complained by
turns; and eagerly seized every opportunity of display-

ing their partiality in favour of the enemies of Great

Britain.

MEMORIAL PRESENTED TO THE STATES BY
MAJOR-GENERAL YORKE.

In the month of September, major-general Yorke, the

British minister at the Hague, presented a memori.al to

the states-general, remonstrating, that the merchants

of Holland carried on a contraband trade in favour of

France, by transporting cannon and warlike stores from

the Baltic to HoUand, in Dutch bottoms, under the bor-

rowed names of private persons; and then conveying

them by the inland rivers and canals, or through the

Dutch fortresses, to Dunkirk and other places of France.

He desired that the king his master might be made easy

on that head, by their putting an immediate stop to such

practices, so repugnant to the connexions subsisting by
treaty between Great Britain and the United Provinces,
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as Tvcll as to every idea of neutrality. lie otscrvcc!,

that the attention which his majesty had lately given

to their representations against the exccsfes of the

English privateers, by procuring an act of parliament,

which liiil them under proper restrictions, gave him a

good title to the same regfiid on the part of their high
mightinesses. He reminded them that their trading

towns felt the good effects of these restrictions; and
that the freedom of navigation which their subjects en-

joyed amidst the troubles and distractions of Europe,

had considerably augmented their commerce. He ob-

served, that some return ought to be made to such solid

proofs of the king's friendship and moderation; at least,

the merchants, who were so ready to complain of Eng-
land, ought not to be countenanced in excesses which
would have justified the most rigorous examination of

their conduct. He recalled to their memories that, dur-

ing the course of the present war, the king liad several

times appealed to their high mightinesses, and to their

ministeis, on the liberty they had given to carry stores

through the fortresses of tlie republic for the use of

France, to invade the British dominions; and though
his majesty had passed over in silence many of these

instances of complaisance to his enemy, he was no less

sensible of the injury; but he chose rather to be a suf-

ferer himself, than to increase the embaiTassmcut of his

neighbours or extend the flames of war. He took notice

that even the court of Vienna had, upon more than one
occasion, employed its interest with their high mighti-

nesses, and lent its name to obtain passes for warlike

stores and provisions for the French troops, under col-

cur of the barrier-treaty, which it no longer observed;

nay, after having put France in possession of Ostend
and Kieuport, in manifest violation of th.at treat}', and
without any regard to the lights which they and the

king his master had acquired in that treaty, at the ex-

pense of so much blood and treasure.

A COUNTEK-lIEMOPvIAL PRESENTED BY THE
FEENCH MINISTER.

This memorial seems to have made some impression

on the states-general, as they scrupled to allow the

artillery and stores belonging to the French king to be
removed from Amsterdam; but these scruples vanished

entirely on the receipt of a counter-memorial presented

by the courit d'AfiVey, the French ambassador, who
mingled some effectual threats with his expostulation.

He desired them to remember, that, dui'ing the whole
course of the war, the French king had required nothing
from their friendship that was inconsistent with the

strictest impartiality; and, if he h.id deviated from the

engagements subsisting between him and the republic,

it was only by granting the most essential and lucra-

tive favours to the subjects of their high mightinesses.

He observed, that the English, notwithstanding the in-

solence of their behaviour to the republic, had derived,

on many occasions, assistance from tl;e protection their

effects had found in the territories of the United Pro-

vinoes; that the artillery, stores, and ammunition be-

longing to Wessel were deposited in their territories,

which the Hanoverian army in passing the Rhine had
very little respected; that when they repassed that

river, they had no other way of saving their sick and
wounded from the bands of the French, than bj' em-
barking them in boats, and conveying them to places

where the French left them rmmolested, actuated by
their respect for the neutrality of the republic; that

p.art of their magazines was still deposited in the towns
of the United Provinces, where also the enemies of

France had purchased and contracted for veiy consider-

able quantities of gunpowder. He told them that,

though these and several other circumstances might
h.ive been made the subject of the justest complaints,

the king of France did not think it proper to require

tliat the freedom and independency of the subjects of

the reimblic should be restrained in branches of com-
n.crce that were not inconsistent with its neutrality,

pcrsuadcJ that the faitli of an engagement ought to be

inviolably preseiTed, though attended with some acci-

dental and transient disadvantages. He gave them to

uuderst.and, that the king his master had ordered the

generals of his army carefully to avoid encroaching on
the territory of the republic, and transferring thither

the theatre of the war, v.hcn hi" enemies retreated th,it

way before they were forced to pass the Rhine. After

such unquestionable marks of regard, he said, his king

would have the justest ground of complaint, if, contrary

to expectation, he should hear that the artillery and
stores belonging to him were detained at Amsterdam,
Thirdly, he declared that such detention would be con-

strued as a violation of the neutrality; and demanded,
in the name of the king his master, that the ai-tillery

and stores should, without delay, be forwarded to Flan-

ders by the canals of Amsterdam and the inland navi-

gation. This last argument was so conclusive, that

they immediately granted the necessary passports ; in

consequence of which the cannon were conveyed to the

Austrian Netherlands.

DEATH OF THE KING OF SPAIN.

The powers in the southern parts of Europe were too

much engrossed with their own concerns, to interest

themselves deeply in the quarrels that distracted the

German empire. The king of Spain, naturally of a

melancholy complexion and delicate constitution, was
so deeply affected with the loss of his queen, who died

in the course of the preceding year, that he renounced

all company, neglected all business, and immured him-
self in a chamber at Villa-Vieiosa, where he gave a loose

to the most extravagant sorrow. He abstained from
food and rest until his strength was quite exhausted.

He would neither shift himself, nor allow his beard

to be shaved; he rejected all attempts of consolation;

and remained deaf to the most earnest and respectful

remonstrances of those who had a right to render their

advice. In this case, the affliction of the mind must
have been reinforced by some peculiarity in the consti-

tution. He inherited a melancholy taint from his

father, and this seems to have been dreaded as a family

disease; for the infant don Louis, who likewise resided

in the palace of ^"illa-Vieiosa, was fain to amuse him-

self with hunting and other diversions, to prevent his

being infected witii the king's disorder, which continued

to gain ground notwithstanding all the efforts of medi-

cine. The Spanish nation, naturally superstitious, had
recourse to saints and relics; but they seemed insensible

to all their devotion. The king, however, in the midst

of all his distress, was prevailed upon to make his will,

which was written by the count de Valparaiso, and
signed by the duke de Bejar, high-chancellor of the

kingdom. The exorbitancy of his grief, and the mor-
tifications he underwent, soon produced an incurable

malady, under which he languished from the month of

September in the preceding year till the tenth of Au-
gust in the present, when ho expired. In his will ho

had appointed his brother don Carlos, king of Naples,

successor to the crown of Spain; and nominated the

queen-dowager as regent of the kingdom until that

prince should arrive. Accordingly, she assumed the

reins of government, and gave directions for the funeral

of the deceased king, who was interred with great pomp
in the church b
tion at Madrid.

DON CARLOS SUCCEEDS TO THE KINGDOM
OF SPAIN.

As the death of this prince bad been long expected,

so the politicians of Europe had universally prognosti-

cated that his demise would be attended with greiR

commotions in Ital}-. It had been agreed among the

subscribing powers to the treaty of Aix-la-Chapellc,

that in case don Carlos should be advanced in the courso

of succession to the throne of Spain, his brother dou
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riiilip should succeecl him on the throne of Kaples; and
the duchies of Parma, Placentia, and Guastalla, which
now constituted his establishment, should revert to the

house of Austria. The king of Naples had never ac-

ceded to this article; there.''ore he paid no regard to it

on the death of his elder brother, but retained both king-

doms, without minding the claims of the empress-queen,

who he knew was at that time in no condition to sup-

port her pretensions. Thus the German war proved a

circumstance very favourable to his interest and ambi-

tion. Before he embarked for Spain, however, he took

some extraordinary steps, which evinced him ,i sound
politician and sagacioits legislator. His eldest son don
Philip, who had now attained the thirteenth year of his

age, being found in a state of incurable idiotism [See

note i F, at the end of this Vol.']
, he wisely and resolutely

removed him from the succession, without any regard to

the pretended right of primogeniture, by a solemn act

of abdication, and the settlement of the crown of the

two Sicilies in favour of his third son don Ferdinand.

In this extraordinary act he cbsei-ves, that according

to the spirit of the treaties of this age, Europe required

that the sovereignty of Spain should be separated from

that of Ital}-, when such a separation could be effected,

without transgressing the rules of justice : that the un-
fortunate prince-royal having been destitute of reason

and reflection ever since his infancy, and no hope re-

maining that Jie could ever acquire the use of these fac-

ulties, he could not think of appointing him to the suc-

cession, how agreeable soever such a disposition might
be to nature and his p>aternal affection: he was therefore

constrained, by the Divine will, to set him aside in favour

of his third son don Ferdinand, whose minority obliged

him tovest themanagement of these realmsin a regency,

which he accordingly appointed, after having previously

declared his sou Ferdinand from that time emancipated

and freed, not only from all obedience to bis paternal

power, but even from all submission to his supreme and
sovereign authority. He then declared that the min-

ority of the prince succeeding to the kingdom of the

Two Sicilies should expire with the fifteenth year of his

age, when he should act as sovereign, and have the en-

tire power of the administration. He next established

and explained the order of succession in the male and

female line; on condition that the monarchy of Spain

should never be united with the kingdoms of the Two
Sicilies. Finally, he transfen'ed and made over to the

said don Ferdinand these kingdoms, with all that he

possessed in Italy ; and this ordinance, signed and sealed

by himself and the infant don Ferdinand, and counter-

signed by the counsellors and secretaries of state, in

quality of members of the regency, received all the

usual forms of authenticity. Don Carlos having taken

these precautions for the benefit of his third son, whom
he left king of Naples, emb.arked with the rest of his

f;imily on board a squadron of Spanish ships, which con-

veyed him to Barcelona. There he landed in the month
of October, and proceeded to Madrid; where, as king

of Spain, ho was received amid the acclamations of his

people. He began his reign, like a wise prince, by reg-

ulating the interior economy of his kingdom; by pur-

suing the plan adopted by his predecessor; by retaining

the ministry under whose auspices tire happiness and

commerce of his people had been extended ; and with

respect to the belligerent powers, by scrupulously ad-

hering to that neutrality from whence these advantages

were in a great measure derived.

DETECTION AND PUNISHMENT OF THE
COXSPIRATOES AT LISBON

\Vliilc he serenelyenjoyed the blessings of prosperity,

his neighbour the king of Portugal was engrossed by
a species of employment, which, of all others, must

bo the most disagreeable to a prince of sentiment, who
loves his people ; namely, the trial and punishment of

those conspirators, by whose atrocious attempt his life

had been so much cnd.".ngered. Among these were

YcL. n.

numbered some of the first noblemen of the kingdom,
in-itated by disappointed ambition, inflamed by bigotry,

and exasperated by revenge. The principal conspira-

tor, don Joseph JIascareuhas and Lencastre, duke de
Aveiro, marquis of Torres Novas, and conde of Santa
Cruz, was hereditary lord-steward of the king's house-
hold, and president of the palace-court, or last tribunal
of appeal in the kingdom, so that he possessed the first

oiHce at the palace, and the second of the realm. Fran-
cisco de Assiz, marquis of Tavora, conde of St. John
and Alvor, was general of the horse, and head of the
third noble house of the Tavoras, the most illustrious

family in the kingdom, deriving their original from the
ancient kings of Leon: he married his kinswoman,
who was marchioness of Tavora in her own right, and
by this marriage acquired the marquisate. Louis Ber-

nardo de Tavora was their eldest son, who, by virtue

of a dispensation from the pope, had espoused his o\vu

aunt, donna Theresa de Tavora. Joseph Maria de

Tavora, his youngest In'Other, was also involved in the

guilt of his parents. The third principal concerned
was don Jeronymo de Attaide, conde of Attouguia,
himself a rclatian, and married to the eldest daughter
of the marquis of Tavora. The characters of all these

personages were unblemished and respectable, until

this machination was detected. In the course of in-

vestigating this dark affair, it appeared that the duke
de Aveiro had conceived a personal hatred to the king,

who had disappointed him in a projected match between
his son and a sister of the duke de Cadaval, a minor,

and prevented his obtaining some comraanderies which
the late duke de Aveiro had possessed ; that this noble-

man, being determined to gratify his revenge against

the person of his sovereign, had exerted all his art and
address in securing the participation of the malecon-

tents; that with this view he reconciled himself to

the Jesuits, with whom he had been formerly at

variance, knowing they were at this time implacably

incensed against the king, who had dismissed them
from their office of penitentiaries at court, and branded
them with other marks of disgrace, on account of their

illegal and rebellious practices in South America : the

duke, moreover, insinuated himself into the confidence

of the marchioness of Tavora, notvi-ithstanding an in-

veterate rivalship of pride and ambition, which had
long subsisted between the two families. Her resent-

ment against the king was inflamed by the mortification

of her pride in repeated repulses, when she solicited

the title of duke for her husband. ITer passions were
artfully fomented and managed by the .lesuits, to whom
she had resigned the government of her conscience;

and they are said to have persuaded her, that it would
be a meritorious action to take away the life of a prince

who was an enemy to the church, and a tyrant to his

people. She, being reconciled to the scheme of assas-

sination, exerted her influence in such a manner as to

inveigle her husband, her sons and son-in law, into the

same infamous design : and yet tliis lady had been al-

ways remarkable for her piety, afRibilit}-, and sweetness

of disposition. Many consultations were held by the

conspirators at the colleges of the Jesuits, St. Autoa and
St. Roque, as well as at the houses of the duke and the

marquis; at last they resolved that the king should bo
assassinated, and employed two ruffians, called Antonio
Alvarez and Joseph Policarpio, for the execution of this

design, the miscaiTiageof which we have related among
the transactions of the preceding year. In the begin-

ning of January, before the circumstances of the con-

spiracy were known, the counts de Oberas and de Eibeira

Grande were imprisoned in the castle of St. Julian, on
a suspicion arising from their freedom of speech. The
duchess de Aveiro, the countess of Attouguia, and the

marchioness of Aloma, with their children, were sent

to different nunneries; and eight Jesuits were taken
into custody. A council being appointed for the trial

of the pi'isoners, the particulars wo have related were
brought to light by the torture ; and sentence of death

was pronounced and executed upon the convicted crimi-
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nals. Eight wheels were fixed upon a scaffold raised

in the square opposite to the house where the prisoners

had teen confined ; and the thirteenth of January was
fixed for the day of execution. Antonio Alvarez Fer-

reira, one of the assassins who had fired into the king's

equipage, was fixed to a stake at one corner of the

scaffold ; and at the other was placed the effigy of his

accomplice, Joseph Policarpio de Azevedo, who had

made his escape. The marchioness of Tavora, being

brought upon the scaflfold between eight and nine in the

morning, was beheaded at one stroke, and then covered

with a linen cloth. Her two sons, and her son-in-law,

the count of Attouguia, with three sciwants of the duke

de Aveiro, were first strangled at one stake, and after-

wards broke upon wheels, where their bodies remained

covered ; hut the duke and the marquis, as chiefs of the

conspirac)', were broken alive, and underwent the most

excruciating torments. The last that suffered was the

assassin Alvarez, who being condemned to be burned

alive, the combustibles which had been placed on the

scaffold were set on fire, the whole machine with their

bodies consumed to ashes, and these ashes thrown into

the sea. The estates of the three unfortunate noblemen
were confiscated, and their dwelling-houses razed to the

ground. The name of Tavora was suppressed for ever

by a public decree ; but that of Mascarenhas spared, be-

cause the duke de Aveiro was a younger branch of the

family. A reward of ten thousand crowns was offered to

any person who should apprehend the assassin who had
escaped: then the embargo was taken off the shipping.

The king and royal family assisted at a public Te Deum,
sung in tlie chapel of Xossa Senlioro de Livramento ; on
which occasion the king, for the satisfaction of his

people, waved his handkerchief with both hands, to show
he was not maimed by the wounds he had received. If

such an attempt upon the life of a king was infamously

cruel and perfidious, it must be owned that the punish-

ment inflicted upon the criminals was horrible to human
nature. The attempt itself was attended with some
circumstances that might have staggered belief, had it

not appeared but too plain that the king was actually

wounded. One would imagine that the duke de Aveiro,

who was charged with designs on the crown, would have
made some preparation for takinjj advantage of the con-

fusion and disorder which must have been produced by
the king's assassination ; but wc do not find that any
thing of this nature was premeditated. It was no more
than a desperate scheme of personal revenge, conceived

without caution, and executed without conduct ; a cir-

cumstance the more cxtraordinarj', if we suppose the

conspirators were actuated by the coiuicils of the Jesuits,

who liave been ever famous for finesse and dexterity.

Besides, the discoveiy of all the particulars was founded
upon confession extorted by the rack, which at best is

a suspicious evidence . Be that as it will, the Portu-

guese government, without waiting for a bull from the

pope, sequestered all the estates and effects of the Je-
suits in that kingdom, which amounted t(i considerable

sums, and reduced the individuals of the society to a
very scanty allowance. Complaint of their conduct
having been made to the pope, he appointed a congre-
gation to examine into the affairs of the Jesuits in Por-
tugal. In the meantime the court of Lisbon ordered a
considerable number of them to be embarked for Italy,

and resolved that no Jesuits should hereafter i-eside

within its realms. AVhen these transports arrived at

Civita-Vecchia, they were, by the pope's order, lodged
in the Dominican and Capuchin convents of that city,

until proper houses could be prepared for their reception
at Tivoli and Frescati. The most guilty of them, how-
ever, were detained in close prison in Portugal ; re-

Berred, in all probaVility, for a punishment more ade-
quate to their enormities.

SESSION OPENED IN ENGLAND.

Englandstill continued to enjoy theblessings of peace,
even amidst the triumphs of war. In the month of No-

vember the session of parliament was opened by com-
mission ; and, the commons attending in the house ol

peers, the lord-keeper harangued the parliament to this

effect:—He gave them to understand that his majesty
had directed him to assure thcni, that he thought him-
self peculiarly happy in being able to convoke them in

a situation of aflairs so glorious to his crown, and ad-

vantageous to his kingdoms: that the king saw and
devoutly adored the hand of Providence, in the many
signal successes, both by sea and land, with which his

arms had been blessed in the course of the last cam-
paign : that he reflected with great satisfaction on the

confidence which the parliament had placed in him, by
making such ample provisions, and intrusting him with

such extensive powers for carrying on a war, which the

defence of their valuable rights and possessions, together

with the preservation of the commerce of his people,

had rendered both just and necessary. He enumerated
the late successes of the British arms—the reduction of

Goree on the coast of Africa ; the conquest of so many
important places in America ; the defeat of the French
army in Canada ; the reduction of their capital city of

Quebec, effected with so much honour to the courage

and conduct of his majesty's officers and forces; the im-

portant advantage obtained by the British squadron off

Cape Lagos, and the effectual blocking up for so many
months the principal part of the French navy in their

own harbours: events which must have filled the hearts

of all his majesty's faithful subjects with the sincerest

joy ; and convinced his parliament that there had been

no want of vigilance or vigour on his part, in exerting

those means which they, with so much prudence and
public-spirited zeal, had put into his majesty's hands.

He observed, that the national advantages had extended

even as far as the East-Indies, where, by the Divine

blessing, the dangerous designs of his majesty's enemies

had miscarried, and that valuable branch of commerce
had received great benefit and protection ; that the

memorable victory gained over the French at Minden
had long made a deep impression on the minds of his

majesty's people : that if the crisis in which the battle

was fought, the superior number of the enemy, the great

and able conduct of his majesty's general, prince Fer-

dinand of Brunswick, were considered, that action must
be the subject of lasting admiration and thankfulness

:

that if any thing could fill the breasts of his majesty's

good subjects with still further degrees of exultation, it

would be the distinguished and unbroken valour of the

British troops, owned and applauded by those whom
they overcame. He said the gloiy they had gained was
not merely their own; but, in a national view, was one

of the most important circumstances of our success, as

it must be a striking admonition to our enemies with

whom they have to contend. He told them that his

majesty's good brother and ally, the king of Prussia,

attacked and surrounded by so many considerable

powers, had, by his magnanimity and abilities, and (hi

bravery of his troops, been able, in a surprising manner,

to prevent the mischiefs concerted with such united

force against him. He declared, by the command of

his sovereign, that as his majesty entered into this war

not from views of ambition, so he did not wish to con-

tinue it from motives of resentment: that the desire of

his majesty's heart was to see a stop put to the effusion

of Christian blood: that whenever such terms of peace

could be established as should be just and honourable

for his majesty and his allies; and by procuring such

advantages as, from the successes of his majesty's arms,

might in reason and equity bo expected should bring

along with them full security for the future ; his ma-

jesty would rejoice to see the repose of Europe restored

on such solid and durable foundations; and his faithful

subjects, to whose liberal support and unshaken firm-

ness his majesty owed so much, happy in the enjoy-

ment of the blessings of peace and tranquillity: but, in

order to this great and desirable end, he said his ma-

jesty was confident the parliament would agree with

him, tkat it was necessary to make ample provision for
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c.-.rryinj on the war, in all parts, witli tlio utmost vig-
our. He .".ssured the coinmous, that the great supplies
they had granted in the last session of parliament,
liad b.en failht'uUy employed for the purposes for which
they were granted; but the uncommon extent of the
war, and the various services necessary to be provided
for, in order to secure success to his majesty's measures,
had unavoidably occasioned extraordinary expenses.
Finally, he repeated the assurances from the throne, of

the high satisfaction his majesty took in that union and
good harmony which was so conspicuous among his

good subjects; he said, his sovereign was happy in see-

ing it continued and confirmed; he observed that ex-
perience had shown how much the nation owed to this

union, which alone could secure the true happiness of
his people.

SUBSTANCE OF THE ADDRESSES.

We shall not anticipate the reader's own reflection,

by pretending to comment upon either the matter or
form of this harangue, which however produced all the

effect which the sovereign could desire. The houses,

in their respective addresses, seemed to vie with each
other in expressions of attachment and complacency.
The peers professed their utmost readiness to concur in

the effectu.al support of such further measures as his

majesty, in his great wisdom, should judge necessary
or expedient for carrying on the war with vigour in all

parts, and for disappointing and repelling any desperate

attempts which might be made upon these kingdoms.
The commons expressed their admiration of that true

greatness of mind which disposed his majesty's heart,

in the midst of prosperities, to wish a stop put to the ef-

fusion of Oiristkn blood, and to see tranquillity restored.

They declared their entire reliance on his majesty's

known wisdom and firmness, that this desirable object,

whenever it should he obtained, would be upon teians

just and honourable for his majesty and bis .allies; and,

in order to effect that great end, they assured him they
would cheerfully grant such supplies as should he found
necessary to sustain, and press with effect, all his ex-

tensive operations against the enemy. They did not
fail to re-echo the speech, .as usual; enumerating the
trophies of the year, and extolling tlie king of Prussia

for his consummate genius, magnanimity, unwearied ac-

tivity, and unshaken constancy of mind. Very great

reason, indeed, had his majesty to be satisfied with an
address of such a nature, from a house of commons in

which opposition hay strangled at the foot of the minis-

ter; in which those demagogues, who had raised them-
selves to reputation and renown by declaiming against

continental measures, were become so perfectly recon-

ciled to the object of their former reprobation, as to cul-

tivate it even with a degree of en thusiasm unknown to .any

former administration, and lay the nation under such
contributions in its behalf, as no other ministry durst

ever meditate. Thus disposed, it was no wonder they
admired the moderation of their sovereign in ofl'ering to

treat of peace, after above a million of men had perished

by the war, and twice that number been reduced to mis-

ery; after whole provinces had been depopulated, whole
countries subdued, and the victors themselves almost
crushed by the trophies they had gained.

Immediately after the addresses were presented, the

commons resolved themselves into a committee of the

whole house; and having unanimously voted a supply
to his majesty, began to take the particulars into con-

sideration. This committee was continued till the

twelfth of M.ay, when that whole business was accom-
plished. For the service of the ensuing year they voted

seventy thousand seamen, including eighteen thousand
three hundred and fifty-five marines, and for their main-
tenance allotted three millions six hundred and forty

thousand pounds. The number of liind-forces, including

the British troops in Germany, .and the invalids, they
fixed at fifty-seven thousand two hundred and ninety-

four men, and granted for their subsistence one million

three hundred and eighty-three thousand seven hundred
and forty-eight pounds and tcnpcnce. For maintaining
other forces in the plantations, Gibraltar, Gu.adaloupo,
Africa, and the East Indies, they allowed eight hundred
forty-six thous.and one hundred and sixty-eight pounds,
nineteen shillings: for the expense of four regiments
on the Irish establishment, serving in North America,
they voted thirty-five thousand seven hundred and for-

ty-four pounds, eight shillings and fourpence. For
pay to the general and general staff officers, and ofhcors
of the hospital for the hind-forces, they assigned fifty-

four thousand four hundred and fifty-four pounds, eleven
shillings .and ninepenoe. They voted for the expense
of the militia in South and North Britain, the sum of one
hundred two thousand and six pounds, four shillings

and eightpence. They granted for the mainten.ance of

thirty-eight thous.and seven hundred and fifty men, be-

ing the troops of Hanover, Wolfenbuttle, Saxe-Gotha,
and Buckebourg, retained in the service of Gre.at Britain,

the sum offour hundred forty-seven thousand eight hun-
dred and eighty-two pounds, ten shillings and fivepenco

halfpenny ; and for nineteen thousand Hessian troops,

in the s.ime pay, they g.ave three hundred sixty-six

thous.and seven hundred .and twenty-five pounds, one shil-

ing and sixpence. Tliey afterw<ards bestowed the sum
of one hundred eight thousand and twelve pounds,

twelve shillings and sovenpence, for defr.aying the ad-

ditional expense of augmentations in the troops of Han-
over and Hesse, and the British army serving in the

empire. For the ordinary of the navy, including half-

pay to sea-officers; for carrying on the building of two
lnjspit.als, one near Gosport, .and the other in the neigh-

bourhood of Plymouth; for the support of the hospital

at Greenwich; for purchasing ground, erecting wharfs,

and other accommodations necess.ary for refitting the

fleets at Halifax in Nov.a-Scotia; for the ch.arge of the

office of ordnance, and defraying the extraordinary ex-

pense incurred by that office in the course of the last

year, they allowed seven hundred eighty-one thous.and

four hundred .and eighty-nine pounds, six shillings and
sixpence. Towards p.aying off the navy debt, buildings,

re-buildings, and repairs of the king's ships, together

with the charges of transport service, they granted one

million seven hundred .and one thousand seventy-eight

pounds, sixteen shillings and sixpence. For defraying

the extraordinary expenses of the Land-forces and other

services not provided for by parliament, comprehending

the pensions for the widows of reduced officers, they al-

lotted the sum of nine hundred fifty-five thousand three

hundred .and fort^'-fbur pounds, fifteen shillings and

fivepence halfpenny. They voted one million to em-
power his m.ajesty to discharge the like sum, raised in

pursuance of an act made in the last session of parlia-

ment, and charged upon the first aids or supplies to be

granted in this session of p.arli.ament. They g.ave six hun-

dred and seventy thousand pounds, for enabling liis ma-
jesty to m.ake good his engagements with the king of

Prussia, pursuant to a ne^' convention bL'tween him and

that monarch, concluded on the ninth day of November in

the present year. Fifteen thousand pounds they allowed

upon account, towards en.ahling the piincipal oflicers of

his majesty's ordnance to defray the necessary charges

and expenses of taking down and removing the present

mag.azine for gunpowder, situated in the neighbourhood

of Greenwich, and of erecting it in some less dangerous

situation. Sixty thouStind pounds they g.ave to enable

his m.ajesty to fulfil his eng.agements with the landgrave

of Hesse-Casscl, pursuant to the separate article of a

treaty between the two powers, renewed in the month
of November, the sum to be paid as his most serene

highness should think it most convenient, in order to

facilit.ate the meana by which the landgr.ave might again

fix his residence in his own dominions, and by his pre-

sence give fresh courage to his faithful subjects. Five

hundred thousand pounds they voted upon account, as

a present supply towards defraying the charges of forage,

bread, bread-waggons, train of artillery, wood, straw,

provisions, and contingencies of his m.ajesty '8 combined
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Rrmy, un3cr tlie comrnand of prince Ferdinand. To tlio

Fonndling Iiospital they granted five thousand pounds;

and fifteen thousand for improving, ividening, and en-

larging the passage over and through London bridge.

To rephice divers sums taken from the sinking fund,

they granted two hundred twenty-five thousand two
hundred and eighty-one pounds, nineteen shillings and
fourpencc. For the subsistence of reduced officers, in-

cluding the allowances to the several officers and private

men of the two troops of horse-guards, and regiment of

liorse reduced, and to the superannuated gentlemen of

the four troops of horse-guards, they voted thirty-eight

thousand five hundred and ninety-seven pounds, nine

shillings. Upon account, for the support of the colonies

of Nova-Scotia and Geoi-gia, they granted twenty-one

thousand si.x hundred ninety-four pounds, two shillings

and twopence. For enabling the king to give a proper

compensation to the provinces in North America, for the

expenses they might incur in levying and maintaining

troops, according as the vigour and activity of those

respective provinces should be thought by his majesty

to merit, they advanced the sum of two hundred thou-

sand pounds. The East India company the)' gratified

with twenty thousand pounds, towards enabling them

to defray the expense of a military force in their settle-

ments, in lieu of a battalion of the king's troops now
returned to Ireland. Twenty-five thousand pounds

were provided for the payment of the out-pensioners of

Clielsea hospital. For subseijuent augmentation of the

llritish forces, since the first estimate of guards and gar-

risons for the ensuing year was presented, tliey allowed

onehundred thirty-four thousand onohundrcd and thirty-

nine pounds, seventeen shillings and fourpence. They
further voted, upon account, towards enabling the gov-

ernors and guardians of the Foundling hospital to

maintain, educate, and bind apprentice the childi-eu ad-

mitted into the said charity, the sum offorty-seven thou-

sand two hundred .and eighty-five pounds. Fordefraying

the expense of maintaining the militia in South and

North Bi'itain, to the twenty-fourth day of December
of the ensuing year, they voted an additional grant of

two hundred ninety thousand eight hundred o'ld twenty-

six pounds, sixteen shillings and eightpence: and,

moreover, they granted four-score thousand pounds,

upon account, tovrards defraying the charge of pay and
clothing of the nnembodied militia for the year ending

on the twentj--fiftli day of March, in the ye.".r one thou-

sand seven hundred and sixty-one. For reimbursing

the colony of New-York, their expenses in furnishing

provisions and stores to the troops raised by them for

his majesty's seiwice, in the campaign of the year one

thousand seven hundred and fifty-six, they allowed two
thousand nine hundred and seventy-seven pounds, seven

shillings and eightpence; and for maintaining the Bri-

tish forts and settlements on the coast of Africa, they

renewed the grant of ten thousand pounds. For the

maintenance and augmentation of the troops of Bruns-

wick in the pay of Great Britain for the ensuing year,

pursuant to an ulterior convention concluded and signed

at Paderborn on the fifth day of M.arcli, in the year one

thousand seven hundred and sixty, they granted the

sum of ninety thousand seven hundred and sixty-nine

pounds, eight shillings and elevenpence farthing; and
lor the troops of Ilesse-Cassel in the same pay, during

the same period, they allotted one hundred and one

thousand and ninetj'-si.x pounds, three shillings and
twopence. For the extraordinary expenses of the land-

forces, and other services, incurred from the twenty-
fourth day of November in the present year, to the

twenty-fourth of December following, and not'provided

for, they granted the sum of four liundrcd twenty thou-

sand one hundred and twenty pounds, one shilling. To
make good the deficiency of the grants for the service

of this present year, one thousand seven hundred and
fifty-nine, they assigned the sum of seventy-five thou-

sand one hundred and seventy pounds, and threepence
fartliing. For printing the journals of the house ofcom-
^aoiis they gave five thousand pounds; and six hundred

and thirty-four pounds, thirteen shillings and seven-

pence, as interest at the rate of four per centum per

annum, from the twenty-fifth day of August in the pre-

sent year, to the same day of April next, for the sum of

twenty-three thousand eight hundre 1 pounds, eleven

shillings and elevenpence, remaining in the office of

ordnance, and not paid into the hands of the deputy of

the king's remembrancer of the court of exchequer, as

directed by an act made in the last session of parliament,

to make compensation for lands and hereditaments pur-

chased for his majesty's service at Chatham, Portsmoutii,

and Plymouth, by reason of doubts and difficulties which
had arisen touching the execution of the said act. For
defraying the extraordinary charge of the mint during

the present year, they allowed eleven thousand nine

hundred and forty pounds, thirteen shillings and ten-

pence ; and two thousand five hundred pounds upon ac-

count, for paying the debts claimed and sustained upon
a forfeited estate in North Britain. They likewise .al-

lowed twelve thousand eight hundred and seventy-four

pounds, fifteen shillings and tenpeneo, for defraying

the charge of a regiment of light-dragoons, and of asi

additional company to the corps commanded by lieuten-

ant-colonel Yaughan. Finally, they voted one million

upon account, to enable the king to defray any extra-

ordinary expenses of the war, incurred, or to be incurred,

for the service of the year one thousand seven hundred
and sixty; and to take all such measures as miglit be

necessary to defeat any enterprise or design of his ene-

mies, as the exigency of affiiirs might require. On the

whole, the sum total granted in this session ofparliament

amounted to fifteen millions five hundred and three thou-

sand five hundred and sixty-three pounds, fifteen shlliings

and ninepence halfpenny: a sum so enormous, whether
we consider the nation that raised it, or the purposes for

which it was raised, that every Briton of a sedate mind,

attached to the interest and welfare of his country, most
reflect upon it with equal astonishment and concern:

a sum considerably more than double the largest subsidy

that was granted in th.e reign of queen Anne, when the

nation was in the zenith of her glory, and retained half

the powers of Europe in her pay: a sum almost double

of what any former administration durst have asked:

and near double of what the most sanguine calculators,

who lived in the beginning of this century, thought the

nation could give iritliout the most imminent hazard of

immediate bankruptcy. Of the immense supply which
we h.ave particularized, the reader will perceive that

two millions three hundred forty-four thousand four

hundred and eighty-six pounds, sixteen shillings and

sevenpence three farthings, were paid to foreigners for

supporting the war in Germany, exclusive of the money
expended by the British troops in that country, the

number of which amounted, in the course of the ensuing

year, to twenty thousand men: a number the more ex-

traordinary, if wc consider they were all transported to

that continent during the administration of those who
declared in parliament (the words still sounding in our

ears) that not a man, nor even half a man, should be

sent from Great Britain to Germany, to fight the battles

of any foreign elector. Into the expense of the German
war sustained by Great Britain, we must also throw the

charge of transporting the English troops; the article

of forage, which alone amounted, in the course of the

last campaign, to one million two hundred thousand

pounds, besides pontage, waggons, horses, and many
other contingencies. To the German war we may also

impute the extraordjnary expense incurred by the actual

service of the militia, which the absence of the regular

troops rendered in a great measure necessary; and the

loss of so many hands withdrawn from industry, from

husbandry, and mar.u.'".iC'.n-.-e. The loss sustainsd by
this connexion was equally grievous and apparent ; tha

advantage accruing from it, either to Britain or Hano-
ver, we have not discernment sufficient to perceive,

consequently cannot be supposed able to explain.

The committee of w.ays and means, having duly de-

liberated on the articles of supply, continued sitting
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from the twenty-second day of Novcmlier to tlie four-

tcentli of May, during which period they established

t JO necessary funds to produce the sums which had been
granted. The land-tr.x at four sliillings iu the pound,

nud the malt-tax, were continued, as the standing re-

venue of Great Britain. The whole provision made by
the committee of ways and means amounted to sixteen

millions one hundred thirty thousand five hundred and
Eisty-ono pounds, nine shillings and eightpence, ex-

ceeding the grants for the service of the year one thou-

sand seven hundred and sixty, in the sum of six hundred
twenty-six thousand nine hundred ninety-seven pounds,

thirteen shillings and tenpeuce halfpenny. This ex-

cess, however, will not appear extraordinary, when we
consider that it was destined to make good the premium
of two hundred and forty thousand pounds to the sub-

Fcribers upon the eight million loan, as well as the de-

Ccicncies in the other grants, which never fail to make
a considerable article in the supply of every session.

That these gigantic strides towards the ruin of public

credit were such as might alarm every well-wisher to

his countiy, will perhaps more plainly appear in the

sum total of the national debt, which, including the in-

cumbrance of one million charged upon the civil-list

revenue, and provided for by a tax upon salaries and
pensions payable out of that revenue, amounted, at this

period, to tlie tremendous sum of one hundred eight

millions four hundred ninety-three thousand one hun-
dred and fifty -four pounds, fourteen shillings and eleven-

pence one farthing.—A comfortable reflection this to a

people involved in the most expensive war that ever

was waged, and already burdened with such taxes as

no other nation ever bore !

It is not at all necessary to particularize the acts that

were founded upon the resolutions touching the supply.

We shall only ob3ei"ve that, in the act for the land-tax,

and in the act for the malt-tax, there was a clause of

credit, empowering the comm.issioners of the treasnry

to r.iise the money which they produced Ijy loans on ex-

cheqiier hills, bearing an interest of four per cent, per

annum, tliat is, one per cent, higher than the interest

usually granted in time of peace. AMiile the house of

commons deliberated on the bill for granting to liis ma-
jesty several duties upon malt, and for raising a certain

sum of money to be charged on the said duties, a peti-

tion was presented by the maltsters of Ipswich and parts

adjacent against an additional duty on the stock ofmalt

in hand: but no regard was paid to this remonstrance;

and the bill, with several new amendments, passed

through both houses, under the title of "An act for

granting to his majesty several duties upon malt, ayd
for raising the sum of eight millions by way of annui-

ties and a lottery, to be charged on the said duties: and
to prevent the fraudulent obtaining of allowances in the

gauging of corn making into malt ; and for making
forth duplicates of exchequer-biUs, tickets, certificates,

receipts, annuity orders, and other orders lost, burned,

or otherwise destroyed." The other three bills that

turned wholly on the supply were passed in common
course, without the least opposition iu either house, and
received the roj-al assent by commission at the end of

the session. The first of these, eutituled, "A bill for

enabling his majesty to raise a certain sum of money
for the uses and purposes therein mentioned," contained

a clause of approbation, added to it by instruction ; and

the Bank was enabled to lend the million which the

commissioners of the treasury were empowered by the

act to borrow, at the interest of four pounds per cent.

The second, granting to his majesty a certain sum of

money out of the sinking-fund, for the service of the

year one thousand seven hundred and sixty, compre-

hended a clause of credit for bo'.TOwing the money there-

by granted ; and another clause, empowering the Bank
to lend it without any limitation or interest ; and the

third, enabling his majesty to r.-'.ise a certain sum of

money towards discharging the debt of the navy, and
for naval services during the ensuing year, enacted, that

the excheciuer bills thereby to be issued should not be

received, or pass to any receiver or collector of tho public

revenue, or at tlie receipt of the excheciucr, before tho

twenty-sixtli day of March, in the year one thousand
seven hundred and sixty-one.

PETITIONS RESPECTING THE PROHIBITION
OF THE MALT DISTILLERY.

As the act of the preceding session, prohibiting the

malt distillery, was to expire at Christmas, the commons
thinking it necessary to consider of proper methods for

laying the malt distillery under such regulations as

might prevent, if possible, its being prejudicial to the

health and morals of the people, began as early as the

month of November to deliberate on this afiuiir; which
being under agitation, petitions were presented to tho

house by several of the principal inhabitants of Spital-

fields; the mayor and commonalty of New Sarum; tho

gentlemen, clergy, merchants, manufacturers, trades-

men, and other inhabitants of Colchester; the mayor,
aldermen, and common council of King's Lynn in Nor-
folk; the mayor and bailiits of Berwick-upon-Tweed;
representing the advantages accruing from the pro-

hibition of the malt distillery, and praying the continu-

ance of the act by which it was prohibited. On the

other hand, counter-petitions were offered by the mayor,

magistrates, merchants, manufacturers, and other gen-

tlemen of the city of Norwich ; by the land-owners and
holders of the south-west part of Essex; and by the

freeholders of the shires of Ross and Cromartie, in North

Britain; alleging, that the scarcity of corn, which had
made it necessary to prohibit the malt distillery, had
ceased; and that the continuing the prohibition beyond
the necessity which had required it would be a great

loss and discouragement to the landed interest: they

therefore prayed that the said distillery might be again

opened, under such regulations and restrictions as the

house should think proper. These remonstrances being

taken into consideration, and divers accounts pcinised,

the house unanimously agreed that the prohibition

should be continued for a limited time; and a bill being

brought in, pursuant to this resolution, passed through

both houses, and received the royal assent; by which

means the prohibition of the malt distillery was con-

tinued till tlie twenty-fourth day of December, in the

year one thousand seven hundred and sixty, unless such

continuation should be abridged by any other act to be

passed in the present session.

OPPOSITION TO THE BILL FOR PREVENTING
THE EXCESSIVE USE OF SPIRITS.

The committee, having examined a great number of

accouutsand papers relating to spirituous liquors, agreed

to four resolutions, importing, that the present high

price of spirituous liquors is a principal cause of the di-

minution in the home consumption thereof, and hath

greatly contributed to the health, sobriety, and industry

of the common people : that, in order to continue for the

future the present high price of all spirits used for home
consumption, a large additional duty should he laid

upon all spirituous liquors whatsoever, distilled within

or imported into Great Britain : that there should ba a
drawback of the said additional duties upon all spiritu-

ous liquors distilled in Great Britain, wliich should be

exported; and that an additional bounty should be granted

under proper regulations, upon the exportation of all

spirituous liquors drawn from corn in Great Britain. A
great many accounts being perused, and witnesses exa-

mined, relating to the distillery, a bill was brought in

to prevent the excessive x>se of spirituous liquors, by
laying an additional duty thereupon ; and to encourage

the exportation of British-made spirits. Considerable

opposition was made to the bill, on the opinion that the

additional duty proposed was too small; and that, among
the resolutions, there was not so much as one that looked

like a provision or restriction for preventing the per-

nicious abuse of such liquors. Nay, many persons
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affirmed, that what was proposed looked more like a

scheme for increasing the puljlic revenues, than a salu-

tary measure to prevent execss. The merchants and
manufacturers of the town of Birmingham petitioned

for such restrictions. The lord mayor, aldermen, and
common-council of London presented a petition by the

hands of the two sheriffs, setting forth, that the petition-

ers had, with great pleasure, observed the happy con-

sequences produced upon the morals, behaviour, indus-

try, and health of the lower class of people, since the

pruliibition of the malt distillery ; that the petitioners,

having observed a bill was brought in to allow the dis-

tilling of spirits from corn, were apprehensive that the

encouragement given to the distillers thereof would
prove detrimental to the commercial interests of the

nation ; and they conceived the advantages proposed

to bo allowed upon the exportation of such spirits, being

so much above the value of their commodity, would lay

such a temptation for smuggling and perjury as no law

could prevent. They expressed their fears, that, should

such a bill pass into a law, the excessive use of spirit-

uous liquors would not only debilitate and enervate the

labourers, manufacturers, sailors, soldiers, and all tlie

lower class of people, aud thereby extinguish industry,

and that remarkable intrepidity which had lately so

eminently appeared in the British nation, which must
always depend on the vigour and industry of its people;

but also its liberty and happiness, which cannot be sup-

ported without temperance and morality, would run the

utmost risk of being destroyed. They declared them-
selves also apprehensive, tliat the extraordinary con-

sumption of l)read corn by the still would not only raise

the price, so as to oppress the lower class of people, but
would raise such a bar to the exportation thereof, as

to deprive the nation of a great influx of money, at that

time essential towards the maintaining of an expensive
war, and therefore highly injure the landed and com-
mercial interests: tliey therefore prayed that the present

proliibition of distilling spirits from corn miglit be con-

tinued, or that the use of wheat might not be allowed

in distillation. Tliis remonstrance was corroborated by
another to the same purpose, from several merchants,

manuficturers, and traders, residing in aud near the

city of London ; and seemed to have some weight with
tlie commons, wlio made several amendments in tlio bill,

which they now intituled, " A bill for preventing the

excessive use of spirituous liquors, by laying additional

duties thereon; for shortening the prohibition for mak-
ing low wines and spirits from wheat; for encouraging
tlie exportation of British-made spirits, and preventing

the fraudulent relanding or importation thereof." Thus
altered and amended, it passed on a division; and, mak-
ing its way through the house of lords, acquired the

royal sanction. Whether the law be adequate to the

purposes for which it was enacted, time will determine.

The best way of preventing the excess of spirituous

liquors would be to lower the excise on beer and ale,

so as to enable the poorer clas-s of labourers to refresh

themselves with a comfortaljle liquor for nearly the

same expense that w'ill procure a quantity of Geneva
sufficient for intoxication; for it cannot be supposed

tliat a poor wretch will expend his last penny upon a

draught of small beer, without strength or the least

satisfactory operation, wlien for the half of that sum he
can purchase a cordial, that will almost instantaneously

allay the sense of hunger and cold, and regale his ima-

gination with the most agreeable illusions. Malt was
at this time sold cheaper than it was in the first year of

king James I. when the parliament enacted, that no
innkeeper, victualler, or alehouse-keeper, should sell

less than a full quart of the best ale or beer, or two
quarts of the small, for one penny, under the jienalty of

twenty shillings. It appears, then, that in the reign

of king James the subject paid but fourpencc for a gal-

lon of strong beer, which now costs oneshiUing; and as

the malt is not increased in value, the dilference in the

price must be entirely owing to the taxes on beer, malt,

and hops, which are indeed very grievous, though per-

haps necessary. The duty on small beer is certainly

one of the heaviest taxes imposed upon any sort of con-
sumption that cannot be considered as an article of

luxury. Two bushels of malt, and two pounds of hops,

are required to make a barrel of good small beer, which
was formerly sold for six shillings

; and the taxes pay-
able on such a barrel amounted to three shillings and
sixpence ; so that the sum total of the imposition on
this commodity was equal to a land-tax of eleven shil-

lings and eightpence in the pound.

Immediately after the resolution relating to the pro-

hibition of spirits from wheat, a motion was made and
leave given to bring in a bill to continue, for a time
limited, the act of the last session, permitting the im-
portation of salted beef from Ireland. This permission
was accordingly extended to the twenty-fourth day of

December in the year one thousand seven hundred and
sixty-one. In all probability this short and temporary
continitance was proposed by the favourers of the bill,

in order to avoid the clamour and opposition of prejudice

and ignorance, which would have been dangerously
alarmed, had it been rendered perpetual. Yet as un-
doubted evidence had proved before the committee, while
the bill was depending, that the importation had been
of great service to England, particularly in reducing

the price of salted beef for the use of the navy, perhaps

no consideration ought to have prevented the legislature

from perpetuating the law ; a measure that would en-

courage the graziers of Ireland to breed and fatten

horned cattle, and certainly put a stop to the practice

of exporting salted beef from that kingdom to France,

which undoubtedly furnishes the traders of that king-

dom witli opportunities of exporting wool to the same
country.

ATTEMPT TO ESTABLISH A MILITIA IN
SCOTLAND.

As several lieutenants of counties had, for various

reasons, suspended all proceedings in the execution of

the laws relating to the militia for limited times, which
suspensions were deemed inconsistent with the intent

of the legislature, a bill was now brought in, to enable

his majesty's lieutenants of the several counties of Eng-
land and ^Vales to proceed in the execution of the mi-

litia laws, notwithstanding any adjournments. It was
enacted, that, as the speedy execution of the laws for

regulating the militia was most essentially necessary

at this juncture to the peace and security of the king

dom, every lieutenant of the place where such suspen

sion had happened should, within one month after the

passing of this act, proceed as if there had been no such

suspension ; aud summon a meeting for the same pur-

pose once in every succeeding month until a sufficient

number of officers, qualified and willing to serve, should

be found, or until the expiration of the act for the better

ordering the militia forces. The establishment of a

regular militia in South Britain could not fail to make
an impression upon the patriots of Scotland. They
were convinced, from reason and experience, that no-

thing could more tend to the peace and security of their

country tlian such an establishment in North Britain,

the inhabitants of which had been peculiarly exposed

to insurrections, which a well-regulated militia might
have prevented or stifled in the birth; and tlisir coast

had been lately alarmed by a threatened invasion, which

nothing but the want of such an establishment had ren-

dered formidable to the natives. They thought tiiem-

selves entitled to the same security which the legislature

had provided for their fellow-subjects in South Britain,

and could not help being uneasy at the prospect of see-

ing themselves left unarmed, and exposed to injuries

both foreign aud domestic, while the sword was put iu

the hands of their southern neighbours. Some of the

members who represented Nortli Britain in parliament,

moved by these considerations, as well as by the earnest

injunctions of their constituents, resolved to make a

vigorous effort, in order to obtain the establishment of
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a regular militia in Scotland. In the beginning of Mavcli

!t was moved, and resolved, that the house would, on

he twelfth day of the mouth, resolve itself into a com-
mittee, to consider the laws in being which relate to

the militia in that part of Great Britain called Scotland.

The result of that inquiry was, that these laws were
ineffectual. Then a motion was made for leave to bring

in a bill for the better ordering of the militia forces in

North Britain, and, though it met with great opposition,

was carried by a large majority. The principal Scot-

tish members of the house were appointed, in conjunc-

tion with others, to prepare the bill, which was soon

printed, and reinforced by petitions presented by the

gentlemen, justices of the peace, and commissioners of

the siipfly for the shire of Ayr; and by the freeholders

of the shires of Ediiiburgli, Stirling, Perth, and Forfar.

Tliey expressed their approbation of the established mi-

litia in England, and their ardent wish to see the benefit

of that wise and salutary measure extended to North
Britain. This was an indulgence they had the greater

reason to hope for, as by the articles of the union they
were undoubtedly entitled to bo on the same footing

with their brethren of England ; and as tlie legislature

must now be convinced of the necessity of some such
measures, by the consternation lately produced in their

defenceless country, from the threatened invasion of a

handful of French freebooters. These remonstrances
had no weight with the majority in the house of com-
mons, wlio, either unable or unwilling to make proper

distinctions between the ill and well affected subjects

of North Britain, rejected the bill, as a very dangerous
experiment in favour of a people among whom so many
rebellions bad been generated and produced. When
the motion was made for the bill's being committed, a

warm debate ensued, in the course of which many Scot-

tish members spoke in behalf of their country with great

force of argument, and a very laudable spirit of freedom.

Mr. Elliot, in particular, one of the commissioners of the

board of admiralty, distinguished himself by a noble flow

of eloquence, adorned with all the graces of oratory, and
warmed with the true spirit of patriotism. Jlr. Oswald,
of the treasury, acquitted himself with great honour on
the occasion; ever nervous, steady, and sagacious, in-

dependent though in office, and invariable in pursuing
the interest of his country. It must be owned, for the

hono'-ir of North Britain, that all her representatives,

e.xcept two, warmly contended for this national mea-
sure, which was carried in the negative by a majority

of one hundred and six, though the bill was exactly

modelled by the late act of parliament for the establish-

ment of the militia in England.
Even this institution, though certainly laudable and

necessarj-, was attended with so many unforeseen diffi-

culties, that every session of parliament since it was first

established has produced new acts for its better regula-

tion. In April, leave was given to prepare a bill for

limiting, confining, and better regulating the payment
of the weekly allowances made by act of parliament,

for the maintenance of families unable to support them-
selves during the absence of militia-men embodied, and
ordered out into actual service; as well as for amending
and improving the establishment of the militia, and les-

sening the number of ofHoers entitled to pay within that

part of Great Britain, called England. While this bill

was under consideration, the house received a petition

from the mayor, aldermen, town-clerk, sheriffs, gentle-

cien, merchants, clergy, tradesmen, and others, inhabi-

tants of the ancient city of Lincoln, representing. That
by an act passed relating to the militia it was provided,

that when any militia-men should be ordered out into

tiitual service, leaving families unable to support them-
selves during their absence, the overseers of the parish

v.'bere such firmilios reside, should allow them such

weekly support as should be prescribed by any one

justice of tile peace, which allowance sliould be reim-

bursed out of the county stock. Tliey alleged, that a

considerable number of men, inhabitants of the said

city, had entered themselves to serve in the militia of

the county of Lincoln, as volunteers, for several parishes
and persons; yet their families were, nevertheless, sup-
ported by tlie county stock of the city and county of
tlie city of Lincoln. They took notice of the bill under
deliberation, and prayed that if it should pass into a
law, they might have such relief in the premises, as to
the house shoulJ seem meet. Kegard was had to tliis

petition in the amendments to the bill, [See note 4 G, at
the end of this T'oZ.] which passed througli both houses,
and received the royal assent by commission. During
tlie dependence of this bill another was brought in, to
explain so much of the militia act passed in the thirty-
first year of his majesty's reign, as related to the money
to be given to private militia-men, upon their being
ordered out into actual service. By this law it was en-
acted, that the guinea, which by the former act was duo
to every private man of every regiment or company of

militia, when ordered out into actual service, should be
paid to every man that shall afterwards be enrolled into

such regiment or company whilst in actual service; that

no man should be entitled to his clothes for his own use,

until he should have served three years, if unembodied,
or one year, if embodied, after the delivery of the clothes

;

and that the full pay of the militia should commence
from tlie date of his majesty's warrant for drawing them
out. The difliculties which these successive regulations

were made to obviate, will be amply recompenced by
the good effects of a national militia, provided it be em-
ployed in a national way, and for national purposes: but
if the militia are embodied, and the different regiments
tliat compose it are marched from the respective coxm-
ties to which they belong; if the men are detained for

any length of time in actual service, at a distance from
their families, when they might be employed at home
in works of industiy, for the support of their natural

dependents; the militia becomes no other than an ad-

dition to, or augmentation of, a standing army, enlisted

for the term of three years; the labour of the men is

lost to the community; they contract the idle habits

and dissolute manner of the other troops; their families

are left as incumbrances on the community; and the

charge of their subsistence is, at least, as heavy as that

of maintiiining an equal number of regular forces. It

would not, we apprehend, be very easy to account for

the government's ordering the regiments of militia to

march from their respective counties, and to do duty for

a considerable length of time at a great distance from
their own hemes, unless we suppose this measure was
taken to create in the people a disgust to the institution

of the militia, which was an establishment extorted from

the secretary by tlie voice of the nation. We may add,

that some of the iuconveniencies attending a militia will

never be totally removed, while the persons drawn by
lot for that service are at liberty to hire substitutes;

for it cannot be supposed that men of substance will in-

cur the danger, fatigue, and damage of service in per-

son, while they can hire among the lowest class of

people mercenaries of desperate fortune and abandoned
morals, who will greedily seize the opportunity of being

paid for renouncing that labour by which they were
before obliged to maintain themselves and their family

connexion: it would, therefore, deserve the considera-

tion of the legislature, whether the privilege of hiring

substitutes should not be limited to certain classes of

men, who are either raised by their rank in life above

the necessity of serving in person, or engaged in such

occupations as cannot be intermitted without prejudice

to the commonwealth. It must be allowed, that the

regulation in this new act, by which the families of

substitutes are deprived of any relief from the parish,

will not only diminish the burden of the poor's rates

;

but also, by raising the price of mercenaries, oblige a

greater number of the better sort to serve in person.

AVitliout all doubt, the fewer substitutes that are em-
ployed, the more dependence may be placed upon the

militia in the preservation of our rights and privileges,

and the more will the number of the disciplined men bo

increased; because at the expiration of every three years
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tlie lot-men must be cliangetl, and new militia-men

cliosen; bnt the substitutes will, in all probability, con-

tinue for life in the service, provided they can find lot-

men to Lire them at every rotation. The reader will

forgive our being so circumstantial upon the regulations

of an institution, which we cannot help legaiding with

a kind of enthusiastic aifection.

BILL FOK REMOVINa THE POWDER MAGA-
ZINE AT GREENWICH.

In the latter end of November, the house of commons
received a petition from several noblemen, gentlemen,

and others, inhabitants of East Greenwich, and places

afljacent, in Kent, representing, that in the said palish,

within a quarter of a mile of the town distinguished by
a royal palace, and royal hospital for seamen, there was

a magazine, containing great quantities of gunpowder,

frequently to the amount of six thousand barrels: that

besides the great danger which must attend all places

of that tind, the said magazine stood in an open field,

uninclosed by any fortification or defence whatsoever,

consequently exposed to treachery and every other ac-

cident. They alleged, that if through treachery, light-

ning, or any other accident, this magazine should take

fire, not only their lives and properties, but the palace

and hospital, the king's yards and stores at Deptford

and Woolwich, the banks and navigation of the Thames,
with the ships sailing and at anchor in that river, would
be inevitably destroyed, and inconceivable damage would
accrue to the cities of London and Westminster. They,
noreover, observed, that the magazine was then in a

langerous condition, supported on all sides by props

that were decayed at the foundation ; that in case it

should fall, the powder would, in all probability, take

fire, and produce the dreadful calamities above recited:

they therefore prayed that the magazine might be
removed to some more convenient place, where any ac-

cident would not be attended with such dismal conse-

quences. The subject of this remonstrance was so

pressing and important, that a. committee was immedi-
ately appointed to take the aftair into consideration,

and procure an estimate for purchasing lands, and erec-

ting a powder magazine at Purfleet, in Essex, near the

banks of the rivei', tagether with a guard-house, bar-

racks, and all other necessary conveniences. While
the report of the committee lay upon the table for the

perusal of the members, Mr. chancellor of the exche-

quer, by his majesty's command, acquainted the house,

that the king, having been informed of the snbjcct mat-
ter of the petition, recounneuded it to the consideration

of the commons. Leave was immediately given to pre-

pare a bill, founded on the resolutions of the committee;

which having been duly considered, altered, and amen-
ded, passed through both liouses to the foot of the throne,

where it obtained the royal sanction. The magazine
was accordingly removed to Purfleet, an inconsiderable

and solitary village, where there will be little danger
of accident, and where no great damage would attend

au explosion; but in order to render this possible ex-

plosion still less dangerous, it would be necessary to

form the magazine of small distinct apartments, totally

independent of each other, that in case one should be
accidentally blown up, the rest might stand unaffected.

The same plan ought to be adopted in thj constniction

of all combustible stores subject to conflagration. The
marine bill and mutiny bill, as annual regulations, were
prepared iu the usual form, passed both houses without
opposition, and received the royal assent.

ACT rOE THE IMPROA''EMENT OF THE
STREETS OF LONDON.

The next afi'.iir that engrossed the deliberation of

the commons, was a measm'c relating to the intern.al

economy of the metropolis. The sherilfs of London
delivered a petition from the lord mayor, aldermen, and
commons, iu co:nmon council assembled, representing

that several streets, lanes, and passages within the city

of London, and liberties thereof, were too narrow and
incommodious for the passing and repassing as well of

foot passengers as of coaches, cax-ts, and other carriages,

to the prejudice and inconvenience of the owners and
inhabitants of houses, and to the great hiuderance of

business, trade, and commerce. They alleged that

these defects might be remedied, and several new
streets opened within the said city and liberties, to the

great ease, safety, and convenience of passengers, as

T.ell as to the advantage of the public in general, if

they, the petitioners, were enabled to widen and enlarge

the narrow streets, lanes, and passages, to open and lay

out such new streets and viays, and to purchase the

several houses, buildings, and grounds which might be
necessary for these purposes. They took notice that

there were several houses within the city and liberties,

partly erected over the ground of other proprietors

;

and others, of which the several floors or apartments

belonged to different persons, so that difficulties and
disputes frequently arose amongst the said several

owners and proprietors, about pulling down or rebuild-

ing the party walls and premises ; that such rebuilding

was often prevented or delayed, to the great injury and
inconvenience of those owners who were desirous to

rebuild; that it would therefore be of public benefit,

and frequently prevent the spreading of the fatal effects

of fire, if some provision were made by law, as well

for deterrn'ming such disputes in a summary way, as

for explaiuing and amending the laws then in being

relating to the building of party-walls. They there-

fore prayed that leave might be given to bring in a
bill for enabling the petitioners to widen and enlarge

the several streets, lanes, and passages, and to open
new streets and ways to be therein lunited and pre-

scribed, as well as for determining, in a summary way,
all disputes arising about the rebuilding of houses or

tenements within the said city and liberties, wherein
several persons have an intermixed property ; and for

explaining and amending the laws in being, relating to

these particulars. A committee being appointed to

examine the matter of this petition, agreed to a report,

upon which leave was given to prepare a bill, and this

was brought in accordingly. Next day a great num-
ber of citizens represented, in auothcr petition, that

the pavement of the city and liberties was often dam-
aged, by being broken up for the pui'poses of amending
or new-laying water-pipes belonging to the proprietors

of ^fater-works, and praying that provision might to

made in the bill then depending, to compel those pro-

prietors to make good any damage that should be dune

to the pavement by the leaking or bursting of the

water-pipes, or opening the pavement for alterations.

In consequenee of this representation, some amend-
ments were made in the bill, which passed through

both houses, and was enacted into a law, under the

title of " An act for widening certain streets, lanes,

and passages, within the city of London and liberties

thereof, and for opening certain new streets and ways
within the same, and for other purposes therein men-
tioned." [See note i H, at the em! of tJds Vol.]

BILL RELATIVE TO THE SALE OF FISH, &c.

The inhabitants of Westminster had long laboured

under the want of a fish-market, and complained that

the price of this species of provision was kept up at an

exorbitant rate by the fraudulent combination of a few

dealers, who engrossed the whole market at Billings-

gate, and destroyed great quantities of fish, in order to

enhance the value of those that remained. An act of

parliament had passed, in the twenty-second year cf

his present majesty's reign, for establishing a free

market for the sale of fish in ^^^estminster ; and, seven

years after that period, it was fonnd necessary to pro-

cure a second, for explaining and amending the first,

but neither ctTcctually answered the purposes of the

legislature. In the month of January, of the present
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session, the house took into consideriition a petition of

the several fishermen trailing to Billingsgate market,
representing the hardships to which they were exposed

by the said acts; particularly forfeitures of vessels aud
cargoes, incurred by the negligence of servants who
had omitted to make the particular entries ivhich the

two acts prescribed. This petition being examined by
a committee, and the report being made, leave was
given to bring in a new bill, which should contain

effectual provision for the better supplying the cities

of London and ^^'estminster with fish, aud for preven-

ting the abuses of the fishmongers. It was intituled,

" A bill to repeal so much of an act passed in the
twenty-ninth of George II. concerning a free market
for fish at Westminster, as requires fishermen to enter

their fishing vessels at the ofEce of the searcher of the

customs at Gravesend, and to regulate the sale of fish

at the first hand iu the fish-markets of London aud
Westminster; and to prevent salesmen of fish buying
fish to sell again on their own account ; and to allow

bret and turbot, brill and pearl, although under the

respective dimensions mentioned in a former act, to be

imported and sold ; and to punish persons who shall

take or sell any spawn, brood, or fry of fish, unsizeable

fish, or fish out of season, or smelts under the size of

five inches, aud for other purposes." Though this,

and the former bill relating to the streets and houses
of London, are instances that evince the care and
attention of the legislature, even to minute particulars

of the inteniid economy of the kingdom, we can hardly

consider them as objects of such dignity and importance
as to demand the deliberations of the parliameut, but
think they naturally fall within the cognizance of the

municipal magistracy. After all, perhaps, the most
effectual method for supplying Westminster with plenty

of fish at reasonable rates, would be to execute with
rigour the laws already enacted against forestalling

and regrating, an expedient that would soon dissolve

all monopolies and combinations among the traders ; to

increase the number of markets in London and West-
minster, and to establish two general markets at th«

Nore, one on each side of the river, where the fishing

vessels might unload their cargoes, and return to sea

without delay. A number of light boats might be
employed to convey fresh fish from these marts to

Loudon and Westminster, where all the different fish-

markets might be plentifully supplied at a reasonable

expense ; for it cannot be supposed that, while the

fresh fish are brought up the river in the fishing

smacks themselves, which can hardly save the tides,

to Billingsgate, they will ever dream of carrying

their cargoes above bridge, or that the price of fish

can be considerably lowered, while the fishing ves-

sels lose so much time iu running up to Gravesend or

Billingsgate.

ACT FOR ASCERTAIXIXG thf. QUALIFICATIONS
OF MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT.

The annual committee being appointed to inquire

what laws were expired or near expiring, agreed to cer-

tain resolutions ; upon which a bill was prepared, and
obtained the royal assent, importing a continuation of

several laws, namely, the several clauses mentioned of

the acts in the fifth and eighth of George I. against the

clandestine running of uncustomed goods, except the

clauses relating to quarantine ; the act passed in the

third of George II. relating to the carrying rice from

Carolina ; the act of the seventh of the same reign, re-

lating to cochineal and indigo ; and that of the twelfth

of George II. so far as it related to the importation of

printed books. There was also a law enacted, to con-

tinue to the twenty-ninth day of September in the year

one thousand seven hundred and sixty-seven, an act

passed in the twelfth year of queen Anne, for encourag-

ing the making of sail-cloth, by a duty of one penny
per ell laid upon all foreign-made sails and sail-cloth

imported ; and a bounty in the same proportion granted

Vol. II. *

upon all home-made sail-cloth and canvass fit for or
made into sails, and exported ; another act was pas.sed,

for continuing certain laws relating to the additional
number of one hundred hackney coaches and chairs,

which law was rendered perpetual. The next law we
shall mention was intended to be one of the most im-
portant that ever fell under the cognizance of the legis-
lature : it was a law that affected the freedom, dignity,
and independency of parliaments. By an act, passed in
the ninth year of the reign of queen Anne, it was pro-
vided that no person should be chosen a member of
parliament who did not possess in England or Wales an
estate, freehold or copyhold, for life, according to the
following qualifications : for every knight of a shire six
hundred pounds per annum, over and above what will

satisfy all incumbrances ; and three hundred pounds
per annum, for every citizen, burgess, aud baron of the
cinque ports. It was also decreed, that the return of

any person not thus qualified should be void; and that
every candidate should, at the reasonable request ofany
other candidate at the time of election, or of two or more
persons who had a right to vote, take an oath prescribed

to establish his qualifications. This restraint was by
no means effectual. So many oaths of different kinds
had been prescribed since the revolution, that they be-

gan to lose the effect they were intended to have on the

minds of men ; and, in particular, political perjuiy grew
so common, that it was no longer considered as a crime.

Subterfuges were discovered, by means of which this

law relating to the qualification of caudidates was ef-

fectually eluded. Those who were not actually pos-

sessed of such estates, procured temporary conveyances
from their friends and patrons, on condition of their

being restored and cancelled after the election. By
this scandalous fraud the intention of the legislature

was frustrated, the dignity of parliament prostituted,

the example of perjury and corruption extended, and
the vengeance of heaven set at defiance. Through this

infamous channel the ministry bad it in their power to

thrust into parliament a set of venal beggars, who, as

they depended upon their bounty, would always be
obsequious to their will, and vote according to direc-

tion, without the least regard to the dictates of con-

science, or to the advantage of their country. The
mischiefs attending such a vile collusion, and in partic-

ular the undue influence which the crown must have
acquired from the practice, were either felt or ap-

prehended by some honest patriots, who after divers

unsuccessful efforts, at length presented to the house a
bill, importing that every person who shall be elected

a member of the house of commons, should, before he
presumed to take his seat, deliver to the clerk of the

house, at the table, while the commons were sitting,

and the speakerin the chair, a paper, or schedule, signed

by himself, containing a rental or particular of the lands,

tenements, or hereditaments, whereby he makes out

his qualification, specifj'ing the nature of his estate,

whether messuage, land, rent, tithe, or what else; and
if such estate consists of messuages, lands, or tithes,

then specifying in whose occupation they are ; and if

in rent, then specifying the names of the owners or

possessors of the lands and tenements out of which
such rent is issuing, and also specifying the parish,

township, or precinct and count)', iu which the said

estate lies, and the value thereof; and every such per-

son shall, at the same time, also take and subscribe the

following oath, to be fairly written at the bottom of the

paper or schedule: " 1, A. B. do swear that the above

is a true rent.al; and that I truly, and bona fide, have

such an estate in law or equity, to and for my own use

and benefit, of and in the lands, tenements, or heredita-

ments, above described, over and above what will satisfy

and clear all incumbrances that may affect the same

;

and that such estate hath not been granted or made
over to me fraudulently, on purpose to qualify me to

be a member of this house. So help me God !

" It

was provided that the said paper or schedule, with tha

oath aforesaid, should be carefully kept by the olerk,

3Z
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to lie inspected by the members of the house of com-
mons, without fee or rewaicl : that if any person clcctecl

to serve in any future parliament, should presume to

sit or vote as a member of the house of commons be-

fore he had delivered in such a paper or schedule, and

taken the oath aforesaid, or should not be qualified

according to the true intent or meaning of this act, his

election should be void; and every person so sitting

ind voting should forfeit a certain sum to be recovered

by such persons as should sue for the same by action

of debt, bill, plaint, or information, whereon no essoign,

privilege, protection, or wager of law should be allowed,

and only one imparlance : that if any person should

have delivered in, and sworn to his qualification as

aforesaid, and taken his seat in the house of commons,

yet at any time after should, during the continuance of

such parliament, sell, dispose of, alien, or any other-

wise incumber the estate, or any part thereof comprised

in the schedule, so as to lessen or reduce the same
under the value of the qualification by law directed,

every such person, under a certain penalty, must deliver

in a new or further qualification, according to the true

intent and meaning of this act, and swear to the same,

in manner before directed, before he shall again presume
to sit or vote as a member of the house of commons;
that in case any action, suit, or information should be

brought, in pursuance of this act, against any member
of the house of commons, the clerk of the house, shall,

upon demand, forthwith deliver a true and attested copy

of the paper or schedule so delivered in to him as afore-

said by such member to the plaintiff or prosecutor, or his

attorney or agent, on paying a certain sum for the same;

which, being proved a tme copy, shall be admitted to

be given in evidence upon the trial of any issue in any
such action. Provided always, that nothing contained

in this act shall extend to the eldest son or heir apparent

of any peer or lord of parliament, or of any person quali-

fied to serve as knight of the shire, or to the members
for cither of the universities in that part of Great Britain

called England, or to the members of that part of Great

Britain called Scotland. Such was the substance of the

bill, as originally presented to the house of commons

;

liut it was altered in such a manner as we are afraid

will fail in answering the salutary purposes for which
it was intended by those who brought it into the house.

Notwithstanding the provisions made in the act as it

now stands, any minister or patron may still introduce

his pensioners, clerks, and creatures into the house, by
means of the old method of temporary conveyance,

though the farce must now be kept up till the member
shall have delivered in his schedule, taken his oath,

and his seat in parliament; then he may deliver up the

conveyance, or execute a re-conveyance, without run-

ning any risk of losing his seat, or of being punished

for his fraud and perjury. The extensive influence of

the crown, the general corruptibility of individuals, and
the obstacles so industriously thrown in the way of

every scheme contrived to vindicate the independency

of parliaments, must have produced very mortifying re-

flections in the breast of every Briton warmed with the

genuine love of his country. He must have perceived

that nil the bulwarks of the constitution were little bet-

ter than buttresses of ice, which would infallibly thaw
before the heat of ministerial influence, when artfully

concentrated; that either a minister's professions of

patriotism were insincere ; or his credit insufficient to

effect any essential alteration in the unpopular mea-
sures of government; and that, after all, the liberties

of the nation could never be so firmly established, as

by the power, generosity, an 1 virtue of a patriot king.

This inference could not fail to awake the remem-
brance of that amiable prince, whom fate untimely
snatched from the eager hopes and warm affection of a

whole nation, before, he had it in his power to mani-
fest and establish his favourite maxim, "That a mon-
arch's glory was inseparably connected with the hap-
piness of his people." r<Se< note * 1, at the end of this

Vol.\ I

ACT FOR CONSOLIDATING ANNUITIES
GRANTED IN 1759.

17C0. On the first day of Febrnary, a motion was
made, and leave given, to bring in a bill for enabling

his m.ijesty to make leases and copies of offices, lands,

and hereditaments, parcel of his duchy of Cornwall, or

annexed to the same; accordingly it passed through both

liouses without opposition; and enacted that .all leases

and grants made, or to be made, by his majesty, within

seven years next ensuing, in or annexed to the said

duchy, under the limitations therein mentioned, should

be good and effectual in law against his ni.ajesty, his

heirs, and successors, and against all other persons that

should hereafter inherit the said duchy, cither by an act

of parliament, or any limitation whatsoever. This act

appears the more extraordin.iry as the prince of Wales,
who has a sort of right by prescription to the duchy of

Cornwall, was then of age, and might have been put in

possession of it by the passing of a patent. The house

having perused an account of the produce of the fund
established for paying annuities granted in the year one
thousand seven hundred and fifty-nine, with the charge
on that fund on the fifth day of January in the succeed-

ing year, it appeared that there had been a considerable

deficiency in the said fund on the fifth day of July pre-

ceding, and this had been made good out of the sinking

fund, by a resolution of the seventh of February, already

particularized. They therefore instructed the committee
of ways and means to consider so much of the annuity

and lottery act passed in the preceding session as related

to the three per centum annuities, amounting to the

sum of seven millions five hundred and ninety thousand
pounds, granted in the year one thousand seven hundred
and fifty-nine; and also to consider so much of the said

act as related to the subsidy of poundage upon certain

goods and merchandise to be imported into this kingdom,
and the additional inland duty on coffee and chocolate.

The committee having taken these points into deliber-

ation, agreed to the two resolutions we have alre.idy

mentioned with respect to the consolidation ; and a bill

was brought in for adding those annuities granted in

the year one thousand seven hundred and fifty-nine, to

the joint stock of three per centum annuities consoli-

dated by the acts of the twenty-fifth, twenty-eighth,

tweaty-ninth, and thirty-second years of liis majesty's

reign, and for several duties therein mentioned, to the

sinking fund. The committee was afterwards em-
powered to receive a clause for cancelling such lottery

tickets as were made forth in pursuance of an act passed

in the thirtieth year of his majesty's reign, and were
not then disposed of: a clause for this purpose was ac-

cordingly added to the bill, which passed through both

houses without opposition, and received the royal assent

at the end of the session.

BILL FOR SECURING MONIES FOR THE USB
OF GREEN'WICH HO.SPITAL.

On the twenty-ninth d.iy of April, lord North presen-

ted to the house a bill for encouraging the exportation

of rum and spirits of the growth, produce, and manu-
facture of the British sugar-plantations, from Great

Britain, and of British spirits made from molasses; a

bill which in a little time acquired the sanction of the

royal assent. Towards the end of April, admiral Town-
shend presented a bill for the more effectual securing

the payment of such prize and bounty-monies as were

appropriated to the use of Greenwich hospital, by an act

passed in the twenty-ninth year of his majesty's reign.

As by that law no time was limited, or particular me-

thod prescribed, for giving notifications of the d.ry ap-

pointed for the payment of the shares of the prizes and

bounty-money ; and many agents had neglected to spe-

cify, in the notification given in the London Gazette

for payment of shares of prizes condemned in the courts

of admiralty in Groat Britain, the particular d.ay or time

"nhen such payments were to connneuce, whereby it
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was rendered difficult, if not impossible, to ascertain tlie

time when the hospital at Greenwich became entitled
to tlie unclaimed shares, of couscqHence could not en-
joy the full benefit of the act; the hill now prepared
imported, that, from and after the first day of .Septem-
ber in the present year, all notifications of tlie payment
of the shares of prizes taken by any of his majesty's ships
of war, and condemned in Great Britain, and from and
after the fiist day of February, in the year one thousand
seven hundred and sixty-one, all notifications of the pay-
ment of the shares and prizes taken and condemned in
any other of bis majesty's dominions in Europe, or in

any of the British plantations in America; and from and
after the twenty-fifth day of December, in the year one
thousand seven hundred and sixty-one, all notifications

of the payment of the shares of prizes taken and con-
demned in any other of his majesty's dominions, shall

be respectively given and published in the following
manner:—If the prize be condemned in any court of
admiralty in Great Britain, such notification, under the
agent's hand, shall be published in the London Gazette;
and if condemned in any court of admiralty in any other
of his majesty's dominions, such notification shall be
published in like manner in the Gazette, or other news-
paper of public authority, of the isl.md or place where
the prize is condemned; andif there shall be no Gazette,
or such newspaper, published there, then in some or one
of the public newspapers of the place; and such agents
shall deliver to the collector, customer, or searcher, or
his lawful deputy; andif there shall be no such officer,

then to the principal officer or officers of the place where
tlie prize is condemned, or to the lawful deputy of such
principal officers, two of the Gazettes or other news-
papers in which such notifications are inserted; and if

there shall not be any public newspapers in any such
island or place, the agent shall give two such notifica-

tions in writing, under his hand; and every such collec-

tor, or other officer as aforesaid, shall subscribe his name
on both the said Gazettes, newspapers, or written noti-

fications; and, by the first ship which sh.all sail from
thence to any port of Great Britain, sliall transmit to

the treasurer or deputy-treasurers of the said royal hos-

pital one of the said notifications, with his name so

subscribed, to be there registered; and shall faithfully

preserve and keep the other, with his name thereon sub-

scribed, in his own custody ; and in every notification as

aforesaid the agent shall .specify bis placeof abode, and
the precise day of the month and year appointed for the

payment of the respective shares to the captors; and
all notifications with respect to prizes condemned in

Great Britain, shall be published in the London Gazette
three days at least before any share of such prize shall

be paid ; and with respect to prizes condemned in any
other part of his majesty's dominions, such notifications

shall be delivered to the said collector, or other officers

as aforesaid, three days at least before any share of such
prizes shall be paid. It was likewise enacted, that the

agents for the distribution of bounty-bills should insert,

and publish under their hands, in the London Gazette,

three d.'.ys at least before payment, public notifications

of the day and year appointed for such payment, and
also insert therein their respective places of abode. The
bill, even as it now stands, is liable to several objections.

It may be dangerous to leave the money of the unclaimed
shares so long as three years in the hands of the agent,

who, together with his securities, may prove insolvent

before the expiration of that term: then the time pre-

scribed to the sailors, within which their claim is limited,

appears to be too short, when we consider that they may
be socircnmstanced, turned over to another ship, andcon-

veyed to a distant part of the globe, that they shall have
no opportunity to claim payment; and should three years

elapse before they could make application to the agent,

they would fiud their bounty or prize money appropn-

ated to the use of Greenwich hospital; nay, should they

die in the course of the voyage, it would be lost to their

heirs and executors, who, being ignorant of their title,

could not possibly claim within the time limited

ACT IN FAVOUR OF GEORGE KEITH, &c.

A committee having been appointed to inquire into
the original standards of weights and measures in the
kingdom of England, to consider the laws relating
thereto, and to report their observations thereupon, to-
gether with their opinion of the most efreclu.il means
for ascertaining and enforcing uniform and certain
standards of weights and measures, they prepared co-
pies, models, patterns, and multiples, and presented them
to the house; then they were locked up by the clerk of
the house; and lord Carysfort presented a bill, accor-
ding to order, for enforcing uniformity of weights and
measures to the standards by law to be established; but
this measure, which had been so long in dependence,
was not yet fully discussed, and the standards and
weights were reserved to another occasion. A Law wag
made for reviving and continuing so much of the act
passed in the twenty-first year of his m.ijesty's reigu
as relates to the more effectual trial and punishment of

high-treason in the highlands of Scotland; and also for

continuing two other acts passed in the nineteenth and
twenty-first years of his majesty's reign, so far as they
relate to the more effectual disarming the highlands of

Scotland, and securing the peace thereof; and to allow
further time for making affidavits of the execution of

articles or contracts of clerks to attorneys or solicitors,

and filing thereof. The king having been pleased to

pardon George Keith, earl-marshal of Scotland, who had
been attainted for rebellion in the year one thousand
seven hundred and sixteen, the parliament confirmed
this indulgence, by passing an act to enable the said

George Keith, late earl-marsbal, to sue or entertain any
action or suit, notwithstanding his attainder, and to re-

move any disability in bim, by reason of the said attain-

der, to take or inherit any real or personal estate that

might or should hereafter descend or come to him, or

which he was entitled to in reversion or remainder before

bis attainder. This nobleman, universally respected for

his probity and understanding, had been employed as

ambassador to the court of France by the king of Prussia,

and was actually at this juncture in the service of that

monarch, who in .all probability interceded with the king
of England in his behalf. AYhen his pardon had passed

the seals, he repaired to London, and was presented to

his majesty, by whom he was very graciously received.

SESSION CLOSED.

These, and a good number of other bills of less iin-

port.ince, both private and public, were passed into

laws by commission, on the twenty-second day of Mav,
when the lord-keeper of the great seal closed the session

with a speech to both houses. He began with an assur-

ance that his miijesty looked back on their proceedings

with entire satisfaction. He said, the duty and affec-

tion which they had expressed for the king's person and
government, the zeal and unanimity they had showed
in maintaining the true interest of their country-, cotlld

only be equalled by what his majesty had formerly ex-

perienced from his parliament. He told them it would
have given his majesty the most sensible pleasure, had
he been able to assure them that his endeavours to pro-

mote a general peace had met with more suit.ahle re-

turns. He observed that bis majesty, in conjunction

with his good brother and ally the king of Prussia, had
chosen to give their enemies proofs of this equitable

disposition, in the midst of a series of glorious victories

;

an opportunity the mi st proper to take such a step with

dignity, and to manifest to all Europe the purity and
moderation of his views. After such a conduct, he
said, the king had the comfort to reflect th.at tho fur-

ther continuance of the calamities of war could not be

imputed to him or his allies; that he trusted in the

blessing of heaven upon the justice of his arms, and
upon those ample means which the zeal of the parlia-

ment in so good a cause had wisely put into his hands;

that his future successes in carrying on tho war would
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not fall short of tlio pnst; and that, in the event, the

public tranquillity would bo restored on solid and dur-

able foundations. lie acquainted them that his ma-
jesty had taken the most effectual care to augment the

combined army in Germany; and at the same time to

keep up such a force at home as might frustrate any
attempts of the enemy to invade these kingdoms; such
attempts as had hitherto ended only in their own con-

fusion. He took notice that the royal navy was never

in a more flourishing and respectable condition; and
the signal victory obtained last winter over the French
fleet on their own coast, had given lustre to his ma-
jesty's arms, fresh spirit to his maritime forces, and re-

duced the naval strength of France to a ver}- low ebb.

He gave them to understand that his majesty had dis-

posed his squadrons in such a manner as might best

conduce to the annoyance of his enemies; to the defence

of his own dominions, both in Europe and America; to

the preserving and pursuing his conquests, as well as

to the protection of the trade of his subjects, which he
had extremely at heart. He told the commons, that

nothing could relieve his majesty's royal mind, under
the an-xiety he felt for the burdens of bis faithful sub-

jects, but the public-spirited cheerfulness with which
their house had granted him such large supplies, and
his conviction that they were necessary for the security

and essential interest of his kingdoms; he therefore

returned them his hearty thanks for these supplies, and
assured them they should be duly applied to the pur-

poses for which they had been given. Finally, he re-

commended to both houses the continuance of that
union and good harmony which he had observed with
so much pleasure, and from which he had derived such
important effects. He desired they would study to pro-

mote these desirable objects, to support the king's go-
vernment, and the good order of their respective counties,

and consult their ov;a real happiness and prosperity.

CHAPTER XIX.
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Cassel Offt-rs made by the Neutral Powers of a Place for holding a Con-
press Skirmishes in Westphalia during the Winter—Exactions bv the
French in Westphalia Skirmi>h to the Advantape of the Allies at Vacba

Situation of tlie French Armies Exploit of Colonel Luckner at Butz-
back The French advance to Neustadt Tho Hercditarv Prinre of
Brunswick defeated at Corhack but retrieves his honour at" Exdorf
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DETECTION OF A MURDER.
rpiIK successes of the last campaign had flushed the
_t whole nation with the most elevated hope of future
conquest, and the government was enabled to take every
step which appeared necessary to realize that sanguine
expectation; but the war became every day more and
more Germanised. Notwithstanding the immense suras
that were raised for the expenses of the current year;
notwithstanding the great number of land-forces main-
tained in the service, aud the numerous fleets that filled

the harbours of Great Britain; we do not find that one
fresh effort was made to improve the advantages she
had gained upon her own element, or for pushing the
war on national principles: for the reduction of Can-ada
was no more than the consequence of the measures
which had been taken in the preceding campaign. But
before we record the progress of the war, it may be ne-
cessary to specify some domestic occurrences that for

a little while engrossed the public attention. In the
month of December, in the preceding year, William
Andrew Home, a gentleman of some fortime in Derby-
shire, was executed at Nottingham, in the seventy-
fourth year of his age, for the murder of an infant bom
of his own sister, in the year one thousand seven hun-
dred and twenty-four. On the third day after tho
birth, this brutal ruffian thrust the child into a linen
bag, and accompanied by his own brother on horseback,
conveyed it to Annesley, in Nottinghamshire, where it

was next day found dead under a hay-stack. Though
this cruel rustic knew how much he lay at the mercy
of his brother, whom he had made privy to this affair,

far from endeavouring to engage his secrecy by offices

of kindness and marks of affection, he treated him as an
alien to his blood ; not barely with indifference, but even
with the most barbarous rigour. He not onlv defrauded
him of his right, but exacted of him the lowest menial
services; beheld him starving in a cottage, while ho
lived himself in affiuence; and refused to relieve with
a morsel of charity the children of his own brother beg-
ging at his gate. It was tlie resentment of this pride
and barbarity which, in all likelihood, first impelled the
other to revenge. He pretended qualms of conscience,

and disclosed the transaction of the child to several in-

dividuals. As tho brother was universally hated for

the insolence and brutality of his disposition, informa-
tion was given against him, and a resolution formed to

bring him to condign punishment. Being informed of
this design, he tampered with his brother, and desired

that he would retract upon the trial the evidence he had
given before the justices. Though the brother rejected

this scheme of subornation, he offered to withdraw him-
self from the kingdom, if he might have five pounds to
defray the expense of his removal. So sordidly avari-

cious was the other, that he refused to advance this

miserable pittance, though he knew his own life depen-
ded upon his compliance. He was accordingly appre-
hended, tried, and convicted on his brother's evidence;
and then he confessed the particulars of his exposing
the infant. He denied, indeed, that he had any thought
the child would perish, and declared he intended it as
a present to a gentleman at whose gate it was laid; but
as he appeared to be a hardened miscreant, devoid of
humanity, stained with the complicated crimes of ty-

ranny, fraud, rapine, incest, and murder, very little credit

is due to his declaration.—In the course of the same
month, part of Westminster was grievously alarmed by
a dreadful conflagration, which broke out in the house
of a cabinet-maker near Covent-garden, raged with great
fury, and reduced near twenty houses to ashes. Many
others were damaged, and several persons cither burned
in their apartments, or buried under the ruius. The
bad consequences of this calamity were in a great mea-
sure alleviated by the humanity of the public, and the
generous compassion of the prince of Wales, who con-
tributed liberally to the relief of the sufferers.

CLAMOUR AGAINST LORD SACKVILLE.

But no subject so much engi-ossed the conversations
and passions of the public ns did the case of lord

George Sackville, who had by this time resigned his

command in Germany, and returned to England, tho
country which, of all others, it would have been his

interest to avoid at this juncture, if he was really

conscious of the guilt tlie imputation of which his

character now sustained. With the first tidings of the
battle fought at Minden the defamation of this officer

arrived. He was accused of having disobeyed orders.
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and his conduct represented .is infamous in every par-
ticular. Tliesc were the suggestions of a vague report,

which no person could trace to its origin
;
yet this

report immediately gave birth to one of the most in-

flammatory pamphlets that ever was exhibited to the
public. The fust charge had alarmed the people of

England, jealous in honour, sudden and rash in their

sentiments, and obstinately adhering to the prejudices

they have espoused. The implied accusation in the

orders of prince Ferdinand, and the combustible matter
superadded by the pamphlet-writer, kindled up such a
blaze of indignation in the minds of the people, as

admitted of no temperament or control. An abhor-

rence and detestation of lord George S.ackville, as a

coward and a traitor, became tlie universal passion,

which acted by contagion, infecting all degrees of people

from the cottage to the throne ; and no individual, who
had the least regard for his own character and quiet,

would venture to preach np moderation, or even advise

a suspension of belief until more certain information

could be received. Fresh fuel was continually thrown
in by obscure authors of pamphlets and newspapers,

who stigmatized and insulted with such virulent per-

severance, that no one would have imagined they were
actuated by personal motives, not retained by merce-
nary booksellers, against that unfortunate nobleman.
Not satisfied with inventing circumstances to his dis-

honour, in his conduct on the last occasion, they pre-

tended to take a retrospective view of bis character,

and produced a number of anecdotes to his prejudice,

which had never before seen the light, and but for this

occasion had probably never been known. Not that

all the writings which appeared on this subject con-

tained fresh matters of aggravation against lord George
Sackville. Some writers, either animated by the hope
of advantage, or hired to betray the cause which they
undertook to defend, entered the lists as professed cham-
pions of the accused, assumed the pen in his behalf,

devoid of sense, unfurnislied with materials, and pro-

duced performances which could not fail to injure his

character among all those who believed that he coun-

tenanced their endeavours, and supplied them with the

facts and arguments of his defence. Such precisely

was the state of the dispute when lord George arrived

in London. Yv'hile prince Ferdinand was crowned with

laurel; while the king of Gre:tl Britain approved his

conduct, and, as tlie most glorious mark of that appro-

bation, invested him with the order of the garter, while

his name was celebrated through all England, and

extolled, in tha warmest expressions of hyperbole, above

all the heroes of antiquity ; every mouth was opened

in execration of the late commander of the British

troops in Germany. He was now made acquainted

with the particulars of his imputed guilt, which he had

before indistinctly learned. He was accused of h.aving

disobeyed three successive orders he had received from

the general, during the action at Minden, to advance

with the cavalry of the right wing, which ho com-

manded, and sustain the infantry that were engaged

;

and, after the cavalry were put in motion, of having

halted them unnecessarily, and marched so slow, that

they could not reach the pl.ice of action in time to be

of any service, by which conduct the opportunity was

lost of attacking the enemy when tliey gave way, and

rendering the victory more glorious and decisive. The

first step which lord George took towards his own vin-

dication with the public, was in printing a short address,

entreating them to suspend their belief with respect to

his character, until the charge brought against him

should be legally discussed by a court-martial, a trial

which ho had already solicited, and was in hopes of

obtaining.

HE DEMANDS A COUET-MAETIAL.

Finding himself unable to stem the tide of popular

prejudice, which flowed against him with irresistible

impetuosity, he might have retired in quiet and safety,

and left it to ebb at leisure. This would have been
generally deemed a prudential step, by all those who
consider the unfavourable medium tlnough whicli every
particular of his conduct must have been viewed at
that juncture, even by men who cherished the most
candid intentions ; when they reflected upon the power,
influence, and popularity of his accuser, the danger of
aggravating the resentment of the sovereign, .already
too conspicuous, and the risk of hazarding his life on
the honour and integrity of witnesses, who might think
their fortunes depended upon the nature of the evidence
they should give. Notwithstanding those suggestions,
lord George, seemingly impatient of the imputation
under which his character laboured, insisted upon the
privilege of a legal trial, which was gr.antcd .accord-

ingly, after the judges had given it as their opinion
that he might bo tried by a court-ra.artial, though he
no longer retained any commission in the service. A
court of general ofliccrs being appointed and assembled
to inquire into his conduct, the judge-advocate gave
him to umlerstand that he was charged with having
disobeyed the orders of prince Ferdinand, relative to

the battle of Minden. That the reader may have the

more distinct idea of the charge, it is necessary to re-

mind him, that lord George Saekville commanded the

cavalry of the right wing, consisting of Hanoverian
and British horse, disposed in two lines, the British

being at the extremity of the right, extending to the

village of Hartum ; the Hanoverian cavalry forming
the left, that reached almost to an open wood or grove,

which divided the horse from the line of infantry, par-

ticularly from that part of the line of inf.antry consist-

ing of two brigades of British foot, the Hanoverian
guards, and Hardenberg's regiment. This was the

body of troops which sustained the brunt of the battle

with the most incredible courage and perseverance.

They of their own accord advanced to attack the left

of the enemy's cavalry, through a most dreadful fire

of artillery and small arms, to which they were exposed

in front and flank ; they withstood the repeated attacks

of the whole French gendarmerie, whom at length they

totally routed, together with a body of Saxon troops on

their left, and to their valour the victory was chiefly

owing. The ground fi'om which these troops advanced
was a kind of heath or plain, which opened a consider-

able way to the left, where the rest of the army waa
formed in order of battle; but on the right it was
bounded by the wood, on the other side of which the

cavalry of the right wing was posted, having in front

the village of nalen,from whence the French had been

driven by the piquets in the army there posted, and in

front of them a windmill, situated in the middle space

between them and a battery placed on the left of tho

enemy.
Early in the morning captain Malhorti had, by order

of prince Ferdinand, posted the cavalry of the right

wing in the situation we have just described; the village

of Hartum with enclosui'es on the right, a narrow wood

on the left, the village of Halen in their front, and a

windmill in the middle of an open plain, which led di-

rectly to the enemy. In this position lord George Saek-

ville was directed to remain, until he should receive

further orders; and here it was those orders were given

which he was said to have disolreyed. Indeed he was

previously charged with having neglected the orders

of the preceding evening, which imported that the

horses should be saddled at one in the morning, though

the tents were not to be struck, nor tho troops under

arms, until they should receive further orders. He was

.accused of having disobeyed these orders, and of having

come late into the field, after the cavalry was formed.

Captain Winehingrode, aidecamp to prince Ferdi-

nand, declared upon oath, that while the infantry of tho

right wing were advancing towards the enemy for tho

second time, he was sent with orders to lord George

Saekville to advance with the cav.ilry of the right wing,

and sustain the infantry, which was going to engage,

by forming the horse under his command, upon tho
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he.Ttli, in ,i third line beliind ilic regiments; that he
delivered these orders to lord George SacUville, giving

him to understand, that he should march the cavalry

through the woods or trees on his left to the heath,

where they were to be formed; that on his return to the

heath, ho met colonel Fitzroy riding at full gallop to-

wards lord George; and that he (Winchingrodc) fol-

lowed him hack, in order to hasten the march of the

cavahy. Colonel Lignnier, another of the prince's

nidsdeeanip, deposed, that ho carried orders from the

general to lord George to advance with the cavalry,

in order to profit from the disorder which appeared in

the enemy's cavalr}- ; that lord George made no answer
to these orders, hut turning to the troops, commanded
them to draw their swords, and inarch; that the colonel

seeing them advance a few paces on the right forwards,

told his lordship he must march to the left; that in the

meantime colonel Fitzroy arriving with orders for the

British cavalry only to advance, lord George said the

orders were contradictory; and colonel Ligonier replied,

they differed onlv in numhers, hut the destination of his

maich was the same, to the left. Colonel Fitzroy, the

th'rd aidccamp to prince Ferdinand, gave evidence

that when he told lord George it was the prince's order

for the British cavalry to advance towards the left, his

lordship observed that it was different from the order

brought by colonel Ligonier, and he could not think
the prince intended to break the line ; that he asked
which way the cavalry was to march, and who was to

be their guide; that when he (the aidccamp) offered

to lead the column through the wood on the left, his

lordship seemed still dissatisfied with the order, saying,

it did not agree with the order brought by colonel Li-

gonier, and dv'sired to be conducted in person to the

prince, that he might have an explanation from his own
mouth; a resolution which was immediately executed.

The next evidence, an officer of rank in the army, made
oath that, in his opinion, when the orders were delivered

to lord George, his lordship was alarmed to a very gretit

degree, and seemed to be in the utmost confusion. A
certain nobleman, of high rank and unblemished repu-

tation, declared, that captain AVinehingrode baring told

him it was absolutely necessary that the cavalry should

march, and form a line to support the foot, he had given

orders to the second line to march, and form a line to

support the foot; that as soon as they arrived at the

place where the action began, he was met by colonel

Fitzroy, with an order for the cavalry to advance as fast

ns possible; tliat in marching to this place, an order

came to halt, until tliey could be joined by the first line

of cavalry; that afterwards, in advancing, they were
again halted by lord George Sackville; that, in his

opinion, they might have marched with more expedition,

and even come up in time enough to act against the

enemy: some other officers who were examined on this

subject, agreed with the marquis in these sentiments.

Lord George, in his defence, proved, by undeniable
evidence, that he never received the orders issued on
tlie eve of the battle, nor any sort of intimation orplan
of action, although he was certainly entitled to some
such communication, as commander-in-chief of the

British forces; that, nevertheless, the orders concerning
the horses were obeyed by those who received them

;

that lord George, instead of loitering or losing time while
the troops were forming, prepared to put himself at the

head of the cavalry on the first notice tliat tbey wore in

motion; that he was so eager to perform his dutv, as

to set out from his quarters without even waiting for

an aidecamp to attend him, and was in the field before

any general officer of his division. He declared that,

when captain Winchingrodc delivered the order to form
the cavalry in one line, making a third, to advance and
sustain the infantry, he neither heard him say he was
to march by the left, nor saw him point with his sword
to the wood through which be was to pass. Neither of

these directions were observed by any of the aidsde-

camp or officers then present, except one gentleman,
the person who bore witness to the confusion in the looks

and deportment of his lordship. It was proved that the

nearest and most practicable way of advancing against

the enemy was by the way of the windmill, to the left

of the village of Halen. It appeared that lord George
imagined this was the only way by which he should be

ordered to advance ; that, in this persuasion, he had
sent an officer to reconnoitre the village of Halen, as

an object of importance, as it would have been upon the

flank of the cavalry in advancing forwards ; tliat when
ho received the order from Winchingrodc to form the

line, and advance, he still imagined this was his route,

and on this supposition immediately detached an aidc-

camp to remove a regiment of Saxe-Gotha which was
in the front; tliat he sent a second to observe the

place where the infantry were, and a third to reconnoitre

the enemy ; that in a few minutes colonel Ligonier

coming up with an order from prince Ferdinand to ad-

vance the cavalry, his lordship immediately drew his

sword, and ordered them to march forward by the wind-

mill. The colonel declared that wlien he delivered the

order, he added, "by the left ;'' but lord George affirmed

that he heard no such direction, nor did it reach the ears

of any otiicr person then present, except of that officer

who witnessed to the same direction given by Win-
chingrode. It was proved that immediately after the

troops were put in motion, colonel Fitzroy arrived with

an order from prince Ferdinand, importing that the

British cavalry only should advance by the left ; that

lord George declared their orders were contradictory,

and seemed the more puzzled, as he understood that

both these gentlemen came off nearly at the same time

from the prince, and were probably directed to :om-

municate the same order. It was therefore natural to

suppose there was a mistake, as there might be danger
in breaking the line, as the route by the wood appeared

more difficult and tedious than that by the windmill,

which led directly through open ground to the enemy:
and as he could not think that if a body of horse was
immediately wanted, the general would send for the

British, that were at the farthest extremity of the wing,

rather than for the Hanoverian cavalry who formed the

left of the line, and consequently were much nearer the

scene of action. It was proved that lord George, in this

uncertainty, resolved to apply for an explanation to the

prince in person, who he understood was at a small dis-

tance ; that with this view lie set out with all possible

expedition ; that having entered the wood, and perceived

that the country beyond it opened sooner to the left than

he had imagined, and captain Smith, his aidecamp

advising, that the British cavalry should be put in mo-
tion he sent back that gentleman, with orders for them
to advance by the left with all possible despatch ; that

he I'ode up to the general, who received him without

any marks of displeasure, and ordered him to bring up
the whole cavalry of the right wing in a line upon the

heath; an order, as the reader will perceive, quite dif-

ferent from that which was so warmly espoused by
the aidecamp ; that as the marquis of Granby had al-

ready put the second line in motion, according to a

separate order which he had received, and the head of

his column was already in view, coming out of the

wood, lord fJcorge thought it necessary to halt the

troops on the left until the right should come into the

line; and afterwards sent them orders to march slower,

tliat two regiments, which had been thrown out of the

line, might have an opportunity to replace themselves

in their proper stations.

AVith respect to the confusion which one officer af-

firmed was perceivable in the countenance and deport-

ment of this commander, a considerable number ofother

offieers then present being interrogated by his lordship,

unanimously declared that they saw no s'acli marks of

confusion, but that be delivered his orders with all tlie

marks of coolness and delibei-ation. The candid reader

will of himself determine, whether a man's heart is to

be judged by any change of his complexion, granting

such a change to have happened; whether the evidence

of one witness, in such a case, will weigh against the
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concurrent testimony of all the officers whose iramedmte
business it was to attend and observe the commander:
whether it was likely that nn officer, wh i had been
more tlian once in actual service, and behaved without

reproach so as to attain such an eminent rank in the

army, should exhibit symptons of fear and confusion,

when there was in reality no appearance of danger; for

none of tiie orders imported that he should attack the

enemy, but only advance to sustain the infantry. The
time wliicli elapsed from the first order he received by
captain Winchingrode, to the arrival of colonel Ligonier,

did not exceed eight minutes, during which his aide-

camp, captain Hugo, was employed in removing the

Saxe-Gotha regiment from the front, by which he pro-

posed to advance. From that period till the cavah-y

actually marched in consequence of an order from lord

George, the length of time was differently estimated in

the opinion of different witnesses, but at a medium com-
puted by the judge-advocate at fifteen minutes, during

which the following circumstances were transacted

:

The Uoops were first ordered to advance forwards, then

halted ; the contradictory orders arrived and were dis-

puted; the commander desired the two aidsdecamp

to agree about which was the precise order, and he

would obey it immediately: each insisting upon that

which he had delivered, lord George hastened to the

general for an explanation; and, as he passed the wood,

sent back captain Smith to the right of the cavalry,

which was at a considerable distance, to put the Britisli

horse in motion. We shall not pretend to determine

whether the commander of such an important body may
be excusable for hesitating, when he received contra-

dictory orders at the same time, especially when both

orders run counter to his own judgment, wliether in

that case it is allowable for him to suspend the operation

for a few minuttr!, in order to consult in person the com-
mander-in-chief about a step of sncli consequence to

the preservation of the whole army. Neither will we
venture to decide dogmatically on the merits of the

march, after the cavalry were put in motion ; whether

they marched too slow, or were unnecessarily halted in

their way to the heath. It was proved, indeed, that

lord George was always remarkably slow in his move-

ments of cavalry, on the supposition that if horses are

blown they must be unfit for service, and that the least

hurry is apt to disorder the line of horse to such a de-

gree, as would rob them oftheir proper effect, and render

all their efforts abortive. This being the system of lord

George Sackville, it may deseiwe consideration, whetlier

he could deviate from it on this delicate occasion, with-

out renouncing the dictates of his own judgment and

discretion ; and whether he was at liberty to use his own
judgment, after having received the order to advance.

After all, whether he was intentionally guilty ; and what

were the motives by which he was really actuated,

are questions which bis own conscience alone can solve.

Even granting him to have hesitated from perplexity,

to have lingered from vexation, to have failed througli

error of judgment, he will probably find favour with

tlie candid and humane part of his fellow-subjects, when
they reflect upon the nature of his situation, placed at

the head of such a body of cavalry, uninstructed and

uninformed of plan or circumstance, divided from the

rest of tlie army, unacquainted with the operations of

the day, chagrined with doubt and disappointment, and

perplexed by contradictory orders, neither of which he

could execute without offering violence to his own judg-

ment ; wlien they consider the endeavours he used to

manifest his obedience ; the last distinct order which he

in person received and executed; that mankind are

liable to mistakes; that the cavalry were not originally

intended to act, as appears in the account of the battle

published at the Hague, by the .authority of prince Fer-

dinand, expressly declaring that the c.av.alry on the

right did not act, because it was destined to sustain the

infantry in a third line: that if it h.ad really been de-

signed for action, it ought either to have been posted

n another place, or permitted to advance straight for-

wards by the windmill, according to the idea of its

commander; finally, when they recall to view the gen-

eral confusion that seems to have prevailed through the

manoeuvres of that morning, and remember soma
particulars of the action ; that the brigades of British

artillery had no orders until they applied to lord George
Sackville, who directed them to the spot where they
acquitted themselves with so mneh honour and effect,

in contributing to the success of the day; that the
glory and advantage acquired by the few !)rigades of

infantry, who may be said to have defeater' the whole
Freneli army, was in no respect owing to any general
or particular orders or instructions, but entirely flowing

from tlie native valour of the troops, and the spirited

conduct of their immediate commanders; and that a
great number of officers in the allied army, even of those

who remained on the open heath, never saw the face of

the enemy, or saw them at such a distance that they

could not distinguish more than the hats and the arms
of the British regiments with which they were engaged.

With respect to the imputation of cowardice levelled at

lord George by the unthinking multitude, and circulated

with such industry and clamour, we ought to consider

it as a mob accusation which the bravest of men, even

the great duke of JIarlborough, could not escape ; we
ought to receive it as a dangerous suspicion, which

strikes at the root of character, and may blast that hon-

our in a moment which the soldier has acquired in along

course of painful service, at the continual hazard of his

life; we ought to distrust it as a malignant charge, .al-

together inconsistent with the former conduct of the

person accused, as well as with his subsequent impa-

tience and perseverance in demanding a trial, to which

he never would have been called; a trial which, though

his life was at stake, and his cause out of counten,ince,

he sustained with such courage, fortitude, and presence

of mind, as even his enemies themselves could not help

admiring. Thus have we given a succinct detail of

this remarkable affiir, with that spirit of impartiality,

that sacred reg.ard to truth, wliich the importance of

history demands. To the best of our recollection, we
have forgot no essential article of the accusation, nor

suppressed any m.aterial circumstance urged in defence

of lord George Sackville. Unknown to his person, un-

connected with his friends, unmoved by fear, unbiassed

by interest, we have candidly obeyed the dictates of

justice, and the calls of humanity, in our endeavours to

dissipate the clouds of prejudice and misapprehension
;

w.arined, perhaps, with an honest disdain at the un-

generous, and in our opinion, unjust persecution, whieli

previous to his trial, an officer of rank, service, and

character, the descendant of an illustrious family, the

son of a nobleman universally respected, a Briton, a

fellow-subject, had undergone.

SENTENCE OF THE COTJRT-MAETIAL.

The court-martial having examined the evidence and

heard the defence, gave judgment in these words: " The

court, upon due consideration of the whole matter before

them, is of opinion that lord George Sackville is guilty

of having disobeyed the orders of prince Ferdinand of

Brunswick, whom he was, by his commission and in-

structions, directed to obey as commander-in-chief, ac-

cording to the rules of war; and it is the further opin-

ion of this court, that the said lord George Sackville is,

and he is hereby adjudged, unfit to serve his majesty

in any military capacity whatsoever." His sentence

was confirmed by the king, who moreover signified his

pleasure that it should be given out in public orders,

not only in Britain, but in America, and every quarter

of the globe where any English troops happened to be,

that officers being convinced that neither high birth nor

great employments can shelter offences of such a na-

ture, and that seeing they are subject to censures much

worse than death to a man who has any sense of hon-

our, they may avoid the fatal consequences arising from

disobedience of orders. To complete the disgrace of this
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unfortunate general, his majesty in council called for

the council-book, and ordered the name of lord George
Sackville to be struck out of the list of privy-counsellors.

EARL FEKREES APPREHENDED.

This summer was distinguished hy another trial stiU

more remarkable. Laurence earl Ferrei-s, a nobleman
of a violent spirit, who had committed many outrages,

and, in the opinion of all who knew him, given manifold

proofs of insanity, at length perpetrated a murder, which
subjected him to the cognizance of justice. His deport-

ment to his lady was so brutal, that application had been

made to the house of peers, and a separation eifected by
act of parliament. Trustees were nominated; and one

Jlr. Johnson, who had, during the best part of his life,

been employed in the family, was now appointed re-

ceiver of the estates, at the earl's own request. The
conduct of this man, in the course of his stewardship,

gave umbrage to lord Ferrers, whose disposition was
equally jealous and vindictive. He imagined all his

own family had conspired against his interest, and that

Johnson was one of their accomplices; that he had been
instramental in obtaining the act of parliament, which
his lordship considered as a grievous hardship; that he
had disappointed him in regard to a certain contract

about coal-mines; in a word, that there was a collusion

between Johnson and the earl's adversaries. Fired with
these suppositions, he first expressed his resentment,

by giving Johnson notice to quit the farm which he
possessed on the estate ; but finding the trustees had
confirmed the lease, he determined to gratify his re-

venge by assassination, and laid his plan accordingly.

On Sunday, the thirteenth day of January, he appointed

this unhappy man to come to his house on the Friday
following, in order to peruse papers, or settle accounts;
and Johnson went thither without the least suspicion

of what was prepared for his reception; for although
he was no stranger to his lordship's dangerous disposi-

tion, and knew he had some time before incurred his

displeasure, yet he imagined his resentment had entirely

subsided, as the earl had of late behaved to him with
remarkable complacency. He therefore, at the time
appointed, repaired to his lordship's house at Stanton,

in Leicestershire, at the distance of a short mile from
his own habitation, and was admitted by a maid-servant.

The earl had dismissed every person in the house, upon
yarious pretences, except three women who were left

in the kitchen. Johnson, advancing to the door of his

apartment, was received by his lordship, wlio desired

him to walk into another room, where he joined him in

a few minutes, and then the door was locked on the

inside. After a great deal of warm expostulation, the

earl insisted upon his subscribing a paper, acknowledg-
ing himself a villain; and on liis refusing to comply
with this demand, declared he would put him to death.

In vain the unfortunate man remonstrated against this

cruel injustice, and deprecated the indignation of tliis

furious nobleman. He remained deaf to all his entrea-

ties, drew forth a pistol, which he had loaded for the

purpose, and commanding him to implore heaven's
mercy on his knees, shot him through the body while
he remained in that supplicating attitude. The conse-

quence of this violence was not immediate death; but
his lordship, seeing the wretched victim still alive and
sensible, though agonized with pain, felt a momentary
motion of pity. He ordered his servants to convey Mr.
Johnson up stairs to a bed, to send for a surgeon, and
give immediate notice of the accident to tlie wounded
man's family. AVhen Jlr. Johnson's daughter came to

tlie house, she was met by the earl, who told her he had
shot her father on purpose, and with deliberation. The
same declaration he made to the surgeon on his arrival.

He stood liy him while he examined the wound, de-

scribed the manner in which the ball had penetrated,
and seemed surprised that it should be lodged within
the body. When he demanded the surgeon's opinion
of the •wound, the operator thought proper to tempoi-ize

for his own safety, as well as for the sake of the public,

lest the earl should take some other desperate step, or

endeavour to escape. He therefore amused him with
hopes of Johnson's recovery, about which he now seemed
extremely anxious. He supported his spirits by immo-
derate drinking, after having retired to another apart-

ment with the surgeon, whom he desired to take all

possible care of his patient. He declared, however,

that he did not repent of what he had done; that John-

son was a villain who deserved to die; that, in case o{

his death, he (the earl) would suiTender himself to the

house of peers and take his trial. He said he could

justify the action to his own conscience, and owned his

intention was to have killed Johnson outright; but as

he still survived, and was in pain, he desired that all

possible means might he used for his recovery. Nor
did he seem altogether neglectful of his own safety: ho

endeavoured to tamper with the surgeon, and suggest

what evidence he should give when called before a court

of justice. He continued to drink himself into a state

of intoxication, and all the cruelty of his hate seemed to

return. He would not allow the wounded man to be

removed to his own house; saying ho would keep him
nnder his own roof that he might plague the villain.

He returned to the chamber where Johnson lay, insul-

ted him with the most opprobrious language, threatened

to shoot him through the head, and could hardly be re-

strained from committing further acts of violence on the

poor man, who was already in extremity. After he re-

tired to bed, the surgeon procured a sufficient number
of assistants, who conveyed Mr. Johnson in an easy

chair to his own house, where he expired that same
morning in great agonies.' The same surgeon assembled

a number of armed men to seize the murderer, who at

first threatened resistance, but was soon apprehended,

endeavouring to make his escape, and committed to the

county prison. From thence he was conveyed to Lon-
don hy the gaoler of Leicester, and conducted by the

usher of the black rod and his deputy iuto the house of

lords, where the coroner's inquest, and the affidavits

touching the murder, being read, the gaoler delivered

up his prisoner to the care of the black rod, and he was
immediately committed to the Tower. He appeared

very calm, composed, and unconcerned, from the time

of his being apprehended; conversed coolly on the sub-

ject of his imprisonment; made very pertinent remarks
upon the nature of the haheas-corpus act of parliament,

of which he hoped to avail himself; and when they

withdrew from the house of peers, desired he might not

be visited by any of his relations or acquaintances. His
understanding, which was naturally good, had been well

cultivated; his arguments were rational, but his con-

duct was frantic.

TRIED BY THE HOUSE OF PEERS.

The circumstances of the assassination appeared so

cruel and deliberate, that the people cried aloud for

vengeance; and the government gave up the offender

to the justice of his country. The lord-keeper Henley
was appointed lord high-steward for the trial of earl

FeiTers, and sat in state with all the peers and judges

in Westminster-hall, which was for tliis purpose con-

verted into a very august tribunal. On the si.xtecuth

day of April the delinquent was brought from the Tower
in a coach, attended by the major of the Tower, the

gentleman-gaoler, the warders, and a detachment of the

foot-guards. He was brouglit into court about ten

;

and the lord-steward with the peers taking their places,

he was arraigned aloud in the midst of an infinite cim-

course of people, including many foreigners, who seemed
wonderfully struck with the magnificence and solemnity

of the tribunal. Tlie murder was fully proved by nn-

questionable evidence; but the earl pleaded insanity of

mind; iind, in order to establish this plea, called many
witnesses to attest his lunac)' in a variety of instances,

which seemed too plainly to indicate a disordered ima-

gination: unfounded jealoiLsyof plots and conspiracies,
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nnconnccted ravings, fits of musing, incoherent ejacu-
lations, sudden starts of fury, denunci.ations of unpro-
voked revenge, frantic gesticulations, and a strange
caprice of temper, were proved to Lave distinguished

his conduct and deportment. It appeared th.it lunacy
had been a family taint, and affected divers of liis lord-

ship's relations; that a solicitor of reputation had re-

nounced his business on the full persuasion of his being
disordered in his brain; that long before this unhappy
event, his nearest relations h.ad deliberated upon the ex-

pediency of taking out a commission of lunacy against
him, and -nere prevented by no other reason than the
apprehension of being convicted o{ scandalum marjnatum,

should the jury find his lordship compos mentis: a cir-

cumstance which, in all probability, would have hap-
pened, in.asmuch as the earl's madness did not appear
in his conversation, but in his conduct. A physician of

eminence, whose practice was confined to persons la-

bouring under this infirmity, declared that the particu-

lars of the earl's deportment and person.al behaviour
seemed to indicate lunacy. Indeed .all his neighbours
and acquaintances had long consideied him as a mad-
man; and a certain noble lord declared in the house of

peers, when the bill of separation was on the carpet,

that he looked upon him in the light of a maniac, and
that if some effectual step was not taken to divest him
of the power of doing mi.=chief, he did not doubt but
that one day they should have occasion to trj' him for

murder. The law3-ers, who managed the prosecution

in behalf of the crown, endeavoured to invalidate the

proofs of his lunacy, by observing that his lordship was
never so much deprived of his reason but that he could

distinguish between good and evil; that the murder he

had committed was the effect of revenge for a conceived

iujuiy of some standing; that the m.alice was deliberate,

and the plan artfully conducted; that immediately after

the deed was perpetrated, the earl's conversation and
reasoning were cool and consistent, until he drank him-
self into a state of intoxication; that in the opinion of

the greatest lawyers, no criminal can avail himself of

the plea of lunacy, provided the crime was committed
during a lucid interval; but his lordship, far from ex-

hibiting any marks of insanity, had in the course of this

trial displayed uncommon understanding and sagacity

in cx.amining the witnesses, and making many shrewd
and pertinent observations on the evidence which was
given. These sentiments were conformable to the opin-

ion of the peers, who unanimously declared him guilty.

—After all, in examining the vicious actions of a man
who has betrayed mauifest and manifold symptoms of

insanity, it is not easy to distinguish those which ai'e

committed during the lucid interval. The suggestions

of madness are often momentary and transient: the

determinations of a lunatic, though generally rash .and

instantaneous, are sometimes the result of .artful con-

trivance; but there is always an absurdity which is the

criterion of the disease, either in the premises or con-

clusion. The earl, it is true, had formed a deliberate

plan for the perpetration of the murder; but he had

taken no precautions for his own safety or escape; and
this neglect will the more plainly appear to have been

the criterion of insanity, if we reflect that he justified

what he had done as a meritorious action; and declared

he would, upon Mr. Johnson's death, surrender himself

to the house of lords. Had he been impelled to this

violence by a sudden gust of passion, it could not be ex-

pected that he should have taken any measure for his

own preservation; but as it was the execution of a de-

liberate scheme, and his lordship was by no means defec-

tive in point of ingenuity, he might easily have contrived

means for concealing the murder until he should have ac-

complished his escape ; and, in our opinion, any other than

a madman would either hiive taken some such measures,

or formed some plan for the concealment of his own
guilt. The design itself seems to have been rather an

intended s.acrifice to justice than a gratification of re-

venge. Neither do we think that the sanity of his mind
was ascertained by the accuracy and deliberation with

Vou II.

which he made his remarks, and examined the evidenco
at his trial. The influence of his frenzy might be past;

though it was no sign of sound reason to supply the pro-

secutor with such an argument to his prejudice. Had
his judgment been really unimpaired, he might luave

assumed tlie mask of lunacy for liis own preservation.

The trial was continued for two days; and on the
third the lord-steward, after having made a short speech
touching the heinous nature of the offence, pronounced
the s.ame sentence of death upon the earl which male-
factors of the lowest class undergo : that from tlie Tower,
in which he was imprisoned, he should, on the Monday
following, be led to the common place of execution,

there to be h.inged by the neck, and his body be after-

wards dissected and anatomized. This last part of the

sentence seemed to shock the criminal extremely; he
changed colour, his jaw quivered, and he appeared to

be in great agitation; but during the rem.iiuing part of

his life he behaved with surprising composure, and even
uncoucern. After he Iiad received sentence, the lords,

his judges, by virtue of a power vested in them, respi-

ted his execution for one month, that he might have
time to settle his tempor.al and spiritual concerns. Be-
fore sentence was p.^.ssed, the earl read a paper, in which
he begged pardon of their lordships for the trouble he
had given, as well as for having, against his own in-

clination, pleaded lun."cy at the request of his friends.

He thanked them for the candid trial with which he had
been indulged, and entreated their lordships to recom-

mend him to the king for mercy. He afterwards sent

a letter to his majesty, remonstrating, that he was the

representative of a very ancient and honourable family,

which had been allied to the crown; and requesting

that, if he could not be favoured with the species of

death which in cases of treason distinguishes the noble-

man from the plebeian, he might at least, out of consi-

deration for his family, be allowed to suSer in the Tower,
rather than at the common place of execution ; but this

indulgence was refused. From his return to the Tower
to the day of his execution, he betrayed no mark of .ap-

prehension or impatience, but regulated his affiiirs with

precision, and conversed without concern or restraint.

EAKL FERKEES EXECUTED.

On the fifth day of May, his body being demanded
by the sherifls at the Tower-gate, in consequence of a

writ under tlie great seal of England, directed to the

lieutenant of the Tower, his lordship desired penaissiou

to go in liis own landau; and appeared gaily dressed in

a light coloured suit of clothes, embroidered with silvor.

He was attended in the landau Ijy one of the sheriffs,

and the chaplain of the Tower, followed by the chariots

of the sheriffs, a mourning coiich and six, filled with

his friends, and a hearse for the conveyance of liis body.

He was guarded by a posse of constables, and a party

of horse grenadiers, and a det.acliment of iufantiy; and

in this manner the procession moved from the Tower,

through an infinite concourse of people, to Tyburn,

where the gallows, and the scaffold erected under it,

appeared covered with black baize. The earl behaved

witli great composure to Mr. sheriff Vaillant, who at-

tended him in the landau: be observed that the gaiety

of his apparel might seem odd on such an occasion, but

that he had particul.ar reasons for wearing that suit of

clothes; he took notice of the vast multitude which
crowded round him, brought thither, he supposed, by

curiosity to see a nobleman hanged: he told the sheriff

he had applied to the king by letter, th:it he might be

permitted to die in the Tower, where the earl of Essex,

one of his ancestors, had been beheaded in the reign of

queen Elizabeth; an application which, he said, he had

made with the more confidence, as he had the honour to

quarter part of his majesty's arms. He expressed some

displeasure at being executed asacommon felon, exposed

to the eyes of such a multitude. The ch,aplain who
iiad never been admitted to him before, hinting that

some account of his lordship's sentiments on religion

4A
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would bo expectoil by the public, be made answer that

be (lid not think bimself accountable to tbe public for

his private sentiments; tbat be had always adored one
God, tbe creator of the nnirerso ; and with respect to any
particular opinions of his own, be had never propagated
them, or endeavoured to make proselytes, because be
thought it was criminal to disturb tbe established re-

ligion of bis country, as lord Bolingbruke bad done by
the publication of his writings. He added, that tbe

great number of sects, and the multiplication of religious

disputes, bad almost banished morality. With regard

to the crime for wliich be suffered, be declared tbat be
had no malice against Mr. Johnson; and that tbe mur-
der was owing to a perturbation of mind, occasioned by
a variety of crosses and vexations. When he approached

the place of execution, be expressed an earnest desire

to see and take leave of a certain person who waited in

tbe coach, a person for whom be entertained the most

sincere regard and alfeetion; but tbe sheriff prudently

observing that such an interview might shock him, at

a time when he bad occasion for all bis fortitude and
recollection, be acquiesced in tbejustnessof tbe remark,

and delivered to bini a pocket-book, a ring, and a purse,

desiring they might be given to tbat person, -whom be
now declined seeing. On bis arrival at Tyburn be came
out of t!ic landau, and ascended the scaffold with a firm

step and undaunted countenance. He refused to join

tbe chaplain in bis devotions; but kneeling with him
on black cushions, be repeated tbe Lord's Prayer, which
he said be bad always admired; and added, with great

energy, " Lord, forgive me all my errors, pardon all

my sins." After this exercise, be presented bis watch
to Mr. sheriff Vaillant; thanked him and the other gen-

tlemen for all tbcir civilities: and signified bis desire

of being buried at Breden or Stanton, in Leicestershire.

Finally, be gratified tbe executioner with a purse of

money; then, tbe baiter being adjusted to bis neck, be
stepped upon a little stage, erected upon springs, on tbe

middle of the scaffold; and tbe cap being pulled over

his eyes, tbe sheriff made a signal, at which the stage

fell from under his feet, and be was left suspended.

His body having bung an hour and five minutes, was
cut down, placed in the hearse, and conveyed to the

public theatre for dissection; where being opened, and
l\"ing for some days as the subject of a public lecture, at

length it was carried off and privately interred. AVith-

oiit all doubt, this unliappy nobleman's disposition was
so dangerously mischievous, that it became necessary,

for tbe good of society, either to confine him for life as

an incorrigible lunatic, or give him up at once as a sac-

rifice to justice. Perhaps it might be no absurd or

unreasonable regulation in tbe legislature, to divest all

lunatics of tlie privilege of insanity, and, in cases of

enormity, subject tbcni to tbe common penalties of tbe

law; for though, in tbe eye of casuistry, consciousness

must enter into tbe constitution of guilt, tbe conse-

quences of murder committed by a maniac may be as

peiTiieious to society as those of the most criminal and
deliberate assassination, and the punishment of death

can be hardly deemed unjust or rigorous, when infiieted

upon a mischievous being, divested of all tbe perceptions

of reason and humanity. At any rate, as tbe nobility

of England are raised by many illustrious distinctions

above tbe level of plebeians, and as they are eminently
distinguished from tbeui in suffering jranisbment for

high treason, which tbe law considers as tbe most atro-

cious crime tliat can be committed, it might not be un-
worthy of the notice of tbe legislature to deliberate

whether some sueli pre-eminence ought not to be ex-
tended to noblemen convicted of other crimes, in order
to alleviate as much as possible tbe disgrace of noldc
families which have deserved well of their country; to

avoid any circumstance tbat may tend to diminish the
lustre of tbe Englisli nobility in the eyes of foreign na-
tions; or to bring it into contempt with the common
people of our own, aheady too licentious, and prone to

abolish those distinctions which serve as the basis of

decorum, order, and subordination.

ASSASSINATION OF MR. MATTHEWS.

Homicide is tbe reproach of England: one would
imagine there is something in tbe climate of this coun-
try tbat not only disposes tbe natives to this inhumau
outrage, but even infects foreigners who reside among
them. Certain it is, high passions will break out into

the most enormous violence in that country where they
are least controlled by the restraint of regulation and
discipline; and it is equally certain, tbat in no civilized

country under tbe sun there is such a relaxation of dis-

cipline, either religious or civil, as in England. The
month of August produced a remarkable instance of

desperate revenge, perpetrated by one Stirn, a native of

Hesse-Cassel, inflamed and exasperated by a false punc-
tilio of honour. This unhappy young man was descended
of a good family, and possessed many accomplishments
both of mind and person; but his character was distin-

guished by such a jealous sensibility, as rendered him
unhappy in himself, and disagreeable to bis acquain-
tance. After having for some years performed the

office of usher in a boarding-school, be was admitted to

the house of one Mr. Matthews, a surgeon, in order to

teach him the classics, and instruct bis children in

music, which he perfectly understood. He bad not long

resided in bis family, when tbe surgeon took umbrago
at some part of his conduct, taxed him roughly with
fraud and ingratitude, and insisted upon bis removing
to another lodging. Whether be rejected this intima-

tion, or found difficulty in procuring another apartment,

the surgeon resolved to expel him by violence, called

in the assistance of a peace-officer, and turned bira out

into the street in tlie night, after having loaded hira

with tbe most provoking reproaches. These injuries

and disgraces operating upon a mind jealous by nature

and galled by adversity, produced a kind of frenzy of

resentment, and be took tlie desperate resolution of sacri-

ficing Jlr. Matthews to bis revenge. Next day, having
provided a case of pistols, and charged them for tlie occa-

sion, be reinforced his rage by drinking an unusual quan-
tity of wine, and repaired in tbe evening to a public house,

wbich Mr. Mattbews frequented, in tlie neighbourhood
of Hatton-Garden. There he accordingly found tbe

unhappy victim sitting with some of his friends; and
the surgeon, instead of palliating bis former conduct,

began to insult him afresh with the most opprobrious

invectives. Stirn, exasperated by this additional in-

dignity, pulled bis pistols from bis bosom; shot the

surgeon, who immediately expired; and discharged the

other at his own breast, though his confusion was such

tbat it did not take effect. He wa.s apprehended on the

spot, and conveyed to prison; where, for some days, be

refused all kind of sustenance, but afterwards became
more composed. At bis trial lie pleaded insanity of

mind; but, being found guilty, he resolved to anticipate

tbe execution of the sentence. That same evening he

drank poison; and, notwithstanding all the remedies

that could be administered, died in strong convulsions.

His body was publicly dissected, according to the sen-

tence of tbe law; and afterwards interred with those

marks of indignity wbich are reserved for the perpe-

trators of suicide.

NEW BniDGE BEGUN AT BLACKFRLVRS.

We shall close tbe domestic occurrences of this year

with an account of two incidents, wbicli, though nf a

very different nature in respect of each other, neverthe-

less concurred in demonstrating that the internal wealtb

and vigour of the nation were neither drained nor di-

minished by tbe enormous expense and iuconveniencies

of the war. Tbe committee appointed to manage the

undei t.aking for a new bridge over the river Tliame."!,

at Blackfriars, having received and examined a variety

of plans presented by different artists, at length gave

the preference to the design of one Mr, Mylne, a young
architect, a native of North Britain, just returned from

the prosecution of bis studies af. Rome, where he had
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gained the prize in the capital, which the academy of

that city bestows on hira wlio produces the most beau-

tiful and useful plan on a given subject of architecture.

This young man being in London, on his return to his

own country, was advised to declare himself a candidate

for the superintendency of the new bridge; and the plan

which he presented was approved and adopted. The
place being already ascertained, the lord-mayor of Lon-
don, attended by the committee, and a great concourse

of people, repaired to Blackfriars, and laid the first stone

of the bridge; placing upon it a plate, with an inscrip-

tion, which does more honour to the public spirit of the

undertakers than to the classical taste of the author.

[See note i K, at the end nf this Vol.] The other instance

that denoted the wealth and spirit of the nation, was
the inditference and nnconcera with which they bore

the loss of a vast magazine of naval stores belonging to

the dock-yard at Portsmouth, which, in the month of

July, was set on fire by lightning; and, consisting of

combustibles, burned with such fury, notwithstanding

all the endeavours of the workmen in the yai-d, the sailors

in the harbour, and the troops in the town, that before

a stop was put to the conflagration it had consumed a

variety of stores to an immense value. The damage,
however, was so immediately repaired, that it had no
sort of effect in disconcerting any plan, or even in re-

tarding any naval preparation.

How important these preparations must have been,

may be judged from the prodigious increase of the navy,

which, at this juncture, amounted to one hundred and
twenty ships of the line, besides frigates, fire-ships,

sloops, bombs, and tenders. Of these capital ships,

seventeen were stationed in the East Indies, twenty for

the defence of the West India islands, twelve in North
America, ten in the Jleditcrr.anean, and sixty-one either

on the coast of France, in the harbours of England, or

cruising in the English seas for the protection of the

British commerce. Notwithstanding these numerous
and powerful armaments, the enemy, who had not a

ship of the line at sea, were so alert with their small

privateers and armed vessels, that in the beginning of

this year, from the first of March to the tenth of June,
they had made prize of two hundred vessels belonging

to Great Britain and Ireland. The whole number of

liritish ships taken by them, from the first day of June,

in the year one thousand seven hundred and fifty-six, to

the first of June in the present year, amounted to two
thousand five hundred and thirty-nine ; of these, seventy-

eight w-ere privateers, three hundred and twenty-one

were retaken, and about the same number ransomed.

In the same space of time, the British cruisers had made
captures of nine hundred and forty-four vessels, includ-

ing two hundred and forty-two privateers, many fishing

boats and small coasters, the value of which hardlj- de-

frayed the expense of condemnation. That such a small

proportion of ships should be taken from the enemy is

not at all surpinsing, when we consider the terrible

shocks their commerce had previously received, and the

great number of their mariners imprisoned in England;
but ,;he prodigious number of British vessels taken by
their petty coasting privateers, in the face of such
mighty armaments, numerous cruisers, and convoys,

seem to argue that either the English ships of war were
inactive or improperly disposed, or that the merchants

hazarded their sliips without convoy. Certain it is, in

the course of this year we find fewer prizes taken from

the enemy, and fewer exploits .achieved at sea, than we
had occasion to record in the annals of the past. Not
that the present year is altogether barren of events which
redound to tiie lionour of our marine commanders. We
have, in recounting the transactions of the preceding

year, mentioned a small armament ecjuipped at Dunkirk,

under the command of M. dc Thurot, who, in spite of

all the vigilance of the British commander stationed in

the Downs, found means to escape from the harbour in

the month of October last, and arrived at Gottenburgh
in Sweden, from whence he proceeded to Bergen in

Norway. His instructiona were to make occasional

descents upon the coast of Ireland: and, by dividing

the troops, and distracting the attention of the govern-

ment in th.at kingdom, to facilitate the enterprise of M.
de Conflans, the fate of which we have already narrated.

The original armament of Thurot consisted of five ships,

one of which, called the mareschal de Belleisle, was
mounted with forty-four guns; the Begon, the Blond,

the Terpsichore, had thirty guns each; and the Marantu
carried twenty-four. The number of soldiers put on
board this little fleet did not exceed one thousand two
hundred and seventy, exclusive of mariners, to the num-
ber of seven hundred; but two hundred of the troops

were sent sick on shore before the armament sailed from
Dunkirk; and in their voyage between Gottenburgh
and Bergen they lost company of the Begon, during a

violent storm. The severity of the weather detained

them nineteen days at Bergen, at the expiration of which
they set sail for the western islands of Scotland, and

discovered the northern part of Ireland in the latter end

of January. The intention of Thurot was to make a

descent about Derry; but before this design could be

executed, the weather growing tempestuous, and the

wind blowing off shore, they were driven out to sea,

and in the night lost sight of the Marantc, which never

joined them in the sequel. After h.aving been tempest-

beaten for some time, and exposed to a very scanty al-

lowance of provisions, the ofBcers requested of Thurot

that he would return to France, lest they should all

pcrisii by famine; but he lent a deaf ear to this proposal,

and frankly told them he could not return to France,

without having struck some stroke for the service of his

country. Nevertheless, in hopes of meeting with some

refreshment, he steered to the island of Islay, where the

troops were landed; and here they found black cattle,

and a small supply of oatmeal, for wliich they paid a

reasonable price; and it must bo owned, Thurot him-

self beh.aved with great moderation and generosity.

Wliile this spirited adventurer struggled with these

wants and difficulties, his arrival in those seas filled the

whole kingdom with alarm. Bodies of regular troops

and militia were posted along the coast of Ireland and

Scotland; and besides the squadron of commodore Boys,

who sailed to the northward on purpose to pursue the

enemy, other ships of war were ordered to scour the

British channel, and cruise between Scotland and Ire-

land. The weather no sooner permitted Thurot to pur-

sue his destination, than he sailed from Islay to the bay

of Carrickfergus, in Ireland, and made all the necessary

preparations for a descent; which was accordingly effec-

ted with six hundred men, on the twenty-first day of

February. Lieutenant-colonel Jennings, who comman-
ded four companies of raw undisciplined men at Carrick-

fergus, having received information that three ships had

anchored about two miles and a half from the castle,

which was ruinous and defenceless, immediately de-

tached a party to make observations, and ordered the

French prisoners there confined to be removed to Bel-

fast. Meanwhile, the enemy landing without opposi-

tion, advanced towards the town, which they found as

well guarded as the nature of the place, wliicli was en-

tirely open, and the circumstances of the English com-

mander, would allow. A regular attack was carried

on, and a spirited defence made,* until the ammunition

of the English failed; then colonel Jennings retired in

order to the castle, which, however, was in all respects

untenable; for, besides a breach in the wall, near fifty

feet wide, they found themselves destitute of provisions

and ammunition. Nevertheless, they repulsed the as-

sailants in the first attack, even after the gate w.as burst

open, and supplied the want of shot with stones and

• One circumstance that attended this dispute deserves to be
tmnsniitted to posterity, as an instance of tliat courage, mingled
with iiumanity, which constitutes true heroism. "Wliile llie French
and Knglisli were hotly enga^d in one of the streets, a little child

ran playfully between them, having no idea of the danger to which
it was exposed : a common soldier of the enemy, perceiving the life

of this poor innocent at stake, gnunt'et his piece, advanced delibe-

rately between the lines of tire, took up the child in his arms, con-

veyed it to a place of safety; tlten returning to his place, resumed
his musket, and renewed his hostility.
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rubbish. At length the colonel >iud his troops were

obliged to suri'cnder, on condition that they should not

be sent prisoners to France, Ijut be ransomed, by send-

ing thither an equal number of French prisoners from

Great Britain or Ireland: that the castle should not be

demolished, nor the town of Carrickfergus plundered or

burned, on condition that the mayor and corporation

should furnish the French troops with necessary pro-

visions. The enemy, after this exploit, did not presume
to advance farther into the country; a step which in-

deed they could not have taken with any regard to

their own safety; for by this time a considerable body
of regular troops was assembled; and the people of the

country manifested a laudable spirit of loyalty and re-

solution, crowding in great numbers to Belfast, to offer

their service against the invaders. These circumstances,

to which the enemy were no strangers, and the defeat

of Conflans, which they had .also learned, obliged them
to quit their conquest, and re-embark with some pre-

cipitation, after havuig laid Canickfergus under mode-

rate contributions.

The fate they escaped on shore they soon met with

at sea. Captain John Elliot, who commanded three

frigates at Kinsale, and had in the course of this w.ar

more thiin once already distinguised himself even in his

early youth, by extraordinary acts of v.alour, was in-

formed by a despatch from the duke of Bedford, lord-

lieutenant of Ireland, that three of the enemy's ships

lay at anchor in the bay of Carrickfergus; and thither

he immediately shaped his course in the ship iEolus,

accompanied by the Pallas and Brilliant, under the

command of the captains Clements and Logic. On the

twenty-eighth day of February they descried the ene-

my, and g.ave chase in sight of the Isle of Man; and

about nine in the moniing, captain Elliot, in his own
ship, engaged the Belleisle, commanded by Thurot, al-

though considerably his superior in strength of men,

number of guns, and weight of metal. In a few min-

utes his consorts were also engaged witli the other two
ships of the enemy. After a warm action, maintained

with great spirit on .all sides for an hour and a half,

captain Elliot's lieuten.ant botirded the Belleisle ; and,

striking her colours with his own hand, the commander
submitted : his example was immediately followed by
the other French captains; and the English commodore,

t.aking possession of his prizes, conveyed them into the

bay of Eamsay, in the Isle of Man, that their damage
might be repaired. Though the Belleisle was very

leaky, and had lost her boltsprit, mizen-mast, and main-

yard, in all probability the victory would not have been

so easily obtained, had not the gallant Thurot fallen

during the action. The victor had not even the con-

solation to perform the last offices to his brave enemy;

for his body was thrown into the sea by his own people

in the hurry of the engagement. The loss on the side

of the English did not exceed forty men killed and
wounded, whereas above three hundred of the enemy
were slain .and disabled. The service performed on this

occasion was deemed so essential to the peace and com-

merce of Ireland, that the thanks of the house of com-

mons in that kingdom were voted to the conquerors of'

Thurot, as well as to lieutenant-colonel Jennings, for

his spirited behaviour at Carrickfergus; and the free-

dom of the city of Cork was presented in silver boxes

to the captains Elliot, Clements, and Logic. The name
of Thurot was become terrible to all the trading sea-

ports of Gre.at Britain and Ireland; and therefore the

defeat and capture of his squadron were celebrated with

as hearty rejoicings as the most important victory could

have produced.

In the beginning of April smother engagement be-

tween four frigates, still more equally m.atched, h.ad a

different issue, though not less honourable for the Brit-

ish commanders. Captain Skinner of the Biddeford,

and captain Kennedy of the Flamborough, both frigates,

sailed on a cruise from Lisbon; and on the fourth d.ay

of April, fell in with two large French frigates, convoy
to a fleet of merchant-ships, which the English captains

immediately resolved to engage. The enemy did not

decline the battle, which began about half an hour after

six in the evening, and raged with great fury till

eleven. By this time the Flamhorough had lost sight

of the Biddeford; and the frigate with which captain

Kennedy was engaged bore away with all the sail she

could carry. He pursued her till noon the next day,

when she had left him so far astern, that he lost sight

of her, and returned to Lisbon with the loss of fifteen

men killed and wounded, including the lieutenant of

marines, and considerable damage both in her hull and
rigging. In three days he was joined by the Biddeford,

which had also compelled her antagonist to give w.ay,

and pursued her till she was out of sight. In .about an
hour after the action began, captain Skinner was killed

by a cannon-ball; and the command devolved to lieu-

tenant Kuollis, son to the earl of Biinbury,* who main-
tained the battle with great spirit, even after he was
wounded, until he received a second shot in his body,

which pi'oved mortal. Then the master, assuming the

direction, continued the engagement with equal resol-

ution till the enemy m.ade his escape; which he the

more easily accomplished, as the Biddeford was disabled

in her masts and rigging.

REMARKABLE ADVENTURE OF FIVE
IRISHMEN.

The bravery of five Irishmen and a boy, belonging

to the crew of a ship from Waterford, deserves com-

memoration. Tlie vessel, in her return from Bilboa,

laden with br.andy and iron, being taken by a French

privateer off Ushant, about the middle of April, the

captors removed the master, and all the hiinds but tliesa

five men .and the boy, who were left to assist nine

Frenchmen in navigating the vessel to France. These

stout Hibeniians immediately formed a plan of insur-

rection, and executed it with success. Four of the

French mariners being below deck, three aloft among
the rigging, one at the helm, and another walking the

deck, Brian, who headed the enterprise, tripped up the

heels of the French steersman, seized his pistol, and

discharged it at him who walked the deck; but missing

the mark, he knocked him down with the but-end of

the piece. At the same time hallooing to his confede-

rates below, they assailed the enemy with their own
broadswords ; and, soon compelling them to submit,

came upon deck, and shut the hatches. Brian being

now in possession of the quarter-deck, those who were

aloft called for quarter, and surrendered without oppo-

sition. The Irish h.aving thus obt.ained a complete

victory, almost without bloodshed, and secured the pri-

soners, another difiiculty occurred : neither Brian nor

any of his associates could read or write, or knew the

least principle of n.avigation ; but supposing his course

to be north, he steered at a venture, and the first land

he made was the neighbourhood of Youghall, where he

happily arrived with his prisoners.

THE RAMILLIES MAN OF WAR WRECKED.

The only consider-able damage sustained by the navy

of Great Britain, since the commencement of this year,

was the loss of the Ramillies, a magnificent ship of the

second rate, belonging to the squadron which admiral

Boscawen commanded on the coast of France, in order

to watch the motions and distress the commerce of that

restless enterprising enemy. In the beginning of

February, ti series of stormy weather obliged the ad-

mir.al to return from the bay of Quiheron to Plymouth,

where he arrived with much difficulty : but the Ramil-

lies overshot the entrance to the sound ; and, being

emb.ayed near a point called the Bolthead, about four

* Five sons of this nobleman were remarkaWy distinsruishod in

this war. The fourth and fifth were dangerously wounded at the

battle of Minilen; the second was hurt in the reduction of Guada-

Imipe; lord Wallingford, the eldest, received a shot at Carrickfer-

l^i and the third was slain in this engagement.
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lengues higher up the channel, was clashed in pieces
.imong the rocks, after all her anchors and cahles had
given way. All her officers and men, amountin"- to

seven hundred, perished on this occasion, except one
midshipman and twenty-five mariners, who had the
good fortune to save themselves hy leaping on the

roclcs as the hull was thrown forwards, and raised up
hy the succeeding billows. Such were the most mate-
rial transactions of the year, relating to the British

empire in the seas of Europe.

TKEATY AVITH THE CHEROKEES.
TILITIES KECOMMENCED.

HOS-

We shall now transport the reader to the continent
of North America, which, as the theatre of war, still

maintained its former importance. The French emis-
saries from the province of Louisiana had exercised
their arts of insinuation with such success among the
Cherokees—a numerous and powerful nation of Indians
settled on the confines of Virginia and Carolina—that

they had infringed the peace with the English tow.ards

the latter end of the last year, and begun hostilities by
plundering, massacring, and scalping several British

subjects of the more southern provinces. Mr. Lyttle-

tou, governor of .South Carolina, having received infor-

mation of these outrages, obtained the necessary aids

from the assembly of the province, for maintaining a
considerable body of forces, which was raised with great
expedition. He marched in the beginning of October,

at the head of eight hundred provincials, reinforced with
three hundred regular troops, and penetrated into the

heart of the country possessed by the Cherokees, who
were so much intimidated by his vigour and despatch,

that they sent a deputation of their chiefs to sue for

peace, which was re-established by a new treaty, dic-

tated by the English goveraor. Thej' obliged them-
selves to renounce the French interest, to deliver up all

the .spies and emissaries of that nation then resident

among them ; to surrender to justice those of their own
people who had been concerned in murdering and scalp-

ing the British subjects; and for the performance of

these articles two-and-twenty of their head men were
put as hostages into the hands of the governor. iSo

little regard, however, was paid by these savages to

this solemn accommodation, that Jlr. Lyttleton had
been returned but a few days from their country, when
they attempted to surprise the English fort Prince

George, near the frontiers of Carolina, by going thither

in a body, on pretence of delivering up some murderers;

but the commanding ofiicer, perceiving some suspicious

circumstances in their heb.aviour, acted with such vigi-

lance and circumspection as entirely frustrated their

design. [See note i L, at the end of this Vol.] Thna
disappointed, they wreaked their vengeance upon the

English subjects trading in their countrj', all of whom
they butchered without mercy. Not contented with
this barbarous sacrifice, they made incursions on the

British settlements at the Long Lanes, and the forks

of the Broad River, and massacred about forty defence-

less colonists, who reposed themselves in full security

on the peace so lately ratified. As views of interest

could not have induced them to act in this manner, and
their revenge had not been inflamed by any fresh pro-

vocation, these violences must be imputed to the insti-

gation of French incendiaries ; and too plainly evinced

the necessity of crowning our American conquests with

the reduction of Louisiana, from whence these emis-

saries were txndoubtedly despatched.

The cruelty and mischief with which the Cherokees

prosecuted their renewed hostilities alarmed all the

southern colonies of the English, and application was
made for assistance to Mr. Amherst, the commander-
in-chief of the king's forces in America. He forthwith

detached twelve hundred chosen men to South Carolina,

under the command of colonel Montgomery, brother to

ti;c earl of Eglinton, ,",n officer of approvcQ conduct and

at Charles-Town, he advanced to Ninctv-Pix, and pro-
ceeded to Twelve-mile river, which he passed in the
beginning of June, without opposition. He continued
his route by forced marches until he arrived in the
neighbourhood of the Indian town called Little Kcowee,
where he encamped in an advantageous situation.
Il.aving reason to believe the enemy were not yet ap-
prized of his coming, he resolved to rush upon them in
the night by surprise. With this view, leaving his
tents standing with a sufficient guard for the camp and
waggons, he marched through the woods towards the
Cherokee town of Estatoe, at the distance of five-and-
twenty miles: and in his route detached a company of
light infantry to destroy the village of Little Keowee,
where they were received with a smart fire ; but they
rushed in with their bayonets, and all the men were
put to the sword. The main body proceeded str.aight

to Estatoe, which they reached in the morning; but it

had been abandoned about h.alf an hour before their

arrival. Some few of the Indians, who had not time to

escape, were slain; and the town, consisting of two
hundred houses, well stored with provisions, ammuni-
tion, and all the necessaries of life, was first plundered,
and then reduced to ashes : .some of the wretched in-

habitants who concealed themselves perished in the
flames. It was necessary to .strike a terror into those
savages by some examples of severity; and the soldiers

became deaf to all the suggestions of mercy when they
found in one of the Indian towns the body of an Eng--
lishnian, whom they had put to the torture that veiT
morning. Colonel Montgomery followed his blow with
surprising rapidity. In the space of a few hours he
destroyed Sugar-Towu, which was as large as Estateo,
aiul every village and house in the Lower Nation. The
Indian villages in this part of the world were agreeably
situated, generally consisting of about one hundred
houses, neatly and commodiously built, and well sup-
plied with provisions. They had in particular large
niagaz-ines of corn, which were consumed in the flames.

.\11 the men that were taken suffered immediate death;

but the greater part of the nation had escaped with the

utmost precipitation. In many houses the beds were
yet warm, and the table spread with victuals. JIany
loaded guns went oft" while the houses were burning.
The savages had not time to save their most valuable
effects. The soldiers found some money, three or four

watches, a good quantity of wampum, clothes, and peltry.

Colonel Montgomery having thus taken vengeance on
the perfidious Cherokees, at the expense of five or six

men killed or wounded, returned to Fort I'rinoe George,
with about forty Indian women and children whom he
liad made prisoners. Two of their warriors were set at

liberty, and desired to inform their nation, that, though
they were now in the power of the English, they might
still, on their suljniission, enjoy the blessings of peace.

As the chief called AttakuUakuUa, alias the Little Car-

penter, who had signed the last treaty, disapproved of

the proceedings of his countrymen, and had done many
good offices to the English since the renovation of the

war, he was now given to understand that he might
come down with some other chiefs to treat of an accom-
modation, which would be granted to the Cherokees on
his .account; but that the negotiation must be begun in

a few days, otherwise all the towns in the Upper Nation
would be ravaged and reduced to ashes.

These intimations having produced little or no effect,

colonel Montgomery resolved to make a second irruption

into the middle settlements of the Cherokees, and began
his march on the twenty-fourth day of June. On the

twenty-seventh, captain Morrison, of the advanced party,

was killed by a shot from a thicket, and the firing bo-

came so troublesome that his men gave way. The gren-

adiers and light infantry being detached to sustain them,

continued to advance, notwithstanding the fire from the

woods; imtil, from a rising ground, they discovered a

body of the enemy. These they immediately attacked,

and obliged to retire into a swamp; which, when the rest

linguishcd gallantry. Immediately after his arrival I of the troops came up, they were after a short resistance
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compelled to abandon : but, as the country was difficult,

and the path extremely narrow, the forces suffered on
their march from the fire of scattered parties who con-

cealed themselves behind trees and hushes. At length
they arrived at the town of Elchowee, which the inliah-

itants had forsaken after having removed every thing
of value. Here, while the army encamped on a small
plain, surrounded by hills, it was incommoded by volleys

from the enemy, which wounded some men, and killed

several horses. They were even so daring as to attack

the piquet guard, which repulsed them with difliculty;

but, generally speaking, their parties declined an open
engagement. Colonel Montgomery, sensible that, as

many horses were killed or disabled, be could not pro-

ceed farther without leaving bis provisions behind, or

abandoning the wounded men to the brutal revenge of

a savage enemy, resolved to return ; and began his re-

treat in the night, that he might be the less disturbed

by tbo Indians. Accordingly, he pursued his route for

two days without interruption ; but afterwards sustained

some straggling fires from the woods, though tlie par-

ties of the enemy were put to flight as often as they

appeared. In the beginning of July he arrived at

Fort I'l'ince George ; this expedition having cost him
about seventy men killed and wounded, including five

ofiicers.

FATE OF THE GARRISON AT FORT
LOUDOUN.

Id revenge for these calamities, the Cherokees assem-

bled to a considerable number, and formed the blockade

of Fort Loudoun, a small fortification near the confines

of Virginia, defended by an inconsiderable garrison, ill

supplied with provisions and necessaries. After having
sustained a long siege, and being reduced to the utmost
distress, captain Demere, the commander, held a council

of war with the other ofl[icers, to deliberate upon their

present situation; when it appeared that their provisions

were entirely exhausted; that they had subsisted a con-

siderable time without bread upon horse flesh, and such

supplies of pork and beans as the Indian women could

introduce by stealth ; that the men were so weakened
with famine and fatigue, that in a little time they would
not he able to do duty; that, for two nights past, con-

siderable parties had deserted, and some thrown them-
selves upon the mercy of the enemy ; but the garrison

in general threatened to abandon their officers, and be-

take themselves to the woods; and that there wasno pros-

pect of relief, their communication having been long cut

off from all the British settlements : for these reasons

they were unanimously of opinion that it was imprac-

ticable to prolong their defence ; and they should accept

of an honourable capitulation; and captain Stuart should

be sent to treat with the warriors and the head men of

the Cherokees, about the conditions of their surrender.

This officer, being accordingly despatched with full

powers, obtained a capitulation of the Indians, by which
the garrison was permitted to retire. The Indians de-

sired that, when they arrived at Keowee, the Cherokee
prisoners confined at that place should be released, all

hostilities cease, a lasting accommodation be re-estab-

lished, and a regulated trade revived. In consequence
of this treaty the garrison evacuated the fort, and had
marched about fifteen miles on their return to Carolina,

when they were surrounded and surprised by a largo

body of Indians, who massacred all the officers except

captain Stuart, and slew five and twenty of the soldiers:

the rest were made prisoners, and distributed among
the difierent towns and villages of the nation. Captain
Sluart owed his life to the generous intercession of the

Little Carpenter, who ransomed him at the price of all

he could command, and conducted him safe to Ilolston

River, where he found major Lewis advanced so far

with a body of Virginians. The savages, encouraged by
their success at Fort Loudoun, undertook the siege of

Ninety-Six, and other small fortifications
; but retired

precipitately on the approach of a body of provincials.

BRITISH INTEREST ESTABLISHED ON THE
OHIO.

In the meantime, the British interest and empire
were firmlj' established on the banks of the Ohio, by the

prudence and conduct of major-general Stanwix, who
had passed the winter at Pittsburgh, formerly DuQuesne,
and employed that time in the most effectual manner
for the service of his country. He repaired the old

works, established posts of communication from the Ohio
to Jlonongahela, mounted the bastions that cover the

isthmus with artillery, erected casemates, store-houses,

and barracks, for a numerous garrison, and cultivated

with equal diligence and success the friendship and
alliance of the Indians. The happy consequences of

these measures were soon apparent in the production of

a considerable trade between the natives and the mer-
chants of Pittsburgh, and in the perfect .security of about
four thousand settlers, who now returned to the quiet

possession of the lands from whence they h.id been driven

by the enemy on tbo frontiers of Pennsylvania, Jlary-

land, and Virginia.

THE FREXCH UNDERTAKE THE SIEGE OP
QUEBEC.

The incidents of the war were much more important

and decisive in the more northern parts of this great

continent. The reader will remember that brigadier-

general Murray was left to command the garrison of

Quebec, amounting to about six thousand men ; that a

strong squadron of ships was stationed at Halifax, in

Xova-Scotia, under the direction of lord Colville, an able

and experienced officer, who had instructions to revisit

Quebec in the beginning of summer, as soon as the river

St. Laurence should he navigable ; and that general

Amherst, tlie commander-in-chief of the forces in Ame-
rica, wintered in New-York, tliat he might be at hand
to assemble his troops in the spring, and re-cammence
bis operations for the entire reduction of Canada. Gen-
eral Murray neglected no step that could be taken by
the most vigilant officer for maintaining the important

conquest of Quebec, and subduing all the Lower Canada

;

the inhabitants of which actually submitted, and took

the oath of allegi.ance to the king of Great Britain.

See note 4 M, at the eiul of this Vol.] The garrison,

however, within the walls of Quebec, suffered gre.afly

from the excessive cold in the winter, and the want of

vegetables and fresh provisions; insomuch that, berorc

the end of April, one thousand soldiers were dead of the

scurvy, and twice that number rendered unfit for ser-

vice. Such was the situation of the garrison, when Mr.

Murray received undoubted intelligence that tlic French

commander, the chevalier de Levis, was employed in

assembling his army, which had been cantoned in the

neighbourhood of Montreal; that from the inhabitants of

the country he had completed his eight battalions, regi-

mented forty companies of the troops de Colonic, and

determined to undertake the siege of Quebec, whenever

the river St. Laurence should be so clear of ice that ho

could use his four frigates, and other vessels, by means

of which he was entirely master of the river.

The brigadier, considering the city of Quebec as no

other tbiin a strong c.intonment, had projected a plan

of defence, by extending lines, .and intrenching bis troops

on the heights of Abraham, which at the distance of

eight hundred paces, entirely commanded the ramparts

of the city, and might have been defended by a small

force against a formidable ami}'. Fascines, and every

other necessary for this work, had been provided ; and

in the month of April the men were set at work upon

the projected lines : but the earth was so hardened by

the frost, that it was found impracticable to proceed.

Being informed on the night of the twenty-sixth, that

the enemy ha<l lauded at I'oint-au-Tremble, to the num-
ber of ten thousand men, with five hundred savages, ho

ordered all the bridges over the river Cape Rouge to be

broken down, secured the landing places at Sylleri and
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the Foulon ; .^1K^ next d.iy, marching in person with a
strong detachment, and two field-pieces, took possession

of an advantageous situation, and thus defeated the

scheme which tlio French connn.indcr had hiid for cnt-

ting ofi' the posts wliich the Englisli liad cst.iblislicd.

These being all withdrawn, the brigadier that same
afternoon marched back to Quebec, with little or no loss,

although his rear was harassed by the enemy. Here
he forraeil a resolution which hath been censured by
some critics in w.ar, as a measure that savoured more of

youthful impatience and overboiling courage than of

that military discretion which ought to distinguish a
commander in such a delicate situation; but it is more
easy to censure with an appearance of reason, than to

act in such circumstances with any certainty of success.

Mr. Murray, in bis letter to the secretary of state, de-

clared, that, although the enemy wore greatly superior
tohirain number, yet, when he considered that the Eng-
lish forces were habituated to victory, that they were
provided with a fine train of fi<,'ld-artillery ; that, in shut-

ting them at once within the walls, he should have
risked his whole stake on the single chance of defending
a wretched fortification ; a chance which could not be
much lessened by an action in the field, though such an
action would double the chance of success : for these
reasons he detei-mined to hazard a battle ; should the
event prove unprosperous, he resolved to hold out the
place to the last extremity ; then to retreat to the Isle

of Orleans, or Condres, with the remainder of the gar-

rison, and there wait for a reinforcement. In pursuance
of these resolutions he gave the necessary orders over
night ; and on the twenty-eighth day of April, at half

an hour after six in the morning, marched out with his

little army of three thousand men, which he formed on
the heights in order of battle. The right brigade, com-
manded by colonel Burton, consisted of the regiments of

Amherst, Anstruther, Webb, and the second battalion

of Royal Americans; the left, under colonel Fraser, was
formed of the regiments of Kennedy, Lascelles, Town-
shend, and the Highlanders. Otway's regiment, and
the third battalion of Eoyal Americans, constituted the

corps de reserve. Major Dalling's corps of light infantry

covered the right flank ; the left was secured by cap-

tain Huzzen's comp.any of rangers, and one hundred
volunteers, under the command of captain Donald Mac-
lionald ; and each b.ittalion was supplied with two field-

pieces. Brig.adier Slurray, having reconnoitred the

enemy, perceived their van had taken possession of the

rising grounds about three quarters of a mile in his front

;

hut that their army was on the march in one column.

Thinking this was the critical moment to attack them
before they were formed, he advanced towards them
with equal order and expedition. They were soon driven

from the heights, though not without a warm dispute
;

during which the body of their army advanced at a

round pace, and formed in columns. Their van con-

sisted of ten companies of grenadiers, two of volunteers,

and fonr hundred savages ; eight battalions, formed in

four columns, with some bodies of Canadians in the in-

tervals, constituted their main body; their rear was
composed of two battalions, and some Canadians in the

flanks; and two thousand Canadians formed the re-

serve. Their whole army amounted to upwards of

twelve thousand men. Major Dalling, with great gal-

lantry, dispossessed their grenadiers of a house and
windmill which they occupied, in order to cover their

left flank; and in this attack the major and some of his

oflicers were wounded: nevertheless, the light infantry

pursued the fugitives to a corps which was formed to

sustain them ; then the pursuers halted, and dispersed

along the front of the right; a circumstance which pre-

vented that wing from taking advantage of the first im-

pression they had made on the left of the enemy. The
light infantry, being ordered to regain the flank, were,

in attempting this motion, furiously charged, and thrown
into disorder: then they retired to the rear in such a

shattered condition, that they could never again be

brought up during the whole action. Otway's regiment

was instantly ordered to .advance from the body of the
reserve, and sustain the right wing, wliicli the enemy
twice in vain attempted to penetrate. Meanwhile the
left brigade of the British forces did not remain inactive:
they had dispossessed the French of two redoubts, and
sustained with undaunted resolution the whole efl'orts of
the enemy's right, until they were fairly f;mglit down,
overpowered by numbers, and reduced to a handl'ul, not-
withstanding the assistance they received from the third
b.ittalion of Royal Americans, which had been stationed
with the body of the reserve, as well as from Kennedy's
regiment, posted in the centre. The French attacked
witli great impetuosity ; and at length a fresh column
of the regiment de Ronsillon penetrating the left wing
of the British army, it gave way; the disorder was soon
communicated to the right; so that after a very obstinate
dispute, which lasted an hour and three quarters, briga-
dier Murray was obliged to quit the field, with the loss of
one thousand men killed or wounded, and the greater part
of his artillery. The enemy lost twice the number ofmen
and reaped no essential advantage from their victory,

QUEBEC BESIEGED.

Mr. Murray, far from being dispirited by his defeat,

no sooner retired within the walls of Quebec, than he
resolved to prosecute the fortifications of the place,

which had been interrupted by the severity of the win-
ter; and the soldiers exerted themselves v/ith incredible

alacrity, not only in labouring at the works, but also in

the defence of the town, before which the enemy bad
opened trenches on the very evening of the battle.

Three ships anchored at tl'.e Foulon below their camp
;

and for several days they were empioj-ed in landing

their cannon, mortars, and ammunition. Meanwiiile

they worked incessantly .at their trenches before the

town ; and on the eleventh day of May, opened one

bomb-battery, and three batteries of cannon. Brigadier

Murray made the necessary dispositions to defend the

place to the last extremity: he raised two cavalicis,

contrived some out-works, and planted the ramparts
with one bundled and thirty-two pieces of artillery,

dragged thither mostly by the soldiery. Though the

enemy cannonaded the place with great vivacity the

first day, their fire soon slackened; and their batteries

were in a manner silenced by the superior fire of the

garrison: nevertheless, Quebec would in all probability

have )'everted to its former owners, had a French fleet

from Eurojie got the start of an English squadrou in

sailing up the river,

THE ENEMY'S SHIPPING DE.STROYED.

Lord Colville had sailed from Halifax, with the fleet

under his command, on the twenty-second day of April;

but was retarded in his passage by thick fogs, contrary

winds, and great shoals of ice floating down the river.

Commodore Swanton, who had sailed from England with

a small reinforcement, arrived about the beginning of

May at the Isle of Bee, in the river St. Laurence, where,

with two ships, he purposed to wait for the rest of his

squadron, which had separated from him in the passage:

but one of these, the Lowestoffe, commanded by captain

Deane, had entered the harbour of Quebec on tl)e ninth

day of May, and communicated to the governor the J03'-

ful news that the squadron was arrived in the river.

Commodore Swanton no sooner received intimation that

Quebec was besieged, than he sailed up the river with

all possible expedition, and on the fifteenth in the even-

ing anchored above Point Levi. The brigadier expres-

sing an earnest desire that the French squadron above

the town might be removed, the commodore ordered

captain Schomberg of the Diana, and captain Deane of

the Lowestofl'e, to slip their cables early next morning,

and attack the enemy's fleet, consisting of two frigates,

two armed ships, and a great number of smaller vessels.

Tbey were no sooner in motion than the French ships

fled in the utmost disorder. One of their frigates was
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driven on tlio rocks aljove Cape Diamond; the otiier ran

ashore, and was burned at Point-au-Treniljle, about ten

leagues above the town; and all the other vessels were
taken or destroyed.

The enemy were so confounded and dispirited by this

disaster, and the certain information that a strong Eng-
lish fleet was already in the river .St. Laurence, that in

the following night they raised the siege of Quebec,
and retre.ited with great precipitation, leaving their

provisions, implements, and artillery to govemor Mur-
ray, who had intended to make a vigorous sally in the

morning, .and attempt to penetrate into the camp of the

besiegers, which, from the information of prisoners and
deserters, he conceived to be a very practicable scheme.

Kor this purpose he had selected a body of troops, who
were already under arms, when a lieutenant, whom he

hadsentoutwithadctachment to amuse the enemy, came
and assured him that their trenches were abandoned.

lie instantly marched out of Quebec at the head of his

forces, in hopes of overtaking and m.aking an impres-

sion on their rear, that he might have ample revenge

for his late discomfiture; but they had passed the river

Cape Kouge before he could come up with their army

:

however, be took some prisoners, and a great quantity

of baggage, including their tents, stores, magazines of

provision and ammunition, with thirty-four pieces of

battering cannon, ten field-pieces, six mortars, four

petards, a great number of scaling ladders, intrenching

tools, and every other implement for a siege. They re-

tired to Jaques-Quartiere, where their .ammunition began
to fail, and they were abandoned by great part of the

Canadians; so that they resigned all hope of succeeding

against Quebec, and began to take measures for the

preservation of Montreal, against which the force under
general Amherst was directed. There M. Vaudreuil

had fixed his head-quarters, and there be proposed to

make his last stand against the efforts of the British

general. He not only levied forces, collected mag.i-

zines, and erected new fortifications in the island of

Montreal, but he had even rccour.se to feigned intelli-

gence, and other arts of delusion, to support the spirits

of the Canadians and their Indian allies, which had
begun to flag in consequence of their being obliged to

abandon the siege of Quebec. It must be owned, he
acted with all the spirit and foresight of an experienced

general, determined to exert himself for the preserva-

tion of the colony, even though very little prospect of

success remained. His hopes, slender as they were,

depended upon the natural strength of the country,

rendered almost inaccessible by woods, mountains, and
morasses, which might have retarded the progress of

the English, and protracted the war until a general pa-

cification could be effected. In the meantime, m.ijor-

general Amherst was diligently employed in taking
measures for the execution of the plan he had projected,

in order to complete the conquest of Canada. He con-
veyed instructions to general Murray, directing him to

r.dvanoe by water towards Montreal, with all the troops

that could be spared from the garrison of Quebec. He
detached colonel Haviland, with a body of troops from
Crown-Point, to take possession of thelsle-aux-Noix, in

the lake Champlain, and from thence penetrate the
shortest way to the bank of the river St. Laurence;
while he himself, with the main body of the army,
amounting to about ten thousand men, including Indians,

sliould proceed from the frontiers of New York, by the
rivers of the Mohawks and Oneidas, to the lake Ontario,

and sail down the river St. Laurence to the island of

Montreal. Tims, on the supposition that all these par-

ticulars could be executed, the enemy must have been
hemmed in and entirely surrounded. In pursuance of

this plan, general Amherst had provided two armed
sloops to cruise in the lake Ontario, under the command
of captain Loring; as well as a great number of bateaux,
or smaller vessels, for the transportation of the troops,

artillery, ammunition, implements, and baggage. Seve-
ral regiments were ordered to proceed from Albany to

Oswego: and the general takinghis departure from Sche-

nectady, with the rest of the forces, in the latter end of
June, arrived at the same place on the ninth day of July.

GENERAL AMIIEKST REDUCES THE FREXCH
FORT AT THE ISLE ROYALE.

Being informed that two French vessels had appeared
offOswego, he despatched some bateaux to Niagara, with
intelligence to captain Loring, who immediately set sail

in quest of them; but they escaped his pursuit, though
they had twice appeared in the neighbourhood ofOswego
since the arrival of the general, who endeavoured to

amuse them, by detaching bateaux to different parts of

the lake. The army being assembled, and joined by a
considerable body of Indians, under the command of sir

\Villiam Johnston, the gencr.aldetachedcolonelH.aviland,

with the light infantry, the grenadiers, ami one bat-

talion of highlandcrs, to t.ake post at the bottom of the
lake, and assist the .armed vessels in finding a passage
to La Galette. On the tenth day of August the army
embarked on board the bateaux and whalc-ho.ats, and
proceeded on the lake towards the mouth of the river

St. Laurence. Understanding that one of the enemy's
vessels had run aground and was dis.abled, and that the

other Lay oft' La G.alette, be resolved to make the best

of his way down the river to Swegatclue, and attack

the French fort at Isle Royale, one of the most impor-

tant posts on the river St. Laurence, the source of which
it in a great measure commands. On the seventeenth,

the row-galleys fell in with the French sloop commanded
by M. de la Broquerie, who surrendered after a warm
engagement. Mr. Amherst having detached some en-

gineers to reconnoitre the coasts and islands in the

neighbourhood of Isle Royale, bo made a disposition for

the attack of that fortress, which was accordingly in-

vested, after he had taken possession of the islands.

Some of these the enemy had abandoned with such pre-

cipitation, as to leave behind a few scalps they had
taken on the Mohawk rivei-, a numljer of tools and
utensils, tv;o swivels, some barrels of pitch, and a large

quantity of iron. The Indians were so incensed at

sight of the scalps, that they burned a chapel and all

the hoH.'^cs of the enemy. Batteries being raised on the

nearest islands, the fort was cannonaded not only by
them, but likewise by the armed sloops, and a disposi-

tion was made for giving the assault, when M. Poucbart,

the governor, thought proper to beat a parley, and sur-

render on capitulation. The general, having taken

possession of the fort, found it so well situated for com-
manding the lake Ontario and the Mohawk river, that

he resolved to maintain it with a garrison, and employed

some d.ays in repairing the fortifications.

From this place his navigation down the river St.

Laurence was rendered extremely difficult and dan-

gerous, by a great number of violent riffs or rapids, and

falls; among which he lost above fourscore men, forty-

six bateaux, seventeen whale-boats, one row-galley,

with some artillery, stores, and ammunition. On the

sixth day of September the troops were landed on the

island of Montreal, without any opposition, except from

some flying parties, which exchiinged a few shot, .and

then fled with precipitation. That same day he repaired

a bridge which they had broken down in their retreat;

and, after a march of two leagues, formed his army on

a plain before Montreal, where they lay all night on

their .arms. Montreal is, in point of importance, the

second place in Can.ada, situated in an island of tlio

river St. Laurence, at an equal distance from Quebec

and the lake Ontario. Its central situation rendered it

the staple of the Indi.an trade; yet the fortifications of

it were inconsiderable, not at all .adequate to the value

of the place. General Amherst ordered some pieces of

artillery to be brought up immediately from the landing-

place at La Cliine, where he had left some regiments

for the security of the boats, and determined to com-

mence the siege in form; but in the morning of the

seventh he received a letter from the marquis de Vau-

dreuil by two ofiicers, demanding a capitulation; which,
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after some letters had passed between the two generals,

v,-as granted upon as favourable terms as the French
had reason to expect, considerhig that general Murray,
with the troops from Quebec, had by this time landed
on the island; and colonel Haviland, witli the body
under his command, had just arrived on the south side

cf the river, opposite to Jloutreal; circumstances equally

favourable and surprising, if we reflect upon tlie dif-

ferent routes they pursued, through an enemy's country,

where they had no intelligence of the motions of each

other. Had any accident retarded tlie progress of gen-

eral Amherst, the reduction of Slontreal would have
been attempted by geueral Murray, who embarked with

his troops at Quebec on board of a great number of

small vessels, under the command of captain Deane in

tlie Diana. This gentleman, with uncommon abilities,

surmounted the difficulties of an unknown, dangerous,

and intricate navigation; and conducted the voyage
with such success, that not a single vessel was lost in

the expedition. M. do Levis, at the head of his forces,

watched the motions of general Murray, who, in ad-

vancing up the river, published nianil'estocs among the

Canadians, which produced all the effect he could de-

sire. Almost all the parishes on the south shore, as far

as the river Sorrel, submitted, and took the oath of neu-

trality; and lord KoUe disarmed all the inhabitants of

the north shore, as far as Trois Rivieres, which, thougli

tlie capital of a district, being no more than an open vil-

Inge, was taken witliout resistance. In a word, general

Amherst took possession of Montreal, and thus com-

pleted the conquest of all Canada ; a conquest the most

important of any that ever the British arms achieved,

whether we consider the safety of the English colonies

in North America, now secured from invasion and en-

croachment ; the extent and fertility of the country sub-

dued; or the whole Indian commerce thus transfened

to the traders of Great Britain. The terms of the ca-

pitulation may perhaps be thought rathertoofavourable,

as the enemy were actually enclosed and destitute of all

hope of relief: hut little points like these ought always

to be sacrificed to the consideration of great objects

;

and the finishing the conquest of a great country with-

out bloodshed, redounds as much to the honour as it

argues the bumanitj' of general Amherst, whose conduct

liad been iireproaehable during the whole course of the

American operations. At the same time, it must be

allowed he was extremely fortunate in having subordi-

nate commanders, who perfectly corresponded with his

ideas; and a body of troops whom no labours could dis-

courage, T\hom no dangers could dismay. Sir William

Johnston, with a power of authority and insinuation

peculiar to himself, not only maintained a surprising

ascendancy over the most ferocious of all tlie Indian

ti ibes, but kept them within the bounds of such salutary

restraint, that not one single act ofinhumanity was per-

petrated by them during the whole course of this expe-

dition. The zeal and conduct of brigadier-general Gage,

tlie undaunted spirit and enterprising genius of general

MuiTay, the diligence and activity of colonel Haviland,

happily co-operated in promoting this great event.

FEENCH SHIPS DESTROYED, &c.

The French ministry had attempted to succour

Montreal by equipping a considerable number of store

ships, and sending them out in the spring under convoy

of a frigate ; but as their ofHcers understood that the

British squadron had sailed up the river St. Laurence

before their arrival, they took shelter in the bay of

CTialeurs, on the coast of Acadia, where they did not

long remain unmolested. Captain Byron, who com-

manded the ships of war that were left at Louisbourg,

having received intelligence of them from brigadier-

general Whitmore, sailed thither with his squadron, and

found them at anchor. The whole fleet consisted of

one frigate, two large store-ships, and nineteen sail of

smaller vessels ; the greater part of which had been

taken from the merchants of Great Britain ;
all these

Voi- II.

v,-ere destroyed, together with two batteries which had
been raised for their protection. The French town,

consisting of two hundred houses, was demolished, and
the settlement totally ruined. All the French subjects

inhabiting the territories from the bay of Funda to tho

banks of the river St. Laurence, and all the Indians
through that tract of country, were now subdued, and
subjected to the English government. In the month
of December of the preceding year, the French colonists

at Miramachi, Eickebuctou, and other places lying
along the gulf of St. Laurence, made their submission

by deputies to colonel Frye, who commanded in Fort

Cumberland at Chiguecto. They afterwards renewed
this submission in the most formal manner, by subscrib-

ing articles, by which they obliged tliemselves, and tho

people they represented, to repair in the spring to Bay
Verte, witli all their efl'ects and shipping, to be disposed

of according to the direction of colonel Laurence,

governor of Halifax, in Nova-Scotia. They were ac-

companied by two Indian chiefs of the nation of the

Mickmacks, a powerful and numerous people, now be-

come entirely dependent upon his Britannic majestj'.

In a word, by the conquest of Canada, the Indian fur

trade, in its full extent, fell into the hands of the Eng-
lish. The French interest among the savage tribes,

inhabiting an immense tract of country, was totally

extinguished ; and their American possessions shrunk

within the limits of Louisiana, an infant colony on the

south of the Mississippi, which the British arms may
at any time easily subdue.

DEMOLITION OF LOUISBOURG.

The conquest of Canada being achieved, nothing now
i-cniained to be done in North America, except the de-

molition of the fortifications of Louisljourg on the island

of Cape Breton ; for which purpose some able engineers

had been sent from England with the ships commanded

by captain Byron. By means of mines artfully disposed

and well constructed, the fortifications were reduced to

a heap of rubbish, the glacis was levelled, and the ditches

were filled. All the artillery, ammunition, and imple-

ments of war, were conveyed to Halifax; but the bar-

racks were repaired, so as to accommodate three hundred

men occasionally ; the hospital, with the private houses,

were left standing. The French still possessed, upon tho

continent of America, the fertile country lying on each

side of the great river Mississippi, which disembogues

itself into the gulf of Florida ; but the colony was so

thinly peopled, and so ill provided, that, far from being

formidable, it scarcely could have subsisted, unless tho

British traders had been base and treacherous enough

to supply it from time to time with provisions and ne-

cessaries. The same infamous commerce was carried

on with divers French plantations in the West Indies;

insomuch that the governors of provinces, and com-

manders of the squadrons stationed in those seas, made

formal complaints of it to the ministry. The tempta-

tion of extraordinary profit excited the merchants not

only to assist tlie enemies of their countiy, but also run

all risks in eluding the vigilance of the legislature. The
inhabitants of Martinique found a plentiful market of

provision furnished by the British subjects at the Dutch

islands of Eustatia and Curacjoa : and those that were

settled on the island of Hispaniola were supplied in tho

same manner attheSpanish settlementofMonte-Christo.

INSURRECTION IN JAMAICA.

While the British commanders exerted themselves

by sea and laud with the most laudable spirit of vigi-

lance and courage against the foreign adversaries of

their country, the colonists of Jamaica ran the most

imminent hazard of being extii-pated by a domestia

enemy. The negro slaves of that island, grown inso-

lent in the contemplation of their own formidable num-

bers, or by observmg the supine indolence of their

masters, or stimulated by that appetite for liberty so

4B
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natui'al to the mind of man, began, in the course of this

year, to entertain thoughts of shaking off the yoke by
means of a general insurrection. Assemblies were held

and plans resolved for this purpose. At length they

concerted a scheme for rising in arms all at once in

different parts of the island, in order to massacre all the

white men, and take possession of the government.
They agreed that this design should be put in execu-
tion immediatel)' after the departure of the fleet for

Europe ; but their plan was defeated by their igno-

rance and impatience. Those of the conspirators that

belonged to captain Forest's estate, being impelled by
the fumes of intoxication, fell suddenly upon the over-

seer, while he sat at supper with some friends, and
butchered the whole company. Being immediately

joined by some of their confederates, they attacked the

neighbouring plantations, where they repeated the

same barbarities ; and, seizing all the arras and ammu-
nition that fell in their way, began to grow formidable

to the colony. The governor no sooner received inti-

mation of this disturbance, than he, by proclamation,

subjected the colonists to martial law. All other busi-

ness was interrupted, and every man took to his arms.

The regular troops, joined by the troop of militia, and
a considerable number of volunteers, marched from
Spanish Town to Saint Mary's, where the insurrection

began, and skirmished with the insurgents ; but as they
declined standing any regular engagement, and trusted

chiefly to bush-fighting, the governor employed against

them the free blacks, commonly known by the name of

the wild negroes, now peaceably settled under the pro-

tection of the government. Thesa auxiliarie.=:, in con-

sideration of a price set upon the heads of the rebels,

attacked them in their own way, slew them by surprise,

until their strength was broken, and numbers made
away with themselves in despair ; so that the insurrec-

tion was supposed to be quelled about the beginning of

May, but in June it broke out again with redoubled

fury, and the rebels were reinforced to a very consider-

able number. The regular troops and tlie militia,

joined by a body cf sailors, formed a camp under the

command of colonel Spragge, who sent out detachments
against the negroes, a great number of whom were
killed, and some taken ; but the rest, instead of sub-

mitting, took shelter in the woods and mountains. The
prisoners, being tried and found guilty of rebellion, were
put to death by a variety of tortures. Some were
hanged, some beheaded, some burned, and some fixed

alive upon gibbets. One of these last lived eight days
and eighteen hours, suspended under a vertical sun,

without being refreshed by one drop of water, or re-

ceiving any manner of sustenance. In order to prevent
such insurrections for the future, the justices assem-
bled at the sessions of the peace established regulations,

importing, that no negro-slave should be allowed to

quit his plantation without a white conductor, or a
ticket of leave ; that every negro playing at any sort

of game should be scourged through the public streets

;

that every publican suffering such gaming in his house
should forfeit forty shillings; that every proprietor

suffering his negroes to beat a drum, blow a horn, or

make any other noise in his plantation, should be fined

ten pounds ; and every overseer allowing these irregu-

larities should pay half that sum, to be demanded, or

distrained for, by any civil or military ofiicer ; that

every free negro, or mulatto, should wear a blue cross

on his right shoulder, on pain of imprisonment ; that

no mulatto, Indian, or negro, should hawk or sell any
thing, except fresh fish or milk, on pain of bein.j

scourged ; that rum and punch houses should be shut
up during divine service on Sundays, under the penalty

of twenty shillings ; and that those who had petit

licenses should shut up their bouses on other nights at

nine o'clock.

ACTION AT SEA OFF HISPANIOLA.

Notwithstanding these examples and regulations, a

body of rebellions negroes still subsisted in places that

were deemed inaccessible to regular forces ; and from
these they made nocturnal irruptions into the nearest

plantations, where they acted with all the wantonness
of barbarity : so that the people of Jamaica were obliged

to conduct themselves with the utmost vigilance and
circumspection ; while rear-admiral Holmes, who com-
manded at sea, took every precaution to secure the

island from insult or invasion. He not only took mea-
sures for the defence of Jamaica, but also contrived and
executed schemes for annoying the enemy. Having
in the month of October received intelligence that fiva

French frigates were equipped at Cape Francois, on
the island of Hispaniola, in order to convoy a fleet of

merchant-ships to Europe, be stationed the ships under
his command in such a manner as was most likely to

intercept this fleet ; and his disposition was attended

with success. The enemy sailed from the Cape to the

number of eight sail, on the sixteenth; and next day
they were chaced by the king's ships the Hampshire,

Lively, and Boreas; which however made small pro-

gress, as there was little wind, and that variable. In

the evening the breeze freshened ; and about midnight

the Boreas came up with the Sirenne, commanded by
commodore M'Cartie. They engaged with great viva-

city for about twenty-five minutes, when the Sirenne

shot a-head, and made the best of her way. The Boreas

was so damaged in her rigging, that she could not close

with the enemy again till nest day, at two in the after-

noon, when the action was renewed off the east end of

Cuba, and maintained till forty minutes past four, when
Mr. M'Cartie struck. In the meantime, the Hampshire
and Lively gave chase to the other four French frigates,

which steered to the southward with all the sail they

could carry, in order to reach the west end of Tortuga,

and shelter themselves in Port-au-Prince. On the

eighteenth, the Lively, by the help of her oars, came
up with the Valour, at half an hour past seven in the

morning ; and after a hot action, which continued an

hour and a half, compelled the enemy to submit. The
Hampshire stood after the three others, and about four

in the afternoon ran up between the duke de Choiseul

and the prince Edward. These she engaged at the

same time ; but the first, having the advantage of the

wind, made her retreat into Port-au-Paix, the other

ran ashore about two leagues to leeward, and struck

her colours ; but at the approach of the Hampshire the

enemy set her on fire, and she blew up. This was also

the fate of the Fleur de Lys, which had run into Fresh-

water Bay, a little farther to leeward of Port-au- Prince.

Thus, by the prudent disposition of admiral Holmes,

and the gallantry of his three captains Norbury, Uvc-

dale, and Maitland, two large frigates of the enemy
were taken, and three destroyed. The spirit of the

officers was happily supported by an uncommon exer-

tion of courage in the men, who cheerfully engaged in

the most dangerous enterprises. Immediately after

the capture of the French frigates, eight of the enemy's

privateers were destroyed or brought into Jamaica.

Two of these, namely, the Vainqueur of ten guns, six-

teen swivels, and ninety men, and the Mackau of six

swivels, and fifteen men, had run into shoal water in

Cumberland harbour, on tlie island of Cuba. The boats

of the Trent and Boreas, manned under the direction of

the lieutenants Miller and Stuart, being rowed up to

the Vainqueur, boarded and took possession under a

close fire, after having surmounted many other diflicul-

ties. The Mackau was taken without any resistance
;

then the boats proceeded against the Guespe, of eight

guns, and eighty-five men, which laid at anchor farther

up in the Lagoon, but before they came up the enemy
bad set her on fire, and she was destroyed.

GALLANT BEHAVIOUR ok CAPTAINS O'BKIEN
AND TAVLOK.

The same activity and resolution distinguished the

captains and officers belonginjr to the squadron com
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nianded by sir James Douglas off the Leeward islands.

In the month of September, the captains O'Brien and
Taylor, of the ships Temple and Griffin, being on a joint

cruise off the islands Granadas, received intelligence

that the Virgin, formerly a British sloop of war, which
had been taken by the enemy, then lay at anchor, to-

gether with three privateers, under protection of three

forts on the island, sailed thither in order to attack them,
and their enterprise was crowned with success. After

a warm engagement which lasted several hours, the

enemy's batteries were silenced, and indeed demolished,

and the English captains took possession of the four

prizes. They afterwards entered another harbour of

that island, having first demolished another fort; and
there they lay four days unmolested, at the expiration

of which they carried off three other prizes. In their

i-eturn to Antigua, they fell in with thirteen ships bound
to Martinique with provisions, and took them all with-

out resistance. About the same time eight or nine

privateers were taken by the ships which commodore
sir James Douglas employed in cruising round the island

of Guadaloupe, so that the British commerce in those

seas flourished under his care and protection.

TRANSACTIONS IN THE EAST-INDIES.

In the E-ast-Indies the British arms still continued to

prosper. After the reduction of Arcot, the garrisons of

Permacoil and AUumparva surrendered themselves pri-

soners of war in the beginning of May. The Falmouth
obliged the Haarlem, a French ship from Mcguy, to run

ashore to the northward of Pondichcrry. The important

settlement of Carical was reduced by the sea and land

forces commanded by rear-admiral Cornish and major
Monson, and the French garrison made prisoners of

war; and colonel Coote formed the blockade of Pondi-

cherry by land, while the harbour was beset by the

English squadron.

ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE BAY OF QUIBEKON.

No action of importance was in the course of this year
achieved b}' the naval force of Great Britain in the seas

of Europe. A powei"ful squadron still remained in the

bay of Quiberon, in order to amuse and employ a body
of French forces on that part of the coast, and intertupt

the navigation of the enemy; though the principal aim
of this armament seems to have been to watch and detain

the few French ships which had run into the river Vil-

laine, after the defeat of Conflans; an object, the im-

portance of which will doubtless astonish posterity.

The fleet employed in this service was alternately com-
manded by admiral Boscawen and sir Edward Hawke,
officers of distinguished abilities, whose talents might
have been surely rendered subservient to much greater

national advantages. All that Mr. Boscawen could do

in this circumscribed scene of action was, to take pos-

session of a small island near the river Vannes, which
he caused to be cultivated, and planted with vegetables,

for the use of the men infected with scorbutic disorders

arising from salt provision, sea air, and want of proper

exercise. In the month of September, sir Edward
Hawke, who had by this time relieved Mr. Boscawen,

detached the gallant lord Howe, in the Magnanime,
with the ships Prince Frederick and Bedford, to reduce

the little island of Dumet, about three miles in length,

and two in breadth, abounding with fresh water. It

was defended by a small fort, mounted with nine cannon,

and manned with one company of the regiment of Bour-

bon, who surrendered in a very short time after the ships

had begun the attack. By this small conquest a con-

siderable expense was saved to the nation in the article

of transports employed to carry water for the use of the

squadron.

Admiral Eodney still maintained his former station

off the coast of Havre de Grace, to observe what should

pass at the mouth of the Seine. In the month of July,

while he hovered in this neighbourhood, five large flat-

bottomed boats, laden with cannon and shot, bet sail

from Ilarflcur in the middle of the day, with their col-

ours flying, as if they had set the English squadron at

defiance ; for the walls of Havre du Grace, and even the
adjacent hills, were covered with spectators, assembled
to behold the issue of this adventure. Having reached
the river of Caen, they stood backwards and forwards
upon the shoals, intending to amuse admiral Rodney
till night, and then proceed under cover of the darkness.
He perceived their drift, and gave directions to his small
vessels to be ready, that, as soon as day-light failed,

they should make all the sail they could for the mouth
of the river Ome, in order to cut off the enemy's retreat,

while he himself stood with the larger ships to the steep
coast of Port Bassin. The scheme succeeded to his

wish. The enemy, seeing their retreat cut off, ran
ashore at Port Bassin, where the admiral destroyed
them, together with the small fjrt which had been
erected for the defence of this harbour. Each of those

vessels was one hundred feet in length, and capable of

containing four hundred men for a short passage. What
their destination was we cannot pretend to determine;
but the French had provided a great number of these

transports, for ten escaped into tlie river Orne leading
to Caen ; and in consequence of this disaster one hundred
were unloaded, and sent up again to Rouen. This was
not all the damage that the enemy sustained on this

part of the coast. In the month of November, captain

Ourry. of the Acteon, chased a large privateer, and
drove her ashore between Cape Barflcur and La Hogue,
where she perished. The cutters belonging to admiral
Rodney's squadron scoured the coast towards Dieppe,
where a considerable fishery was carried on, and where
they took or destroyed near forty vessels of considerable

burden. Though the English navj' suffered nothing
from the French during this period, it sustained some
damage from the weather. The Conqueror, a new ship

of the line, was lost in the channel, on the island of St.

Nicholas, but the crew and cannon were saved. Tho
Lyme, of twenty guns, foundered in the Categat, in

Norway, and fifty of the men perished; and, in the
West Indies, a tender belonging to the Dublin, com-
manded by commodore sir James Douglas, was lost in

a single wind, with a hundred chosen mariners.

Of the domestic transactions relating to the war, the
most considerable was the equipment of a powerful ar-

mament destined for some secret expedition. A numer-
ous body of forces was assembled, and a great number
of transports collected at Portsmouth. Generals were
nominated to the command of this enterprise. The
troops were actually embarked with a gi-eat train of

artillery; and the eyes of the whole nation were atten-

tively fixed upon this armament, which could not have
been prepared without incurring a prodigious expense
Notwithstanding these preparations, the whole summer
was spent in idleness and inaction; and in the latter

end of the season the undertaking was laid aside. The
people did not fail to clamour against the inactivity of

the summer, and complained that, notwithstanding the

immense subsidies granted for the prosecution of the

war, no stroke of importance was struck in Europe for

the advantage of Great Britain; but tliat her treasure

was lavished upon fruitless parade, or a German alli-

ance still more pernicious. It must be owned indeed,

th.at no new attempt was made to annoy the enemy on
British principles; for the surrender of Montreal was
the natural consequence of the steps which had been
taken, and of the measures concerted in the course of

the preceding j-ear. It will be allowed, we apprehend,

that the expense incurred by the armament at Ports-

mouth, and the body of troops there detained, would
have been sufficient, if properly applied, to reduce the

island of Mauritius in the Indian ocean, Martinique in

the West Indies, or ilinorca in the Mediterranean; and
all these three were objects of importance. In all pro-

bability, the design of the armament was either to in-

timidate the French into proposals of peace; to make a

diversion from the Rhine, by alarming the coast of Pre-
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tagne; or to thiow over a body of troops iuto Fhindcrs,

to effect a junction with the heicJitary prince of Bruns-

wick, who, at the head of twenty thousand men, had

made an iiTUjition as far as tlie Lower Rhine, and even

crossed that river; hut ho miscarried in the execution

of his design.

ASTEOXOMEKS SENT TO THE EAST INDIE?.

In the midst of these alarms some regard was paid to

the improvements of natural knowledge. The Royal

Society having made application to the king, represen-

ting that there would ho a transit of Venus over tlie

disc of the suu, on the sixth day of June; .and that tlicre

was reason to hope tlic parallax of that planet might be

more accurately determined by making proper ol)serva-

tions of this phenomenon at the island of St. Helena, near

the coast of Africa, and at Bencoolcn in the East Indies,

his m.ajesty granted a sum of money to defray the ex-

pense of sending able astronomers to those two places,

and ordered a ship of war to be equipped for tlicir con-

veyance. Accordingly, Mr. Nevil llaskelyne and Jlr.

Robert Waddington were appointed to make the obser-

vations at St. Helena ; and Mr. Charles Mason and Mr.

Jeremiah Dixon undertook the voyage to Bencoolen, on

tlie island of Sumatra.*

EARTHQUAKES IN SYRIA.

Except the countries that were actually the scenes

of war, no political revolution or disturbance disquieted

the general tranquillity. Syria, indeed, felt all the

liorrors and wrcclc of a dreadful earthquake, protracted

in repeated shocks, which began on the thirteenth day
of October, in the neighbourhood of Tripoli. A great

number of liouscs were overthrown at Seyde, and many
people buried under the ruins. It was felt through a

space of ten thousand square leagues, comprehending
the mountains of liibanus and Autill'),anus, with an in-

finite number of vilhages, that were reduced to heaps of

rubbish. At Acra, or Ptolemais, the sea overflowed its

banks, and poured into the streets, though eiglit feet

above the level of the water. The city of Saphet was
entirely destroyed, and the greatest part of its inhabi-

tants perished. At Damascus, all the minarets were
overthrown, and six thousand people lost their lives.

The shocks diminished gradually till the twenty-fifth

day of November, when they were renewed witli re-

doubled havoc ; the earth trembled with the most dread-

ful convulsions, and the greater part of Tripoli was
destroyed. Balbeck was entirely ruined, and this was
the fate of many other towns and castles; so that the

people who escaped tlie ruins were obliged to sojourn in

the open fields, and all Syria was threatened with the

vengeance of lieaven. Sucli a dangerous ferment arose

at Constantinople, tliat a revolution was apprehended.
Mustapha, the present emperor, had no sons; but his

brother B.ajazet, wliose life he had spared, contrary to

the maxims of Turkish policy, produced a son by one of

the women with whom he was indulged in his confine-

ment; a circumstance which aroused the jealousy of the

emperor to such a degree, that he resolved to despatch

his brother. Tlie great officers of tlie I'orte opposed
this design, which was so disagreeable to the people,

that an insurrection ensued. Several Turks and Ar-
iiieniaiis, taking it for granted that a revolution was at

hand, bought up great quantities of grain; and a
dreadful dearth was tlie consequence of this monopoly.
The sultan assembled the troops, quieted the insur-

gents, ordei'cd the engrossers of corn to be executed,
and in a little time the repose of the city was re-

established.

Notwithstanding the prospect of a rupture in Italy,

• In the brprinning oi April, the king granted to his grnndson
peince Edward Augustus, and to the licirs male of his royal lii;.,'li-

ness, the dignities of duko of the kingdom of Great Brita'iu, and of
pari of the kingdom of Ireland, by tlie names, styles, and titles, of
duke of York and Albany, and carl of Ulster.

no now incident interrupted the tranquillity which the

southern parts of Europe enjoyed. The king of Spain,

howsoever solicited by the other branch of the house

of Bourbon to engage in the war as its ally, refused to

interpose in any other way tlian as a mediator between

the courts of London and Versailles. He sent tlio

conde de Fuentos, a nobleman of high rank and char-

acter, in quality of ambassador-extraordinary to the

king of Great Britain, in order to oSer his good ofliees

for effecting a peace; and tlie conde, after liaving con-

ferred witli the English niinister, made an excursion to

Paris: but his proposal with respect to a cessation of

hostilities, if in reality sucli a proposal was ever made,

did not meet with a cordial reception. Other diflcrences

subsisting between the crowns of Great Britain and
Spain, lie found no difficulty in compromising. His
catholic majesty persisted in the execution of a plan

truly worthy of a patriot king. In the first place,

he spared no pains and aiqilication to make himself

thoroughly acquainted with the state of liis kingdom.
He remitted to his people all they owed the crown,

amounting to threescore millions of reals : he demanded
an exact account of his father's debts, that they might
be discharged with the utmost punctuality : an order

was sent to the treasury, that ten millions of re.als

should be annually appropriated for this purpose, until

the whole should be liquidated; and to the first year's

payment be added fifty millions, to be divided equally

among the legal claimants. He took measures for the

vigorous execution of the laws against offenders ; en-

couraged industry
;
protected commerce ; and felt the

exquisite pleasure in being beloved as the father of his

people. To give importance to his crown, and extend

his influence among the powers of Europe, ho equipped

a powerful squadron of .ships at Carthagcna ; and is

said to have declared his intention to employ them
against Algiers, should the dey refuse to release the

slaves of the Spanish nation.

AFFAIRS OF PORTUGAL.

Portugal still seemed agitated from the shock of tl:o

late conspiracy which was quelled in that kingdom.

The pope's nuncio was not ouly forbid the court, but

even sent under a strong guard to the frontiers ; an
indignity which induced the pontiff' to order the Portu-

guese minister at Rome to evacuate the ecclesiastical

dominions. In the meantime, another embarkation of

Jesuits was sent from Lisbon to Civita A'cccbia
;
yet

the expulsion of these fathers did not restore the inter-

nal peace of Portugal, or put an end to the practice of

plotting ; for, even since their departure, some persons

of rank have either been committed to close prison, or

exiled from the kingdom. The Jesuits were not more
fortunate in America ; for in the month of October, in

the foregoing year, an obstinate battle was fought be-

tween the united forces of Spain and Portugal and the

Indians of Paraguay, who were under the dominion of

the Jesuits : victory at length declared in favour of the

two crowns ; so that the vanquished were obliged to

capitulate, and lay down their arms. As the court of

Portugal had made remonstrances to the British minis-

try against the proceedings of the English squadron

under admiral Boseawcn, which had attacked and de-

stroyed some French ships under the I'ortugucse fort

ill the bay of Lagos, his Britonnic majesty thought
proper to send the earl of Kinnoul as ambassador-extra-

ordinary to Lisbon, where that nobleman made sueli

excuses for the insult of the English admiral, as entirely

removed all the misunderstanding between the two
crowns ; and could not fail of being agreeable to the

Portuguese monarch, thus respected, soothed, and de-

precated by a mighty nation, in the very zenith of power
and prosperity. On the sixth of June, being the birth-

day of the king of Portugal, the marriage of his brother

don Pedro with the princess of Brazil was celebrated

in the ch.apel of the palace where the king resides, to

tlie universal joy of the people. The nuptials wcro
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nniiounced fo tlia public liy tlie discliai's-e of cniraon,

nnd celebrated with illHniinations and all kinds of re-

joicing.

An accident which happened in the Mediterranean
had like to have drawn the indirpiation of the Ottoman
Porte on the knights of the order of Malta. A lar^e

Turkish ship of the line, mounted with sixty-eight

orass cannon, having on board a complement of seven
hundred men, besides seventy christian slaves, under
the immediate command of tlie Turkish admiral, had,

in company with two frigates, five galleys, and other

smaller vessels, sailed in June from the Dardanelles

;

cruised along the coast of Smyrna, Scio, and Trio; and
at length anchored in the channel of Stangic, where the

admiral, with four hundred persons, went on shore, on
the nineteenth day of September: the christian slaves,

seizing this opportunity, armed themselves with knives,

and fell upon the three hundred that remained with
such fury and efi'ect, that a great number of the Tur];s

were instantly slain ; many leaped overboard into the

sea, where they perished; and the rest sued for mercy.
The christians, having thus secured possession of the

sliip, hoisted sail, and bore away for Malta : which,
though chased by the two frig.ates andaEagusan ship,

they reached by crowding all their canvas, and brought
their prize safe into the harbour of Yalette, amidst the

acclamations of the people. The order of Malta, as a
recompencc for this signal act of bravery and resolution,

assigned to the captors the whole property of the ship

and slaves, together with all the eftVcts on bo.ard, in-

cluding a sum of money which the Turkish commander
had collected b}' contribution, amounting to a million

and a half of florins. The grand seignior was so en-

raged at this event, that he disgraced his admiral, and
threatened to take vengeance on the order of Jlalla,

for having detained the ship, aud countenanced the

capture.

PATKIOTIC SCHEMES OF THE KING OF
DENMARK.

With respect to the disputes which had so long em-
broiled the northern parts of Europe, the neutral powers
.secnied as averse as ever to a participation. The king
of Denmark continued to perfect those plans which he

had wisely formed for increasing the wealth, and pro-

moting the happiness of his subjects; nor did he neglect

any opportunity of improving natural knowledge ibr the

benefit of mankind in general. He employed men of

ability, at his own cxjicnse, to travel into foreign coun-

tries, and to collect the most curious productions, for

the advancement of naturalhistory; he encouraged the

liberal and mechanic arts at home, by munificent re-

waids and peculiar protection : he invited above a thou-

sand foreigners from Germany to become his subjects,

and settle in certain districts in Jutland, which liad lain

waste above three centuries; and they forthwith began
tolraild villages, and cultivate the lands, in the dioceses

of Wibourg, Arhous, and liipcn. Their travelling ex-

penses from Altona to their new settlement were de-

frayed by the king, who moreover maintained them
until the produce of the lands could afiord a comfortable

subsistence. He likewise bestowed upon each colonist

a house, a barn, and a stable, with a certain number of

horses and cattle. Finally, this generous p.atriot having

visited these new subjects, who received him with un-

speakable emotions of joy and aiicction, he ordered a

considerable sum of money to be distributed among them
as an additional mark of his favour. Such conduct in

a prince cannot fall to secure the warmest returns of

loyalty and attachment in his people ; and the execu-

tion of such laudable scliemcs will endear his name to

*hc contemplation of posterity.

MEMORIAL PRESENTED TO THE STATES-
GENERAL.

Ilie Dutch, as usual, persevered in prosecuting every

branch of commerce, without being diverted to less

profitable schemes of .state-policy by the insinu.ations of
France, or the remonstrances of Great Brit.ain. The
violation of the peace by their subjects in Bengal was
no .sooner known at the court of London, than orders
were sent to general Yorke, the English ambassador at
the Hague, to demand an expl.an.ation. He accordingly
presented a mcmovial to the states-general, signifying
that their high mightinesses must doubtless be greatly
astonished to hear, by the j'uhlic papers, of the irregu-
larities committed by their subjects in the East Indies;
but that they would be much more amazed on perusing
the piece annexed to his memorial, containing a minute
account, specified with the strictest regard to truth, of
the irregular conduct observed by the Dutch towards
tlie British subjects in the river Bcng.al, at a time when
the factors and traders of Holland enjoyed all the sweets
of peace and all the advantages of unmolested commerce:
at a time when his Britannic m.ijesty, from his great
regard to their high mightinesses, carefully avoided
giving the least umbrage to the subjects of the United
Provinces. He observed that the king his sovereign
was deeply aflccted by these outrageous doings and mis-
chievous designs of the Dutch in the East Indies, whose
aim was to destroy the British settlements in that conn-
try

;
an aim that would have been accomplished, had

not the king's victorious arms brought them to reason,

and obliged them to sue for an accommodation. He told

them his majesty would willingly believe their high
mightinesses had given no order for proceeding to such
extremities, and that the directors of their India com-
pany had no share in the transaction: nevertheless, he
(the ambassador) was ordered to demand signal satis-

faction, in the name of the king his master; that all who
should be found to have sharod in the ofl'ence, so mani-
festly tending to the destruction of tlie English settle-

ments in that country, should be exemplarily punished;
and that their high mightinesses should confirm the
stipulations agreed upon immediately after the action

by the directors of the respective companies, in con-

sideration of which agreement the Dutch ships were re-

stored, after their commanders acknowledged their fault,

in owning themselves the aggressors. To this renion-

stranee the states-general replied, that nothing of what
was laid to the charge of their subjects had yet reached

their knowledge : but the}' requested his Britannic ma-
jesty to Eusi>end his judgment until he should he made
perl'ectly actiuainted with the grounds of those disputes;

and they promised he should have reason to he satisfied

with the exemplary punishment that would be inflicted

upon all who should be found concerned in violating the

peace between the two nations. *

STATE OF THE POWERS AT WAR.

The war in Germany still raged with imrclenting

fury, and the mutual r.ancour of the contending parties

seemed to derive fresh force from their mutual disap-

pointments; at least the house of Austria seemed still

implacable, and obstinately bent upon terminating th.o

war with the destruction of the Prussian monarch. Her
allies, however, seemed less actuated by the spirit of

revenge. The French king had sustained so much
damage and disgrace in the course of the war, that his

resources failed, and his finances fell into disorder; he
could no longer afford the subsidies he had promised to

different powers ; while his subjects clamoured aloud at

the burden of impositions, the ruin of trade, and the re-

peated dishonour entailed upon the arms of France. The
czarina's zeal for the alliance was evidently cooled by
tlie irregular and defective payments of the subsidies

she h.ad stipulated. Perhaps she was disappointed in

her hope of conquest, and chagrined to see her armies

• In tlio month of Marcli, the states of Iltillanil and West Fr!es-

l.nnd having, after waitn debates, aj^-ced to the prnposed match be-

tween tlie princess Caroline, sister to the prince of Orange, and tiie

prince of Nassau Weilbonrg, the nuptials were solemnized at the

Hague with great magnificence.
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retire from Germany at the approach of every winter;

and the British ministry did not fail to exert all their

influence to detach her from the confederacy in which

fihe had embarked. Sweden still languished in an

eft'ectual parade of hostilities against the house of liran-

denburgh; but the French interest began to lose ground

in the diet of that kingdom. The king of Prussia, how-

soever exhausted in the article of men, betrayed no

symptom of apprehension, and made no advance towards

n pacification with his adversaries. He had employed

the winter in recruiting his armies by every expedient

his fertile genius could devise; in levying contributions

to reinforce the vast subsidy h.e received from England,

in filling magazines, and making every preparation for

n vigorous campaign. In Westphalia, the same fore-

sight and activity were exerted by prince Ferdinand of

Brunswick, who in the beginning of summer found him-

self at the head of a very numerous army, paid by Great

Britain, and strengthened by two-and-twenty thousand

national troops.

DEATH OF THE LANDGRAVE OF HESSE-
CASSEL.

No alteration in the terms of this alliance was pro-

duced by the death of William, landgrave of Hesse-

Cassel, who breathed his last, in an .advanced age, on

the twenty-eighth day of January, at Eintelen upon

the Weser. He was succeeded in the landgraviate by his

son Frederick, whose consort, the princess Mary, daugh-

ter to the king of Great Britain, now, in quality of

governess of her children, assumed the regency and

administration of the county of Hanau-Muntzenhcrg, by

virtue of the settlement made in the lifetime of her fa-

ther-in-law, and confirnrnJ by her husband. She had

for some years been separated from him, and resided

with his father, at whoso decease she retired with her

children to the city of Zell. The present landgr.ave,

who lived at Magdebourg as vice-governor under the

kingof Prussia, no sooner learned the news of his father's

death, than he sent an intimation of it to that prince

and the king of Great Britain ; declaring, at the same
time, that he would scrupulously adhere to the engage-

ments of his predecessor.

OFFERS MADE by the NEUTRAL POWERS, &c.

The advances towards a peace, which had been made
in the preceding year by the kings of England and
Prussia, in their declaration published at the Hague by
prince Louis of Brunswick, seemed to infuse in the

neutral powers a good opinion of their moderation. We
have already seen that the kingof Spain offered his best

offices in quality of mediator. When a congress was
proposed, the states-general made an offer of Breda, as

a i>lacc proper for the negotiation. The king of Great

Britain, by the mouth of his ambassador, thanked their

higli mightinesses for the sincere desire they expressed

to put an end to the ravages of war, which had extended
desolation over the face of Europe : he readily closed

with their gracious offer; and in consequence of his

high regard and invariable friendship for their high
mightinesses, wished earnestly that it might beaccept-
aljle to the other powers at war. Tlie French king ex-

pressed his sentiments nearly to the same purpose. His
ambassador declared, that his most christian majesty
was highly sensible of the offer they had made of Breda
for holding the congress; that, in order to give a fresh

proof of his sincere desire to increa.se the good harmony
that subsisted between him and the states-general, he
accepted their ofl'er with pleasure; but as he could take
no step without the concurrence of his liigh allies, he
was obliged to wait fur their answer, which could not
fail to be favourable, if nothing remained to be settled

but the place for holding the congress. King Stanislaus

having written a letter to his Britannic majesty, offer-

ing the city of Nancy for the same purpose, he received
a civil answer, expressing the king of England's sense

of his obliging offer, which however he declined, as a

place not conveniently situated for all the powers inte-

rested in the great works of pacification. Civilities of

the same nature likewise passed between the sovereign

of Nancy and the king of Prussia. As the proposals for

an acconnnodation made by the king of England and his

allies might have left an unfavourable impression of

their adversaries had they been altogether declined, the

court of "\'ienna was prevailed upon to concur with her

allies in a declaration professing their desire of peace;

which declaration was delivered, on the third day of

April, by the Austrian minister residing at the Hague,

to his serene highness prince Louis of Brunswick; and

a paper of the same nature was also delivered to him
separately by the French and Russian ministers. [See

note * X, at the end of lias Vol.] These professions,

however, did not interrupt the operations of the cam-
paign.

SKIRMISHES IN WESTPHALIA.

Though the French army under the mareschal duke
de Brogiio remained in cantonment in the neighbour-

hood of Friedberg, and prince Ferdinand had retired

from Corsdorff to Marburg, where in the beginning of

January he established his head-quarters, nevertheless

the winter was by no means inactive. As far back as

the twenty-fifth day of December, the duke de Brogiio,

having called in his detachments, attempted to surprise

the allied army by a forced march to Kleinliunes; hut

finding them prepared to give him a warm reception,

nothing but a cannonade ensued, and he retreated to his

former quarters. On the twenty-ninth, colonel Lnckncr,

at the head of the Hanoverian hunters, fell in with a

detachment of the enemy, consisting of four hundred

men, under the command of count ilurct. These he

attacked with such vigour, that the count was made
prisoner, and all his party either killed or taken, except

two-and-twenty, who escaped. On the third day of

January, the marquis de Vogue attacked the town of

Herborn. which he carried, and took a small detachment

of the allies who were posted there. At the same time

the marquis Dauvet made himself master of Dillcmbourg,

the garrison of the allied troops being obliged to retire

into the castle, where they were closely besieged. Prince

Ferdinand no sooner understood their situation, than ho

began his march with a strong detachment for their re-

lief, on the seventh day of the month, when he attacked

and totally defeated the besiegers, took seven hundred

prisoners, including forty officers, with seven pair of

colours, and two pieces of cannon. On that very day,

the Highlanders, under major Keith, supported by the

hussars of Luckner, who commiinded the whole detach-

ment, attacked the village of Eyebach, where Beaufre-

mont's regiment of dragoons was posted on the side of

Dillembourg, and routed them with great slaughter.

The greater part of the regiment was killed, and many
prisoners were tiiken, together with two hundred horses,

and all their baggage. The Highlanders distinguished

themselves on this occasion by their intrepidity, which
was the more remarkable, as they were no other than

raw recruits, just arrived from their own country, and

altogether unacquainted with discipline. On the eighth

day of Januarj', M. de St. Germain advanced on the left

of the allies with the grenadiers of the French army,

supported by eight battalions, and a body of dragoons;

but he was encountered by the duke of Holstein, at the

head of a strong detachment, in the neighbourhood of

Ersdoiff, who, by dint of a furious cannonade, obliged

him to retreat with precipitation. After tliis attempt

the French parties disappeared, and their army retired

into winter-quarters, in and about Franckfort on the

Maine; while prince Ferdinand quartered the allies at

Cassel, Paderborn, Munster, and Osn.-ibruck; this last

place being allotted to the British troops, as being the

nearest to Embden, where the reinforcements from Bri-

tain were to be landed. In the beginning of February,

the hereditary prince of Brunswick, with the detachmen t
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of tlie allied army under his command, began his march
from Chemnitz in Saxony for Westphalia, where he
safely arrived, after having assisted at a long conference
in Hamelen, with his father the reigning duke, his
uncle prince Ferdinand, and some principal members of
the regency of Hanover.

The French general continued to send out detach-
ments to beat up the quarters of the allies, and lay their

towns under contribution. In the beginning of March,
the marquis de Blaiscl marched at the head of two
thousand four hundred men from Giessen, where he
commanded, to Marburg, forced the gates of the town,
and compelled the garrison of the allies to take shelter

in the castle. As he could not pretend to undertake
the siege of the fortress, by the fire of which he was
exceedingly galled, he demanded of the town a contri-

bution of one hundred thousand florins, and carried some
of the magistrates along with him as hostages for the
payment of this imposition. He afterwards appeared
at Hombourg, Alsfeldt, and Hartzberg, the frontier

posts of the allies; but did not think proper to attack

either, because he perceived that measures were taken
for his reception. The French, with all their boasted
politeness and humanity, are sometimes found as brutal

and rapacious as the most barbarous enemy. On pre-

tence of taking umbrage at the town of Hanau Munt-
zenberg, for having without their permission acknow-
ledged the regency of the landgraviate of Hesse-Cassel,

they, in the month of Febiniary, ordered the magistrates

of that place to pay, within the term of twenty-four
hours, the sum of seven hundred and fifty thousandlivres,

on pain of being subjected to plunder. This order was
signified by the prince de Eobecq; to whom the magis-

trates represented the impossibility of raising such a

sum, as the country was totally exhausted, and their

credit absolutely destroyed, in consequence of their in-

ability to pay the interest of the capitals negotiated in

the course of the preceding year. He still insisted upon
their finding the money before night; they offered to

pay eighty thousand florins, which they raised with the

utmost ditlicuity, and begged the payment of the rest

might be postponed for a few weeks : but their request

was rejected with disdain. The garrison was reinforced

by two battalions, and four squadrons dispersed in the

principal squares and markets of the city, and the gates

were shut. They even planted cannon in the streets,

and taiTed matches were fixed to many houses, in oi'der

to intimidate tlic inhabitants. These expedients proving

ineflectual, detachments of grenadiers entered the

houses of tlie principal magistrates and merchants, from

whence they removed all their best effects to the town-

hall, where they were kept in deposit, until they were
redeemed witli all the money that could possibly he

raised. Tliis exaction, so little to the honour of a civi-

lized nation, the French minister declared to the diet at

Katisbon was agreeable to the instructions of his most
christian majesty.

By way of retaliation for the cruelty practised at

Hanau, a detachment of the allied army under general

Luckner was sent to raise contributions in Fulda, and

actually carried off hostages from that city; but retired

before a strong body of the enemy, who took possession

of the place. From hence the French marched, in their

turn, to plunder the towns of llirchfeldt and Vacha.

Accordingly, they appeared at Vacha, situated on the

frontiers of Hesse, and formed the head of the chain of

cantonments which the allies had on the Wen'a. This

place was attacked with such vigour, that colonel Frey-

tag, who commanded the post, was obliged to abandon

the town: but he maintained himself on a rising ground

in the neighbourhood, where he amused the enemy
until two battalions of grenadiers came to his assistance.

Thus reinforced, he pursued the French for three

leagues, and drove them with considerable loss from

Giessa, where they had resolved to fix their quarters.

These skirmishes happened in the beginning of Jlay,

when the grand armies were just in motion to begin

the campaign.

SITUATION OF THE FEENXH AEMIES.

By this time the forces under the mareschal duke de
Broglio were augmented to one hundred thousand;
while the count de St. Germain conmianded a separate
army on the Khinc, consisting of thirty thousand men,
assembled from the quarters of Dusscldorp, t'ulogn,

Cleves, and 'Wesel. The second corps was intended to

divide the allied army, which, by such a division, would
be considerably weakened; and the French court threat-
ened to form a third army under the prince de .Soubise;

but this did not appear. The duke de Broglio was in

such high favour with the French ministry at this

juncture, that he was promoted over the heads of many
old generals, who now demanded and obtained their

dismission; and every step was taken to render the

campaign glorious to this admired commander : but
notwithstanding all their care, and his own exertion, he
found it impossible to take the field early in the season,

from want of forage for his cavalry. AVhile his quarters

were established at Franckfort, his troops were plenti-

fully supplied with all sorts of provisions from the Up-
per Rhine; but this convenience depended upon his

being master of the course of the river; but he could

not move from this position without forfeiting the ad-

vantage, and providing magazines for the use of his

forces ; so that he was obliged to lie inactive until he
could have the benefit of green forage in his march.
The same inconveniences operated more powerfully on
the side of prince Ferdinand, who, being in an exhausted
countrj', was obliged to fall back as far as Paderborn,

and draw his supplies from Hamburg and Bremen on
the Elbe and the Weser. By this time, however, be
had received a reinforcement of British troops from
Embden, under the direction of major-general Griffin

;

and before the end of the campaign, the forces of that

nation in Germany were augmented to five-and-twenty

thousand; a greater number than had served at one time

upon the continent for two centuries. The allied army
marched from their cantonments on the fifth day ol

May, and proceeded by the way of Paderborn to Fritzl.u-,

where, on the twentieth, they encamped: but part of

tlie troops left in the bishopric of Munster, under gen-

eral Sporcken, were ordered to form a camp at Dulmeu,
to make head against the French corps comiuauded by
the count de St. Germain.

EXPLOIT OF COLONEL LUCKNER.

General ImhofF was sent with a detachment to Kir-

chaven on the Orme: and general Gilsoe, with another

corps, advanced to the neighbourhood of Hirchfeldt on

the Fulda. The former of these having ordered colonel

Luckner to scour the country witli a body of hussars,

that officer, on the twenty-fourth of May, fell in with a

French patrole, which gave the alarm at Eutzbach

;

when the gai'rison of that place, amounting to five hun-

dred piquets, under general Waldemar, fled with great

precipitation. Being, however, pursued, and overtaken

near a wood, they were routed and dispersed. Colonel

Luckner, entering Butzbach, found a considerable quan-

tity of forage, flour, wine, and equipage, belonging to

the fugitives. What he could not carry off he distri-

buted among the poor inhabitants, and returned to gen-

eral Imhofl-scamp at Ameneberg, with about an hundred

prisoners. This excursion alarmed tlie enemy to such

a degree, that their whole army was put in motion

;

and the duke de Broglio in person advanced with a

large body of troops as far as Friedberg: but undertand-

ing the allies had not quitted their camp at Fritzlar, he

returned to Franckfort, after having cantoned that part

of his army in the Wetteraw. This alarm was not so

mortifying as the secession of the Wirtemberg troops,

amounting to ten thousand men, commanded by their

duke in person, who left the French army in disgust,

and returned to his own country. The imperial army,

under the prince de Deuxponts, quartered at Bamberg,

began their march to Naumberg on the twentieth of
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Jlay: but one of tlicir dctaclimcnts of cavalry liaving

received a check from a bocly of Prussians near Lutzen,

they fell back; and on tlie fourth day of June encamped
at Litchcnfels upon tlie JIaine. Tlie small detachments
of the grand armies, as well as those belonging to the

bodies commanded by general Sporcken and the count

do St. Germain, in tlie neighbourhood of Dusseldorp,

skirmished with various success. The hereditary prince

of Brunswick being detached from the allied army, with

some battalions of grenadiers, and two regiments of

English dragoons, advanced to the country of FuWa,
where he was joined by the troops under general (iilsoc,

and achieved some inconsidcraldo exploits, particularly

.at Hosenfeldt and Ziclbach, where he surprised and

took divers parties of the enemy.
By the twenty-fourth of June, prince Ferdinand,

quitting his situation at Fritzlar, marched to Frillendorf,

and encamped on the hills between Ziegenheim and

Freysa; general Imhofl"commanding at a small distance

on tlie riglit, and the Iicreditary prince, now returned

from Fulda, being posted on the left of the army. In

the meantime, tlie dnke de Broglio, assembling his

forces between Jlerlau and Lanbach, advanced to Neu-
stadt, where he encamped on the twenty-eighth day of

the month, and at the same time occupied a strong post

at Wassenburgli. His intention was to penetrate

through the country of Hesse into Hanover, and make
binipulf entirely master of that electorate. AVith this

view he re-solved to effect a junction with the count dc

St. Germain, whom he directed to advance towards
Brilaii and Corbach; wliile he himself, decamping from
Neustadt on the eighth day of July, advanced by the

way of Frankcnburg. I'riiico Ferdinand, having re-

ceived intelligence that the count de 8t. Germiiin was
in motion, began bis march from Ziegenheim, and on
the ninth day of .July readied the heights of Bruncau,
in tlic iicighbourhood of Wildungcn.

THE HEREDITARY FRINCE OF BRUNSWICK
DEFEATED.

The hereditary pi-inoc, at the head of the advanced
corps, reinforced with some battalions and squadrons

under major-general Griffin, was sent forward to Saux-
enhausen, whitlier the army followed the next morning.
The hereditary prince continuing to advance, found tlie

enemy .already formed at Corbach ; but judging their

whole force did not exceed ten tlionsand infantry and
seventeen squadrons, .and being impelled by the impetu-
osity of his own courage, he resolved to give them bat-

tle, lie accordingly attacked them .about two in the

afternoon, and the action became very warm and ob-

stinate ; but the enemy being continu.ally reinforced

with fresh battalions, and having the advantage of a
numerous artillery, all the prince's efforts wereineflec-

tutil. Prince Ferdinand, being at too great a distance

to sustain him, sent iiim an order to rejoin the army
which was by this time formed at Sauxenhausen. He
forthwith made dispositions for a retreat, which Iiow-

cver was attended with great confusion. Tlie enemy
observing tlie disorder of the allied troops, plied tlicir

artillery with redoubled diligence, while a powerful
body of their cavalry charged with great vivacity. In
all likelihood the whole infantry of the allies would have
been cut off, had not the hereditary prince made a di-

version in their favour, by charging in person at the

he.ad of the British dragoons, who acted with their usual

gallantry and effect. This respite enabled the infantry

to accoiViplish their retreat to S.auxenhausen ; but they
lost above five hundred men and fifteen pieces of cannon.
Gcneriil count Kielm.ansegge, major-general Griffin, and
m.ajor Hill, of Bl.and's dragoons, distinguished them-
selves by their conduct andintrepidity on this occasion.

The licrcditary prince exposed his life in the hottest

part of the action, and received a slight wound in the

.shoulder, which gave him far less disturbance than he
felt from the chagrin and mortification produced by his

defeat.

Man}' days, however, did not pass before he found an
opportunity of retaliating this disgrace. Prince Fcr-

din.and, receiving advice that a body of the enemy,
commanded by inajor-general Glaubitz, had advanced
on the left of the allies to Ziegenheim, detached the

hereditary prince to oppose them, .at the head of six

battalions of H.anoverians and Hessians, with Elliot's

regiment of English light-horse, Luekner's hussars, and
two brigades oi^ chasseurs ; on the sixteenth day of the

month, ho engaged the enemy near the village of Ex-
dorf, and a very w.-irm action ensued, in which Elliot's

regiment signalized themselves remarkably by repeated

charges.* At length victory decl.arcd for the allies.

Five battalions of the enemy, including the commander-
in-chief and the piince of Anhalt Cothen, were taken,

with six pieces of cannon, .all their .arms, baggage, and
artillery. During these trans.aotions, the niiiresclial

duke dc Broglio rcniainod encamped on the heights of

Corbach. He had, in advancing from Franckfort, left

detachments to reduce the castles of Marburg .and Dil-

lenibourg, \\hich were occupied by the allies, and they

fell into his hands, the garrison of both being obliged

to surrender prisoners of war. These were but incon-

sidcr.able conquests ; nor did the progress of the French
general equal the idea which had been formed of his

talents .and activity. The count do St. Germain, who
was his senior oCicer, and believed by man)' to be at

least his equal in capacity, h.aving now joined his corps

to the grand army, and conceiving disgust at his being

obliged to serve under the duke do Broglio, relinquished

his command, in which he was succeeded by the che-

valier de Muy. At the same time, the marquis de Voyer
and the count de Luc, two generals of experience unrl

reputation, quitted the army, and returned to France,

actu.atcd by the same motives.

VICTORY OBTAINED BY THE ALLIES.

The allied army liaving moved their camp from Sax-
enhansen to the village of K.alloncar Cassel, rem.ained

in th.at situation till the thirtieth day of .July, when the

troops were again put in motion. The chevalier de

Muy, having passed the Dymcl at Stradtbergcii, with

the reserve of the French army, amounting to thirty-

five thousand men, extended this body down the banks
of the river, in order to cut off the communication of

the allies witinVestphalia; while the duke dc Broglio

marched up with his m.ain wing to their camp .at Kallc,

and prince X.avier of Saxony, who commanded their re-

serve on the left, advanced towards Cassel; prince Fer-

dinand, leaving general Kielmanscgge with a body of

troops for the defence of the city, decamped in the night

of the thirtieth, and passed the D^'mel v/ithout loss be-

tween Giben.au and Dringleberg. The hereditary prince,

who had the preceding day passed the same river, in

order to reinforce general Sporcken, who was posted

near Corbeke, now reconnoitred the position of the ene-

my, and found them possessed of a very advantageous

camp between Warbourg and Ochscndorff. Prince

Ferdinand having resolved to attack them, ordered the

hereditary prince and general Sporcken to turn their

left, whilehehimself advanced ag.ainst their front, with

the main body of the army. The enemy was accord-

ingly attacked almost at the same instant, both in flank

and in rear, with equal impetuosity and success. As
the infantry of the allied army could not march fast

enough to eh.arge at the s.ame time, the marquis of

Gr.anhy was ordered to .adv.ancc with the cavaliy of the

right; .and the brigade of English artillery, coinm.andcd

by captain Phillips, made such expedition, that they

were up in time to second the attack in a most surpris-

ing manner. The French cavalry, though veiy nunier

ous, retired at the approach of the mai'quis, except three

* Tlioii!;1i this wfis the first time that Elliot's rcjrimont appeared
in file liclil, it porfoniied wonders. ThcycharfrodiivedilVerenttinics,
jiiid Iirnlce tliruu^'li tlie enemy at every clmr^'e; bnt these exploits

they did not achieve witliout sustaining a heavy loss in oflicers,

men, and horses.
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EfjiLicIrons, who stood the cli.irgc and were imniedi.itcly

hioken. Then tlic KngUsh Iiorsc full \ipon the ciiemv's
iiif;\ntiy, which suffored greatly, while the town 'of
Vv'.irbourg was ass.iulted by the Britannic legion. The
French, finding themselves hard pressed on both flanks,

as well in front as in roar, retired precipitately, with
considerable damage, occasioned cliiefly by the British

cannon and dragoons, and many were drowned in at-

tempting to ford the Dymel. Thehatt.aUon of JIaxwell,
and a brigade nndev colonel Bcckwith, composed of

gren.adicrs and highl.andevs, distinguished themselves
remarkably on this occasion. The enemj' left about
fifteen hundred men killed or wounded on the field of

battle; with some colour.s, and ten pieces of cannon

;

and about the same number were made prisoners. Mon-
sieur de Muy lay all night under arms, on the heights
of Volk-llissen, from wlience he next day retired towards
AVolfshagen. On the evening of the battle, the marquis
of Granby received orders to pass the river in pursuit of

them, with twelve British battalions and ten squadrons,
andencampcd at AVilda, about four miles from IVarbourg,
the heights of which were po.^sessed by the enemy's
grand army. [See note i 0, at the end of tins Vol.'] By
this success, prince Ferdinand was enabled to maintain
his communication with AVestphalia, and keep the ene-

my at a distance from the heart of Hanover; but to

these objects he sacrificed the country of Casscl: for

prince Xavicr of Saxony, at the head of a detached body,

much more numerous than that which was left under
general ICiclmansegge, advanced towards Cassel, and
made himself master of that citj' ; then he reduced
Munden, Gottengcn, and Eiaibcek in the electorate of

Hanover. All that prince Ferdinand could do, con-

sidering how ranch he was out-numbered by the French,

was to secure posts and passes, with a view to retard

their progress, and employ detachments to harass and
surprise their advanced parties. In a few days after

the action at Waibourg, general Luckner repulsed a
French detachment which had advanced as far as Eim-
beck, and surprised another at Nordhcim. At the same
period, colonel Donap, with a body of the allied army,
attacked a French corps of two thousand men, posted

in the wood of .Sababourg, to preserve the communica-
tion between their grand array and their troops on the

other side of the Weser; and, notwithstanding the

strength of their situation, drove them from their posts,

with the loss of five hundred men, eiiher killed or

made prisoners; but this advantage was overbalanced

by the reduction of Ziegenheim, garrisoned by seven
hundred men of the allied army, who, after a vigorous

resistance, were obliged to surrender themselves pri-

soners of war.

On the fifth day of August, prince Ferdinand, being

encamped at Buhne, received intelligence that a con-

siderable body of the enemy, amounting to upwards of

twenty thousand men, were in motion to make a gen-

eral forage in the neighbourhood of Geismar. He passed

the Dymel early in the morning, with a body of troops

and some artillery, and posted them in such an advan-
tageous manner, as to render the enemy's attempt
totally inefl'ectual, although the foragers were covered

with great part of their army. On the same morning,

the hereditary prince set out on an expedition to beat

up tlie quarters of a French detachment. Being in-

formed that the volunteers of Clermont and Dauphine,

to the number of one thousand, horse and foot, were

cantoned at Zierenberg, at a small distance from the

French camp at Dierenbcrg, and passed their time in

the most careless security, he advanced towards them
from his camp at Warbourg, within a league of their

cantonment, without seeing any of their posts, or meet-

ing with any of their patrols, a circumstance that en-

couraged him to beat up their quarters by surprise; for

this service be pitched upon five batt.alions, with a de-

tachment of Highlanders, and eight regiments of dra-

goons. Leaving their tents standing, they began their

march at eight in the evening, and passed the Dymel
near Warbourg. About a Icagire on the other side of

Vol. II.

the Dymel, at the village of Witzen, they were joincJi
Iiy tlio light troops under major Bulow; and now the
disposition was made both for entering the town, .and
securing a retreat in case of being repulsed. When
they were witldn two miles of Zierenberg. and in sight
of the fires of the enemy's grand guard, the grenadiers
of JIaxwell, the regiment of Kinsley, and the High-
landers, advanced by three separate roads, and marciied
in profound silcnec: at length the noise of their feet
alarmed the French, who began to tire, when the grena-
diers proceeded at a round pace with unloaded firelocks,
pushed the piquets, slew the guard at the gate, and
rusliing into the town, drove everything before them
with incredible impetuosity. The attack was so sud-
den, and the surprise so great, that the French had not
time to assemlile in any considerable number ; but they
began to fire from the v,-indows; and in so doing, exas-
perated the allied troops, who, bursting into the houses,
slaughtered them without mercy. Having remained
in the place from two to three in the morning, they re-
treated with about four hundred prisoners, includino-
forty officers, and brought off two pieces of artillery.

This nocturnal adventure, in which the British troops
displayed equal courage and activity, was achieved
with very little loss; but after all, it deserves no other
appellation than that of a partisan exploit; for it

was attended with no sort of advantage to the allied

army.

Considering the superiority of the French army, we
cannot account for the little progress made by the duke
de Broglio, who, according to our conception, might
either h.ave given battle to the allies with the utmost
probability of success, or penetrated into the heart of
H.anover, the conquest of whicli seemed to be the prin-

cipal object of the French ministry. Instead of strik-

ing an important stroke, he retired from Imraenhausen
towards Casscl, where he fortified his camp as if he had
thought himself in danger of being attacked; and the
war was carried on by small detachments. Major Bu-
low, being sent with a strong party from the camp of

the allied army at Buline, surprised the town of Jlar-

burg, destroyed the French ovens, and brought off a
considerable quantity of stores and baggage, with some
prisoners. He met with the same success at Butzback,
where he surprised and took two companies belonging
to the regiment of Baugrave, and retired with this body
to Franckenbcrg, where he joined colonel Forsen. On
the twelfth day of September they made a movement
towards Francken.au ; and M. de Stainville, who was
posted with a body of French troops at Jlerdenhagen,

advanced to check their progress. He came up with

their rear in the neighbourhood of Munden, and attacked

them in passing the river Orck with such vigour,

that Forsen, with some of his cavalry, was taken, and
Bulow obliged to abandon some pieces of cannon. The
action was just determined, when this last was rein-

forced by the hereditary prince of Brunswick, who had
made a forced march of five German miles, which had
fatigued the troops to such a degree, that he deferred

his attack till next morning; but, in the meantime, M.
de Stainville retired towards Franckcnberg. The Han-
overian general Wangcnheim, at the head of four bat-

talions and six squadrons, had driven the enemy from

the defiles of Soheite, and encamped at Lawenthagen

;

but, being attacked by a superior number, he was ob-

liged in his turn to give way, and his retreat was not

elfected without the loss of two hundred men, and
some pieces of artillery. AVTien the enemy retired,

general Wangcnheim repassed tlie 'Weser, and occu-

pied his former situation at Ussar. Meanwhile, gen-

eral Luckner gained an advantage over a detachment
of French cavalry ne.ar Norton. Prince Ferdinand,

when mareschal Broglio quitted his camp at Immen-
hausen, made a motion of his troops, and established

his head-quarters at Geismer-wells, the residence of tlio

landgrave of Hessc-Cassel ; from thence, however, ho
transfeiTcd them, about the latter end of September,

to Ovilguno, on the Westphalian side of the Dymel.
4C
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THE HEREDITARY PRIXCE MARCHES TO
THE LOWER RHINE.

Such was the position of the two opposite grand
annies, when the world was surprised hy an expedition

to the Lower Rhine, m^de by tlie hereditary prince of

Brunswick. AYhcther this excursion was intended to

hinder the Frencli from reinforcing their army in

AVcstphalia—or to co-operate in the Low Countries
with the armament now ready equipped in the ports of

England ; or to gratify the ambition of a young prince,

overboiling with courage and glowing with the desire

of conquest—we cannot explain to the satisfaction of

the reader; certain it is, that the Austrian Nether-

lands were at this juncture entirely destitute of troops,

except the French garrisons of Ostend and Nieuport,

which were weak and inconsiderable. Had ten thou-

sand English troops been landed on the coast of Blank-

cnburg, they might have taken possession of Bruges,

Ghent, Brussels, and Antwerp, without resistance, and
joined the hereditary prince in the heart of the coun-

try; in that case he would have found himself at the

head of thirty tbous.and men, and might have made
such a diversion in favour of Hanover, as to transfer

the seat of war from Westphalia into Flanders. The
empress-queen might, indeed, have complained of this

invasion, as the formality of declaring war against her

had not been observed by Great Britain ; but consider-

ing that she was the declared enemy of Hanover, and
had violated the barrier-treaty, in establishing which
the kingdom of Great Britain had lavished away so

ranch blood and treasure, a step of this kind, we ap-

prehend, might have been taken, without any imputa-
tion of perfidy or injustice. Whatever the motives of

the princes expedition might have been, he certainly

quitted the grand army of the allies in the month of

September; and traversing Westphalia, with twenty
battalions, and as many squadrons, appeared on the

Lower Rliine, marching by Schermbeck and Dus.'.el-

dorp. On the twenty-ninth day of the month he
sent a large detachment over the river at Rocroot,

which surprised part of the French partisan Fischer's

corps at Rhynbcii'g, and scoured the countiy. Next
day, other parties, crossing at Rees and Emmerick,
took possession of some redoubts which the French had
raised along the bank of the river; and here they

found a number of boats sufficient to transport the rest

of the forces. Then the prince advanced to Cleves

;

and at his approach the French garrison, consisting of

five hundred men, under the command of M. de Barral,

retired into the castle, which, however, they did not

long defend ; for on the third day of October they

capitulated, and surrendered themselves prisoners of

war, after having in vain endeavoured to obtain more
favourable conditions.

A more important object was Wesel, which the

prince invested, and began to besiege in form. The
approaches were made on the right of the Rhine,

while the prince in person remained on the left to cover

the siege ; and kept his communication open with tbe

other side, hy a bridge above, and another below the

place. He had hoped to carry it by a vigorous exer-

tion, without the fomi.ality of a regular siege; but he
met with a warmer reception than he expected; and
his operations were retarded by heavy rains, which, by
swelling tbe river, endangered his bridges, and laid his

trenches unt'cr water. The difficulties and delays

occasioned by this circumstance entirely frustrated his

design. The French, being made acquainted with his

motions, were not slow in taking measures to antici-

pate his success. M. de Castries was detached after

him with thirty battalions, and thirty-eight squadrons;

and, by forced marches, arrived on the fourteenth day
of October at Rhynberg, where the prince's light troops

were posted. 'J'hese he attacked immediately, and
compelled to abandon the post, notwithstanding all the

efforts of the prince, who commanded in person, and
appeared in the warmest parts of this short but sangui-

nary affair. The enemy Ic.iving five b.attalions, with
some squadrons, at Rhynberg, marched by the left, and
encamped behind tbe convent of Campen. The prince,

having received intimation that M. de Castries was not

yet joined by some reinforcements that were on the

march, determined to be beforehand with them, and at-

tempt that very night to surprise him in his camp. For
this purpose he began his march at ten in the evening,

after having left four battalions, and five squadrons,

under general Beck, with instructions to observe Rhyn-
berg, and attack that post, in case the attempt on

Campen should succeed. Before the allied forces could

reach the enemy's camp, they were under the necessity

of overpowering Fischer's corps of irregulars, which
occupied the convent of Campen, at the distance of half

a league in their front. This sers'ice occasioned some
firing, the noise of which alarmed the French army.
Their commander formed them with great expedition,

and posted them in the wood, where they were imme-
diately attacked, and at first obliged to give ground

;

but they soon retrieved all they had lost, and sustained

without flinching an unceasing fire of musketry, from
five in the morning till nine at night, when they
reaped the fraits of tlieir persevei-ance. The hereditary

prince, whose horse was killed under him, seeing no
prospect of success in prolonging an action which
had already cost him a consiedrable number of men,
thought proper to give orders for a retreat, which was
not effected without confusion, and left the field of bat-

tle to the enemy. His loss on this occasion did not fall

short of sixteen hundred choice men, killed, wounded,
and taken; and his loss fell chiefly on the troops of

Great Britain, who were always found in the foremost

ranks of danger. All the officers, both of infantry and
dragoons, distinguished themselves remarkably, and
many were dangerously wounded. Among these, the

nation regretted the loss of lord Downe, whose wounds
proved mortal: he was a young nobleman of spirit, who
had lately embraced a military life, though he was not

regularly trained in the service.

Ne.xt day, which was the sixteenth of October, the

enemy attacked an adv.anced body of the allies, which
was posted in a wood before Elverick, and extended

along tbe Rhine. The firing of cannon and musketry
was maintained till night. Meanwhile, a column of the

French infantry, commanded by M. de Cabot, marched
through Walach, and took post among the thickets, at

the distance of a quarter of a league, in the front of the

prince's army. By this time the Rlrine was so much
swelled by the rains and the banks of it were overflown

in such a manner, that it was necessary to repair, and
move lower down, the bridge which had Ijeen thrown
over that river. This work was accordingly performed

in the presence of the enemy ; and the prince pass-

ing without molestation, proceeded to Bruymen, where
he fixed his head-quarters. His passing the Rhine so

easily, under the eye of a victorious army so much
superior to him in number, may be counted among the

fortunate incidents of his life. Such was the issue of an

expedition which exposed the projector of it to the im-

putation of temerity. Whatever his aim might have

been, besides the reduction of Wesel, with the strength

of which he did not seem to have been very well ac-

quainted, he certainly miscarried in his design ; and

his miscarriage was attended with a \ery considerable

loss of troops, occasioned not only by the action, but

also by the diseases engendered from the wet weather,

the fatigue of long marches, and the want of proper

conveniences; not to mention the enormous expense in

contingencies incurred by this fruitless undertaking.

In the month of November, while he lay encamped

in the neighbourhood of Schermbeck, a body of the ene-

my attempted to beat up his quarters; having received

intimation of their design, he immediately called in his

advanced posts, and made a disposition for giving them

a proper reception. He abandoned the tents that were

in the front of his camp, and posted his infantry in am-

buscade behind lhc«e that were in the re.ar; at the sanio
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time he ordered some regiments of horse and hussars to

fetch a compass, and fall upon the back of tlie eneniv.
This stratagem succeeded to his wish. Tlie French
detachment, believing the allies had actually abandoned
their camp, began to pillage the tents in the utmost dis-

order: then the infantry sallied from the place where they
wereconcealcd, and fell upon them with great impetuos-

ity: the artillery opened, and the cavalry charged them in

flank. In a word, of twelve hundred who marched from
Wesel on this expedition, scarcely two hundred escaped.

ADVANTAGES GAINED by M. DE STAINVILLE.

The duke de Broglio endeavoured, by sundry means,

to take advantage of the allied army on the other side

of the Weser, thus weakened by the absence of the

troops under the hereditary prince; but he found prince

Ferdinand too vigilant to be surprised, and too strongly

situated to be attacked with any prospect of success.

He therefore contented himself with ravaging the conn-

try by detachments: he sent M. de Stainville, with a

considerable body offerees, to penetrate into the heart

of Hanover; and on the fifteenth day of September, that

officer, falling in with a detachment of the allies, com-

manded by major Bulow, attacked them near the abbey

of Schaken. After a warm and obstin.ate engagement,

they were defeated, and driven to Bulemont, with the

loss of their cannon, baggage, and a good number of

men, who fell into the hands of the victors. After this

exploit, M. de Stainville advanced to Halberstadt, and

demanded of that capital a contribution of one million

five hundred thousand livres; but the citizens had been

so drained by former exactions, that they could not raise

above thirty thousand: for the remainder the French

partisan took hostages, with whom he returned to the

grand army encamped at C'assel, from whence they in

a little time fell back as far as Gottcngen.

THE ALLIES AND FRENCH GO INTO WINTER
QUARTERS.

As the enemy retreated, prince Ferdinand advanced

as far as Hurste, where he established his head-quarters

about the latter end of November. While he remained

in this position, divers skirmishes happened in the

neighbourhood of Gottengen. Major-general Brieden-

bach, at the head of two regiments of Hanoverian and

Brunswick guards, with a detachment of cavalry, at-

tacked, on the twenty-ninth day of November, the

French post at Heydeniunden, upon the river AVorrau.

This he carried, and took possession of the town, which

the enemy hastily abandoned. Part of their detach-

ment crossed the river in boats; the rest threw them-

selves into an intrenchment that covered the passage,

which the allies endeavoured to force in several unsuc-

cessful attempts, galled as they were by the fire of the

enemy's redoubts on the other side of the river. At
length M. Uriedcnbach was obliged to desist, and fall

back into the town; from whence he retired at mid-

night, after having sustained considerable damage.

Prince Ferdinand had it very much at heart to drive

the French from Gottengen, and accordingly invested

that city; but tlie French garrison, which was numer-

ous and well provided, made such a vigorous defence,

as baffled all the endeavours of the allies, who were

moreover impeded by the rainy weather, which, added

to other considerations, prevented them from under-

taking the siege in form. Nevertheless, they kept the

place blocked up from the twenty-second day of Novem-

ber to the twelfth of the following month, when the

garrison, in a desperate sally, took one of their princi-

pal posts, and compelled them to raise the blockade.

About the middle of December, prince Ferdinand retired

into winter-quarters; he himself residing at Uslar, and

the English troops being cantoned in the bishopric of

Paderhom. Thus the enemy were left in possession of

Hesse, and the whole country to the eastward of the

Weser, to the frontiers of the electorate of Hanover. If

the allied army had not been weakened for the sake of

a rash, ill-concerted, and unsueeessfnl expedition to the

Lower Rhine, in all probability the Freoch would have
been obliged to abandon the footing they had gained in

the course of this campaign; and, in particular, to retreat

from Gottengen, which they now maintained and forti-

fied with great diligence and circumspection.
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EXPLOIT OF THE SWEDES IN POIIERANIA.

n^'IIE king of Prussia, after all his labours, notwith-
i standing the great talents he had displayed, and
the incredible efforts he had made, still fount! himself
suiToundcd by his enemies, and in danger of being
crushed by their closing iind contr.acting their circle.

Even the Swedes, who had languished so long, seemed
to be roused to exertion in Pomerania, during the sever-

ity of the winter season. The Prussian general Man-
teuffel had, on the twentieth day of January, passed the

river Peene, overthrown the advanced posts of the ene-

my at Ziethen, and penetrated as far as the neighbour-

hood of Griessewalde; but finding the Swedes on their

guard, he returned to Anclam, where his head-quarters

were established. This insult was soon retaliated with

interest. On the twenty-eighth d.ay of the mouth, at

five in the morning, a body of Swedes attacked the

Prussian troops posted in the suburbs of Anelam, on the

other side of the Peene, and drove them into the city,

which they entered pell-mell. General Manteuli'el, be-

ing alarmed, endejivoured to rally the troops; but was

wounded and taken, with about two hundred men, and

three pieces of cannon. The victors, having aeliioved

this exploit, returned to their own quarters. As for the

Russian army, which had wintered on the other side of

the Vistula, the season was pretty far advanced before

it could take the field; though general Tottleben was

detached from it, about the beginning of June, at the

head of ten thousand eossacks, and other light troops,

with which he made an irruption into Pomerania, and

established his head-quarters at Belgarden.

SKIRMISHES BETWEEN THE PRUSSIANS AND
AUSTRIANS IN SAXONY.

At the beginningof the campaign, the king of Prussia's

chief aim was to t.ake measures for the preservation of

Silesia, the conquest of which seemed to be the principal

object with the court of A'ienna. While the Austrian

army, under maresclial count Daun, lay strongly in-

trenched in the neiglibourhood of Dresden, the king of

Prussia had endeavoured, in the month of December, to

make him quit that advantageous situation, by cutting

off his provisions, and making an irruption into Bohemia.

For these purposes he had taken possession of Dippes-

walde, Maxen, and Pretchendorff, as if he intended to

enter Bohemia by the way of Passberg: but this scheme

being found impracticable, he returned to his camp at

Fribourg, and in January the Prussian and Austrian

armies were cantoned so near each other, that daily

skirmishes were fought with various success. The head

of the Prussian camp was formed by a body of four
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(liousand men unJer general Zettwifz, who, on the

twenty-nintli day of January, was attacked with such

impetuosity by the Austrian general Beck, that lie re-

treated in great confusion to Torgan, with the loss of

five hundred men, eight iiicces of artillery, and a con-

siderable fjuantity of new clothing and other baggage.
Another advantage of the same nature was gained hy
the Austrians at Nenstadt, over a small body of Prus-

sians who occupied that city. In the month of March,
general Laudohn advanced with a strong detachment
of horse and foot, in order to surprise the Prussians, who,
in attempting to eftcct a retreat to Stcinau, were sur-

rouuilcd accordingly, and very roughly handled. Gen-
eral Laudohn summoned them twice by sound of trum-

pet to lay down their arms ; but their commanders, the

captains Blumcnthal and Zettwitz, rejecting the pro-

posal with disdain, the enemy attacked them on all

haiuls with a great superiority of number. In this

emergency the Prussian captains formed their troops into

a square, and by a close continued fire kept the enemy
at bay ; until, perceiving that the Croats h,".d taken

possession of a wood between Siebenhausen and Stcinau,

they, in apprehension of being intercepted, abandoned
their baggage, and forced their way to Steinau, which
they reached with great difficulty, having been con-

linually harassed by the Austrians, ^ho paid dear

for this advantage. Several other petty exploits of

this kind were achieved by detachments on both sides,

before the campaign was begun by the grand armies.

POSITION OF THE ARMIES IN SAXONY AND
SILESIA.

Towards the end of April the king of Prussia altered

his position, and withdrew that part of his chain of can-

tonments, extending from the forest of Thnrundt to

the right of the Elbe. He now took possession of a very
strong camp Iietween the Elbe and the Mulda, which he
intrenched in ever}- part that was accessible, and forti-

fied with two hundred and fifty pieces of cannon. By
these precautions he was enabled to keep his ground
against the army of count Daun, and at the same time
detach a body of troops, as a reinforcement to his brother

prince Henry, who assembled a separate army near
Eranckfort upon the Oder, that he might bo at hand
either to oppose the Russians, or march to the relief of

Silesia, which the enemy was bent upon invading. It

was for this purpose that the Austrian general Laudohn
advanced, with a considerable army, into Lnsatia about
the beginning of May; and general Beck, with another

body of troops, took possession of Corbus: meanwliile
count Daun continued in his old .situation on the IClbe;

general Lascy formed a small detached army upon the

frontiers of Saxony, to the southward of Dresden ; and
the prince dc Deuxponts marched into the same neigh-
bourhood with the army of the empire. Prince Henry
of Prussia having encamped with his army for some time
at Sagan, in Silesia, moved from thence to Gorlitz, in

Lusatia, to observe the motions of general Laudohn,
encamped at Koningsgratz; from whence, in the begin-

ning of June, he marched into the country of Glatz, and
advanced to the neighbourhood of Schweidnitz, which
he seemed determined to besiege, having a train of eight

pieces of cannon. With a view to thwart his designs,

prince Henry reinforced the body of troops under gen-
eral Four|uet ; and at the same time he sent a detach-
mentintoPomevania, under colonel Lessow, who defeated
the rear guard of general Toltleben, and com])ellcd that

officer to evacuate Pomcrania. By this time, however,
mareschal Soltikoffhad arrived from Petershurgh, and
taken the command of the grand Russian army, which
passed the VisI nla in June, and began its march towards
the frontiers of Silesia.

GEN. LAUDOHN DEFEATS GEN. FOUQUET,
AND REDUCES GLATZ.

In the month of June, general Laudohn made an

unsuccessful attempt to carry Glatz by assault ; but he
succeeded better in his next enterprise. Understand-

ing that general Fouquet, who occupied the posts at

Landshut, had weakened himself by sending off de-

tachments under the majors-general Zeithen and Grant,

be resolved to attack him with such a superiority o£

number that he should not be able to resist. Accord-

ingly, on the the twenty-third day of June, at two in the

morning, iie began the assault with his whole army upon
some redoubts which Fouquet occupied ; and these

were carried one after another, though not without a

very desperate opposition. General Fouquet being

summoned to surrender, refused to subniit ; and having
received two wounds, was at length taken prisoner

:

about three thousand of his men escaped to Breslau;

the rest were killed or taken : but the loss of the vic-

tors is said to have exceeded that of the vanquished.

In July, general Laudohn undertook the siege of Glatz,

which was taken after a very faint resistance ; for, on

the very day the batteries were opened against the

place, the garrison abandoned part of the fortifications,

whicli the besiegers immediately occupied. The Prus-

sians made repeated efforts to regain the ground they

had lost ; but they were repulsed in all their attempts.

At length the garrison laid down their arms, and sur-

rendered at discretion. From this tame behaviour of

the Prussians, one would imagine the garrison nmst
have been very weak ; a circumstance which we can-

not reconcile with the known sagacity of the Prussian

monarch, as the place was of great importance, on ac-

count of the immense magazine it contained, including

above one hundred brass cannon, a great number of

mortars, and a vast quantity of ammunition.

Laudohn, encouraged by this success at Glatz, ad-

vanced iunnediately to Breslau, which he began to

bombard with great fury [See Xote * P, 0/ tlte end of this

To?.]; but, before he could make a regular attack, he

found himself obliged to retire. I'rince Henry of

I'i'ussia, one of the most acccmplished generals which
this age produced, having received repeated intelligence

that the Russian army intended to join Laudohn at

Breslau, resolved to advance and give them battle he-

fore the purposed junction. In the latter end of July

he began his march from Glcissen, and on the last day

of that month had reached Linden, near Slauve, where
he understood that Tottleben's detachment only had

passed through the plains of Polnieh-Lissa, and that

the grand Russian army had marched through Kostcn

and Gustin. The prince finding it impo.ssibie to pur-

sue them by that route, directed his march to Glogau,

where he learned that Breslau was besieged by general

Laudohn, and immediately advanced hy forced marches

to its relief. Such was his expedition, that in five

days he marched above one hundred and twenty Eng-
lish miles; and at his approach the Austrian general

abandoned his enterprise. Thus, hy his prudence and

activity, he not only prevented the junction of the Rus-

sian and Austrian armies, but also saved the capital of

Silesia ; and hampered Laudohn in such a manner as

subjected him to a defeat by the Prussian monarch, to

whose motions we shall now turn our attention.

THE KING OF PRUSSIA MAKES AN UN.SUC-
CESSFUL ATTEMPT UPON DRESDEN.

Whether his design was originally upon Dresden, or

he purposed to co-operate with his brother prince Henry
in Silesia, which his adversaries seemed to have jiitehed

upon as the scene of their operations, we cannot pre-

sume to determine ; but certain it is, he, in the begin-

ning of July, began his march in tv.-o columns through

Lusatia; and count Dann being informed of his mareli,

ordered his army to be put in motion. Leaving the

arm)' of the empire, and tlie body of troojis under Lascy,

to guard Saxony in his absence, he marelied with great

expedition towards Silesia, in full persuasion that the

Prussian monarch had thither directed bis route. On
the seventh day of July, the king knowing that Daun
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wns now removed at a distance, repassed the Polsiiitz,

which ho had jiap^cJ hut two days before, and advanced
with the van of his army towards Liclitcnucrg, in order
to attacli the forces of general Lasey, who was posted
there ; but the Austrians retired at his approach. Then
tlie army niarclicd to JIariensteru, where tlie king re-

ceived intelligence th.it count Daun was in full march
for Lauhan, having already gained two marches upon
the Prussians. Perhaps it was this intimation that

determined the king to cliange his plan, and return to

the Elbe. On the eightli day of the month he repassed
the i^prehe, in the neighbourhood of Bautzen, and
marched towards Dresden with extraordinary diligence.

On the thirteenth, his army having passed the Klhe at

Kadetz, on a bridge of boats, encamped between Pirua
and Dresden, which last he resolved tobesiege, in hopes
of reducing it before count Dauu could return to its

relief. Ilow far this expectation was well grounded,
we must leave the reader to judge, after having ob-

served that tl;e place was now much more defensible

thau it had been when the last attempt of the Austrians
upon it miscarried ; that it was secured with a numer-
ous garrison, commanded by general Macguire, an
ofBcer of courage and experience. This governor being
summoned to surrender, answered that, having the

honour to be intrusted with the defence of the capital,

he would maintain it to the last extremity. Batteries

were immediately raised against the town on both
sides of the Elbe ; and the poor inhabitants subjected

to ,1 dreadful visitation, that their calamities might
cither di'ivo them to despair, or move the heart of the

governor to embrace articles of capitulation ; but these

expedients proved ineffectual. Though the suburbs
towards the Pirna gate were attacked and carried, tliis

advantage made no impression on general Macguire,
who made several vigorous sallies, and took every
necessary precaution for the defence of the city ; en-

couraged moreover by the vicinity of Lascy's body, and
the army of the empire, encamped in an advantageous
position near Gross tfeydlitz ; and confident that count
Daun would hasten to his relief. In this liope lie was
not disappointed. The Austrian general, finding him-
self duped by the stratagem of tlie Prussian monarch,
and being made acquainted with his enterprise against

Dresden, instantly wheeled about, and marched back
with such rapidity, that on the nineteenth day of the

month he reaciicd the neighbourhood of the capital of

Saxony. In consequence of his approach, the king of

Pnissia, whose heavy artillery was now arrived, re-

doubled bis efforts against the city, so as to reduce to

ashes the cathedral church, the new square, several

noble streets, some palaces, together with the curious

manufactory of porcelain. His vengeance must have
been levelled against the citizens ; for it affected neither

the fortifications, nor tlie Austrian garrison, wliich

count Daun found means to reinforce with sixteen bat-

talions. This supply, and the neighbourhood of three

hostile armies, rendered it altogether impossible to

prosecute the siege with any prospect of success ; the
king therefore abandoned the undertaking, witlidrew
his troops and artillery, and endeavoured to bring D.iun
to a battle, which that general cautiously avoided.

The fate of this prince seemed now at its crisis. Not-

withstanding all the efforts of his brother prince Henry,
the Russians were fast advancing to join Laudohn, who
had already blocked up 8ehweidnitz and Neifs, and
their junction seemed to threaten the loss of all .Silesia.

The king had nothing to oppose to superior numbers
but superior activity, of which he determined to avail

himself without delay. Instead of m.iliing a feint to-

wards Silesia, he resolved to march thither in earnest

;

and for that purpose, crossing the Elbe, encamped at

Dallwitz, on the further bank of the river; leaving

general Hulsen, with fifteen thousand men, in the in-

trenched camp of Schlettow, to maintain his footing in

Saxony. On the tliird day of August he began Ids

marcli for Silesia, followed by count Dauu with tlie

grand Austrian army ; while the detached body under

Lascy took post at Reichcnberg, and the imperial army
eiicampcd at Kcsseldorf. Both the Prussians and Aus-
trians marched at the rate of one hundred miles in five
days; ou tlie tenth the king took possession of the
camp at Lidnitz; and here he seemed in danger of
being quite surrounded by the enemy, who occupied
the whole ground between Parehwitz and Cossendau,
an extent of thirty miles. Count Daun's army formed
the centre of this chain, possessing the heights of
Wahlstadt and Ilochkirk; general Laudohn covered
the ground between Jesehkendorf and Coschitz ; the
rising grounds of I'archwitz were secured by general
Nauendorff; and U. dc Beck, who formed the left, ex-
tended his troops beyond Cossendau. Tlie king marched
in the night of the eleventh, with a view to turn tlie

enemy and reach Jauer ; but at break of day he dis-
covered a new camp at Pransnitz, which consisted of
Lascy's detachment, just arrived from Lr.uban. The
Prussians immediately passed the Katzbach, to attack
this general; but he made such a skilful disposition
for a retreat towards the army of count Daun, that ho
not only baffled the endeavours of the king to bring
him to action, but, by posting himself on the heights of
Ilenjiersdorff, anticipated his inarch to Janer. In vain
the Prussian monarch attempted next day to turn the
enemy ou the side of the mountains by Pomsen and
Jagersdoiff, the roads were found impassable to the
ammunition waggons, and the king returned to the
camp at Lignitz.

While he remained in this situation, he received ad-
vice that four-and-twenty thousand Russians, under
count Czernichew, had thrown bridges over the Oder
at Auras, where they intended to cross that river; and
he concluded the enemy had formed a design to close

him in, and attack him with their joint forces. Dauu
had indeed projected a plan for surprising him in the
night, and had actually put his army in motion for that

purpose ; but he was anticipated by the vigilance and
good fortune of the Prussian monarch. That prince

reflecting, that if he should wait for his adversaries in

his camp, he ran the risk of being attacked at the same
time by Lascy on his right, by Daun in his front, and
by Laudohn on his left, he altered his disposition, iu

order to disconcert their operations ; and, ou the four-

teenth day of the month, marched to the heights of

Psaffendorfl", where he formed his army in order of

battle. Keceiving intimation about two in the morn-
ing, that Laudohn was in full march advancing iu

columns by Benowitz, he divided his army into two
separate bodies. One of these remained on the ground,

in order to maintain the post against any attempts that

might be made by count Dauu to succour Laudohn;

and that this service might be the more effectually

performed, the heights were fortified with batteries, so

judiciously disposed, as to impede and overawe the

whole Austrian army. The king having taken this

precaution, wheeled about with sixteen battalions and

thirty squadrons, to fall upon Laudohn as he should

advance ; but that general knew nothing of his design,

until he himself arrived at tlie village of Psaffendorff,

about three in the morning, when the day dawning,

and a thick fog gradually dispersing, the whole detach-

ment of the Prussian army appeared in order of battle,

in a well-chosen situation, strengthened with a numer-
ous train of artillery, placed to the best advantage.

Laudohn was not a little mortified to find himself

caught in his own snare, hut lie had advanced too far

to recede ; and therefore, making a virtue of neecLisity,

resolved to stand an engagement. With this view he

formed his troops, as well as the time, jilace, and cir-

cumstances would permit; and the Prussians advanc-

hig to the attack, a severe action ensued. The king

rode along the line to animate the troops, and superin-

tended every part of the charge ; hazarding his life in

the most dangerous scenes of the battle to such a

degree, that his horse was killed under him, and his

clothes were shot through in several places. The Aus-

trians raaiutaiiicd the conflict with great obstiuacy,
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until six in the morning, wlicn they gave ground, and
were pursued to the Katzbach; beyond which the king
would not allow his troops to prosecute the advantage
they had gained, that they might be able to succour

the right iu case mareschal count Daun should succeed

in his attempt to advance against them from Lignitz.

That general had actually begun his march to fall upon
the Prussians on one side, while Laudohn should attack

them on the other ; but he was not a little surprised to

fmd they were decamped ; and when he perceived a
thick cloud of smoke at a distance, he immediately
comprehended the nature of the king's management.
He then attempted to advance by Lignitz; but the

troops and artillery, which had been left on the height

of I'saffendorff, to dispute his march, were so advan-
tageously disposed, as to render all his efforts abortive.

Laudohn is said to have lost in the action above eight

thousand men, killed, wounded, and taken, including

eighty officers, with twenty-three pair of colours, and
eighty-two pieces of cannon ; over and above this loss,

the Austrian general sutfered greatly by desertion. The
Prussians obtained the victory at the expense of one
general, with five hundred men killed, and twelve

hundred wounded. Immediately after the action the

victor marched to Parchwitz; while Daun detached

prince Lowcnstein and general Beck with the reserve

of his army, to join prince Czernichew, who had crossed

the Oder at Auras; but he was so intimidated by the

defeat at Lignitz, that he forthwith repassed that river,

and prince Lowenstein retired on the side of Janer.

l'>y this bold and well-conducted adventure, the Prus-

sian monarch not only escaped the most imminent
hazard of a total defeat from the joint efforts of two
strong armies, but also prevented the dreaded junction

of the Eussian and Austrian forces. His business was
now to open the communication with Breslau and his

brother prince Henry, whom he joined at Xeumareke.
The prince, after Laudohn was obliged to relinquish

the siege of Breslau, had kept a watchful eye over the

motions of the Eussian army, whicli had advanced into

the neighbourhood of that city ; and, without all doubt,

would have bombarded it from some commanding
heights, had they not been prevented by prince Henry,
who took possession of these posts, and fortified them
with redoubts. The king having freed Breslau from
the neighbourhood of his enemies, and being strength-

ened by the junction with his brother, left a consider-

able detachment under the command of general Boltze,

to protect the country against the Eussian irregulars;

and advanced with his whole force to the relief of

Schweidnitz, which was blocked up by the Austrian
forces under the command of the mareschal count Daun.
In his march he fell upon a separate body under general

Beck, made two battalions of Croats prisoners, and dis-

persed several squadrons. This achievement had such
an effect upon the enemy, that they raised the blockade,

and retreated with some precipitation to the mountains
of Landshut.

ACTION BETWEEN GENEEAL HULSEN AND
THE IMPERIAL ARMY IN SAXONY.

While the king thus exerted himself, with a spirit

altogether unexampled, in defending Silesia, general
Hulsen, who commanded his troops in Saxony, was
exposed to the most imminent danger. Understanding
that the army of the empire had formed a design to

cut off his communication with Torgau, he quitted his

camp at Meissen, and marched to Strehla. The enemy
having divided their forces into two bodies, one of them,
on the twentieth day of August, attacked an advanced
post of the Prussians; while the other was disposed in

such a manner, as to overawe Hulsen's camp, and pre-

vent him from taking any step for the relief of his

battalions, who maintained their ground with difficulty

against a superior number of assailants. In this emer-
gency the Prussian general ordered his cavalry to make
a circuit roimd a rising ground, and, if possible, charge

the enemy in flank. This order was executed with
equal vigour and success. They fell upon the imperial

army with such impetuosity, as drove their battalions

and horse upon each other in the utmost confusion. A
considerable number of the enemy were slain, and forty-

one officers, with twelve hundred men, made prisoners.

By this advantage, which was obtained .at a very small

expense, genenil Hulsen opened lor himself a way to

Torgau, whither he instantly retreated, perceiving that

the whole army of the imperialists was advancing to

cut off his communication with the Elbe. This retreat

funiished the enemy with a pretext for claiming tho

victory.

SITUATION OF THE KING OF PRUSSIA.

After all these heroic endeavours of the Prussian

monarch and his officers, his affairs remained in such a
desperate situation as seemed to presage approaching

ruin ; for, tliough in person he comm.anded a numerous
and well-appointed army, he found it absolutely impos-

sible to guard against the different detachments from
the three separate armies of his adversaries. Bodies of

Austrian troops scoured the country of Lusatia; the

Russians traversed part of Silesia, and made irruptions

even into Drandenburgh; the imperial army domineered
in Saxony; the Swedish ami}', meeting with no opposi-

tion, advanced into the heart of Pomerania; so that the

king was not only threatened on every side, but all

correspondence between him and his hereditary do-

minions was at this juncture intercepted.

THE RUSSIANS AND AUSTRIANS POSSESS
THEMSELVES OF BERLIN.

His adversaries, having been hitherto baffled by his

activity and resolution in their designs upon Silesia,

now meditated a scheme, the execution of which he

could not but feel in the most sensible manner. The
Russian army being on its retreat from Silesia, count

Czernichew was sent with a strong detachment into

the marehe of Brandenburgh ; while a numerous body
of Austrians, under Lascy and Brentano, penetrated

into the same country from Saxony, with instructions

to join the Russians at the gates of Berlin. The Prus-

sian general Hulsen, finding himself too weak to cope

with the army of the empire in Misnia, had fallen back

to this capital, where he was joined by the troops under

general Werner, lately returned from Pomerania ; but

as their forces, after this junction, did not exceed six-

teen thousand men, and the allies advancing against

them amounted to forty thousand, they would not pre-

tend to oppose the enemy in the open field, nor to de-

fend a city of such extent, and so imperfectly fortified.

Such an attempt would have only exposed their troops

to ruin, without being able to save the capital, which,

on the contrar}', would have been the more severely

handled, in consequence of their opposition. They
therefore resolved to retire, after having repulsed the

advanced guard of the Russians under Tottleben, which

attacked the gates, and even bombarded the town, be-

fore the great armies appeared. At their approach the

Prussian generals retreated, leaving three weak batta-

lions in the place, in hopes they might be the means of

obtaining some sort of terms for the city. They made
no resistance, however; but on the first summons pro-

posed articles of capitulation, which being refused, they

surrendered themselves prisoners of war. In favour of

the city, the foreign ministers there residing interposed

their mediation with such zeal and success, that toler-

able conditions were obtained. The inhabitants were

indulged with the free exercise of their religion, and

an immunity from violence to their persons and effects.

The enemy promised that the Russian irregulars should

not enter the town ; and that the king's palace should

not be violated. These articles being ratified, the

Austrian and Russian troops entered the place, where

they totally destroyed the magazines, arsenals, and
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foundries, with an iramensequantity of military stores,

and a great number of cannon and small arms : then
they demanded the immediate payment of eight hun-
dred thousand guilders ; and afterwards exacted a con-
tribution of one million nine hundred thousand German
crowns. Many outrages were committed by the licen-

tious soldiery, in spite of all the precautions which the

oiScers could take to preserve the most exact discipline.

The houses of the private inhabitants were tolerably

protected, but the king's palaces were subjected to the

most rigorous treatment. In the royal palace of Char-

lottenburg they pillaged and spoiled the rich furniture

:

they defaced and mutilated the valuable pictures and
antique statues collected by cardinal de Polignac, and
purchased by the house of Brandcnburgh. The castle

of Schonhausen, belonging to the queen, and that of

Fredericksfeldt, the property of the margrave Charles,

were pillaged of eifects to a very considerable value. The
palace of Potsdam was effectually protected by prince

Esterhasi, who would not suffer one article of furniture

to be touched ; but desired leave to take one picture of

the king, and two of his German flutes, that he might
preseiTC them as memorials of an illustrious prince,

whose heroic character he admired. The Austrian and

Russian troops entered Berlin on the ninth day of

October, and quitted it on the thirteenth, on hearing

that the king was in full march to the relief of his capi-

tal. In their retreat, by different routes, from Brandcn-

burgh, they drove away all the cattle and horses they

could find, ravaged the country, and committed brutal

outrages on the inhabitants, wliicli the pretence of re-

taliation could never excuse. The body of Russians

which entered Berlin marched from thence into Poland,

by the way of Furstenwalde ; while the Austrians took

the route of Saxony, from whence they had advanced

into Brandcnburgh. Jleanwhile the town of Wirtem-
berg, in that electorate, was reduced by the duke de

Deux-Ponts, commander of the imperial army, which,

in conjunction with the Austrians, made themselves

masters also of Torgau and Leipsic.

KING OF PRUSSIA DEFEATS THE AUSTRIANS
AT TORGAU.

The king of Prussia, in his march through Lusatia,

was still attended by count Daun, at the head of his

grand army, and both passed the Elbe about the latter

end of October. The Prussian crossed the river at

Coswick, where he was joined by the troops under
prince Eugene of Wirtemberg and general Hulsen, so

that his army now amounted to eighty thousand fight-

ing men, with whom he resolved to strike some stroke

of importance. Indeed, at this time his situation was
truly critical. General Laudohn, with a considerable

body of Austrians, remained \n Silesia ; the Russian

army still threatened Breslau, the capital of that

country. The Imperialists and Austrians had taken

possession of all the great towns in Saxonj', and were
masters on both sides of the Elbe. In the eastern part

of Pomerania, the Russians had invested Colberg by
sea and land, seemingly determined to reduce the

place, that they might have a seaport by which they

could be supplied with provisions, ammunition, necessa-

ries, and reinforcements, without the trouble and incon-

venience of a long and laborious march from the banks
of the Vistula. On the western side of Pomerania, the

war, which had hitherto languished, was renewed by
the Swedes with uncommon vivacity. They passed

the river Pene without opposition ; and obliging gene-

ral Stutterheim to retreat, advanced asfar asStransberg.

That officer, however, being reinforced, attacked a

Swedish post at Passelvalik, slew about five hundred
of the enemy, aud took an equal number, with six pieces

of cannon ; but he was not numerous enough to keep

the field against their whole army. Thus the Prussian

monarch saw himself obliged to abandon Silesia, de-

prived of all the places he held in Saxony, which had

been his best lesonrce ; and in danger of being driven

into his hereditary country of Br.andcnhurgh, which
was unable either to maintain, or even to recruit, liia

army. On this emergency he resolved to make one
desperate effort against the grand Austrian army under
count Daun, who had passed the Elbe at Torgau, and
advanced to Eulenbourg, from whence, however, ho
retreated to his former camp at Torgau; and the king
chose his situation between this last place and Schilda,
at Lang-Reiehenbach, where the hussars attacked a
body of horse under general Brentano, and made four
hundred prisoners. The right wing of the Austrians
being at Groswich, and their left at Torgau, the Prus-
sian king determined to attack them next day, which
was the third of November. His design was to march
through the wood of Torgau by three different routes,

with thirty battalions and fifty squadrons of his left

wing : the first line was ordered to advance by the way
of Mackrene to Neiden ; the second by Peckhutte to

Elsnick ; and the third, consisting of cavalry, to pene-
trate by the wood of Wildenhayn to Vogelsand. On
the other hand, general Ziethen was directed to take
the great Leipsic road, with thirty battalions and
seventy squadrons of the right ; and quitting it at the
ponds of Torgau, to attack the village of Suptitz and
Groswich. The king's line, in its march, fell in with a
corps of Austrians under general Eeid, who retired into

the wood of Torgau; and another more considerable
body, posted in the wood of Wildenhayn, likewise re-

treated to Groswich, after having fired some pieces of

artillen,' ; but the dragoons of Saint Iguon, being en-
closed between two columns of Prussian infantry, were
either killed or taken. By two in the afternoon the

king had penetrated through the wood to the plain of

Neiden, from whence another body of the enemy re-

tired to Torgau, where a continued noise of cannon and
small arms declared that general Ziethen was already

engaged. The Prussians immediately advanced at a

quicker pace, and passing the morasses near Neiden,

inclined to the right in three lines, and soon came to

action. Daun had chosen a very advantageous posi-

tion : his right extended to Groswich, and his left to

Zinne : while his infantry occupied some eminences

along the road of Leipsic, and his front was strength-

ened with no less than two hundred pieces of cannon.

His second line was disposed on an extent of ground,

which terminated in hillocks towards the Elbe ; and

against this the king directed his attack. He had al-

ready given his troops to understand that his affairs

were in such a situation, that they must either conquer

or perish : aud they began the battle with the most

desperate impetuosity; but they met with such a

warm reception from the artillery, small arms, and in

particular from the Austrian carabineers, that their

grenadiers were shattered and repulsed. The second

charge, though enforced with incredible vigour, was

equally unsuccessful ; then the king ordered his cavalry

to advance, and they fell upon some regiments of in-

fantry with such fury as obliged them to give way.

These, however, were compelled to retire, in their turn,

before about seventy battalions of the enemy, who ad-

vanced towards Torgau, stretching with their right to

the Elbe, and their left to Ziune. While the prince of

Holstein rallied his cavalry, and returned to the charge,

the third line of Prussian infantry attacked the vine-

yard of Suptitz, and general Ziethen with the right

wing took the enemy in rear. This disposition threw

the Austrians into disorder; which was greatly aug-

mented by the disaster of count Daun, who was dan-

gerouslv wounded in the thigh, and carried off the field

of battle. But the Prassians could not pursue their

victory, because the action had lasted until nine ; and

the night being unusually dark, facilitated the retreat

of the enemy, who crossed the Elbe on three bridges of

boats thrown over the river at Torgau. The victor

possessed the field of battle, with seven thousand pri-

Boner.s, including two hundred officers, twenty-nine

pair of colours, one standard, and about forty pieces of

cannon. The carnage was very great on both sides:
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about three tlioiisantl Prussians were killed, and five

thousand wounded ; and, iu the first attacks, two gene-

ral ofiicers, witli fifteen hundred soldiers, were made
prisoners by the enemy. The king, as usual, exposed

liis person iu every part of the b.ittle, and a musket-
ball grazed upon his breast. In the morning, the king
of Prussia entered Torgau ; then he secured Meissen,

and took possession of Fribourg: so that, in consequence

of this well-timed victory, his position was nearly the

same as at the opening of the campaign.
The Austriansfliowever, notwithstanding this check,

maintained their giound in the neighbourhood of Dres-

den ; while the Prussians were distributed in quarters

of cantonment in and about Leipsic and Meissen. As
the Austrian general had, after the battle, recalled his

detachments, general Laudohn abandoned Landshut,

which again fell into the hands of the Prussians, and

the Imperial army was obliged to retire into Franconia.

The Swedes having penetrated a great way into Pom-
crania, returned again to their winter-quarters at Stral-

stmd; and the liussian generals measured back their

way to the Vistula: so that the confederates gained

little else in the course of this campaign hut the contri-

butions which they raised in Ecrlin, and the open coun-

try of Eraudenburgh. Had the allies been heartily bent

upon crushing the Prussian monarch, one would imagine

the Russians and Swedes might have joined their forces

iu Pomerania, and made good their winter-quarters in

Brandcnburgh, Avhere they could have been supplied with
magazines from the Baltic, and been at hand to com-
mence their operations in the spring; but, in all proba-

bility, such an establishment in the empire would have
given umbrage to the Germanic body.

DIETS OF POLAND and SWEDEN ASSEMBLED.

The diet of Poland being assembled in the beginning

of October, the king entertained the most sanguine hope

they would take some resolution in his favour, but the

partisans of Prussia frustrated all his endeavours: one

. of the deputies protesting against holding a diet while

there were foreign troops in the kingdom, the assembly

broke up in a tumultuous manner, even before they had
chosen a mareschal. The diet of Sweden, which was
convoked about the same period, seemed determined to

proceed upon business. They elected count Axel Per-

son their grand mareschal, iu oj>position to count Horn,

by a great majority; which was an imlucky circum-

stance for the Prussian interest at Stockholm, inasmuch

as the same majority obstinately persisted in opinion,

that the war sliould be prosecuted in the spring with

redoubled vigour, and the army in Germany reinforced

to the number of at least thirty thous.and fighting men.

This unfavourable circumstance made but little impres-

sion upon the Prussian monarch, who had maintained

his ground with surprising resolution and success since

the beginning of the campaign ; and now enjoyed in

prospect the benefit of winter, which he is said to have
termed his best auxiliary.

INTIMATION GIVEN to the STATES op WEST-
PHALIA BY TUE KING OP PRUSSIA.

The animosity which inflamed the contending parties

was not confined to the operations in war, but broke

out, as usual, in printed declarations, v.'hich the belli-

gerent powers dilfuscd all over Europe. In the begin-

ning of the season, the states of the circle of Westphalia
had been required, by the Imperial court, to finish tlieir

contingent of troops against the king of Prussia, or to

commute for this contingent with a sum of money. In

consequence of this demand, some of the Westph.alian

estates had sent deputies to confer with the assembly

of the circle of Cologn; and to these the king signified,

by a declaration dated at Munstei", that as this demand
of money, instead of troops, was no less extraordinary

than contrary to the constitutions of the empire, should
they comply with it, or even continue U) assist his ene-

mies either with troops or money, he would consider
them as having actually taken part in the war against
him and his allies, and treat them accordingly on all

occasions. This intimation produced little effect in his

favour. The duke of Mcekleuburgh adhered to the
opposite cause ; and the elector of Cologn co-operated
with the French in their designs against Hanover. By
T.-ay of retaliation for this partiality, the Prus.'^ians ra-

vaged the counti-y of Jlecklenburgh, and the Hanover-
ians levied contributions in the territories of Cologn.
The parties thus aggrieved had recourse to complaints
and remonstrances. The duke's envoy at liatisbon

communicated a rescript to the Imperial ministers,

representing that the Prussian troops under general
Werner and colonel de Belling had distressed his country
in the autumn by grievous extortions; that afterwards
prince Eugene of Wirtemberg, in the service of Prussia,

had demanded an exorbitant quantity of provisions, with
some millions of money, and a great number of recruits;

or, in lieu of these, that the duke's forces should act
under the Prussian banner. He therefore declared
that, as the country of Mecklenburgh was impoverished,
and almost depopulated, by these oppressions, tbe duke
would find himself obliged to take measures for the fu-

ture security of his subjects, if not immediately favoured
with such assistance from the court of Vienna as would
put a stop to these violent proceedings. This declaration

was by some considered as the prelude of his renounc-
ing his engagements with the house of Austria. As
the Imperial court had threatened to put the elector of

Hanover under the ban of the empire, in consequence
of the hostilities which his troops had committed in the
electorate of Cologn, his resident at Ratisbon delivered

to the ministers who assisted at the diet a memorial,
remonstrating that the emperor hath no power, singly,

to subject any prince to the ban, or declare him a rebel;

and that, by arrogating such a power, he exposed his

authority to the same contempt into which the pope's

bulls of excommunication were so justly fallen. \\'ith

respect to the elector of Cologn, he ohser\'ed that this

prince was the first who commenced hostilities, by al-

lowing his troops to co-operate with the French in their

invasion of Hanover, and by celebrating with rejoicings

the advantages which they had gained iuthat electorate:

he therefore gave the estatesof the empire tounderstand,

that the best way of screening their subjects from hos-

tile treatment would be a strict observance of neutrality

in the present disputes of the empire.

THE KING OF POLAND'S REMONSTRANCE.

This was a strain much more effectual among princes

and powers who are generally actuated by interested

motives, than was the repetition of complaints, equally

pathetic and unavailing, uttered by the unfortunate

king of Poland, elector of Saxony. The damage done
to his capital by the last attempt of the Prussian mon-
arch on that city, aff'ectcd the old king in such a manner,
that he published at Vienna an appeal to all the powers
of Europe, from the cruelty and uuprecedeuted outrages

which distinguished the conduct of his adversaries in

Saxony. All Europe pitied the hard fate of this exiled

prince, and sympathized with the disasters of his coun-

try: but, in the breasts of liis enemies, reasons of state

and convenience oveiTuled the suggestionsof humanity;
and his friends had hitherto exerted themselves iu vain

for the deliverance of his people.

REDUCTION OF PONDICHERRY.

From this detail of continental afl'airs, our attention

is recalled to Great Britain, by an incident of a very
interesting nature; an account of which, however, we
aJiall postpone until we have recorded the success that,

in the course of this year, attended the British arms in

the East Indies. Vi'c have already observed that colo-

nel Cootc, after having defeated the French general

Lally in the field, and reduced divers of the enemy's
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settlements on the co.ist of Coromandel, at length
cooped them up within the walls of Pomlicherry, the

principal seat of the French East India company, large,

populous, well-fortified, and secured with a numerous
garrison, under the immediate command of their gen-

er.al. In the month of October, admiral Stevens sailed

from Trincomal^ with all his squadron, in order to its

being refitted, except five sail of the line, which he left

under the command of captain Haldane, to block up
Pondicherry by sea, while Mr. Coote carried on his

operations by land. By this disposition, and the vigi-

lance of the British officers, the place was so hampered
as to be greatly distressed for want of provisions, even
before the siege could be undertaken in form ; for the

rainy season rendered all regular approaches impracti-

cable. These rains being abated by the twenty-sixth
day of November, colonel Coote directed the engineers

to pitch upon proper places for erecting batteries that

should enfilade or flank the works of the garrison,

without exposing their own men to any severe fire

from the enemy. Accordingly, four batteries were
constnicted in difierent pl.aces, so as to answer these

purposes, and opened altogether on the eighth day of

December at midnight. Though raised at a consider-

able distance, they were plied with good effect, and the

besieged returned the fire witli great vivacity. This

mutual cannonading continued until the twenty-ninth

day of the month, when the engineers were employed
in raising another battery, near enough to effect a
breach in the north-west counter-guard and curtain.

Though the approaches were retarded some days by a

violent storm, which almost ruined the works, the dam-
age was soon repaired : a considerable post was taken
from the enemy by assault, and afterwards regained by
the French grenadiers, through the timidity of the

sepoys, by whom it was occupied. By the fifteenth

d.ay of January, a second battery being raised within

point-blank, a breach was made in the curtain : the

west face and flank of the north-west bastion were
ruined, and the guns of the enemy entirely silenced.

The garrison and inhabitants of Pondicherry were now
reduced to an extremity of famine which would admit of

no hesitation. General Lally sent a colonel, attended

by the chief of the Jesuits, and two civilians, to Mr.
Coote, with proposals of suiTendering the garrison

prisoners of war, and demanding a capitulation in be-

half of the French East India company. On this last

subject he made no reply ; but next morning took pos-

session of the town and citadel, where he found a great

quantity of artillery, ammunition, small arms, and
military stores; then he secured the garrison, amount-

ing to above two thousand Europeans. Lally made a

gallant defence; and had he been properly supplied

with provisions, the conquest of the place would not

have been so easily achieved. He certainly flattered

himself with the hope of being supplied; otherwise an

officer of his experience would have demanded a capitu-

lation, before he was reduced to the necessity of acqui-

escing in any terms the besieger might have thought

proper to impose. That he spared no piiins to procure

supplies, appears from an intercepted letter,* written

by this commander to monsieur Raymond, French

resident at Pullicat.—The billet is no bad sketch of the

writer's character, which seems to have a strong tinc-

ture of oddity and extravagance.

PART OF THE BRITISH SQUADRON WRECKED
IN A STORM.

By the reduction of Pondicherry, the French interest

w.is annihilated on the coast of Coromandel, and there-

fore of the utmost importance to the British nation. It

• "Monsieur Rajrmond—The English squadron is no more, sir—
of the twelve ships they had in our road seven are lost, crews and
all ; the other four dismasted ; and no more than one frigate hath
escaped—therefore lose not an instant in sending chelingoes upon
chclingoes, laden with rice. The Dutch hare nothing to fear now.
Uesides, according to the law of nations, they are only restricted

Croui sending us provisi"ns in their own bottoms ; and we are no

Vol. IL

maybe doubted, however, whether colonel Coote, with
all his spirit, vigilance, and military talents, could have
succeeded in this enterprise without the assistance of

the squadrons, which co-operated with him by sea, .and

effectually excluded all succour from the besieged. It

must bo owned, for the honour of the service, that no
incident interrupted the good understanding which was
maintained between tha land and sea ofKccrs, who vied
with each other in contributing their utmost efforts to-

wards the success of the expedition. On the twenty-
fif^th day of December, rear-admiral Stevens arrived
with four ships of the line, having parted with rear-.ad-

miral Cornish and his division in stormy weather: but
he joined them at Pondicherry before the place was
suiTcndered. On the first day of January a violent
tempest obliged admiral Stevens to slip his c.tbles and
to put to sea, where he parted with the rest of the
squadron ; and when in three days he returned to the
road of Pondicherry, he had the mortification to find

that his division had suffered severely from the storm.
The ships of war called the duke of Aquitaine and the
Sunderland foundered in the storm, and their crews
perished. The Newcastle, the Queenborough, and the
Protector fireship, were driven ashore and destroyed

;

but the men were saved, together with the cannon,
stores, and provisions. Many other ships sustained
considerable damage, which however was soon re-

paired. Admiral Stevens having intercepted the letter

from Lally to Raymond, {See )!0?e*), immediately de-

spatched letters to the Dutch and Danish settlements

on this coast, intimating that, notwitbst.anding the in-

sinuations of general Lally, he had eleven sail of the
line, with two frigates, under his command, all fit for

service, in the road of Pondicherry, which was closely

invested and blockaded both by sea and land: he
therefore declared, that, as in that case it was contrary

to the law of nations for any neutral power to relieve

or succour the besieged, he was determined to seize any
vessel that should attempt to throw provisions into the

place.

DEATH AND CHARACTER of KING GEORGE IL

While the arms of Great Britain still prospered in

every effort tending to the real interest of the nation,

an event happened which for a moment obscured the

splendour of her triumphs, and could not but be very

alarming to those German allies, whom her liberality

had enabled to maintain an expensive and sanguinary

war of humour and ambition. On the twenty-fifth day
of October, George II. king of Great Britain, without any
previous disorder, was in the morning suddenly seized

with the agony of death, at the pal.ace at Kensington.

He had ri.sen at the usual hour, drank his chocolate, and
inquired about the wind, as anxious for the arrival of

the foreign mails ; then he opened a window of his

apartment, and perceiving the weather was serene, de-

clared he would walk in the garden. In a few minutes

after this declaration, while he remained alone in his

chamber, he fell down upon the floor; the noise of his

fall brought his attendants into the room, who lifted

him on the bed, where he desired, in a faint voice, that

the princess Amelia might be called ; but before she

could reach the apartments he had expired. An at-

tempt was made to bleed him, but without effect : and
indeed his malady was far beyond the reach of art; for

when the cavity of the thorax or chest was opened, and
inspected by the sergeant-surgeons, they found the

light ventricle of the heart actually ruptured, and a

great quantity of blood discharged through the aper-

ture int{) the surrounding pericardium; so that he must
have died instantaneously, in consequence of the effu-

longer blockaded by sea. The salvation of Pondicherry hath been
once in your power already ; if vou neglect this opportunity it will

be entirely your own fault—don't forget some small chelingoes also

—offer great rewards—in four days I expect seventeen thous,and

Mahrattas. In short, risk all—attempt all—force all, and stml uj
some rice, should it be but half a garse at a time."

4D
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Bion. The case, however, was so extraordinary, that we

question whether there is such another instance upon

record. A rupture of this nature appears the more

remarkahle, as it liappcned to a prince of a healthy

constitution, unaccustomed to excess, and far advanced

beyond that period of life, when the blood might be sup-

posed to flow with a dangerous impetuosity.

Thus died George II. at the age of seventy-seven,

after a long reign of thirty-four years, distinguished by

a variety of important events, and cliequercd with a

vicissitude of character and fortune. He was in his

person rather lower than the middle size, well shaped,

erect, with eyes remarkably prominent, a high nose,

and fair complexion. In his disposition he is said to

have been hasty, proue to anger, especially in his

youth, yet soon appeased ; otherwise mild, moderate,

and humane ; in his way of living temperate, regular,

and so methodical in every branch of private economy,

that his attention descended to objects which a great

king, perhaps, had hotter overlook. He was fond of

military pomp and parade; and personally brave. He
loved war as a soldier—he studied it ns a science; and

corresponded on this subject with some of the greatest

officers whom Germany has produced. The extent of

his understanding, and the splendour of his virtue, we
shall not presume to ascertain, or attempt to display

;

we rather wish for opportunities to expatiate on his

munificence and liberality—his generous regard to

genius and learning-—his royal encouragement and pro-

tection of those arts by which a nation is at once bene-

fited and adorned. With respect to his government,

it very seldom deviated from the institutions of law,

or encroached upon private property, or interfered

with the common administration of justice. The cir-

cumstances that chiefly marked his public character,

were a predilection for bis native country, and a close

attention to the political interests of the Germanic

body; points and jirinciples to which he adhered with

the most invincible fortitude : and if ever the blood

and treasure of Great Britain were sacrificed to these

considerations, we ought not so much to blame the

.prince, who acted from the dictates of natural affection,

as we should detest a succes.sion of venal ministers,

all of whom in their turns devoted themselves, soul and

body, to the gratification of his passion, or partiality,

so prejudicial to the true interest of their country.

EECAPITULATIOX OF THE TRINCIPAL
EVENTS OF HIS EEIGN.

The reign of George II. produced many revolutions,

as well in the internal schemes of economy arri admin-

istration, as in the external projects of political con-

nexions ; revolutions that exposed the frailties of

human nature, and demonstrated the instability of

systems founded upon convenience. In the course of

this reign, a standing army was, by dint of ministerial

influence, engrafted on the constitution of Great Bri-

tain. A fatal stroke was given to the liberty of the

press, by the act subjecting all dramatic writings to

the inspection of a licenser. The great machine of

corruption, contrived to secure a constant majority in

parliament, was overturned, and the inventor of it

obliged to quit the reins of government. Professed

patriots resigned the principles they had long endeav-

oured to establish, and listed themselves for the de-

fence of that fortress against which their zeal and
talents had been levelled. The management of a

mighty kingdom was consigned into the bands of a,

motley administration-—ministers without knowledge,

and men without integrity, whose councils were timid,

we.ik, and wavering; whose folly and extravagance

exposed the nation to ridicule and contempt ; by whose
ignorance and ])resumption it was reduced to the verge

of ruin. The kingdom was engaged in a quarrel truly

n.itional. and commenced a necessary war on national

principles: hut that war was starved; and the chief

strength of the nation tranEferred to the continent of

Europe, in order to maintain an unnecessary war, in

favour of a family whose pride and ambition can he

equalled by nothing but its insolence and ingratitude.

AVhile the strength of the nation was thus exerted

abroad for the support of worthless allies, and a dan-

gerous rebellion raged in the bowels of the kingdom,

the sovereign was insulted by his ministers, who de-

serted his service at this critical juncture, and refused

to resume their functions, until he had truckled to

their petulant humour, and dismissed a favourite ser-

vant, of whose superior talents they were meanly jeal-

ous. Such an unprecedented secession at any time

would have merited the imputation of insolence ; but

at that period, when the sovereign was perplexed and

embarrassed by a variety of dangers and diflicul-

ties; when his crown, and even his life, were at stake;

to throw up their places, abandon his councils, and, as

far as in them lay, detach themselves from his fortune,

was a step so likely to aggravate the disorder of the

nation, so big with cruelty, ingratitude, and sedition,

that it seems to deserve an appellation which, however,

we do not think proper to bestow. An inglorious war
was succeeded by an ignominious peace, which proved

of short duration; yet in this interv.al the Eiiglifli

nation exhibited such a proof of commercial opulence

as astonished all Europe. At the close of a war which

had drained it of so much tre.isure, and increased the

public debt to an enoiTnoifs burden, it acquiesced un-

der such a reduction of interest as one would hardly

think the ministiy durst have proposed, even before

one-half of the national debt was contracted. A much
more unpopular step was a law that passed for natural-

izing the Jews—a law so odious to the people in gen-

eral, that it was soon repealed, at the request of that

minister by whom it bad been chiefly patronized. An
ill-concerted peace was in a little time productive of

fresh hostilities, and another war with France, which

Britain began to prosecute under favourable auspices.

Then the whole political system of Germany was in-

verted. The king of England abandoned the interest

of that house which he had in the former war so

w.f.i-mly espoused, and took into bis bosom a prince

whom he had formerly considered as his inveterate

enemy. The unpropitious beginning of this war
against France being imputed to the misconduct

of the administration, excited such a ferment among
the people, as seemed to threaten a dangerous insur-

rection. Every part of the kingdom resounded with

the voice of dissatisfaction, which did not even respect

the throne. The king found himself obliged to accept

of a minister presented by the people; and this mea-
sure was attended with consequences as favourable as

his wish could form. From that instant all clamour
was hushed— all opposition ceased. The enterprising

spirit of the new minister seemed to diffuse itself

through all the operations of the war, and conquest

everywhere attended the efforts of the British arms.

Now appeared the fallacy of those maxims, and the

(alsehold of those assertions, by which former minis-

ters had established, and endeavoured to excuse, the

practices of corruption. The supposed disaffection,

which had been insisted on as the source of parliamen-

taiT opposition, now entirely vanished ; nor was it

found necessary to use any sinister m.eans for secur-

ing a majority, in order to answer the purposes of the

administration. England for the first time saw a

minister of state in full possession of popularity. Un-
der the auspices of this minister, it saw a national

militia formed, and trained to discipline by the invinci-

ble spirit of a few patriots, who pursued this salutary

measure in the face of unwearied opposition, discour-

aged by the jealousy of a court, and ridiculed by all the

venal retainers to a standing army. Under his minis-

try it saw the military genius of Great Britain revive,

and shine with redoubled lustre ; it saw her interest

and glory coincide, and an immense extent of country

added by conquest to her dominions. The people, con-

fiding in the integrity and abilities of their own minis-
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fcr, and elerated by tlie repeated sounds of trinmpli, Le-
came enamoured of the ivar, and granted such liberal

subsidies for its supi'ort, as no other minister would
have presumed to ask, as no other nation believed
they could afford. Nor did they murmur at seeing great

part of their treasure diverted into foreign channels;
nor did they seem to bestow a serious thought on the ac-

cumulating load of the national debt, which already

exceeded the immense sum of one hundred millions.

In a word, they were intoxicated with victory ; and
as the king luappcned to die in the midst of their

transports, occasioned by the final conquest of Canada,

their good humour garnished bis character with a pro-

digality of encomiums. A thousand pens were drawn
to paint the beauties and sublimity of his character,

in poetry as well as prose. They extolled him above

Alexander in courage and heroism, above Augustus in

liberality, Titus in clcm.ency, Antoninus in piety and
benevolence, Solomon iu wisdom, and Saint Edward in

devotion. Such hyperbolical eulogiunis sened only

to throw a ridicule upon a character which was other-

wise respectable. The two universities vied with

cacli other in lamenting bis death ; and each published

a huge collection of elegies on the subject : nor did

they fail to exalt his praise, with the warmest expressions

of affection and regret, in the compliments of condolence

and congratulation which they presented to his successor.

The same panegyric and pathos appeared in all the ad-

dresses with which every other community in the king-

dom approached tlie throne of our present sovereign :

insomuch that we may venture to .=ay, no prince was
ever more popular at the time of his decease. The Eng-
lish are natural!}' warm and impetuous ; and in gener-

ous natures, affection is as apt as any other passion to

run riot. The sudden death of the king was lamented as

a national misfortune by many, who felt a truly filial

affection for their countiy ; not that they implicitlj-

subscribed to all the exaggerated praise which bad

been so liberally poured forth on his character, but

because the nation was deprived of him at a critical

juncture, while involved in a dangerous and expen-

sive war, of which be had been personally the chief

mover and support. They knew the burden of roy-

alty devolved upon a young prince, who, though heir-

apparent to the crown, and already arrived at years of

maturit}', had never been admitted to any share of the

administration, nor made acquainted with any schemes
or secrets of state. The real character of the new
king was very little known to the generality of the

nation. They dreaded an abrupt change of measures,

which might have rendered useless all the advant.-.ges

obtained in the course of the war. As the)- were igno-

rant of bis connexions, they dreaded a revolution in

the ministry, which might fill the kingdom with cla-

mour and confusion. But the greatest shock occa-

sioned by his decease was undoubtedly among our allies

and fellow-subjects in Germany, wlio saw themselves

suddenly deprived of their sole prop and patron, at a

time when they could not pretend of themselves to

make %ead against the numerous enemies by whom
they were surrounded. But all these doubts and ap-

prehensions vanished like mists before the rising sun
;

and the people of Great Britain enjoyed the inexpres-

sible pleasure of seeing their loss repaired in such a

manner, as must have amply fulfilled the most san-

guine wish of every friend to his country.

ACCOUNT OF THE COMMERCE OF GEEAT
BRITAIN.

The commerce of Great Britain continued to increase

during the whole course of this reign ; but this in-

crease was not the effect of extraordinary encourage-
ment. On the contrary, the necessities of goveniment,

the growing expenses of the nation, and the continual

augmentation of the p'eblic debt, obliged the legislature

to hamper trade with manifold and grievous impositions;

its increase, therefore, must have been owing to the

natural progress of industiy and adventure extending
themselves to that farthest line or limit beyond which
they will not be able to advance : when the tide of

traffic has flowed to its highest mark, it will then begin
to recede in a gradual ebb, until it is shrunk within the
narrow limits of its original channel. War, which
naturally impedes the traffic of other nations, had
opened new sources to the merchints of Great Britain.
The superiority of lier naval jiower had cruslied the navi-
gation of France, her great rival in commerce; so that
she now supplied, on her own terms, all those foreign
markets, at which, in time of peace, she was undersold
by that dangerous competitor. Thus her trade was
augmented to a surprising pitch ; and this great augmen-
t.ition alone enabled her to maintain the war at such an
enormous expense. As this advantage will cease when
the French are at liliorty to re-estabhsh their commerce,
and prosecute it without molestation, it would be for

the interest of Great Britain tr be at continual variance
with that restless neighbour, provided the contest could
be limited to the operations of a sea-war, in which
England would be always invincible and victorious.

STATE OF RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY.

The powers of the human mind were freely and fully

exercised in this reign. Considerable progress was
made in mathematics and astronomy by divers indivi-

duals; among whom we number Sanderson, Bradley,
Maclaurin, Smith, and the two Simpsons. Natural
philosophy became a general study ; and the new doc-

trine of electricity grew into fashion. Different me-
thods were discovered for rendering sea-water potable

and sweet ; and divers useful hints were communicated
to the public by the learned doctor Stephen Hales, who
directed all bis researches and experiments to the
benefit of society. The study of alchemy no longer

prevailed ; but the art of chemistry was perfectly

understood, and assiduously applied to the purposes of

sophistication. The clergy of Great Britain were gen-
erally learned, pious, and exemplary. Sherlock, Hoad-
ley. Seeker, and Conybcare, were promoted to the first

dignities of the church. Warburton, who had long

signalized himself by the strength and boldness of his

genius, his extensive capacity and profound erudition,

at length obtained the mitre. But these promotions

were granted to reasons ef state convenience and per-

sonal interest, rather than as rewards of extraordinary

merit. Many other ecclesiastics of worth and learning

were totally overlooked. Nor was ecclesiastical merit

confined to the established church. Many instances

of extraordinary genius, unaffected piety, and univer-

sal moderation, appeared among the dissenting minis-

ters of Great Britain and Ireland; among these we
particularize the elegant, the primitive Foster; the

learned, ingenious, and penetrating Leland.

FANATICISM.

The progress of reason, and free cultivation of the

human mind, had not, however, entirely banished

those ridicuious sects .aud schisms of which the king-

dom had been formerly so productive. Imposture and

fanaticism still hung upon the skirts of religion. Weak
minds were seduced by the delusion of a superstition

styled Methodism, raised upon the affectation of superior

sanctity, and maintained by pretensions to divine illu-

mination. Many thousands in the lower ranks of life

were infected with this species of enthusiasm, by the

unwearied endeavours of a few obscure preachers, such

as Whitfield and the two Wesleys, who propagated

their doctrine to the most remote corners of the British

dominions, and found means to laj- the whole kingdom

under contribution. Fanaticism also formed a leaguo

with false philosophy. One Hutchinson, a visionary,

intoxicated with the fumes of rabbinical learning, pre-

tended to deduce all demonstration from Hebrew roots,

and to confine all human knowledge to the five book.i
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of Moses. His disciples became numerous after liis

death. With the methodists, they denied the merit of

good works, and bitterly inveighed against Newton as

an ignorant pretender, who had presumed to set up his

own ridiculous chimeras in opposition to the sacred

philosophy of the Pentateuch. But the most extra-

ordinary sect which distinguished this reign was that

of the iloravians, or Hernhutters, imported from Ger-

many by count Zinzendorf, who might have been
termed the Melchisedec of his followers, inasmuch as

he assumed among them the threefold character of

prophet, priest, and king. They could not be so pro-

perly styled a sect, as the disciples of an original, who
had invented a new system of religion. Their chief

adoration was paid to the second person in the Trinity;

the first they treated with the most shocking neglect.

Some of their tenets were blasphemous, some indecent,

and others ridiculously absurd. Their discipline was
a strange mixture of devotion and impurity. Their

exterior worship consisted of hymns, prayers, and ser-

mons; the hymns extremely ludicrous, and often in-

decent, alluding to the side-hole or wound which Christ

received from a spear in his side while he remained
upon the cross. Their sermons frequently contained

very gross incentives to the work of propagation. Their
private exercises are said to have abounded with such
rites and mysteries, as we cannot explain with any
regard to decorum. They professed a community of

goods, and were governed as one family, in temporals

as well as spirituals, by a council or kind of presbytery,

in which the count, as their ordinary, presided. In

cases of doubt, or great consequence, these pretended

to consult the Saviour, and to decide from immediate
inspiration; so that they boasted of being under the

immediate direction of a theocracy, though in fact they
were slaves to the most dangei'ous kind of despotism;

for as often as any individual of the community pre-

tended to think for himself, or differ in opinion from the

ordinary and his band of associates, the oracle decreed

that he should be instantly sent upon the mission

which they had fixed in Greenland, or to the colony

they had established in Pennsylvania. As the.se reli-

gionists consisted chiefly of manufacturers who appeared
very sober, orderly, and industrious; and their chief

declared his intention of prosecuting works of public

emolument ; they obtained a settlement under a parlia-

mentary sanction in England, where they soon made a

considerable number of proselytes, before their princi-

ples were fully discovered aud explained.

METAPHYSICS AND MEDICINE.

Many ingenious treatises on metaphysics and morality

.".ppeared in the course of this reign, and a philosophical

spirit of inquiry diffused itself to the farthest extremi-

ties of the united kingdom. Though few discoveries

of importance were made in medicine, yet that art was
well understood in all its different branches, aud many
of its professors distinguished themselves in other pro-

%inces of literature. Besides the medical essays of

Loudon and Edinburgh, the physician's library was
enriched with many useful modern productions ; with
the works of the classical Freind, the elegant Mead,
the accurate Iluxham, and the philosophical Pringle.

The art ot midwifery was elucidated by science, reduced
to fixed principles, and almost wholly consigned into

the hands of men practitioners. The researches of an-

atomy were prosecuted to some curious discoveries, by
the ingenuity and dexterity of a Hunter and a Monro.
The numerous hospitals in London contributed to the im-
provement of surgery, which was brought to peifcction

under the auspices of a Cheselden and a .Sharpc. The
adv.antages of agrienlturc, which Iiad long flourished

in England, extended themselves gradually to the most
remote and barren provinces of the island.

MECHANICS.
The mechanic powers were well understood, and

judiciously applied to many useful machines of neces-

sity and convenience. The mechanical arts liiid attained

to all that perfection which they were capable of ac-

quiring; but the avarice and oppressions of contractors

obliged the handicraftsman to exert his ingenuity, not

in finishing his work well, but in affording it cheap; in

purchasing bad materials, and performing his task in

a hurry; in concealing flaws, substituting show for

solidity, and sacrificing reputation to the thirst of lucre.

Thus, many of the English manufactures, being found

slight and unserviceable, grew into discredit abroad

;

thus the art of producing them more perfect may in

time be totally lost at home. The cloths now made in

England are inferior in texture and fabric to those

which were manufactured in the beginning of the cen-

tury ; and the same judgment may be pronounced upon
almost every article of hardware. The razors, knives,

scissors, hatchets, swords, and other edge-utensils, prc-

piircd for exportation, .arc generally ill-tempered, half

finished, flawed, or brittle ; aud the muskets, which are

sold for seven or eight shillings a-piece to the exporter,

so carelessly and unconscientiously prepared, that they
cannot he used without imminent danger of mutilation

:

accordingly, one hardly meets with a negro man upon
the coast of Guinea, in the neighbourhood of the British

settlements, who has not been wounded or maimed in

some member by the bursting of the English fire-arms.

The advantages of this traffic, carried on at the ex-

pense of character and humanity, will naturally cease,

whenever those Africans can be supplied more honestly

by the traders of any other nation.

GENIUS.

Genius in writing spontaneously arose ; and, though
neglected by the great, flourished under the culture of

a public which bad pretensions to taste, and piqued

itself on encouraging literary merit. Swift and Pope

we have mentioned on another occasion. Young still

survived, a venerable monument of poetical talents.

Thomson, the poet of the Seasons, displayed a luxuri-

ancy of genius in describing the beauties of nature.

Akenside .and Armstrong excelled in didactic poetry.

Even the Epopoea did not disdain an English dress;

but appeared to advantage in the Leonidas of Glover,

and the Epigoniad of Wilkie. The public .acknow-

ledged a considerable share of dramatic merit in the

tragedies of Young. Mallet, Home, and some other less

distinguished authors. Very few regular comedies,

during this period, were exhibited on the English

theatre; which, however, produced many less laboured

pieces, abounding with satire, wit, and humour. The
Careless Husband of Gibber, and Suspicious Husband
of Iloadley, are the only comedies of this age that

|

bid fair for reaching posterity. The exhibitions of

the stage were improved to the most exquisite enter-

tainment by the talents and mjinagement of Garrick,

who gi'catly surpassed .all his predecessors of this and

perhaps every other nation, in his genius for apting;

in the sweetness and variety of his tones, the u'resis-

tible magic of his eye, the fire and vivacity of his action,

the eleg.ance of attitude, and the whole pathos of ex-

pression. Quin excelled in dignity and decl.amation,

as well as exhibiting some ch.ar.acters of humour,
equally exquisite and peculiar. Mrs. Cihber breathed

the whole soul of female tenderness and passion ; and
Mrs. Pritchard displiiyed all the dignity of disti'css.

That Great Britain was not barren of poets at this

period, appears from the detached performances of

Johnson, Mason, Gray, the two Whiteheads, and the

two Wliartons ; besides a great number of other hards,

who have sported in lyric poetry, and acquired the

applause of their fellow-citizens. Candidates for liter

ary fame appeared even in the higher sphere of life,

embellished by the nervous style, superior sense, and
extensive erudition of a Corke ; by the delicate taste,

the polished muse, and tender feelings of a Lyttleton.

King shone unrivalled in Boman eloquence. Even the
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female sex distinguished tbemselves by tlieir ta.ste and
ingenuity. Miss Carter rivalled the celebrated Dacier
in learning and critical knowledge; Mrs. Lennox sig-

nalized herself by many successful effort.s of genius,
both in poetry and prose; and Miss Reid excelled the
celebrated Rosalba in portrait painting, both in minia-
ture and at large, in oil as well as in crayons. The
genius of Cervantes was transfused into the novels of

Fielding, who painted the characters, and ridiculed

the follies of life, with equal strength, humour, and
propriety. The field of history and biography was
cultivated by many writers of ability : among whom
we distinguish the copious Guthrie, the circumstantial
Ralph, the laborious Carte, the learned and eleeant
Robertson, and above all, the ingenious, penetrating,

and comprehensive Hume, whom we rank among the

first writers of the age, both as an historian and philo-

sopher. Nor let us forget the merit conspicuous in the

works of Campbell, remarkable for candour, intelli-

gence, and precision. Johnson, inferior to none in

philosophy, philology, poetry, and classical learning,

stands foremost as an essayist, justly admired for the

dignity, strength, and varietj- of his style, as well as

for the agreeable manner in which he investigates the

human heart, tracing every interesting emotion, and
opening all the sources of morality. The laudable

aim of enlisting the passions on the side of virtue, was
successfully pursued by Richardson, in his Pamella,

Clarissa, and Grandison ; a species of writing equally
new and extraordinary, where, mingled with much
superfluity, we find a sublime system of ethics, an
amazing knowledge and command of human nature.

Many of the Greek and Roman classics made their ap-

pearance in English translations, which were favour-

ably received as works of merit ; among these we place,

after Pope's Homer, Virgil by Pitt and Wharton,
Horace by Francis, Polyhius by Hampton, and Sopho-
cles by Franklin. The war introduced a variety of

military treatises, chiefly translated from the French
langua£;e; and a free country, like Great Britain, will

always abound with political tracts and lucubrations.

Every literary production of merit, calculated for

amusement or instruction, that appeared in any coun-
try or language of Christendom, was immediately im-

ported and naturalized among the English people.

Never was the pursuit after knowledge so universal,

or literary merit more regarded, than at this juncture,

by the body of the British nation ; but it was honoured
by no attention from the throne, and little indulgence

from particular patrons. The reign of Queen Anne
was propitious to the fortunes of Swift and Pope, who
lived in all the happy pride of independence. Young,
sequestered from courts and preferment, possessed a

moderate benefice in the country, and employed his

time in a conscientious discharge of his ecclesiastical

functions. Thomson, with the most benevolent heart

that ever warmed the human breast, maintained a per-

petual war with the difiiculties of a narrow fortune.

He enjoyed a place in chancery by the bounty of lord

Talbot, of which he was divested by the succeeding

chancellor. He afterwards enjoyed a small pension

from Frederick prince of Wales, which was withdrawn
in the sequel. About two years before his death, he

obtained, by the interest of his friend lord Lyttleton, a

comfortable place ; but he did not live to taste the bless-

ing of easy circumstances, and died in debt.* None of

the rest whom we have named enjoyed any share of

the royal bounty, except W. Whitehead, who succeeded

to the place of laureate at the death of Cibber ; and

some of them whose merit was the most universally

acknowledged, remained exposed to all the storms of

indigence, and all the stings of mortification. While

* However he was neglected when living, his memory h.'is hecn
honoured with peculiar marks of reuard, in an ample subscription

for a new edition of his works. The profits were employed in

erecting a monument to his fame in "Westminster .\hbey, a sub-

scription to which his present majesty king George III. has
liberally subscribed. The remaining surplus was distributed

ajnong hi** poor relations.

the queen lived, some countenance was given to learn-
ing. She conversed with Newton, and corresponded
with Leibnitz. She took pains to acquire popularity

;

the royal family on certain days dined in public, for

the satisfaction of the people: the court was animated
with a freedom of spirit and vivacity, which rendered
it at once brilliant and agreeable. At her death that
spirit began to languish, and a total stagnation of
gaiety and good humour ensued. It was succeeded
by a sudden calm, an ungracious reserve, and a still

rotation of insipid forms.f

MUSIC.

England was not defective in other arts that embel-
lish and amuse. Music became a fashionable study,
and its professors were generally caressed by the pub-
lic. An Italian opera was maintained at a great ex-
pense, and well supplied with foreign performers. Pri-

vate concerts were instituted in every corner of tho
metropolis. The compositions of Handel were univer-
salU' admired, and he himself lived in afiluence. It
must be owned at the same time, that Geminiani was
neglected, though his genius commanded esteem and
veneration. Among the few natives of England who
distinguished themselves by their talents iu this art,

Green, Howard, Arne, and Eoyce, were the most re-

markable.

PAINTING AND SCULPTURE.

The British soil, which had hitherto been barren in

the article of painting, now produced some artists of

extraordinary merit. Hogarth excelled all the world
in exhibiting the scenes of ordinary life; in humour,
character, and expression. Hayman became eminent
for historical designs and conversation pieces. Rey-
nolds and Ramsay distinguished tliemselves by their

superior merit in portraits ; a branch that was success-

fully cultivated by many other English painters.

Wootton was fcimous for representing live animals in

general; Seymour for race-horses; Lambert and the

Smiths for landscapes; and Scot for sea-pieces. Several

spirited attempts were made on historical subjects, but
little progress was made in the sublime parts of paint-

ing. Essays of this kind were discouraged by a false

taste, founded upon a reprobation of British genius.

The art of engraving was brought to perfection by
Strange, and laudably practised by Grignon, Baron,

Ravenet, and several other masters
;
great improve-

ments were made in mezzotinto, miniature, and enamel.

Many fair monuments of sculpture or statuary were
raised by Rysbrach, Roubilliac, and Wilton. Archi-

tecture, which had been cherished by the elegant taste

of Burlington, soon became a favourite study ; and
many magnificent edifices were reared iu different

parts of the kingdom. Oniaments were carved in

wood, and moulded in stucco, with all the delicacy of

execution ; but a passion for novelty had introduced

into gardening, building, and furniture, an absurd

Chinese taste, equally void of beauty and convenience.

Improvements in the liberal and useful arts will

doubtless be the consequence of that encouragement

given to merit by the society instituted for these pur-

poses, which we have described on another occasion.

As for the Royal Society, it seems to have degenerated

in its researches, and to have had ver)' little share, for

half a century at least, in extending the influence of

true philosophy.

We shall conclude this reign with a detail of the forces

and fleets of Great Britain, from whence the reader

will conceive a just idea of her opulence and power.

t George II. by his f^ueen Caroline, had two sons and five dar.gli-

ters, who attained the age of maturity. Frederick, prince of

"Wales, father to his present majesty George III. ; \Villiam duke
of Cumberiand; Anne, the princess royal, married to the late

prince of Orange, and mother to the present stadtholder; Marr,
landgraviate of Hesse-Cassel ; Louisa, late queen cf Denmark
Amelia and Carolina, who were never married.



BRIEF STATEMENT

ARMIES AND FLEETS OF GREAT BRITAIN,
ABOUT THE MIDDLE OF THE YEAE 17C0.

LAND FORCES.

In GREAT BRITAIN, under Lord Viscouxt Ligoxier,

Commander-in-Chief.

2 Troops of Horse Guards,
|

5 Kegimenta of Drajroons.

i — Horse Grenadiers. I 3 — Foot Guards.
23 Regimeuls of Foot

In IRELAND, under Lieut.-Gen. Earl of Rothe?,

Commander-in-Chief.

2 Regiments of Horse. | 8 Regiments of Dr^oons.
17 Regiments of Foot.

In JERSEY, under Colonel Boscawex.

1 Regiment of Foot.

At GIBRALTAR, under Lieut.-Gien. Earl of Home,
Governor.

6 Eegimeuts of Foot

In GERM.\NY, under Lieut.-Cren.MAKQcis op Gkasbt,
Commander-in-Chief.

1 Regiment of Horse Guards. I 3 Regiments of Dragoon Guards.
2 Regiments of Horse.

I 6 — Dragoons.
16 Regiments of Foot

In Garrison at EMBDEN.
2 Regiments of Highlanders.

In NORTH AMERICA, under Major-Gen. Amdeest,
Commander-in-Chief.

SI Regiments of Foot

In the WEST INDIES.
5i Regiments of Foot.

In AFRICA.
2 Regiments of FooL

In the EAST INDIES.
4 Battalions of Foot.

m.x-i f^'l Regiments of Horse and Dragoons,
loiai... ^g_ _ p^^

ftesldes these. Great Briiain maintained Hanoverian, Hessian^
and oUier German auxiliaries, to the aaionnt of G0,000.

NAVY.

At or near HOME, under Sir Edw.ied Hawke,
Admiral Eoscawex', &c.

3 Ships of 100 Guns.
6 — 90 —
1 — 84 —
3 — 80 —

13 — 74 —

5 Ships of 70 Guns-
1 _ Co —
8 — M —
12 — W —
10 — 50 —

In the EAST INDIES, under Vice-Admiral Pococke.

2 Ships of 74 Guns, i 2 Ships of 64 Guns.
1 — 68— 7 — 60 —
I — 66— |l — 5S —

3 Ships of 60 Guns.

In the "O'EST INDIES, under Rear-Admiral Holmes.

1 Ship of GO Guns.
2 — SO —
1 — 74 —
2 — TO

1 Ship of 68 Guns.
1 — 06 —
6 - 64 —
4 — 60 —

2 Ships of 50 Guns.

In NORTH AMERICA, under Commodore Lord Col-

TILLE.

1 Ship of 74 Guns. I 2 Ships of 61 GunR.
3 — 70— 3 — 60 —
1 — 66— \ 3 —so-

la the MEDITERRANEAN, under Yice-Admiral

Sauxders.

1 Ship of 90 Gims. I 1 Ship of 64 Gims.
8 — 74— Is — 60 —

3 Ships of 50 Guns.

At or near Home ». 62 Ships.
In the East Indies.. 17 —
In the West Indies _ „ 20 —
In North America. 12 —
In the Mediterranean 10 —

Total 121

LIST OF MEN OF WAR, FRENCH axd ENGLISH, TAKEN, SUNIv, or CASUALLY LOST,

FROM THE TE.1E 1755 TO THE TEAE 1760.

FRENCH SHrP3 TAKEN.
S Ships of 84 Guns. 2 Ships of 40 Guns. 2 Ships of 22 Guns.

74
C6— lU

— 4S
— 44

3 Ships of 81 (9—74
3 — M1-562—60

1-38— 2—20 —
4 —36- 3_JG —
2 — 32 — 2 — 12 —
2 — ->S — 1 — 10 —
2 — 26 — 1 — 8 —
2 — 24 — .

1716

DITTO DESTROYED.
8 Ships of 36 Gtms. 1 Ship of 18 Gnns.
3 — 32 — 2 — 16 —1—24— 6—8 —
1 — 22 —
1 — 20 — 1814

DITTO CASUALLY LOST.
1 Ship of 74 Guns.
1
.<t

1

70— 64 —
— fifl —

2 Ships of 50 Guns.
44 —
34 —
32 —

2 Ships of 2S Guns.
3 — 24 —
1 — 20 —

750
DestroTfd 1814
Taken'. 1716

Total .4280

ENGLISH SHIPS TAKEN.
1 Ship of 60 Guns.
1 — 50 —

1 Skip of 28 Guns.

2 Ships of 12 Guns.

DITTO DESTROYED.

I
1 Ship of 24 Guns. |

1 Ship of 10 Gniu

144

1 Ship o( 20 Guns

72

DITTO CASUALLY LOST
1 Ship of 90 Guns.

.SO —— 74 —
— 64 —

1 Ship of 00 Guns.
1 — 80 —
1

1

1 Ship of 20 Gnns2—8
644

Destroyed. 72
Taken 141

Total...- aeo
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Note k,p.\.

TTIE ennncil CTOsisted of tlio princo of Dciimarlc, the
J- arclibisliop nf Canterbury, the duke of Xoi-folU, tlio

marquisesi of Hiilifax and Winchester, the enrls of
Danby, Lindsey, Devonshire, Dorset, Middieecx, Oxford,
Shrewsbury, IScdford, liatb, Macclesfield, and Notting-

ham ; the viscounts Fauconberg, Mordaunt, Newport,
Lnniley; the lords AVbarton, Jlontague, Delamere,
I'hiircbill; Mr. Bentinck, Jlr. Sidney, sir Robertlloward,
fir Henry Capcl, Jlr. ronlo, Mr. Ku: scl, Mr. Ilanibden,

and Mr. Boscawcn.

NoU\i,p.'2.

This expedient was attended with an insnrniountable

absurdity. If the majority of the convention could not

grant a legal sanction to the establi>hment the}- had
made, they could never invest the prince of Orange wit'i

a just right to ascend the throne; for thcv could not give

what tlicy had no right to bestow; and if he ascended
the throne without a just title, he could have no right

to sanctity that assembly to which he owed his eleva-

tion. When the people are obliged, by tyranny or

other accidents, to have recourse to the first principles

of society, namely, their own preservation, in electing a
new sovereign, it will deserve consiileration, whetlier

thit choice is to be effected by the majority of a parlia-

ment whicli bus been dissolved, indeed by any parlia-

ment whatsoever, or by the body of the nation assembled
in communities, corporations, by tribes or centuries, to

signify their assent or dissent witli respect to the person
proposed as tlieir sovereign. This kind of election

might be attended with great inconvenience and ditK-

cuUv, but these cannot possibly be avoidetl when the

constitution is dissolved by setting aside the lineal suc-

cession to tlie Dirone. The constitution of England is

founded on a parliament consisting of kings, lords, and
commons; but when there is no longer a king, the par-

liament is defective, ami the constitution imjjaired: the

members of the lower house are the representatives of

the people, expressly chosen to maintain the constitu-

tion in church and state, and sworn to support the rights

of the crown, as well as the liberties of the nation ; but

thougii they are elected to maintain, they have no power
to alter, tlie constitution. When the king forfeits the

allegiance of his subjects, and it becomes necessary to

dethrone him, the power of so doing cannot possibly

reside in the representatives who are chosen, under cer-

tain limitations, for the purposes of a legislature whicli

no longer exists ; their power is of course at an end, and
they are reduced to a level with other individuals that

constitute the community. Tlie right of altering the

constitution, therefore, or of deviating from the estab-

lished pi-actico of inheritance in regard to the succession

of the crown, is inlierent in the body of the people; and
every individual has an equal right to his share in the

general determination, whether his opinion be signified

viva voce, or by a representative whom he appoints and

instructs for that purpose. It may be suggested, that

the prince of Orange was raised to the throne v.ithuut

any convulsion, or any such difficulties and inconve-

nicncies as we have afiirmcd to be the necessary conse-

quences of a measure of that nature. To this remark
we answer, that, since the Revolution, these kingdoms

hive been diviiled and harassed by violent and implac-

able factions, that eagerly seek the destruction of each

other: that they have been exposed to plots, conspiracies,

insuiTections, civil wars, and successive rebellions, which

have not been defeated and quelled without vast elfusion

of blood, infinite mischief, calamity, aud expense to the

nation: that they are still subjected to all those alarms

and dangers whicli are engendered I>y a disputed title

to the throne, and the efforts of an artful pretender: that
they are necessarily wedded t-> tlie aflairs of the con-
tinent, and their interest sacrificed to foreign connex-
ions, from which they can never be disetig.igod. Per-
haps all these calamities might have been prevented by
the interposition of the prince of Orange. King James,
without forfeiting the crown, might have been laid
under such restrictions that it would not have been in
his power to t_vrannize over his subjects, either in spiri-

tuals or temporals. The power of the militia might
have been vested in the two houses of parliament, as
vrell as the nomination of persons to fill the great offices

of the church and state, and superintend the economy
of the administration in the apiilicalion of the public
money; a law might have passed for annual parlia-

^

ments, and tlie king might have been deprived of his

power to convoke, adjourn, prorogue, and dissolve them
at his pleasure. Had these measures been taken, the
king must have been absolutely dis-.bled from employ-
ing either force or corruption in the prosecution of
arbiti-ary designs, and tlie people must have been fairly

represented in a rotation of parliaments, whose power
and influence would have been but of one year's duration.

Not! C, p. 3.

The new form of the coronation-oath consisted in tho

following questions aud answers:—'-Will you solemnly
promise and swear to govern the people of this king-

dom of England, and the dominions thereto belonging,

according to the statutes in parliament agreed on, and
the laws and customs of the same?"—"I solemnly pro-

mise so to do."

''Will you, to the utmost of vour power, cause law and
justice in mercy to be executed in all your judgments?''
" 1 will." "Will you, to the utmost of your power, main-
tain the laws of God, the true profession of the Gospel, and
the Protestant reformed religion as by law established;

and will you preserve unto the bishops and clergy of this

realm, and to the churches coinmilted to their charge,

all such rights and privileges as by law do or shall

appertain unto them or any of them?"—"All this I

promise to do."

Then the king or queen, laying his or her hand upon
the Gospels, sliall say, "The things which I have here

before premised, I will perform aud keep. So help mo
God."

Nolc D, 2>. 8.

The lords of the articles, by the gradual usurpation of

the crown, actually constituted a grievance intolerable

in a free nation. The king empowered the commis-

sioner to choose eight bishops, whom he authorized to

nominate eight noblemen: these together choose eight

barcms and eight burgesses; and this whole number, in

conjunction with the officers of state as supernumeraries,

constituted the lords of the articles. This committee

]iossessed the sole exclusive right and liberty of bringing

in motions, making overtures for redressing wrongs,

and proposing means and expedients for the relief and

benefit of the subjects.

—

Procf.etVw.g: oftjte Scote Parlia-

ment vindicated.

KoteE,p. 10.

James in this expedition was attended by the duke

of Berwick, and by bis brother Mr. Fitzjames, grand

prior, the duke of I'owis, the earls of Dover, Melfort,

Abercorn, and Seaforth ; the lords Henry and Thomas

Howard, the lords Drummond, Dungan, Trendraugitt,
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Buclian, Hunsdon, and Brittas; tlie bishops of Clicster

and Galway; the late lord chief justice Herbert; the

marquis d'Estrades, JI. de Kosene, mareschal decamp;
Mamoe, Pusignaii, and Lori, lieutenant-general; Prontee,

engineer-general; the marquis d'Albeville, sir John
Sparrow, sir Iloger Strictland, sir William Jennings, sir

Henry Bond, sir Charles Carney, sir Edward ^'audrey,

sir Charles Hurray, sir Kobert Parker, sir Alphonso

Maiolo, sir Samuel Foxon, and sir William Wallis; by
the colonels Porter, Sarsficld, Anthony and John Ham-
ilton, Simon and Henry Luttrel, Ramsay, Dorrington,

Sutherland, Clifford, Parker, Parcel, Cannon, and Field-

ing, with about two-and-twenty other officers of inferior

rank.

Note F, p. 16.

The franchises were privileges of asylum, annexed

not only to the ambassadors at Rome, but even to the

whole district in which any ambassador chanced to live.

This privilege was become a terrible nuisance, inas-

much as it afforded protection to the most atrocious

criminals, who filled the city with rapine and murder.

Innocent XI. resolving to remove this evil, published

a bull, abolishing the franchises ; and almost all the

catholic powers of Europe acquiesced in what he had
done, upon being duly informed of the grievance. Louis

XIV. however, from a spirit of pride and insolence, re-

fused to part with anything that looked like a preroga-

tive of his crown. He said the king of France was not

theimitator, but a pattern and example for other princes.

He rejected with disdain the mild representations of the

pope ; he sent the marquis de Lavarden as liis ambas-

sador to Rome, with a formidable train, to insult Inno-

cent even in his own city. That nobleman swaggered

tlirough the streets of Rome like a bravo, taking all

opportunities to affront the pope, who excommunicated

hira in revenge. On the other hand, the parliament of

Paris appealed from the pope"s bull to a future council.

Louis caused the pope's nuncio to be put under arrest,

took possession of Avignon, which belonged to the see

of Rome, and set the holy father at defi.ince.

NoU G,_p. 21.

The following persons were exempted from the bene-

fit of this act :—William, marquis of Powis ; Theophilus,

earl of Huntingdon ; Robert, earl of Sunderland ; John,

carl of llelfort ; Roger, earl of Castlemain ; Nathaniel,

lord bishop of Durham ; Thomas, lord bishop of Saint

David's; Henry, lord Dover; lord Thomas Howard; sir

Edward Hales, sir Francis Withers, sir Edward Lut-

wych, sir Thomas Jenner, sir Nicholas Butler, sir Wil-

liam Herbert, sir Richard HoUoway, sir Richard Heath,

sir Roger I'Estrange,William Moliueux, Thomas Tynde-
sly, colonel Townley, colonel Lundy, Robert Brent,

Edward Morg.an, Philip Burton, Richard Graham, Ed-

ward Petre, Obadiah Walker, Matthew Crone, and
George lord Jeffries, deceased.

Note H, p. 35.

In the course of this session. Dr. Welwood, a Scottish

physician, was taken into custody, and reprimanded at

the bar of the house of commons, for having reflected

upon that house in a weekly paper, entitled Mercurhis

lie/ormatus; but, as it was written in defence of the

government, the king appointed him one of his physi-

cians in ordinary. At this period, Charles Montague,
afterwards earl of Halifax, distinguished himself in the

house of commons by his fine talents and eloquence.

The privy seal was committed to the earl of Pembroke;
lord viscount Sidney was created lord-lieutenant of

Ireland; sir John Somers appointed attorney-general;

and the sec of Lincoln, vacant by the death of Barlow,

conferred upon Dr. Thomas Tennison, who had been
recommended to the king as a divine remarkable for

hi.s piety aud moderation.

Kote I, p. 46.

The other laws made in this session were those that

follow :—An act for preventing suits against such as

had acted for their majesties' sei-vice in defence of this

kingdom. An act for raising the militia in the year
1693. An act for authorizing the judges to empower
such persons, other than common attorne)'S and solicitors,

as they should think fit, to take special bail, except in

London, Westminster, and ten miles round. An act to

encourage the apprehending of highwaymen. An act

for preventing clandestine marriages. An act for the

regaining, encouraging, and settling the Greenland
trade. An act to prevent malicious informations in the

court of King's Bench, and for the more easy reversal of

outlawries in that court. An Act for the better discov-

ery of judgments in the courts of law. An Act for de-

livering declarations to prisoners for debt. An act for

regulating proceedings in the Crown Office. An act

for the more easy discovery and conviction of such as

should destroy the game of this kingdom, Aud an .act

for continuing the acts for prohibiting all trade and com-
merce with France, and for the encouragement of pri-

vateers.

Note K, p. 53.

Besides the bills already mentioned, the parliament

in this session passed an act for taking and stating the

public accounts—another to encourage ship-building

—

a third for the better disciplining the navy—the usual

militia act—and an act enaliling his majesty to make
grants and leases in the duchy of Cornwall. One was
also passed for renewing a clause in an old statute,

limiting the number of justices of the peace in the prin-

cipality of Wales. The duke of Norfolk brought an
action in the court of King's Bench against Mr. Ger-

maine, for criminal conversation with his duchess.

The cause was tried, and the jury brought in their ver-

dict for one hundred marks, aud costs of suit, in favour

of the plaintiff.

Before the king embarked, he gratified a good number
of his friends with promotions. Lord Charles Butler,

brother to the duke of Ormond, was created lord Butler,

of Weston in England, and earl of Arran in Ireland.

The earl of .Shrewsbury was honoured with the title of

duke. The earl of Mulgrave, being reconciled to the

eourt measures, was gratified with a pension of three

thousand pounds, and the title of marquis of Normanhy.
Henry Herbert was ennobled by the title of baron Her-
bert, of Cherbury. The earls of Bedford, Devonshire,

and Clare, were promoted to the rank of dukes. The
marquis of Caermarthen was made duke of Leeds; lord

viscount Sidney, created earl of Romney; and viscount

Newport, earl of Bedford. Russel was advanced to the

head of the admiralty board. Sir George Rooke and sir

John Houblon were appointed joint-commissioners in

the room of Killegrew and Delaval. Charles Montague
was made chancellor of the exchequer; and sir William
Trumbal and John Smith comraisioners of the treasury,

in the room of sir Edward Seymour and Mr. Uambden.

Note L, p. 56.

Her obsequies were performed with great magnifi-

cence. The body was attended from Whiteh.ill to West-
minster Abbey by all the judges, sergeants at law, the

lord-mayor and aldermen of the city of London, and both

houses of parliament; and the funeral sermon was
preached b_v Dr. Tennison, archbishopofCanterbury. Dr.

Kenn, the deprived bishop of Bath and ^Vells, reproached

him in a letter, for not having called upon her majesty

on her death-bed to repent of the share she had in the.

Revolution. This was answered by another pamphlet.

One of the Jacobite clergy insulted the queen's memory,
by preaching on the following text: "Go now, see this

cursed woman, and bury her, for she is a king's daugh-

ter." On the other hand, the lord-mayor, aldermen, aud
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common conncil of London came to a resolution to erect

her statue, with that ofthe king, in the Koyal Exchange.

Note Jr, p. 58.

In the conrse of this session, the lords inquired into

the particulars of the Mediterranean expedition, and
presented an address to tlie king, declaring, that the

fleet in those seas had conduced to the honour and ad-

vantage of the nation. On the other hand, the com-
mons, in an address, bofought his majesty to take care

that the kingdom might he put on an equal footing and
proportion with the allies, in defraying the expense of

the war.

The coin of the kingdom being greatly diminished and
adulterated, the carls of Rochester and Nottingliam ex-

pati.ited upon this national evil in the house of lords: an

act was passed, containing severe penalties against clip-

pers; but this produced no good effect. The value of

money sunk in the exchange to such a degree, that a

guinea was reckoned adequate to thirty shillings; and
this public disgrace lowered the credit of the funds and
of the government. The nation was alarnied by the

circulation of fictitious wealth, instead of gold and silver,

such as bank bills, exchequer tallies, and governm.ent

securities. The malcontents took this opportunity to

exclaim against the bank, and even attempted to shake
the credit of it in parliament; btit their endeavours
proved abortive—the monied interest preponderated in

both houses.

Note N, p. 58.

The regency was composed of the archbishop of Can-
terbury ; Somers, lord-keeper of the great seal ; the earl

of Pembroke, lord-privy-seal ; the duke of Devonshire,

lord-steward of the household ; the duke of i^hrewsbury,

secretary of state; the earl of Dorset, lord-chamberlain;

and the lord Godolphin, first conmiissioncr of the trea-

sury. Sir John Trenchard dying, his place of secretary

was filled by sir AVilllam 'i'rumhal, an eminent civil-

ian, learned, diligent, and virtuous, who ha '.been envoy
at Paris and Constantinople. William Nassau de Zulyev-

Etein, son of the king's natural uncle, was created baron
of Enfield, viscount Tunbridgc, and earl of Kochford.

Ford, lord Grey of A\'erke, was made viscount Glendale,

and earl of Tankerville. The month of April of this

year was distinguished by the death of the famous George
Saville, marquis of Halifax, who had survived, in a good
measure, his talents and reputation.

Note 0, p. 67.

The commons resolved, That a fund, redeemable by
parliament, be settled in a national land bank, to he

raised by new subscriptions; That no person be con-

ccniedin both banks at the same time; That the duties

upon coals, culm, and tonnage of ships be taken off,

from the seventeenth d.ay of Starch ; 'J'hat the sum of

two millions five hundred and sixty-four thousand pounds

be raised on this perpetual fund, redeen:able by parlia-

n>ent; That the new hank should be restrained from

lending money hut upon land securities, or to the

government in the exchequer ; That for making np the

fund of interest for the capital stock, certain duties upon

glass wares, stone and earthen bottles, granted before

to the king for a term of years, be continued to his ma-
jesty, his heirs, and successors ; That a further duty

be laid upon stone and earthen ware, and another upon

tobacco-jiipes. This hank was to lend out five hundred

thousand pounds a-ycar upon land secuiities, at three

pounds ten shillings per cent, per annum, and to cease

and determine, unless the subscription should be full,

by the first day of August next ensuing.

The most rcr.iarkablc laws enacted in this session

were these;—An act for voiding all the elections of

parliameut men, at which the elected had been at any
ixpeuse in meat, drink, or money, to procure votes.

Vol. II.

Another against unlawful and double returns. A third,

for the more easy recovery of small tithes. A fourth,

to prevent marriages without license or banns. A
fifth, for enabling the inhabitants of Wales to dispose
of all their personal estates as they should think fit:

this law was in bar of a custom that had preva)lcd in
that country—the widows and younger childrcnelaimed
a share of the eti'eets, called llieir reasonable part, al-

tiiough the etfeets had been otherwise disposed of by
will or deed. The parliament likewise passed an act for
preventing the exportation of wool, and encouraging
the importation thereof from Ireland. An act for en-
couraging the linen manufactarcs of Ireland. An act
for regulating juries. An act fur encouraging the Green-
land trade. An act of indulgence to the quakcrs, tliat

their solemn affirmation should be accepted instead ofan
oath. And an act for continuing certain other acts that
were near expiring. Another bill passed for the better
regulating elections for members of parliament ; but the
royal assent was denied. The question was put in the
house of commons, That whosoever advised his m.ajesty
not to give his assent to that bill was an enemy to his

country ; but it was rejected by a great majority.

NoteV,^}- 107.

In their hours of debauch, they drank to the health
of S^orrel, meaning the horse that fell with ib.e king;
and, under the appellation of the litlle gentleman in

velvet, toasted the mole that raised the hill over which
the horse had stumbled. As the beast had formerly

belonged to sir John Ecnwick, they insinuated that

William's fate was a judgment upon him for his cruelty

to that gentleman; and a Latin epigram was written

on the occasion.

NoteQ,2>. 107.

Doctor Binkcs, in a sermon preached before the con-

vocation, on the thirtieth day of January, drew a par-

allel between the suiTcrings of Christ and those of king

Charles, to which last he gave the preference, in point

of right, character, and station.

Note v., p. 107.

During this short session, the queen g.ave her assent

to an act for laying a duty upon land; to another for

encouraging the Greenland trade; to a third for making
good the deficiencies and the public credit; to a fourth

for continuing the imprisonment of Counter, and other

conspirators against king William; to a fifth for the

relief of protestant purchasers of the forfeited estates of

Ireland; to a sixth, enlarging the time for taking the

oath of abjuration; to a seventh, obliging the Jews to

maintain and provide for their protestant children.

Nci'eS,2K 112.

When one of his lieutenants expressed his soitow

for the loss of the admiral's leg, " 1 am sorry for it too

(replied the galiant Benbow), hut I had rather have

lost them both than have seen this dishonour brought

upon the English nation. But, do you hear? If another

shot should take me off, behave like brave men, and

fight it out." When Du Casso arrived at Carthagcna,

he wrote a letter to Benbow to this effect:

".?IR,

" I had little hope on Monday last but to have

supped in your cabin; but it pleased God to order it

otherwise. I am thankful for it. As for those cowardly

captains who deserted you, hang them up; for, by God
they deserve it.—Yours,

"Dd Cassk."

Note T,
i>.

114.

While this bill was depending, Daniel De Foe p'.ib-

4E
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I!shed pamphlet, intituled, "The Shortest Way with

the Dissenters; or, Proposals for the Establishnieut of

the Church." The piece was a severe satire on the

violence of the church party. The commons ordered

it to be burned by the hands of the common hangman,

and the author to be prosecuted. He was accordingly

committed to Newgate, tried, condemned to pay a fine

of two hundred pounds, and stand in the pillory.

Note V, p. 115.

These were John Granville, created baron Granville

of Potheridge, in the county of Devon; Heneage Finch,

baron of Guernsey, in the county of Southampton; sir

John Levesou Gower, baron Gower of Sittenham, in

Yorkshire; and Francis Seymour Conway, youngest

son of sir Edward Seymour, made baron Conway of

Kagley, in the county of Warwick. At the same time,

however, John Harvey, of the opposite faction, was
created baron of Ickworth, in the county of Suffolk;

and the marquis of Normanby was honoured with the

title of duke of Buckinghamshire.

Note's., p. 117.

Though the queen refused to pass the act of security,

the royal assent was granted to an act of limitation on

the successor, in which it was declared, that no king or

queen of Scotland should have power to make war or

peace without consent of parliament. Another law

was enacted, allowing French wines and other liquors

to be imported in neutral bottoms. Without this ex-

pedient, it was alleged that the revenue would have

been insufficient to maintain the government. An act

passed in favour of the company trading to Africa and

the Indies; another for a commission concerning the

public accounts ; a third for punishing slanderous

speeches and writings. The commission for treating

( f a union with England was vacated, with a prohibi-

tion to grant any other commission for that purpose

without consent of parliament; and no supply having

been provided before the adjournment, the army and

expense of government were maintained upon crc:lit.

Note Y,p.m.

The marquis of Athol, and the marquis of Douglas,

though this last was a minor, were created dukes. Lord
Tarbat was invested with the title of earl of Cromart}';

the viscount Stair and Koseberry were promoted to the

same dignity; lord Boyle was created earl of Glasgow;

James Stuart of Bute, earl of Bute; Charles Hope of

Hopetoun, earl of Hopetoun; John Crawford of Kil-

birnie, viscount Garnock; and sir James Primrose of

Carrington, viscount Primrose.

NotcZ,p.n%.

They had, besides the bills already mentioned, passed

an act for an additional excise on beer, ale, and other

liquors; another encouraging the importation of iron and
staves; a third for preventing popish priests from coming
into the kingdom; a fourth securing the liberty of the

subject, and for prevention of imprisonment beyond
seas ; and a fifth fornaturalizing all protestant strangers.

JVoteK.jp. 136

Voltaire, upon what authority we know not, tells us,

that during the capitulation the German and Catalonian

troops found means to climb over the ramparts into the

city, and began to commit the most barbarous excesses.

The viceroy complained to Peterborough that his soldiers

had taken an unfair advantage of the treaty, and were
actually employed in burning, plundering, murdering,

and violating the inhabitants. The earl replied, " They
must then be the troops of the prince of Hesse: allow

me to enter the city with ray English forces; 1 will save

it from ruin, oblige the Germans to retire, and march

back again to our present situation." The viceroy

trusted his honour, and forthwith admitted the earl with

bis troops. He soon drove out the Germans and Cata-

lonians, after having obliged them to quit the plunder

they had taken; and by accident he rescued the duchess

of Popoli from the hands of two brutal soldiers, and

delivered her to her husband. Having thus appeased

the tumult, and dispelled the horrors of the citizens, ho

returned to his former station, leaving the inhabitants

of Barcelona amazed at such an instance ofmagnanimity
and moderation in a people whom they bad been taught

to consider as the most savage barbariang,

Kote2k,p 139.

The English commissioners were, Thomas lord arch-

bishop of Canterbury ; William Cowper, lord-keeper of

the great seal; John lord archbishop of York; Sidney

lord Godolphin, lord-high-treasurer of England; Thomas
earl of Pembroke and Jlontgomery, president of the

council; John duke of Newcastle, keeper of the privy-

seal ; William duke of Devonshire, steward of the

household ; Charles duke of Somerset, master of the

horse ; Charles duke of Bolton, Charles earl of Sunder-

land, Evelyn earl of Kingston, Charles earl of Carlisle,

Edward earl of Orford, charles viscount Townshend,
Thomas lord Wharton, Ralph lord Grey, John lord

Powlet, John lord Somers, Charles lord Halifax, William
Cavendish marquis of Hartington, John Manners mar
quis of Grandby ; sir Chailes Hedges and Eobert Harley,

principal secretaries of state; John Smith; Henry Boyle,

chancellor of the exchequer; sir John Holt, chief justice

of the Queen's Bench; sir Thomas Trevor, chief justice

of the Common Pleas; sir Edward Northey, attorney-

general; sir Simon Harcourt, solicitor-general; sir

John Cook; and Stephen Waller, doctor of laws.—The
Scottish commissioners were, James earl of Seafield,

lord-chancellor of Scotland; James duke of Qneensberry,

lord-priv3'-seal; John earl of Mar, and Hugh earl of

Loudon, principal secretaries of state; John earl of

Sutherland, John earl of Morton, David earl of Wemys,
David earl of Leven, John earl of Stair, Archibald earl

of Koseberry, David earl of Glasgow, lord Archibald

Campbell, Thomas viscount Duplin, lord William Ross,

sir Hugh Dalrymple, president of the session; Adam
Cockbum of Ormistoun, lord-justice-clerk; sir Robert

Dundas, of Arnistoun, Robert Stuart of Tillicultrie,

lords of the session; Mr. Francis Montgomery, one of

the commissioners of the treasury; sir David Dalrymple,

one of her majesty's solicitors; sir Alexander Ogilvie,

receiver-general; sir Patrick Johnston, provost of Ed-
inburgh; sir James SmoUet of Bonhill; George Lock-
hart of Carwath; William Morrison of Petgongrange;
Alexander Grant ; William Seton of Pitmidden, John
Clerk of Pennycook, Hugh Montgomery, Daniel Stuart,

and Daniel Campbell.

Note2^,p.U<i.

This passage was effected to the astonishment of the

French, who thought the works they had raised on that

river were impregnable. The honour of the enterprise

was in a great measure owing to the gallantry of sir

John Xorris and the English seamen. That brave of-

ficer, embarking in boats with six hundred sailors and
marines, entered the river, and were rowed within

musket shot of the enemy's works, where they made
such a vigorous and unexpected attack, that the French
were immediately driven from that part of their in-

trenchments; then sir John landed with his men, clam-

bered over the works that were deemed inaccessible,

and attacking the defendants sword in hand, compelled

them to fly with the utmost precipitation. This de-

tachment was sustained by sir Cloudesly Shovel in

person. The duke of Savoy, taking advantage of the

enemy's consternation, passed the river almost without

opposition.
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Kote^C,p.U9.

In the month of il.ir, three ships of the line, namely,
the Royal Oak, of seventy-six gruns, commanded by
commodore baron Wylde; the Grafton,of seventy guns,

captain Edward Acton ; and the Hampton-Court, of

seventy guns, captain George Clements, sailed as con-

voy to the West India and Portugal fleet of merchant-
ships, amounting to five-and-forty sail. Tliey fell in

with the Dunkirk squadron, consisting of ten ships of

war, one frigate, and four privateers, under the com-
mand of M. de Forbin. A furious action immediately
ensued, and notwithstanding the vast disproportion in

point of number, was maintained by the English com-
modore with great gallantry, until captain Acton was

!

killed, captain Clements mortally wounded, and the

Grafton and Hampton-Court were taken, after having
sunk the Salisbury, at that time in the hands of the

French ; then the commodore, having eleven feet water

in his hold, disengaged himself from the enemy, by
whom he had been surrounded, and ran his ship aground
near Dungenness ; but she afterwards floated, and he

brought her safe into the Downs. In the meantime,
the French frigate and privateers made prize of twenty-

one English merchant-ships of great value, which, with

the Grafton and Hampton-Court, Forbin conveyed in

triumph to Dunkirk. In July, the same active ofHcer

took fifteen ships belonging to the Russian company,
ofi"the coast of Lapland; in September, he joined ano-

other squadron fitted out at Brest, under the command
of the celebrated M. du Guai Tronin, and these attacked,

oflT the Lizard, the convoy of the Portugal fleet, con-

sisting of the Cumberland, captain Richard Edwards,
of eighty guns; the Devonshire, of eighty ; the Royal
Oak, of seventy-sis; the Chester and Ruby, of fifty

guns each. Though the French squadron did not fall

short of twelve sail of the line, the English captains

maintained the action for many hours with surprising

valour. At length the Devonshire was obliged to

yield to superior numbers ; the Cumberland blew up
;

the Chester and Ruby were taken; the Royal Oak
fought her way through the midst of her enemies, and
arrived safe in the harbour of Kiusale ; and the Lisbon
fleet saved themselves, by making the best of their

way during the engagement. Since the battle oS'

Malaga, the French king had never dared to keep the

sea with a large fleet, but carried on a kind of piratical

war of this sort, in order to distress the trade of Eng-
lind. He was the more encouraged tc pursue these

measures, by the correspondence which his ministers

carried on with some wretches belonging to the admi-

ralty, and other officers, who basely betrayed their

country in transmitting to France such intelligence

concerning the convoys appointed for the protection of

commerce, as enabled the enemy to attack them at

advantage. In the course of this year the French

fishery, stages, ships, and vessels in Newfoundland

were taken, burned, and destroyed, by captain John
Underdown, of the Falkland.

against the city ofLondon.and the whole Pritish nation;

and published their predictions, composed of unintelli-

gible jargon. Then they were prosecuted at the ex«

pense of the French churches, as disturbers of the

public peace, and false prophets. They were sentenced
to pay a fine of twenty marks each, and stand twice on
a scaffold, with papers on their breasts, denoting their

ofi"ence ; a sentence which was executed accordingly
at Charing-Cross, and the Royal Exchange.

In the course of this year, Mr. Stanhope, who was
resident from the queen at the court of Charles, con-

cluded a treaty of commerce with this monarch, which
would have proved extremely advantageous to Great
Britain, had he been firmly established on the throne

of Spain. It was stipulated that the English merch.ants

should enjoy the privilege of importing all kinds of mer-
chandise from the coast of Barbary into the maritime
places of Spain, without paying any higher duty than

if that merchandise had been the produce of Great

Britain; and that even these duties should not be paid

till six months after the merchandifc should he landed

and sold, and merchants giving security for the customs.

It was agreed that the whole commerce of the Spanish

West Indies should he carried on by a joint company
of Spanish and British merchants; and in the interim,

as the greater part of that country was in the hands of

Philip, his competitor consented that the Briti.sh sub-

jects should trade freely in all the ports of the West
Indies with ten ships of five hundred tons each, under

such convoy as her Britannic majesty should think fit

to appoint.

JVote2E,p. 154.

Kote 2 D, p. 153.

Three Camisars, or protestants, from the Cevennois,

having m.ido their escape, and repaired to London, ac-

quired about this time the appellation of French pro-

phets, from their enthusiastic gesticulations, effusions,

and convulsions ; and even formed a sect of their coun-

trymen. The French refugees, scandalized at their

behaviour, and authorized by the bishop of London, as

superior of the French congregations, resolved to in-

quire into the mission of these pretended prophets,

whose names were Elias Marion, John Cavalier, and

Durand Eage. They were declared impostors and

counterfeits. Notwithstanding this decision, which

was confirmed by the bishops, they continued their

assemblies in Soho, under the countenance of sir Richard

Bulkeley and John Lacy. They reviled the ministers

of the established church ; they denounced judgments

Before the opening of the campaign, a very daring

enterprise was formed by one colonel Queintern, a par-

tisan in the Imperial army. This man laid a scheme
for carrying off the dauphin of France from the court

of Versailles. He selected thirty men of approved

valour for this undertaking. He procured passes for

them, and they rendezvoused in the neighbourhood of

Paris. On the twenty-fourth day of March, in the

evening, he and his accomplices stopped a coach and

six, with the king's liveries, and arrested the person

who was in it, on the supposition of his being a prince

of the blood. It was, however, M. de Barringhen, the

king's first equerry. This officer they mounted on a

spare horse, and set ont for the Low Countries; but,

being little acquainted with the roads, they did not

reach Chantilly till next morning, when they beard the

tocsin, or alarm-bell, and thence concluded that detach-

ments were sent out in pursuit of them. Nevertheless,

they proceeded boldly, and would certainly have carried

the point, had not Queintern halted three hours for the

refreshment of his prisoner, who complained of his

being indisposed. He likewise procured a chaise, and

ordered the back of it to be lowered for his convenience.

These acts of humanity retarded him so much, that he

was overtaken by a detachment of horse at Ham, within

three hours' ride of a place of safety. Finding himself

surrounded, he thought proper to surrender, and M. de

Berringhen treated him with great generosity, for the

civilities he had experienced at his hands. He carried

him back to Versailles, and lodged him in his own
apartments. Madame de Berringhen m.ide him a con-

siderable present ; and the king ordered him and his

companions to be discharged, on account of the courage

and humanity they had displayed.

Note 2 T, p. 173.

Lord Compton and lord Bruce, sons of the earls of

Northampton and Aylesbury, were called up by writ to

the house of peers. The other ten were these : lord

Duplin of the kingdom of Scotland, created baron Hay
of Bedwarden, in the county of Hereford ; lord viscount

Windsor of Ireland, made baron Mountjoy, in the Isle

of Wight; Henry Pajjet, son of lord Paget, created
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b.iron rjuiton, in the county of SlafforJ ; sii' Tliomns

Manscl, bavon Jlansel of Margam, in the county of

Glamorgan; sir Thomas WiUouRliby, baron Miiliilcton,

of Mittli'ton, hi the county of Warwick; sir Tliomas

Trevor, baron Trevor of Bronhani, in tlie county of

Bedford ; George Granville, baron Lansdoivn of liidde-

ford, in the county of Devon ; Samuel Masham, baron

Masbam of Oats, in the county of Essex; Thomas Foley,

baron Foley of Kidderminster, in the county of Wor-
cester; and .Mien Batburst, baron Bathurst of Bathels-

dcn, in the cnnnty of Bedford. On the first day of their

being introduced, when the question was put about

adjourning, the carl of Wliarton asked one of them,
" A\'lietlier they voted by t]^r foreman?"

Kote2G,2'. 174.

The commissioners appointed for taking, stating, and

examining tlie jiublic accounts, having made their re-

port touching the conduct of Mr. Walpole, the bouse,

after a long debate, came to the following resolutions :

1. That Kobert Walpole, esq., a member of this house,

in receiving the sum of five hundred guineas, and in

taking a note for five hundred more, on account of two
contracts for forage of her majesty's troops, quartered

in North Britain, made by him -when secretary at war,

pursuant to a power granted to him by the late lord-

treasurer, is guilty of a high breach of trust and notori-

ous corruption. 2. That the said Kobert Walpole, esq.,

be, for the said offence, committed prisoner to the Tower
of London, during the pleasure of this house; and that

Mr. .Speaker do issue his warrant accordingly. ,3. That
the said Robert Walpole, esq., be, for the said oiTcnce,

also expelled the house, and that the report of the com-
missioners of public accounts betaken into further con-

sideration this day se'nnight. It appeared from the

depositions of witnesses, that the public had been de-

frauded considerably by these contracts. Avery severe

speech was made in the house, and next day published,

reflecting upon Mr. Walpole, as guilty of the worst kind

of corruption ; and sir Peter King declared in the house,

that he deserved hanging as well as he deserved im-

prisonment and expulsion.

A'bfe2H,j5. 20G.

The pretender, who resided at Urhino, having re-

ceived intelligence from Paris, that there was a de-

sign formed against his life, pope Clement XI. gave
directions that all foreigners in that neighbourhood,

especially I^iglish, should be arrested. 'J'he carl of

Peterborough arriving at Bologna, with a few armed
followers, was seized with all his papers. Being in-

terrogated, be said ho came to pass some time in Italy

for the benefit of the air. He was close confined feu- a

wliolc month in fort Urhino, and his attendants were

sent to prison. Nothing appearing to justify the sus-

picion, he was dismissed with uncommon civility. The
lying demanding reparation for this insult, the pope

wrote with his own hand a letter to an ally of Great

Britain, declaring that the legate of Bologna had vio-

lently and unjustly, without the knowledge of his

holiness, caused the earl of Peterborough to be seized

upon suspicions which proved to be ill-grounded. The
cardinal legate sent a declaration to the Knglish admiral

in the Mediterranean, that he had asked forgiveness of

bis holiness, and now begged pardon of his Britannic

majesty, for having unadvisedly arrested a peer of

Srcat Britain on his travels.

Kote2 I, p. 220.

George I. married the princess .Sophia Dorothy,

daughter and heiress of the duke of Zcll, by whom he
had king George II. and the late queen of Prussia.

The king's body was conveyed to Hanover, and interred

among his ancestors. From the death of Charles II.

to this period, England had made a considerable figure

in every branch of literature. Dr. Atterbury anfl

Dr. Clarke distinguished themselves in divinity—Mr.

Wliiston wrote in defence of Arianism—John Locke

shone forth the gi-eat restorer of human reason—tho

earl of Shaftesbury raised an elegant, though feeble,

system of moral philosophy— Berkeley, afterwards

bishop of Cloyne in Ireland, surpassed all his con-

tem]ioraries in subtle and v.ariety of metaphysical

arguments, as well as in the art of deduction— lord

Bolingbroke's talents as a metaphysician have been

questioned since his posthumous works appeared—great

jirogress was made in mathematics and astronomy, by
Wallis, Halley, and Flamstead—the art of medicine

owed some valuable improvements to the classical Dr.

Friend, and the elegant Dr. Mead. Among the poets

of this era, we number John Philips, author of a didactic

poem, called Cyder, a performance of real merit; he

lived and died in obscurity—William Congreve, cele-

brated for his comedies, which are not so famous for

strength of character and power of humour, as lor wit,

elegance, and regularity—Vanburgh, who wrote with

more nature and fire, though with less art and precision

— Steele, who in his comedies successfully engrafted

modern characters on the ancient drama—Farquhar,

who drew his pictures from fancy rather than from

nature, and whose chief merit consists in the agreeable

pertness and vivacity of his dialogue—Addison, whose

fame as a poet greatly exceeded his genius, which was
cold and enervate ; though he yielded to none in tlie

character of an essayist, either for style or matter

—

Swift, whose muse seems to have been mere misan-

thropy; he was a cynic rather than a poet, and his

natural dryness and sarcastic severity would have been

unpleasing, bad not he qualified them, by adopting the

extravagant humour of Luciau and Rabelais— Prior,

lively, familiar, and amusing—Kowe, solemn, florid,

and declamatory—Pope, the prince of lyric poetry

;

unrivalled in satire, ethics, and polished versification

—the agreeable Parnel—the wild, the witty, and the

whimsical Garth—Gay, -whose fables may vie with

those of La Fontaine, in native humour, case, and sim-

plicity, and whose genius for pastoral was truly original.

Dr. Bentley stood foremost in the list of critics and

commentators. Sir Christopher Wren raised some noble

monuments of architecture. The njost remarkable poli-

tical writers were Davenant, Hare, Swift, Steele, Addi-

son, Bolinglnokc, .and Trenchard.

Note 2 K, p. 257

Nothing was heard within doors in parliament, but

sarcastic repartee and violent declamation between the

two parties, who did not confine tlieir altercation to

these debates, but took the field against each other iu

periodical papers and occasional pamplilets. The paper

called 'J'he Craftsman, had already risen into high ro

putation all over England, for the wit, humour, and

solid reasoning it contained. Some of the best writers

in the opposition, including lord Boiingbroke and M)-.

P. m.ade use of this vehicle to convey their auiinadver-

sions upon the minister, who, on his side, employed the

most wretched scribblers to defend his conduct. It

was in consequence of two political pamphlets, writ-

ten in opposition to each other, by lord Ilervey and

Mr. P., and some recrimination they produced in the

house of commons, tluat his lordsliip challenged the

other to single combat, and had well nigh lost his life

in the duel, which was fought in Hyde Park.

Note 21,, p. 2G0.

Captain Jenkins was master of a Scottish merchant-

ship. He was boarded by the captain of a Spanish

guardacosta, who treated him in the most baibarons

manner. The Spaniards, after h.iving rummaged his

vessel for what they called contraband commodities,

without finding anything to justify their search, in-

siJted him with the most opprobrious invectives. They
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tore off one of his ears, bicldirghlm cari-yit toliis kiiic^,
'

and tell Iiim they would fcvvc him in the same manner '

should an oppcrlunity offer: they tortured him with
the most shocking cruelty, and threatened him with
immediate death. This man was examined at the bar
of the house of commons, and bein^ asked by a mem-
ber, what he thought when he found himself in the
hands of such barbarians? " 1 recommended my soul

to God," said he, "and my cause to my country." The
behaviour of this brave seaman, the sight of his ear,

which was produced, with his account of the indignities

which had been offered to the nation and sovereign of

Great Britain, filled the whole house with indignation.

Jenkins was afterwards employed in the service of the

Kast India company; he approved himself worthy of

his good fortune, in a long engagement with the pirate

Angria, during which he behaved with extraordinary

courage and conduct; and saved his own ship, with
three others that were under his convoy.

Note 2 J.I, p. 262.

Among the laws enacted in the course of this session

was an act against gaming, which had become universal

through all ranks of people, and likely to prove destruc-

tive to all morals, industry, and sentiment. Another
bill passed, for granting a reward to Joanna i>tevens.

on her discoveriug, for the benefit of the public, a nos-

trum for the cure of persons afflicted with the stone—

a

medicine which has by no means answered the expec-

tations of the legislature.

In the house of lords, complaint was made by lord

Delaware of a satire, entitled Manners, written by Sir.

Whitehead, in which some characters of distinction

were severely lashed in the true spirit of poetry. It

was voted a libel: a motion was made to take the au-

thor into custody; but he having withdrawn himself,

the resentment of the house fell upon K. Dodsley, the

publisher of the work, who was committed to the usher

of the black rod, though lord Carteret, the earl of Ab-
ingdon, and lord Talbot, spoke in his behalf.

Note 2
'S, p. -283.

In May, a dreadful plague broke out at Messina in

Sicily. It was imported in cotton and other commodi-
ties brought from the Morea; and swept off such a

multitude of people, that the city was almost depopu-

lated : all the galley slaves who were employed iu

burying the dead, perished by the contagion ; and this

was the fate of many priests and monks who adminis-

tered to those who were infected. The dead bodies lay

in heaps in the streets, connpting the- air, and adding

fresh fuel to the rage of the pestilence. Numbers died

miserably, for want of proper attendance and necessa-

ries ; and all was horror and desolation. At the begin-

ning of winter it ceased, after having destroyed near

fifty thousand inhabitants of Messina, and of the gar-

risons in the citadel and castle. It was prevented from

spreading in Sicily by a strong barricado drawn from

Melazzo to Taormina; but it was conveyed to Keggio

in Calabria by the avarice of a broker of that place, who
bought some goods at Messina. The king of Naples

immediately ordered lines to be formed, together with

a chain of troops, which cut off all communication be-

tween that place and the rest of the continent.

Kote 2 0, p. 301.

This nobleman, so remarkable for his courage and

thirst of glory, exhibited a very extraordinary instance

of presence of mind on the morning that preceded this

battle. He and some volunteers, accompanied by his

aidecamp, and attended by two orderly dragoons, the

rode out before day to reconnoitre the situation of the

enemy ; and fell in with one of their advanced guari's.

The sergeant who commanded it immediately turr.ed

out his inen, and their pieces were presented when the

earl first perceived them. Without betraying the least
mark of disorder, he rode up to the sergeant, and
assuming the character of a French general, told him,
in that language, that there was no occasion for such
ceremony. Then he asked, if they had perceived any
of the enemy's parlies ; and being answered in the
negative, " Very well," said he, " be upon your guard;
and if you should be attacked, I will take care that you
shall be sustained." .So saying, he and his comp.iny
retired, before the sergeant could recollect himself
from the surprise occasioned by this unexpected ad-
dress. In all probability he was sensible of his mis-
take

; for the incident was that very day publicly men-
tinned in the French army. The prince of Tingray, an
officer in the Austrian service, having been taken
prisoner in the battle that ensued, dined with mares-
ehal count Saxe, wlio dismissed him on his parole, and
desired he would charge himself with a facetious com-
pliment to his old friend, the earl of Crawford. He
wished his lordship joy of being a French general, and
said he could not help being displeased with the ser-

geant, as he had not procured him the honour of his
lordship's company at dinner.

Kote 2 P, p. 310.

Such an expensive war conld not be maintained
without a very extraordinary exertion of a commercial
spirit : accordingly we find that Great Britain, since

the death of king William, has risen under our pres-

sures with increased vigour and perseverance. AVhcther
it be owing to the natural progression of trade extend-
ing itself from its origin to its ocme, or iif phis ultra,

or to the encouragement given by the administration

to monied men of all denominations ; or to necessitv.

impelling those who can no longer live on small
incomes to risk their capitals iu traffic, that they may
have a chance for bettering their fortunes; or lastly, to

a concurrence of all these causes ; certain it is, the

national exports and imports have been sensiblj- increas-

ing for these forty years: the yearly medium of wool-

len exports, from the year 1738 to 174.3 inclusive,

amounted to about three millions and a half, which
was a yearly increase, on the medium, of five hundred
thousand pounds above the medium from 1718 to

1724. From this article, the reader will conceive the

prodigious extent and importance of the British com-
merce.

Kote 2 Q, p. 321.

The resolutions of the commons on this head were
printed by authority in the London Gazette, signifying,

that those who were, or should be, proprietors of any
part of the public debt, redeemable by law, incurred

before Michaelmas, in the year one thousand seven

hundred and forty-nine, carrying an interest of four

per centum per annum, who should, on or before the

twenty-eighth day of February in that year, subscribe

their names, signifying tlieir consent to accept of an

interest of three pounds per centum, to commence from

the twenty-fifth day of December, in the year one

thousand seven hundred and fifty-seven, subject to the

same provisions, notices, and classes of redemption, to

which their respective sums at four per centum were

then liable, should, in lieu of their present interest, be

entitled to four per centum till the twenty-fifth day of

December, in the year one thousand seven hundred and

fifty ; and after that day, to three pounds ten shillings

per centum per annum, till the twenty -fifth day of De-

cember, one thousand seven hundred and fifty-seven
;

and no part of that debt, except what was due to the

East India company, should be redeemable to this pe-

riod. That if any part of the national debt, incuiTed

before last Michaelmas, redeemable by law, and carry-

ing an interest of four per centum, should remain unsub-

scribed on or before the tliirtieth day of May, the

government should pay off the principal. For this
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purpose tiB majesty was enaMed to borrow of any per-

son or persons, bodies politic or corporate, any sum or

sums of money not exceeding that part of the national

debt which might remain unsubscribed, to be charged

on the sinking fund, upon any terms not exceeding

the rate of interest in the foregoing proposal.

All the duties appropriated to the payment of the in-

terest were still continued, and the surplus of these

incorporated with the sinking fund for the discharge of

the principal. Books were opened for the subscrip-

tion at the Exchequer, the Bank of England, and
the South Sea house ; and copies of these resolutions

transmitted to the directors of all the monied corpora-

tions.

JVote2E,2>. 322.

The most remarkable circumstance attending the

progress of this bill, which made its way through both

houses, and obtained the royal assent, was the number
of contradictory petitions in favour and in prejudice of

it, while it remained under consideration. The tan-

ners of leather in and about the town of ShetSeld in

Yorkshire, represented. That if the bill should pass, the

English iron would be undersold ; consequently, a great

number of furnaces and forges would be discontinued;

in that case the woods used for fuel would st\\nd uncut,

and the tanners be deprived of oak bark sufficient for

the continuance and support of their occupation. They
nevertheless owned, that should the duty be removed
from pig iron only, no such consequence could be ap-

prehended ; because, should the number of furnaces be
lessened, that of forges would be increased. This was
likewise the plea urged in divers remonstrances by
masters of iron-works, gentlemen, and freeholders, who
had tracts of wood-land in their possession. The
owners, proprietors, and farmers of furnaces and iron

forges, belonging to Sheffield and its neighbourhood,

enlarged upon the great expense they had incurred in

erecting and supporting iron-works, by means of which
;^eat numbers of his majesty's subjects were comfort-

ably supported. They expressed their apprehension,

that should the bill pass into a law, it could not in any
degree lessen the consumption of Swedish iron, which
was used for purposes which neither the American nor
British iron would answer ; but that the proposed en-

couragement, considering the plenty and cheapness of

wood in America, would enable the colonies to under-

sell the British iron, a branch of traffic which would be

totally destroyed, to the ruin of many thousand labour-

ers, who would be compelled to seek their livelihood in

foreign countries. They likewise suggested, that if all

the iron manufacturers of Great Britain should be ob-

liged to depend upon a supply of iron from the planta-

tions, which must ever be rendered precarious by the

hazard of the seas and the enemy, the manufactures
would probably decay for want of materials, and many
thousand families be reduced to want and misery. On
the other hand, the ironmongers .and smiths belonging

to the flourishing town of Birmingham in Warwick-
shire, presented a petition, declaring, That the bill

would be of great benefit to the trade of the nation,

as it would enable the colonists to make larger returns

of their own produce, and encourage thcra to take a

greater quantity of the British manufactures. They
affirmed, that all the iron-works in the island of Great
Britain did not supply half the quantity of that metal

sufficient to carry on the manufacture; that if this de-

ficiency could be supplied from the colonies in Ame-
rica, the importation would cease, and considerable

sums of money be saved to the nation. They observed,

that the importation of iron from America could no
more affect the iron-^VDrks and freeholders of the king-
dom, than the like quantity imported from any other

country ; but they prayed that the people of America
might be restrained from erecting slitting or rolling-

mills, or forges for plating iron, as they would inter-

fere with the manufacturers of Great Britain.

Many remonstrances to tbe samn effect were pre-

sented from different parts of the kingdom, and it ap-

peared, upon the most exact inquiry, that the encour-

agement of American iron would prove extremely
beneficial to the kingdom, as it had been found, upon
trial, applicable to all the uses of Swedish iron, and as

good in every respect as the produce of that country.

Note 2 S, p. 330.

One of the most remarkable acts which passed in the

course of this session, was that for regulating the com-
mencement of the year, and correcting the calendar,

according to the Gregorian computation, which had
been adopted by all other nations in Europe. By this

new law it was decreed that the new year should

begin on the 1st day of January, and that eleven in-

termediate nominal days, between the second and four-

teenth days of September, 1752, should for that time be
omitted ; so that the day succeeding the second should

be denominated the fourteenth of that month. By this

establishment of the new style, the equinoxes and sol-

stices will happen nearly on the same nominal days on
which they fell in the year 325, at the council of Nice;

and the correspondence between the English mer-
chants and those of foreign countries will be greatly

facilitated, with respect to the dates of letters and ac-

counts.

Kote2T,p. 330.

An indulgent parent was poisoned by his only

daughter, on whom, besides other marks of tenderness

and paternal affection, he had bestowed a liberal edu-

cation, which greatly aggravated her guilt and ingra-

titude. Another young woman was concerned in the

assassination of her own uncle, who bad been her con-

stant benefactor and sole guardian. A poor old woman,
having, from the ignorance and superstition of her

neighbours, incurred the suspicion of sorcery and
witchcraft, was murdered in Hertfordshire by the po-

pulace, with all the wantonness of barbarity. Rape
and murder were perpetrated upon an unfortunate wo-
man in the neighbourhood of London, and an inno-

cent man suffered death for this complicated outrage,

while the real criminals assisted at his execution,

heard him appeal to heaven for his innocence, and, in

the char.acter of friends, embraced him, while he stood

on the brink of eternity.

Note2V,p.U%.

Several European nations had settlements at Surat,

which was one of the most frequented cities of the East,

from the great concourse of Mahometan pilgrims, who
make it their road from India, in their visits to the tomb
of their prophet at Mecca. In order to keep the seas

clear of pirates between Surat and the gulf of Arabia

and Persia, the mogul had been at the annual expense

of a large ship, fitted out on purpose to carry the pilgrims

to Judda, which is within a small distance of Mecca.

For the security of this ship, as well as to protect the

trade of Surat, he granted to his admiral, the fiddee, chief

of a colony of caffrees, or blacks, a revenue called the

tanka, to the value of three lacks of rupees, amounting

to above thirty -seven thousand pounds, arising partly

from the adjacent lands, and partly from the revenues

of Surat, which were paid him yearly by the governor

of the castle, who is appointed by the mogul to keep the

city under proper subjection, without, however, inter-

fering with the government of it.

Kote2X,p.ZbT.

The ministry having resolved to send a body of forces

to America, to act in conjunction with the provincial

troops raised on that continent, it became necessary that

the mutiny act should be rendered more clear and ex-
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tensive. Wten this bill, therefore, fell uiiJer considera-
tion, it was improved with a new clause, providing,

"That all officers and soldiers of any troops being mus-
tered and in pay, which are or shall be raised in any of

the British provinces in America, by authority of the

respective governors or governluents thereof, shall at all

times, and in all places, when they happen to join or

act in conjunction with his majesty's British forces, be
liable to martial law and discipline, in like manner, to all

intents and purposes, as the British forces are; and shall

be subject to the same trial, penalties, and punishment."

Kote 2 Y, p. 3(j4.

The king, on his side, promised to pay to the landgrave,

forthese succours, eighty crowns banco, by way of levy-

money, for every trooper or dragoon duly armed and
mounted, and thirty crowns banco for every foot soldier

;

the crown to be reckoned at fifty-three sols of Holland,

or at four shillings and ninepenee three farthings Eng-
lish money ; and also to pay to his serene highness, for

the eight thousand men, an annual subsidy of an hun-
dred and fifty thousand crowns banco, during the four

years, to commence from the day of signing tlie treaty;

which subsidy was to bo increased to three hundred
thousand crowns yearlj', from the time of requiring the

troops, to the time of their entering into British pay;

and in case of their being dismissed, the said subsidy of

three hundred thousand crowns was then to revive and
be continued during the residue of the term : but, if

twelve thousand men were demanded and furnished,

the subsidy was then to be increased in proportion; and
in case the king of Great Britain should at any time

think fit to send back these troops before the expiration

of the treaty, notice thereof was to be given to his se-

rene highness three months beforehand : one month's

pay was to be allowed them for their return, and they
were to be furnished gratis with the necessary transport

vessels.

Note2Z,p.Ti'2.

It is with pleasure we seize this opportunity of re-

cording an instance of gallantry and patriotism in a

British officer, which would have done honour to the

character of a Roman tribune. Captain Cunningham,
an accomplished young gentleman, who acted as en-

gineer in second at Minorca, being preferred to a major-

ity at home, and recalled to his regiment by an express

order, had repaired with his family to Nice in Italy,

where he waited for the opportunity of a ship bound for

England, when he received certain intelligence that the

French armament was destined for the place he had

quitted. His lady, whom he tenderly loved, was just

delivered, and two of his children were dangerously ill

of the small-pox. He recollected that the chief engineer

at Minorca was infirm, and indeed disabled by the gout,

and that many things were wanting for the defence of

the fortress. His zeal for the honour and service of his

country immediately triumphed over the calls of ten-

derness and of nature. He expended a considerable

sum of money in purchasing timber for the platforms,

and other necessaries for the garrison ; hired a ship for

transporting them thither; and tearing himself from

his wife and children, thus left among strangers in a

foreign country, embarked again for Minorca, where he

knew he should he in a peculiar manner exposed to all

the dangers of a furious siege. In the course of this

desperate service he acquitted himself with that vigi-

lance, skill, and active courage, which he had on divers

former occasions displayed, until the assault was giveu

to the queen's bastion ; when, mixing with the enemy,

sword in hand, he was disabled in his right arm by the

shot of a musket and the thrust of a bayonet. His

behaviour was so acceptable to his sovereign, that when
he returned to England he was preferred to the rank of

colonel in the Guards. He afterwards acted as chief

engineer Ln the attempts and descents which were made

on the French coaet. Though grievously maimed, he
accepted the same office in the expedition to Guadaloupc,
where he died universally regretted.

NoteBA,p.S>l%.

When the French ambassador rctui-ned to London, he
proposed that orders should be immediately despatched
to the English governors in America, with express or-

ders to desist from any new undertaking, and all acts of
hostility; but with regard to the lands on the Ohio, to

put, without delay, matters on the same footing in which
they stood before the late war, that the respective claims
of both nations might be amicably referred to the com-
missaries at Paris. The British court agreed to the
cessation of hostilities, and the discussion of the dis-

putes by the ministers of the two crowns, on condition

that all the possessions in America should he previously

put in the situation prescribed by the treaty of Utrecht,

confirmed by that of Aix-la-Chapelle. The French min-
istry, instead of complying with this condition, produced
an evasive draft of a preliminary convention, and tills

was answered by a counter-proposal. At length the

ambassador of France demanded, as preliminary con-

ditions, that Great Britain would renounce all claim to

the south coast of the river St. Laurence, and the lakes

that discharge themselves into that river ; cede to the

French twenty leagues of country lying along the river

of Fundy, which discovers Acadia, or Nova Scotia; and
all the land between the rivei's Ohio and Ouabache. A
memorial was afterwards presented on the same subject,

including the aflTairs of the neutral islands in the West
Indies ; but this was amply refuted in .another piece, in

which the British ministry observed, that even at this

very opening of the commission established in Paris, for

terminating amicably the disputes in North America,

the French invaded Nova Scotia, erected three forts in

the heart cf that province, and would have destroyed

the English settlement at Halifax, had they not been

prevented: that the like hostilities were committed upon
his Britannic majesty's subjects on the Ohio and Indian

lakes, where the governors appointed by the French

king, without .any shadow of right, prohibited the Eng-

lish from trading ; seized their traders by force, and

sent them prisoners to France ; invaded the territories

of Virginia, attacked a fort that covered its frontier, and,

to secure their usurpations, erected, with an armed force,

a chain of forts on the lands which they had invaded

;

that his Britannic majesty had complained of these hos-

tilities to the court of Versailles, but without effect ; .so

that he found himself obliged to provide for the security

of his subjects; andastheencroachments made by France
were hostile, it could never be unlawful, or irreconclle-

able with the assurance of his majesty's peaceable dis-

position, to repel an aggressor; and that the same
motive of self-defence had forced him to seize the French

ships and sailors, in order to deprive that court of the

means of making an invasion, with which their minis-

ters in all the courts of Europe had menaced England.

JVofeS 3,^.379.

To lAevi. Gen. FowJce, or, in liis absence, to tJie Com
mander-in- Chief in his Majesty's garrison of Gibraltar.

War-office, March 21, 1756.

" Sir,—I am commanded to acquaint you, that it is

hismajesty'spleasurethat you receive into your garrison

lord Robert Bertie's regiment to do duty there; and incase

you should apprehend that the French intend to make
any attempt upon his majesty's island of Minorca, it is

his majesty's pleasure that you make a detachment out

of the troops of your ganison equal to a battalion, to bo

commanded by a lieutenant-colonel and major; such

lieutenant-colonel and major to be the eldest in your

garrison, to be put on board the ileet for the relief of

Minorca, as the admiral shall think expedient, who is to

carry them to the said Island.

I am, your humble servant, B.
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To Lieut. Gen. Fotrl;e, or, in lih ahscuce, to the Com-

mandcr-in- Cliief at Gibraltar.

War-office, March 26, 1758.

"Sir,— I nm commandeil toncquaint you, that it is his

mnjesty's plc:isure, in case the island of Jlinorca shouUl

be in any likelihood of being attaclced, that you make
a detachment from the troops in your garrison equal

to a battalion, commanded by a lieutenant-colonel and

major, for the relief of that place, to be put on board the

fleet, at the disposition of the admi;al: such lieutenant-

colonel and major to be the eldest in your garrison.

To Lieut. Gen. Fovhe, or, in liis absence, to the Co/n-

mander-in-chief in his Majesty's garrison of Gibraltar.

\Var-ofl5ce, April 1, 1756.

"Sir,—It ishismajesty's pleasure, that you receiveinto

your parrrison the women and children belonging to

lord Robert Bertie's regiment.

To Lieut. Gen. Fowhe, or the Commander-in-Chiefat

Gibraltar.

n'ar<ifflcc, May 12, 1756.

"Sir,—I wrote to you by general .Steward: if that order

is not complied with, then you are now to make a detach-

ment of sevenhundred menout of yourown regimcntand

Guise's; and also another detachment out of Pulteney's

and Panniure's regiments, and send them on board the

fleet for tlie relief of JIahon. But if that order has been

complied with, then you are to make only one detach-

ment of seven hundred men, to be commcanded by
another lieutenant-colonel and m.njor, and to send it to

Mahon ; and you are also to detain all such empty ves-

sels as shall come into your harbour, and keep them in

readiness for any further transport.ition of troops. I

have also liis roval lii^^hncss the duUe of Cuniberlands

commands, to desire that you will keep your garrison

as alert as possible during this critical time, and give

such other assistance as may be in your power for the

relief of Minorca; taking care, however, not to fatigue

or endanger your own garrison.

JfbteSC,^. 387.

His majesty seems to have abated of this respect in the

sequel, if we may believe the assertions of his Polish

majesty's queen and the court of Vienna, who affirmed,

that sentinels were posted within the palace where the

queen and royal family resided; as also at the door of

the secret cabinet, where the papers relating to foreign

transactions were deposited. The keys of this cabinet

were seized, and all the writings demanded. The whole

Saxon ministry were discharged from their respective

employments, and a new commission was established

by the king of Prussia for the administration of affairs

in general. AVhen the queen entreated this prince to

remove the sentinels posted within the palace and con-

tiguous passages, agreeably to his assurances that .all

lue respect should be observed towards the royal family,

he king ordered the guards to he doubled, and sent an
officer to demand of her majesty the keys of the secret

cabinet. The queen obtained this officer's consent that

the doors should be sealed up, but afterwards be re-

tuiTied with orders to break them open : then her m.a-

jcsty, placing herself before the door, said, she trusted

BO nuicli to the promise of the king of Prussia, that she

could not believe he bad given such orders. The officer

deelanng that his orders were positive, and that he durst

not disobey them, she continued in the same place, de-

claring, that if violence was to be used, he must begin

with her. The officer returning to acquaint the king
with what had passed, her majesty conjured the minis-

ters of Prussia and England to remind his majesty of

his promise; but her representations had no effect: the

officer returned with fresh orders to use force, in spite

of the opposilion she might make against it in person.

The queen, finding herself in d.iugerof her life, at length

withdrew : the doors were forced, the chests broke open,

and all the papers seized.

Kote 3 P, 2'- 388.

The letter was to the following effect :—
" VeUlt-Mareschal Count Eutowski,

" It is not without extreme sorrow 1 understand the

deplorable situation, which a chain of misfortunes has

reserved for j-ou, the rest of my generals, and my whole

army; but we must acquiesce in the dispensations of

Providence, and console ourselves with the rectitude of

our sentiments and intentions. They would force me,

it seems, as you gave me to understand by major-

general the baron de Dyherrn, to submit to conditions

the more severe, in proportion as the circumstances

become more necessitous. I cannot hear them men-
tioned. I am a free monarch : such I will live; such

I will die; and I will both live and die with honour.

The fate of my army I leave wholly to your discretion.

Let your council of war determine whether you must
surrender prisoners of war, fall by the sword, or die by
famine. !NIav your resolutions, if possible, be conducted

i by humanity : whatever they m.ay be, I have no longer

any share in them ; and I declare you shall not be

answerable for aught but one thing, namely, not to

carry arms against me or my allies. 1 pray God m.iy

h.ave you, Mr. Mareschal, in his holy keeping.—Given

at Kouingstcin, the 14th of October, 1750.

" AUGUSTUS, Eex."

" To tlic Vtldt-Mareschal the Count Kuliwski."

^•o.'6 3 E,j>. 392.

Eear-admiral Knowles being, in the month of De-

cember, one thousand seven hundred and forty -nin»,

tried at Deptford, liefore a couvt-martial, for his be-

haviour in and relating to mi action which happened

on the first day of October ia the preceding year, be-

twCKu a British squadron under his connnand, and s

squidton of Spain, the court was unanimouslyof opiriiou,

tha' the said Knowles. while be was standing for the

enemy, migiit, by a different disposition of his squ.adron,

have begun the .attack with six ships as early in the

day as four of them were engaged ; and that, therefore,

by his neglecting so to do, he gave the enemy a mani-

fest advant.Tge; that the said Knowles remained on

board the ship Cornwall with his flag, after she was
dis.abled from continuing the action, thougli he might,

upon her being disiibled, have shifted his flag on board

another ship ; and the court were unanimously of

opinion ho ought to have done so, in order to have con-

ducted and directed, during the whole action, the

motions of the squadron intrusted to his care and con-

duct. Upon consideration of the whole conduct of the

said Knowles, relating to that action, the court did

unanimonsly agree that he fell under part of the four-

teenth article of the articles of war, namely, the word

negligence, and no other; and also under the twenty-

third article.—The court, therefore, unanimously ad-

judged, that he should be reprimanded for not bringing

up the squadron in closer order than he did, .and not

beginning the attack with as great force as he might

have done ; and also for not shifting his flag, upon the

Cornwall's being disabled.

AbteSF,^. 395.

It was en.acted, that persons pawning, exchanging,

or disposing of goods, without leave of the owner,

should sufTcr in the penalty of twenty shillings ; and,

on non-payment, be committed for fourteen d.ay? to

hard labour ; afterwards, if the money could not bo

then paid, to be whipped publicly in the house of cor-

rection, or such other place as the justice of the peace

should appoint, on publication of the prosecutor; that

every pawnbroker should make entry of the person's
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name and place of abode who pledges any goods witli
Inm; and the pledger, if he require it, should have a
duplicate of that entry; that a pawnhrokcr receivino-
Ihien or apparel intrusted to others to he washed or
mended, should forfeit double the sum lent upon it, and
restore the goods ; that upon oath of any person whose
goods are unlawfully pawned or exchanged, the justice
should issue a warrant to search the suspected person's
house; and upon refusal of admittance the ofljcermicht
break open the door ; that goods pawned for any sum
not exceeding ten pounds might be recovered within
two years, the owner making oath of the pawnin"-, and
tendering the principal, interest, and charges ; that
goods remaining unreueemed for two years should be
forfeited and sold, the overplus to be accounted for to
the owner on demand.

Kote 3 C^, p. 305.

It likewise imported, that all contracts or agree-
ments made between clothiers and weavers in respect

to wages, should, from and after the first of May, in

the year one thousand seven hundred and fiftv-seven,

be valid, notwithstanding any rate established, or to

be established; but that these contracts or agreements
should extend only to the actual prices or rates of

workmanship or wages, and not to the payment thereof

in any other manner than in money; and that if anv
clothier should refuse or neglect to pay the weaver the
wages or price agreed on, in money, within two days
after the work should be performed and delivered, the
same being demanded, he should forfeit forty shillings

for every such offence.

Note 3 B, p. 401.

Admiral F s's rcnsons for not signing ilie warrant

for admiral Btjng's exccutio.i.

" It may be thought great presumption in me to

differ from so great authority as that of the twelve
judges ; but when a man is called upon to sign his

name to an act which is to give authority to the shed-

ding of blood, he ought to be guided by his own con-

Ecience, and not by the opinions of other men.
" In the case before us, it is not the merit of admiral

Byng that I consider ; whether he deserves death or

not, is not a question for me to decide : but whether or

not his life can be taken away by the sentence pro-

nounced on him by the court-martial, and after having
so clearly explained their motives fur pronouncing such

a sentence, is the point which alone has employed my
serious consideration.

" The twelfth article of war, on which admiral

Byng's sentence is grounded, says (according to my
understanding of its meaning), 'That every person,

who, in time of action, shall withdraw, keep back, or

not come into fight, or do his utmost, &c. through mo-
tives of cow.ardice, negligence, or disaffection, shall

suffer death.' Tlie court-martial does, in express words,

acquit .admir.il Byng of cowardice and disaffection, and

does not name the word negligence. Admiral Byng
does not, as I conceive, fall under the letter or descrip-

tion of the twelftli article of war. It may be said that

negligence is implied, though the word is not men-
tioned, otherwise the court-martial would not have

brought his offence under the twelfth article, having

acquitted him of cowardice and disaffection. But it

must be acknowledged that the negligence implied

cannot be wilful negligence ; for wilful negligence in

admiral Byngs situation, must have proceeded either

from cowardice or disaffection, and he is expressly ac-

quitted of both these crimes ; besides, these crimes,

which are implied only and not named, may indeed

justify suspicion and private opinion, but cannot satisfy

the conscience in case of blood.

"Admiral Byng's fate was referred to a court-martial,

his life .and death were left to their opinions. The
court-marti.al condemn him to death, because, as they

VouII

expressly say, they were under a necessity of doing so
by reason of the letter of the law, the severity of which
tliey complained of, because it admits of no mitigation.
The court-martial expressly s.iy, that for the s.ike of
their consciences, as well as in justice to the prisoner,
they most earnestly recommend him to his m.njesty for
mercy

; it is evident, then, that in the opinions and
consciences of the judges he was not deserving of death.

" The question then is, sh.all the opinions or necessi-
ties of tlie court-martial determine .adniir.al Byng's fate?
If it should be the latter, he will be executed contrary
to the intentions and meaning of his judges; if the
former, his life is not forfeited. His judges declare him
uot deserving of death ; but, mistaking either the mean-
ing of the law, or the nature of his offence, they bring
him under an article of war, which, according to their
own description of his offence, he does not, I conceive,
fall under ; and then they condemn him to death, be-
cause, as they s.ay, the law admits of no mitigation.
Can a man's life be taken away by such a sentence ?
I would not willingly be misunderstood, and have it

believed that I judge admir.al Byng's deserts; that was
the business of a court-martial, and it is my duty only
to .act according to my conscience ; which, after deli-

berate consideration, assisted by the best light a poor
understanding can afford it, remains still in doubt, and
therefore I cannot consent to sign a waiTant whereby
the sentence of the court-martial may be carried into

execution; for I cannot help thinking, that however
crimin.al admiral Byng m.ay be, his life is not forfeited

by that sentence. I do not mean to find fault with
other men's opinions; .all I endeavour at is, to give
reasons for n\v own; and all I desire or wish is, that I

may not be misunderstood; I do not pretend to judge
admiral Byng's deserts, nor to give any opinion on the
propriety of the act.

" Signed, 6th Feb. 1757, at the Admiralty,
(i J p a n

Note 3 1,^.^X9.

" The Imperial grenadiers (s.ays he) are an admir-

able corps ; one hundred companies defended a rising

ground, which my best infantry could not carry. Fer-

dinand, who comm.anded them, returned seven times to

the charge ; but to no purpose. At first he mastered

a battery, but could not hold it. The enemy had the

advantage of a numerous and well-served artillery. It

did honour to Lichtenstein, who had the direction.

Only the Prussian army can dispute it with him. My
infantry were too few. All my cavalrj' were present,

and idle spectators, excepting a bold push by my house-

hold troops, and some dragoons. Ferdin.ind attacked

without powder; the enemy, in return, were not sparing

of theirs. They had the advantage of a rising ground,

of intrenchments, and of a prodigious artillery. Several

of my regiments were repulsed by tlieir musketry.

Henry performed wonders. I tremble for my worthy
brothers; they .are too brave. Fortune turned her

back on me this d.ay. I ought to h.ive expected it

;

she is a fem.ale, and I am no gallant. In fact, I ought

to have had more infantry. .Success, my dear lord,

often occasions destructive confidence. Twenty-four

batt.alions were not sufiicient to dislodge sixty thou-

sand men from an advantageous post. Another time

we will do better. AVhat say you of this league, which
has only the marquis of Brandenburgh for its object ?

The great elector would be surprised to see his grand-

son at war with the Eussians, the Austrians, almost

all Germany, and an hundred thousand French auxili-

aries. I know not whether it would be disgrace in ma
to submit, but I am sure there will be no gloi-y in van-

quishing me."

Note 3 K, p. 422.

Tills remarkable capitulation, which we slinll give

here at full length, on .account of the disputes that rose

4F
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shortly after, pfinccmin^ wliat tte French called an

infraction of it, was to the following etTect :

—

His majesty, the king of Denmark—touched with

the distresses of the countries of Bremen and Verdcn,

to which he has always granted his special protection
;

and being desirous, by preventing those countries from

being any longer the theatre of war, to spare also the

elTusion of blood in the armies which are ready to dis-

pute th) possession thereof— hath employed his media-

tion 1;/ the ministry of the count de Lynar. His royal

higtin?s,i the duke of Cumberland, general of the army
of the allies, on the one part, and his excellency tlie

mnreschal duke de Richelieu, general of the king of

France's forces in Germany, on the other, have, in con-

sideration of the intervention of his Danish majesty,

respectively engaged their word of honour to the count

de Lynar, to abide by the convention hereafter stipu-

lated; and he, the count de Lynar, coiTespondently

to the magnanimity of the king his master's intention,

obliges himself to procure the guarantee mentioned in

the present convention ; so that it shall be sent to him,

with his full powers, which there was no time to make
out in the circumstances which hurried his departure.

Article 1. Hostilities shall cease on both sides within

twenty -four hours, or sooner, if possible. Orders for

this purpose shall be immediately sent to the detached

corps.

II. The auxiliary troops of the army of the dnke of

Cumberland, namely, those of Hesse, Brunswick, Saxe-

Gotha, and even those of the count de la Lippe Bucke-

bourg, shall be sent home; and as it is necessary to

settle particularly their march to their respective coun-

tries, a general officer of each nation shall be sent from

the army of the allies, with whom shall be settled the

route of those troops, the divisions they shall march in,

their subsistence on their march, and their passports to

be granted them by his excellency the duke de Riche-

lieu to go to their own countries, where they shall i)"

placed and distributed as shall be agreed upon betwee;!

the court of France and their respective sovereigns.

III. His royal highness the duke of Cumberland
obliges himself to pass the Elbe, with such part of his

flj-my as he shall not be able to place in the city of

Stade; that the part of his forces which shall enter

into garrison in the said city, and which it is supposed

may amount to between four and six thousand men,

shall remain there under the guarantee of his majesty

the king of Denmark, without committing any act of

hostility ; nor, on the other hand, shall they be exposed

to any of the French troops. In consequence thereof,

commissaries, named on each side, shall agree upon

the limits to be fixed round that place, for the con-

veniency of the garrison ; which limits shall not extend

beyond half a league or a league from the place, ac-

cording to the nature of the ground or circumstances.

which shall be fairly settled by the commissaries. The
rest of the Hanoverian army shall go and take quarters

in the country beyond the Elbe ; and, to facilitate the

march of those troops, his excellency the duke de Riche-

lieu shall concert with a general officer, sent from the

Hanoverian army, the route they shall take ; obliging

himself to give the necessary passports and security for

the free passage of them and their baggage, to the

pLices of their destination; his royal highness the duke
of Camberland reserving to himself the liberty of nego-

tiating between the two courts for an extension of

those quarters. As to the French troops, they shall re-

main in the rest of the duchies of Bremen and Verden,

till the definitive reconciliation of the two sovereigns.

IV As the aforesaid articles are to be executed as

soon as possible, the Hanoverian army, and the corps

which are detached from it, particularly that which is

at Buck Schantz and the neighbourhood, shall retire

under Stade in the space of eight-and-forty hours. The
French army shall not pass the river Oste, in the
duchy of Bremen, till the limits be regulated. It shall,

besides, keep all the posts and countries of which it is

in possession ; and, not to retard the regulation of thn

limits between the armies, commissar es shall be nomi-

nated and sent on the 10th instant to Bremen-wordcu
by his royal highness the duke of Cumberland, and his

excellency the mareschal duke de Richelieu, to regu-

late, as well the limits to be assigned to the French

army, as those that are to be observed bj' the ganifon

at Stade, according to Art. III.

V. All the aforesaid articles shall be faidifully exe-

cuted, according to their form and tenor, and under

the faith of bis majesty the king of Denmark's guaran-

tee, which the count de Lynar, his minister, engages
to procure.

Done at the camp at Ooster-Seven, 8th Sept. 1757.

(Signed) WILLIAM.

SEPARATE ARTICT.ES.

Upon the representation made by the count de Ly-
nar, with a view to explain some dispositions made by
the present convention, the following articles have been
added :

—

I. It is the intention of his excellency the marcsohal

duke de Richelieu, that the allied troops of his royal

highness the duke of Cumberland shall be sent back
to their respective countries, according to the form

mentioned in the second article; and that, as to their

separation and distribution in the country, it shall be

regulated between the courts, those troops not being

considered as prisoners of war.

II. It having been represented that the country of

Lunenberg cannot accommodate more than fifteen bat-

talions and six squadrons, and that the city of Stade can-

not absolutely contain the garrison of six thousand men
allotted to it, his excellency the mareschal duke de

Richelieu, being pressed by M. de Lynar, who suppor-

ted this representation by the guarantee of his Danish

majesty, gives his consent; and his royal highness the

duke of Cumberland engages to cause fifteen battalions

and six squadrons to pass the Elbe, and the whole body
of hunters, and the remaining ten battalions and twenty-

eight squadrons shall be placed in the town of Stade,

and the places nearest to it that are within the line,

which shall be marked by po.sts from the mouth of the

Liche in the Elbe, to the mouth of the Elmcrlxck in

tlie river Oste
;
provided always, that the said ten bat-

talions and twenty-eight squadrons shall be quartered

there as they are at the time of signing this convention,

and shall not be recruited under any pretext, or aug-

mented in any case; and this clause is particularly

guaranteed by the count de Lynar in the name of his

Danish majesty.

HI. Upon the representation of his royal highness

the duke of Cumberland, that the army and the de-

tached corps cannot both retire under Stade in eight-

and-forty hours, agreeable to the convention, his excel-

lency the mareschal duke de Richelieu bath signified,

that he will grant them proper time, provided the corps

encamped at Buck Schantz, as well as the army en-

camped at Bremen-worden, begin their march to retire

in four-and-twenty hours after signing the convention.

The time necessaryfor other arrangements, and the exe-

cution of the articles concerning the respective limits,

shall be settled between lieutenant-general Sporcken,

and the marquis de V^illemar, first lieutenant-general of

the king's army.

Done, &:c.

Xote 31., p. 433.

The letter, which was written in French, we have
translated for the reader's satisfaction:

—

" I am informed th,at the design of a treaty of neu-

trality for the electorate of Hanover is not yet laid

aside. Is it possible that your majesty can have so

little fortitude and constancy, as to be dispirited by a

small reverse of fortune? Are affairs so ruinous that

they cannot be repaired? I hope your ni.ajesly will

consider the step you have ni.ade me hazard, and
remember that you are the sole cause of these misfor-
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tunes that now impentl over my head. I sliould nercr
have abandoned the alliance of France, but for vour
flattering assurances. I do not now repent of the treaty

1 have concluded with your majesty ; but I expect you
will not ingloriously leave me at the nievcy of my ene-

mies, after having brought xipon me all the force of

Europe. I depend upon your adhering to your re-

peated engagements of the twenty-sixth of last month,

and that you will listen to no treaty in which 1 am not

comprehended."

Note 3 11, p. 438.

It was enacted. That every person subscribing for

five hundred pounds, should be entitled to four hundred

and fifty in annuities, and fifty pounds in lottery tick-

ets, and so in proportion for a greater or lesser sum
;

that the lottery should consist of tickets of the value

of ten pounds each, in a proportion not exceeding eight

blanks to a prize ; the blanks to be of the value of six

pounds each ; the blanks and prizes to bear an interest

after the rate of three pounds per cent., to commence
from the first day of January, in the year one thousand

teven hundred and fifty-nine; and that the sum of four

millions five hundred thousand pounds, to be raised by

annuities, should bear an interest after the rate of three

pounds ten shillings percent, from the fifth day of July

in the present year ; which annuities should st.and

reduced to three pounds per cent, after the expiration

of twenty-four years, and afterwards be redeemable in

the whole, or in part, by sums not less than five hun-

dred thousand pounds, at one time : six months' notice

having been first given of such payments respectively;

that any subscriber might, on or before the twenty-

ninth day of April, make a deposit of ten pounds per

cent, on such sums as he should choose to subscribe

towards raising these five millions, with the cashiers

of the bank, as a security for his future payments on

tha days appointed for that purpose; that the several

sums so received by the cashiers should be paid into

the receipt of the exchequer, to be applied from time to

time to such services as should then have been voted

by the house of commons in this session of parliament,

and not otherwise; that any subscriber, paying the

whole or any part of his subscription previous to the

days appointed for the respective payments, should be

allowed a discount at the rate of three per cent,

from the days of such respective payments to the le-

spective times on which such payments were directed

to be made, and that all persons who should make their

full payments on the said lottery, should receive their

tickets as soon as they could be conveniently made out.

Kote 3 N, p. 440.

Among those rendered perpetual, we find an act of

the 13th and 14th of Charles II. for preventing theft

and rapine. An act of the 9th of George I. for pun-

ishing persons going armed in disguise. A clause in

the act of the Cth of George II. to prevent the break-

ing down the bank of any river; and another clause in

the said act, to prevent the treacherous cutting of hop-

binds. Several clauses in an act of the 10th of George

II. for punishing persons setting on fire any mine, &c.

The temporary part of the act of the '20th of George II.

for taking away the hereditary jurisdictions of .Scot-

land, relating to the power of appealing to circuit

courts. Those continued were,—1. An act of the 12ih

of George II. for granting liberty to carry sugar, &c.,

until the twenty-ninth of September, in the year one

thousand seven hundred and sixty-four, and to the end

of next session of parliament. 2. An act of the 5th

of George II. to prevent frauds by bankrupts, &e.,

for the same period. 3. An act of the 8th of George

II. for encouraging the importation of naval stores,

&c., for the same period. 4. An act of the 19th of

George II. for preventing frauds in the admeasure-

ment of coals, &c. until June 24, 1759; and to this

was added a perpetual clause for preventing the steal-

ing or destroying of madder roots. 5. An act of the
Pth George II. for encouraging the manufacture of
British sail-cloth until the twenty-ninth of September,
one thousand seven hundred and sixty-four. 6. An act
of the 4th of George II. for granting an allowance
upon British-made gunpowder, for the s.ame period.

7 An act of the 4th of George II. for encouraging the
trade of the sugar colonies, until the twenty-ninth of
September, one thousand seven hundred and sixtv-one.
And 8, so much of the act of the 15th and 16th of
George 11. to empower the importers of rum, &e., as
relates to landing it before the payment of duties, un-
til the 29lli of September, one thousand seven hundred
and sixty-four,

KoteZO,p. 4G1.

Translation of tlie Letter tcrillen by (lie Duke of Brum-
vnch to his brother Prince Ferdinand.

" Sir,— I know you too well to doubt that the situa-

tion in which we stand at present, with respect to each
other, gives you abundance of uneasiness; nor will you
doubt that it gives me equal concern. Indeed, it

afflicts me greatly. Meanwhile I could never, my
dearest brother, have believed that you would be the
person who should caiTy away from me my eldest son.

I am exceedingly mortified to find myself under the hard
necessity of tolling you that this step is contrary to the
law of nations, and the constitution of the empire; and
that, if you persist in it, you will disgrace your family,

and bring a stain upon your country, which you pretend

to sei-ve. The hereditary prince, my son, was at

Hamburgh by my order, and you have carried him to

Stade. Could he distrust his uncle,—an uncle who hath

done so much honour to his family? Could he believe

that this uncle would deprive him of liberty, a liberty

never refused to the lowest officer? I ordered him to

make a tour to Holland: could not the lowest officer

have done as much? Let us suppose for a moment
that my troops, among whom he served, were to have

staid with the Hanoverians, would it not have be^ still

in my power to give an officer leave of absence, or even

leave to resign his commission? And would you hinder

your brother, the head of your family, and of such a

family as ours, to exercise this right with regard to a

son, who is the hereditary prince, of whose rights and

prerogatives you cannot be ignorant? It is impossible

you could have conceived such designs, without the

suggestion of others. Those who did suggest them
have trampled on the rights of natiu'e, of nations, and

of the princes of Germany; they have induced you to

add to all these the most cruel insult on a brother whom
you love, and who always loved you with the warmest

affection. Would you h.ave your brother lay his just

complaints against you before the whole empire, and

all Europe ? Are not your proceedings without ex-

ample? What is Germany become? Wh.at are its

princes become, and our house in particular? Is it the

interest of the two kings, the cause of }-our country,

and my cause that you pretend to support?—I repeat

it, brother, that this design could not have been framed

by you. 1 again command my son to pursue his journeyj

and I cannot conceive you will give the least obstruc-

tion; if you should (which I pray God avert), I solemnly

declare that I will not be constrained by such measures,

nor shall I ever forget what I owe to myself. As to

my troops, you may see what I have written on that

head to the Hiinoverian ministry. The duke of Cum-

berland, by the convention of Closter-Seven, dismissed

them, and sent them home; the said ministry gave ma

notice of this convention, as a treaty by which 1 was

bound. The march of the troops was settled; .and an

incident happening, they halted: that obstacle being

removed, they were to have continued their march.

The court of Hanover will bo no longer bound by the

convention, while I not only accepted it upon their word,
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but have also, in conformity with tlieir iiistnictions,

negotiated at Versailles, and at Vienna. After all these

Bteps, tliey would have rae contradict myself, break my
word, and entirely ruin my estate, as well as my honour.

Did you ever know your brother guilty of such things?

Trae it is, I have, as you say, sacrificed my all; or

rather, I have been sacrificed. The only thing left mo
is my lionour; and in the unhappy contrast of our situ-

ations, I lament both you and myself, that it should be

from you, my dear brother, 1 should receive the cruel

advice to give up mj' honour. I cannot listen to it : I

cannot recede from my promise. My troops, therefore,

must return home, agreeably to what the duke of

Cumberland and tlie Hanoverian ministry stipulated

with regard to me in the strongest manner. I am
afraid that the true circumstances of things are con-

cealed from you. Not to detain your express too long,

I shall send you, by the post, copies of all I have written

to the Hanoverian ministry. It will grieve j'our honest

heart to read it. I am, with a heart almost broken,

yet full of tenderness for you, your, &c.

" Blanckenboiirg, Nov. 27, 1757."

Kole3'P,p.i67.

A detail of the cruelties committed by those barba-

rians cannot be read witliout hoi'ror. Tliey not only

buiTied a great number of villages, but they ravished,

rifled, murdered, and mutilated the inhabitants, without

distinction of age or se.\, witliout any other provocation

or incitement than brutal lust and wantonness of bar-

barity. They even violated the sepulchres of the dead,

which have been held sacred among the most savage

nations. At C'aniin and Iheckholtz they forced open

the graves and sepulchral Vi'ults, and stripped tlic

bodies of generals Schlaberndorf and Rnitz, which had
been deposited there. But the collected force of their

vengeance was discharged against Custrin, the capital

of the New Marehe of Brandenburgh, situated at the

conflux of tlie Warta and the Oder, about fifteen English

miles from Franckfbrt. The particulars of the disaster

that befel this city, are particularly related in the fol-

lowing extracts from a letter written by an inhabitant

nni ej'if-witness.

"On the thirteenth of August, about three o'clock in

the afternoon, a sudden report was spread tliat a body
of Russian hussars and cossacks appeared in sight of

the little suburb. All the people were immediately in

motion, and tlie whole city was filled with terror, es-

pecially as wc were certainly informed that the whole
Russian army was advancing from Meseric and Ko-
nigswalda, by the way of Landsberg. A reinforcement

v,-as immediately sent to our piquet-guard, in the sub-

urb, amounting, by this junction, to three hundred men,
who were soon attacked by the enemy, and the skirmish

lasted from four till seven o'clock in tlie evening.

During this dispute, we could plainly perceive, from
our ramparts and church -steeple, several persons of

distinction mounted on English horses, reconnoitring

our fortification through perspective glasses. They
retired, however, when our cannon began to fire: tlien

our piquet took possession of their former post in the

suburb; and tlio reinforcement we had sent from the

city returned, after liaving broken down tlie bridge over

the Oder. Next day count Dohna, who commanded
the army near Franckfort, sent in a reinforcement of

four battalions, ten squadrons, and a small body of

liussars, under the command of lieutenant-general

Schcrlemnier. Tlie hussars and a body of dragoons
were added to the piquet of the little suburb; the four

battalions pitched their tents on the Anger, between
the suburbs and the fortification ; and the rest of the

dragoons remained in the field to cover the long suburb.
General 8cherlennner, attended by our governor, colonel

Schuck, went with a small party to observe the enemy;
but were obliged to retire, and were pursned liy tlie

cossacks to the walls of the city. Between four and
five o'clock next morning the poor inhabitants were

roused from their sleep by the noise of the cannon, in-

termingled with the dismal shrieks and hideous yellin js

of thecossacks belonging to the Russian army. Alarmed
at this horrid noise, I asci,'nded the church-steeple, from

whence 1 beheld the whole plain, extending from the

little suburb to the forest, covered with the enemy's

troops, and our light horse, supported by the infantry,

engaged in different places with their irregulars. At
eight I descried a body of the enemy's infantry, whose

van consisted of four or five thousand men, advancing

towards the vineyard, in the neighbourhood of whicli

they had raised occasional batteries in the preceding

evening; from these they now played on our piquet-

guard and hussars, wlio were obliged to retire. They
then fired, en rii:ochct, on the tents and baggage of the

four battalions encamped on the Anger, who were also

compelled to retreat. Having thus cleared the environs,

they threw into the city such a number of bombs and

red-hot bullets, that by nine in the morning it was set

on fire in three difl'erent places; and, the streets being

narrow, it burned with such fury that all our endeavours

to extinguish it proved inefTectual. At this time tlie

whole atmosphere appeared like a shower of fiery rain

and hail ; and the miserable inhabitants thought of

nothing but saving their lives by running into the open

fields. The whole place was filled with terror and con-

sternation, and resounded with the shrieks of women
and children, who ran about in tlie utmost distraction,

exposed to the shot and bomb-shells, which, bursting,

tore in pieces every thing that stood in their way. As
I led my wife, with a young child in her arras, and

drove the rest of my children and servants half naked

before me, those instruments of death and devastation

fell about us like hail; but, by the mercy of God, we
all escaped unhurt. Nothing could be more melancholy

and affecting than a sight of the wretclicd people flying

in crowds, and leaving their all behind, while they

rent the Eky_ with their lamentations. Many women
of distinction I saw without shoes and stockings, and

almost without clothes, who bad been roused from their

beds, and ran out naked into the streets. When my
family had reached the open plain, I endeavoured to

return, and save some of my efl'ects; but I could not

force my way through a multitude of people, thronging

out at the gate, some sick and bed-ridden persons being

carried on horseback and in carriages, and others con-

veyed on the backs of their friends, through a ;unst

dreadful scene of horror and desolation. A great nnniber

of families from the open country, and the defenceless

towns in Prussia .and Pomerania, had come hither for

shelter with their most valuable efiects, when the

Russians first entered the king's territories. These, as

well as the inhabit.ants, are all ruined; and many, who
a few days ago possessed considerable wealth, are now
reduced to the utmost indigence. The neighbouring

towns and villages were soon crowded with the people

of Custrin ; the roads were filled with objects of misery

;

andnothing was seen but nakedness and despair; nothing

heard but the cries of hunger, fear, and distraction. For

my own part, I stayed all night at Goitz, and then

j)roceeded for Berlin. Custrin is now a heap of rniiis.

The great magazine, tlie governor's house, the church,

the palace, the store and artillery-houses; in a word,

the old and new towns, the suburbs, and all the bridges,

were reduced to ashes; nay, after the ashes were de-

stroyed, the piles and sterlings were burned to the

water's edge. The writings of all the colleges, together

with the archives of the country, were totally consumed,

together with a prodigious magazine of corn and flour,

valued at four millions of crowns. The cannon in tho

arsenal were all melted; and the loaded bombs and

cartridges, with a large quantity of gunpowder, went off

at once with a most horrid exiilosion. A great number
of the inhabitants are missing, supposed to have perished

in the flames, or under the ruins of the houses, or to

have been sun'oeated iu the subterraneous vaults and

caverns, to which they had fled for safety.

Nothing could be more inhuman, or contrary to tho
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jwctice of a geiiovoiia enemy, tliaii such vengeance
irreaked upon the innocent inluibitaiits; for the Russians
did not hegin to latter the fortifications until all the
rest of the pl.ice was destroyed. In the course of this
c;\mjiaijn, the Hussion cossaehs are said to have plun-
dcied and burned fourteen large towns and two hundred
villages, and wantonly butchered above two thousand
defenceless women aud children. Such monsters of
barbarity ought to be excluded from all the privileges of
human nature, and hunted down as wild beasts without
pity or cessation. What iufnmy ought these powers to

incur, who employ and encourage such ruthless bar-

barians ?

iVofe 3 Q,^. 4C8.

As very little notice was taken, in the detail published
by authority, of any part which this great man acted in

thebattleof Ilochliirehen, and a report was industriously

circulated in this kingdom, that he was surprised in his

tent, naked, and half asleep,—we think it the duty of a
candid historian to vindicate his memory and reputation

from the foul aspersion thrown by the perfidious and il-

liberal hand of envious malice, or else contrived to screen

some other character from the imputation of misconduct.

The task we are enabled to perform b)' a gentleman of

candour and undoubted credit, who learned the following

particulars at Berlin from a person that was eye-witness

of the whole transaction. Field-mareschal Keith, who
arrived in the camp the very day that preceded the bat-

tle, disapproved of the situation of the Prussian army,
and remonstrated to the king on that subject. In con-

sequence of his advice, a certain general was sent with
a detachment to take possession of the heights that com-
manded the village of Hochkirchen ; but by some fatal-

ity he miscarried. Marcscha! Keith was not in any tent,

but lodged with prince Francis of Brunswick, in a house
belonging to a Saxon major. ^Vlien the first alarm was
given in the night, he instantly mounted his horse, as-

sembled a body of the nearest troops, and marched di-

rectly to the place that was attacked. The Austrians
had taken possession of the hill which the Prussian

officer was sent to occupy, and this they fortified with
cannon; then they made themselves masters of the vil-

lage in which the free companies of Anginelli had been
posted. Mareschal Keith immediately conceived the

design of the Austrian general, and knowing the impor-

tance of this place, thither directed all his efforts. He
in person led on the troops to the attack of the village,

from whence he drove the enemy; but being overpow-
ered by numbers continually pouring down from the
hills, he was obliged to retire in his turn. He rallied

his men, returned to the charge, and regained possession

of the place ; being again repulsed by fresh reinforce-

ments of the enemy, he made another effort, entered
the village a third time, and finding it untenable, ordered

it to be set on fire. Tluis he kept the Austrians at hay,

and maintained a desperate conflict against the flower of

the Austrian army, from four in the morning till nine,

when the Prussians were formed, and began to file ofi'

in their retreat. During the whole dispute he rallied

the troops in person, charged at their head, and exposed
his life in the hottest of a dreadful fire, like a private

captain of grenadiers. He found it necessary to exert

himself in this manner, the better to remove the bad
effects of the confusion that prevailed, and in order to

insjjirit the troops to their utmost exertion by his voice,

presence, and example. Even when dangerously woun-
ded, at eight in the morning, he refused to quit the

field; but continued to signalize himself in the midst of

the Carnage mitil nine, when he received a second shot

in h's breast, and fell speechless into the arms of Mr.
Tibay,an English volunteer, who had attended him dur-

ing the whole campaign. This gentleman, who was
likewise wounded, applied to a Prussian officer for a file

of men to remove the m.aresehal, being uncertain

whether he was entirely deprived of life. His request

was granted; but the soldiers, in advancing to the spot,

were countermanded by another ofueer. He afterwards
spoke on the same subject to one of the Prussian gen-
erals, a German prince, as he chanced to pass on horse-
back : when Mr. Tibay told him the field-marcschal
w-as lying wounded on the field, he asked if his wounds
were mortal; and the other answering he was afraid
they were, the prince shrugged up his shoulders, and
rode off without further question. The body of this
great officer, being thus shamefully abandoned, was soon
stripped by tlie Austrian stragglers, and lay exposed
and undistinguished on the field of battle. In this
situation it was perceived by count Lasci, son of tho
general of that name, with whom mareschal Keith had
served in Russia. This young count had been the mare-
schals pupil, and revered him as his military father,
though employed in the Austrian service. He recog-
nised the body by the large scar of a dangerous wound,
which general Keith had received in his thigh at the
siege of Oczakow, and could not help bursting into tears
to see his honoured master thus extended at his feet, a
naked, lifeless, and deserted corpse. Ileforthwithcaused
his body to be covered and interred. It was afterwards
tiikon up, and decently buried by the curate of Hoch-
kirchen; and finally removed to Berlin, by order of the
king of Prussia, who bestowed upon it those funeral
honours that were due to the dignified rank and tran-
scendent merit of the deceased; merit so universally ac-
knowledged, that even the Saxons lamented him as "their

best friend and patron, who protected them from violence
and outrage, even while he acted a principal p.art in
subjecting them to the dominion of his sovereign.

Xote3n,2>.-i~0.

Among other transactions that distinguish the history

of Great Britain, scarce a year glides awaj' without pro-
ducing some incident that strongly marks the singular
character of the English nation. A very extraordinary
instance of this nature, relating to the late dnkc of Marl-
borough, we shall record among the events of this year,

although it derived its origin from the latter end of the

last, and cannot be properly enumerated among those

occurrences that appertain to general history. Towards
the end of November, in the preceding year, the above-

mentioned nobleman received, by the post, a letter di-

rected "To his Grace the duke of Marlborough, with
care and speed," and containing this adress:

" Jly Lord,—As ceremony is an idle thing upon most
occasions, more especially to persons in my state of mind,

I shall proceed inimcdiateh" to acquaint you with the

motive and end of addressing this epistle to you, which
is equally interesting to us both. You are to know,
then, that my present situation in life is such, that I

should prefer annihilation to a continuance in it. Des-
perate diseases require desperate remedies; and you
are the man I have pitched upon, either to make me or

unmake yourself. As 1 ne^er had the honour to live

among the great, the tenor of my proposals will not be

very courtly ; but let that be an argument to enforce a

belief of what I am now going to write. It has employed

mv invention for some time, to find out a method of de-

stroying another without exposing my own life : that

I have accomplished, and defy the law. Now, for the

application of it. I am despeiate, and must be provided

for. You have it in your power: it is my business to

make it your inclination to sen'c me, which you must
determine to cnmply with, by procuring me a genteel

support for my life, or your own will be at a period be-

fore this session of parliament is over. I have more
motives than one for singling you out upon this occasion

;

and I give you this fair warning, because the means I

shall make use of are too fatal to be eluded by the power

of physic. If you think this of any consequence, you

will not fail to meet the author on Sund.ay next, at tea

in the morning, or on Mond.iy (if the weather should

be rainy on Sunday), near the first tree beyond the stile

in Hyde-Park, in the foot-walk to Kensington. Secrecy

and compliance may preserve yon from a double danger
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of tliis sort, as tbcre Is a certain part of tlie world where
your death has more than heen wished for upon other

motives. I know the world too well to trust this secret

in any breast hut my own. A few days determine mc
your friend or enemy.

"FELTON.

"You will apprehend that I mean you should he
alone; and depend upon it, that a discovery of any arti-

fice in tliis affair will he fatal to you. My siifety is in-

sured by my silence, for confession only can condemn
me,"

The duke, in compliance with this strange remon-
strance, appeared at the time and place appointed, on

horseback and alone, with pistols before Iiim, and the

star of his order displayed, that lie might be the more

easily known. He had likewise taken the precaution

of engaging a friend to attend in the Park, at such a

distance, however, as scarce to be observable. He
continued some time on the spot without seeing any
person he could suspect of having wrote the letter, and

then rode away: but chancing to turn his head when
he reached Hyde-Park-Corner, he perceived a man
standing at the bridge, and looking at the water, within

twenty yards of the tree which was described in the

letter. He forthwith rode back at a gentle pace, and,

passing by the person, expected to be addressed: but as

no advance of this kind was made, he, in repassing,

bowed to the stranger, and asked if he had not some-

thing to communicate? The man replying, "No, I don't

know you;" the duke told him his name, adding, "Now
you know me, 1 iinagine you have something to say to

me." But he still answered in the negative, and the

duke rode home. In a day or two after this transaction,

another letter was brought to him, couched in the fol-

lowing terms:
" My Lord,-—You receive this as an acknowledg-

ment of your punctuality as to the time and place of

meeting on Sunday last, though it was owing to you it

answered no purpose. The pageantry of being armed,

and the ensign of your order, were useless and too con-

spicuous. You needed no attendant, the place was not

calculated for mischief, nor was any intended. If you
walk in the west aisle of Westminster Abbey, towards

eleven o'clock on Sunday next, 3'our .sagacity will point

the person whom you will adihess, by asking his com-
pany to take a turn or two with you. You will not fail,

on inquiry, to be acquainted with the name and place

of abode. According to which direction you will please

to send two or three hundred pound bank-notes the next

day by the peimy post. Exert not your curiosity too

early ; it is in your power to make me grateful on cer-

tain terms. I have friends who are faithful, hut they

do not bark before they bite.
—" I am, &c., F."

The duke, determining if possible to unveil this mys-
tery, repaired to the Abbey at the time prescribed; and,

after having walked up and down for fiveorsii minutes,

saw the very same person to whom he had spoken in

Hyde-Park, enterthe Abbey withanother man ofacred-

itable appearance. This last, after they had viewed

some of the monuments, went into the choir, and the

other turning back advanced towards the duke, who,
accosting him, asked him if he had anything to say to

him," or any commands for him? He replied, " No, my
lord. I have not."—Sure j"ou have," said the duke; but

he persisted in his denial. Then the duke, leaving him,

took several turns in the aisle, while the stranger walked
on the other side. But nothing further passed between
them ; and although the duke had provided several pcr-

Bonsin disguise to apprehend the delinquent, he foreboro

giving the signal, that, notwithst.anding appearances,

he might run no risk of injuring an innocent person.

Not long after this second disappointment he received

a third letter, to the following effect:

"My Lord,— I am fully convinced you had a com-
panion on Sunday: I interpret it as owing to the weak-
ness of human nature

; hut such proceeding is far from
being ingenuous, and may produce bad effects, whilst it

is impossible to answer the end proposed. You will seo
me again soon, as it were by accident, .tnd may easily

find where I go to; in consequence of wheh, by being
sent to, I shall wait on your grace, but expect to be
quite alone, and to converse in wliispers; you will like-

wise give your honour, upon meeting, that no part of

the conversation shall transpire. These and the formet

terms complied with ensure your safety; my revenge,

in case of non-compliance (or any scheme to expose me),
will be slower, but not less sure; and strong susiiieion

the utmost that can possibly ensue upon it, while the

chances would he tenfold against you. You will pos-

sibly be in doubt after the meeting, but it is quite ne-

cessary the outside should be a mask to the in. The
faniily of the Bloods is not extinct, though they are not

in my scheme,"

The exprcssio;i, "You will see me again soon, as it

were by accident,'' plainly pointed at the person to whom
he had spoke in the park and in the Abbey ; neverthe-

less, he saw him not again, nor did he hear anything
further of the affair for two months, at tlie expiration

of which the post brought him the fullowing letter:

"May it please your Grace,

—

I have reason to believe, that the son of one Barnard,

a surveyor, in Ahingdon-buildings, AVestminster, is ac-

quainted with some secrets that nearly concern your
safety : his father is now out of town, which will give

yon an opportunity of questioning him more privately;

it would be useless to your grace, as well as dangerous

to me, to appear more publicly in this affair,

" Your sincere fjieud,

"ANONYMOUS.

"He frequently goes to Storey's-gate cofTec-houge."

In about a week after this intimation was received,

the duke sent a person to the coffee-house, to inquire

for Mr. Barnard, and tell him he would be glad to speak

to him. The message was delivered, and Barnard de-

clared he would wait upon his grace next Thursd.ay, at

half an hour after ten in the morning. He was punctual

to his appointment, and no sooner appeared than the

duke recognised him to be the person to whom he had
spoke in the Park and the Abbey. Having conducted

him into an apartment, and shut the door, he asked, as

before, if he had anything to communicate: ami was
answered, as firmerly, in the negative. Then the duke
repeated every circumstance of this strange transaction;

to which Barnard listened with attention and surprise,

yet without exhibiting any marks of conscious guilt or

confusion. The duke observing that it was matter of

astonishment to see letters of such import written with

the correctness ofa scholar; the other replied, that a man
might he very poor and very learned at the same time.

When he saw the fourth letter, in which his name was
mentioned, with the circumstance ofhis father's absence,

he said, "It is very odd, my father was I hen out of town."

An expression the more remarkable, as the letter was
without date, and he could not, as an innocent man, he

supposed to know at what time it was written. The
duke having made bira acquainted with the particulars,

told him, that if he was innocent he ought to use his

endeavours to detect the writer of the letters, especially

of the last, in which he was expressely named. To this

admonition he returned no other answer but a smile,

and then withdrew.—He was afterwards taken into

custody, and tried at the Old Bailey, for sending a threat-

ening letter, contrary to the statute; but no evidence

could be found to prove the letters were of his hand-

writing: nor did any presumption appear against him,

except his being in Hyde-Park, and in Westminster

Abbey, at the time and place appointed in the first two

letters. On the other hand, Mr, Barnard proved, that,

on the Sunday when he saw the dnke in Hyde-Park,

he was on his way to Kensington on particular busi-

ness, by his father's order, signified to liim that very

morning : that he accordingly went thither, and dined
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will] Ills ancle in company with several other persons,
to whom he related what had passed between the duke
of Marlhoiough and him in the Park: that his beiii"
afterwards in Westminster Ahbey was the effect of mere
accident: that Mr. James Greenwood, his liinsman, who
had lain that preceding night at his father's house, de-
sired liim to dress himself, that they might walk together
in the Park ; and he did not comply with his request
till after mnch solicitation : that he proposed to enter
the Park without passing througli the Abbey, but was
prevailed upon by Sir. Greenwood, who expressed a
desire of seeing theuewly-erected monument of general

Hardgrave : that as he had formerly communicated to

his friend the strange circumstance of the duke's speak-
ing to him in Hyde-park, Mr. Greenwood no sooner saw
that nobleman in the Abbey, than he gave notice to Mr.
Barnard, who was very short-sighted ; and that from
his passing them several times, concluding he wanted
to speak with Jlr. Barnard alone, he quitted him and
i-etired into the choir, that they might commune together

without interruption. It likewise appeared, from un-
doubted evidence, that Barnard had often mentioned
openly to his friends and acquaintance, the circumstance

of what passed between him and the duke in the Park
and in the Abbey ; that his father was a man of un-
blemished reputation, and in affluent circumstances

;

that lie himself was never reduced to any want, or such
exigence as might impel him to any desperate methods
of obtaining money; that his fidelity had been often

tried, and his life always irreproachable. For these

reasons he was acquitted of the crime laid to his charge,

and the mystery remains to this day undiscovered.

After all, the author of the letters does not seem to

have had any real design to extort money, because the

scheme was very ill calculated for that purpose ; and
indeed could not possibly take effect without the most
imminent risk of detection. Perhaps his aim was no-

thing more than to gratify a petulance and peculiarity

of humour, by alarming the duke, exciting the curiosity

of the public, puzzling the multitude, and giving rise

to a thousand ridiculous conjectures. If anything
more was intended, and the duke earnestly desired to

know the extent of the scheme, he might, when he
closeted the person suspected, have encouraged him to a

declaration, by promising inviolable secrecy on his word
and honour, in which any man would have confided jis

a sacred obligation. On the whole, it is surprising that

the death of the duke, which happened in the course of

this year, was never attributed to the secret practices

of this incendiary correspondent, who had given him to

understand that his vengeance, though slow, would not

be the less certain.

NoteSS,p. 485.

The next bill that fell under the cognizance ot the

house, related to a law transaction, and was suggested

by a petition presented in the name of the sheriffs, and
grantees of post-fines under the crown of England.

They enumerated and explained the difficulties under

which they laboured, in raising and collecting these

fines within the respective counties; particularly when
the estate conveyed by fine was no more than a right

of reversion, in which case they could not possibly levy

the post-fine, unless the purchaser should obtain posses

sion within the term of the sheriffultj', or pay it of his

own free will, as they could not distrain while the

lands were in possession of the donee. They therefore

proposed a method for raising these post-fines, by a

proper officer to be appointed for that purpose; and

prayed that leave miglit be given to bring in a bill

accordingly. This petition was seconded by a message

from the king, importing, that his majesty, as far as

his interest was concerned, gave his cou.'ieut th.at the

house might act in this affair as they should think pro-

pel.

The commons, in a committee of the whole house,

having taken into consideration the merits of the peti-

tion, formed several resolutions; upon which a bill waa
founded for the more regular and easy cillecting, ac-

counting for, and paying of post-fines, which should be
due to the crown, or to the grantees thereof under the
crown, and for the ease of sheriffs in respect to the same.
Before it passed into a law, however, it was opposed by
a petition in favour of one William Daw, a lunatic,
clerk of the king's silver ofilce, alleging, that should
the bill pass, it would deprive the said Daw and his
successors of an ancient fee belonging to his office, on
searches made for post-fines by tlie under sheriff's of the
several counties; therefore, praying that such provision
might be made fur the said lunatic as to the house
should seem just and reasonable. This, and divers
other petitions respecting the bill being discussed in
the com-mittee, it underwent several amendments, and
was enacted into a law; the particulars of which cannot
be properly understood without a previous explanation
of this method of conveying estates; a subject obscure
in itself, founded upon a seeming subterfuge of law,
scarce reconcileahle with the dictates of common sense,

and consequently improper for the pen of an historian.

Note 3 T, p. 490.

As the curiosity of the reader may be interested in

these resolutions, we shall here insert them for his

satisfaction. The committee resolved, that the ell

ought to contain one yard and one quarter, according

to the yard mentioned in the third resolution of the

former committee upon the subject of weights and
measures; that the pole, or perch, should contain in

length five such yards and a half; the furlong two
hundred and twent_v; and the mile one thousand seven

hundred and sixty : that the superficial perch should

contain thirty square yards and a quarter; the rood

one thousand two hundred and ten; and the acre four

thousand eight hundred and forty: that according to the

fourth, fifth, and sixth resolutions of the former com-
mittee, upon the subject of weights and measures,

agreed toby the house on the second day of June in

the preceding year, the quart ought to contain seventy

cubical inches and one half; the pint thirty-five and
one quai-ter; the peck five hundred and sixty-four; and
the bushel two thousand two hundred and fifty-six.

That the several parts of the pound, mentioned in the

eighth resolution of the former committee, examined

and adjusted in presence of this committee,—viz. the

half pound or six ounces, quarter of a pound or three

ounces, two ounces, one ounce, two half ounces, the

five-penny weight, three-penny weight, two-penny

weight, and one-penny weight, the twelve grains, sis

grains, three grains, two grains, and two of one grain

each,—ought to be the inodelsof the several parts of the

said pound, and to be used for sizing or adjusting

weights for the future. That all weights exceeding a

pound should be of brass, copper, bell-metal, or cast-iron

;

and all those of cast-iron should be made in the form,

and with a handle of hammered iron, such as the pattern

herewith produced, having the mark of the weight cast

in the iron; and all the weights of a pound, or under,

should be of gold, silver, brass, copper, or bell-metal.

That all weights of cast-iron should have the iuitial

letters of the name of the maker upon the upper bar of

the handle; and all other weights should have the same,

together with the mark of the weight, according to this

standard, upon some convenient part thereoi. That

the yard, mentioned in the second resolution of the

former committee upon the subject of weights ani

measures, agreed to by the house in the last session,

being the standard of length, and the pound mentioned

iu the eighth resolution, being the standard of weight,

ought to be deposited in tlie court of the receipt of the

exchequer, and the chief baron, and the seal of office

of the chamberlain of the exchequer, and not to be opened

but by the order and in the presence of the chancellor

of the exchequer and chief baron for the time being.

That the most effectual means to ascertain uniformity
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ill racnsuros of lonpfli and weight, to be used t'.iroiighout

the reolm, would be to appoint certain persons, at one

particular office, with clerks and workmen under them,

for the purpose only of fixing and adjusting, for the use

of the subjects, all measures of length, and all weights,

being parts, multiples, or certain proportions of the

standards to be used for the future. That a model or

pattern of the said standard yard, mentioned in the

second resolution of the former committee, and now in

the custody of the clerk of the house, and a model or

pattern of the standard pound, mentioned in the eighth

resolution of that committee, together with models or

patterns of the parts of the said pound now presented to

the house, and also of the multiples of the said pound,

mentioned in this report (when the same are adjusted)

,

should be kept in the said office, in custody of the said

persons to be appointed for sizing weights and measures,

under the seal of the chief baron of the exchequer for

the time being; to be opened only by order of the said

chief baron, in his presence, or the presence of one of

the barons of the exchequer, on the application of the

said persons, for the purpose of correcting and adjusting,

as occasion should require, the patterns or models used
at the said ofiice, for sizing measures of length and
weight delivered out to the subjects. That models or

patterns of the said standard yard and standard pound
aforesaid, and also models or patterns of the parts and
multiples aforesaid of the said pound, should be lodged
in the said office for the sizing of such measures of

length or weight, as, being parts, multiples, or propor-

tions of the said standards, should hereafter bo required

by any of his majesty's subjects. That all measures of
length and weight, sized at the said ciiicc, should be
marked in some convenient part thereof, with such
marks as should be thought expedient, to show the
identity of tlie measures and weights sized at the said

office, and to discover any frauds that may be committed
therein. That the said office should be kept within a
convenient distance of the court of exchequer at West-
minster; and all the measures of kngtii and weight,
within a certain distance of London, should be corrected
and re-assized, as occasion should require, at the said

office. That, in order to enforce the uniformity in

weights and measures to be used for the future, all

persons appointed by the crown to act as justices of the

peace in any county, city, or town corporate, being re-

spectively counties within themselves, throughout the
realm, should be empowered to hear and determine, and
put the law in execution, in respect to weights and
measures only, without any of them being obliged to

sue out a dalimus, or to act in any other rsatter; and
the said commissioners should be empowered to sue,

imprison, inflict, or mitigate such penalties as should
be thought proper; and have such other authorities as
should be necessary for compelling the use of weights
and measures, agreeably to the aforesaid standards.

The models or patterns of the said standard yard and
pound, and of the parts and multiples thereof, before-

mentioned, should bo distributed in each county, in

such a manner as to be readily used for evidence in all

cases where measures and weights should be questioned
before the said commissioners, and for adjusting the
same iu a proper manner.

Kote 3 U, 2). 50i.

The letter was to this efloct:

To their exnllcncies Messrs. Hopson and Moore, general

officers of his Britannic Majesty at Basseterre.

"Gentlemen—I have received the letter which your
excellencies have done me the honour to write, of the
twenty-fifth. You make me proposals which could arise

from nothing but tlie facility with which you have got
possession of thelittlj town and citadel of Basseterre; for

otherwi.se you ought to do me the justice to believe they
could not be received. You have strength sufficient to

subdue the exteriors of the island; but with respect to the

interiors, the match between us is c'lual. As to the cnn-

quences that may attend my refusal, I am pe;suadcd
they will be no other than such as are jrercribed by the

laws of war. Should we be disappointed in this part icular,

we have a master powerful enough to revenge any injury

we may sustain.

" I am, with respect,

"Gentlemen,
"Your most obedient servant,

" Nadau D'Eti:eit.."

It is pretty remarkable, that the apprehension of cruel

usage from the English, who are undoubtedly the most
generous and humane enemies under the sun, not only
prevailed among the common French soldiery through-
out this whole war, but even infected officers of dis-

tinction, who ought to have been exempted from these

prejudices, by a better acquaintance with life, and more
liberal turn of thinking.

Kote 3 i:, 2'. 505.

The reasons assigned by the commodore for his con-

duct in this particulnr are these;—The bay of Domi-
nique was the only place in which he could rendezvous
and unite his squadron. Here he refreshed bis men,
who were grown sickly in consequence of subsisting on
salt provisions. Here he supplied his ships with plenty

I

of fresh water. Here he had intercourse once or twice

I

every day with general Barrington, by means of small

vessels which passed and repassed from one island to

! the other. By remaining in this situation, he likewi.~e

maintained a communication with the English Leeward
Islands, which being in a defenceless condition, their

inhabitants were constantly soliciting the commodore "s

protection ; and here he supported the arm}-, the com-
mander of which was unwilling that he should remove
to a greater distance. Had he sailed to Port-Royal, he
would have found the enemy's squadron so disposed,

that he could not have attacked them, unless M. de

Compart had been inclined to hazard an action. Had
he anchored in the bay, all his cruisers must have been
employed in conveying provisions and stores to the

squadron. There he couldnot have procured either fresh

provisions or water; nor could he have had any com-
munication with, or intelligence from, the army iu the

Leeward Islands, in less than eight or ten days.

Nots3Y,2>.bU.

The following anecdote is so remarkable, and tends
so much to the honour of the British soldiery, tliat we
insert it without fear of the reader's disapprobation :—

•

Captain Ochterlony and ensign Peyton belonged to the

regiment of brigadier-general Monckton. They were
nearly of an age, which did not exceed thirty: the first

was a North Briton, the other a native of Ireland. Both
were agreeable in person, and unblemished in character,

and connected together by the ties of mutual friendship

and esteem. On the day that preceded the battle, cap-

tain Ochterlony had been obliged to fight a duel with a
German officer, in which, though he wounded and dis-

armed his antagonist, yet he himself received a danger-
ous hurt under the right arm, in consequence of which
his friends insisted on his remaining in camp during tho

action of the next day, but his spirit was too great to

comply with this remonstrance. lie declared it should

never be said that a scratch, received in a private ren

counter, had prevented him from doing his duty, when
his country required his service ; and he took the field

with a fusil in his hand, though he was hardly able to

carry his arms. In leading up his men to the enemy's
intrenchinent, he was shot through the lungs with a

musquet ball, an accident which obliged him to part

with his fusil: but he still continued advancing; until,

by the loss of blood, he became too weak to proceed far-

ther. About the same time Jlr. Peyton was lamed by
a shot, which shattered the small bone of his left leg.

The soldiers, in their retreat, earnestly begged, with
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(cars in their eyes, that c^iptain Ochtcrlony would allow
them to carry him and the ensign cfi' the field. But he
was so bigoted to a severe point of honour, that he
would not quit the ground, though he desired they would
take care of his ensign. Mr. Peyton, with a generous
disdain, rejected their good offices, declaring, that he
would not leave his captain in such a situation ; and in

a little time they remained the sole survivors of that
part of the field.

Captain Ochtcrlony sat down by his friend ; and, as
they expected nothing but immediate death, they took
leave of each other. Yet they were not altogether
abandoned by the hope of being protected as prisoners

:

for the captain, seeing a French soldier with two Indians
approach, started up, and accosting them in the French
language, which he spoke perfectly well, expressed his

expectation that they would treat him and his companion
as officers, prisoners, and gentlemen. The two Indians
seemed to be entirely under the conduct of the French-
man, who coming up to Mr. Peyton, as he sat on the
ground, snatched his laced hat from his head, and rob-

bed the captain of his watch and money. This outrage
was a signal to the Indians for murder and pillage.

One of them, clubbing his firelock, struck at him behind,
with a view to knock hira down ; but the blow missing
his head, took place upon his shoulder. At the same
instant the other Indian poured his shot into the breast

of this unfortunate }-oung gentleman ; who cried out,
" Oh, Peyton, the villain has shot me." Not yet satisfied

with cruelty, the barbarian sprung upon him, and stab-

bed him in the belly with his scalping-knife. The cap-
tain having parted with his fusil, had no weapon for his

defence, as none of the officers wore swords in the action.

The three rufnans, finding him still alive, endeavoured
to strangle him with his own sash; and he was now
upon his knees, struggling against them with surprising

exertion. Mr. Peyton, at thisjuncture, having a double-

ban'elled musket in his hand, and seeing the distress

of his friend, fired at one of the Indians, who dropped
dead upon the spot. The other thinking the ensign
would now be an easy prey, advanced towards him ; and
Mr. Peyton, having taken good aim at the distance of

four yards, discharged his piece the second time, but it

seemed to take no effect. The savage fired in his turn,

and wounded the ensign in his shoulder; then, rushing
upon him, thrust his baj'onet through his body. lie

repeated the blow, which Mr. Peyton attempting to

parry, received another wound in his loft hand : never-
theless, he seized the Indian's musket with the same
hand, pulled him forwards, and with his right drawing
a dagger which hung by his side, plunged it in the bar-

barian's side. A violent struggle ensued; but at length

Jlr. Peyton was uppermost; and, with repeated strokes

of his dagger, killed his antagonist outright. Here he
was seized with an unaccountable emotion of cuiiosity,

to know whether his shot had taken place on the body
of the Indian: he accordingly turned him up; and, strip-

ping off his blanket, perceived that the ball had pene-

trated quite through the cavity of the breast. Having
thus obtained a dear-bought victory, he started up on
tne leg; and saw captain Ochtcrlony standing at the

distance of sixty yards, close by the enemys breastwork,

with the French soldier attending him. Mr. Peyton
then called aloud,—"Captain Ochtcrlony, I am glad to

see you have at last got under protection. Beware of

that villain, who is more barbarous than the savages.

God bless you, my dear captain ! I see a party of In-

dians coming this way, and expect to be murdered im-

mediately." A number of those barbarians had for some
time been employed on the left, in scalping and pillaging

the dying and the dead that were left upon the field of

battle; and above thirty of them were in full march to

destroy Mr. Peyton. This gentleman knew he had no
mercy to expect; for, should his life be spared for the

present, they would have afterwards insisted upon sac-

rificing him to the manes of their brethren whom he

had slain; and in that case he would have been put to

death by the most excruciating tortures. FuU of thio

Vol. II.

idea, he snatched up his musket, nml, no!withpt.>ndi:.g
his broken leg, ran about forty yards without halting:
feeling himself now totally disabled, and incap.able of
proceeding one step farther, he loaded his piece, and
presented it to the two foremost Indians, who stood
aloof, waiting to bo joined by their fellows; while the
French, from their breastworks, kejit up a continual
fire of cannon and small arms upon this poor solitary
and maimed gentleman. In this uncomfortable eitu-
a!ion he storjil, when he discerncil at a disiancc a
Highland officer, with a party of his men, skirting
the plain towards the field of battle. He forthwith
waved his hand in signal of dit tress, and being per-
ceived by the officer, he detached three of his men to
his assistance. These brave fellows hastened to him
through the midst of a terrible fire, and one of them
bore him ©« on his shoulders. The Highland cfficer

was captain Macdonald of colonel Fiaser's battalion
;

who, understanding that a young gentleman, his kins-
man, had dropped on the field of battle, had put him-
self at the head of this parly, with wliich he penetrated
to the middle of the field, drove a considerable number
of the French and Indiiins before him, and finding his

relation still unscalped, carried Lim off in triumph.
Poor captain Ochtcrlony was conveyed to Quel>ec,
where in a few days lie died of his wounds. After
the reduction of that place, the French surgeons whc
attended him declared, that in all probability he would
have recovered of the two shots he had received in
his breast, had he not been mortally wounded in the
belly by the Indian's scalping-knife.

As this very remarkable scene n-as acted in sight of
both armies, general Townshcnd, in the sequel, expos-
tulated with the French ofticers upon the inhumanity
of keeping up such a severe fire against two wounded
gcnllemcn who were disabled, and destitute of all hope
of escaping. They answered that the fire was not made
by the regulars, but by the Canadians and savages,
whom it was not in the power of discipline to restrain.

Ko'c 3 Z,
i>.

513.

How far the success of this attempt depended upon
accident, may be conceived from the follov.ing particu-

lars :—In the twilight, two French deserters were car-

ried on board a s!dp of war, commanded by captain
Smith, and Iving a: anchor near the north shore. Thcv
told him that the garrison of Quebec expected that night
to receive a convoy of provisions, sent down tlie river

in boats from the detachment above, commanded by M.
de Bouganville. These deserters, standing upon deck,
and perceiving the EngUsh boats with the troops glid-

ing dowii the river in the dark, began to shout and make
a noise, declaring they were part of the expected convoy,
captain Smith, who was ignorant of general Wolfe's
design, believing their affirmation, had actually given
orders to point the gu'.is at the British troops ; when the

general, perceiving a commotion on board, rowed along-
side in person and prevented the discharge, which would
have alarmed the town, and entirely frustrated the at-

tenijit.

The Fiench had posted sentries .along shore, to ch.il-

lenge boats and vessels, and give the alarm occasionallv.

The first boat that contained the English troops being
questioned accordingly, a captain of Eraser's regiment,
who had served in Holland, and who was perfectly well

acquainted with the Fiench language and customs,
answered without hesitation to Qui riti which is their

challenging word. La France : nor v/as he at a loss to

answer the second question, which was much more par-

ticular and difiicult. When the sentinel demanded a

quell re<j!mentt to what regiment? the captain replied,

De la Heine; which he knew, by accident, to be one of

those that composed the body commanded by Bougain-

ville. The soldier took it for granted this was the ex-

pected convoy ; and saying Passe, allowed .all the boats

to proceed without further question. In the same man-

ner the other sentries were deceived ; though one, more

4 c;
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n-.-ivy tliaii the rest, came mnning doivu to the water's

edge, ami ctil led, " Pourquoi est ce que vous ne pnrlcz pli'S

liautf Why don't you speak with an audiljlc voice'/'

To this interrogation, which implied doubt, thecfiptain

answered, with admirable presence of mind, in a soft

lone of voice, "Taiioi! nous serons entenducs ! Hush!
we shall be overheard and discovered !" Thus cautionei!,

the sentry retired without further altercation. The
midshipman who piloted the first boat, passing by the

landing place in the dark, tlie same captain, wlio knew
it from his having been posted formerly with his coni-

p.iny on the other side of the river, insisted on the pi-

lot's being mistaken; and commanded the rowers to put

ashore in the proper plr\ce, or at least very near it.

When general Wolfe landed, and saw the difiieulty

of ascending the precipice, he said to the same officer in

a familiar strain, "I don't believe there is any possi-

bility of getting up ; but you must do your endeavour."

The narrow path that slanted up the hill from the land-

ing place the enemy had broken up, and rendered im-

passible by cross ditches, besides the intrenchment at

the top : in every other part the hill was so steep and

dangerous, that the soldiers were obliged to pull them-

selves up by the roots and boughs of trees growing on-

both sides of the path.

JVote4 A,^. 515.

The chagrin and mortification of Lally are strongly

marked in the following intercepted letter to M. de

Legret, dated from the camp before JIadras:

—

" A good blow might be struck here: there is a ship

in the road, of twenty guns, laden with all the riches

of Madras, which it is said will remain there till the

20th. The expedition is just arrived, but SI. Gerlin is

not a man to attack her; for she has made him run

awaj- once before. The Bristol, on the other hand, did

but just make her appearance before St. Thomas; and,

on tlie vague report of thirteen ships coming from Porto-

Novo, she took flight; and, after landing the provisions

with which she was laden, she would not stay long

enough even to take on board twelve of her own guns,

which she had lent us for the siege.

" If I was the judge of the point of honour of the

company's officers, I would break him like glass, as

well as some others of them.
" The Fidelle, or the Uarlem, or even the aforesaid

Bristol, with her twelve guns restored to her, would be

sufficient to make themselves masters of the English

ship, if they could manage so as to get to windward of

her in the night. Maugendre and Tremillier are said to

be good men; and were they employed only to transport

two hundred wounded men that we have here, their

service would be of importance.
" We remain still in the same position : the breach

made these fifteen days, all the time within fifty toiscs

of the wall of the place, and never holding up our heads

to look at it.

" I reckon we shall, on our arrival at Pondicherry,

endeavour to learn some other trade, for this of war
requires too much patience.

" Of one thousand five hundredsepoys which attended

our army, I reckon near eight hundred are employed

upon the road to Pondicherry, laden with sugar, pepper,

and other goods; and as for the coulis, they are all

emnlovcil for the same purpose, from the first day we
came here.

" I am taking my measures from this day to set fire

to the Black-town, and to blow up the powder-mills.

" Vou will never imagine that fifty French deseiters,

and one hundred Swiss, are actually stopping the pro-

gress of two thousand men of the king and company's

troops, which are still here existing, notwitlistanding

the exaggerated accounts that every one makes here

according to his own fancy, of the slaughter that has

been made of them; and you will be still mere surprised

if I tell you, tiiat, were it nol lor the combat.s and four 1

battltis wc sustained, aud for tlie batteries whicli failed,
1

or, to speak more properly, which were unskilfully

inide, we should not have lost fifty men, from the

commencement of the siege to this d.'.y. I have written

to il. de Larche, that if he persists in not coming here,

let who will raise money upon the Polcagcrs for me, X

nil! not doit; and I renounce (as I informed you a

month ago I would do) meddling directly or indirectly

witli any thing whatever that may have relation to your
administration, whether civil or military. For I had
rather go and command the CalJ'rees of Madagascar
ihan remain in this Sodom, which it is impossible but

the fire of the English must destroy sooner or later,

even though that from heaven should not.

" I have the honour to be, &c. &c.

(Signed) "LALLY."

" P. S.— I think it necessary to apprize you, that as

M. de Soupire has refused to take U]ion him the command
of this army, which 1 have offered to him, and which
he is empowered to accept, by having received from

the court a duplicate of my commission, you must of

necessity, together with the council, take it upon you.

For my part, I undertake only to bring it back either

to Arcot or Sadraste. Send, therefore, your orders, or

come yourselves to command it; for I shall cjuit it upon

my arrival there."

JVofe4B,j). 521.

That the general was not pleased with the behaviour

of lord George Sackville, may be galhered from the fol-

lowing compliment to the marquis of Granby, implying

a severe reflection upon his superior in command.

Orders of his serene highness prince Ferdinand of
Brunsiciclc, relative to tlie behaviour of the troops vndcr

him, at the famous battle near Minden, on tlie first of

August, 1759.

" His serene highness ordered his greatest thanks to

be given to the whole army, for their bravery and good

behaviour yesterday, particularly to the English infan-

try, and the two battalions of Hanoverian guards ; to

all the cavalry of the left wing; and to general Wan-
genheim's corps, particularly the regiment of Holstein,

the Hessian cavalry, the Hanoverian regiment du corps,

and Hammerstin's; the same to all the brigades of

heavy artillery. His serene highness declares publicly,

that, next to God, he attributes the glory of the day to

the intrepidity and extraordinary good behaviour of

these troops, which he assures them he shall retain the

strongest sense of as long as he lives; and if ever,

upon any occasion, he shall be able to serve these brave

troops, or any of them in particular, it will give him
the utmost pleasure. His serene highness orders his

particular thanks to be likewise given to general Spore-

ken, the duke of Holstein, lieutenant-generals ImhofT

and Uif. His serene highness is extreLiiely obliged to

the count de Buckebourg, for his extraordinary care

and trouble in the management of the artillery, whicli

was served with great effect: likewise to the com-

manding officers of the several brigades of artillery, viz.

colonel Browne, lieutenant-colonel Hutte, Major Ilasse,

and the three English captains, Philips, Urummond,
and Fov. His serene highness thinks liiinself infinitely

obliged to m.ajor- generals Waldegrave and Kingsley,

for their great courage, and the good order in whicli

they conducted their brigades. His serene highness

further orders it to be declared to lieutenant-general the

marquis of Grandby, that ^e is persuaded that, if he

had had the good fortune to have h.ad him at the head of

the cavalry of the right wing, his presence would have

greally contributed to make the decision of that day

more complete and more brilliant. In short, his serene

highness orders that those of his suite whose behaviour he

most admired be named, as the duke of Kiehmond, col-

onel Fitzroy, captain Ligonier, colonel Watson, captain

\Vilson, aidccamp to m.ajor-general Waldegrave, adju-

tant gi-nerals Erstoiff, Bulow, Dureudolle, the counts
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Tobo and Mnleiti; liis serene liiglniess having much
reason tobe satisfied with their coiuluct. And his serene
highness desires and orders the generals of tlie arniv,
that upon all occasions when orders are brought to
them by his ai.ls-de-canip, that they may be obeyed

fuuctually, and without delay."

XuleiC,p. 522.

The following extracts of letters from the duUe de
Delle'sle to the niareschal de Contades, will convey some
idea of tlie virtue, policy, and necessities of the French
ministry :

—

" 1 am still afraid that Fischer sets out too late: it

is, however, very important, and very essential, that
we should raise large contributions. 1 see no otiier

resource for our most urgent expenses, and for refitting

the troops, but in the money we may draw from tlie

enemy's country, from whence we must likewise procure
subsistence of all hinds (independently of the money),
that is to say, hay, straw, oats for the winter, bread,

corn, cattle, horses, even men to recruit our foreign

troops. The war must not be prolonged; and perhaps
it may be necessarj', according tc the events which
may happen between this time and the end of .Sep-

tember, to make a downright desert before the line of

the quarters which it may be tliought proper to keep
during the winter, in order that the enemy may be
under a real impossibility of approaching us: at the

same time reserving for ourselves a bare si;bsistence on
the route which may be tlie most convenient for us to

take, in the middle of winter, to beat up or seize upon
the enemy's quarters. That this object may be fulfilled,

I cause the greatest assiduity to be used in preparing

what is necessary for having all your troops, without

exception, well clothed, well armed, well equipped, and
well refitted, in every respect, before the end of No-
vember, with new tents; in order that, if it should be

advisable for the king's political and military aS'airs,

you may be able to assemble the whole or part of your
army, to act ofi'ensively and with vigour, from the be-

ginning of January; and that you may have the satis-

faction to show your enemies and all Europe, that the

French know liow to act and carry ou war in all seasons,

when they have such a general as you are, and a min-

ister of the department of war that gau foresee and
concert matters with the general.

" You must be sensible, sir, that what I say to you
may become not only useful and honourable, but perhaps

even necessary, with respect to what you know, aud

of which I shall say no more in a private letter.

" M. due de BELLEISLE."
"After observing all the formalities due to the magis-

trates of Cologne, you must seize on their great artillery

by force, telling them that you do so for their own
defence against the common enemy of the empire; that

you will restore them when their city has nothing fur-

ther to fear, &c. After all, you must take everything

YOU have occasion for, and give them receipts for it.

—

"You must, at any rate, consume all sorts of subsis-

tence on the higher Lippe, I'aderborn, and Waisburg;
you must destroy everything which you cannot con-

sume, so as to make a desert of all Westphalia, from

Lipstadt and ilunster, as far as the Rhine, on one

hand : and on the other, from the higher Lippe aud

Paderborn, as far as Cassel; that the enemy may find it

quite impracticable to direct their march to the Rhine, or

the lower Eoer; and this with regard to your army,

and with regard to the army under M. de Soubise, that

they may not have it in their power to take possession

of Cassel, and much less to march to Marburg, or to the

quarters which he will have along the Lahn, or to those

which you will occupy, fiom the lower part of the left

side of the Rocr, and ou the right side of the Rhine, as

far as Dusseldorp, aud at Cologne."

—

" You know the necessity of consuming or destroy-

ing, as far as is possible, all the subsistence, especially

the forase betwixt the Weser and the Rhine on the one

hand, and on the other betwixt the Lippe, the bisliopric
of Paderborn, the Dymcl, the Fulda, and the Nerra; and
so to make a desert of Westidialia and Hesse."

—

"Although the prince of Wuldeck appears outwardly
neutral, he is very ill-disposed, and deserves very lililc

favour. You ought, thcretore. to make no scruple of
taking all you find in that territory: but this must be
done in an orderly manner, giving receipts, and observ-
ing the most exact discipline. All tlie subsistence you
leave In this country will fall to the enemy's share, who
will, by that means, be enabled to advance to the Lahn,
and towards the quarters which you are to occU| y on
the left side of tlie Roer. It is therefore a precanii^.n
become in a manner imlispensably necessary, to carry
it all away from thence."

—

" The question now is, what plan you shall think
most proper for accomplishing, in the quickest and surest
manner, our great purpose: wldeli must be to consume,
cany oiT, or destroy, all the forage and subsistence ot

the country which we cannot keep possession of."

—

" The upper part of the Lijipe, and the country of
Paderborn, are the most plentiful; they must therefore
be eat to the very roots."

—

"You did mighty well to talk in the most absolute
tone with regard to the necessaries Racroth and Duys-
bourg must furnish our tioops: it is necessary to speak
in that tone to Germans ; and you will find your account
in using the same to the regencies of the elector of Co-
logne, and still more to that of the palatine.

"After using all becoming ceremony, as wc have tlie

power in our bands, we must make use of it, and draw
from the country of Bergue what shall be necessary for

the subsistence of the garrison of Dusseldorp, aud of the
light troops, ond reserve what may be brought thither

from Alsace aud the bishoprics for a case of necessity."

^"0(6 4 0,^. 523.

TJ/r foUainnfj derlcnaticns were piiliUslied hy eoimi

Dojina, the I'nissiim general, on hU entering Pula.ul

imth a body of JPriissian troops.

On the 15th of June.

nis Prussian majesty, finding himself under a necessity

to cause part of his armies to enter the territories of the

republic of Poland, in order to protect them against the

threatened invasion of the enemy; declares that,

—

It must not be understood that his majesty, by this

step taken, intends to make any breach in the regard
he has always had for the illustrious republic of Poland,

or to lessen the good understanding which has hitherto

subsisted between them: but, on the contrary, to

strengthen the same, in expectation that the illustrious

republic will on its part act with the like neighbourly

and friendly good-will as is gran.ted to the enemy, than

which nothing more is desired.

The nobility, gentry, and magistracy, in their re-

spective districts, between the frontiers of Pnissia, so

far as beyond Posen, are required to furnish all kinds of

provisions, corn, and forage necessary to support an

army of 40,000 men, with the utmost despatch, with

an assurance of being paid ready money for the same.

But if, contrary to expectation, any deficiency should

happen in supplying this demand, his majesty's troops

will be obliged to forage, and use the same means as

those taken by the enemy for their subsistence.

In confidence, therefore, that the sever.al jurisdictions

upon, the Prussian frontiers, within the territories of

Poland, will exert themselves to comply with this

demand .as soon as possible, for the subsistence of the

royal army of Prussia, they are assured that thereby all

disorders will be prevented, and whatever is delivered

will be paid for in ready money.

On the Vtlh of June.

It was with the greatest astonishinont that the king,

mj most gracious lord and master, heard that several o'
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liis own subjocts lia^l suffcvcJ tliemsclvcs to be soJueed

from tlicii- allegiance, so far as to enter into the service

of a potentate with whom he is at war; his majesty,

therefore, makes known by these presents, that all of

his subjects serving in the enemy's armies, who shall be

taken with arms in their hands, shall, agreeable to all

laws, be sentenced to be hanged witliout mercy, as

traitors to their king and country, of which all whom
it may couccrn are desired to take notice, &c.

On the 22nd of June.

We invite and desire that the nobilit}-, archbishops,

bishops, abbeys, convents, seignories, magistrates, and
inhabitants of the republic of Poland, on the road to

Posnania, and beyond it, would repair in person or by
deputies, in the course of this week, or as soon after as

possible, to the Prussian head-quarters, there to treat

with the commander-in-chief, or the commissary at war,

for the delivery of forage and provisions for the subsis-

tence of the army, to be paid for with ready money.
We promise and assure ourselves that no person in

Poland will attempt to seduce the Prussian troops to

desert ; that no assistance will be given them in such
perfidious practices; that they will neither be sheltered,

concealed, nor lodged; which would be followed by very
disagreeable consequences: we expect, on the contrary,

that persons of all ranks and conditions will stop any
runaway or deserter, and deliver him up at the first

advanced post, or at the head-quarters; and all expenses
attending the same shall be paid, and a reasonable

gratification superadded.

If any one hath inclination to enter into the king of

Prussia's service, with an intention to behave well and
faithfully, ho may apply to the head-quarters, and be
assured of a capitulation for three or four years.

If any prince or member of the republic of Poland be
disposed to assemble a body of men, and to join in a troop

or in a company of the Prussian army, to make a common
cause with it, he may depend on a gracious reception,

and that due regard will be shown to his merit, &c.

XoteiE.jy. 526.

The obstinacy of the powers in opposition to Gre.it

Britain and Prtissia appeared still more remarkable in

their slighting the following declaration, which duke
Louis of Brunswick delivered to their ministers at the

Hague, in the month of December, after Quebec was re-

duced, and the fleet of France totally defeated

:

"Their Britannic and Prussian majesties, moved with
compassion at the mischief which the war that has been
kindled for some years has already occasioned, and must
necessarily produce, would think themselves wanting to

the duties of humanity, and particularly to their tender
concern for the preservation and well-being of their re-

spective kingdoms and subjects, if they neglected the

proper means to put a stop to the progress of so severe a

calamity, and to contribute to the re-establishment of

public tranquillity. In this view, and in order to mani-
fest the purity of their intentions in this respect, their

said majesties have determined to make the following

declaration, viz.

—

" That they are ready to send plenipotentiaries to the
place which shall be thought most proper, in order

there to treat, conjointly, of a solid and general peace
with those whom the belligerent parties should think fit

to authorize, on theii part, for the attaining so salutary

an end."

^vte 4 F, p. 529.

Ahstract of the report made lo his CatJiolic majesty T>y the

physicians aj>pointrd lo examine the prince royal, his

eldest son, in consequence of irhich his royal highness

was declared incapable of succeeding to the throne of
Spain. Translated from the original, published at

ifaiiei, Sept. 27. I

I 1. Tliouiih hi;' r.^-al Iiighness don Plnli]) is thirteen

years old, he is of low stature; aud yet the king hii

father, and the queen his mother, are both of a very
proper height.

2. His royal highness has some contraction in Lis

joints; though he can readily move, aud make use of

them upon all occasions.

3. His royal highness is apt to stoop and to hold down
his head as people of weak eyes often do.

4. The prince most evidently squints: and his eyes
frequently water and are gummy, jiarticularly his left

eye : though we cannot say he is blind, but are rather

certain of the contrary, as liis royal highness can without
doubt distinguish objects, both as to their colour and situ-

ation.

5. In his natural functions, and the most common
pcusations, he is sometimes indifferent to things that are
convenient for him, and at other times is too warm and
impetuous. In general, his passions are not restrained

by reason.

6. The prince has an obstinate aversion to some kind
of common food, such as fruits, sweetmeats, &c.

7. All sorts of noise or sound disturb and disconcert

him; and it has the same effect whether it be soft and
harmonious, or harsh and disagreeable.

8. The impressions that he receives from pain or plea-

sure are neither strong nor lasting; and he is utterly

unacquainted with all the punctilios of politeness and
good-breeding.

9. As to facts and places, he sometimes remembers
them, and sometimes not; but he seems not to have the

least idea of the mysteries of our holy religion.

10. He delights in childish amusements; and those

which are the most boisterous please him best. He is

continually changing them, and shifting from one thing

to another.

Signed by Don Francis Beniore, chief phj-sician to

the king and kingdom; Don Emmanuel do la

Rosa, physician tothequeen; and the physicians

C'aisar Ciribue, Don Thomas Pinto, Don Francis

Sarrao, and Don Dominique San Sevcrino.

ik'bte4G,7x 535.

By this law it was enacted, that if any militia-man,

who shall have been accepted and enrolled as a substi-

tute, hired man, or volunteer, before the passing of the

act, or who shall have been chosen by lot, whether be-

fore or after the passing of the act, shall, when embodied,

or called out into actual service, and ordered to march,
leave a family unable to support themselves, the over-

seers shall,by order of some one justice of the peace, pay
out of the poors rates of such parish a weekly allowance

to such family, according to the usual and ordinary price

of labour and husbandry there; viz. for one child under
the ago of ten years, the price of one day's labour; for

two children under the age aforesaid, the price of two
days' labour; for three or four children under the age

aforesaid, the price of three days' labour; for five or more
children under the age aforesaid, the price of four daj's"

labour; and for the wife of such militia-man, the price

of one day's labour; but that the families of such men
only as shall be chosen by lot, and of the substitutes,

hired men, and volunteers already accepted and enrolled,

shall, after the passing of this act, receive any such

weekly allowance. For removing the grievance com-
plained of in the above petition, it is enacted, that where
treasurers shall reimburse to overseers any money in

pursuance of this act, on account of the weekly allow-

ance to the family of any militia -man serving in the

militia of any county or place other than that wherein

such family shall dwell, they are to transmit an account

thereof, signed by some justice for the place where sucll

family shall dwell, to the treasurer of the county, &c. in

the militia whereof such militia-man shall serve, who is

thereupon to pay him the sum so reimbursed to such

overseers, aud the same to bo allowed in his accounts.
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nie openings to ba made, and the passages to be im-
proved and enlarpoil, were ascertained by two schedules
annexed to tbc act. With respect to the houses, build-

ings, and grounds to bo purchased, the mayor, aldermen,

and commons of the city, in common council assembled,

or a committee appointed by them, were empowered to

fix the price by agreement, with the respective proprie-

tors, or otherwise by a jury in the usual manner. AV'^itb

regard to party-walls, the act ordains, that the proprietor

of either adjoining house may compel the proprietor of

the other to agree to its being pulled down and rebuilt,

and pay a moiety of the expense even though it should

not be necessary to pull down or rebuild either of their

houses: that all party-walls sliall be at least two bricks

and a half in tliickness in the cellar, and two bricks

thick upwards to the top of the garret-floor. It enacts,

that if any decayed house belongs to several proprietors,

any one of them, who is desirous to rebuild, mav olilige

the others to concur, and join with bim in the expense,

or purchase their shares at a price to be fixed by a jury.

If any house should hereafter be presented by any in-

quest or grand jury in London, as being in a ruinous

condition, the court of mayor and aldermen is, by this

act, empowered to pull it down at the expense of the

ground landlords. As to damaged pavements, not suffi-

ciently repaired by the proprietors of the water-works,

any justice of the peace in London is vested with power,

upon their refusing or delaying to make it good, to

cause it to be cfTectually rclaiJ with good materials at

their expense.

-Vo,V,4I,p. 538.

The following declaration made to the cliiefs of the

0]iposition will render the memory of the late prince of

AVales dear to latest posterity:

—

His royal highness has authorized lord T. and sir F.

D. to give the most positive assurances to the gentlemen
in the opposition, of his upright intentions; that he is

thoroughly convinced of the distresses and calamities

that have befallen, and every day are more likely to

befal this country; and therefore invites all well wishers

to this country and its constitution to coalesce and unite

with bim, and upon the following principle only.

—

His royal highness promises, and will declare it

openly, that it is his intention totally to abolish any dis-

tinctions for the future of parties; and as far as lies in

his power, and as soon as it does lie in his power, to take

away for ever all proscription from any set of men what-
ever who are friends to the constitution ; and therefore

will promote for the present, and when it is in his power
will immediately grant,

—

First, A bill to empower all gentlemen to act as jr.s-

tices of the peace, paying land-tax for £300 per annum
in any county where he intends to serve.

Secondly, His royal highness promises, in like man-
ner, to support, and forthwith grant, whenever he shiU

have it in his power, a bill to create and establish a nu-

merous aud efl'ectunl militia throughout the kingdom.

Thirdly, His royal highness promises, in like manner,

to promote and support, and likewise grant, when it is

in his powei', a bill to exclude all military officers in the

land-service under the degree of colonels of regiments,

and in the sea-service under the degree of rear-admirals,

from sitting in the house of commons.
Fourthly, His ro)'al highness promises that he will,

when' in his power, grant inquiries into the great num-
ber of abuses in offices, and docs not doubt of the assist-

ance of all honest men, to enable bim to correct the same
for the future.

Fifthly, His royal highness promises, and will openly

declare, that hs will make no agreement with, or join in

the support of, any administration whatever, without

previously obtaining the above-mentioned points in bo-

lialf of the people, and for the sake of good government.

Upon these conditions, and these conditions only, his

royal highness thinks he has a right not to doubt of hav-
ing a most cordial support from all those good men who
mean their country and this constitution well, and that
they will become his and bis family's friends, and unite
with him, to promote the good government of this coun-
try, and that they will fcdlov.- bim, upon these principles,
both in court and out of court; and if he should live to
form an administration, it should be composed, without
distinction, of men of dignity, knowledge, and probity.
His royal highness further promises to accept of no more,
if oflered to him, than £800,000 for his civil list, by way
of rent-charge.

Ansiocr to the fore(jomg proposal.

The lords and gentlemen to whom a paper has been
communicated, con taininghis royal highness the prince's
gracious intentions upon several weighty and important
points, of the greatest consequence to the honour and in-

terest of his m.ajesty's government, and absolutely neces-
sary for the restoring and perpetuating the true use and
design of parliament, the purity of our excellent consti-

tution, and the happiness and welfare of the whole na-
tion, do therein with the greatest satisfaction observe,
and most gratefully acknowledge, the uprightness and
generosity of his royal higbness's noble sentiments and
resolutions. And therefore beg leave to return their

most dutiful and bumble thanks for the same: and to

assure bis royal highness that they will constantly and
steadily use their utmost endeavours to support those
his wise and salutary purposes, that the throne maybe
strengthened, religion and morality encouraged, faction

and corruption destroyed, the purity and essence of par-

liament restored, and the happiness and welfare of our
constitution preserved.

When the above ansv.-er was returned to the prince,

there were present,—

I'he Duke of B.—The Earl of L.—The Earl of S.—
The Earl of T.—The Earl of W.—The Eari of S.

—Lord F.—Lord W.— Sir Wat. Wil. Wynne.—Sir

John II. C— Sir ^Valter B.—Sir Eobert G.—Mr.
F.— Mr. P.—ilr. C.

NoteiVi,p.bil.

Ultimo die Octobris anno ab incarnationo

MDCCLX,
Auspicatissimo principe Georgio Tertio

Kegnum jam ineunte,

Pontis hujus, in reipublica; commodum
Urbisque majestatem

(Late turn flagrante bello)

.a S. P. Q. L. suscepti,

rrinium lapidom posuit

Tiio.«As CiiiTTT, miles.

Praetor

;

PlObekto Mylxe, arcbitecto.

Utque apud postcros extet monumentum
Voluntatis siiK erga viruni.

Qui vigore ingenii, animi constantia,

Probitatis et virtutis suae felici quadam contagiono,

(Favente Deo,

Fantisque Georgii Secundi auspiciis !)

Imperium Britannicura

In Asia, Africa, et America

llestituit, auxit, et stabilivit;

Necnon patria; antiquum honorem et auctoritatein

Inter Europje gentes instauravit;

Gives Londinenses, uno consensu,

Iluic ponti inscribi voluerunt nomen
GULIELMI PITT.

Kote 4 L, p. 549.

This attempt w.;s conducted in the following manner,

having doubtless been concerted with the two-and-

twenty hostages who resided in the fort. On the six-
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teenth day of February, two Indian women appearing

nt Keowee, on the other side of the river, Mr. Dogharty,
one of the officers of the fort, went out to ask them what
news. AVhile he was engaged in conversation with
these females, the great Indian warrior Ocunnastota
joined them, desired he would call the commanding
officer, to whom he said he had something to propose.

Accordingly, lieutenant Cotj-more appearing, accom-
panied by ensign Bell, Dogharty, and Foster the in-

terpreter, Ocunnastota told him he had something of

consequence to impart to the governor, whom he pro-

posed to visit, and desired he might be attended by a

white man as a safeguard. The lieutenant assuring

him he should have a safeguard, the Indian declared

he would then go and catch a horse for him; so saying,

he swung a bridle twice over his head, as a signal; and
immediately twenty -five or thirty' muskets, from differ-

ent ambuscades, were discharged at the English officers.

Mr. Cotymore received a shot in his left breast, and in

a few days expired: Mr. Bell was wounded in the calf

of the left leg, and the interpreter in the buttock. Kn-
sign Jlilne, who remained in the fort, was no sooner in-

formed of this treachery, than he ordered the soldiers to

shackle the hostages; in the execution of which order

one man was killed on the spot, and another wounded
in his forehead with a tomahawk ; circumstances which,

added to the murder of the lieutenant, incensed the

garrison to such a degree, that it was judged .absolutely

necessary to put the hostages to death without further

hesitation. In the evening a party of Indians approach-

ed the fort, and firing two sign.al pieces, cried aloud in

the Cherokee language—"Fight manfully, and you
shall be assisted." They then began an attack; and
continued firing all night upon the fort, without doing
the least execution. That a design was concerted be-

tween them and the hostages appeared plainly from the

nature of the assault ; and this suspicion was converted

into a certainty next day, when some of the garrison,

searching the apartment in which the hostages Un-,

found a bottle of poison, probably designed to be emp-
tied into the well, and several tomahawks buried in the

earth; which weapons had been privately conveyed to

them by their friends, who were permitted to visit them
without interruption. On the third day of March, the

fort of Ninety-six was attacked by two hundred Che-
rokee Indians with musketry, which had little or no
effect; so that they were forced to retire with some
loss, and revenged themselves on the open country,

burning and ravaging all the houses and pl.antations

belonging to English settlers in this part of the country,

and all along the frontiers of Virginia. Not contented

with pillaging and destroying the habitations, they
wantoned in the most horrible barbarities; and their

motions were so secret and sudden, that it was impos-
sible for the inhabitants to know where the storm
would burst, or take proper precautions for their own
defence; so that a great number of the back settle-

ments were totally abandoned.

Kote 4 JI, p. 550.

The garrison of Quebec, during the winter, repaired

above five hundred houses which had been damaged
by the English cannon, built eight redoubts of wood,
raised foot-banks along the ramparts, opened embra-
sures, mounted artillery, blocked up all the avenues of

the suburbs with a stockade, removed eleven months'
provisions into the highest parts of the city, and formed
a magazine of four thousand fascines. Two hundred
men were posted at Saint Foi.x, and twice the number
at Lorette. Several hundred men marched to Saint
Augustin, brought off the enemy's advanced guard,
with a great number of cattle, and disarmed the in-

habitants. By these precautions the motions of the
French were observed, the avenues of Quebec were
covered, and their dominions secured over eleven par-
ishes, which furnished them with some fresh provisions,

and other necessaries for subsistence. Sixteen thou-

sand cords of wood being wanted for the hospitals,

gu.ards, and quarters, and the method of transporting

it from the isle of Orleans being found slow and diffi-

cult, on account of the floating ice in the river, a suffi-

cient number of hand-sledges were made, and two
hundred wood-fellers set at work in the forest of Saint

Foix, where plenty of fuel was obtained, and brought
into the several regiments by the men that were not

upon duty. A detachment of two hundred men being
sent to the other side of the river, disarmed the inh.a-

bitants, and compelled them to take the oath of alle-

giance: by this step the English became masters of the

southern side of St. Laurence, and were supplied with
good quantities of fresh provision. The advanced posts

of the enemy were established at Point au Tremble,
Saint Augustin, andLe Calvaire; the main body of their

army quartered between Trois Eivieres and Jaqucs
Qu.artier. Their gener.al, having formed the design of

attacking Quebec in the winter, began to provide snow-
shoes or rackets, scaling-ladders, and fascines, and
make all the necessary preparations for that enterprise.

He took possession of Point Levi, where he formed a

magazine of provisions; great part of which, however,
fell into the hands of the English ; for, as soon as the

river was frozen over, brigadier MuiTay despatched

thither two hundred men; at whose approach the ene-

my abandoned their magazine, and retreated with great

precipitation. Here the detachment took post in a

church until they could build two wooden redoubts,

and mount them with artillery. In the meantime, the

enemy returning with a greater force to recover the

post, some battalions, with the light infantry, marched
over the ice, in order to cut off their communication;
but they fled with great confusion, and afterwards took

post at Saint Michael, at a considerable distance far-

ther down the river. They now resolved to postpone

the siege of Quebec, that they might carry it on in a

more regular manner. They begun to rig their ships,

repair their small craft, build galleys, cast bombs and
bullets, and prepare fascines and gabions; while bri-

gadier Murray employed his men in making prepara-

tions for a vigorous defence. He sent out a detachment,

who surprised the enemy's posts at Saint Augustin,

Maison Bnilee, and Le Calvaire, where they took ninety

prisoners. He afterwards ordered the light infantry to

possess and fortify Cape Rouge, to prevent the enemy's
landing at that place, as well as to be nearer at hand
to observe their motions; but when the frost broke np,

so that their ships could fail down the river, they

landed at Saint Augustin; and the English posts were
abandoned one after another, the detachments retiring

without loss into the city.

Koic^ X,j). 558.

A translallon of the Declaration delirered hy the Austrian

minis'er residing at the Hague to his serene highness

Prince Louis of Brunswick, in answer to that which his

highness had delivered on the part of his Britannic

Majesty and the King ofPrussia, on the 2bth ofNovem-
ber, 1759, to the ministers of the belligerent powers.

"Their Britannic and Prussian majesties having

thought proper to make known, by the declaration

delivered, on their part, at the Hague, the 25th of

November last past, to the ambassadors and ministers

of the courts of Vienna, Petersburgh, and Versailles,

residing there:
" 'That being sincerely desirous of contributing to the

re-establishment of the public tranquillity, they were

ready to send plenipotentiaries to the place that shall

be judged the most convenient, in order to treat there

of this important object with those which the bellige-

rent parties shall think proper to authorize on their side

for attaining so salutary an end:'
" Her m.ijcsty the empress queen of Hungary and Bo-

hemia, her majesty the empress of all the Kussias, and

his majesty the most ChristiKi 'ting, equally animated
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by the desire of contributing to the re-cstahlishment of ' at full trot, though the distance was near five miles,

the public trauiuiUity, on a solid and equitable foot- that the Britisli cavalry had the happiness to arrive iu

ing, declare in return,

—

|
time to share the glory of the day, having successfully

'That his majesty the Catholic king having been ;
charged several times both the enemy's cavalry and

pleased to offer his mediation in the war which had

subsisted for some years between France and England;

and this war having besides nothing in common with

infantry.

I should do injustice to the general nfliccrs, to every
officer and private man of the cavalry, if I did not beg

that -which the two empresses, with their allies, have your lordship wcmld assure his majesty that nothing

likewise carried on for some years against the king could exceed their gallant behaviour on that occasion,

of Prussia; Captain Philips made so much expedition with his

" His most Christian majesty is ready to treat of his cannon, as to have an opportunity, by a severe cannon-

particular peace with England, through the good offi- ade, to oblige those who had passed the Dymel, and

ces of his Catholic majesty, whose mediation he has a ,
were formed on the other side, to retire with the ut-

pleasure in accepting,

"As to the war which regards directly his Prussian

majesty, their majesties, the empress queen of Ilungaiy

and Bohemia, the empress of all the Eussias, and the

most Christian king, are disposed to agree to the ap-

pointing the congress proposed. But as, b)- virtue of

their treaties, they cannot enter into any engagement
relating to peace but in conjunction with their allies, it

will be necessary, in order that they may be enabled to

explain themselves definitively upon that subject, that

their Britannic and Prussian majesties should previous-

ly be pleased to cause their invitation to a congress to

be made to all the powers that are directly engaged in

war against the king of Prussia; and namely, to his

majesty the king of Poland, elector of Saxony, as like-

wise to his majesty the king of Sweden, who ought
specifically to be invited to the future congress."

Mte 4 O, p. 5G1.

Copy ofa Letter from the marquis of Granhy to the earl

of HoUeritessa,

My Loed,

It is with the greatest satisfaction that I have the

honour of acquainting your lordship of the success of

the hereditary prince yesterday morning.

General Sporcken's corps marched from the camp at

Kalle to Liebenau, about four in the afternoon of the

twenty-ninth; the hereditary prince followed the same

most precipitation.

I received his serene highness's orders yesterday, in

the evening, to pass the river after them, with twelve

British battalions and ten squadrons, and am now en-

camped upon the heights of Wilda, about four miles

from Warbourg, on the heights of which their grand

army is encamped.
M. de JIuy is now retiring from the heights of Volk-

Jlissen, where he lay under arms last night, towards

Wolfshagen. I cannot give your lordship any account

of the loss on either side. Captain Faucitt, whom I

send off with this, shall get all the intelligence he can

upon this head before he sets off.

I am, &c.
Saturday morning, GRANBY.

six o'clock,

P.S.—As I had not an opportunity of sending off

captain Faucitt so soon as I intended, I opened my
letter to acquaint your lordship that I have just joined

the grand army with my detachment.

Kotei'P,p. 564.

Tlie Germans are in general but indifferent engineers,

and little acquainted with the art of besieging. On
this occasion the Austrian general nad no other pros-

pect than that of carrying the place by a sudden attack,

or intimidating count Tavenzein, the governor, to an

immediate surrender: for he knew the Russian army
was at a considerable distance; an^' judged, from the

evening with a body of troops, among which were ' character of prince Henry of Prussia, that he would

the two English battalions of grenadiers, the two of

Highlanders, and four squadrons of dragoons, Cope's

and Conway's.

The army was under arms all day on the thirtieth,

and about eleven at night marched off, iu six columns,

to Liebenau. About five the next morning, the whole

army be assembled, and formed on the heights near Cor-

heke. The hereditary prince was, at this time, marcb-

iug in two columns, in order to turn the enemy's left

flank; which he did by marching to Donhelbourg,

advance to the relief of the place long before it would

be taken according to the usual forms. Influenced by
these considerations, when he had invested the town,

he sent a letter to the governor, specifj'ing that his

ai-my consisted of fifty battalions, and fourscore squad-

rons; that the Russian army, amounting to seventy-

five thousand men, was within three days' march of

Breslau; that no succour could be expected from the

king of Prussia, encamped as he was on the other side

of the Elbe, and overawed by the army of count Daun;

leaving Klein-Eder on his left, and forming in two
|

that prince Henry, far from being in a condition to

lines, with the left towards Dossel, and his right near bring relief, would not be able to stand his ground

Grimbeck, opposite to the left flank of the enemy, against the Russians; that Breslau, being an open mer-

whose position was with the left to the high hill near

Oifendorf, and their right to Warbourg, into which

place they had flung Fischer's corps. The hereditary

prince immediately attacked the enemy's fl.ank, and,

after a very sharp dispute, obliged them to give way,

and, by a continual fire, kept forcing them to fall back

upon Warbourg. The army was at this time march-

ing with the greatest diligence to attack the enemy in

front, but the infantry could not get up in time: gen-

eral AS"aldegrave, at the head of the British, pressed

their march as much as possible: no troops could show

more eagerness to get up than they showed. Many
of the men, from the heat of the weather, and over-

straining themselves to get on through morassy and

very difficult ground, suddenly dropped down on their

march.
General Mostyn, who was at the head of the British

cavalry that was formed on the right of our infantry

on the other side of a large wood, upon receiving the

cantile town (not a fortress), could not be defended

without contravening the established rules of war; and

therefore the governor, in case of obstinacy, had no

reason to expect an honourable capitulation, the benefit

of which was now offered. He, at the same time, sent

a memorial to the civil magistrates, threatening the

town with destruction, which could by no other means

be prevented than by joining with the inhabitants in

persuading the govei'nor to embrace immediately the

terms that were proposed. Count Tavenzein, instead

of being intimidated, was encouraged by these men-

aces, which implied an apprehension in Laudohn that

the place would be relieved. He therefore replied to

the summons he had received, that Breslau was not

simply a mercantile town, but ought to be considered

as a place of strength, as being surrounded with works

and wet ditches; that the Austrians themselves had

defended it as such after the battle of Lissa, in the

vear one thousand seven hundred and fifty-seven;

duke's orders to come up"with the cavalry as fist as that the king his master having commandod him to

possible, made bo much expedition, bringing them up
,
defend the place to the last extremity, he could neither
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comply with general Lnuaolin's proposals, nor pay the

least regard to bis threat of destroying the tqwn; as

ho had not been intrusted with the care of the houses,

but with tlio defence of the fortifications. The Aus-

trian convinced him that same evening, tliat he threat-

ened nothing but what he meant to perform. lie

opened his batteries, and poured in upon the town a most

terrible shower of bombs and reil-liut bullets, which

continued till midnight. During this dreadful dis-

charge, which filled tlie place v.-ith horror and desola-

tion, he attempted the outworks by assault. The Croats

attacked the covered way in different places with their

usual impetuosity; but were repulsed with consider-

able loss, by the conduct and resolution of the governor

and garrison. Tbese proceedings having made no

impression on Tavenzein, the besieging general had

recourse again to negotiation; and offered the most

flattering articles of capitulation, which were rejected

with disdain. The governor gave him to understand,

that the destruction of the town had made no change

in his resolution; though it was a practice contrary to

the law of arms, as well as to the dictates of common
liumanity, to begin the siege of a fortress by ruining

the inhabitants; finally, he assured him he would wait

for him upon the ramparts, and defend the place to the

utmost of his power. His observation was certainly

just: nothing could be more infamously inhuman than

this practice of making war upon the helpless unarmed
inhabitants of a town which has the misfortune to be

beleaguered; yet the besieger pleaded the example of

the Prussian monarch, who had before acted the same

tragedy at Dresden. Laudohn being thus set at defi-

ance, continued to batter and bombard; and several

subsequent assanlts were given to the fortifications.
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